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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are always pleased to

have visitors with us. Today in the east

gallery we have students from Burford

District High School, Burford; and in the

west gallery, students from Dale Rd. Public

School, Cobourg.

Statements by the ministry.

APPOINTMENT OF ASSISTANT CLERK

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I regret the member for Scarborough West

(Mr. Lewis) is not here, because he has a

very great interest in this general area. I

would just like to bring to the attention of

the House that Mrs. Noakes, who has been

on contract in the office of the Clerk for the

past eight years, I beHeve, acting as secretary

to the select committee on corporation law,

has now filled a vacancy which existed in the

Clerk's office and has become an assistant

clerk here in this House.

It is felt that she will fulfil her duties very

admirably, not only in the work of the

standing and select committees, but in the

work of the House itself; although we
recognize Mr. Speaker, it takes a day or two
to gain the experience that is helpful.

I would like to say that Mrs. Noakes is

the first in Canada of her sex to be appointed
an assistant clerk. Quite honestly, from the

extensive research I conducted I am not in a

position to say that; but I am in a position
to say that she is the first lady to be at the

Clerk's desk in this particular House. I would
like to extend through you, Mr. Speaker, a

very warm welcome to her on behalf of the

members of the Legislature.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): The
Premier should have her facing the other

way.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there is

some observation that Mrs. Noakes should
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be facing the other way. I am sure that the

Clerk can, in his own flexible approach to

the administration of this House, arrange for

Mrs. Noakes to be on that side of the House

for two days a week and on the other side

the other two days of the week, if that would

be helpful.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): Could we
do that with the Premier?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, if the

member for Samia feels that I could make a

contribution to his party on that side of the

House two days a week I would be delighted
to give that serious consideration.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Some-

body needs to do something about iti

An hon. member: They need it right nowl

Hon. Mr. Davis: There are some days
when I think I could, other days when I

think I really shouldn't.

PHYSICIANS' COMPENSATION
COMMITTEE

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to inform the House today of the establish-

ment of a Joint Committee on Physicians'

Compensation for Professional Services. This

committee is a co-operative eflFort between

the Ontario Medical Association and the

government.

Stated simply, the purpose of this commit-

tee will be to recommend to the OMA and
the goverrmient a fair basis of professional

compensation for all practising physicians in

this province and to make those recommend-
ations having due regard for both the needs

of the patient and the cost of service to the

taxpayer.

This committee emanates from a recom-

mendation made by a special study com-
missioned in 1972 by the Ontario Medical

Association and carried out under the direc-

tion of Mr. Edward A. Pickering. Mr.

Pickering completed his report in April of

this year. Since then, over the past six or

seven months, discussions between the gov-
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eminent representatives and the OMA have

resulted in agreement to establish this joint

committee.

Mr. Speaker, it is appropriate to recognize
the presence here this afternoon in the

Speaker's gallery of two of the individuals

who have contributed much to the progress
we are making in this important matter of

rationalizing physicians* fees. They are the

president of the Ontario Medical Association,

Dr. D. Lawrence Wilson of Kingston, and
the general secretary of the OMA, Dr. Tom
Porter. Through you, Mr. Speaker, I welcome
them to our deliberations and on behalf of

all hon. members, I thank them for the con-

tribution they and their colleagues are mak-

ing in the development of a process for

determining an equitable compensation for

professional services.

At this time, Mr. Speaker, I am pleased
to announce the appointment of Mr. Harold

J. Clawson of Mississauga as the chairman of

the new Joint Committee on Physicians'

Compensation for Professional Services. Mr.
Clawson is also here with us today in the

Speaker's gallery.

Mr. Clawson, an executive with the Steel

Co. of Canada Ltd., brings with him a wealth
of experience in the industrial relations field.

A graduate of the University of Saskatche-
wan in law, Mr. Clawson began his business
career in personnel administration and labor

relations in Montreal 28 years ago and joined
Stelco in 1954. From 1959 to 1972, he was
vice-president, personnel, at Stelco and is

serving as a vice-president of that company
until his retirement early next year.

In addition to Mr. Clawson as chairman,
the committee will consist of six other mem-
bers, three from the OMA and three repre-
senting the Ontario government.

The representatives from the OMA are Dr.
L. R. Hamick of Toronto, Dr. J. S. Col-
quhoun of Thunder Bay and Dr. G. H. Isaac
of Scarborough.

The government will be represented by Mr.
G. H. U. Bayly, secretary to the Management
Board of Cabinet; Dr. Douglas Wright,
Deputy Provincial Secretary for Social De-
velopment; and Mr. W. B. Nichols, Assist-
ant Deputy Minister, Finance and Informa-
tion Services, Ministry of Health.

The practice in the past, Mr. Speaker, has
been for the OMA to review the fee sche-
dule every two years with the las^ revision

taking place on May 1, 1971. Earlier this

year the OMA voluntarily deferred any re-

visions to the fee schedule until May 1, 1974.

It is expected that the joint committee will

complete its first review by May 1, 1974, with

subsequent reviews taking place at two-year
intervals.

I feel certain that hon. members will agree
that our course of action in setting up this

joint committee will avoid fixed, rigid posi-

tions being 'taken by both the OMA and the

government and will assure that the best

interests of the public will be safeguarded.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I wish to com-
mend most sincerely the Ontario Medical As-

sociation for its initiative and co-operation.

HOUSING

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, later -this

afternoon, I will have the pleasure of intro-

ducing to the House a bill which has the

purpose of establishing a Ministry of Hous-

ing. This will launch the implementation of

one of the key recommendations of the gov-
ernment's Advisory Task Force on Housing
Policy.

In recent months that task force, under the

chairmanship of Mr. Eli Comay, has carried

out the first province-wide study of Ontario

housing that has ever been undertaken.

As you, Mr, Speaker, and the House will

be aware, the Comay report was released on

Sept. 13 together with three related papers:

First, a statement of mine which reviewed
the report and announced some initial re-

sponses on the part of the government; sec-

ond, a summary of the main features of the

report; and third, a statement by the Treas-

urer of Ontario (Mr. White) dealing with
the improvements, now in progress, in the
role and functions of the Ministry of Treas-

ury, Economics and Intergovernmental Af-
fairs. These new arrangements materially
afiFect the government's housing programme
as a whole and, in particular, the projected
Ministry of Housing.

In my remarks today, therefore, I shall

assume that the hon. members have had an

opportunity in the intervening two weeks or

so to familiarize themselves with the docu-
ments I have mentioned, so that I can con-

centra-te at this time on the formation of the

Ministry of Housing and some relevant mat-
ters in the Comay report.

Mr. Speaker, our announcement of the

creation of the strong Comay task force on
Oct. 6 last year stressed the high priority
which the govemmen-t placed on the need
for a comprehensive new approach to hous-

ing. Our instructions to the task force called

for: an examination of the current housing
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situation in Ontario; recommendations on the

appropriate role of the provincial goverimient
in helping to meet the housing needs of the

residents of Ontario; and recommendations

on the organizational requirements for de-

velopment and implementing suitable housing

policies.

In a long series of recommendations, the

Comay task force accords a central position

within government to a Ministry of Housing.

Consequen-tly, in my statement of Sept. 13

I was pleased to declare the government's
intention to act early in this fall session of

the Legislature on that recommendation,
which closely parallels our own thinking.

We are moving quickly with preparations,

Mr. Speaker, so that the organiza-tional ar-

rangements for the new ministry can be in

working order as soon as possible after the

bill to be introduced is on the statute books.

Meanwhile, as you will recall from my
statement on Sept. 13, a number of poHcy
initiatives in the housing field have already

been set in motion.

Among the most important of these is the

short-term housing programme to satisfy

immediate needs in MetropoHtan Toronto,

Ottawa and Hamilton, the three largest ur-

ban areas. That action is being spread to

embrace other communities, with special

reference to northern Ontario. It also should

be re-emphasized that the—

Mr. Lewis: What action?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —accommodation pro-

duced in this short-term programme will be

additional to the normal flow of housing
which is expected to become available in

1974 and 1975.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): How
many units?

Mr. Lewis: What short-term programme?

Hon. Mr. Davis: We are delighted that

Mr. Comay, with his close, up-to-the-minute

knowledge of the needs and practical prob-
lems, has consented to direct until early in

the new year the special group that will im-

plement this interim programme.
Mr. Comay will have authority to work in

consultation with local and regional munic-

ipalities. Some of the objectives of this

housing action programme include: Firstly,
to improve and speed the processing of de-

velopment applications; to ensure the avail-

ability of sewage facilities, water, schools and
roads; to seek means of providing lots and
houses at acceptable prices; and to recom-

mend action to create housing on publicly
owned lands.

One of Mr. Comay's most valuable func-

tions will be to advise the new Minister of

Housing, when appointed, on policies to im-

prove the housing situation as a whole.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Will Henderson take the trip?

Mr. Cassidy: He did a pretty lousy job the

first time around.

Hon. Mr. Davis: To underline the stress

placed by the government on the new hous-

ing effort, Mr. Speaker, and to ensure that

the planning activities are fully co-ordinated,
a new cabinet committee will be set up.
Under the chairmanship of the Treasurer

the committee will include the new Minister

of Housing, the Ministers of Revenue (Mr.

Grossman) and Government Services (Mr.

Snow), and the Chairman of the Management
Board (Mr. Winkler).

Mr. Lewis: You see, Al, they'll keep you

Hon. Mr. Davis: Close links between the

proposed Ministry of Housing and the Minis-

try of Treasury, Economics and Intergovern-
mental Affairs will be maintained. In addition,

as the House will remember, the Treasurer

in his statement of Sept. 13 outlined organi-
zational changes in his own ministry. These

changes are designed to bring certain func-

tions now in Treasury within the purview of

the new housing portfolio. Other changes will

result in more authority being delegated to

the expanded housing programme.
Mr. Speaker, the government supports in

principle the guidelines set out by the Comay
task force for the future development of the

government role in the provision of housing
for the people of this province. Accordingly,
while taking vigorous action on the measures
to this end already announced, we shall push
ahead with more detailed study of the re-

maining recommendations.

In the large-scale effort that faces us all

over the coming months and years, it is, I

think, important not to overlook the view of

the task force that the provincial-municipal

planning system has on the whole worked
better than in most growth areas in North
America in providing superior residential

amenities and a high standard of environ-

mental protection. I should also say that

while we are gratified to note that Ontario's

people are probably better housed than ever

before, we are determined as a government
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to see that every eflFort is made to increase

the availability of housing for all income

groups.

Mr. Cassidy: Stop glossing it over with all

those fancy words.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis. Calm down, you fellows, it's

the first day.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, my col-

leagues and I do not underestimate the scope
of the forthcoming role foreshadowed for the

government in the Comay recommendations.

The task force sees the required housing pro-

gramme as a co-operative partnership shared

among government at the federal, provincial,

regional and local levels as well as the private

sector, with the active participation of the

people themselves. That is a concept, Mr.

Speaker, which the government of this prov-
ince is glad to endorse. Its realization stands

high amongst our priorities.

Mr. Lewis: Even the Treasurer is applaud-

ing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Sure.

Mr. Lewis: It's got to be wrong!

CO-OPERATIVE CORPORATIONS ACT

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, in

December of 1972 I introduced in this House
for first reading only, the Co-operative Corpo-
rations Act, 1972. This legislation is a result

of the report on co-ops prepared by the select

committee on company law.

We have now completed a rather lengthy
period of consultation with those concerned

by this legislation, and are submitting for

your approval a revised Act taking into con-
sideration many changes and improvements
which were proposed.

I do not intend to review in detail all of

the amendments, since many are minor and
technical. However, I would like to point oul
several changes that have been incorporated.

Provision is now made for the payment of

delegates' fees as reimbursement for out-of-

pocket expenses. The initial legislation pro-
posed that co-operatives could by bylaw not
allocate a patronage return if an individual's

purchase was less than $100. That figure has
now been amended to $250. Amendments
have been included to allow a co-operative

to spread out payments to a withdrawing
member over a five-year period. Provision is

now made for—

Interjection from the gallery.

Mr. Speaker: There's no provision for a

spectator to enter the discussions. I would ask

the lady to please be quiet. The lady will

please remain silent.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The requirement for a

21-day notice period has been reduced to 10

days.

Mr. Speaker, in closing, I want to speci-

fically thank the United Co-operative De-

velopment Association for its assistance in

bringing about this legislation, and the many
other groups and individuals who worked
with us.

CONDOMINIUM LEGISLATION

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have a second state-

ment, Mr. Speaker. My ministry has been

carrying out a rather intensive review of our
condominium legislation and will today be

proposing various amendments as a result of

the experiences and diflSculties faced by exist-

ing condominiums. I should mention that this

is only the first initiative in our review and
that others may follow as our studies pro-

gress. The amendments that are introduced

today cover many areas including:

1. Provision is made for the corporation
on behalf of every owner to grant easements
for the provision of services through the com-
mon elements.

2. Compulsory annual meetings and a

notice procedure are now provided for.

3. The legislation will now call for new
elections of the board of directors after the

original owner or developer of the condo-
minium ceases to be the registered owner of

a majority of the units.

4. Management contracts will be limited

to a term not to exceed two years.

5. A new provision provides that unit

owners will now have the right to examine
the records of any person in receipt of pay-
ment for common expenses, and that these

funds should be designated as trust funds.

6. A new section in the legislation limits

the developer's right to lease the unit both

before and after registration of the declara-

tion and description.
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7. Provision is now provided that any
money received by a condominium developer
on the sale of a unit is trust money and is to

be held in approved banking depositories
until completion of the registration of the

condominium corporation.

8. A new section in the Act implies certain

covenants and agreements of purchase and
sale of proposed units. It also protects pur-
chasers of units where the declaration and

description are not registered within a period
of time specified in the agreement of pur-
chase and sale, or where the purchaser is

required or permitted to occupy the unit

before the declaration and description are

registered. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Cassidy: It is about time, you know.

Mr. Lewis: Is the government moving on

those bills this fall?

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

ALGONQUIN FOREST AUTHORITY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Premier. Has he reconsidered

his decision to appoint his predecessor John
Robarts as the chief executive ofiBcer and
chairman of the Algonquin Forest Authority,
in light of the conflict of interest which is

obvious and the fact that the decision to go
forward with this was made without any
reference to the Legislature?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think it is

fair to state that traditionally the appoint-
ments to a body of this kind are made by the

executive council recommending to the Lieu-

tenant Governor, who in his wisdom by and

large accepts those recommendations coming
from cabinet. I think it is fair to state that

the proposed bill which we think will be a

very important and significant bill, will have
a very large part to play in that structure in

Algonquin Park.

I spoke to my predecessor in oflBce, who
has had a very close association—and I think

it is fair to state, a very high regard for

Algonquin Park in his tenure, both as Premier
and as an individual citizen. I can think of

no one who is better qualified to fulfil this

function. I approached my predecessor on the

basis that I would hke him to consider this

and accept it, subject, of course, to the legisla-
tion being passed by the House and subject
to him feeling that it, in fact, met the general
guidelines that we had discussed.

The concern that has arisen with respect
to my predecessor's position on a certain

board of directors—that a company has an
interest in another company which may have
an interest in certain licensing situations in

the park—is something that I am sure was
not really known to my predecessor nor to

myself. I think Mr. Robarts has made it clear

that he will assess this situation and certainly
so shall I when the legislation has been

passed.

But I do re-emphasize, Mr. Speaker, that

while we are concerned about many aspects
—and these will receive attention—that as far

as one's capacity to fulfil this particular re-

sponsibility, I do sincerely believe, Mr.

Speaker, that my predecessor in oflBce brings
a great deal of experience and a real commit-
ment to the concept of Algonquin Park, if

he were to assume this responsibility.

I would say that really a discussion of this

kind is somewhat premature, and I mentioned
this in my letter to the head of the Algon-
quin group. It is premature from the stand-

point that this House has not yet approved
the legislation, although it will be forth-

coming fairly shortly. I will be quite pre-

pared to discuss this further with the Leader
of the Opposition or anyone else at such

time as the appointment itself becomes cur-

rent.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary:
Wouldn't it be fair to say, Mr. Speaker, that

since the announcement was made about Mr.
Robarts' appointment that he had been con-

tacted and, in fact, had accepted it; and now
that the controversy in the community against
the continuation of the exploitation of the

park is such that it is, that the Premier has in

fact put him in an impossible and an invidious

position and that there is no chance that he

will, in fact, in the long run accept this re-

sponsibility?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

Leader of the Opposition underestimates the

capacity of my predecessor. I don't think he
has been put in any such position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He has through the

Premier's bad judgement!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly it is a very per-
sonal decision that he will make-

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, the Premier

botched it very badly!

Hon. Mr. Davis: —at the time when it be-

comes current. At this precise moment it is

not.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Current? Who announced

it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I said that he would be

considering it.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Supple-

mentary to the Premier: Inasmuch that he

just said that Mr. Robarts is not aware that

the company of which he is a director had
the 50 square miles of cutting rights, does

he feel it might be necessary to bring in new

legislation on the duties of directors of com-

panies so they might know what their com-

panies are doing?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recognize
that the member for High Park has far more
experience and expertise in these matters
than myself. It is not my intention, at least,

to bring in legislation requiring directors of

corporations to necessarily have some educa-
tional process, or what have you. I think that

their own capacity to serve on these boards is

determined by their colleagues over a period
of time and I would think that this is a self-

education process and that there are ways
and means of solving those problems that do
aflFect in the odd instance the slow learner.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier embarrasses John
dreadfully; he embarrasses John Robarts.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: This will be the last supple-
mentary.

Mr. Lewis: What did the Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development (Mr. Law-
rence) mean in Ottawa on Sept. 21, when he
said in answer to a question:

Obviously the public of Ontario are go-
ing to require the government ultimately to
have extreme and strict control on logging.
I think the control of fires, the control of

disease, may be the only reasons for har-

vesting in Algonquin Park at all.

Is it not true that the Premier has, in fact,
made a decision to announce over the next
several months a termination and phasing-out
of logging in the park? And when is he go-
ing to reveal that to the House and talk to
us about alternative employment for the

loggers?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't inter-

pret what the Provincial Secretary for Re-
sources Development may have said. I am

sure he will be delighted to do that for the

member for Scarborough West.

I can only say this to relieve his mind.

There has been no determination by govern-
ment to stop a degree of logging in

Algonquin Park. The policy as stated by
the Minister of Natural Resources (Mr.

Bemier) made it very clear that we were

looking upon Algonquin Park as one of the

prime resources of this province, an area of

great recreational potential; one that must

be controlled but one that must be avail-

able to the average citizen of this province,

for the recreation of the province.

We intend, Mr. Speaker, as a matter of

government policy-

Mr. Lewis: The Premier will retreat on

this.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We intend, as a matter

of government policy, to see that Algonquin
is maintained in this regard.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier will-

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): As a

multiple use resource! That's what the

Premier said.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I say with respect, Mr.

Speaker, to the member for Scarborough
West, that it is fine to talk about one aspect
of Algonquin, as we did with respect to

certain aspects of Quetico Park-

Mr. Lewis: We talk about all of them.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —But I think it must
be made abundantly clear that Algonquin
is not the same as Quetico.

Mr. Lewis: No, it is not. It is the best

recreational reserve we have in southern

Ontario and we should have no logging.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is not geographically
situated the same way, and it is not utilized

to the same extent by the same thousands of

Ontario citizens.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I think it is quite

conceivable, Mr. Speaker, that we can de-

velop the policy that has been enunciated
in a way that will not conflict with the basic

purpose of Algonquin Park.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.
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POLLUTION AT BRUCE POWER
STATION

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of the Environment.

How can he, in his fine responsibility as

the protector of the environment and as the

minister reporting for Hydro, continue to

permit Ontario Hydro to bum high sulphur
fuel at the Bruce steam station which, in

fact, is polluting the atmosphere to an

extreme level, and which is burned only at

night so that the visual aspects of the

pollution are largely concealed from people
who might otherwise know of them?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): It's

the area of the member for Grey Bruce

(Mr. Sargent).

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): The member for Grey Bruce gave
him that question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And is he aware of a

work order put forward directly to those

people concerned, dated Aug. 1, 1973, which

says specifically, "Normal operations: Burn
sour oil during the night to reduce visual

effects"?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, in answer to the

last question, yes. As a matter of fact, the

Bruce plant, for steam purposes, burns about

3,070 gal. per hour of No. 6 oil, which has
2.5 per cent sulphur in it; and the sour

oil, which is about 3,000 gal. a week, is

burned in one of those boilers during one
of the eight-hour periods.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The one during the
dark hours.

Hon. Mr. Auld: It is true the reason for

this is that it has a high percentage of

water in it; and at the time the boiler is

adjusted to get this extra oil in it, which,
by the way, only has 0.2 per cent sulphur
in it. In other words, there is less sulphur
in the sour oil than there is in the normal

heating oil.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Anybody
should know that!

Mr. Lewis: That's why we didn't ask the

question.

Hon. Mr. Auld: At the time the boiler
is changed over there is a periodic, at least,
a short period of smoke, and when the sour

oil, so-called, is being burned with the fuel

oil there is a good deal of steam so there

is a white vapour that comes out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's one way of putting

Hon. Mr. Auld: Hydro informed me that

the reason it decided to do it in the evening
rather than the daytime was to forestall

questions about the white vapour.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Hydro
does a lot of things that way!

Hon. Mr. Auld: It was not very successful

in achieving that end.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What kind of vapour?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Water vapour, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It sounds like a cover-up I

Hon. Mr. Auld: If the hon. Leader of the

Opposition would like the whole story I

have a page and a half of it here for him.

But that, basically, is the essence.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker. Could the minister show us in

this House that those people in the com-

munity who have looked into this and who
are deeply concerned are not, in fact, look-

ing at a situation where the level of sulphur
in the ambient air is higher than is normally
permitted under regular circumstances?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I don't have
in front of me the actual picture of the

ground sampling-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's the point, of

course.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —which we are in the

process of doing because, frankly, we have
been more concerned about the emissions

of hydrogen sulphide which have taken

place from time to time. I'll tell the hon.

leader that Hydro is working with our

people in a programme to modify the in-

cinerator and stack operation which deals

with HgS emissions and we expect that that

will be under control in the very near
future. But as far as the additional sour

oil that is being burned is concerned, if

anything, it reduces the amount of sulphur
that comes out during that eight-hour period

every week.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is the minister aware that the

emissions of sulphur dioxide and all other

sulphur component vapours have been
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measured in excess of the limits that are set

under the regulations that he himself has
the responsibility for administering?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I would
think that that is quite possible in the start-

up stages. In fact, as the hon. Leader of the

Opposition is probably aware, the Hydro
Lakeview plant in Toronto is still not meet-

ing the sulphur dioxide requirement stand-

ards of this ministry. They have been
involved for a number of years in experi-
ments to find a way of removing additional

sulphur dioxide. They have acquired at some

expense lower sulphur coal for that operation;

they are proposing to switch over to gas at

certain periods. But there is no known way
to meet our standards in certain kinds of

operations at the moment. In fact, Hydro is

presently involved in a $10-million test pro-
gramme on one of the stacks there which
will apply to similar operations in its other

plants.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Does the minister mean to say that
under the one branch of his department he
has emission levels which are constantly and

regularly broken by an agency which reports
to the Legislature through the same minister,
and that he feels that there is nothing un-
toward in that particular circumstance?

Hon. Mr. Auld: First of all Mr. Speaker,
Hydro no longer reports to the Legislature
through the Ministry of the Environment; it

reports through the Ministry of Energy.

Secondly, I say that it did for some time

report through this ministry and this minister.
I would say that it was a good thing in the
sense that we had very close co-operation
between Hydro and my own ministry in

working towards these standards. But I have
said before, and I shall say it again, that
there are a number of operations in this

province, and all hon. members are aware
of this, that do not yet meet all the standards
for air and/or water quality that have been
imposed. They are on programmes. They are

getting towards it. But there are some very
severe technological and economic problems
to solve.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Supplemen-
tary.

Mr. Speaker: I beheve there has been a

quite sufficient and reasonable number of

supplementaries on that question.

Mr. Gaunt: Well, Mr. Speaker, I have a

very-

Mr. Speaker: There has been a sufficient

number of supplementaries.

Mr. Gaunt: It happens to affect my riding.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? Then the
hon. member for Scarborough West.

Interjections by hon. members.

HOUSING

Mr. Lewis: What have you done to them?
A question, Mr. Speaker, of the Premier

relating to his announcement on housing.
How many units specifically does he expect
the short-term home aid programme to pro-
duce, over and above the 100,000 to 110,000
units which we are now producing on an

average basis per year?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this is hard
to predict. What Mr. Comay recommended
in his report was an interim programme
whereby a substantially larger number of lots

would come on to the market. I don't want to

be too optimistic, because there are a number
of problems that have to be solved in the

process. But, hopefully, we could be looking
at, in terms of 1974-1975, additional serviced

lots of perhaps between 30,000 and 35,000 in

the Metro area, hopefully around 7,000 in

Ottawa and 4,000 in Hamilton. We haven't

had any breakdown yet of, say, communities
in northern Ontario. But I want to make it

very clear, Mr. Speaker, that these are sort

of tentative targjets. I'm sure the member for

Scarborough West recognizes the complex-
ities. This is the involvement of the local

municipalities; the need for trunk sewers to

be expedited in certain areas; certain ration-

alizations to take place with respect to

densities that we have been suggesting in the

Toronto-centred region; and a host of many
other important and complicated details.

The directions that Mr. Comay has been

given, and with the people associated with

him, will put him in the position to bring a

level of co-operation as between the munic-

ipalities and various ministries in this govern-
ment and other agencies to a point where we
can achieve, hopefully, these targets.

I just don't want to commit myself or Mr.

Comay at this moment, Mr. Speaker, because
I would be underestimating the complexity of

the problem. I could go into this in great
detail with some specific examples, but I

think the member for Scarborough West is

sufficiently aware of the complexities of it, so
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that this isn't necessary. But it is the part of

the report that we seized upon immediately,
the interim situation, because there is no

question, Mr. Speaker, that, whether the

member for Scarborough West agrees or dis-

agrees, we do Kve in a situation where the

law of supply and demand has an ejffect on

housing prices, and the supply side, as far as

lots are concerned, is less than the market
demand. The main thrust of Mr. Comay's
present responsibility will be to increase tlie

supply of service lots over and above the

ones that had been initially" contemplated.
I think the Treasiu^er, if he were to be

asked, could give a relatively positive re-

sponse about the number of subdivisions that

have been improved and the increase in the

actual number of lots this year over last

year—in fact, the number of housing con-

struction starts. But while these figures in

themselves are positive, it still remains a fact

that there still is a greater demand for hous-

ing units at this moment than there is supply.
One of the obvious solutions, of course, is to

increase the supply of serviced land; and this

will be the main direction of Mr. Comay in

this next three- or four-month period.

I think the Treasurer, if he were to be

asked, could give the member a relatively

positive response about the number of sub-

divisions that have been improved and the

increase in the actual number of lots this

year over last year—in fact, the number of

housing construction starts. But while these

figures in themselves are positive, it still

remains a fact that there still is a greater
demand for housing units at this moment
than there is supply. One of the obvious

solutions, of course, is to increase the supply
of serviced land; and this will be the main
direction of Mr. Comay in this next three- or

four-month period.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
since one of the obvious additional ways is

the acquisition of land, what request has On-
tario made of the federal government for our

proportion of the $100 million which has
been made available for land acquisition?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there have
been discussions going on over the past few
days both with respect to our situation with
Central Mortgage and Housing Corp. and
some tentative plans of the Ontario Housing
Corp. which are not unrelated to the Comay
report and which will have a bearing not so

much on the short-term problem perhaps but

perhaps in the years 1976 and 1977. I am
not in a position yet to relate to the members

of the House the exact nature of these plans,
but I hope that within the next two to three

weeks 1 shall be able to do so and will be

delighted to inform the hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: One last supplementary: What
has happened to the Ontario Land Acquisi-
tion Corp. which was funded to the tune of

$20 million in 1972 and has never been heard
of again? Is that yet another demonstration
of the way we build houses in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if memory
serves me correctly—and I am going strictly

by memory on the supplementary question,
which is perhaps related to the initial ques-
tion; I won't debate that—as I recall it, the

suggested programme that the hon. member
is referring to was a suggested corporation
that would in fact be involved in the acqui-
sition—and I think 1 am right in this—of

recreational land.

Mr. Lewis: And housing!

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, with respect, I think

it was basically for recreational land, with
some reference in particular terms to the

Niagara Escarpment. I think that is where
that thought came from. It was determined,
Mr. Speaker, that this was not at that time

necessarily the appropriate way to proceed
nor the level of funding, so that was not

proceeded with. As it relates to certain activi-

ties contemplated by OHC and the new
Ministry of Housing, it may be that somewhat
similar but slightly altered approach may be
taken. But I do emphasize that the suggested
organization to which the hon. member is

referring dealt primarily, I think, with recre-

ational land rather than land for housing or

other sorts of development. I think I am
right in that.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): By way of

supplementary, Mr. Speaker, could the Pre-

mier tell us in regard to these lots he has
been talking about whether they are going
to be made available by government or by
private industry? And if and when they are

available, are the prices going to be con-

trolled so that a person with an income of

$15,000, say, might be in a position to pro-
vide himself with a suitable housing lot?

Hon Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think per-

haps there has to be two or three approaches
to this, and I want to make this clear to the

member for Dovmsview: I am not pre-
determining what Mr. Comay or the new
ministry will be doing or recommending; I

think it will be a combined eflFort. I think

the private sector of necessity must be in-
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volved, and it may mean a greater involve-

ment on the part of the provincial govern-
ment.

I think the hon. member for Downsview
will find in Mr. Comay*s report, which I am
sure he has read very carefully and in great

detail, there was a suggestion that as a part
of the interim approach for moving certain

major areas ahead for residential develop-
ment, discussions might be held with the

private sector so that if a private sector

corporation was assured that certain lots

would be made available in stages over a

period of, say, two years, discussions would
be held about a voluntary form of control as

to the end lot price.

Now, Mr. Speaker, this is a very delicate

area—and I don't mean delicate from the

standpoint-

Mr. Lewis: One can't have voluntary
control over price!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, per-
haps we will be discussing that later on this

afternoon. I am saying this was part of Mr.

Comay's approach to it; I am sure the hon.
member for Downsview will recall that. Now,
as to whether this in fact is practical or
whether it can work, as soon as I have some
indication from Mr. Comay, I will be de-

lighted to report on this to the House. It's

quite an intriguing proposition-

Mr. Lewis: Exotic, but not intriguing!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Whether in fact it can be
made practical, Mr. Speaker, I don't know.

Mr. Lewis: It's absurd. The whole scheme
is ridiculous.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, it's not. It is not!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre has been on his feet with a supple-
mentary.

Mr. Lewis: When voluntary price control
works in the housing sector-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I would just like to ask the

Premier, since he has made this announce-
ment today, Mr. Speaker, if more lots are

produced, can he tell us how much of the
benefit will go on to purchasers or tenants
and how much will go to the developers in

larger profits?

Some hon. members: Oh, oh.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recognize
this is an area of great interest to the hon.
member. Quite obviously the main initiative,

as far as Mr. Comay is concerned, and the

housing corporation, the minister presently
responsible for housing, myself and the gov-
ernment, is to make lots available at as low
a price as possible, to make housing avail-

able to people on lower income levels. To
say this can be done simply, Mr. Speaker,
would be untrue. It can't. There are a
number of problems to be resolved but I

would read back 'into the record—in fact I'd

hke to read certain aspects of the report. The
fact remains that the housing corporation, the

private sector and the government of this

province through its initiatives have pro-
duced more housing here than in any com-

parable jurisdiction and that the people in this

province are more adequately housed.

Mr. Lewis: And the government is falling
behind.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Has the

government met the needs of the people,
that's the question?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Martel: That is the question; and it

has not.

FOOD PRICES

Mr. Lewis: I want to thank the member
for Lambton for bringing me into line.

I want to ask a question of the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations. Back
on Sept. 7 in Bracebridge, in his speech to

the Rotary Club, he said that his ministry was

monitoring food price increases on a spot
basis in order to identify illegitimacy or un-

justifiedi ncreases and that he would be re-

porting them to the federal Food Prices Re-
view Board. What spot increases has he made
and what reports has he made to the federal

Food Prices Review Board?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, we have,
for I think a period of four weeks, monitored
a series of the same products, the prices of

the same products in the same geographic
areas from week to week, and we will be

making those facts available to the federal

Food Prices Review Board on Friday of this

week as well as to the media in this province.
It is quite interesting to take a look at them
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and then perhaps you'll be of some assistance

to your respective wives—I didn't say "re-

spectable," I said "respective" wives—in that

there is some distinction between one par-
ticular supermarket and the others which
tend to average,

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Is the

minister going to make it available to the

House and the public here?

Mr. Lewis: But the minister is, in fact,

going to turn the material over to the federal

Food Prices Review Board?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes.

Mr. Bullbrook: Did you find anything

illegitimate?

MILK PRICES

Mr. Lewis: Question of the Minister of

Agriculture and Food: Can he tell us if it is

his understanding in the discussions that are

taking place today in Ottawa amongst the

federal government, the Ontario Milk Com-
mission and the Ontario Milk Marketing
Board, whether we can expect in Ontario a

decrease in the retail price of milk to the

consumer, comparable to the four-cent-per-

quart decrease in Quebec and the three-cent-

per-quart decrease in Manitoba?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, I cannot give
that undertaking because there is a different

set of circumstances involved. In some prov-
inces in Canada the increase to the consumer
had already taken placer-

Mr. Lewis: Conservative government in

Ontario!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —in other provinces the

producer increase was contemplated to be

put into place but has not been done. So
that this is the basis of the discussions and

negotiations, and to give a clear cut answer,
yes or no, simply cannot be done in this case.

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): Supple-
mentary.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, is

the minister saying that a five-cent subsidy
per quart available to the Milk Marketing
Board or Milk Commission will not result in
a decrease for the consumer? Is he therefore

saying that the processors will get so much
of the difference that the consumer will lose

again?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am not saying any-
thing of the kind. We will be pleased to

report to the House after the discussions have
taken place and the confirmation of the de-

cision has been made. But until that time it

is purely speculative and I'm not going to be
drawn into any position which my hon. friend

would like to put us in at the expense of the

producer-

Mr. Lewis: No, the producer gets the

subsidy—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —by trying to suggest
that he is the spokesman for the consumer,
until after these people have finished their

discussions in Ottawa today.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is what it is all

about.

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supplementary.
By way of supplementary, since the minister

is such a defender of the producer, is it not
true that the Milk Commission—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Of the farmer! Of
the farmer!

Mr. Lewis: —that the Milk Commission
rescinded the 90 cents per hundredweight to

the farmer which the Milk Marketing Board
had granted, allegedly waiting to see about
the five cents? Why is the minister defending
the processor so avidly in all of this?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is an absolute mis-

statement, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: What is an absolute misstate-

ment?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That I am defending the

processor.

Mr. MacDonald: What about the factual

point?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friend, as he
is always trying to do, is trying to put words
into somebody's mouth because he simply
doesn't know what he is talking about.

Mr. Lewis: Well, answer the question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of privilege, Mr.

Speaker. I won't have my original question
molested this way.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Want to bet?
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce has been on his feet with a supple-

mentary. The hon. member for Grey-Bruce.

Mr. Sargent: One more month to gol I'll be
down there next month. Mr. Speaker, I would
like to ask the Minister of Agriculture and

Food, is he not concerned that the chairman
of the Milk Marketing Board has one of the

largest milk quotas in Ontario, with regard to

this question here to increase the price of

milk?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I'm not

aware of that fact but, if it is a fact, I would
think then he was in a position to have full

knowledge about the business which he

represents.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South. This will be the last supplementary.

Mr. MacDonald: In that characteristic poli-
tical display the Minister of Agriculture and
Food did not respond to the question put to

him. Is it true that the milk commission has

rescinded the 90 cents per cwt. increase to

the producers?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's right, which it

did, Mr. Speaker. It is true that the milk-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friends really
don't want to know the answer, Mr. Speaker;

they just want to see one side of the coin.

Mr. Lewis: What has the minister got

against the farmers of Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It would have been

granted, had it not been for the fact that dis-

cussions were entered into with Ottawa con-

cerning the subsidy. To have put into effect

the 90-cent increase, which would have gone
into effect, would have not amounted to as

much as what the producers should get, be-

cause the formula on which the 90-cent in-

crease was based was behind by several

weeks.

Mr. MacDonald: I wish the minister would
have remembered that last January when he
took the initiative in cancelling the increase.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Oh, no, I didn't cancel

the increase. My hon. friend knows full well
that it was I who asked the board to come
back to the conunission for a second run at

the thing to give them the extra increase in

price. He conveniently forgets that today.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: This is one time my hon.

friend from York South led with his tongue
when he shouldn't have, believe me.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It was felt, Mr. Speaker,
with great respect to the commission, and
this decison was reached with discussions

vdth the Milk Marketing Board and with

the federal officials, that to put into place a

price increase of 90 cents now with the

further increase that would likely take place
as a result of the discussions with Ottawa

establishing a new consmner price level-

Mr. Lewis: Why?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —would be unwise at

this time.

Mr. Lewis: Why?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Because it's now the

second day of October. To bring out one

price list on Oct. 1 and another one on Oct.

2 was quite different.

Mr. Lewis: If you reduce it, who will

object? The farmers can be paid two in-

creases.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Sure, who will object?

The farmer? No? The member says the

farmer won't object?

Mr. Lewis: Not if the farmer gets the in-

crease from both sources.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, all right. We will

wait until after the discussions tomorrow and

we'll see what actually happens. They are

going on today in Ottawa.

Mr. MacDonald: A final supplementary of

the Minister of Agriculture and Food.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Further supplemen-
taries will only constitute a deba-^e.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Further supplementaries will

only constitute a debate which will be out

of order at this time.

Mr. MacDonald: This is a factual question.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West. All right, the hon. member for

Huron-Bruce had a question.

Mr. Gaunt: I defer to my colleague from

Kitchener.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

KITCHENER-WATERLOO
OKTOBERFEST

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, to move on
to another liquid, I have a question of the

Minister of Consumer and Conunercial Re-

lations. In the light of the reported com-
ments of his colleague, the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett), as to his

dissatisfaction with the bureaucratic petulance

concerning the enforcement of liquor laws,

will he review -the actions of the chairman

of the board in summoning to Toronto today
several busloads of organizers and commun-

ity leaders for Oktoberfest from Kitchener

and Waterloo so that they can presumably

get their instructions for this coming week's

activities?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I read

with interest the letter that was sent to my
colleague, the hon. Minister of Industry and

Tourism, dated Sept. 17, over the signature
of one Dr. Jack Bishop who, I believe, is the

chairman of Oktoberfes-t for this year. Certain

allegations were made in that letter that

would infer that some of the decisions of the

board, or suggestions, were whimsical wherein

they were in fact the comments of the chair-

man of the Liquor Licence Board of -this

province, passing along advice as to legisla-

tion that was in effect. There were certain

requests made to waive legislation. We have
no right to do so. I had the thrill last Fri-

day morning of talking to the mayor. His

Worship Mayor Weston, and I made some
slanderous remarks I am sure, to Dr. Bishop,
about Dr. Bishop, and on Friday night I

walked into a function in Kitchener and saw

my friend the mayor, and he introduced me
to Dr. Bishop, who was right there; and in

any event we had a very interesting discus-

sion and I assured the doctor that when he
came to Toronto -today that we would do

everything in our power to assist, but re-

maining within the confines of the legislation.

It's a difficult thing. I think the member an-

ticipates 375,000 people visiting this area,

and we are here -to cooperate but we cannot

turn a blind eye to legislation that has been

asked to be breached. It's just as simple as

that.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister did it on an

experimental basis last New Year's Eve.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We amended the leg-

islation at that time, prior to New Year's

Eve, as the member will recall.

Mr. MacDonald: Did he really?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes—by regulation.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary? The hon.

member for Windsor-Walkerville, with a sup-

plementary.

An hon. member: Did the Speaker know
that—before he asks the question?

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, may I ask of the minister a

supplementary question? Will the minister-

Mr. Speaker: Order please! It has been

suggested by the New Democratic Party
that there was discrimination. No one from

the New Democratic Party had been on
his feet. I asked the hon. member for

Nickel Belt; he did not have a supplementary.

Therefore, I give it to the hon. member
for Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. Lewis: That's clear discrimination.

What you do is you ask politely, "Is there

a New Democrat—"

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, may I

have assurances from the minister that the

Oktoberfest celebrations that will be con-

ducted in other parts of the Province of

Ontario will be given similar consideration

as is given to the Oktoberfest in any specific

community?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Not only does the

member have my assurance, that's the way
it should be. There is no geographical
difference or rules applied insofar as the

application of the Liquor Licence Board
Act and the regulations thereunder are

concerned. If the Act is adhered to, there

is no problem.

Mr. Speaker: The next question will be
that of the hon. member for Nickel Belt.

AIR MANAGEMENT BRANCH
INSPECTOR

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
A question of the Minister of the Environ-

ment. Would he explain why oflBcials in his
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ministry are harassing the inspector for the

air management branch in Sudbury, Mr.
Ross MacKenzie, who is only attempting
to do his job in the Sudbury area; and why
his ministry is attempting to fire Mr.
MacKenzie at this point?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. MacDonald: Just happens to have a

report on that!

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well it was reported in

the press and I quote:

An hen. member: That's where the minis-
ter gets his—

Hon. Mr. Auld: "The Ontario Environ-
ment Ministry is trying to fire a Sudbury-
based air management branch inspector who
said in July that his superiors were not letting
him do his job thoroughly."

I'd like to point out that the statements
made by Mr. MacKenzie included charges
far more serious than those which might
reflect on the eflBciency of a branch of the

government. Mr. MacKenzie made some
very serious accusations that at least one
civil servant in the air management branch
had accepted bribes or gratuities. These
statements were repeated on at least one
radio interview and reported in articles in
the press. The main issue raised by Mr.
MacKenzie's charges related therefore to
the honesty and integrity of the air man-
agement branch and of the public service
within it.

Our position is that the charges made
by Mr. MacKenzie were so serious that they
called for an immediate investigation. The
hon. members will recall that on July 19 we
arranged for an investigation by the anti-
rackets branch of the Ontario Provincial
Police, since it was also obvious that such
an investigation could not and should not
be carried out within the ministry.

Although we have not seen a copy of the
actual OPP report, we did receive, on Sept.
7, a letter from the senior Crown counsel,
special prosecutions and criminal appeals
branch in the Ministry of the Attorney
General addressed to our director of legal
services, which sets out the results of the

investigation. The report contains the names
of individuals against whom accusations have
been made and for this reason I don't think
it is advisable to make it public.

I do wish to stress, however, that the

investigation carried out by the anti-rackets
branch disclosed "no evidence whatsoever"

to support the accusations made that mem-
bers of the air management branch had
solicited or accepted money from companies.
It is obvious that accusations of the kind

made have a demoralizing effect on the

morale of a branch of government and it

is essential that these questions involving
the honesty and integrity of the branch be
resolved.

Mr. Laughren: Senior officials who—

Hon. Mr. Auld: In the wake of these

matters, we are left with the question as

to whether or not the charges were made
irresponsibly by the inspector in question,
both as to the nature of the charges and
as to the manner in which they were made.
It is the view of the director of the air

management branch that a hearing should

be held to determine whether or not Mr.

MacKenzie should be dismissed from em-

ployment for cause under section 22, sub-

section 3, of the Public Service Act. A notice

of hearing has been served on Mr. Mac-
Kenzie and the hearing will be held by the

deputy minister on Oct. 10, 1973.

Because the statements originally made,
and the wide pubhcity given to them in

the news media, reflected on the honesty
of members of the air management branch
I welcome the question from the hon.

member, and I want to make it clear that

the investigations carried out disclosed no
evidence whatsoever to support those allega-

tions. I don't intend, however, to go beyond
that and discuss this matter further because

it is to be the subject of a hearing as I

have indicated.

Mr. Laughren: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker. Since the minister only dealt with

a portion of the charges by the inspector,

would the minister indicate why it is that

the industrial polluters are being treated in

such a discretionary way, as opposed to

individuals who are descended upon with

a very heavy hand when their septic systems
leak?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I wouldn't

agree with the hon. member that industrial

polluters are being treated any differently

from individuals.

Mr. Laughren: Why were the violations

not acted on?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I have stated before, and

my predecessor has stated, that our purpose
is to get compliance with the rules; that, as I

mentioned a while ago about Hydro, some
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things are technologically very diflBcult if not

currently impossible.

Mr. Martel: They are, like burning.

Hon. Mr. Auld: That we have prosecuted
when we were not getting co-operation and

progress in a degree of compliance, and we
will do that further. But I really can't accept
the implied statement that we treat Inco any
differently from John Smith.

Mr. Laughren: Is that why the minister

doesn't act on the violation then?

Hon. Mr. Auld: And, in fact, if one was
to look at the Falconbridge situation-

Mr. Martel: The minister has denied that

one all along.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —the company has put
some $60 million into a new kind of process,

plus another $7 or $8 million into the sulphur

recovery plant and it didn't work. We have

given the company an extension for two years
to meet the requirements because there was
no other way it can do it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question-

Mr. Martel: A supplementary—

Mr. Speaker: One more supplementary.

Mr. Martel: Is it not a fact that the man
Mr. MacKenzie named also recommended to

this ministry that the monitor which is pre-

sently in Happy Valley be taken out of

Happy Valley and be located up-wind from

the prevailing winds in Sudbury? I got this

from Colin MacFarlane. Shouldn't that man's

conduct really be investigated much more

thoroughly if he made the recommendation
to put the new monitor in a place where it

would not serve any purpose whatsoever in

monitoring the emissions in the Sudbury area?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of that. As the hon. member knows, I

indicated to him that we would put the

monitor where he wanted it.

Mr. Martel: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Even though he is not an

engineer.

Mr. Lewis: The minister will be safer

listening to the member for Sudbury East

rather than his own ministry.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

MARLBOROUGH TOWNSHIP

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker I have a question of

the Treasurer. My question deals with Marl-

borough township and my letter to the minis-
ter of Aug. 29, 1973. May I ask the minister

why he has not instituted a provincial in-

quiry in the light of the fact that the tovm-

ship is circumventing the planning Act, that

there is personal involvement in the company
by the reeve, Preston Ralph, and thirdly that

they are issuing building permits after receiv-

ing warnings not only from the ministry but
from the regional area of Ottawa Carleton

Why has the minister not instituted a pro-
vincial inquiry into this?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, may I say first of all that I hope the

member had a happy summer; and may I

observe that the front bench of the Liberal

Party is the palest and most discouraged lot

I have ever seen in my life-

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Hon. Mr. White: —from which I infer that

they are preconditioning themselves to an-

other defeat.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. White: The member for Grey-
Bruce isn't often right, but he was right
about his leader—oh, it's a sad sight from

here sir.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: What did Tito say to the min-

ister?

Hon. Mr. White: Now then, when this

matter reached my attention some months

ago, I put the ministerial orders on the area,

if my memory serves me correctly. There are

provisions under the Municipal Act for per-
sons to appeal to the minister to have an

inquiry; and if such an appeal were lodged
with me, I would certainly have to give it

very serious thought.

I think, if I remember correctly, my letter

to the member provides him with the answer

to his question here today.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

Centre with a supplementary.
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Mr. Cassidy: In view of the ministry's

planning standards and its abhorrence of strip

development, can the ministry explain why
it has not blocked the building permits on

about 30 lots that were illegally created but

on which building had not yet begun when
the minister began to take an interest, and

has not yet begun?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member will give me the details of that I

will be glad to examine it.

Mr. Roy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
would the minister advise whether it's be-

cause the involvement of the individuals in

Marlboro township are mostly Conservative,
is this why he is reluctant to establish in-

quiries

Hon. Mr. White: I have no awareness of

that, and in fact I don't accept the assertion

whatsoever. It has no bearing on my thoughts
at all.

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the minister start

an inquiry?

Hon. Mr. White: Why doesn't the member
for York Centre say a word?

Mr. Lewis: What did Tito give you?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

FOOD PRICES

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, a

question of the hon. Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Affairs. In the light of the
action which the minister is now taking to

monitor prices, what action does he contem-

plate in a case such as this where a 10-ounce

jar of Chase and Sanborn coflFee bought last

week by a member of my household-

Mr. Lewis: The kind the minister likes.

Mr. Young: -has a price marked on it of

$1.69, obviously rubbed out; a second price
which is just legible of $1.89; and then a
scratched area where another price obviously
was rubbed out, and $2.09 put on it?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Young: This is the same 10-ounce jar
of Chase and Sanborn's on the same shelf,
with a new cover, marked $2.19; obviously
we chose the $2.09.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Is the question: What
do I intend to do about that particular thing?

Mr. Young: What is the policy of the gov-
ernment on this kind of profiteering?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, as the

hon. member knows, there is no legislation
to preclude that from happening at the

present time. I would suggest that the mar-

keting of that was handled in a very poor
fashion, and I think the member would find

that the suggestion would be shared by those

who are, in fact, in charge of the super-
markets. I'm just amized that he could afford

the lowest price marked there. I would have

had to leave it on the shelf at that.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Presenting reports.

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to

table the report on OECA affairs carried out

during this summer. The report was publicly
released earlier this summer with the direc-

tion of the OECA board of directors, and the

subcommittee of the board is presently look-

ing into the report and will have some recom-

mendations to bring back to the board early

this fall.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that commencing
tomorrow until further order this House will

not sit in the chamber on Wednesdays, such

Wednesdays being reserved for meetings of

the standing and select committees.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

MINISTRY OF HOUSING ACT

Hon. Mr. Davis moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to establish the Ministry of

Housing.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

CONDOMINIUM ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Condo-
minium Act.

Motion agreed, to; first reading of the bill.
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CO-OPERATIVE CORPORATIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, Co-operative Corporations Act,

1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Finally, the adoption of the notice filing

system vidll result in a reduction in the

amount of information required and bring
about a lessening of the invasion of privacy
in business contracts or contracts between

individuals.

PERSONAL PROPERTIES SECURITY ACT

Hon. Mr. Clemen-^ moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Personal

Properties Security Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I would

like at this time to inform the House of the

proposed amendmen-ts to the Personal Prop-

erties Security Act. Under the Government

Reorganization Act, 1972, the administration

of the Personal Properties Security Act was

transferred from the Department of Justice

^o the Ministry of Consumer and Commercial

Relations. One aspect of this transfer has been

that such documents as bills of sale, chattel

mortgages and conditional sales agreements
that are required to perfect security interest

in personal property are now being register-

ed in the 48 land registry oflBces across the

province, rather than In the oflBce of the

clerks of county and district courts.

At present, more than 700,000 of these

documents are filed yearly in Ontario and
the law requires tha't they be retained for a

period of three years.

The amendments we propose would estab-

lish a system requiring the filing of a financ-

ing statement only instead of a full docu-

ment. This financing statement would be an
abstract containing pertinent information from
the original security document, but without

its bulk. It would be similar to the state-

ments that are used a-t present in our cen-

tralized computer filing system.

The adoption of a notice filing system to

replace the present document filing system
would have the following benefits:

Firstly, land registry oflBces generally do
not have -the space to accommodate files of

full documents nor the additional staflF re-

quired to handle them. The new system
therefore will mean that the widespread ex-

pansion or renovation of oflBces will be avoid-

ed and that increases in the workload of

land registry staflF will be minimized.

Secondly, the cost involved in transporting
and destroying documents after the expiry
of the three-year filing period will be greatly
reduced.

MINISTRY OF CONSUMER AND
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Ministry
of Consumer and Commercial Relations Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Lewis: What would they do without

him? He is the only minister who initiates

anything. He doesn't complete anything—but

he initiates everything.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is not what the

hon. member said in his interview about the

government.

Mr. Lewis: I consider him one of the able

ones. Don't ask me to be selective—I was

trying to be generic because I am kind.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, this

amendment deals with the composition of

the Commercial Registration Appeal Tribunal

and provides that where the nature or size of

an industry is such that a decision by one

person engaged in the industry could not

reasonably be made without the possibility

of a conflict of interest, the Lieutenant

Governor in Coimcil may make regulations

exempting any act for which this ministry
is responsible for the requirement of an in-

dustry panellist.

MORTGAGE BROKERS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Mortgage
Brokers Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the basic

purpose of these amendments is to provide
that only Canadian citizens or individuals

who have been lawfully admitted to Canada
for permanent residence and who in fact are

ordinarily resident in Canada may in the

future be registered as mortgage brokers.

Provisions is also provided for the control of

corporations carrying on business in Ontario

by applying the 25 per cent, 10 per cent due

applicable in most existing legislation in this

ministry.
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Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): All the

profiteering is going to be done at home.

FOOD PRICES

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, pursuant to standing order 30(a),
I would like to move, seconded by Mr. Mac-

Donald, that this House do now adjourn to

discuss a matter of urgent public importance,

namely, the drastic rise in food prices

throughout Ontario and relatedly, the critical

need for pubHc pohcy to establish an

Ontario prices tribunal with power to combat

irresponsible pricing practices on the part of

individuals or corporations.

Mr. Speaker: I might say that proper
notice of this motion was served on me this

morning. The motion does appear to be in

order according to standing order No. 30(a).
For the benefit of the members, I should

point out that that particular standing order

provides that the member who has intro-

duced the motion may explain his arguments
in favour of the motion in not more than five

minutes, then the leaders or spokesmen for

the other two parties may do the same in not

more than five minutes each. Therefore, I will

now call on the hon. member for Scar-

borough West to spe^ to this motion.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Tm
hoping, sir, that this debate will be allowed

to proceed so I shall confine myself simply
to the bare bones of justification.

I think this motion is entirely appropriate,

given that this House has not met since the

third week in Jime of this year and that the

acceleration in food price increases across

the province over the last three months has

probably been more dramatic than at any
time over the previous decade.

I will introduce some quite dramatic sta-

tistical evidence to that efi'ect when given
the opportunity to proceed with it as the

debate proceeds.

I note, Mr. Speaker, that at the Ontario

food conference which was sponsored by the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions (Mr. Clement), even the Minister of

Agriculture and Food produced figures which
were startling in the extreme and showed
that there is a very considerable crisis in the

food price sector in the Province of Ontario.

The reality for everyone in the province is

compelling, as the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations himself has pointed
out. It is particularly compelling for those

on fixed incomes for whom this particular

government has responded hardly at all.

There are still people in this province, Mr.

Speaker, who live on an income of approxi-

mately $110.50 a month, courtesy of the

current level of disability allowance. How it

is to be contemplated that such people can

survive in Ontario in 1973, given the current

cost of food, is frankly beyond this party's

grasp.

In the face of this, there is what amounts
to a sort of conspiracy of paralysis on the

part of those who are responsible at the

federal level and the provincial level. It is an

unlikely duo, this duo of Beryl Plumptre and
the Minister of Consumer and Commercial

Relations, who have forged such a friendship

against the public interests. There seems to

some, less generous than I, that they are

conducting a private affair behind some
breadcounter in a supermarket and that—

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
That is a vision to conjure vdth.

Mr. Lewis: The Leader of the Opposition

says that's a vision to conjure with.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Has that anything to do
with the illegitimacy-

Mr. Lewis: It is a comment, not on the

minister's morals but on his principles and I

want to make that clear.

I want to point out that not a single

serious initiative has emerged from this min-

ister, and that's terribly important, Mr.

Speaker, given the three-month interim. The

spot-checks have remained only spot-checks,
as yet unrevealed to the public. The talk of

gouging has remained only talk as yet un-

revealed to the public.

The Fair Practices Act remains only talk,

as yet unrevealed to the public, and an Act

which we know in advance is shabby just as

we know the Environmental Protection Act

never exercised its option to penalize in the

sense that it could ever constrain the private

sector. The possibility of an excess profits

tax, Mr. Speaker, has been categorically re-

jected by this government so that all of the

interim measures that might have been found

to do something to constrain the accelerated

rate of food price increases in Ontario have

not occurred. It lies at the feet of this govern-
ment: A great deal of blather; no policy at

all.

Our conviction, Mr. Speaker, is that cor-

porate profits, largely of the food and super-
market chains, are responsible. We recognize
that the producers are not responsible. I
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know, when I was in Renfrew at the feed

mill just a few days ago, that the cost of

important feeds over the next year, in certain

areas, will rise from 55 to 96 per cent for

the producer. The farmers who have just

begun to make something of a profit are

now faced with a cost-price squeeze again,
with a vengeance.

One doesn't know where the middleman
stands. One does know about the balance

sheets of the corporations. One does know
about the rate of return on investment. We
say to the government, "You establish a food

prices tribunal and allow them explicitly to

examine where the illegitimacy exists and
then have the power to turn it back, to roll

back the prices."

Finally, we say to the government in the

five minutes I have that we want this debate

to proceed because there has to be a provin-
cial response, because it can not be .exclusively
a federal matter, because it is profundly

wrong to induce such a sense of public

aspiration and anxiety and do it wilfully, and
because you know as you sit across the floor

that the province has authority and power
to move in this field. If the government were
to establish a food prices tribunal and roll

back just one price, Mr. Speaker, it would
have an immense effect all across the prov-
ince and give some sense to every one in

Ontario that the cost of living could be con-

tained by a government that was serious

about doing anything about it.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I just want to make it very clear that as far

as the government is concerned we are quite

prepared to support the motion or that part
of it that suggests we have this debate. I

want to make this abundantly clear. Before

the member for Scarborough West feels that

we are going to adopt everything contained

in the motion, I want to disabuse him of that.

I look forward, quite frankly, to a debate
related to the contents of the motion, par-

ticularly the matter related to the increase in

food prices, although I say with great re-

spect that that, in my view, is only part of

the much larger problem that this province,
this country, and many nations face at the

present time.

It had been my thought and perhaps it is

still worth pursuing, Mr. Speaker, that some
time next week or the following week we
might devote some degree of time to discuss-

ing in broader terms the question of inflation,

the long-term effects that we see might be

developing, and perhaps in a somewhat non-

partisan fashion, because I say with great

respect to the member for Scarborough West,
that whfle food price increases are a very
relevant and very important concern they are

only part of a broader problem where, I say
and I say this and I know members opposite
will accuse us of endeavouring to pass the

buck, there is just no other way of approach-
ing the broader problem at least than from
the federal level of government.

In fact, I could almost quote to the mem-
ber for Scarborough West words used by
somebody whom he knows rather well. I

would have said that perhaps one of the

solutions to the present problem would be
if that particular party had taken a more

aggressive posture and decided to defeat the

government in Ottawa so that we would have

somebody there who is prepared to come to

grips with this very important issue.

Mr. Lewis: Well, as long as it is non-

partisan!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Try to make it non-

partisan. I do say to the—

Mr. Lewis: The Premier is not asking us

to have price and wage controls a la Stanfield

because he rejects that?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I made it

abundantly clear at the first ministers' confer-

ence in Charlottetown that when it came to

a discussion of inflation that, as far as I was

concerned, the Province of Ontario would

ignore or waive any possible constitutional

position we may have to co-operate fully with

whatever federal measures were introduced.

And that is still, Mr. Speaker, the position of

this government. When I see what is happen-
ing, not only here, but south of the border,

in many western European countries and

even elsewhere, the question of inflation is

one that I think must be dealt with.

I do not happen to believe, Mr. Speaker,
or at least I am not persuaded, that a course

of action related to inflation must necessarily
relate to a programme that created the degree
of unemployment that was with us just two
and a half years ago. I don't believe the solu-

tion to one problem must necessarily create

the other. I would think any discussions in

this House should relate to positive, possible

solutions, although, and I am being objective,

in fairness to the federal government, I must

say it is such a complex issue the solutions

are not simple.

I said this in Charlottetown and I make no

apologies for it. I don't have any immediate

solution to the long-term implications or

problems of inflation. In fact, I don't think
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there are many people who do. We are

faced with a world situation. We are dealing
in the international marketplace. It's fine for

us to talk even about food pricing here when
so many of our commodities relate to the

international market over which we have no
control.

I think that in any discussion today, Mr.

Speaker, it must be remembered that these

things are not constitutionally or practically
either within the scope of a provincial juris-
diction or in some instances not even within

the scope of the federal jurisdiction. I think

we have to recognize this.

I would only say to the member for Scar-

borough West when he talks about provincial
initiatives that if he had listened to some of

his colleagues, and I use this term advisedly,
from our sister provinces who support the

same political philosophy, I think as I sense

their observations they felt themselves very

strongly that it was in fact an area for federal

initiative, because for provinces individually
to be moving into some of these fields would
create a degree of dijBBculty within Canada
that perhaps might not be in the long-term
national interest.

I am in the process, Mr. Speaker, of com-

municating to the first minister of Canada
that I believe that the time has come when
I would be prepared certainly, to sit down at

a federal-provincial conference to discuss not
the present economic situation as it relates to

employment or unemployment, etc., but to

take a look at the longer terni objectives of

the economy of Canada, particularly as it

relates to the question of inflation, and if this

is not appropriate, then I would encourage
the Minister of Finance, rather than having
a meeting early in January, to discuss the

general economic situation, that very shortly
Qie Ministers of Finance could sit down to-

gether and at least endeavour to come to

grips with what I think is a major concern
for this coimtry.

So, Mr. Speaker, I welcome the debate as

it relates to the question of food prices. I say
that that is only a part of the larger problem.
I say, with respect, it is basically an area of

federal initiative by the very nature of this

coun-try and it must be so; that the Province
of Ontario is prepared to co-operate in any
federal initiatives, but at the same time we
will enter into this debate. I think it is im-

portant, I think it is relevant; and perhaps
we might discuss this some time tomorrow or

Thursday. We might seize an opportunity in

this House, in a relatively non-partisan fash-

ion, to spend an afternoon or an evening

discussing the question of inflation in the
broader context as well, because I think this

is, Mr. Speaker, a very important issue for all

of us.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I know that

you are aware that the purpose of these brief

remarks given by the Premier and the leader
of the NDP is simply to advise you, sir, as to

whether your judgement ought to permit the
debate to proceed.

I am delighted to hear from the Premier
that he has had a number of communications
or is contemplating communications with vari-

ous federal authorities, and what his views
are on the state of the economy presently
and what the provincial responsibility in this

regard is.

I am also interested to hear his suggestion
that a debate in this House, as non-partisan
as it can be, as to the future effects of infla-

tion and wha-t can be done to control it

should be brought before us, and I look for-

ward to that; but to deal with the matter,

sir, which you are concerned with, as to

whether the debate should presently proceed
we, of course, on this side, believe that the

matter put forward is of urgent public im-

portance and you should, as I am sure you
will, permit the debate to go forward.

I have only these regrets, and that is that

the rules, as they apply, restrict quite

stringendy the length of the speeches to 10
minutes each and I particularly regret that

the debate is not ended with a vote. I think it

is unfortunate that the leader of the NDP
saw fit to use this vehicle rather than one
which would be perhaps more appropriate
and that is for a no-confidence, a want of

confidence, debate. The only thing wrong
with it would be, of course, Mr. Speaker, that

it would be called at the behest of the gov-
ernment but our experience in this regard
is that even with the bad judgement that is

proffered by the Treasurer (Mr. White) to

the Premier, that the Premier and his pre-
decessor never delayed a no-confidence debate
and he did not want to see it on the order

paper for any period of time.

I personally would have preferred a no-
confidence format so that the speeches would
have not been so restricted and we could
have ended with a vote so that the people
who keep chattering there would have had a

chance to come in from their offices and stand

up in support of a proposition.

So I would say to you, Mr. Speaker, that

you are no doubt aware that I have a notice
of motion, a no-confidence motion, on the
table which reads as follows:
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"That this House no longer has confidence

in the government because of the govern-
ment's lack of initiative in representing the

public interest in the face of large increases

in the cost of living in Ontario; its failure

to ensure the fair distribution of food costs

so that the primary producers' interests are

safeguarded, and its failure to constitute a

price, wage and profit review committee of

the Legislature."

If you permit the debate presently, sir, as I

urge you to do, then I will withdraw that

motion, because I believe the matter would

then be disposed of under this order of busi-

ness. I would say, sir, that we will be glad
to take part in the more limited and re-

stricted format which has been opted for by
the NDP.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): That's

what you call a marshmallow punch.

Mr. Speaker: Under the provisions of stand-

ing order 30(c), I should point out to the

hon. members that after one member from

each party in the House has stated his posi-

tion in regard to the motion, the Speaker
shall then rule on whether or not the motion

is in order and of urgent public importance,
not whether or not the debate shall proceed.

Mr. Lewis: That's right. The Speaker is

an honourable man.

Mr. Speaker: There is a clear distinction

there and I do not intend to rule otherwise.

I do believe, after having listened to all the

speakers, that the motion is quite in order,

that the matter is in fact of urgent public

importance, and in accordance with the pro-
visions of standing order 30(c) I now put the

question to the hon. members, shall the

debate proceed?

There being no dissenting votes, the de-

bate shall now proceed. I point out to the

hon. members that each member who wishes

to speak to the motion may speak for 10

minutes until all members who wish to take

part in the debate have spoken or at the

hour of 6 o'clock, p.m., whichever shall be

first. Therefore the debate shall now proceed.
The first member is the hon. member for

Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Several members of my party and other

parties will enter this debate and elaborate

on various points. I would simply Hke to

touch briefly on a few and deal as specifically
as I can before I conclude with the argument

which the Premier has made, which, with

respect, I think is truly fallacious.

Let me point out to you, Mr. Speaker,
that in the time which has elapsed since

the House last adjourned, the consumer price
index in Canada has risen thus: from 153.4

in May to 156.8 in June, to 160.2 in July
and to 165.3 in August—an increase during
the period while we were out of the Legisla-

ture, given the time that these increases are

reported, of 7.8 per cent over a three- to

four-month period. In Ottawa the increase on
basic foodstuffs in that period was 6.4 per
cent, in Toronto 6.5 per cent and in Thunder

Bay 9 per cent, demonstrating unfailingly
how hard an injustice is worked on the ex-

tremities of the province.

May I also point out, Mr. Speaker, that in

the period from July 1972 to July 1973 a

careful analysis of the index shows that milk

has increased by 12.5 per cent, butter by
4.2 per cent, grade A eggs by 43.2 per cent,

bacon by 8.2 per cent, steak per pound by
15.9 per cent, bread by 3.3 per cent, coffee

by 14.5 per cent, canned peas by 13.8 per
cent, fresh potatoes by 90.1 per cent and
carrots by 10.6 per cent. In every major

staple food commodity there has been an

extraordinary increase over the last year.

May I point out also, Mr. Speaker, that

the corporate profits now being registered in

the food processing sector exceed anything
which might have been anticipated and any-

thing which can possibly be deemed legiti-

mate.

For the second quarter of 1973 an assess-

ment of 11 major food processing companies
shows that the increase in net profit between

that period of 1973 and 1972 has jumped
from $11.3 million to $16.5 million for an

increase of 46 per cent in corporate profits.

Taken over the first six months of 1973 the

increase is from $20.5 million to $33.6 mil-

lion, an increase of 63.9 per cent in corporate

profits.

May I point out, Mr. Speaker, that these

staggering increases in corporate profits,

which exceed the level of increase in the

entire manufacturing sector, are supple-
mented by all of the material which is now
available on the return on invested dollar,

which shows that the food chains and super-
markets in the Province of Ontario are earn-

ing after-tax returns of between 11 per cent

and 24 per cent.

Now it is legitimate to talk of a return of

nine per cent, 10 per cent or 11 per cent-

many would say less. The entire industrial
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index stands at between 10 and 11 per cent.

But running between 11 per cent and 24 per
cent is an unconscionable increase. Every
time one picks up the paper one sees yet

another increase. I have the Globe and Mail

from two or three days ago—I don't have

the exact date—Becker milk profit up to

$486,000; an increase of 51 per cent in

profit for the three-month period ending

July 31 this year over last year.

I pick up the paper and see M. Loeb's

28-week profit up to $1,080,000 from a figure
of some $400,000 at the same period a year

ago.

I take a close look at every single food

chain one can find, from the Report on
Business in the Globe or the Financial Post

review of companies, or from the business

section of other major Ontario dailies and
one finds the same unconscionable pattern.
It may be, Mr. Speaker, that individual com-

panies have some problem in compensating
for losses which may have occurred in 1970
or 1971, as was the case in that year with

Dominion Stores, but every economic analyst,

everyone who analyses the inflationary trends

in the food sector now can see that the

profits experienced in the first few months
of 1973 have reached a point as yet un-

dreamed of and that the rates of return on
invested dollars when they are tabulated will

exceed anything that is possibly warranted.

The province of wealth, the Province of

Ontario, amongst the have provinces, is one
of the few which don't see this as un-

conscionable. The Provinces of British

Columbia, of Saskatchewan, of Manitoba, of

Quebec, wanted very much at the last con-

ference of social welfare ministers in

Charlottetown to have an excess profits tax

introduced. The Province of Ontario resisted.

Mr. Castonguay in Quebec said, and I

think it was a useful quote, **We would
never say that companies should not be
allowed to make a profit." Fair enough. "We
are not aiming at controlling profits of all

companies in all sectors and at all times."

Fair enough. "This is a mixed economy.
Everyone accepts that but in a time of high
inflation, companies making excessive profits
should be regulated." The Minister of Con-
sumer and Corporate Affairs knows that to be
true.

Even at the food conference which he

participated in, he indicated rather strongly
that the situation was a critical situation; that
it would be very diflBcult for people to cope
with it. He asked what role could the

Province of Ontario play and then he made

his decision. The decision was that the Prov-

ince of Ontario could only play a role in the

long run and that in the final analysis he

would give the courts the authority to rule

on whether or not a consumer transaction is

unconscionable.

Well, let me tell the minister that is a total

cop-out; that is an absolute abdication of his

responsibility and the authority which he has

to govern and to use legislation to roll prices
back and to effect a change in this sector. I

am weary! I am weary of the kind of argu-

ments, sophistic and easy, which the Premier

makes today about the complexity; about

international trade patterns; about federal-

provincial jurisdictions. All the old chestnuts

are thrown into the public fire in order to

defuse the issue.

Of course it's complex and nobody pre-
tends to have an easy solution to it, but it's

pretty shoddy political practice to pretend
that there is no solution because of com-

plexity. That, in effect, is what the Province

of Ontario is saying and as a result the

farmers suffer in an unwarranted way; the

processors may be making a profit, we'll

never know, and at the retail level the profits

and the return on investment are absolutely
indefensible.

What we are saying to the minister, and it

doesn't seem to us to be unreasonable—not

unreasonable at all—is that the Province of

Ontario, Mr. Speaker, enacts a food prices

tribunal. The minister should have a large
and representative group from consumers'

groups, trade union groups, civil servants,

members of the industry, but with a clear

emphasis on the public dimension of the

tribunal. And give to that tribunal the right

to enter into the most rigorous and exhausting
examination of commodity increases from the

producer right through to the retailer, with

the right to summon balance sheets, with

the right to look at financial statements, and

ultimately with the right to say to the

cabinet: "You roll that price back."

Now, nobody can tell me that is outside

provincial jurisdiction. That is entirely with-

in this government's jurisdiction. It is in

its jurisdiction in the exact way that it

now gives to the Ontario Energy Board

the right to deal with gasoline prices if it

so wishes. There is no reason why the

government can do it in one sector of the

economy and not in the other; so don't

be so damned hypocritical about it.

The minister knows that he has that

power and authority, and he should exercise

it. He should exercise it because Canada
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is crying for a central jurisdiction like

Ontario to take that step. This is where the

head offices are located. This is where the

bulk of sales occur. This is where the

greatest gouging practices have been revealed.

This is the province where one moves.

Mr. Speaker: Thirty seconds left.

Mr. Lewis: And to fall back on com-

plexity is clearly to fall back on political

abdication.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): What does

the member mean by saying "to the cabinet"?

Could he clarify that?

Mr. Lewis: The food prices tribunal says

to the cabinet: "We recommend that the

price be rolled back on this commodity,"
and—

Mr. Bullbrook: Does the member mean
come to the cabinet?

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Lewis: That's right. Then the cabinet

rolls it back. I will conclude my remarks,
Mr. Speaker.

There are, may I say, families who can't

cope on low income. There are middle class

families who now cannot cope. There are

people on fixed incomes who cannot cope.
As the Premier said, as the Leader of the

Opposition said, the spectrum of inflation

covers everything from housing to auto-

mobile insurance premiums, to gasoline costs,

and much of this society can no longer

cope.

And the simple refusal to govern, which
is what the government is doing, is to run

counter to the clear public sense that some-

thing must be done.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please; the time for

discussion has expired.

Mr. Lewis: And that is why we have

put this resolution before the House.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, it is true,

as the leader of the NDP says, that day-
by-day examples of exorbitant increases in

prices are put before us in the advertise-

ments in newspapers; and more particularly

by our wives who come home from the

grocery store saying: "My God, look at the

prices we are paying at the present time."

But I think, Mr. Speaker, you will agree
that the time of explosive increases, where
it appeared there was absolutely no sem-

blance of rationale or control of even the

rudimentary type of good business judgement,
that that type of increase seems to be at

least behind us. I trust that that is so. And
that these increases about the last two weeks
in August, the first week in September, was
the time when emergency action should have

been taken by the Premier.

Now he went down to Charlottetown

and made a statement that he was putting
it in the hands of the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations, who appeared
at his office at 7:30 the next morning with

his shirt sleeves rolled up, and his staff

around him saying: "By God, we are going
to roll back some of these prices, or examine

the problems that we face."

The example he took was that he had
seen a pound of bacon which had had its

price increased by 93 cents with a sticker

over top to $1.30—something like that. An
unconscionable increase of a product that

was already on the shelves and available

for sale.

In my view the Premier at that time should

have summoned his minister—certainly he
should have summoned the presidents of the

two farm organizations and the four major

supermarkets, the three major packing houses

and said: "Look, we are facing a position

and a situation that is entirely out of control.

I, as Premier, am going to put before you
the public interest that is going to reflect in

a price control tribunal Aat is mentioned

by the leader of the NDP, or some other

emanation which would use the public

power of the government of this province
to bring the matter under some control."

I would be the last to say, as some
officials have said, that the worst is behind
us. Herbert Hoover used to say "We have

just turned the comer"—and he didn't know,
and we don't know.

Speaking as a farmer, it is true that

when we go to the mills we find that the

cost of feed has escalated by about 180

per cent in the last three months. And as

has been indicated, there is a further in-

crease ahead.

I was talking to a colleague of mine who
comes from the soya bean belt of the

province, and he says the farmers don't want
to sell their crops because they are only

going for $6 a bushel. A year ago $2 a

bushel was a great price, and at the end
of the season last year some of the farmers
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were getting $12 a bushel. But unfortunately

not enough of the farmers. It was the fat

cats who phone up their grain futures

brokers. I heard a member of the Legislature

talking about how valuable this can be,

and buy the futures. They are people who
never have had anything to do with turn-

ing the sod and doing the work in the field,

who, in fact, contract to accept a carload

of soya beans or barley sometime in the

future. Because they've got the money to

invest, and they've got the gambler s instinct,

they are able to make, I would suggest,
hundreds of millions of dollars in North
America on the price increases on these

ill-gotten gains associated with this particular

market, which show up on the grocery bills

that the housewife pays, and certainly don't

show up in the bank accounts of the

farmer.

Now this particular debate is restricted to

food costs. iTie Premier has suggested in the

future that we can broaden it out, and I look

forward to that, because there are alterna-

tives that can be brought forward. Mr.

Speaker, you have heard, perhaps ad

nauseam, concepts from myself, as Leader of

the Opposition, and also from the leader of

the NDP. My position has been that there

should be a committee of the House which
would provide a forum with expert assistance

for the justification of those who are putting
forward these price increases. If they can't

be justified, the committee does not roll it

back, obviously, but it makes the recom-
mendation to die government under our re-

sponsible system to do so.

As my colleague from Samia pointed out a

moment ago, the parallel with the Energy
Board is not a good one because we have

given them the power to roll back the prices
and set the price without reference to the

cabinet. They have a power which is an

extraordinary one indeed and one, frankly,
which I would not like to have given to a
tribunal or a committee, because imder our

system, I believe, it is the responsibility of

those in the Treasury benches to pass the

legislation and to administer any appropriate
legislation to control the economy according
to the policy of the government of the day.

Mr. Speaker, our proposal, however, is for

just such a forum of justification. The word is

a bad one perhaps because I fear that under

many circumstances the justification for

these price increases would be diflScult in-

deed.

The leader of the NDP has referred

specifically today to milk. Is he aware that, as

far as the cost to the farmers are concerned,
an increase of much more than 90 cents per
hundred would have been justified? In fact,

it was an emanation of the formula of costs

which the Minister of Agriculture and Food

(Mr. Stewart) himself pointed to with such

pride back in the days when the farmers

were literally starving to death as they got up
at 5 a.m., milked the cows, worked through a

long day, milked them again at 6 p.m. and

tried to balance their books in the evening.

The Minister of Agriculture and Food
knows about that. The concept of the formula

was a good one. But, all of a sudden, when
the cost of feed, machinery, labour, taxes,

hydro—everything the farmers pay—is fed into

that formula, and the indication is an increase

of not 90 cents a cwt. but $1.10 a cwt., then

either the minister, or likely his colleague,

goes to the Milk Board and says: "What
are you trying to do to us? Surely you've got
to moderate tihose unconscionable demands."

Well, I don't remember him or the Minis-

ter of Agriculture and Food saying too much
about it when the labour costs at Massey-

Ferguson, or International Harvester raised

the price of tractors from $5,000 to $18,000.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, they did not.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are not talking only
about the labour ingredient. Sure it was the

profit ingredient. It was the total input of

those costs. But I'll tell you this, Mr. Speaker,
in the eyes of the farmer, those increases

over the last few years were associated with

increased labour costs, and why should we
not—

Mr. MacDonald: You perpetuated it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —see other people get an

increase in their income as long as it reflects

in the income of the farmers too?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, I don't see why you
should be so sensitive in defending your

supporters.

Mr. MacDonald: Presenting the truth of the

situation would be a good objective.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why don't you take a

rational, even view of the problems that we
face?

Mr. J. A. Renwidc (Riverdale): We are not

being sensitive. We just like you to under-

stand them.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: I say to you, sir, that we
are talking about the input of those costs

across the board, that the farmers have had

to contend with with no help from the Min-

ister of Consumer and Commercial Relations.

The Minister of Agriculture and Food from

time to time has done his best, and we have

been critical that it wasn't good enough. But,

now that the formula indicates that the price
of milk to the farmers must go up, to leave

them in the same position they were before,

somebody over there, and I think it's the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions, goes weeping and says, "What are you
trying to do to me? Surely you can reduce

these demands." And the Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food says, "Yes, let us cancel that

increase in milk until we see what we can do
with the federal initiative which is going to

pump tax money into this province to main-

tain the price of milk to the consumer, and
still give the farmer a break."

Well, Mr. Speaker, there is something the

matter with the policy of the Tories. Believe

me, the inconsistency is appalling. Now, the

answers that have come forward in the House
are not going to control the cost of living
in this province. The Premier has said, and
I believe he is correct, that all the authority
of the Parliament of Canada and the legisla-

tures of all the provinces cannot do that in

the long nm; that we have had an inflationary
slant to the economy for 300 years and cer-

tainly since the Second World War it has

been rising almost at an exponential rate; that

all of us, as residents of Ontario and citizens

of Canada, are concerned with this. We wish
that we could come to some reasonable

rationalization, or let's say rational approach
to the solution, and the concept that has been

brought forward of a more general debate is

certainly acceptable.

But to begin with—

Mr. Speaker: One minute.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
But as a prime ingredient it is the responsi-

bility of tile government, since we are deal-

ing exclusively with food costs, to see that

those who produce the food—the farmers—are
not given short shrift by government policy
or the greedy policy of those people who
were responsible for the increases in the pric-

ing labels that the member for York-

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): York-

view.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —Yorkview (Mr. Young)
brought to our attention this afternoon. This

can be done. It can be done by direct law

and regulation, and perhaps just as effectively

with an open forum that rigorously examines

the situation and brings it to public attention

that something can be done and that this

government has been grossly ineffectual in

meeting the demand.

Mr. Lewis: You must do something. We
don't ask you to solve it. Just do something.

Mr. Speaker: Any other speakers?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I

sat here with interest listening to the remarks

of the New Democratic Party leader and the

Liberal Party leader. Firstly, turning my at-

tention, if I may for a moment, to the

remarks directed to Mrs. Plumptre, I think

it was suggested that I was having—

Mr. MacDonald: Don't be on the defensive

Hon. Mr. Clement: —some kind of a corpo-
rate affair-

Mr. Lewis: No, it wasn't corporate.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —by the bread basket

and the thought went through my mind as

to whether this would have any effect on the

price of that particular commodity.

Mr. Bullbrook: You only have 10 minutes.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The leader of the New
Democratic Party keeps referring to me as

the Minister of Consumer and Corporate
Affairs and I can understand some of his

concern when he looks across at me. But it

really is Commercial Relations, and I think

in fairness to the hon. lady it would seem

much more charitable to consider that I

might have had a corporate affair with her

rather than a commercial relation.

Mr. Lewis: That is why I used it.

Mr. MacDonald: The provincial Treasurer

thinks he could improve on that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: But leaving that where

it should be, I would just like to briefly touch

on my activities in becoming an expert in

the food increases which have plagued this

province since the end of July until mid- and

late August. At a press conference, I advised

the press on Aug. 20 of this year how we
had decided to take a look at this problem.
We could see little or no advantage in dupli-

cating the efforts, whatever they might consist

of, of the Food Prices Review Board in
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Ottawa. Certain things came to the attention

of my colleague the Minister of Agriculture
and Food, and we felt that one of the best

things that could occur for the people of this

province, firstly, was to have an opportunity
to see just what is involved in these price

increases, and accordingly our conference was
held on Sept. 18 last.

The media were invited, and while I didn't

count them, I would suspect there were prob-

ably in addition to 100 media people there.

We had marketing board chairmen on one

panel, we had processors on another panel,
we had growers on another panel, we had
retailers on another panel. I think we had the

president of the A & P stores, Dominion

stores, the senior executive from the Oshawa

group, Steinberg's and so on.

Mr. Lewis: Sure. It was a front show for

the food industry.

Hon. Mr. Clement: And it was quite inter-

esting to notice that the two critics who have

already spoken in connection with this thing
were not present. As a matter of fact I saw

only one member of the opposition party in

attendance.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we had people there.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I was glad to see my
friend who just spoke present on that par-
ticular occasion.

Mr. Lewis: The member for York South
was there throughout. Come on.

Mr. MacDonald: We knew it wasn't worthy
of a whole battery to go down. We knew it

was a facade.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I must direct my com-
ments also, Mr. Speaker, to this—

Mr. Lewis: And several other people from
the caucus.

Mr. Renwick: So that Hansard will record
it.

Mr. Lewis: The whole thing is a ridiculous
stunt anyway.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm in this position. I

am not defending the retailers or the proces-
sors or anyone else, bu-t I'm also aware of

something that the leader of the New Demo-
crati: Party is very glib in doing. He takes
three months' corporate profits and says:
"There they are," right across the board.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The very weakest type of

apology for no action. Sort of like a green
paper.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You mus^ look at a

period longer than that because, my friend,
I assure you that you would not invest in an

industry that showed that kind of profit on a

three-month basis.

Mr. Lewis: That is right, and you look

back year by year to those companies.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Clement: And you have to look

at the pattern of that industry over a par-
ticular period of time and you cannot—

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): These are

the latest figures.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —separate and pick one

segment of the calendar year and say: "That's

the good one so let's expand it by multi-

plying it by four and that's what their profits

are."

Mr. Lewis: The minister knows what has

happened to corporate profits.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member for High
Park made 1,200 per cent on his investment

in barley; 1,200 per cent for Dr. Shulman.

Mr. MacDonald: Jealousy will get you no-

where.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Investment counsellors

today are not, so I am told, advising or

recommending investment in the retailing

business in this province insofar as food is

concerned.

Each person who appeared on those panels
submitted a brief, Mr. Speaker. The briefs

were made available to the observers in at-

tendance and -the members of the media.

My stajff has gathered a copy of each one of

those briefs. They're presently reading them
all and analysing them, and it's interesting
to note that today, under date of Oct. 2, the

Ontario Food Council advises that for the

first time in 11 months the average cost of

the market basket has dropped. In August,
the average cost of the basket was $75.65

compared to $73.51 in September, a reduc-

tion of 2.98 per cent.

Mr. Lewis: The minister -talks about one

figure out of context.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That's right and you
just can't take—
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Mr. Lewis: He should use his own figures

for October, 1970.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You cannot take a de-

crease in a small period of time to say the

problem is over, nor can you take an in-

crease over a small period of time and say
the problem is crea-ted.

Mr. Lewis: Well ours, at least, is a con-

sistent expansion of that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The council itself

warns that the basket may stabihze for a

few weeks but cautions that some items can
be expected to increase from present levels

by the year-end. I think that's realistic. I

think we have to face this.

Mr. Lewis: Exactly.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We also have to face
the fact that the inflationary trend, as has

already been mentioned, is not peculiar to

this province, or to this country, but is com-
mon throughout the free world.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Don't cop
out like that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I find that my great
concern is directed to those who are on fixed

incomes, the old age pensioners. I'm very
much concerned about it. I would welcome a

quick resolution to the problem because I'm
not aware of the problem having being re-

solved in British Columbia, or Saskatchewan
or Manitoba in the last few weeks.

Mr. Lewis: It is not a quick resolution.

Hon. Mr. Clement: And for that reason I

would welcome-

Mr. Lewis: Well, they have increased the
levels of income.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —any comments that

would be of any fruitful nature.

Mr. Renwick: Just adopt the BC approach
to old age pensions.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We intend to release

the food basket prices that my ministry has
been preparing. We will make those avail-

able to the media about Friday of this week,
as I mentioned in question period. I would
seriously welcome any realistic advice as to

how this thing might be resolved, or aided,
but I don't think we can just take-

Mr. Lewis: What about a prices tribunal?

Mr. Renwick: Stabilize the price of basic

commodities, which the minister can do.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —one segment of the

community, be it the processor or the grower,
the retailer or the farmer, and attribute the

blame to that one sector-

Mr. Renwick: Nobody's attributing blame
to the farm sector.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —because my recollec-

tion of the food process, Mr. Speaker, was,
and as one member of the press pointed out,

there doesn't seem to be a villain. I think

they were expecting someone to come for-

ward with his hat in his hand and his head
lowered and say: "I am the villain responsible
for it all." I think the thing that we found
at that conference, which was very informa-

tive, was that certain segments start to add

up, one per cent here, one here, and finally

you find an increase of four, five, six per cent.

Mr. Renwick: You join the club and you
take your bit and go home. You join the club

and take your part of the rip-oflE and go home
and everybody is happy because you share

the blame.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm not saying that

there is no problem. I'm just saying that we
have to take a look at the whole spectrum,
as someone else here mentioned earlier, and
I intend to continue looking at it. I will wel-

come any comments either written or oral-

Mr. Lewis: What about a tribunal? What
about rolling back the price in Ontario?

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Hon. Mr. Clement: There is no legislation
to permit rolling back prices right now.

Mr. Lewis: Why not introduce it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Introduce it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You don't give me a

chance to talk. I missed you fellows all sum-
mer. I come in here and you've got me on

my feet all afternoon. I've got things to do
over at my office and you've got me here this

afternoon.

Hon. Mr. Clement: In all seriousness, Mr.

Speaker-

Mr. MacDonald: The minister has two or

three months to do this.

Mr. Renwick: This is to account to the

people of the province for his failures right
here in this assembly.
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Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon.

member will have his opportunity to speak
later.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I will con-

clude at this point and I'm getting ready to

make notes as to know we can resolve this

thing in a matter of a very short period of

time. In all seriousness, I am concerned about

the prices as they affect those on fixed in-

comes.

Mr. Lewis: I thank the minister very much
on behalf of the fixed income earners.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York South.

Mr. Lewis: It was a brave statement!

Mr. B. GiJbertson (Algoma): The member
is never satisfied.

Mr. Renwick: Which fixed income group is

the minister feeling sorry for?

Mr. Speaker: I recognize the member for

York South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

minister who has just taken his seat is a

Johnny-come-lately in this field of doing

something about prices. When we raised this

issue—I am glad the Premier is back—when
we raised this issue any time last spring or in

previous years, the usual argimient was to

cop-out and say it was a federal respon-

sibility. But, you know, something happened
in August—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, the federal NDP
leader says so and I look-

Mr. MacDonald: I'll get to that in a

moment.

Mr. Lewis: He doesn't say that at all. He
doesn't say that. I checked with him before

I spoke today.

Mr. Renwick: The Premier is the one who
very clearly indicated that he would abdicate

his responsibility to the federal government.

Mr. MacDonald: He's fighting his battles

up there in terms of what the federal govern-
ment should be doing and we are fighting the

battle here in terms of what this govern-
ment should be doing. That is the point I

am making: That there is an obligation-

Mr. Renwick: We are doing it on all fronts,

not on one, and we'll fight it right across the

board.

Mr. MacDonald: —on the provincial gov-
ernment to do something about it. It's an

obligation that was completely ignored until

August of this year but, suddenly, the storm

hit Canada in terms of the almost incredible

increase in prices. The cost of living index

came out and a whole spate of new evidence

when the Prime Minister was down in

Charlottetown for the Premier's conference.

The press boys went up to him and he sud-

denly was exercised. He said, "When I get
home I'm going to call the supermarket
heads in. I've given instructions to my min-

ister. I have given instructions to my minister

to get going." Here was the Johnny-come-

lately coming into the field.

Since then he has been very busy but,

without going into the detail again because

my leader has already spelled it out, we
would be more impressed if there was any-

thing substantive coming out of it, if it was

something more than just talk-

Mr. Renwick: We've been in session for

two hours now.

Mr. MacDonald: —or just promises of new

legislation and things of that nature. In-

cidentally, while I am on this point, just let

me deal with that interjection of the Premier

with regard to the point that if we hadn't

supported the Liberals in Ottawa, in the

name of the NDP, and had got them out,

that the Tories would have somebody in

there. When they went back to the House of

Commons in early September and the prices
trends conmiittee was called—September of

this year; the emergency call-back—Terry
Grier introduced a motion for the restructur-

ing of the Prices Review Board, which pre-

sumably this government isn't happy about,

and to give it the power to roll back and

what did the Tories do? They voted against
it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It was not a practical

solution.

Mr. MacDonald: It is a practical solution!

Mr. Renwick: It is a lot more practical
than the wage and price control system-

Mr. MacDonald: What the Premier wants

to do is to come in with a—

Mr. Renwick: —than Gillies wage and

price control system.

Mr. MacDonald: What the Premier wants

to do is to come in with a 90-day freeze

which will freeze prices at the present
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exorbitant, anguished level and do nothing

about a roll-back.

Mr. Renwick: And distort the whole

economy.

Mr. MacDonald: In short, if the govern-
ment were to have a selective—and this is

our proposal—if the government had a

selective zeroing in on these increases in

prices and finds that there's an unjustified

increase and gets the necessary power for a

roll-back—as it has on the Energy Board,
it can have it here if it wants with the

necessary protection—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Did it work in British Columbia?

Mr. MacDonald: —from an exercise by the

Legislature.

Hon. Mr. White: Did it work in British

Columbia?

Mr. MacDonald: Let's not worry about

whether it's working in BC. Let's make it

work here. Because I am suggesting that

it can work here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: And they are increasing in-

comes.

Mr. Renwick: It's working very well in

Somaliland!

Mr. Speaker: Order, please! The member
for York South has the floor.

Mr. MacDonald: Good. Did the minister

hear the Speaker? He said I had the floor.

Mr. Lewis: He specifically said, "Will the

Treasurer keep quiet?"

Mr. MacDonald: Now, let me just digress

for a moment because if we are going to

be able to do a job in this field—admittedly
a complex field—I wanted to draw to the

attention of the Minister of Agriculture and
Food that when I went to that food con-

ference down at the Royal York Hotel I

discovered that for five years we in Ontario

have had a food basket in the Food Council.

There was a report from Judith Strang
with regard to the operation and the studies

in connection with the food basket. Now,
you know, I had never heard of it. I'll con-

fess that sometimes I miss rather important
items-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Not very

often.

Mr. MacDonald: My colleague here says

not often, and I would agree with him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Certainly in the field of

agriculture I am watching very closely.

I happened to be sitting at a dinner table

with the chairman of the Ontario Food
Council and I said, "Why have you been

hiding your light under a bushel? Why
have you been hiding?" He chided me about

my communications and my research, and

he said, "Everybody has known about this."

But the next person I spoke to was George
Atkins, the farm broadcaster of the CBC.
He had never heard of the food basket. In

other words, for five years this government
has been studying a food basket with 147

items in it, and therefore presumably has

some basic information, and many of the

key people in the farm field and in the

legislative field never knew anything about

it.

My suggestion, Mr. Speaker—and we will

deal with it in more detail when we get

into the Agriculture estimates—is, for heaven's

sakes, give them one or two more staff so

that, having done this work, they can get

this information out and then perhaps do the

kind of thing that was done in the United

States by the National Commission on Food.

When they find out the components in

the food basket and what's happening, they
should trace back in some of those major

components to determine what were the

contributing factors to the price increase,

because there and only in that way can we
begin to isolate some of the villains and

find out some of the problems. But this is

not what is being done.

Our Minister of Consumer and Commer-
cial Relations, who is having his ear bent

by the farmer from Glengarry at the present

time, is taking a scatter-gun approach. He
talks about how he is going to bring in a

bill on business practices. He talks about

having—what's the term that he uses?—his

trade rules. He even at some point suggests

that perhaps there will be new trade rules

that will get at this rather blatant profiteer-

ing in food on the commodities market. But

nowhere did he have anything specific that

the government is going to do. It is talk,

talk, talk.

An hon. member: That's right.
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Hon. Mr. Clement: Like here today.

Mr. MacDonald: Right. And when I hear

the minister get up and start flapping about

what he is going to do about the perhaps
unconscionable levels of profits in the food

industry, I look forward to the day when the

Tory minister and this Tory government are

going to do anything in that field. If he
thinks we are talking, at least we are re-

vealing the hypocrisy of that kind of a public

posture, because quite frankly anybody who
has ever attempted to do that on that side

of the House ultimately has had his wings

clipped by the cabinet.

I hope I am wrong. I hope I am proved
wrong. I hope that finally this government
will have the intestinal fortitude to follow

through and do something specific and effec-

tive in all of the areas that I concede the

minister has at least begun to talk about.

I suspect my time is nearly up, and I

just want to make one final comment-

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): No, my
friend has got 2% minutes.

Mr. MacDonald: Oh, 2% minutes? I just

wanted to make this specific comment-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Oh, I've got lots of

material.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: As a matter of fact, I

could go on for two or three hours, particu-

larly with provocation. I was rather interested

at that food conference to note the sort of

ambivalence and the schizophrenia in the

government. I listened to the Minister of

Agriculture, and I hasten to say that I

agreed with much of the thrust of his policy.
It was in terms of the farmers not having
got a fair deal in the past, they are getting

something of a fair deal now and they are

going to get it in the future—and that means
we are going to have higher food prices.
He was pretty tough.

But that wasn't the thrust of the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Til say not!

Mr. MacDonald: His whole thrust was

getting at those food prices and how we are

going to cut them back. It was fascinating
in the conference that he held. He held a

conference to which nobody on this side of

the House was invited. I was a neophyte. I

was an importer. I crashed the party. I was

not invited—nobody from this side of the

House was invited. At least I will say that

when I got in there, his executive assistant

immediately provided me with a badge. That
was very generous of him. I was sort of

welcomed into the party belatedly. I was
rather interested, for example, that the farm

union wasn't invited. It's very interesting
that one of the major farm organizations in

this country wasn't invited to the food con-

ference.

Mr. Speaker: Order please; one minute.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Minister of Agri-
culture doesn't talk to them very much.

Mr. MacDonald: No, I know he doesn't

talk to them, but presumably this was

sponsored by—

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agri-
culture and Food): They were there.

Mr. Lewis: They were there because of

the member for York South.

Mr. MacDonald: They were there because

they learned about it like I learned about it,

about a day or so before. It was an inter-

esting kind of a buddy-buddy show the min-

ister had on there. And this is my final point;
the minister seizes upon the contention of

one of the press there that they couldn't find

any villains. And this served his purpose that

there are no villains. "So relax everybody;
there are no villains in our presence." Then
he ended the conference.

If he will give me a copy of what he gave
as his final remarks—because I know he had
it written down—if he hasn't thrown it away.
He then said: "There are obviously areas in

which something is wrong. Why should the

cheaper kinds of meat, like minced meat, be

going up so exorbitantly? Why should you
have these variations and differentials in the

pricing geographically in various parts of the

province? They may well be unconscionable

profits." He mentioned all these areas.

"Something is wrong." And, said he—beating
that hairy breast of his—"When I find some-

thing wrong I am going to do something
about it."

Mr. Speaker: Order, pleasel

Mr. Lewis: Don't interrupt him now.

Mr. MacDonald: You know, Mr. Speaker,
when he finds out where those people are

that he is going to do something about he
will have some villains.
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Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. MacDonald: So there are no villains.

But he is seeking the villains, and when he

finds the villains he will do something about

it. Who is he trying to kid?

Mr. Lewis: He should go back to his self-

flagellation.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, the interjection of the Premier about

one suggestion was that that proposal
wouldn't work. And we have been Ustening
here for a while this afternoon as to what

proposals the Premier and his colleague have.

I have great respect for the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order, I thought I made it very clear that

the government was—and the minister has

made it clear there are some areas—I know
that the hon. member for Downsview will

say that we are passing the buck.

Mr. Lewis: Hear, hear! The government
certainly is.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I say that in this whole
broad area-

Mr. MacDonald: Don't slander him; the

Premier will be sued.

Hon. Mr. Davis: This whole broad area of

inflation is basically a matter of federal re-

sponsibility. When I was discussing this some
few weeks ago—

Mr. Singer: That is quite a point of order,

isn't it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I confessed that in the

broad context of the problems of inflation

in Canada, the United States, Western

Europe and elsewhere, I don't pretend to

have all the answers.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier should be careful

of the way he deals with the member for

Downsview.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the minister agree
with Stanfield's answers?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I have no comment on

Mr. Singer: I am very pleased, Mr.

Speaker, that that point of order was put in.

I am pleased to hear that the—

Hod. Mr. Davis: I just thought it might
save the member three or four of his 10
minutes.

Mr. Singer: Well, it might, but I am going
to come back to it anyway. The Premier is

not going to distract me.

I have been listening, or trying to listen

very carefully, to hear what the Premier had
to suggest. He says it is a complicated prob-
lem. Maybe it should be federal, maybe it

should be international.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I didn't say maybe.

Mr. Singer: Then I was going to say some
nice things about his colleague, the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations, who
usually has a reasonable presentation to

make. But he waffled here for 10 minutes.

Mr. Lewis: Shame!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is one of the worst

things you can do.

Mr. Singer: All right, he spoke for 10 min-
utes and said nothing—hows that?

Mr. Lewis: That word conjures up a di-

vided party. The member wouldn't want to

do that.

Mr. Singer: I think, Mr. Speaker, that the

government could better serve the province
if the Premier or his responsible minister, in

taking part in this debate had something to

say. And we are going to do something or

other. We are not going to have a bill that

will come in later that will allow us to have

another study. That is about what they are

doing.

I had occasion to call the minister the

other day in reference to a concern that a

client of mine had; not about food, but about

Aspirin. And I was very impressed that it

shuffled down through the minister's depart-
ment and I had a great flock of inquiries that

were sent out. I guess I had a stack of corre-

spondence about that thick that indicates the

minister has been inquiring.

We haven't come up with any answer,

because nobody knows if the price of Aspirins
was raised inordinately

—
except my poor

little lady who suffers badly from arthritis;

and she knows how much she has to pay.

Now this is what it is all about, Mr.

Speaker. What happens as a result of this

inflation—whether it is related to food or rent

or electricity or anything else—somewhere

along the line there are wage adjustments
for a lot of people. But the people who get
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so badly stuck and the people who I hear
from constantly are those persons who are on
fixed incomes, the retired people, the sick

people, and so on, who just have no way at

all to cope, and what do you tell them? I

don't know what to tell them.

I am not satisfied with what is coming
out of Ottawa and I don't care from which

party it emanates. I don't think any of the

three Ottawa groups have put forward any
suggestion that has been at all helpful. But
we are not debating here in the House of

Commons; we are debating here in the Legis-
lature of the Province of Ontario, and I think

it behoves the government to do something
more than just to have the minister say, "I

am bringing in a bill and we are going to

have some more studies and some more spot
checks."

We go back to the Aspirins; it doesn't

matter whether it is Aspirins or bananas or

canned food or whatever. Supposing you do
find someone who has inordinately raised

their prices? What are you going to be able

to do about it? You have no legislative power,
you aren't asking us for any legislative power
to do anything about it.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): The
minister says, "Leave it on the shelf."

Mr. Singer: Yes. What are you going to do
to help those people who are siSering the
most in our society—the people of Ontario
who live on fixed incomes? Those paltry
raises in old age pensions, those paltry wel-
fare raises and so on really don't help them
at all. Surely the time has come, Mr. Speaker,
when the government should say, "We are

going to increase all the welfare benefits."

Ontario, the richest province in Canada, sure-

ly can devote some of its money to helping
those people on fixed incomes while we seek
other solutions. Now, you haven't done that

and my message in this debate is very, very
simple. It is all very well to go up and say
the blame is in Ottawa or the blame is inter-

national or the Japanese are ruining our mar-
ket or maybe it is the Germans or somebody
else, but here in Ontario-

Mr. MacDonald: Oh no, the provincial
Treasurer says the Ukraine.

Mr. Singer: —we have a responsibility to

do something for the people of Ontario. I

am not even going to take up my full 10

minutes, Mr. Speaker. That is my message
and I would hope before the debate is

through that the Premier will give us some-

thing more than we have had up till now.

something more than his interjections or his

points of order, and something more than my
good friend the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations put forward. You have

got to. You are the men in power; you are

the people who have the responsibility. Do
something.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, the ques-
tion of food prices today intrigues me because
I find my friends across the floor in the New
Democratic Party attacking the profits of the

corporate food chains, and I am not so sure

that there is evidence that those profits are

as exorbitant as my hon. friends would have

us believe, and I am no defender of them at

all, other than to suggest—

Mr. MacDonald: You just defend them and

then disclaim responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —that those members
are taking into consideration total profits ol

all relationships of the food chains, not giving

particular consideration to food price in-

creases themselves.

As a matter of fact, the studies that have

emanated from our Food Council indicate

that as far as beef is concerned—and there

has been a good deal of talk about high

prices in beef, Mr. Speaker, over the last

several months—the cost per pound of salable

beef to retailers increased by approximately
25 per cent. The cost to the consumer at

the same time increased by about 15 to 20

per cent. The retail gross margin on beef fell

from 17 per cent—which is the normal mark-

up for the chain stores which we have found

over the years has been quite consistent—to

12.5 per cent.

In poultry products—for instance, in broiler

chickens-in the January to August, 1973,

figures, the cost to the retailer and the whole-

saler increased by 48 per cent, the cost to the

consumer by 40 per cent. That doesn't indi-

cate to me that the figures of my hon. friend

across there, the leader of the New Demo-

cratic Party, are completely accurate as they

relate to food prices themselves.

I couldn't help but think this afternoon,

Mr. Speaker, as I listened to the suggestions

emanating from our friends in the New
Democratic Party that this province of On-

tario, this government, should take action to

roll back prices, indiscriminately roll back

prices—
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Mr. MacDonald: We didn't say that, we
said "selective" rollback.

Mr. Lewis: I ask you for one, just one.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: When we suggest—all

right, selective; let's quote you accurately,
selective food prices. Then why have your
three New Democratic governments in

western Canada not taken that kind of action?

Pure window dressing and that's all it is

from our friends in the New Democratic

Party.

Mr. Lewis: Not at all.

An hon. member: Hocus pocusl

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My friend, the Leader

of the Opposition, the hon. member for

Brant, refers to the legislative review board

to recommend price roll backs. Well really,

isn't that what Ottawa has done in the

establishment of its committee?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't the minister

support them with a committee of the Legis-
lature?

Hon, Mr. Stewart: Now, to me these are

the things that they are suggesting should be
done and yet we quote Mrs. Plimiptre in

saying that there isn't, in her opinion, any
real villain in the piece.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Maybe Mrs. Plumptre
needs an assistant.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: And certainly that is

what we have found in the investigations that

we have had.

Mr. MacDonald: Yes, she is the queen bee
of the club, the establishment.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I make no apologies
whatever, 1 make no apologies whatever for

the prices that are being paid by consumers.

No apologies, believe you me. Because for

too long, as far as producers are concerned,
we have found ourselves in the position of

not being able to get anything like the de-

cent price for the produce of our land. Per-

haps it is because of the bounty of the re-

sources we enjoy in the North American

continent, and because of our comparative

relationship to population in regard to those

resources that we have had such abundant
food. That certainly doesn't take place in

other parts of the world.

Mr. Renwick: And the inadequacies and

policies of this government—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But when we come to

the place, when we see what has happened
in world conditions all over the place—the
failure of crops in other parts of the world
that resulted in this enormous demand-

Mr. Cassidy: I have got your speech over

here, actually.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —upon our North Amer-
ican ground.

Mr. Cassidy: You gave this speech two
weeks ago.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes I did, and if you
had been there you'd have learned some-

thing. Now may be you'll have a chance to

learn something.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): That's what you call

hoof in mouth disease.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is getting a fine

response this afternoon.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister didn't invite

us to the conference. It is a good thing we
had the debate so he can give his speech.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Let me say this, Mr.

Speaker, that the unfavourable weather in

most of those major producing covmtries has

reduced the world's grain supply. There is no

question about it. -Ajid when we talk about

world grain supply, what do we find happen-

ing in western Canada today? Two of the

governments of western Canada—NDP gov-
ernments—both opposing the federal govern-
ment in its attempt to try to rationalize feed

grain prices across Canada and both of them

saying they won't go along with it.

Mr. Renwick: I never heard such utter

nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Now let's be consistent.

That's what is happening in Canada today.
That's why your two western governments,
the two NDP governments of western

Canada, refuse to sign the turkey plan. That's

why they refuse to sign the broiler plan-

Mr. Cassidy: They stand up for the pro-
ducers the way you do here, or say you do.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —because they say

they've got to have a better deal for the

western grain feeder, not the grower, which
is what is happening here in Canada.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And meanwhile Morty
Shulman buys barley futures.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: Now let me say this to

you.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He won't talk. He won't

say a word.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: When we get into this

business of talking about food prices at the

consumer level I have to ask myself, really,
what has caused it all? And I have to say,
with great respect to my friends in the official

opposition, that I think some of the action

that was taken—

Mr. Haggerty: You increased the sales tax.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —first of all by Nixon in

freezing the price of beef in the United
States and—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I get blamed for pretty

nearly everything.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —keeping that up until

September 12, generating that holdback in

beef and creating the run on Canadian mar-
kets for beef and eventually leading to the

export control both on beef and pork, did

more to disrupt the agricultural community
of this country than anything that has ever

happened since February of 1952 when we
had the outbreak of foot and mouth disease.

Mr. Haggerty: The federal government
takes the bull by the horns.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Is he a

Tory? Is Nixon a Tory?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There is no question of

it at all in my mind.

Mr. Cassidy: Nixon has got enough
trouble. Concentrate on what you have done.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Now then, in my
opinion, and I said it quite frankly at the

time, and did everything I could to oppose
the export controls being placed on beef,
because one could see that as soon as that

happened there would be a slowdown in the

movement of beef to the United States, but
at the same time our friends at Ottawa, for

whom you in the official opposition like to

apologize, had taken off in a unilateral

action the import duty on beef of IVa cents

a pound, letting it pour into this country.
And it still continued to pour in in unprece-
dented numbers until you—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —wrecked the economy
of this country as far as beef and agriculture

are concerned and not one of you can deny it

over there, not one of you. You should be
ashamed for what happened. One of the

worst things that ever happened.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They were increasing the

beef prices. They were increasing the beef

prices.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: What happened? It

dropped the price of hogs and pork by at

least $10 a hundred. On an average 1,000 lb

steer, that's $100 apiece. Which one of you
fellows would like to have your salary cut

like that? Right off the bat, that's what it

meant.

Mr. MacDonald: Your colleague in the

cabinet welcomed that. Your colleague in the

cabinet welcomed that drop.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The producer carried

the can for the whole group. Now, when they
saw the error of their ways-

Mr. MacDonald: That champion of the

producer.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —they came to the con-

sensus that perhaps as far as milk and wheat
were concerned they ought to dip into the

taxpayers' pocket of all Canada and say to

the producers of wheat and milk in Canada:
"We're going to help you out. Instead of

getting out of the world market at $5.65 for

wheat, you are going to put your price down
here at a lower level, and we'll pay you
$1.75 a bushel for that wheat used in

Canada." I do not oppose that for our
Canadian consumers.

Mr. Lewis: I should hope not.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I do not oppose the
5 cent a quart subsidy that's been offered

by Ottawa. In fact we welcome it. In fact-

Mr. Lewis: But it wasn't for the producers.
It is the processors who are getting it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —we welcome that.

Mr. MacDonald: How much is going to go
to the producer?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Why was it fair for the

federal government to step in and say to our
wheat producers and our dairy producers:
"We'll help you out from the public purse,"
but to let our pork producers and our beef

producers carry the whole thing in dropping
the price of meat to the consumer across this
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country, without any subsidization whatever.

Nothing has been done.

Mr. Lewis: That's a fair question. That's

a fair question, so why doesn't Ontario go in

if the minister sees it as unjust? He must
correct it. He has the capacity.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The recent action that

was taken by the government, I think, has

helped a good deal to stabilize, I hope, bread

prices and, I hope, milk prices when they

get the various provincial deals worked out

across Canada.

You know, when we talk about the farmer

and his profits and the high price of pork
that has been referred to today as being
exorbitant—how much, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: Less than one minute.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mercy, I have only

really got started.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister can't repeat
a 20-minute speech from the food conference

in 10 minutes.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I can't help but think,
Mr. Speaker, that unless the producers of this

country of ours are assured a continuance
of the plateau which prices have reached to-

day, and are given some assurance that they
are going to be able to participate in world
market prices for food products, we're not

going to have food production increase as

we'd like to have it in Canada.

I suggest that we are all in favour of in-

creased food production in Canada. Well sup-

port it 100 per cent-

Mr. Bullbrook: Just like Earl Butz in the

United States. The minister sounds like him.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We'll do what we can
to do just that but we're not going to do it

at the expense of the primary producer.

Mr. Lewis: Don't let so much agricultiural

land go out of production if the minister is

worried about production.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: If the members over

there agree with that kind of suggestion,

they'd better make themselves known because

so far we don't really realize it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Hon. Mr. White: What happened to the

member for York South?

Mr. Lawlor: The Treasurer becomes ag-

gravatingly political. Surely with his demise
from office in the next couple of years, and
his going to a better place, he could transcend

his petty bickerings.

Inflation, Mr. Speaker, is the Achilles heel

of the present economic set-up. When I heard

the Premier today suggest that we can have
a dispassionate and rational debate next week
on this issue, I thoroughly welcomed it. Be-

cause it is my basic contention—I think borne

out to a substantial degree, to the extent you

place any faith in Galbraith—in the last three

weeks he has published a new book survey-

ing the whole American scene and the eco-

nomics. He places his finger squarely upon
managed prices; upon quasi-monopolistic

practices in the United States; in the great

corporations there, as being the primary fac-

tor. It's a cost-plus rather than a demand-

pull market, as the Treasurer will appreciate.

All the talk about the demand pull from

labour, etc., has of recent date, thank heavens,

been extinguished. There isn't that degree of

weight placed on—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Except from the Leader

of the Opposition.

Mr. Lawlor: I personally—

Hon. Mr. White: In fairness, one can't talk

about the big three for instance without

counting in the UAW. That is the alliance

that has caused the push.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Talk about increases in

costs—100 per cent! They want more!

Mr. Lawlor: If the Treasurer can place-

Mr. Lewis: From 5 cents to 10 cents.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The NDP want 100 per
cent more, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Would that it were higher.

Mr. Lawlor: This doesn't count in my 10

minutes, does it?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is right. A 100 per

cent increase.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is how they get the

deficit paid off.

Mr. Lawlor: If the caterwauling forces in

this House will shut up for a minute, and if

the hon. Treasurer will place his spleen in

suspended animation in alcohol for the next

week, we'll get down to the real issue of the

debate. I want to say, Mr. Speaker, that I
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believe in the long run—and this is more of a

personal belief—that in this economic system,
we will come, across the board, to deeply
entrenched controls over all aspects of the

economy. I think it's in the cards. I think it's

coming. In the meantime, since hardly any-
body is disposed to do it, least of all the

Conservatives whose 90-day nonsense only
this minute on the 91st day brings the most
horrendous escalations in prices a la Dick
Nixon in the United States. That is an absurd

policy. They will go into a permanent freeze;

the economy will be controlled, and the plan-

ning process which we have advocated for a

long time will begin at that stage to take

place. It will be a day to come.

I don't think we ought to have any hesita-

tion, first of all, with respect to the policing
that is involved. We have memories of the

wartime prices review boards and so on and

the degree of overall governmental super-
vision and control. We have misgivings about

that. But it's going to have to be faced; other-

wise, the system will collapse under the

impact. Marx said it would fall because of

deflation. Actually he was wrong again. It's

happening internally to the system, that it

will fail because you can't control prices,
because within a free-wheeling free enter-

prise, there's lots of enterprise but there's

damn little freedom.

The fact is that in the food markets of

this province about six or seven big firms

with 24 per cent of the outlets control 85 per
cent of the market. In the United States with

their five biggest firms holding 15 per cent

of the outlets, they control over 90 per cent

of the market. That is collusive price-fixing.
That is the business of monopolistic struc-

tures. We have it here. We've had coming
out our ears over the past 25 years or 30

years reports on price spreads coming to the

federal government. No action has ever been

taken by governments in power because they
are collusive with the powers that be, too.

They don't want to alter the system. But

the chickens in our time standing here are

coming home to roost. You can no longer
afford to see the escalations that have taken

place go on to the degree and in kind,

such as they have.

There has been an escalation, for instance,

in the price of butter from June, 1968 to July,
1973 of 13.2 per cent and a one-year price
escalation of 4.2 per cent. The price of sir-

loin steak went from an index of 120 in June,

1968 up to an index of 177 in July 1973, a

46.8 per cent increase. The thing is out of

hand. The juggernaut is rolling. Nobody

seems to be able to stop it. We skirt and
in a way are a little hesitant about the busi-

ness of bringing in across-the-board controls

because at that stage you freeze an economy
into the form of injustices that it at present
has.

At that stage, as a socialist, I will say that

we begin the major reform, because then the

injustice is shown and is caught in a perma-
nent state. Being frozen, it will come out in

all its clarity. He who makes 15 times more
than the fellow over there will be shown to

be frozen into a permanent iceberg, and it

will have to thaw because this fellow won't

put up with it any longer. As long as there is

enormous mobility, people will put up with

a great deal of injustice, but not under those

circumstances.

So, in the interim, in the meantime, what

governments of all hues and colours must

do to protect themselves in existence, and to

the extent that you fellows wish to protect
this wretched system, is to bring in selective

controls. Those selective controls can best be

done through the administration of the fed-

eral government, but if the federal govern-
ment is so pusillanimous that it will not

move into that area, then at least we ought
to have the courage. The government always

talks of leadership for the country. Well,

then, begin to move into the area.

Mr. Bullbrook: Does the member realize

what a disaster provincial selective controls

would be? Does he realize what it would do?

Mr. Lawlor: They do it in Montreal on rent

control. They could spread it very much

wider.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): They

say prices are not rising-

Mr. Lawlor: Well, let the member for

Samia speak to his friends up there.

Mr. Bullbrook: I have no friends up there.

Mr. Lawlor: When the Prime Minister in

Charlottetown was confronted with the in-

creased prices a month or two ago he

palavered a bit as usual. It looked very forth-

right but when you come down to it there

was a kind of cream puff manoeuvering in-

volved. "I mean," he said, "this business of

having food prices one thing in the morning
and then changing them in the afternoon is

something that should be discouraged."

The Premier said the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations was looking at

both the truth in advertising aspect and the
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right of food sellers to boost prices on

produce they had bought previously. When
did that minister, Mr. Speaker, look into the

business of truth in advertising? When did

he invoke section 48 of his owtq legislation

with respect to that? He didn't mention it

today. He's retreated, he scouts every brave

posture that has been taken by this govern-

ment, or any of its ministers in this regard

have, they've retreated from almost immedi-

ately thereafter.

And the right of food sellers to boost

prices on produce! Of course they haven't the

right under any legislation, that would be an

affront to the market place as they see it. But

it's coming. It will come. It is necessary, and

it seemed to be indicated by the Premier's

own remarks.

The Premier moved a distinct step closer to

endorsing price and wage controls. The only

difficulty is that the reporter in question
didn't say how many steps there were. I

suspect there are 5,422, and he took the first

one. One would get the impression maybe
there are only three. But it is a long way
from achieving that particular-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has about

30 seconds.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, I missed the best part.

The quarrel between the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations and the

Minister of Agriculture. The Minister of Agri-
culture with all the—

Mr. Renwick: That is the main fight!

Mr. Lawlor: —wdth his PoUyaima postur-

ing about nobody attacks the farmers, every-

body is delighted to see them—that's not the

problem. We are not concerned with that. At
least the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations has the decency to recognize
what some of the problems are.

Mr. Renwick: It will be interesting to see

which one goes first.

Mr. Lawlor: An Act that would establish

trade rules to prevent speculating in food, he
recommends this. "Inflated prices or practices
that distract from the consumers' ability to

exercise choice." Great stuff, where is it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: I am not on my feet.

Mr. Speaker: Scarborough Centre, I am
sorry! The hon. member for Scarborough

Centre. The hon. member for Huron-Bruce
is next.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I'm not going to attempt to give

any type of general outline as to how things
should be turned back to the food system
that was prevalent in the monastic system
at the time of St. Bernard of Clairvaux or

anything like that. Nor am I going to attempt
to rationalize a good deal of what has been

going on because of influences over which
this province, and indeed in all fairness to

the federal government they have had no
control. However, Mr. Speaker, I would like

to make a couple of suggestions to my friend

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations since he has asked for it.

The minister asked for specific suggestions.
One of those I would like to point out to

him and suggest, is a 100 per cent provincial
tax imposed upon the profits of aU those who
speculate in foodstuffs, including those who
play the commodity markets and brag about
it. I would think that the socialist party of

this province, since they are always remind-

ing us of their inherent morality, might like

to take the lead in that direction.

Mr. Cassidy: The member has got to sell

it to his cabinet though, that is the problem.

Mr. Drea: Because I don't really think

there is a time any more, Mr. Speaker, when

people should be allowed to speculate in

human misery; and one of those speculations
in human misery is when you play with

eggs, barley, flour and a few other things
that if they are not in short supply in this

country they certainly are elsewhere. I think

that is one positive suggestion.

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you,
and I say to you that before I say this, I am
not being blasphemous, but if we are to

come to grips with this along some of the

rather facetious suggestions that have been
made today, perhaps we had best call God
in before the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations, because certainly he

in his wisdom has given us a couple of pretty

poor growing seasons; and that is what I

mean by situations beyond the control of any-
one in this province or the federal govern-
ment.

I know of no way to control the weather.

Mr. Renwick: How far can the member
share the abdication of responsibflity?

Mr. Drea: As a matter of fact, Mr. Speaker,

apples are going to be prohibitive this fall.
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Apples are going to be prohibitive because
of a very poor and vi^et spring season. They
are aflBicted with a particular type of disease

known as scab. There are a great many apple

growers in this province who are just letting
them go into the ground; they are shaking
down the tree in hope of getting a few culls

for juice.

And yet, Mr. Speaker, a month or two from
now there will be people jumping up and
down on that side of the House wanting to

know what the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations, the Minister of Agri-
culture, the provincial Treasurer, anybody
else that they can see, what they are going to

do about price gouging in the field of apples.

Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you that the

villain in that case was the fact that it rained

last spring: when people had to spray their

apples, they were spraying in wet weather
and it didn't take. These are some of the

things that we have to take a look at and
bear in mind when we are talking about the

very high prices of food.

Mr. Cassidy: We are saying they should

be looked at

Mr. Drea: Pardon?

Mr. Cassidy: We are saying they should be
looked at by a food price tribunal.

Mr. Drea: They were going to look at God
with the food price tribunal. Mr. Speaker,
that has to be the best one I have ever heard.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Why don't the NDP
governments do it in the west? There are

three of them.

Mr. Cassidy: That's where the action is.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, one of the—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's just like Stanfield.

Why doesn't the minister do what Stanfield

tells him?

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, would you tell

them that the member for Scarborough
Centre has the floor?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre has the floor.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, in another area,
one of the reasons live produce coming in is

somewhat higher now is the inability of the

farmer or the primary producer to get ade-

quate help to pick or harvest the crop.

Now, we can all assign blame as to

whether these jobs—indeed, as the Prime
Minister of Canada has said—are not the type
of jobs that Canadians can be expected to do,
as to whether the wages that are paid are not

sufficient to attract people receiving unem-

ployment insurance or other forms of social

assistance.

I am not suggesting that we assign blame,
but I am suggesting to you, Mr. Speaker, and

again to my friend, the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations, that perhaps the

time has come that we begin to share a bit of

responsibility for trying to alleviate the high
cost of food.

One of the ways that we can do it is by
suggesting to the able-bodied who are in re-

ceipt of social assistance that perhaps they
have an obligation to the community and
those on fixed incomes like themselves to

volunteer—hopefully they would volunteer,
and we wouldn't have to draft them—and go
out and help to the best of their ability to

pick the crop. In short, Mr. Speaker, this\

will lower some-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: What is this?

Mr. Drea: Well, the hon. member heard

me.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Drea: Well, Mr. Speaker, for the life of

me I can't understand how someone who is

able-bodied and in receipt of social assistance

in this province wouldn't want to share by
going out and helping those who are not

able-bodied and in short by reducing the

final price. Now, to me, these suggestions
make more sense than any type of tribunal

that would look at one specific product.

Mr. Renwick: What about the able-bodied

people on fixed incomes, such as members of

the Legislature, volunteering?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Drea: I was very interested in the sug-

gestion of the leader of the New Democratic

Party that we have a tribunal that would roll

back one price on a commodity. I would be

fascinated to know what would happen to the

people who worked in the particular plant
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that produced that one particular product.

Surely if we were going to roll back the final

price, we would have to roll back all the

prices and all the costs that contributed to

that final price.

I just wonder what the members of what-

ever union is in that particular plant would

say when they were told that their contribu-

tion would be that since the final cost has

been cut by 10 per cent by the tribunal they

want, their wages were going to be cut 10

per cent or 11 per cent.

Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you that that

indicates the type of thought that has gone
into it. It is much along the same lines

as the celebrated press conference where

they wanted Dominion Stores to roll back

their profits.
There was no answer when it

was stated that if they rolled them back as

far as whatever was required, all it would

save the consumer was 50 cents on a $50
basket of food.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, come, comel We don't

believe that.

Mr. Drea: That was the proposal of my
friend's party, not ours. His people made
it with all the glory and fanfare and every-

thing else — and they had no answer when
it was stated it would have 50 cents on $50.

That, I suggest, is not what the consumer

wants, particularly the housewife.

Mr. Speaker, I agree with virtually every
one of the previous speakers that this is a

very complex problem. Its solution goes far

beyond the bounds of this province or in-

deed of this country, but I suggest it is time

that there be some blunt thinking along
some of the lines that I have suggested. If

we are going to have a tribunal to roU back

prices and the people who are proposing it

see nothing wrong with speculating in human

misery by playing with commodity prices on
the one hand — on the other hand, I let you
draw your own conclusions.

If it is beyond the ability of this province
to control the weather and a good number
of other factors which have afflicted us, are

we prepared to go with our tribunal and

say, "it is purely an act of God"? Again I

say—on the one hand, on the other.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I would suggest to

you, despite all the talk today about price

gouging, just one final little statistic. You
know, Mr. Speaker, if you and I were in-

vestment men—and I know you don't invest

and I don't; they don't pay us enough—but
if we were picking out some stocks, Mr.

Speaker, the last stocks that we would play
with are those of food processors.

As a matter of fact, right now even ama-
teurs like myself know enough not to touch

Loblaws; it is losing money like it is going
out of sight. A&P—you look down through
the stocks, all the way down through the

pieces; the only people who are at all making
money, it seems to me, are some of the

people who are big in wheat in the west;
and unfortunately that does not come under
our control. And, as I am reminded by my
friend, the Minister of Revenue (Mr. Gross-

man), those who gamble upon the price of

foodstuffs.

Mr. Speaker, I have tried to make some
observations and some suggestions to the

minister, but I say to you that it is very
nice to stand here and talk and it is very
nice to compare prices in stores, but unless

and until we are prepared to take a hard

long look at it. Is it an obligation of this

country to export wheat to anyone who wants
it? Are we prepared to export all kinds of

food? Are we prepared to—

Mr. Speaker: Time is up.

Mr. Drea: —send our farmers down the

river by importing food?

Mr. Speaker: Time is up.

Mr. Drea: These are the real questions,
Mr. Speaker, and on that I sit down.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speak-
er, I was very interested in the comments
of the Minister of Agriculture and Food this

afternoon when he posed the question that

he wanted to know whether in fact there

were any members on this side of the House
who would support the proposition that

farmers had to have a fair return for their

capital and their work.

As far as I am concerned I think we all

support that proposition on this side of the

House.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well the member's

federal counterparts didn't show it very well.

Mr. Gaunt: The federal Minister of Agri-
culture has made more speeches across this

country saying that farmers have to have

a fair return for their dollar than any other

politician in Canada. He has done more than

any other politician in Canada, including this

minister.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Gaunt: And for the minister to say,

"Why don't your federal friends do some-

thing?" I put the question to the minister

and his colleagues: why doesn't this govern-
ment do something?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We have.

Mr. Gaunt: The minister recognizes that

farmers have to have a fair return for their

dollar. He said so today; he said so down at

the food conference. And as I say he gets
unanimous consent from any thoughtful stu-

dent of the situation.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Except the federal

Minister of Finance.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, it is very easy
for this government and for the Minister

of Agriculture and Food to shift the ground
and say, "Okay, it is the federal govern-
ment's responsibOity."

Hod. Mr. Stewart: He took it off.

Mr. Gaunt: In actual fact this government
is trying to shift the blame because they
have got no policy of their own.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr, Stewart: Is the member very
proud of the policy of his friends in Ottawa?

Mr. Gaunt: My friend is very provocative
today. I didn't catch his last comment, but

really what—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Gaunt: I don't agree with everything
the federal government does, whether they
are Liberal or Conservative. But I am elected

to this spot to deal with the issues as I see

them at the provincial level—and that's what
I am going to do right now.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Right!

Mr. Gaunt: If I have the ear of the minis-

ter I am going to continue.

Mr. C. E. Mdlveen (Oshawa): The mem-
ber's 10 minutes are up.

Mr. Gaunt: My 10 minutes aren't up, I

have five to go. The fact of the matter is

that last year 1,100 dairy farmers quit dairy-

ing. They quit dairying because, number one,
there wasn't enough money in dairying and,
number two, they couldn't get the labour

required to carry on their operations.

The minister came in with his incentive

programme and I will concede that perhaps
that programme is going to hold a few men
in dairying and bring a few more into the

industry.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Gaunt: However, I go back to the

point that farmers generally will have to

have adequate incomes, and prices will have
to continue to rise at the farm level so

that they get an adequate return for their

investment and their work. Otherwise, if

the present trend continues, we're not going
to have enough farmers around to produce
the food for die industrial core in this coun-

try within a decade.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But who sets the price
for industrial milk? Right at the Canada

Dairy Commission operations-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gaunt: I'm going to come to a matter

dealing with the fluid milk prices of this

government. I have said that, as far as I'm

concerned, the minister has stated his posi-
tion. He stated it again today. But I'm going
to tell members something. I think he's all

alone over there. I don't think he's convinced

his other colleagues that this is the situation

and I call as evidence, Mr. Speaker, the fact

that the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No way. No, sir.

Mr. Gaunt: —before the meeting of the

Ontario Milk Marketing Board, at which
time the possible price rise to the farmer

was going to be discussed, took the op-

portunity to write to the Milk Marketing
Board and suggest to them that this wasn't

the opportune time for them to make a price
increase. That price increase was going to

be based on the formula which the board

uses which is a reflection of the farmer's

costs. That formula indicated that the pri-

mary producer, at the farm level, should

have a fairly substantial increase in the price
of mflk.

The Minister of Consumer and Commer-
cial Relations wrote to the board and said:

"I don't think it prudent for you to make a

price increase at this time." Really, what
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that says to me is that this government con-

tinues to have the philosophy that it is pre-

pared to let the farmer bear the bnmt of

subsidizing the consumer food costs. That's

why I say that the Minister of Agriculture
and Food appears to be all alone over there

in saying that the farmer has to have a

fair return for his work and for his efforts.

iHon. Mr. Winkler: He is certainly not

alone.

Mr. Gaunt: If it were otherwise, I can't

understand—

Mr. Stokes: He is not alone; they are just

split over there.

Mr. Gaunt: —the action of the minister.

I cannot equate that with the actions taken

by the Minister of Consumer and Commer-
cial Relation. Really, he was saying to the

Milk Marketing Board, "Sure, your expenses
have gone up. Sure, your cost of living has

gone up. Maybe you need an increase but

I don't want you to take it at this time be-

cause I don't think it would be acceptable

by the consumers in this province because

of the current uneasiness and the dissatis-

faction and the opposition that is being
encountered because of the high food prices
at the moment."

I say to the Minister of Agriculture and
Food that he's got some spadework to do
over there among his colleagues because they
don't think the same way that he does,
otherwise this wouldn't have happened. It

shouldn't have happened in any case. What

happened? At the Milk Marketing Board

level, the formula indicated that they should

have a price increase of well over $1 a

hundred on their milk. They sawed off and
took 90 cents and now that's in some ques-
tion.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Just the opposite. They
asked for 90 cents and they're asking for

some more now because the formula in-

dicates more.

The member has his figures wrong.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Gaunt: The formula, Mr. Speaker, as

I understand it, indicated more than they

originally asked for. The minister is telling
me that the formula indicated that they
should have a 90 cent increase?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's right?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has 60
seconds.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I just want to

wrap this thing up and say to the govern-
ment-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Gaunt: Well the member can make
his speech. The government must take some
action in this area. I think the very least

it can do is to constitute a price and wage
and profit review committee of this Legisla-
ture. That is the very least. The action that

the minister has indicated today, with re-

spect to spot checking, is really not going to

solve anything. I suggest to you that this

government does have a responsibility to the

people of this province, and that includes

the farm community of this province as well

as the consmners of this province. And I

would suggest that you take your responsi-
bilities in hand and do something to cope
with these very important problems.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps I might be permitted
a moment at this time to inform the hon.

members that I have received notice from
the hon. member for Ottawa East that he is

dissatisfied with the answer given to a ques-
tion that he had raised in the oral question

period, pertaining to the provincial inquiry
on Marlborough township, I believe it says,

and that in accordance with standing order

No. 28-27(g) and 28(d)-it is my require-
ment to notify the hon. members before 5

o'clock that a debate will take place at 10:30

p.m. at the adjournment of the House.

The hon. member for Thunder Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As
I enter and participate in this debate, I'm

not as familiar with all of the things that

go to make up the high cost of food. I am
not as familiar with it as the Minister of

Agriculture. I am not as familiar with it as

the hon. member for Huron-Bruce. All I can

go by is what my wife tells me when she

returns from the grocery store, and what I

am told as I travel throughout northern On-
tario by those who are faced with the high
cost of food.

I want, Mr. Speaker, to be quite specific
about some of the things that I want to bring
to the attention of those ministers who are

responsible for the cost of food and making
sure that the consumer is not being gouged
and taken advantage of in the market place.

I don't know what goes to make up the

cost of milk, for instance. I hear the Min-
ister of Agriculture talking about the cost of

feed grains and what goes on with the Milk

Marketing Board and whether or not the
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farmer is getting a fair return for his invest-

ment and his efforts to produce milk. But

when I see the wide disparity of prices

throughout the province I know that some-

body is being gouged. I know that somebody
is engaged in a ripoflF. And as late as today
I find that the retail price of a three-quart

package of homogenized milk in Toronto at

Dominion Stores is $1.02. At Loblaws it is

$1.02. At IGA it is $1.02, and at Food City
it is $1.02. For two per cent, it is 98 cents

for a three-quart package. One place that we
checked right after lunch today was Garson.

At a supermarket in Garson, in place of

$1.02 it is $1.21. And if you buy it at the

comer store it is $1.28. Now there is a dis-

parity of 26 cents on three quarts of milk

between Metropolitan Toronto and the town
of Garson. It doesn't cost that much more
in the Sudbury area to produce a three-

quart carton of milk, over and above what
it costs them to sell it in the food chains in

MetropoUtan Toronto. I don't know what
the reason is. All I am suggesting to the

Minister of Agriculture, and to the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations, is

that there is something amiss, and I think

this is one of the things that he should be

looking into.

Mr. Lawlor: They don't know what the

reason is either.

Mr. Stokes: Another more specific item,
Mr. Speaker, is the situation that was

brought to my attention by a resident of

Geraldton, who had occasion to shop in a

Dominion store in the city of Thunder Bay
and bought a 12-oz. package of fish cakes

at 49 cents. Upon returning to Geraldton
she went into a local supermarket, and the

same 12-oz. package of fish cakes was selling
for $1.29. That's a price differential of 80
cents.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The fishemien on Lake

Nipigon are not getting a decent price.

Mr. Stokes: Fish cakes are made of mullet

or what we refer to as suckers and they are

produced for the gefullte fish market, prin-

cipally in New York. Do you know what

they are paying commercial fishermen, with
a two-cent-per-pound subsidy to the com-
mercial fishermen on Lake Nipigon? About
six cents a pound.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's a crying shamel

Mr. Stokes: About six cents a poundl Yet
I wrote to the Hon. Herb Gray and asked
him to refer the matter to Beryl Plumptre—

I sent the actual cartons where the same ar-

ticle that was purchased in a Dominion store

in the dty of Thunder Bay for 49 cents was
on the shelves in a store in Geraldton for

$1.29—but I have yet to hear from Mr. Gray
or Mrs. Plumptre on it. If that isn't price

gouging, I don't know what is.

One of the things that contribute to the

high cost of food, Mr. Speaker—and I have
alluded to it on many occasions in this

House—is the high cost of transportation.
Now, when we talk about inflation, about
the cost that is being experienced by the

producer, about the labour costs in super-
markets, or about any of the other things that

go to make up the final cost of a particular
food item, those are things that are experi-
enced right across the province, right across

the country, right across the continent and,
I suppose, right across the world.

But in northern Ontario we have a unique
situation, where the high cost of any com-

modity, including food, is the high cost of

transportation or, in many instances, the un-

availability of any kind of transportation.

I had occasion this summer to visit the

extreme northern parts of Ontario where the

only way they can get their food items in is

by a barge that is operated along the shores

of James and Hudson bays by the Hudson's

Bay Co.

Mr. Speaker, can you conceive of a com-

munity in the Province of Ontario, the most
aflfluent province in the richest nation in the

world, where there are residents of 60, 70

and 80 years of age who have never seen a

fresh potato, let alone taste one? They have

never seen a fresh potato. The only way that

they can get potatoes is in cans.

In the same community, they pay 98 cents

for a loaf or bread—when it can be flown in.

They pay $1.40 a pound for a pound of

butter—when they can get it.

One of the ways in which this government,
and in particular the Minister of Transpor-
tation and Communications, (Mr. Carton)
can assist these people in remote communi-

ties, is to provide a cheaper, more reliable

and more adequate means of transportation
of food and other commodities that are es-

sential to life.

I have already suggested to the Minister

of Transportation and Communications that

he either run his own barge up along James

Bay and Hudson Bay to assist the people in

remote communities such as Fort Albany,

Attawapiskat, Winisk and Fort Severn. Why
can't we run our own barge to bring food
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essentials into those communities and provide
them at a better price than they are forced to

pay?
I have had assistance from the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr.

Brunelle), who agrees with me whole-heart-

edly on this concept and thinks that the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions should be assisting these people to bring
down the unit costs of food prices. There are

many ways in which you can assist people

right throughout the province by providing

adequate transportation facilities.

Inflation is something that nobody has any
pat answers for, but the cost of transporta-

tion, which is one of the most important in-

gredients in the cost of consumer goods, is

one of the areas where you can act. I would

prevail upon those on the cabinet benches,
Mr. Speaker, to prevail upon their colleague
to assist where it is possible to assist. I sug-

gest to you if you are going to assist the

people in northern Ontario, primarily in the

remote conmiunities of northern Ontario, to

bring down the unit cost of food, one of the

ways in which you can do it is to provide

adequate transportation facilities and sub-

sidize the operation of those facilities where

justifiable and necessary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Middle-

sex South.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to take the opportunity
to say a few words on this item of the high
cost of food, as they refer to it from over

there. I just wonder what they really mean

by the cost of food—high compared to what?

Mr. Stokes: Ask your wife.

Mr. Eaton: High compared to the price
last week? Last year? Ten years ago? Or

high compared to the wages that you are

making today? The amount of food that you
can buy for one hour's work today compared
to that of a number of years ago? I think we
have to look at this in context with other

things that are happening in our society.

I wonder when the leader of the NDP
Party makes a statement to the effect that he

is concerned over this high cost of food where
he stands in comparison to the statements

he made when he kicked off his campaign,
about two miles from my home, in the last

election, and tried to woo the farmers by
saying they were going to get increased

prices and improve their situation.

Mr. Renwidc: They are, they are!

Mr. Eaton: Okay. Those prices have gone
up and the farmer has got a majority of that

increase in the price. It may not all be profit

because his costs are going up at the same

time, but he has got an increase.

Mr. Renwiek: He did not get a majority
in the price increase in food.

Mr. Eaton. He has got an increase in the

majority of the increase in the price of food.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Eaton: And I think that the hon.

member is just trying to use food as an issue.

He is trying to use it as a political issue-

something as important as food to this society.

I think you have to get things in context.

The hon. member for Lakeshore stands up
and says about how much the price of steak

has gone up, how much the price of some-

thing else has gone up percentage-wise. Let's

compare that to how much he can buy with

an hour's wages now compared to an hour's

wages a number of years ago.

In 1946, one hour's work bought you 1.9

pounds of that steak. One hour's work today

buys you 2.9 pounds of that steak. So let's

get these things in proportion to what's hap-

pening with your wages. You can go on

down the line with every food commodity
and compare what you could buy with one

hour of your labour in 1946 to what you can

buy today. You can get more of every prod-

uct. And don't forget it, because it is the

productivity of the farmers in this province

that has outpaced that of any other indus-

try in the developments and technology of

producing food that has made this possible.

It is high time that farmers got a bigger

percentage of it and that the price of food

went up in proportion.

The hon. member for Huron-Bruce made

some remarks about this government not

taking steps to assist the farmers in doing

this. I would submit that they are through
some of their marketing board activities.

And which committee, appointed by the

federal government, turns around and attacks

those marketing boards because they are

trying to get a fair share of the consumer's

dollar for the producer? The ones appointed

by the member's party and supported by
these fellows over there.

Mr. Yakabuski: That's terrible!

Mr. MacDonald: What does the member
mean? We are supporting them.
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Mr. Eaton: The same people who sup-

ported the action to zero in on one com-

modity, the feed producer's, and see the

value of an animal of his ready to go to

market drop $100 in one week. Is that the

kind of individual action you are going to

take against the producers? That is the kind

of action you supported federally.

Mr. Cassidy: We are looking for a suitable

income for farmers, not a boom and bust.

Mr. Yakabuski: The same old gang.

Mr. Eaton: I think we have to look at an-

other thing in the amount of return that

you are getting for your hour's work in your
total income, and what you are able to buy
for it. In 1961 you had to spend 23.1 per
cent of your earned income on food. Right
now with the high prices that we had in

July of this year, you had to spend 19.7

per cent of your income on food.

Mr. Renwick: Not in my riding. They
spend a lot more in my riding.

Mr. Eaton: Those are figures right across

this country, my friend.

Mr. Renwick: They spent a lot more in

my riding than that.

Mr. Eaton: Remarks are made about prices

being different from place to place. Well,

certainly they are. There are different situa-

tions from place to place. I can go to the
comer variety and pay seven or eight cents
more for a jug of milk than I do at the
store 10 miles away, at the supermarket.
But then you have to ask yourself the ques-
tion, what is the cheaper to do, if you just
want a jug of milk, to pick it up there or
drive 10 miles to do it? I think you have
to put these sorts of things into perspective
when you are suggesting that prices are

varying from area to area and it is because

somebody is manipulating them.

Mr. Laughren: Tell us about Dominion
Stores profits.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Tell us about
the profits of Dominion Stores.

Mr. Eaton: If you want to refer to those
sort of things, I can do that for a minute.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Well,
that is what the gut issue is.

Mr. Eaton: You make some remark about
their increases being 51 per cent. From

when to when, and what was their profit
before? Get them in perspective.

Mr. Renwick: That is what is in issue

here in this debate.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member for High
Park (Mr. Shulman) will tell members op-

posite how to make money.

Mr. Eaton: It is just like somebody made
the remark about you getting 100 per cent

more out of the unions. Donated to your

party, eh?

Mr. Renwick: You are defending Dominion
Stores.

Mr. Eaton: Let us put it in perspective,
5 cents to 10 cents. If you only made $5
this year and you make $10 next year,

okay, you have gone up 100 per cent.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): The
member must have had too many beans for

lunch.

Mr. Eaton: I think one concern that we
can have is for those who are on fixed in-

comes. I submit that this government has

and is doing something to assist those people.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is just the start.

Mr. Renwick: The member for Niagara
Falls (Mr. Clement) is right in the line of

fire here.

Mr. Eaton: I think there is something that

you all must keep in mind in trying to con-

trol prices—that if a producer isn't going to

get an adequate price in the marketplace,
Sien he is not going to produce.

Mr. Lewis: Well, why shouldn't he get
an adequate price? Why shouldn't he?

Mr. Renwick: The member for Middlesex

North, the member for Middlesex South and
the member for Niagara Falls. How nice

to be in the middle!

Mr. Eaton: The people who are well fed

in this country depend on about 100,000

progressive farmers to produce that food for

them.

Mr. Lewis: Well, they are leaving the land

quickly under the Tories, boy. Day in and

day out they are leaving the land.

Mr. Eaton: I submit that we are going to

get our share out of that marketplace.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: Right from the horse's

mouth.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

Centre.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwiek: Winding up for the Liberal

Party.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, even I am closer

to the farmers than this speaker.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Speaker, the claptrap that I have been hear-

ing from the front of me and the claptrap to

the left of me is deafening.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: This is the fighting speech.

Mr. Deacon: There seems to be a failure

on the part-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: —of the members across the

way to recognize that the inflation that is

hitting food prices is caused to a major
extent by their land bureaucracy that they
have set up that controls land to the extent

that land prices have risen.

Mr. Renwiek: It is hitting the consimier.

Mr. Yakabuski: Tell us about York Trust.

Mr. Gilbertson: The member will never

win it that way.

'Mr. Deacon: As far as the fellows on the

left are concerned, with their controls they
would fail to improve the supply situation.

Surely to goodness your basic economic
studies would lead you to recognize that

inflation is a factor of shortage of supply,
and the only way you are going to solve

the supply problem is to er^ure that the

farmers can produce. As far as you folks

on the left there are concerned talking about
the profiteering in food, why don't you be
a little more objective and a little more
across the board as to who is profiteering?

Mr. Yakabuski: Tell us about the York

Trust, Don.

Mr. Deacon: Talk to Mrs. Smith about

her $1,000 in Loblaw's stock 15 years ago
who finds the $1,000 is now worth $650.
And the poor guy who has an investment in

Hardy farms—tibey weren't as smart as Morty
maybe—

Mr. Laughren: Nothing to do with prices.

Mr. Deacon: It isn't across the board that

everybody has been making money in food.

Talk about the people marking up prices-

Mr. Renwiek: Garfield is a lot poorer

today. He has lost a lot.

Mr. Deacon: Harry Young who has a

food store out in Markham asked me, **What

did you do in 1971 when there was that

food chain price war?" He found his pro-
duce on the shelf had to be marked down.

People had no objection to him marking it

down. Suddenly they think it is wrong now
because he marks it up. Surely we've got
to be fair on both sides of this deal.

Mr. Laughren: You told him to say "may."

Mr. Deacon: The profits that are being
made today in the food industry are in the

cake mixes; the potato chips, the frozen din-

ners, the packaged foods. That is where the

real profit is.

There are also these people who decide to

hoard a little bit.

Mr. Lewis: What? Hoarding cake mixes?

Mr. Deacon: They'd hoard a little meat
because they thought the price would go up.

They'd hoard-

Mr. Ferrier: Potato chips?

Mr. Drea: Potato chips are down 20 cents.

Mr. Deacon: They have these people who
are in futures as far as production is con-

cerned and they've made a little money.
But there are also farmers who, when prices
were very unsettled, wanted to sell on the

futures market in order to give themselves

a hedge against the various heavy amounts of

produce that they'd have coming on the

market at one time. There is a useful role

played by these markets.

What about the farmers who right now
have raw apples rotting on their trees because

they can't get help? Or who have potatoes

rotting in the field because they can't get

help? Really we should organize some of you
folks to go out and pick them up and ship
them up to Hudson Bay where we certainly
want to see the people have them.

But we have a major problem here that is

caused by the welfare or work policies of

this government across the way. They fail to

recognize that for everyone there must be a

decent incentive to work and not at a very
low rate of wage of $3,000 or $4,000-
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Mr. Yakabuski: You are talking a month?

Mr. Deacon: —who find they are, in effect,

paying 75 cents of income tax on every dollar

they are earning over that. It is the short-

sighted policies of you folks that caused the

shortage of labour. You provide no incentive

for people to get out and work.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Tell us

about the unemployment insurance, Don.

Mr. Deacon: I was very interested not very

long ago to talk to a steelworker in Hamil-
ton. He pointed out that in 1949 he had to

work for one hour and 20 minutes to earn

enough for a steak, and in 1973, at today's

prices, he can earn that steak in 20 minutes.

The problem we are talking about is that

rising food prices are hitting those on fixed

incomes. The whole factor of inflation is

somethings we've got to deal with. If we have
to face the same thing as happened in Ger-

many and other coutnries where they let in-

flation run away, then we are going to be in

real trouble. Let's start to take a look at the

cause of inflation and the failure to get

enough people in the business of producing
food.

The average age of a farmer in York region
is 59. His sons say, "Why do I want to work
seven days a week? I can't help if there is

no incentive for me to work." There was one
farmer with an investment of $200,000 in 45
cows and 200 acres of land, who had a

$15,000 income last year—between his son
and himself. In other words he didn't set

any wages for his seven days a week of milk-

ing those cows and for his son's work. They
had no wages at all; they got a very poor
return of only 7.5 per cent on their invest-

ment.

What sort of a situation are we complain-
ing about when we have that incentive for

the labour of those that are producing food?

Surely to gosh we've got to remember that

unless there is an incentive and a proper
return on work, we in the city are going to

starve. We are going to have to get out and
start growing things in our gardens behind
the houses that we live in or on our apart-
ment balconies.

Mr. Lewis: Not if the Minister of Agricul-
ture lets all the land go down.

Mr. Renwick: That is right.

Mr. Deacon: Here is another good point.
We'll get around to this other question of

land use. The Tory bureaucracy has been

encouraging the housing lot shortage and has

caused land prices to go up. It had, for

example, built service roads along the QEW
through the Niagara fruit belt instead of

building a brand new road up on top where
the land is less productive and where it isn't

using up invaluable and irreplaceable land.

Mr. Haggerty: The member can blame that

on the minister.

Mr. Deacon: We have this Tory bureau-

cracy with their fancy ideas of building a

theatre vidth 25,000 acres right against Toron-

to, using up our most productive land that

we have in this area. What a waste of land.

What a sacrilege, taking that land out of

production—land that is close to our needs

in this area. That is a good illustration of the

failure of this government to recognize where

development should take place—certainly not

on our good agricultural land.

Even out as far as Port Hope the North-

umberland county planning board says it can

develop 2,000 lots by severance without

causing strip development, without having

any pollution whatsoever. And yet this

government approves a subdivision of several

hundred homes on our good agricultural land

iust outside Port Hope. It's an absolute

failure of this government to recognize where
the real problem is—rising land costs which
make it impossible for an ordinary farmer

to get into the business again because the

cost of the investment is well beyond his

reach. The return to him is far below what is

justified.

Mr. Speaker, until this government across

the way recognizes its failure in the field of

providing incentives to people who work, its

failure in the field of getting land costs downci

to where they belong; and until these fellows

over here on the left realize that bureaucracv

has never beaten anything—it has only given
a lot- of money to bureaucrats and red tape

and frustration and cost to the taxpayer—then

-vvp're never going to solve this problem of

inflation.

Mr. Lawlor: And ne'er-do-wells and bums

and welfare recipients.

Mr. Deacon: Let's get at the real causes

of it; that is, the failure to produce enough

goods for those who want them.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, we've heard a

series of prevarications and excuses from the

government this afternoon about why they
are unwilling to do anything at all about
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the problems that consumers are facing with

the price of food.

It's not a new problem at all. I have some

figures here that indicate that last summer
the price of food was up by seven or eight

per cent. And last summer was the time

when the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations—or whatever he is now
called—should have been bringing in legisla-

tion in order to avert the kinds of problems
weVe had this summer.

This summer the minister himself admits

that the price of food is up by 16 per cent.

We've heard an awful lot about farmers

this afternoon. We've heard damn little from

the government about consumers, damn little

at all. What we have heard has been ex-

cuses in trying to pass the buck. They've

passed the buck to Mr. Trudeau, they've

passed the buck to Mr. Nixon, they've passed
the buck to the supreme being up there,

Mr. Lewis. They've tried everybody in the

book and it's about time that they decided

to think about their own responsibility right
here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I want to point out, Mr.

Speaker, that as far as the federal govern-
ment is concerned there are grave questions
about the federal government's powers to

order price rollbacks, but those powers very

clearly exist here at this level of govern-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, why doesn't the

NDP government use them?

Mr. Cassidy: There are very grave ques-
tions about the programme of wages and

price controls which the government party
has proposed in Ottawa, but the powers of

selective controls exist right here.

Mr. Lewis: Right!

Mr. Cassidy: And the government can use

them in order to stop the kind of gouging
which is one of the major reasons we've had
such problems with food prices.

The Minister of Agriculture and Food and
other people have talked about foreign in-

fluences. It's the red devil, or the Peruvian

anchovy devil, or some other devil which is

causing our problems here. Well, for God's

sake, tiiey can't solve the anchovy problem
and they can't solve the Russian wheat prob-
lem, but the least we can do is begin to

solve our problems here in this province.
And we have not seen an ounce of initiative.

or a desire to do anything about that here

in the province.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Non-
sense! Nonsense!

Mr. Cassidy: They say to us, Mr. Speaker,
"What about British Columbia, what about

Saskatchewan and what about Manitoba?"
All right.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: What about them?

Mr. Cassidy: What about British Colum-
bia?

An hon. member: What have they done?

Mr. Cassidy: Is Dominion Stores' head
office located in British Columbia? Is Lob-
law's head office located here?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Is M. Loeb Ltd. located in

British Columbia? Is Canada Packers lo-

cated in British Columbia or George Weston,
or the other major food chains? No, they
are here in this province.

Mr. Speaker, Ontario accounts for about

40 per cent of food consumption in the

country. British Columbia is maybe 14 or 15

per cent, but the bulk of the market is here.

If there is no action from a federal Liberal

government, then a government in this prov-
ince that says it is concerned could and
should have moved in. It is no use saying
to British Columbia that they should have

moved; they have moved in a number of

areas. I will tell you about that in a few
minutes. But it is no use suggesting that

one province at the end of the country can

influence the weight of the food chains when
the weight of the food chains is here in this

province.

I might note, Mr. Speaker, that there was
no mention on that side about the Conserva-

tive government of Alberta. It doesn't seem
to be held back by the same inhibitions as

this goverrmient is held back by in dealing
with the food industry. In Alberta a Con-
servative government has said to Safeway,
"You will no longer expand because of your

monopolistic position." It has achieved price

agreements with Safeway to prevent price

gouging in poor areas while the prices are

lower in rich areas. That is at least a step,
but we haven't even seen that, Mr. Speaker,
from the government in this particular prov-
ince.
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I want to talk a bit about the food price

conference, that lyrical, euphoric get-to-

gether of the producers, the processors and
other people in the food industry to which
this party was not invited. Consumers were
not invited and only the press was there as

representatives of the public. It was a series

of set pieces, Mr. Speaker, with no real con-

frontation, a love-in sponsored by the Minis-

ter of Consumer and Commercial Relations

and the Minister of Agriculture and Food.

When the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercial Relations got up to speak, what kind
of things did he have to oflFer? He said we
must have some long-term policies, but he
had no long-term policy, Mr. Speaker. He
talked about unfair practices, he talked

about business practices, and he talked about

giving a consumer the power to go to the

courts months after he had to pay. Certainly
the courts are inaccessible to low-income,
fixed-income coi^umers who are sufi^ering
the most. He talked about giving them the

powers to go to the courts to find out why
the transactions are unconscionable.

Mr. Laughren: Why the courts?

Mr. Cassidy: And that was the limit of
it. Why the courts? Why can't this govern-
ment move?

Then we had the Minister of Agriculture
and Food who gave a very interesting
speech. What amazed me about that speech,
Mr. Speaker, was there was not one word
about what the Minister of Agriculture and
Food was doing in order to ensure that in

1974, 1976 and 1980 this problem doesnt
recur with greater and greater and greater
ferocity.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Oh, yes, if the member
had read the speech.

Mr. Cassidy: Five million measly dollars,
that's all.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That proves the mem-
ber didn't read the speech.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, there was not
a word in that speech about the way in
which Ontario's agricultural land is being
plundered and taken out of production by
hobby farmers. It is going to freeze, it is

going to waste; it is going to people from
Montreal and New York. There wasn't a
word about that. There was no plan for

agriculture to ensure a stable income for
farm producers so that they stay in produc-
tion and the farm producers come back.

There was no idea about the price of land

which is driving farmers out. There was
not a word about that, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The member wouldn't

know it even if he did see it.

Mr. Cassidy: There was not a word about

that, Mr. Speaker. Now granted those are

not short-term solutions—

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The member is so wet
behind the ears he can't even think straight.

Mr. Cassidy: A Minister of Agriculture
and Food should be talking about that. He
mentioned his industrial milk stabilization

plan. When we were in Cobden last week,
Mr. Speaker, we learned that the farmers

who were on the edge in the industrial milk

business and who were about to go out

because their profits are bare or minimum—

maybe $1,000 or $2,000 after depreciation
in the industrial milk business—can't get the

minister's wretched loans to stay in business

because his ministry is looking for such good
risks.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Cassidy: That's the kind of thing the

minister is doing; that's the kind of long-term

planning that exists.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Then why did the

member's party support the government at

Ottawa that sets the price of industrial

milk?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: In a province that spends
$3.5 billion a year on food, Mr. Speaker,
and in a province which must spend a

billion or more a year on meat, the minis-

ter is proud that 800 farmers have taken

$5 million in the course of a year in order

to improve their beef herds. Of course, it

is useful but it is a drop in the ocean in

terms of solving our problems.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: What would the mem-
ber do? Force them?

Mr. Cassidy: Why don't we have a feed

grain policy in this province to ensure that

our farmers don't have to be held to ransom,

in the minister's terms, by the Saskatchewan

government defending its producers, and in

order to ensure that we produce more of

our feed grain requirements-

Mr. Lewis: The minister's policy is to

phase out the farmers.
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Mr. Cassidy: —rather than
driving

the

land out of production? Why doesnt the

minister do that? It is absurd, Mr. Speaker.
There wasn't a single long-term answer

there, and we don't have any short-term

answers from the government as well. There

has not been a word in this debate from

the government to say why it refuses to

accept a food price tribunal that would be

able to recommend action to the cabinet to

bring prices dovm. Not one word. It simply
has not dealt with the subject at all, Mr.

Speaker. It apparently believes that the

profits and the increases going on in the

food industry should be accepted.

I had an experience after that food con-

ference, Mr. Speaker. I happened to ride

up to Ottawa wdth the wife of the president
of one of the very large food chains in

this province and she told me that the food

industry was misunderstood. She said the

supermarket industry was really doing very

badly and that there was no gouging.

People didn't understand. And she recalled

the day back 25 years ago when she and

her husband were packaging almonds in

order to provide a fair profit.

What she didn't tell me, Mr. Speaker,
was that the profits of that particular com-

pany in the first half of this year had gone

up by more than 100 per cent on a sales

increase of perhaps 10 or 15 per cent. The
evidence is clear and plain that there is

gouging on behalf of corporations, on behalf

of processors; that it is going on; that they
have been taking an inordinate advantage
of an inflationary kind of situation and that

the govemvent has not wanted to do any-

thing about it.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: Consumers are looking for

answers. Even the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations is looking for

answers. He says there should be better

financial disclosure by the producers.

Mr. Speaker: Time is up for the hon.

member.

Mr. Cassidy: I realize that, Mr. Speaker.
The hon. member states that the government
says the company should go beyond the legal

requirements. Yet he is unwdlling to set up a

food price tribunal which will find precisely
the kind of information he says we ought
to have about the marketplace. And he is

unwilling to take action in order to protect
consumers and stop the kind of gouging that

exists right now.

Mr. Speaker, the government's performance
in this whole affair has been deplorable.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Treasurer.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, food prices
are going up all over the world. And the

reason food prices are going up all over the

world is because there is a worldwide short-

age of foodstuffs. Why is that? My colleague,
the Minister of Agriculture, has—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —touched upon certain

climatic reasons, including droughts in many
countries of the world. I have just come back

from Yugoslavia where they have had a six-

er seven-week drought that has ruined crop

expectations. Another reason for the rise in

food prices is the abysmal failure of Russian

communal farms, which has imposed enor-

mous demands upon the granaries of the

world.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I had occasion before

a YPC meeting a couple of weeks ago to

say the time is fast approaching that we vdll

have to insist that Russia abandon its long-
lived and disastrously unsatisfactory and un-

successful experiment with communal farms.

Mr. Lawlor: What do you think of the

workers in Yugoslavia?

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, I want to deal

more particularly with the situation here in

Ontario.

Mr. Bullbrook: Why don't you speak on
behalf of the consumer? You are one of the

biggest consumers here in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. White: We are doing what we
can, sir, to mitigate the effects of inflation.

The hon. members will be aware of cer-

tain increases to less prosperous citizens, the

additional moneys being paid through the—

Mr. Lewis: Not a very good increase,

John.

Hon. Mr. White: —increased tax credits,

the increase in certain of our welfare pay-
ments; the final success of our pleas which
were originated in the early 1960s, that old

age pensions be indexed.

I don't remember a lot of support, as a

matter of fact, at that time, for that propo-
sition. But we fought like tigers up to 1963
to get the full cost of living reflected in the
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old age pension and we were turned back

by Judy LaMarsh and her friends in Ottawa

and here in Toronto.

Mr. Cassidy: Why don't you do it on the

payments you give to people on low incomes?

Hon. Mr. White: So the various levels of

government are attempting in a number of

ways to mitigate the effects of inflation, as I

mentioned.

We ourselves have added to that more

specifically and dramatically by removing all

of the costs of taxes from our farm lands.

Mention was made earlier by the distin-

guished member for Lakeshore that this was

a cost-push situation. Well, to the extent

that it is cost push, we have removed certain

of those costs. The most interesting provi-

sion, no doubt, was removing all property
taxes from productive farm lands. But I

point out certain other measures: The elimi-

nation of death duties when a farm is passed

intergenerationally; the $50,000 once-in-a-

lifetime gift. On the expenditure side, the

Minister of Agriculture and Food has bold

new grant programmes. Some have been

mentioned, as in the milk producing segment
of the agricultural industry and so on.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: What else have we done?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, we've curtailed

our own expenditures. We've curtailed our

own expenditures. I point out the figures
from page 6 of the budget. The overall rise

in provincial spending excluding increased

transfers to municipalities, is less than nine

per cent. In fact, it's 8.6 per cent for the

present fiscal year. And including the very
dramatic increases in transfers, from a total

of something less than $2 biUion to a total

of $2,400 million, we end up at 11.7 per
cent. I point out, sir-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —that this is the second
best record in Canada and contrasts with
the federal government's increase of 16.4

per cent. The leader of the NDP made a

claim, a little bit puzzling to me perhaps
because I didn't hear him clearly, but it

seemed to me he was pointing to those great
socialist provinces of BC and Manitoba as

being models we might follow. I don't know
what statistical evidence he provides for that

partisan statement-

Mr. Lewis: I was talking about people on

fixed incomes.

Hon. Mr. White: —because when one looks

at the changes in food prices in regional cities

of Canada-

Mr. MacDonald: They have got money to

buy food.

Mr. Lewis: They have given money to

people on fixed incomes to pay for it.

Hon. Mr. White: —from the Canadian con-

sumer price index, one sees that Toronto is

17.1 per cent up, August, 1973, versus

August, 1972, in contrast to Vancouver's

17.4. That's a good socialist jurisdiction,
isn't it? And Winnipeg at 17.6. That's a good
socialist jurisdiction.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):

They don't like being called socialists.

Hon. Mr. White: Here is Montreal at 17.3

per cent. So we see these other provinces
are in very much the same position that we
are.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: The suggestion that there

be a food price tribunal is one that must be

considered but quite frankly there is no evi-

dence anywhere that such an operation would
be successful. In my personal belief, one

would have to have a regular system of price
and wage controls with all of the policing
that that requires—

Mr. Lewis: Why?

Hon. Mr. White: —which would require the

full support of our people from coast to coast;

difiicult enough to achieve in days of war-
difficult enough, almost impossible, in days
of war and probably impossible when we are

in a situation as we are today.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Doesn't the

minister support Stanfield?

Hon. Mr. White: If such a price and wage
control were introduced in this country, the

members must please not mislead themselves

into thinking that this jurisdiction of Canada

would be the same as it is now. There would

be more bureaucrats and more policemen.

Mr. Lewis: Tell that to Stanfield, not to us.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister may be

quoted in the House of Commons.
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Hon. Mr. White: I understand Mr. Stan-

field's suggestion and I, myself, have no ob-

jection to that as an experiment in a short-

term freeze.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: It did produce certain

beneficial effects-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —starting in August, 1971,
when President Nixon gave his famous speech
of Aug. 15. One has seen it attempted more

recently by Prime Minister Heath, although
the British experiment to date has fallen far

short of the temporary success enjoyed in the

United States. If I may turn back to the

matter of controls, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: I would think the Treasurer

should turn back-

Mr. Bullbrook: Oh boy! The Minister of

Agriculture and Food said that when Pres-

ident Nixon did that it caused—

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. White: I do hope, sir, I can have
another few minutes as a result of this.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They are both right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: I think, sir, we have

pretty well established that Ted Gulp is the

only possible leader for the Liberals if today
is any indication. The three NDPs have

virtually disqualified themselves already to-

day.

I want to deal for another moment with
the broader implications of this resolution.

I point out the neutral effect of my budget
of April 12 and I call to your memory, sir,

the allegations, the accusations, the assertions

from the NDP in particular—I think not from
the Liberals who never did understand what
was happening—but to the assertions from
the NDP that my budget was too deflationary
and the Toronto Star was quick to echo the

fact that it was too deflationary.

Well, it wasn't deflationary but it was not

inflationary and so we did accept, sir, I must

say, the responsibility for curtailing our appe-
tite and for imposing additional taxes to put
our provincial financial affairs in order. And
what have we done since then, sir? I will

tell you.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. White: We have reduced our

treasury bills outstanding by $65 million by
reducing the weekly option from $20 million

to $15 milhon. That's a reduction of $65
million. We have reduced our indebtedness

in bonds by something like $65 million. We
have imposed very rigorous cost controls on
school boards, universities, hospitals and other

cost areas.

...Mr. Lewis: This is called the mid-term

slump. I can't imagine how else-

Mr. Speaker: Thirty seconds.

Mr. Singer: With all that-

Hon. Mr. White: Now Mr. James Gillies

who is the federal MP for Don Valley, put a

question to the Minister of Finance about six

months ago and asked, "Does the federal

government accept the primary responsibility
for controlling inflation in Ganada?" The
Minister of Finance, Mr. John Turner, said,

"Yes, indeed we do." The provinces—not just

Ontario, but every province in Ganada—have
made it clear to the federal government we
will accept their leadership in this matter

notwithstanding—

Mr. Speaker: Time has expired.

Hon. Mr. White: And so here we stand,

having done everything we can unilaterally

to fight inflation, putting ourselves between

the federal Liberal government, and once

again we pledge our assistance in this con-

tinuing battle to keep prices down.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, I have listened with a great deal

of interest to what has been said and it

always seems to be my province to follow

the hon. Treasurer of this province on this

floor.

Hon. Mr. White: You could do worse.

In fact, you are doing worse.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is why she sounds

so good.

Mrs. Campbell: That, Mr. Speaker, would
be impossible. But let me say this in fairness

to the people I represent. What this gov-
ernment is doing is simply trying to shift

the ground and not face the issue that they
have a responsibility. And what we are ask-

ing is that there be provided a committee
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which can review what is going on so that

the public may know the facts and so that

if it is possible to roll back prices that can

be done. I am sorry that the Treasurer is

leaving at this point because I would hke

to point out some of the things he has not

been doing for the people I represent.

People in my riding who are 62 years of

age have been until now in receipt of $121
from this munificent government and they
have been paying in Ontario Housing $43 a

month on what isn't geared to income at all.

And that leaves them, in my calculation,

$78 a month of disposable income to have

food and clothing and other things which

they need, and they don't have cars to go
and pick and choose whether they shop here

or shop there. They shop where they can

with the little bit they have, and at least the

federal government has seen that the senior

citizens do get a little bit more to live on.

They get $170 and will be getting some

more, and they pay $40 a month rent in

Ontario Housing—rent geared to income—
and the government is sitting here and say-

ing it is doing all it can for the consumer?

As far as I am concerned, I don't know

enough about the matter of agriculture and

farming. I have heard all my life that the

farmer is the backbone of the country, and
I have heard that the farmer is the one who
always has to subsidize food costs.

I don't know whether that is true and I

venture to say there are a great many others

who don't know. Why is the government so

afraid of finding out the truth and letting
the people of this province know what it is?

This is what the issue is here; getting down
to doing something and facing issues, and

getting it through.

We haven't asked the government to roll

back prices indiscriminately. We do have

responsibilities to all of the people in the

province as it does, but don't sit there and
make fun when we are trying to cope with
a problem without philosophizing. I love to

philosophize, but I can't philosophize in the

terms in which my people in my riding are

living; and I can't find any excuse for the

government's failure to come to grips with
it.

Surely to goodness in each and every one
of the members opposite there is a con-

science. Surely there is a responsibility to

these people.

If the government feels that its philosophy
is what should count, I will tell you what

my people feel—that at 62 the government

is trying to keep them from ever getting to

65, to get these federal pensions. Because

they can't live on $78 a month in a city like

this with the food prices the way they are,

and with the tax structure tlie way it is.

They are paying that tax—don't ever forget
it—and they are also trying to buy food.

I wish you would visit some of these

people and see what they are living on and

how they shop. They are forced to buy in

the most expensive way because they can't

bulk buy on $78 a month. They simply can't

do it.

It is about time the government faced all

of these issues and stopped talking about a

philosophy about inflation, about where the

farmer is going to be, about any of these

issues. Look at the effects and get down
to cases. I challenge the government to come
into this House with a committee that can

get to grips with it and put the finger on
those who are causing this increase and roU

it back if it is right to do so. I can't answer

that, and I don't think anyone can answer it

until they have all the facts. Nor, of course,

can the government roU it back on one item

without looking at the whole rainbow that

is in front of us—

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): A
spectrum.

Mrs. Campbell: I am not talking about a

spectrum. I am talking about a rainbow, be-

cause maybe they will understand a rainbow.

Mr. Givens: You find gold at the end of

a rainbow.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes. That is what I am
hoping for. I am hoping that the people
I represent get a part of the pot of gold at

the end of the rainbow. Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I only have

two or three very low-keyed things that I'd

like to say about this particular debate that

is before the Legislature.

Mr. Roy: The member has got to be kid-

ding.

Mr. Renwick: I'd like to address them to

my friend, the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations, because I think there

are one or two things which he perhaps

might find it in his bottomless basket of

legislation to introduce into the House that
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might be some small evidence of good faith

on the part of the government that they are

interested in doing anything about the ques-
tion of food prices.

One of them is the question of mandatory
unit pricing. I had occasion to write to him
some time ago trying to set out for him,
as I am sure he was aware in any event,

the results of the study which were made
in Ottawa in 1972 on the question of

mandatory unit pricing and what could be

done to implement it. Let me very briefly,

Mr. Speaker, just emphasize the points that

were made in that report and where the

responsibility lies for introducing it in the

supermarkets and in the food chains across

the country. I'm saying in the Province of

Ontario, and at this point I am speaking

only about the food chains and the food

items in the supermarket.

The report went on to say that unit pric-

ing is essentially a system by which retailers

indicate not only the total price of an article,

but also its cost in some standard unit such
as ounces or pounds, enabling easier price

comparison between brands and sizes.

Secondly, that unit pricing is here to stay
whether or not we want to make it manda-

tory, but we can make it mandatory and

bring it in now instead of waiting several

months or years before introducing the

system.

Thirdly, that there is a large body of

opinion favouring unit pricing as an aid to

shopping.

Fourthly, that it is an important part of

consumer protection in any jurisdiction which
has any sense of responsibiHty to the con-

sumer.

Fifthly, that because of computerization it

is easier for supermarkets to adopt unit

pricing.

Sixthly—and this was the point that led

me to write to the minister—the report con-

cluded that the legislation for mandatory
unit pricing is not a matter within the juris-
diction of the federal government, and even
if it were it would be diflBcult to draft and
to administer.

'I wrote to the minister because I want
him to accept a constitutional responsibility,

regardless of the diflBculty of drafting and

administration, because the field of consumer

protection is a field in which it's difiicult

to draft legislation and where it's difiicult

to administer. But given that, this ministry
should accept the responsibility of introduc-

ing in the Province of Ontario, in the super-

markets and the food chains, a mandatory
imit pricing policy. And that legislation
should be prepared and introduced im-

mediately.

Let me make another point to my friend,

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations. In every article which I have
read extolling the present climb of that

minister, to a zenith of political popularity
in the province I've heard about how
gracious he was late one night when he

accepted from a member of the opposition
an amendment about corporate disclosure.

The only problem is it was 10 months ago.
The bill in which the amendment was

accepted came into force yesterday, and

nothing has been done about giving effect

to his declared agreement that night, that

some form of corporate disclosure of con-

trol and ownership was necessary in the

province.

Within the field of the food industry,
there is no more pressing area where it is

absolutely essential that the corporate web
of ownership and control be known clearly,

accurately and fully—and the minister hasn't

done anything about that area.

I'm saying now—and I want to switch to

the Premier as he sits here in this House

hstening to this debate—it is all very well

to say that the government of the Province

of Ontario can say to the federal govern-
ment that while constitutionally the respon-

sibility for food prices is that of the Prov-

ince of Ontario, but we, gracious as this

government always is, are quite happy to

hand the problem up to the federal level

and to have the Liberal government in Ot-

tawa introduce it on a nationwide basis.

All right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order, I don't believe I said that. I did

not say that constitutionally the control of

the price of food was that of the provincial

jurisdiction. I didn't make that observation.

Mr. Renwick: Perhaps, Mr. Speaker, I

ought to refresh the Premier's memory. I

raised the question with the Premier some
time ago and pointed out that under the

constitution of the country the respon-

sibility lies here; it has lain here, except
under the emergency powers, for a long
time. I asked the Premier about it, and
I think in a public speech he indicated

that he was prepared, whatever the con-

stitutional problem, to have the matter

dealt with on a national basis at Ottawa.

Now that may be a more accurate way of
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stating what the Premier said but let me

suggest that when the time has come when
the basic commodities going into the con-

sumer's food basket in the Province of On-
tario are not being adequately dfealt with

at the federal level, this government cannot

avoid the constitutional responsibility. We
may think that the constitution should have

been drawn a different way; that there

should have been a different distribution of

powers; that it should not be our respon-

sibility; but the fact of the matter is that

the balance of expert judicial opinion, with

respect to the constitutional responsibility
in the field of pricing and in particular in

the field of food pricing, is that it lies with
the government of the Province of Ontario.

Now this party's position has been quite
clear: A selective item-by-item protection
for stability of prices to the consumers of the

province in those basic commodities. Now,
occasionally, I agree even with Bruce West.
I have never understood—and I agree with
Bruce West—why the rise in the price of beef
in the Province of Ontario should trigger a

rise in the price of strawberry jam. I just
never have understood the connection.

I am suggesting to the Premier that there

are certain basic commodities where it is

possible, in the words of the Treasurer, on a

short-term experimental basis to establish

price controls for those commodities which
are so essential as the basic ingredients of the

food containers of the people in the major
centres of the Province of Ontario and else-

where—and particularly in the riding of

Riverdale—and for those in receipt of family
benefits assistance and general welfare allow-

ances, so that they can have an adequate and

proper diet at a price which they can afford,

having regard to the percentage of their total

income that they must spend for food. I am

suggesting that the reason the Premier agreed
to this emergency debate today, the reason

this emergency debate takes place this after-

noon, is that reluctantly—reluctantly—the

government is beginning to face up to some
sense of responsibility for this area.

Mr. Speaker, so far as we are concerned,
while we may do it somewhat differently from

the government, we would welcome any in-

dication, by any single piece of legislation,

that there was in this government some
measure of acceptance of its responsibility. I

do not care and the members of this party
do not care whether the government says
the share of the responsibility across the

whole spectrum is only a minor part of the

total responsibility of God, Richard Nixon,

Trudeau, the communized farms in the Soviet

Union, the world shortage, the failure of the

rain and the inability of the spray to take on

the apple crop. However the government

spreads the responsibility and whatever

figures it uses, we in this party will wel-

come any single piece of legislation dealing
with any aspect of the food price problem in

the Province of Ontario and we will support
it.

Mr. Speaker: In view of the hour, I declare

this debate now to be completed.

Orders of the day.

GRAIN ELEVATORS STORAGE ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves second reading of

Bill 156, An Act to amend the Grain Elevators

Storage Act.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a few comments on this bill but it be-

ing 6 of the clock-

Mr. Speaker: We will deal with Bill 156

when we resume at 8 o'clock.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock p.m.

GRAIN ELEVATOR STORAGE ACT
( concluded )

Mr. Speaker: When we recessed at 6
o'clock the motion for second reading of

Bill 156 had been put before the House.
Shall the motion carry?

The hon. member for Huron-Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I want to be very brief in my comments
with respect to this bill. I don't see anything

particularly contentious about it. It's a

licensing Act. It provides for the licensing
and inspecting of grain elevators. I think

I noted some changes in the first part of the

bill—the appointment of the chief inspector
is by the minister rather than by the

Lieutenant Governor. I don't know that

that holds any particular significance, but
it is a change that has been made from
similar legislation.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Is it an

improvement though?

Mr. Gaunt: It provides for certain quali-

fications; it provides for a grain elevator

storage licence review board. But basically,
the rest of the bill is McRuer. The appeal

procedures and the hearing procedures are

essentially McRuer, so that really there's

only one matter that concerns me about the

bill. I hope the minister can respond to this

particular matter, because I can envisage a

situation where a grain elevator could have
its licence revoked and under such a con-

dition the grain in that elevator at that

particular point in time, which hadn't been

paid for, could be in question. The pro-
ducer could be in jeopardy.

I'm wondering what happens in the event

that a licence is cancelled and the payment
has not been made on some of the produce
stored in that elevator. What protection
does the producer have under these circum-

stances?

It seems to me that he should have some

protection. Indeed, he should be fully pro-
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tected under that situation, because the case

would not be of the farmer's making. He
would be a victim of circumstance under
those conditions and in my view should be

fully protected. That's all I have to say on
the bill, Mr. Speaker. We support the bill

and it's a good thing.

'Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I seldom

disagree with my colleague, the member for

Huron-Bruce, but it is a contentious bill

because the Minister of Agriculture and
Food (Mr. Stewart) introduced it, and he's

incapable of introducing a piece of legisla-
tion which is not contentious.

The bill appears to mirror, in its terms,

certain of the recommendations of the

McRuer commission and appears to imple-
ment them, while reflecting some of the

language we have seen on many other oc-

casions before. But there are certainly a

couple of points in it that deserve con-

sideration.

The first one is that the minister, prone
as he is to empire-building, has taken upon
himself to take away the power to appoint

inspectors from his colleagues in the council.

So I would think that inspectors in the

Province of Ontario, as so much of the

agricultural industry is, vdll become more
and more under the thumb of the Minister

of Agriculture and Food. I can't conceive

why his colleagues would agree to abdicate

this particular authority to him, but they

obviously have more confidence in him than

we do-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: I don't know whether I'm

being contentious or whether the minister

is being contentious.

I think we're prepared to let that one

point in the bill go. I made it simply so

that the record would show that we knew
what the minister had done vdth the bill.

The second point I want to make—and
I am concerned about this—is that it would
be possible for the chief inspector to make
a decision adverse to an applicant for a

licence. Then the bill has this strange word-

ing—and I've never seen it in any other of
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the bills implementing the McRuer recom-

mendation—that he, on his own initiative, or

in the delightful language of the ancient

prerogative of the Crown: "of his own
mere motion can alter the decision in favour

of the applicant."

Now that sounds very pleasant and

gracious. Having made an adverse decision

of his own motion without any further con-

sideration, or without any further public

hearing about the matter, he can reverse

his decision in favour of the applicant. It

would seem to me that this, in one way or

another, leaves the chief inspector in an

invidious position.

He can be subjected to the imputation
that he changed an adverse ruling to a

favourable ruling of his own motion without

any further public hearing, without any
further notification of it, and thereby, of

course, conferred a benefit upon the appli-
cant.

It sounds very fair and equitable. I simply

say to the minister—and I don't think I need
to elaborate on it—that this wording leaves

open the imputation that somehow or other

favouritism could creep into the decision of

the chief inspector. I don't think that the

chief inspector should be placed in that po-
sition. I think if he is going to alter any
decision which he has made-^of course it is

carefully preserved that if he is to change
his decision from a favourable one to an
adverse one that he has to give notice and
have a hearing. That's fine, but I can't un-
derstand why the reverse should not also

hold true. Any change which he is going
to make, whether it be favourable or ad-

verse, should result in a proper notification,

a proper hearing, and a proper opportunity
so that the public record shows very clearly
the reasons why an adverse decision was

changed to a favourable one.

It is fust one of those very narrow areas

where the imputation of favouritism could be

charged against the chief inspector. I am
quite certain he wouldn't deserve it, nor do
I think he should be open even to the sug-

gestion that that would be the case.

I have only one other point of substance
I would like to make in coimection with the

bill. That is that the Grain Elevator Storage
Licence Review Board is to consist of three

persons, and the only restriction is that none
of them are to be members of the public
service in the employ of the Ministry of

Agriculture and Food.

I wonder whether it is advisable that the
members of such a review board should be

in other arms of the pubHc service. Should

not all members of the public service be

excluded from serving upon the Grain Ele-

vator Storage Licence Review Board for the

purpose of making this kind of a decision?

It seems to me that the whole theory of the

Hcence review board is that it will be de-

tached from government, that it will be rep-
resentative of the public. This would provide

against any suggestion that in some way or

other it is some people in the civil service

second guessing the decision of someone else

in the civil service.

Those are the two points. I think apart
from this particular provision of the bill that

the minister should at some time—I know
that this is a digression—look into the cost

of the insurance component to the farmer

who brings his produce into the elevator.

As the minister knows the Act requires that

stored farm produce be insured with a

broker, an agent or an insurer under the

Insurance Act of the Province of Ontario. I

have always been curious as to the extent

to which there is a careful check upon the

level of premium charged, the risk which is

assumed, and the ratio which is maintained

between those two.

I know the Speaker will forgive that di-

gression, but perhaps at some time the min-

ister would enlighten me about it. Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): I am
rising vidth a wealth of ignorance, but I

wondered if the minister could explain to

me the way in which inspections are carried

out. I am concerned that so often in a large

municipality bakers are having difficulties

under the food and drug administration by
reason of foreign matter found in the com-

ponent parts. The persons selling those com-

ponent parts are not brought under the Act,

and I think there seems to be a sort of hia-

tus between the responsibility of the provider
of the materials and the responsibility of the

baker w'ho uses it.

I would like to know if there is any liaison

or if there is any kind of training of our

inspectors which would coincide with the

food and drug administration inspectors.
Then our bakers would not be penalized for

foreign matter which is not really, in my
view, their responsibility.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to enter the debate?
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The hon member for Essex-Kent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr.

Speaker, I just want to ask the minister a

question, relative to this Act, whether or

not this provincial licensing of elevators

would allow producers with stored grain to

be elegible to have money advanced under
the storage grain plan through the federal

government?

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker I would like to address myself to

one principle in this bill—I believe it is con-

tained in section 2, subsection 3(a)—where-
by the inspectors can now enter any grain

building used in connection therewith for the

storage of grain. I just wonder what the case

would be in relation to ships that are used
for the storage of grain through the winter
months in our various harbours in connection
with storage facilities or elevators. No doubt
all this product has been sold and it is the

property of someone; but I can foresee the

instance where it may be used as storage by
an elevator company. I wonder if there
should be an inclusion that ships used for

this purpose would fall within the terms of
this Act.

Mr. Speaker: Any other hon. members
wish to enter the debate? If not the hon.
minister might reply.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, first of all,

answering the member for St. George-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The
minister is a lot quieter than this afternoon.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, when the member
for St. George asks a sensible question, I try
to provide a sensible answer. This is quite
different from the member for Ottawa Centre,
who has the happy faculty of not knowing
anything about whereof he speaks, and that

generates a little concern within my mind.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The minis-
ter is working up to it again.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, it could be done,
Mr. Speaker, let us start off on a happy note
this evening, on this first night of the return
of the session.

The purpose of the legislation is really to

provide for protection for the owners of grain
who use storage on a custom or rental basis.

The matter to which my friend from St.

George refers is grain that is, as I under-

stand it, used for milling purpose, but which
is moved by a miller who buys the grain from
an elevator, processes it and then sells it to

the bakers, or whoever the case may be. So
that's the next step, or two steps probably,
removed from the purpose of this Act.

The purpose of this Act really is to pro-
vide protection to those farmers who wish to

store grain in an elevator on a custom basis

or fee basis, so that really our inspectors are

responsible for checking. I'll read section 16
of the Act, if I may, Mr. Speaker, which I

think is the basis of the Act.

Every grain elevator operator shall at

all times have in his grain elevator, or in

other storage under subsection 2 of sec-

tion 15, such amounts of farm produce of

each kind and grade as will at least equal
the total amounts of outstanding grain

storage receipts and weigh tickets issued

by him.

Now, by reading section 16, I think—

Mr. Renwick: That is like saying that the

bank must have its own money in the bank.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, that's right; it's

exactly that, my hon. friend from Riverdale.

I think answering that question, or reading
section 16 answers my friend from Huron-

Bruce who asks what protection the producer
will have?.

The purpose of the Act and the inspection
that is provided under the Act by the in-

spectors appointed by the chief inspector is

to assure that all of the elevators do not sell

grain below what they have in storage; be-

cause some elevators buy grain, as you know,
trade in grain, and at the same time store

grain for people, for farms. So the purpose
of the Act is to make sure that with those

chits that are given to the farmer, a copy of

which must be retained by the elevator oper-

ator, there must be at all times suflBcient

grain in that elevator to correspond with or

to exceed the total of the slips offered.

Mr. Gaunt: And what if that isn't the case?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, if that isn't the

case then that's where the fellow gets into

trouble and can find himself open to prose-

cution, and that's where the matter of the

licence cancellation could come in.

Mr. Gaunt: What if he goes bankrupt?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, the purpose of the

Act is to see that there's enough grain there

that he doesn't go bankrupt. But the farmer

still holds the grain; it's his grain. Whether
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the guy goes bankrupt or not, if the grain is

in the elevator it's still the farmer's grain.
No one can seize that grain. It's clearly un-

derstood that the grain still belongs to the

farmer until he signs an order selling it to

that elevator owner or to some other dealer.

Therefore, I feel that the protection has been

provided there. I hope I have covered that

from a legal standpoint—my legal advisers

tell me I have.

Regarding the matters raised by my friend

from Riverdale, I think it's a recognized fact

that most such appointments now are made

by ministerial direction rather than by the

Lieutenant Governor in Council's it seems to

solve a lot of problems.

As for the review board not being members
of the Ministry of Agriculture and Food, my
hon. friend from Riverdale suggests perhaps
that should be expanded to include the civil

service generally. I would agree with that. I

think it's a good suggestion. It never crossed

my mind really that any other group would
be appointed, but I think there's validity in

that. It makes sense, and I accept that sug-

gestion, Mr. Speaker.

My friend from Essex-Kent asked if the

grain would be eligible for an advance from

the federal government—under the Co-opera-
tive Grain Storage Act, I believe it is called.

The grain would be eligible for an advance

payment from the federal government pro-
vided it was owned by a marketing board.

But if it's just owned by an individual, it

wouldn't.

It doesn't have to be a marketing board, it

can also be an agency. In fact, I was hope-
ful that the Corn Commission would qualify,
and I have asked my friend, Mr. Whelan,
if he would designate the Com Commission
as a body suitable to make advances under
that co-operative Act. I don't see why it

wouldn't work, and I think they are exploring
that possibility right now. Thank you, Mr,

Speaker.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

Mr. Renwick: Perhaps it should go to the

committee for an amendment.

Mr. Speaker: Has the hon. minister an

amendment?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, I don't know
whether it needs an amendment, Mr. Speaker.

I give my tmdertaking it's not representatives
of my ministry—and certainly no other civil

servant can be appointed. What we had

thought of was appointing some people

knowledgeable in the grain business from
outside.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion.

Bill 156, An Act to amend the Grain

Elevator Storage Act.

WEED CONTROL ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves second reading of

Bill 157, An Act to amend the Weed Control

Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry. The hon. member
for Lakeshore was up first.

Mr. Lawlor: My friend is slow on the trig-

ger tonight.

IS.

Mr. Cassidy: He's too eager, that's what it

Mr. Lawlor: It's obviously my kind of bill.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Ruston: A bad weed, eh?

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, the only con-

ceivable reason I'm standing here—

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Is because

he knows so much about agriculture!

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, my agricultural knowl-

edge keeps on coming out. By the way, is

marijuana a noxious weed?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Tell us, is it?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Who is the NDP
expert in the field?

Mr. Lawlor: It would save the trouble of

going to committee if the minister would

answer questions.

Mr. Speaker, the point of my standing
here is that my colleague from Riverdale and

myself very often look back over legislation
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going back, say, 20 to 25 years—and I'm sure

somebody 20 years hence will be looking
back on tonight and this bill to find out

precisely what happened, why such a deva-

stating oversight occurred. Sometimes we
look back and we can't find a word on

legislation. We regret that very much be-

cause we would have liked some direction

from our forebears who were far wiser than

we. So the reason I am standing here is to

show that we were aware that the bill was
in the House at this particular time tonight.

I wish I could wax philosophical on a bill

like this. This will make the member for St.

George—the only thing I could think of under
that particular head is that, "the sweetest

flowers do grow somewhere there in the place
of excrement" I can't remember it.

This is a housekeeping bill specifically—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: I said this is a housekeeping
bill specifically designed to keep the house-

wife from bringing noxious weeds into the

bathroom. That's as much as I can say about

this bill.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to participate?

The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, with great
respect, the amendments to the bill that we
are dealing with have nothing to do with

railway rights of way. I share the concern

expressed by my hon. friend from Welland.
There are some problems in that regard.
However, where local municipal authorities

have drawn to the attention of the railways
the concern of their ratepayers I understand
that the railway has usually been reasonable
in trying to clean up the mess. I certainly

support that position.

The bill makes certain changes which

bring the legislation in line with the changes
that have been made, as I understand it, in

the Municipal Act. It really doesn't do very
much more than that. It is what I suppose
could be described as a housekeeping bill

and does correct a typographical error in

section 4 of the bill. It doesn't in any
respect change the meaning of the bill, but
is a simple correction.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered

for third reading?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: If not, the hon. minister. I

am sorry. The hon. member for Welland
South.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): I would
like to say a few words on Bill 157. My
concern is that I think the bill—perhaps as

I've seen it sitting on a local council—is dis-

criminatory. This is in the sense that you
only single out certain property owners in a

municipality that will have a special assess-

\nent for not keeping their property clean of

weeds.

My main concern is that as one drives

through Ontario they see the acres of vacant

land that are lying idle, and nobody seems
to give two hoots about the condition of

that land. I don't think the bill goes far

enough even to include the railroad property
in Ontario. What an ungodly sight that is,

when one travels through the country and
sees the condition of the railroad property
that no one touches. I think this Act should
cover the railroads. I would like to have the

minister comment upon the railroad property
in particular.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 157, An Act to Amend the Weed
Control Act.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION ACT

'Hon. Mr. Wells moves second reading of

Bill 180, An Act to amend the Secondary
Schools and Boards of Education Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I want to make a few com-
ments concerning Bill 180. It involves ap-

parently six different principles.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I hate to interrupt my
hon. friend, but the member for Essex South
asked a question which I didn't answer in
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that bill a moment or two ago. Do I have

the privilege to answer it or not? I think

it is important that he get an answer to

the question he asked.

Mr. Speaker: Strictly in accordance vdth

the rules there is no provision for it, but

I think this evening we will permit the hon.

minister to clarify the situation.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I apologize for that,

Mr. Speaker. It wasn't that I intended over-

looking it. I made a note of it and didn't

notice it on my sheet when I was referring
to the answer. No, it doesn't refer to ship

storage, because really ship storage is simply
a place where companies may store grain
not owned by private farmers. So that as

far as I understand it the ship storage would
not apply. Ship storage is certainly used for

elevator purposes, but not under the pur-

poses of this Act, which applies only to

grain owned by farmers.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
I think it was right of the minister to inter-

ject at that point so that we could straighten
out the problem of the storage of grain in

vessels along the shorelines of our province.

May I continue now with Bill 180, Mr.

Speaker, and make my comments? Ap-
parently the first principle of the bill pro-
vides for the vesting and disposition of

property, the transfer of employment con-

tracts and representation on the board where
an area is transferred from the jurisdiction
of one board to the jurisdiction of another,
or added to the area of jurisdiction of a

board.

This apparently comes about as a result

of consolidation, as a result of regional gov-
ernments. In my own community we do not

have regional government as yet and we are

not looking forward to it being introduced

in the near future. However the employees,
various CUPE employees—Canadian Union
of Public Employees—are very much con-

cerned, Mr. Speaker, with the results of re-

gional government as far as their contracts

are concerned and as far as their employ-
ment opportunities are concerned. They are,

at the present time, on a letter-writing drive

to all of the members in the Essex county
area and I would like to bring to the min-
ister's attention their concern, which may
be applicable in this instance. I'm not going
to read the complete letter because all of it

doesn't refer to the topic under discussion.

However, I will read the one paragraph for

the minister, and hope that he can reply to

it in his remarks. j

The Canadian Union of Public Employees
state in their letter, I'm quoting now:

My seniority could be jeopardized. My
job security could be disregarded. My
wages could be seriously affected. My rec-

ognized bargaining agent may not be

recognized, and even if this is done, we
might have to proceed with the unneces-

sary and time-consuming procedures of the

Ontario Labour Relations Act for decer-

tification and, in general, my whole life-

style could be interrupted.

With these comments, Mr. Speaker, I hope
that the minister will reply, especially when
he replies to section 1 subsection 3 on the

top of page 2, as to the effects of that on a

union contract where the employees may be

transferred from one board to another, or

under the jurisdiction of one board to the

jurisdiction of another.

The only other place in which I would
like to ask the minister for clarification is

under section 4, where this permits a stu-

dent to continue to attend the school he

attends on Dec. 31, 1973, where such school

is vested in another board effective Jan. 1,

1974. Now I ask the minister if this refers

to only the completion of the school year
and as of the end of June, 1974, he would
be through with that school board and would
have to go to the school in his new district

starting in Sept., 1974; or if the clause gives
him permission to continue his secondary
education up until the time he completes the

required number of credits that he wishes

to take in the school?

Section 5 of the bill deals with the French

language secondary schools and my colleague
from Ottawa East (Mr. Roy) will have com-
ments to make concerning that portion of

the bm.

The only other section left, Mr. Speaker,
is section 6, which makes it clear that the

admissions board of a school for trainable

retarded children will now include a separate
school supervisory officer, that is when there

is a separate school zone in the municipality
in w'hich the school is located. I think that

is good, Mr. Speaker. That permits the stu-

dents attending separate schools, and the

separate school itself, to have a say as far

as the schools for trainable retarded children

are concerned.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ot-

tawa Centre.
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Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, there is some

important legislation before us tonight on

the first day of the resumed session and that

is the sections of Bill 180, and also Bill 181,

which affect the implementation of the

Symons report on French-language educa-

tion at the secondary level in the Province

of Ontario. I shall speak to Bill 180, Mr.

Speaker, but I think you'll understand that

the two bills are so closely related that one

or two comments may spill over into 181.

That simply saves time from a later debate.

Mr. Speaker: As long as they don't spill

excessively.

Mr. Cassidy: I quite understand that, Mr.

Speaker.

It's interesting that the government's atti-

tude to French-language education is re-

flected in the fact that it's now more than

two years since the Symons commission was

appointed by the minister in order to look

into problems of French-language education

in the province. At that time there w^ere

problems in a number of centres around On-
tario.

There was an atmosphere of crisis, the

election was upon the government and it felt

it had better do something, or it had better

give the appearance of action. And the ap-

pearance of action was provided by the

appointment and nomination of Prof. Symons
to head up the committee.

The committee did its work expeditiously
and reported in February, 1972. Mr. Speak-
er, this represents a period of some 18

months until now, when we're finally seeing
the results of government reaction to the

Symons report.

During these 18 months, unfortunately, the

problems whidh have existed between French

language communities and English-speaking
boards of education have persisted. In some
cases they have got worse. In other cases

they have certainly not got better.

I'm sure the ministry and members of the

House are familiar with the situation in

Cornwall. Certainly the member for Ren-
frew South (Mr. Yakabuski) seemed to be
famihar with this situation when he spoke
for the government in the spring.

Mr. Speaker, there have been problems
elsewhere. I was in Pembroke recently and
learned that there is no education in French
there for students who are Francophones,
despite the fact that Renfrew county is on
the Quebec boundary and has a large num-

ber of Francophones who have moved from

Quebec into Ontario in search of jobs.

I hear from Elliot Lake—and I haven't

been able to get full information with the

start of a new year—that the situation there,

far from improving, is, in fact, deteriorating;

that the number of French-speaking teachers

in the high school has decreased this year
rather than increased.

The result, therefore, inevitably, is that

there will be fewer opportunities and less of

a Francophone education available to that

substantial Francophone community on the

north shore of the Elliot Lake area.

These are the sort of problems we've had.

Many of the problems, Mr. Speaker, have

come about because of confrontations be-

tween Francophones seeking their rights un-

der what they thought was declared govern-
ment policy, ever since 1968 in this province,

and English-speaking school boards which
have been, to put it charitably, downright
bull-headed.

I cite, in particular, the Stormont, Dundas
and Glengarry School Board, with which I

have direct familiarity. But this has certainly

been the case in other parts of the province
as well. Absolute bull-headedness!

And, Mr. Speaker, the unfortunate part of

the government's action on the Symons re-

port is that it has watered down the recom-

mendations in several significant areas. Dif-

ficulties which have confronted Francophones
in having what the government says are their

rights will continue.

The government says that their right is to

have education in the French language and

that this should be a right of Francophones
wherever more than two or three are gath-
ered together. And this has been the policy

of the government ever since Premier Ro-

barts' declaration of 1968.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickle Belt): In theory!

Mr. Cassidy: However, as the member
for Nickel Belt points out, that's in theory.

In practice, it hasn't worked out that well.

When I was in Cornwall in the spring I

found out that despite the fact that 40 per
cent of the population represented by the

Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry School

Board are Francophones and 50 per cent in

the city of Cornwall are Franco-Ontarians

by origin, only one, I think it is, of the 12

high schools in the three-county school sys-

tem is, in fact, a French high school.

And that one, in fact, at the time, was on
shifts. Only one out of 12, Mr. Speaker, or

about eight per cent of the school facilities
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serve the 40 to 50 per cent of the school

population made up of Franco-Ontarians.

That's the kind of discrimination which has

persisted despite the declared policy of the

government.

The weaknesses in the bill that is here, much
of which parallels the Symons report, are

several. The first is that the status and stature

of the French-language advisory committees—
which are crucial to developing policy at the

French-language schools and for making
recommendations to the school board and in

seeing that they are carried out is augmented
only very slightly from where they are right
now. And the major steps to a direct election

by all Francophone ratepayers and parents of

children in the Francophone schools—at the

same time as the ordinary school board elec-

tions—has been dodged by the government.
That is one problem.

The next problem is really related more to

Bill 181 than to Bill 180, and that is that

when the government sat down to decide how
conflicts between a French-language advisory
committee and a board of education were to

be resolved, it unfortunately finally decided

that if there was an absolute impasse it

would simply leave the situation unresolved.

Ultimately it gave no teeth to the Languages
of Instruction Commission, and that therefore

affects the power and influence of the com-
mittees at the local level.

Monsieur I'orateur, j'ai examine comment
le rapport Symons traite responsabilites qui
vont etre donnees au Comite consultatif fran-

Sais dans le bill 180. Les responsabilites qui
ont ete recommandees par M. Symons sont

presque les memes dans le bill. Alors je
felicite le gouvernement d'avoir adopte les

pouvoirs de consultation qui sont recom-
mandes dans le rapport Symons. Le processus
de recommandation et de liaison entre le

Comite consultatif et les Commissions sco-

laires est a peu pres le meme que celui qui
est recommande dans le rapport Symons. Le
bill precise, telle que le rapport Symons, que
les Comites consultatifs doivent avoir le sou-

tien administratif de la Commission scolaire.

Well, in a number of important areas, Mr.

Speaker, the Symons report, which is the

mother lode if you will, and the legislation
are parallel. There are several things, though,
where I think the government could and
should have gone beyond Symons and failed

to do so.

One is in the question of how does a school

board resolve or decide when to set up a

class in French for French-speaking students;
and when and how does it decide how to set

up a school, or the wing of a secondary
school, in French for French-language stu-

dents.

The existing bfll to which we are con-

sidering amendments tonight, stated that

"where suflBcient number of pupils can be

assembled in classes in groups of 20 or more,
the board shall provide for the use of the

French language in instruction in such classes

or groups." That is mandatory, and that we

accept and that is paralleled in the amend-
ments that are before us tonight.

The old legislation said that "where in the

opinion of the board the number of such

pupils so warrants, the board shall provide for

the use of the French language and instruc-

tion in a composite school"; that is a high

school. But the decision as to whether or not

the number of pupils involved warranted

creating a French high school was left strictly

up to the board of education, which in a

number of circumstances is an English-lan-

guage board of education with little or no

sympathy or knowledge of the problems of

Franco-Ontarians .

The new bill, Mr. Speaker, doesn't go sig-

nificantly beyond that, and I regret that the

Symons report didn't go significantly beyond
that either. It says as far as classes are con-

cerned that, as in the old legislation, where

the board determines that pupfls can be

assembled in groups of 20 or more, then it

should provide for French-language instruc-

tion. Following Symons, it agrees there should

be a deadline where if parents ask for such

a class before April 1 of one year they should

get it by that September.

However, where it involves a high school

or a French-language wing of a high school,

the language is the same as in the old legis-

lation. It says that where the board provides
—"Where in the opinion of the board the

number of French-speaking pupils who elect

to be taught in the French language so

warrants."

Those are exactly the same words as in the

existing bill, Mr. Speaker; as in the existing

legislation. It leaves a wide room for discre-

tion still open.

The problem is that while the new legisla-

tion provides for advice from the French-

language committee on the creation of a

French-language high school, the French-

language committee can't make that decision.

It is the board of education that makes it

and if they disagree, they go to the Lan-

guages of Instruction Commission; but the

Languages of Instruction Commission cannot

resolve the issue.
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Mr. Speaker, in the spring of this year, we
had a problem which the minister and the

Minister of Labour (Mr. Guindon), who was

very much involved, assured us might have

been resolved had the Languages of Instruc-

tion Commission then been in existence. That

was in Cornwall where there was a dispute
over future allocation of a new school and an

old school in order to create a specific

French-language high school to replace the

one that was on shifts at the time.

Now if we went back and replayed the

situation in Cornwall, Mr. Speaker, the situa-

tion there, under this legislation, would be

identical to the situation that we had at the

time. It would ultimately come out as an un-

resolved issue. There would be mediation

and eventually somebody would have had to

crack the heads of the school board to get
them to act. That power does not exist in

either of these bills and the result would
have been frustration for the Franco-Ontarian

parents and for the children who were actu-

ally involved. There is no improvement on
this. I say this specifically to the Minister of

Labour, Mr. Speaker, because he is familiar

with the situation in his riding of Stormont,
and he knows that this bill would not have
resolved that situation in Cornwall.

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour):
More than the member does!

Mr. Cassidy: It wouldn't have resolved it

because the government refused to lock horns

with the issue and refused to follow the

recommendation of Symons, despite the fact

that it followed so many of the recommenda-
tions of the Symons report.

It makes one think, Mr. Speaker, that the

attitude of a member like the member for

Renfrew South who says: "Well, they should
be put in jail," when the Franco-Ontarians

begin to seek their rights, still reflects the

lingering kind of attitude of the government,
which grudgingly gives up ground despite its

declared policy, and which still can't help
but put the knife into Franco-Ontarians

whenever it gets the chance.

Mr. O. F. Vaieneuve (Glengarry): That is

not so!

Mr. Cassidy: No, I don't think so, as a

matter of fact. If I am twisting things round,
the member for Glengarry is also a Franco-
Ontarian and he should know.

Mr. Villeneuve: A lot of them are not

natives of this province.

Mr. Cassidy: A lot of them are not natives

of this province? Is that right?

Mr. Villeneuve: That's right.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Glengarry

says a lot of Franco-Ontarians are not natives

of this province.

Mr. Villeneuve: What the member for

Renfrew South referred to was members of

the stajff, who were not natives of Ontario.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Like hell!

He said they all-

Mr. Cassidy: He said they should all be

hanged or put into jail. I can't remember the

words exactly. It didn't much matter; he ob-

viously didn't have any understanding of or

sympathy for the issue at all. And I question
whether the member for Glengarry has either

from the way he keeps bringing this up.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, let me just indi-

cate another way in which the government,
it seems to me, has deliberately gone beyond

Symons and has deliberately, if you will,

waved a red rag at the Franco-Ontarians.

You know, since the introduction of HS 1,

the new high school curriculum, in the high
schools of the province over the last two or

three years, there has been no mandatory

subject for English-speaking Ontario high
school students. They have had to take cer-

tain subjects from certain course areas, I

understand that, but no specific subject in

high school has been mandatory at all. Yet

in section 58 of Bill 180, we are told that

English will be an obligatory daily subject

of instruction; an obligatory daily subject of

instruction for every pupil in a French-

language instructional unit between grades
9 and 12 inclusive, and it shall be a required

subject for a certificate and diploma issued

to such a pupil.

You know, Mr. Speaker, it is very curious,

because we don't say in this province—if we

did, then this section of the bill might be

quite called for—but we don't say because

this is a province in a bilingual nation that

French should be obligatory for English-

speaking students. It's part of the country.
We've just removed French as an obligatory

subject and the minister himself said the

other day, back in June, that between 1970

and 1972 the ratio of English-speaking stu-

dents taking courses in French bad dropped
from 45 per cent to 37 per cent. The number
of English-speaking students taking French
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had dropped by about 35,000 from 252,000
to 218,000 students.

Now, what is it about this government that

makes absolutely nothing obligatory on Eng-

lish-speaking students that they should make

any attempt to become bilingual, to under-

stand the other great culture of this country;
none at all? It's there. It's available, but it's

not obligatory and it's not even forced down
their throat. It's part of the curriculum. They
can take German or Greek if it's available.

They can avoid a foreign language com-

pletely, I suspect, in this school.

When the shoe is on the other foot though,
Mr. Speaker, Franco-Ontarians as a group
are threatened every day with assimilation

into the English-speaking dominant culture

of this province. They are a group who in

the main are already biHngual because for

one reason or another they have been forced

to be in order to survive in this society. They
are a group who in many of their high
schools are seeking to create an island of

French culture and French Hfe, not just in

the subjects, but also in the language of

administration, in their theatre, in the extra-

curricular activities and so on.

Now, what effrontery is it that the govern-
ment insists that this group of Franco-On-
tarians should be subject to an obligation
which is not imposed on EngHsh-speaking
students, and should have to take a period a

day of English as an obligatory subject be-

tween grades 9 to 12 inclusive?

Mr. Laughren: There's a word for that.

Mr. Cassidy: Not only that, Mr. Speaker,
but I think it's in Bill 181, which I'll refer

to glancingly, the same requirement is put in

for French-speaking students between grades
5 and 8, where English is not an optional

subject but is made into a mandatory subject.

And the Minister of Education (Mr.
Wells), Mr. Speaker, doesn't make French
an obligatory subject for pupils in grades 5
to 8, or for pupils at a lower level, or for

pupils at a higher level. What is the reason?

Why does the minister have to go back to

the Orange origins of the Conservative Party
of Ontario-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —in order to insist that every-
body learn English when Franco-Ontarians
are going to leam English anyway and when
they should be given the same kind of free-

dom in the curriculum that is given to

English-speaking students?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister really mis-

trust the Franco-Ontarians so much? Does he
think that they are going to somehow identify
with Rene Levesque and with Quebec so

much that suddenly he will have a revolution

coming down at him from Cornwall and from

up around Elliot Lake and Timmins? Is that

what is going to happen?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
I worry about the member.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister?

Monsieur I'orateur—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't worry about

Francophones; they can talk for themselves.

Mr. Cassidy: Of course they can. It so

happens that I have a number of them in my
riding and one of my jobs is to speak for

them. I would draw to the minister's at-

tention—

An hon. member: Do they have any prob-
lems in the member's riding?

Mr. Cassidy: In my party, in fact, we are

very concerned about minority rights in this

province, and it's something the government
is not concerned about, Mr. Speaker. We are

concerned about Franco-Ontarian rights—and
this government has missed it again and

again. We are concerned about the rights of

the Indian. We are concerned about the rights
of women—and it's something a lot of people
out there are concerned about too. A lot of

people are recognizing that this government
doesn't give a damn so long as—

Mr. M. Hamilton (Renfrew North): —does
the member happen to worry about 1975?

Hon. Mr. Wells: We have more concern
for more minority rights than the member's

party will ever think about.

Mr. Cassidy: Last March, Mr. Speaker; and
this is in reply to the minister—

An hon. member: Has the member done

anything for them except talk to them?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, last spring the

minister told the House that the government
"has a firm commitment to the principle that

in Ontario English- and French-speaking
students have a right to receive an education

in their native language."

Now, I would assume that the minister

would understand me when I say that English
is not the native language of Franco-Ontari-
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ans. The whole implication of the declarations

that have been made by the government has

been equality in educational rights to the

maximum limit that is feasible.

And obviously, if three Franco-Ontarians

are off in an area where there are no others,

it is difficult to provide them with education

in their own language. We understand that;

it doesn't bother us. The whole thrust of the

government's declarations has been equality,

but when you look at it, Mr. Speaker, and

look at the way they implement it, you find

them forcing English down the throats of

Franco-Ontarians. It's a subject that most of

them would probably take anyway, but forc-

ing, compelling them to take it whether they

like it or not while the same obligation is

not thrust on Anglophones; we don't under-

stand that at all, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, the election procedure which

is put forward in the bill, c'est la meme chose

qui existait auparavant. Ca veut dire que des

reunions, de contribuables francophones
seront tenues deux semaines apres les elections

pour la Commission scolaire tous les deux

ans, et puis les contribuables qui viennent a

la reunion vont elire le nouveau Comite con-

sultatif dans la meme maniere qui existe

actuellement sauf qu'on aurait six membres

francophones au lieu de quatre dans le

Comite.

The balance is adjusted from four to three,
to six to three.

The Symons commission recommended that

those elections be held at the same time, that

Francophone candidates be presented, that

there be a ballot. That every Francophone
ratepayer, in other words, have the oppor-
tunity to vote for his representatives on the

French-language advisory committee in the

same way as if he was a ratepayer he would
have the opportunity to vote for the other

members of the school board.

We do not understand why the govern-
ment threw that recommendation out the

window and why it is insisting instead that

people come, in some instances, from enor-

mous distances where the attendance areas

are large and students are bused from a long
distance; why they be put to this position
where they may not get the information,
where the advertisement may be insufficient,

why they have an election which effectively
diminishes the powers and authority of the

school board.

I'm not sure if I can find the section here

but the Symons commission stated specifically
that the election should be direct in order to

make the French-language committees more

representative, better known and more effec-

tive and thus to give them a greater moral

authority in their relationship with the board.
The implication is pretty clear that the gov-
ernment wanted them to have a lesser moral

authority in their relationships with the board.

The sum total of all of the things that the

government has done has been this: That
because the Languages of Instruction Com-
mission won't back up, hasn't got the power
to back up the French-language committees,
the kind of idea of creating within, or under-
neath the umbrella of a school board, a group
that would essentially run French-language
education, has been subverted and aborted

into an advisory mechanism that may or may
not be effective. Where good relations now
exist, I'm sure it will be effective; where bad
blood exists, I'm afraid that that situation is

liable to persist.

The parallel, Mr. Speaker—the problems
we have had in Ontario wouldn't exist if this

was Quebec. Quebec has given the minority
in their province—that is, the Anglophones-
equal rights for God knows how many years.
And yet here, inch by inch, piece by piece,
the Franco-Ontarians are forced to fight for

their rights within the Ontario educational

system.

All right, progress is being made. They
have an assistant deputy minister; they have
a standing committee within the ministry, I'm

not sure what it's doing yet. I don't know yet
whether the programme consultants and otner

recommendations of the Symons report have
been implemented. Now they have slightly

stronger French-language committees and yet
it still isn't enough.

Monsieur I'orateur, nous allons appuyer le

bill 180 a cause du fait qu'une grande partie
de ce bill est tiree du rapport Symons. Mais

quand on en viendra au bill 181, qui cree

le Commission des langues d'instruction, nous
irons nous opposerons a cette Commission et

a ce bill 181 a cause du fait que le deuxieme
bill ne donne pas suffisamment de pouvoir
aux franco-Ontariens pour negocier, colla-

borer, et cooperer eux-memes avec les Com-
missions scolaires.

What I am saying, briefly Mr. Speaker,
is that if Bill 181 were adequate, then the

framework that the government has provided
in Bill 180 would probably work. There is

enough of Symons in Bill 180 that we will

make some amendments in committee stage,
but we will essentially support the bill. We
will oppose Bill 181 when we get to it

though, because we feel that there the gov-
ernment has definitely fallen down and it
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should have given the backbone to the whole
new system of Francophone rights in the

administration of education by strengthening
the Languages of Instruction Commission. It

hasn't done so and we regret that.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Carleton.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Mr.

Speaker, to set the minister's mind at ease, I

rise to speak in support of the bill, despite
the fact that I have some very serious reser-

vations for different grounds than those ex-

pressed by the member for Ottawa Centre.

In fact, I'm offended by his suggestion that

English-language school boards cannot meet
the aspirations of the Franco-Ontarians in

their areas.

And to prove that, Mr. Speaker, I would

just like to go back over the history of the

Carleton Board of Education's construction

of the first French-language secondary school

in the Ottawa-Carleton area. This was an

English-speaking board, Mr. Speaker, with
two French-speaking members on it, and al-

though the news article from which I pro-

pose to quote was somewhat complimentary
to me, I would like to quote excerpts from
it to show you the history-

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): We will

discount that.

Mr. Handleman: —of how a French-langu-

age school is built in an English-speaking
area.

Mr. Cassidy: It wasn't Carleton I was

talking about.

Mr. Handleman: I know he wasn't.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Handleman: But the member was talk-

ing about English-language boards generally.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, the head-
line is: "Carleton Board to Keep French-

Language Jurisdiction". It was written by
Bill Carroll of the Ottawa Citizen. He re-

ports: "Carleton Board of Education, by
unanimous vote of its English-speaking
trustees, decided Monday night not to aban-
don its 1,000-plus Francophone high school
students"—not to abandon them to the area

represented by the member for Ottawa
Centre, who would not have looked after

them in the same way despite a preponder-
ance of French-speaking trustees on the
board of education.

A further quote: On a motion by trustee

Sid Handleman, an educational policies com-
mittee meeting opted to "accept the chal-

lenge of the Ontario government's policy" to

provide French-language education where
numbers warrant.

I'm continuing the quotation, Mr. Speaker.
"Making the intention of his motion crystal
clear Mr. Handleman said: 'We've taken a

survey. We know we have enough French-

language students to warrant the construction

of a school here. We already have our own
school under way'. Mr. Handleman's reference

was to the Carleton board's planned French-

language composite school for Orleans which
is situated in the great riding of Carleton

East, represented by the Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development."

That motion, Mr. Speaker, was passed
without a French-language advisory com-
mittee telling the board what to do. I'd like

to carry on with the quotation: "The Handle-
man motion triggered a spirited but clipped
discussion. In presenting his motion to reject

the B&B commission"—that's the bilingualism
and biculturalism royal commission—"Mr.
Handleman said, *We should not permit extra-

neous influences which are not solely con-

cerned with the best interests of our Franco-

phone students to interfere with our decision

to proceed.'
"

Those extraneous influences exist every-
where this confrontation is taking place. By
"extraneous" I mean out of province.

Carroll goes on to say that the vice-chair-

man and one other French-speaking member
declined to vote on the matter to give their

English-speaking colleagues "a chance to tell

the Francophone community exactly how
English-language trustees react to the French

groups' existence."

It goes on, Mr. Speaker. Now, I said I

would support the bill because I feel that this

is another step in the progression in this

province toward ensuring the rights of both
official language groups. This progress was
made and started under the administration of

the former Premier, John Robarts, and his

then Minister of Education, now Premier

(Mr. Davis). No other province, Mr. Speaker,
with the possible exception of Quebec, and
there are many weaknesses in their language
policies, has so forcefully implemented the

inherent linguistic rights of the minority

language groups, thereby contributing to na-

tional unity.

I ask the member for Ottawa Centre

what's happened in Saskatchewan and Mani-
toba and British Columbia where members
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of his party are doing nothing, absolutely

nothing, Mr. Speaker, to ensure the rights

of the linguistic minority groups.

An hon. member: Why doesn't the member

go out there and show them how instead of

causing trouble here?

An hon. member: Because all the minority
is right in his county.

Mr. Handleman: It seems whenever one

expresses a reservation about a measure de-

signed to strengthen the rights of the minority

language group the cries of bigot, bias, preju-

dice always arise.

Mr. Cassidy: Just look to the member's left,

Mr. Handleman: I heard some reverse

racism from the member for Ottawa Centre

in the reference to a particular group in this

province which may have held at one time—

and maybe still does hold—some anti-French

views. That's the type of thing, Mr. Speaker,
which does nothing to contribute to the

unity of the people of this province.

Mr. Speaker, I think I should express my
reservations about the bill. In my view, what
is happening is this bill, Mr. Speaker, is

designed to solve the few problems which

were brought out by the member for Ottawa

Centre and that's all he could think of; two,

three or four. Two of those have been solved

by mediation.

Certainly there was confrontation. There

was disputation and disagreement. I think

that's natural in a province as diverse as this,

but I see no reason, Mr. Speaker, to set up
a cannon to shoot down a flea when you
may destroy the whole community with it. I

feel that this balance between the linguistic

groups is very delicate. It is a fine thing and

anything which interferes with it can de-

stroy it.

I am concerned for my own area and that's

what I speak for; Carleton, where there is

this harmonious relationship. This type of

legislation may lend ammunition to those

extremists who would like to destroy the

system, and there are many who would like

to do that. I am very concerned about that.

There are sections in the bill, Mr. Speaker,
which in my view go far too far and that's

why my reservations are not based on the

same grounds as those of the member for

Ottawa Centre and, I assume, the member
for Ottawa East who will voice his views

very shortly.

I feel that there are sections in the bill

which are redundant. If I may just mention
the sections, I consider, for example, that

sections 56(1) and 56(3) are mutually ex-

clusive. There is no need to have both of

those sections and when it comes into com-
mittee I may, if the minister does not, move
an amendment to declare one of those sec-

tions redundant or to reword one of them in

such a way that they will not threaten to

establish the existence of a parallel board.

One of the things that I fought against in

1971 was the fragmentation of the system on

religious grounds and I hold just as strongly

against the fragmentation of the system on

linguistic grounds.

In my view, Mr. Speaker, there shall be
one system of education. Advisory committees

by all means, and give them the powers. I am
not against the powers that they are given in

this bill, with the possible exception of the

power given in section 54, subsection 5, and
that will enter into the discussion on Bill 181.

I have no objection to codifying the types
of authority that they will have, the things

they look into. In my view, most of the

boards of the province would have accepted

voluntarily, with a slight amount of pushing
from the minister and perhaps from his

oflBcials in the area, to incorporate in their

own bylaws and procedures, those very steps
which are spelled out in this legislation.

I do not believe it was necessary to bring
in the legislation, but I have no real objec-
tion to those provisions in tlie legislation.

I would like to speak, Mr. Speaker, on

Bill 181-

Mr. Cassidy: I don't believe thati That the

legislation wasn't necessary-

Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, tlie member
for Ottawa Centre simply doesn't listen. In 95

per cent of this province there are no prob-
lems and in the other five per cent there

have been some areas where the disagree-
ments have become violent, but they have

been solved by mediation. In my view, any
future disputes of that nature, with the ex-

perience of the previous two, could be nipped
in the bud and solved by mediation again.
Mediation is—

Mr. Cassidy: The member's comments re-

flect the problems his party has in extending

rights to Franco-Ontarians.

Mr. Handleman: Mediation is a natural

process, Mr. Speaker. There is nothing wrong
with mediation when two parties can't agree,

but I still feel that the authority to make
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decisions has to be vested in that body which
is elected by the public to make decisions.

If, in fact, the public in that area agrees
with those decisions and they are wrong,
then the public in that area is wrong. I do
not believe that local autonomy can be paid
lip service, as it is in many cases. By all

means have local autonomy, except when
we don't agree with them, then we tell the

local people what to do! That, in my view
Mr. Speaker, is not local autonomy. It is not

local autonomy at all.

We must give the local people the right
to make mistakes. I must agree that on many
occasions the minister has been called on to

mediate—and probably will in the future,
no matter what the legislation says. I don't

believe the minister can escape that responsi-

bility. He should accept it. But I believe in

local autonomy, and I think he should not
have the right to order a solution, as was
suggested by the member for Ottawa Centre,

except that he would give that authority to

an appointed body rather than the minister

who is responsible to the public.

Mr. Cassidy: And by the Symons commis-

sion—by a man who is universally respected
on French-language affairs.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's the member's
dictatorial approach.

Mr. Handleman: Well, Mr. Speaker, if I

may refer to the Symons commission, I have
the greatest respect for Prof. Symons, but I

do believe that in discussing this type of

problem during the heat of controversy, his

information is going to come from extremists
on both sides—and there were extremists on
both sides.

I have expressed my view privately and
publicly, and I disagree with the board in

Cornwall. I disagreed with them long before
this dispute ever arose on their decisions.

But they were elected by the people in

Stormont; they were elected again and again
to make those decisions. Presumably they
reflect the views of the people in Stormont,
and it's very unfortunate that those views ap-
pear to be contrary to the rights and the in-

terests of the Francophone population of that
area.

I do feel it was quite proper to ask Prof.

Symons to mediate, and he did. But the re-

port he wrote was before that mediation,
when he had very little difficulty in obtain-

ing a settlement. It was based on his experi-
ences in Sturgeon Falls, where the feelings
had grown so strong that he couldn't pos-
sibly solve them by mediation.

Mr. Speaker, as I say, I do support this

bill. I feel it may have very far-reaching
effects on the harmony between the linguis-
tic groups in most of the provinces. I am
prepared to take the risk and support the

bill. I will have further words to say on the
second reading of Bill 181. Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I plan to reserve

the bulk of my remarks for Bill 181 but there

are a few comments that I want to make on
Bill 180. I must say that I've listened with
interest to the comments of two of my col-

leagues in the House, the member for Ottawa
Centre and the member for Carleton.

The first thing I would like to say is I

would hope, in a logical and objective debate
on issues as touchy as French-language edu-

cation, minority rights and so on, that pos-
sibly more could be advanced of a logical

nature, that more could be done to satisfy the

rights of certain individuals in this province
without resorting to what we see here, espe-

cially from the member for Ottawa Centre,
what I call name-calling. There is nothing to

be advanced by dragging someone down.

I think one can advance his point of view
more by stressing the logic of this particular
situation—and that is what I intend to rely

on^ the logic of certain recommendations con-

tained in Bill 180, because I agree with the

provisions of Bill 180. But I hope that in

diebates of this nature we will quit what I

call name-calling. I don't think it adds much
in a debate of this kind.

The second thing I would like to say con-

cerns what the member for Carleton said

about what happened in his own area, in the

Carleton Board of Education. The point, Mr,

Speaker, is simply that there is very little

problem in French-language education when
one relies on the goodwill of both linguistic

groups. When we have that goodwill there

are no problems at all, and we wouldn't need
this type of legislation.

But I take issue with my friend from Carle-

ton when he says that there was no problem
in 95 per cent of the cases. He knows as well

as I do there are sufficient numbers of

French-speaking citizens in Carleton that had

they been denied what they were asking for

as far as French-language education is con-

cerned, we would have had serious problems
there.

I don't for a minute challenge his good
faith. I have discussed this matter with my
colleague from Carleton, and I appreciate his
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good faith in that. Where there are suflBcient

numbers of French-speaking citizens in a par-
ticular area, we seldom have this problem
since concessions are made because they have

sufficient numbers. Where there is a problem
is in the smaller areas. Unfortunately, that is

where the danger lies—in the smaller areas

and where the areas are far from your popu-
lation centres. In those areas the assimilation

rate reaches such a point that it becomes

dangerous, and that is why these people
sometimes become radical.

This is why you ran into situations like

Symons pictured. Inevitably you have had

your problems in this province where you
have had a pocket of French-speaking citi-

zens in an area where they were pretty well

surrounded by English speakers. The majority
of the members of your board were English

speaking and sometimes further removed from
the reality of the situation. It was very diffi-

cult to convince these people of the justness,
of the logic and of the necessity of their

cause. Take Sturgeon Falls as an example.
I would think Sturgeon Falls is 80 per cent

French speaking. Do you not think for a

minute that these people were entitled to

their own school? Yet they had to fight and
there was this issue that came along in the

1971 election—a real crisis situation.

You take Cornwall where you have got
over 50 per cent of the people French-

speaking. Why was there objections to these

people having a French-language school?

The government must accept the responsi-

bility and must accept the recommendations
of Symons that you must diffuse the situa-

tion. It is extremely sad to see situations like

Cornwall, for instance. Here was a city that

operated in good faith, that had a good rela-

tionship between both linguistic groups for

many years, yet you get a type of situation

like happened there this spring and you have

got ill feeling which has festered for God
knows how long.

So what I am saying basically, Mr. Speaker,
is that where you have goodwill you don't
need this type of legislation. Neither do you
need it in areas where you don't have suffi-

cient numbers of French-speaking Canadians,
or Franco-Ontarians as I call them, because
most Franco-Ontarians are proud to be that.

They are not agitators and are not radical

and you will find very few people who are

as anti-separatist as Franco-Ontarians. That,

you must appreciate. I say respectfully, Mr.

Speaker, that these recommendations of

Symons in Bill 180 will certainly receive our

support.

Let me say just one final thing dealing
with section 58. The member for Ottawa
Centre mentioned the fact that English is

obligatory daily for French-speaking students.

The fact that the word "daily" is in there

might be a bit much. But again as a Franco-

Ontarian, I say and I would think that most
Franco-Ontarians would say that English
should be obligatory. It is necessary in this

province. After all, there are 600,000 Franco-
Ontarians in a population of over seven mil-

lion Ontarians. The language of business and
so on is English, and if one is going to suc-

ceed in this province he certainly needs Eng-
lish and most Franco-Ontarians realize that.

So I don't agree with the member for

Ottawa Centre when he states that Franco-
Ontario feels that it is being shoved down
its throat. That I don't agree with at all. We
just feel that we are one up on you. You
see, most Franco-Ontarians will end up being
bilingual. Unfortunately, I can't say as much
for my colleagues w'ho are English speaking.
That's where you are really missing the boat.

This country is bilingual, the whole history
of it, so why is only English a mandatory or

obligatory subject? Why is not French an

obligatory subject? Why is it that we have
this obsession in this country? I sometimes
think it is the melting-pot influence from the

United States.

In Europe people speak two or three lan-

guages, and here we have the best oppor-
tunity in the world for learning the two
main languages. Yet they are fighting about
this. Why is it? Is it because we don't know
our Canadian history?

This party has stood up for policies that

would make English, French and Canadian

history obligatory subjects. Then the young
people in our schools would know what this

is all about, what has kept this country to-

gether, what has started this country. So

possibly we have taken the wrong approach
for French. Very often my English-speaking

colleagues get the idea we are trying to

shove something down their throats. But
often that is based on ignorance. I find that

most radicalism or opposition stems from

ignorance. And that happens on both sides.

Very often I see some of my confreres in

Quebec have this same feeling. But Canadian

history would help us there. And I say
to the minister—as long as you keep so many
optional subjects—then you are not doing
a service. You have, for instance, obligatory

subjects like English for French-speaking On-
tarians, Which we want you to continue.

But why don't you also have subjects like

French and history?
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You yourself talked about the Francophone
population in this province representing the

largest French-speaking group outside Que-
bec when you brought in this bill. And this

is true. But sometimes I don't think you
realize it. You realize it in theory, perhaps,
but not in action. And very often radical

groups from Quebec look to Ontario to see

what's going on. And I say we're often miss-

ing an opportunity.

I can only repeat, Mr. Speaker, What Prof.

Symons had to say about the question of

French for English-speaking students. And I

know the minister has established a commis-
sion on it. But you are 18 months behind
what he suggested in a very excellent report.
I think it's worthwhile rereading what this

man had to say, because basically I feel that

on page 61 of the report, Mr. Speaker, he

really understands the problem and says it

from the heart:

"It is one of the absurdities of our

country's history, including the history of

education in this province, that with few

exceptions English-speaking students until

recent years have been denied the opportunity
of studying French with Fren<^h-speaking
teachers.

"With the exercise of a little imagination
this opportunity might have been developed
so very naturally in Canada to the mutual

advantage of English-speaking students in a

French-speaking community. Instead, a pat-
tern was set whereby most English-speaking
school children were taught a lifeless, desic-
cated French by EngHs'h-speaking teachers,
for most of whom it was a foreign or dead

language rather than a modem living tongue.

"For generations the teaching of French
was held as a subject akin to the teachings
of Euclid—or Greek—rather than a contem-

porary language that might provide a means
of communication between peoples who
shared a common country. It was a wretched
and depressing experience imposed upon
countless thousands of Ontario's school chil-

dren, and it is remarkable that any sympa-
thetic feeling for French-speaking Canada
has survived the experience."

And I think that this man really said it

from the heart. And I say Mr. Speaker, and
to the minister, that you are not taking full

advantage of a situation that is being offered.

I think the initiative must come from the

government, and I intend, Mr. Speaker, to

have further to say on Bill 181, which I con-
sider possibly to be of more importance than
Bill 180.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I'm surprised that the member for Cochrane

really believes that the problem in Cornwall

is solved.

I think the member for Ottawa East read

a very appropriate section of the Symons
report just now.

I come from a bilingual community myself
in the Sudbury area, and it is somewhat

pathetic to see it bilingual only in a certain

way. The English speak English and the

French speak French, and it's considered

a bilingual community, although the oppor-

tunity has existed in our school system to

make it a truly bilingual community—prob-
ably as bilingual a community as any in the

Province of Ontario. But the impetus has just

not been provided by the Ministry of Educa-

tion.

I would dearly love to have enrolled my
daughter, who started school last year, in

French immediately. But it just was not pos-
sible. And it is not that the—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Not because of us.

Mr. Laughren: Well, certainly it is. And it

is not because this bill says that English is

obligatory in a French-speaking school. It's

because of the double standard indicated.

That's what bothers us. It's remarkable how
sometimes this government acts in subtle

ways, and at other times in ways that are

not so subtle. I'm on a select committee deal-

ing with the utilization of educational facili-

ties. And when I and the member for Port

Arthur attempted to have the report printed
in French the committee voted us down and

decided that it would not be done. The mem-
ber for Glengarry was one of the committee

members.

I would like to comment, Mr. Speaker, on

the section of the bill that deals with bound-

aries, shifting boundaries of school boards.

I gather that this means that if, for example,
a school board boundary was clanged to

coincide with the regional government
boundary this bill would apply. I have seen

examples already of where a school board

was about to—I believe it was about to;

they didn't admit it—change the boundaries

of the school board, which would have
meant that students living just inside the

new boundary, but going to the regular
school in the old area the boundaries used

to encompass, would have had to have been
bused to a school within the new school
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board boundaries, within the regional munic-

ipality of Sudbury.

The parents in that community were very

upset, because they had built that school.

They had done a great deal to become in-

volved in the activities in the school and it

was about to be taken away from them.

Their children were to be bused into the

regional municipality and they would then

have belonged to another school board. I

wonder what protection the minister envis-

ages for situations like that where the par-
ents surely do have a right to have their

children going to the school that's close to

them. I think we have done enough already
with the regional school boards to make
people feel alienated from the school to

which their children attend. I would appreci-
ate the minister's comments on that.

Just one minor point, in section 1(6) I

would defy anyone to interpret it. That en-

tire section is one sentence. It's beyond me
how anyone could write it in that kind of

mumbo jumbo and come out of it with any
kind of understanding.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): Mr. Speaker,
is there nobody over there?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I have a few comments
to make with regard to Bill 180. Perhaps I

should start off by saying that Bill 180 and

Bill 181, apparently insofar as French-lan-

guage instruction is concerned, are based on
the Symons report to a certain extent, al-

though it doesn't go as far as Prof. Symons
would have liked the government to go, and
I think his report went far beyond what the

government expected from him.

I represent the riding in this Legislature
that perhaps created the Symons commis-
sion in that in early 1970 there was a move-
ment in my area to develop a French-lan-

guage high school in the Sturgeon Falls area,

a position that I supported as the member
for that area with regard to the Franco-On-
tarians from Sturgeon Falls. The board of

education in Nipissing district which gov-

erned, should we say, the decision as to

whether a French-language high school

would be built in Sturgeon Falls was repre-
sentative of the whole district of Nipissing.

Therefore, the decision that was to be made
as to the type of education that was to be

provided in Sturgeon Falls was left to a

board of education that did not fully repre-
sent the feelings of the people in that town.

The decision of that board varied from
time to time but, basically, because the

majority of that board was being controlled

by a very small minority of people who could

not digest, shall we say, the elements of Bill

141, of which we are all aware, that would

provide—

Mr. Cassidy: That's Handleman's democ-

racy.

Mr. R. S. Smith: —French-language instruc-

tion to those who desired it. A small group
on that board decided that French-language
instruction would not be provided in a munic-

ipality that was 85 to 90 per cent Franco-

Ontarian and which desired, by a majority,
I would say, the right to have a choice be-

tween French-language instruction and Eng-
lish-language instruction. That was in 1970.

It was equivocation to say the least on behalf

of that board because there were those few

people on that board. I suggest right here

that those few people on that board directed

the majority thinking of that board to the

extent where they controlled the decisions

that were made by that board.

There is no question that the Franco-
Ontarians in Sturgeon Falls deserve a French-

language high school. I think I should make
the point here that I believe should be made

by some of the Franco-Ontarian members of

this Legislature that when we talk about

French-language instruction that is only part

way. The Franco-Ontarian believes, generally,
and I think the member for Stormont (Mr.

Guindon) and the member for Cochrane
North (Mr. Brunelle) would agree with me,
that French-language instruction is really not

enough, that French-language instruction

within the milieu of the French language is

what we're talking about. Therefore, if the

Franco-Ontarian is to maintain his language
and his culture he's looking for his instruction

in school in the milieu of French. That is

what the question is all about.

I would like to put it to you and to the

minister, Mr. Speaker, that the question is

not really French-language instruction, the

question is the French-language instruction

in the milieu of the French tongue. That is

what the Franco-Ontarian wants in this prov-
ince. Nobody else has put that forward here

tonight, and as an Anglo-Ontarian with no

French-language background, with no Franco-

Ontarian background, I believe that this is

what the people of the Franco-Ontarian cul-

ture—and there is a Franco-Ontarian culture

—want within our province.

From that, we went through 1970 with

equivocation on the part of the board of
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education. We had in Sturgeon Falls a very
different situation where there was one school

which provided English-language instruction

with certain subjects, I believe there were
three at the time, in French to a population
that was 85 per cent French speaking. We
had in that school a population of somewhere
around 1,900 where the school was built for

1,400 or 1,450. So there was no question that

another secondary school had to be built in

that area. We came to the point whether
the other secondary school would be built or

whether we would keep putting these people
in portable classrooms, putting them in a

language of instruction which many of them
did not want, or whether we would build a

second high school.

The board of education at that time

decided—from time to time they made differ-

ent decisions—but basically they decided that

we would go along with this situation and
that we would remain in a position where

1,900 students would be funneled into a

1,400-student school regardless of what the

choice of those students was insofar as their

language of instruction was concerned. There
was a different situation there than existed

in Cornwall or existed anywhere else up to

that time in the province. In the spring of

1971 it became very clear that there were

going to be great difficulties in that area

insofar as education was concerned and that

the majority of Franco-Ontarians in Sturgeon
Falls was going to demand that it have its

rights. I would say to you very clearly, Mr.

Speaker, that I support their rights, and I did

at that time, even though it may not have
been politically the best thing to do.

At that time, this ministry knew very well
of the problems that existed there and this

ministry decided to hide its head under the
table as it does on all these situations.

Mr. Roy: Right!

Mr. Laughren: Shamel

Mr. R. S. Smith: I brought it to the atten-
tion of the minister of the day, who is the

present ministers predecessor, that there
were going to be problems in that town in

September, 1971, but regardless of what
would happen to that town there was noth-

ing done by the ministry. They sat and just

figured that if they put their heads under the
table long enough it would go away. It didn't

go away, Mr. Speaker, and there were prob-
lems in September, 1971 which were created

partly because of the political activity of the
minister concerned, who wouldn't step in and
take any part. I say that advisedly because in

December of that year, after the election

was over, and they had benefited over there

by any political value there was to it, he came
in here and he said to me, when I asked a

question about it, that I was playing politics.
That was two months after the election. Obvi-

ously, I wasn't playing politics. He had played
it and his party had played it for 10 months

prior to that.

Mr. Symons was appointed as a mediator
at that time, in August or September 1971.

Prof. Symons went into the area—July or

August—I'm just a little-

Mr. Cassidy: September of 1971.

Mr. R. S. Smith: September, 1971?

Mr. Roy: Yes.

Mr. R. S. Smith: At that time there was
an election on in this province and he was

appointed to take the heat off the govern-
ment. I would say that Mr. Symons did that

very well. But he went farther than this

government expected him to go. He came
back with a report in February, 1970 which
indicated the line of action that this govern-
ment should take, and, obviously. Prof.

Symon's recommendations were not accept-
able to the government in power. I'd say they
were very acceptable to some members of

the government. The member for Stormont
and the member for Cochrane North I'm sure

fully supported the recommendations that

were made by Mr. Symons. But the hierarchy
in that department did not support it, nor

did the ministry, nor did the policy field to

which he belongs.

We have today two bills, Bill 180 and 181,
which are based on the Symons report. That
which is contained in Bill 180 is certainly

acceptable in that it does implement certain

points made by Prof. Symons in his report.

Bill 181 is something else, because when it

gets down to the crunch, that's where they
leave Prof. Symons and go back to the ques-
tion of local autonomy, which has been

brought up by the member for Carleton.

Local autonomy is something that is used by
this government when it fits them or when
it suits them.

Mr. Roy: Right!

Mr. R. S. Smith: But when it doesn't fit

them or doesn't suit them we'll leave local

autonomy.

The question here is, is there somebody
going to make a final decision in these prob-
lems? That's the whole question. Everything
else in Bill 180 is fine. It's acceptable. It's
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acceptable to Prof. Symons, it's acceptable to

the Franco-Ontarians, it's acceptable to the

Anglo-Ontarians. But when you get down to

the crunch in Bill 181, it's that which is

acceptable to this government, which is

where the political decision is made. That's

where it's always made in these areas.

I'm sure that in making this speech tonight,
it's not good for me politically. In 1971 it

wasn't very good for me to support those

people on the basis of their rights.

Mr. Paterson: You won by 24.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I won by 28 votes, but
that's all right. The other fellow picked up a

couple of thousand of those other votes that

Mr. Handleman talked about, that were based

on, what did he say?—bigotry, bias and prej-

udice. That's fine. He can have those votes

because I don't want to get here because of

those votes. If I have to get here because
of those votes I don't want to be here. If

that's the way anybody in this House is

elected, that's their problem. And I'm sure

that the member for Glengarry and the mem-
ber for Stormont and the member for Coch-
rane North know what I'm talking about.

Mr. Lawlor: I wish everybody would say
that.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I should just like to point
out here that it's very difficult for me to make
a frank speech like this. It's not my nature to

attack any group as I'm doing tonight. But I

feel that in this whole question there has

been a real ignorance of the situation among
the front bench of that government. I know
that those ministers who are Franco-Ontarians
within that government have tried to make
their point with their confreres but they
just can't make them understand that the

question is not French-language instruction,
it is French-language instruction in the milieu

of the French language, and that is another

question and another subject that is not dealt

with in either one of these bills.

Now I feel that Prof. Symons was appointed
by the government at the time of a political
crisis. There is no question it was to some
extent—it was at least in my riding, and I

know it was in maybe 10 or 12 other ridings
in the province, where his intervention was
very important. I felt then that the govern-
ment had come to that point where the

least they could do was give really serious

consideration to those recommendations that

had been made following that by Prof.

Symons.

If Bill 180, in conjunction with Bill 181,

is the result, and the only result, of his

report, then I believe that Prof. Symons has
been used by this government as I suspected
at the time, and has been used for political

purposes.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's not true.

Mr. Roy: You had better give us some
better evidence of that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The best evidence is that

the member go and ask Prof. Symons.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well, let's not get into

asking Prof. Symons, who is not here.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The member said he was
used by this government. I have said it is

not true.

Mr. Roy: We have only got the minister's

word and we have got the evidence—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Ask Prof. Symons whether
he thinks he was used or not.

Mr. Roy: Well, why did you deny his re-

port, then?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I will tell you about that

when I get into it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Prof. Symons has too

much integrity for that.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Nipissing has

the floor.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Well, you might suggest
to me, Mr. Minister, that we talk to Prof.

Symons, and there have been a good number
of people who have talked to Prof. Symons,
and if you are going to bring that up—

Mr. Stokes: He is incorruptible.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I am going to state to you
that he believes that his report was unaccept-
able, before it was written, to many people in

your ministry and to many people in the

government. So I will just say that, and you
bring that back to him and see what he says,

if you are going to bring that kind of thing
in here.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): That is

reasonable. He would believe that. He knows
the Tory front bench.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You ask him if he feels

this legislation isn't acceptable to him at this

time.

Mr. R. S. Smith: It can't be acceptable to

him because it flies in the face of what his

report says.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: Go out and ask him then.

Mr. R. S. Smith: It is obvious that—

Mr. Speaker: Order, please

Mr. R. S. Smith: It is obvious that this

legislation is not near what Prof. Symons
recommended, and if it is acceptable to him
then his opinions have changed in the 18-

month interim that it took from the tabling
of his report through your processes over

there in bringing out the legislation. And if

Prof. Symons' opinion has changed then I

think it is up to you as the minister, 18
months later, to bring in what his feelings are

now in regard to this legislation. If you feel

his recommendations would be different now,
then go and get his recommendations as of
now as compared to 18 months ago, and then
we'll see Whether your legislation is in agree-
ment with him or not at the present time.

All we have to go on is what he said 18
months ago and what you have done now 18
months later, which is perhaps par for the
course for your government and for a min-
istry that is scared to deal with the problem,
which they will let go as far as they can.

That, historically, has been the case.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I don't think I can
add much more except to say that because
of the actions of the board of education of

the area which I represent, and because of

the inability of the minister at the time to

get involved in a situation that was created

mainly because of his inaction, there was a
breakdown between the Franco-Ontarian and
the Anglo-Ontarian in the municipality of

Sturgeon Falls. This was a thing that I per-
sonally regretted very much because I live
with those people.

I could not accept the fact that such a
division was built up between them because
of a falsehood in legislation, an intention
that was put forward to assert to the Franco-
Ontarian. And it was because of the legisla-
tion that was brought in after the promises
that were made to them, which did not
fulfil the previous statements made by the

ministry prior to the 1967 election, and by
the Premier prior to 1967, that the Franco-
Ontarian in this province would have the

right to instruction in the language of the
Franco-Ontarian.

There was created in my area-and this is

what I am talking about, it was created there
-a very large division between people that
will take perhaps another four or five years-
and now we are past two years-to heal. I

believe that that could be finally put to-

gether, and those people could come back

with faith in each other if we had legislation
here that followed the recommendations of

the Symons report.

Mr. Speaker: Any other hon. members wish

to participate in this debate? The hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, first of

all, I should say that I had not intended to

take part in this debate. However, as a

representative of the great historic riding of

Stormont, which includes 50 per cent each

of English- and French-speaking people in

population, I think I should first of all con-

gratulate the minister for bringing this bill

before us today. Looking at it, as I did on

several occasions, it seems to me that the bill

goes just as far as could be expected without

interfering with local autonomy. Some of the

members opposite have referred to local

autonomy, and I can assure you that Franco-

Ontarians as well as any other people of this

province are all for local autonomy, so it has

been accepted by the French-speaking ele-

ment of this province—at least by the people
I represent and I am sure the people of east-

em Ontario. When we talk about bilingual-

ism in this province and the great strides

which have been made in recent years

through forward legislation by this govern-

ment, one has to speak about Bill 141, and I

do remember when this bill came about as

the recommendations made by the Beriault

committee and Mr. Beriault himself, a Fran-

co-Ontarian from Ottawa, made recommend-
ations to the Department of Education of the

day. All of these recommendations were in-

cluded in Bill 141. Today, as a result of this

very progressive legislation, we have in this

province some 60 public French high schools

across Ontario, in 30 of which French is the

language of instruction. So you can imagine
in a few years, the great strides in progress
which have been made. And again one must,

of course, recognize that the Ministry of

Labour and this government has certainly

done a good job in this regard.

We sometimes wonder what Franco-On-

tarians want, and that's perhaps where the

confusion comes in. All French-Canadian or

Franco-Ontarian parents in this province
want their children to be as fluently and per-

fectly bilingual as possible. Unfortunately, in

some areas of the province, as a result of the

Beriault study, it became obvious that some

of these Franco-Ontarians were not bilingual

and the language that they were losing was

not the English language, but their own
French language, and that is what caused
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the government to step in and to introduce

the French high schools in Ontario.

This is what we parents of French descent

in this province want, our children to be as

perfectly and fluently bilingual as possible.

Mind you, in some cases, you have the re-

verse, and I think that's the point that my
hon. friend from Ottawa Centre seems to be

missing.

I know I have a great many constituents,

people arriving from the sister province of

Quebec for instance, who find that their chil-

dren are not fluent enough in the English

language and they insist on sending their

chfldren to English-speaking high schools, so

that they can catch up and there are a great

many of them. This is perhaps the reason

why, in the one French-language high school

that the hon. member mentioned, there is on

this very day some 1,200 pupils attending this

high school, a high school which could

accommodate some 1,600 or 1,800 pupfls. But

eventually, there is no question that they will

fill this high school very shortly.

Now with reference to the Languages of

Instruction Commission, I think this is the

solution to our problem. We only had three

cases, when you look at it, out of 60 high
schools where French is being taught, and 30
of them where the French language is the

language of instruction. Sure we had prob-
lems in Sturgeon Falls; we had problems in

Cornwall and Elliot Lake. These problems
did not occur in the city of Toronto, in

Welland, or in Timmins and all other parts
of this province.

I had the privilege, Mr. Speaker, of open-
ing the new French high school in Timmins,
a high school where, there again, the board
of education is, in the majority, English-

speaking, where the French-speaking students

have a brand new high school which cost

over $4 million, I am told, a very modernized
school. It was quite an inspiration to me how
the understanding between members of the

board, both English, French and Canadians
of other origins, how they did get along well.

It is understandable that in some areas

perhaps the message did not get through—
perhaps did not understand the legislation
which was introduced through Bill 141 and
there are historic reasons for it. All we need
is patience, understanding, and I think the

problem is just on the verge of being solved

all over the province. I am certainly con-

vinced that the people of French extraction

in this province feel that the Language of

Instruction Commission will certainly go a

very long way toward solving all these prob-
lems.

Monsieur le president, je ne voudrais pas

prendre plus de temps, mais je veux certaine-

ment, au nom des francophones de cette pro-

vince, feliciter le Ministre de TEducation

pour son excellent travail en presentant

aujourd'hui ce projet de loi qui vise a regler
les problemes scolaires que nous avons vecus

tant a Sturgeon Falls qu'a Cornwall et dans

certains autres milieux de la province.

Mais quand on considere le nombre d'ecoles

frangaises que nous possedons maintenant a

Techelon de I'Ontario, je crois qu'on pent
dire qu'en general la loi a ete bien observee

et qu'avec la nomination de cette commission
des langues, les problemes qui pourront sur-

gir a Tavenir seront assez facilement resolus.

J'ai la certitude d'exprimer la pensee pro-
fonde des francophones de cette province en

felicitant le ministre d'avoir agi ainsi, faisant

suite aux recommandations du rapport

Symons.

AUer plus loin, c'etait enlever I'autonomie

locale aux conseils scolaires et on sait que
meme les francophones n'auraient jamais

accepte cette intrusion du Ministre de I'Edu-

cation dans leurs affaires. Or, je crois que ce

projet de loi, je I'appuie personnellement et

je demanderais a tons mes coUegues de faire

la meme chose.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, Mr. Speaker, I think

that the right note for this debate was struck

by one of those who took part when he said

that the best way to approach a subject such

as this is in the spirit of good will and an

approach of brotherhood toward this whole

problem. As I have said many times in this

House when I have answered questions over

the past six or eight months on this related

matter, I don't think that a spirit of con-

frontation or malice toward anyone is going
to solve problems that exist. They are not

major problems in my mind, but they are

problems that exist in the area of French and

English relations.

Unlike the member for Nipissing, I would

put more faith in what the member for

Carleton has said. He and my colleague from

Stormont have indicated that while there

have been hot spots, and while there have

been problems, the people of this province-

Anglophones and Francophones
— have ac-

cepted the spirit of the 1968 legislation and
have worked out arrangements in 60 high
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schools — 30 of them French-language high
schools in this province.

They have worked out arrangements, with-

in the spirit of the legislation and within

the spirit of the policy of this government,

ofiFering equal educational opportunities to

Francophones and Anglophones alike in their

own languages.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Hon. Mr. Wells: The sad thing tonight,
Mr. Speaker, is that we are being led to

believe that there is chaos all over this prov-
ince in the educational area when that is not

so. We are being led to believe that there

are areas of concern.

But many school boards, including the

Carleton, Timmins and Sudbury boards of

education, the Metropolitan Toronto Board
of Education and the Niagara South Board
of Education, and others have accepted the

bill that was passed here in 1968. They have

gone ahead and worked with their French-

language advisory committees and now offer

educational opportunities for the Francophone
students of this province. But let's carry on.

We have had problems, we all agree. They
have been highlighted by my colleague from

Nipissing. WeVe had problems in Cornwall.

We've had problems in Elliot Lake. I'm not

going to try to delve into the reasons for

these problems, but because we have had
them, it has been necessary for the govern-
ment at various times to mediate or to

appoint mediators.

Mr. R. S. Smith: Not for the government
to appoint; they refused.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Now, my friend from

Nipissing made some remarks about my
predecessor, who is sitting here on my right,
the hon. member for Lincoln, the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development (Mr.
Weldh). I think that he carried that port-
folio then and that the actions he took at

that particular time were certainly the proper

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: He was respecting—

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Wells: He was respecting the
local autonomy of a school board elected in

your particular area to carry out a job. Now,
perhaps in retrospect, as we look back, per-

haps that wasn't the right attitude then. I

don't know. I sit here on many occasions

listening to the members of your party as

they stand up and say that local autonomy
above all should be observed; that this gov-
ernment shouldn't step in, and, for instance,

create regional governments without listening
to the local people, which, of course, we
always do.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I said the minister used

local autonomy to suit his purpose.

Hon. Mr. Wells: We don't really use local

autonomy to suit our purposes.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): The member's leader

(Mr. R. F. Nixon) in the last provincial
election went to North Bay and actually said

that if his party was elected he would ignore
the local school board and impose a decision

on that board. The member knows that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Mr. R. S. Smith: Was the minister there?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I read it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I read it and you know
it's true.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is a very good
defence. You have to accept that.

Mr. R. S. Smith: I don't have to accept
that.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The minister is right. You
are just glibly inconsistent on this whole ques-
tion of local autonomy.

Hon. Mr. Wells: But I think that really

you have to—if you are going to—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Who established the

Symons commission?

Mr. Lewis: Did you?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Who asked Mr. Symons
to go in?

Mr. R. S. Smith: After you created the

problem, you sent someone in to—

Hon. Mr. Welch: I did not-
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Hon. Mr. Wells: My colleague was respon-
sible for the appointment of the Symons
commission, and I can tell members-

Mr. Lewis: You mean Bob Welch did that?

It was a more distinguished 11 months than
I thought.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I was a fast learner.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I can tell the member that

he also did many other things, that perhaps
are unknown to him, to actually involve him-
self in knowing what was happening in

Sturgeon Falls, but, at all times, trying to

preserve the local autonomy of the board.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The Liberals helped zilch.

If it had been up to them it would have
been worse.

Mr. Lewis: Easy!

Hon. Mr. Welch: Sorry, go ahead.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The results of that par-
ticular situation which were very carefully,
and very successfully, mediated by Prof.

Symons along with the assistance of several

gentlemen who sit here in the gallery today
and who are members of the staff of the

Ministry of Education which you have
berated in their involvement in these particu-
lar problems; men who were over these past
six or eight months very involved in the

whole area of Francophone education in this

province—

Hon. Mr. Welch: And keenly sensitive to

the problems.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh no, no; don't cry! Put away
the towel!

Mr. Lewis: As honourable a group of men
as ever sat beneath the gallery.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —and incidentally, another

gentleman who is appointed as a direct result

of the Symons commission report and heads
the committee on French-language schools in

this province, and a group which is having
a definite and beneficial and every good effect

on the Ministry of Education insofar as

French-language education in this province is

concerned.

Mr. Lewis: He has bailed the minister out
on different occasions.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would differ with my
friend, the leader of the New Democratic

Party.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would tell my hon.

friend that I certainly agree with all he said

about Prof. Symons but he will find that some
of the gentlemen sitting under this gallery
are just as keenly aware and acute.

Mr. Lewis: They don't have the minister's

ear. They have to deal with his caucus col-

leagues.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Welch: Nonsense!

Mr. Speaker: The member is out of order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: This is approaching grave
disorder.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, to get back

to the principle of this bill, the principle of

this bill is that we are here implementing the

recommendations of the Symons committee

report as we, as a government, feel that they
should be implemented. And I might tell the

hon. members that I have consulted with

Prof. Symons several times in the writing of

this legislation-

Mr. Lewis: Not all the recommendations.

Mr. Cassidy: Not all of them.

Mr. R. S. Smith: What did he say about the

requirements?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nipis-

sing had an opportunity to make his speech.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —and I have indicated to

him that this is the—

Mr. Paterson: Bill 180 or 181?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm talking about both

pieces of legislation, because I think that

Prof. Symons is a very valuable resource

person in this whole field and certainly I want
to indicate to you that he-

Mr. Lewis: He sure is. He certainly is.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes. He's also a good
Tory.

Mr, Lewis: Don't malign his character.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's not the principle
of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The way you people
behave you wouldn't even let him rent a car.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: Certainly there should be
no doubt cast that we felt that Prof. Symons
didn't carry out his job properly and in the

right way.

Mr. Lewis: The minister took a long time
in saying it. He took a long time defending
him.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Welch: Why don't you let the

minister sum up here?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I might just also tell you
—if you read the Cornwall papers you would
be aware of this—that Prof. Symons donated
his honorarium for mediating the Cornwall

dispute to each of the schools in Cornwall
in order that a perpetual prize in Canadian
studies could be given at both the French-

language school and the English-language
school.

Mr. Lewis: I can believe that.

Mr. Cassidy: I commend him for that; okay!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The legislation here, Mr.

Speaker, implements the recommendations of

the Symons committee report.

Mr. Lewis: No, it doesn't. It touches on
the recommendations.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It implements the recom-

mendations, Mr. Speaker. It makes several

changes from them which I will detail. I will

detail them quickly here and I will be glad
to discuss them in further detail when this

bill goes to committee.

Instead of electing the advisory committee
as a school board is elected, we have decided
that they should stay as they have been in

the past, elected by a group of Francophone
ratepayers, called for that particular purpose,
but that the principle of distribution of the

members of the French-language committee
over the school district should be adhered to.

Thus the legislation provides for the estab-

lishment of areas and the election at meetings
of the members of the French-language ad*-

visory committee.

Now this I think adheres to the principle
that the school board is the elected body and
is the body elected in that particular area to

administer the educational systems, French-

language and English-language, and any
member. Francophone or Anglophone, is free

to run for that school board as a trustee. That
school board has working with it advisory

committees for various functions, a major one

being French-language education. For that

purpose we lay out the manner in which the

French-language educational committee will

be selected, and if there is to be any dispute
the Languages of Instruction Commission can

deal with that dispute.

We then indicate in this legislation what
shall be the areas that that committee shall

deal with, the areas that they can make
recommendations to the board on, how the

board shall deal with those recommendations,
and the manner in which those recommenda-
tions or suggestions will be arbitrated or

mediated if they are not accepted.

I think that we give strength to that com-
mittee. We give it much more substance; and
I think we make it much more viable. I think

in doing that we have put into legislation the

spirit, if not the exact words, of Prof. Symons,
in one of the three central planks of his

report
— that of strengthening the French-

language advisory committees. The other

plank being the appointment of a permanent
chairman of the council on French-language
instruction with the rank and status of an
assistant deputy minister, which has been

done; and the third plank being the estab-

lishment of a Languages of Instruction Com-
mission, which will be done when we pass
Bill 181.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I think, as we have

already said, 1968 was a landmark year in

this province, because into legislative form
was put a principle which this party and this

government had espoused for many years,
that is the right of Francophone people of

this province, and in Bill 141 I think it was
we put into legislation their right to have

secondary education in their native language.
We are now moving forward and strengthen-

ing that legislation, strengthening it in a way
that will show that we still believe that that

principle is the right one, and strengthening
it in a way that will not cause controversy;
because I think that, as hon. members of this

House will realize, this is an area where you
can't shove something down someone's throat.

It is an area where if we are to succeed, we
must do so in a spirit of good will and
brotherhood.

There are still people who won't accept
the kind of principle that this government is

putting forward. I don't agree with them, but

I agree with their right to disagree, because
that is democracy. What we have got to do
is not fight people, because we don't want a

kind of a situation you see in Ireland or

some of those other countries in this world.
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We want a province where people will live

in brotherhood and respect the rights of one

another, and you don't get that by shoving

rights down people's throats.

Mr. Paterson: That's a red herring.

Mr. Cassidy: Come on!

An hon. member: That's just a sick red

herring.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That is not a red herring.
That is not a sick red herring. That is a

viable-

Mr. Cassidy: That's why it's taken so long
for Franco-Ontarians to get any rights.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No it isn't, that is why
this government sits over here and that is

why the member sits over there.

Mr. Cassidy: We waited 101 years before

the government gave in.

Hon. Mr. WelJs: It is because we have
some of the most advanced legislation in this

country—

Hon. Mr. Welch: And this is a good ex-

ample!

Hon. Mr. Wells: —certainly more than in

any of the provinces that the member's party
is in government in. Legislation in all these

delicate areas where you can't shove things
down people's throats and you can't legislate
in the sense that the member would like us
to legislate, in the area of human rights and
in the area of linguistic rights, and so forth.

An area where you have to build under-

standing through legislation. You don't do it

by shoving extremes down people's throats.

Mr. Cassidy: Tom Symons is an extremist
then?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I have already indicated
to the member that Tom Symons doesn't dis-

agree with the legislation that we are bringing
in here today. I would also like to read to the
member a small quote from Le Droit, which
says:

Mr. Omer Deslauriers stated that he felt

that these bills were a definite improvement
over existing legislation affecting French

language schools. The French-speaking
trustees of the province at a board of

directors' meeting said that they considered
Bills 180 and 181 a serious effort to carry
out the spirit of the Symons recommenda-
tions and they hoped that they would be
enacted at the very beginning of the next
session.

Mr. Speaker, I feel that—I am sorry, I forgot
about the questions of the hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville. I will revert to those
before I sit down.

On the question of the employment con-

tracts, it is certainly the policy of this govern-
ment, and the object of this legislation, to be
sure the employment contracts that are in

effect when a regional government or an

amalgamation of boards takes place that they
will be the obligation of the new board. That

certainly is our policy and that is what we
are enacting in this legislation.

Mr. B. Newman: The employees will not
have to fear for their jobs?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No. That is exactly what
we are trying to preserve. And the second

question, Mr. Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Nobody fears while
the Tories are here!

Hon. Mr. Wells: The second question, Mr.

Speaker, is that the guarantee for students

who are attending a school is for the com-

pletion of their total school programme, not

just that school year.

Mr. Roy: That wasn't very spontaneous.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Committee of the whole.

SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves second reading of

Bill 181, An Act to amend the Schools Ad-
ministration Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, in the debate on Bill

180 I mentioned to the chair that I intended

to make most of my comments in relation to

Bill 181. I think this is where the crunch
comes in. As much as I find distasteful the

name-calling going on across the House, it is

extremely distasteful as well to hear from
the minister what I consider to be pious plati-

tudes about how great the government has

been for the French-speaking minority of this

province.

I really think, Mr. Speaker, that apart from
what has been mentioned by certain other

members of the House that someone like
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Tom Symons really has bailed the govern-
ment out of a very difficult situation. As the

member for Nipissing has said, the minister

has played politics with this issue. When deal-

ing with this situation the government is

prepared to talk about local autonomy—until
it gets its crunch at election time. Then it

is prepared to stop Symons on the highway
and get him to bail it out of a very difficult

situation.

I find it very disappointing, Mr. Speaker.

Having sort of arrested Symons and having

got him to work on this, and in the light of

the fact that he mentioned clearly in his

report the urgency of many of the situations

across the province—his report was brought
into this House, I think, either in February or

March, 1972—this government has seen fit

to procrastinate on the major issues and only

now is bringing in legislation. As we said,

we supported Bill 180 but not Bill 181,

which is not an answer to the problem.

I say it is very sad, Mr. Speaker. Had this

government acted in time, had it accepted its

responsibilities, then you would not have had
situations like Cornwall. It is sad to have a

situation like Cornwall, or a situation Hke

Elliot Lake. It is very easy for the govern-
ment to sit here in its ivory tower in Toronto

and say that we have a few hot spots across

the province, but for the people living in

those areas, any festering in the relationships
between these people is something that should

be avoided.

Had this government accepted its respon-

sibility, which in this case was relatively

simple—follow the recommendations of Sy-
mons—it would have avoided these issues. At

any time, if we have one hot spot as we

might call it, be it Elliot Lake or be it

Windsor or be it Cornwall, I think it is one
hot spot too many and we should avoid this

type of situation.

Mr. Speaker, one of the matters that I had
intended to mention is our policy in relation

to mandatory languages in this province. I

have mentioned this in relation to Bill 180,

and it is mentioned again in section 12, sub-

section 5, of the bill. We feel, and I should

repeat this, we feel it should be mandatory
in this province. The French are prepared
to accept that English be mandatory but why
doesn't the government again accept its re-

sponsibility, follow the spirit of the Symons
report and have EngHs/h as a mandatory lan-

guage in this province, and Canadian his-

tory as well? Surely this is something for

responsible government; a government from
a province which apparently is considered a

pillar of Confederation. The very basis of

Confederation rests on our Canadian identity,

our Canadian history, and on two official lan-

guages. Why are they not mandatory in our

schools?

Mr. Speaker, the part that I find extremely

frustrating in the bill—or unsatisfactory in

this bill—is the section that deals with the

Languages of Instruction Commission in On-
tario. I say, Mr. Speaker, to the minister,

that he has not followed the recommendations

of Symons, because what he is basically doing

again is he is going back to mediation. The

Languages of Instruction Commissions of

Ontario, as one might call them, are not what
I suggest to the minister that Symons had
in mind.

Somewhere along the way when local

autonomy fails—and we agree with local

autonomy; if the people can solve their

problem they should—but when it becomes

obvious that they cannot, when there is a

conflict, it is not mediation that is going to

solve it. Somebody has to make a decision.

The minister and the government, if they
are not prepared to make a decision, at least

should leave the decision with somebody.
But this bill, Bill 181, does not give it to

anybody; nobody has the ultimate decision

in this and this is why we find this bill is

incomplete. This is why, Mr. Speaker, we
shall not support the bill.

Symons clearly said in his recommenda-

tions, and I read at page 34 of his report:

If a procedure does not produce a settle-

ment, the commission shall, within 30 days
of notifying both the committee and the

board, prepare its decision on the matter

in question, which shall be final unless

appealed to the Minister of Education

within 30 days.

In other words, what Symons had in mind
was that this commission made a decision

which could be appealed to the minister. But

in the case of this bill the minister is talking
here of a situation where the commission

only recommends.

What I find is ironic and inconsistent in

this piece of legislation, Mr. Speaker, is the

fact that the board won't get before what the

government calls the Language of Instruc-

tion Commission of Ontario because there is

a conflict; because people cannot agree. Yet

the minister is asking them to make the

decision again when it is obvious that they
cannot make the decision.

Surely, situations like Cornwall or Elliot

Lake or Sturgeon Falls are good enough ex-
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amples of that. I agree with the minister

that in most areas of this province it is not

necessary; when people work in good faith

and goodwill there is no problem. We are

trying to avoid the situations where there is a

conflict because this is what makes the head-

lines and this is what festers right across the

province. This is what the minister should try

to avoid.

With this legislation I suggest to him that

he will not because section 88 clearly states

that the commission can only make recom-
mendations. After it has made recommenda-
tions then, apparently, the board will have
30 days to advise the minister of its decision.

Well, if the board has already made a deci-

sion to deny a French-language school in a

particular area and the mediation does not

succeed and the commission makes recom-
mendations that there be a school, does the

minister think the board will change its

mind? If it's still intransigent at this stage,

you have very little hope that they will

change their mind in the process. So, some-

body along the way has got to make a

decision.

Apparently, then, the board can make
recommendations in 60 days to the minister

and even in this there is no time-period for

the minister to make a decision. In the past
we've seen, we've had evidence, that a lot of

these situations fester and get worse and the

conflict seems to spread because of inaction

at the government level. Why don't you have
a time period for the minister to make a de-
cision in this as well?

And so, Mr. Speaker, our recommendation
on this legislation would be that the commis-
sion would have a right of decision, like

Symons has recommended, and that that de-

cision could be appealed to the minister

within 30 days. From that point on the minis-

ter would have 60 days to give his decision.

Surely that is reasonable in the circumstances,
once you've exhausted all process of media-
tion. And this is why my colleagues have
mentioned — the member for Nipissing

— that

this legislation, I suggest to you, is not what

Symons had in mind. And this is why, Mr.

Speaker, in relation to Bill 181, this party
feels it is inadequate and this is why this

party will oppose it.

Monsieur I'Orateur, je voudrais dire tout

simplement que je suis tres desappointe par
le bill 181. La situation, telle que proposee
par le ministere, n'est pas adequate pour
regler les problemes existant dans certains

endroits deja mentionnes comme Elliot Lake,
Cornwall et autres. Dans son rapport, le pro-

fesseur Symons avait suggere un genre de
commission qui aurait droit de decision: si

la mediation ne fonctionne pas, on pourrait
avoir une commission linguistique qui pour-
rait prendre une decision.

Mais la legislation ne propose pas cela. La

legislation propose simplement que la Com-
mission ait droit de mediation. On en revient

toujours au meme probleme: personne ne

prend une decision, le conflit continue. A la

page 34 de son rapport, que |e vais vous lire,

le professeur Symons 1'avait clairement dit:

"Si cette procedure ne donne pas lieu a un

reglement, la Commission doit preparer dans

les 30 jours qui suivent, apres en avoir in-

forme tant le Comite que le Conseil, sa

propre decision en la matiere. Cette decision

serait definitive a moins qu'on n'en appelle
au Ministre de I'Education dans un delai de
30 jours."

Monsieur I'Orateur, le professeur Symons
avait propose que, lorsque le conflit n'est pas
resolu par mediation, la Commission ait le

droit de prendre ime decision qui serait

finale, a moins que le Conseil scolaire decide

d'en faire appel au Ministre de I'Education

dans les 30 jours. Mais ce n'est pas cela que
mentionne la legislation. Dans la legislation

la Commission a seulement le droit de faire

une recommandation et c'est le Conseil sco-

laire qui a le droit de prendre la decision, ce

meme Conseil scolaire qui n'etait pas capable
de prendre une decision et c'est pour cela

qu'on avait une mediation.

Je ne vois pas du tout la logique de cette

legislation. D'apres moi. Monsieur I'Orateur,

pour regler ce genre de probleme, il serait

necessaire que la Commission ait le droit de

prendre une decision finale et que le Conseil

scolaire ait le droit d'aller en appel au minis-

tre, disons dans un delai de 30 jours, apres

quoi le ministre aurait 60 jours pour prendre
une decision. Dans un conflit de ce genre il

faut quelqu'un pour prendre une decision.

Malheureusement, avec la legislation que
nous propose le bill 181, personne ne prend
de decision. C'est pour cela, Monsieur I'Ora-

teur, que nous ne sommes pas d'accord avec

le bill 181 et que nous proposerons des

amendements quand le bill ira en comite.

Je voudrais tout simplement dire, Monsieur

I'Orateur, que la politique de ce parti aussi,

en ce qui conceme cette legislation, c'est que
dans la province on devrait avoir au moins

trois sujets qui sont obligatoires: I'anglais, le

frangais et I'histoire. Malheureusement, le

gouvernement n'a pas les memes vues. Le
seul sujet qui est obligatoire c'est I'anglais

pour les francophones, et nous sommes
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d'accord, nous autres on devait etre bilingue.
Malheureusement nos confreres anglophones
n'ont pas la meme chance que nous. lis n'ont

pas la meme chance non plus d'apprendre
I'histoire canadienne pour comprendre pour-

quoi nous avons deux langues, pourquoi ce

pays a un statut bilingue.

C'est pourquoi, monsieur TOrateur, nous

ne sommes pas d'accord avec cette legislation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have several

comments about some of the comments that

have been made by the ministry in the course

of this debate, and about the principles that

are contained in Bill 181.

D'abord je voudrais faire mention des sec-

tions du bill qui donnent I'influence des

comites consultatifs au niveau primaire des

classes en frangais. Cela semble etre un bon

amendement, la seule chose qui me trouble

un peu c'est le fait que peut-etre le gouveme-
ment n'a pas considere exactement comment
les comites consultatifs vont agir dans les cas

ou vous avez une Commission scolaire sepa-
ree qui donne Tinstruction aux minorites de

langue frangaise.

Cela pourrait etre peut-etre le probleme,
mais a part cela I'extension au niveau pri-
maire a du bon sens.

Mr. Speaker, obviously the fundamental

problem in this bill, the rest of which we
basically support, is the government's copout
when it comes time for the question of the

Languages of Instruction Commission.

And I really cannot accept what the minis-
ter said in the course of his response on Bill

180 when he talked about "avoiding extrem-
ist solutions" and that kind of thing. You
would think that we were putting bombs in

the hands of Franco-Ontarians by supporting
the recommendations of the Symons com-
mission, and really that isn't true at all. We
are simply seeking to guarantee that Franco-
Ontarians do have the equality of educational

rights which the government has said, since

1968, should be theirs.

That's what we're trying to do on this side,
Mr. Speaker. When the minister says that he
has consulted with Tom Symons about the

contents of his legislation, well that's fine.

It's obvious that many of the phrases and
words in Bill 180, which we have just finished

considering, were drawn directly from the

Symons report, and I'm sure that the minor
amendments there were acceptable to Dr.

Symons.

However, the minister is asking us to accept
that everything that has been done here is

acceptable to Symons. And then he pro-
ceeds to tell us that what Symons originally

proposed is an extremist solution. We reject

that; we do not think that Tom Symons is

an extremist and we suggest that what he

proposed made an awful lot of good sense.

You know, Mr. Speaker, the government
is resting its case on saying: "You must not

exacerbate the anti-French feelings." Let's

put that out on the table. They're saying:
"Don't exacerbate the anti-French feelings of

a certain number of Anglophones in the

Province of Ontario by going too fast in

granting equality of rights to Franco-

Ontarians." That is basically what the mem-
ber for Carleton and the minister have been

saying in these rather oblique references they
made in their speeches.

Now, I really don't accept that; we can't

accept that on behalf of the New Democratic

Party.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Cassidy: What the government is say-

ing, and what came out most clearly in what
the member for Carleton said a few minutes

ago, was that co-operation will work so long
as Anglophones retain the upper hand.

Mr. Lewis: That's right!

Mr. Cassidy: It is a patronizing attitude

towards Franco-Ontarians which continues to

persist as a kind of lingering relic on the

part of the government, Mr. Speaker. We
don't accept that and we wish that they had

gone the whole way with Dr. Symons and

adopted something which was acceptable to

the people, the Franco-Ontarians, in the

province.

Mr. Lewis: "We'll go slow on Franco-

phones' rights because the Anglophone
extremists must be pacified." That's the way
they have approached it. That's the way the

government has approached it.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right!

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: They never have. Reality never

helps.

Mr. Cassidy: Let me just talk, Mr. Speaker,
about the question of local autonomy.

Hon. Mr. Wells: School board autonomy.
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Mr. Cassidy: Sure, I'll talk about it. All

right. You have a situation where the—

Mr. Speaker: You have about 30 seconds

left.

Mr. Lewis: Well that's plenty of time.

Mr. Cassidy: All right; well I will pick up
on this, Mr. Speaker, when the debate resumes
at some other time, probably on Thursday.

Mr. Speaker: Well I assure the hon. mem-
ber he will have the floor the next time the

debate comes on.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you very much.

Mr. Cassidy moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: In accordance with the pro-
visions of standing order 27(g) I shall now
deem a motion to adjourn to have been made
and I will call upon the hon. member for

Ottawa East to bring up the matter of the

question period this afternoon in which he
was dissatisfied with the answer given to a

question concerning, I believe, Marlborough
township.

Under the provision of the standing orders

the hon. member may speak for five minutes
and the hon. minister may, if he wishes,

respond for an additional five minutes.

MARLBOROUGH TOWNSHIP

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. Mr. Speaker, the reason that I

felt that the answer by the minister was un-

satisfactory was because the minister seemed
to be suggesting that if an inquiry was neces-

sary it should be initiated by the citizens, the

taxpayers of that township. I say very sin-

cerely, Mr. Speaker, that the Municipal Act
has other provisions and has provision for

the minister to act, and I intend to refer to

them.

It would appear to me, Mr. Speaker, that in

a situation such as existed in Marlborough,
that a provincial inquiry is necessary. First

of all, Mr. Speaker, I had written the mini-

ster a letter on Aug. 29, and there seems to

be some suggestion in the minister's answer
that I had received a reply. Possibly the

letter has been mailed, unfortunately but I

have never received a reply to that letter.

So I am left, Mr. Speaker, with just simply
the answer the minister gave this afternoon,
which I find unsatisfactory.

Basically, Mr. Speaker, the situation in

Marlborough—and I don't intend to discuss

the merits or the legality of the scheme in-

volved there, but simply to state what had
taken place. To put it very simply, Mr.

Speaker, it was a situation where the town-

ship bought one-foot strips of land around
each lot in that particular development. That

particular scheme, Mr. Speaker, is before the

courts and is being challenged by regional

government to determine the legality of it.

What was of great concern to me at the

time, Mr. Speaker, was that it was my in-

formation that this provincial government was
aware of the scheme prior to it becoming
public knowledge. It was then only after it

became public knowledge that the govern-

ment—apparently through the parliamentary

secretary on July 6—advised the township of

its concern about this particular scheme;
and on July 13 apparently warned the town-

ship about issuing a ministerial order.

In the light of all this, and in the light

of the fact that there had been a warning
by the regional councillor, Mr. Cameron,
about the illegality of this scheme, the town-

ship still went ahead and issued building

permits till Aug. 20.

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, of great concern

to me as a member representing that part
of the country in eastern Ontario, is the fact

that there was personal involvement in the

scheme by some of the elected officials. The

Marlborough reeve, Preston Ralph, the North
Gore reeve right next door, Ferguson Pratt,

and Marlborough councillor D. L. Clark, all

elected officials, were in a position to benefit

personally from this particular scheme, and
had their own land divided into such lots.

So, Mr. Speaker, I felt it of grave concern

in the light of the fact that they were pro-

ceeding with issuing building permits and
that they stood to benefit. The rights of the

people, the purchasers, are certainly in limbo

should the court decide to rule one way or

another. I feel, Mr. Speaker, that this is

exactly the type of situation which should be

looked into by the provincial government and

a provincial inquiry enacted.

Section 323, Mr. Speaker, of the Munici-

pal Act, states that the minister may on his

own initiative issue a commission to inquire
into the aflFairs of any municipality. And so

the initiative doesn't have to come from the

taxpayers, it can come from the minister

under section 323(1) of the Municipal Act.

I am saying to this government to accept its

responsibility; and if it doesn't accept its

responsibility and have an inquiry in that
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area, then the only reason I could think for

not doing so is the fact that these people in-

volved are well-known Conservatives and
that the government would find it very dis-

tasteful—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental AflFairs):

The member has lived in Ottawa for too long!

Mr. Roy: —to look into the aspects and the

elements of its own. The minister may find it

embarrassing to find that certain lawyers
were well-known Conservatives, and he might
find out as well that it might be questionable
—for instance fellows like Walter Baker, who
was a member of Parliament for that area

advising certain of these people. So I am
suggesting to the minister that he accept his

responsibility for the protection of the tax-

payers in that area and that he institute a

provincial inquiry to look into all aspects of

this scheme.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Now!

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Hod. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the matter

of possible improper planning procedures in

the township of Marlborough was first

brought to my attention by the hon. member
for Carleton, (Mr. Handleman), and was im-

mediately brought to the attention of the

reeve of tiie township, Mr. Preston Ralph
on July 6 by my parliamentary assistant,

Donald Irvine. On the same date a telegram
was sent to the reeve conveying our minis-

try's concern as to the actions of the munic-

ipality in accepting one foot reserves of land
around certain parcels and thus apparently

circumventing the purpose and intention of

provincial legislation relating to land division.

The telegram recommended thiat the munici-

pality immediately cease this practice and
stated that a letter would be forwarded by
me in the immediate future.

On July 13, a letter was sent to Reeve

Ralph from me in which I stated that coun-

cil's action in using its special exemptions
under section 29, subsection 2, of the Plan-

ning Act to enable the private developer to

circumvent the subdivision control processes
of the Act was not in accord with the inten-

tion of the legislation.

I indicated that my officials in Ottawa and
Toronto would assist the council in overcom-

ing these planning problems and also stated

that no further similar land dedications should

be accepted by the municipaHty. On Aug.
23, a ministerial order was placed on the

entire township prohibiting all new construc-

tion in the township except for agricultural

purposes and one residential dwelling asso-

ciated with each agricultural operation. At
that time it was indicated that amendments
to the order would be considered from time

to time to permit suitable development and
to avoid undue hardship. It is our intention

to have the ministerial zoning order re-

moved once the proper planning controls

have been imposed by the local authorities.

In regard to the question of the member
for Ottawa East as to why a judicial enquiry
has not been implemented; it is inappropri-
ate in my opinion, to proceed with such an

inquiry while the action which is presently
in the courts between the regional council of

Ottawa-Carleton and the council of the town-

ship of Marlborough is proceeding.

Mr. Speaker: In accordance with the pro-
visions of the standing orders, I now deem
the motion to adjourn to have been carried.

The House adjourned at 10:37 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are favoured today with

guests in the west gallery who are students

from Earl Haig Secondary School of Willow-

dale, and students from Aurora High School

of Aurora.

Statements by the ministry.

OPP BENEFITS

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I am

pleased to announce that agreement has been
reached between the government and the

Ontario Provincial Police Association in re-

spect to the employee benefits programme.
This agreement applies to uniformed staif of

the Ontario Provincial Police who are in the

bargaining unit represented by the associ-

ation. The agreement is retroactive to April

1, 1973, and runs for a period of one year.

Major improvements will be made in the

extended health plan, and the government
will pay 25 per cent of the premium for this

plan; to this point the employees have paid
the full premium. The government will also

pay 75 per cent of the premium for the

long-term income protection plan instead of

66% per cent as at present. The vacation

plan will be changed so that long-service

employees will now be entitled to five weeks
of vacation after 25 years of service instead

of the 29-year requirement in the present

plan. The settlement completes the negotia-
tions with this group of employees, salary
increases having been negotiated earlier in

this year.

It is particularly pleasing for me to point
out to the members of this House that the

parties have maintained their somewhat

unique record of resolving their differences in

direct negotiations without the need of third-

party assistance.

SPECIAL PENSIONER'S ASSISTANCE
GRANT

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I am pleased to be able to advise the House

Thursday, October 4, 1973

today that we intend to make a special

pensioner's assistance grant of $50 this fall to

each recipient of the guaranteed income

supplement in Ontario. The CIS is paid to

pensioners with an income from all sources

of less than $3,100 for a single person and

$5,400 for a married couple.

The urgent need for this grant has resulted

from the recent unexpected increase in the

cost of living. We hope that this initiative,

together with announced increases by the

federal government in old age security and

guaranteed income supplements, will do

much to restore the spending power of our

needy pensioners.

This programme, Mr. Speaker, will make
an additional $17 million available to our

needy pensioners this year. In most cases,

cheques should be in the mail by early
December to all Ontario elderly persons who
are recipients of the guaranteed annual in-

come supplement between Oct. 1 and Dec.
31 of this year.

In addition, I should like to remind the

House that pensioner households are eligible
for a special tax credit of $100 along with the

Ontario property tax credit and sales tax

credit and can claim these credits through
the income tax system early in 1974. Most

elderly persons who file their returns early
should receive their benefits before the end

of March.

Mr. Speaker, these initiatives by the gov-
ernment are part of a continuing programme
to assist those citizens who, for reasons of

age, health or personal misfortune, are less

able to s'hare fully in the prosperity of this

province.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Why
doesn't the government raise their monthly

pension to $200 a month?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Fifty dollars at Christmas!

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.
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Mr. Lewis: Give them what BC has given
them.

TRI-LEVEL CONFERENCE

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Mr. Speaker, I would like to remind hon.

members that the second federal-provincial-

municipal conference for Ontario will be held

in the Ontario Room South, Macdonald
Block here tomorrow. Ontario initiated this

forum of tri-level discussion with our con-

ference in Peterborough in May, and tomor-

row's meeting, which Mali deal primarily
with housing, is particularly timely. The

government is responding in a variety of

ways to the recommendations of the Comay
Task Force on Housing and my colleague,
the Minister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman),
will have a detailed statement for tomorrow's

meeting on our initiatives.

Hon. Ronald Basford, Minister of State

for Urban Affairs, will lead the federal

delegation and the municipal representation
has been chosen by the municipal liaison

committee. The meeting is open to the press,
but I would also like to extend a special in-

vitation to all members of this House who
have a special interest in housing to join
us for the meeting.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.
Oral questions. The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

SPECIAL PENSIONER'S ASSISTANCE
GRANT

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, I'd like to put a question to

the Premier by way of clarification of the

$50 announcement. Since $50 at Christmas-
time has been paid out to all pensioners for

the last three years, beginning in election

year 1971, can the Premier assure the House
that this $50 is in addition to the payments
that the pensioners have been receiving on
regular occasions, or is it in fact just an
announcement of a similar payment that has
been made and is, therefore, not in any way
connected with the increase in the cost of

living which has been of recent proportion?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, when the
tax credit system was introduced special
provision was made for the pensioners. As
a result of the tax credit system, the pen-
sioners will in early 1974 on filing of their

returns, of course, be entitled to the benefit

which is above that which they received

under the former programme. It was felt

that because a number of pensioners are

facing increasing costs this year that we
would provide this additional $17 million,

and that is over and above what we cal-

culated would be available to the pensioners

under the tax credit system, and that this

would be made available for at least this

year and, as I say, probably early in De-

cember.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is there

any thought that, since the generosity of the

government is going to provide the $50

just before Christmas, it is going to be
stabilized on a basis so these pensioners are

going to get a regular increase in their

payments, which is obviously what is needed
to relate it to the increase in the cost of

living that the Premier referred to?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the ques-
tion of amounts for pensioners and other

matters related to social assistance are un-

der review at present.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): And
have been for over a year!

Hon. Mr. Davis: What will result, Mr.

Speaker, I can't inform the members of this

House other than to say, and to make this

abundantly clear, we recognize the position
of the needy pensioners in this province.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): They
don't. We are sick of their reviews.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, with great

respect to the hon. member who has just

interjected, in terms of senior citizens' hous-

ing and pension benefits, even compared
with the great Province of British Columbia,
this government has established, without

any question, a relatively enviable record.

Mr. Lewis: Oh no, we are away behind
other jurisdictions in Canada.

Mr. Cassidy: It's a put-on.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If you will permit me,
Mr. Speaker, I want it to be made perfectly
clear by the Premier—and I noticed his

deference to the Treasurer, who has been

wrong before—the House—

Hon. Mr. White: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, when was I ever wrong?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: When was he ever

wrong? He was wrong when he raised the

sales tax!
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Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: He was wrong when he took

the portfolio; he should have resigned the

day he was appointed. As a matter of fact,

he is wrong to stand at all. Sit down!

Hon. Mr. White: I may err but I am never

wrong.

Mr. Lewis: To err is human.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And to be wrong is

White.

I would like the assurance, the personal
assurance of the Premier, who is just now
getting it from the erroneous Treasurer,
that in fact the $17 million he referred to

is in excess of all other payments that have
been made in recent years to pensioners
referred to in his statement.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am
going somewhat by memory. My recollection

is that under the former programme about

$20 million was provided by way of this

form of assistance to the pensioners. Under
the tax credit system, the budget estimate—
and I think I am reasonably accurate in

this—is $40 million, and these sums will

be available when the returns are filed

early in 1974. The government has decided
that in addition to the $40 million, which is

available by way of the tax credit system,
there will be a further $17 million to assist

the needy pensioners in this province.

Mr. Lewis: By way of another supplemen-
tary, in the context of the past year of in-

flation or the next year of inflation, since

the government has now granted the pen-
sioners an additional equivalent of between
13 and 14 cents a day, for which they will

be much appreciative, can the Premier tell

us when he will increase the minimum for

pensioners in this province to the existing
minimum in a province like British Columbia,
not quite as wealthy as this one, of $209
per month in income from every source?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, obviously
when changes or adjustments are made in

minimum pensions, I shall be delighted to

inform the House. I am not in a position
to inform the House of that position at

this precise moment.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): A sup-
plementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: This will be the last supple-

mentary.

Mrs. Campbell: I would like to ask the

Premier of this province whether any such
increase is contemplated for those under
65 years of age who are living on $121

per month in Toronto?

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): An I

in Windsor!

Mr. Lewis: Some of them don't get that

much!

Mrs. Campbell: Does this include those who
are 62 years of age or simply the 65-year-
olds and over?

Mr. B. Newman: And only on supplement.

Mr. Martel: What about the blind and the

crippled?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I think the question is hardly

supplementary to the original question; how-

ever, the hon. Premier may reply if he wishes.

Mr. Lewis: It deals with fixed incomes.

Mrs. Campbell: I am asking for clarification!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as the state-

ment said, and I hope it was relatively clear,

this applies to those people who qualify for

the general income supplement payments.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

ARCTIC GAS PROJECT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Energy.

Are his advisers examining into the rami-

fications of the announcement setting up
what has been called the Polar Gas Project,
a consortium of TransCanada, Panarctic and
Canadian Pacific, which evidently is contem-

plating bringing gas from the Arctic Islands

down the east side of Hudson Bay? Would
the minister not feel that the Province of

Ontario, through some emanation, should be
involved in these discussions and this plan-

ning—at present, the ecological and environ-

mental planning—so that the gas pipeline pos-

sibly might come down the west side of the

bay and so that a spur does not necessarily

have to be built in the future to provide
further energy for this province?
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Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Yes—and we are.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: As a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker, I wonder if he might clarify what
is the involvement. Is the minister contem-

plating setting up some sort of a Crown cor-

poration, something like Panarctic, which

might represent the province or is this going
to be a personal intervention?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I think

the project is some distance away from any
kind of a feasible situation. The difficulties

of getting natural gas or oil, or ultimately the

minerals which are in the high Arctic to south-

ern Canada, are enormous. No decision has

been taken by the consortium, nor are they

anywhere near a decision as to whether it

will come on the east side or the west side

of Hudson Bay.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Further supplementary:
The minister is aware that according to the

members of the consortium—which are hardly

fly-by-night corporations—they are within two

years of having the proved resources that

would justify the pipeline, and certainly if

the decision were made to locate it on the

east side it would not be to our benefit.

The minister has indicated that we are go-

ing to be involved. I wonder if he could be
more specific as to what our involvement will

be? Is it just to be reading the press releases?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No; and I think al-

though the resources may be there in two

years, it doesn't necessarily prove that the way
to get them out will be by ship. I may say
that we are approaching this not just from
a narrow Ontario point of view, we are tre-

mendously interested in the resources which
are in the north and we have by no means
determined at this moment that the best route

lies through Ontario, or for that matter

through our sister province, Quebec. But we
will not be approaching it from a point of

view that it is only of concern to Ontario. It

is of Canadian concern.

ENERGY HEARINGS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have another question
of the Minister of Energy. Can he give some
indications to the House on the status of the

representations that have been made, through
his department I believe, in the hearings in

Alberta, which I suppose has a more provin-
cial effect on Ontario since there is at least

an outside chance that the energy sources

from Alberta might be cut off because of the

continuing arguments between the federal and
the Alberta jurisdictions?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the mat-

ter which I think the Leader of the Opposi-
tion is referring to is the consolidated natural

gas permit. Those hearings ended on Tues-

day of this week. Also on Tuesday of this

week we asked that the hearings not continue

until such time as the constitutionality and

jurisdiction of the board to have that kind of

a hearing, specifically the legality of the order

in council, had been tested before the courts.

The board denied that and finished the hear-

ing and the hearing ended on Tuesday. Be-

fore this matter can proceed to the appro-

priate court in Alberta, namely the Supreme
Court of Alberta, leave must be granted by
the Lieutenant Governor in Council in Al-

berta and that leave is being sought.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, does the

minister feel—or agree with certain spokesmen
for the province who appeared there—that na-

tural justice has been denied Ontario in these

hearings to this extent?

Hon. Mr. White: It's a hard-hitting attack,

isn't it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I would say this, and

I speak as a layman, but I think my friend's

colleague on his right, as a lawyer, would tell

him that when such an argument is made,

normally before an Ontario tribunal—the

Municipal Board and Energy Board in par-

ticular, and the Highway Transport Board—
the board normally adjourns at that moment
to let the courts decide the legality of the

particular hearing or the point that has been

raised. That is not the custom in Alberta, as

I understand it, and on that basis we would

say that before a hearing here continues, the

legality of it should be proven in the courts.

Yes, I would say the fact that we were only

partially being allowed to indicate the seri-

ousness of the proposal under the order in

council would deny natural justice to the

people of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In other words, it wasn't

really natural justice denied, but Ontario

justice, is that so?

Mr. Lewis: They are, of course, coincident.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In other words, the min-

ister doesn't like to speak just on behalf of

this one province but for the whole national

interest. Isn't that so? Is that what he just

said?
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Hon. Mr. McKeough: Over here we speak
on behalf of the people of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I hope somebody is speak-

ing on behalf of Ontario.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Sup-

plementary to the question of Ontario energy
sources drawn from Alberta: Would the

Minister of Energy comment on what he en-

visages as the impact of today's announce-

ment by Premier Lougheed that royalty rates

are to go up? Specifically, does this mean that

the price to the consumer in Ontario will go

up by that royalty rate? How does the min-

ister envisage this as relating to the export

tax, since Premier Lougheed described it as

Alberta's answer to the export tax?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We have just received

a transcript of what the Premier of Alberta

had to say this morning, and frankly there

are things in it which I don't understand the

ramifications of. But I would make a couple
of points that, first of all, in terms of the

objectives which are stated by Mr. Lougheed,
the first objective—and perhaps there would
be some argument about it—is to price Al-

berta's depleting resources—and he underlines

"depleting resources"—at world-commodity

prices. I think there'll be some discussion

about that.

His second objective is that national energy

policies be developed in such a way as to

assure the maximum reasonable degree of

processing and upgrading of oil and natural

gas within Canada, and in particular up-
stream proximity to the well-head in order to

promote regional development throughout all

of Canada. We would agree with that objec-
tive completely.

Mr. Lougheed announced some months ago
his intention to raise the royalty rate on

natural gas, and this announcement today
would now indicate that that's being put off

from about now until the first of the year.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): It all

was started by the energy tax.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: As to his intentions

with regard to the royalty rates on oil, I

haven't thought them through yet, but it

would appear to me that he is moving in

on the 40 cents, and that the royalty rate

will float upwards—

Mr. Lewis: I would think so.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —to pick up, on a

percentage term, the 40 cents.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): What he
loses from the Americans, he'll make up from
the Ontarians.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Now that means that

the 40 cents will accrue to the people of

Alberta as opposed to the people of Canada
as a whole, and we've said ever since the

40 cents went on that we think a good part
of that 40 cents belongs to, and should be
reinvested in. Alberta, so we have no quarrel
with what he is trying to do. How it will

work, I'm not sure. Undoubtedly the con-

sumer is going to pay it, yes.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): The royalty
won't come out of the 40 cents. It will be
added on to the 40 cents.

Mr. MacDonald: By way of clarification,

Mr. Speaker, if the export tax covered the

differential between the two markets, the do-

mestic and the American market, presumably
the royalty is now going to cover that differ-

ential, so it's going to be covered twice and
we'll be pricing ourselves out of the American
market?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, I would find it

very difficult to believe that in the fullness

of time, and after-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —halting and due

consideration, that the government of Canada

might well then remove the 40-cent tax, so

I don't think, I really don't think that we'll

pay it twice.

Mr. Lewis: I see—or Peter becomes leader

of the federal Conservatives.

Mr. MacDonald: A final supplementary,
Mr. Speaker, by way of getting as full public
clarification of this as possible: I understand

that Donald S. MacDonald, the federal Min-

ister of Energy, indicated to the minister of

mines in Vancouver that finally they were

going to call a federal-provincial conference.

Can the minister indicate when that is likely

to be held so it will offer some hope for

resolving all these cross-currents?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, yes, and in

passing I would say that it has only taken 10

months but finally they have responded to the

very excellent suggestion made by the

Premier of Ontario in March of last year.
Sooner or later even the Crits at Ottawa
move and respond to good suggestions.

Mr. MacDonald: That's what you call an

elephantine gestation period—10 months.
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Mr. Haggerty: That's not so.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It is my understand^

ing that a preliminary meeting will be held

here in Toronto on Nov. 23.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-

position.

Mr. Shulman: May I ask a supplementary,
Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: I think there have been four

or five supplementaries, which I believe is

reasonable.

HOSPITAL APPEAL BOARD HEARINGS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to put a

question to the Minister of Health. How does

he explain the fact that the hearing by the

Hospital Appeal Board on the case of Dr.

J. E. Sheriton which was completed six

months ago has still not resulted in a finding
and that Dr. Sheriton is left after legal ex-

penses of $12,000 without any satisfaction?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):

Well, Mr. Speaker, I won't make any attempt
to try to explain it. I understand that there

has been an appeal against the decision of

that appeal board.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not Dr. Sheriton. Dr.

Schiller has.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Who were you saying?
Dr. Sheriton? No, I can't explain that one.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister going to fulfil the commitment he
has made two or three times in the House to

bring in amendments to the statute that estab-

Ushed the Hospital Appeal Board, so that it

is going to become for once effective and
active in solving these problems that have
been before this House now for more than

two years?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the appeal
board has been operating quite efiiciently—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It has not. It has been a

fiasco. Six months without a judgement.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The legal people are at

the present time looking at it to see if it is

necessary to bring in any amendments to the

Act. If diey are necessary, we will bring them

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? The hon.

member for Scarborough West.

CONTROL OF MEDICARE
EXPENDITURES

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Health, Mr. Speaker, referring to the various

commitments he has made to the House.

When is he bringing in his constraint pack-

age on medical expenditures under the On-

tario Health Insurance programme?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well Mr. Speaker, some
of these programmes have already been in-

stituted, but I will be prepared to summarize

them for the hon. members if they haven't

been paying any attention to them as they
were being implemented.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Give us some
further information.

Hon. Mr. Potter: When the time is ripe
and I have the information summarized I

will be glad to bring it in to members.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Come on!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is the

minister aware that he has made eight com-

mitments, beginning last February, on that

very subject?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West may ask a supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I had counted a dozen,

because whenever the minister is embarrassed

he speaks to the Chair and to no one else.

Does the minister not recall having made
innumerable commitments to this House that

a constraint package would be introduced to

reduce the absurd expenditures, many of them

unjustified and illegitimate, under the On-

tario Health Insurance Plan, that not a single

such announcement has now been made and

that yesterday he announced in this House
establishment of a committee for negotia-
tion between the OMA and the government

again, the only implication of which can be a

further increase in the fee schedule in 1974?

Mr. Speaker: Question, question!

Mr. Lewis: Now when is the minister going
to announce his constraint package and how
much money will it involve?

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : Louder

please!

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't want to

answer! Then why—supplementary, this is

easier to answer—why did he make so many
absolute commitments, he and the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development (Mr.

Welch), that a constraint package would be
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introduced when they had no intention of

doing so?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I stated

earlier, and I repeat, that many of the con-

straints which I was referring to—

Mr. Lewis: None at all, none at all!

Hon. Mr. Potter: —have been implemented.
And if the member is so stupid that he can't

see it it's just about time he smartened up.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: Don't call me stupid!

By way of supplementary, Mr. Speaker, is

there then the proscription of certain units

of practice, set out by the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, by itself, indepen-
dent of government?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Without their knowl-

edge!

Mr. Lewis: And without their knowledge!
Name one area of the constraint package
which the minister has introduced! In fact

the constraint package of Dr. David Kinloch

the minister personally scuttled! He talked

about it and never did anything.

Name one! L^t the minister tell us how
much money he has saved.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, if it would
assist the hon. members I would be delighted
to write it out for them, in case they haven't

been able to see for themselves what has

been done.

Mr. Lewis: Well, do that, do that! The
minister knows his department well.

Mr. Renwick: It would be a good exercise

for him.

Mr. Stokes: Just name one.

Mr. Lewis: It is very disillusioning, Mr.

Speaker, it's as though one can't trust the

cabinet. May I ask a question, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Stokes: Why doesn't the minister name
one?

Mr. Lewis: May I ask a question of the

social development minister for resources;
I'm sorry, the resources development min-
ister?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Some of his best friends

are Tories.

Mr. Lewis: I do; some of my best friends

are Tories.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Some
of his dad's best friends are Liberals!

Mr. Lewis: No, no.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Don't visit the sins of the son

on the father!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Can you call order, Mr.

Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

AGRICULTURAL LAND LOSSES

Mr. Lewis: Thank you, sir.

May I ask the Provincial Secretary for Re-

sources Development whether he intends to

have introduced within his secretariat emer-

gency legislation to prevent the continued

loss of agricultural land which was in pro-
duction?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): No, Mr.

Speaker, there is no emergency legislation,

either before the secretariat, or as far as I

know being drafted within the Ministry of

Agriculture and Food. But our concern is,

and I know the Minister of Agriculture and
Food (Mr. Stewart) is extremely concerned,

with the question of arable land use. It is a

matter of continuing concern to all of us

here.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Is

the minister aware of the astonishing loss ol

agricultural land that is going out of pro-
duction throughout the counties of eastern

Ontario? When the airport and Cedarwood
come into play, we wiU be losing tens of

thousands of acres of the best agricultural
land in this part of southern Ontario. Does
he not see an accelerating loss of land, which
results in increased prices and desperation for

the farmers? Doesn't he think it is time to

move in a legislative way?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Well, I can't give a

commitment on that involving overall gov-
ernment policy; but Whether or not Pickering

proceeds, or otherwise, of course we do

recognize the extreme difficulty in maintain-

ing our agricultural and arable lands gener-

ally, yes. So the answer is yes, we recognize
the problem.
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Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question,

Mr. Speaker: In the policy field that falls in

the minister's jurisdiction, then is there no

substance at all in the Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food's statement a few weeks ago
that the government might have to move
with legislation to reclaim agricultural land

that has been taken out of production by city

owners?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I think that is a

speculative answer. I think the Minister of

Agriculture and Food is quite right, we might
have to.

Mr. Martel: The minister is flying a kite.

Mr. MacDonald: But is there no substance

in terms of urgency?

DESIGN FOR DEVELOPMENT
EASTERN ONTARIO

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Provincial

Treasurer, if I may: What meetings has the

minister held throughout eastern Ontario

since the tabling of the Design for Develop-
ment report in October, 1972, to eff^ect the

consultative process Which that report indi-

cated?

Hon. Mr. White: I will have to get the

answer to that, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Is the Treas-

urer aware that certainly none of the mayors
or councillors which my colleague from
Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy) and I talked

to last week from Renfrew, Smiths Falls,

Pembroke and Amprior down to the southern
counties in Glengarry and Stormont, that not
a single one of them has had a single word
from this government in the year since the

report was tabled? Why then should the

bureaucracy at Queen's Park be determining
the design for economic development for

eastern Ontario without ever consulting them

subsequently?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): That is a

socialist programme.

tton. Mr. White: No, I am not aware of

that at all. We have certainly had dozens,

maybe hundreds, of meetings with elected

and appointed ofiicials from eastern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: Not in the last year.

Hon. Mr. White: Within the last year.

Mr. Lewis: Not in the last year, not one.

Hon. Mr. White: My parliamentary assist-

ant (Mr. Irvine) himself has had something

like 50 meetings relating to this and related

matters.

Mr. Lewis: Not that they know of.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the minister then ex-

plain why the mayor of Perth, the mayor of

Smiths Falls, the reeve of Amprior, the

mayor of Pembroke and the mayor of Deep
River, among others, had not been consulted

in any way, given the substance and import-

ance of these communities in eastern On-

tario? If they have not been consulted then

who has been during these hundreds of meet-

ings that allegedly have taken place?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member having given us this report second

or third-hand—

Mr. Lewis: No. directly with the press

present—

Hon. Mr. White: —I think is not proof of

any delinquency on our part. In fact, to the

best of my recollection, I haven't had a single

complaint about lack of consultation in east-

em Ontario.

Mr. Renwick: Gross distortion! The Treas-

urer is misleading this House.

Mr. Lewis: Directly with press present did

they say it.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

The hon. member for St. George is next.

LEGAL AID PUBLICITY CAMPAIGN

Mrs. Campbell: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

My question is of the Attorney General, if I

may. Could I know what the cost is of the

publicity campaign to advertise Legal Aid in

this province?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attomey General): Mr.

Speaker, I noticed that small news item in

yesterday's Globe and Mail in the business

section. No such programme has been ap-

proved by my ministry and at the present
time there is none before it. The Law Society
of Upper Canada has had some discussions

apparently. It did ask for views from several

agencies but no report has come to me and

none has been approved.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

Centre.
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OHC GRANTS POLICY

Mr. Cassidy: I have a question of the

Minister of Revenue, Mr. Speaker. Can the

minister explain why the Ontario Housing

Corp. refused to contribute la penny to the

recent pubHc housing tenants' conference in

Quebec City when the federal government
contributed half the cost and all of the other

provinces with public housing tenants present
also contributed?

And can the minister also explain why
Ontario Housing Corp. refuses to allow $10

per unit to go into tenants' organizations in

public housing when this is federal CHMC
policy?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue);
Mr. Speaker, to answer the last question first

about refusing to pay the tenants' associations

$10 per unit, that was a policy which Mr.

Andras, when he was in his previous port-

folio, attempted to get the province to agree

to, that is, to share the $10.

I think at that time, and it is public knowl-

edge, as it was debated in this House, that I

thought that was an absurd proposition. For

example, I mean the federal government has

got all kinds of money to hand out to all

kinds of people without any investigation at

all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, they gave $2 billion

to this government. Forty cents out of every
dollar they spend they give to it, with no

investigation.

Mr. Renwick: This government is the most

irresponsible of their grantees.

Mr. Lewis: And the federal government
will probably pay 50 per cent of that $17
million the Premier announced today. Tell the

House about that. The federal government
will pay $8.5 million.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Are we still on that

question, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: I believe so.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As a matter of fact,

to show the absurdity of such a proposition,
it would mean that one public housing project
in Toronto alone would be receiving $20,000
a year for running its tenants' association. It's

an absurd proposition.

Mr. Lewis: What's wrong with it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, now, why do

they need $20,000 a year for that purpose?
What does the member mean, "what's wrong
with it?"

Mr. Lewis: Well, to defeat the govern-
ment, of course.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are talking about

taxpayers' money. One just doesn't throw

money around any way at all.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: That gives the lie to exactly
what the minister thinks. He doesn't beheve
in them and he knows it. He wishes they
would go away.

Mr. Lewis: Go back and read Comay. Read
what Comay said about OHC.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Indeed, Mr. Speaker,
the president of that particular association, at

the time when I asked him what his views

on it were, said he agreed wholeheartedly
with me. He said the trouble with throwing
all this kind of money around was that in-

stead of having his organization interest itself

in the affairs of what was going on in the

housing project there was always a conflict

going on as to who would get control of the

money. That is an absurd sort of thing.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on.

Mr. Renwick: These are entrenchments the

minister has made on the housing association.

They are ingrained in his attitude toward

housing.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: It's a good thing he won't be

minister much longer. There might be some

progress in this House.

Mr. Stokes: Gave $2 million to E. P. Tay-
lor-

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: In fact, Mr. Speaker,
the Ontario Housing Corp. encourages ten-

ants' associations.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on!

Mr. Renwick: It doesn't encourage them
and the minister knows it. He encourages the

strife within the tenants' associations. He is

the one who causes trouble.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We have promised
them and have carried out the pledge—does

the member want to hear an answer or does

he want to hear himself talk?

Mr. Speaker: Order.
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Mr. Lewis: Let the minister read Comay.
Comay said what he thought of the OHC,
and he wasn't very friendly.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He was very compli-

mentary toward OHC.

Mr. Lewis: Three pages of criticism.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And very compli-

mentary about what this province has done

by way of housing. And the hon. members

ought to be very proud of what Ontario

has done in the way of housing.

Mr. Lewis: Not at all. He said the min-
ister was a personal disaster as a minister.

Page 5, paragraph 3.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, we have

encouraged tenants' associations. I offered

them at that time—and we have carried out

that pledge—that where they want facilities,

space, furniture, equipment-

Mr. Martel: They can't get them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —anything at all, ex-

cept cash.

Mr. Lewis: Except power. Not action but

power.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And we are not

handing out cash.

Mr. Renwick: And the keys to the common
rooms.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Indeed, and this will

answer the first part of the hon. member's

question, OHC doesn't have the terms of ref-

erence, even if it wanted to hand out this

kind of money, to hand out money. It is not
there for that purpose. Its terms of refer-

ence do not permit it. We are not in the

business of handing out grants to anybody.

Mr. Renwick: We never asked the minister

to hand out money. We asked him to assist

tenants' associations. He doesn't believe in

them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are there to build

housing—as much as we possibly can with as

little cost to the taxpayer as possible.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I have a

supplementary answer.

Mr. Renwick: What to?

Mr. Roy: Out of order.

Mr. Renwick: What question did the min-
ister ask himself?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are breaking new
ground every day.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Kent is next.

COSTS OF EXTENDING NATURAL
GAS LINES

Mr. J. P. Spenee (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Energy.
Is the minister aware that in the hamlet of

Shrewsbury, natural gas services will not be
extended to new customers unless they make
a capital contribution of $6,416, which means
about 58 per cent of the cost of extending
the gas line? Does his ministry approve of

these capital contributions, or can anything
be done about these capital contributions be-

fore people can get natural gas services?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, my
friend has been in touch with me about this

particular matter. As I understand it the

particular company has a policy of extending
lines as does Ontario Hydro. Where it is

economic or nearly economic to do so, it

does it and pays for it. Where it is not

economic it asks for a capital contribution

from the prospective user, as does Hydro on
a sliding rate. The government has no funds

available, nor does it propose to have funds

available to supplement what the companies

might or might not do. I think, as in the case

of Hydro, one must be aware that if there

is an abnormal capital contribution, it is the

other customers of that particular utility, as

in the case of Hydro, who are picking up the

tab. Frankly, I have some doubts about that.

In fact, I think the policy of the particular

company is that the service pays for itself.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

APPOINTMENTS OF RETIRED
CIVIL SERVANTS

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Premier, Mr. Speaker. What is the policy of

the government in relation to senior civil

servants retiring on substantial pension and
then being reappointed at even more sub-

stantial salaries? For example, the former

superintendent of Guelph, who retired on a

pension of just under $10,000 a year and was
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then appointed to a new post for which he

draws approximately $20,000 a year.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, perhaps if

the hon. member would direct that question
to the-

Mr. Lewis: Those are the chief welfare

recipients.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Will he get the $50
Christmas payment?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —he may—to the Chair-

man of Management Board, I'm sure he

would be delighted to give the member some
detailed information. Perhaps the member

might want it by way of a question on the

order paper. We could give him a compre-
hensive answer as to the policy on senior

civil servants retiring and then taking jobs
because it varies from one situation to an-

other. To deal with this specific situation, I

would have to get the information for the

hon. member. But perhaps I might prevail
on the Chairman of Management Board to

get a more comprehensive answer with

several illustrations because no two are

exactly the same.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

STATUS OF ARBITRATION IN
ELEVATOR DISPUTE

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Labour. Can the minister

indicate to the House what is the status of

the negotiations or arbitration in the elevator

dispute and when the last meeting was held

among the parties and what progress they've
made?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour); Yes,
Mr. Speaker, in reply to the hon. member, I

think it is common knowledge now that the

nominee representing the union has resigned
from the board. Mr. Wright, I believe, is his

name.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister know why?
Does he know why?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: He resigned from the

board several weeks ago; three or four weeks.

In the first couple of weeks I expected a

nominee from the union; I haven't received

any names yet. We ourselves have been look-

ing for a person to replace Mr. Wright. All

I can tell the hon. member is that's where
it stands now. But I would also tell the hon.

member that time is running out and the

minister is empowered to appoint a person to

that board and I expect by next week I may
have to do so.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A
supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Bounsall: Will the minister give a

commitment to the House that when there

is a new appointment to that arbitration com-
mittee the hearings will take place over again,
or as much of them as both sides feel neces-

sary, so that the newly appointed person is

fully informed as to all the issues in the

arbitration?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, the minis-

ter cannot make any such commitment at this

time. I understand this is a point of law
which is questionable on both sides. I am

seeking legal advice on that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury is next.

TRANSPORTATION COSTS IN
NORTHERN ONTARIO

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications. In view of

the statement made by the chairman of the

Ontario Northland Transportation Commis-
sion that we could not expect a reduction of

prices in the north as a result of the 18 per
cent reduction in freight rates, what action is

the ministry contemplating to ensure that the

benefits accrued from the freight rate reduc-

tion are passed on to the consumer?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, as

was mentioned at the outset of this particular

freight rate reduction programme, it will be

enforced for some three months, at which
time there will be an assessment made. At
that time we'll be able to assess whether or

not it was possible for prices to have been

reduced, insofar as the consumer is con-

cerned. No one can make the statement that

it's not going to help. We all trust that it

will help and we are having an assessment in

this regard. Until the three-month period is

over and until an assessment has been made,
I think we're just guessing; I would prefer
to wait until the assessment is made.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.
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Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): What
success has the minister had in dealing with

Canadian National and Canadian Pacific in

attempting to get them to reduce their freight

rates on certain goods going into northern

Ontario as well?

Mr. Havrot: The member should see his

federal member.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, insofar as

our meetings with the national railways were

concerned, they were co-operative to the de-

gree that we had the same line running with

the ONR. But they, themselves, of course

have not lowered their rates and I would

suggest that pressures may be brought by the

federal members. As a matter of fact, I had
letters from several federal members to the

point that they were going to make repre-
sentations in Parliament for that purpose. All

I can suggest is that if the federal govern-
ment takes the same degree of interest in

people in northern Ontario that we do, then

perhaps we will get some action.

Mr. Stokes: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay has a supplementary.

Mr. Stokes: In view of the statement

made by the Premier when he announced
the freight rate reduction programme for

northeastern Ontario, when he stated that

a good many of the freight rates that pre-
vailed now were considered illegal by the

Premier, what representations has the

Attorney General's department made to the

federal Department of Transport for a com-

plete review of the freight rate structure?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, not to

answer the question but on a point of order,
I stand to be corrected. I don't think I used
the term illegal. I think I gave to the hon.

members some examples of how the freight
rates in some areas of northwestern Ontario,
on a comparative basis even with our sister

provinces out west, were higher on a mile-

age basis. I think this was what I was saying
to the hon. member. I don't think I said they
were illegal per se. I will check Hansard
and see.

But I certainly would say to the hon.
member I haven't asked the Attorney Gen-
eral to look into any legal aspects of it. I

almost am sure that it was on the basis of

differentials, and very significant ones, that

existed by way of certain routing in north-

western Ontario, including Sault Ste. Marie.
I think that was one of the examples.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Grey-
Bruce is next.

ELECTION CAMPAIGN FUNDS

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): A question
of the Premier: Does he plan to bring in

legislation this session, or before the next

election, with regard to the public financing
of election campaigns? Or is he going to go
the same route as before?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): How
about leadership campaigns?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Quite obviously the mem-
ber has been so busy on the campaign trail

for, I guess, some seven or eight months
that-

Mr. Lewis: Not long enough.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —he hasn't been aware
both of statements made in this House and
elsewhere and supported—the one statement

—by his colleague in the next seat. I think

I made it abundantly clear that it was the

intention of the government, through the

assistance and advice of the Camp commis-

sion, to present legislation to this House
related to campaign financing expenditures,

possibly limitations and many other aspects.

I made it clear that while the commission
wasn't precluded from assessing all aspects
of this particular situation that, as a gov-

ernment, there was one principle which we
would insist be included in any legislation.

That was what I think is the basic con-

sideration in any legislation that deals with

campaign financing, or political party support,
or whatever term one may wish to use—
the concept of disclosure.

I should point out to the hon. member
that this was the first jurisdiction in Canada
that made a public statement that it was

going to go this route and, of course, it is

encouraging to find once again that his

federal colleagues, after having had a re-

port for—what?—four or five years, have

slowly come around to the progressively
Conservative approach that we are intend-

ing to introduce here.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say this, Mr.

Speaker, in case the hon. member is at all

concerned, it is not our intention that the

legislation contain anything retroactive that

would require disclosure of contributions

to leadership campaign financing.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Sargent: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Yes, a supplementary?

Mr. Sargent: Mr. Speaker, I would ask

the Premier to answer-

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): The
Premier didn't even touch his question.

Mr. Sargent: —my question. Does he plan

legislation this session or before the next

election?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Before the next election.

In fact I told some members from the

gallery a few days ago that it is my hope—
and I have to depend to a certain extent on

the deliberations of the Camp commission-
it is my hope that we will have it as a

Christmas present for the hon. member, that

is, before Dec. 25 of this year. Now, that

is my hope. It is also my expectation. It is

also what I am trying to achieve.

Mr. Lewis: That is not the Christmas

present he was looking for. You have got
the wrong present.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-
ton East.

TRUCK DRIVING PRACTICES

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Thank
you, Mr. Speaker. My question is of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions. At what date was the task force estab-

lished to study the driving behaviour of

those involved in the trucking industry? Has
he yet received the report?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I haven't received the

report yet, Mr. Speaker, but I'll check
into it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for—

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): A
supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Braithwaite: In view of the recent

flaming tanker crash on Highway 427 in

Etobicoke, can the minister assure this House
that he will immediately implement a ban
on all secondary or pup trailers, until a

report on truck safety, and that sort of

thing, comes in?

An hon. member: That's not supplementary
to the question.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I had the

representatives of the gasoline industry and
the trucking association in my office some
2V2 to three weeks ago, dealing with this

matter of pup trailers. It is not an easy prob-
lem to deal with—

Mr. Haggerty: But they are a hazard on
the road.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —because is the hon.

member concerned with pup trailers carry-

ing only petroleum products or is he con-

cerned with pup trailers per se because, for

example, in the northern part of this province
a great deal of lumber is conveyed by pup
trailers, which cuts costs for our northern

industries.

Mr. Roy: All over Algonquin Park, as well.

Hon. Mr. Carton: But in any event, is the

concern only for the petroleum products or

is it for pup trailers per se?

May I add that the facts as produced by
these gentlemen—and at present I am study-

ing the facts as presented by them—indicate
that insofar as safety is concerned, if we
examine the statistics in this province, they
are among oneo f the safest classes of ve-

hicles. I am not saying that this is th case; I

am saying that is what the statistics produced

by them indicate.

In any event, the matter is well in hand.
I have two or three suggestions that I have

put forth to them, and I have advised them
I will be examining all the facts in this

matter. If I sincerely felt that there was a

safety factor concerned, and if I could back
it with statistics, I would have no hesitation

in banning them. But I must be certain of

what I am doing before I take that step.

Mr. Braithwaite: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The question period has now
been completed.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

OTTAWA-CARLETON AMALGAMATIONS
AND ELECTIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

mtituled. An Act to amalgamate Certain

Municipalities in the Regional Municipality
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of Ottawa-Carleton and to provide for the

Elections of Councils of the Amalgamated
Municipalities.

Mr. Cassidy: Too late.

Mr. Lewis: He has to ask for unanimous
consent.

Mr. Cassidy: Out of order, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: May I just say to the hon.

members that at the precise moment I called

orders of the day the hon. minister was on
his way to his seat and he did say, "Mr.

Speaker." With the indulgence of the House,
I think we should perhaps accept this motion.

Mr. Cassidy: We have an enormous amount
of charity. We are not unfair.

Mr. Lewis: We would have granted it. We
just wanted him to observe the proprieties.

Mr. Martel: We just wanted to make him
uncomfortable for a moment.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

provides for amalgamations and annexations

to create three enlarged area municipalities
in the regional municipality of Ottawa-Carle-

ton along lines set out by my parliamentary
assistant, the member for Grenville-Dundas

(Mr. Irvine), at a meeting with municipal

representatives on Aug. 31.

Elections in the three municipalities will

be held on Dec. 3 and the councillors will

hold office for three years. There will be
later legislation, Mr. Speaker, covering other

more general changes in the Ottawa-Carleton

Act. This bill will be taken through the

legislation process by my parliamentary assis-

tant, the member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

COUNTY OF HASTINGS ACT

Mr. Rollins moves second reading of Bill

Prl3, An Act respecting the County of Hast-

ings.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

THIRD READING

Clerk of the House: Bill Prl3, An Act re-

specting the County of Hastings.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Just before the bill is carried for a

third time, perhaps the hon. member who is

making the motion would explain why it

was delayed beyond the other private bills

that were dealt with in the early part of the

session.

Mr. C. T. Rollins (Hastings): Mr. Speaker,
I don't recall—the first reading came in after

the committee had studied this request. The
first reading was presented to the House, and
as far as I am concerned there wasn't any
delay in this regard.

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill Prl3, An Act resepcting the County of

Hastings.

Clerk of the House: The 10th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion

for second reading of Bill 181, An Act to

amend the Schools Administration Act.

SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATION ACT
( concluded )

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I was going to say a word or two to

the Premier ( Mr. Davis ) before he leaves the

House, if you would call this to the attention

of the Premier.

Mr. Speaker, one of the things that has

concerned us about this government for a

long time is the way in which it consults

with people; and before the Premier leaves

perhaps he should be aware of the fact that

his Minister of Education (Mr. Wells)

brought this bill down in the spring, con-

cerning French-language education rights.

The school boards concerned though, Mr.

Speaker, were in no way consulted over the

course of the summer, and this included the

major school boards which were involved.

Mr. Speaker, this is another example—I am
glad the Premier hstened that long and I am
sorry he is leaving the House—another ex-

ample of the way in which the government
simply falls down again and again in the

most elementary kind of responsibility regard-

ing consultation with the public and with

people who are concerned with legislation

coming before the House.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Perhaps if the hon. member will listen to an

answer he will realize exactly how wrong he
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is in what he has said; how very wrong he

is!

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): No, he

won't; he won't realize it.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have talked

this week with the chairman of the Ottawa

school board, the Ottawa Board of Education,

which is the board of education with the

largest number of French-speaking pupils in

high schools in the province. They became

aware of the legislation through their French-

language consultative committee in mid-

September, or rather around the end of

September. They have just set up a com-

mittee, an ad hoc committee, to examine the

bill. They had no communication of any sort

from the government to inform them that the

bill was a law, to send them a copy of the

bill or to ask their comments on the proposed
bill.

I have asked the member from Carleton

and he said precisely the same thing has

happened vidth the Carleton Board of Educa-

tion, which has the second largest number of

French-speaking students in high schools. The

only consultation with that school board was

through the local member, the member for

Carleton (Mr. Handleman), who was good

enough to get in touch with them because

he had had contacts vidth the school board

as their former solicitor.

The story was the same in Sudbury, the

third largest school board with French stu-

dents.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Does the member want
an answer now or later?

Mr. Cassidy: The minister can give us the

answer later, yes. But I just think that—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am surprised they
hadn't heard about it earlier; the member's

remarks were carried extensively in the

Ottawa press.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. As a matter of

fact, Mr. Speaker, to my knowledge the bill

wasn't even printed until sometime after the

session had ended. I don't know when the

copies were sent around to members of this

Legislature. We had one, of course, but

whether other members of the Legislature
had it or not I have my doubts.

Mr. Speaker, the French-language con-

sultative committees that got a copy did so

only because they applied to the Queen's
Printer or to the minister's office or in some
other way.

In either words—

Hon. Mr. Wells: None of the bills are sent

out.

Mr. Cassidy: It is not policy to send bills

out! It is not policy to even seek comments
from the public in any way?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It certainly is, but it is

not policy to circulate bills to school boards.

We leave it to the Trustees' Council to do

Mr. Speaker: Order, please! You are

straying from the principle of the bill. This

discussion is straying considerably.

Mr. Cassidy: No, I don't think so, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I do. We are straying con-

siderably.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I respect your authority

over this House, Mr. Speaker, as you well

know. I did want to draw it to your attention

though, Mr. Speaker, that our normal problem
here is the legislation is passed within three

days of being introduced. But even when it is

not passed within three days of being intro-

duced, the government doesn't understand

any responsibility of consultation with the

people who are affected.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That is just not true.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister says that is just

not true. His actions belie his words; it is as

simple as that.

I point out to the minister that he is now
out of order as far as the Speaker is con-

cerned.

Mr. Speaker, there are some serious ques-

tions, in fact, which have arisen in the bill;

and I can tell you why there was not the

consultation of which I spoke. It was because

oi the attitude of the government and be-

cause it wanted to slip this bill through. It

wanted to slip through, and in this particular

case apparently did not want to listen to the

point of view of the school boards. It is a

very strange kind of performance.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Is the member going to

espouse the viewpoint of the Ottawa Board

of Education?

Mr. Cassidy: As a matter of fact, I suspect
I may disagree with the viewpoint of the

Ottawa Board of Education on some points.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I suspect he will too.
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Mr. Cassidy: But I certainly believe that

the Ottawa Board of Education, which has a

good record in French-language education,
had the right to be consulted on this.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Everybody has the right;

but I just ask the member if he supports the

views of the Ottawa Board of Education.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): That is a

red herring. Why doesn't the minister do it

then?

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. I would like to

know the views of the Ottawa Board of

Education. I've already canvassed them

through talking to the chairman, which is

more than the minister has done. I think

it is important to know, even though I had
to explain to her on one or two occasions

why I disagree with her.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Our office has been talk-

ing to her.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister's oflBce has talk-

ed to her. Well, then it seems very strange
to me, Mr. Speaker, that when their office

had talked to the chairman of the school

board in Ottawa, she personally was unaware
of it.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The min-

ister's oifice talked to their oflBce.

Hon. Mr. Wells: My office talked to her,

period.

Mr. Cassidy: His office talked to her.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Cassidy: The minister claims to have
a talking office. I suggest that some of the

people in his office or he himself personally

might have entered into consultation with
the school boards that are affected.

Mr. Speaker, the government is in a very
peculiar position. I think the reason they
didn't consult with school boards was that

they were so afraid of the reaction they
might get that they didn't want to talk to

them; they didn't want to stir the pot. Yet,
on the other hand, they are still unwilling to

give the French Canadians rights which are

assumed to be rights and accepted to be

rights as far as English Canadians are con-
cerned.

I would like to take the minister up on
the question of autonomy. I can see the

minister talking to his officials to be assured
whether or not there was any consultation. I

think that he may find out that there was far

less than he imagined when he comes back
to us right now.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Three-quar-
ters of the office are nodding over there.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. Mr. Speaker, the

question of autonomy has been raised here in

the course of the debate on these two inter-

related bills, 180 and 181. The government
keeps on saying we can't go as far as Prof.

Symons' solutions. The minister says that

would be extremist, for one thing.

He damns his mentor. He says that Mr.

Symons, who is universally respected in

educational circles in the province, was pro-

posing extremist solutions. He says the solu-

tion that Mr. Symons proposed for the

Languages of Instruction Commission would
violate the principle of local autonomy.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to ask just whose

autonomy is he talking about?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Oh yes,

that's really tight.

Mr. Cassidy: Is the minister talking about

the English-speaking majority on the school

boards? Or is he talking about the autonomy
and the rights of the French-language minor-

ity and the various school boards afi^ected?

The way things stand right now the ulti-

mate say in French-language education will

not be in the hands of this government, will

not be in the hands of the Languages of

Instruction Commission and will not be in

the hands of the French-speaking groups in

that particular area. It will be in the hands

of the English-language majority. Unfortun-

ately, these school boards have not piled up
a creditable record in certain parts of the

province.

When the minister wraps himself in the

principle of local autonomy, he is, first,

ignoring action which has been taken by the

Ministry of Education on any number of

subjects connected with education over the

past few years. Secondly, he is ignoring the

rights of the French Canadians, the Franco-

Ontarians, for whom French-language educa-

tion is intended. He can't have it both ways,
Mr. Speaker. Under the formula proposed by
the minister in the legislation, if an English-

speaking board intends to trample on the

rights of the French minority that will con-

tinue—and any talk of French rights is

nothing but a charade; it is nothing but that.

If he intended to honour the autonomy and
the rights of the French-Canadian population.
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then the solution proposed by Dr. Symons
would have been accepted.

In a province which has a curriculum laid

dovm in Queen's Park; in a province where

the financial policy of school boards is laid

down from Queen's Park; in a province
where the policy about French-language
education is laid down—and rightly so—from

Queen's Park, it strikes us as very strange

that the government should v^n-ap itself in

this fiction of autonomy in order to defend

the fact that it has copped out when it came
down to the crunch issue about where

authority will reside if there is the ultimate

confrontation between the French-language

community and an English-speaking school

board. We all hope that that doesn't occur,

Mr. Speaker, but there have been occasions

where it has occurred—and the solutions pro-

posed by the government would not solve

them.

Let me be very specific: In the Cornwall

situation, the Symons solution, as proposed
in the 1972 report, would have provided
a decision; the government solution would
not have provided a decision. It is as simple
as that. By this Act the government greatly

and grossly weakens the powers of the

French-language community to ensure that

they get the kind of education they desire

and deserve and to which they have a right.

I want to talk a bit about the procedure
which is put through in Bill 181, the way
in which the Languages of Instruction Com-
mission is intended to work and the way
it was proposed by Prof. Symons, because

they are almost as different as night and

day. The title or the name of the body
has been changed—that is insignificant—
and the way in which it is worked has been

changed fundamentally—and that is sig-

nificant.

I know the minister recalls that the Symons
report suggested that disputes between a

French-language committee and a local

school board would be resolved within the

space of about 3^ months under the for-

mula proposed for the Languages of Instruc-

tion Commission—as these things go a

relatively short time however long the

anguish might seem for the people who would
be affected.

Where a board adamantly refused to accept
a recommendation made by a French-

language advisory committee, and they
couldn't work it out locally, then the com-
mittee could go to the Languages of Instruc-

tion Commission after 30 days. The com-
mission would quickly enter in and seek to

mediate the dispute. It would have about 30

days to seek to mediate it. If that didn't

work, then it would have another 30 days
in which to make a decision that would be

binding except for the appeal to the minister.

It was unwieldy, but all the same it did pro-
vide an answer.

In the case of the formula proposed by the

minister, on the other hand, the ifs, ands,
buts and maybes dominate this legislation.

That's about all one can say for it.

Once a French-language committee has

found itself at loggerheads with a board—
and again I repeat, we don't want to see

that happen—but once it has found itself

at loggerheads with a board, the board has

30 days in which to give the reasons for its

decision. Then the committee has to appeal
to the commission. That may take a few days
while the commission decides whether or

not to proceed with the complaints or

whether to strike it out as being irrelevant,

trivial or for some other reason not worth

proceeding with. So that is 10 days or

more, perhaps 15 days, maybe even a month
or more, because no time limit is specified
in the bill.

The commission is not empowered to

mediate itself or to appoint a mediator as

was proposed in the Symons report. The com-
mission requests the minister to appoint a

mediator. The minister also has the power to

screen out the French-language committee
and to decide, for reasons best known to

himself, whether he feels their request is

irrelevant or trivial or whether, for political

reasons, he doesn't want to proceed with it

because he looks at the number of Anglo-

phones in an area and just wants to ignore
the rights of the Francophones in the area.

The minister can refuse to appoint a

mediator. As far as one can see from the

bill, if he refuses to appoint a mediator the

matter ends there. There is no time limit

on the amount of time the minister may take

in appointing the mediator.

Then the mediator comes along, and who
knows how long he can work? It seems to

me that they have 30 days to make a report
to the commission but that 30 days can be

extended by the minister, even if the parties
don't want it extended, or may be extended

by agreement.

Extension by agreement doesn't bother us.

But there is once again the prospect of delays

at the expense, I would suggest, of the

Franco-Ontarians and the students; of the

people who are directly involved. So that is

another 30 days or more. It could be as

long as 60 or 90; it could be forever if that
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was the way the minister of the day was

thinking about it.

Once the mediator has reported to the

commission it has another 30 days in which
to make a recommendation to the local board.

And the local board, if it doesn't go along
with that recommendation, has another 60

days in which to inform everybody concerned
what it did.

If you total that up, Mr. Speaker, at the

most charitable, assuming that there are no

delays in the federal post office, assuming
that there are no extensions to the mediation

time, assuming that the Languages of Instruc-

tions Commission acts promptly in considering
a request from a local French-language ad-

visory committee, assuming that the minister

acts promptly in appointing a mediator, we
have a total of 170 days for a complaint to

work its way through to the ultimate point
where the school board says: "Look, that's

tough, baby. We are not going to do a damn
thing because we don't like Francophones,
not because we disagree with the French-

language committee".

That is a period of one-half a year mini-

mum, and a period which could very easily
stretch to eight or nine months, a year or

even more. The request or the complaint of

the French-language committee—or of the

English-language committee for that matter,
because the English-language is in the minor-

ity in certain school districts—those com-

plaints can, in fact, be turned oif at several

points along the route and never even be

brought forward to a resolution.

That is a sham, Mr. Speaker; that really is

a sham. It is such a pale imitation of what
was in the Symons report that it threatens

to be of absolutely no use whatsoever.

What this means, Mr. Speaker, is that in

normal day-to-day workings, in the normal
kind of day-to-day co-operation, which one

hopes will go on between the French-

language committee and the local school

boards, the French-language committees will

not have the wind of power and respect that

they ought to have; that Francophone educa-
tion will therefore continue to be treated as

second rate; that Franco-Ontarians will con-
tinue to have to accept what the Anglophone
majority will give to them rather than hav-

ing education in their own language on an

equal basis with Anglophones, as a right.

That, Mr. Speaker, is the reason we cannot

support the bill in its present form. We
could support recommendations like the

Symons commission; we would do that hap-
pily. But when the ministry comes along,

when the government comes along and says,

because of its deference to its Orange past
or because of its fear of an Anglo-Ontarian
backlash or whatever: "Well, we will produce
a body like Tom Symons said but we won't

give it any teeth"; that Mr. Speaker is

unacceptable. Therefore we will vote against
the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I don't intend to make any com-

ments concerning the latter part of the bill,

and that is the one dealing with the Lan-

guages of Instruction Commission of Ontario.

However, I will make some comments con-

cerning the first 16 or so principles in the

legislation.

The first is that I wonder why the minister

has introduced that portion in this bill when
he has had a committee set up and he has

done extensive studies now on the proposed
consolidation of the schools Act. This has

been in the hands of the various boards and

ofiBcials throughout the Province of Ontario

now for some eight months or so. I thought
he would have brought in a consolidation of

the schools Act all at one time and would

have included all of the principles here and

maybe just have dealt with the language
instruction portion in a separate bill.

In his original press release at the time he

introduced the proposed consolidation of the

schools Act, the minister made specific men-

tion that this was going to be taken care of

within the foreseeable future. As it is now, I

can't foresee it being brought in as legisla-

tion, or being enacted as legislation, for

possibly another maybe six months.

However, be that as it may, Mr. Speaker,
the first portions of the bill really in my esti-

mation are more or less clarifications of

various definitions, such as the definition of a

school day and defining the school year as

opposed to a teaching year so to speak. I

hope that in some of this someone has in

mind sufficient flexibility to enable municipal-
ities that have a farm problem, that is the

requiring of students of a given area to assist

in the harvesting of farm crops to enable

them to adjust their school year so that

school district would not have its students

suffer adversely as the result of any con-

templated changes on the part of that board.

'I would like the minister to explain section

7 of the bill when he rephes generally to the

comments of the various individuals who

speak on that. That makes mention of school
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days rather than teaching days. The section

reads:

Unless otherwise expressly agreed, a

teacher is entitled to be paid his salary in

the proportion that the number of school

days for which he is employed in the school

year bears to the total number of school

days in the school year.

The public has the idea that the teacher is

paid on a year-round basis. According to this,

one must assume that the teacher then will

be paid only on a daily basis.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The member should know.
He was a teacher. How was he paid?

Mr. B. Newman: On a 10-month basis.

The other section on which I would like

the minister possibly to bring in an amend-
ment is section 8, The reason I make com-
ment on this is that a select committee of the

Legislature was appointed back in 1971 to

look into the community use of the schools,

or the community school I should really say
rather than the community use of the schools.

If the minister intends to implement any of

the recommendations, he has an opportunity
here to implement one portion of that by
amending clause 8(1), subsection (ha) by add-

ing the words "and community" to "profes-

sional-activity days." So I would have the

clause read:

To participate in professional and com-

munity-activity days and/or community-

activity days as determined by the board
under the regulations.

This would then give opportunity to the com-

munity also to make some input into not

only the use but the general overall policy
of the schools. It is all well and good to have
them as professional-activity days but, Mr.

Speaker, I think that would lead to a better

educational system if we could have that com-

munity input, if so desired, in that specific
clause.

There is also mention made in one of the

subsections—and this is under section 10—of
the variation in the school term. I hope the
minister has someone in some areas of the

province studying or implementing the various

types of school terms so that maybe we could
find one that is a little better than the system
that is now employed. I specifically make
mention of the bi-semester, tri-semester, and

maybe even the quadramester as now seems
to be more and more common in the United
States.

Reading American papers as I do, living in

a border city, I find there seems to be a large
desire on the part of some of their boards,

whether it is for financial reasons or not I

don't know, to be implementing a quadra-
mester system or a 45/15 system, where the

student goes to school for nine weeks and
then has a three-week vacation period, in all

having four semesters during the school year.
In this way we would have our schools used,
so we assume, on a year-round basis.

Education might be accelerated and it like-

wise might satisfy the communities that are

clamouring for the greater use of the school

year. Subsection 5 of that same clause finally
does what has been recommended, or what
has been part of the Employment Standards

Act, and that is the portion that amends the

maternity leave. As it was I can recall some
boards saying that members of their staff

could only have maternity leave at certain

periods of the
year. They certainly were kind

of peculiar and odd in their approach to the

problem.
The last section that I would—or one of

the sections that I would also like to make
mention—is the principle of providing for

fringe benefits to those who have retired

from the school system; that is, extending the

various benefits to those who are under 65.

Industry has been doing this for quite some
time where employees have retired before

the age of 65 and have had their fringe
benefits paid for by their employer. I think

the teaching profession has been looking for-

ward to that, and now that the minister is

implementing this I think it will please many
of them.

The proposition of allowing a school

board to lease land rather than own land

before it constructed a school leads me to

wonder if the minister at this stage is think-

ing of the throwaway concept of schools,

where, rather than buy the land he wall erect

a short-term building, so that if changes in

education become quite dramatic in the

future we might not be involved in large

expenditures for school construction. Maybe
we could even remove or destroy the facility

after having constructed it in a fashion, so

that it would not be as expensive as maybe
the normal type of construction would be.

Mr. Speaker, these are the comments that

I thought I would make at this time on the

bill. We will support the bill, making amend-
ments as the bill goes through committee.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Carleton.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): For rea-

sons which are diametrically opposed to the

views of the member for Ottawa East (Mr.

Roy) and the member for Ottawa Centre, I
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reluctantly reach the conclusion that I must

oppose this bill.

Tve come to this position, Mr. Speaker,

after a considerable amount of soul searching,

discussion with my former colleagues on the

board of education, and with many of my
constituents and my predecessor. I am quite

confident that the minister and his colleagues

in the cabinet arrived at their decision hon-

estly and in what they believe to be the best

interests of the educational institutions of

the province.

There is no question but that the bill

represents a compromise between my position

and that expressed so forcibly by the two
hon. members who have preceded me. While

compromise and consensus government is a

normal and sometimes desirable feature of

political life in this country, there are times

when principles, which have been developed
over many years, must be adhered to and

compromise rejected.

During my two years in this Legislature I

have supported government measures; the

nature of my support has ranged from en-

thusiastic to lukewarm, but I have given my
support to these measures without hesitation

and in the spirit of compromise and consen-

sus. In this case, Mr. Speaker, I must take a

stand on principle. I have listened for these

two years to members of the opposition and
their pious exhortations in support of repre-

sentative democracy. I have concluded that

the only form of representative democracy in

which they have confidence is that in which

they control the decisions which are to be
made.

I have no reservations about the ability of

the electorate to determine who shall govern
them for a temporary period of time in a

democratic system and who shall make deci-

sions, be they right or wrong. My confidence

extends to every level of government, includ-

ing school boards and municipal councils. No
elected body, let alone this Legislature, will

ever achieve perfection. They all strive for it.

Mistakes are made at every elected level and

they will continue to be made—here, in

school boards and in municipal councils.

My plea to the Legislature is to permit
school boards this freedom to act without ex-

traneous pressures, and even to make mis-

takes from time to time.

I want to make it absolutely clear that I

not only recognize the French fact in Canada
and in Ontario but I cherish it. The bilingual
nature of this country is one of its strengths,
and anything that is done to injure the

status oJF the French language and culture is

injurious to the nation. No one should ever

forget that while other nations may be bi-

lingual, trilingual or even quadrilingual, only
Canada can claim for itself that the French

and English languages have oflBcial constitu-

tional guarantees. This fact alone, among
others, enables us to say that we are different

from our neighbours to the south and indeed

from any other country on earth.

I have always supported and will continue

to support the legitimate aspirations of my
French-speaking fellow Canadians. This is

not always politically popular in Carleton—

Mr. Cassidy: What are the illegitimate

aspirations, then?

Mr. Handleman: Many—but one cannot

always attempt to be universally acclaimed.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl Order, pleasel

Mr. Handleman: There are times, Mr.

Speaker, when a politician must do what he
believes to be right, even when such actions

bring upon him the wrath of some of his

constituents.

Mr. Foulds: One would hope that he
would do what he believes right at ail times.

Mr. Handleman: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: Particularly when they are

popular back home.

Mr. Speaker: Order, pleasel

Mr. Handleman: They were popular when
I promoted French in kindergarten 13 years

ago and I was accused of stuffing French-

Mr. Cassidy: That wasn't in Nepean town-

s'hip.

Mr. Handleman: Not in Nepean township,
no.

Mr. Lewis: My friend is playing to the

backlash.

An hon. member: Throw them some bird-

seed—they're chirping.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, pleasel The member
for Carleton has the floor.

Mr. Handleman: Mr. Speaker, I am proud
of my 13-year career as a school trustee and

my contribution to French-English harmony
in my area. I did not and do not believe that

when I entered this Legislature I achieved
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higher office. The office of a school trustee

is a ipTdtty high office. It is simply another

position to which I have been elected to

serve the public in accordance with my best

judgement and by adherence to the principles

which I hold.

Mr. Cassidy: Stop destroying that record,

then.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Is the hon.

member going to support the bill introduced

this afternoon by the Treasurer (Mr. White)?

Mr. Handleman: These principles are of

course based on my own personal back-

ground and experiences; and high among the

experiences whi(ih have shaped by beliefs

was my 13 years in helping to develop
harmonious French-English relationships in

my area.

When I think back on the many talented

and outstanding men and women with whom
I was associated on three diflFerent school

boards, I believe that their collective talents

and judgement were certainly not lower in

standard than those of the members of this

Legislature. They were and they are quite

capable of making decisions equal in calibre

to any which are made here.

It is fashionable these days to claim that

school boards and school trustees are un-

responsive, that they have lost contact with

those whom they serve. I do not accept that

position for one minute. If anything, they are

closer to the people than we are.

What this bill does is to establish an

adversary system, with the school board on
one side and an advisory committee on the

other. I simply cannot accept that these two

bodies, which should be working as a team,
and mostly are, to develop the best possible
educational experience for the students,

should be encouraged by legislation to adopt
combative attitudes because they know in a

negotiation procedure there's always an out-

side body which will hear the dispute and

pass judgement on one side or the other.

During the elevator dispute debate, Mr.

Speaker, we heard the member for Ottawa
Centre speak passionately against compulsory
arbitration, and today we hear him speaking

passionately in favour of it.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South):
That's usual. Speaks out of both sides of his

mouth.

Mr. Handleman: I can reject that position

completely. This bill provides that the ad-

visory committee, or in the absence of the

advisory committee any ratepayer group may
appeal any decision of the board. There is

no definition of the substantive nature of

the matters which may be appealed to the

board.

Mr. Foulds: Did you vote for compulsory
arbitration before?

Mr. Handleman: Any matter may be ap-

pealed to the board. When the amalgamated
boards were announced in 1968 I was

tempted to call my school trustee career to

a halt. I was persuaded by the then Minister

of Education that the soon-to-be-formed

Carleton Board of Education would have

greater powers and full autonomy to control

its own decisions. I accepted that statement

in good faith. And up to this point, I have

not been disillusioned. Boards of education

do, in fact, have greater autonomy and are in

a position to make far-reaching decisions

within their own jurisdictions.

This bill, however, reverses that trend. The
board must be fully responsible to the elec-

tors in its constituency for the expenditure
of tax money. It must set its own priorities in

order to comply with the educational ceilings,
which I support whole-heartedly. It must
have full control within its financial limita-

tions to develop a variety of educational

experiences in accordance with the indivi-

dual talents and aspirations of each of its

students.

Mr. Cassidy: And the curriculum laid

down by Queen's Park.

Mr. Handleman: This biU, however, will

make it impossible for a board to make the

tough decisions which are often necessary,
because every tough decision it makes will

be subjected to the glare of province-wide
publicity.

Mr. Foulds: Let's conduct pubHc business

in public.

An hon. member: Aw, go back to school

and learn something.

Mr. Handleman: Certainly they must meet
this in their areas; they are coverel by the

press and they have to justify it. These de-
cisions are quite often misunderstood by the

pubhc—

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Oh,

yes!

Mr. Handleman: —under present circum-

stances, and as protracted debate before the

Languages of Instruction Commission of
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Ontario can only exacerbate the tensions

which will have existed for some time before

the debate. Eventually the debate must be

settled by mediation. That's what the biU

provides and that's exactly how they have

been settled up to this point.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, but how?

Mr. Handleman: I see no need whatso-

ever for the kind of invidious interference

with the schools boards of this province,
which is inherent in Bill 181.

In my remarks during the debate on Bill

180 I pointed out the harmonious English-
French relationships in my part of the prov-
ince have not been easily achieved. They
are the result of years of eflFort by many
people in both language groups—by dedi-

cated trustees following the leadership of the

provincial government which established the

atmosphere under which these harmonious

relationships could be established.

Mr. Cassidy: As in Cornwall, eh?

Mr. Handleman: But that's a finely tuned

mechanism, and that finely timed mechanism
is now where it can be completely upset by
the actions which are encouraged by this

bill.

Mr. Roy: It worked well in Cornwall,
didn't it?

An hon. member: Quiet, powder-puflF; youll
get your turn.

Mr. Handleman: Extremism of any kind
breeds reaction and I'm frightened by both
—not simply the reaction; I'm frightened by
both. This bill encourages extremism.

Mr. Cassidy: You mean that Wells is an
extremist?

Mr. Handleman: I am deeply concerned,
Mr. Speaker, about the effects of this bill.

Mr. Eaton: He's talking about guys like

you, Cassidy.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!

Mr. Lewis: Tom Wells?

Mr. Handleman: I'll witness the passing
of the bill with a heavy heart. In my opposi-
tion to this bill I do not seek support from
my colleagues, unless they feel that they
can support me for the same reasons which
I have outlined. I have considered the possi-

bility of absenting myself from the vote,
as some other members will. It would be
all too easy for an obscure backbencher to

miss a vote and nobody would take any
notice.

Mr. Lewis: You are not obscure.

Mr. Handleman: Thank you.

Mr. Cassidy: Not now, anyway.

Mr. Handleman: I have, however, re-

jected that course of action and will remain
for the vote and will cast my vote with

those who oppose the bill—notwithstanding
the fact that my reasons for doing so are in

complete contradiction to theirs.

Mr. Roy: You'll get more press that way.

Mr. Handleman: But to those who will

comment on this, whether approvingly or

disapprovingly, let it be noted that I will

not be supporting the opposition. I am
voting against the bill and to that extent

I suppose I align myself with no political

party in this vote. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Speaker, it is very difii-

cult-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Foulds: We oppose this bill and we
will divide the House. We do not do that

lighdy. We do it, simply, as the previous

speaker has pointed out, for reasons opposite
to his. We do it because it does not, un-

fortunately, guarantee Francophone rights.

And I underline the word "guarantee". It

is, in fact, like far too much legislation that

is introduced in this House, simply per-
missive if you like.

The bill itself is symptomatic. It's an

amalgamation of a number of different things.
You can hardly speak, in fact, on the prin-

ciple of this bill because the first eight or

nine clauses have nothing or very little to

do with the last 11 clauses.

Hon. Mr. Wells: What is so unusual about
that? That has been going on—

Mr. Foulds: What is unusual about it is

we are dealing with an unusual and im-

portant situation in the Francophone com-

munity in this province that deserves a separ-
ate and designed piece of legislation that

would give authority, as Tom Symons would
have liked, to the Languages of Instruction

Commission of Ontario. What is really sort

of-
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Hon. Mr. Wells: The member should get
on with his speech.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, the minister is exercised?

He's exercised because he's attacked from
the right and from the left. The bland minis-

ter is upset.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm not as upset as the

member.

Mr. Lewis: He is upset because for the

first time in his life he has been labelled for

what he is—an extremist of the right.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!

Mr. Lawlor: He's an extremist of the

middle.

Mr. Lewis: An extremist of the middle,
right! A fanatic of the centre, that's what he

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The member
for Port Arthur has the floor.

Mr. Foulds: As I was saying, Mr. Speaker,
it is very dijBBcult, because there are some
things in the first eight or nine clauses that

we support. We are forced, because of the

lacklustre performance of this government in

dealing courageously and adequately with the

rights of the Francophones in education in

this province, to divide the House on the bill

as a matter of principle. We do so because,
in fact, the recommendations of the commis-
sion have not been adequately dealt with in

this bill. As I said, it is permissive and pas-
sive; and the Languages of Instruction Com-
mission—which is not, after all, by the way it

is made up, going to be a radical or fire-

brand-eating commission—has very little au-

thority. It doesn't have the kind of authority
we think it should. For those reasons, we will

oppose the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Brant.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
The amendments that are here incorporated
in Bill 181 in my opinion should have been

put forward in two bills. Surely the minister

would see the reasonableness of that since

the part of the bill, beginning I believe with
section 12, has far-reaching policy effects and
ramifications for all parts of the province and
would have been better dealt with separately.

He has, however, chosen to put together
a number of amendments, many of which
ar certainly supportable. But we on this side

cannot vote for the bill that contains the

position put forward in the latter sections,

beginning with section 12.

I was most interested to hear the view put
forward by the member for Carleton that he
was opposing the bill because to some extent

it took local autonomy away from the locally
elected school board. He is aware, however,
that the bill also requires that in the French
schools English must be taught from grade 5
to the end, even though in the bills directed

toward the English-speaking schools no such

requirement is made that they even have to

take English, let alone French.

Now we are therefore—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are therefore obvious-

ly of the opinion that the goals and safe-

guards in our public education system must
be established by this House. While we are

talking about local autonomy, we believe

that the operation of the school boards must

surely be in the hands of the locally-elected

oflBcials, particularly their budgetary require-

ments, which the minister has control of on a

day-to-day basis by the imposition of his

ceilings. He is aware of the position that we
have taken on this side, that this House must
establish the goals for education and see

that they are carried out by the school boards

which are elected under legislation that we

provide.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That it does.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would submit to you,
Mr. Speaker, that it does not. I would like

the minister to indicate where English is a

mandatory subject in English-speaking
schools; where French is a mandatory sub-

ject in English-speaking schools-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is prepared to dictate

to the French-speaking schools but to no
others. I would say to you, Mr. Speaker, that

it is essential, as I've said before, that we do
two things in this House: That we do estab-

lish the goals for an education system as we

perceive them and as they are established

by debate in this Legislature and established

as policy of the government of the province;
that we keep our hands off the financial

aspects of these controls, entering into an

agreement to pay, we believe, 80 per cent of

approved costs—at the present time it's 60

per cent of approved costs—but leaving the

disposition of those funds and any other

extra funds that school boards feel they re-

quire at their own responsibility, subject to
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the democratic checks and balances in their

own communities.

Now, in this case, Mr. Speaker, we prob-

ably have, next to the religious issue, the

most sensitive issue that could possibly be
dealt with here. The minister will recall, I'm

sure, observing his predecessor, the present
Provincial Secretary for Social Development
(Mr. Welch) when he was Minister of Educa-

tion, and the ineflFectual way that he dealt

with the problems that first came to light in

Sturgeon Falls. He would surely recall the

endless delays, and perhaps we all felt that

there would somehow be a meeting of minds

in the commimity whereby some rational utili-

zation of facilities on a shared basis would
come about. But the minister, having talked

to the people in these communities, has now
seen fit to bring forward a procedure whereby
we don't simply depend on goodwill, we have

to set out some procedure whereby a solution

is arrived at.

Yet, I submit to you, Mr. Speaker, that

the procedures do not achieve that base. We,
in this House, besides establishing goals for

the educational process in this province, must
also provide for the safeguarding of the

linguistic rights of the Francophone com-

mimity, and I submit to you that we do not

do so in this part of the bill beginning with

section 12. In the past, we have sent Tom
Symons as a sort of fireman into those areas

and, even though he is not bilingual himself,

or does not speak French, he has proved

beyond any shadow of a doubt that his

views are acceptable to the Franophone com-

munity and his report has been lauded on all

sides.

The minister is aware that he specifically

calls for a decision-making power to be

established in the linguistic commission ap-

pealable only to the minister, and we would

hope that it would be set up so that these

appeals to the linguistic commission in the

first place would not be forthcoming except
when there was a definite impasse at the local

level.

I would say to you, Mr. Speaker, that this

falls in the same area as establishing basic

goals for education, which is a responsibility
that lies in this House and must not be ab-

dicated to school boards at all; that it is

necessary for us, as a Legislature under the

British North America Act, to establish these

goals, and I would add as well these safe-

guards.

This the bill does not do. It provides almost

a merry-go-round where the decision is an

ephemeral thing passed from hand to hand

like a hot potato until something occurs

which finally makes it decisive.

In the past, the thing that has occurred

which has made it decisive has been the

decision taken by local boards to build sepa-

rate French-language secondary education

facilities. In most of the communities con-

cerned I have felt that that was the proper

procedure to take because of the feelings

of the English and the French communities

concerned. In some areas it might be regret-

table, but still we have to provide for an

education which meets the needs of the views

of the people concerned.

I would suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that

this amendment does not provide for an ade-

quate decision-making process. It does not

implement the recommendations of the

Symons commission, and for that reason we
cannot support it. I refuse to be tagged by
a political opponent as being, therefore,

against local autonomy, because that is not

true.

I would say, however, in closing, that we
believe this House must set the goals for edu-

cation with core subjects. For that reason I

do not object to English being a mandatory

subject in French schools as long as English
and French are mandatory subjects in English
schools. I can't see how there could be any

objection to that, and I beheve, for example,
that Canadian history ought to be mandatory.
I can't believe that a Minister of Education,

fulfilling his responsibilities in this province,

would allow a student to go through the

school system without having a good ground-

ing in Canadian history. I believe it would be

completely irresponsible; so I am not prepared
to abdicate, in the name of local autonomy,
these are goals for education that we are re-

sponsible for.

We are also responsible for the safeguard-

ing of the linguistic rights of those two groups
established under the British North America

Act, the English and the French groups. I

submit to you, Mr. Speaker, this bill does not

do this.

For that reason, since the minister in his

lack of logic in this connection has coupled

it with other sections amending the bill, while

we will vote against the bill—we do approve
of the first part of the bill-but we will regis-

ter our votes in the records of this House

against the principle beginning with section

12.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
Centre.
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Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. It's very seldom that I

agree with the Leader of the Opposition, but

on one point, certainly, the aspect of Cana-

dian history, I do agree with him, because

imfortunately in this House today, once again,
the lack of knowledge of Canadian history,

particularly Ontario history, has promulgated
the old myth that it was tiie Orange Lodge
that really stands accused of all the things
that have gone on in the past.

Now, Mr. Speaker, I am about as eligible
for membership in that lodge as my grinning
friend over there from Ottawa East, so I

think that maybe I am the man to set the

record right.

Mr. Roy: Just a second there, friend. The
member should look to his friend from Ottawa
Centre. I didn't accuse him of that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: I never accused him of being
a member of the Orange Lodge.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I was attempting
to be very complimentary to my friend from
Ottawa East, and certainly he would never
accuse me of this.

Mr. Roy: He was. I just want to make the

point clear.

Mr. Drea: I was just making the point that

I am about as eligible for membersmp in that

particular organization as my friend from
Ottawa East, and I think that the point is

understood.

Mr. Foulds: It didn't prevent the member
from getting into the Legislature.

Mr. Laughren: What has he got against it?

Mr. Drea: Coming back to this question of
the "Orange past," let me set the record

straight. The attempts to muzzle French-

language education in this province, which
have never been completely successful,

originated with the Irish Catholic members
of the Ottawa Separate School Board who
approached the then Premier of the province,
Howard Ferguson—certainly one of the great
leaders in this century, not only in this prov-
ince but in this country. Since it was

primarily a separate school question, I can
understand how the Premier at that time de-

cided, if the majority of the separate school

system really wanted to promulgate a doctrine
of mandatory English-instruction throughout
all the schools under their jurisdiction, that

certainly he would go along with it.

So this isn't a legacy of the "Orange past"
in this party, Mr. Speaker. Furthermore, I

think it is a matter of historical record, and

certainly a matter of economic record and

certainly a matter of social record, that the

Roman Catholic education system has grown,
has prospered and has benefited much more
in this province than in any other jurisdiction
of North America. Mr. Speaker, it is a

matter of record that when it has grown,
when it has prospered and when it has

developed to the excellent state tiiat it is in

today, it has been under the auspices of

Conservative ministers of education in this

province and under the auspices of Conserva-
tive premiers.

Now that we have set a bit of the his-

torical record straight-

Mr. Cassidy: That's a matter of constitu-

tional rights.

Mr. Foulds: The member for Scarborough
Centre will never get a job as an historian.

Mr. Drea: I have a job.

Mr. Foulds: We know that.

Mr. Speaker: Order, pleasel

Mr. Drea: Now, having set the record

straight, Mr. Speaker, about these innuendoes
that the Minister of Education may be

guided a bit or haunted a bit by the so-called

"Orange past" of this party, let's get down
to the primary question.

Mr. Foulds: What's that?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Who raised that?

Mr. Drea: Our friend from Ottawa Centre,
twice; not once, but twice.

Mr. Foulds: If it has an "Orange past",
it has a purple present.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Allow the
member to carry on.

Mr. Roy: Did he hurt the member's feel-

ings?

Mr. Drea: No, heavens nol He couldn't
hurt my feelings. We just like it known, in

the interest of accuracy, where the original

diflBculty began in this province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If it is Howard Ferguson,
there is a real

difficulty.
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Mr. Drea: I sincerely wi^h, of course, diat

those things that went on just prior to and

after the First World War had never hap-

pened, Mr. Speaker. In the first speech I

made in this Legislature, one of the remarks

that I made is that there certainly wasn't any
room in this province for a MonCton, a situ-

ation as unfair, as unjust, and frankly as

irreconcilable as is plaguing people in their

legitimate aspirations in another province. In

fact, Moncton has now come to symboHze
the inability of a minority group—not just an

ordinary minority group but an extraordinary
one; one that is given oflBcial recognition and
one that is sizable—to attain, through normal,

logical, stable methods, extremely legitimate

aspirations.

I say that in this province, Mr. Speaker,
there is no room for that. There hasn't been,
I really believe, in our own times, a con-
certed effort on the scale that there is in

certain other provinces, if deny is the wrong
word certainly to put every obstacle in front

of a group trying to attain what is its by law
but which unfortunately may have been
lessened or mitigated somewhat by tradition

and certain cultural or social patterns.

I support this bill, particularly the medi-
ation section of it. I suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, that this, and particularly section 18,
is going to provide in this field, which is as

potentially explosive as another field which
this Legislature had to deal with three
decades ago, an orderly, stable procedure
whereby the full brunt of the public will fall

upon the irresponsible or the bigoted or
those who simply are not prepared to be in

the 1970s and future decades of this province.

Mr. Speaker, in the 1940s we were faced
with the question of what to do with another

minority group Which was not only poten-
tially explosive, the explosive situation had
arrived. That was the question of what to

do with organized labour. Indeed, in this

jurisdiction, we did not come down and say
that things had to be finally and permanently
arbitrated. As a matter of fact, Mr. Speaker,
it took more than 30 years before we were
forced to that point in one particular episode.
In that one both sides, as I said then, were

scalawags.

Nonetheless, we set up a logical, proper
mediation procedure and we said further-

more that the reason we were doing this—
and we called it the conciliation procedure-
was so that the public which was as vitally
concerned with the legitimate aspirations of

labour at that time as it is with the legitimate

aspirations of the Francophones of this prov-

ince now, would be able to participate

through the conciliation procedure since it

was to be public.

Indeed, Mr. Speaker, one of the key

phrases at that time was "in order to bring
the utmost public scrutiny upon the difficulty."

Even then, before the advent of mass com-

munication, there was the feeling in this

House that the utmost public scrutiny would
be very beneficial in eliminating the villains

and getting down to the basic whereby peo-

ple of good common sense and good consci-

ence, regardless of their differences, could

compromise and get together. I suggest to

members that in this bill this is precisely

what we have done.

I can understand the position of the peo-

ple who are directly involved in this, that

perhaps this is going too slowly. I suggest to

them our experience in the labour relations

field has proved that this is not going too

slowly; for in the beginning, Mr. Speaker,

conciliation was mandatory upon both par-

ties, including a conciliation Board, and that

was to bring the utmost public scrutiny. To-

day, that second part of the conciliation pro-

cess is no longer mandatory. I suggest to

you, Mr. Speaker, it has been the experience
in that field that has led us to the point

where in this bill we are saying that if a

stalemate arises between the deliberations of

the board, or of the advisory group, rather

than "Big Daddy", "Big Brother" or some

faceless person here at Queen's Park who
knows very little about local circumstances,

local thoughts and local concerns being able

to push a button and make it final and bind-

ing with a stroke of the pen, then the both

sides have to go back to try to live with

it after a very explosive situation has built

up. We are saying-

Mr. Cassidy: That was never recommend-
ed.

Mr. Drea: Was what?

Mr. Cassidy: That was not the recommen-
dation of the Symons report. The member
should read it before he speaks.

Mr. Drea: I've read the Symons report.

My friend is about as accurate in that de-

scription as he was about the "Orange past"
of this party.

Mr. Foulds: Does the member have that

on tape?

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, the conciliation and
mediation process in this province has cer-

tainly avoided the dreadful calamities that
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have occurred in other jurisdictions, one to

the east where they didn't go this route,

right to the east of us. We haven't had
the explosive situations in the socio-economic

field of labour in this province that they have
had elsewhere, because the cornerstone of

the relationship was to be conciliation with

the utmost public scrutiny.

In this situation, Mr. Speaker, it is my
concern that because of the deeply engrained
attitudes of a very small minority on both

sides, quite often—and we've seen it twice

during this Legislature—situations that I think

could have been solved and would now not

be with us, were kindled up into very in-

flammatory situations where, even when the

province had to assume a very firm mediation

policy that bordered almost on the bounds
of compulsory arbitration, the legacy and the

residue has been left behind.

This bill sets out a new path, Mr. Speaker;
it says that if the parties cannot agree, here

is what is going to happen—and what will

happen is mediation, conciliation and an at-

tempting to bring people together. I know
of no jurisdiction in the world that has ar-

bitrarily tried to settle the kind of situation

we are dealing with, where the minority feels

that the majority is trying for too much and
here the majority constantly feels that it

cannot offer too much without eroding its

own position. I suggest that no jurisdiction

can solve this with direct arbitrary rulings,

because what we want to avoid is the residue

that comes after the decision has been made.

If the decision has been made through
mediation, agreement and compromise, then I

suggest that there is no residue and we do
not go on building up a superstructure based

upon one explosive situation barely being
halted before it blows wide open and goes
on to another and another and another, to

the point where the confrontation, indeed, is

not just in a particular area but has spread

throughout this particular linguistic group.

Another thing that puzzles me, Mr.

Speaker, is this sudden, fervent desire for

compulsion from Queen's Park. I'm not

a great advocate of compulsory arbitration

—I don't particularly like it—but it is neces-

sary at times. It may even be necessary

despite these mediation attempts, but at

least we will have tried. But I stood here

several months ago, and all the hon. mem-
bers across there couldn't understand why
the government would want to go into com-

pulsory arbitration in the private sector. As
a matter of fact, it was brought out quite

strongly that even if the situation is serious,

surely let's do a week of mediation. Yet, Mr.

Speaker, the objections against this bill are

that there is not enough compulsion from
the faceless bureaucracy to settle the prob-
lem with a mere stroke of the pen across

a piece of paper.

Mr. Cassidy: That's nonsense and he knows
it.

Mr. Drea: The member said it.

Mr. Cassidy: One can't compare this with
the labour situation.

Mr. Drea: I already have.

Mr. Cassidy: The French committees are

powerless.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Order!

Mr. Drea: I already have. In closing, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to say that I cer-

tainly hope the mediation procedures that

we have put in here really are able to come
to grips with the situations as they emerge.
Some of them are economic, in terms of

costs and the ability of local taxpayers, despite
rather large subsidies from here, to cope
with.

Some of them are social. Some of them are

based upon the shifting neighbourhoods,
the mobility of our population. Where some
of these things were not a problem not too

long ago, today, because of that mobilityj

they are.

I think that we have set up a flexible

system. But I say to you, Mr. Speaker—
and I am sure that the minister will say
this—that this is not the end of the entire

attempt, but certainly if this doesn't work,
then perhaps a great deal more compulsion

may be needed.

I say to you in closing, Mr. Speaker, that

to say that mediation doesn't work unless

there is compulsion is a fundamental denial

of the greatest asset that Canadians have.

Mr. Speaker, were it not for the men and
women of good faith who compromised
more than 100 years ago, and some of them
on principles that were very dear and very
close to them and with results that often

for them were very painful, you wouldn't

have a nation today. You wouldn't have a

province today. And to say now, in 1973, that

the only way you can come to grips with

a situation is with the iron fist and com-

pulsion, I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, is a

complete denial and a complete rejection

of the one thing that Canadians have above
all other things, and that is the ability

to put their common sense and their spirit
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of goodwill into any situation and, with a

little bit of help, to be able to avoid the

confrontations that have become a part of

the daily lives of people elsewhere.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

enter this debate? The member for Nipissing.

Mr. R. S. Smith (Nipissing): I just want to

make a few more comments in regard to the

Symons report. I think most of my comments
were made the other night in regard to

Bill 180, but perhaps I should just reiterate

a few things and deal with the question of

local autonomy which has been put for-

ward by the member for Carleton and by
the minister.

I would just like to point out that there

was no local autonomy in the decisions that

were made by some boards in this province,
in that the decisions they were making
affected large areas of those boards which
were Franco-Ontarian. In particular, I refer

back to the Sturgeon Falls area, which
is a sort of residential area which contains
about 12,000 people, 85 per cent of whom
are Franco-Ontarians. The decision made by
the local board in that area, which was later

reversed, to not provide them with a French-

language school, indicated that their local

autonomy had been completely removed
when the district school boards were estab-

lished without consultation with them by this

government two or three years before that.

Their local autonomy was taken away
and a decision was made by a board con-
trolled by people from outside their area
as to what type of education they would
have. So when the minister hangs his hat
on the question of local automony he should
look at that situation and give back, perhaps,
to those people, the local automony they
had prior to 1968. Then we would find in
that area that we would certainly have
legislation better than this to protect the

minority English rights, because in that
area it was not a question of the establish-
ment of a school to satisfy the majority, it

was really the question of the establishment
of a new school to meet the minority
English rights and their right to language of
instruction in English.

So when we talk of local autonomy, their
local autonomy was removed by this govern-
ment in 1968, when they put them into a

larger district board where they didn't have
control over their own destiny as far as the

type of education they desired. I just wanted
to make that point; it is local autonomy for
some but not for others. They can remove it

and put it back just as they see fit to suit

their own purposes. When we talked about

local autonomy, I think the minister should

look at the whole situation and decide

whether it is going to be the same thing for

everybody.
The previous speaker said, and I presume

the minister will indicate, that mediation

procedures may well solve the problem. I

would agree with the bill, up to section 18,
and including most of section 18, except
where the mediation fails. I agree that media-
tion should be attempted first, but when
mediation fails the linguistic commission
should have the right to make a decision

that is binding on the board of education.

The board of education should then have the

right of appeal, or the Franco-Ontarian

advisory committee or the English-language
advisory commitee, in whichever case, should
also have the right of appeal from the de-
cision of the linguistic commission to the

minister.

You might say that the minister will then
be imposing a decision on that board. Really,
in effect what he would be doing is using the

authority that is vested in him by this Legis-
lature to assure the principles that he

espouses, and his government has espoused,
with regard, particularly, to Franco-Ontarian

people and language rights. The judgement
as to whether he was right or wrong will

then be made by all the people of Ontario.
That is where the power lies. You are given
the right to use your power, but you are
answerable to them. And that is what it is all

about.

'Under this legislation, after mediation has

failed and the commission has made a recom-
mendation to the board, the board has only to

report to the minister. Then he can take it,

just like he has done in the past, and shove
it all under his desk and get under there with
it and make no decision and do nothing else,

until he has to get another fireman to send
down as he has had to do in the past. That
is the problem in this bill, that we can come

right back, in these situations, to where we
have been in the past two years. So for these

reasons, Mr. Speaker, I would like to indi-

cate that I would oppose the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Any other hon. members wish
to address themselves to this bill? If not, the

hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, first, I

think that I will deal with some of the

questions that my hon. friend from Windsor-
Walkerville asked when the bill came
into committee. They deal with some rather

specific matters concerning some of the early
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sections of this bill. I will limit my remarks

right now to the sections concerning the

Languages of Instruction Commission.

I find myself in a rather unusual position

here today. I have been called a conciliator,

a radical, a compromiser and an extremist,

and I don't know which of those epithets fit

me. I think that we have here a piece of

legislation that is in keeping with the onward

record of this government in regard to

minority language and education rights in

this province.

I regret very much that my colleague from

Carleton found it necessary to stand up and

oppose this bill on the point of principle that

he did, because I would have to say to you,
Mr. Speaker, that I, too, would like not to

have to bring this bill into this House, based

on the same kind of principles that he put
forward. I wouldn't be bringing it in if events

hadn't proved that this type of bill was

necessary. In other words, as my colleague
from Ottawa said, if the spirit of goodwill
and conciliation which established this

country and which has, in fact, been at work
in school boards across this province in about

90 per cent of the cases, prevailed all across

this province, we wouldn't need this bill.

Because men of goodwill have accepted,
adhered to and put into force the principle
that minorities have a right to be taught in

their own language. It has happened. It has

happened without turmoil. And it has hap-

pened in a lot of cases throughout this prov-
ince.

(But as I said the other night, we have had
the hot spots, we have had the problems,
we have had the mediators who have had to

go in in a hurry, and therefore we now have
this legislation.

And that is why I am sorry that my col-

league finds it necessary to oppose it. I cer-

tainly recognize his right to do so, but as I

say, if we hadn't had these problems, if all

boards had acted in good faith and in the

spirit of the legislation that was presented in

this House in 1968, we wouldn't have to have
this legislation today. But events have led us

to the point where we need it.

Now I would like to deal first with the
matter of consultation. The member for Ot-
tawa Centre mentioned that there had been
no consultations with school boards. The
usual procedure, Mr. Speaker, of course, is

to make people aware that bills are available.

But I don't think it has ever been our policy
to mail them out to every school board. And
as I said to him in our banter across the

floor of this House, when this bill was intro-

duced in June it was reported quite exten-

sively in the Ottawa press. And I am sure

that the Ottawa school board, the Carleton

school board, and so forth, must have been

aware that it had been introduced, because

my friend's remarks and opposition to certain

sections of it were carried quite extensively.
And I am surprised that that school board

didn't write in or have its solicitors keep
track of all the legislation passed or presented
in this House, as many other school boards

did.

I would like to backtrack a bit and tell

my friend what kind of consultation went into

the work on this legislation and some of the

things that happened during the consultation

which really saddened my heart.

I would like to tell him that I submitted

the report of the Symons committee to the

school trustees' council of this province, and
after several months it reported back to me
that it felt it couldn't comment on the report.
I must say that I was disappointed that it

decided that, as a body representing all the

boards of this province, it couldn't comment
on this very important piece of legislation.

Now I know it had its particular internal

reasons why it couldn't do this, but still-

Mr. R. S. Smith: Is that the 90 per cent

good faith the minister was talking about?

Hon. Mr. Wells: If there is going to be
a vehicle for us to consult, the vehicle we
consult with is the school trustees' council,
the teachers' federation, and the French-

language teachers and French-language trus-

tees. And from these we assume that these

responsible groups will fan out to all the

boards and teachers and trustees in this

province.

Now, on a much happier note, we did

consult with the French-language teachers

and the ACFO organization. We consulted

on many occasions with these groups and

they saw the workup to this legislation. And,
as I think I reported the other night, they

recognized that this is a forward piece of

legislation, a further step in the process which

they have been working toward: to guarantee
the rights of the Francophones in this prov-
ince, and indeed all minority language rights
insofar as education is concerned.

I also read to the hon. member a resolution

passed by the French-speaking trustees asso-

ciation of this province. The resolution said

the board of directors had reviewed Bills

180 and 181, and that the board considered

these bills a serious eflFort to carry out the

spirit of the Symons recommendations. The
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board also said it hoped that they would be
enacted at the next session of the Legislature.

Now some of the trustees from the mem-
ber's area are on this board. One of them, I

think, also sits on the Carleton school board,
and one is a Francophone trustee. Now, if

this trustee organization was aware of this

legislation, I find it surprising that the Ottawa
school board was not aware of it. But just to

assure my friend that we beheve in consul-

tation, one of my administrative oflBcers was

talking with the chairman at the Ottawa
school board yesterday, and I got from him
her concerns.

It certainly is my wish and desire, and I

am going to be talking to her myself within
the next few days about her concern-

Mr. Cassidy: Only because I telephoned
her and told her the bill was coming up.
That was yesterday; what about the last three

months?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I would like to be able

to hold the hand of every trustee in this

province and put the bills into their hands
and ask them what they think, but as I say
I have to depend on trustee organizations
and teachers' federations to do a bit of the

job. I can tell you that I don't think there's

been more consultation go on in the last years
than there has in this last year between this

ministry and the various groups in the edu-
cational system of this province. I will stack

that record up against anything and members
can't disprove it-

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): That is an-

other of those statements that the minister

can't prove—

Hon. Mr. Wells: And this is one of those

statements that the member can't disprove.
He can't disprove it; I just say let him try
to disprove it.

Mr. Renwick: The examples are so many.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Hon. Mr. Wells: The consultation that's

gone on—

Mr. Renwick: The minister has the infor-

mation, we haven't.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The consultation that's

gone on has been extensive and far-reaching,
and that has gone on. Now, Mr. Speaker, in

regard to the contents of the bill, I think, as

has been said by some of the other speakers
who have taken part in the debate, that our

attempt here is to take from the Symons com-

mission report the idea of a Language of

Instruction Commission, to give it body and
substance and to put it into legislation.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister has emasculated

Hon. Mr. Wells: Now, I will tell the mem-
bers there are to be several amendments at

committee stage because I do recognize, and

I have recognized since this bill was intro-

duced, that some of the time limits were a

little fuzzy, as my friend from Ottawa Centre

has pointed out. I intend to amend the bill

in some of those details and to let the com-

mission appoint the mediators rather than the

minister, because I think that is a far better

way to handle it.

Now, they are the amendments that we
will make at committee. I do not intend to

change the part of the bill that says the

commission s decision will be passed back to

the board and it will have to be implemented
in good faith by the board. I feel that at this

time the prestige and the status of that com-

mission and what it does will carry the kind

of report that it makes. I have to abide by
the principle of school board autonomy in

this particular area.

I don't think we can have an outside group
which can, after hstening to a dispute, say:

'This is how it has got to be settled and you
have got to do what we have said or the

minister will have to force you to do it." I

think that would deny the whole spirit of

what we are trying to do, in brotherhood

and goodwill, here.

I would like to have it so this commission

never has to be used. I think everybody in

this House would like to see that this com-
mission never had to meet and its services

never had to be used.

Mr. Roy: Right, but if the miniver is

going to use it, make it work.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Now, if we are going to

use it I think that the prestige and the status

of the people who will be on this commission

and the way they will operate will make it

possible for them to operate without their

having to have this kind of a club in the

legislation, which reaUy is not the way I like

to see things operate. I think that—

Mr. Cassidy: This legislation would not

have solved the Cornwall situation.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Certainly it would have
solved the Cornwall situation, because the

Cornwall situation was solved by a mediator
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going in. The Sturgeon Falls situation was

solved by a mediator going in; and Elliot

Lake, if it is solved, has been solved by a

group of people going in. It hasn't been

solved by an arbitrary person going in,

listening to people, and then saying: "This

is how it will be decided."

Mr. R. S. Smith: Plus other commitments
from the minister.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Now, I firmly believe that

if a person has got that kind of a club in

his pocket, he may not even listen to people.
He may just go in, have a cursory Hsten to

a couple of arguments and say: "This is the

way it will be settled."

The real thing we are getting at here is

that we are trying to attempt to bring

groups together and to mediate. If that

doesn't happen in this situation, if brother-

hood and goodwill doesn't exist between the

two groups in this very delicate area, I think

we have lost the whole battle. I don't think

that can be engendered if you have this kind

of a club in the commission's pocket—"It

doesn't matter, boys, we are going to be able

to bring a decision in"; and bang, that's

what it is going to have to be.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister is saying to hell

with Francophone rights if there is an im-

passe.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, I am not. I am saying
that with the prestige of the kind of people
we have on titiat commission and the way
they operate, they will be able to act as the

catalyst in a community where, unfortimately,
a problem has arisen. They'll be able to get
the community together and, hopefully, they,
with the community, will straighten the prob-
lem out.

Mr. Roy: What happens when—

Hon. Mr. Wells: All I say to you is, why
don't you let it work? Let's see if it will work
in this province, because certainly that's go-

ing to work better-

Mr. Foulds: What happens when the

school board refuses to accept the recom-
mendations of the commission?

Mr. R. S. Smith: That is the same thing
the minister said for 10 months on the

problems we had before.

Mr. Cassidy: That is right. And five years
from now he's going to change it again.

Hon. Mr. Wells: As I've already outlined

to the hon. members, Mr. Speaker, that's the

kind of situation that did solve the problems.
It solved Sturgeon Falls and it solved Corn-

wall. It was a mediator going in and working
with the people.

Mr, Foulds: That's just an isolated situ-

ation.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Somebody going in and

working with the people.

Mr. R. S. Smith: The residue of ill will has

been part of the solution?

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's right, the residue

of iU will, and that's just the very

point I'm getting at. I think we've got to

prevent that kind of a situation so that there

isn't a residue of ill will; and the way to do
that is to have a permanent body, one that's

going to practice mediation and concilation.

Not an authoritarian arbitrating body, but

one that's sitting there ready to assist if it's

needed; and hopefully, with this body sit-

ting there ready to assist, the local areas will

realize they've got to work together.

Mr. Cassidy: But in the meantime. Franco-

phones can't work as equals. That's what the

minister is saying.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No I think that they can

work as equals. Let me say Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Cassidy: Well why not give them

equal rights?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Let me say Mr. Speaker
the Symons report has ia it four basic prin-

ciples. It suggests that French-language
committees should be strengthened and this

we've done. It suggested that we should set

up a council for French language, for French-

language schools. This we've done, in our

ministry, with a chairman with the status of

an assistant deputy minister.

Mr. Roy: Outside of the schools.

Hon. Mr. Wells: It suggested that we

strengthen the Francophone personnel in our

ministry and in our regional offices; and this

we've done. And the fourth major thing that

it suggested was that a Languages of Instruc-

tion Commission of Ontario be established.

Now, I can help my friend, the Leader of

the Opposition, out of his dilemma. He was

worried about the fact that this was an

omnibus bill and he liked some of the things

in the first section and he didn't like this last

section. I can help him out of his dilemma by

suggesting that he vote for the whole bill,

as I would hope all the members across the

House would do—
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have come to another

conclusion.

Hon. Mr. Wells: -because, Mr. Speaker, I

say that because I haven't been around as

long as my friend, the Leader of the Opposi-

tion, but I did study Canadian history in

school as, believe me, most students do, and

in Canadian history and in civics I remember

that on second reading you talk about prin-

ciples of the bill. One of the principles of this

bill is the establishment of a Languages of

Instruction Commission of Ontario. What

you're talking about are some of the details;

the principle is the establishment of that

commission.

I just v^^ant to tell my friends across the

House that if they want to talk about the

rights and aspirations of the Francophone
citizens of this province, one of their aspira-

tions at this very minute is to have a Lan-

guage of Instruction Commission of Ontario

established.

Mr. Cassidy: We're wondering if that's

eflFective.

Hon. Mr. Wells: This is the kind of com-
mission they want established and they

agree—

Mr. Cassidy: Not the gutless wonder the

minister is establishing here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. WeUs: They agree with this

bill that we have brought in to establish

this commission.

Mr. Cassidy: Because they know they can't

get anything else, that's why.

Hon. Mr. Wells: And I just say to my
friends that if they vote against this bill

they are denying one of these aspirations
of the Francophones of this province, one
of their aspirations at this very minute-

Mr. Roy: The minister is twisting it

around.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —one of their aims. I'm
not twisting it around. I'm just saying the

principle of diis bill-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Foulds: We want to make sure that

the principle is fortified with vitamin C.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The principle is the

establishment of this commission. If mem-
bers want to differ about what this com-

mission does, or how it operates, they can

do that in the committee stage. But I say

to members, if they really believe what they

say about our relations with the Franco-

phones and the equality that this government
believes in for them, vote with us on this

bill.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 181.

The House divided on the motion for

second reading of Bill 181, which was

approved on the following vote:

Ayes Nays

Allan
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Ayes

Rollins

Root
Rowe
Scrivener

Smith

(Hamilton-^Mountain)
Snow
Taylor
Walker
Wardle
Welch
Wells
White
Winkler
Wiseman
Yakabuski
Yaremko—56.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 56, the "nays", 32.

Motion agreed to second reading of

the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered
for third reading? Committee of the whole?

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The 17th order,
House in committee of supply; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

(ESTIMATES,
PROVINCIAL SECRETARIAT FOR

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Chairman: Estimates of the Social De-

velopment policy secretariat.

Just before we start, I might point out to

the House that there is something like 63
hours left, for those who are keeping track

of it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister have
an opening statement?

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Oppo-
sition): He could spend 60 of them on this

one.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Mr. Chairman, I have
been waiting for this opportunity for some
time.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Any grants
to announce. Bob?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Two
hundred dollars to the welfare recipients.
Bob?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would like to make
some introductory remarks, Mr. Chairman,

concerning the 1973-1974 expenditure esti-

mates for the Social Development poHcy pro-

gramme which have been tabled in the

House.

With your permission, may I begin by de-

scribing the present composition of the Social

Development policy field and, indeed, the

mechanisms through which we, as a field,

operate. As members of the House will know,
the Social Development policy field comprises
four operating ministries: Education; Health;

Community and Social Services; and Colleges
and Universities—along with the Provincial

Secretariat for Social Development, for which

I have direct responsibility as the Provincial

Secretary, and a minister wdthout portfolio-

who has been assigned responsibility for the

Ontario Youth Secretariat.

I might mention at this time, Mr. Chair-

man, that the 1973-1974 estimates for the

Ontario Youth Secretariat are not included

among those of the Social Development
policy field but will continue to be presented
in those of the cabinet office.

As in the past, each of the operating minis-

tries in the Social Development policy field

continues to have on-going responsibility for

the policy development within his own minis-

try. In the past, all ministers as you will

know took their proposals directly to the

cabinet for ratification. This mechanism
worked well as long as government was rela-

tively uncomplicated. The size and com-

plexity of government today, however, has

forced upon us the recognition that the tradi-

tional process was not adequate.

Now the cabinet committee on social de-

velopment, as an extension of cabinet, pro-
vides a forum in which issues can be re-

viewed in depth in the context of social de-

velopment in the province as well as address-

ing the needs which cross over the traditional

functional lines of responsibility of individual

ministries.

As the Provincial Secretary, my major role

within the field is to provide leadership and
co-ordination in policy and programme review

within this context and in the development of

future directions for this field.

'The achievement of this co-ordination ob-

viously requires that the ministers and my-
self meet as a group on a regular and on-

going basis. In fact, the six of us meet at

least once a week at the cabinet committee
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of social development, usually on Thursdays.
As chairman of this committee, I am respon-
sible for making sure that our collective

efforts are not only consistent but also in

keeping with our philosophy of social de-

velopment. This recognizes first and foremost

the inherent dignity of individuals, their right
to self expression and their competence in

making responsible decisions affecting them-
selves. These are the underlying principles or

values which must form the basis for our

policy determinations within this field with

which I am very proud to be associated.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): If only
your deeds backed your words.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Within the cabinet com-
mittee on social development, a good deal of

our work involves studying, appraising and

making recommendations on submissions that

will ultimately require the approval of the

entire cabinet. I would really like to em-

phasize, Mr. Chairman, that the cabinet com-
mittee on social development is the body
through which all submissions dealing with

policy concerns in the social and cultural

fields must be routed before being submitted
to the Policy and Priorities Board and ulti-

mately to cabinet itself.

I also have the responsibility for represent-

ing this policy field on the Policy and Priori-

ties Board and working with the other mem-
bers of that particular board in reviewing
policy issues on an interfield basis, within the
context of overall government objectives and

priorities.

The submissions to which I referred earli-

er may be initiated within individual minis-

tries in the field, or they may result from
studies requested by the cabinet committee
itself and carried out by one or more of the

ministries or co-ordinated through the Secre-

tariat for Social Development. The cabinet

committee on social development also re-

views and comments upon matters referred to

it by one of the other policy fields, by Man-
agement Board, or by the Policy and Priori-

ties Board.

I would just like to refer for a moment, Mr.

Chairman, to some of the specific studies

undertaken within the field during our first

year of operation. As Provincial Secretary, I

am sure that you would agree that I should
be expected to have some working knowledge
of the four ministries within the field and be
aware of how and where they interrelate,
as well as understanding the possible impli-
cations of one ministry's proposals on the

policies or the programmes of the other three
anl on the directions of the field as a whole.

The Secretariat for Social Development, of

course, assists me in this work and also un-

dertakes studies at the request of the cabinet

committee on social development. Most of the

issues studied by the secretariat staff are

those which involve more than one ministry

within the field, and, of course, in carrying
out this work, they are in contact with repre-

sentatives of the operating ministries, as well

as interested groups and individuals outside

of government, to ensure the widest possible

input of ideas, insights and practical experi-

ence.

The Secretariat for Social Development
consists of a very small group of researchers

and analysts complemented, as occasion war-

rants, by short-term contract staff who are

assigned to specific tasks or studies. In this

way, we are able to maintain consistency

through the work of the core group and, at

the same time, draw upon the experience and

expertise of other knowledgeable individuals

in particular areas of social and cultural de-

velopment. In this way, the total complement
of the secretariat has been quite deliberately

restricted to 24.

As I have already mentioned, the Secre-

tariat for Social Development is requested
from time to time to co-ordinate studies that

require the involvement of more than one

ministry. One of the completed studies which
is being reflected in new policy has been

the first phase of an examination of mental

retardation in the province. A discussion pap-
er reflecting this work entitled, "Community
Living for the Mentally Retarded in Ontario:

A New Policy Focus'*, has been widely dis-

tributed to interested and concerned individu-

als and organizations both in Ontario and

elsewhere.

I might say, Mr. Chairman, for the inter-

est of the members of the House, that the

response which we have received to this

paper has been very, very significant. It will

be instrumental in undertaking the second and

subsequent phases of this study—the imple-
mentation of this proposed policy into actual

community programmes and services. Phase

two of this study is also being co-ordinated

by the Secretariat for Social Development.

Then a second major study undertaken by
the secretariat evolved from the recommen-
dations of the report of the Royal Commis-
sion on the status of women, which concern

the province. A discussion paper based on this

study, as members will remember, was re-

leased in June. Since then the government
has named an executive co-ordinator of wo-
men's programmes and has established and

appointed members to a new Ontario Status
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of Women Council. In addition, may I point

out for the information of members of the

committee here today, that studies in the

general areas of cultural policy, manpower
policy, and care and education of young
children have now been completed. The lat-

ter report is being prepared for public release

very soon.

I have attempted brieflly to highlight a

few of the studies undertaken by the Secre-

tariat for Social Development in order to

give examples of the nature and the extent

of the issues on which the cabinet committee

is able to make recommendations for policy
decisions. As you will know, prior to the re-

organization of government into policy fields,

it wasn't possible to achieve such a broad-

based approach to issues and needs which

cut across traditional departmental lines of

responsibility.

Whether the stated purposes of individual

programmes operated by the ministries within

the Social Development policy field are to

make information available to people, to pro-
vide services not available or financially fea-

sible in the private sector or to establish and

maintain standards in the fields of health

care or education, these programmes must

be accessible on an equitable basis to all

people in the province who need them. In

addition, priorities for these programmes must

be assigned within a framework which

assesses the expected benefits in relation to

their expected costs. In other words, the

policy field system allows us to consider

both the specific and the general aspects of

a given issue before any decisions are made
with regard to policy development.

This approach has been used with success

in our deliberations concerning multi-year

planning, the results of which have been

presented to you as far as the 1973-1974

fiscal year is concerned. My colleagues on
the committee, the operating ministers, as

well as having to set priorities within their

individual ministries-

Mr. Foulds: You are operators all right.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —had to become in-

volved in the ultimate setting of priorities on
a field-wide basis as well.

Dealing with financial planning on a field-

wide basis engenders a uniformity of data

presentations and assumptions across all

programmes in our field. This information

provides a uniform basis for decision-making

by which discrepancies and conflict among
the ministries can be resolved.

Trade-'offs were allowed to occur as min-

isters recognized that certain programmes
within other ministries had higher priority
than some programmes in their own min-

istries. Since all members of the cabinet com-
mittee on social development were involved

in the decision-making process, there is a

sense of shared responsibility and account-

ability for the determination of policy within

our field.

The recognition, Mr. Chairman, that indivi-

dual services and programmes are provided
on a functional basis to all client groups

produced a consequential recognition that the

co-ordination of programmes pertaining to a

specific client group must be undertaken on
an interministerial field-wide basis. That is,

our policy field committee, like our secre-

tariat staff's research, can now provide a

horizontal articulation of programmes and

policies amongst several ministries as op-

posed to the vertical independence that

tended to prevail before.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Hori-

zontal integration instead of vertical inde-

pendence! That's quite an achievement after

a couple of years. That's quite something.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I appreciate very much
that you recognize the distinction and the

importance of it.

Mr. Lewis: We all strive toward horizontal

integration.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I'm glad that you would

agree.

Since the hon. member for Scarborough
West has raised the point, may I use the

examples presented in the discussion paper
on services for the mentally retarded?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, let's discuss them.

Hon. Mr. Welch: In doing so, I would
like to draw to your attention that all four

ministries-

Mr. Lewis: A piece of rubbish that paper
was, in many ways.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —within the Social De-

velopment policy-

Mr. Lewis: If that is horizontal integration,
I suggest that you lie prostrate for a while.

Hon. Mr. Welch: If I might use the ex-

amples presented in the discussion paper on
services for the mentally retarded—
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Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Cov-
ered by OHIP.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —I would draw to your
attention that all four ministries within the

Social Development field are involved in the

provision of services to this particular group.
To ensure that the mentally retarded of

Ontario receive the range of services they
need obviously requires a co-operative effort

in both policy and programme planning, and
this obviously includes budget forecasting on

the part of all ministries within the field.

Our study of needs and services for the

retarded was undertaken on a field-wide

basis, and those of you who are familiar with

the discussion paper will recall certain anom-
alies that were brought to light, for example,
in the funding of institutional as against

community programmes.

The insights which have been gained

through the broader perspective now avail-

able to us will certainly leave their mark
on the planning which is yet to be completed
in this area of need. But a major change has

recently been authorized by cabinet. That is

the transfer of responsibility for the care of

the mentally retarded from the Ministry of

Health to the Ministry of Community and
Social Services. This decision is a consistent

outgrowth of cabinet's decision that systems
of care for the mentally retarded should be

primarily provided in a community setting,
rather than in institutions.

Mr. Lewis: Sort of a commentary on the

Health ministry.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Support, residential facil-

ities and service programmes for the—

Mr. Martel: With the next school hospital
for the deaf in London.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —retarded will be de-

veloped now on a community basis.

The green paper on issues like retardation

and equal opportunity for women are the

chief visible product of the secretariat.

Mr. Lewis: "Chief visible product of the

secretariat."

Hon. Mr. Welch: The green paper, an out-

standing British invention, has been de-

veloped in several jurisdictions as a technique
for enhancing public participation in policy

planning.

Mr. Lewis: "Public participation in policy

planning?" You should be in burlesque.

Hon. Mr. Welch: But the bulk of product
of the secretariat—

An hon. member: Don't stoop to his level,.

Bob.

Mr. Lewis: Have you submitted this to

Spring Thaw?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Never thought about

that.

Mr. Lewis: Give it a little more verve, more

polish, a little soft shoe, music—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Straw hat? But the bulk

of product of the secretariat and the secre-

tary for Social Development is invisible.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, indeed?

Hon. Mr. Welch: It emerges only through
decisions announced by the government,

usually through the appropriate operating
minister. That is to say, the bulk of the time

of the secretary and his secretariat is spent
on the process of analysis, review-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, indeed?

Hon. Mr. Welch: —and decision-making—

Mr. Lewis: Somebody went berserk.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —with the production and

consideration of very many reports to the

field committee and then the Policy and

Priorities Board and then the cabinet—which

reports are not public documents.

Mr. Lewis: Somebody is going to reprint

this.

Hon. Mr. Welch: This, I must say quite

frankly, is the basic answer to the question,

"Bob, what do you do?"

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Oh, no. I don't get a

chance to do this—very often. I think it is

rather—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: My contribution is to

the development and the making of the

policies of the government. As this House

knows very well, the traditions of parlia-

mentary cabinet government require that the

whole of this internal debate has to be kept
confidential and therefore it is not visible.

An hon. member: Oh, absolutely.

Hon. Mr. Welch: So in summarizing—
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Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Just wait until I take

oft" my shirt and show you where my stitches

are.

Now in summarizing—

Mr. Lewis: You don't have to get it all

on the record.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I think it is important
at this early stage in reorganization. There

has been so much interest expressed to know

exactly what policy secretaries do that I

thought that the House was entitled to this

explanation in some detail.

Mr. Lewis: No. We have no interest

whatsover.

Hon. Mr. Welch: You are not interested

in what I do?

Mr. Lewis: Not at all.

Hon. Mr. Welch: You are not interested?

I am hurt. I really am upset.

Mr. Lewis: No.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I wasn't included in all

those complimentary remarks in that inter-

view, eh?

Mr. Lewis: No. Not at all. When you get
back into the cabinet we will-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: In summarizing—since

you have asked me to summarize—the acti-

vities of our field during its first year of op-
eration, the following statistics are, I believe,

quite enlightening:

Are you ready for this? In the 15 months

ending March 31, 1973, the cabinet commit-
tee on social development held 59 meetings,
53 of which, of course, were our regularly
scheduled meetings. In these particular meet-

ings 175 submissions were received. Deci-

sions concerning 136 of these submissions

were made.

Mr. Martel: You rejected them all.

Hon. Mr. Welc'h: The rest were referred

back to the ministries for additional work.

The results of many of the 136 decisions

were reflected in the estimates which have
been placed before you and, of course, others

will be announced in due course.

Mr. Lewis: How long are these meetings?

Hon. Mr. Welch: They start at 9:30 a.m.

and end usually at 2 p.m.

Mr. Lewis: So you made two decisions a

meeting?

Hon. Mr. Welch: That sounds not bad,
not bad.

Mr. Lewis: Two decisions every 1% hours

—that's not bad for you.

Hon. Mr. Welch: That's good thinking.
In my capacity as Provincial Secretary I per-

sonally met 36 ofiice delegations-

Mr. Lewis: Really?

Hon. Mr. Welch: —addressed 46 groups
and organizations-

Mr. Lewis: My secretary meets that many
in any given day.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Those were in addition

to the delegations, of course, which were
met by the cabinet committee itself.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): You must
be ex'hausted.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am. I'm pretty tuck-

ered out. I don't want you to give me too

hard a time. I'm pretty tired.

Mr. Reid: How about one-a-day multiple
vitamins?

Hon. Mr. Welch: No, no, I don't use them.
I don't think the doctor would approve. Mr.

Chairman, in volume 4 of the 1973—

Mr. Martel: Is that the entire list?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Just wait, I'm still sum-

marizing it.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Do you
mind if we move to reduce your salary
to $1?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I would be very dis-

appointed if you did that.

In volume four of the 1973-1974 expendi-
ture estimates, the volume outlining the

expenditures of the Social Development
policy field, the results of the multi-year

planning affecting these estimates, of course,
are tabulated. These estimates reflect con-

scious policy decisions recommended by the

cabinet committee on social development and

adopted by the government.
Some of those which are quite significant

would include: The transfer of responsibility
for the diploma schools of nursing from the
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Ministry of Health to the Ministry of Colleges
and Universities in order to broaden the edu-

cational opportunity for our student nurses;

the adoption of a slip-year funding mechan-
ism for our universities and Colleges of Ap-
plied Arts and Technology to eliminate the

problems these institutions have experienced
in budgeting their operations in the face of

uncertain enrolments;

Mr. Foulds: Just for the slip-year?

Hon. Mr. Welch: The increase in grants to

school boards to an average of 60 per cent of

allowable school board expenditure to alle-

viate the increasingly burdensome local edu-

cation levies on property; the improvement
of programmes for community psychiatric
care and those for emotionally disturbed

children, as well as in the staflBng of the

Ontario Hospital schools to provide care to

these citizens consistent with modem medical

technology-

Mr. Martel: What happens in northern

Ontario?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —the modification of

eligibility criteria for family benefit allow-

ances so that permanently unemployable per-
sons may now qualify. In addition, we have

arranged for increases in the rates of these

allowances.

The increase in assistance rates to rehabili-

tation workshops to enable these organizations
to continue their efforts to provide better

services to their clients; the increases in fund-

ing of the home care programmes and the

development of community out-reach services

to reduce the dependence upon institutions as

the predominant mode of care for the elderly
and the sick; the use of about 60 per cent of

the beds in municipal homes for the aged
in the extended nursing care programme, to

avoid unnecessary disruption of transfers to

nursing homes; the increase of funding to the

health resources development plan so that

more demonstration models and innovative

proposals for health services delivery can be

supported. Additional research fellowships
can be instituted and extension of our support
of community health facilities.

Mr. Martel: Still the same six per cent as

last time.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The increases in levels of

support for leisure time activities, including

public libraries and local museums and the

Province of Ontario Council for the Arts as

well as sports and recreation to provide

opportunities for citizens to develop their

capabilities in post-industrial society; the

increase in expenditure for operation on day
nurseries resulting from project daycare, a

capital programme designed to increase the

availability of this service.

Mr. Martel: That was in 1972.

Hon. Mr. Welch: One could give other

examples as they are reflected in the esti-

mates book and, no doubt, you will be dis-

cussing these with the operating ministers

when their estimates are up.

Mr. Martel: We have this every year.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Further details of these

particular initiatives and others not men-
tioned will, as I've already mentioned, be

presented to you by the ministers concerned

when they introduce the estimates of their

resj>ective ministries, as the Minister of

Colleges and Universities (Mr. McNie) has al-

ready done.

So, Mr. Chairman, at this particular time

I would ask the members of the committee

on supply to consider the estimates of the

Social Development policy secretariat which
are contained on pages seven to nine of

volume four of the 1973-1974 expenditures
estimates. I feel quite sure that you will re-

call that by early spring last year, the oper-
ation of the Social Development policy field

and its secretariat had just begun, and since

the hiring of professional staff and their sec-

retarial assistants had not been completed,
our estimates of $342,000 represented less

than a normal year's operation.

As a result of our experience during the

past year with these substantive issues

worked on by the secretariat staff to date, we
have come to recognize that if we are to

continue to develop the policy changes which

will be so vital to the social development of

the people of the province, and indeed if

we are to respond to the citizens who partici-

pate in various ways in our work, we will

need to increase our total complement by
four, from 20 to 24.

Mr. Martel: It's too bad the minister

can't get hon. members on his staff.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The financial conse-

quences of this increased workload, when
combined with the necessity of estimating a

full year's expenditure, is an increase in

funding to $522,000, which is of course the
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amount I ask the committee to consider at

this time.

Mr. Martel: The minister's got it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: This secretariat is op-

erating and will continue to operate under

the guidelines recommended by the Comit-

tee on Government Productivity-

Mr. Foulds: Be revolutionary!

Hon. Mr. Welch: —that the permanent
staff core be kept to a very small number
and that specialists in given areas of interest

be hired for specific projects from to time.

Mr. Cassidy: The secretariat is spending
$4,000 for every decision now.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, my friend must
take into account those things we turned

down too—that takes time. It takes time to

say no.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Even if no is the de-

cision?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Even if no is the

decision. In fact, it's sometime an answer
to prayer.

By blending the expertise of permanent
staff and specialists in this way, maximum
benefit will result from these expenditures.

Mr. Foulds: Read that sentence again.
That one really sang!

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, I think

I have made the appropriate remarks and
I have covered the essential points vdth

regard to the Social Development policy
field's operations as they underlie the esti-

mates. I'd be very pleased to answer ques-
tions which members of the House might
have as a follow-up to these estimate state-

ments and I would welcome any suggestions,

any advice which the committee would like

to give us in order to ensure the accom-

plishment of our aims and objectives.

Mr. Lewis: I should think you would be

desperately searching—never mind.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, I sym-
pathize with the minister's obvious personal
embarrassment in putting forward his re-

marks which he just completed. He must

surely find it impossible to beheve that the

work he is called upon to do at a cost of

$507,000 is the fulfilment of a political

career that I know he has been preparing
for for a long time through his excellent

education at McMaster and his commitment
to the Conservative Party. To find himself

in this incredible backwater has got to be
one of the tragedies of provincial politics.

Mr. Foulds: It's not tragedy, just comic
relief.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, I regret the fact

that the minister has been sidetracked. I

would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that he could

replace any one of 15 of his colleagues and
do a better job at it. I suppose there is

something invidious in putting him in the

list exactly at that point, but I regret the

fact that he has not got an operating minis-

try.

Mr. Foulds: So does he.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I believe that the Com-
mittee on Government Productivity and its

chairman, Mr. Cronyn, made a serious mis-

take when they recommended these policy
emanations. I don't believe they have shown

any productivity of a significant nature, and
I dismiss out of hand the number of meet-

ings that the minister says he and his col-

leagues sit through. I don't know whether

they can all stay awake, whether they all

arrive on time or if some of them leave

early, but it seems to me that it must be
an ultimate bore to tramp through Thurs-

day after Thursday and find that in fact

the basic decisions are being made else-

where and that he is a bit of what would
be called "hidden window dressing"

— and
that's the worst kind.

Mr. Lewis: I see him walking alone along

Wellesley in an easterly direction-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, I must say that I

have the greatest sincerity—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Does the hon. member
mean he's passed me and never offered

me a ride?

Mr. Lewis: I offer him a ride all the time,

but he's such a sad soul he never recog-
nizes me.

Mr. Foulds: My friend's old maroon car

wasn't that bad!

iMr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —when I say that the

province is worse off since the policy minis-

ter has achieved this particular eminence,
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that on paper he has the responsibility for

the supervision and implementation of policy

requiring the expenditure of $5 billion. A
fantastic responsibility indeed, if in fact it

were meaningful.
I want to deal specifically with about

four items because there is a great danger
of attempting to transfer the debates that

should take place in the operating depart-
ments—and I know the Minister of Health

(Mr. Potter) is looking forward to those

debates, as usual—of transferring them from
the operating departments to the policy
minister's estimates. Therefore, I want to

deal quite specifically with about three items

and we'll see what develops.

To begin with, a policy decision that the

minister presenting this estimate had per-
sonal responsibility for: And that is, what
are you going to do with the situation per-

taining to denturists? The minister brought
in the original legislation about 15 months

ago—that is the policy minister did—pertain-
ing to the situation in which, as we were

prepared to support it on this side, the den-
turists were going to have the right to prac-
tise without the supervision of a dentist. It

sat on the order paper until the policy min-
ister was superseded by the Minister of

Health who reversed the intent of the bill

with an amendment. Even Mr. Speaker
wouldn't stand for it; the bill had to be
withdrawn and reintroduced, but it even-

tually became law.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
That's when the member changed his mind;
does he remember?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, we brought it to

the attention of Mr. Speaker that it was com-

pletely out of order and he agreed.

The bill eventually became law and was

finally, with great reluctance, proclaimed
some weeks ago. The policy minister is

aware that the denturists will practise inde-

pendently; they still advertise in the daily

press. They are proceeding just as they did
before the law was passed and proclaimed.

Surely the poHcy minister must come to

grips with something real from time to time

and doesn't just shufiHe green papers with
blue papers and white papers? It must be
his job to assist his ministers-

Mr. Martel: The member might be sur-

prised.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —who have shown them-
selves to be incompetent in those areas where

administration is essential. There has to be
a statement of policy, surely an amendment
to policy, more along the lines of what the

policy minister enunciated when the original
bill was introduced.

The law of the province presently is un-

workable. The Minister of Health can't work

it; the Attorney General (Mr. Bales) can't

work it; the denturists are ignoring it and

laughing at it. I would suggest very strongly,
Mr. Chairman, that as a matter of urgency,
the government must bring in a repeal meas-
ure and put some order in this situation as

a matter of policy.

I don't want to dwell on it other than to

point out to you, sir, that the law is being
flouted. While I would support no one who
disobeys the law, in this case the law is a

ass and it is our responsibility to set it

straight. It is the policy minister's job, surely,
to direct the Minister of Health to bring in

appropriate legislation without delay.

The second point I want to raise comes
from the announcement that the Premier

(Mr. Davis) made today. I would be inter-

ested to know jusit how elaborate the policy
discussions were that led the Treasurer (Mr.
White) to find an additional $17 million to

give the pensioners of this province a $50
Christmas present.

Mr. Martel: Perverse.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I really believe that that

policy decision was made by the representa-
tives of the Progressive Conservative Party
who are very much concerned about political

fence-mending, and that they are reverting
to the same gambit they used in 1971 to

give the pensioners a bit of a bribe in order

to sweeten them up for an election situation.

I believe it is cynical, cheap pofitics in

the extreme and I would suggest that there

is no iota of policy discussion associated with

this. The government should be in a position
where it is looking at the alternatives for

improving the old age security and the

guaranteed income supplement so that in

this particular province we can recognize
that the costs of living are greater than in

other areas. We happen to have a third of

the population and more than half the

wealth of the nation, and it is unconscionable

that our support levels remain as they are—

not only for those who are getting old age

security, but those who are living much more

frugally on the pensions that are directly at-

tributable to the decisions of this policy

group.
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That is the second point that I want some

clarification on because surely the minister

has been remiss in the expenditure of his

$500,000 on research in that he has not come

up with reasonable policy in that regard.

The third thing I want to mention is the

position on the status of women. I must

admit to you, sir, that every time I get talk-

ing about this, with the best of intentions,

I sound chauvinistic. I believe that all of the

politicians with clenched fists who say "You
have got to hire more women" are intrin-

sically chauvinistic when they talk that way.

Mr. Foulds: The member can speak for

himself.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am. I would never

choose or attempt to speak for the member.
I would say, Mr. Chairman, that probably
one of the best things that the chauvinists,

and that probably includes most of us here,

could do, would be to read the editorials

in Chatelaine. I see the magazine around my
home, and I'm always struck by the strength
of the position put forward by Doris Ander-

son in that particular magazine. There are

other good things to read of course—you can
check out a number of your weaknesses from
time to time. But the fervor with which Mrs.

Anderson puts forward a view, expressed

perhaps not quite so lucidly by many women,
and, in general, all thoughtful citizens, is

important. I don't know whether the minis-

ter reads this, or whether the policy group
sits around reading Chatelaine. But they
could do worse.

And one of the worst things they could

do is to read their own green paper or blue

paper on this particular matter. Because
almost all of the government policies reek

of tokenism. You know we greeted the ap-

pointment of Mrs. Nokes yesterday with
thunderous applause; the Premier got his

picture with her on the front page of the

Star, and this is a big break-through. We
have one female cabinet minister who is the

most popular member of the cabinet, and
I am sure that she knows it. But the sooner
she gets promoted to a position Where, in

fact, she makes some administrative decisions

of significance, the better it will be for you
and for all of us.

Now, I'm not talking in particular in

support of the Minister without Portfolio

(Mrs. Birch), but the fact that this approach
through tokenism is not going to get the

government very far, and it is not going to

get the community very far, because I believe

that your thinking in this regard is en-

trenched. You are probably in the same state

of mind as you were when you were attend-

ing McMaster University the year before last.

In other words, I don't believe that the

government has really moved into the stream
of modern thought in this regard. It is still

looking at it as a political issue, which ob-

viously it is, but it has not come to grips with

any sort of a rational, unchauvinistic

solution. I've wanted to mention that; I find

it difficult to talk about in a meaningful way,
but I think that it can be regarded, as the

leader of the NDP has frequently pointed
out, noting that there are no women on im-

portant commissions and so on, as mere

tokenism, which is probably more insulting
than the complete shut-out that was so much
a part of the government's policy for so many
years.

Another matter that I want to bring for-

ward does have to do with a policy alterna-

tive. And, in fact, I would like the minister's

views and some of his colleagues' later on
in this debate.

I have felt that there is a serious and
wasteful overlapping of services between the

Social and Community Services when it gets
to the community level. Although the Premier

says otherwise, we on this side, and I am
prepared to grant for the time being all mem-
bers of the Legislature, are committed to

leaving decisions at the community level

wherever possible. And yet when it comes to

health and, usually, welfare decisions, these

are entered into by the ministers, or more

likely by some fourth assistant deputy minis-

ter, and sent to the local community in the

form of some directive. This means that the

medical officer of health has to do such and

such, that the hospitals have to do thus and

so, reduce their services and reduce their

costs, that welfare is paid on certain cate-

gories and at certain levels, and that this

month we are going to treat an application
from a certain group of troubled people with

sympathy but next month we may not.

But I have felt that we could accomplish
two things with an entirely new approach to

a coordination of health and welfare services.

I hope you will forgive me if I use the word
"welfare" for convenience. But, in my opin-

ion, it is necessary that there be, at the

community level, a democratic control of the

fulfilment and administration of broad general

policies established by this Legislature, and

administered by the government as is its

right and responsibility.

What this group or boards would be called

is immaterial, but it would have responsi-
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bility to the local community, either by
direct election or by appointment to the

municipalities concerned—if it's in a regional

government, probably to the lower-tier

municipalities. But the medical oflBcer of

health, if he continued to be called that,

would in fact have a position more or less as

the director of health services, but with

responsibility, not to the Minister of Health,
or his deputy, or somebody else over in the

Hepburn Block, but in fact to this elected

board, locally responsible.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
That isn't what you just said in the last bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, but— the Minister

of Education makes a fatuous interjection,
because I said, Mr. Chairman, that it was
our responsibility to establish the goals, and,
in the case of the education bill, to safeguard
the rights of minorities, because I don't be-

lieve that can be done at the local level. But

if he is prepared to abdicate that responsi-

bility, then it is too bad for him and the

people of Ontario, until he is replaced.

So I would say, Mr. Chairman, that this

local board would have some specific and

general oversight with the goal to stop over-

lapping of services, cut expenditure in that

regard, and also give a direct, democratic,
local community response where there is none
now. There is nothing more ridiculous than

the way various hospital boards are set up in

this province. It's difficult to know, when the

hospital boards have their annual meetings,
who is eligible to vote, who is eligible to take

part, who is eligible for election to the board,
unless they've made a contribution to the

work of the hospital in recent years of a

certain amount of money. It is really incom-

prehensible and obviously completely un-

democratic.

But we know, Mr. Chairman, that there

are organizations dealing with welfare, with

deep roots in the community, such as the

Children's Aid Society, now 100 per cent

funded from public sources. But we would
have to be careful, obviously, and I would

immediately say it's a political care that we
have to take, as well as our real concern for

the contribution of our community service,

when we with a brush of the arm or a stroke

of the pen, talk about eliminating pro-

grammes such as those that come under the

Children's Aid Society. I do not believe they
should be eliminated; but I do not feel that

we should have Children's Aid Society head-

quarters separate from welfare headquarters,
with a separate office for the Medical Officer

of Health who deals with both of those

groups of people; with the Addiction Re-

search Foundation opening up new offices in

various cities with people with health, social,

and specffic addiction training, working in-

dependently and responsible only to the

Minister of Health through some other

branch of his particular department. But
rationalization is long overdue.

And I don't believe saving of money is

the main purpose, although it certainly could

be achieved. But I believe, rather than the

saving of money, we are going to put a

democratic base under these services which
are just as essential to the local community
as the provision of roads, as the provision
of education, and which obviously ought to

have a local democratic basis for their opera-
tion.

Hon. Mr. Wells: But not the school boards.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, Mr. Chairman,
the Minister of Education in his interjections
adds absolutely nothing except a feeble de-

fence to a position that he is nervous about.

That's the only thing that he's doing. He
can't stop debating the last bill, even though
he won it with the "ready, aye, ready" atti-

tude of his 75 Tory supporters; well, 74 in

this case, since one of them voted against
him.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You missed my point

completely.

Mr. Foulds: There were some significant
absentees from the government benches for

that one.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But if he's too obtuse,
if he's too obtuse and opaque—

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are the one who is

obtuse.

Hon. Mr. Welch: You are missing the

whole point.

An hon. member: The whole argument
was too subtle for you.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So that, Mr. Chairman,
we do believe that this is the sort of thing
that the policy secretariat could undertake,
because I doubt very much if the Minister

of Health is going to persuade the minister

of welfare that in fact the health authori-

ties ought to be administering welfare, and
vice versa. But I do believe as a matter of

policy, it is time in this province, that the

community had a democratic base for the

provision of these services, that we would
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get away from the authoritarian—and in the

case of education, cynical
—

approach to

decisions which are handed down from on

high, directly at the responsibility—

Hon. Mr. Wells: Where are the cynical
decisions handed down?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, in your own case,

in the defence of the bill a few minutes ago.
It was completely cynical and pandering to

the worst kind of prejudice and opportunism.
There is no doubt in my mind of that.

Hon. Mr. Wells: You are not even on the

topic.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So, Mr. Chairman, I

have raised three specific points. And there

is no doubt with a five-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Will you shut him up,
Mr. Chairman? What are we paying you
for?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Starting
to get to you, isn't it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So, Mr. Chairman, I

have raised three specific points—the Minis^

ter is waving more fingers than three around,
and I will be glad to hear his views. I hope
and trust that we will be able to deal with

matters in the remaining $5 billion—let's say
$4.8 billion—aspect of this budget when it

comes to the administrative head, the Minis-

ter of Health or the Minister of Education,
if he is still with us, if he survives the

cabinet shuffle, which is doubtful; then

maybe we could deal with that.

So, Mr. Chairman, I await the comments
of the minister a little later on this evening.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: A response to the Provin-

cial Secretary for Social Development has no

parameters. At least, it should not have,

although the government has established cer-

tain parameters for its provincial secretariat.

It seems to me that in a province such as

Ontario, with its enormous resources, that the

Provincial Secretary must forward an enor-

mous number of requests to the Policy and
Priorities Board of cabinet to have those

resources concentrated more within his secre-

tariat. The result has been an allocation of

resources in the province that displays an

insensivity that is completely incomprehen-
sible in the allocation of resources as applied
to his policy field.

When the government was reorganized it

appeared that it really did understand that

it couldn't separate people's problems into

ministries and, therefore, would create a

policy field. It was encouraging. But there

was one absence there, and it is still an

absentee, that speaks volumes about the at-

titude of the government. That was the fact

that the Ministry of Labour was not in-

cluded within the policy field for which the

member for Lincoln is the secretary. It

really indicates that the government does

regard labour as a resource just as it re-

gards the timber, the oil and the water. I

don't understand why with all the problems
of labour in this province, whether it is

organized or unorganized, how the Provin-

cial Secretary can sit there and continue to

see labour in the Resource Development field.

Mr. Lewis: I think you understand that.

Mr. Laughren: That is beyond me. Mr.

Chairman, it will not be until labour is

brought into that policy field that the Minis-
ter of Labour will see that he has problems
that he has not even touched. The Minister
of Labour (Mr. Guindon) is surely not just
a mediator in the province. Surely he has
a responsibility to unorganized labour which

really is a euphemism for the working poor
in this province. Not until the Provincial

Secretary can convince his colleagues that

Labour should be brought into that policy
will that attitude change.

I would like to comment on a number of

ministries within his field for a few moments,
although I will go back and concentrate on
one area. First of all, the Ministry of Com-

munity and Social Services.

Mr. Martel: Now there is a department to

behold.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, that minister

is in—

Mr. Martel: Lowest on the totem pole
of government priorities.

Mr. Laughren: —an impossible situation.

Mr. Martel: As he knows well.

Mr. Laughren: I assume that his requests

go to the Provincial Secretary who then

passes it on to the Policy and Priorities Board
of cabinet. So it was that last year we saw the

Minister of Community and Social Services
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(Mr. Brunelle) rather pathetically shrug his

shoulders as the opposition clamoured for

more benefits for those on GWA and family
benefits. He shrugged his shoulders, admit-

ting that they should have it, but obviously

being given the run around by either the

Provincial Secretary or the Policy and

Priorities Board of cabinet. It seems to me
that the Provincial Secretary responds by
screaming at the opposition as though he

really believes the best defence is a good
offence.

The Management Board takes those rec-

ommendations, and perhaps even if the

Provincial Secretary does forward them to

the Management Board, they are put to one

side. The resources are put into things like

transportation in the large communities, and

the disadvantaged of this province get
screwed once again. And that's thanks to you.

It is a fact that the 10 per cent at the top
of the income scale in this province, as else-

where in this country, are getting a larger
share of the national income while the

bottom 10 per cent is getting less. I would
remind you what Senator Chesley Carter said.

He was on the Senate commission on poverty.
He said: "If every working man and woman
knew and understood what that inequality

meant, and the economic implications it had
for them and their children, there would be

a revolution in this country."

So let the Provincial Secretary be advised,

—he with the quick retorts and the wagging
finger—that even though he has the some-

what grandiose title of Provincial Secretary
for Social Development, we know what his

title should be. It should be the Provincial

Secretary for the Retention of the Status

Quo. That is what his title should be, and

his strongest supporter is the Minister of

Community and Social Services.

Mr. Lewis: That's a nice horizontal title

when one thinks of it!

Mr. Laughren: The Provincial Secretary's

attempts to justify his role and his secretariat

by publishing a green paper, which is token-

ism in itself; and those of the Minister of

Community and Social Services by announc-

ing a five per cent increase in the benefits

to be given those people on family benefits—

in particular the Minister of Community and

Social Services—the attempts that they went

through there to generate publicity for the

Provincial Secretary, the ministry and the

government with that five per cent increase

really did establish a new benchmark in the

whole scale of hypocrisy. That was the worst

I have ever witnessed.

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): That was an interim

measure.

Mr. Martel: He told us that last year dur-

ing his estimates when he was waiting until

he went to Ottawa to find out how much

money he had.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We gave $40 million

to $50 million.

Mr. Martel: The minister gave less than

10 per cent. Some people had less money
after the raise than before. What is he hand-

ing us? He is perverse. The five per cent

didn't even go on the full pre-added budget.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, while those

ministers within the Provincial Secretary's
Social Development field—

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am sorry, I missed

that last part.

Mr. Laughren: I say while ministers with-

in the policy field are throwing crumbs to

various groups in Ontario, such as the women
in this province with your green paper and
the five per cent that 'the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services gives—and the

pensioners today—he really is striking a

hypocritical stance that is almost difficult to

believe. If he continues to justify what he

is doing by throwing the crumbs to the dis-

advantaged while really representing the

haves in this province, if he continues to

do it, he deserves the title of not super
minister but Mr. Supercrotch. With a stance

like that that is the only one I can think of

that is appropriate.

He and the cabinet ministers within his

secretariat are in fine company. I believe

that the antics of the Minister of Education

in dealing with both French and English
teachers have lost him the respect of all

teachers in this province.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Nonsense.

Mr. Laughren: The ceilings that his min-

istry has imposed on the school boards in

this province have done it as well. To this

day there are school boards in this province

—right now there are more than 20 school

boards—which have not been able to reach

agreements with the teachers because of the

ceilings that were imposed. The agreements
that have been reached so far have averaged
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about between four and six per cent over

last year. That is not enough to cope with

the cost of living increase in the past year.

The Provincial Secretary may shake his

head. The only reason he is shaking his head

is because he is including with those in-

creases-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's so we can hear

the marbles rattle.

Mr. Laughren: —the earned increments of

those teachers. If one takes away the earned

increments which are not an increase—those

are earned increments for past service—it is

four to five and at the most six per cent.

It certainly is; and I would like to see the

figures that dispute that.

The Minister of Colleges and Universities,

the benevolent marshmallow, has turned that

ministry into an engineering fraternity where

they dabble with figures and they construct

BIUs in ever greater models. They deal

with slip-year financing while all the time

ignoring the problems of the post-secondary
field. That field has totally lost its impetus
since the present minister was appointed.
There is no excitement within that ministry;

nothing new is happening. The area where
he most deserves to be condemned is in the

area of the Colleges of Applied Aits and

Technology. I want to come back to the

Colleges of Applied Arts and Technology.

The Minister of Health who, of course, is

also within this policy field, is a splendid

example of professionalism. As a matter of

fact his commitment to professionalism ex-

ceeds his commitment to the public, where
his obligation should be. That is evident in

his attitude toward doctors' earnings and
that is evident in his attitude toward the

denturists. You don't deserve to sit in that

seat. Ask the public what they think about
denturists and your legislation.

Hon. Mr. Potter: You listen and you'll
know.

Mr. Laughren: I do know. You have a
real-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You want to put them
in

jail.

Mr. Laughren: You have a real commit-
ment to the professionals, and your state-

ment that you have indeed introduced con-
straints in the health field just doesn't wash,
because you can't even give us one single

example of a substantial constraint.

Mr. Lewis: It is amazing when you think

of all you promised.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Provincial Secretary,

you yourself are somewhat guilty. If I could

refer to your hiring practices within your
secretariat, the last time I checked, a couple
of months ago, you had a number of execu-

tives surrounding you—and I am talking
about those ones closest to you—your execu-

tive assistant, your administrative assistant,

your deputy provincial secretary and I be-

lieve three executive officers, every single
one of them, of course, being a male. Look
at the Ministry of Education. The one field

that should be leading the pack in attempt-

ing to remove discrimination from the civil

service and it is one of the worst ministries.

The last time I checked they had an execu-

tive assistant and an administrative officer

and a special assistant, all male. How many
deputy ministers do you have—three?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Three.

Mr. Laughren: Three assistant deputy
ministers, all male. Branch directors in edu-

cational development division, three male;
branch directors in the administration divi-

sion, four male; branch directors in adminis-

tration and financial services, six males and
one female; and the regional officers of edu-
cation throughout the province, all 10 of

them are male. The Ministry of Health:

executive assistant, male; special adviser,

female; administrative officer, male.

Hon. Mr. Potter: You had better get your
information right.

Mr. Laughren: Well, this was two months

ago and you may have changed it since

then.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Not even two months

ago.

Mr. Laughren: Deputy minister—male.

Hon. Mr. Potter: If you want the informa-

tion, come over and get it. Don't get up and
start misleading everyone.

Mr. Laughren: Executive directors of divi-

sions—seven male, including four executives

from the treatment and rehab division;
branch directors in finance and administra-

tion services—six male; branch directors in

health provision—five male; branch directors

in public health division—four male; branch
directors in treatment and rehab division-

seven male and one female. I might add,
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Mr. Chairman, if one or two of these posi-
tions have changed in the last couple of

months, it does not for one moment let

them off the the hook.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Nickel Belt

will be interested to know that the member
for Timiskaming calls this a binge.

Mr. Havrot: What?

Mr. Lewis: A binge.

Mr. Havrot: Never even heard of it.

Mr. Lewis: That is the word you used.

It is fairly natural that is the way you view
this province.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, now that

the member for Timiskaming has entered

the debate, I should point out that in his

own riding he is referred to as "Anti Ed.*'

He is anti-female, he is anti-French and he
is anti-labour and that's why they call him
Anti Ed up in Timiskaming.
The Ministry of Community and Social

Services: executive assistant — male; deputy
minister — male; assistant deputy minister —
female; board of review chairman — male;

regional administrators—23 males. How can

you justify, in the Ministry of Commimity
and Social Services, having all 23 regional
administrators male? You cannot justify that.

The executive director of the divisions—foiu:
male. The branch directors in finance and
administration services—five male. The branch
directors and assistants in rehab division-
six male. The branch directors in children's

services division—one male, two female. The
branch directors in community services—four

male, and of course the Ontario Athletics

Commissioner, believe it or not, Mr. Chair-

man, is a male, superjock.

Mr. J. Root (Wellington-DuflFerin): The
member's party has three members in Sud-

bury and they are all male; why not resign
and run a couple of females. The member's

party has no lady members.

Mr. Laughren: Now there's another mem-
ber. The member for—

Mr. Lewis: Wellington-Dufferin.

Mr. Laughren: -Wellington-Dufferin. He
disagrees with the argument, Mr. Chairman,
that the Legislature is a club. To him, it's

a locker room.

Mr. Lewis: That's right. Nine years ago
you ran around your riding exposing your-

self and you were rebuffed and you have

been competitive ever since.

Mr. Laughren: I am sorry that the mem-
ber for Oxford (Mr. Parrott) isn't here to-

night, because he's the president of the

Ontario locker room boys' club, and the

member for Wellington-Dufferin is the vice-

chairman, I suspect.

I would hke to talk about the Ministry
of Colleges and Universities for a moment,
because that is another area where they
should be leading the field in terms of re-

moving sex discrimination against women.
If Education, Colleges and Universities, and

Community and Social Services are not doing
it, all in the Social Development field, what

hope is there? How can you expect any-

body to have any respect for the policy you
espouse.

The Ministry of Colleges and Universities

—the minister's office, the executive assist-

ant is a male, the deputy minister is a

male, the assistant deputy minister has two

males, the branch director has nine males.

The Ontario Arts Council executive director

— male; the Ontario Heritage Foundation

chairman, a male; the Ontario Science Centre

director, a male; the provincial library branch

director is a male; the Archives of Ontario

archivist, a male; the branch director has

three males; commission on post-secondary
education chairman, male.

At the beginning when that commission

was struck, although there have been some

changes, there were 12 males and two fe-

males. And of course the Council of Regents
chairman is a male. I could really talk a

long time about the Council of Regents,
but I know, or I suspect that they are in

the process of being phased out anyway,
and I would say to you the sooner the

better. They have totally failed in their

responsibility of making the Colleges of

Applied Arts and Technology what the then

Minister of Education stated was what their

role should be in Ontario. They have failed

completely.

When I detail those, after some consider-

able effort to dig them up—

Mr. Gilbertson: You don't mention the

two women members we have on this side.

You had one and she isn't here any more.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): As

a matter of fact you have three women over

there. Do you want to guess who the third

is?
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Mr. Laughren: I hope, Mr. Provincial

Secretary, that after presenting those figures
to you you will not remain very long in

doubt as to why I refer to you as the Pro-

vincial Secretary for the Preservation of the

Status Quo, or why I refer to you as Mr.

SupercrOtch.

Mr. Lewis: Just contain your fantasy right

there, fellow. It is not what he is talking
about.

Mr. Laughren: I would like to also point
out an interesting fact dealing with the sec-

retaries who work for the Conservative

caucus, and compare their rates of pay with
the secretaries who work for the New Dem-
ocratic Party caucus.

Mr. Havrot: Of course, they don't work
14 hours a day.

Mr. Laughren: Anti Ed, you just be quiet
now.

Mr. Havrot: How many hours a week do

you work?

Mr. Foulds: Thirty-two.

Mr. Havrot: I believe you.

Mr. Laughren: It is true, 32% hours a
week.

Mr. Martel: Why don't you come in and
see? You might learn something.

Mr. Foulds: If you try to set foot in there

you will be mobbed. We'd shoot.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Laughren: Not at all, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: It always offends you when-
ever women's rights are discussed in this

Legislature, especially when you are chair-

man. You are damn right that is true. On
every occasion you find a way to try to cur-

tail debate. I've never seen anything like it.

You take as much as you can.

Mr. Laughren: Could I respond to that

briefly?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet). There is no rele-

vance to the argument.

Mr. Havrot: You suddenly discovered
there are women around.

Mr. Chairman: You may continue, but no
individual remarks.

Mr. Laughren: Well I would just say that

if those people over there attach a Freudian

interpretation rather than an anatomical one
to my remarks let them do so at their own

peril. And that is what your real problem is,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. MacDonald: He doesn't understand

what you are talking about. He never heard

of Freud.

Mr. Laughren: I was starting to document,
Mr. Chairman, the salaries of the New Dem-
ocratic Party secretaries compared to those

who work in the Conservative caucus. In

the New Democratic Party the starting salary
for a secretary is $150 a week. At the end
of three months it is $160 a week, and at

the end of six months it is $170 a week.

The Conservative Party secretaries on the

other hand start out at $115, compared to

$150 for the New Democratic Party secre-

taries.

Mr. Martel: Try and bring a red herring
into this party.

Mr. Laughren: But, oh, well—wait a min-

ute now. The Conservatives do give their

secretaries a raise. I mean we give them a

raise in three months and then again in six

months, up to $170 a month.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It's 6 o'clock.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Do you have

further remarks to make?

Mr. Laughren: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: It's now 6 o'clock. Just

before we rise, there is an announcement

which may be of interest to some of the

members. Since the estimates of the Ministry
of the Environment have been completed,
tomorrow the standing social development
committee will meet after the question per-
iod to begin consideration of tiie estimates

of the Ministry of Community and Social

Services.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not tonight?

Mr. Chairman: No, tomorrow, it says here.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman:
o'clock-

All right, it being 6
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Mr. Martel: Mr. Chairman, I don't know
how you expect, really, the opposition to be

prepared.

An hon. member: They don't.

Mr. Martel: These estimates were designated
for at least 2% weeks hence, following the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-

tions, following the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources. And I, being the critic, have been

working on that premise and I am in no way
ready to go tomorrow to do justice to that

department in presenting the criticism it

needs.

And I don't think this House can operate
in this bloody type of fashion—high-handed
and every other thing that can be—

Mr. Chairman: Order please. I have noth-

ing to do with that.

Mr. Martel: Well, I am sorry, Mr. Chair-

man, you must have some jurisdiction in this

madhouse.

Mr. Chairman: No, no. It being 6 of the

clock, I do now leave the chair and we will

resume at 8.

Mr. Lewis: No, no.

Mr. Gilbertson: Sit down, you are out of

order.

Mr. Lewis: I'll make my comments later.

Mr. Martel: What a stupid son-of-a— You
do nothing but play games, Eric, don't you?

An hon. member: You are getting cocky.

Mr. Martel: You do nothing but play

games.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Martel: Look, my friend—

An hon. member: You have no idea.

Mr. Martel: Oh, we have no idea. We have

orders of business around this House.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Martel: There is nothing but bedlam
and chaos all the time.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Is that right?

Mr. Martel: You can't remember the last

time you organized anything.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: You do nothing but get
wild.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES,
PROVINCIAL SECRETARIAT
FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT

(continued)

On vote 2301:

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock

the member for Nickel Belt had the floor.

He may continue.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman, I was beginning to

document some of the differences in the

wages of the secretaries for the Conservative

caucus versus these in the New Democratic

Party caucus, and there should be no ques-
tion as to whether or not this fits into the

Social Development field, Mr. Chairman, in

all due respect. Surely if the chairman is

interested in social development he should

begin—

Mr. Chairman: Excuse me, the caucus
votes come under a different part of the

estimates.

Mr. Laughren: Well I am talking now
about responsibility—

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps the minister would
like to reply to you.

Mr. Laughren: Yes, I'm sure he would.
I'm talking now about responsibility of the

government to its own people. The starting

wages for the secretaries in the New Demo-
cratic Party caucus are $150; after three

months, $160; and after six months, $170.
In the Conservative caucus, the starting

rate is $115 versus $150. At the end of one

year it's $127. At the end of two years it's

$132—a $5 raise in that second and third

year. The third year, $141, and the fourth

year, $148. That is truly remarkable, and
the differences in those wage rates, Mr.

Chairman, speak volumes about the attitudes

of the Conservative government.

Mr. G. Nixon ( Dovercourt ) : How about
the Liberals?

Thursday, October 4, 1973

Mr. Laughren: The Liberals, I am sure,

as in almost every single issue in this prov-
ince, are side by side with you, in tandem
with you even.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: Let me say to you that

when the appropriation was increased last

June for the three caucuses, the Conserva-

tive Party-God only knows what they did

with theirs, because they already had one

secretary to a member—the Liberals, I un-

dersitand, at least hired more women to do
the secretarial work, and the New Democrats
increased the wages of the secretaries they

presently had.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: They will have plenty
of time to explain their position.

Mr. Laughren: That's right. There Is

northing like putting the two of them in bed

together, to get them both yelling at you.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Like Dave Lewis and Trudeaul

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): In fact,

the member for Dovercourt anxiously wanted
to be in bed with them.

Mr. Laughren: The Provincial Secretary
has a lot on his plate if he is going to ac-

complish anything. The security force at the

Legislature at last count were all male. You
know, sometimes one can almost develop a
humorous side of this whole argument,

pathetic though it may be in reality. There
was a column by Zena Cherry in the Globe
and Mail on Sept. 26—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: How would you read

that?

Mr. Laughren: It was brought to my at-

tention, Mr. Minister. I can assure you that

I wouldn't seek it out.

Mr. Renwick: He can read the social col-

umn in the Globe and Mail if the Leader
of the Opposition can read Chatelaine.
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Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Chate-

laine is out.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, a commit-

tee has been formed—

Mr. Lewis: Chatelaine is an especially

fine journal.

An Hon. member: Of Canadian journals.

Mr. Lewis: You would!

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): I read

nothing but Ms myself.

Mr. Laughren: The committee has been

formed to arrange a dinner in honour of

E. P. Taylor, that great Canadian nationalist,

for all he's done for horse breeding in Onta-

rio. I would think the Conservatives should

be there in full force for the donations that

they have given to die Ontario Jockey Club,
too.

And the notice about the meeting says,

and I quote: "Attendance will be limited to

800 persons and, of course, ladies are wel-

come. Dress will be black tie."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: It really does say some-

thing, doesn't it? And it's not only within
the ministry, but if you look at the beverage
rooms across the province, incredible though
it may be, we still have segregated beverage
rooms in this province.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): Not necessary though.

Mr. Laughren: Well, it is not necessary
but it's permitted. Hotels can retain segre-

gated beverage rooms. I can tell you that

Qie Voyageur Motel in North Bay, for

example—although I am only using it as an

example because there are hundreds across

the province—recently refused to allow a

young woman to enter the men's beverage
room because it was, indeed, segregated.

I might point out, though, that in that

men's beverage room there were young
women serving the tables. You talk about a

double standard! Then, of course, one need
only look at two recent decisions of the

Supreme Court of Canada: One which re-

fused Indian women equal rights with Indian
men when they marry non-Indians; and the

very recent decision of the Supreme Court

regarding a Mrs. Irene Murdoch of Nanton,
Alta., who despite spending all of her mar-
ried years helping her husband run a farm
or ranch, when they separated, was denied

any part of that ranch or money in Ueu of

ownership of that ranch.

I am sure that we all recognize that

discrimination doesn't exist in the Province

of Ontario alone or in the Social Develop-
ment policy fields alone. That's obvious but

I do think that if leadership is going to

come, it has to come from your policy field.

One area where you could make a very signi-

ficant contribution to the social develop-
ment of this province would be to persuade

your colleagues and especially the Minister

of Labour that the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board should be abolished.

The recent task force on the Workmen's

Compensation Board made the rather clas-

sic error when it looked at the problems of

the board through a tunnel and recom-

mended changes based on the assumption
that there should be a Workmen's Com-

pensation Board and that it should basically

have the same kind of job it does now,
where it decides when someone is injured

just who is responsible for the injury;

whether it did occur on the job and what

the level of disability is. I think that this

whole concept is archaic. In this age of

universality it's just ludicrous to restrict com-

pensations to injuries on the job. It just does

not make sense.

It seems to me that the important con-

sideration—

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):

You wouldn't expect the employers to pay
for it, though?

Mr. Laughren: I will get to that-only part

of it; not totally, of course not. But the

important consideration, when someone be-

comes incapacitated, is not whether it was

on the job but how he is going to maintain

his family. That should be what's of con-

cern. It's preposterous to claim that people
would go out and injure themselves—that's

too ludicrous to discuss—so fault should have

absolutely no bearing whatsoever on the in-

jury.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): With the

exception of the member for Scarborough
Centre (Mr. Drea), of course.

Mr. Laughren: Well, I wouldn't make any

exceptions.

As a member of this Legislature, from a

highly industrialized area, I see literally

hundreds of compensation cases in which

the men got injured on the job. Playing a

role, I might add, with the work ethic as

we believe in it, are tremendous social
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pressures for people to work and when

people do fulfil the role expected of them
and they get injured on the job, we penalize
them and that makes no sense whatsoever.

They get injured. They fight, very often,

for the benefits that are due to them and

then, when they are partially recovered, the

Compensation Board says, "Now, you are

50 per cent recovered." That percentage

game they play is unbelievable. "You are 50

per cent recovered, therefore your benefits are

reduced to 50 per cent. Go and get a light

duty job with your employer."

He goes to the employer and the employer
says, "We have no light duty work. What
are you talking about?" He goes back home
and sits and waits and waits and waits on
50 per cent benefit, through no fault of his

own whatsoever. It is totally unfair that

that man is placed in that position. There
are cases—and I am working on one right
now—of a man who spent something like

18 years working for International Nickel.

He has a very good work record but he
was injured on the job about two years ago.
He is totally incapacitated at this point, but
his benefits have been reduced to 50 per
cent—it was $65 a week—because now 50

per cent of his incapacity, it has been deter-

mined, is psychosomatic, and cannot physi-

cally be related to his injury. So that man
is on 50 per cent benefits despite the fact

that his work record was spotless imtil the
time he was injured. Now, how can you
possibly justify that man being on 50 per
cent benefits when he had no problems what-
soever until he was injured?

Mr. Lawlor: You are going to have to

expand that area. The emotional overlay non-
sense we listen to every day, it's atrocious.

You're back in 1910. Do something about it.

Mr. Laughren: If a person gets injured on
the job, if they get injured on the highway,
if they get injured in the home, it should
make no difference whatsoever; it should just
be determined that that man can no longer
cope with a job and he should be compen-
sated accordingly.

Under the present system, the delays and
the expenses are interminable, and that's just
not fair. There is no question whatsoever

surely in the minds of even the people on
that side of the House that the private in-

surance industry has failed to deal with it

properly; they have failed totally to provide
public liability and public automobile insur-

ance in a suitable fashion. The whole con-

cept of civil suit based on fault in accidents

is archaic, and just as the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board has failed in coping with
industrial accidents, so has the private sector

failed in coping with non-industrial accidents.

What is required is a universal social in-

surance scheme that would cover everybody,
no matter where they were injured, and no
matter whose fault it was, because fault isn't

important. And until we achieve that in this

province, we are discriminating against

people who get injured on the job, fulfilling

the role that we expect them to fulfil in terms

of working. The level of benefits should be
related both to his mood and to his previous

earnings and such a programme would
abolish entirely the whole concept of court

actions. It would also abolish that dinosaur,
the Workmen's Compensation Board, and it

would be a major step in social development
from the entire field of accident and sickness

insurance.

The Minister of Labour was inquiring
about the cost. I don't think it would be very

high because I think it could be financed

from the entire community. There would be

a levy against the employer; he already pays
into the Workmen's Compensation Board.

There would be a levy against the motorist,

who already pays into auto insurance. There

would be a levy against the general revenue

or from premiums—I would prefer the

general levy—from taxation because we al-

ready pay into that anyway, in terms of pri-

vate accident insurance.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Right on.

Mr. Laughren: I am glad you agree with

that. You must have the same problems I do

with compensation cases. But I must say that

given the nature of the Conservative Party
and the enormous financial contributions by
the insurance industry to your party, I'm not

hopeful that you'll take my advice. But it

would be a major step in social development
in the Province of Ontario. I wish you would
consider it seriously.

Mr. Renwick: Even the automobile indus-

try is moving towards that.

Mr. Laughren: There is an area where the

Provincial Secretary, directly under his wing,
could make an extremely significant contri-

bution to the rights of women in the Province

of Ontario. I would like to dwell at some

length on this because it is of extreme im-

portance. That is the provision of child care

facilities throughout the province.

At the present time, according to my
figures, which are never wrong—
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An hon. member: They are not always

right, but they are never wrong.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: The Liberals in this province
don't understand social development.

Mr. Laughren: At the present time, I be-

lieve there are approximately 40,000 children

in daycare centres in the Province of Ontario,
but only about 11,000 of those are subsidized

by the government. As a matter of fact, there

are more than twice as many children in child

care centres totally unsubsidized as there are

subsidized.

It is also interesting to note that about 75

per cent, as I figure it, of those facilities are

in Metropolitan Toronto. I suppose that

could be expected from a Toronto-centred

government. It is estimated by the Minister

of Labour's women's bureau that the need
in Ontario is for about 300,000 places in child

care centres. I wish to add that that figure

only includes the children of mothers who
are mentally or physically unable to cope
with their children. They would work if there

were child care facilities available for them,
and they would use the day nursery concept
as a positive educational experience for their

children as well.

If you look at how many children would be

put into child care centres if you had them,
the potential is probably closer to half a

million. And so there is an estimated half a

million children in the province who should

be in daycare centres at one point or another

in their lives. This government has responded

by providing just a fraction of that need.

When the women's bureau or the Minister of

Labour indicates that there are two million

children under the age of 14 in the province
and over 444,000 of those have working
mothers, it seems to me my estimate of half a

million is not tmduly high.

And, of course, when you argue for child

care facilities, everybody agrees with you.

The Provincial Secretary nods his head and

adds, "Yes, of course we need more child

care centres, we know that."

I think that in order to assess the need

properly we should take the advice of the

Canadian Coimcil on Social Development
which indicated that they saw child care as

being assessed three ways:
1. The expressed demand in the form of

applications and requests that cannot be

met in the available supply.
2. The potential demand for the service

of people who, given changed financial or

social circumstances, or of a difiFerent type
of service available, would express demand
for the services.

3. The informed judgement based on

expert knowledge of the nature and pur-

pose of the service and the incidents of

situations to which it might approximately
be applied.

That is from their report on daycare. There

is a large number of people whose attitudes

toward daycare are influenced considerably
more by traditional mores and attitudes in

our society then they are to reality. You
need only sit on a committee—a select com-

mittee as I do—and be exposed to some of

those backbenchers. Or sit in this chamber

and hear the interjections from some of those

backbenchers to know that this is true.

Mr. Maeck: That's hardly fair.

Mr. Laughren: Well I've never seen a

group of people—and this is not a gen-

eralization; it is specific—who have such an

aversion to the scientific method as the Con-

servative backbenchers.

Mr. Maeck: The member is not referring

to me, surely?

Mr. Laughren: The member has his mind

made up and he doesn't want to be con-

fused with any facts, whatsoever.

ilnterjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: May I quote from one of

the illustrious backbenchers. I would like

to quote from her—and this is to do with

the social development in the Province of

Ontario. All the reactionaries aren't on the

front bench. This is from the member for

St. David (Mrs. Scrivener).

Mr. Maeck: They are not on the front

benches of the opposition, either.

Mr. Laughren: I quote the member for

St. David to indicate to the Provincial

Secretary-

Mr. Lewis: That's a low blow.

Mr. Laughren: —that I don't discriminate.

Mr. Lewis: I mean, that's really dredging.

Interjections from hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: Oh no, the member for St.

David is in the prominent speakers' hand-

book for the Conservative Party. She will

speak on any topic.

An hon. member: At any time.
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Mr. Laughren: This release comes from—

I didn't even know this thing existed-comes

from the government members' service

bureau. I wonder what their budget is?

Mr. Lewis: GMSI or GMSP?

Mr. Laughren: She feels—and this is a

quote from the members bureau services.

She feels that, quoting the member for

St. David:

The public has transferred authority to

government for so much of social environ-

mental development that they have per-
mitted the sensitive decision-making pro-
cess to be slowed by unconstructive

criticism which is manifested by [this is

a. direct quote; this is a winner] theatrical

activism of uninformed delegations, irre-

sponsible sit-ins, anti-social work-to-rule

programmes, paranoid marches on govern-
ment centres and other flamboyant pres-
sure campaigns.

Mr. Lewis: Put her in the cabinet.

Mr. Laughren: This is her Windsor speech
and her last sentence is even better.

Mr. Lewis: Oh no, it is not possible.

Mr. Laughren: She says this results in the

withdrawal of men of goodwill from public
ojBBce.

Now the next is in quotes again: "To be

replaced by the kooks, hot heads and extrem-

ists; some of whom may have sinister inten-

tions."

I want to tell the Provincial Secretary
that she is right on. The men of goodwill
in public oflBce are not in the government
any more. They do indeed have sinister in-

tentions. They have intentions of making our

post-secondary institutions a more elite place.

They have intentions of exploiting the work
force even more—such as taking away the

right to strike from teachers in this province.

They have every intentions of making our

tax structure more regressive than it is now
even; and they have every intention of con-

tinuing discrimination against women in On-
tario.

Mr. Maeck: Isn't that awful?

Mr. Laughren: They have the sinister in-

tention of preserving the status quo; and
that's the Provincial Secretary.

Mr. Maeck: I am listening. I am listening.

Mr. Laughren: I am glad, Mr. Chairman,
that one of the backbenchers in the Progres-

sive Conservative Party is listening—the mem-
ber for Parry Sound.

Mr. Maeck: I'm right there; right with

the member.

An hon. member: He's the only one.

Mr. Laughren: There are some members
of the government who understand this

whole thing about discrimination.

Mr. Lewis: They never speak.

Mr. Laughren: I think they long since

abandoned their principles for expediency.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): The member
is just trying to make us understand.

Mr. Laughren: The Provincial Secretary

understands—I beheve he does understand.

Mr. Lewis: Oh yes.

Mr. Laughren: The Provincial Secretary

and the Minister for Commimity and Social

Services (Mr. Brunelle) have done nothing
to remove the myths out there in society

at large about women, about labour, about

people on welfare receiving all of the forms

of social assistance. They have done nothing
to remove those myths. It seems to me that

this should be one of their top priorities; to

destroy those bigoted myths about the dis-

advantaged in Ontario.

I would Kke to point out what some of

the myths are about child care.

The No. 1 myth is that parents are the

best people to bring up chilcfren. They have

the children, therefore it is their responsibil-

ity to bring them up.

Well, this is a myth because child care

centres are supposed to be a supplement to

family care, not a substitute for it, and

nobody is saying that the child care centres

should replace entirely the family unit in

responsibility for the children. It is a sup-

plement to it.

I would like to quote to you what the

Ontario Commission on Emotional Learning
Disorders in Children had to say in 1970

about this:

For a long time daycare programmes
were hotly resisted on the basis of the

false philosophy that all children are bet-

ter with their own mothers until they
reach school age. This is a highly dubious

belief and in fact studies of day care show
children functioning at levels higher than

those that have not had this experience.

Day care, in a variety of forms, has strong
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possibilities for prevention. It can add to

the socialization of the child; it can intro-

duce him to diverse groups; it can enrich

ins fund of knowledge and curiosity; and
it complements and often supplements
what the family can provide directly. In

general it can prepare the child both in-

tellectually and socially for entrance to

school.

An additional consideration that must be
made in the 1970s is the whole problem of

high density living in our cities. I know
there have been studies done that indicate

that a variety of environmental experiences
for the child is much more beneficial, par-
ticularly for children living in highrises in

the larger cities. They have very little con-

tact with children outside their own apart-
ments and they even get less exercise, make
fewer friends and have fewer experiences
in a socializing nature than children in

single-family dwellings. The whole concept
of space does have a carry-over into the

development of the child, in the develop-
ment of that child's mind, and day care can

step in there and supplement the needs of
that child.

But the environment needed for the de-

velopment of a child is just the opposite of
the way environment is developing for fami-
lies in the province, because of this trend
toward highrise. I think the increased use
of tower blocks, highrise buildings, is grow-
ing at a time when children need less isola-

tion, and so it appears that we are develop-

ing communities that are grossly deficient

for the needs of children.

Despite this, of course, it is accepted that

the trend is going to continue. We can't turn

that around, but surely we can provide child

care centres. Perhaps you could rationalize

it if you wanted to—that because of the

development of highrise you mu^ start pro-
viding child care centres—in substantial num-
bers, too.

Myth No. 2: That a woman's place is in

the home.

Boy, how often I have heard that one,
and it is still espoused by a surprising num-
ber of people. What those people fail to
realize is that the women aren't staying in
the home anyway. We already know that in

Ontario 38 or 39 per cent of the work force
is women.

Mr. Maeck: I thought they weren't get-

ting any jobs?

Mr. Laughren: I didn't say they weren't

getting any jobs. I said they are not getting
the jobs for which they are capable, and

your government is largely responsible for

that.

At the present time, with the women going
out into the work force in ever increasing
numbers, how can you sit back and deny
the fact—or apparently deny it because you
are not doing anything—that someone has
to look after those children when they are

out there working?
Those people who perpetuate that myth

No. 2, that woman's place is in the home,
seem to forget that the wealthy people in

society—not just this one, all societies—have

always had people to look after their chil-

dren. They have their nannies, their gov-
ernesses, and have always had them. So it

is nothing new. But it is the people on lower
and middle incomes who have had to rely on
their relatives and friends to look after the

children.

So in the past we have seen a contradiction

of the demands that our society places on

women. It is accepted that women take the

stereotyped jobs in society—the nursing, cleri-

cal and secretarial jobs. That has been docu-
mented surely enough for you. But no

attempt has been made, while we trained

those women and educated them for those

jobs, to make provision to look after the

children that they were also expected to bear.

Myth No. 3: Since women work as a re-

sult of personal choice rather than of neces-

sity, society should not be responsible for

looking after those children.

People who perpetuate this myth argue
that if these women want to go out and work,

they should worry about who is going to look

after their children. But the people who

espouse that myth seem to forget, or they
don't know, I suppose, that one mother in

10 is the sole breadwinner in the family, and
that the lower the husband's income, the

more likely the wife is to be working.

There is also the whole question of

whether the wife is working for necessities or

for luxuries. I think that question is highly

debatable, because I defy anyone to tell me
what a necessity is. Is a home a necessity?
Is a car a necessity? Are electrical appliances
necessities? That is very often what women
are working for.

If I can quote from a Dr. Florence Reuter-

man who had some interesting things to say
in her book, "Child Care and Working
Mothers":
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In a society in which all of the goods
money brings are expected to be the goals
of all, few—except perhaps the poorest and
the most alienated—will resign themselves

to deprivation as they might in a more
tradition-bound society. In an open society,
whenever the husband's earnings seem in-

adequate to achieve the desired share of

these goods the family may try to redress

the imbalance of placing additional mem-
bers in the labour force and the high rate

of maternal employment may represent
social and economic mobility in a large

egalitarian society.

Surely you wouldn't quibble with that?

Myth No. 4: Taking the children out of the

home and placing them in a daycare centre

can lead to family breakdown.

This is the most incredible myth of all.

It's totally ridiculous. As a matter of fact, the

opposite would be true, by and large. There
are many examples of parents working differ-

ent shifts and seldom seeing each other or

their children. And if daycare facilities were
available to those people they might be able

to work the same shift, spend more time with
each other, and devote more time to their

children.

Myth No. 5: Institutions are bad for chil-

dren.

Some people seem to think that a day-
care centre would place children in a large,

institutionalized, uncaring centre, where there

was no stimulation and no warmth for the

children at all. This is not what I would

propose, of course. But rather, a child care

centre is something that is still—and I repeat
this because it is very important—supple-
mental to the family care of the children.

It is not a substitute. And a proper child

care centre can have a very positive influence

on the growth of the children. It should be
remembered that approximately 50 per cent

of the adult level of intelligence is reached in

children by the age of four. And some of you
would perhaps dispute that.

Mr. Lewis: Well, most of them stopped
there.

Mr. Laughren: Most of them stopped there,

yes.

Mr. Foulds: Some of them didn't even
achieve that level.

Mr. Lewis: Except for the minister. He
reached prepubescence.

Mr. Laughren: An enriched environment
has a positive effect whether it is in a home
or whether it is in the cild care centre. But
a home where the mother either shunts her

children off to a friend, or a neighbour, or

a relative, into an unstimulating environment,
is really retarding the potential growth of

that child. And there seems to be very little

doubt that properly-run child care centres

are a positive stimulant to the growth of the

child. There is just no disputing that.

Myth No. 6: We cannot afford daycare
centres.

This is the one I expect to hear from the

government. It is the most common com-

plaint. Yet the people who use that as a

complaint fail to realize the costs of not

providing child care. That is the real cnmch.

In Edmonton they conducted a large ex-

periment in child care. And Harley Clifford,

writing in Canadian Welfare—a magazine
I'm sure you're familiar with—in September-
October of 1971, dealing with the cost of

day care there, and I quote from him:

Good daycare is expensive, but poor

daycare is more expensive. [And no day-
care at all, of course, is the most expen-
sive.]

In a follow-up study done on children

by Howard Steel, the children had been

separated from their parents in infancy
and placed in an unstimulating orphanage.
Half of these children were moved to a

more stimulating enviroimient, and as

young adults all 13 who had been placed
in the improved environment were self-

supporting. Some were in the professions.

Of the 12 who remained in an unstimu-

lating orphanage, one had died in ado-

lescence while in an institution for the

retarded, four were still wards of tlie gov-
ernment, the average schooling obtained

was grade 3, half were unemployed, and,

except for one, those who were employed
were imskilled labourers. The average cost

to the goverrmient for those who were in

the better programme that the govern-
ment had provided, was $1,000 each;
while the other group had cost between

$7,000 and $24,000 per child, and the

end was not yet in sight.

So the argument that you can't afford it

doesn't hold water. You can't afford not to

provide child care centres in the province.

And aside from the argument that child

care centres allow a woman to make the

decision herself as to whether to join the

work force, daycare should be regarded as
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a preventive programme. And perhaps those

who hide behind the somewhat chauvinistic

attitudes toward women can be convinced

by using that argument, that it's a preventive

programme. And if daycare is a preventive

programme that could help break the cyclical

aspects of poverty, which I'm sure the Pro-

vincial Secretary is aware of, then it should
be clear that the more money we spend on
child care, then the more money we save

in the long run.

It's interesting that the provision of child

care facilities can be justified in any number
of ways, and I have outlined some of them,
but those who oppose any serious allocation

of funds to this field rely on the myths that

I have mentioned. And they truly are myths.
In a society that demands ever-increasing

specialization and offers ever-increasing op-
portunities toward working women, it's re-

markable that demands on women for their

traditional roles have not dechned at all.

It may sound rather humorous, but it's

so true, and I would quote from Eva Le
Shan, in her book "How to Survive Parent-
hood":

The mother is expected to raise men-

tally healthy, socially well adjusted chil-

dren. She will be scored on how she is

doing by the pediatrician, the nursery
school teacher, the neighbours, relatives,

friends, storekeepers, the parents of her
children's friends, camp directors and
counsellors, any psychologist and psy-
chiatrist she may be forced to consult

along the way, and her parents and in-

laws. In addition to being glamorous all

day and all night, slim and smiling, smell-

ing heavenly, covered with lotions and

colognes, possessing soft, kissable hands,
and does she or doesn't she have.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Whose wife
is that?

Mr. Laughren: That's a quote. There is

also, of course, the economic importance of

mothers being in the work force, since not

only is there a demand for skilled labour,
but it seems to me we hve in a type of

economy that relies on the kind of buying
power that a second income in the family
means to the economy. And for some time
in Ontario, and in other jurisdictions, we
have been encouraging women to get as

much education as possible and to get as

highly skilled as they can. So when we do
that we naturally raise their expectations of
what they are going to derive from society.

Then, when they get there, we slam the door
on them. So we gear them emotionally and

psychologically to play a very meaningful
role and then you don't allow them to, even
within your own ministries you don't allow

them to.

It's out there in the private sector too, of

course. But, as in other areas, the govern-
ment should be the one that is leading.
There are always increasing demands for

women to take part in professional pro-

grammes, doctors, lawyers, dentistry and so

forth. I imagine that demand will continue

in the private sector, as well, to take man-

agement positions. While this trend is con-

tinuing, nothing is being done, virtually

nothing, to allow working mothers to take

advantage of those increased opportunities.

Nothing is being done —
well, not without

sacrificing their own mental health. The

relationship between daycare and disad-

vantaged families is something that I think

is taken out of context, by and large, since

daycare should not be regarded as some-

thing for the low-income people. It should
be a universal scheme that is available to

everybody regardless of their financial means.

I suspect that children of families in low-

income groups will benefit most and there

would be a much greater opportunity to

break that cyclical poverty and the low
social economic environment they live in.

But, heaven forbid we should develop a

system of child care centres in the province
that are geared for the low-income people.
That's the last thing we want.

Social workers for years have been faced

with a real dilemma. I look at a family
situation where there are serious problems.

They are faced with a dilemma whether to

leave the children in the family or take

them away.

Surely it's not an either/or situation?

Surely there is an alternative there to take

the children out of the family into child

care centres during the day to allow the

mother, in particular, some kind of freedom

during the day where she is not closeted

entirely with those children?

The cost of our present system is ridicu-

lous. It costs a lot more to concentrate on

looking after those children when they are

taken away from the family than it would
to cater to the special needs of that family
when the children are still in that family,

particularly if the environment in the child

care centres were stimulating. I'm suggest-

ing to you that if it's regarded as a preven-
tive measure in family breakdowns that you
have every justification for increasing your
allocation of funds.
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They estimated the cost of the Edmonton

child care centre as being about $4.60 a

day. That's a couple of years ago, so I

assume it has elevated somewhat since then.

There is a 50 per cent subsidy from the

federal government if need can be estab-

lished, so the cost wouldn't be as exorbitant

as one might think.

I really think we're talking not about

restructuring the tax system in the province
but about changing the attitudes of people
in the government, and people out there too,

because I could imagine the hue and cry

that would go up if it was announced that

there was a universal system of daycare to

be established in the Province of Ontario

with no charge to anyone. I could imagine
it now.

I go back to my complaint before about

breaking down myths. I don't think you or

the Minister of Community and Social Ser-

vices are doing that. It seems to me that's

a major role that you have as the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development. If you
believe in these things and if you don't

believe those myths, then why are you not

trying to dispel them out there in public?

I suspect that there are many resources

available that could help you. The Ministry
of Labour, I am sure, and the Ministry of

Community and Social Services have access

to all sorts of information that would help

you if you were to establish child care

centres.

I'm thinking now of volunteer people who
are available. I'm not suggesting for a

moment that I think that child care centres

should be run by volunteers. It should be
run by the state but it could be that there

are people who would like to work in the

child care centres. For example, our senior

citizens might very well get a great deal

out of playing a role in child care centres,

and they would also provide a grandfather
or a grandmother figure for the children in

the centres.

The Canadian Council on Social Develop-
ment made four recommendations about

child care centres. I really would urge you
to consider these very seriously and imple-
ment them after you have dispelled some
of those myths:

1. Daycare services should be available

to all who need them or want to use them.

2. Joint Boards or interdepartmental
committees should be set up to assure com-

munications between jurisdictions in the

planning and provision of daycare services.

[That would include within the province
and also federally-provincially.]

3. Priority should be given to estab-

lishing daycare services for children under

two years of age, for those children whose

parents are out of the home, and those

children who have been diagnosed as re-

quiring special care. [There are your

priorities to start with.]

4. Thorough study is required of appro-

priate training programmes and qualifica-

tions for personnel working in the daycare

field, the appropriateness of volunteers,

methods of financing daycare services, the

contribution of daycare services to the

development of family life and child care

education programmes, and prerequisites
for effective community action in pro-

moting good daycare services when needed.

I would like to add one further recommen-
dation to that, that free public child care be

established as a right and not as a privilege

in the Province of Ontario.

The provincial government has provided us

with enough evidence, depressing evidence,

that it regards women as second-class citizens,

and it is time that the Provincial Secretary

dragged his colleagues, kicking and scream-

ing though they might be, into the 1970s,

and imposed upon them the importance of

child care centres if for no other reason than

as a preventive programme. Maybe you can

sell them on that idea.

The people in this province surely must be

tired of the rhetoric and the grandiose state-

ments that come from the Ministry of Com-

munity and Social Services in particular, and

from the Provincial Secretary. It's not only
a disadvantage to those I hope you will con-

centrate on when you do get around to pro-

viding child care centres, but everyone.

I'd like to quote the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services just for a moment.

It may be painful, but I think it's worth

listening to.

He was speaking to the 1973 Ontario

Association of Children's Aid Societies and

the Child Welfare League of America-a

pretty swinging title—joint conference in

Toronto on March 29. He engaged in some

pretty swinging rhetoric at that conference,

I'll tell you. But he did it without commit-

ting himself or his ministry to one single

penny. This is what he said:

We must bear in mind, in providing the

right kind of environment, that most of the

problem families with which we deal are

ones that are most alienated within their
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own community and from society. It is,

therefore, the responsibility of those in

the community, including each of us as

individuals, to reach out to assist them in

their adjustment to life and the institutions

around them.

Another way we can help ensure this

enriching environment is to encourage the

recent phenomenon of the revival of a

concept of a neighbourhood. In many
communities in North America right now
there is returning a sense of neighbour-
hood which we should, in all the ways we
can, encourage and build upon.

And lastly, I would fust like to raise the

question of our responsibility as a larger

community. We have a responsibility be-

yond the jurisdiction of each of our agen-
cies. We have a responsibility beyond our

provincial or state jurisdictions. We have a

responsibility beyond our nation.

Well, Mr. Chairman, through you to the

Provincial Secretary and the minister, rather

than bestowing us with that kind of rhetoric,
if you could just do something. That doesn't

do anything for anybody; it does nothing.
I can't think of a better way that you could
bestow something on the people of Ontario
than instituting a province-wide network of
child care centres.

In conclusion, I'd like to talk for a mo-
ment, through you, Mr. Chairman, to the
Provincial Secretary, about Colleges and
Universities. It's a remarkable ministry. I

have been the critic for the New Democratic

Party for a couple of years now, and I think
I do have an understanding of some of the

problems that they're facing within the min-

istry. I certainly understand the problems
that the people of the province are having
coping with them.

I think there's a real danger within that

ministry, vwth the levelling off of enrolments,
that that be regarded as a financial problem
rather than a social one. I haven't been able
to extract from the minister to what he at-

tributes the declining enrolments. I know
very well it's not just Ontario that is going
through this. That's obvious. It's a continent-
wide phenomenon. At the same time I sus-

pect the ministry is using that to retrench

and, for example, that the moratorium was
done with a cleaver. I personally believe

there had to be a moratorium. I think when
the enrolment was levelling off it had to be

done; as a matter of fact, with the Colleges
of Applied Arts and Technology the mora-
torium should have started when the an-

nouncement of their formation was made.
That's when the moratorium on building
should have started, I suspect.

I'm saying that the moratorium, as it ap-

plied to colleges and universities, was prob-

ably six years too late. There developed in

the Ministry of Colleges and Universities a

love affair with buildings just as there had
with the universities. Perhaps there was
some justification for it in the universities

but with the Colleges of Applied Arts and

Technology, the then Minister of Education
—the present Premier—said these were to be
institutions in which there would be no walls

between the institution and the community,
and then he immediately launched a wall-

building programme the likes of which this

province had never seen.

Despite all the indications that the col-

leges have not become something exciting—
and there really was a tremendous oppor-

tunity for an exciting concept in the colleges
—there is no evidence that the ministry is

even concerned about the disenchantment
with the colleges. The disenchantment with

the colleges is not a financial disenchant-

ment. It's a disenchantment with what the

colleges are trying to do. And what better

evidence is there than the kind of attrition

rates there are in the colleges today? I don't

know whether or not you've seen these at-

trition rates but I'd like to quote some of

them to you.

Out of a total enrolment at the 22 col-

leges, starting in 1970—in 1970 there were

22,000 students enrolled at the 22 colleges.

No, I'm sorry, at the 22 colleges, there were

18,000 students enrolled. Out of that-

Hon. Mr. Welch: Is that full and part-
time complements?

Mr. Laughren: Those are full-^time equiva-
lents. We are talking about the academic

programmes now.

Out of those 18,000 students since 1970,

the attrition rate is 53 per cent and for some
of the colleges it's almost unbelievable. At

Centennial College, out of 1,120 students

enrolled in 1970, 45 graduated in the spring
of 1971 and 97 graduated in 1972; 87 grad-
uated in some other semester and 89 are

still registered. When you put all those fig-

ures together you have an attrition rate of

71 per cent at Centennial College.

At that same college, in the applied arts

programmes, out of an enrolment of 424 at

the college, only 93 have graduated or are

still registered there. That's an attrition rate

of 78 per cent.
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At George Brown College, the attrition

rate in the business division is 81 per cent.

At Lambton College, the overall attrition rate

is 62 per cent while it is 66 per cent in the

appUed arts division.

If you take all the colleges, with that 53

per cent attrition rate, I think you will find

only about six of them have an attrition rate

of less than 50 per cent. I think you are in

trouble when your attrition rate goes over

30 and we are dealing with attrition rates

of that enormity.

I'm not suggesting that those attrition rates

tell the whole story. For one thing, they
don't include the students who switch from

one programme to another. They count as

attrition in one and enrolment in the other

so those figures are out to that extent.

I can't think of any other way that those

figures would not be right on in terms of

the attrition rate. I don't think it would be

that significant.

If you want my advice, and I can tell you
do, the first step you should take is to

abolish the Council of Regents. The Coun-

cil of Regents has totally failed in its job
to deal with the Colleges of Applied Arts

and Technology. Then you should im-

mediately launch some kind of inquiry—and

you are more expert at task forces and com-
mittees and so forth—to determine just what
is causing those attrition rates. Is it the

programme? Is it the standards? Is it the

teaching? I don't know what it is.

Mr. Renwick: It is the government plan-

ning.

Mr. Laughren: I have taught at a com-

munity college and I have some afi^ection

for the concept of the community college.
But I am telling you that when you are

faced with attrition rates like that, it's seri-

ous. And it is not so much that I am worried
about the dollars here, although they are

wasted too. It is the fact that the people
who go into those colleges, go in with a

certain amount of expectation and it is not

being met by the colleges. It is just not

good enough to say that those students

perhaps quit and found employment—that
they got trained so well that before they
graduated, they went and got jobs. That's

just not possible at a time when the demand
by employers is for ever-increased specializa-
tion, not less.

So I hope that you will take a look at
the community colleges and their attrition
rates because I think it's a very serious

problem. It is not the students who are

failing, it's the colleges.

I have concluded my remarks in reply
to the Provincial Secretary. Thank you, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2301.

Mr. Lewis: Isn't there only one vote?

Are you going to say anything, or have you
been muted?

Hon. Mr. Welch: It is all on one vote. I

thought perhaps we might have all the

comments and I would be glad to reply.

Mr. Renwick: That helps debate. Why
don't we have a little give and take here?

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor - Walkerville):

May I make a few comments, Mr. Chair-

man?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted
to ask of the minister if he was aware of

the select committee's report on the utiliza-

tion of educational facilities and several of

the recommendations therein contained that

deal directly with his responsibilities. And
I wanted to elicit from him what action he

contemplates on the report. The first recom-

mendation, Mr. Minister, that deals directly
with your responsibilities is recommendation
five and it reads:

That the government of Ontario, through
the Provincial Secretary for Social Devel-

opment, should adopt the system of com-

munity education which will integrate
school and community resources, including
facihties to meet a wider range of com-

munity needs than just formal education.

Now, I also had noticed in the press, Mr.

Minister, that the Ontario Municipal Recrea-

tion Association, back in the early days of

the year, approximately May sometime, had
asked for a decision concerning the govern-
ment's policy on community schools. May I

at this time ask the minister what position
the government plans on taking on that

report and also on the request of the Ontario

Municipal Recreation Association?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, to address

myself specifically to the question raised by
the member for Windsor-Walkerville, may
I go to the second one first? In the restruc-

turing of the government, the question of

the ultimate place of responsibility for what
was then known as the youth and recreation
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branch was a matter of some discussion. In

fact it formed one of the early agendas of

our field.

There was a division in that particular
branch of government as between the recrea-

tion function, now known as the sports and
recreation function, and the community use

of schools function, which had been formerly
carried on by the youth and recreation

branch. The latter function was retained

as a responsibility within the Ministry of

Education, and some of the personnel to

complement in the youth and recreation

branch was left in Education to give leader-

ship to this whole question of the develop-
ment and continuation of community school

liaison work, about which there had been
a great deal of interest shown on the part
of communities throughout the province. The
balance of the complement transferred to

what is now the sports and recreation branch
to provide the stafiF support for the recrea-

tional sports programme of the province.

To be very frank with you, this concerned
the recreation people to some extent. They
felt that with the division of an established

personnel in this way, the recreation function
as such would perhaps not have the same
staff support as it had before. They have an

undertaking from me, supported by my col-

leagues, the Minister of Community and
Social Services and the Minister of Educa-
tion (Mr. Wells), that once we have com-
pleted an assessment of this split in respon-
sibility that we vdll be back to them to dis-

cuss the implications of this in further detail.

I think in fairness to them they are waiting
to hear from us in order that they can see
what the results of that particular evaluation
are.

I point out that they themselves expressed
their concern at the time. We simply asked
them if we might have an opportimity to see
this division of responsibility within the two
ministries work out for awhile on this basis.
We will soon be meeting with them to share
the results of that evaluation and to see where
we go from there.

With respect to the report of the select

committee, that particular recommendation
and others are related to my responsibility
and that of my colleagues in the field. It is

presently with the committee. I can't indi-

cate what our definite response to that and
to other recommendations will be, but I can
simply assure the member for Windsor-
Walkerville that this report is presently on
the agenda of the cabinet committee for

future consideration.

Perhaps while I'm on my feet and before

we lose sight of some of the comments, I

might take this opportunity, if the members
would permit me at this stage, to make
one or two observations with respect to the

comments that have been made both by the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. R. F. Nixon) and

by the member for Nickel Belt. In view of

the fact the member for Nickel Belt is in his

seat, perhaps I could do him the courtesy of

commenting on his particular points first.

Let me say at the outset that I have
listened with a great deal of interest to the
comments that he has made on all the sub-

ject areas that formed part of his introduc-

tory remarks, particularly with reference to

the whole question of the status of women.
Let me hasten also to remind the House that

the member for Nickel Belt, among other

subjects, made a very detailed and a very
effective plea on this particular subject as his

contribution in the Speech from the Throne

debate, indicating his great concern. In fact

I commented on it at that time, in winding
up the speech from the Throne debate. I in-

dicated that we would be publishing our

green paper and indeed we did table it, fol-

lowing which we have taken certain steps
with respect to the contents of that paper.

Rather than taking up the time of the
House to go over what is already public in-

formation, because it is contained in the

green paper, I would want to associate my-
self with the spirit of much of what he has
said with respect to the status of women. I

do this and I hope that he will accept this

from me in the spirit to which I express my-
self on this subject.

Certainly I do not want to be a party to

anything which could be interpreted as

mere tokenism. I want to be associated with
those who feel that there is a great deal of

work to be done in this area. We are talking
about fellow human beings, and we are talk-

ing about the dignity of the individual. We
are talking about opportunities which should
be available to people because they are per-

sons, and that when one studies the history
of the development of the whole question of

the status of women over the years through-
out the world, one is amazed to think that it

has taken so long to bring ourselves to this

particular point in this realization.

I remind myself, as I'm sure the hon. mem-
ber does too, that this issue is encumbered
from time to time by matters of tradition and

background. In any multi-cultural society, I

suppose, we have this. I know that one can't

legislate attitude but one has to provide some

leadership on the question of attitude—not
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just on the part of man's view of woman but

of woman's view of herself—and, as my
friend says, to do something in a very posi-
tive way with respect to the myths. Those of

us who are fathers of young daughters find

this all the time as we work with our daugh-
ters in selecting courses at schools and all

kinds of things, that they've been brought
up not to consider themselves as being can-

didates for certain types of courses or for

certain careers.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It's not be-
cause they are not capable.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Oh no, it's simply a
case that they've—well, I have a daughter
who was doing her course selection prior to

going back to school in September, a daughter
who would put anyone in this House to

shame with her practical talents, particularly
with respect to her hands. Her father is

leaning on her all the time for house main-
tenance responsibilities.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): She must
have got it from her mother.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I said to her, "Why don't

you take industrial arts? Take shop." Well,
she thought I was out of mind for trying to

suggest that. She had never seen herself in

that particular course-

Mr. Lewis: That's right. If you hadn't

bought her little girl dolls through her entire

life then she would have taken industrial arts.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am sure the House will

excuse me for giving this personal example,
but it is a very real example of the sort of

thing one goes through, and one can see the
need to invite even women to consider the

broader opportunities which should be theirs

on the basis of their individual abilities.

Therefore, there is to be no tokenism here.

We have announced the name of what I

would hope the hon. members would agree
is a strong status of women council to advise

government with respect to this matter. As
far as the government itself is concerned we
have named Mrs. McLellan as the co-ordina-

tor with respect to ourselves, as a large

employer. I can only assure the hon. mem-
bers that as far as the Provincial Secretary
for Social Development is concerned, indeed
as far as this government is concerned, we
are very serious about meeting our respon-
sibilities of leadership in this field.

Mr. Laughren; Why doesn't the minister

allow the Premier (Mr. Davis) to make ap-
pointments of this kind to the Ontario Racing

Commission? Why is he allowed to do those

things?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, give us time. And
I would also point out-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Time?
How much time?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, when one looks

back on some of these things it is not going
to seem long. But if one looks ahead, I don't

know—how fast is fast?

Mr. Cassidy: The South Africans and Rho-
desians have been saying that to the blacks

for years. Come off it!

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, I'm not talking

about that particular issue at the moment. I

remind the hon. members that in June 1973

we tabled a green paper in this House. The

green paper states right in the preface that

the government agrees in principle with all

the committee's proposals and is prepared
now to take positive action. We are now
moving in this regard, and I hope that the

hon. members have seen some evidence up to

now of how serious we are.

With respect to the comments that were
made on the whole subject of child care, there

is no doubt that once the estimates of my
colleague, the Minister of Community and

Social Services, are brought before the com-

mittee of supply, the hon. members will have

an opportunity to go into this subject in the

detail which the member for Nickel Belt has

invited us to consider.

I do remind the hon. members that in the

green paper, with that commitment of agree-

ment in principle to its reconmiendations, we
do include reference to "a provincial initiative

in planning and developing a province-wide
innovative daycare programme." I can assure

the hon. members that we are not going to

take these commitments lightly, and the Mini-

ster of Community and Social Services has—

Mr. Lewis: That requires legislation.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I can point out to the

hon. members now—and I suppose I'm not

taking away anything from my colleague's

presentation—that there is some legislation

before us now with respect to some changes,
and I would remind them of the legislative

changes that have already been introduced

in the House this session on the subject.

All of this, I hope, could be interpreted as

tangible evidence of our interest in proceeding
here. I do this against the background of the

whole question of a study of child care in
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the province. In my opening remarks I made
some reference to the present consideration

by the secretary of the task force on the care

and education of young children. The results

of that study, of course, will be announced

very shortly; indeed, this being Thursday, and

I remind the hon. members that Thursday is

our committee day, we were very much in-

volved in the discussion of that particular

subject even this morning. It's a very large

subject, but one I find fascinating.

It was prompted by the COGP recom-

mendation of a year or so ago, with respect
to the transfer of the daycare branch in

Community and Social Services. I think the

recommendation was that it be transferred

from Community and Social Services to

Education. The government didn't adopt that

particular recommendation at that time. In-

stead it asked the secretariat if it would give
some consideration to that recommendation.

Now, we have broadened the study from

that specific question to the whole area of

child care. And I want to assure you that

once that is finished, and once we have made
certain recommendations to cabinet, you will

find that of some interest. And, indeed, I

would welcome your comments once that is

made public.

I am also impressed by the very sincere

plea, made by the member for Nickel Belt,

with respect to the Whole area of disadvan-

tage. I hardly need to be reminded, and I

am sure the House hardly needs to be re-

minded, when we see two-thirds of the bud-

get of the province assigned to this field.

Now, it's a matter of opinion whether you
feel that, in relationship to other responsi-

bilities, is an adequate percentage of the

resources, so to speak, but it is substantial.

Mr. Cassidy: Do you count the education

of PhDs as something for the disadvantaged?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, I am speaking in

the general context of the first point, raised

earlier by the member for Nickel Belt—the

percentage of the budget assigned to this

particular field. And I will then speak speci-

fically on the question of whether or not we
were doing enough for the disadvantaged. It

would be very easy in studying the budget
in this field to see the assignment of certain

resources to Community and Social Services.

But the one point that was made by the

member for Nickel Belt which is worthy of

further comment, is the rationalization for the

income-support programmes.
As you know, the government of Canada

and the provinces are presently working out

their terms of reference with respect to this

study. The Minister of Community and

Social Services will tell you that he was be-

fore the committee of supply, and that he

goes to Ottawa next week for another round

of meetings in an attempt to bring some order

out of the various income-support pro-

grammes of the province. The provincial

position has been carefully considered in our

committee in the last few months. And, as

the result of the attitude taken by this gov-
ernment, as enunciated by Mr. Brunelle, the

federal people expanded their terms of refer-

ence to include other forms of income sup-

port, including housing.

And, may I draw your attention to the

fact that the question of Workmen's Com-

pensation Board payments and a number of

other matters were in that study as well.

And, the question of attempting to bring
some semblance of order to this is a worth-

while one diat the member for Nickel Belt

quite properly has brought to our attention.

With respect to—I am sorry, I am not

doing this in the order they were raised by
the member. The member for Nickel Belt

talked about declining enrolments. And, as

they relate to or influence the question of

the economics of the post-secondary institu-

tions, I would draw his attention to the report
of the Commission on Post-Secondary Educa-
tion. And I would also indicate that we in

the policy field have given some thought to

the implications of the change in enrolment

patterns as they affect the funding of post-

secondary institutions. I mentioned briefly in

my remarks the interim response to that-

going to the split-year approach.

But more important than that—and I agree
with the member for Nickel Belt—more im-

portant than funding or the economic implica-

tions, is the attitude of the young people of

the province toward post-secondary institu-

tions. And in that connection, it may well be
that we are finding more and more of our

young people reluctant to become involved

in full-time programmes. They are in and

out of the system more on a part-time basis,

or indeed, as some recommended before the

Commission on Post-Secondary Education,

they are finding it perhaps a little more excit-

ing in combining a formal education with

employment in some ways. I don't know.

Mr. Laughren: You are not compensating
them for that by catering to the part-time
students. Why don't you make allowances for

that and do something for the part-time stu-

dent?
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Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, of course, you
would perhaps be aware of the recent

announcement by the Minister of Colleges and

Universities (Mr. McNie) with respect to the

pilot project insofar as part-time bursaries go.

Mr. Laughren: Regrettably so, just

$300,000.

Mr. Foulds: Pilot project? There have been

part-time students with us for a decade,

Hon. Mr. Welch: All I am pointing out to

you is that I think the hon. member for Nickel

Belt has been very fair in this particular com-

ment by indicating he has no ready-made
solutions for the problem either, but that it

is one that we are going to have to face up
to. Indeed I suppose when one thinks in terms

of the community colleges alone and their

part-time registrations as compared to their

full-time, one sees, as the hon. member for

Port Arthur has mentioned, where the empha-
sis is in this particular post-secondary facility.

Mr. Laughren: Think about the Council of

Regents, too. Do think about them.

Hon. Mr. Welch: There were a number of

other matters that were mentioned—place-
ment and the question of where the Ministry
of Labour should be insofar as the cluster of

ministries in the policy field is concerned.

Mr. Foulds: Correctional Services.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes, I suppose to some
extent from the social implications there is

that point as well, as the hon. member for

Port Arthur notes.

Be assured, insofar as the Ministry of

Labour is concerned, that those decisions or

those policy matters which affect the social

field, be they changes in benefits under Work-
men's Compensation or otherwise, are in fact

cleared through our field prior to going to the

Policy and Priorities Board. There is a close

working relationship even though they are

not necessarily oflBcially placed within the

field.

There were a number of other matters. I

hope I have covered them. I wouldn't want
to conclude my observations here without

stating that I really do appreciate the amount
of time which the member for Nickel Belt has

spent in preparing remarks for the field,

recognizing as he does the many areas that

have to be attended to. It certainly does

emphasize, however, that we are, from some
structural or organizational way much more

capable of addressing ourselves to these par-
ticular larger issues now, because we have

the policy field organization and indeed the

advantage of the ministers working together
in making these determinations on a field

basis.

Mr. Laughren: If you wanted a priority list

would you abolish the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board first and then the Council of

Regents? That's more important?

Hon Mr. Welch: I have no comment on

the Council of Regents. They are very dedi-

cated people who have in fact assumed

responsibility and have provided leadership.

Mr. Foulds: Oh, come on, you are going to

break up like you did during your speech.

Mr. Lewis: Come on now! You are getting
back to vertical lineage or horizontal integra-
tion or whatever it was.

Hon. Mr. Welch: As for the Leader of the

Opposition, and I apologize that he is not in

his seat, I would want to put on the record

that he, too, expressed some concern about

the status of women, and hoped—

Mr. Foulds: You apologize for him?

Mr. Lewis: Well, he said what needed to

be said about Chatelaine and those who work
for it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: He hoped that it wasn't

tokenism, and I would agree with him. I

point out, as I have already said in response
to the member for Nickel Belt, that it is a

very serious decision which we have taken.

We have recognized our responsibilities there.

I was interested in the comments of the

Leader of the Opposition with respect to the

co-ordination of health and social services at

the community level. This is a subject matter

which is receiving increasing attention

throughout the province, brought on to some

extent, or expedited to some extent, by the

fact ihat at the provincial level we have

reorganized the government to reflect this

co-ordination and planning process to which

we have already made reference. I know that

in the case of the Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter) with respect to the district health

council concept and of the Hanson task force

of the Ministry of Community and Social

Services with respect to the regionalization of

the social services these give some indication

of the interest of these two ministries in find-

ing some way for the decentralization of their

delivery systems.

Let's be very frank about this. The Leader

of the Opposition speculates as to the possi-

bility of there being some new body at the
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local level to co-ordinator there two delivery

systems. And this brings right into focus this

whole question of whether or not we need

another special purpose body in our munic-

ipalities dealing with this particular aspect of

social and health services.

It is no secret that the local municipal

people feel that this is something that can

best be assigned to them—that they them-

selves can provide the co-ordination. The

provincial-municipal liaison committee is very

strong on this point. Indeed, there is a select

committee of this Legislature that dates back

many years that certainly would not encour-

age the rebirth of a number of special pur-

pose bodies and, indeed, would want to place
within local government a lot of this respon-

sibility.

There are those who would argue very

strongly that with the new regional concept
of government this is the logical place to have

this co-ordination, accountable as govern-
ments are at that local level to their local

electorate. Indeed, the regional municipality
in Kitchener-Waterloo is having a full day
conference on Oct. 27 on the whole question
of how best to provide for this co-ordination

at the local level.

I had the opportunity to meet with repre-
sentatives of the social planning councils of

the province. To this meeting were invited

some other people with differing views on
this whole subject as related to the social

services, raising as they did the involvement
of the private sector as well as the public
sector at the local level and the relationship
to local government in all these very legiti-
mate questions and concerns.

'Sufficient to say that we have to, in my
opinion, find a vehicle at the local level to in

some way provide for this co-ordination. You
will be hearing more from us on this particu-
lar subject once we have conducted some fur-

ther meetings and have consulted with those
both in the private and public sector at the

local level.

The Leader of the Opposition also made
some reference to the question of the dentur-

ists. The policy decision with respect to the

supervision of this group was, of course, an-

noimced in the House—in the absence of the
Minister of Health because of illness—by the
Provincial Secretary. But it is sufficient to say
that the policy determination that this par-
ticular discipline, or whatever it should be

properly called, should come under the super-
vision of a dentist, was a considered decision
of the government announced by the Minister
of Health and is still the policy determination
with respect to denture therapists.

I hope I have handled the comments from

both the Leader of the Opposition and the

member for Nickel Belt and would welcome

any other observations from any other mem-
bers of the House.

Mr. Chairman: Is vote 2301 carried?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, some of my col-

leagues, particularly my colleague from Otta-

wa Centre, and I, have a number of things
we want to say before the estimate closes

about this quite remarkable area of unmet

needs, community involvement, and the new
definition of social services that has emerged
over the last couple of years and what it has

done to the whole field of health and com-

munity services — health and welfare in its

broadest sense — in the Province of Ontario.

We have thought a lot about it and will

have some specffics to put to you before the

debate closes, but before that happens I won-
dered whether I could volunteer just a few
assorted comments as well while we are in

that area.

The first thing I want to do, Mr. Minister,

since it involves you directly, is go back to

the Premier's announcement which he made
on Tuesday when the House opened, and the

somewhat marginal fracas we had at the

question period this afternoon about the con-

straint package on the medical plan in On-
tario. I want to refresh your memory, sir, and

then ask you to provide an explanation.

I haven't been able to go back through all

of Hansard and I can't remember the in-

numerable references, but I have four in

order to bring it back to your memory.
On April 18, 1973, in response to a series

of questions from myself, the Minister of

Health said:

It's pretty obvious, Mr. Speaker, that in providing
our constraints we must continue to provide services;

at the same time ceihngs are being instituted, and
there will be more constraints announced very shortly.

That's April 18, 1973. On April 24, 1973,

again in response to an exchange which we
had together, the Minister of Health says in

Hansard, page 1192:

Mr. Speaker, I can only reiterate today that I

wiU be announcing to this Legislature, when I am
ready, the government's constraint package. This

memo [Meaning the College of Physicians' and Sur-

geons' memo.] has nothing to do with my constraint

package. This is a package that the college itself has

instituted for its own members. Our constraint pack-
age will be announced shortly.

On May 14, 1973, the Hon. Robert Welch

—again an exchange with various people, Mr.

R. F. Nixon, Mr. Deans, at one point myself
—Mr. Welch says, page 1842:
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I think it is important to recognize the fact that

what we are reading is coming from the College of

Physicians and Surgeons. It may well be that when
the Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) does in fact-as

we have undertaken that he will do—announce the

control mechanism with respect to the medical insur-

ance claims fund, this and a number of other matters

will be part of that package.

And when trapped by Mr. Nixon, the

Leader of the Opposition, Mr. Welch said:

I can understand the concern. I would think that

when the minister does make his statement, the

Leader of the Opposition and the members of the

House will see why this statement would be made
when it was made.

On May 15, again in answer to a question,

this time from the Leader of the Opposition,
the Minister of Health says;

Mr. Speaker, I stated earlier that I would be intro-

ducing to the House—when they are available and

ready—the control mechanisms that we in the minis-

try and government intend to implement. When they
are ready I will be bringing them in to the Legis-
lature.

Now, I don't have to belabour it. The
minister knows that in the months of April
and May and June, he reiterated faithfully,
time and again, a control package on the

medical care insurance plan. The minister

opposite used the phrase, "putting the lid

on." I remember it quite clearly. I think it

was "putting the lid on medical incomes." I

can't remember.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Me?

Mr. Lewis: Yes. The minister used the

phrase "putting the lid on."

Hon. Mr. Welch: Yes, I certainly did.

Mr. Lewis: He was referring to the spiral-

ling costs of medical care. It may have been

"putting the lid on" the whole squalid mess

or some other kind, but he was referring to

the whole dimension of medical costs.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I may have said that the

lid was about to descend.

Mr. Lewis: "The lid was about to de-

scend." Very nice! He is more poetic than I

am and it's 9:30, He is a man who grows
with the hours.

Well then, let me say to him that I want
to understand, as a member of the opposition,
what the devil has happened in the Province

of Ontario. How is it that when he makes
those kinds of commitments in the early part
of 1973, that when the Minister of Healdi is

asked a question in October of 1973, it be-

comes absolutely apparent that he doesn't

intend to do a damn thing?

And I think I understand What has hap-

pened. I think I understand what has hap-

pened. And he can disabuse me, as I'm sure

he will—or abuse me, as I'm sure he would
like to. I think this is what has happened.

I think that the College of Physicians and

Surgeons having imposed a certain ceiling
on the number of units which various medi-

cal disciplines were allowed to have over a

period of time, he felt that the College of

Physicians and Surgeons might have taken

him off the hook. It might be that some
medical doctors would find their incomes re-

duced by the number of units.

I'm going to—I don't often agree with my
colleague from High Park (Mr. Shulman)
about things medical. I think that my obstet-

rical diagnoses are better than his; but on

matters of this kind-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —I think that he is right. I

think he was right in his objection to that

plan. As a matter of fact, another Tory doc-

tor—whom my colleague, the member for

Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy) and I met

just a few days ago—a fellow named Tom
Ashwell who is the mayor of Smith FaUs; a

disenchanted Tory doctor; I think that the

criticisms he made are also valid. The way in

which the profession attempted to descend on

its own practitioners because of its fear of

what the government might or might not do,

in the total absence of leadership from the

government, may ultimately be self-defeating,

may not provide the oppoitunities for medi-

cal practice Which some doctors would like

to pursue. I don't know, but I have that

very, very strong suspicion.

I also think, Mr. Chairman, that the

announcement by the Premier of the formal

establishment of a committee to establish a

new fee schedule in conjunction with the

Ontario Medical Association is the latest sell-

out to the medical profession, and no one

need make any mistake about it. There's

been no constraint package whatsoever. The
Minister of Health was clearly in retreat

today. It was obvious from his discomfort that

he wasn't prepared to make a commitment
about a medical constraint package. It means

that that cabinet over there is prepared to

contemplate $600 million, or better, for

OHIP, an annual gross average income for

the doctors in excess of $72,000 a year.

No constraints whatsoever, and in the pro-
cess you're already sitting down to negotiate
with them, amiably, the next increase in the

fee schedule.
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I don't know what it is that the medical

profession holds over your heads over there.

I don't know how that profession bullies you
into submission every single time it wants to.

I don't know why the Minister of Health,
after all those bravado statements, is once

again in retreat, but in retreat he is. He may
come down in 1974 or 1975 with some alter-

native—I don't know: Salary payments based

on hospital usage; some manipulation of the

fee schedule, part of it full payment at 90

per cent; and a number of procedures beyond
that of a lesser payment. Maybe ultimately
he will come up with some kind of plan.

But I say to him, he has abandoned the

constraint package. He has simply taken

every commitment he made to the Legisla-
ture and thrown it out. In effect, the $50
million which he indeed indicated he would
save has now been abandoned, and it's all

being done in order to pacify the medical

profession.

Mr. Stokes: We're stupid for not knowing
what the constraint package was.

Mr. Lewis: We should never have taken

any of these statements at face value. When
he repeats them day in and day out one

would think they would have some plausi-

bility. Come October, they have not a shred

of substance, not a vestige left.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): We
thought they were coming from honourable

men.

Mr. Renwick: We actually believed you.

Mr. Lewis: Yes. I don't know—

Hon. Mr. Welch: We hope you won't be

disappointed.

Mr. Lewis: We wont be disappointed? Are

you going to stand there tonight and promise
us a constraint package again? I don't know
how many months passed between. I can

figure it out—it's April, May, June, July,

August, September, that's six or seven months

ago now—and you still haven't tabled it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If you are not dis-

appointed there must be something wrong.

^

Mr. Lewis: All right! That's number one.
I'd like an explanation from you about why
you capitulated yet again to the medical pro-
fession and why the people of Ontario will

be paying further inflated medical incomes.

I don't begrudge them a good wage. I do

begrudge what an excessive wage is doing to

the plan. The plan is systematically being

undermined in this province, and ultimately
the people will be penalized. Ultimately you'll

put a tariff on services over and above the

premium. That's the way your government
will decide that you can salvage the plan,
that you can bail it out of the financial

debacle which has been created. That's

number one.

Number two: You haven't, in fact, dealt

with the matter of denturists.

It is all right to reafiBrm with a sense of

vigour, whatever that is, at this time, that

you're going to stick with the legislation.
What does that mean? What it means is that

some denturists are passing the tests and
some aren't. It means that denturists are still

advertising. It means that denturists are still

practising. It means that some denturists are

providing dentures at $180 and others aren't.

It means that the services that are provided
are unequal across the province. It means
that the services that are provided are not

equally accessible across the province. It

means that the law is being flouted by some
and observed by a few. It means that the

whole policy area around denturists is in

chaos.

But it means that somewhere you, as the

policy minister, have to step in and say what
the devil you will permit and what the devil

you won't permit. That's all. It's not very
difiicult. Simply to say that you stand by your

legislation is to say that you stand by chaos.

If that satisfies you, you're more readily satis-

fied than most.

The third point I want to make is on the

question of income maintenance. And I'd like

to hear from the minister of social policy

development what plans he is putting forward

to the federal government for overall income

maintenance. Many of us on this side of the

House are, frankly, weary, and I know the

minister feels deeply about these things. I

can remember when I served with him on

the select committee of youth, many, many
years ago, and we had some private conver-

sations about these and related matters. And
I know that no one can watch what is

occurring without some kind of personal re-

sponse. But how long are you people over

there prepared to accept the anomalies of

the present fragmentation, and the assault it

has on human worth?

I go to Belleville and I do an open-line

radio programme, and in the middle of the

programme a man phones in who says that

he's on a disability allowance of $105 a

month. This is about three or four weeks ago.

So I say to him: "Sir, I think you're mistaken;

the provincial government raised that by 10
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per cent. I know that's a mere pittance but

clearly you're making a mistake, it couldn't

be $105. They didn't leave it at $105. I

heard Rene Brunelle, in the House, say he
was going to raise it 10 per cent for 75 per
cent of those on FBA. And when we pressed
him and said 'What about the other 25 per

cent, Rene?' he said: 'Oh, they're in institu-

tions. Don't worry, they'll be looked after'."

Then I come back to my ofiBce in Toronto
and I find that it wasn't only institutionally

disabled who were part of the 25 per cent-
it was people living at home. Well, okay, I

didn't know. I was really stupid about it.

So, here's a fellow living with his mother
in Belleville on $105 a month, and now
you're going to give him five per cent. I don't

know what that works out to—what, $5.25?
So that he'll be making $110.50, or there-

abouts, a month? In October of 1973? A
fully disabled man, in his mid-thirties, living
at home with his mother, who also has a

pension?

Now, come on! I mean it's beyond belief.

It surpasses credulity. It's savage, and there's

no need to put up with it.

You can alter your maintenance program-
me, surely, in a way that brings in a level of

income that is something beyond a state of

sort of depravity in the way it views people.
You must know that, you must feel that. You
know I can't believe otherwise, or refuse to

believe otherwise; but I do know that there

are a great many people in this province for

whom that level of income still exists.

And when you discuss, as the Premier did
two days ago, or anybody else on that cabinet

side, the rise in the cost of living, the rise in

the food prices, recognizing, collectively,
what it means for such people, and forever
dicker with the federal government about in-

come maintenance in this merry-go-round of

provincial-federal conferences-

Rene Brunelle stood up at the conference
of social and community service ministers in

Charlottetown and said: "We won't allow

Quebec City; we won't allow an excess profit
tax."'

Well, how else do you ever expect to ex-

tract the sums, or to prevent the increases, in

a way which will allow people on fixed in-

comes to cope. How else, how else?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): How would you control

excess profits?

Mr. Lewis: I would have the federal

government set down a limit based on retum-

on-investment, or based on an across-the-

board profit margin, and above that tax it.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: And what about the

others in our society? What about the profes-
sionals? What about plumbers and—

Mr. Lewis: Well, the fact of the matter is,

my friend Mr. Minister, that when you're

dealing with the supermarkets and the food

chain and the price of food to people to

whom you pay an indigent allowance then

you simply have to bring the excess profits

under control. But, you see, they get squeezed
at both ends. You don't give them an amount
of money with which they can survive!

Mr. MacDonald: Why don't you start some-

where?

Mr. Lewis: You don't give them the money
with which they can survive, and you don't

keep in control those pariahs in society who

gouge from them every last penny they have.

So they get it from both ends.

I really think it's within your power to do
it. And I don't think you can put up with it

much longer.

And the $50 gifts at Christmas are really

—again they are obscene. It is again a kind

of total depreciation of the worth of the

people involved.

As a matter of fact, you know what never

was talked about here at question period

except by way of interjection. You know
from the British Columbia experience that the

federal government is going to pay you 50

per cent of that. You know on the basis of

recent federal-provincial funding of additional

money for pensions that you're going to get

$8.5 million back from the federal govem-
mnt. You didn't say a word about that.

So the question I ask the minister is this:

If, in fact, that is true, as I'm prepared to

bet it will be true, and you are prepared to

spend $17 million from the province, are you
then prepared to make that $50 into $100
at Christmas?

No, you won't. You won't, in fact, do that.

And you won't do that because the $50 is a

device—not an act responsive to an unmet

need; and that's why you won't increase it.

Well, the income maintenance thing is

really a shambles now. Surely if the federal

goverrmient won't go with you, you simply
have to have the courage to raise the mini-

mum wage and to raise the level of allow-

ances and to make it a programme which the

rest of the country will have to emulate, and
not to have on your shoulders forever oppo-
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sition members who pull out isolated in-

stances to you, which the Provincial Secretary
for Social Development knows well enough
because he listens to the open-line pro-

grammes in the peninsula as assiduously as

anyone.

That leads me to the last point I wanted
to make. One of the open-line programmes
to which the Provincial Secretary for Social

Development listens on a regular basis and
hears the human condition discussed at great

length is that run by Laura Sabia.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am sometimes on it.

Mr. Lewis: You are sometimes on it. When
she wants to talk about bureaucratic, vertical

integration she calls upon the minister and
she does it with loquacious circumlocution.

I may say, and I want it to be on the record,

because I feel it, that the appointment of

Laura Sabia is an absolutely splendid appoint-
ment. It was one—in fact it was the only

encouraging thing really—the council and the

appointment of Laura Sabia—that followed

on that absurd document called the green

paper on the S'tatus of women.

My colleague for Nickel Belt makes the

point, of course, that if you were serious

about that document you could have intro-

duced legislative changes. All the chatter in

the world won't alter the social condition.

Legislative changes will. It will be interest-

ing to see when Laura Sabia reads the

speech of the member for Nickel Belt wheth-
er she's prepared to haul the Minister of

Education, the Minister of Community and
Social Services, the Minister of Colleges and
Universities and the Minister of Health into

her ofiBce on the carpet and say: "Look, you
four males—"

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): You
don't believe that, though.

Mr. Lewis: —"you start hiring some senior

women in your ministries". I do believe it.

Laura Sabia could take that crew on with
both hands behind her back.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: And you wouldn't last 30

seconds, as a matter of fact. You'd be dis-

membered and in tatters as you walked

through the door. And I hope it happens;
because it'll be a confrontation none of you
will be able to deal with. As a matter of

fact, why is the Minister of Community and
Social Services salivating? If you look forward
to it that much, I can arrange that she does
it one at a time.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: She was in my office

about two months ago—a very fine lady.

Mr. Lewis: Right. Yes, yes. I really think

it will be a comeuppance for the government,
if in fact it's handled that way. Then, finally,

a breakthrough of a major kind of that type

might just mean that the whole government
field at least is seen differently. Then over

there, with all this green paper rubbish and

all of the oracular nonsense that surrounds

it, you'll start bringing in some legislation
which makes some policy changes, and it'll

mean something. You know and I know that

it's fun to discuss it across the floor of the

House, but it never achieves anything.

So, before we get into one of the basic

things in yom* ministry, which is what has

happened to it in terms of a patchwork, I'd

really like to hear about the constraint pack-

age, how much it will involve, when it's

coming down and why you are so friendly

to the doctors. I would really hke to hear

how you are going to cope with the dentur-

ists' chaos. I would really like to hear about

the income maintenance programme and

what happens if the federal government gives

you the $8.5 million. Will that increase the

additional benefit at Christmas? And finally,

have you met, sir, with Laura Sabia specifi-

cally on the alteration of senior posts within

the various ministries in your secretariat?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, may I

respond to the member for Scarborough West

in reverse order? Mrs. Sabia, of course, has

been in to get herself organized with respect

to the first meeting of the council, which I

think is next week. The new Ontario Council

on the Status of Women meets next week.

I haven't presumed to suggest to Mrs.

Sabia what her order of priorities are. That's

why we established the advisory council. I

am quite confident, knowing that Mrs. Sabia

has ideas, and I know, as the member for

Scarborough West does, that she'll not be

hesitant at all in responding to the mandate

which will be given her to advise us with

respect to these matters.

The income maintenance situation to

which the hon. member makes reference is

one of serious concern. Let me approach it in

two or three ways. The estimates of the

Minister of Community and Social Services

will be before committee, as I understand it,

tomorrow morning, but I would like to draw

attention to two things with respect to gen-
eral policy. When the Premier announced the

increase in family benefits and general wel-

fare, he did indicate that the higher payments
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which he in fact was announcing at that

time would continue to the end of the year—
that is this calendar year—when further im-

provements will be introduced by the Ministry
of Community and Social Services.

We will have to await that particular an-

nouncement, but I can assure you, on the

basis of the work which we have done on

this subject, that the anomalies with respect
to the income maintenance programme are

of some concern and that they will be—

Mr. Cassidy: That concern sure bums out.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —consistent with what the

Premier mentioned in his announcement, at

that time the government policy with respect
to that—or rather the government's intention

will be announced at that time.

I can add nothing to the Premier's an-

nouncement this afternoon with respect to

the special payment to the old age security

pensioners on income security payments. I

would feel that the announcement that has

been made by the Premier represents what,
in fact, is our intention for the balance of

this year with respect to that special pay-
ment.

The denturist situation: I am glad the hon.

member for Scarborough West has raised

that again, because obviously I have been
misunderstood. The Leader of the Opposition
raised this question today and I happen to

know that the denturists met with the Min-
ister of Health in the last couple of days to

review the current situation. I simply wanted
to indicate, from a policy minister's point of

view, how we approach this matter and how,
ultimately, the Minister of Health, after the
matter had gone through the process, made
the announcement with respect to what we
would do in this regard.

It is a very simple summary. I feel the

people of Ontario, in so many of these par-
ticular services, are entitled to a choice. The
function of government, surely, is to mini-

mize any negative effects to be experienced
by any member of the public in the exer-

cise of his choice. It was the considered

opinion of government, after all the advice

we had sought, that it was necessary ulti-

mately to have some degree of supervision in

the execution of this particular function. That

really is the policy matter insofar as the

question of supervision over these technicians

is concerned.

From that point on, with respect to en-

forcement or no enforcement or what, in

fact, is the situation, as you know the den-
ture therapists legislation has been passed

and has received royal assent but the en-

forcement provisions have not been pro-
claimed under the new Act to provide some

opportunity for the members of the now-
called denturists, soon to be denture thera-

pists, to pass their qualifying examinations.

There have been some representations to

the minister with respect to the time frame
to be allowed for qualification. I don't think
it will be too long before the Minister of

Health will be making some announcement
with respect to the next phase in the proc-
lamation of certain sections.

I have no comment on those extracts from
Hansard to which the hon. member for Scar-

borough West made reference, as they relate

to my colleague, the Minister of Health. He
quoted me on one occasion but if he were to

reread this he would see that I had, in fact,

mentioned that I was quite confident that

the Minister of Health, in due time, would
be making announcements with respect to

tliat subject matter. I am quite satisfied that

when the Minister of Health's estimates are

before the committee of supply he will detail

his ministry's approach to that particular

subject.

I am satisfied with respect to the amount of

work that has gone on in this particular field.

Our responsibilities in this connection have

been taken very seriously and, indeed, at

this time I wish to say no more which, in

fact, would prejudice a tremendous amount
of work and progress that has been made wdth

respect to the discharge of our responsibility
in this field.

Mr. Renwick: Double talking!

Mr. Lewis: This is really incredible.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I want to assure you that

you only have to look at the estimates of

the Ministry of Health, which will be before

the committee of supply-

Mr. Renwick: We are talking about a

statement in the House, not the estimates.

Hon. Mr. Welch: —and compare them with

a year ago with respect to the rate of in-

crease. I can only say that I can add nothing
further to the answer that I gave to the hon.

member that's referred to in Hansard—except
that I am quite confident that when the pic-

ture is revealed in full to honour that com-

mitment, you will see there's been no sellout

to any particular profession-

Mr. Lewis: Completely, totally, I am
amazed! You are ducking all over the place.
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Hon. Mr. Welch: —and the people of this

province who are entitled to and expect a

high quality health care system.

Mr. Lewis: We would not deny that.

Hon. Mr. Welch: This government is com-
mitted to and has in fact provided one. In-

deed there isn't any member of this House,

except for three, that can deliver any of that

service.

Mr. Renwick: What about a constraint

package?

Mr. Lewis: What about the constraint

package that you talked about and Potter

talked about?

Hon. Mr. Welch: To talk about the medical

profession in that irresponsible way is to

ignore the fact-

Mr. Lewis: Come on now; you talked
about it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: -that the medical pro-
fession has to help accomplish these particu-
lar objectives.

Mr. Renwick: You are an expert at it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am satisfied; and if you
won't be satisfied with respect to the eflPorts

that are being made, I can provide no more
information at this time.

Mr. Lewis: No, I am not satisfied and I

want to be satisfied.

Mr. Stdces: That is what the Minister of
Health said.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, I wouldn't associate

myself with that—

Mr. Renwick: Circumlocution is quite cor-
rect.

Mr. Lewis: If it comes from the Minister
of Education, it is of no consequence.

Mr. Renwick: Eloquent circumlocution!

Mr. Lewis: Eloquent circumlocution?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, it was really.

Mr. Stokes: Oratorical.

Mr. Lewis: We might as well have it all

out. We might as well tell you in advance
that we are not going to be satisfied about
the estimates. We know about the estimate

thing—that was dealt with. You forget all of
these things because you apparently never
meant any of them, but when the estimates

showed a certain increase, the minister—

Hon. Mr. Welch: With all respect, just
read the answer I gave you.

Mr. Lewis: I read it to you. I read you the

central question.

Mr. Renwick: It means the same to us as

it did to you at the time you made it.

Mr. Lewis: It was back on May 14.

Hon. Mr. Welch: And I stood by that

answer.

Mr. Lewis: The problem is you have gone
through so many convolutions in six months,
as you have danced to the medical piper, that

you don't know whether you are on your
head or on your feet any more.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I am quite satisfied that

we are acting in the public interest.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, I have no doubt. As long
as it coincides with the medical interest, it

becomes a public interest.

Mr. Renwick: And so long as it is totally
secret.

Mr. Lewis: It's a confusion in your mind—

Hon. Mr. Welch: The only interest this

government was elected to protect was the

public interest.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: And you have made an equa-
tion which more circumscribes the definition

of the public than anything we have ever

known. The public equals the doctors' vested
interest.

Mr. Renwick: That is right.

Mr. Lewis: That's what it means; that's

what it means! You know—of course you're
embarrassed. Who wouldn't be embarrassed?

Why can't you stand and say—?

Mr. Renwick: We know when that minister

is embarrassed.

Mr. Lewis: Be informal if it makes you feel

better. Say "Steve," because it is easier for

you when you do it that way—not quite as

humiliating. You say: "Steve, we have

changed our minds, or we are leaving it to

the Ontario Medical Association committee to

work out with the government. We are going
to wait because the doctors didn't like all

these rumours of a $50 million cut in budget."
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But don't pretend to work your way out of

it by talking to us about the estimates. Dr.

Potter already talked to us about the esti-

mates in one of his answers. He told us that

the percentage increase of this year's esti-

mates, if we looked at it carefully, subtract-

ing those elements which were not congruous
with previous elements of budgets hitherto

tabled in years where they were notated dif-

ferently, he explained to us that on balance

it was much the same.

All right, but that's of no value. We are

asking you about the constraint package to

which the government committed itself,

month after month. The serious reduction in

the amount of money we were paying to the

medical care insurance plan. Recognition on

your part that the plan was being destroyed

by the amount of money it was costing; that

you are going to have to resort to extremes

you don't even want to countenance, unless

you bring in controls, unless the lid is allowed

to descend.

Oh, do you fellows have a sort of artful

bravado when you are outside the Legislature
somewhere! In the Legislature, you say: "I

don't want to talk about it any more. I've

told you everything I'm going to tell you and
there is nothing else to talk about. Ive con-

fidence in the Minister of Health."

Nothing is going to happen. You've aban-

doned it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Steve baby!

Mr. Lewis: Okay, good; you see. Say that

again.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I can assure you, Stevie,
we are acting in the public interest.

Mr. Lewis: All right, all right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He says hang in there

baby!

Hon. Mr. Welch: In the fullness of time it

will be revealed.

Mr. Foulds: What are you doing?

Mr. Reid: Why don't you tell the public
what you are doing?

Mr. Lewis: You didn't realize that you
hooked your thumb in your belt. It relaxed

you. The whole process. Maybe we should

learn a little bit about that, it is called deal-

ing in candour.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I learned that walking

along Wellesley St. when I am going home.

Mr. Lewis: I pass you in my chauffeur-

driven limousine almost every night and I

honk as I go by, making no invitation. I will

take my seat, but I want to point out to you—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Corrupted by the

Tories.

Mr. Lewis: —people, you as the whole

social development secretariat, that is called

a $50 million sellout, that is what it is. It is

a $50 million escapade. You have decided to

take from the people of Ontario an additional

$50 million by way of tax revenue, which

you could have saved them, because you
have abandoned your medical constraint

package.
All of the ineflBciencies, all of the exorbi-

tant costs and all of the duplications that

now exist will continue to exist, and all of

the inflated income, both gross and net, will

continue to exist because you haven't got the

guts to deal vdth the medical profession. Dr.

Potter has capitulated; and you, of all people,
have capitulated; and those lesser mortals

around you have capitulated and the doctors

have won again. I know of no profession in

this province more sacrosanct than the doc-

tors. I always tell my friends in the trade

imion movement, boy have they got a lot to

learn about a closed shop.

Mr. Maeck: He is talking about you, Morty.

Hon. Mr. Welch: You are an honourable

man.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Welch: And before this session is

over you will apologize for many of the

things that you've just said.

Mr. Lewis: Well I'd be glad to apologize.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Don't hold your
breath.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Because I tell you we are

dealing with honourable people who are in—

Mr. Lewis: They all are honourable. I just

like to disinter them and you want to leave

them in there.

Hon. Mr. Welch: And I want to disso-

ciate myself with what you have said. Really,

I'm surprised.

Mr. Lewis: Well I would want you to dis-

sociate yourself as quickly as possible.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well I do.
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Mr. Lewis: I will apologize to you when
that constraint package is introduced and not

a moment before.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I know, that is what I

said.

Mr. Lewis: And not a moment before, and
let it be understood that there will be no

apology forthcoming. There ain't no con-

straint package.

Mr. MacDonald: Is it going to be framed
after another increase in fees has become a

fait accompli?

Hon. Mr. Welch: When the Premier made
his announcement, you knew there is no
increase in fees coming this year.

Mr. Lewis: Come on. In 1974 there will be
an increase in fees. You know that, You have

already given in to that. Another five per cent.

Mr. B. Newman: The member for Scar-

borough East is going to—

Mr. Lewis: Scarborough West.

Mr. B. Newman: West.

Mr. Lewis: You are always confusing me
with Tim Reid. Don't you remember that he
lost? Of course, he is sitting over there in

Paris eyeing the leadership. In fact, he may
enter.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well the sun rises in the

east, and west is west.

Mr. Roy: You went pretty close yourself,

Stephen.

Mr. Lewis: If I had a job like that with
CIDA it wouldn't be bad either.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Chair-

man. I wanted to ask the minister what type
of programme he is contemplating for the

coming year concerning youth opportunities
for employment, something similar to Experi-
ence '73? Are plans gelling fairly well? I

wanted to know approximately the number
of jobs that will be available for youth in

the ensuing vacation period.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, if the

hon. member would allow me, we will just
let that question stand. That would be best

directed to the Minister without Portfolio

(Mrs. Birch) when her estimates come up
through cabinet oflBce. She has direct respon-

sibility there. As I indicated in my opening
remarks the money or the budget for the

new secretariat was in the cabinet oflBce.

However, I can say, from the standpoint
of an evaluation, that the youth opportunities

programme was certainly a very successful

programme and that planning is well under

way for next year. But I think in fairness I

should allow Mrs. Birch to report that matter

to the House at the appropriate time.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I will ask

that question later on in the course of the

session. May I ask of the minister if legisla-

tion introduced by the various departments
under the provincial secretariat comes to his

oflBce for perusal?

Hon. Mr. Welch: All legislation goes

through the cabinet committee with respect
to the poHcy implications.

Mr. B. Newman: Then may I ask the

minister, having regard for his concern for

community involvement and community de-

velopment, if he has considered making a

recommendation to the Minister of Educa-
tion that in Bill 181 the term "professional

development days" be revised to read "pro-
fessional and/or community development
days," so that we could get community in-

volvement at the same time that we have the

professional development days?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, that bill

will be before the committee widiin the next

few days, and the hon. member may want
to direct that question directly to the Minister

of Education. I must say in direct answer I

personally have not discussed that matter

with the Minister of Education.

Mr. B. Newman: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

recommendations of the select committee

looking into the utilization of educational

facilities makes specific recommendations that

involve the ministry, and the decision has to

be made by the secretariat first before it can

go into the policy field.

Hon. Mr. Welch: If I'm addressing myself
to the right area of concern, the only thing is

that professional development days, as I re-

call, have to do with special days that are

designated by statute for the teaching pro-
fession to gather together for some profes-
sional enrichment. There is also reference, as

I recall, to the number of days that are

attributed to the school year, of which a

certain number of days are in fact taken up
for special purposes, of which that is one.
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What the hon. member is really asking
now is whether or not its possible to set

aside one of the 197 days for community
development. All I'm saying, if I'm correct

so far in attempting to understand his ques-
tion, is that this is something we have not
discussed in our committee and it's something
my friend might want to discuss with the

minister. May I point out to the hon. mem-
ber for Windsor-Walkerville that a policy
initiative of that particular sort would in fact

start with the Ministry of Education and
come to our committee.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I am only
referring to the report of the select com-
mittee, which is directed to the Provincial

Secretary for Social Development, and as a
result he is the one who should be making
the recommendation to the Minister of Educa-
tion. If any legislation introduced by the
Minister of Education can be improved,
according to what the select committee recom-

mends, then in my estimation the minister
should be encouraging the Minister of Edu-
cation to improve that legislation.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Then I should really go
back to the first answer I gave to the hon.
member for Windsor-Walkerville when he
raised the question as to the status of that

report insofar as implementation is con-
cerned. I simply remind him that at that time
I indicated that we do have the report but
that we have made no determinations yet
with respect to those recommendations.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I have a number of comments
to make, Mr. Chairman, and I'll start by say-
ing that as I sat listening to the minister it

struck me that Ontario has nobody to really
match the kind of performance in the field

of social development that Quebec has had
in Claude Castonguay, who is not running in

the current election—he gave himself four

years to influence social policy in the Province
of Quebec—and who has had an incredible
effect on social policy in that particular

province.

I think that between the report by Caston-

guay when he was a bureaucrat and now his

performance in the ministry, he has piled up
an incredible record. And as the minister is

aware, Quebec just in recent months has

devised, and presumably intends to imple-
ment if the government is re-elected, a sweep-
ing reform of its entire welfare and income
maintenance system as a result of the ener-

gies of one man with the support of a govern-
ment. That kind of initiative we haven't seen

from this government.
When the minister says, in response to the

leader of the New Democratic Party, that the

questions of income maintenance have got a

high priority and we are very concerned
about them, frankly his words do not ring
true in this House. They just don't have any
sense of conviction at all. It is something the

government does because it recognizes that

it has to do something; there's no sense of

commitment there.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I can assure the hon. mem-
ber that from my point of view they have a

very high priority.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I'm sorry, it just doesn't

sound that way. With some things one can
tell: If one hears a Tory talk about free

enterprise, the words of passion ring out; one
understands the way he feels. But if he is

talking about his commitment to income main-
tenance and the problems of people on low
incomes in this society, we don't get that

same kind of commitment or passion—we get
a dry, desiccated kind of thing, knowing that

for the sake of votes or for the sake of some
semblance of human compassion, something
has got to be done. Thus it is over the last

two or three years that we have seen the

government come in, inevitably at the last

minute when people are literally breaking,
with five per cent or 10 per cent, which

applies to 75 per cent of tiie people—little

dribs and drabs and nothing more.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The highest rate of in-

crease in our whole policy field, if the hon.

member will study the budget, has gone to

the Ministry of Community and Social Serv-

ices.

Mr. Cassidy: The highest rate of increase?

Well, one of the reasons for that, of course,
is that—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Surely that says some-

thing about our priorities.

Mr. Foulds: It says something about how
low they have had them for so long.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, that's a matter of

opinion. I appreciate that.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister says the highest
rate of increase has gone to Community
and Social Services—

Hon. Mr. Welch: Over 1972-1973.
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Mr. Cassidy: Over 1972-1973, okay. But

that is simply assuming that the level that

was being spent before was adequate.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I can appreciate there

would be a difference of opinion with respect
to adequacy, but I am only using it as some
evidence of recognition of the importance we
have attached to it and perhaps to give some
evidence of the priority which was attached

to it, and that it was in fact "of high priority."

Whether it's sufficient, my friend is just as

entitled as any member of this House to

encourage us to improve it to a larger per-

centage, to a larger degree. I appreciate that.

I am only pointing out to him that, as a

matter of fact, if he looks at the rates of

increase, look what we did for Community
and Social Services.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, frankly, Mr. Chairman,
if we look at the distribution of income in

this society and compare it, say with the

distribution of income in 1946 or 1947 and
so on, we will find that the poorest people
in the society have just the smallest share

of the wealth as they had back in 1946 or

1947. The government has been in power
over that period of time; it has had no
commitment to redistribution of wealth. Any-
thing that has gone to the Ministry of Com-
munity and Social Services has simply been
a sop; it simply enabled people to keep up
with a level of penury that was so inadequate
it was a shocking and tragic kind of waste of

human resources.

Mr. Laughren: It doesn't bother the mem-
ber for Timiskaming (Mr. Havrot).

Mr. Cassidy: It doesn't bother the minister

either—maybe it does bother the minister,
but when he comes up against the rest of the

cabinet he has an enormous amount of diffi-

culty.

You know, a government that wants to talk

about initiative really ought to start focusing
its attention on a wider definition of initiative

than is found purely in the field of private
business.

There is a tremendous amount of initiative

in this society which doesn't fit within any
kind of classical economic kind of mould,
and a tremendous amount of that initiative is

being frustrated by the kinds of policies in

the field for which this social development
secretary is responsible.

I want to talk about a few of those be-
cause it really troubles me that the govern-
ment in its policies has not seen fit to try
to make reforms in order to unleash initiative

but instead has consistently sought to frus-

trate or has had the effect of frustrating, the

initiative of people out there in the society,

whether they be people on low incomes who
want to get back to work and to get back

into the world of normal people and normal

life or whether they be groups that are in-

terested in particular social problems and are

trying to do something about them.

The record has been frustration after frus-

tration after frustration; and perhaps at no

time more than over the last year or so, given
the kind of initiative that has been encourag-
ed by the federal govenmient through its pro-

grammes of local initiatives and opportunities

for youth.

Mr. Chairman, the other day a number of

us from the NDP caucus were up in Ottawa

having a mini-caucus and meeting with a num-
ber of groups. I just want to enumerate some

of the groups we met at that time, the kinds

of initiatives they are interested in taking and

the kinds of frustrations they are having
from the provincial government.

In some cases, some of the kinds of things

they are talking about are matters of the

spirit or are matters that don't come strictly

under provincial competence, I grant that.

In many cases, a provincial government which

w^as concerned with trying to aid in the self-

development of communities and of individu-

als in the society of the Province of Ontario

would have been able to help, but instead,

they simply get the door shut, the bureau-

cratic run-around. And the greatest thing they

learn, it seems to me, is the ability to write

briefs. They write briefs; they go from office

to office, and pressure. Eventually, if they're

lucky, they may get one or two handouts by
a government anxious to get them off its back;

but that is all and that is the most. The only

initiative they are learning, in fact, is the

writing of briefs and this is obviously a ridi-

culous kind of thing for a government to

encourage.

We talked with a group called Action

Mechanicsville, a community group concern-

ed about the future of its community, a tradi-

tional French-speaking village, an urban vil-

lage in the middle of Ottawa, very much
threatened because of highrise zoning which

was imposed in the area eight or 10 years ago
and which the group is now seeking to do

something about.

That community has been looking for help
for some time. They have had planners and
so on in from the city hall. They have never

heard from Ontario Housing Corp, Ontario

Housing Corp. has no programmes that will

help them get over the hump, if you will,
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of getting the decisions and then getting ac-

tion from various levels of government, all of

which would be involved in action to preserve
that community rather than see it destroyed
for redevelopment by a community com-

pletely other than the French-Canadian com-

munity that is there right now. That's one.

Another group, the Friendship Concept, is

running a half-way house and a day centre

for ex-cons, particularly ex-cons between the

age of 16 to 25. It happens that the director,

Max Doraty, is an ex-con himself and is not

professionally trained. That, it seems, is his

major sin as far as support or help from
the provincial government is concerned. They
have had some support from LIP from the

federal people.

They have knocked on innumerable doors.

They have managed to get a few thousand

dollars from the Ministry of Correctional

Services but the classic thing that has hap-

pened to this group—and which has happened
to so many groups that come to the province
—has been very simply that they are shunted
from one group to another. The kind of initia-

tive they are taking and the kind of social

need that they are trying to meet doesn't fit

neatly into a category in the case of the

Friendship Concept.

It had a bit of money from the Ministry
of Correctional Services but it is far from

adequate for the kind of job it wants to do.

In fact, the amount of money it has had is

no more than it costs to house a prisoner in

a provincial prison or jail for the course of

one year. The group has been sent over to

the Ministry of Health because some of the

people it is dealing with have got drug prob-
lems. The group has been sent over to the

Ministry of Community and Social Services.

Possibly it has knocked on the door of the

Provincial Secretary for Social Development
as well.

The members of the group applied for

major provincial funding two years ago and

they were told, Mr. Chairman, by an official

of the Ministry of Community and Social

Services, that he thought there might be some
assistance in 1976 and that's the best they've
been able to get. They go to the United Way,
and the United Way wants them to have pro-
fessionals on staff. When they are deliberately

working with non-professionals, the United

Way—or the United Appeal, hatever it's called

—insists that an agency be in operation for

three years before it can be funded.

A fellow came up to us, a man who is a

single parent; he has several children of his

own. The problems of stigma that confront

single-parent families, whether it's the mother

or the father who is the head of the family,
are something which a provincial govern-
ment cannot directly attack, obviously. But
the problems of money; of income support-
if the parent is not working or not able to

work—the problems of separation and divorce

laws; the problems of taxation; the problems
of housing; all of these are things which

afiFect, or rather are affected by the pro-
vincial government. They fall under a number
of different heads, a number of diflFerent

categories.

What one finds is that one particular

agency of the government or one particular

department gets a little piece of it but doesn't

tackle the rest of it and the rest of it simply

lingers. Or what you find is the Attorney
General (Mr. Bales) says: "The Law Reform
Commission has got the family courts under

study"; and the Minister of Community and
Social Services says: "Well, I am going up
to see Marc Lalonde to talk about guaranteed
aimual income now; and we have that under

study as well."

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): All

smoke and no action.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. And we find the

Treasurer and Minister of Economics and

Intergovernmental Affairs (Mr. White) say-

ing, "We have got tlie problems of tax re-

form for people in this kind of situation under

study." Talk and talk and more talk; and
studies and studies—and more studies; and
reviews and reviews and reviews—until it

makes you sick. The kind of problems that

people are facing in the real world don't get

any action.

I want to digress for a minute from the

groups that we saw just to talk about one

particular project which was, if you will,

initiated in Ottawa; and it was initiated with

the assistance of the then Provincial Secre-

tary's department, or the citizenship branch
now under the minister's general purview.

After a conference called Action '70, one
of a number of animation conferences—I think

the minister was there—a group of people in

Ottawa, which included welfare recipients,
social workers, professional people, commu-

nity people and so on, proposed very strong-

ly to Queen's Park that Ottawa be a place
for experimentation with a guaranteed annual

income; a pilot project.

That was in 1970. And they have been

knocking on the doors down here for the

past 3% years. They have been told to go
back and get documentation. They have
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been fobbed off with comments and reports
from the minister.

At one point I think the minister came
into this House and said that a pilot project
would get under way. It must have been
about a year or so ago that the minister said

that. Well, there has been nothing happened.

He said that payments would begin on a

pilot project in the spring of 1973. And here

we are in the fall of 1973 being told that

there will be more reviews and more talk,

because now the federals are into this in a

big way, the federal government is very
much concerned.

Mr. Lewis: Rather like his constraint

package.

Mr. Martel: They have programmes in

Manitoba.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right; and in the

meantime the government in Manitoba has
it under way and is doing it—while this gov-
ernment has simply fobbed off people who
want to see some action with reviews and
studies and words and nothing more.

The tragedy of that, Mr. Chairman, is

simply this: That the minister recognizes—
and the Minister of Community and Social

Services recognizes—that we are moving very
rapidly towards a guaranteed-income concept.

Mr. Martel: Not Ontario!

Mr. Cassidy: We have it now for senior

citizens, for old people. And in Britis'h Col-
umbia it is at an adequate level. At least it

is at a level at which one would hke to see

this province reach; it is not too adequate
here.

It will come very soon for people who are

not on the work force; and it will come not

long after that for people who are only
marginally in the work force. It is coming
now, and the minister recognizes it.

The kind of experience that we could have
had over the last three or four years if

Ontario had moved into experimentation in

a real way, will be lost to us because of this

government's unwillingness to come to grips
with that particular problem.

And what happens to the group in Ottawa
who took government at their word and said:

"We are willing to co-operate; we will do

everything to pave the way; we will gain

community acceptance for this project; we
will do the utmost within our initiative in

order to help government"?

It has been total frustration for them for a

course of three or four years. And that is the

way this government works, because this gov-
ernment has no real commitment to any kind

of innovation.

That was another example. We talked to

the Street Clinic, a community-based clinic, a

health clinic, which was seeking to use para-
medicals and lay people and training them
in simple and basic medical techniques. They
can't get funding from this government. It's

too hung up on the medical model and on
the professionals to innovate or to carry out

the declarations that the Minister of Health
makes from time to time—that community
care ought to count and that we ought to

get health care away from the hospitals.

We talked to an action group from the

suburbs of Ottawa and they want to set up
an information centre—not a referral centre

where somebody tells you to phone the minis-

ter or the ministry of this and that, but a

place where you can get your forms filled out

and where you can talk face to face with

somebody who knows their way around gov-
ernment. They are getting the run-around

again from the provincial government, be-

cause the province wants to set up its own

fancy and expensive referral centre rather

than relying on local initiatives to do a job;
to do it cheaper, probably to do it more effec-

tively; and to do it not in a way that seeks

to aggrandize government, but in a way that

seeks to help people.

And we talked to a day-care group which

is, after two years, now in operation success-

fully, with premises, with funding. They are

almost on their feet, except they are going
a bit into the red every month because of

provincial funding regulations. We talked to

them.

But this took two years, Mr. Chairman.
It took two years in which they had to rely
on federal funding where they could find it

and on people working for free when they
needed an income—when they could find it.

Two years in which they had to thread their

way through an impossible rigmarole of red

tape and bureaucracy at the provincial and

local level. The red tape was there in order

to apply standards and also to permit other

things like that. The effect was to frustrate

the initiative of a local group seeking to set

up day care, rather than to encourage that

initiative.

They found themselves in the absurd situa-

tion where the local daycare co^ordinators

for the Province of Ontario were doing every-

thing they could to help, but were them-
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selves as frustrated as the people in the day-
care project by the kinds of regulations and
red tape which had been erected by this

particular government.
And then we talked to public-housing

tenants. And that was an incredible answer
we had this afternoon from the Minister of

Revenue about why the provincial govern-
ment does not believe that public-housing
tenants have got the right, should have the

right, to organize. Why the provincial govern-
ment will do everything in its power to dis-

courage them.

He said that he had talked with the presi-
dent of a group in a public-housing project
where there are 2,000 units. And the presi-
dent had said that $20,000 was too much.
If that's the case, if that's the feeling of

people in that particular project, the answer
is obvious—don't give them the $20,000. Give
them $5,000 or $2,000, or don't give them a

nickel if they don't want it.

There are many other places, though,
where public-housing groups, tenants' groups,
are doing a darned fine job. They are doing
their best to provide services which may often

not be available from the municipality; are

seeking to weld together a disparate group
lumped, in the course of two or three months
into a project, from all over town, with more-
than-the-normal share of social and economic

problems, to weld them into a community.
They sure could use the $800 or the $2,500-
whatever it is that $10 a unit would yield-
in order to help them buy a typewriter, get
some desks, get some prizes for the kids'

party day or athletic event, or whatever it is

their particular needs ought to be. In a pro-

ject with 2,000 units—I presume it is Regent
Park the minister was talking about—there are

maybe 75 to 100 people in Ontario Housing
Corp. who are directly concerned with run-

ning that thing and running those tenants*

lives; and let me tell you, Mr. Chairman,

they do run those tenants' lives. If those

tenants use their 20,000 bucks to hire a

couple of people who would help with their

organization for 2,000 units-7,000 or 8,000

people—it doesn't seem to me an excessive

expenditure as a means of seeking to preserve
dignity and human worth in that particular

project.

During the course of these estimates I hope
the minister can tell us whether the Ontario

government has begim to seriously consider

what it is going to do with the family allow-

ance package, which the federal government
has announced. There has been no announce-
ment here as yet.

The Quebec government has already an-

nounced what it is going to do. Several of the

other provincial governments have announced
what they are going to do. What about On-
tario? Is this government going to use this to

move towards a minimum income kind of

concept; or is it simply going to hand it

away; or is it going to try and find ways—as
it has with other federal programmes — to

pocket the money and not even pass it along?

Hon. Mr. Welch: The Ontario position will

be announced next week.

Mr. Cassidy: Announced when?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Next week.

Mr. Cassidy: Next week? In the fullness of

time!

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We have said that we
were going along with the federal proposals.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, we want to know what
this government is doing with the extra $8 a

month.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right! Mr. Chairman,
let me just mention a few other groups. We
met with a group of Italians while we were
there. They are very concerned about special

programmes for ethnic education. They are

concerned about information programmes for

people who are coming to this country. They
pointed out to us that in their survey of

Italian immigrants to Canada, that more than
50 per cent of those they surveyed in the

Italian community of Ottawa, some of whom
had been Hving mere for several years, spoke
neither English nor French. It's pretty obvious
the communication with that particular group
by the provincial government must be pretty

tough when there are no programmes to com-
municate with Italian people in the Ottawa
area in Italian.

There are the occasional advertisements. If

one writes to the proper ministry at the right
time one can get some leaflets now just re-

cently available in Italian. But that's very
recent. There is no kind of concerted pro-

gramme.
What about the kids? What about thinking

—as the minister's secretariat should be doins
—about how to guard or preserve the cultural

heritage of the Italian groups and many other

ethnic groups and also enabling the kids to

function in our society? There's nothing avail-

able in the schools right now. They simply
get landed into a school system which is re-

luctant to take them and which has very few
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teachers even of Italian origin. The system is

forbidden by law from having any courses

that are taught in Italian at the elementary
level. There is no thinking there.

We met with a group from Mental Health

Ottawa, and their problem was a very simple
one too. They are seeking to carry out the

intentions of the green paper on community
care for the mentally and emotionally dis-

turbed and handicapped. They are offering

counselling and they are offering day services

of one sort or another for people who were

psychiatric patients or who were involved in

outpatient psychiatric programmes.
But what do they find? They find they fall

between too many stools to get government
support. The Manpower department of Otta-
wa says: "We'll look at what you do to help
psychiatric patients get back into the work
role. That's valid and we'll pay for it." But
that's about a quarter of their programme.
They can't run that without the rest of the

programme and they can't get funding for the
rest of it.

As the president of that particular group
said, it's okay to find funds if you are a tradi-

tional social service. But if you are not and
if you are trying to work in a community on
a voluntary basis, then you may as well for-

get it because you will be loiocldng and

knocking and knocking on doors. You'll be
able to demonstrate that there are unmet
needs in the community, sure, but find some-

body in the provincial government who is

willing and able to handle that.

The mentally retarded now have a day
centre for kids who used to be considered to
be ineducable and who they are proving are

educable, however low their basic intelli-

gence. They are educable at least in simple
things. But the parents of those kids have got
to pay 20 per cent or $90 a month because
of the policy of the government to simply
land that back on the Association for the

Mentally Retarded.

The boards of education won't pick it up—

Mr. Lewis: Despite your green paper.

Mr. Cassidy: —can't pick it up. Your green
paper says that these kids should be away
from places like the Rideau Hospital School
and should be there in the community, but
the parents who are of low and modest in-

come are faced vdth the debilitating, the

tragic choice between putting their kids into
a hospital school where they know they'll rot
for the rest of their lives or keeping them at

home. Putting them in this day centre and
somehow finding the $90 a month, on top of

all the other sacrifices that they have, or

keeping kids at home who are seriously or

profoundly retarded.

But not this particular government! Even
when it comes dov^oi to that, the minister

prates on about saving tax dollars and so on,
and I think it is just damn well ridiculous.

Mr. Laughren: Prattles!

Mr. Cassidy: Prattles, all right.

Now, $20,000 is a fraction, a drop in the

bucket, compared to how much you overpay
some of the doctors under the Ontario health

scheme. You don't think about it there, about

saving tax dollars; but no, when it comes to

75 cents a month relating to public housing
tenants you just won't touch it at all.

Let me touch briefly, Mr. Chairman, on
one final subject before I sit down, and that's

the question of the handicapped.

Mr. Chairman: Can you do it in about a

minute?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, I will be a minute. I

would like the minister to comment specifi-

cally, when we come back to this, whether
there is any policy, any thinking in his

secretariat, about the needs of the handi-

capped in the Province of Ontario at this

time. We met with a couple of groups, in

fact three if you will.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I met with the Ontario

Association for the Handicapped today.

Mr. Cassidy: You did? Well, that's good;
I am glad to hear it, because you are obvi-

ously anticipating the speech.

Mr. Chairman, we met with a group called

STAND, which is Serving the Aims and
Needs of the Disabled. Their members are

living on $120 to $170 a month. They have

housing problems; and they have particular

mobility problems in getting around the city.

They are frustrated to the point of total exas-

peration by the fact that they can't earn

more than $24 or $36 a month without a

vicious cut in the amount they get.

Surely with the handicapped and the dis-

abled, the income limits, which the minister

so savagely applies to welfare recipients,
could be eased—not just a little bit, but sub-

stantially, for people that STAND suggested.
The people that are disabled should be able

to earn $4,000 or $5,000 before they begin
to get a cutback on that particular pension.

If you think of the cost of being severely

disabled, with taxis and ambulances and
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special houses and all that sort of thing, it's

not that unreasonable. They aren't welfare

bums, Mr. Minister. They really do want to

make a contribution; but they can't do it

right now.

We talked also with someone from the

rehabilitation institute-

Mr. Chairman: Order! Order, please. Now
that it is close to 10:30, I wil have to—

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, could I please

go on for one minute? I won't be able to be
here tomorrow.

Mr. Chairman: Are there further people
who wish to participate in this?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, there are.

Mr. Chairman: Well, then, we are not

going to finish.

Mr. Lewis: He is just going to finish his

contribution.

Mr. Cassidy: I just want one more thing.

Mr. Chairman: Permission for one more
minute.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you very much. Mr.
White's housing conference is tomorrow;
that's why I won't be here, Mr. Chairman.

We talked with a fellow who is himself

severely handicapped. He has to be dressed
and undressed by day and by night. He is

working in a good job in the government be-
cause of support he receives from the com-
munity and from a clinic. He is seeking to

get the Ontario government and the federal

government interested in providing housing
for the severely disabled in order that they
can function in society. This is done in

Sweden under the Fokus Institute. It is done
very successfully there at a cost which is

considerably less than the alternatives that
exist right now for people who are severely
handicapped.

That is, in this particular province they go
into a nursing home at a cost of $5,000 to

$10,000 a year. They rot right there; or we
can provide them with support necessary that

they carry out their basic functions and take

jobs and live normally in society.

Hon. Mr. Welch: We are holding meetings
on this.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I am glad to hear it.

Mr. Lewis: The minister has too many
meetings.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. There's an awful
lot of talk over there. We are looking for

action. I hope that the minister may talk

specifically about the handicapped. They are

a group where participation in society is

negligible now. They are so cut off because
of mobility, transportation, economic status

and all the other things that keep them from

functioning normally in this society.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-
tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report progress and asks

leave to sit again.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): What do

you think of Caverley, Mr. Speaker?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Management
Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before I

move the adjournment of the House. I would
like to say that it would seem that this debate
is coming reasonably close to conclusion. I

think I would be inclined to call it as the

first order tomorrow and then proceed with

the considerations of Bill 180 and Bill 181

in committee of the whole House; and the

Ministry of Community and Social Services

in the relevant standing conmiittee.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I am going to try

to intrude on the good graces of the House

leader, maybe with success—probably not, but

I am going to try anyway. I want to put to

him, Mr. Speaker, the following simple logic.

As he knows, the estimates of the Ministry of

Community and Social Services overlap al-

most directly the discussions we have been

having with the Provincial Secretary for

Social Development (Mr. Welch) here this

evening. As a matter of fact, he and the

minister have talked and consulted frequently

during the evening, as he will concede. Does
it not make some good sense to finish these

estimates, which it is true we are likely to do

tomorrow, and then to start the estimates of

the Ministry of Community and Social Serv-

ices in committee on Tuesday afternoon,

simultaneously with the House, rather than

getting us in to the somewhat unhappy bind

tomorrow morning; and in addition, having

rearranged the order of estimates, causing
some considerable inconvenience to some
members in terms of their own preparation?

I put it to the minister because we are

really only talking about a period of two
hours and it would seem more logical and
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appropriate all round if the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services (Mr. Brunelle)
were behind the Provincial Secretary tomor-

row and we could deal with it all, finish it;

and start again on Tuesday, It isn't such a

great change one way or the other, but it

makes a lot more sense in the functioning of

the House and committee.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I admit, Mr. Speaker,
in reply, that I hadn't anticipated that we
would be involved with the Provincial Secre-

tary's estimates in the House tomorrow.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): We take

them more seriously than the minister does.

Hon. Mr. Winkler. The member does, does
he? We have had previous conversations, I

must admit, and I believe that the member
for Scarborough West will agree that this

would not cause too much frustration in the

House. It would seem to me that initially

tomorrow morning the estimates in the rele-

vant standing committee would not conflict to

that degree; but I would say this, that I will

be agreeable to waiting for the conclusion of

the Provincial Secretary's estimates before

proceeding with the others.

Mr. Lewis: That's very good of the minister.

Fine!

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We have no visitors in the

galleries at the present time, but students

from lonview Public School of Scarborough
will be coming here at 12:15 o'clock.

Statements by the ministry.

NEW MORTGAGE LENDING
PROGRAMME

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, the

hon. Minister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman),

responsible for Ontario Housing Corp., is

attending a federal-provincial-municipal liai-

son meeting this morning and he has asked

me to make the following announcement,
which will be made simultaneously at that

meeting.

OHC will immediately introduce the fol-

lowing new mortgage lending programme
under the Home Ownership Made Easy

plan.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Not

another one!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: It is designed to pro-
vide low-cost mortgages for middle-income

house purchasers, and wiU partially fill a

growing gap faced—

Mr. Lewis: This is the 27th announcement
of low-cost mortgages in the last three years.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: —by those people who
are desirous of owning their own homes, but

who do not quite meet the necessary mini-

mum income requirements in the private
sector.

In order to encourage builders to build

within the HOME plan price limitations,

which currently range between $15,450 and

$18,000 for three- to five-bedroom houses,

excluding land, the province, through OHC,
will offer first mortgage financing equal to 95

per cent of either the sales price of freehold

lots and dwellings or the appraised lending
value, whichever is the lesser. These will be

Friday, October 5, 1973

at the preferred interest rate of 8.75 per
cent.

This programme will result in producing
more houses throughout Ontario under the

price limitations of the HOME plan.

Mr. Lewis: That is not new. That is part
of the aimouncement he made before.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Such basic houses,

without unnecessary frills, give young fami-

lies a start in ownership and good accom-

modation they can later improve as their

income rises. The loan programme will be

restricted to approximately 25 per cent of any
new subdivision and all houses must be built

within the residential housing standards of

the National Building Code. An upper limit,

in the order of $12,500, will be placed on the

income of initial purchasers.

Besides making ownership available for

persons who otherwise would not qualify,
this preferred lending programme will pro-
duce other advantages. Local builders will be
able to participate in the HOME plan by
utilizing their own serviced lots which will

result in ultimate savings in cost to the

consumer.

It s'hould be noted that the preferred lend-

ing programme is not intended to replace
HOME leasehold developments as there is an

added advantage to the homeowner to lease

his lot where OHC is able to produce lots at

a book value much less than the market

value.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Labour.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):
What are members opposite applauding?

Mr. Lewis: That is a direct repeat of what
the Minister of Revenue said a month ago.

Mr. MacDonald: It is a repeat of an an-

nouncement two weeks ago.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister may pro-
ceed.
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EASTERN ONTARIO DEVELOPMENT
CORP.

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour):
In the absence of the Minister of Industry
and Tourism (Mr. Bennett), I would like to

make the following announcement.

I am pleased to advise members that we
have taken a further step toward the estab-

lishment of the Eastern Ontario Development
Corp. A board of directors has been selected

and final authorization of these appointments
is expected soon. It has been my contention

that the special needs of eastern Ontario

would be best served by a separate Crown

corporation familiar with the problems and
the potential relative to this area of the

province. It has been my desire to involve

members of eastern Ontario's financial and
business community in the decisions which

directly affect the area.

The recently announced Ontario business

incentives programme, which will be admin-
istered by the EODC, provides substantial

advantages for industry in eastern Ontario.

In 1966, the Ontario Development Corp.
was formed to help encourage industrial de-

velopment throughout the province. Four

years later, the Northern Ontario Develop-
ment Corp. with its board of directors com-

posed of northern businessmen was estab-

lished to provide financial and advisory
services in the north. The Eastern Ontario

Development Corp. with its own board of

directors will have the abihty and authority
to administer the financial services provided
by the Ontario government in the manner
best suited to the future development of

industry and tourism in this part of Ontario.

The membership of the new board will

represent a wide variety of business back-

grounds. Directors to be appointed from
Ottawa will be Mrs. Irene Wong, a local busi-

ness woman, and businessmen Fred Johnson
and Gerald Ducharme. Mr. Ducharme has
served on the Ontario Development Corp.
board of directors since December of last

year.

Mr. Lewis: They got their token woman in.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Other members of the

Eastern Ontario business community to be

appointed are John N. Brown of Bancroft,
Carl Weese of Trenton, Norman Carson of

Brockville, Thomas Sullivan of Amprior, J. S.

Flavelle of Pembroke, Leo Andre of Corn-

wall, and Alex Daprato of Alexandria.

Germain Tessier, a Hawkesbury motel

operator, will represent the tourist industry.

Kingston lawyer B. W. Trumpour, QC, has

agreed to serve on the EDOC board, also

Smiths Falls accountant Donald Johnson.

These appointments will be confirmed by
order in council in the near future.

Mr. Lewis: It takes six years to turn to

eastern Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I wish to express my
gratitude to these people for accepting our
invitation to serve as directors of the EODC.

Working toward the formation of this new
corporation has given me great personal satis-

faction. I know that it will help to stimulate

our economic development and create greater

employment opportunities for residents of

eastern Ontario.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Like

they have done in the north?

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Any question
of privilege?

Mr. Speaker: The acting Speaker realizes

this is maybe not the time to have members
state personal privilege, but being in a

generous mood this morning I'll listen to your
point of privilege.

Mr. Lewis: It is anytime.

Mr. Shulman: I understand the time to

raise a question of privilege is any time, sir.

At the earliest possible opportunity, which
this is.

On Tuesday's debate on inflation in this

chamber the member for Scarborough Centre

(Mr. Drea) and the member for Brant (Mr.
R. F. Nixon) alleged that I personally, and
other commodity traders in general, were
somehow responsible for the high cost of

food. This assertion is not only false but is

directly opposite to the fact. I would like

now to correct it.

The reasons that commodity trading was

begun in this country and has been carried on
for some 50 years are two—the member for

Brant should well have known this—the first

is to allow farmers to sell their crops at the

time they plant them and so receive an
assured price regardless of market conditions;

secondly, to allow manufacturers to contract

one or more years ahead for their needed

supplies at a fixed price so they can plan
ahead without fear of a change in the cost

of the raw materials.

In order to fill the function of the middle-

man, brokers or commodity speculators will

buy the farmers' barley or grain before it is
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grown and other traders will sell the manu-

facturers their products before it has grown.

The speculator in effect provides a guar-

anteed price to both producers and con-

sumers and he does this in the hope of making
a profit. Many times he is wrong and loses

money. This year the speculators guessed

right and made money. But whether or not

the speculator makes money or loses money
the commodity trader does not affect the

price of food by one penny. He does not

hoard, he never takes delivery, he buys the

grain months before it is grown and sells it

when it's ready for delivery. If it were not

for such traders the price of food would be

much higher than it is at the present time.

Mr. Speaker: Would the member state his

point of privilege?

Mr. Shulman: I have stated my point of

privilege; I am explaining it. My point of

privilege is false allegations were made here

in this chamber about my role in the cost of

food and I'm explaining it.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Specu-
lators!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Shulman: In actual fact, sir, if there

were not such commodity traders—specula-

tors, call them what you will—the price of

food would be much higher because manu-
facturers would have to charge more to pro-
tect themselves against fluctuations in the cost

of food.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Soya bean

meal!

Mr. Shulman: I wouldn't have bothered to

correct these allegations if they had come

only from the member for Brant; I understand

his problems. But coming from a more serious

source, the member for Scarborough Centre,

I thought I should set the record straight.

Mr. Lewis: If the government did some-

thing with farm marketing boards it could

eliminate the speculation.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions; and the hon.

member for Downsview will be asking a

question on behalf of the official opposition.

Mr. V, M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Energy.

Mr. MacDonald: No wonder the member
for Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent) gets angry.

Mr. Lewis: And nobody had better quarrel
with him either!

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. Singer: A question of the Minister of

Energy: Could the minister tell us, in view
of Mr. Lougheed's apparent new policy about

royalties, which if followed would affect all

Ontario residents by increased energy costs

for fuel and gasoline, heating and so on, in

home and in industry, and further substan-

tially aggravating the inflationary spiral in

Ontario, whether or not the Ontario govern-
ment is planning any action to help its citi-

zens and residents by any one of the follow-

ing methods: Either consultations with the

Premier of Alberta; co-operation with the

federal government and Mr. Macdonald; legal
action as might be recommended by the gov-
ernment's counsel in this matter, Mr. Mac-

aulay; or by subsidies to Ontario residents,

which we should be able to afford in view

of the greatly inflated revenues that have

come into the Ontario Treasury since the

beginning of this fiscal year?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): The answer to the first three ques-
tions is yes and to the last no.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary,
could the Minister of Energy inform us as

to when we might get some idea of the

direction in which this government is mov-

ing, because the winter season is about to be

upon us and the people who live in Ontario

have to do some kind of planning? They get
little comfort from the $50 Christmas gift

that the Premier so graciously bestowed

yesterday.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): The member
is going to vote against it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I suppose we could

spend the rest of the morning discussing this,

Mr. Speaker, but I think the actions of the

government have been well publicized and

as further actions are taken they will be

announced in the House and elsewhere and

will be debated at that time. I hardly think

the question period is the time to discuss

what the government has done or not done

in the last few months and what it proposes
to do in the next few months to come to

grips with what is a most vexing situation.

Mr. Singer: By way of further supple-

mentary, while I appreciate that the question
is far from a simple one, surely as we read
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our newspapers and hear the various an-

nouncements in various parts of Canada
which change the picture from day to day,
isn't it incumbent upon the Minister of

Energy to give some encouragement and

hope to the people who live in Ontario that

the Ontario government is going to be able

to do something to help them and the lines

which it might follow?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: If we are talking
about supply, yes, that assurance can be

given. We are reasonably satisfied that, both
in terms of natural gas and in terms of

heating oil, through the action of the Na-
tional Energy Board in the latter case, barring
a very long and prolonged cold snap, perhaps
coupled with a refinery problem which we
don't anticipate—barring those two circum-

stances, I think, in terms of supply, the peo-
ple of Ontario will be adequately heated this

winter.

In terms of price the situation changes
from day to day. The primary control over

price, of course, rests with the government
of Canada which is the point that we have
been making for the last eight or 10 months
and which they have responded to, albeit in

somewhat of an ad hoc fashion, in the last

month or so. We think some progress is being
made.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary question.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary question—
the member for Chatham.

Mr. MacDonald: From where?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough
West was on his feet with a supplementary
question.

Mr. Lewis: Go ahead!

Mr. MacDonald: May I ask, by way of sup-
plementary, a specific question in reference
to last week's story carried in the Toronto
Star that the head of one of the largest in-

dependent fuel oil dealers had gone to Mos-
cow to try to get assured supplies for this

winter?

Has the government taken any action spe-
cifically to make certain that the indepen-
dents, who supply 20 per cent of the market
in Ontario, can get supplied from Canadian
oil companies rather than having to go
shopping in Moscow to meet our needs this

winter?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There is, as I under-
stand it, a deficiency certainly in Ontario of

the refined product so that it is necessary
to import some product and this is what the

specific distributor was doing. We will be

relying on some imported product but we
are assured that the National Energy Board
are satisfied that there will be sufiicient prod-
uct in Canada and Ontario to look after

Ontario's needs. It will come from a variety
of sources but, there being controls on the

exports, I assume that the Canadian capacity
is going to be used up first.

Mr. MacDonald: A further supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: One more supplementary.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): This is the

most important topic of the current day and
we are being limited in our supplementary
questions.

Mr. MacDonald: Let's not cut the Speaker
out of his moment of glory.

Mr. Renwick: Well, I have a supplemen-
tary question.

Mr. MacDonald: In view of the latest

Canada Statistics figures that last year, 1972,
as compared with 1971, exports of fuel oil

had jumped by seven times, what is the

picture in the current year in terms of export?
Are we exporting fuel oil that should be here
as an assured supply for our own needs this

winter?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I don't think we are

at the present moment, but I think it's part
of a much larger problem. I have said on a

number of occasions that I think somewhere
we are to be faulted as a country, both in-

dustry and government—and perhaps this gov-
ernment as well—for our lack of planning and

foresight of a few years ago.

It's not as simple as that in terms of

building refineries, but we limited the Na-
tional Energy Board; Mr. Macdonald moved
to limit the exports of gasoline, you'll recall,

last April. At that time, something like 30,000
or 40,000 barrels of gasoline were going out

of the country a day; a very minute amount,
but an amount which had been processed in

Canada, and which had provided Canadian

jobs, on which there had been taxes paid,

people employed and profits made presum-
ably. That was cut off at the same time, and
still there are 1.2 million barrels of crude oil

to which nothing has happened, going out

through the pipeline from western Canada.

But those regressors, or the lack of those

things is not going to be solved overnight.
It takes something like three to 3^ years to
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plan and build a refinery if all goes well. I

think those are the questions which we have
to address ourselves to, and are, in fact, do-

ing so. But you're not going to see immedi-
ate results, particularly in Ontario. We are

vulnerable, because I think only about 80

per cent of the overhead products, gasoline
and heating oil, are actually refined in On-
tario. So we do need imports into Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

ARNPRIOR DAM
Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, a further ques-

tion, on a different topic, of the same min-
ister: Is the minister able to give us any de-

tail about a contract let by Ontario Hydro
in relation to a Hydro dam erected in the

Arnprior area? Could he tell us, specifically,

the amount of the dam estimate, the basis

on which that amount was determined, whe-
ther or not the contract was let by tender
or by invitation, to whom it was let, and who
the consulting engineers were?

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Put it on
the order paper.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The vice-chairman of

Hydro, who I note is not with us this morn-

ing, is well-versed on that and will be pre-
pared to answer a brief question, I think, on
that subject. But I would suggest, with re-

spect, Mr. Speaker, that the length of my
friend's question would indicate that it should
be placed on the order paper, and I so sug-

gest.

ACCIDENT ON HIGHWAY 400

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Transportation and
Communications. Could the minister tell us
whether or not, in view of the rather shock-

ing evidence that was given about the
mechanical state of one of the vehicles in-

volved in that Highway 400 accident, his de-

partment is planning any more rigorous and
effective method of checking the mechanical
fitness of vehicles which use our highways,
particularly heavy commercial vehicles?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transpor-
tation and Communications): Mr. Speaker, I

don't wish to make any comments with re-

spect to that particular accident because
there is conflicting evidence, but be as it

may, acting on our own initiative, some three
months ago we started testing commercial

vehicles. Apart from the certificate of

mechanical fitness, we were quite concerned
about the state of repair of some of these

commercial vehicles, and there has been a

programme initiated with government approv-
al. We will be going forth with some 30

men, 15 two-man teams, who will be in-

specting all commercial vehicles at the high-

way weight scales throughout the province.

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary
question, is the minister going to include in

his surveillance programme a requirement
that these vehicles carry a mechanical history
sheet that can be used at the time the spot
checks are taking place?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, this is the

next step. This is already an adjunct to the

particular programme that we've started, and
that will be the next step. We have already
been talking with the fleet operators in con-

nection with this particular point and we
hope to get into that. That is not part of this

programme, it will be the next step.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, a

further supplementary: Is the minister con-

templating the abolition of the ad hoc cou-

plings for the pup trailers? I understand that

the ones that are designed in are pretty safe,

but the ad hoc ones which are being used

by some of the older machines are not eflBci-

ent.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, as I men-
tioned yesterday, I have spoken to the in-

dustry, and this is one of the areas of inspec-
tion for the 15 two-man teams, enforcing the

regulation which was brought in last June to

deal with the hitch itself. But apart from

that, I insisted with respect to the petroleum
industry that they supply me within two
weeks with a certification that all their pup
trailers had been inspected and were found
to be in order and in line with our regulations
last June. I asked that this letter be for-

warded to me within two weeks and it should

be due shortly.

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: May I ask the minister

if he will include buses and school buses on
the inspection hst so that the public can be
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aware that these vehicles are in the best of

physical shape?

Hon. Mr. Carton: With respect to school

buses, Mr. Speaker, I am sure you know
there are mandatory tests for school buses

every six months, so I sincerely believe they
are taken care oiF. But that doesn't preclude
that they may be subject to inspection by
these two-man teams.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur has a supplementary.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Supple-

mentary: Did I understand the minister cor-

rectly to say that they are doing this on a

spot-check basis? Has the ministry given any
thought to establishing permanent inspection

depots, particularly in other areas of the

province such as eastern and northern

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, this will be done

at the weigh scales, and these are located in

eastern and northern Ontario. Therefore,
these 15 two-man teams wiU be dispersed

throughout the province, not just in southern

Ontario. Obviously they will be located on
other major highways in northern Ontario

and in eastern Ontario.

Mr. Foulds: For further clarification, Mr.

Speaker, does the minister intend to have his

teams in all parts of the province, or does he

plan to have them concentrated in one area

and then paratroop these 15 teams as a

group to other areas of the province?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I would
foresee that the 15 teams would be located

in various parts of Ontario, and of course

they would be moved from time to time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

SPECIAL PENSIONERS' ASSISTANCE
GRANT

Mr. Singer: Finally, Mr. Speaker, I have
a question of the Premier.

In view of the Premier's announcement

yesterday of the $50 Christmas present to

the over-65s, which aimouncement was not
received with overwhelming enthusiasm from
the people of the province-

Mr. Renwick: Don't editorialize.

Mr. Singer: —would the Premier not re-

consider extending this kind of grant or

donation of $50 a month to all people in

need, and not just limiting it to people over
65?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recognize
that the announcement yesterday was not

greeted with enthusiasm from some members

opposite, and I can fully understand why.
I would say that the government is always

prepared to assess its social programmes re-

lated to need, and this is constantly being
done. I would have to say to the hon. mem-
ber for Downsview we are not contemplating
assisting people—and I don't like the term
that he used—assisting people in need by
way of an additional $50 per month. I thiiJc

it would be unfair to hold out that hope at

this precise moment.

But I do emphasize that our programmes
of social assistance are under review and this

government recognizes, without question, the

pressures on pensioners and on people with
fixed incomes in today's inflationary period.
The move yesterday, Mr. Speaker, I think,
was a significant reaction to that situation.

But I do emphasize we do review these
matters and are in the process.

While I am on my feet, Mr. Speaker, I

would point out to the hon. member for

Downsview that it is interesting to know that
he has information available to him that we
have not to ourselves as related to the very
substantially increased provincial revenues. I

am delighted to hear that he has this knowl-

edge. I would only ask that he might give
us the source of this information, because
I would be delighted to see it, and I would
find it personally very satisfying if it were
true.

Mr. Lewis: Oh come on!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Perhaps he might send
this information across the House to me so
that I might have this available.

Mr. B. Newman: Don't the ministers get
briefs?

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of sup-

plementary, the Premier perhaps anticipated

my next question to him. I was going to ask

him—and let me ask him now—would it not

be reasonable to conclude that because of

the vast inflationary cycle that has taken over

our economy, particularly since the beginning
of this year, that the estimates of the

Treasurer (Mr. White) as to anticipated
revenue are far below what we heard in his

budget speech and that the province has

been in receipt, since the beginning of this
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fiscal year, of substantially greater revenues

than even the Treasurer in his wildest en-

thusiasm was ever able to anticipate?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Particularly from the two per
cent increase in the sales tax, given the price
factor. The Premier knows that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think it is

proper to suggest to the member for Downs-
view that this might be a very excellent

question to ask the provincial Treasurer on

Tuesday and he might be rather surprised at

the answer. I think it is fair to point out that

one of the areas of substantially increased

costs relates, of course, to food as we dis-

cussed on Tuesday. I think that this is, per-

haps one of the major areas in the indices of

cost increase; that we all recognize. I'm sure

the member for Downsview is quite familiar

with the fact that this increase in food cost

does nothing to the revenues of the Province

of Ontario. There just are no taxes on food;
an increase in food prices means nothing to

the revenues of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Singer: There are increases right across

the board.

Mr. Lewis: Not to mention corporate profits
and taxes.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I fully recog-
nize there have been increases in cost but I

would only suggest to the member for Downs-
view that he be patient and he may be some-

what surprised at the answer the Treasurer

may be in a position to give him on Tuesday.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

ONTARIO MILK PRICES

Mr. Lewis: I have a number of tag-ends

quickly, Mr. Speaker.

First to thie Premier: Has he an announce-

ment, yet, on the level of milk prices for

consumers across Ontario? The meetings have
been held. Why can we not know the de-

cision?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have no in-

formation on that. I expect that the Minister

of Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart) may
have some observations on this matter on

Tuesday.

CONTROL OF MEDICARE
EXPENDITURES

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. A question of the

Premier: Now that it will have been brought
to his attention that information was intro-

duced into the House last night from Hansard
of April 18, April 24, May 14, May 15, all of

them attesting to the commitments of the

Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) and the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Social Development (Mr.

Welch) to a major constraint programme in

the field of the medical care insurance plan,
can he explain to the House, since his col-

leagues were unable to, why they have de-

cided, as a government, to charge the people
of Ontario in this year, $50 million to $75
million more than they need have paid by
abandoning the constraint package to which
the government was frequently committed

during the spring?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if memory
serves me correctly, the minister has indicated

and so have I on a number of occasions—and
I acknowledge this—that the government was
in the process of developing some form of

constraint or some form of programme that

related to the medical aspect of expenses, as

I call it, in the health delivery system.

I think it is fair to state, Mr. Speaker, that

the minister did not commit himself to a par-
ticular package or to a particular programme.
I think it is also important to point out that

this is one of the very diflBcult sensitive areas

for government involvement and I would

say tJbat the figures used by the leader of the

New Democratic Party are really hypothetical

figures-

Mr. Lewis: Not at all. It was agreed that

it would be 10 per cent to 15 per cent of

total expenditure.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —figures that relate to

some potential figures that others have cal-

culated. Mr. Speaker, I think it is also im-

portant to point out that one of the main

aspects of the functioning of the committee
that was announced on Tuesday relates to the

co-operative efl^ort that the OMA and the

government of this province will be bringing
to bear to resolve this very diflBcult problem.

Mr. Lewis: That will be an increase in the

fee schedule.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I say to the

member for Scarborough West that I think

he is presuming too much—he perhaps is in

a position to know more about it than those

of us on this side of the House—to say that

that committee will, in the fact, recommend
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an increase. I would say with respect that I

question that hypothesis-

Mr. Lewis: Well, I don't see why. The

government has withdrawn. It has retreated

before the medical profession on every other

front.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —although I'm not pre-

pared to prejudge. I think it is fair to state

that this government has never retreated

from the medical profession.

Mr. Lewis: The government has with-

drawn, abdicated and collapsed, but never
retreated.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I think it is important
to point out that perhaps we, on ttds side

of the House, take a somewhat different ap-

proach. There is no question that this govern-
ment-

Mr. Lewis: It's true then, isn't it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —is not anxious to arti-

ficially develop a position of confrontation
with the medical profession if this can be
avoided.

Mr. Lewis: Come on. The Premier's min-
isters made the commitments.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We are very hopeful that

through the functioning of this committee
we can find an intelligent, rational approach
in a way that perhaps the leader of that

particular group would not attempt to do.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier is saying that
there is no constraint package. That is what
he is saying.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am saying to the leader
of the NDP, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: And all his ministers' commit-
ments are down the drain!

Mr. Renwick: Don't project. Answer the

question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —that we will have in

time for the next budget of this province,
the beginnings of proposals that will intro-

duce a degree of constraint.

Mr. Lewis: This government has forced
$15 million on the taxpayers of Ontario be-
cause it won't deal with the medical pro-
fession.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No way. Mr. Speaker,
the member is quite wrong. He is quite
wrong-

Mr. Lewis: No, I am not. The Premier's

ministers made the commitment.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and I think he should be

honest enough to admit that he is wrong.
He is wrong!

Mr. Lewis: Well, then, by way of supple-

mentary, how does the Premier explain that

with the repeated and categorical and ab-

solute undertaking in the Legislature, in

Hansard, month after month through the

early part of 1973, all those undertakings
have been jettisoned entirely in favour of a

committee to discuss the fee schedule? And
the Premier knows what happens with com-
mittees that discuss fee schedules. Why did

the Premier abandon the $50-million package
he had contemplated?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there was a

suggestion that we all know about related

to a package recommended by certain people.

Mr. MacDonald: And accepted by the min-

ister!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the hon.

member, Mr. Speaker, as I recall the discus-

sions here and the statements made the

minister, this government was not committed

to that particular approach.

Mr. Lewis: But it was committed to a

package!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, Mr. Speaker,
that if the leader of the New Democratic

Party would exercise a degree of restraint

and if he were to assess carefully the terms

of reference for the committee, he would

see that the committee's activities are not

confined to the determination of a fee struc-

ture. In fact, it would be my hope that the

actual internal operations of fee structures

perhaps could be dealt with within the OMA
itself.

Mr. Lewis: Of course!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it is a case, Mr.

Speaker, of the committee determining, by
way of total expenditure-

Mr. Lewis: The government has copped
out completely, totally. The medical profes-
sion has run it down.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That is completely ridic-

ulous. It is not true.

Mr. Foulds: You are right. You are ab-

solutely ridiculous.

Mr. Renwick: The government never has

believed in Medicare, and the Premier knows
it.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I only say to

the leader of the New Democratic Party that

he should exercise some restraint—I happen
to be reasonably optimistic-

Mr. Lewis: Only the Globe and Mail edi-

torial board has the Premier jumping the way
the medical profession has him jumping.
They are the only two groups in this province
with any real power.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have, I must confess,
a degree of respect on some days for the
editorial board of the Globe and Mail. There
are other days when I violently disagree; I

can think of one or two specific editorials.

But I would only say once again, and I

am not going to get into a lengthy debate,
the leader of the party opposite has no con-
fidence in this committee. He has no confi-

dence in the bona fides of the Ontario Med-
ical Association.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, no. I have no confidence
in the constraint package.

Mr. Renwick: That is the package that is

bothering us.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We are endeavouring to

resolve this problem in a co-operative sense
rather than by way of confrontation-

Mr. Lewis: By abandoning principles, by
abandoning commitments!

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and I am relatively

optimistic that we can and will accomplish it.

APPOINTMENT OF WOMEN TO
ARBITRATION PANEL

Mr. Lewis: I shall exercise a personal re-

straint package and turn to the Minister of

Labour.

Can the Minister of Labour tell me what
has happened to all the names, which I sent

him at his request, of women who would be

appropriate chairwomen of labour-manage-
ment arbitration boards?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: Back on March 26, by the way.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: That's right. The hon.

member did send me a list of people who
would perhaps be interested or qualified to

be members of the Labour-Management Ar-
bitration Commission. I must add that mem-
bers of another party sent me a number of

names.

I have sent letters personally to these

people and they have contacted the Labour-

Management Arbitration Commission. I un-

derstand that within two weeks we should

know who and how many would qualify, if

any.

I must remind my hon. friend that these

appointments are not made by the minister

but by the commission.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Since a great

many months have passed since we've been

discussing this subject, is the minister not

able even at this time to say who, if any,

will be appointed? And perhaps, by way of

supplementary, when he does make his re-

port, maybe he can tell me what disqualified

any of the following: Dr. Lita-Rose Betcher-

man. Professor Esther Greenglass, June Call-

wood Grayne, Laura Sabia, Marian Weiss,

Anne Frances Bird, Sylvia Gelber, Elsie

Gregory MacGill, Doris Anderson, Professor

Pauline Jewett, Margaret Daly and Rosemary

Speirs?

Maybe the minister would like to tell me
on what grounds they were disqualified?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I can tell the member

right now, Mr. Speaker, that none of them

have been disqualified. None of them have

been appointed yet. I should know within two

weeks' time. I must add also—

Mr. Lewis: Yes!

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —that many of them

did not answer our letters. I think more than

60 per cent did not answer.

Mr. Lewis: But the minister will give me
a report, though?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I will. I will as soon as

I hear from the commission.

FUEL COSTS

Mr. Lewis: One last question of the Minis-

ter of Energy, if I may. I want to give him a

chance to be volatile. I don't want Eraser

Kelly to have trapped him into excessive

moderation. The minister is so tranquil these

days.

Can the Minister of Energy tell us wheth-

er he has been in touch with his counter-

part—whoever performs that role in Alberta—

or indeed with the Premier of Alberta, in

the last 24 hours in order to convey On-
tario's dismay at the way Premier Lougheed
is behaving; at the destructive implications

for Confederation; at the very serious eco-
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nomic implications for Ontario; at the power
plays which can be nothing other than un-

dermining of a national energy policy; at the

generally almost egocentric way in which this

issue is being pursued by the Province of

Alberta at the expense of the rest of the

country? And has the minister, in fact, re-

layed that?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

Mr. Handleman: Eraser KeUy was right.

Mr. MacDonald: It is too bad the Minister

of Revenue is not here to learn how to answer

questions and not get into trouble.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The Minister of Revenue
never gets into trouble.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York-Forest

Hill.

SPADINA RAPID TRANSIT

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): To the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions:

As it is now some months since the route

of the Spadina subway has been approved and
confirmed—indeed the route has been known
for some years—and since the province is

now a 75 per cent partner in the action, and
since there have been no visible signs of ac-

tivity along that terrestrial scar known aflFec-

tionately by the people of my constituency
as the "Davis ditch"—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am glad it is aflFec-

tionately. I am glad to hear that.

Mr. Givens: Could the minister-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He used it. I didn't.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order! The member for York-

Forest Hill has the floor, and he will come to

the point.

Mr. Givens: Well, I am being interrupted
all the time.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I was just answering.

Mr. Givens: Under those circumstances,
would the minister care to tell us what the

status is of the construction of the subway
and what he is doing to expedite the con-

struction of same?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): We
are going to turn the sod next week.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, there is sod there?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

can assure the hon. member that there is no

one more interested in seeing the breaking of

the sod for the construction of this par-
ticular mode of transportation down the

Spadina corridor.

Mr. MacDonald: Gulch.

Hon. Mr. Carton: There have been, of

course, over the past year or two years the

designs have been under way and I'm not

exactly certain of the exact date of con-

struction. I will try to determine that but

knowing engineers it's most difficult to pin
them down to a particular date.

Mr. Ruston: Are they worse than lawyers?

Hon. Mr. Carton: But all I can assure the

hon. member is that any influence that I

might have with this government and might
have in expediting that particular mode will

be exerted.

Mr. Givens: Supplementary: As the min-

ister is performing this act of expedition,

again, since there has been no discussion

about this over the past—well, since June of

1971, when the Premier made the announce-
ment of the Buckminster Fuller jyhantasma-

goria—has there been anything lately con-

sidered or discussed between—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't think that is

proper English.

Mr. Givens: —the minister and his 25 per
cent partners down the street about the

efficacy, the practicability and the desirabil-

ity of proceeding with the construction of

the Buckminster Fuller plans, such as an-

nounced by the Premier in 1971? Or can we
consider that a dead letter?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, Mr. Speaker, the

Joint Technical Transportation Planning Com-
mittee—this is one of their areas of concern.

There are continual examinations taking

place as to what might be utilized in that

particular corridor. As recently as this week
I noticed that there was a suggestion that it

be utilized for a parking area for the subway
when it is built. All I can say to the hon.

member is that this is under continual exam-
ination.

Mr. Singer: They've done little else except
look at Bucky's drawings.
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Mr. Speaker: The member for Nickel Belt.

SCHOOL BUDGETS

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Provincial Secre-

tary for Social Development: Is the Provin-

cial Secretary aware that the ceiHngs imposed
by the provincial government on the school

boards are preventing realistic bargaining be-

tween the school boards and the teachers and

that, as a result, over 30 boards have not

settled disputes with the elementary teachers?

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development ) : No, I am not aware of

that, and I would be very surprised if that

in fact was the case.

Mr. Laughren: Well, it is the case. Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary: Is he also aware
that the totally inadequate population sparsity
factor that's built into the grant to the

northern boards is inadequate, preventing
them from any kind of realistic bargaining
because of the increased costs of administer-

ing small schools in outlying areas, and would
the Provincial Secretary consider increasing
the grants to the boards in the province?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Speaker, if reference

is being made to the weighting factor for

next year's—

Mr. Foulds: This year's! There are 30
contracts outstanding now.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Let's take a look at this

and separate these so we can understand

what we are talking about. If we are talking
about the current budgets of boards operat-

ing on the ceilings, I wasn't aware that the

weighting factor was in fact acting in that

prejudicial way. I would be glad to discuss

it with the Minister of Education (Mr.

Wells). The reason I want to be sure is

because the weighting factor that would be

part of the package in connection with next

year's ceilings hasn't been announced yet, so

therefore there are some problems. I think

now is the time to discuss them.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Is the Provincial Secretary
further aware that at least one northern

Ontario board, the Lakehead board, finds

itself in such a financial position that it is in

the process of hurriedly selling off^ 15 proper-
ties to the highest bidder before the minister

brings in the regulations preventing the

board from doing it on that kind of basis, and
is he aware that that particularly affects

small communities in the outlying area that

would, after having their unused schools sold

off, have no social or community centre?

Hon. Mr. Welch: I will be very glad to

discuss that with the Minister of Education.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

OHIP PAYMENTS

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. A question of the Premier:

In view of the fact that because of the two
months required for payment to many doctors

from OHIP, a group of doctors in the

Kitchener-Waterloo area is intending to have

patients use Chargex for the payment of

medical accounts, would not the Premier con-

sider this intention, if followed through, to

require patients to join Chargex, as a threat

to the whole OHIP system and its system of

payment?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to consider that quite a novel idea. One

might even suggest that perhaps all of us

should have some form of charge-plate for

medical services. I say that somewhat

facetiously, but I will look into it. I am not

aware of it.

Mr. Good: Supplementary; Does the Pre-

mier consider the assignment of medical

accounts to a third party for collection in

order to expedite the collection, and the

addition of interest to that account, as not

being detrimental to the people of the prov-
ince if this should become a widespread

practice?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I repeat, Mr. Speaker, I

know nothing about this. It would all depend
to whose account the interest is charged. If

it is charged to the doctor's account and is

part of whatever his cost is, and it doesn't

mean an increase in cost to either the public
or the patient, perhaps one might argue that

that isn't a problem. If it means the interest

charge is to be to the patient or to the plan,

then of course it is a problem.

In that I am not familiar with what the

doctors may or may not be planning in this

one particular area, I can't comment. I would

say to the hon. member I shall endeavour to

find out for him.
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Mr. Good: One final supplementary: If this

is being precipitated by the slow payment of

OHIP, would it not be considered wise to

speed up payments by OHIP rather than have
such a scheme instigated, which, in my view,
would be detrimental to the health services

in the whole province?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am always
in favour of expediting the payment of ac-

counts by anybody to any other person.

Obviously, if the payments of accounts can
be expedited in any government plan we are

all in favour of it. I say to the hon. member,
with great respect to his question, I don't

find from his question suflficient information

really to give him an appropriate answer
here. I shall look into it and get the informa-
tion to him.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
view. Is this a new question or did you have
a supplementary?

ROLLBACK OF CAR PRICES

Mr. Young: I have a question of the hon.

Minister of Consumer and Corporate Affairs.

Mr. Lewis: Commercial Relations.

Mr. Young: Commercial Relations, that's

right.

In view of the record profits of the auto-

mobile industry in 1972, followed by a

dramatic increase for the first half of 1973;
and in view of substantial increases in car

prices which the industry claims are caused

by the mandated anti-pollution and safety

devices, is the minister initiating discussion

leading to a rollback of the increased prices;

or, if that is impossible at this date, dis-

cussions toward a cancellation of the expen-
sive 1975 model changes in order to prevent
further price rises next year as well as to

make possible a rollback of prices at that

time?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, I

didn't hear which industry the member was

referring to. Was it the automobile industry?

Mr. Young: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I have had no con-
frontations with the automobile industry in-

sofar as the price of the units is concerned.
I am not aware if my counterpart in Ottawa
has had any discussions with them but I

have had none.

Mr. Young: Supplementary then, Mr.

Speaker: In view of the inflationary trend in

the whole automobile industry, and in view
of the fact that by cancelling at least one
model year change prices could substantially
be brought into line and lowered to the

consumer, surely the minister should be

initiating discussion not only with the industry
but with his counterpart in Ottawa along this

line?

Hon. Mr. Clement: With great respect, Mr.

Speaker, I don't think it is up to me to deter-

mine which type of model the industry
should abandon in order that savings may be

passed on to the private sector and the pur-
chaser. I think that is an option that is

available to the consuming public. If they
find the price not acceptable to them, pre-

sumably they would move into another type
of automobile in order to have certain savings
accrue to them. I question the role of my
ministry in attempting to step into something
that not only is sold across this province but
across the entire country. I question the

validity of my role in such discussions.

Mr. Young: The manufacturing is done
in this province.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-
land South.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I would like to direct a question to the

Minister of Labour. Is the Minister of Labour

contemplating new legislation on the recom-
mendations of the task force on the Work-
men's Compensation Board?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Haggerty: When?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, as soon

as possible.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

LIGHTS IN GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Minister of Government Services, Mr.

Speaker. Why are his people going through
the Mowat Block, and now I understand they
are starting on the Hepburn Block, removing
every fourth fluorescent light? Is this a new

attempt by the government to save money?
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Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): No, Mr. Speaker, I don't really

think it is as applicable to the saving of

money as it is to the saving of energy.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, it is. It is the total govern-
ment response to Alberta initiatives. This

province will show Lougheed, boy, that it

won't take it lying down.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Wait until we start on the

lights in here.

Mr. Lewis: That I wouldn't mind.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Snow: In answer to the question,
Mr. Speaker, we have reviewed the lighting

intensity in some of the areas of government
buildings to see whether more lighting was

being used than required for the particular
use of that space. In some cases we are re-

ducing the amount of candle power being

supplied.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

ASSISTANCE TO MUNICIPALITIES FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRUCTION

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Premier. In light of the in-

flationary construction cost increases, is the

government considering supplementary finan-

cial assistance to municipalities to enable

them to carry out mandatory environmental

construction programmes?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we are not

contemplating assistance of that kind at this

time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

URANIUM RESOURCES

Mr. MacDonald: I have a question of the

Minister of Energy, Mr. Speaker. In view of

the minister's repeated statements, for ex-

ample, in his reports to the Premier back on

June 1, and more recently to the Peter-

borough Rotary Club, that the policies of the

federal government with regard to equity
control in uranium mines have a very detri-

mental effect, what specific policies is the

minister referring to?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Specifically that the

exploration or production of uranium must be

undertaken by a company which has over I

think it is 90 per cent Canadian ownership,
and very few of the mining companies fall

under that category.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary question, in view of the fact

that I have in my hand a letter from the

legal adviser at the Atomic Energy Control

Board to our research department which

says in its final paragraph, "This will con-

firm that no federal legislation has been en-

acted respecting the control of foreign owner-

ship of Canadian uranium properties," what
comment have you?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It is not legislation,
it is policy. I will be glad to get the member
some more information on this, but it is

policy. I think that is one of the concerns of

the industry, that it has been a policy matter

under the Atomic Energy Act I guess, rather

than a matter of legislation.

Mr. MacDonald: In other words, is there

no legislative basis to the policy?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: It is tenuous, and
this is one of the things which I understand
the Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources

has undertaken to clarify in his uranium legis-

lation, which will probably be forthcoming
in the next six months.

Mr. Speaker: The question period has now

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mrs. Scrivener, from the standing estimates

committee, presented the committee's report
which was read as follows:

Resolved: That supply in the following
amounts and to defray the expenses of the

Ministry of the Environment be granted to

Her Majesty for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1974:

MINISTRY OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Ministry administration pro-

gramme $ 8,045,000

Water management pro-

gramme $111,010,000

Air and land pollution control

programme $ 7,637,000

Laboratory and research sup-

port services programme .. $ 4,025,000

Mr. Speaker: Motions.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that when the

House adjourns today it stands adjourned
until Tuesday next.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day I would like to table the

answers to questions on the order paper
numbers 20, 28 and 29. (See appendix page
4042).

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 17th order, .House

in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, PROVINCIAL
SECRETARIAT FOR SOCIAL

DEVELOPMENT
(concluded)

On vote 2301.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud-

bury East.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Mr.

Chairman, I was extremely delighted to listen

to the minister yesterday as he told us about
his many meetings and many accomplish-
ments and all the decision which were being
made. It came as a surprise to me, all those

decisions—not the meetings, but the decisions

—because as one looks as a critic at one of

his subordinates, one looks desperately to find

some improvement in what has to be the

ministry which has the lowest priority in

government, and that's the Ministry of Com-

munity and Social Services.

One can only believe that there is no real

concern for those less fortunate—in many
cases illiterate—deprived group of people.
When one watched the minister's perform-
ance, this particular minister of the secre-

tariat, last fall and listened to the Premier's

announcement yesterday, one had to wonder
what in God's name was going on over there.

I can well recall that meeting, Mr. Chair-

man, last fall when the various associations

which made up the poverty groups were here

at Queen's Park. They begged this Minister

of Community and Social Services (Mr.

Brunelle) at least to give them the $50 that

the government had, in a sense, taken away
so that they would have something for their

children for Christmas.

The Provincial Secretary for Social De-

velopment (Mr. Welch) was there and he

explained the government's priorities; what

they were going to do with the long-term
interests and it wasn't going to be a one-

shot deal. What do you call that yesterday?
Was that a one-shot deal, the $50 you handed
to those on old-age pension and the income

supplement? Was that not a one-shot deal?

I can well recall those women in that

meeting. I'm sure the minister can because

I think it disturbed his Christmas; I'm sure

it disturbed his Christmas because many of

them were crying. There wasn't going to be

a thing in many of those homes for Christ-

mas. They invited the minister to come
around Christmas day just to see how won-
derful their Christmas was going to be;

they offered to share what they had, which
was nothing.

The minister and his counterpart could not

find it in their hearts to find $50 per family
at that time. But yesterday—and, of course,

it makes headlines, the Premier (Mr. Davis)
made it again in the Globe, front page even,
about the 340,000 pensioners. Well, that

means that 340,000 pensioners' votes, by and

large. Most welfare recipients don't vote.

You couldn't find it anywhere last year
after taking $50 away from them. You
couldn't find it but the numbers are much
less because, using the minister's own report,
the number of families or the number of

persons receiving family benefits' allowance

is only 83,000. Now I tell the minister that

he can find it for 340,000 pensioners, who
receive a good deal more than those people
on FBA—if I add the general assistance,

about 80,000, it's a total of 160,000-but he

couldn't find $50 each for those people last

Christmas because he didn't believe in one-

shot assistance.

Yesterday, you come along with a group;
if you've got a husband and wife who, in

fact, receive $125 a month more than a hus-

band and wife on general welfare, or $125
more than a husband and wife who are on

FBA because possibly the husband is crip-

pled, where is your sense of priorities? What
kind of thinking goes on over there? The
whole thing is political, where you are going
to capture the most votes. You contradict

your own arguments time after time.

I cite you another example. Your counter-

part goes off to Ottawa and he says to the

people in Ottawa, when they were discuss-

ing the Canada pension, there should be an

escalator clause. The Minister of Labour (Mr.

Guindon) brings in a Compensation Act.

When we suggest that you've got the sole

priority in Workmen's Compensation and ask
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why you don't put an escalator clause in it

there, oh no, you can't do that. You can go
after Ottawa and prattle about escalator

clauses, but when we talk about escalator

clauses where this province has the the full

and sole responsibility you opt out.

You also opted out last year when I sug-

gested to the Minister of Community and

Social Services that we should have an escala-

tor clause in the general welfare allowance

or, more particularly which is easier to keep,

in—

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): I said I was in agree-
ment last year.

Mr. Martel: Right. But that's 15 months

ago.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I am still in agree-
ment.

Mr. Martel: Great! What are you doing
about it? Do you need the consent of the

member for Scarborough Centre (Mr. Drea)?
You will recall that he said we'd make those

on welfare or FBA into an elitist group. That

was the mentality that came from those back-

benchers. They would be an elitist group if

there was an escalator clause in FBA and
GWA. The Minister of Community and Social

Services interjects that he is in agreement,
but 15 months have gone by and we still

don't have it.

The Minister of Labour who has Work-
men's Compensation under his bailiwick won't

introduce it. Off you go to Ottawa with three

position papers and tell Ottawa they should

increase the cost of living allowance in the

escalator clause in the Canada Pension, and

you do nothing. Maybe that's being thought
out. Maybe the Provincial Secretary for Social

Development can tell us after that they are

thinking about it.

But, in the meantime while you are think-

ing about it, what is happening to those

people who are living on $121? That's what I

want to know. You show grave concern

really. Your performance, Mr. Minister—I

want the minister's attention when I tell him
this about his performance—could be liken-

ed to a eunuch in a brothel.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): To a what?

Mr. Martel: That's the type of performance
we get from the policy field when we talk

about the needs of people—slow and tedious.

It doesn't get much coverage, but the Pre-

mier can get up and announce $1.4 billion

for GO Transit. We can take a day out of

ths Legislature and we can go down to the

Science Centre. Great fanfare for moving
automobiles and people, but for the really

deprived, nothing spectacular. Nothing even
to meet their basic needs. The Minister of

Community and Social Services and none of

us in this House could live on $121 a

month. For the unfortunate, the cripples, the

blind, $135 a month. What in God's name are

you thinking about?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Those are not the up-
to-date figures.

Mr. Martel: The five per cent you are talk-

ing about, is for the birds. One of the ad-

ministrators said to me recently, and I want
to come to that, that in his calculations the

costs to change that five per cent, the ad-

ministration costs, were greater in all the cal-

culations than was the increase in benefits

to the recipients. I tell you what I get from

some of your own people, Mr. Minister, be-

cause even that shows the perverse thinking

in that department.

Maybe the minister can correct me if I'm

wrong; the five per cent increase, as I

understand it, was not on the total budgetary
needs of the recipients but only on that

portion paid by the province. In other words,

if you had a workman's compensation pension
of $60 or $70 and the Minister of Community
and Social Services was paying $140, the

increase wasn't on the whole budgetary need,

was it, Mr. Minister? In fact it was only on

that portion which was forthcoming from

your department. Is that not correct? The

minister doesn't reply or nod.

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): His estimates follow.

Mr. Martel: I know his estimates follow

but this is policy. This is policy.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I will discuss the policy.

Mr. Martel: You know what? Well, I'm

glad you are going to discuss it.

Hon. Mr. Welch: The particulars you give
to the minister in his estimates.

Mr. Martel: Right. We are going to come
to that minister, too. But we are talking about

the great decisions being made by this de-

partment which are nil when it comes to

people and their needs. That, as I under-

stand it, is what the last five per cent raise

was. Five per cent not on the total budgetary
needs but five per cent on what was being

paid by the welfare department or the Min-

istry of Social and Community Services.
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If you had any other type of income, it

was not calculated on the total package but

only on that part which the minister's depart-
ment was paying out. Now, if that was the

decision, it can only be duplicated by, I

think, the payments you made active in

January because the thinking over there, it

seems to me, to be distorted, warped, per-
verse. I don't know which. After three years
of no raise, in which these people have
fallen so far behind because they are the

most affected, you then gave a raise to five

out of eight recipients. Now, how you cal-

culated that the other three out of eight
didn't need a raise is beyond me. It took
some doing.

First of all you reduced—^and that was a

policy decision—the amount that they were

getting for the upkeep of their homes from
$34 to $18. I don't know where it has ever
been less; but that was the minimum figure
that the department was paying out to people
on FBA for the longest period of time. You
took that $16 away from a couple and then

you started to calculate.

Well, what type of perverse thinking is

that? Did not all of the people who hadn't
received an increase in three years need a
raise? Did they not all experience an increase
in their cost of living? Then, three months
later, you gave a raise to those on general
welfare and it was magnified $10, $15 I

believe; all on rent. And that was it.

It had nothing to do with—it didn't corre-

spond with—the increase in the cost of living.
It didn't correspond with anything. In fact,
the whole pre-added budget for people over
there doesn't correspond to need. We have
tried for five years—and maybe the policy
minister will get the answer for us-and last

year we spent five hours trying to obtain
from the government how it arrives at pre-
added budgets for people. In other words,
how much do we allocate for food, clothing,
the necessities of life? Five hours! And every
one of the officials just bowed his head, in-

cluding the minister, and refused to tell us
how the pre-added budget is arrived at. They
are ashamed of it.

I put the question on the order paper
thinking that it would have to be answered
because it was on the order paper. Well,
the answer came: They refused to tell us,
because that way we could determine how
muc'h they were really in need of an increase.

But we would have to know what the depart-
ment started from when they introduced the
FBA—and I'm sure they plucked a figure out

of the air and didn't really attach it to any-
thing.

So we have sat for five consecutive years,
last year for five hours alone, trying to find

out how that department arrives at a pre-
added budget—and the minister refuses to tell

the House. That's how sick that department
is.

I think the Hanson report does it up
beautifully. It really tells what that depart-
ment is about. And I must say, Mr. Chair-

man, it is a disgrace. It's a disgrace because
of the notion surrounding those on general
welfare and family benefits. The notion across

this province—and it pervades this House-
is that anyone who is a recipient of general
welfare or of FBA is some kind of parasite
who doesn't deserve it.

We hstened last Tuesday to the debate
on inflation in food prices. We listened to

various members who suggested that we
should get all these bums off the welfare and
to work. And yet—

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): It's the bums

they were talking about.

Mr. Martel: Pardon?

Mr. Gilbertson: The bums.

Mr. Martel: The bumsl Mr. Chairman, do

you hear that from the member for Algoma?

Mr. Gilbertson: There are a lot of decent

people on welfare who deserve to get it.

Mr. Martel: Now, would the hon. member
be kind enough to tell me what percentage
of those on general welfare and FBA are

taking it for a ride?

Mr. N. G. Leluk (Humber): Enough!

Mr. Martel: Enough? My friend says

enough. Mr. Chairman, I ask the minister if

he would verify for these gentlemen that no
more than 1% per cent of those on general
welfare take it for a ride. My friend wants
to brand the whole bunch for iy2 per cent.

Mr. Gilbertson: I do not!

Mr. Martel: He does!

Mr. Gilbertson: That's nonsense. That's not

true!

Mr. Martel: It is true. Just listen to the

comments about getting those who are taking
it for a ride off of welfare. Well, it isn't even
worthwhile looking for 1% per cent, and it

isn't worthwhile categorizing the whole

group-
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Mr. Gilbertson: We are not doing that.

Mr. Martel: No? What in God's name are

they doing? Just go back over the debates of

last year and the debates that occurred last

Tuesday. There's only a handful of members
in here, but both the Provincial Secretary for

Social Development and the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services know that half

their battle in obtaining the necessary fund-

ing to do the job to rehabilitate those people,
to prevent children going amiss and so on, is

fighting this attitude, which of course was
created by people like my friend here who
thinks that everyone, or a good percentage
of them, is fleecing it. Well, they are not.

Every study I have been able to get my
hands on, whether it involves the United

States, the various provinces or Canada as a

whole, indicates that 1^/^ per eent of those on

welfare are taking the system for a ride.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): What about

the corporate bums?

Mr. Martel: Very small, isn't it?

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): There

is a new one out.

Mr. Martel: Well, what now?

Mr. Drea: There is a new one out two

days ago.

Mr. Martel: Well, what is the latest?

Mr. Drea: This is an American one. It says
20 per cent.

Mr. Martel: Well, I'd like to see it.

Mr. Drea: But my friend just said he had
seen them all!

Mr. Martel: No, I didn't. I said all of those

I have read. There is a vast difference.

Mr. Drea: Well, it says 20 per cent.

Mr. Martel: Well, that is the type of atti-

tude that will continue to confront the minis-

ter.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The member
for Scarborough Centre should speak to the

minister—he has absolutely no power.

Mr. Martel: When he wants to do some-

thing to help the most desperate group in

society he will have to fight that type of non-

sense, that type of bigotry, those biases. It is

all there, and I don't know how you two as

ministers responsible in that field are going
to possibily pull it out, because that's the

attitude that prevails across there, unfortun-

ately.

You can pick them out; you can go into

the dining room any night you want and hear
about the welfare bums and those who don't

want to work, they want to draw their un-

employment insurance rather than work, be-
cause over there they haven't even bothered
to look at how the unemployment insurance

works. Not everyone gets $100. Everyone
over there should know that but unfortunately

they don't so they use the common phrase,
"Well you make more money on unemploy-
ment insurance than you do working so why
go to work?"

It is an attitude that is just ingrained. No-

body over there wants to do any reading,

any serious reading, to look at what is

happening to the poor and those who make

up that group, the working poor and the

general welfare or the FBA recipients.

Let us now move to the handicapped—that

magnificent $135, plus what the minister says,
an extra five per cent.

Mr. Chairman: May I just respectfully

suggest that we keep to the policy field

rather than the matter you will be discussing
later? An overview is quite in order.

Mr. Martel: Well, it is an overview. I am
talking about maintenance income, which
must be the responsibility of this man. If it

is not the responsibility of this minister then
who in God's name is responsible for income
maintenance? I have one more category, Mr.

Chairman, with your indulgence—the working
poor. I just want to go through them to show

you—

Mr. Chairman: I was just referring to the

amount of detail that might be better cov-

ered, from your point of view, in the actual

ministry.

Mr. Martel: Well how can you deal in

abstracts? That is what this department does
when it gives you a pre-added budget, which
is accepted. They deal in abstracts. They
won't detail for us how it is broken down.

They are ashamed of it because they don't

know how it came about.

It is ironic—and I say this to the Provincial

Secretary—that BC is paying $200 a month for

the handicapped, the blind and so on, and
here the richest province in Canada can't pay
more than $135 for the same crippled person,
the same person afflicted with blindness and
so on.

It is an absolute disgrace. A disgrace. You
should be ashamed of yourselves. If you can't
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get the money necessary I suggest you should

resign the job on principle, because I think

you agree with me, as does the Minister of

Community and Social Services, I know from
discussions with him. He is absolutely con-

vinced there has to be a dramatic change, but

if you are not strong enough to do it with

that motley group I suggest you must resign.

You can't carry on. How do you live with

yourself?

And now the working poor. Again Barrett

is in the forefront, and that's why I said your

performance was like a eunuch in a brothel.

Barrett moves ahead. He is now trying to

convince the federal government to assist the

working poor by letting him give them $100
a month over and above what the working

poor are earning. That is to encourage them
not to go back on welfare once they have a

job.

So Barrett is now trying to negotiate, as

he did last year ahead of this province; he

went down to Ottawa and negotiated the

extra for the aged, not a $50 one-shot deal—

$200 a month. He went down to negotiate at

the time it was only $150 and he got approval.
Where was the initiative from Ontario? Now
he is moving to do something about the

working poor; pay them $100 more than their

salary if necessary. Go down to Ottawa and
see if you can get them, through the Canada
Assistance Plan, to pay half of it.

But where are the initiatives from Ontario

for the working poor, for the disabled, for

the blind, for the handicapped, for the poor.

Whce are the initiatives? There are sick-

ening little raises that are so manipulated it

takes a mathematical gymnast just to figure

out how they are arrived at. It's just not

enough, Mr. Minister. As Provincial Secre-

tary for this field, you have had 15 months,
at least, to move it.

Now, I want to turn to the last point—the
LIP programmes. I recall the meetings the

minister had. He invited me along. I listened

and didn't say a word as he talked to those

various LIP organizations who were, in fact,

providing a type of service that this prov-
ince could not possibly fund if they had to

hire all of those people.

I said to some of the leaders after—not to

the group—I said: "I suggest to you, you've
been taken in." With the greatest respect to

the minister, I said: "You've been taken in.

He doesn't intend to do a thing except stall."

And as it was stalled and as the LIP fund-

ing fell away and the groups disappeared one
at a time then, in fact, the minister knew
there would be fewer involved.

But as that was occurring, Mr. Minister—
and as they fell apart at the seams, one group
after another—a type of organization sprang

up that didn't produce anything in terms of

profit but did produce in terms of services

to people. And as you sit pondering it, it

falls apart.

And the services they were rendering to the

less fortunate in form of aid for them, in actu-

al assistance, in getting benefits for them
which they were entitled to, it is being de-

stroyed. You couldn't even start to hire the

staff that was at their disposal because, aside

from funding one or two, money of those

groups drew on experts out in the field who
were deliberately volunteering their services

to help people; providing services to people
which you could not aflFord.

I realize that the federal government starts

programme after programme. The province
starts to pick it up and Ottawa opts out.

That's the same concern expressed by a num-
ber of other premiers, of course.

We have a choice, though, Mr. Minister.

We watch it die in totality—which it's in the

process of doing now; many are gone. It will

not be reinstituted. As a result, people who
were getting services which they had never

had before, will not get those services be-

cause you simply have not got the money to

hire that type of work force.

More interestingly, if you hired that type
of work force, if you had the money, you
would hamstring them so badly that they
couldn't be effective. They were effective be-

cause they didn't have to look at their job
and say: "If I make too much noise I'll be

turfed."

Then they crossed the various lines of

bureaucracy, sometimes almost using a big
axe to cut through the red tape. And they

provided services to people.

Again I say to you, Mr. Minister, where is

the emphasis in this province? Is it on the

services to people, or is it building highways,
and everything that you can see?

I suggest to you it's the latter. You can see

buildings. You can see highways and you can

see new schools, and you can see a whole

range of things. But services to people are a

hard thing to see; servicing that motley

group out there—good-for-nothing, shiftless,

don't want to work, lazy.

You might take some criticism in fact. We
take criticism. It's interesting. As a critic of

this department, in particular of Community
and Social Services, I get up and speak to

groups and suggest that the welfare re-
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cipient and so on is badly done by. And the

hair that rises on the heads of the people in

the audience is something to behold. They
really get excited. It isn't a popular portfolio
that the Minister of Community and Social

Services carries. It is probably the most un-

popular portfolio in government, and yet it

should not be.

I don't know how we go around dhanging
attitudes that have been ingrained in the

minds of the public, but in God's name we
must start. If we don't, with the change in

lifestyles, with, the change in work habits,

with the shorter work week and with auto-

mation, we're going to see more and more,
whether we like it or not. Unless we do

something to change attitudes, to help those

less fortunate than ourselves, then no matter

how many highways you build, no matter

how many roads you build, no matter how

many years you stay in power, you'll still

have to look at what your success rate was
in assisting the most unfortunate. I must say
to date in Ontario it has been a disaster.

I would somehow like to be able to com-

pile the social cost. Maybe you're the min-

ister to do it, because the Minister of Com-

munity and Social Services only has one

aspect. I would like as a challenge to you
to suggest that you should try using com-

puters—you'd need them—to determine the

social cost to society that come about as the

result of those people who have become

ghetto-ized, who are on the welfare rolls and
so on, to determine what the social costs are

in terms of marriage breakup, figuring out

the cost of courts, probation officers, homes
for young boys who are in trouble vnth the

law and so on, using the package of famiHes
involved on welfare and FBA.

I would suspect that the social costs are

greater than what we pay out in direct

assistance to all of the people on general
welfare and on any type of FBA benefit. I

would suspect that the costs to society are

double the $200 million or so that this prov-
ince pays in welfare benefits.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Chairman, I'm going to be brief because I

think most of my remarks would be better in

the committee on Community and Social

Services itself. I would like to speak to a

whole range of policies and peAaps at this

point say something of philosophy in the

welfare field. I think that is properly brought
up at this time.

I want to talk about one of the things
which has disturbed me over my long years
in the field. I frankly take off my hat to

those people who are on welfare and struggle
to get off, because there isn't any incentive

for people to get off welfare. The damage is

too great, the punishment is too great and

they lose so very much. If they have a

family, when you think of the care that they
can get—and goodness knows it's not that

great, but it's better than some of them can

provide working—dental care, all the rest of

these things. And those who do work and
are in the low income range are certainly

suffering and so are their children.

It seems to me that we should in the wel-
fare field be concerned with the welfare of

human beings and that we should do all in

our power to bring money to the service of

people to enable them to have some kind of

gracious living. I am talking about such

things as—well, I hate the word "rehabilita-

tion" because that isn't really what you
should be talking about with a human being—
but bringing money to bear to help people
to get out of that desperate position that they
are in if they are on the welfare rolls.

That is a general statement. When we talk

about people, and I have to subscribe to

what has been said, there are too many peo-

ple going around talking about these horrible

people that are parasites, that are really

taking us. And this is a philosophy which I

can't buy, and I don't think any thinking

person can. When I served on the mayor's

war-on-poverty committee I saw, one after

the other, the cases of people who were

trying to work, and they couldn't make it,

they couldn't support a family, and they
couldn't give their children what they needed.

We have to have something that goes hand
in hand with the welfare assistance pro-

gramme, to give more of this kind of assis-

tance to people.

I do want to say a word about the philos-

ophy concerning the disabled. I have had
cases where people who were disabled tried

to get off welfare, and it was a disaster

because they do have very sophisticated med-
ical needs. I am still hoping that the Marina

Lodge type of thinking will come forward

in this House because this is a case of pro-

viding the disabled with the opportunity to

work in circumstances which they can man-

age. But I still don't want them in the posi-
tion where they cannot get the full medical

service which they cannot afford to pay for

under the system we have today. I would like

to know what the philosophy is about setting

rates for people who are disabled.
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I had an interesting talk with a man in

my riding, he is muscular-dystrophic. He is in

a wheelchair. He said, "You know, I am very

grateful that I do receive $141.25 a month.

But when I hear people talking about the

elderly and that they should be getting $200,
I wonder if nobody thinks about us." So far

he is right: "Nobody thinks about us."

Mr. Martel: Barrett has $200 for the

crippled.

Mrs. Campbell: Then you have those whom
I have spoken about earlier in this House.

What is your philosophy for people who have
worked—if you want to get into the work

ethic; people who have worked; people who
have paid taxes; people who have been the

good citizen in the image that you subscribe

to—but who, at the age of 55 or 60, are no

longer able to work? Now what is the punish-
ment and what is the crime that they should

be living on $121 a month and you gave an

increase—what was it, $6?—for the cost of

living bonus. Now, really, what is the philos-

ophy behind this kind of outrage?

I don't suppose you really have anything
to say to the housing people but what is the

philosophy that you set the shelter allow-

ance for those people? You set it at $43 or

$44.25 and that's the rent they pay in public

housing on this rent geared-to-income deal

that we have been sold when the people who

get $170 a month pay $33.25 or $40. What
is the philosophy about these people? What
do you think about when you make these

decisions?

I would like to say to you that what we
do—and everything we do in the welfare field,

as I see it—is to perpetuate welfare; every-

thing. How many of your social workers on
staff are people doing social work, doing

counselling? And how many of them are ad-

ministrators or how many of them are in-

vestigators? Why should we not use social

workers to help the people of this province?
What is your philosophy about the use of

welfare workers?

What are the costs to having an admin-
istration checking, checking, checking against

over-payments? What is the cost of admin-

istering that kind of business?

I had a letter off to the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services—and he has

denied this statement, but nevertheless this

is something that the people in my riding
believe happened and nothing that can be
said is going to change their minds—concern-

ing a woman who had $72 and change from
the Canada Pension. She was supposed to

get $70-odd from you people but she had
a policy of insurance that her husband left

her of $1,000 and what did this dreadful

woman do? She used it to bury her husband
and now she is going to pay $2,000 for that

funeral. That is the way the people in my
riding view it.

What is the philosophy? Where is the

humanity? Do we really care or are you in

this combination ministry only concerned

with the administration of a programme with-

out any concern for the people you ares up-

posed to be serving? I ask you to tell me
because it's important to me to understand

so that I can explain it to the people in my
riding who simply can't understand it.

I would love to know how many in your

ministry are living on $78 a month disposable

income after rent in the city of Toronto. I

would love to see you try it yourself and

perhaps your philosophies might change.

Mr. Chairman, I am going into detail, as I

said before, when the other estimates are

before us. I shall not prolong this now be-

cause I really don't think I am going to make

any headway but I hope that some of the

things I have said will fall on some fertile

ground.
Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Parkdale.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Mr. Chairman,
the subject of my discourse will be the prob-
lems of the immigrant community in Ontario.

I shall touch on the total lack of response
from the government to deal with the very
visible problems of the immigrant commu-

nity; the increasing frustration of the immi-

grant community and a sense of increasing

social ferment—which will I think produce

major problems for our society in the future.

I would also like to suggest some solid solu-

tions to some of those problems, and I hope
that the minister will respond pragmatically
instead of with his usual somewhat ideo-

logical bias to what I'm going to suggest
later.

I believe that in Toronto we are sitting on

a time bomb. The time bomb is this growing
frustration of our large immigrant popula-
lation. At the moment I think it can be quite

accurately described as the silent minority.

It is because they are so silent that we are

not paying attention to the increasing cumu-
lative nature of the problems in the immi-

grant community. I am certain the cumulative

effect of this frustration will threaten the

very social stability of the province and it
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will probably largely threaten the social

stability of Toronto.

This largely silent frustration is reflected

only very inconspicuously in social agency

reports and is also reported when in the

almost anecdotal sense the information people
who are involved in the immigrant commu-
nity talk to the immigrants. The immigrants
themselves complain only silently and in-

conspicuously.

But this is not reflected at all in the ojfficial

statements. It is not reflected in the govern-
ment's awareness of it. I can only say again—
in a curious sense acting like a Cassandra—
that it is there, and if we care we must do

something about it. My analysis of the prob-
lem I shall draw a picture more extensively
on why it has come to this point, which has

become almost a breaking point for our social

body politic in the city of Toronto.

Now the interesting thing about the prob-
lem is how silent and inconspicuous it can

be. We are not aware of it in this chamber
and we are not aware of it from the mass

media that there is this large percentage of

new immigrants who do not think quite the

same way as you do, Mr. Minister.

I swear that you still perceive Toronto in

the terms it has been perceived for decades-
Toronto the good, the WASP Toronto. You
are like Robertson Davies, who I once heard
describe the society of Ontario in terms that

were reminiscent of Jalna and Whiteoaks;

straight out of Mazo de la Roche. He can

hardly be described as a good observer of

society in his fast commuting between his

villa in the country and the fastness of Mas-

sey College.

I believe you also live in Jalna-land, Mr.

Minister. You are not able to perceive that

outside the ofiicial structure of our society

—whether it is expressed in the financial

world or in the media—there is a com-

pletely different world in the city of Toronto.

If you turned on the television in here, it

would be as if nothing has changed—and yet
in the last 20 years in this city there has been
an incredible influx of people who have

simply brought different ethno-cultural heri-

tages.

At the moment this is the subject of my
discourse. They are silent, but the frustrations

are there. If we look at it very practically,

they must and will affect the body politic of

this society.

Unless someone with the responsibility at

this moment is prepared to do something
about it, we are asking for trouble.

Now your ministry is in charge of four

major areas, so to speak. You are in charge
of a number of ministries, and your perform-
ance in service to the people you are respon-
sible for, does not prepare me to accept that

you are going to do something about this

particular problem. When it comes to the

social problems field, it is the responsibility
of the Minister of Community and Social Ser-

vices.

I'm obviously not the only one to have

said this; you have had almost a cavalier dis-

regard for the elderly, for the poor, for the

indigent and for those who are sick, both

mentally or physically. In education, and that

will be the actual area on which I shall con-

centrate most of all in respect of the relation-

ship of the ethnic and immigrant community
to that particular social institution, you have

introduced cuts which are cavalier again; they
cut across all these human services without

any consideration, basically, for what this

education should be.

In the medical field, you have a minister

who has equated the medical needs of our

society with the vested interests of the medi-

cal profession. He is now, I'm sorry he is not

here, virtually a servitor and a mouthpiece of

the medical profession and is no longer able,

with his tunnel vision, to come out and look

at all at what is going on in the health field

generally.

When it comes to the ethnic community-
whatever term we give them; I like the word
ethnic—of Toronto, I think you need almost

some kind of conceptual jump to understand

what it means to be an immigrant; what it

means to come to a country and attempt to

become an integral part of society. I don't

believe you have this. The kindest cut I can

give about you is that you in fact live in

Jalna-land but I think it is more than this.

You simply do not understand what it means.

I have the same impression, unfortunately,
of a gentleman whom I do admire and who
is presently the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
R. F. Nixon). He also, although he speaks

fervently of the relationship between the

English and the French and has a genuine
sense of history, is so pre-occupied with the

duality superimposed on us by the British

North America Act that he fails to perceive
that there is now this other ingredient which,

numerically, is getting bigger and bigger. He
is constitutionally, intellectually also, as in-

capable as you are in some sense, of under-

standing this factor.

You mention an ethnic or an immigrant

problem to the Leader of the Opposition and
he immediately gives you a dance step routine
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in response. This is the level at which I think

most people, both in the Liberal Party and
in the government benches, respond to what
I think is the growing immigrant problem.
No ethnic pageant, which you have prepared
not so long ago, will solve or provide a

solution to the problems of the community.
Almost in a Roman sense, it is like throwing
a little bit of bread and a little bit of circus

to entertain the masses and that is what your

pageant was.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): I think the

Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko) was plugged
into it.

Mr. Dukszta: I don't think so.

Mr. Laughren: The Provincial Secretary
knows that.

Mr. Dukszta: You, the Provincial Secretary,
are responsible for all these ministers and it

is to you that I am addressing those remarks

because I do believe, having seen you in

action, that you do wield much more power
than most people give you credit for.

I have been at a meeting with you with
the LIP people and I know when you want

something expressed, you express it. It is

you who has produced a certain hardness in

attitudes in the social services though I sus-

pect it is merely a reflection and articulation

of the whole hardness of the approach to

social services in the government. Nowhere
else I think, does the whole organization of

the social services which is under your com-
mand show this intense class bias. I suppose
the best exemplification of this is in how the

psychiatrist services are organized. I have a

personal knowledge of this, having worked
for many years in the Ontario Hospitals

system.

Here, the psychiatric services are divided

very roughly into two categories. If you are

middle class and well off^ and you have a

psychiatrical problem you end up in a general
hospital psychiatric unit. If you are poor
and you are ethnic then you almost in-

variably end up in the Ontario Hospital sys-
tem. Now, one may say that the treatment is

as good, but it's not. It has never been as

good. It is cheaper. You receive a stigma and

you are pursued by it forever.

I hope you are noting this, because I have
a very good sense of what has been going
on. I have a whole set of figures to show
that, in fact, places in Toronto like Queen
St. Mental Health Centre, Lakeshore Psy-
chiatric and Whitby Psychiatric, which deal

with Metro Toronto, deal rather exclusively

with the poor and with the working class.

If you are middle class you escape from this.

The same attitude shows itself in your
approach to the immigrant community. The
same class bias exists.

Today, one-third of Canada's population
consists of immigrants. That's more than four

million immigrants, and 650,000 of them have
settled in Toronto. Most of them have come
since the end of the war and the vast ma-

jority are either workers or working class, or

of working class origin, whose mother ton-

gue is not English or French.

Like all Canadian workers they are faced

with exactly the same problems that the

working class face in any industrial society.

They have to supply the manpower that the

economic system needs in order to continue

functioning and amassing profits for the cor-

porations.

In terms of the immigrant communities the

situation is even worse. I'm not going to go
into an analysis of the difiiculties of class

conflict in our society for everyone, but I'll

tell you that when it comes to the immigrant
workers, by the way you have designed your
educational system, by the way your services

are designed, the immigrant workers are con-

signed and are destined to be always in that

position. They have no chance of rising.

They are our uneducated and will remain
our uneducated, our lumpen proletariat. They
will remain poor because the system will pre-
vent them from being anything else.

The main place where this happens is, of

course, in the educational system, where the

original diverting, the original differentiation

into classes or making sure that they remain
in the working class, originates.

I think in our society we exploit the im-

migrants. And though we deny it repeatedly,
over and over again, in an attempt to wave
the flag of multi-culturalism, nevertheless,

the immigrant worker remains at the bottom
of the scale.

I would now like to speak of the three

major areas in which the immigrant worker
and his family suffer and look very seriously
at those problems and the possible solutions.

It is these solutions which I would like you,
when I finish my speech, to comment on. I

have organized this under three headings:

education, labour and public services. Strictly

speaking, labour does not belong in your de-

partment, but the human problems of labour

belone to it and if there is any change which

you should introduce it is that you should

accept that the social development field in-

cludes labour, and, as one other speaker has
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said, not treat labour as if it was some kind of

an objective, inhuman element in our society.

It is part of our social scene.

I think the consensus among immigrants
is that the educational system has failed the

immigrant community. It has not been re-

sponsive to their needs, especially to the

needs of their children.

To begin with, the government and educa-

tors have made little or no attempt to under-

stand and indeed to deal with the varied

and complex problems that immigrant child-

ren are faced with in a school system and
environment which is foreign to them. They
have been so backward in their thinking that

they have systematically resisted any attempt
which now and again may be made by some

enlightened individuals to facilitate the in-

tegration of immigrant children into both

the school system and into the social fabric.

Faced with this tremendous influx of peo-

ple and children from all over the world into

the Canadian school system, the educators

have attempted to deal with the problem only

by using the most expedient and least taxing
means available, so as to avoid the develop-
ment of a state of turmoil which eventually

would have disrupted the existing system
itself. To this end our foresight-lacking edu-

cators follow a policy of assimilation which
is doomed to failure from the very beginning
since immigrant children invariably and com-

pletely reject a system that has been designed
for and catered to the Canadian middle class.

At this point, when the scholastic authorities

witnessed the total bankruptcy of their assim-

ilation policy, instead of abandoning it in

favour of a suitable integration policy they
resorted to a rather hasty solution which has

worsened an already catastrophic situation.

I am referring here to the streaming of the

children of the immigrants into vocational

schools. I think they created especially for

the children of immigrants—that is at least

my feeling—the vocational schools which have

up to now proved themselves to be a disas-

trous experiment in preparing people for the

labour market or educating them. They are

dooming a considerable number of children of

the immigrants in fact to remain for the rest

of their lives in a menial position from

which, if they were born into a Canadian

family or a middle-class family, they would

escape naturally.

I believe the reasons this approach has so

miserably failed are quite simple and can

easily be traced back to a number of factors.

One, I think, is the lack of motivation on

the part of the children as a consequence
of being unable to cope with or understand

the system. I do not say this as a criticism

of the children per se. It s this type of apathy
which seizes an individual when he is faced
with a situation which he can't deal with. It

is not due to any innate lack of intelligence
or otherwise. It is due to the situation itself.

The blame can be laid on the system,
because this type of reaction can happen
with very bright people as much as with

people who are not particularly bright. If you
are faced with insurmountable obstacles to

what you want to do, especially if you are

intelligent, then you fall into apathy. This has

been very characteristic of the children in the

ghettos of the United States. They cannot

study or show how intelligent they are be-

cause they are paralyzed with despair and

apathy. I'm afraid this is what has occurred

and will continue occurring in vocational

schools of this city in which many of the

very intelligent children of the immigrants
are confined to a scrap heap of menial jobs
and careers for the future.

The second major barrier is the language
barrier, both at home and at school, with

negative consequences to the life of immi-

grant families, both the children and the

parents. Language is a very important factor

here. It's no use training only the children

to speak in English because they have then

this intense psychological problem when they
have to deal in a different language at home.

One probably has to attempt to do both.

Anyway, when the child who speaks a lan-

guage other than English at home and is

then sent to a school, he is already handi-

capped from the beginning in his inability

to deal on a peer level with the people who
were brought up in the language which is

prevalent in this province, English.

I think, needless to say, that this approach
has to be changed. We in the NDP, therefore,

propose changes, and as a member has

pointed out we are going to brin?? them

forward for discussion so that the minister

can give me his opinion, and hopefully im-

plement our proposals.

I will produce some evidence later on how
successful the approach I am about to -Pro-

pose has been. We believe for imm^^^rant

children just arriving and for the rh-^'Ven

of immigrant parents entering the '^ hool

system that at the elementary level a^^ s ho-

lastic instruction should be provided in th'^ir

own language, with English phased in slowly

over a period of three years so as to main-

tain their scholastic level with that of the

Canadian children. That is point one.
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My number two point is that where there

is a large enough ethnic minority, its lan-

guage and grammar should be taught along
with its history and culture as an optional

subject for study.

Three, the entire system of streaming
children for vocational schools should be

investigated with a view to ending any dis-

criminaton in the ethnic groups in particular
and the working class in general.

Four, mechanisms should be devised to

examine and evaluate the educational back-

ground of each immigrant child, thus en-

abling the system to assign him a place-

ment—up to now determined by age alone—

that is best suited to the full development
of all his potentialities.

Five, since the ever-increasing complexity
of the Canadian educational system, which is

beginning to be a real problem even for the

Anglo-Saxon, is an enormous burden for im-

migrants, some device for informing the

immigrant child's parents of the structure,

functioning and values of the scholastic sys-
tem itself should be made too.

This brings us to the problems of the

parents. In terms of my last suggestion, I

suggest that to deal with the problems of the

immigrant children you have to deal also

with the cultural problem that the parents
have in society in this province. I refer to

the problems which are surfacing in the field

of labour and labour relations, and to the

feelings of people who have entered into

the labour market. The majority of the immi-

grants who have come to Canada since the

end of the war, not to mention also the

pre-war immigration, are mostly workers

from backward countries where it is still

possible, unbelievable though it may seem,
to find some almost medieval concept and

approach, if you like. They all belong to

communities with social, linguistic and cul-

tural backgrounds so different that an almost

total lack of communication, with all the

social and political evils incidental to it, is

inevitable. Especially the unorganized, and

among them the women, are negatively
affected by such an unfortunate state of

affairs.

The fact that they are often forced to

work for cynical employers, occasionally of

their own kind, and forced too often to work
for below-the-minimum wages is an expres-
sion of the lack of knowledge, and also of

the sense of frustration and despair that

attacks immigrant workers when they come
to this country.

I think it is common knowledge that many
women—especially Italian women and other

immigrant women—work for below the mini-

mum wage; and they are put in the position
where they are afraid, quite often, to do any-

thing about it or to complain. You yourself

suggested something needs to be done. They
are so terrified of losing a job, of losing their

livelihood, that they are prepared to work
for below the minimum wages.

In terms of public services, the immigrant
is grossly discriminated against. Because of

the language difficulties and the excessive

centralization of social services provided by

government agencies, the entire social and

community service field is almost totally in-

accessible to the immigrant population of this

country.

The best evidence we have of this is how
the immigrant has responded to many of the

local initiative programmes in the city of

Toronto, because many of the local initiative

programmes have been designed for the

immigrant population. They were like a

sponge in which the services which were not

available, for various reasons, from various

social agencies, have been absorbed and

taken from the LIP programmes in the city.

Many LIP programmes have filled this hole

in the social services which had been exist-

ing until they came.

That's why to me it is a personal thing—
and I have been dealing with you and those

programmes before—it is almost hurtful to

find that you are not prepared at all to ex-

tend some help, which is at a very minimal

cost, to so many LIP projects which are now

dying for want of some support from the

ministry.

The immigrant is often not aware of his

rights as a resident or a worker in this

country. He is therefore often exploited by
the unscrupulous community power brokers

who know his language. For this reason, no

citizen participation occurs in ethnic groups,
and therefore the need to vote, to become a

citizen and to become a permanent resident

is not felt strongly enough.

We therefore propose a number of other

suggestions for your consideration. One, that

the field of services to immigrants be gener-

ally increased, particularly for those ethnic

groups from whose countries Canada is re-

ceiving an increasing number of immigrants;
that social services be delivered and informa-

tion be available in the language of the

immigrant population surrounding the loca-

tion of the service centre. That, by the way,
is not that difficult, since now, slowly, in the

city of Toronto we are developing a number
of areas which tend to house predominantly
one particular ethnic group. We haven't come
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yet to the point of a series of ghettos, but

there is a beginning of the development of

this and it can be arrested by a number of

steps if we can take them right now.

I think the social services should be com-

pletely decentralized into small units located

in the ethnic communities. I don't mean one

office—one welfare office for the west and one

welfare office for the east part of Toronto.

I mean smaller units. Social services should

stimulate citizen participation by involving
the residents in policy-making decisions based
on community needs and services delivery in

those communities where the services are

located. All government institutions located

in ethnic communities should employ officers

who speak the languages of the community,
in numbers proportionate to the volume of

the services required by immigrant groups.

The interpreter services should be made
more fully available, free of charge, in all

hospitals and medical centres of the province.
I think you will tell me that this is available

in a number of hospitals. From personal ex-

perience I can tell you that many of the

interpreter services in hospitals are on a

volunteer basis and the ethnic groups which
are providing the interpreter services have
tremendous difficulties in funding the inter-

preters because they have to rely largely on
volunteer help. I know there is some inter-

preter service available in hospitals and agen-
cies, but it is not adequate enough.

I think the presence of an interpreter
should be mandatory in all courts, criminal

and others. When an immigrant who shows

difficulty in communicating is to be tried, in

all cases where the interpreter is not present
the trial should not be in fact considered

valid, because though the accused is present
he does not really understand what is going
on.

I think, finally, the interpreter courses

should be made available through the federal

departments, like the Department of Man-

power and Immigration, but above all

through the colleges, universities and schools,
which are your responsibility.

I would like to summarize, although that is

not quite the end of what I am going to say,

but I would like to summarize the number
of solid proposals that I have put forward to

you, and maybe discuss in detail only one

because of its contentious nature.

So, one; for all newcomers, all academic

instruction at an elementary level should be

provided in their own language, with English

being phased in slowly over a period of three

years so as to maintain their academic level

with their Canadian peers.

Two, where there is a large enough ethnic

minority that the language and its grammar
be taught along with their culture and

history as an optional subject for studies.

Three, that the entire system of streaming
children into vocational school be investi-

gated with a view to ending discrimination

against ethnic groups and the working class.

Four, that the essential public services be
made available and accessible to the immi-

grant population through decentralization,

strategic geographic distribution within each

city and translation services.

Five, that the right to vote be granted to

all landed immigrants at the municipal and

provincial levels after one year of residence

in Ontario, following examples of countries

such as Belgium and Austria.

Six, that the qualifications required for

government positions, and those in its various

institutions, be reviewed with the aim of

making such jobs accessible to immigrants.

And seven, that a major attempt be made
to totally change the prejudicial and inade-

quate workmen's compensation laws.

The most contentious part of what I am

proposing, also the most imaginative solution

to the problems of how to integrate the new

immigrants and their children into the main-

stream of Canadian life without destroying
their cultural heritage, is the solution that

the NDP has now adopted, and is urging that

the government should also adopt. This is

that for newcomers all academic instruction

at the elementary level be provided in their

own language, with English being phased in

slowly over a period of three years so as to

maintain their academic level with Canadian

peers, and thus preserve the different ethnic

cultural heritage and language and give a

more equal chance to the children of immi-

grants who are now, in the present system,

largely consigned to be permanently working
class.

Now this resolution is not quite that novel

—though you might not, I tWnk, have seen

it at work, I believe there has been a small

experiment here in the city. This particular
solution to the problems of integrating the

immigrants is just about to be tried on a

fairly large scale in the Commonwealth of

Massachusetts. In 1971 the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts passed an Act providing for

the establishment and implementation of pro-

grammes in transitional bilingual education in

public schools of the Commonwealth, with
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reimbursement by the Commonwealth to

cities, towns and school districts to finance

the additional cost of such programmes. This

is very well described in an article published
in the Toronto Star on Saturday, June 17,

by Joe Serge.

I would just like to read parts of it to you,
because it is of some importance how suc-

cessful Massachusetts has been in dealing
with the problems of the Puerto Ricans,

which are a much smaller minority than

our rather large ethnic communities in this

city. Mr. Serge starts his article by saying:

Seventeen Puerto Rican children con-

sidered almost retarded by their teachers,

learned to read and write after just six

months of instruction in their native lan-

guage.
The children, aged six to eight, lapsed

far behind in their school work. Given in-

struction in Spanish, they were able to

keep up with the entire curriculum.

They were part of a new programme in

nearby Framingham, Mass., to give lessons

to students in their native language, with

English phased in.

In Metro too, children from immigrant
homes have an education disadvantage
because of the language difficulty.

Educators and immigrant community
leaders in Toronto are likely to take a

close look [At least they should take a

close look.] at Massachusett's new Act . . .

State educational authorities estimate

that the programme will help about

40,000 youngsters in Massachusetts next

year. But they also predict that a sharp
reduction in the school dropout rate be-

cause of the bilingual programme will

double that number by the second or

third year of operation.
About 10 per cent of school children

in that state speak little or no English
when they enter the school system. Most
are Spanish speaking. [I have some rather

interesting figures to quote here.]

In the Toronto sdhool system 41.8 per
cent of students attending public schools

speak a foreign language at home. [So
our problem is infinitely bigger.]
The Toronto Board of Education doesn't

have a bifingual education programme for

immigrant children, although it operates
an intensive New Canadian Programme
for teaching English as a second language
to children and adults.

The experiment I mentioned to you is that

the Metro separate school board will intro-

duce—I assume it has been introduced this

September—bilingual classes as an experi-
ment for some 11-year-old children of re-

cent immigrants. That project involves in-

struction in Italian, with English phased in.

Now here is another quote:

The legislation in Massachusetts stipu-
lates that when 20 or more students in one

language group need bilingual education,
a programme must be established. The
law is permissive in that the 20 children

need not be on the same educational level,

nor necessarily from the same school dis-

trict. Students from one town may be
bused to another if enough children in

one language group cannot be found in

given areas.

This is how far the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts has gone in an attempt to provide

equal educational opportunity to all its chil-

dren. We are talking now of a place where
there are very few people who do not speak

English and the commonwealth is prepared
to bus them to the schools to make sure

that they receive an equal opportunity.

In our city 41.8 per cent of children en-

tering our school system speak a foreign

language at home. Surely we can do some-

thing to make sure that all immigrant chil-

dren receive an equal educational oppor-

tunity.

I think the US programme has been re-

viewed repeatedly and has been found very
valuable. It is not that expemsive, though
it could be costly if applied here because

of our size. But I am certain there can be
some juggling done in terms of the other

educational programme so that this type of

programme takes precedence—because of its

final results—over other less important pro-

grammes.
It is our conviction that this type of solu-

tion must be adopted in this province if we
are to remain sincere in our often stated

beliefs that immigrants are an equal and

integral part of our society. We should

actually be prepared to implement our be-

liefs into law and practice, instead of

mouthing often hypocritical statements.

The New Democratic Party adopted this

solution as its official policy at the last NDP
council meeting in Timmins, and it is com-
mitted to implement this solution when it

forms the government. In the meantime, we
urge the present government to become at

least aware of the presence of the large, silent

body of new Canadians—not that I personally
believe it is ready at the moment to

acknowledge this large silent minority, but it

will if the social fabric starts breaking up.
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The British North America Act is a major
factor in the very being of our social struc-

ture, and when looked at from the point of

view of the whole federation, the factor of

bilingualism looms large. It is tremendously
important in Ontario too, but I think that for

too long the rights of Francophones in

Ontario have been submerged by the Anglo
culture and language, which are alien to

them.

Perhaps these are thoughts that are not

fully worked out in my own mind, but I

would like to cite them as part of my
conclusion.

The very preoccupation of ours with the

fact of bilingualism in our province has

blinded us, and I think it has especially
blinded the government, to the fact that there

are 650,000 people in Toronto who are

neither French nor English and who also

have their rights. For too long, I charge, this

ministry has been almost criminally negligent
of those people.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, perhaps
this would be the point at which to make
some brief comments with respect to the last

three speakers. I make particular reference to

the hon. members for Sudbury East, St.

George and Parkdale.

I'd like to make some general observations,
but before doing so, may I say that there is

an obvious thread of commonality that runs

through all of the presentations as I've lis-

tened carefully to them this morning. There
is a common concern with respect to people
and a caution, in approaching the specific
areas of concern enunciated by the speakers,
that we not lose sight of the concept of indi-

viduality, human dignity; and indeed that

there be some emphasis of this as it reflects

itself in the policy determinations and in the

priority setting of government.
I want to say, quite sincerely, that I

acknowledge the depth of the sincerity and
concern of all of the speakers with respect to

the areas they've touched upon.
I know that inasmuch as the estimates of

my colleague, the Minister of Community and
Social Services, will soon be considered by
the standing committee on social develop-
ment, it will be possible at that time to ob-
tain some of the particulars as they involve
the criteria for making the determinations
with respect to payments and a number of

the other specific things to which members
have addressed themselves, such as income

maintenance, income security, and indeed the

citizenship function of the Ministry of Com-

munity and Social Services itself.

I would like also to perhaps underline some
comments that I made last night with refer-

ence to the observations made by the hon.

member for Sudbury East. I would want him
to know, Mr. Chairman, and I would want
the hon. member for St. George to know, that

the comments they have made have been

very relevant, as I interpreted them, in urging
that the government in establishing its

priorities should not lose sight of the specific
and special needs of those who are in this

area of dependency and who have to meet
the same obligations that other people, who
are independent, have to meet with respect
to basic needs.

In that connection, as I said, I would
underline the words I mentioned last night,
that this area of concern is in fact of high

priority. There can be differences of opinion
on the question of quantum. There can be
differences of opinion with respect to regu-
lations which establish criteria. This is under-

stood. But with respect to the marshalling of

resources and the allocation of resources to

meet special needs, there is no doubt in my
mind, as the chairman of this cabinet com-

mittee, that this has a high priority ranking
so far as the government is concerned. I

have mentioned some evidence. I invited the

members of the committee last night to take

a look at the percentage increases with re-

spect to the ministries in the Social Develop-
ment policy field itself, to see the priority
accorded to the Minister of Community and
Social Services and, indeed, if one looks at

the government budget as a whole to note

the allocation of two-thirds of the budget of

the province to this field.

Also, in that connection, the work that is

now going on at the federal-provincial level—

I think very aggressively at the federal-pro-
vincial level—under the chairmanship of the

present minister of National Health and Wel-
fare on the whole question of attempting to

rationalize the income security programmes
in the country is a very significant piece of

work. Within our own secretariat, we are

very much involved in that particular activity
as it reflects itself in the Province of Ontario.

The income maintenance comments that

have been made by the members for Sud-

bury East and St. George, of course, remind
us once again of the statement which was
made by the Premier at the time of the intro-

duction of the five per cent increase to reflect

the rising cost of living, that this was interim

and that there would be some further attempt
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at the beginning of the calendar year 1974
to introduce other measures to recognize
some of the concerns which have been ex-

pressed by both of the members.

I would want publicly to disassociate my-
self from any school of thought which at-

tempts to label people who are in any of our

programmes because of their dependency.
They are to be recognized as fellow human
beings with legitimate needs. I respect the

depth of concern and indeed the almost

emotional pleas made by the members for

Sudbury East and St. George, addressing
themselves as they did to the whole ques-
tion of public attitudes in this area.

Reference was made very briefly by both
the member for Sudbury East and the

member for Parkdale about meetings with
those who had been engaged in certain LIP

programmes. It perhaps should be mentioned
at this stage that I, personally, on two, if

not three occasions, in company with the

Minister of Community and Social Services,
met with a very large number of people as

far as these programmes are concerned.
There was, I think, some very active staff

follow-up with representatives of these vari-

ous groups, hoping in some way to salvage
some of these programmes through already

existing delivery systems in the Ministry of

Commimity and Social Services.

It perhaps should also be pointed out at

this time that—and I've been trying to think
of her name—there was a lady representative
of one of the groups who is still working
with the secretariat and the commimity de-

velopment branch of Community and Social

Services attempting to identify some of the
more crucial areas into which we might move
through the existing delivery systems, either

as they are presently structured or as they
may be modified.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Why
the existing delivery systems?

Hon. Mr. Welch: The point is, Mr. Chair-

man, that what we were attempting to arti-

culate was that there were already resources
in certain government programmes that might
well be allocated to meet some of the needs
that had been recognized in the develop-
ment of the LIP programmes. So, when I

use the term "existing delivery system" what
I'm really saying that within the framework
of existing programmes or budgetary alloca-

tions is there not some way that some of

these programmes in fact could be main-
tained? There has been, I think the minister
will agree, some real effort under the leader-

ship of the director of the community

development branch of Community and
Social Services, working with representatives
of the LIP groups, to see whether or not
we couldn't identify some of these particular
areas of activity, rather than approaching it

simply from the standpoint of special grants
to keep the programme alive. The objective
or the end result, hopefully, would be the

recognition that some of these programmes
do meet legitimate needs and, indeed, are

consistent with some of the programme ob-

jectives in this ministry or whatever minis-

try would be, in fact, involved. I would
want to point that out as part of a brief

response to the member for Sudbury East.

In doing so I would not want him to feel

that I have not been impressed by what he
has mentioned with respect to the handi-

capped and to the working poor and the

general area of income maintenance, echoing
as those comments do the concerns that were

expressed by a number of speakers last eve-

ning as well. And, indeed, to the member
for St. George also for her emphasis with

respect to the disadvantaged and, indeed,

particularly to the special approach that

may well have to be taken with respect to

the handicapped.

My response last night to the member for

Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy) on that parti-
cular subject was that just yesterday after-

noon the Ontario Federation of the Handi-

capped—or the Association, whatever the

proper term is—did meet with my colleagues
in the social development field and put for-

ward a very detailed brief on a number of

subjects including housing, transportation and

special consideration with respect to health,

particularly as it related to artificial limbs

and special treatment with respect to den-
tures because of certain disabilities. I think

they are to be commended for the prepara-
tion of their brief and these concerns-and
I haven't listed them all—will now be con-

sidered by the ministers involved.

If I might just briefly as well turn to the

comments of the member for Parkdale, I

hope he will accept this in the spirit that it

is given. I am grateful that someone has

taken as much time as they have to bring
to the attention of the House the concerns
in this particular area of social development.
I might point out to you that rather than

discussing the merits of specific suggestions
about which there may well be honest dif-

ferences of opinion insofar as the approach
or the solutions are concerned, as the mem-
ber for Parkdale makes reference, I don't

have to be convinced, as a member of this

House and, indeed, as a Canadian citizen
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myself, with respect to the special emphasis
there should be in this area of activity. I

thank you indeed for bringing this subject
to the attention of the members of the com-

mittee. My first cabinet assignment was as

the Minister of Citizenship in this province.
I followed a very distinguished member of

this House, the member for Bellwoods, now
the Solicitor General, who in fact had been
involved with the organization of that minis-

try.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on. Now you have

made the whole field a mockery.

Hon. Mr. Welch: If one looks at the Act,

I think it was dated 1961, establishing the

Ministry of Citizenship, it is fairly detailed

with respect to its mandate, using what I

always felt to be a fairly powerful phrase

namely, "In sharing full and equal citizen-

ship."

Mr. Lewis: You saw it that way. Your

predecessor used it as a political tool.

Hon. Mr. Welch: As far as I am concerned

we should continue to emphasize the impor-
tance of recognizing many of the points,

many of the problems, many of the difficul-

ties, many of the concerns which the member
for Parkdale has, in fact, elaborated. Indeed,
this whole concept of multiculturalism and
what it means, of course, found expression
on the part of the government at the time

of the Confederation of Tomorrow confer-

ence which was convened by Mr. Robarts

himself. We as a government made it quite
clear that although we adhered to and sup-

ported the concept and the principle of two
official languages we, in fact, did not restrict

ourself to biculturalism but rather recog-
nized that we were a multicultural jurisdic-
tion. Indeed, the activities at that time chan-
nelled through the citizenship branch of that

ministry, and now absorbed as part of the

function of Community and Social Services,
were very much evident in the policies and
in the programmes there.

There are a tremendous number of points
which the member for Parkdale has raised.

As the member pointed out himself during
the course of his remarks, there was the

focus placed on this whole concept of multi-

culturaHsm of course, in the Heritage Ontario

congress, or conference, itself; an opportunity
for approximately 1,000 people of this prov-
ince from various and diverse ethno-cultural

backgrounds to come together and reflect

upon many of the points and many of the
matters highlighted by the member for Park-

dale. I would remind him, Mr. Chairman,
as I would remind members of the House,
that this government made an official re-

sponse to Heritage Ontario and indeed has

tabled general policy guidelines with respect
to the areas of discussion at Heritage On-
tario.

However, it is important to recognize that

this emphasis must be kept alive, this focus

must be kept sharp, crossing as it does many
ministries of government and those outside

of the Social Development policy field it-

self.

In this connection we have in fact an-

nounced the formation of the Ontario ad-

visory council. Within the next week or 10

days we will in fact be announcing the

membership of that council representative

of, here once again the ethno-cultural com-
munities of this province to continue to be
a source of information and advice to this

government as it proceeds to ensure that the

concept of full and equal citizenship is not

just an expression, but is really a meaningful
policy translated into the every day life ot

this province.

Here once again I caution myself, as I

would caution anyone who speaks on this

subject, that the people of this province will

not be content with mere tokenism. They
will, as the member for Parkdale has men-

tioned, not be satisfied with people who just
see this as some quaint dances, as interesting
as they are, or some interesting affairs, but
a real, legitimate pride on the part of thou-

sands of our people with respect to their

background and to their heritage, which
makes them no less Canadian than those

bom here, and Who feel very strongly about

their citizenship of this country, but who
also recognize the source of their whole being
and their family background through the

land of the birth, either of themselves or

their parents or their grandparents.

This to me is something which is very
much kept alive. Members of this particular
caucus—such as the member for Dovercourt,
the member for Humber, the member for

St. Andrew-St. Patrick, the Minister of Reve-
nue (Mr. Grossman), and iVe mentioned the

member for Bellwoods, the Solicitor General

—they have all been very much in the fore-

front in this particular matter in keeping this

emphasis alive.

I mention the follow-up of Heritage Onta-

rio, because rather than occupying all of the

time remaining before the House, I would

point out to you now that in the Heritage
Ontario response of this government we do
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have something to say in a number of areas,

including education; and indeed I might

point out that insofar as the educational sys-
tem itself is concerned, there was a 1971

circular which introduced the study of other

languages in the secondary schools. Indeed,
one will find throughout this province, thank-

fully, many boards which have in fact in-

troduced credit courses in the study of

languages other than those which were tra-

ditionally part of the secondary school pro-

gramme, have now introduced further courses

of language and culture, which is some

recognition.

Mr. Martel: Better start with the four

provincial secretaries.

Hon. Mr. Welch: So all I would want to

say is that I hope one would appreciate the

importance we place on this whole concept
of full and equal citizenship. I conclude by
thanking the member for Parkdale, the mem-
ber for St. George, the member for Sudbury
East, for bringing these particular areas of

concern to the attention of the policy field,

and I invite them to pursue some of these

general concepts in the more particular way
as they consider the estimates of the Minis-

try of Community and Social Services.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I'd like to

ask the Provincial Secretary whether he has

given any thought as to what the government
can do on the question of this immigration

amnesty which expires in about 10 days time?

The government has a shared responsibility,
in a sense, with the federal government in

immigration matters. I am concerned about

the relative failure of the programme, de-

spite its extensive advertisement across the

country, to bring forward those persons in

the country a large number of whom could

clear their status successfully and effectively.
To my mind it must reflect two things: one,
that they don't believe the federal govern-
ment, and secondly, that the federal gov-
ernment is so remote that they don't have
connections—the kind of connections which

presumably you and the administries asso-

ciated with you, particularly the Minister of

Community and Social Services, have-

throughout the society of the major immi-

grant groups in the country, to see whether

or not something can be done by your minis-

tries to allay their fears, to see whether or

not this programme can be successful.

Among the people that I know in my own

riding they know of a lot of people. I don't

necessarily know of them, but they know

throughout the Italian and the Greek com-

munity, and I suppose in other parts of the

city the Portuguese community, of people
who in fact would benefit if they came for-

ward now and in all likelihood would be
admitted.

In addition to that, there is obviously a

large number of persons from the United

States who came here because of the Vietnam

war and who are particularly apprehensive
about whether or not they can rely on the

federal government to come above ground,
make their applications, go through the in-

quiry and be accepted. Now I realize that the

time is short, but it may well be that for the

last week of that amnesty period, say by next

Tuesday, your ministry could devise some-

thing on an emergency basis which would
lend the weight of this government, accept-

ing, as I do, the good faith of the federal

government in this instance, to see what can

be done through the channels and facilities

available to this government to emphasize
the urgent need for many of these people to

accept this in good faith, come to the surface,

make their application and be admitted.

The reason I'm concerned about it is that

there is around in the community some sense

that, "Oh well, if we don't do it this time,

later on there will be another chance." My
own assessment of it is that quite likely for

a period of time there is going to be a very

tough policy vdth respect to those persons
who are in the country in an unauthorized

way. It may ease itself out in a little while.

I would' ask the minister if he would care to

comment on this, whether there is anything
useful that he believes he can do, or those

associated with him can do, or that the

government can do, in this last week or 10

days of this immigration amnesty?

Hon. Mr. Welch: Mr. Chairman, I would

agree with the hon. member for Riverdale

when he emphasizes the motivation of the

government of Canada in this programme,
and I, like him, have no explanation as to

why more haven't responded if, in fact, there

are the numbers still in the country who
could well benefit by this, as we have been

reading. It would be perhaps sufiicient at this

stage to indicate that I would be very pleased
to discuss with the Minister of Community
and Social Services, particularly through the

citizenship branch in his ministry, what might
be the a possible follow-up or support there.
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Certainly when I had that responsibility I

found that the citizenship branch through its

liaison oflBcers had built up a very high de-

gree of confidence as far as the various ethnic

cultural groups in this province were con-

cerned. I'm quite satisfied that, whenever the

matter has been discussed with the liaison

ofiBcers of the citizenship branch of Com-

munity and Social Services, people have been

encouraged to take advantage of the offer of

the government of Canada in this regard.

As one will recall too, in the Heritage
Ontario Congress report itself, there was a

section on the citizenship question. Indeed

many went even further in that particular

report in wanting to see some type of a pro-

gramme to encourage newcomers to take out

their citizenship. There were large numbers

in the province who hadn't taken advantage
of citizenship who were quite qualified and

who were here quite properly.

So in response to the member for River-

dale, I'd be very pleased to discuss this with

the Minister of Community and Social Ser-

vices to see what encouragement and what
assistance his citizenship branch might pro-
vide in this regard.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, just to follow

it up. Because of the shortness of time if the

Premier of the province, for example, would
make a public statement about this matter

along with the other ministers of the govern-

ment, and if it were then translated into the

various languages and published in the vari-

ous newspapers, it may well be that in the

last week that this government could have

some influence upon the community. I feel

quite saddened at the number of people who

obviously are going to miss what may well

turn out to be a last chance.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): I

would like to suggest to the hon. minister

that he commend the federal government for

its very fine and positive programme of en-

couraging all people in this country who
are not already Canadian citizens and are

eligible to take out their citizenship papers
to do so. The amendments and changes,

particularly also for British subjects after

the war that they too could apply for Cana-

dian citizenship, are moves I heartily en-

dorse.

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to suggest to the

minister that consultation be undertaken with

the government of Canada to waive the $10

citizenship fee for certain classifications of

people in this country. It's only in the last

few weeks that I've had a number of such

special circumstances brought to my atten-

tion, one involving a woman who emigrated
to this country in 1949 from Scotland and
married a Canadian who would never allow

her to take out Canadian citizenship. Now
she is divorced and is on family benefits

and, quite frankly, the $10 fee because of

her family responsibilities is a financial hard-

ship to her.

There are also many senior citizens who
are likewise anxious to take out their Cana-
dian citizenship but they too are on mini-

mum budgets, and with the cost of inflation

and everything, they find this more or less

of an obstacle. In the other spectrum of

society you have those to whom $10 is

nothing. I have heard marry people make
what I feel to be rather flippant remarks
about their being a $10 Canadian. There
are those of course who can afford it. But
I believe that there is this category of people
who have a very legitimate need. The waiv-

ing of the $10 citizenship fee for these cer-

tain individuals I think would be a most
humanitarian and worthwhile thing.

Mr. Lewis: What about loss of pay for

people who have to register for citizenship?

Worry more about the broader group.

Mr. J. R. Smith: I've never had brought
to my attention people who have to take

time off. They have night courts for the

swearing of allegiance and so on. This isn't

the problem. As we approach the year 1975
when it is a requirement, particularly for

all British subjects, to be Canadian citizens

before they can vote in federal elections,
it is most imperative that as many people
as possible who are qualified take out their

citizenship.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Just two

quick questions, not on this particular prob-
lem but on these estimates, that I would
like to give to the Provincial Secretary. One
is that he hasn't replied—and there is no

need for him to in any depth—to my inter-

jections last night: Is the Provincial Secretary

giving any thought to including, in some

way, the Ministry of Correctional Services

in his policy field; or some kind of liaison?

I know there's a split jurisdiction there with

the Provincial Secretary for Justice (Mr.

Kerr) but surely there's a good deal of social

development to take place particularly in the

rehabilitation area. I would like a reply to

that.
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The other one is perhaps a mischievous

question but a very real one. Why is it that

in his appointments to the Ontario status of

women council which, by and large, I think

is a fine step forward, the appointment
from northwestern Ontario unfortunately

happened to be a man? The Northern

Women's Council in northwestern Ontario

is somewhat upset about that and would like

some reply from the Provincial Secretary.

Hon. Mr. Welch: Well, if I could handle

the mischievous-

Mr. Lewis: Why is there only one clerk

being rotated at the table, day in and day
out? We sit through this thing every day.

Hon. Mr. Welch: As far as male and

female representation is concerned, it was

important to have male representation on

the status of women council. No matter

what area of Ontario the man came from,
I suppose the concern that you just expressed
would, in fact, have been the case.

Secondly, at the moment, there are no

active negotiations? under way with respect
to the transfer of the Ministry of Correc-

tional Services from the Justice policy field

except that in the areas, particidarly those

areas that you have mentioned—be they the

development of rehabilitation programmes,
the halfway house programme or other relev-

ant issues—there is very close liaison with

our field. Indeed, the whole rehabilitation

programme itself is under review and does

involve the Ministry of Correctional Services.

Mr. Foulds: I would just like to respond
and make a comment about the first topic.

If, in fact, the male representation on that

committee had been from the areas where

you had more than one representative, the

discrepancy wouldn't have been so blatant

and apparent. We have only one representa-
tive from northwestern—

Hon. Mr. Welch: This man was a very-

Mr. Foulds: Yes, I understand that. I am
not—

Hon. Mr. Welch: —active trade unionist.

Mr. Foulds: I am not quarrelling with
that appointment but in that situation, it

seems to me, it would have made sense to

make two appointments from that section of

the province.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, while there is

still much time left in the morning, I want
to take a portion of it. I want to embarrass

my colleague from Parkdale because he needs

it from time to time. I want to echo what
I think the minister feels; that it was an

unusually fine and perceptive speech which
he made this morning. He does that inter-

mittently in this Legislature on a regular
basis. The speech he made on health care

delivery; the speech he made on poverty

during the sales tax debate; the speech he
has made this morning are speeches from
which flow a number of important legisla-
tive proposals as well as a conceptual view
of the problem. This is a field which we
have too long ignored in this House and
which tends to get lost very quickly.

One of the ways in which it ties so closely
with the reference to LIP grants, introduced

by the member for Sudbury East and the

member for Ottawa Centre, is that of course

many of the LIP and OFY projects dealt

with the unmet needs in the whole realm

of services to immigrants. One of the great

pities, almost a tragedy, of those LIP grants
which have gone down the drain is that

ironically there is nothing within Community
and Social Services, within what you call

existing policy lines, to reincorporate them,
I know, not for the majority of them.

Hon. Mr. Welch: But we made some sub-

stantial grants to the private sector.

Mr. Lewis: You have made some substan-

tial grants to the private sector but to com-

munity-sponsored groups of the LIP kind,

no. You are dealing with a diflFerent group
here.

You are dealing not so much vdth a flam-

boyant reception centre as you are with a

real community response. The two in that

sense tie together and maybe it's forlorn but

it's one of that kind. I want to commend
to you another reading of the speech of my
colleague from Parkdale because I sense that

over the next couple of years this will be

central to our discussions rather than periph-
eral as it has been hitherto.

Hon. Mr. Welch: I don't argue that point.

Mr. Lewis: Okay.

Vote 2301 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: That completes the esti-

mates of the Provincial Secretariat for Social

Development.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.
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The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-

tee of the whole House reports progress and

asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore I move the adjournment of the House

I would just like to call the order of busi-

ness for Tuesday and possibly the ensuing

day, depending on the time that is taken. I

must compUment the leader of the NDP for

keeping his promise of last night of going
until 1 o'clock. It was dead on.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): We
are nothing if not committed to our prom-
ises.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, I am hoping
that the member for Sudbury East (Mr.

Martel) will be as well prepared on Tuesday.
He astounded me this morning. However,
that is really none of my affair.

Mr. Lewis: That is the consensus which

we try to reach.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Parkinson! Parkinson,

well implemented. Mr. Speaker, on Tuesday
it would be my intention to proceed with

item No. 16 on the order paper and the bills

will be printed on Tuesday morning and

there is some urgency because there is an

election dependent upon this bill. If not, of

course, I will have to dhange the order, but

at the moment I would like to call that first.

Secondly we will call Bills 180 and 181

in committee of the whole House and then,

seriatim, Nos. 4 to 8, Bills 149, 164, 170,

171 and 174, and the committee on social

justice will begin the estimates of the Min-

istry of Community and Social Services.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1 o'clock p.m.
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APPENDIX

(See page 4022)

Answers to questions were tabled as

follows:

20. Mr. Stokes—Inqxnry of the ministry:
Would the Minister of Natural Resources

provide the following information regarding
lease and sale of Crown land for recreational

purposes in each administrative region of the

ministry:

1. Number of lots leased for cottage pur-

poses as at April 1, 1973, to (a) Ontario resi-

dents, (b) other Canadian residents, (c)

foreigners;

2. Number of leases issued for cottage

purposes since June 1971, to (a) Ontario res-

idents, (b) other Canadian residents, (c)

foreigners;

3. Number of leases for Crown land held

by (a) Canadian tourist operators, (b) non-

Canadian tourist operators as at April 1,

1973;

4. Number of leases for Crown land issued

since June, 1971, to (a) Canadian tourist

operators, (b) non-Canadian tourist operators;

5. Sales of Crown land for cottage pur-

poses since June, 1971, to (a) Ontario resi-

dents, (b) other Canadian residents, (c)

foreigners;

6. Sales of Crown land since June, 1971,
to (a) Canadian tourist operators, (b) non-
Canadian tourist operators;

7. How are cottage lots leased (a) on the

bidding system (ability to pay), (b) on a first-

come, first-served basis, (c) by lottery, (d)

how many by each method?

Answer by the Minister of Natural Re-
sources:

1. Not available at this time;

2. (a) and (b)-660, (c) 43;

3. (a) 50, (b) 5;

4. (a) 25, (b) 1;

5. (a) and (b)-150, (c) 26. (N.B. These
sales were carried out w'here a commitment
to sell had been made by the ministry prior
to the leasing regulation.);

6. (a) 15, (b) 3;

7. (a) Yes, where the demand exceeds sup-

ply, (b) Yes, where supply is adequate to

meet demand, (c) No, (d) (a) 137, (b) 566,

(c) nil.

28. Mr. Smith (Hamilton Mountain)—

Inquiry of the ministry:

(a) What will be the cost of removing toll

booths from the Burlington Skyway Bridge
and the St. Catharines Bridge? (b) What use

will be made of the two headquarters build-

ings? (c) How much is the reconstruction pro-

gramme of the lanes into the vicinity of the

toll gates going to cost?

Answer by the Minister of Transportation
and Communications:

(a) Estimated cost $40,000.

(b) Presently under construction by this

ministry and other ministries of the govern-
ment.

(c) Estimated cost $410,000.

29. Mr. Singer—Inquiry of the ministry:

1. What were the reasons for the exclusion

of 1,800 acres of the 2,800 acres applied for

in Mississauga from the industrial designa-
tion?

2. What were the reasons for the inclusion

of 1,000 acres to be designated industrially?

3. Were any public hearings held by the

municipality of Mississauga or the Province

of Ontario in connection with these applica-
tions? If so, when?

4. Were there any notices sent to neigh-
bourhood landowners?

5. What are the names of all the owners
who applied and which of those who applied
were refused?

6. What were the names of the solicitors

representing the applicants?

7. Why did it take two years for the

government of Ontario to make its decisions?

Answer by the Minister of Treasury, Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs:

1. and 2. The total application by the

municipality encompassed approximately
2,800 acres. It was felt that to approve
development of that scale at this time would
be contrary to Toronto-centred region. The
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1,000 acres given approval was an extension

of an existing industrially designated area

and also the portion of the whole which has

best access to Highway 401, the only exist-

ing expressway facility available to the area.

3. and 4. The municipality invited all

owners within 400 ft of the area to attend

a public display at the municipal offices from
2 to 4 p.m., June 5 to June 9 and from 7 to

9 p.m., June 5 and June 7, 1972.

5. We are not necessarily made aware of

who the owners are of any land which might
be the subject of an official-plan amendment.
The applications are made by the munic-

ipality and the amendment at the municipal
level might arise out of the normal planning

work programme of that municipality or by
specific application to them by a landowner
or owners. (In this case, some owners of land

in the area not approved made representa-
tions to staff. I do not know who the owners
are in the area of approval.)

6. Again, we are not necessarily made
aware of the solicitors representing the appli-
cants and, in this case, I am not aware of any
solicitors who might be involved.

7. Official-plan amendment No. 238 was
submitted for ministerial approval Oct. 2,

1972, and received approval, with modifica-

tions, April 11, 1973, a period somewhat less

than two years.
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The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

WHITBY POLICE INVESTIGATIONS

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, before the recess, the member for

Wentworth (Mr. Deans) brought to public
attention letters of complaint which he had
in his possession, alleging instances of assault

by members of the Whitby police force. Be-

cause of the serious nature of the allegations

made, I ordered an investigation by the

Ontario Police Commission. The investigation
commenced the day the letters of complaint
came into my hands and continued through-
out the summer.

There were 12 separate complaints made

concerning incidents going back over 10

years. Each complaint was specifically dealt

with. All complainants, police officers men-
tioned in the complaints, and other persons

likely to be able to provide information

relative to the accusations were interviewed

at length. The scenes of the alleged incidents

and relevant documents were examined.

The 12 complaints have been assessed as

follows: one only could be substantiated, and
that only partially; and on the complainant's
own admission, the incident involved was far

less serious than originally reported. Two of

the complainants had been dealt with at the

time by the courts. On both these occasions

the plaintiffs, who were represented by coun-

sel, withdrew their charges against the police.
Of the remaining nine incidents, one was

definitely disproved by the complainant's
own admission and the remaining eight could
not be substantiated.

In summary, the report shows that, while
there was one case where the conduct of two
individual members of the force could be

questioned, no pattern of abuse of authority
or of excessive use of force was revealed. I

view it as my duty to investigate complaints
brought to my attention relating to police
behaviour warranting concern, but I regret
that neither the complainants nor those who
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in instances solicited these complaints en-

deavoured to bring the incidents to the

attention of the appropriate responsible au-

thorities in the normal way.
I would like at this time to make clear

that I consider such matters extremely
serious. Because of the public attention which
was drawn to the complaints and the ques-
tions that have by inference been raised

about the conduct of the Whitby force, I

hope that the results of this investigatior
receive equally wide coverage.

The full report of the investigation has

been forwarded to the board of commission-

ers of police of the town of Whitby. How-
ever, in view of the seriousness of the subject
matter of this investigation and the legitimate

public concern aroused both locally and

further, I am also tabling the report in the

Legislature that the details of the review and

assessment might be available to all.

TERRACE BAY STUD MILL

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to

announce with Kimberly-Clark of Canada
Ltd. that they will be building a $3.3-million

stud mill, dry kiln and planer operation at

Terrace Bay.

This mill will complement my ministry's

policy of greater utilization of all woods

species and make an invaluable contribution

to the strengthening of the economy of tibat

part of northern Ontario.

In their statement, which is being released

at this time, the company has called this new
mill a sound addition to their already exten-

sive woods, pulp and lumber operations in

the Terrace Bay-Longlac area.

Construction will begin this fall, with com-

pletion set for next fall. The mill will have an

annual capacity of 35 million board feet and
will provide employment for 60 people in the

mill and woodlands operations.

Chips and shavings from the stud mill will

be used in the Kimberly-^Clark of Canada's

existing kraft mill, which produces 150,000
tons of pulp a year and employs 950 people
in the mill and woodlands operations. The
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kraft mill is located in Terrace Bay, 150 miles

east of Thunder Bay on the north shore of

Lake Superior.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): In the

riding of Thunder Bay.

Hon. Mr. Beroier: Right. Right. The new
stud mill will enable—

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): The
member for Thunder Bay negotiated the

deal.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: —the company to take

advantage of the relatively strong lumber
market foreseen for the next several years,
because of the actions of this government,
I might add.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): He
gives credit where it is due.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: It is noted that Kim-

berly-Clark has been in the lumber business

for more than 20 years and started up a new
dimension lumber mill, with an annual cap-

acity of some 40 million board feet, at

Longlac in 1969. The Longlac mill employs
80 people and is located about 100 miles

north of Terrace Bay. Longlac is also head-

quarters for the company's woodlands oper-
ations.

Integrated with their pulp mill operations,
the new stud mill is a further extension of

the company's practice of making the best

use of woodlands resources, thereby following
the policies of my ministry as well.

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): Tell

them what happened to the one in Nipigon.

TREFANN COURT ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMME

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, the member for St. David (Mrs.

Scrivener), my parliamentary assistant the
member for York East (Mr. Meen) and I,

have had a number of meetings with repre-
sentatives of the city of Toronto and a local

working committee on rehabilitation proposals
for Trefann Court.

As a result of these discussions the govern-
ment has agreed to provide assistance with
the loan funds necessary for the rehabilitation

of privately-owned homes in Trefann Court
and we will also assist with the cost of sub-

sidizing the interest rate for these loans.

The total cost of this project to rehabilitate

approximately 120 dwelling units is $516,000
and our share will be $129,000 with the bal-

ance of the loan funds coming from the

federal government and the city. Of the prov-
ince's $129,000 some $32,500 will relate to a

subsidy on the interest rate. The balance will

be recoverable.

Mr. Speaker, this is the first time that the

government has agreed to subsidize loans for

private development. This action, which was
recommended by the Comay task force and

strongly espoused by the member for St.

David, reflects our desire to provide adequate
housing by a variety of means.

My parliamentary assistant, the member
for York East, will be in touch with Mayor
Crombie and the members of the Trefann
Court working committee to work out the

details on this shortly.

Mr. Lewis: It is a good thing they had that

housing conference on Friday. It gave the
Treasurer something to do.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

SUDBURY HOSPITAL INVESTIGATION

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A question of the

Solicitor General: Can he clarify to the House
the terms of reference given to the super-

vising coroner in the Sudbury case? Is he re-

quired to look into the matter pertaining to

the unfortunate deatli in the Sudbury hos-

pital alone, or is he to examine into the

possible ramifications over a period of weeks,
and in fact months, of the plumbing mix-up
associated with the delivery of anaesthetic

gases?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I can

answer very completely the Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Just happens
to have the answer?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: As it was reported in

the news media and press, the imfortunate

death of Catherine Anne Dominic, age 6, did

occur at the Sudbury General Hospital on

Sept. 7, 1973, while receiving treatment.

As this death was sudden and unexpected,
it was referred to Dr. M. J. Prevost, coroner,
for investigation. In the course of this investi-

gation, facts were revealed which involve

lines carrying oxygen and nitrous-oxide gas
into treatment rooms in the hospital.

As the investigation continued, the Sudbury
city police assigned detectives to interview

persons with knowledge about this matter.
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On Sept. 21, the day the chief coroner's

office was notified, we informed the appro-

priate officials of the Ministry of Health and

engaged consulting engineers, mechanical and

civil—Gregg & Associates and Findlay

Engineering Ltd.—to commence an investiga-

tion of the equipment.
Dr. Ross Bennett, deputy chief coroner,

attended in Sudbury on Sept. 27, to ensure

that the investigation was proceeding with

due dispatch. Inspector Allan McLeod of the

criminal investigation branch of the Ontario

Provincial Police, was assigned to assist in the

investigation on Sept. 28. The Centre of

Forensic Sciences has also assigned personnel
to assist in this investigation.

I would emphasize, Mr. Speaker, that since

Sept. 19, the ducts carrying the gas in ques-
tion have been shut off and have not been
used since that time.

The inquest into the death of the little

girl, Catherine Anne Dominic, will take place

tentatively in Sudbury on Dec. 10, 1973. This

is a complex and involved investigation, Mr.

Speaker. It is well under way and no expense
or effort will be spared to determine the in-

volvement of the gas-piping system. At this

time no one can say if the system was a

factor in the little girl's death, or that of

any other patient. This is the purpose of the

present investigation and subsequent inquest.

I have asked the chief coroner to go to

Sudbury at the conclusion of the Barrie in-

quest—now in its concluding phase—to render

whatever assistance he may.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: The
minister, then, is telling the House that the

chief coroner has the responsibility to in-

vestigate into the matter beyond the death of

the little girl that was referred to specffically

—into all the ramffications?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, the re-

sponsibility lies primarily with the local coro-

ner who did the initial investigation. How-
ever, in light of possible ramifications, the

chief coroner's office is of course definitely in-

terested to ensure that—and this I have
demonstrated—whatever facilities are neces-

sary for a complete and thorough investiga-
tion will be made available at the local level.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt has been up on his feet.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr. Speak-
er, a supplementary: Has the Solicitor-Gen-

eral passed the word to the Minister of

Health (Mr. Potter) that pending the outcome
of the investigation that there be continuing

monitoring of gases in the hospitals across

the province, both in hospitals already built

and in new construction and in additions to

existing hospitals?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I can only
answer with respect to the present situation

in Sudbury, but I have no doubt that in the

light of the publicity which has been given,
that this matter is being attended to.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speak-
er, a supplementary: In the event that these

various investigations lead to the conclusion

that persons other than this little girl have
either been injured or died, are there plans
made to make available to the relatives, or

the persons who were injured, all of the evi-

dence and provide them with the necessary

legal advice as to how they might proceed?
Because it has been my experience in these

matters that in trying to proceed against hos-

pitals and/or doctors for negligence is a most

complicated and difficult manner of proceed-

ing in the courts.

What I am asking the minister in fact is, is

the government, in view of this very unfor-

tunate situation, prepared to go much further

than it ever has before and make available

proper information and proper legal advice

to all those who may have been affected by
this unfortunate circumstance.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, upon re-

ceiving the reports of both the local coroner

and Dr. Cotnam, that is a decision which will

be made when this preliminary investigation
is completed. I have already discussed with

senior officials within the department some
of the alternatives that will be available, but
no decision in this regard will be made until

some definitive answers are supplied as a re-

sult of the current investigation.

Mr. Singer: Are the results of the investi-

gation to be secret or are they going to be
made public, so that they can be available

to all who might be affected?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, they will

be made public so that all of those concern-

ed, both those locally who were affected and
the general public may be advised.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if the

minister might advise, in view of the fact that

he stated that the investigation is still going
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on, as to the propriety of the coroner himself

making certain statements and coming to cer-

tain conclusions, in the light of the fact that

it is for the coroner's jury to make conclusions

after an investigation and an inquest and not

at this time. There seems to be in the report
some statement by the coroner that certain

deaths were related and certain deaths were
not.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I am un-

aware of the specific reference that the hon.

member was making. If he will send the

quotes to me, I will be very pleased to check

tiiem out.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

NORTH PICKERING DEVELOPMENT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Premier: Is he prepared to refit the

policy of the administration that so far has

been blind to the objections to the North

Pickering decision; and will he undertake to

hold public hearings as to the efficacy of pro-

ceeding with the escalated costs of the lands

associated, particularly since the escalation of

these land costs have been associated with

government ineptitude?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
with great respect to the hon. Leader of the

Opposition, the last part of his question is

strictly editorial comment-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —which, in fact, belies the

facts, which is not unusual-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier normally
overruns them by 100 per cent.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —for the Leader of the

Opposition. Factual situations really are not

that relevant for him.

Mr. Roy: Answer the question; never mind
the rest.

Hon. Mr. Davis: In an eflFort to answer the

question about North Pickering, I would only
make this observation, Mr. Speaker, that the

province embarked on the North Pickering

project as a direct result of the then federal

decision to create a second international air-

port for the "general metropolitan area."

I think, Mr. Speaker, so that the members

opposite have their memories refreshed, it

was made abundantly clear that the decision

to move ahead with the residential portion or

the community portion of North Pickering
was directly related to the federal decision

and, in fact, did without any question alter

some aspects of the TCR concept. As I recall,

the TCR proposed two or three smaller com-
munities in that same general area, and the

government of this province in an effort to

co-operate with our federal colleagues de-

cided that we would move ahead sooner than

we would have otherwise to develop pri-

marily a residential community east of Metro.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, that the whole
issue is complex. We acknowledge that. It is

our hope that we can involve the public in

the area in some form of meaningful discus-

sion as the plans for the community are

developed. I think it is also fair to state

that, while the federal government has gone
ahead with this expropriation, the lack of

decision as to whether there will or will not

be a federal airport affects our own planning
mechanism and our owti approach to it.

Mr. Lewis: Not really.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it's quite obvious,

Mr. Speaker, that it does.

Mr. Lewis: The government is just moving
ahead. It has spent $70 million.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it is fair to state,

Mr. Speaker, that the size of the imdertaking
and the amount of land that might be allo-

cated for what could be described as com-

mercial or industrial development that is par-

ticularly related to an airport development, if

there is no airport, of course, would not need

to proceed. I think it is also obvious, hope-

fully even to the members opposite, that the

whole question of transportation access to

a second international airport and to a new

community would have to be re-evaluated

if there were to be no second international

airport.

What I am saying, Mr. Speaker, is that one

of the problems this province faces is the

need to provide housing at reasonable levels

of cost. There is no question that in the

Comay report reference was made to the

desirability of the government becoming in-

volved in a more significant way and I think

it is quite obvious, Mr. Speaker, that North

Pickering probably provides one of those

opportunities.

I think the Leader of the Opposition must

be aware that in the planning process the

determination of an international airport, as

to whether it will in fact happen, will have

very significant impact on our determination
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as to how we proceed with the community
development part of the programme. I would

say to the Leader of the Opposition, Mr.

Speaker, that the whole question of North

Pickering is being explored very carefully by
the government of this province and it may
be that we will have to make certain de-

cisions without all the information that we
would like to have available. We may have to

make decisions related to the community
itself without a decision on the second inter-

national airport. I say with respect, Mr.

Speaker, that the planning mechanism, the

amount of land, and the approach that we
take could be different if we move ahead on

that basis.

I would only sum up by saying, Mr.

Speaker, that one of the priorities obviously
is the provision of more lots for residential

accommodation. North Pickering is one of

those areas in the Province of Ontario that

makes very great sense. From our own plan-

ning standpoint the question has been very

definitely complicated by the lack of decision

on the part of the federal government as to

whether it will or will not proceed with the

second international facility.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Surely

the Premier would agree that since the deci-

sion on the airport is up in the air the prov-
ince ought to follow suit to the extent that

it is prepared to listen to local citizens and

other planners as to the original decision that

was taken by the Premier's colleague, the

present Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough),
on the establishment of the community in the

first place.

Secondly, is it not also true that the prov-
ince dictated the location of the proposed

airport by virtue of the Toronto-centred

region plan which said it had to go east of

Toronto; therefore the province was a part
of that original decision?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think it

has been made abundantly clear that we did

not tell the federal government it had to do

anything. We made it clear to the federal

government that if there was a need and
there was, in fact, going to be a second inter-

national airport facility in the general area

of Metropolitan Toronto, to locate that west
of Metro would compound the problems
which exist there-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Right!

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and would negate the

TCR. No question about this.

Mr. Lewis: That's fair.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We said to the federal

government that if it was going to do this,

our preference would be in an area east of

Metro. We did not pinpoint the site for the

federal government. We did not say it had
to go here but we did say that if it were

going to do it we thought east of Metro
made some sense, related to the TCR.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier should have said

"Don't do it." He should have said "No

airport."

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say, Mr. Speaker,
that the question of whether or not North

Pickering proceeds will relate ultimately to

the need to have more residential accommo-
dation. While we are quite prepared to listen

to the citizens locally and we can understand

their concern and, in some respects, their

opposition—although I would say that they
are not all opposed—this will reflect itself in

the government's determination to provide

housing for the people of this province.

It is fine for the Leader of the Opposittion
to say rethink or not go into Pickering;
that means that we then go somewhere else

if we are going to provide this kind of land

development by way of government involve-

ment. While this does create certain prob-
lems in North Pickering—and I am the first

to acknowledge it; so is the local member—
I think it is also important to be restated, Mr.

Speaker, time and again, that we cannot

follow the traditional routes to provide the

kind of housing that the people of this

province require. It does mean that the

province in one way or another will become
involved in one or two, shall we say, signifi-

cant developments; and North Pickering
could very easily be one of those.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, if you will

permit me for clarification: Did the Premier

actually say that if the airport does not go
ahead there is a chance that North Pickering
will not go ahead or be substantially re-

vamped in its concept?

Mr. Lewis: He said, "whether or not."

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, there is no

question that if the decision were made to-

morrow that the international airport would
not proceed, our approach to the planning,
the amount of land that would be required
and the transportation routes would be very

substantially altered. I happen to represent
the riding where the existing Malton inter-

national airport is located. There is no ques-
tion of the impact of that facility on the

commercial and industrial development with-
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in several miles. One only has to travel Dixon
Rd. to recognize the tremendous impetus that

an international facility of that kind gives
to airport commercial development. If that is

not to take place, then quite obviously the

amount of land required to accommodate the

numbers of people that we have projected in

the general area of North Pickering would be

substantially less. We don't need that amount
of land if there is no airport.

One can also relate it to industrial develop-
ment Mr. Speaker, which can be considered

to be a part of an airport development. There
is no question that there would not be the

need for the same amount of industrial land
in that general area if there were no second
international airport. There is no question,
Mr. Speaker, that the whole transportation
network would be different. If we don't have
to concern ourselves with the movement of

several thousands of people or air cargo to

the North Pickering site, I would think, that

is certainly going to alter the amount of

land and the transportation network itself.

These are very basic decisions to whatever
our plans are in North Pickering, and they
would alter our own approach to it if the

airport were not to proceed. I think that is

very obvious.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A final supplementary:
Is the government postponing expropriation
proceedings simply so that it will not have to

have a hearing of necessity, which we obvi-

ously should have had a year ago?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we are not

postponing it so we won't have a hearing of

necessity. What we are trying to do is pro-
ceed in a logical way with as much informa-
tion as we can get, and for the past several

months we have not had available to us a

decision by the federal authorities as to

whether that facility is going to be built.

And I don't think one can minimize the im-

pact of that facility on the type of planning
that is required.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. W. Newman (Ontario South): A sup-
plementary.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask one?

Why is the Premier not playing square
publicly on this issue, as crucial as it is? Why
does this kind of response from the Premier
come by way of questions or by way of a

front-page news story, rather than by way of
a major government announcement in ad-
vance?

Briefly, since it appears to be true to the
Premier as to many of us that the second
international airport will in fact never be

built, and since it now appears to be true

that the original concept of Cedarwood might
be reverted to smaller communities primarily
concerned with the provision of housing rather

than the extension of the urban monolith of

Toronto, why doesn't the Premier set out
the alternatives for the people who are in-

volved, the people who are being persuaded
to sell their land, the people over whom the

axe of expropriation is suspended, the people
in North Pickering who want to plan the

project? Why can he not play square pub-
licly with the—

Some hon. members: Question. Question!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: Down boys, down!

Mr. Lewis: I concede that that is an ex-

tended question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I may say to the leader

of the NDP that is the first understatement
he has made for years.

Mr. Lewis: No, I've made others.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: But, why does the Premier
allow something which is so fundamental to

the planning of this province in an area east

of Metro to be dealt with in such an ad hoc,

precipitate, moment-to-moment fashion by
him and the government?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, the

answer to that question is very simple. It is

for that very reason that we are not going
to deal with it in an ad hoc, precipitate
fashion.

Mr. Lewis: That's what the Premier is

doing today.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, that's ridiculous. We
are in the process of exploring what the

alternatives are for this government related

to a community development with or without

an international airport.

Mr. Lewis: This is the first time the

Premier has said it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I haven't been
asked!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The government provided $144
million for North Pickering.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: I can assure the leader of

the New Democratic Party that when we
have our plans ready for public pronounce-
ment, I would think they will probably be
made in this House, because I expect that

the alternatives will be available to us before

this current session is over.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Why not

declare a moratorium?

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer put $144 mil-

lion into the budget just a few months ago.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's right. And when
the $144 million was put into the budget, it

was predicated on the fact that the federal

government at that point in time-

Mr. Lewis: But the Premier knew then he

was changing his mind and he said nothing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: We did not!

Mr. Lewis: Oh, he must havel

Hon. Mr. Davis: We don't know now!

Mr. Lewis: It doesn't come on all of a

sudden.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Wonderful! Listen to

that!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

North.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Mr.

Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Give it to them!

Mr. W. Hodgson: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary: In view of the indecision of the

federal government, which has been stated

here today-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. W. Hodgson: They are waiting until

after the next federal election!

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Sit down!

Mr. W. Hodgson: —on whether or not

there wiU be an airport, how long does the

government intend to maintain the freeze

on the lands in the town of Whitchurch-

StoufFville, which is inconvenient to a lot

of my—

An hon. member: Speculators.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): He who
hesitates is lost.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Well, the members on
the other side of the House think this is

funny, but there are many people up in that

area who have sold their homes and bought
lots, the freeze came on the property, and

they are in a bad situation.

My question is, how long do we intend to

maintain this freeze, in view of the fact that

we are not sure whether there is going to be
an airport or not? Is Trudeau dragging his

feet?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I fully understand the

concern of the hon. member, who approaches
the problems of his constituents with serious-

ness, but of course not fully understood by
the members opposite, who treat it so lightly.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, that this govern-
ment is very sympathetic to the freeze that is

existing in those areas which might be de-

scribed as the noise cones, which could be
affected by the creation of a second inter-

national airport. I think it is fair to state also,

Mr. Speaker, that in our evaluation of the

alternatives available to us, we will be con-

sidering those things that we have done on
behalf of the federal government on those

lands adjacent to the area that it initially

selected for an international facility.

But I can only say to the hon. member
that we hope to have these decisions avail-

able for the public in the relatively near

future, and I would say to the hon. member
the question of land adjacent to the airport
affected by our zoning, because of the poten-
tial of the noise-cone activities, will also be

included in the alternatives that we present.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ontario

South.

Mr. W. Newman: Mr. Speaker, since it's

in my riding and most of the questions have
been asked, I would like to ask the Premier

how soon we can expect the policy anounce-

ment from this government regarding the

North Pickering development project?

Mr. Lewis: In the fullness of time.

Mr. Stokes: In the relatively near future.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, knowing that

there are very few individuals who are more

vitally and personally concerned in the wel-

fare of the people in that area than the hon.

member—
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Mr. Ruston: He already knows that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and recognizing his own,
shall we say, constructive suggestions to me
in the past short period of time, I can say to

the hon. member that I am hopeful that we
will have news to communicate to this House

really quite shortly as to the future in that

particular part of his riding. I will say, Mr.

Speaker, that the hon. member has made a

number of constructive suggestions and these

are being considered as we develop the

alternatives that may be available to us.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I wouldn't bother making
that up.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? The hon.

member for Scarborough West.

ODC LOANS TO CAMP GROUNDS

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of the

Minister of Trade and Industry—Industry and

Tourism, I stand corrected: When he grants
a low-interest loan, as he did to Kampgrounds
of America at Sault Ste. Marie in the amount
of $75,800 for the development of camp
sites, what kind of evaluation does his minis-

try do on alternative proposals in the same
area, or on competing needs in the same
area?

Hon. C. Bennett (Ministry of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, our representatives
from the ministry do a complete assessment

of the facilities in the area where applica-
tions are coming from, and they review the

problem. They also look into the people who
are presently in operation and whether their

facilities are being used to capacity and the

time of year that they might be at capacity.
Also, we look at the financial position of the

firm that's making application. With all those
relative facts, we think, in the final con-

clusion, if it's favourable, the loan will be
made.

Mr. Lewis: Would the minister like to

explain to me, then, why he is providing
$75,800 by way of a low-interest loan to, in

effect, a franchise subsidiary of an American

company, Kampgrounds of America, while

very nearby the Garden River reserve running
Ojibway Park is desperate for funding from

any source to extend the number of sites on
its campground, widely used, overwhelmingly
used, through the summer months, and is un-
able to find the kind of money from govern-
ment which would allow it to build, let us

say, from 150 sites to 500 sites, but it sees

the minister giving $75,800 by way of a loan

to an American corporation?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

let's make the very clear distinction that it's

a loan and we're not giving it away. We're

putting it out at a lower interest rate, but it's

strictly a loan. Mr. Speaker, I would be

pleased to look into the situation, because I

certainly would not have all of the informa-

tion that the member speaks of relating to the

particular campground. I am not sure that the

second firm or organization he speaks of has

ever made an application to the Ontario De-

velopment Corp. for any loans, but, sir, I will

take it under advisement and review it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Maybe the

minister could explain to me then, how in

his evaluation of the existing operators as

he calls them, he managed to overlook the

Garden River band and what it is doing in

Ojibway Park, and how hard it is trying to

set up something fairly attractive, and what
an excellent record it has had in the last

year.

Mr. Jessiman: When were you there to

examine it?

Mr. Lewis: Well, I met with the chief and
the council-

Mr. Jessiman: When?

Mr. Lewis: This week—last week.

Mr. Stokes: I was there, Jim.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, as I said

earlier, I'll take it under advisement and
have it reviewed. The board of directors of

the Ontario Development Corp., the Northern

Ontario Development Corp., and for that

matter the Eastern Ontario Development
Corp., will secure these reports and the

background information relating to any ap-

plication and the circumstances surrounding
the particular operation.

Mr. Lewis: Interesting favouritism.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Their responsibility is

that, sir: They report to the minister who
in turns reports to the cabinet. And so, very

clearly, I would trust that the directors,

whom we have great faith in in making wise

decisions on behalf of this government, sir,

have looked into the situation, but we will

review it again to make sure that the facts

that the member presents are right or wrong.
I'm never quite sure.
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Mr. Cassidy: That's gobbledygook.

An hon. member: What do you know
about it?

Mr. Stokes: In view of the minister's inter-

est in economic development in all parts of

the province and in view of the commitment
made by this government to assist native

bands wherever possible, will the minister, as

the Minister of Industry and Tourism, in-

vestigate this with a view to recommending
to his cabinet colleagues some form of assist-

ance to the Garden River band?

Mr. Jessiman: Give the information to

your leader—it works both ways.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, very

clearly, the Ontario Development Corp. and

its two sister companies have been in exist-

ence for a while in this province and if a

particular group wishes to make apphcation
it is entitled to do so. They put their facts

and figures before it. We are lending to

private corporations operating in the Province

of Ontario, and if a native band wishes a

loan under some other circumstances, sir, that

it what it should apply to.

Mr. Lewis: That reserve has been in exist-

ence as long as KOA.

Mr. Renwick: I think so.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: But we are in the

business of making loans to private and

developing operations.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): You never
came to the local member about it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Stokes: And that says something,
doesn't it? You didn't even know who the

chief was until I introduced him to you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Martel: He was too busy building the

bridge.

STRIKE AT CANADIAN
INTERNATIONAL PAPER

Mr. Lewis: Question of the Minister of

Labour, if I may. Can he tell us when he

intends to have the ministry intervene ac-

tively in the lengthy strike at Canadian Inter-

national Paper in Hawkesbury?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Well, Mr. Speaker, so far the negotiations
have been taking place in Montreal.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We haven't had any
invitation from any of the parties, so far.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
since the strike has been, it must be nine

weeks now, does not the minister think that

the one Ontario plant which is involved

should have some suitable intervention from
the Ontario side to see if a settlement can
be effected?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, our serv-

ices are always available on request.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Wouldn't the minister agree that

since the main contention holding up those

negotiations is the term of the agreement
that will be entered into eventually, that it

almost smacks of bargaining in bad faith on
the part of CIP since they are not prepared
to go forward to discuss the negotiations un-

less the term is longer than it was during
their previous agreement?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I don't think it would
be proper, Mr. Speaker, for the Minister of

Labour to make any judgement at this time.

There are meetings going on in the Province

of Quebec and I have met with the Minister

of Labour not too long ago.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

STRIKE AT SUDBURY STAR

Mr. Lewis: Another question of the Min-

ister of Labour: What activity has the min-

istry pursued in the case of the strike at the

Sudbury Star, if not to help the strikers at

least to save the Thomson chain from a

mortal financial blow? Can he tell us?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, well, Mr. Speaker,
of course I haven't had any chance to com-
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municate with my office today so far, but as

far as I know we haven't had any communi-
cation from any side, from the Sudbury Star.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr.

Speaker: I would ask the Minister of Labour
how long he is going to continue to tolerate

the delay of the Ontario Labour Relations

Board inquiring into the firing of four mem-
bers of the Northern Ontario Newspaper
Guild seven months ago, and on which no
decision has yet been rendered. And is he
aware that—

Mr. Speaker: I'm not sure that is a supple-

mentary question.

Mr. Germa: —this delay by the Labour
Relations Board is causing harm to four mem-
bers of this imion?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am
very much aware. I know for a fact that

hearings were to take place for five days in

a row. However, after two days of hearings
the meetings were postponed. Because of
some of the members, not only members of
the OLRB, but also counsel for the union and
counsel for the company, these meetings did
not take place. However, I'm sure my hon.
friend will be pleased to know that hearings
are taking place tomorrow, Wednesday, and
on Thursday and Friday of this week.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: No further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon member for St.

David.

NEW MORTGAGE LENDING
PROGRAMME

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Mr. Speak-
er, I have a question of the Minister of
Revenue. I wish to inquire whether the min-
ister received any indications as yet from
Ontario builders that they will make efforts

to qualify for 95 per cent first mortgages
under the plan announced on Friday?

Hon. A. Grossman ( Minister of Revenue ) :

Mr. Speaker, I'm so glad the hon. member
asked that question. Indeed, the policy was
just announced last week and there was an
advertisement-

Mr. Cassidy: That is a setup.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —in Saturday's paper
in which some 80—79 to be exact—such lots

were advertised in Bowmanville, and we
expect considerably more. I think this will be
a very successful method of providing low-
cost housing across the province.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: She is very interested in

housing.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Can the minister tell us how much money
the government has assigned for this pro-
gramme and how many lots it anticipates

being built under this programme?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, I can't

tell the hon. member how much money has
been assigned at this particular moment. I

don't have the figures before me. I can't

anticipate how many lots we will have either.

We have many programmes within the
Ontario Housing Corp. All I can tell the

member is what I've said in the past and
I've said publicly. As long as I have been
responsible for Ontario Housing Corp., which
is a little over 2% years, I have never been
refused funds or additional funds by this

government for housing.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Since the minister refers to this as low-
cost housing, can he tell us how much these
houses will cost in the Metropolitan Toronto

area, including the land and the price of a

house; how much it will cost to carry per
month and what is the minimum income
level that will be eligible for them?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Just rattle that off.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the minister made the

announcement.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I can read from the
ad which was in the Star, Mr. Speaker. While
this applies in Bowmanville, I imagine the
cost will be somewhat higher in Metropolitan
Toronto. But this advertisement advertises

housing under our plan, which provides for

95 per cent of the financing and 8.75 per
cent interest. A three-bedroom, semi-detached
house is being advertised at $28,000. The
monthly carrying charges are $200.56, to be
exact.

Mr. Lewis: That's low-income housing?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Medium-income hous-

ing, let's put it that way.

Mr. Lewis: Medium-income housing for

those with up to $15,000 a year. That helps
a third; now what about the other two-
thirds?
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, we have,
as I pointed out, and the hon member knows

perfectly well, various programmes for vari-

ous incomes. We have public housing for rent

geared to income.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): And all of

them totally inadequate.

Mr. Lewis: Geared-to-income housing, the

minister admitted, is dropping in the number
of starts.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the hon. member is

suggesting that this isn't a good programme,
that it isn't a good thing to provide housing-

Mr. Lewis: It is not a serious programme.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —for an income range
of $12,500 a year, let him say so.

Mr. Lewis: No, $15,000.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: For $12,500.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This is a maximum
interest for an income of $12,500. That's the

qualifying figure.

Mr. Lewis: It's a family income of $15,000.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's a total income of

$12,500, taking into consideration half of the

spouse's income.

Mr. Lewis: Half of the spouse's income?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: But this figure is

$12,500, including that.

Mr. Lewis: But the family income is

$15,000 and up. That is not low-income hous-

ing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the hon. member
wants to suggest and recommend to this

government that we don't concern ourselves

even with those people who are earning
$15,000 a year, then let him get up and say
so.

Mr. Lewis: By all means, but what about
the rest of Ontario? What about the two-
thirds below that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are trying to look
after all the income ranges, particularly those
below the medium income.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on a point
Etobicoke, have you a supplementary? of order, I have a feeling that the Treasurer

Mr. Deans: And the government is doing
pitifully poorly.

Mr. Cassidy: What a housing policy when
even people of $15,000 need help!

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): Can the

minister tell us how much of the moneys will

be allocated for houses for those who earn

$7,500 and less?

Mr. Lewis: None, not one. That couldn't

carry $200 a month.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member, of

course, Mr. Speaker, is asking the same ques-
tion which was included in that of the hon.

member for Scarborough West. I gave him
the answer at that time. I have never been
refused funds for housing.

Mr. Braithwaite: But I want a specific
answer.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Answer the

question.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No matter what is

involved if we can provide housing for any
range of income in the medium and low-
income groups, the funds are available and
this government will provide them.

Mr. Braithwaite: Further supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Order! There have been suffi-

cient supplementaries on that question. The
hon. provincial Treasurer has the answer to

a question asked before.

DESIGN FOR DEVELOPMENT
EASTERN ONTARIO

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Scarborough West asked what meetings
have you, meaning me, held throughout
eastern Ontario since the tabling of the De-

sign for Development report in October 1972,
to eflFect a consultative process which that

report indicated—and I said at that time I'd

get a reply for him; and here is that reply:

Cornwall, Nov. 7, 1972—Approximately 45
were in attendance, including Mayor Ed
Lumley and Alderman John Prescott of Corn-

wall, together with Reeve A. Gadbois of

Charlottenburg township.

Hawkesbury, Nov. 8, 1972—Approximately
55 were in attendance, including Reeve R.

Bertrand of L'Orignal and Reeve Ernest

Brisson of Cambridge township.
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lias been able to scrape up a fairly lengthy
list; and we on this side would be delighted
if he would just table it and we would pe-
ruse it when we have more time.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I can tell the mem-
ber there are a lot of meetings on that list

and a lot of reeves and mayors too.

PROVINCIAL REVENUES

Hon. Mr. White: Now, on Friday when

my colleague—the minister responsible for

housing—and I were engaged in a very serious

meeting across the street, the member for

Downsview asked a question about revenues;

and I have the following information. I

assume that the question was inspired by a

very misleading editorial in the Globe and

Mail, which was completely in error when
it stated the retail sales tax increase was a

major contributor to inflation in Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That is true.

Hon. Mr. White: There is no question that

the country-wide and world-wide problem of

inflation is of major concern to all Canadians.

For this reason, the Premier of Ontario has

urged the Prime Minister of Canada to im-

mediately call a federal-provincial conference

to come to grips with this situation. How-
ever, the implication that one of the "infla-

tion villains" is the Ontario retail sales tax is

not only in error, but also completely ignores
the total government revenue context.

First, the gains from the retail sales tax

increases are being used to make our overall

revenue system more equitable and assist

those people most hard hit by inflation; those

with low-income, pensioners and others who
bear an inequitable burden of property taxes.

The Ontario sales tax credit, the pensioner
tax credit and substantially increased grants
to local government which have resulted in

property tax reductions in many municipal-
ities, will achieve these objectives.

Secondly, as every housewife knows, the

major contributor to inflation is higher food

costs and food is not subject to retail sales

tax.

Third, while the August consumer price
index level was over eight per cent above

August 1972, the contribution of the retail

sales tax change to this increase is extremely
small, less than one-quarter of one per cent.

Moreover, early next year people with lower

incomes wiU receive a sales tax credit at an

estimated cost to the province of $90 miUion,

which will more than compensate those most

in need. This is not reflected in the consumer

price index.

Finally, the Globe and Mail editorial im-

plies that since the federal government is ex-

periencing strong revenue growth, the same

may be true for Ontario; but that little v^dll

be revealed until my next budget. Neither

implication is true. I now publish a complete

quarterly review of our budget picture en-

titled "Ontario Finances". The last publica-
tion was in July and the next issue will be

published in October. The July report does

show that our revenue projection is not

significantly increased since the budget. In

addition, may I add that what we have

repeatedly pointed out in the past still holds

true. There is a chronic imbalance between

federal and provincial revenues, which the

federal government has the responsibility to

correct.

It is important to remember, sir, as I stated

in my budget, that the most popular ap-

proach to taxes in the short run would be to

leave everything as it is. Quite frankly, we
could do this because our provincial resources

have generaUy expanded as fast as our con-

trolled expenditures. But to do nothing about

decreases in property taxes would be irre-

sponsible and to do nothing to make the

retail sales tax fair would be cowardly. Con-

sequently, while on the one hand I acknowl-

edged that the increase in the retail sales tax

obviously does have an effect on prices of

taxable items, I would ask you to remember
that my budget also produced a reduction of

property taxes which are also reflected in the

consumer price index. In addition, we pro-
vide a significant relief to low income people
and pensioners.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of sup-

plementary, could I draw to the minister's

attention that my question was not in rela-

tion to that answer, but was simply how
much of the revenues of Ontario increased

in the six-month period we have gone

through since the first of April over what he

had predicted?

Now that's a simple question—and I

wonder if the minister has a simple answer?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, our taxation

revenue is estimated to be $4,021 million.

Our revised estimate, as of the end of July,

was $4,017 million which is a decrease of

$3.5 million. Other revenues from OHIP
premiums, etc., were estimated at $1,181 mil-

lion. Our revised estimate is $1,195 million for
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an increase of $14 million. Total federal gov-
ernment payments are up $16 million. Inter-

est on investments is down $19 million so our

total budgetary revenue, which was estimated

at $6,867.2 million, is now estimated at

$6,874.5 million, which is to say an increase

of $7 million out of a budget of $7 billion

and so we were within one-tenth of one per
cent of being correct.

Mr. Singer: Am I correct in assuming that

out of that great plethora of figures the min-
ister is only giving figures calculated after

the first quarter not after the first half of

the fiscal year, which has gone by? Could
the minister supply us with figures for the

first six months of the fiscal year which have
now passed?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, that second

quarterly report will be available by the end
of this month and I will be very quick to tell

the hon. members here present how accurate

our forecasting is once again.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary.

Mr. Singer: The Globe and Mail is closer

than the minister is.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce has been waiting patiently to get the

floor on a question.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question-

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: I think we have had sufficient

time on that particular one.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order, could the question time be extended
in view of the length of—

Mr. Speaker: I took careful note of the

time and it did not exceed a reasonable time.

The hon. member for Huron-Bruce.

POLLUTION MONITORING
AT DOUGLAS POINT

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of the Enviromnent. Does the

minister not find it inconsistent that Hydro
should monitor its own operation at Douglas
Point with respect to pollution? If so, would
the minister have his own ministry install the

equipment and do the monitoring?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-
vironment): Mr. Speaker, we do check all the

Hydro operations. I am not sure exactly what

equipment the hon. member is speaking about.
Is he speaking about hydrogen sulphide?

Mr. Gaunt: Right.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think the reason that

Hydro has installed the equipment is because
it's costly and it is part of its project. We re-

quire this in other places but we are satisfied

that the equipment they have is in working
order and that they are not tinkering with it.

I just add that I have read in the press
that there is some concern on the part of some
people in the area that the equipment isn't

adequate because they can't get a reading.
I am not a technical person but I can tell

them that the equipment Hydro has, I am
informed, is the best one can get and the

traces of hydrogen sulphide are so small that

they don't register even though, as the hon.
member knows—and, I think, as all hon. mem-
bers know—a very small amount of hydrogen
sulphide is detectable by the nose even if it

isn't by a meter.

Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The time for questions has
now been exceeded.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL
NATIONALISM

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northimiberland): Mr.

Speaker, I beg leave to present an interim

report of the select committee on economic
and cultural nationalism, entitled "Foreign
Ownership of Ontario Real Estate."

Mr. Speaker, some of the contents of this

report were made public in late September.
The report which is presented today contains

the full text of the report together with a
number of dissenting opinions. In its prelimin-

ary report tabled in the House on March 1,

1972, the committee noted the need for im-
mediate study of the availability of recrea-

tional land for Canadians. In the course of its

consideration of a number of topics within
its terms of reference, it became evident to

the committee that the study should be
broadened to include all land and its use, in-

sofar as relevant aspects might be aflFected by
foreicrn ownership and foreign investment. The
committee has had the benefit of several

presentations by interested parties and has

held public hearings in Thunder Bay, Wind-
sor, Hamilton, Timmins and Ottawa as well

as in Toronto, to provide an opportunity for
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views to be expressed and information pre-
sented to the committee.

This interim report covers that part of the

committee's work deahng specifically with

foreign ownership of Ontario real estate.

Other reports on specific subjects will be

presented to the House in the near future.

ONTARIO HYDRO HEAD OFFICE

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): Mr.

Speaker, I beg leave to table the report of

the select committee of the House concerning
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of On-
tario's new head ofiice building.

Mr. Speaker, just by way of an aside I am
satisfied that there has been no previous
disclosure of this report. Some newspaper
and media information has been released; I

am satisfied that that is a simple drawing of

logical conclusions by anyone who may have
heard the evidence and had his ear to the

ground.

On May 1, 1973, the committee was ap-

pointed to examine, to review, to report and
to make recommendations. The task took

longer than I had anticipated. During a

long hot summer the committee experienced
its moments of intensity and received some
media comment on its activities.

It is diflScult for 11 members of the House,
each with his own political loyalties, to

examine impartially into matters so closely

involved with his own colleagues and with

his respective party's fortunes. Notwithstand-

ing, each member of the committee has

succeeded in placing foremost his duty to

hold a full and impartial inquiry.

An amazing number of people have been
involved. Just to mention Hansard alone there

were some 37 people serving there. I may
say, sir, that their transcriptions were in-

valuable to the work of the committee.

Richard E. Shibley, QC, was recommended
to me as an able and aggressive counsel.

Sometimes I found this to be a blessing and
other times, I will admit, I found it to be
a bit of a scourge.

Mr. Shibley and his assistant counsel, John
P. Bell, were charged with conducting the

investigation, preparing and presenting the

evidence. This required work not only during
the many hours of the committee's hearings
but for equally long hours apart from the

hearings. Their work was thorough, impartial
and fearless. It was conducted in accordance

with their responsibility to this Legislature

and to the people of Ontario to carry out a

full inquiry. This has been done.

I believe their work has set a standard by
which future inquiry committees—and I add,

if any—of this House will be judged. We
thank them.

We record our appreciation to our ubi-

quitous and diligent clerk, Mr. Paul Moore,
and to Mrs. Audrie Anderson and Miss Pat

Girouard for their assistance in preparing our

report.

We also acknowledge the skill, industry
and good humour of Mr. Pierre Genest, QC,
counsel for Ontario Hydro, who was with us

almost continuously. Through him we en-

joyed the full co-operation of Ontario Hydro
which opened its complete records to us.

This report is our summation of the evi-

dence.

I would remind the House, however, that

the real work of the committee, that of

conducting a public inquiry, is to be found

in the many pages of evidence which com-

pose the record of our day-to-day hearings.

Now, sir, I would just like to say one

further word and that is to draw the atten-

tion of the House to the second paragraph
on page 1 of the report because (he report
must be read in whole to be fully understood,

and we have a warning in here.

The report is in the form of a narrative

of the sequence of events as they occurred.

Having regard for the volume of evidence,

the narrative is necessarily a distillation

of the evidence upon which the committee

reached its conclusions. The conclusions

and findings of the committee are inter-

spersed throughout the report. The com-

mittee stresses that the report must be read

as a whole to elicit therefrom the full

intent and meaning.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have a presenta-
tion to make at this time.

The Hydro committee was the first legisla-

tive committee of its type. In that sense it

was a landmark committee. The hon. mem-
ber for York West agreed to be its chair-

man and in undertaking that he under-

took a difiicult task indeed. However, he

carried out the arduous task with distinction

and with fairness, and as a reminder of this

responsibility, and on behalf of the members
of the committee, I would like to present
the member for York West with this gavel
inscribed with the names of the members of

the committee, as well as the name of our
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counsel, Mr. Dick Shibley, QC, who incident-

ally is celebrating his wedding anniversary

today. I am sure all of us wish him and his

wife many happy returns of the day. I can

think of many other ways in which to cele-

brate one's anniversary, but in any case we
are glad to have him here.

In addition, two other names are inscribed,

John Bell, the assistant counsel, and Paul

Moore, the clerk. In a real sense it shows

our appreciation to the member for York

West for a job well done.

Mr. MacBeth: Mr. Speaker, if I may be

allowed one minute more. I have already paid
tribute to the members of the committee who
I say served diligently and fairly, but it has

been a pleasure when it is all over—I won't

say that there were times when I thought
otherwise—but I have enjoyed the complete

co-operation of all members of the committee,
and to the member for Huron-Bruce and to

all members of the committee my sincere

thanks.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, there are so few
occasions in the House when you have the

opportunity to rise and commend other mem-
bers for the way that they worked on behalf

of a task which I don't think any one of us

expected to be nearly as arduous or nearly
so long. I want to say something about it be-

fore we put it off into history.

The first thing is that I think when the

member for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) and I

were appointed to the committee we both

expected that it would be a fairly short,

succinct committee that would deal quickly
with the matters that had been given to it

and that we would come up with a report

very early. It became apparent as the work
unfolded that we were going to take a con-

siderably longer period of time than we had

expected, and I think that in fact the length
of time that we spent in this committee is

perhaps the best time well spent as far as I

am concerned in my time in the Legislature.
I saw in the committee an attempt to work

together that I had rarely seen in the Legis-
lature heretofore and I want to say to the

other members of the committee, who worked

extremely hard, who were present at all

times, and who did their job without regard
for partisanship, that we have set, I hope, a

benchmark against which other committees
of the Legislature will in the future operate.

I want also to say that the proof of the

worth of the committee is in the evidence
and not necessarily in the report. The report
is short, out of necessity, because it deals

with only a few points, but the evidence it-

self is voluminous and requires a great deal

of reading in order to understand how we
came to the conclusions that we came to. The
conclusions that are contained in the report
are conclusions based entirely and solely on
the evidence; that there is no partisanship
involved in the conclusions; that while we
did not reach unanimity on all matters, we

agreed to disagree on the basis of an inter-

pretation of the evidence, rather than on the

basis of any partisanship. I want to tell the

chairman of the committee, on behalf of Mr.

Renwick and myself, it was a delight to work
with him and we hope that at some future

point we have the opportunity to work, not

on a similar committee, but on another com-
mittee looking into matters of equal import-
ance.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, without

commenting on the contents of the report

whidh, obviously, I will be reading with

great interest very shortly, I would just like

to express on behalf of the government, and

personally, my appreciation to the members
of the committee for what was a very difficult

task and a very complicated task.

I think it is fair to state that in this House
from time to time we debate the validity of

standing committees, select committees and
the procedures that we follow. While I can

honestly say I don't anticipate nor do I look

forward to a similar select committee on
some other subject in the relatively near

future-

Mr. Lewis: Not for a month or two.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I would say, Mr.

Speaker, that I think the process, leaving the

contents of the report aside altogether, prob-

ably was significant as far as our parlia-

mentary system is concerned.

I would say that, just reading the reports
and sometimes the transcripts and recogniz-

ing the complexity of the issues that the

members of the committee had to contend

with, I do wish to thank them. At least I

think I do; I may change my mind when I

read the report. But I do regard it, not the

report itself but the process, as being a very

important one and one that was handled in

my view by the chairman and its members
in a very constructive way.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on the

tabling of the report, if you will permit me,

perhaps the Premier will indicate how the

House could deal with the subject matter of

the report. In the past, on occasions such as

this, it has been suggested by the Premier or
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the House leader that an item could be put
on the order paper which, at mutual con-

venience, could be brought forward for dis-

cussion of the report itself. This I would

urge the Premier to undertake and perhaps
he would give it his consideration.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

OAKAH L. JONES

Mrs. Scrivener: Mr. Speaker, before the

orders of the day, I wish to pay tribute to a

man who has made a great contribution to

the Province of Ontario, to business, industry
and to public affairs. I refer, of course, to Mr.
Oakah L. Jones who died yesterday very

suddenly while working in his garden.
I am proud to say that Mr. Jones was my

constituent, my friend and mentor almost

from the time he moved to Toronto from

Tulsa, Okla. Indeed, he was a friend to thou-
sands of other Canadians because his warmth,

compassion and generosity of spirit endeared
him to all who knew him.

Some men boast that they have an open
door policy. Oakah Jones believed in an open
heart policy and lived it to the full. As
chairman of the Ontario Development Coun-
cil, past president of the Canadian National

Exhibition, and the Toronto Industrial Com-
mission, director of the Ontario Research

Foundation, and leader or prime mover of a
Hst of organizations too lengthy to name here

today, he made an outstanding contribution
to the citizens of Ontario. His capacity for

work, coupled with his personal philosophy
of public service was combined with a fine

ability to organize and to accomplish. Not
only has Oakah Jones had a strong impact
upon the social and cultural institutions of
this province, he carried a well-earned repu-
tation for his wisdom and sound business

judgement.
He came to Toronto in 1954 and had been

associated with the Consumers' Gas Co. since
that time first as general manager, then as

president and more recently as chairman of
the board. He was also chairman of the
Home Oil Co. and held a number of director-

ships in other important Canadian companies.
A Christian gentieman, he served the com-

munity of the Anglican church in various

capacities and had been a lay delegate to the

provincial and diocesan synod. He also

headed up several advisory committees for

both Bishop Snell and Bishop Gamsworthy.

Oakah Jones was a great Canadian and an

inspiration to all who knew him. He will be

sorely missed by the people of this province.
I wish to take this opportunity, Mr. Speaker,
to extend deepest sympathy to his wife and

family.

Mr. Speaker: Before we do proceed to the

orders of the day, I should like to take a

moment to speak to the hon. members re-

garding matters that have been previously

brought up in this House. Despite the in-

formation given to the House on prior oc-

casions, members are still rising on what they
consider to be points of privilege with re-

spect to alleged mis-statements concerning
themselves made by other members. I there-

fore must point out again that while a mis-

quotation or a mis-statement about a member
in the press is a matter of privilege, con-

stituting as it does a breach of the recogniz-
ed privilege of fair reporting, a mis-statement

by one member about another in the House
Is not a breach of any recognized privilege;

it is a matter of order, not of privilege.

I must remind the members again that

points of order must be raised at the time the

alleged mis-statement is made. They cannot

be raised at any subsequent sitting. This er-

roneous procedure has been taking place in

the House for some time in spite of previous
comments that have been made by the Chair.

I would ask the hon. members to please take

note of this ruling today.

Orders of the day.

OTTAWA-CARLETON AMALGAMATIONS
AND ELECTIONS ACT

Mr. Irvine, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 189, An Act
to amalgamate Certain Municipalities in the

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton and
to provide for the Elections of Councils of

the Amalgamated Municipalities.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker,
as a member from the area of Ottawa-Carle-

ton, which is directly affected by this bill, I

think it's apropos that I make a few com-
ments about the bill.

As one who resides in the Ottawa-Carleton
area and who represents one of the ridings
in the area, I think that I have some feelings

as to what the people of the area want and
what they are concerned about. One has to

be for amalgamation and for regional gov-
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eminent on the general principle of the thing,

but I feel that this particular bill is further

evidence of the government's total confusion

and inadequacy in dealing with the problems

facing the regional municipality of Ottawa-

Carleton.

Having instituted regional government some

years back, the provincial government has fail-

ed to accept its responsibility to deal with

the problems of regional government. The

government was faced with a situation where

apparently it had been left to the initiative

of the local municipalities to sort of phase
themselves out, but that has not entirely

been successful. So as we have seen so often

in its dealing with eastern Ontario, the pro-

vincial government, led by its white knight,

the Treasurer (Mr. White) and his sidekick, the

member for Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Irvine),

has come down to the regional municipiality

of Ottawa-Carleton and has given deadlines

to the various municipalities on what they

should do or should not do.

The objection we have to this particular

bill is simply that it does not deal with the

problem at all. It is a half-hearted measure;
it is a measure that is meant not to embroil,

not to frustrate, not to get the citizens of that

area too excited. After all, there is an elec-

tion coming up in 1975, and this government
is hoping that it has turned the corner, that it

will not stir up or muddy the waters until

that time, and that things should go pretty

easily from now on.

In fact, Mr. Speaker, we were reminded

of this just last week in a cartoon in the

Toronto Sun, where we saw the Premier

of the province (Mr. Davis) saying to his foot-

ball team, "Fellows, from now on, no further

cute plays, no further passing of the ball, no

end-arounds, just go straight ahead. Let's not

get anyone excited.'*

Mr. Speaker, this is basically what this

bill is all about. It really doesn't deal with

the overall problem, or the problem facing
the regional municipality of Ottawa-Carleton.

For instance, how can it possibly deal with

these particular nine municipalities when it

doesn't even take into account such munici-

palities as RockcliflFe?

There was a cursory answer by the parlia-

mentary secretary that Rockcliffe was self-

sustaining and that things were going okay
with Rockcliffe. One doesn't have to dig

very far to realize that the only reason they
haven't dealt with Rockcliffe is that there

are some pretty important people in Rock-

cliffe. They have some rich friends there in

Rockcliffe and this is an area that is repre-

sented by the Provincial Secretary for Re-

sources Development (Mr. Lawrence). Of

course, we won't tamper with his area be-

cause it is going to get a few people excited.

In any event these people, Mr. Speaker,
even in Rockcliffe, have a say and no attempt
has ever been made by way of referendum

or otherwise to determine exactly what the

people want. There has been no attempt to

deal with the problem, for instance, of Vanier

and the question of how does Vanier fit into

the scheme of things. How do Gloucester and

Nepean and other municipalities fit into the

scheme of things?

Mr. Speaker, it is left as sort of icing. It is

a situation in which the provincial, govern-
ment comes down to Ottawa with cannons

blazing, with the bands and the whole works

but really doesn't do very much. For instance,

take the area of Vanier where we have ap-

proximately 20,000 electors who are repre-

sented by eight council members whereas in

the city of Ottawa we have one council mem-
ber for approximately 20,000 voters. Why
doesn't the government deal with this par-

ticular problem? Why is there no effort in the

judicial district of Ottawa-Carleton to obtain

a consensus from the people on exactly what

they do want.

I think it is fair to say, Mr. Speaker, that

most people from that area are concerned

about the fact that they are over-govemed
with the different levels of government and

the extreme amount of bureaucracy which is

involved in any decision making. Yet this

government has decided, because things are

pretty hot, to leave most things in abeyance
and to deal with what I consider to be a

marginal problem in the area of Ottawa-

Carleton.

For instance, why wasn't there some effort

by this government to deal with the question

of policing in the whole of that area? Some

of my colleagues here—I would think that

the member for Carleton (Mr. Handlemaii)

would be one—are not in favour of what is

called a regional police department. He sees

really no advantage to it. I would suggest to

him that I think, overall, there is a much

greater advantage to giving consideration to—

or at least having-a regional police depart-

ment than being forced to have different

police departments whose effectiveness at

times-I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, having
worked with them—is often questionable.

Secondly, it is very difficult for some of these

police departments to have the proper equip-
ment. What about the regionalization of the

firefighting equipment?
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These are all matters, Mr. Speaker, which

are not dealt with at all in this bill. We are

only dealing with what we consider the rural

municipahties of Ottawa-Carleton. Again we
are faced, Mr. Speaker, with a situation in

which 1975 is coming along and things
mustn't be stirred up too much in eastern

Ontario. Of course, the government has a lot

of seats down there and it doesn't want to

muddy the waters; it just wants to say it will

deal haphazardly with this situation.

I think it is extremely frustrating for the

member municipalities which are being amal-

gamated under this bill, Mr. Speaker, to have

to be faced again with the sort of cavalier

approach taken by this government. Time and

time again local councillors, elected officials

of these municipalities, have implored the

provincial government to scour away some of

the difficulties and to cure some of die funda-

mental ills existing in some of these

municipalities, prior to the imposition of

regional government, prior to amalgamation.
I think most of the municipalities, as such, on

principle are for amalgamation but what they
wanted and what they have been trying to

get from this government is a cure for the

ills that have existed.

Let me just mention some of the ills, for

instance, in the area of Torbolton, Fitzroy
and Huntley—different municipalities with

which, obviously, my friend from Carleton

will be familiar. For instance, on the question
of road grants, how is it that the municipality
of Torbolton gets 50 per cent, Fitzroy gets
55 per cent, and Huntley gets 70 per cent.

How can a situation like this be allowed to

exist? Why is that problem not cared for or

taken care of prior to the amalgamation of

these municipalities? Why does Huntley get
70 per cent?

I know one of the reasons possibly could

be that the predecessor of my colleague from

Carleton, Mr. Johnston, used to live there

and obviously did a good job or did some-

thing for that municipality, vis-a-vis the pro-
vincial government.

There is a question of assessments as well,

Mr. Speaker. The three municipalities do not

have the same assessment. Fitzroy and Hunt-

ley are low compared to Torbolton. In fact,

there are areas, I am told, in Torbolton where
the assessment is twice what it is in Fitzroy
and Huntley townships. Why is the same

yardstick not used in these municipalities? Is

regionalization or amalgamation going to

correct this? These people have asked the

parliamentary assistant whether there is go-

ing to be some correction or whether this is

going to be taken care of. No answer has

been received from the parliamentary assist-

ant to the minister.

Mr. Speaker, there is apparently no con-

sideration given in this bill and in the amal-

gamation process to the assets or the debts

or the debenture debts of some of the

municipalities. For instance, I am told Tor-

bolton has one. Huntley has apparently de-

benture debts in the amount of $100,000 and

Fitzroy has something in the amount of

$20,000. I am told that in Huntley the

reason for the debenture debt was the con-

struction of a medical centre. And, of course,

the obvious answer to a situation like this

is, well, we'll have Torbolton and Fitzroy
make use of this centre. But again informa-

tion reveals that there are very little roads or

communication between Torbolton and Hunt-

ley and that, in fact, that medical centre

will basically serve Huntley. Why then should

Torbolton, which stands to make very mini-

mal use of that centre, be involved in the

payment of this debenture debt or the de-

benture debt of Fitzroy?

Apparently Torbolton has an official plan
as well. The others do not have an official

plan. Surely, Mr. Speaker, these should have

been points that should have been corrected

or taken care of prior to amalgamation.
Elected officials of these areas have repeat-

edly asked the minister or his parliamentary
assistant for assistance in that area to cure

these particular problems. Nothing has been
done. In fact, I am told that the parliamen-

tary assistant has consistently refused to give
the figures of the financial impact of amal-

gamation in this area.

Mr. Speaker, I think the difficulties in the

amalgamation process or in the whole aspect

of regional government in the judicial dis-

trict or regional area of Ottawa-Carleton is

a question of a mixture of rural and urban.

I think it points out that the objectives, the

priorities very often, of certain rural munic-

ipalities are not those of the urban municipal-
ities. The whole process and the whole idea

of regional government on the basis of which

it presently exists in Ottawa-Carleton leave

a lot to be desired.

And when you consider that all of this,

Mr. Speaker, is left in abeyance and that this

bill deals just with a sort of patchwork, I

say very simply that we on this side, we in

this party, will not be a party to what we
consider to be a sham and to be an incon-

sistent approach. We say that such a bill as

this does not deal with all the real problems
that exist in the regional area of Ottawa-

Carleton. For that reason, Mr. Speaker, we
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have our doubts as to the efficiency and as to

what this bill accomplishes. I say very

sincerely this party will not be a party to

what we consider to be a cursory, insufficient

measure, and really basically a fraud. We
will not support this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa

Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I have a number of comments to

make about the rather sad and sorry history

which has led up to the bill whidh we have

before us—my copy isn't nmnbered, so I'll

just get the number here; Bill 189-to amal-

gamate the municipalities and the three new

municipalities on the western fringes of the

regional municipality of Ottawa-Carleton.

The way the government has proceeded
with this, you know, it's been a heavy-
handed or heavy-footed kind of process ever

since. It was determined somewhere here in

the bureaucratic fastnesses of Queen's Park

that something should be done about the

number of governments that existed in the

Ottawa-Carleton area. There have been mut-

terings and murmurings and threats about

this from Queen's Park, I think since as long

ago as the time when the Minister of Energy
(Mr. McKeough) was provincial Treasurer

and, occasionally, they made forays into

eastern Ontario in order to talk to the coun-

cils of the Ottawa-Carleton area.

It was muted to some extent because of

resistance in the area, but then the guns
were opened up, if you will, after the 1971

election when the member for Ottawa South

at that time made a number of proposals for

amalgamation. The reaction to that was so

angry and was so immediate and was so loud

that the government withdrew and then they
came back, if you will, through the back
door with a new set of proposals a number
of months later.

For a period of about one year and a half,

Mr. Speaker, the councils and the people
who are involved and the people who are

governed by these various municipalities
didn't really know what was happening. They
knew that something was going on at Queen's
Park but they were not privy to the details.

I'm not sure if Queen's Park itself knew

exactly what it was doing but there is a kind

of inexorable pressure from the bureaucracy
that something be done and eventually this

was brought to the attention of the minister,

or the parliamentary secretary, in particular

because of the pressure from one or two

municipalities in the area that is covered by
these proposals.

I think we should be clear that as far as

Torbolton and Huntley and Fitzroy, as far

as Stittsville and Richmond and Marlborough
and North Cower, as far as the municipal-
ities which are aflFected by this particular

legislation are concerned, they really didn't

give much of a dam. In fact, they were

quite happy to stay as they were. The pres-
sure for amalgamation and for change came

basically from one municipality in the area

and it was a perfectly legitimate desire on
its part.

The township of March, which takes in the

new town, or satellite suburban community
of Kanata, was engaged in rapid industrial

and residential growth but it only had one-

half of a vote on the regional council. Not

only that, it didn't even have a representative
on the regional council at all times. It had a

representative every other year which it

shared with the township of Huntley imme-

diately to its west.

The effect, therefore, was that one par-
ticular municipality was feeling growth pres-
sures and did not have a voice for a vote at

all times on the regional council which was

making decisions almost every month that

affected the way its growth and development
would go.

To a lesser extent, the township of Coul-

bourn was in the same situation because part
of the development area at the western edge
of Ottawa-Carleton was also in the towTiship
of Goulbourn. It sort of straddles the line

between Coulboum and March.

The pressure came from those two town-

ships, or from March in particular. The other

townships, though, found themselves drawn
into it because of the way in which the

government handled this particular issue.

I want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, that the

way it handled it displayed a degree of

heavy-footedness which is almost unprece-
dented in the way in which this govern-
ment has proceeded. The fact is that all of

the mistakes which have been made in impos-

ing regional government on various areas of

the province were repeated in the Ottawa-

Carleton region when this legislation for

amalgamation was eventually brought down.

Last May 4 it was, with very short notice,

that the parliamentary secretary came up to

Ottawa with a bevy of officials in order to

tell the municipal officials of Ottawa-Carleton

that something would have to be done. The

government was going to put its foot down.

They were going to act. And then he told the
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assembled officials that they had 56 days
until the end of June in which to come up
with a proposal.

He told them—the assistant is here right
now, so I can speak to him perhaps through
you, Mr. Speaker—he told them that if they
did not make a proposal, Queen's Park would,
and he told them that if they did make a

proposal and Queen's Park found it unaccept-
able then the decision would be made by the

government of the Province of Ontario, down
here in Queen's Park. In other words, it was
a "heads they lose, tails we win" kind of

situation in which the only people who really
made the decisions were down here at

Queen's Park.

It made a mockery of any idea that this

government may put forward of local auton-

omy or the responsibility or the ability of
local people to make their own decisions. It

made a mockery, not only because the de-

cison-making power was pre-empted and kept
here at Queen's Park, but also because of the

ridiculously short time that was given to the
local councils and local councillors and poli-
ticians to try and come up with answers—
56 days, and during that period of time
there were only two scheduled meetings of

the regional council, one of which would
have been held within seven or eight days
of that May 4 meeting; in other words, held
so soon that no proposals could really be

put forward at that particular meeting. That
is the shortness of time that was given.

There does not seem to be an understand-

ing down here at Queen's Park that when you
superimpose a second layer of government
the process of decision-making is necessarily
more unwieldly. Things take more time to

do. You have to get people together, away
from their own councils into the regional
councils, away from their own councils or

mayoralties into the regional executive com-
mittee, and get all of that kind of stuff

through, and that isn't understood down here
at Queen's Park.

The reaction in the area, I can tell you,
Mr. Speaker, was violent. Mr. Irvine and his

people were called irresponsible and super-
ficial. The regional chairman, who is a good
Conservative—he comes from Rockcliffe, and
he has been a loyal supporter of the party
for some time—said that the people in the
area were taken aback by the action of the
Conservative government down at Queein's
Park. There was general consternation. And
so there should have been.

If Queen's Park had been serious about

wanting local involvement in the decision

making, then after the now Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism's (Mr. Bennett) proposals
had been shot down early in 1972, the gov-
ernment should have come back very quickly.
And it should have said to the local politi-

cians: "Look, here is our problem, March
doesn't have a vote full-time, Goulbourn also

doesn't have a vote full-time on regional coun-
cil. That's a problem. Also, we are not con-

vinced that townships like Torbolton and

Huntley and Fitzroy are big enough to really

cope with the pressures of urbanization; the

hobby farmers, the estates, the pressure for

estate lots and subdivisions, the winterizing
of cottages that are built along the Ottawa
River and that kind of thing. We don't think

that these townships can cope, and therefore

we think that they should have a stronger

government, of building inspectors, of plan-
ners, of that kind of thing."

Then there should have ensued a dialogue
in which the local people explained how
they were intending to cope and showed, as

they could in a number of cases, how they in

fact were coping with this kind of pressure,
and were enabled to consider various kinds

of solutions that would give the rapidly

urbanizing townships a better voice in the

regional council.

We are given a period of maybe six months,
maybe nine months, in which to go through
that particular exercise. If at the end of that

period of time, with sober consideration and

study, animated to some extent by Queen's
Park, fed information by Queen's Park in a

patient kind of way, if that had not been
successful then we might have been here in

this chamber this afternoon still debating an
Act which was of necessity being imposed
by the provincial government, by the cabinet.

We might have been at that point. But at

least at that time it would have been pos-
sible for the member for Carleton and the

Provincial Secretary for Resources Develop-
ment, and the other members of the govern-
ment from the area to have said to the peo-
ple in the area: "Look, you had a lot of

time. We gave you every opportunity to try.

We are sorry you couldn't do it yourselves,
and we are sorry that we had to do something
ourselves. But something had to be done."
Now they can't say that right now. Their

credibility is evaporated.

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): I can say
it and I will!

Mr. Cassidy: No, the promises of the parlia-

mentary assistant and of the government that

local views would be fully considered, that

kind of thing, have very obviously not been
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carried out. The irony, Mr. Speaker, is this,

that not a day need have been lost in en-

suring that there was a process of full con-

sultation and suflBcient time for local politi-

cians and citizens and so on to make
decisions, or to attempt to come up with a

formula in the area. Not a day need have

been lost, because if the government had said

on Jan. 1 of this year, or in November of

last year, that it wanted a decision from local

people by the end of June, that would have
been perfectly reasonable.

If the decisions had not been forthcoming
then we could have had the legislation be-

fore us now, and the elections could have
been held on Dec. 3, as is proposed in this

legislation, without the sense of alienation,

and of anger, and of aggravation which has

occurred among so many of the council peo-

ple and the local people because of the way
in which the government has worked.

Surely, one would have thought, the Con-
servative government, built on those beauti-

ful towns of old Ontario, built on a kind of

rural and semi-rural small-town base, under-

stands how people in municipalities that have
existed in some cases for a century or more,
feel about these things. Surely they under-

stand that one doesn't go crashing in like a

bull in a china shop and upset these things

overnight. That is what one would have

thought, but it is not the case.

This government acts with all the ar-

rogance of a bull-headed technocratic kind of

group that doesn't understand the deep roots

that exist within what one might call small-

town Ontario. I think there is a lot of good
in that tradition, and I think it ought to be

respected even when changes come to areas

like that.

I don't think this government really is in

touch with that any more, and I think that's

why one finds there is aggravation about the

regional government exercise, the country re-

organization exercise and so on, among many
of the backbenchers of the Conservative gov-
ernment. They have been pushed aside by the

keen hot-heads of the cabinet, the people who
are so influenced by urban Madison Ave. kind
of techniques. And the fellows who, if you
will, form the backbone of this government,
because they provide the voting power, have
been left to one side—I am talking of the

member for Dufferin-Simcoe (Mr. Downer),
for example. They are not on the cabinet. No,
they are left there, expected to vote faith-

fully and so on, while the government makes
decisions which in their heart of hearts they
know were badly prepared, badly done and
that the people in the areas have not been

enabled to see why some changes have got
to be made.

The result of this 56-day deadline that was

imposed, this diktat from the member for

Grenville-Dundas, was that local politicians
tried very hard to come up with solutions.

But it was only then that they really realized

that Queen's Park was serious. Up until then

there had been so much dancing, cavorting
and saying, "No, no, we don't want to affect

your sacred rights as a municipahty," that

nobody took Queen's Park seriously. Sud-

denly the gears were switched, suddenly
Queen's Park was serious and suddenly there

were 56 days, with the member for Grenville-

Dundas at the wheel of a tank that was roll-

ing over the western part of Ottawa-Carleton

—and I hope the hon. member will excuse the

colourful metaphor.
A number of proposals went back and

forth. The reeve of Nepean suggested there

should be a super-government that would
take in everything from Amprior down to

Carleton Place, an area about twice or three

times as large as the present regional munic-

ipality. There were proposals to divide the

present region into two or three municipal-
ities instead of the eight or nine that will

exist at the end of this reorganization. There

were proposals for a weighted voting scheme.

Amprior had been talking seriously with

Fitzroy, Torbolton, Pakenham and other areas

just on the northwestern fringe of the regional

municipality; those discussions went on.

People tried to say to the provincial gov-
ernment that it didn't make sense to restruc-

ture and amalgamate municipalities so long
as the ojfficial plan was in the course of pre-

paration, an official plan which would have

some pretty serious implications for municipal
boundaries. There is a specific implication in

that one of the major growth areas, which it

is clear will be designated under Ottawa-

Carleton's official plan when it is put on the

minister's desk in a few months, will be to

the west of the city's downtown core in

Kanata and in Glencaim. These two nodes

of the western community, as it happens, are

and will continue to be in separate munic-

ipalities. Right down the middle of them
tiiere runs the March-Goulboum township
line. That particular artificial division has

been continued by a government whose repre-
sentative speaks about eliminating artificial

divisions.

There is no question that the amalgamation
could and should have been handled better

by waiting until those official plan proposals
were sufficiently firm that the new boundaries

could have been drawn with the official plan
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in mind. But no, once having got the bit be-

tween its teeth, the government intended to

go forward at full tilt.

You know, Mr. Speaker, a piece of legisla-
tion could have been introduced in order to

solve the immediate problem and to allow

rational and reasoned consideration of this

problem by simply giving March a vote,

through legislation, on the regional council

or, as was suggested in a local area, by intro-

ducing a weighted voting scheme but making
clear that the weighted voting scheme was

only for a period of a year or two until the

oflBcial plan was out and until the amal-

gamations could then go ahead.

But, one asks oneself, what is really going
to happen? The parliamentary assistant on

Aug. 30 comes up to Ottawa-Carleton, again
with incredibly short notice—a notice, I be-

lieve, that was numbered in my case as about
22 hours, and in the case of most people
there as about 24 or 26 hours—and says, "All

right, here are the tablets of stone and here
is the shape of the new region."

Now what is really going to happen, say,
to Torbolton and Fitzroy if the talks that are

now under way with Amprior become really
serious to form a kind of mini-region around

Amprior, which is the town to which they
look much more strongly than to downtown
Ottawa?

Is the government going to dissect or undo
what is being done in this particular bill? If

so, it is creating new difficulties for itself in

that. What is going to be the result of the
review committee which the parliamentary
assistant told the politicians in Ottawa is now
being created? Is it going to work quickly,
as a task force at Queen's Park, and come up
with new proposals for the Ottawa-Carleton

region? If so, why not wait until it has done
its work? If it isn't going to work quickly,
then why the devil try to set it up? Is the

government at Queen's Park now abandon-

ing the 10 years that the former Treasurer

(Mr. McKeough) said that the structure of

Ottawa-Carleton would endure before any
major changes are made? I don't know. We
do not have answers to questions like that. If

so, then what ideas has it got for the new
structure of Ottawa-Carleton? If not, then

again why have a review committee?

Mr. Speaker, it's very hard for us to

approach this bill because of the fact that so
much could have been done so much better.

Now we're left with a government whose
basic thrust is well, gee, there should be a
bit of amalgamation. If the government puts
it in that kind of terms, it's something that
we find ourselves compelled to agree with.

There was a problem in the area, but then
when the government comes to the handling
of it we simply disassociate ourselves from
the disastrous way in which the government
has gone about a piece of business that was

necessary some time ago, beginning a year
or so ago, and should have been completed
within a relatively short period of time.

When the government gets down to the

details of the particular bill it runs into prob-
lems again. Some of those problems are

created because of the ham-handed way that

the government proceeds whenever it's in-

volved with regional government. I don't

know what this government is about. I don't

know why it is that it can't simply under-

stand how people feel, and deal with them as

citizens with dignity, as councils and com-
munities with rights, rather than trampling
over them in the way which has been the

case so many times.

The member for Ottawa East mentioned
with a great deal of knowledge and insight
the problems that will be created in the new

municipality being formed from Torbolton,

Huntley and Fitzroy. It's something which
we became aware of in the NDP caucus

when Reeve Marchington came before us at

an NDP mini-caucus just the other day in

Ottawa. In that area, as in all of the areas

that are affected by this amalgamation, the

story of their dealings with Queen's Park is

just the same as the stories when it was
done in the Durham region, in the Waterloo

region, in the Peel region, in the Halton

region, in the Hamilton-Burlington-Went-
worth region, that is, an almost total lack of

facts and of information on which to enable

them to judge what the government is going
to do.

Back in June or back in May, the parlia-

mentary assistant said categorically—I'll see if

I can find the quote here—he made a promise
that there would be opportunity for every

municipality affected to comment and to seek

to influence the proposals that were being
made. The facts are, Mr. Speaker, that when
the outlines of the legislation were brought
down at the end of August, it was made

very clear in any discussions that municipal

politicians had that there was not a chance
in the world that they could change the gov-
ernment's mind. They were given absolutely
no opportunity to seek to influence the gov-
ernment or to change its mind, which was that

at that point the government was simply

going ahead at full tilt and damn the tor-

pedoes as far as it was concerned.
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As in the case of Durham and other

municipahties, some pretty figures were pro-
duced in order to show to the municipahties
what might have been the effect on their tax

rates and their finances if the amalgamations
had been in force a year ago. But there was
no attempt to estimate what would be the

effect of amalgamation, in terms of how much
would be the cost of the increase of services,

the raising of services to the highest standard

if two or three municipalities were coming
together, and the hiring of full-time people
rather than the part-time people who may
have been doing the job before. There was
no attempt to estimate how much that would
cost and what effect that would have on their

particular budgets or on their particular tax

rates.

Surely the government knows, after the

fiasco of the amalgamation of the school

boards, that these are very real questions for

people in the area? They want to know the

facts and they want to know what's going to

happen. They were hoodwinked in the case

of the school boards and they don't want to

be "it" again. What they are told is, "Look,
we've got a slush fund and some Act or

another and it's going to be all right. We'll
deal with this problem," says the government,
"after the new councils are formed."

Well, after you're married is not the time
to find out the character of your spouse; you
do it beforehand—and that, the government
does not give them the opportunity to do
because it's saying, "Look, go ahead and it

will be all right. 'Big Daddy' up at Queen's
Park will take care of you."

The information we have, all of the evi-

dence from the various regional governments,
is that big daddy will do that occasionally
and he will do it where the noise and objec-
tions are particularly loud but there is not

any real intent to solve those financial prob-
lems. Once the marriage has been arranged,
the matchmaker disappears and leaves the

people in the local area to cope with their

particular problems.

Mr. Roy: They are shotgun marriages.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

One other problem which the member for

Ottawa East didn't mention, but which I

think is just as germane as the problem
of Torbolton is in the area of Long Island.

Long Island and Manotick are residential

areas very close to each other which happen
now to be split between four jurisdictions. It

also happens that part of this area is in the

township of Gloucester and enjoys urban ser-

vices which are provided by the township of

Gloucester, including paid fire service and
recreation.

It also happens that the area has got some

pretty serious problems as regards water and
sewer, seepage, pollution, septic tanks, and

things like that which need to be solved and
which can be solved an awful lot easier if

they are part of a municipality that has an
industrial tax base. But, no; Long Island is

being taken and is being put into the new
township of Rideau.

I'm glad to see that some of the councillors

from the police village of Manotick and the

township of Marlborough and so on are here
to watch the legislation go through today.

They are relatively happy with it, coming
from Manotick and Marlborough and North

Gower, but the people in Hillside Gardens
are not. About 1,500 signatures were sub-

mitted on a petition to the government asking
that those 200 or 300 homes be allowed to

stay in the township of Gloucester.

The township government is concerned
because the planning of those municipal facil-

ities has been deliberately oriented to the

expectation—which Queen's Park certainly
never disputed—that there would be signifi-
cant growth and development in the Long
Island area of the township of Gloucester.

Now that is going out the window and the

municipal town centre, in fact, will be badly
located in relation to the rest of the town-

ship.

Now the government says that is a town-

ship problem. Maybe it is, but it's a problem
that should have been considered when this

particular legislation was going through.
Frankly, I don't know what the answer to

the Long Island problem was. I do find it

very disturbing, though, that an urban area—
in effect a satellite of the city of Ottawa with

2,000 to 3,000 population and the prospects
for very rapid growth—is being shoe-homed
into a rural municipality of another maybe
3,000 or 4,000 people, of a pretty extensive

area and without any industrial assessment

to speak of.

The tax base is all screwy; on the services

that can be provided to the area, there are

some serious questions and some problems,
and all this the government has left to the

new township of Rideau to try to sort out

as best it may. If the people who live in

Manotick and Long Island take over control

of the government of the new township of

Rideau—as they possibly can because they
have a fair number of votes—they will face

the problem of trying to resolve urban growth
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problems on the basis of an inadequate and
rural tax base.

One just can't do it on that basis, Mr.

Speaker, and that's one of the reasons there

has been reorganization of government in

Ontario over the past few years. People just
can't do it when there is no industrial tax

assessment and virtually no commercial assess-

ment, apart from one main street in the vil-

lage of Manotick and nothing else. Yet this

kind of problem is being endowed or be-

stowed on to the people in the area by the

provincial government.
I'd like to mention one other point in the

Act, as well; and this is a very serious over-

sight, Mr. Speaker. I don't loiow what the

government intends to do about this.

It seems to me that at the time that an-

nouncements were being made, that there

was a specific guarantee about the pension

rights and employment rights of municipal
staff in the eight municipalities affected by
this amalgamation.

Now, there is not a single word of those

guarantees in this bill; and if I read it

correctly, the complementary legislation in

the Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carle-
ton Act will simply relate to the restructuring
of rights on the regional council of Otawa-
Carleton and will not come to the matter
of the pension rights, the employment rights,
the job security of the employees of the

eight municipalities which are to be amalga-
mated.

Nor do I see any power in this Act to

write regulations or orders in council that

would in turn provide for the protection of

the rights of the employees in this particular
Act. I hope that after all of these other

arguments and points about the great shape-
rather the lousy shape;—I mean really the

overall shape—of this bill have been dealt

with, that the parliamentary secretary will see

that particular point is covered. It affects

people who in many cases have given 20 or

30 years of their lives to work for the muni-

cipalities that are affected. And I think it

would be tragic if in the course of rampaging
through eastern Ontario and the western part
of the regional municipality of Ottawa-

Carleton, the government Juggernaut were to

ignore these particular individual rights.

An hon. member: Are you going to vote

for it?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I've been trying to—

Mr. Speaker: The member for Carleton.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, in—

Mr. Speaker: Go ahead!

Mr. Cassidy: In response to the question-
it's a good question that the member asked.

We will vote for this bill, but I must say that

it is with the gravest of reservations and un-

happiness. We think the bill is coming in the

wrong time. We think that it's coming in the

wrong way. We think that the process that

has led up to the bill has been inadequate
and ham-handed and elephant-footed; and we
disagree with the details of the bill. How-
ever, when you come down to that tiny nub
of principle as to whether or not there should

eventually be amalgamations, well, we hap-

pen to agree with that—and therefore, with all

of those reservations, I find myself uncom-

fortably in the position of asking my party to

vote for the principle of the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Carleton.

Mr. Handleman: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Mr. Speaker, this bill is the culmination of

several years of discussion. The principles
included in the bill were not arrived at yes-

terday, as the two previous speakers appear
to indicate.

Mr. Roy: I didn't indicate that at all.

Mr. Handleman: It didn't come about all of

a sudden.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Handleman: Nor, Mr. Speaker, were
these principles imposed on the municipalities.

They have had ample opportunity to discuss

them. In fact, years—not the 56 days that the

member for Ottawa Centre mentioned. I'd like

to go back to refresh the hon. members'
memories. When the region was first set up
in 1968, the then Minister of Municipal Af-

fairs (Mr. McKeough) said that it was likely
there would have to be minor interim meas-
ures taken. He made the pledge that there

would be no comprehensive changes made
in the regional structure for 10 years, and I

believe this is a government that keeps its

pledges.

I agree with the member for Ottawa East
that this is minor surgery, but that's all that

is required at the present time. The patient
is ambulatory and fairly well off. This is minor

surgery. It solves the immediate irritants. The
problems have been there. Both members
have said: "We recognize something had to

be done. We don't know what should have
been done, but what has been done has been
done too soon." Now, I simply can't accept
that.
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Mr. Roy: I didn't say that.

Mr. Handleman: The first proposal that was
made following the election in 1971—

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Roy: He is misrepresenting my re-

marks.

Mr. Handleman: Well, we'll read it in

Hansard.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Handleman: The first presentation that

was made following the election in 1971 was
the statement that I issued on the restructur-

ing of municipalities in the Ottawa-Carle-
ton area. And it included, Mr. Speaker, some
minor amalgamations. In my maiden speech
in this Legislature I said again, some minor

amalgamations will be necessary in the next

few years.

In April, 1972, the then parliamentary
assistant, now the hon. Minister of Industry
and Tourism came to Ottawa. He did not

make proposals. They were very clearly
stated to be a discussion paper, "Please

look at it. Here are some points for discus-

sion. Come back to us with your views."

There were very few public meetings held.

The councils were unresponsive. They said,

"If we don't pay any attention to it, it will

go away." It couldn't be allowed to go away,
Mr. Speaker.

Following that, in April of this year, I made
a speech in Kanata in which I outlined the

proposals which I would make to the govern-
ment for amalgamation; not the proposals the

government would make but what I would
make. I spoke to all of the councils in the

western and southern part—and I wish the

members would get their geography straight;
it's the western and southern part of Carle-

ton that is affected by this and a small

portion of Carleton East—and I proposed
these very amalgamations that have been in-

corporated in this bill. There was very litde

reaction again. Press reaction was favourable,
but there was very little reaction. "If we don't

do anything about it, it will go away."

In June of this year, I called a press con-

ference in Nepean township and repeated

again that this is what I would do; I would
ask for this legislation to be brought in in

October and ask for it to go into effect as of

January, 1974. Again, "How much input are

we going to have? How much time will we
have?" They have had four to five years,
Mr. Speaker, and to ask them to agree—the
member for Ottawa Centre says they are rea-

sonable people—some of them wouldn't talk

about amalgamation at all. They said, "Let
the government do it and then they will take

the blame for it. If we don't do it, nobody
in our area can blame us and maybe they will

vote for us in the municipal elections." This

is cowardly. I think leadership is required.

I thiink the government has given the

leadership in this case, Mr. Speaker, and I

am behind this bill 100 per cent, as are the

members of the councils in the gallery.
Reeve Pratt and Councillor McDonald of

North Cower, and Trustee Blank of the police

village of Manotick, and they are not the

only ones. The member for Ottawa Centre

didn't mention that the reeve of Goulbourn
is very anxious to have it. The reeve of

March, as he mentioned, is anxious to have

it.

Mr. Speaker, these are all areas with in-

creasing urbanization. This mania that some

people have for saying "they are rural" and

"they're urban" is obsolete. That division

does not exist. They are all increasing urban-

ization areas and they face these problems.

As far as the financial details are concern-

ed, Mr. Speaker, how can anybody give finan-

cial details until the details of amalgamation
are worked out? We were asked consistently

by Reeve Marchington—who, incidentally, has

been a three-time Liberal candidate and a

loser and is hardly considered an objective
critic of this government's policy—he con-

stantly said: "What are the financial details?"

Mr. Roy: He is constantly misrepresenting
remarks.

Mr. Speaker: Order; order, pleasel

Mr. Handleman: It's not a completely ob-

jective opposition, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, pleasel

Mr. Handleman: The financial details

could not be given until some forms of

amalgamation were agreed upon. Reeve

Marchington refused to discuss amalgamation.
Reeve Hill of Richmond refused to discuss

amalgamation. Now that the facts are known,
we find that the strongest opponents of amal-

gamation will in fact benefit the most in

their mill rates. We haven't heard very much
from Richmond recently, once this was pub-
lished.

Interjection by an hon. member.
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Mr. Speaker: Order, please! Allow the

member for Carleton to make his speech,

please.

Mr. Handleman: I have no objection to

them, Mr. Speaker. You see, when you speak
nonsense you have to speak that way.

Mr. Speaker, when the member for Ottawa
Centre insisted that we should try to antici-

pate what the new councils will do, maybe
they will want to build a Taj Mahal for a

township hall. Maybe they will decide, with-

in their own local autonomy, to build a great

big arena with 10,000 ft to compete with
the Ottawa Civic Centre. They may decide

to do this. How on earth can the provincial

government anticipate what a new council is

going to do? We have a commitment from
the government, through the parliamentary
assistant, that when the new councils are

formed and they come to the province with
their plans they will be looked at with some

sympathy, but not given carte blanche to do
whatever they want to do at the province's

expense. If they want to do these things,
more power to them. If they want to raise

the standard of services to their people over
and above what now exists, more power to

them. But I don't really think they expect
the province to pay the shot.

Mr. Speaker, I spent a great deal of time
in discusisons, meetings and in fact some
confrontations. I was in fact described as

traitorous to the rural part of Carleton for

some of these amalgamation proposals. I'm

prepared to accept that flak knowing that

when I leave this House I may have had a
little bit of input into improving the lot of

the people in rural Carleton.

Therefore I'm behind this bill, I support
it, and I ask all of my colleagues to support
it with me.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to enter this debate?

The member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): Mr.

Speaker, may I first of all say that I will be

repeating once again some of the things that

have been stated by the hon. member for

Carleton, who has said very clearly and quite
truly the facts that we have before us today.
It is unforunate that our hon. friends, the
members for Ottawa East and Ottawa Centre,
have been unable to grasp what really has

transpired in this particular bill, and what
has transpired in the past.

Certainly, Mr. Speaker, we as a govern-
ment have tried at every instance to provide
all the facts and all the figures necessary. But
there is no way we can provide any member
of this House with comprehension if he
doesn't want to listen.

And it would appear to me that the hon.

members for Ottawa Centre and Ottawa East
don't want to listen. They have today made
a speech for the record to send home to

their constituents. I would have found it

much more interesting, as a member of this

House, if they had been at the meetings
which I attended. They had been given

plenty of warning; even though the member
for Ottawa Centre said he had 24 hours'

notice, he certainly had more than that. It

was not our fault, Mr. Speaker, that he wasn't

around, that he was taking a holiday while
the rest were working.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, the meeting was held that early so

that the assistant could go to England on his

holidays! Now really.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, allow the mem-
ber to complete his speech.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, he talks such nonsense.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): He is one
of the hardest working members of this

House. It is you fellows who are on perpetual

holiday.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Lawlor: Do you want to take a look

over there?

Mr. Irvine: I might go back to the re-

marks, to start off with, of the hon. member
for Ottawa East.

Mr. Lawlor: Great gaps of empty space.
Of course, even when they are sitting there

it is still empty space.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): It is mostly
interment.

Mr. Irvine: If I might make a few com-

ments, Mr. Speaker, in regard to the member
for Ottawa East. I would like to say to him

specifically that the question of Rockcliffe has
been considered for many years, many months

by this government. The question will be
considered again by the review committee,
which I mentioned will be established and
will be dealing specifically with the matter
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of representations and amalgamations

throughout the whole region.

Rockcliffe did have direct representations,
whereas the other municipalities where we
are effecting amalgamations did not have.

Mr. Roy: Why don't you attempt it?

Mr. Speaker: Order please! Will the mem-
ber for Ottawa East please allow the member
to continue, uninterrupted?

Mr. Roy: Well, he hurt my feelings.

Mr. Cassidy: You are being very heavy-

handed, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Oh, he had to listen to you fellows.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, we don't mind
the member for Ottawa East saying some-

thing. We realize he should—and most of the

time to let people know he is here.

Mr. Lawlor: This is the best part of the

debate.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Roy: I am here as much as you are.

Mr. Irvine: However, if he would just
listen a wee bit to what we had to say, pos-

sibly he might understand—

Mr. Roy: It is not worth while because he

won't tell us the truth.

Mr. Irvine: —that he has fallen into a trap.
He has got his party into a trap by saying
they will vote against this bill. That has to be
the most ridiculous statement I've ever heard
in this House.

An hon. member: He's a new member.
He'll leam.

Mr. Roy: We will back it up.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: You have kicked the

regional government horse long enough.

An hon. member: He is not too good with

chiropractors either. He has trouble with

chiropractors.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Roy: Will you stop those guys inter-

rupting? Will you do your job, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Irvine: To give the member credit

though, I would like to say to the member
for Ottawa East that he has not, to this date.

explained to me why he couldn't attend the

meetings to hear what was going on. I would
be interested to find out why-

Mr. Roy: Late notice! You didn't give me
any notice.

Mr. Irvine: —he was not able. He was the

only one that was not able to attend. I

wonder why he is taking this opportunity to

express things that really are not a fact.

Mr. Lawlor: Because he is running for the

federal government.

Mr. Irvine: The fact that neither assets nor
liabilities have been explained to the

municipalities. The fact that no meetings
have been held with the municipalities.

Mr. Roy: Speak up!

Mr. Irvine: The fact that we have not and
we have refused at different times to provide
information, when we know full well that we
have done so. We have provided to the

municipality what we consider, and, more

importantly, what they have considered to be

figures which show there will be very minor
shifts in tax in the next year, if there is no
increase in services provided throughout the

area, which is the most important part, and
which the hon. member for Carleton brought
out quite rightly to the hon. member for

Ottawa Centre. How can any government
provide figures when we are unable to tell

what the new council wants to spend, what
it will want to do, and what priorities it may
have? How can we provide figures for adjust-
ment in that case? What we are doing now
is to provide figures based on the old-

Mr. Cassidy: That's ridiculous. The govern-
ment might learn them, if it tried.

Mr. Irvine: -figures of 1971-1972. We
have shown minimum changes in tax shifts.

As a matter of fact, there are decreases in

three municipalities. Certainly the small

municipalities stand to gain the most. There
is a small municipality by the name of Rich-

mond which shows a decrease of $24 on a

$15,000 equalized residential assessment. The

highest tax shift on the same basis is esti-

mated to be $5. I think, if all hon. members
would take the opportunity to find out what
we have provided to the municipalities, they
would be much better off in the statements

that were made today by saying to this

House what is fact and not supposition.

I would like to mention to the hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre the fact that we did

take the time and the effort to speak to the
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people in the area. Certainly, as the member
for Carleton has said, this is a matter that

has been discussed for several years. This

matter was not only discussed by myself, but

it has previously been discussed by the Min-
ister of Industry and Tourism and the Min-
ister of Energy. Indications were given in

writing and verbally that we would have a

minor change and we would have an overall

review 10 years or so after the region had
been in operation. This is exactly what is

going to happen. The matter of 56 days is

certainly not relevant. It is one which does

not bear up at all as to the actual facts of

what did happen.

Mr. Cassidy: That is not true. The parlia-

mentary assistant said on May 4, "In 56 days
from now, give us your answers or we will

do it."

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

deal with that particular matter if I could.

I remember very distinctly saying that we
would give all the municipalities an oppor-

timity to reply. However, let us go back to

the very basic facts that after June 30 the

municipalities and the region did not reply
to our requests to put forth a proposal. They
replied absolutely nothing to us, except ver-

bally. We had many individual briefs, dozens

of briefs which were very far-reaching as to

the status quo situation, and, therefore, we
could not give them an opportunity to reply
when they had not put forward a proposal
for a change.

It is very simple. We waited until two
months later and presented to them what we
felt was the request with which they would
have come to us in the first instance, and we
still feel that is is something which has met
with the approval of the people. It is unfor-

tunate that two members, the members for

Ottawa East and Ottawa Centre, are so far

out of touch with what is happening-

Mr. Roy: Why don't you have a referen-

dum?

Mr. Irvine: —in the region of Ottawa-

Carleton that they still don't really under-

stand.

Mr. Roy: Why don't you have a referen-

dum?

Mr. Cassidy: You had that in 1971.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mr. Irvine: I must say I take exception,
Mr. Speaker, to the member for Ottawa

Centre when he says this government is

arrogant. If I have ever seen any display of

arrogance before in my life, I have never
seen it to come with the member for Ottawa
Centre. That has to be the worst.

Mr. Deans: Has the parliamentary assistant

ever looked at the Treasurer?

Mr. Irvine: I have been in public life for

many years and I want to say to you that

this member-

Mr. Deans: I know he is arrogant but the

Treasurer makes up a lot for the member
for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Irvine: —has given a display of arro-

gance which should never be allowed in this

House and which I hope will not be allowed

again.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Does that

make the parliamentary assistant uncomfort-
able? Does it make the nice Tory club un-

comfortable?

Mr. Roy: The parliamentary assistant is

being very oflFensive.

Mr. Irvine: The member for Ottawa Centre

has said that we have not dealt with the

specific interests of employment, the specific
interests of pension-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): What
are these bitchy personal attacks of yours?

Why are you doing that?

Mr. Irvine: —and other matters which have
to deal with the region of Ottawa-Carleton.

Mr. Lewis: If you have nothing else to

say, then sit down.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Irvine: Let me tell the hon. members
that as time goes on this matter will be dealt

with by an amendment.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: You were not here when
the member for Ottawa Centre was talking.

Mr. Lewis: No, but the one thing I am
confident of was that it was factual. What
kind of nonsense is that? A minister or a

soon-to-be minister or would-be minister has

nothing to say, so he engages in personal
abuse about one member.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. D. J. Wiseman (Lanark): Come to his

rescue there!
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Mr. Speaker: Mr. Irvine moves second read-

ing of Bill 189-

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Speaker, no, I was just-

Mr. Speaker: Continue, please.

Mr. Irvine: I was waiting until the leader

of the NDP got through.

Mr. Speaker: You have the floor.

Mr. Irvine: If he wishes to speak, Td be

happy to have him speak.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I want to—

Mr. Speaker: No, please. The hon. member
for Grenville-Dundas has the floor. Will you
continue?

Mr. Lewis: I was exhorted to speak.

Mr. Speaker: No. The hon. member for

Grenville-Dundas has the floor.

Mr. Irvine: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Foulds: The leader of the NDP rarely
refuses an invitation.

Mr. Lewis: I don't get that many invita-

tions.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a new humility from
the member for Grenville-Dundas.

Mr. Irvine: The matters which I have spe-

cifically raised in the House today—the matter

of pensions; the matter of continued employ-
ment of employees of the particular munici-

palities which are affected by this bill—will

be dealt with in the amendment to the Act
for the regional municipaHty of Ottawa-
Carleton. This is an Act for amalgamations
and for the electoral procedures Act. That is

all it is; it doesn't deal with other related

matters. We have clearly spelled this out.

The Treasurer spelled this out before when
he introduced the bill.

I find it rather amusing but distressing that

the members have not recognized what we
are talking about today. I say to you, Mr.

Speaker, that people in the area who are

directly affected by this change have ac-

cepted this change in very good faith. They
are happy to go through with it; they are

prepared to make it work. I would have hop-
ed that the members in the opposition would
be as courteous and let the people in the area

decide what should happen rather than their

trying to decide for them.

Thank you.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Cassidy: No, I am sorry, Mr. Speaker;
I have just one or two questions.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The second order,
committee of the whole House; Mr. R. D.
Rowe in the chair.

SECONDARY SCHOOLS AND
BOARDS OF EDUCATION ACT

House in committee on Bill 180, An Act
to amend the Secondary Schools and Boards
of Education Act.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,
questions or amendments to any of the first

four sections? None in the first four sections?

The hon. minister has an amendment to sec-

tion 5.

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that subsection 5 of

section 49 be struck out and the following
section substituted therefor:

5. The boards, subject to subsection 8,

shall apportion the number of members
under clause (b) of subsection 2 among
the municipalities and the localities as de-

fined in section 27, or among parts or

groups of such municipalities or locafities

within the jurisdiction of the board as

nearly as is practicable in the proportion
that the number of French-speaking pupils
who elect to be taught in the French lan-

guage from each such municipahty, locaHty
or part or group thereof bears to the total

number of such pupils within the area of

jurisdiction of the board.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Do you want me to do all the sections, Mr.
Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Are they all—

Hon. Mr. Wells: They are all for section 5,

but they are for different sections of section 5.

Mr. Chairman: Are they close enough to be
related as a group? Not being familiar with

them, I can't really answer that. If they are

suflBciently—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I will read them all.

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that subsection 6 of

section 49 be amended by striking out
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"attendance area or combined attendance" in

the second and third lines.

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that subsection 9

of section 49 be amended by striking out

"October, 1973," in the sixth and seventh

lines, and inserting in heu thereof "January,
1974."

Hon. Mr. Wells: Perhaps the last section-

do you want it now, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: No, I think we had better

deal with these in section 49 first of all.

Do these motions carry?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Do we
have copies of them, Mr. Chairman?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am sorry, Mr. Chair-

man; I sent copies over to each of the parties.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): When?
Since you started the debate?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, half an hour ago or

so.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): We have
them.

Mr. Singer: Oh, you have them.

Mr. Foulds: I wonder if the minister could

indicate briefly the intent of these sections,

because we have some amendments that the

amendments he's proposed may deal with.

Explaining the intent of them might help

guide us in the discussion and save some
time. 4

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, the first

amendment to section 5 is, we think, a

better way to arrive at distribution of the

apportionment of the members of the French-

language committee among the total school

board jurisdiction. At the present time there

is nothing in the legislation that says they
shall be elected from areas in the jurisdiction.

They can be elected in any way the board

wishes, with one meeting in one area if that

is the wish of the board. This suggests they
are to be apportioned in a particular manner
around the school district, and also suggests
the manner. This amendment, I thiiJc, is

better than what we had in the original bill.

The next section is merely housekeeping to

take into account what we've amended in

subsection 5.

The amendment of subsection 9 is to say
that boards which now have French-language
advisory committees are to swing into the
new system; that is have the members from

the whole school area apportioned as laid out

in this legislation. Further, the increase in

number of members is to take effect on Jan.

31, 1974.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Chairman, I'd just like to ask the minister:

Does this section mean there can be two or

three members of the French-language com-
mittee from a particular municipality or sec-

tion of the municipality, if that relates to the

proportion of the French-speaking pupils
from that particular area? Has it that kind of

flexibility? I don't read it in either the

original bill or the amendment.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, I think that is what
it's meant to mean.

Mr. Cassidy: You mean there now is that

kind of flexibihty? Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Wells: In this amendment, yes!

Mr. Cassidy: Let me ask you a specific

question which was raised to me by a mem-
ber of the Ottawa Board of Education and
a former member of the French-language
consultative committee.

In Ottawa, and in Carleton as well, you
have school boards which are within one

political jurisdiction; that is, the Ottawa
school board is basically Ottawa plus a bit

of Vanier, roughly. The Carleton school

board likewise has a definable kind of area,

although it has several municipalities. In the

case of Ottawa, does this bill mean that there

have to be six wards that are cut out in the

city for the French-language consultative

committee, or can they use a variation of

that? They have been accustomed to having
only one meeting. I'm not sure whether that

is in itself desirable, but that is the system
that the minister is confirming by refusing to

have the consultative committees elected at

the time of the school board elections.

Secondly, if in fact it is a ward system,
then can the minister explain the incon-

sistency of that with the fact that school

boards, as in Ottawa, are allowed to be
elected at large, whatever the deleterious

consequences may be? If it is a ward system
and there is no flexibility in it, we would
be happier with it if in fact the same prin-

ciple were allowed to apply to English-

speaking boards as well.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

intent in this is that if the board in Ottawa
is elected at large from the whole of the

municipality, I would think that the French-

language advisory committee should be able
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to be chosen on the same basis. There is

not an attempt here to force them to have

ward meetings to choose the committee if

the board decides in its wisdom that is the

way it wishes to handle it. That is my
interpretation of the amendment.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the same apply in the

case of the north shore board, or is it the

Nipissing board, where there are a number
of communities spread out? Would it be

the case there that that same freedom is

still up to the board; or because there are

different municipalities involved would they
then be required to have elections on an

area basis?

Hon. Mr. Wells: The intent in cases

such as the Nipissing board is that the elec-

tions be on an area basis so that they can-

not, as present legislation allows, be held

at one time in one place to elect the total

committee. There has to be a chance for

representation from the whole area, propor-
tionate to the number of students, so meet-

ings can be held closer to the places where
the French-language parents live.

Mr. Foulds: I think there are other

questions, then, that follow from the amend-
ments. Am I clear in understanding that in

some situations there will be a public meet-

ing to elect the committee?

Hon. Mr. Wells: They will all be public

meetings. It is a question of whether within

the board's jurisdiction we have one public

meeting or several public meetings at dif-

ferent places throughout the board's jurist
diction.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry
then?

Mr. Foulds: This is for section 5?

Mr. Chairman: Section 49 in part V. Under
that section 49, subsections 5, 6 and 9.

Mr. Foulds: Well, as I understood it, there

was an amendment to subsection 6 as well.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, there was.

Mr. Foulds: I wonder if I could add a

further amendment to subsection 6?

Mr. Chairman: Well, is it contradictory
to this?

Mr. Foulds: No, Mr. Chairman, it is not

contradictory, it is complementary.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we should carry
this and then we'll leave it open for the

hon. member's amendment, if that doesn't

conflict. I'm not sure what his amendment
is. I think that would be the best way to

handle it, rather than giving subamend-
ments. We'll allow the hon. member to

place his amendment-

Mr. Foulds: Can we leave subsection 6

open then?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, but we'll just carry
this amendment-

Mr. Foulds: I wonder if I could just throw

a question to the minister. What are the

ministry's objections to having elections con-

ducted for the French-language committees

under the same procedures, at the same time

and so on, as the elections for the school

boards.

In our party, in trying to find a way in

which to strengthen and enhance the reputa-
tion of the French-language advisory com-

mittees, one of the ideas that did occur

to us was to have the elections for the com-

mittees under the same procedures and at

the same time as the school board elections.

We felt that this possibly would give them
some prestige and enhance their reputa-
tions within the community at large as well

as providing for a wider input in the selec-

tion of those committees than possibly takes

place when you have a meeting, because that

meeting can often be snowed in and so on.

I wonder if the minister could respond?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes. Mr. Chairman, it

was our feeling that we made great strides

forward when we brought the French-lan-

guage secondary system into the public sys-
tem and put them under the school boards

back in 1968. Instead of creating separate
bodies or some separate mechanism we

brought them into the public school boards

and had those boards operate this system

along with their present public system. Now,
as it was indicated in the debate the other

day, this has worked out well in a lot of

areas. There have also been problem areas.

But I think that the principle of them

being part of the school board, particularly
in the enlarged units, is a good one. And
the school board is really the elected body
that is responsible and accountable for the

total education programme—French language,

English language—the whole programme, ex-

cept that administered by the separate
school board. Now in our minds, the danger
of electing an advisory committee to a

school board, is the potential for developing
another school board, so to speak. In other
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words, the school board is the elected, ac-

countable body; the advisory committees are

the bodies that are advisory to it, and in-

deed that is exactiy what these committees
are. But we are strengthening them by set-

ting out how they shall be selected, what

they can do and the procedures that are to

be followed. This is in order to prevent
abuses of their prerogatives and their powers.

But I think that to elect them, could cause

more trouble than it would be worth. We
felt that rather than being elected, they
should be representative of the total school

area, so that people could attend a meeting
close to home and elect their member of

the committee vidthout the expense and in-

volvement of a regular election. Now I

should also point out that any person-
Francophone or Anglophone—can run for the

school board. Anyone is free to run for the

school board and be on the school board.

That is our feeling toward the elections at

the same time and in the same manner as

the school board.

Mr. Chairman: Shall these amendments

carry then?

Mr. Cassidy: Just a minute, Mr. Chairman.
It seems to me that the question of whether
or not the French-language committee be-

comes another school board or a competing
school board depends on its powers, and not
on the way in which it is selected. The min-
ister is backing his argument by saying that

if the French-language consultative commit-
tee were elected at the elections, then it

would have too much power and you would
have competing jurisdictions. I really can't

see that particular argument.
You would get a better basis of selection;

you would have more people participating in

electing the French-language committees,
and, in making the recommendations to the
board of education, the committees would

speak with more authority, given the fact

that they were a product of the electoral

decisions of all the French-speaking rate-

payers who came out to vote rather than
of a much smaller number who might ac-

tually come out to a meeting. All of this

seems to me to indicate that it makes much
more sense that the French-language com-
mittees be elected.

In the city of Ottawa in particular, the
number of people at the first meeting of the

French-language consultative committee, back
in 1968 I think it was, numbered about
2,000 or 3,000. And the second time around,
about 1,500 and the third time around about

400. That is out of a potential number of

French-speaking ratepayers eligible to vote
of perhaps 30,000 or 40,000 or 45,000. In
other words, a very small number now come
out to these particular meetings.

The minister is aware of the problems that
exist already in municipal elections, and the

legislation does not insist that any adequate
kind of information about these meetings be

provided to French-speaking ratepayers. It

will be done through the schools, and there
will be some other publicity, but it is the
kind of publicity that will mainly reach par-
ents of French-speaking pupils in secondary
schools and may not get spread too much
further into the area.

It is for that reason that we feel—these
elections ought to be held at the same time.
Here the government has been trying to get
things concentrated on election day, and
then it turns around and creates meetings
to elect Frendh-language committees two
weeks alter, in the dead of winter, at a time
which may be inconvenient, and under
climatic conditions which may be terrible,
and without the incentive of an overall elec-

tion to pull people out. Is that really very
defensible?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I think I

very, very clearly put my position in this

regard. The hon. member and I differ in this.

I really think this is the better way to handle
it. We do not elect any advisory groups to

municipal councils or school boards. They
are the bodies that are elected and account-
able. Advisory groups are chosen in other

ways and in other manners. We are putting
in many safeguards to strengthen these com-
mittees. I do not think the principle of

electing them in the same way that the school
board is elected is a good one to accept at

this time.

Mr. Chairman: Shall these amendments as

proposed by the minister pass?

Carried.

Does that satisfy your—

Mr. Foulds: No, I have a further amend-
ment to subsection 6.

Mr. Chairman: Subsection 6.

Mr. Foulds: If I can find it, Mr. Chairman.

Just bear with me for a second.

Mr. Foulds moves that subsection 6 of

clause 49, Bill 80, be amended by adding
the words "and in the public media serving
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the local population" after the word "schools"

and before the words "the place" in line 6.

Mr. Foulds: I have copies here I will dis-

tribute, Mr. Chairman, and then speak to it.

How many copies do you need, Mr. Chair-

man?

Mr. Chairman: One.

Mr. Foulds: The intent of the amendment,
Mr. Chairman, is very simple. It is to ensure

that in fact the advertising for the meetings
takes place. It is simply to ensure that a wide

public advertising of the meeting takes place;
that it doesn't take place just in the schools.

I know the ministry is trying to enlarge
that, but I am trying to be quite specific
here in a way in which that should be en-

larged through the public media—if there is

a local radio station or the local press. This

is in much the same way that a number of

bills of this Legislature have to be advertised

in the Gazette and by tradition are advertised

in the local press in the area concerned.

I remember this happening with tiie Uni-

versity of Waterloo bill which is not within

this ministry, but it is that principle that we
are searching for here, Mr. Chairman. It is

simply that the public at large has a means
of learning about it other than simply by
having the notice put up in the schools.

There is the danger this way that if for

some reason—and we would all hope this

would not happen—the board did not wish
the meeting advertised widely, it could just

simply put up the notice in the schools and
consider it expedient not to publicize it in

any other way. It's not a dramatic amend-

ment, but I wonder what the minister's

response is?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, while I

might be accused of drawing back upon my
experience in the advertising business—which
I was in before I was elected to this House—
I think it's a good amendment and I would
be happy to accept it. I think that the more

publication and publicity there is of the fact

these meetings are being held is good, and I

think would be acceptable.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Chairman, I also want to endorse that. One
of the problems in education—or one of the

things education should be noted for is for

the development of communication. And if by
this approach mentioned by the hon. mem-
ber there is communication directly to the

citizenry in the given area, if that is under-

taken in a better fashion, then I think we

should do everything we can to arouse the

citizenry so they can make any type of input
and actually exercise their right of franchise.

Mr. Chairman: I will place the amendment
then. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments on any section up
to and including section 57?

Mr. Foulds: I'm sorry, Mr. Chairman, I

didn't catch your section.

Mr. Chairman: In which one?

Mr. Foulds: I believe it is still section 5,

section 54 of the existing bill.

Mr. Chairman: Section 54? Right! That's

on page 8.

Mr. Foulds: That's right!

Mr. Chairman: Yes, you may proceed.

Mr. Foulds: I just wanted to make a com-
ment about the items listed there; we find

total agreement with them. They are in fact,

by and large a steal from Symons, and if

you can steal from a good source by all

means do it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I didn't steal, we're im-

plementing his suggestions.

Mr. Foulds: There is a problem, and I

know the minister can answer the question,

but it still makes us on this side somewhat
hesitant in dealing with the first clause there.

It "may make recommendations in respect
of"—The real difficulty we have on this side,

in not endorsing the bill as enthusiastically

as the minister would like, is that once again
that somehow doesn't come to grips with

making the local committees as strong as

we would like to see them. We feel some-

where, somehow in the legislation, the board

should really have to show just cause in a

very public and dramatic way for rejecting
the recommendations.

Now I know you are going to say it gets
referred back to the commission if there is

a dispute, but as we understand the legisla-

tion later on, the commission once again can
refer it back to the board. While we on this

side agree with the minister that we would
like to see these questions worked out in

the spirit of goodwill, and in a spirit of

mediation, we just wonder if there is some

point in this section—and frankly we have

not been able to find one—where we could
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somehow, as we have said throughout the

debate on this bill, enhance and strengthen
the recommendations of the committee.

I can see there would be some justifiable

cause perhaps in some areas for not making
the recommendations binding on the board;
but somehow we have to make sure that the

board doesn't reject those recommendations
out of hand.

The other question that I have with re-

gard to section 54 is over on page 9, the

bracketed subsection (3). I wonder if the

minister or his officials could give us a legal
definition of the term, shall seek—"The board
shall seek the advice of the committee"?

On the one hand we have boards which
are afraid that will bind them—that they will

have to consult the committee when they buy
the pencils for the French-language instruc-

tion course. On the other hand we have the

people on the other side who see that as

being far too permissive. I wonder if there

is a legal definition of that term and how
binding it is?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well Mr. Chairman, I

think that what we are trying to do in sec-

tion 54(3) is indicate that a board, if they
have a French-language advisory committee,
must ask them—seek their advice on matters

concerning the French-language educational

programme and not attempt to go ahead
themselves on a matter that has never been
considered or referred to them or recom-
mended upon by the French-language ad-

visory committee.

In other words we are going at it both

ways. We say that the committee has the

power to recommend in respect of all these

things and that they will report at each of
the regular meetings of the board. But then
in subsection (3) we are saying that the

board, if it has some ideas in regard to the

French-language programme, shall seek the
advice of the committee before it does any-
thing on them. It shall not just go ahead
and do things on its own on something un-
related to a recommendation from the com-
mittee. In other words, the committee is to

be totally involved, and that's the intent of
subsection 3.

But I must say to my hon. friend that,

sure, the argument has been advanced to me
too that it will be impossible to buy pencils
or fuel oil for the French-language schools.

I don't know. We wrestled with it, trying to

find some language that would eliminate that

and yet guarantee the principle that we

wanted to put in here, that they would be
consulted on major matters.

I think we've got it pretty well in here.

Now there will be some who will nit-pick
and try and make out that every little thing
should be referred, even if they're going to

buy the supplies and so forth. But I think the

boards will have to work out those arrange-
ments, and I think they can within what
we've got.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further before

section 58?

Mr. Cassidy: Has the minister, in his ex-

tensive programme of consultation about this

bill, at last managed to talk to the chairman
of the Ottawa school board about that par-
ticular point, which had the Ottawa Board of

Education particularly concerned?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, because of

time difficulties, I haven't been able to talk

to the chairman personally, but the deputy
minister has talked to her on my behalf and
we have the comments of the chairman of the

Ottawa school board on this particular matter.

As I say, my only comments to her would
be the same as those I have just given in this

House at this particular time. If it doesn't

work in a year, we can come back and take

a look at it. But with everybody accepting
the spirit of what we're trying to do and
within the language that's here, I think it can

work all right.

Mr. Cassidy: May I take it then that you
do not see that section, subsection 3, as

being obligatory in the case of matters of

routine administration which affect the whole
school? Because that's really the situation the

board of education is putting forward; that

consultation is not obligatory where routine

administration is concerned. Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, of course, my friend

has brought in this new word "routine" ad-

ministration. I don't know what "routine"

administration is.

You see, this is the trouble when you try
to get terminology to put in this section. I

mean, buying pencils, buying fuel oil, buying
supplies which you buy for all the schools,

you're also going to buy for the French-

language schools. Now the question is, can

you go ahead and buy, under a bulk contract

I suppose, fuel oil for all the schools, be-

cause you're buying them for the French-

language school?

My interpretation would be that that

wouldn't have to be referred. That's the
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normal operation of the school board. But
there may be other things of a routine ad-

ministrative nature concerning items—well,
textbooks, of course, would be a very obvious

thing, but I'm thinking about items for sec-

retaries and things like that—that probably
the French-language committee should be
consulted on if its going to involve non-

teaching staff in one of their schools as it will

involve non-teaching staff in one of the other

schools; it's part of the total operation of the

school, yet they may want to be involved in

that. That's why I find it hard just even to

define routine administrative matters. I think

they are going to have to work this out.

Mr. Cassidy: It seems to me the govern-
ment is simply leaving the school boards to

fly blind in this particular matter. The fact

is the government hasn't thought through the

question itself and is sort of leaving it up in

the air, hoping that somehow it will work
out all right. The way it may work out all

right is that technically people may be break-

ing the law in order to make things function

in a normal kind of fashion. The minister

certainly doesn't appear to know.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member is really very unfair. I have tried to

give my interpretation of it and I think most

school boards will be able to work it out. We
are very clear in what we want to do, and
that is have the French-language advisory
committees consulted and their advice sought
on matters concerning their programmes and

the establishment and so forth of their pro-

grammes. I think that is what we are trying
to guarantee and this section does it.

Now some of these peripheral matters are

obviously going to come up. I can't think of

any way we can avoid them, except to write

pages and pages of very specific legislation
which I don't think is going to help anybody
and I don't think we want.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister has an

amendment to section 58. Anything before

58?

Mr. Foulds: In 57, Mr. Chairman, I have

an amendment to subsection 3.

Mr. Foulds moves that subsection 3 of

section 57 be amended by deleting the word

"may" in the first line and substituting there-

for the word "shall," and adding after the

word "committee's" in line 3 the words
"where the committee desires such member-

ship."

Mr. Foulds: Once again, I think this is a

fairly minor amendment but what we are

trying to do is simply avoid the situation

where there is perhaps a confrontation be-

tween a school board and its French-lan-

guage committee, and I would hope the mat-
ter of fees for membership in the provincial
association of French-language committees
would be relatively small. I would hope
the board would automatically pay those

fees where its committee desired member-

ship in the organization. It wouldn't be

mandatory on the board, the way I have it

worded, if its own committee didn't want
to belong to the provincial organization or

to go to their conferences and participate
in their activities.

It is just one way by which we are hoping
there is not only communication between
the French-language committee in its local

area and the board, but that the communi-
cation between various Francophone and

French-language committees throughout the

province will be facilitated. I would hope
that the ministry could see its way clear to

accept the amendment.

Hon. Mr. Wells: That's all right, Mr.

Chairman. I think the intent here is that

if the committee wishes to belong to a pro-
vincial association that the membership be

paid. I have no objection to changing "may"

Mr. Chairman: I'll just place the motion
then.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-

ments, questions or amendments in any later

section of the bill?

Mr. Foulds: The minister has something
on section 58.

Hon Mr. Wells moves that section 58 be
struck and the following substituted there-

for:

"58. Notwithstanding any other provisions
in this part, English or anglais shall be an

obligatory subject of instruction for every

pupil in grades 9 to 12 who is enrolled

in a French-language school and shall be a

required subject for a certificate or diploma
issued to such a pupil."

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Ot-
tawa East.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Chairman, I would just like

to ask the minister what the purpose of

this amendment is? Why does he include the
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word "anglais" in this? Is he trying to soften

the blow a bit?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I think

it is a slightly diflFerent subject from Eng-
lish. There is a different interpretation in

the courses that are available; that was one

of the reasons for this amendment. It was
also to clarify and put in "a French-language
school" rather than "a French-language in-

structional unit."

Mr. Roy: Might I point out to the minis-

ter, Mr. Chairman, that I have always had
a certain amount of apprehension in this

area. I can recall they used to teach us

what was called French as compared to

frangais, and of course it was totally inade-

quate; that is pointed up by Symons. If

we are going fo teach English to students

attending our French schools, we should

teach them exactly that — English
— and not

something that is inadequate and might turn

out to be something like anglais. Very frank-

ly,
I think that students who will be going

to French-speaking schools in this province
should have a good grounding in English,

basically because the business world is Eng-
lish and the grounding should be such that

it is adequate. I am simply concerned that

by substituting anglais for English, the stu-

dents might not be getting what I would
consider to be adequate.

I was glad to see the minister remove
from section 58 the question of 'obligatory

daily subjects.' I think the word "daily" was
somewhat offensive. I think they should take

it and there should be exams, but I question
the word "daily." I'm happy to see, as I

read the amendment, that this has been
taken out.

I'm just concerned—I don't see eyeball to

eyeball with other people in this House on
the question of Whether this should be

obligatory or not—but I agree vdth the prin-

ciple that there should be certain subjects
that are obligatory. And for French-speaking
students attending French-speaking schools,
one of these subjects should be English. I

just wonder if by giving him the alternative

of putting in anglais you're trying to soften

some criticism that has been received in light
of the fact that in English-speaking schools

no subjects are obligatory. I'm just concerned
about the fact that you're putting anglais
in there.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The interpretation, Mr.

Chairman, is that English, as we include it

in the original bill, English is more a study
of literature. It's a separate course in sec-

ondary schools. Anglais is the more practical

study of the language, particularly a lot of

oral work in the language. So I think the

hon. member is probably more concerned

that anglais be the subject that is there, but

we leave it optional for those two subjects,

Enghsh or anglais.

Mr. Roy: If I might continue, Mr. Chair-

man, just on the same vein—the question of

Eriglish and anglais—nre you not funding
a commission right now, or a professor at

the University of Ottawa, to look into the

question of the English being taught to

French-speaking students in this province?
I recall reading something on that last week
where a professor from the university—I

think it's from the University of Ottawa if

I'm not mistaken—is being funded to look

into the English that is being taught to

French-speaking students. I wonder if you
might give me an answer on that.

The second thing is a point I made to the

minister, Mr. Chairman, at the time we dis-

cussed this bill on second reading. It con-

cerns the matter of principle, and I'd like

the minister to give me an answer. Does he

not feel there should be other subjects which
are obligatory for students? Should the obli-

gation not be only on English for French-

speaking students—a case I agree with. I

think we have to face reality. We're in the

Province of Ontario. We have to work in

English so we need a good grounding in

English. I don't say students have to work
in English all the time, but I think it's im-

portant they get a good grounding.

But why, for instance, is Canadian history
not made an obligatory subject in our school

system? We are a key province. It's important
what happens in Ontario. Very often the

Separatists in Quebec, when they're looking
for something to criticize, like to look at us,

so it's important what happens here.

It's important that students across the

province have a good grounding in Cana-
dian history. And why, after a certain grade,
is not French made an obligatory subject?
I know that's a very touchy issue. My God,
it's so touchy some people are concerned

that a French TV channel is being put in

someplace and they feel the French are

going to take over. But I mean, how do you
expect students, when they become adults,

to do away with these prejudices if we don't

give them proper training at a proper level

to do away with these things. I would like

to have the minister comment on certain

other subjects which should be obligatory as

well.
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Mr. Chairman: That is not a question for

this particular section.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I think

really, as the song goes "at another time and
in another place", I'd be happy to discuss

in greater detail-

Mr. Roy: A broken record!

Hon. Mr. Wells: —my comments about

obligatory subjects in the English school sys-
tem. I think the member made some very
valid points about this particular section.

That's why we have this section in here,
because we think it does make sense to have
these subjects obligatory in the French-lan-

guage school system.

Mr. Roy: Do you have a commission look-

ing into—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I don't know that we
have a commission. I think that there is

some—it's here somewhere.

Mr. Cassidy: Your script is being sent in

piece by piece.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, I thought so. It is

not a commission. We are researching, or we
are funding a research project; Dr. Desjarlais
is presently working on this research project
and it is to improve the anglais courses

throughout Ontario. Not the English courses
but the-

Mr. Cassidy: The anglais?

Hon. Mr. Wells: The anglais courses. The

English courses are the same as the English
courses given to the Anglophone students in

a school system. The courses are called Eng-
lish and the people taking those are the

Francophones who are very fluent in English.
The anglais course is a practical English
course. Now those who are very fluent in

English find they don't need this so we give
them this option to take English which is

more a study of English literature and the

same kind of English course the Anglophone
high school students are taking. That is why
there are the two diff^erent courses mentioned
here.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: We are going to vote against
this amendment, Mr. Chairman. We find the

amendment just as objectionable as the

original clause 58. Both of them require that

English or anglais instruction in conversa-

tional English will be obligatory for French-

speaking students. It is a provision which is

not required of English-speaking students in

the province who are also exempt from any
mandatory requirement to be exposed to

French.

This government has some very curious

ideas about local autonomy. When it is con-
cerned that the young Francophones in this

province learn English, it puts mandatory
legislation in this bill; when it is apparently,
or says it is, concerned about the rights of

the French-speaking minority, on the other

hand, it gives advisory powers only to the

French-language consultative committees and
backs them up with the power of publicity
but not with any kind of power to get de-

cisions made by the Languages of Instruction

Commission.

We find that inconsistent.

I have talked with people in Ottawa where
this particular clause is going to have some
effect and asked them specifically what might
happen. They say what will be the case of a

unilingual French-speaking student who
comes from Chicoutimi or comes from Rouyn
or comes from the Gaspe with his family?
The family is transferred to Ottawa because

of a government job, for example. The pupil
knows little or no English; he is enrolled in

a course in Englis'h in his ecole secondaire

and fails. He is in grade 12 or 13 and fails

the English course, but does brilliantly in

everything else.

An English-speaking student who failed his

French course but did brilliantly in every-

thing else could go on with great distinction,

directly to university, but the French-speak-

ing student is denied the right to graduate
because he had the bad luck to be trans-

ferred to Ontario toward the close of his

high school days and to have been raised in

the unilingual area of the Province of Quebec.
Or for that matter, to have come from France

or Morocco or some other part of the French-

speaking world; this doesn't only affect

people from the Province of Quebec.

What happens to the student who ambi-

tiously chooses to study English when per-

haps he should have been better advised to

study anglais? This simple course he could

have easily mastered, fulfilling the require-
ments of the legislation. He is not quite up
to the more difficult course and he fails it

and finds himself in exactly the same kind of

situation.

I really wonder, you know. In this province
we still say it is the right of a red-necked

WASP to refuse to learn a word of French
and yet to pass through high school and up
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to the university level. That right is certainly
not given to somebody vi^ho is a strong

Francophone, a French-Canadian nationalist.

The minister would justify this one, as far

as we are concerned, only if French were

mandatory for English-speaking students. Yet
what we get in Ottawa still—the member for

Kingston and the Islands (Mr. Apps) would
know about this—is Anglophones who say:
"You know, I just can't learn French." There
is sympathy for them, as the minister knows
in his area; in the Ottawa area. There is sym-
pathy for this poor child, or this poor adult,

who can't somehow learn French; but when
it comes to the shoe being on the other foot

and it is a Francophone, there is no sympathy
at all. There is no high school diploma and
there is a direct economic threat.

We oppose this section. We oppose the

amendment. It is only marginally better. We
believe that English should not be obligatory,
whether by the day or not, and that it should

not be a required subject for a certificate of

diploma, but that the requirements of HSl
should extend to Francophone students, as

they extend to Anglophone students, with the

appropriate kinds of changes, and these

students should not be discriminated against
in the way that the government is putting
forward.

Mr. Foulds: I would just like to echo the

comments of my colleague from Ottawa
Centre. I think this is unfortunately the

one part of the bill that we must divide on
because it does, whether intentionally or

not, provide for a discriminatory thing within

the educational system of Ontario.

My colleague was in a sense too kind.

Not only is French not obligatory for those

in the English-speaking system, but English
is not obligatory for them either. Where you
are insisting that English be obligatory, it

seems to me that you are trying, giving you
the best of intentions, to do it for educational

reasons. The educational criteria would be

met if you made English an optional sub-

ject, just as the educational criteria are now

supposedly met through HSl where Eng-
lish and French are optional subjects for

the English-speaking students.

So we must oppose this section and, even

with the slight move forward that the minis-

try has made, we must oppose the amend-
ments. We, in fact, were bringing in an

amendment that would delete this paragraph.
However, the minister's amendment will pre-
clude us from doing that.

Mr. Chairman: Has the Minister of Edu-
cation moved this?

Hon. Mr. Wells: As I've already said, I

think that this is a necessary section. It's

not a new section. It has been in the original

legislation since 1968 and it's the policy of

the government.

Mr. Cassidy: Just let me ask a specific

question, Mr. Chairman. Under HSl a stu-

dent who wants to take four years of history

in the course of two years, say in his grade
10 and grade 11 years, and go right from

the beginning of the high school history
course up to the end in that period of time

can do so, as I understand the way the

system works, provided that the computers
work and the high school is suflBciently

large that he can fit it into his timetable.

Quite apart from the general discrimina-

tion inherent in this is the fact that the

student is put in a lock step of taking Eng-
lish every year from grades 9 until 12.

Perhaps he would hke us to get rid of the

damn thing. Perhaps he is quite able to

tackle and handle the grade 12 English and

anglais at the time that he arrives in the

school at grade 9 to 10. What about that?

If he is particularly bright, should he not

be able to do that and dispense with the

English, so that he can go on and do his

real love and passion, which may be sciences

or some other thing that is offered at the

high school level?

There is none of that flexibility here. The
minister simply impugns the good sense of

French-speaking advisory committees and the

school boards around the province, he doesn't

think that most Francophones will naturally
take English to live in an English-speaking

province. It's quite a natural thing for them
to do. It is simply demeaning to compel
them to do something that most of them
will do most years by themselves.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?

Those in favour of Mr. Well's motion

will please say "aye".

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

Call in the members.

The committee divided on the amend-
ment to section 58 which was approved on

the following vote.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 68; the "nays" are 14.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion car-

ried.
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Shall the bill as amended be reported?

Bill 180, as amended, reported.

SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATION ACT

House in committee on Bill 181, An Act

to amend the Schools Administration Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 181, An Act to amend
the Schools Administration Act. Are there

any comments, questions or amendments to

any of the first 10 sections?

Mr. B. Newman: Section 8.

Mr. Chairman: Section 8. The member
for Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman moves that section 8,

clause 1, subclause (ha), on page 3 of the

bill, be amended by adding "and/or com-

munity" after "in professional" and before

"activity."

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! There is

too much conversation going on around here.

Will the hon. member continue?

Mr. B. Newman: The clause would then

read:

to participate in professional and/or

community activity days as determined by
the board under its regulations.

I would like to speak to the amendment,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps I should place
the-

Mr. B. Newman: I don't happen to have

a copy of the amendment. All I am doing
for the members of the House is simply

introducing three words, "and/or commu-

nity," in front of "activity". This would be

in line, Mr. Chairman. May I speak to it,

Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps I had better place
it first.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please! There is

still too much noise in the northeast quad-
rant. Does the hon. minister wish to see

this? The hon. member for Windsor-Walker-
ville may elaborate.

Mr. B. Newman: My purpose in introduc-

ing this, Mr. Chairman, is to keep this in

line with the thoughts of the government in

the appointment of a select committee to

look into the community school concept.
One of the recommendations of that select

committee, and that was recommendation 5,

dealt with community activity or the com-

munity school. I think that we would be

introducing the concept that the government
wishes, and that is a community school,

community involvement in our school sys-
tem. Now, I have intentionally made the

amendment "and/or", so in areas in which
there is no community involvement or a

very limited amount of community involve-

ment then there would more than likely be

no need for any participation on the part
of the community. But this makes it fairly

well permissive.

Under recommendation 5 on the select

committee's report on the utilization of edu-

cational facilities, it is specifically mentioned

that the government of Ontario, through the

Provincial Secretary for Social Development,
should adopt a system of community educa-

tion. Now the introduction of my amend-

ment, or the three words that I do suggest
Mr. Chairman, would permit a little greater
involvement on the part of the community.
As it is today, professional development days

essentially deal with the professional aspect
of the school, whereas by introducing "and/
or community" activities, it would give the

community an opportunity to actually have

a little greater say in the use of the schools

and in the general overall education picture.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

wish to reply?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I appre-
ciate the comments of my friend. I think we
all share in the sentiments that he expresses
about the community involvement in the

schools and certainly we are always recom-

mending this and supporting it.

I must point out to him, however, that

in the matter of legal interpretation, if we
were to add the words that he indicated,

there is at the present time no way of

defining them. Community activity could be

any kind of an activity, a coimty fair or

something like that; it might be interpreted
that way.

This subsection here (ha), says that it

shall be the duty of a teacher to participate
in professional activity days as determined

by the board under the regulations. Now,
the regulations will say and define profes-
sional activity; professional activity includes

evaluation of the progress of pupils, con-

sultation with parents, the counselling of

pupils, curriculum and programme evalua-
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tion and development, professional develop-
ment of teachers and attending educational

conferences. A professional activity day
means a school day that is designated as a

day for professional activities on the school

calendar.

The necessity of making this amendment
here is because now, unliKe previously, we
have in the school year two types of days,
instructional days and professional activity

days, and it is the duty of the teacher to

be in school for both of those days.

I would say to my friend there is cer-

tainly nothing limiting in the section as

we have it now, without the inclusion of

the words he has indicated. There is nothing
that would prohibit meetings with a com-

munity school council going on on that day
and being conducted between the parents,
some of the students and the teachers in

the school. That would, I am sure, fall

very admirably within this definition of

professional activity day. And I underline
that "activity"; this is not professional devel-

opment days, but professional activity days.
I really think that it would not be proper
at this time to change the wording, because
the regulations spell out exactly what a pro-
fessional activity day is and it all ties in

with our new school-year policy.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, if I may
speak to the minister's comments: I can't

help but agree with what the minister says
as far as professional activity is concerned.

However, we want to get a little beyond the

professional activity as far as the whole
educational system is concerned. My sug-
tion that "and/or community" be intro-

duced there is to get just what we are

looking for—the communication between the

community and the profession, between the

community and the profession and the school.
And that is the purpose for which I intro-

duced that.

If the minister could come up with some
other type of wording that would resolve

the problem, I would be more than willing
to withdraw my amendment and have him
introduce something in the vein in which
I am talking. We want more community
involvement, and I think unless we write it

in, the community is going to feel that it

is being left out of the whole school system.
This is an opportunity for you, Mr. Minister,
to implement one of the recommendations
of the select committee and start the ball

rolling as far as the community school is

concerned.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well Mr. Chairman, as

I have indicated, I think this wording we
have does exactly what the hon. member
wishes to have done.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question
then.

Those in favour of Mr. Newman's motion
will please say "aye".

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

The motion is defeated.

Anything before section 11? All right,
section 11, the member for Port Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: I wonder if I could put a

a question to the minister.

1 am intrigued by this section. It seems
to me that it is unnecessary, and if I under-
stand it correctly, it prohibits the board
from initiating programmes for Indian pupils
that it doesn't have going for its own, non-

Indian, resident pupils. And I really don't

understand why there has to be this pro-
hibition. I think that we would all agree
that the Indian peoples should have the say
in the kind of programming, and the kind
of education they need.

We should not be paternalistic about this.

However, if a board wishes to initiate a

programme, which has the full agreement of

the Indians concerned, I don't see why we
should prohibit it even if federal money is

not available.

And if I may give a generahzed example;
several years ago we had in Thunder Bay
a programme set up by the Lakehead Board
of Eduction. And, to my shame, I must ad-

mit, that I don't know the fine details of
that programme. But basically, a number of

Indians were coming into the high school

system. It seems to me that if all concerned
want special guidance, special counselling,
and perhaps even special instruction, such
as remedial reading conducted in the lan-

guage of the native people, there is no
reason why the board should not be able
to initiate such a programme. If a board is

farsighted enough, and progressive enough
to do that, if it feels that its supporters and
its ratepayers would endorse such a pro-
gramme, why prohibit such a move?

Those are some of the thoughts I have
on that section. I wonder if the minister
could respond and indicate why the ministry
felt it necessary to put this prohibitive clause
in the legislation.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I want
to associate myself, Mr. Chairman, with the
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remarks of my colleague from Port Arthur.

I have had some experience with the need

for special education and special courses for

students from Indian reserves who come
down to high school in places like Gerald-

ton, Sioux Lookout and Thunder Bay.

The minister, I think, should be aware of

an all-chiefs meeting held at Big Trout Lake
two winters ago. There the main topic of

discussion was eduction for Indian students

on and off the reserve. Now when I get the

attention of the Minister, I want to ask him
if the provision of this particular section in

the Act is as a result of the white paper
that was introduced by the federal minister

of Indian and Northern Affairs in the sum-
mer of 1970. At that time the National

Indian Brotherhood and other organizations,

including the Union of Ontario Indians,

bristled at the contents of the white paper
unveiled by Mr. Chretien. He seemed to

say then that there would be a transfer of

programmes from the federal to the provin-
cial government, with an appropriate transfer

of financial resources to the province in order

to carry out and provide those programmes.
All native organizations throughout Can-

ada objected to that approach. With a

straight transfer of responsibility and funds

for the delivery of these programmes with-

out some assurance that treaty and aboriginal

rights would be maintained and without

either an improved Indian Act or some other

appropriate legislation to guarantee those

treaty and aboriginal rights, the native people
wouldn't go along with it.

So I'm wondering whether this particular
section was put in this Act to assure the

native people there wouldn't be a transfer

of responsibility, particularly in the provi-
sion of educational opportunity, until that

basic fundamental and constitutional ques-
tion was answered. If that wasn't the case,

are you just doing it because a board or

somebody within the ministry said we are

not providing any educational instruction to

native people unless funds are coming from
the federal government to underwrite its

costs?

I think that the minister is being very
shortsighted. I know there is that funda-
mental constitutional question in the minds
of most native people in the Province of

Ontario, but I do think there is suflBcient

consensus among a good many native stu-

dents that I speak to—and go out of my way
to speak to—to see how they are able to

adjust to education and an educational ex-

perience on the reserve, as opposed to the

kind of educational instruction they have to

adapt to when they get into an urban set-

ting, such as Geraldton or Sioux" Lookout or

Thunder Bay.

When I ask students that I meet on those

remote reserves why they are not going to

school this year, they say when they grad-
uated from grade 8 on the reserve they were

so far behind their counterparts at the

urban centres they just become frustrated.

They felt they were so far behind they could

never catch up.

So then they find themselves back on the

reserve, their educational experience is ended

at grade 8, and that is the end of it. They
are not educated to the extent that they

can come out and participate in the main-

stream of economic activity in the province,

and they become another welfare statistic.

All my colleague is saying is that where-

ever a board indicates they are willing to

provide extra tutoring to allow these students

to catch up, or for any reason they find that

it is appropriate to provide an educational

experience—whether it be for slow learners or

people with a reading problem or whatever

the reason—if a board is willing to provide

that, I don't think you should deny them

the right to do it; or make it contingent on

the fact that an appropriate amount of

money is forthcoming from the federal gov-
ernment.

I'm asking the minister whether or not that

section was put in the Act to assure native

people there would be no transfer of federal

responsibilities to the provincial government
without some assurance that their aboriginal

rights would be maintained; or whether he

did it at the behest of certain school boards

which wanted to opt out of the responsibility
for educating our native peoples unless an

appropriate amount of money was forth-

coming from the federal government. I hope
that isn't the case and I hope the minister

will do everything possible to see that native

people, native students, who are caught in

the bind I described earlier, will not be

compromised because of this section of the

Act.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I agree
with the sentiments of the hon. members

who just spoke. Certainly, anything that

possibly can be done to encourage any special

education or any special facilities to the

education of our native people is desirable.

I think this amendment attempts to come
at this problem from the other way. It is not

a result of the white paper that Mr. Chretien
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introduced. It is a strengthening of the hand
of school boards which are being asked by
the federal government to do certain special

things. Not the type of things that the hon.

members have been talking about; like

special education classes, which I think cer-

tainly a board could and would undertake,
because it would be a general programme
for all those people in its area. It might
start, specifically, with the Indian people
under its jurisdiction. It's quite possible and

quite easy for a board to do this under this

section.

What this is doing is strengthening the

hand of the board, because we can't legislate
what the Crown in the right of Canada shall

pay. But the federal government, in some
cases, is asking school boards to provide
lunches, gym suits, running shoes and so on
for native peoples under the jurisdiction of a

given school board. Yet the federal people
are paying at the average rate. They are not

paying anything extra for these services

they're asldng for so we're putting this in

here. Thus the school board can say to the

federal government, if we are asked to pro-
vide something special for the native children

that we don't normally provide for all the

other children in this area, the federal

government should pay for it. The ratepayers
of our school district should not have to.

That's what we're saying. The federal govern-
ment should pay to provide the special ser-

vices it sometimes asks for. Now, the boards
can't enter into an agreement to provide these

services unless they get the appropriate

monetary return.

The only alternative, if we didn't have
this legislation, would be for them to enter

into the agreement and for the cost of those

services to be levied against all the ratepayers
of that school district.

Mr. Stokes: But what you've done, Mr.

Minister, if I might react; if the federal

government continues to abdicate its respon-
sibility in the areas you've mentioned you
will have native people who've come off the

reserve and who aren't able to participate
in these things because perhaps they aren't

equipped. Maybe they don't have that little

something extra needed in order to partici-

pate.

Where a board is willing, and where the

ratepayers are willing to provide this in the

absence of any assistance from the federal

government, you are denying them the right
to do that. I think it should be permissive
rather than dogmatic as you have it here-

saying boards will not, unless they are com-

pensated directly by the federal government.
I think it should at least be permissive.

It's not mandatory they do it, but I know a

good many boards which are willing to bend
over backwards to assist native people wher-
ever there is evidence of need. I would
rather you had made it permissive than

restrictive; saying you cannot provide any-

thing additional even though the federal

government is abdicating its responsibility in

that field.

Mr. Foulds: I just want to ask why we have

to have it in legislation if it is merely to

protect the board from the rapaciousness of

the federal government? If the board cannot

afford it and the federal government requests
the service they can just tell the federal

government: "No we won't provide that ser-

vice for you. It is not mandatory for us to do

so, so we won't do it." Here you are pre-

venting them from taking any initiatives. You
are binding them.

Frankly, Mr. Minister, your explanation
is less than ingenuous. You are in fact

coming at it from the other way all right.

You are coming at it from a very hard-

fisted way. You are not allowing the local

board the autonomy to make the decision.

You are using in your explanation the excuse

that they need this legislation to protect
themselves from the federal government, I

just don't understand that.

It could be a matter of board policy or

even ministerial policy. But why you have
to enshrine this prohibitive clause in legis-

lation I simply don't understand. Your

explanation does not go any way to clear-

ing up the matter.

Hon. Mr. Wells: My hon. friend knows
that the federal government likes to have
it all ways in this particular matter.

It is very plain and simple. If they want

special extra services under the existing

arrangements and if they want to change the

arrangements—if they want to hand over

total responsibility and fiscal transfers for

these programmes to us—we are agreeable
to this. But let's let them sit down and
make these arrangements.

All we are saying here is that if you
want special services in an area, pay for

them. They say that they are paying for

the education of native people, that it is

their responsibility. If you are going to

provide special services and ask for special
services in an area, pay for them. If we
could legislate the other way we would just
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put in here that the federal government
shall be charged for these services by the

school board. But we can't do it that way,
it isn't legal.

Mr. Stokes: No. In the event that the

federal government continues to abrogate its

responsibility, who suJffers? The Indian chil-

dren! And they are going to continue to

suffer.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I suggest you can al-

ways get a new federal government.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 11 stand as

part of the bill?

Some hon. members: No!

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of section

11 standing as part of the bill will please

say "aye." Those opposed will please say

"nay." In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Section 11 agreed to.

Are there any further comments before

section 17? If so, which section?

Mr. Foulds: Section 12.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port
Arthur on section 12.

Mr. Foulds moves that subsection 2 of

section 39, as set out in section 12, be
amended by deleting the word "twenty-five"
in line eight and substituting therefor the

word "twenty."

Mr. Foulds: That's over on the top of

page—it is actually, Mr. Chairman, six lines

down from the top of page 5.

The intent here is simply to make it

easier for the classes to be assembled—to
make it parallel to Bill 180, in which the

figure 20 was used. It's simply to keep a

parallel situation.

I know that probably this was put at 25
simply because elementary classes may be
involved where Bill 180 had to do with

secondary classes. I feel, nevertheless, that
20 should be a sufficient number. It seems
to me if it applies in one area it applies in
the other in making a viable class. I wonder
if the minister could respond positively to

making legislation in both bills parallel in

that respect?

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments
from the minister?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I think

that in this section we have reduced the

number from 30 to 25. In this legislation
this is for the arrangement of elementary
school classes. I think the number 30 was
valid when we brought the legislation in

and over the years it has served well.

Twenty-five is roughly the average pupil/
teacher ratio for elementary classes in this

province. I guess that is the criteria we
used to establish it for this particular sec-

tion. I think we should stick with 25 for

the establishment of elementary classes and
20 fer secondary.

Mr. Foulds: If I might respond; if you
have used the average this is one of the

reasons I feel that we should, in fact, go
down to 20, because there will be some
situations where you are able to develop
classes of 27, 28, 30 and 32.

It seems to me that there should be

flexibility. I don't think you will get a great
number of cases where you have individual

classes of 20, but you might, in fact, in one,

two, three or four areas get pockets where
there would be a class of 20. Surely that

could be balanced out by other situations

where you would get classes of 28, 30 or 32?
I would hope that the ministry could go
down on that.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.
Foulds' motion will please say "aye."
Those opposed will please say "nay."
I declare the motion lost.

Are there any other comments, questions,
or amendments on any section before sec-
tion 18?

Mr. Foulds: Subsection 5.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps we should recog-
nize that it is now 6 o'clock.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took
recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock p.m.

SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATION ACT
( concluded )

House in committee on Bill 181, An Act

to amend the Schools Administration Act.

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock

I believe the member for Port Arthur was

making a point.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Thank you,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Foulds moves that subsection 5 of

section 39, as set out in section 12, be

amended by deleting all the words after the

word "grade" in line 2.

Mr. Foulds: The reason for our amendment
here is consistent with the clause on which

we divided the House on Bill 180. That is we
feel that English need not be a mandatory

subject of instruction. As French is not a

mandatory subject of instruction in the

English-speaking system, we feel that the

similar principle should apply. For that

reason we are moving an amendment that

would delete the mandatory nature of the

instruction in English as it is outlined in that

subclause.

Mr. Chairman: Any comment? The mem-
ber for Windsor-Walkerville?

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):

Yes, Mr. Chairman, we are going to be con-

sistent. Just as we believe there should be
some compulsory subjects in the school

system, English being one, so likewise here

we think that English should be a compulsory

subject in this case, just as it is in the other

cases.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Chairman, I think I also must follow

along and be consistent. I believe the amend-
ment should stay as it is. It is consistent with

the policy we adopted in the previous bill

insofar as it affects secondary schools, and
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we believe that this policy should remain for

the elementary schools also.

Mr. Chairman: I will be consistent and

place the question then.

Those in favour of Mr. Foulds' motion will

please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it. I declare

the motion lost.

Any further questions, comments or amend-
ments up to and including section 17? The
minister has an amendment to section 18.

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that subsection 13

of section 88b, as set out in section 18, be

amended by striking out "may" in the first

line and inserting in lieu thereof "shall"; and

by striking out "request the minister to" in

the first line of clause (a) and inserting in

lieu thereof "forthwith".

Mr. Chainnan: Any comments?

Mr. Foulds: I would just like to say that

we support the minister in this amendment.
In fact I can now discard one of the amend-
ments that we had designed to cover that

contingency. It does go part way, I think,

to meeting some of the ideas put forward by
the member for Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy)
in that the commission now will not have as

circuitous a route to go through. For those

reasons we support this amendment.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister has an-

other amendment in the same section?

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that subsections 1

and 2 of section 88c, as set out in section 18,

be struck out and tiie following inserted as

subsection 15 of section 88b.

15. Where the commission makes an

appointment under subsection 13 it shall

communicate the name and address of

each mediator to (a) the minister, (b) the

secretary of the board and (c) the chair-

man of the committee. And where a com-

mittee has not been established by a board,

to the spokesman of the group referred to

in subsection 8.
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Hon. Mr. Wells moves that subsection 3,

4, 5, and 6 of section 88c be renumbered as

subsections 1, 2, 3, and 4 of section 88c—

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'm sorry, maybe that one
should go with the next group.

Mr. Chairman: No, I think that follows

along logically, doesn't it?

Yes. They're related.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Would you like, Mr.

Chairman, to have just read through the

whole works? Everybody, I think, has a copy
of this.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, I think you should go
down to just before the next words "I move".

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that in section 88c,
as set out in section 18, subsection 3 as re-

numbered be amended by striking out "30"
in the fourth line and inserting in lieu thereof

"21."

Subsection 4 as renumbered be amended

by striking out "5" in the first line and in-

serting in lieu thereof "3"; and by striking
out "minister" in the second line and insert-

ing in lieu thereof "commission."

Mr. Chairman: That's quite a lengthy
amendment. Is there any discussion on mat?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think, Mr. Chairman,
the intent of this, of course, is to have the

mediators appointed by the commission
rather than by the minister. And it also

tightens up the time period, cuts the time

period down so that the process can be

speeded up. This we've done, together with
one more amendment which I still have to

place.

Mr. Chairman: Yes. Shall this motion

carry?

Mr. Foulds: I'd just like to once again
say that we agree with these amendments.

Again it meets some of the arguments we
put forward in the second reading telescop-

ing the time so that the situations aren't

prolonged.

Before we pass these I have a question.
I haven't been able to correlate my two dif-

ferent sections. I wonder if the minister
could respond.

We hoped that subsection 6 of 88c would
have had a time limitation put on it, and
we were thinking of adding an amendment
which said "no more than 14 days." That
is, as I understand it, subsection 6 of the

present 88c in the middle of page 10. It

gives the minister, or the commission, flexi-

bility so that if the two sides are nearing
an agreement and the time limit has run

out, the power to extend the negotiations is

there. And with that we concur.

We feel that a couple of days here or

there may be very valuable in bringing the

situation to an amicable conclusion, but we
wouldn't like to see that prolonged unduly.
We would like to see a time limit of 14 days

put in there. I have an amendment to that

effect if it's appropriate at this time; or

should we deal with the minister's amend-
ments first and then put this one forth.

Mr. Chairman: Shall these motions up to

now carry?

Motions agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister may as

well place the last motion then.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Did you have a comment
on this?

Mr. Foulds moves that section 88c sub-

section 6, as set out in section 18, be
amended by adding the words, "for no more
than 14 days" after the word "extended"

in the first line.

Mr. B. Newman: Subsection 4!

Mr. Foulds: It would be, in the renum-

bering, subsection 4; is that correct?

Mr. Chairman: I believe so, yes.

Mr. Foulds: Shall I make that correction

in the amendment?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, because the amend-
ment has been carried and it is now sub-

section 4.

Mr. Foulds: Subsection 4, right!

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

wish to comment on this?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I can

appreciate the intent of what my friend has

suggested, and of course he's adding just
one more telescoping of the time lags that

are possible. I must say that I thought about
that when we were bringing in the amend-

ments, but as he knows we've changed that

from "minister" to "the commission" now
and I really feel that it should be left open
at this point in time until we see how it

operates.
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It's just hard to know at this point in

time whether there may not be some cir-

cumstances where some flexibility is neces-

sary and that the commission may need this

flexibihty. It may be that they do not. If

such is the case, or if this looks like it is

being abused, we can always amend it later,

but I'd like to leave that degree of flexibility

there that we have so that either the com-
mission or both parties, if they feel they are

making substantial progress, do have the

options to continue on with some type of

negotiations or some type of conciliation

that may be taking place.

Now 14 days sounds like a reasonable

length of time, but it may be that 15 or 16

days are necessary for several different

groups to meet in places where it's impos-
sible for people to get together or something
like that. I would be inclined to want to

leave it as it is and see how it works.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.
Foulds' motion will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost.

The hon. minister will now place his last

amendment.

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that section 88d
as set out in section 18, be amended:

One, by striking out "30" in the fourth

line of subsection 1 and inserting in lieu

thereof "21."

Two, by striking out "60" in the first line

of subsection 2 and inserting in Heu there-

of "30."

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: I have an amendment
to that clause also, and I just wonder
whether we should vote on the minister's

motion and then put the amendment that I

would like to propose?

Mr. Chairman: Well, if it's a different

clause hold it, if it doesn't conflict with

this, and then we'll place it.

Shall this motion carry?

Agreed to.

The member for Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman moves that subsection 1

of section 88(d) as set out in section 18,

by striking out all of the clause after the

word "shall" in line three and substituting;
"within 21 days of notifying both the com-
mittee and the board, the board shall pre-

pare its decision on the matter in question,
which decision shall be final unless appealed
to the Minister of Education within 30

days."

Mr. B. Newman: Then I also have another

amendment on subsection 2.

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, as I under-

stand the amendment—and I'm not sure that

I do understand the amendment—I think we
support the principle, but there is an am-

biguity in the wording. The words "within

21 days of notifying both the committee and
the board, the board shall prepare its de-

cision"; we could not agree with that if

the word "board" means the board of edu-
cation.

What I hope it means is that, that is the

commission the member is talking about.

We, in fact, have prepared a similar amend-
ment which we will be putting through if

this one is defeated. What we would like

to see is all the words after the word

"report" in the fifth line deleted aand sub-

stitute the words: "prepare its decision on
the matter in question, which shall be final

unless appealed to the Minister of Educa-
tion within 30 days."

So if that is the intention of the member,
we support that intention. But we can't

support the amendment that he has put for-

ward in its present form because of the

ambiguity in the word, "board," that he has

used.

Mr. B. Newman: The intention of the

motion, Mr. Chairman, is to expedite de-

cisions so that there wouldn't be the long
time lag.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have a

comment?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

member says that the intent is to cut out

a bit of the time lag. As I read this motion,
the intent of his amendment is to make
the decision of the Languages of Instruction

Commission final and binding upon the

French-language advisory committee and the

board unless it is appealed to the minister.

Is that the intent of this section that you
are putting in?

Mr. B. Newman: That the decision be
made final within the period stated.
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Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, within a given time

period. But you are specifying that the

decision will then be final, and of course

this is the very position which we argued or

discussed in this House on second reading,
and which is not acceptable to us. We feel

that the Languages of Instruction Commis-
sion should not be able to bind the board or

the committee with its decision. That through
its prestige and status the commission should,
and hopefully will, bring about through
mediation and through discussion, solutions

to the problems; but that these will not be

binding from an outside, non-elected body
on an elected board of education.

Now this is the position we take, and I

think that's the way we think the Languages
of Instruction Commission should operate.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.
Newman's motion will please say "aye."
Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost.

Mr. Foulds: Is it in order for me to make
a further amendment?

Mr. Chairman: Is there a different intent or
a diflFerent part?

Mr. Foulds: It is on the same clause, Mr.

Chairman, slightly different in intent.

Mr. Chairman: It seems to me that you are
both talking about the same thing and this

section should be carried by now.

Mr. Foulds: Well, the mechanism proposed
is a different mechanism. Does that funda-

mentally affect the—

Mr. Chairman: Yes. I really think it is

carried; and I so rule.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I have
an amendment to section 88d subsection 2.

Mr. B. Newman moves that subsection 2 of
section 88d, as set out in section 18, be
struck out and the following words sub-
stituted: "Within 30 days of the appeal re-

ferred to in subsection 1 of 88d, the Minister
of Education shall report his decision in

writing to the parties."

Mr. Chairman: Any comments?

Those in favour of Mr. Newman's motion
will please say "aye".

Those opposed will please say "nay".
In my opinion the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost.

Any further comment, question or amend-
ment on a later section?

Mr. Foulds: I just have a comment. I sup-

pose I have to make it on section 20 .

The minister has inferred from time to

time during the debate that we should re-

view the legislation to see how it works
within a year or two. I would like to have
a very definite commitment from him to that,

because I think we are, in many ways,

charting new territory with the latter part
of this bill.

We have gone along with some of the

adaptations that the minister has made. We
hope too that they will be successful, and
that they will allow development of Franco-

phone culture and meet their aspirations and
desires. But we would like some definite

commitment to review the mechanism that

we have devised here today so that, in a

year say, if there are areas where it is not

working well, there are certain clauses we
can change or other refinements that we can

make to this legislation.

We would like the minister to make that

commitment to the House today. Let us say
that we quite definitely will do that in the

Legislature within 18 months.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to assure my friend that we review all

legislation continually. This legislation par-

ticularly will be reviewed as it is put in

motion and as it works. As I indicated on
second reading we consider this as landmark

legislation. It is a further step in the pro-

gression of guaranteeing the rights to the

Francophone people of this province to have
education in their native tongue.

We think that a very important step is the

establishment of this Languages of Instruction

Commission for Ontario. Certainly it will be

watched very carefully and it will be re-

viewed in its workings and in the procedures
that lead up to how it makes its decisions and
how it operates with boards and with French-

language advisory committees.

Mr. Chairman, I might tell the members,

through you, that I hope to have the names
of the commission ready as soon as this bill

receives third reading and royal assent. I

hope this will be in the next few days.

The commission will be appointed and

ready to operate; except, as I indicated

earlier, it would be very nice I think if they
never had to operate or use their services.

I don't think that would be the case, but

through the prestige and the status this group
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will have, I am confident that they are going
to make strides forward in solving those areas

where there are problems in minority-

language education.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this bill, as amended,
be reported?

Mr. Foulds: I didn't quite get the commit-

ment from the minister, Mr. Chairman, that

I had hoped. I know the ministry is con-

stantly reviewing legislation and I would

hope that you would consider this legis-

lation of some importance.

But I wish that either the commission

itself would release a report through you
on its first year of activities, or you or the

minister at the time, whoever he may be,

would make a statement with regard to the

working of this legislation to the Legis-
lature. I wish that we would not just leave

it in some vague area where the ministry
is reviewing it as it does all its legislation.

Hon. Mr. Wells: If the hon. member got
that impression it wasn't intended. I really
mean that certainly I would be reviewing
this personally, and of course there will be

adequate opportunity for a full report to

the Legislature.

There will be an item in the estimates,

now, for the operation of this commission,
since the money to operate it will be voted

each year. So I hope at that time we will

be able to have a full discussion about what

they have been doing, and I will certainly
be happy to report on their progress. Quite

apart from that we will be reviewing the

legislation.

Bill 181, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Wells moves that the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House reports two bills

with certain amendments and asks for leave
to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THE CONSERVATION
AUTHORITIES ACT

Hon. Mr. Bemier moves second read-

ing of Bill 149, An Act to amend the Con-
servation Authorities Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex
South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker—

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Excuse me, Mr. Speaker. Perhaps
I could make some brief comments which

may give help to those entering into this

particular debate.

I would just point out that there are six

basic principles involved in this bill. The
first principle involves inclusion of the whole
or part of the municipality in the area over

which the authority has jurisdiction. Presently
this principle is apphcable only to cities,

towns and villages and does not include

townships in improvement districts. It has

been our experience that this principle should

have the broadest application, and there is

no need to restrict it to existing classes

of municipalities.

Secondly, the principle of grouping of new

municipalities for the purpose of appointing
members to the authority is being made of

general application. Currently this principle
is applicable to the Metropolitan Toronto
and Region Conservation Authority and the

Grand River Conservation Authority by
reason of two express provisions of the

Act. This principle is equally applicable in

other areas, and the two specific provisions
will be made into a provision of general

application.

Thirdly, one of the results of the govern-
ment programme of municipal reorganization
is a reduction of the total number of muni-

cipalities. This programme, in particular cir-

cumstances, results in several participating

municipalities being amalgamated into one

municipality, with the result that the num-
ber of appointees from the municipalities
is less than the number of provincial ap-

pointees.

We are introducing a principle of general

application that where the total number of

members of participating municipalities is

less than four, this number may be increased

to provide for a larger number so that the

present balance in favour of local municipali-
ties may be preserved.

Fourthly, Mr. Speaker, we are redesign-

ing the matter of approvals of projects.
Under the present legislation, the projects
of conservation authorities have to be ap-

proved by the minister, and by the Ontario

Municipal Board where the funds for a

project are raised in a subsequent year. The
end. result of the existing legislation has been
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that planning by the conservation authority
has been resWcted to one year.

We hope to achieve better long-range

planning through a new principle which
will permit the phasing of projects, where

possible, into annual phases. Where inde-

pendent annual phases can be set out with-

out the requirement of raising funds in a

subsequent year, the approval of the board
and the hearing before the board will no

longer be required. However, the rights of

the participating municipalities will be pro-

tected, and, of course the existing provisions
will apply to those types of projects, such
as dam construction, which cannot be estab-

lished in phases.

Fifthly, conservation authorities have the

power to make regulations restricting and

regulating the use of water and prohibiting
and regulating the construction of buildings
in flood plains and the dumping of fill. We
are not broadening this power under this

bill but are merely clarifying the right of

the conservation authorities to make the

regulations, which they have made for many
years, requiring the obtaining of permits
imder their regulations.

Sixthly, the provisions of the Conservation

Authority Act respecting conflict of interest

were patterned after the provisions in the

Municipal Act. Under the existing provisions,
contracts are made voidable and there is

no procedure similar to that in the legisla-
tion of last year providing for disclosure.

Accordingly, we are amending the principle
so it conforms to the provisions of last year's

statute, the Municipal Conflict of Interest

Act, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex

South.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Speaker, we appreciate
the words of explanation that have been put
forth by the minister. I believe I am the

only member in the House this evening, other

than Mr. Speaker himself, who served on the

select committee on conservation authorities

that reported to the House back in 1966.

Many of the 134 recommendations we put
together at that time have already been car-

ried out by the administration, and I believe

a few of the six principles enunciated in this

bill are a result of that select committee's
work over a two-year period.

As I recall, Mr. Speaker—and no doubt

you do also—we travelled the length and
breadth of our province and we saw the

excellent work that was being carried on by
the many conservation authorities, but we

did run into situations where parts of town-

ships, counties or municipalities were not

included because of the restrictive nature,

of the legislation, and the authority simply
had jurisdiction over its watershed.

We saw many areas of the province that

could have benefited and possibly wanted
to benefit by the actions of the conservation

authority and I'm glad that the province,
in its wisdom, has seen fit to cover, or

blanket, through this legislation, all of

southern Ontario. In our own county of

Essex I think we have a unique situation

where we are just going into a conservation

authority with no major river. Possibly this

application pertains there, as we have numer-
ous municipalities with no major watershed
and all areas will be covered.

No doubt you will recall, too, Mr. Speaker,
that many of these areas that were not cov-

ered by the conservation authority may have
been located along the shorelines of the

Great Lakes, and particularly Lake Erie. I'm

thinking of the Lower Thames Conservation

Authority in particular. Many of our prob-
lems in recent months and years have re-

lated to the high lake levels in these boun-

dary waters.

I would ask the minister if he would in-

dicate, in his reply to the comments from
the various speakers this evening, whether
or not the interpretation of this extension of

boundaries goes to the water's edge or to

the high-water mark, or whether he is con-

sidering giving blanket authority to the

conservation authorities to do remedial works

along the shorelines of our Great Lakes? I

believe here again this is one of the prin-

ciples, hopefully, that would be put forth

in the Essex county conservation authority
now being formed.

The second principle of the bill, as the

minister has stated, affects the Metropolitan
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
—which certainly is the most financially able

and certainly has very capable people on it—

and that of the Grand River Conservation

Authority. Only a few weeks ago our select

committee on drainage met with the officials

of the Grand River Conservation Authority
and it was nice to renew acquaintance with

them. In their presentation they were asking
for extended powers to allow the conserva-

tion authorities to possibly oversee all the

drainage works in the Province of Ontario.

I realize this concept of providing group-

ing of municipalities may add flexibihty and
ease of action, as in any area where the

number of representatives to a conservation
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authority is limited to a certain number of

people there may be numerous small mu-

nicipalities that will band together to make
the selection of a worthy person to repre-
sent them on the authority to which they're

financially Hable.

As I recall, six or seven years ago there

was possibly some resentment in relation to

the supposed powers of the provincial ap-

pointees to the conservation authorities. I

haven't heard much of this in the past few

years. But the amendment here, indicating
the principle that the local people are going
to have the power to appoint a second or

more people to the authority to keep the

balance of power in local hands, is, I think,

something we can heartily endorse from this

side of the House.

The principle here that would allow for

long-range planning on substantive projects

by conservation authorities is something that

has been required in many areas. As we re-

call, many of the projects were stalled be-

cause it was either financially or physically

impossible to carry them out within a rela-

tively short period of time. This change in

the Act too will be welcomed. But I would
ask the minister, through you Mr. Speaker,
how this would affect any federal involve-

ment should there be a project—such as a

large dam being created—that requires fed-

eral funding, with periods of negotiation,
land acquisition and so forth. Would there

be any comphcations in relation to this par-
ticular section of the Act?

I am pleased too, Mr. Speaker, to note

that there still are safeguards in appeals to

the Ontario Municipal Board for those

municipalities which may be in the position
of having to go to the OMB for spending

approval for their normal municipal opera-
tions. I believe this is possibly still necessary.
Under the provisions of the new Act, in a

great majority of the projects carried out by
the conservation authorities, this will not be

necessary, which will certainly expedite the

carrying out of different projects.

I believe this is all I can state on the bill

at this time, Mr. Speaker. The fact of the

disclosure principle being introduced into this

bill is, I think, something we agree with.

Here again, I realize that when you are deal-

ing with property and land acquisition a

person serving on conservation authorities or

other public bodies is always suspect on the

question of personal gain and benefit. I know
this was drawn to our attention on numerous
occasions during the work of our select com-
mittee. The provisions of this Municipal Con-

flict of Interest Act which will include the

conservation authorities will prevent many
heated and undesirable situations that have

occurred in the past. All in all, Mr. Speaker,
we support this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Hamilton East.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): Mr.

Speaker, I can forgive my friend from Essex

South for forgetting that I served on that

committee also, and enjoyed every minute of

it with the Speaker and other members of the

House.

I don't completely agree with his remarks

—which, by the way, are apart from the

principle involved in this bill—that a great

number of the recommendations by that com-

mittee have been implemented. I think I

should change that and say he's right, but

a great number of the recommendations made
—and they were numerous; I forget the exact

total—weren't the most important recommen-

dations that have been implemented over the

years. There were still two or three that I

would have hoped would have been in the

first bill of this session dealing with the

Conservation Authorities Act.

One I will mention just briefly is the re-

defining and the clarification of the adminis-

trative funding of the conservation authorities.

Times have changed since the present section

dealing with that, inasmuch that as the

present conservation authorities' responsi-

bilities have grown so also have the adminis-

trative sections of their responsibilities grown.
I am finding there is a real inequity in the

funding for the conservation authorities right

now. They are not able to do their job.

Just to remind the minister, the Fifty Point

Park project, purchased at a great cost of

money to the government, has been shelved

because of a lack of funds in the Hamilton

District Conservation Authority. Other pro-

jects demand priority with the problems they
are facing today.

I support most of the principle involved in

all of the sections, excepting those in-

volved in section 8. The other sections, as

has been mentioned, were necessary to deal

with the merger of regional governments in

the province, but the principle involved in

section 8 dealing with section 27 of the Act

I cannot support. And I don't suppose the

minister now in charge of the conservation

authorities is aware of the reasons for this

change. The previous minister, the now
Minister of the Environment (Mr. Auld) will

recollect quickly what the problem has been.
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The minister may contradict me as to my
reasoning if he wishes, but the reason for

this change brought by section 8, and refer-

ring to section 27 of the Act, evolves from
a very deep concern of the Hamilton Dis-

trict Conservation Authority about the prob-
lems affecting Hamilton Bay.

They became concerned with the amount
of landfill dumping in Hamilton Bay. At
first we had the federal harbour commission
or the Hamilton Harbour Commission who
were carrying on extensive fill programmes on
the north shore of the bay to reclaim land

they felt would be needed for harbour
facilities in the near future.

There also was landfill taking place on the

west end of the bay carried on by a private
concern which had business interests on the

east end of the bay. They had acquired water
lots some time ago at a very cheap rate and
were using landfill taken from die cut at

the mountain access. They had a very cosy
situation. They received moneys to fill in the

water lots they had purchased and as soon
as they were filled in they received not just

payment to let someone fill their land lots,

but the escalation in the price once the rec-

lamation was complete.

They became concerned about that and its

effect upon the ecology of the bay. Then we
had Dominion Foundries, the second largest
steel plant in the country, and the Steel Co.
of Canada, the largest steel company in

Canada. They were also carrying on landfill

programmes.

I did read the brief presented by the Steel

Co. of Canada as to why they should be
allowed to continue to landfill and I had to

come down on their side for that particular

project. They had planned it some years in

advance, and it wasn't going to be a large
fill, but it was necessary to continue tibe

development of some of their production
units.

Nevertheless the conservation authorities,
in their wisdom, felt that the landfill in

Hamilton Bay should come to an end, period.

They were supported by many groups which
had studied the situation, as well as the

corporation of the city of Hamilton to some
extent. The city gave them all the sympathy
necessary but felt they shouldn't interfere

with the landfill to be carried on the by the
Steel Company and the Dominion Found-
ries.

So the then minister in charge of the

Conservation Authority—the now Minister of
the Environment—allowed regulations to be

brought about that gave the Conservation

Authority the right to deny a permit for

the landfill.

The Conservation Authority put that re-

striction into effect. There was some hue
and cry from the parties involved, but to

make the story short the minister then

retracted the Conservation Authority's order

and allowed the fill to go on. This was, of

course, a great embarrassment to the au-

thority.

I should put it on the record that I think

clauses 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the eight in section

27 are necessary. They should have been
in at the time the regulations were drafted.

But a new clause is added to that section:

(2a) Before refusing permission required
under a regulation made under clause

B, E, or F of subsection 1, the authority,
or where the power to issue permission
has been delegated to its executive com-

mittee, the executive committee shall hold

a hearing to which the applicant shall be
a party.

(2b) After holding a hearing under sub-

section 2a the authority or committee, as

the case may be, shall give written reasons

for its refusal to the applicant.

(2c) An applicant who has been refused

permission may, within 30 days of the

receipt of the reasons for the decision,

appeal to the minister who may dismiss

the appeal or grant the permission.

Now I think that clause in this section is

an affront to the conservation authorities.

It is fine if the minister thinks there should

be an appeal provision; I could agree with

it. But the first decision should be in the

hands of the minister, with the authority
taken right away from the conservation

authorities altogether. Why make them the

boys that have to stand the embarrassment
and stand a chance of having their decision

changed by the minister, under pressure
from whoever it might be or for other

reasons?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Why does

the minister always make himself the grand
Poo-Pah, the last word in everything—the
central focus?

Mr. Gisbom: What we have now is that

they are leaving—

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): If the

member thinks this one is bad, look at the

next one.

Mr. Lawlor: Well he does it all the time
in his legislation. He puts a clause in at the
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end: "Only I can do this. Me alone knows
what to do."

Mr. Gisbom: What we have had previously
were the conservationists in their wisdom

doing a dedicated job. They were dedi-

cated and would make a decision—before

the regulations were changed, and before the

minister arbitrarily upset their decision they
could make their conservation dedication

work.

Mr. Stokes: The grand Poo-Pah from
Hudson.

Mr. Cisbora: But now, we are going to

allow the conversationalists to—

Mr. Lawlor: The minister is not a "con-

versationalist."

Mr. Gisbom: The conservationist makes
a decision in his wisdom, and then stands a

chance of being embarrassed by the minis-

ter stepping in under pressure and reversing
the decision. So I say that we can't support
this section.

If you would like to change it whereby
the permit request comes from the applicant
to the minister's department and he makes
a decision as to whether they can take some
action or not, that would be a better situa-

tion than what we have here.

I am sure that this kind of an imposition
on the authorities will make them feel they
are going to be second-hand Joes. They
are going to be Joes—who are going to do
the work, make the firm decisions on behalf
of the region that they are responsible for,
and then when some industrialist can prove
that it is going to cut back on some of his

plans, the minister is going to change that

decision and the embarrassment is going to

fall upon the shoulders of the conservation
authorities. So I think it is an iniquitous

change.
If only the minister had been forthright

and said: "Okay, we have double-crossed
them. We have taken the right away from
them when they made a wise decision once
before. We will now take the responsibility
of making the decision."

It would be made easier if the minister
took over this responsibihty and did some-
thing he hasn't done with this change in
the bill-contacted the conservation authori-
ties. I have information that some of the

major authorities were not contacted and
didn't know anything about these changes in
this bill.

^

I would like the minister to present some
evidence to me that he has contacted the

conservation authorities and got their okay
or their comments on changes in this bill.

Because my understanding is that he has

not; and I do not think that is fair to the

conservation authorities whatsoever.

What kind of a game are we playing in

such an important field as conserving the

natural resources of this province? What I

think should be done now is that the min-
ister should change it back to where he has

the control to make the decisions. After

contacting the authorities and getting their

opinions, he can make the decisions. Then
if he has to change it under pressure the

embarrassment will be his and not the con-

servation authorities.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. Lawlor: Juan Peron of Ontario!

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

Mr. Speaker, I wanted to say a few words

on this bit of legislation. The minister is

aware that the member for Essex South

has fought for the establishment of a con-

servation authority in one of the last remain-

ing areas of the province that did not have

an authority—that was the Essex county
area. It took approximately six years for him
to convince municipal officials throughout
the county of the merits of an authority. We
are pleased now that an authority has been

established in the area. I wonder now
whether it is the authority that is going to

have the last and final say as to whether

fill can be disposed of in international

waterways; whether it will be the respon-

sibility of the minister; or whether it will be

a federal responsibility.

In our area we have Canadian islands in

the Detroit River which we would Hke to

see in the hands of the Province of Ontario.

One of them the government has taken over;

that was Peche Island. We still have Grass

Island, which may be developed in the very
near future, and we also have Fighting
Island, an island that has been discussed in

this House time and time again when we
think of our Yankee friends disposing of

their liquid wastes on a Canadian island on
the Canadian side of the Detroit River, and
the harmful effects we fear as a result of

the dikes around the island containing the

liquid wastes from the BASF chemical plant
in Wyandotte, Mich.

At the same time, the Sandwich West

authority, I think, has approached the min-

ister concerning the disposition of wastes to
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enlarge Grass Island. We are concerned that

the wastes which may be placed on the

island to enlarge the island may not neces-

sarily be from construction sites but they

may come from some other source. One of

the sources that we are concerned about is

the dredging in Lake St. Clair and the St.

Clair River in connection with the mercury
pollution. Some of the dredging may end

up, by barge, in the Grass Island area.

Another bit of waste disposal—I shouldn't

say waste but fill—may come from a $0.5
billion—yes, $0.5 billion—development in the

downtown Detroit area known as the Re-
naissance Centre, which is sort of a pet pro-
ject of the Ford Motor Co. They are going
to start on a 70-storey apartment complex
within the coming year, and we wonder
whether the fill from the site is going to be

good enough to be disposed of at Grass
Island.

We don't know whether the Ministry of

the Environment is going to have the say
as to whether this should go there or wheth-
er it is this minister's responsibility.

Again, as I had mentioned earlier, we are

talking about international waterways. WiU
the municipality have a say? Will the federal

government or will the provincial govern-
ment?

We simply ask the minister to take into

consideration the feelings of the people in

the area; to see, if any fill is put on Grass

Island, that it meets with the highest stan-

dards of the Ministry of the Environment;
if any fill is placed on the island, that it

is the type which wiU not contaminate
waters and will not sterilize the land on the

island almost in perpetuity.

I ask the minister if the comments I have
made have any bearing on conservation au-
thorities and on the Ministry of Natural
Resources as well as the Ministry of the

Environment.

Likewise, I wanted to ask if breakwalls
within a municipality, especially on the in-

ternational waterway, would come under the

responsibility of the conservation authority
so that the municipality could save its park-
land along the Detroit River by financial

assistance from either the authority or the

ministry in the development of breakwalls.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Coch-
rane South.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to make a few com-
ments on this bill.

When members of the Secretariat for Re-
sources Development were in Timmins a few
weeks ago, some matters pertaining to the

Mattagami Valley Conservation Authority
came up. The minister said that he had the

bill that would rectify those problems and if

the opposition didn't give them too rough
a time he would have it through at this

session. I assured him I had a speech ready,
so I don't want to disappoint him here

tonight.

The first principle that I wish to make
some comment upon is in connection with
subsection 2 of section 1, where the water-

shed can be designated into part of a munici-

pality. Would this mean in a large area like

the Timmins, where we have some 1,224

sq. mi. making up the municipality, that

the Mattagami Valley Conservation Author-

ity's responsibility would be designated in

that municipality as to what part it would
be responsible for and, say, what part either

the Ministry of Natural Resources or the

conservation authorities branch would be

responsible for in terms of flooding within

the district.

This poses a large problem, and in an
area like that, where the area is so great,
I think that they perhaps should have

responsibility even beyond their own boun-

daries if necessary, and that there should

be some grant procedure to help in that way.

I wonder also if the minister feels that the

representatives appointed by the Lieutenant

Governor in Council would represent the un-

organized areas sufficiently to speak for them,
or whether there should be some representa-
tion made to cover them.

The other area I want to refer to has to

do with the number of representatives on the

conservation authorities. I think this legisla-
tion may have been drafted with Timmins in

mind. It was one of the municipalities that

had this problem, because there were four

municipalities that became one, and where
there had been four members appointed from

municipalities, now I think there may be

one or two. As a result of these proposals
the makeup of that authority can be more

representative of the municipalities that came

together to form the amalgamated munici-

pality of Timmins.

At that meeting in Timmins the chairman

made some reference to the method of ap-

pointing by the Lieutenant Governor in Coun-

cil, and of course the Provincial Secretary
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for Resources Development (Mr. Lawrence)
didn't feel anybody on the conservation au-

thority should presume to tell the government
who they should appoint to a conservation

authority.

I think that one thing the minister might
do in the future, if he is making changes

regarding an appointment to a conservation

authority, is to tell the person who is being

replaced that the services he has rendered

are appreciated but it is felt that he is going
to be replaced. I don't think this was done
in this instance. While a former chairman of

the conservation authority in that area was

replaced by a new chairman, I don't think

that the minister altogether played ball with

the one who was replaced.

I think those are all the comments I have
in connection with this bill. It kind of points
out the contradiction within the Ministry of

Natural Resources, whereby a large section

of the ministry is set up to assist those who
would exploit and in a sense spoil our
natural resources, while within the same

ministry there is a conservation authorities

branch that is responsible for conserving and

protecting the resources for future generations
and developing them not only for flood con-

trol but for recreation.

There is a basic conflict within the min-

istry, and I think this particular conserva-

tion authorities branch would be much bet-

ter placed in the Ministry of the Environ-
ment.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Peel

South.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): I would
like to make a couple of comments on this

bill. Of coiu-se, as every other member does,
I do support the excellent work being done

by the conservation authorities. Our own
Credit Valley Conservation Authority has

gained a very justified and meaningful role

in the work that they are doing. There are a

couple of points, though, that I'd like to

really reiterate.

One is in connection with a private bill

that I introduced in the Legislature, I think
it was in May, and it is to do with the con-
trol and the regulation of landfill and con-
struction. The bill that I introduced provided
for notice to owners who are being brought
under these regulations. Under the present
Act an authority, without it being expressed
in the statute, can designate land as coming
under landfill construction regulations with-
out notice to property owners. To my way of

thinking, particularly in this year when there

is so much citizen involvement and we are

all concerned over justice and civil rights, I

believe this should be contained in the Act.

You will notice, Mr. Speaker, that under sec-

tion 8 there is provision that an affected

landowner who wishes to do something with
his land that has been brought under con-

trol, that has had this designation imposed
upon him and has been refused the right to

do anything—to place fill or to do construc-

tion work or what have you—may appeal to

the minister, who may dismiss the appeal or

grant permission. This is all right, but to me
it is a hearing or an appeal by a landowner
after he has had this condition imposed on
his property.

To my way of thinking there should be
more opportimity for public participation

prior to the imposition of these controls. I

would say, in particular, that citizens should,
if they wish, have the right to appeal this

upon receiving notice that it is to take place;
or at least there should be opportunity for

public discussion. There should be a pro-
cedure in the Act whereby owners are

notified.

The problem is, of course, to provide a

legal description of the lands affected. I don't

think that is really vital to fulfilling my con-

cern. If it is a portion of a landowner's prop-

erty that is affected, he should then be noti-

fied. Just exactly where the boundaries are

is not of prime concern, because I realize the

problem with survey and the provision of

descriptions and this type of tling.

The word does get out what conservation

authorities have in mind, but there is no obli-

gation on them, and I know of cases where
this hasn't taken place. As I say, after the

fact, if some property owner is concerned and
wants to do something with his property, he
then has to go through an appeal procedure.
I think that the public should have an earlier

opportunity, particularly those affected. It is

to me a flagrant intrusion on the rights a

person expects to acquire with respect to the

title he has to his land.

Mr. Lawlor: Nanki Poo wouldn't dream of

doing that!

Mr. Kennedy: That is true; so it would be

very simple for the ministry to include in its

legislation that this shall be done.

Mr. Lawlor: Very good! It would be; but

they won'tl

Mr. Kennedy: I knew the opposition mem-
bers would come over to our side. We are
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going to have consensus government pretty
soon, I can see that.

Mr. Gisbom: Take the power away from
the minister.

Mr. Kennedy: The other point I'd like to

touch on, Mr. Speaker, is something the

ministry should have done something about
four years ago. This is the right of entry

enjoyed by conservation authorities with

respect to their programmes. Under the pres-
ent legislation their employees, properly des-

ignated and with credentials, or their agents,
can go on to a property and, to be precise
about it, they can enter into and upon any
land and survey and take levels of it and
make borings or sink such trial pits as the

authority deems necessary. There are no con-

ditioiis of entry, no restoration terms pro-
vided for, nor the possibility of damage
liability.

Mr. Gisbom: What bill is the member
talking about?

Mr. Kennedy: This is the current Conser-
vation Authorities Act. I shouldn't be critic-

izing that within the terms of this bill which
doesn't touch on it, but it is second reading
and general discussion. In the future, obvi-

ously, there are going to be more—I shouldn't

say obviously. I would hope, as time goes on
and the views of people become known that

the ministry will not close its eyes to these

perhaps relatively small problems in the over-

all context, but I think there are principles-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): They won't
close their eyes.

Mr. Lawlor: It is the arbitrary minister.

Put the blame where it belongs.

Mr. Kennedy: Well, that's the member's

opinion. The work of the conservation au-

thorities and this ministry is renowned, and
this minister is well regarded throughout the

province. There has been progress made that

is the envy of many other jurisdictions.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Not perfect, but the next

thing to it.

Mr. Kennedy: It is not perfect. If it is

tidied up, as the member for Peel South

suggests, we will then be the closest to per-
fection that we've ever been. So in all seri-

ousness I would ask that the minister and
the people to take a look at it and tidy up
this Act. It needs tidying up, as do a number
of other Acts with respect to right of entry.
Those are my few remarks, Mr. Speaker. I

hope the ministry will take a good look at

these two points I raised.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I want to make a

few remarks, particularly regarding section 8

and the principle contained in it, which is

new for the ministry and new for conserva-

tion authorities. I want to suggest to the

minister that something has been proven here

this evening that I've long thought, that is

that legislation doesn't go before his caucus

before it comes to the House. If it did, then

obviously his whip would know something
about it and would have brought these mat-

ters to his attention in caucus and the minis-

ter might then have changed the legislation

before he brought it here.

It is quite obvious that the member for

Peel South has a greater understanding than

the ministry has of the problems that are

faced in the Province of Ontario by the

people who have to deal with the authorities.

Maybe it would be a good idea if the minis-

ter gave come consideration to the back-

benchers in the Tory party before the revolt

destroys the Tory government entirely.

I know you'll forgive me for being a bit

sceptical, Mr. Speaker, but I have to think

back to the days when the hon. minister

sitting ahead of this minister had to move in

and reverse everything that the Hamilton
District Conservation Authority had done
with regard to dumping in Hamilton Har-

bour. At that particular point in time it was
evident to every single one of us here in the

Legislature that it wasn't possible to serve

two masters. This is again evident in this

legislation.

There is a conflict between the primary
purpose of the minister and his ministry and
the primary purpose of the conservation

authorities. If the conservation authorities

are going to be asked to serve the public of

the Province of Ontario on the basis which

prior to this time they have served — and
that has been to preserve for conservation

purposes those areas which ought to be pre-
served—then they cannot possibly come in

with proper proposals that will meet the

needs of the ministry as this ministry has

acted in the past.

How are they going to act when on the one
hand the conservation authority says: "No,
there shall be no more dumping"; and on

the other hand the major raw material pro-
cessors—who are also within this ministry or

at least answerable to this ministry—come in
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and say: "We need the area for dumping
purposes"?

Mr. Lawlor: I said I know. I'll bet two
bucks I know.

Mr. Deans: I know how the minister is

going to act. He is going to act exactly the

same way they acted a year ago.

Mr. Lawlor: I know the answer.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Tell me!

Mr. Deans: They are going to act exactly

the same way they acted a year ago
when the Hamilton District Conservation

Authority, the Hamilton-Wentworth conser-

vation authority, came down—and quite cor-

rectly so on the basis of the evidence pre-
sented to it—in favour of stopping dumping
in the bay. And the companies involved put

pressure on the government by way of the

back door and had it step in, through this

minister's predecessor, and put an end to

the conservation authority's power in that

regard.

Mr. Lawlor: I know there are more people

going in the ministry's back door than are

going in the front.

Mr. Deans: Now, I happen to think that it

is wrong to have this ministry responsible if

there is to be an appeal.

Mr. Lawlor: Of course it is wrong.

Mr. Deans: My colleague has offered one

suggestion, and I happen to think that it

makes sense to leave the power that exists

in the hands of the conservation authorities.

They have, in the main, acted responsibly.
There are very few instances where the con-

servation authorities have overstepped their

bounds, and the good they have done in the

Province of Ontario far outweighs anything
that might have been done that was detri-

mental.

The conservation authorities have acted in

good faith; the conservation authorities have
acted sensibly and the conservation authori-

ties have been able to proceed with conser-

vation because they have had the ultimate

power in the field. And by moving, as the

minister has done, to open it up to political

pressure, which is all that it is, means the

government has decided the conservation

authorities are incapable of acting in a proper
way with regard to future conservation.

Now if there is to be an appeal—and I

happen to think there ought not to be an
appeal of this type—but if there is to be an

appeal, then let it be an appeal to the

Lieutenant Governor in Council. Let it be
an appeal to the cabinet in total, so that at

least there will be an opportunity for all

sides to be heard, rather than directly to one
minister whose primary concern runs exactly

diametrically opposite to the concern of the

conservation authority which is going to be

making the initial decision.

Mr. Lawlor: Power hungry to boot!

Mr. Deans: I would suggest to the minister

that this is a regressive move on the part of

the ministry, no doubt brought about by the

situation that arose in Hamilton a year or a

Httle more than a year ago. But it is not the

proper move to take; it's not the proper
move.

It might even have made more sense had
the appeal been to the policy secretary as

opposed to the individual operative minister

in this case, because the policy secretary has

at least the overview of the entire matter and
the policy secretary has the opportunity to

take a look at all of the various aspects, both
of conservation and development, to deter-

mine whether or not there is an adequate
balance.

So that might have been the place to

which the appeal should have been directed,

as opposed to the operative ministry. But at

this particular point, we are going to have

the individual company with its corporate

concerns, or the individuals with their indi-

vidual concerns, obviously not satisfied with

what the conservation authority is about to

do or has indicated it is going to do, coming
to the minister in a political sense to try and

get him to override the conservation author-

ity in that matter. It is going to be a delay-

ing tactic on the one hand; it s going to stand

as an impediment in the way of future de-

velopment by way of conservation, and this

ministry and this minister don't have suflB-

cient knowledge in that particular field to

deal adequately with it because it goes over

a number of fields, not only in natural re-

sources.

And so I would suggest to the minister

that he make that kind of a change, and that

if he is not going to accept my colleague's

suggestion of taking the whole thing over

and not making a patsy out of the conserva-

tion authorities, at least move the power for

the appeal from the individual, operative

ministry to the policy field so there can be
su£Bcient input to the decision in order that

the decision can be made on a factual basis

rather than on a political basis.
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I know—or if I don't know I certainly feel

—that at the time when the Steel Co. of

Canada, God bless its heart, or Dofasco or

anyone else comes to this ministry and talks

about its need to fiU, that will be an over-

riding concern when measured against the

conservation authority's decision that filling

ought to be stopped. Where there is a mar-

gin that can be measured, that people can

see, that margin will, without question, always
be on the corporate side as opposed to the

conservation side.

The conservation authorities have been
efi^ective—and have been effective because

they have been given the ultimate power of

decision-making. If the government takes that

ultimate power away, for goodness sake don't

lodge it in the opponents' camp. That is what
is happening in this case.

I suggest to the minister that particular
clause should be taken out at this time since

it is not vitally necessary and that particular
clause should be reconsidered. Then if there

is in fact a need, it should be brought in

in such an order as to ensure there will not
be a conflict arise when the ultimate decision
is going to be made if and when an appeal
occurs.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-
ton Mountain,

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Mr.

Speaker, it is obvious here tonight in dis-

cussion of this bill that there is a great deal
of interest, from the Hamilton region in par-
ticular. Undoubtedly the pioneering and out-

standing achievements of the Hamilton Dis-
trict Conservation Authority has created a

great deal of interest and positive attitude in

our particular region. I think it is most fitting
that this bill is before the House on this par-
ticular evening since tomorrow night, the
minister will be interested in knowing, the
former chairman of that authority, Mr.
Thomas Beckett of Ancaster, is being hon-
oured at a testimonial dinner by his former

colleagues and a cross-section of the com-

munity.

However, Mr. Speaker, I cannot help con-

fessing that I was almost jarred to my inner

being here tonight to hear the member for
Hamilton East say he was in favour of the

filhng of Hamilton Bay prior to any form of
lake or bay study or waterfront study being
conducted by the authority, in contradiction
to the authority's—

Mr. Gisbom: Mr. Speaker, a point of order:
I thought I explained my position very
clearly. I had read the brief presented by

the Steel Co. of Canada and I thought it had
made its case to be allowed to continue its

small piece of fill. That is all I said.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Mr. Speaker, here we have

again the old story of "yes," and then again
"no." I think we have a very fine conserva-

tion authority. I was proud of all the mem-
bers of that authority for the way they stood

up and were counted—the provincial appoint-
ees and those from the various municipalities
in the county of Wentworth.

However I think, Mr. Speaker, I would
like to draw the attention of the minister to

the fact that the railways of this country are

not covered by landfill and other such regu-
lations. Indeed, in the city of Hamilton we
are facing one of the greatest land grabs
ever perpetrated upon anyone in this prov-
ince; that is by the CNR in its determination

and intention to proceed with the landfilling
of Hamilton Harbour at the extreme western
limit of Hamilton Bay. The fact is that the

CNR can arbitrarily proceed with landfill

operations in this region although it is con-

ceded that filling the adjacent water lots—I

believe by the firm of Lax Bros.—was a mis-

take. That land should never have been filled

in, perhaps, in the first place. Now that the

water lots have been filled in with the cut-

tings and blast materials from the Jolley-
Claremont access, it should be purchased by
the conservation authority or some public

body for public use—a marina, parkland or

so on—rather than have industrial or residen-

tial use of that land. Here we have the CNR,
with headquarters in Montreal, saying: "We
are going to fill in the end of that harbour,
come hell or high water." What right has any
corporation to fill in this land without being
accountable to the conservation authority or

to the minister?

Mr. Gisbom: Is the member in favour of

section 8 or not?

Mr. J. R. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I hope that

something can be done so that the minister

can intervene in this situation and prevent
this landfill I've foreseen.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to participate?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Yes, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I am confused.

I have been trying to read this section 8 in

the appeal sections in a manner that makes
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some legal sense, and frankly it doesn't. I am
not at all sure, as I read the original statute

and the 71 amendments on What is before

us, that I have any real understanding of

what it means.
We start oflF with amending clauses (b)

and (e) and (f) of 27(1)-

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the

Environment): There goes the member's QC.

Mr. Singer: —and by putting in the words

"or requiring the permission of the authority
for." So what we end up with is:

"Subject to the approval of the Lieutenant

Governor in Council"—that is how we start—

"an authority may make regulations appli-

cable in the area luider its jurisdiction"—and
then in the cases of b, e and /—"prohibiting,

regulating or substituting the permission of

the authority," to do certain things.

One would have thought, at first reading,
that once you got that far, you had been
before the Lieutenant Governor in Council,

the Lieutenant Governor in Council said it

was all right, and then within the four walls

of the regulation the authority could act, if

it acted under the last phase of the new
words that you are putting in. Well then,

let's follow down through the new 2(a) and
the new 2{b) in this statute before us: "Be-

fore refusing permission required under the

regulation of clause b, e, or f—"

Now, is the draftsman or the minister

anticipating that every application is going
to be refused? Is that what they mean? If so,

why are they going through all the song and
dance that jsfoes on before it? One would have

imagined that the first step would be a

hearing. Somebody would make an applica-

tion, somebody else would say, "Yes, that is

a good application," or "No, that is a bad

one," and in due course would come out

with an answer: "Yes, you have permission;"
"No, you don't." But the draftsman and/or
the minister seems to have jumped that and

presumes permission is going to be refused.

I would have thought there might be a

chance, if it is worthwhile putting in the

statute at all, that permission would be

granted.

An hon. member: They don't have to have

permission.

Mr. Singer: I just wonder why they take

the negative. Are they inviting the fact that

permission should be refused? Now, if you
can jump that one, let's go down to the next

one: After holding a hearing under subsection

2a, the authority shall give written reasons

for its refusal. Suppose it approves? Might
there not be written reasons for the ap-

proval?

Mr. Gisbom: It is all over if they give
them the permit.

Mr. Singer: Well, I don't know. I don't

know whether it is all over, because we have

got the Lieutenant Governor in Council in

there first. Then we have a series of hearings
that may be approved; that may grant ap-

proval, may not grant approval. And then

there shall be written reasons for the refusal.

Finally, we go down to number 2c, and
the applicant has been refused permission—

"may, within 30 days of the receipt of the

report of the reasons for the decision, appeal
to the minister who may dismiss the appeal
or grant the permission."

And again, perhaps more from a legal

point of view than the point of view that

has been put forward by some of the other

hon. members, I wonder what kind of a

hearing in fact we are talking about in front

of the minister.

The minister receives some reasons for

refusal. Perhaps somebody has been over-

ruled. Maybe there are reasons for approval
which somebody wants to appeal. Should it

not be a two-way street? Are there any pro-
cedures for a hearing by the minister? Does
the minister merely get the reasons, what-

ever they may be, and then receive a brief?

Is the person who feels aggrieved entitled to

come to the minister, to have a hearing, to

put forward an argument, to hear the argu-
ment he has to meet? Or does the minister

just retire into the quietude of his o£Bce and

later on emerge with a decision?

Mr. Lawlor: The member has it right.

Mr. Singer: I am not sure, Mr. Speaker,
that I understand at all what is supposed to

be an appeal procedure. I don't like the word-

ing of it. It isn't clear, and it isn't readily
understandable.

Mr. Lawlor: The point is, there are going
to be no refusals.

Mr. Singer: Well, I gather not, I gather
not.

Mr. Lawlor: They will make sure of that.

Mr. Singer: But one would have thought
that if we are dealing with a hearing pro-

cedure, one must contemplate approvals and

refusals, and one must contemplate hearings.
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Now, that may have been what the drafts-

man was striving for, but if it is, it certainly
doesn't come through to me in that way.

Somebody a little earlier made a suggestion
that the minister should take back the whole
of clause 8 and work it over again. I think

in view of the difficulty that I have, and I

presume other members have in making some
sense out of this, perhaps he should take

clause 8 back, work it over again and let's

have another look at it after it has been
redrafted.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

participate? If not, the hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I'm most

pleased that the members who have seen fit

to participate in the second reading of this

bill have basically endorsed the principle of

the amendments. I think they are all very
cognizant of the tremendous work the con-

servation authorities do in the Province of

Ontario. There are some 38 in all. We
recently moved into one new authority, as

the member for Windsor-Walkerville has

pointed out, a new one in Essex county,
which we are most anxious to move ahead
with as we get those appointees established

and funds become available.

I would point out to the hon. members
that the conservation authorities were estab-

lished some 25 years ago. They will remem-
ber quite vividly Hurricane Hazel, at which
time the government of the day—I believe it

was led by the late Premier of this province,
Hon. Leslie Frost—had the foresight to

estabHsh such a body to bring in the grass-

roots, or bring in the people in those water-

sheds, to deal with the matters about which

they know so much at that level; of course

with provincial funding and matched by
municipal dollars.

The concept of the conservation authority
is basically that the authority vdll be with
the municipalities or at the local level. We
have maintained in northern Ontario, in the

enlarged authorities, the concept of dealing
with the entire watershed. As has been point-
ed out by the member for Cochrane South,
the particular conservation authority to which
he refers will take in a much broader area

than the regional government. It will take in

the entire watershed.

I would point out to him that the Ministry
of Natural Resources deals with the Crown
lands of the Province of Ontario, and they
form some 90 per cent of the land mass in

this province. We do, in the Crown land area,
the job that the conservation authorities will

do now. There will be a meshing and a work-

ing together of those problems in that par-
ticular area. The same principle applied in

the setting up of the new Sudbury conserva-

tion authority where we brought two con-

servation authorities together, two small ones,
and enlarged them into an entire watershed,
much larger than the regional government
boundaries.

We are very confident with these amend-

ments, whereby the municipalities affected

or those that have been brought together
can have the right amount and the proper
representation along with the provincial

appointees, that they can go on doing a job
for which the conservation authorities have
been noted.

I would say to the hon. members that the

conservation authorities' programme in On-
tario is one that is being copied in other

parts of Canada. In fact, the chairman of the

conservation authorities council committee,
Colin Caswell of Sudbury—

Mr. Deans: We agree that it works well.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: —recently went to

Neepawa, Man. to assist that government in

setting up a conservation authorities' pro-

gramme.

Very recently, within the matter of the last

few weeks, that same group had been in

Quebec City working very closely with the

Quebec government because its conserva-

tion authorities* programme is not working
as effectively as the one in the Province of

Ontario. I think we can all take credit. Cer-

tainly this government is very proud of the

work the conservation authorities are doing

throughout the entire province.

Mr. Gisbom: Why take the power away
from them?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: To deal briefly with some
of the points that were mentioned, the mem-
ber for Essex South pointed out there were
some changes that were required and that the

committee of which he was a member had
made some very extensive recommendations.
I'm pleased that he has recognized the fact

that the Ministry of Natural Resources and
other ministries which have had the juris-

diction of the conservation authorities have

incorporated these recommendations into the

conservation authorities' programme. His

comments and his approval of the amalgam-
ation of the various municipalities and the

general classffication of the municipalities are

certainly well received. I do appreciate his

comments on it.
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The grouping of municipalities under the

present Conservation Authorities Act deals

basically with only two conservation authori-

ties, the Metropolitan Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority and the Grand River

Conservation Authority. With the generaliz-

ation and the amendinents to this particular

Act we will be able to deal in the same way
with all the conservation authorities.

On the question concerning federal in-

volvement with the conservation authority,

I think the member is referring to the flood

control programmes which we have now un-

der the ARDA programme and which are

being administered by the conservation

authority. This particular amendment will

have no effect on that particular programme.
It will move ahead in the same aggressive

way that it has in the last few months.

The member for Hamilton East made some
comment concerning the administrative

grants. I would point out to him that the

aggressiveness over that last 25 years and
the acceptance by the municipalities of this

tremendous programme have certainly caught
up with the funds that were allocated by the

province. I look back in history, I go over

the reports and I see that many municipali-
ties were very reluctant to become involved

in the conservation authority programme be-

cause, obviously, they had to put up their

share of the funding on a 50 per cent basis;

sometimes it was only on a 25 per cent

basis.

Needless to say those dollars were scarce.

Here again credit must go to the local people
and the conservation authorities for encourag-
ing those municipalities to become involved.

Now that they have really become involved

certainly we have to move ahead and re-

spond to that acceptance by these authori-

ties and provide this administrative funding
of which he speaks and with which I am
very much concerned.

Section 8, the appeal section, which the

member refers to, I would point out to him
basically deals with three matters. These

specific sections recommend, of course, the

strengthening of the statutory regulation it-

self. As he correctly pointed out, the situa-

tion that occurred in Hamilton and the test-

ing by the legal people proved that the

present regulation and the present statutory

power were not strong enough for the auth-
orities to carry forward this regulation.

I would say to him that it did not solely
deal with the Hamilton situation. Right now,
at the pesent time, we have a similar situa-

tion before the courts by the Metropohtan
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority.

They want this strengthening. I can say to

him that they have been actively involved in

the construction and the development of

these amendments, because we really work
together and work closely with the chair-

men's committee of the conservation author-

ities.

Mr. Gisbom: They would be all right if

the government had confidence in the con-

servation authorities and backed them up.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Now they have asked
for this strengthening of their statutory

powers, which we are going to give them;
and we have also agreed to provide for a

hearing, an appeal, to the minister, of course;
and third, to validate the existing regulations
in this respect. So we have three distinct

functions of section 8.

Mr. Deans: Who asked for the appeal?
The conservation authorities asked for vali-

dation of their appeal, subject to the minis-

ter?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: This was a matter which
was very clearly discussed with the conser-

vation authorities and they have agreed to

it; they have agreed to the strengthening of

it. I would point out with regard to the

Hamilton situation—and this is something
that the member for Hamilton did not bring
forward—that the Ministry of the Environ-

ment had already approved in principle the

programme of the Steel Co. long before the

conservation authorities had enacted the

landfill regulations.

Mr. Deans: The government changes
principles all the time.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: This is something that

was not clarified; it was something which
came up during our discussions and our in-

volvement in that particular case.

Mr. Lawlor: The government changes
them so often we doubt that it has any.

Mr. Gisbom: The minister makes one de-

cision and then changes his mind.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: The member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville made some very interesting

comments. We are concerned, of course, as

he is, with the Grass Island situation. I would

point out to him that we are working very

closely with the Ministry of the Environ-

ment and the Ministry of Natural Resources,
but this does not come within the jurisdic-

tion of the conservation authority. While
there has been no decision made at the pres-
ent time, as yet, concerning the allowing or
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the granting of permission to fill this particu-

lar area, we are concerned in my ministry

with the biological eflFects that may occur

with this particular action.

Mr. B. Newman: Is the minister specifying

the source of the fill?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Yes, I think this is some-

thing we will deal with, with the Ministry of

the Environment, to make sure that no ad-

verse effects are imposed in that particular
area.

The shorehne protection to which he refers

is something that we always include when we
establish a new authority, and our policy is

to add the ports of the Great Lakes when

establishing the various boundaries. This is

by expressed addition to the area so that it

is defined. There is an area of jurisdiction in

which all those conservation authorities that

border the Great Lakes are involved, and this

is the method we use in defining the shore-

line areas to which he refers.

I think I have answered the comments of

the member for Cochrane South. I would say
to him that in connection with the very pro-
ductive field meeting that we had in the city
of Timmins—at which time the question of

representation was thoroughly discussed—I
noted those comments of the chairman there

very carefully. On my return I checked into

the problem to which he referred, and he is

quite right in saying that no notice was given
to that member who had served his &ree-

year term. I have personally taken it upon
myself to write him a letter and to apologize
for this error and this oversight.

But I would point out to him that if there
is a provincial appointee, it is usually for a
two- or three-year period and, as was pointed
out by the provincial secretary at that time,
the appointee need not think that he will be

reappointed. I think this was the clarification

that he wanted at that particular meeting.
We are looking for broad points of view and
some varied interests and we do like to rotate

the membership on these conservation author-

ities; which we do, as he is well aware, on a

regular basis.

There has been some comment about the
conflict of the conservation authorities within
the Ministry of Natural Resources and to

this, of course, I cannot agree, because the

Ministry of Natural Resources is very much
involved in dealing with the Crown lands of
this province. We administer some 115 pro-
vincial parks and, as the members know, the
conservation authorities are dealing very
closely with recreation and the development
of parks in their areas. The experts within my

ministry work very closely with the conserva-

tion authorities. We deal with water quality
or water control. This, too, is part of the

work of the Ministry of Natural Resources;
and forestry aspects. All these things which
the conservation authorities deal with, we
deal with on Crown lands, so we have the

expertise within the Ministry of Natural Re-
sources and are able to work very closely

with them.

It is working exceptionally well, and I can

tell members that the conservation authori-

ties feel very much at home within the Min-

istry of Natural Resources.

Mr. Stokes: Take a look at the Lake Nipi-

gon watershed.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well, there is no con-

servation authority there. Maybe we should

establish one there.

Mr. Stokes: No, but you are expert in that

field; you don't need them.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: We will get to that; we
will get to that.

The comments of the member for Peel

South were very well taken. I know of his

interest and his concem and his appreciation
of the work that the conservation authority
is doing in his particular area. His reference

to more public input and more public aware-

ness of actions of the conservation authority
are well taken, and I can assure him that I

will consider his remarks.

The entire Conservation Authorities Act

will be overhauled in, I hope, the not-too-

distant future, because there are areas, as the

member for Windsor-Walkerville and the

member for Essex South pointed out, in

which we could improve the Act on an over-

all, general basis, and we intend to do that.

Possibly at that time we could consider their

remarks and suggestions to be implemented,
because I do think they are worthy of con-

sideration.

Mr. Lawlor: Get a bet on it! We'll see.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I was pleased to note

from the member for Hamilton Mountain that

the former chairman of the Hamilton con-

servation authority, Thomas Beckett, would
be honoured tomorrow night. Certainly I

want to join him in expressing to the mem-
ber for Brantford (Mr. Beckett) the congratu-
lations of the Ministry of Natural Resources

and the conservation authorities, with which
I have the honour of working so closely. I

think the Hamilton group have excelled in

their work in that particular area, and cer-
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tainly the member for Brantford has played
a very major part in the development and the

preservation of conservation in the Hamilton

area.

Mr. Deans: Except when the chips were
down the minister stabbed him in the back.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Now, Mr. Speaker, the

remarks of the member for Downsview were
of a very legal nature. Certainly I am not a

lawyer by any stretch of the imagination,
even though I was listed in the book of

lawyers for Metropolitan Toronto recently, it

doesn't qualify me to speak in that frame.

But before getting into that, I would point
out-

Mr. Gisbom: That was a green book.

Mr. B. Newman: He will be wanting a QC
next.

Mr. Singer: Did he pay his fees? That is

the better test.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I didn't pay my fees-

no, I didn't!

I would point out to the member for Ham-
ilton Mountain concerning his remarks about

the CNR, this is a federal body, of course,

operating under federal jurisdiction and fed-

eral legislation-

Mr. J. R. Smith: All Liberalsl

Hon. Mr. Bemier: All Liberals, yes.

It is something I wasn't aware of, and the

blatantly arrogant attitude of that particular

body is something that I intend to look into,

because if what the member says is correct, I

do think the conservation authorities should

be able to work more closely and to control

some of the developments.

Mr. Stokes: Did he say the CNR was arro-

gant? Is he saying the CNR is arrogant?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Oh—

Mr. Paterson: CPR!

Mr. Deans: He said not only arrogant, but

blatantly arrogant.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Blatantly arrogant!

An hoD. member: Not the crews.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): He was speak-

ing of the Liberal government at that time.

Mr. Singer: Worse than ordinary.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Oh, oh!

Mr. Stokes: Could the minister explain?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: In this instance?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: He can't. He is already embar-
rassed and he wishes he hadn't said it.

Mr. Stokes: Well, I'll call Norman Mac-
Millan and he'll give me an explanation.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I'll repeat it to him
too. The way they deal with my municipality
in northwestern Ontario, they are blatantly

arrogant. But that's in another frame—in
another area, really, not the conservation

authorities.

Mr. B. Newman: They cancelled his rail

pass.

Mr. Stokes: Not blatant!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: But I am advised re-

garding the comments of the member for

Downsview—they point out to me it's not

distinguishing between making of a regula-
tion and the operation of a regulation; the

new section applies only to the latter—what-

ever that means! Did the member figure that

one out?

Mr. Stokes: What does it mean?

Mr. B. Newman: You've got him confused,
too.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: It's pointed out to me
that the hearings are statutory powers of de-

cision, and of course come under the Statu-

tory Powers Procedures Act. But I would

point out to the member that if the conser-

vation authority is, of course, going to refuse

permission, then they have the obligation
now to hold a hearing and to have that

individual there and to explain to him their

reasons of refusal. If that refusal is there,

then that applicant has the right of appeal
to the minister, which I think is the right
course of action.

There has been some suggestion that this

should be taken to the Lieutenant Governor
in Council. I don't agree. I think it is fair

to say that we examined all these possibilities.
Some even suggested they should go to the

Ontario Municipal Board or the Environ-

mental Hearing Board.

Mr. Deans: Anyone but this ministry!

Hon. Mr. Bemier: But we felt the quickest

way to get a decision, the smoothest way to

handle the situation—because we don't want
to be burdening the entire cabinet with such

decisions—is that they could be handled very
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quickly, very smoothly, by the minister in

charge. We think this is the right course of

action.

Mr. Singer: Well, doesn't it provide for a

hearing by the minister in charge?

Mr. Stokes: That's what you call a min-

isterial breakdown.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, in closing
I would just point out that with these

amendments to the Conservation Authorities

Act I can say that while the bill will not be
a perfect one, it will be the next thing to it.

Thank you very much.

Mr. Lawlor: Just like the Pits and Quarries
Act.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Some hon. members: No, no!

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Agreed.

ONTARIO WATER RESOURCES ACT

Hon. Mr. Auld moves second reading of

Bill 170, an Act to amend the Ontario Water
Resources Act.

Mr. Stokes: What happened to Bill 164?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Stokes: I have not too much to say
on this bill. It is fairly short and concise, but

being an eternal optimist, I see something
in section 1 of this bill that I have been

trying to get incorporated into legislation for

as long as I have been a member of this

House. I may be reading something into

section 1 that really isn't there, but when I

see any ministry of this government at long
last taking an interest in unorganized or un-

surveyed territories, to me this is really and

truly a major breakthrough.
I have been attempting to prevail upon

every ministry of that government over there

and, at every opportunity that presented it-

self, upon the Premier. More recently during
the debate on the budget presented by the

provincial Treasurer (Mr. White), I suggested
to him that in view of the fact that he is

taking large sums of money through various

taxation programmes from all of the people
in the Province of Ontario, including those

who reside in unorganized territories, he

should be amending existing legislation and

bringing in new legislation that would enable

people in unorganized communities to par-

ticipate in the various programmes.

When I see section 1 defining a munici-

pahty to include, among other things, "school

purposes in an unorganized township or un-

surveyed territory," Mr. Speaker, I hope it

means that the Ministry of the Envirormient

is going to amend the Ontario Water Re-

sources Act to the extent that it will enable

some legal entity or some responsible group,
even if it be a small school board, in un-

organized municipalities to participate in pro-
vincial water and sewer programmes.

As I say, I may be a cockeyed optimist,
but when I see the inclusion of unorganized
townships or unsurveyed territory witbin the

meaning of an Act to amend the Ontario
Water Resources Act, I hope indeed that is

what it means, because I think this minister

knows better than any previous minister re-

sponsible for water resources and the provi-
sion of essential services, that this need has

really become very acute.

This ministry is now working with the

unorganized hamlet of Armstrong; at least it

has come up with a concept whereby for the

first time this government will be attempting
to assist an unorganized hamlet in the pro-
vision of a communal water system.

There has been no agreement on the final

form that should take, whether there should
be a series of communal wells, whether there

will be a distribution system, or whether the

people will be allowed to participate in the

same way as organized municipalities, in

some instances with a subsidy of up to about
75 per cent from this ministry. If that is the

case, fine and dandy. We welcome it. If some
other form of assistance is provided, it will

indeed be a major breakthrough.

If that is what this section 1 means, I want
to compliment the minister. If indeed it is not

what it means, I will still keep trying. But I

would like that land of assurance from the

minister, that this is the case.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wishing to

take part?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, to relieve the

hon. member for Thunder Bay and some of

his other northern colleagues, and a number
on this side of the House, this problem is

one of great interest, and this will not deter
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us. This is basically no real change from the

old legislation.

Mr. Stokes: Except they were never able

to participate.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Perhaps it clarifies things
a little, because as I understand it, "or other

local authority" is a pretty broad term, and
if there is some new kind of authority set up
this should include it.

It may well be we'll come back for another

amendment at some future time, but my
understanding is that, as the hon. member
knows, the Treasurer has been looking at

various forms of organization to deal with
some of these problems, not just water and
sewer but some other ones, and this is suflB-

ciently broad that, as I understand it, we can

pursue things further than we're doing with

Armstrong and with some other communities
in the same sort of a position. I think if he

keeps optimistic—the Minister of Community
and Social Services is not here; the Minister

of Natural Resources has left; as have some
of the other members who have the same

problems as the hon. member for Thunder

Bay—I think we're making a little progress,
and legislatively we have the powers.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT,
1971

Hon. Mr. Auld moves second reading of

Bill 171, an Act to amend the Environmental
Protection Act, 1971.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, may I impose
on your good nature, and that of the House,
to mention that since the time of the intro-

duction of this bill last May there are several

amendments which I propose to move in

committee of the whole House, and it might
be of help to the hon. members if I could

indicate what they are. I won't read them,
but they have to do with the ice shelter part
of this, and the fact that they can be removed;
and we clarify the definition of ice shelter.

In the part having to do with section 7,

we propose to insert in subsection 1 of sec-

tion 61(3) the definition that we include

county in there as well as the local municipal-
ity. I was surprised to find that a local munic-

ipality is not a county legally. I think that is

basically it. They are housekeeping amend-

ments, but just in case there was some ques-
tion about this, I thought I should mention
it at this point.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Perth.

Mr. Young: Just the one amendment?

Hon. Mr. Auld: There are about six amend-
ments.

Mr. Young: Dealing with penalties?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Pardon?

Mr. Young: Dealing with penalties? The
minister says penalty itself!

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, definition and author-

ity to remove shelters.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Perth.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I want to make a very few

brief comments. However, first of all I would

say that this is quite a wide-ranging amend-
ment to the Environmental Protection Act of

1971. As I recall the Act, when it was passed
at that time, we noted that it appeared to

the public to be a very comprehensive bill,

but I believe all members of the House
realized that a great amount of the original
bill was left for regulation by the Lieutenant

Governor in Council. It is always interesting
to see some amendments being brought into

the Legislature to counteract some of the

problems that have been noted across the

province.

Mr. Speaker, in my few comments I have

to ask questions for clarification because

some of the sections are not too clear—at

least they are not suflBciently clear to me.

As I looked over the bill I noticed that it

deals with a number of more or less major
items; such as exhaust emission systems, con-

trol of pollution from ice shelters, abandoned
motor vehicles and, of course, the change of

delegating to a municipality the responsibihty
for carrying out controls under Part 7, which
of course deals with the inspection of private

sewage disposal and septic tank systems.

In section 1 I am quite concerned about

subsection (E), where we have actually just

added training programmes. I wonder if this

is another public relations scheme or if this

couldn't be handled at the local level by
boards of health or district health units.

Then, under section 8, I notice that the

words "under Part 7" have been added. I

realize that in the original bill this had to do
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with private sewage systems and then was

changed to sewage systems generally, but I

wonder why this has been added. Is this

really necessary or is the government going
to establish and operate any demonstration or

experimental systems for private individuals?

I'd like to make a comment regarding the

legislation as it pertains to exhaust emissions.

I really think it makes excellent sense that

no car can be sold if it does not comply to

regulations. Also, that no person can remove
such system or device except for repair or

replacement. This is a good section because,
as we have noted in the Highway Traffic Act

referring to noise pollution, this is not con-

trolled to the best advantage. I think this

section will make things much stiffer, but it

isn't very clear to me, particularly in section

24(2), where it says:

Where a manufacturer installs on, at-

taches to, or incorporates in any motor or

motor vehicle, a system or device to pre-
vent or lessen the emission of any con-

taminant, the owner of such motor or motor
vehicle shall not operate or cause or per-
mit the operation of such motor or motor

vehicle, nor shall any person knowingly
operate or cause or permit its operation,
unless such motor vehicle has installed on
or attached to or incorporated in it such

system or device and such system or device

operates in accordance with the regulations
when the motor or motor vehicle is in

operation.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): About as great as

hanging jelly on a hook.

Mr. EdighoflFer: There are a lot of words
in that section, and I really wonder how the

ministry is going to police such a section.

Does the minister anticipate that he will have

special, centrally-located inspection centres for

the vehicle to be checked; or does the motor-
ist just have to wait until he is pulled off the

road some day to be checked?

Just to take this a step further, I note the

explanatory note for section 4 reads: "The
offence provisions of the sections are removed
in order that the general offence provisions
of the Act will apply." If a motor vehicle is

taken off to the side of the road, checked,
and it is found there is an offence, that he
doesn't have the right equipment on, does
this mean that on his first offence he could
be fined $5,000 and the second offence

$10,000? I noticed previously there was a

penalty of $500.

Section 4 deals with the ice shelters. This
is again a new section and is welcome and

should relieve the littering problems along
our waterways. Basically, the main question

is, who will be designated by the minister

as a provincial officer and how will he fulfil

his duties, because snow covers up much
litter and waste in a very short time?

To go on to section 3, which covers aban-

doned motor vehicles. I guess this is finally

what was mentioned in the Throne Speech
on March 20, which said: "New regulations
will be introduced providing simplified and
more rapid procedures for divesting the title

in derelict vehicles to hasten their removal."

I think as we drive around the country we
know that it is time for this type of legisla-

tion. It would appear to me that the 30-day

period as stated in this amendment will cer-

tainly speed up the process.

Also it is interesting to note that there are

safeguards for the owner and the director if

the vehicle was wrongfully removed. I would
like to ask the minister, however, if this ap-

plies only to public land or does he foresee

any possibility of this extending to private
land? I can see where someone might go
and abandon a vehicle along the concession

roads, on private property; what really hap-

pens in this case?

Also, I am wondering about the aban-

doned motor vehicle—the definition—how far

does this go? Does it apply to trucks, to

snowmobiles, to motorcycles, to tractors, any-

thing that is motor driven, or does it apply

mainly to the motor cars?

Now to go on to section 6. This section

deals with the matter of authorization of

municipalities and giving them the responsi-

bility to control and design the operation of

septic tanks and sewage systems.

At the moment I feel it is somewhat con-

fusing. I believe the ministry delegates the

authority to local health units, or boards of

health, and this has been somewhat unsatis-

factory because they have been using engi-
neers in the ministry as consultants. To some
extent this is dual authority which never

seems to work too well.

So I am very agreeable to the fact of trans-

ferring the responsibilities to the municipal-

ity, or a district health board, but I believe

that it should be the responsibility of this

government to set standards so we have pro-
vincial standards and people in all areas

know what is expected of them.

I believe, Mr. Speaker, that is all I will

say at the moment. I imagine this will go to

committee, when a number of questions can

be asked in reference to other sections. I have
to say again that I am glad to see this legis-
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lation, because we have been waiting for

some of these things to be looked after for

some time.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. Young: Mr. Speaker, I would suggest
to the minister that since he did not know
for some little time that some changes were

being contemplated—some amendments were

being made—he would have done well if he

had had the bill reprinted so we could see

exactly what those amendments are. I pre-
sume it doesn't change the general principle
of the bill too much.

Certainly, in the penalty clause for ex-

ample, we don't know what that penalty is.

We have no idea at this point exactly what
the minister has in mind, and it may be that

he should have given us a little more infor-

mation in the way of a reprinted bill.

However, these are matters, by and large,
with which we in this group agree. We have
been looking for them for some time and

they are welcome changes; although, again,

they are long overdue.

On the matter of the emission devices on
motor cars, I repeat what has already been
asked as to what the technique is going to

be to check on the people who may discon-

nect these devices and run their cars in that

manner. Already I have heard three or four

people who have said openly that they in-

tend, after the car is rim in, to disconnect

the devices; nobody is going to know the dif-

ference and they are not going to waste gas
and waste power by having these things
attached to their motors. They know how
they are going to do it and they are going
to do it and run their cars that way.

I presume that the check will be made
when the cars are spotchecked on the high-

way or when they run through the check-

points; although certainly a person who has

done this is not going to run voluntarily

through the inspection centres.

I would also think there has to be a bit

of change in the policy of hailing cars into

the inspection lanes set up in our towns dur-

ing the summer time. Up to this point, the

stress has been largely on cars which seem to

need inspection and the new cars have, per-

haps, been more or less ignored. In order to

catch this kind of skulduggery, if I can call

it that—and I think it is—the new cars are

going to have to be hailed in as well as the

others in order to inspect the antipollution
devices.

I would think also here that the minister

should see to it that there will be a good

deal of publicity to this kind of legislation
and this kind of penalty. Certainly until I

told them, the people I mentioned had no

knowledge that there was any penalty con-
nected with this. At that time, of course,
$500 was the figure in my mind. Now it is up
to $5,000 and $10,000. While I don't suppose
any judge would levy a $5,000 or a $10,000
fine at this level—it will likely be something
much lower than that—at the same time I

think our people ought to be aware that they
are running the risk, at least, of a $5,000 fine

when they disconnect these devices in their

motor cars or when they sell a car which
may have been tampered with in this regard.

I would hope that the minister would give
this real publicity, and perhaps the first time
he catches somebody doing this sort of thing
will see to it that the news media are well
informed. That might have some effect on
other people who may have the same general
ideas.

As far as the ice shelters are concerned,

again the problem there, I think, is one of

enforcement. How is the minister going to

look after this matter? Check everybody
going on the ice to see whether they are

carrying a pail with them? Or is he going to

have inspectors sniflBng around to see what's

happened? Is he going to have an army of

people towing these shelters away on the

deadline, or shortly after the deadline?

Because many people are procrastinators and
sometimes those shelters are left on the ice.

There is a lot of ice in this province where
shelters are erected. Perhaps we should know
what the minister plans in this respect.

As far as the abandoned motor vehicles are

concerned, the question in my mind, is why
the 30 days? Before action is taken that car

is going to sit there for some considerable

period of time, until somebody notices it and

complains about it; or some oflBcial sees it

and sizes it up as an abandoned motor car

and takes action. It seems to me that 30

days is quite a long time to leave it there

after the notice is served and before that

kind of action is taken. Surely a shorter

period than that will do?

I don't know whether this has something
to do with legal procedures or not. I don't

think so, since they are spelled out pretty

carefully here. But why leave it there another

30 days after the job is complete as far as

notice is concerned? There is no question that

across this province there are just too many
abandoned motor cars.

And I hope this includes abandoned trucks

and other vehicles, old vehicles of various
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kinds which are sitting on the side of the

road, and very often on private property.

Obviously they have not been used for a

long time, obviously they have been aban-
doned by their ovi'ners. I would hope that

the action is going to be swift in cleaning
this whole mess up in the future.

Some other members of this caucus may
have some observations to make along that

line, because I've heard quite a bit of com-
ment about cars that are junked in various

places in their riding and they just don't like

it.

Just one further comment, Mr. Speaker, in

connection with section 12, which says this:

"Subsection 2 of section 102 of the said Act
is amended by adding at the end thereof

these particular words." Now that section

simply says that no one can really prosecute
or attempt to prosecute any person—and I

suppose that implies company—who complies
fully with an order or an approval, and these

cannot be prosecuted or be convicted of any
oflFence in respect of the matter or matters

dealt with in the order of approval. Then the

words are added: "that occurs during the

period within which the order of programme
approval is applicable." Now that is a bit of

a puzzle to me, because I would think that

if an agreement is made between the minister

and another individual or company for cer-

tain works to be done over a period of time,
that agreement is there and it is very difficult

to prosecute. Although, perhaps, we have had

illustrations, in Sudbury particularly, where

companies that have not complied have had

very extensive extensions to the time limit for

their compliance. This happened with Inco,
it has recently happened with Falconbridge;
and I'm not sure tihat the minister isn't trying
to plug a hole here so that nobody can take

up the cause once he has extended the period
of the order.

Those are, I think, all the comments I have
to make at this point, Mr. Speaker. I do
welcome, and this group welcomes, the mat-
ters that are dealt with here and we hope
that this Act will have a good deal of effect

in cleaning up certain situations in this prov-
ince that have long needed to be cleaned up.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: I wish to make a few
comments concerning parts of the bill that

do disturb me. I wonder how the minister

intends to enforce the legislation.

In the first instance, I would like to know
if the minister intends to include garden

tractors, lawnmowers and other gasoline-

propelled devices. The emissions from these

are probably just as serious if not more seri-

ous than some coming out of the vehicles at

present on our roads.

Likewise, I am a little disappointed that

the minister hasn't come down with some

type of legislation to control the gas pumps,
because I understand that more hydrocar-
bons are emitted in the filling of a tank of

gasoline at the gasoline station than are

emitted by the car in burning up the com-

plete tankful of gas. So you can see that if

you control the emission of hydrocarbons at

the source of the filling in the first instance,

you would have eliminated at least half of

the hydrocarbon problem. You have a serious

problem during the filling stage, and then

you have the same problem in the burning
of the gasoline in the vehicle itself.

In requiring the keeping of the various

types of records, I am wondering if the

minister intends to sort of ease his way, in

co-operation with the Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications (Mr. Carton), to-

wards requiring the individual to keep a log-

book that would indicate the various types

of repairs done to the vehicle, including re-

pairs to any of the emission devices that may
be on the vehicle.

The individual may bring his car to a

repair shop and have what he thought was
the proper emission device installed, or a

faulty one corrected, and then be stopped
on the road by an official of the minister's

department with possibly charges laid against
him simply because the emission device did

not control the pollution as it was supposed
to. Yet the individual might in good faith

have had the thing corrected or thought he
had it corrected by attending to it at some

gasoline or motor vehicle repair shop.

I am wondering likewise if the minister

now, in co-operation with the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications, will add
to the fitness certificate on the sale or the

transfer of title of the vehicle a certificate

that would include the various emission con-

trol devices. This might be a method through
which some of the problems could be over-

come.

I also wonder about control of home-made
vehicles, where an adept young man may
take an abandoned gasoline motor, regard-
less of whether it comes from a lawnmower
or from some other type of vehicle, and in-

stall it on his own version of a four-wheel or

two-wheel vehicle and, as a result, use it

other than on a public highway. He could
test that, drive it around on the shopping
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plazas. There is nothing to stop him from

using the vehicle on the shopping plaza, from
what I understand, because it is private prop-
erty and not public property and you would
have no jurisdiction as far as the use of

that vehicle there would be concerned.

Now the minister's bill does make mention
of ice shelters. I wonder if, in the definition

there, hunting blinds are in the same cate-

gory? They are not! Does the minister intend

to introduce legislation? If he does, why does
he not include hunting blinds that are aban-
doned in the fall season of the year? They
could be just as serious a problem in some
areas of the province as the ice shelters in

other part of the province.

I am wondering also if on private property
you would have the authority to come along
and remove the ice shelters and blinds. In
Essex county, where most of the hunting and

maybe ice fishing areas, especially in the

swamp land, are owned by non-Canadians,
owned by Americans, I am wondering how
your legislation would affect the abandon-
ment of hunting and/or fishing ice shelters

on that type of property.
As far as abandoned motor vehicles are

concerned, I know it is a real problem and
it is probably more so a problem in other

jurisdictions than it is in ours. The city of

Detroit has to pick up 100 cars a day,
vehicles abandoned on their streets; over

37,000 of them. So if Detroit with a million

and a half population has that type of a

problem, I imagine the city of Toronto might
have a problem that almost would equal that

as far as abandoned vehicles are concerned.
I hope it isn't as sizeable in the Toronto area
as it is over there, but it eventually may
become that.

I think the abandoned motor vehicle legis-
lation is the type of legislation that we have
been looking forward to for quite some time.

In connection with the removal of abandoned

vehicles, we hope the minister allows all of

the various scrap dealers an opportunity to

partake in the removal or disposition of these

abandoned vehicles.

At one time I contacted this ministry con-

cerning the desires of the dealers in the

Windsor area who wanted to become in-

volved immediately in the removal of aban-
doned vehicles. Apparently, though, the

ministry was working on a pilot project up
in the northern part of the province but it

wasn't doing anything in the southern end,
and the dealers in my area were a little dis-

appointed that they couldn't start right away.
Mr. Speaker, that is the limit of my com-

ments on the bill but when the bill comes

up before the committee of the whole House
then there will be amendments introduced.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Mus-
koka.

Mr. F. S. Miller (Muskoka): Mr. Speaker,
I can agree in principle with almost all of

the amendments in this bill.

Mr. Cisbom: Has the hon. member seen
the regulations?

Mr. Miller: I would only suggest that some
of the principles are fine if we don't get
carried away and try to impose too many
restrictions on the automobile engine in an

attempt to clean up air. I think we have to

look very closely at the regulations that are

now being imposed in the United States, the

1975 standards which I believe have been

postponed to 1976 because of the inability of

the automobile industry to meet them on
time.

I believe the State of California was the

first state in the union to require air pollu-
tion devices to be put on automobiles, and
their standards were quite stringent. Yet we
find the US federal government standards are

much more stringent, increasing the cost of

operation of a vehicle very considerably.

The present anti-pollution devices have
been remarkably eflBcient—I believe they have
removed about 80 per cent of the contami-

nants—but they have already added about

$100 a year to the cost of the operation of

the vehicle.

The future requirements, which automati-

cally will become Canadian unless the Cana-
dian government takes some steps to prevent
it, will add about $500 to the capital cost of

the vehicle and increase very markedly the

operating costs. This is my real fear: The
standards will be applied to Canada but will

have no meaning to Canada.

Once, not too long ago, in making one of

my very rare speeches, I made the comment
that adopting standards that are good for

California in terms of air control was about

as sensible as making all California cars have

snow tires and block heaters. I would suggest
that parallel still applies, that in accepting
American standards we should be very care-

ful that we are not creating much greater
difficulties for the Canadian motorist.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
there is probably no legislation in the Ontario

statutes more debated, discussed and cursed
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than the Environmental Protection Act in

section 86 of the statutes, and I think this

amendment is not going to do very much
for the city of Sudbury, which has the infa-

mous title of being the pollution capital of

the world.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Oh,

pure hogwash!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Germa: I am informed that two per
cent of the world's sulphur dioxide is emitted

from the mining complexes in the Sudbury
basin. I don't know why we should be sub-

jected to such a pollution count, that we
should have to accept two per cent of the

total world pollutants that are present in the

atmosphere.

To say that the legislation is in a shambles
as far as protecting the city of Sudbury and
district is concerned would only be a minor

thing compared with the disarray of the

Ministry of the Environmental in that par-
ticular area.

The legislation does not seem to adopt the

principle that every citizen has the right to

clean air, and as long as this principle is not

upheld then we are going to be victims of

pollution.

The current state of environmental law
dictates that one cannot seek civil recourse

unless you are directly affected by the pollu-
tion, which implies that you have to be a

potato farmer or a wheat farmer or some-

thing and be directly affected before you can

bring suit against the offending party. If the

minister were really sincere in trying to

clean up the problem as we know it in the

city of Sudbury, he would have enacted such
an amendment which would give any citizen

in the Province of Ontario the right to bring
suit against the offending party. But, lo and

behold, that does not seem to have happened.

One of the most offensive practices I have
witnessed since the passing of this Act is the

power of the minister to impose ministerial

orders upon offending people. We have been
witness to that. The minister has, in the past,

placed a couple of our major mining com-

panies in the Sudbury basin under ministerial

order. He doesn't seem to apply them with

the zeal that he should in that when the

offending companies do not comply with the

orders as issued, they come to him in secret

meetings without benefit of public inquiry
and without benefit of informing the popu-
lation. Lo and behold, the minister rescinds

the ministerial order and grants the company

a licence to continue pumping SO2 on our

heads.

In a press release issued today I am in-

formed that 6,000 tons of sulphur dioxide

are emitted per day in the Sudbury area.

This is a world record as far as emissions of

sulphur dioxide are concerned. On Jan. 5,

1973, the minister rescinded the order which
he had placed upon the International Nickel

Co., which was going to have the effect of

reducing sulphur dioxide emissions at the

iron ore recovery plant to 250 tons per day.
He is now going to allow them to continue

to dump 650 tons per day from that chimney
until Apr. 15, 1974.

A couple of weeks ago, Mr. Speaker, the

same situation applied to Falconbridge Nickel

Mines. The minister rescinded the order

which he had formerly given and he extended

Falconbridge Nickel's ministerial order to pol-
lute until 1978.

Mr. Speaker, I notice your restlessness so

I move to adjourn the debate.

Mr. Speaker: I am not in the least bit rest-

less. The hon. member has 30 seconds.

Mr. Germa: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I

will continue.

I was also concerned about the move by
the minister to pick up abandoned automo-

biles, and by the length of the section I

think he can see he is going to run into some

problems. He does not tell us where he is

going to pick up abandoned automobiles

from.

Mr. Speaker: The 30 seconds has now ex-

pired.

Mr. Germa moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before

moving the adjournment of the House I

would like to indicate what we will be doing
on Thursday. I have indicated to both parties

that in the standing committee the estimates

of the Ministry of Natural Resources will be

heard because of the absence of the minister

who is being heard at the moment.

As the first item on Thursday we will deal

with item 16; then we will conclude the cur-

rent debate on Bill 171, item 7; and then

items 8, 5, 13, 14, 12 and 15.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock,

p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We are pleased to have
visitors with us today in both galleries from

Guelph Collegiate and Vocational Institute of

Guelph.

Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions. The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

KITCHENER-WATERLOO
OKTOBERFEST

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have a

question I would like to put to the Minister

of Consumer and other matters, whose title

I'm sure he recognizes.

Has he familiarized himself with the cir-

cumstances that led the chief of the Liquor
Licence Board to rescind the licence that has
been granted under the Oktoberfest pro-
visions to the Kitchener arena? Does he not

feel that the police on the scene have the

prime responsibiUty to look after a situation

such as was described, at least in the press
rather than having the full onus falling on
the chairman? Is he going to intervene

personally in a matter that seems to be of

growing complexity, which is a matter of
some seriousness since it means that an in-

dividual appointed by the goveniment seems
to be having and taking on to himself a

great deal of decision-making powers associ-

ated with community activities?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker,
yes, I have familiarized myself with the

particular situation referred to by the Leader
of the Opposition. I do not feel that the

responsibility should be that only of the local

police. If there are breaches of the Liquor
Licence and/or Liquor Control Act, then the

people here in Toronto who are responsible
for the administration of that Act must react
in a positive fashion. The bankers, who had
booked for a function a portion of the build-

ing to which the hon. leader refers, I beheve
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last evening, were accorded permission to

proceed with the permit issued to them so

long as they administered it.

There have been alleged breaches of the

Liquor Control Act, the Liquor Licence Act
and the Criminal Code occurring at this one

particular place. It was a considered opinion
of the Liquor Licence Board of this province
that the group which was in fact licensed was
not capable of maintaining control. For that

reason and in the interest of public safety
and the administration of the Act, the occa-

sional permit for that particular portion of the

premises was lifted, and I think quite prop-

erly so.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the
minister inform the House if the local police
asked for the suspension of the occasional

permit or the licence?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I cannot

report whether the police asked. Before the

permit was suspended, the Liquor Licence

Board, which is seized with the responsibility
in this particular instance, conferred with the

local police in that area to confirm reports
that were in fact directed to the Liquor
Licence Board. As a result of those consulta-

tions, the licence was suspended.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, supplemen-
tary. I wonder if the minister could tell us
further if the number of counts of specific

infringements are as reported in the press—I
believe it was two people charged witii fight-

ing and six people charged with drinking in

the parking lot—or was it, in fact, a riotous

situation that would require the chairman of
the Liquor Licence Board in Toronto to issue

an edict stopping it all?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I under-
stand that in addition to those matters re-

ferred to in the press there were many
instances of behaviour not in the best inter-

ests of those who attended, which, in fact,

were not perhaps offences, but behaviour

consisting of throwing bottles, people vomit-

ing and fights between people who were

eventually not charged. So, in addition to

those incidents reported in the press this
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morning, there were other incidents that were
not of an acceptable nature.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: With your permission,
Mr. Speaker, surely the vomiting matter

should be referred to the Minister of Health

(Mr. Potter)? But wouldn't the minister

agree, aside from this specific issue but with

this occasion as an example, that it should

be the government's policy to leave the re-

sponsibility with the local police force, Who,
if they find they can't handle it, could then

appeal for a cancellation of the contract as

an extraordinary and very special measure,
not something that is hanging over the head
of everyone who is organizing something like

this, which would require daily trips down
to consult with the chairman to see if they
could continue their operations for another

24 hours?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, I wouldn't agree
with the Leader of the Opposition. Mind you,
there are only a couple of areas I don't agree
v/ith him on and that happens to be one of

them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is the other one?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The other one? Support
of the leadership. I love you, you know that.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You are really on my
side.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No. I don't think it

should be a burden upon the local police to

call for assistance. Under the legislation, as

it's presently drafted, it is a responsibility of

the board to administer the Act, and when
breaches of the Act are brought to the atten-

tion of the board then it must react respon-

sibly.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Does the

minister not agree that this is the second
time in some six weeks in which Chief of

Police Mackey has seen fit to punish all sorts

of people who are not involved whatsoever—
the hundreds of workers at the Four Seasons

and all the people involved in Oktoberfest—
for the offences of a few drunks? Surely it is

improper treatment?

An hon. member: That's your friends

acting up again!

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, I disagree com-

pletely with reference to the Four Seasons;

I think it demonstrates to the people of this

province that if an institution which is

licensed is not going to monitor its activities

in a responsible fashion regardless of its

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): You
know how to take on those big fellows. You
won't let a multinational corporation push
you around, no sir!

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speak-

er, by way of supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: We have had several supple-
mentaries. However, in view of the area in

which this event has taken place, I think we
will allow another one.

Mr. Singer: Is it not a fact, Mr. Speaker,

through you to the minister, that most of the

show-cause hearings that the Liquor Licence

Board holds when it reviews a licence that

possibly has been abused, result from the

complaints of the local police forces? This

certainly seems to be the substantial prac-
tice in Metropolitan Toronto.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I can't say whether it

is in the majority of cases, but I know that

those instances which involve local police

are acted upon, in addition to complaints
from the inspectors who are employed by the

board. Yes, both sources.

Mr. Singer: But the majority are police

reports.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't know whether
it's the majority or not, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

CIVIL SERVICE INSURANCE CONTRACT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question I'd like

to put to the House leader in his capacity as

the minister reporting for the Civil Service

Commission—which is tine, is it not?

Can he tell the House if the negotiations

have been resumed between the Civil Service

Commission and the fringe-bargaining com-
mittee of the Civil Service Association, which
broke down apparently because of the gov-
ernment's unwillingness to retender the in-

surance package presently held by a consor-

tium headed by London Life?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, without

accepting the inference in the question, the

negotiations have not been renewed. We are
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awaiting the pleasure of the CSAO—I think

that's the term—of the union, in any event.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: What is

the inference that the minister is not accept-

ing—that they broke down because of the

government's unwillingness to put the insur-

ance out for retendering?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, I think that's right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, if that's the case—a

supplementary—can the minister explain to

the House why the negotiations did break

down, if it wasn't because of the govern-
ment's unwillingness—point-blank refusal—to

put the insurance package that covers 52,000
civil servants out for retendering, since the

public service feels that it is not getting a

good deal?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, in this

regard I think the government's position was
made very clear and we have justified our

position in the time frame of tendering. If

we were to reduce it below the five-year

period, which I think is well established, we
would in fact probably place such a contract

in jeopardy.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister saying that it is government policy

not to consider retendering before the five-

year period has elapsed, even though the

public servants of the Civil Service Associa-

tion feel that they could do far better under

a retendering situation? The minister has

indicated previously that he would be pre-

pared at least to negotiate the term for

retendering.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The inference again,

Mr. Speaker, in my opinion is untrue. We are

willing to sit down at the table any time

they are.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Sitting

down at the table with the minister would

no doubt be a pleasure; but is he saying that

he is not prepared to undertake retendering

until the five-year period has elapsed? Can
he give me a yes or no?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We are willing to dis-

cuss the point.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. leader have

further questions?

Mr. Lewis: If the minister is like that with

the CSAO, no wonder they broke off bar-

gaining.

Mr. Speaker: No further questions?

HYDRO SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Minister of Energy, who just came into the

House, Mr. Speaker, if you will permit a

question that I might direct to him.

Has he discussed with the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission the findings of the select

committee tabled the day before yesterday,

particularly the references that involve the

chairman, the chief architect, and others

directly associated and reported on in the

committee report which is, I believe, sub-

stantially critical of the administration?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does the

minister plan to discuss these matters, and
is he personally concerned that the chairman
make a statement with regard to his own

position; or, on the other hand, is the min-

ister prepared to make a statement indicating
the confidence of the government, and par-

ticularly the minister, in the continuation

of the commission?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, the

position of the government is that the report
was tabled here on Tuesday. It has not yet
been discussed by the government. I think

we are all taking the opportunity to read it-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's good.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —and to look at it.

Hydro have obviously made their reaction

known and the Leader-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They rejected it essen-

tially.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I beg pardon?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Somewhat

presumptuously.

Mr. Lewis: It was a silly report.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I think

we should be just a little bit conscious of

the fact that the report and the allegations
which preceded the report really came from

over there. The Leader of the Opposition
was interested in only one thing, and that
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was getting the Premier of tbis province (Mr.

Davis), and he didn't.

He went about this province and in this

House and he did again last night, inferring

things which the report of the committee, on

which Liberal members sat—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I implied; the minister

inferred.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: He inferred last

night-

Mr. R. F, Nixon: The minister inferred;

I implied.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Would the member
be interested in knowing what he said last

night?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I said that the network

of patronage included the Minister of Energy.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The Leader of the

Opposition set out to get the Premier and
he didn't get him, and he is not through
with it yet.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Breithaupt: That is what Spiro Agnew
said, too.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The report of the

committee on which two Liberal members
sat cleared the Premier of this province. Now
why doesn't the Leader of iiie Opposition

get up and apologize for the allegations he
made?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like, Mr. Speaker,
as a supplementary question, to ask the

minister who is responsible for Hydro what
he is going to do about the specific informa-

tion on page 10 of the report, which says
"the answers to Nixon's questions were mis-

leading." And I go further to quote the

report: "Answers which are misleading vio-

late that duty and warrant the most severe

censure of the persons responsible therefor."

If the Premier isn't responsible then George
Gathercole is. And what are you as the

minister going to do about it—sit there and
defend it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I took

the opportunity this morning to re-read the

allegations, the charges and the wild figures

by the Leader of the Opposition in this

House last March.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Read the report!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Hear, hear. What is

more misleading?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: And if anybody mis-

led it was the Leader of the Opposition in

tossing around figures and allegations. Again
I say, he should apologize to the House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, if you
will permit one more, to the "Minister of

Power."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What is he going to do

about the direct reference to himself on page

3, which links him in one sense with Richard

Dillon, Hon. John White, J. Bruce Cronyn,
Colin Brown, Hon. Darcy McKeough-who
was asked to put in a good word—"Ernie"

Jackson and J. J. Bamicke, which I submit

to you, Mr. Speaker, is a record in the

journals of this House-

Mr. Speaker: Question!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: -of the kind of patronage
that has developed in this government over

30 years and must be cleaned out, starting

with the Minister of Energy.

Mr. Speaker: Question!

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): You are

misleading the House!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I would

say to the "Leader of Nothing"—and that is

what you are-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I would say, Mr.

Speaker, to the "Leader of Nothing" that

what he ought to do, instead of ranting in the

House and ranting in Samia last night—in

Zurich, I believe—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No. In Sarnia. I did some

other ranting in Zurich.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: He should go out

and sit down quietly with the member for

Sarnia (Mr. Bullbrook) and the member for

Huron-Bruce (Mr. Gaunt), who participated
in writing this report, and just see what it
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says instead of shooting off at the mouth
when he doesn't know what he is talking

about.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It refers to the fact that

the Hydro commission had abdicated their

responsibility—and so have you.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: Two supplementaries, Mr.

Speaker: First, is it the minister's intention

to allow the House to debate the contents

of this report by specifically placing it on the

order paper?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think the government has given any con-

sideration to that particular proposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Better get around to it!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am sure the House
leader will suggest it to the Premier and in

due course, if it is felt advisable, it can be

placed on the order paper.

My own view at this moment, for what it

is worth, is that there were some 50 days

spent in hearings; I think we could spend an-

other 50 days and the unfounded stupid

charges of the "Leader of Nothing" would
still not be proved.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: While I am on my
feet, Mr. Speaker, I might say that I under-

stand my name is mentioned in the report-
but so is the member for Downsview!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Downsview
was mentioned two or three times—four times.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, I would suggest to you sir, that the

Minister of Energy is on the same basis of

understanding and contributing to public
affairs as, well, the member for Grey-Bruce
(Mr. Sargent).

Mr. Speaker: What is the point of order?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's it. Think about it.

Mr. Speaker: That's the point of order?

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I feel—

Hon. Mr. McKeough: On a point of order.

It is a sad day when a leader disowns a

member of his own party in that sort of way.
It is a sad day—the "Leader of Nothing."

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, on a point of privilege-

Mr. Lewis: I will sit back-

Mr. Speaker: Just a moment, a point of

order has been raised. Does the hon. member
for Scarborough West wish to speak to that?

Mr. Lewis: I have a supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: No supplementaries. A point
of order has been raised which I reject as not

being a point of order-

Mr. Lewis: I understand that.

Mr. Speaker: Now there is a point of

privilege.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, I see.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, it is not a

point of personal privilege, but I would ask

that the minister withdraw his remarks in

view of the fact that those sitting in Her

Majesty's loyal opposition are not representa-
tives of nothing. We are representatives of

people in this province. Mr. Speaker, he

should withdraw those remarks.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, speaking to the point of the hon.

member's—

Mr. Speaker: There is no point. There is

no point.

Hon. Mr. White: —the member for Grey-
Bruce—

Mr. Speaker: Order! Order!

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Speaker: There is no point of privilege.

Does the hon. Leader of the Opposition have

further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Further? No.

Mr. Lewis: All right, I want to put my
supplementary-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —as a new question. I am not

even mentioned in that bloody report, nor

did I testify. That's why I'm enjoying this

now.

I want to ask the Minister of Energy this

question—leaving aside the middle and senior

management of Hydro, because it is, in many
ways, too important—I want to ask him about

the commissioners in Hydro.
In the light of the new bill which we

passed in this Legislature creating a new
corporation, where the disposition of the

commissioners becomes uncertain at this

point, would the minister consider confiding
to the House now, or very shortly, what he
intends to do with the commissioners of

Hydro as they were named and identified and
criticized in the report, in terms of Hydro's

functioning as one of the most important

hydro-electric power systems in the world,
in terms of its capacity to borrow on the

international market, in terms of any adminis-

trative confidence that may remain in that

agency? What does the minister intend to

do about the commissioners in the light of

the new bill?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, Mr. Speaker,
the responsibility, of course, is not only
mine—it is that of my colleagues and the

Premier; and we will be giving that matter

thought in due course.

Let me say this, that we on this side of

the House—and I think I recognize in the

tone of the questioning of the Leader of

the New Democratic Party—we in this House
should not be interested simply in persecu-

tion, in finding scapegoats. The report itself

says that the Hydro commission and some
of the staff erred, and the Hydro com-
mission in its statement, which was issued

last night, admitted some of those mistakes.

I think that's the point we start from; we
start from trying to do a better job.

Certainly, there is an implicit criticism of

the government in that the report says a
more definitive method of dealing with re-

quests for advice by Hydro should have
been devised. And I would agree with that

and I think that's what the Ministry of

Energy is all about.

I think that some of the problems which
are referred to in the report and made
reference to, rather than being the prob-
lems of individuals, may well be the prob-
lems and shortcomings of the system.

Hopefully, the new ministry goes some

way to overcome those shortcomings; cer-

tainly that's what Task Force Hydro has

been all about. In four reports released and
a fifth report still to come, many, many
suggestions have been made. Many of them
are already being implemented as to how
Hydro can carry on in the great tradition

it has established over the last 60 years
as supplying power to the people of this

province—and, in doing so, doing a damn
good job.

That's the fact that shouldn't be for-

gotten. Hydro people have done so, and

they have done so well; but like all people,

they are human and therefore they make
mistakes. And certainly the commission
admits it, in an area where it felt it had
made a mistake.

What I am saying here is that the lines

of authority haven't been as clear as they

might have been. Now, it will be our job
to make sure that those lines are improved
wherever they can be and that the chain

of command, as you will, both within Hydro
and between the government and Hydro,
is clearly set out.

In specific answer to the member's ques-

tion, I would say that it is my hope and
the Premier's expectation that, with this

report now having been tabled and out of

the way, the new and enlarged board of the

Hydro corporation—as opposed to the Hydro
commission—will be appointed sometime be-

fore the end of the year.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Muncaster is the only
one to keep on—fire the rest.

Mr. Speaker: Since that was a supple-

mentary, and I believe the last supplement-

ary, does the hon. Leader of the Opposition
have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

MILK PRICE

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Agriculture and Food. I am
sorry to discomfit him further. Can he tell

us whether he is now able to indicate to
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Ontario that the price of milk in the retail

stores will be lowered in this province as

a result of the five-cent federal subsidy?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-

ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, I would have

hoped to have known by noon today, but

I haven't heard as yet. The proposal has

been discussed at least three times with the

federal people at Ottawa—and this morning
it was being discussed again. I had hoped to

have word before I went into the House,
but I haven't as yet.

Mr. Lewis: I see. Do I take it that the

minister will be making a statement to the

House specifically on the price of milk

when it is known?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I wouldn't expect so,

Mr. Speaker, because I think that is really

the prerogative of the milk board in Ontario.

They have normally done this, and I ex-

pect that that will be done. It will likely

be announced from Ottawa. It may already
be announced and I haven't heard it, but I

hope it will be momentarily.

BRANTFORD EXPRESSWAY

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications: Can he tell us when we will

have a decision on the Brantford Express-

way, since the hearings have been com-

pleted for some considerable time?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, the hearings were last June, I

believe. I do not as yet have the report
from Dr. Berger, but I understand that the

report will be forthcoming shortly, at which
time I will study the report and there will

be a decision made, but I have not yet
received the report.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Did you say you do
not yet have the report?

Mr. Lewis: You mean that $50-an-hour
fellow who went to a few public meetings
has not yet presented you with a report,
between June and October? You have no
idea what decision is emerging then; nothing
at this stage?

Hon. Mr. Carton: First, Mr. Speaker, we
do not anticipate a decision from Dr. Berger,
because those are his terms of reference.

He doesn't make recommendations.

Mr. Lewis: Thank God he doesn't make
recommendations, it would take six years.
What has he been doing?

Hon. Mr. Carton: He is there for the pur-

pose of hearing the public presentations—and
he does an excellent job-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, he listens well.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —and putting them in

the form of a report, which he then presents
to the minister.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Could the minister give some time-

table to the people in the area who might
be concerned with this matter, that would
indicate that we would wait this long for Mr.

Berger to give his report of what was said?

And since he makes no recommendations to

the minister, how is the minister going
to decide?

Hon. Mr. Carton: First, Mr. Speaker, I

will wait until the report comes in and I've

had a chance to examine it. I understand

the report will be coming in quite shortly,

within a week or two. I made representa-
tions to them to make sure it was in on that

time scheduling. As to the ultimate de-

cision on Brantford, of course there will be
recommendations coming from the minister,

but obviously the city of Brantford will

have particular decisions to make also.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Like Toronto deciding
about the Spadina Expressway?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): This may be

a bit silly, but what possible use does this

fellow serve if all he's going to do is act

as a funnel, so that the people's views can

be expressed to the minister?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He buys time for the

government.

Mr. Deans: Why can't the minister,

through his own department, which is

mammoth, provide that kind of opportunity
for people to express their opinions?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, there is a

very good reason for that. The very simple

reason, the very simple matter of fact, is

that if the ministry officials attend public

hearings, then the people making represen-
tations at that particular hearing feel that

there is a bias, even though there may
not be. And in order to have—

Mr. Lewis: What—no bias?
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Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, ask the people
who go to the meetings. I suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that if the—

Mr. Lewis: Are you saying that Berger
and Associates is without bias?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: They are the hand maidens

of your ministry.

Hon. Mr. Carton: It is the public repre-
sentations that wish it this way. In fact,

in the St. Catharines hearing, I would

supply any of the hon. members with some
of the compliments that were received by
the people making the representations, on
all sides, not just one side. This affords

the opportunity for a single individual or

the associations, for whatever interest they

may wish to put forward, to have their views

heard, and then expressed and put in the

form of a report.

Mr. Deans: One final supplementary ques-
tion: Is it not true that all that the people
require and ask for is that their views be
heard, and that the views that they have

expressed receive speedy action on the part
of the government in order that they can
either be implemented or at least discarded,
as they may well be? All that's happening
is that you have a delaying tactic in between
at this particular point.

Hon. Mr. Carton: In all fairness, Mr.

Speaker, the hearings weren't until June. We
had the July-August summer months, and
I imagine Mr. Berger has other matters,
and we have had September, and this is

now the first part of October when I ex-

pect the report.

Mr. Deans: We all worked in the summer.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Berger could be on a

permanent retainer with you fellows and
never report.

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY
TRANSIT SYSTEM

Mr. Lewis: Could I have a further ques-
tion of the Minister of Transportation and
Communications? How is it that the Metro-
politan Toronto transportation plan review
has apparently found this massive brainchild
of government, the intermediate GO Transit

system for Metropolitan Toronto, wanting
on most crucial counts, therefore throwing
into disarray the entire transportation

system for Metropolitan Toronto as revealed

by the Premier? How is the minister going
to reconcile that with what he now does?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, it is quite

simple to reconcile. There is in fact no such

report.

Mr. Lewis: There is in fact no such report!
What then was the basis—

An hon. member: There is in fact such a

report.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I gather so, because my
office phoned asking for the precise report
that was named in the Globe story. Is the

minister saying that the entire basis of the

Globe story is unfounded?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker. What
I am saying is that the reporter for the Globe
and Mail had a conversation or an interview

with an individual who works in the TTC,
and the story was based on this interview

with one individual.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister denying the

contents of this major critique of the govern-
ment's intermediate GO Transit system?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, it is not a

major critique. Every individual is entitled to

his own opinion.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, that's fine, but is the

minister denying the indications in this story
that the length between the airports won't

work; that the Queen St. to Thorncliffe Park
corridor won't work; that servicing north-

western Metro won't work; that the electricity
will cost six times the amount indicated

initially in this House; that the technology
was chosen before the area of transportation
needs was evaluated; and that therefore it

throws Ottawa and Hamilton into a cocked
hat? Is he denying the basic criticism that is

contained in the story?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Singer: Could the minister provide for

us a governmental answer to what appears
to be the case, from whatever source it

might have originated? Doesn't the minister

recognize with us who have read that story
that there is grave doubt cast upon the plans

put forward by the government? If the gov-
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emment intends to proceed, surely the minis-

ter must have an answer to what appears to

be an intelligent criticism of his plans.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I would

commend to the reading of all hon. members
the particular booklet that was released at

the time the Premier made the announce-

ment.

Mr. Singer: But this is afterwards.

Hon. Mr. Carton: And if they read this,

Mr. Speaker, it contains the proposals for

the routes.

Mr. Singer: Oh, come on!

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Propa-

ganda.

Hon. Mr. Carton: It points out the pro-

posed routes, and this is in fact what is

happening. They are studying a route to the

northeast of Toronto now. Everything is go-

ing according to schedulel

Mr. Singer: It knocks the minister's plan
into a cocked hat.

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: The whole election of 1975 is

in jeopardy because of the minister's position.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: In view of the minister's

categorical denial, can he explain why the

co-ordinator of the GO-Urban system, as

quoted in the Globe and Mail, is saying that

the government never intended to build the

whole 56 miles within 15 or 20 years, nor

did it feel that the intermediate trains were
suitable for every route proposed in the

Premier's statement?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I would

simply ask that they read this booklet that

was put out when the Premier made the

announcement and read the Premier's words.

What the co-ordinator is saying in fact is

what the Premier said at that time. There is

a network of proposed routes. This govern-
ment is not telling anybody what to do inso-

far as the routes are concerned. This govern-
ment's main thrust insofar as urban trans-

portation is concerned-

Mr. Singer: Is building a kiddy-car ride at

the exhibition for $17 million.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —is the demonstration

project at the Canadian National Exhibition.

Mr. Lewis: The minister was taken in by
the technology.

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, no, that wasn't it at all.

Mr. Speaker: I'll permit one more supple-

mentary. The hon. member for York-Forest
Hill.

Mr. Givens: Is the minister denying the

statement that this critical report that has
been referred to has been concurred in; that

the concepts in this critical report have been

approved in principle by the Joint Technical

Transportation Planning Committee of which
his department is a component part? Is he

denying that?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, I am, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
Forest Hill had a question.

Mr. Givens: Not a question, I got it in as

a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: He got it in as a supple-

mentary. The hon. member for Don Mills.

EAST YORK HYDRO STRIKE

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): Mr.

Speaker, my question is of the Minister of

Labour. It pertains to the current strike in

the borough of East York of the workers of

the Hydro commission in that municipality.
I wonder if he could give some indication

of the involvement of his staflE in these

negotiations and where, in their view, they
stand at this time?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Speaker, regretfully I have no report on
this situation which exists in East York be-

tween East York Hydro and the electrical

workers. There is no meeting scheduled at

this time.

While I'm on my feet, I might teU my hon.

friends that we had a similar situation in

Mississauga. I know for a fact that my col-

league, the member for Peel South (Mr.

Keimedy), has expressed a great deal of con-

cern which is shared by myself and the

government; but in this particular case we
will have meetings of the parties which will

take place next Wednesday.
So far as East York is concerned, we have

no meetings scheduled as yet.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

MOBILE X-RAY UNIT

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have a question
of the Minister of Health. In light of the

recent Ontario Supreme Court grand jury

report, does the minister intend to reactivate

the mobile x-ray unit that had been in oper-
ation and accommodated the senior citizens

at Huron Lodge? Its reactivation today could

accommodate not only them but also various

crippled children's institutions and children's

aid societies, as well as senior citizens in

other nursing accommodations.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, this is a matter which is being
evaluated by my officials in my ministry at

the present time and I hope that I will have
an answer probably in a week or two.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

LETTERS FROM STEVE YAWNEY

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the Min-
ister of the Environment. Has the minister

received correspondence dated Sept. 20,

1972, March 11, 1973, May 7, 1973, over the

signature of Mr. Steve Yawney of Sudbury?
Why does he not respond to this man's
communications?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-
vironment): Mr. Speaker, I'm sorry; who was
that?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I fail to see

where the matter constitutes a matter of

urgent public importance. There is no indica-

tion of it in the fact that they are letters.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): He just
didn't answer them.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, the point is we
are not getting any communication from the

ministry through our correspondence.

Mr. Speaker: It would all depend on the

contents of the letters.

Mr. Germa: I beg your pardon?

Mr. Speaker: It depends upon the contents
of the letters.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is very important that

he should answer them.

Mr. Speaker: I don't think the hon. min-

ister need reply unless he wishes to.

Mr. Germa: I think he should reply to the

correspondence, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I rule the question out of

order. The hon. member for Kitchener is

next.

RETAIL SALES TAX ON CHATTELS

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Treasurer: Since land transfer taxes

are collected on the sale of properties by
various registrars of deeds, together with re-

tail sales tax on chattels over $100 in value,

and since the vendors are supposedly re-

sponsible for the collection and remission of

tax where the chattel value is under $100—
and these amounts are likely not remitted and
are most inconvenient to have paid—would
the Treasurer either remove the requirement
to pay such tax on chattels under $100 or

have it easily and conveniently collected in

full by the registrars at the time of transfer

of title?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, I am aware
that there is some evasion of tax in trans-

actions of this kind and I am prepared to

consider the latter of the two suggestions. I

will communicate further with the member
if h3 wishes.

Mr. Speaker, may I rise on a point of

personal privilege? On Sunday afternoon my
two daughters and I were watching the

CFPL TV broadcast in which four Liberal

leadership hopefuls were—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I think the Treasurer's

name was mentioned.

Hon. Mr. White: —representing their par-
ticular points of view. The member for Grey-
Bruce, who was one of those present along
with the present leader, said the Liberal

Party in Ontario doesn't stand for anything—
"not a damn thing."

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): What does

the minister stand for?

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, I think the use

of the word "damn" on Sunday afternoon

reflects adversely on the members of this

Legislature.
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Mr. Speaker: The time for questions will

be extended for 60 seconds.

The hon. member for Thunder Bay.

LOCATION OF NEW TOWN
Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank

you. Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the

Minister of Natural Resources. Since his min-

istry is responsible for determining the loca-

tion of a new town based on the develop-
ment of the ore body at Umex at Pickle

Lake, and since it is also responsible for

determining the location of the dormitory

community for the Steep Rock Iron Mines

exploitation of the Lake St. Joe property,
does the minister not feel it advisable to

involve local people in the decision-making

process so that whenever he comes down
with a recommendation as to the location

of that townsite there will have been suflB-

cient local input into the decision-making
that it will stand a good chance of accept-
ance by all concerned?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, I'm very pleased that

the member has brought this particular matter

to the attention of the Legislature. As he
is correctly aware, there are some exciting
mineral developments going on in the Lake
St. Joe area, the first, of course, being the

operation which we hope to have in produc-
tion within the next year. It is progressing

very, very favourably.

The studies of the Steep Rock Iron Mines,
as reported in the press very recently, are

progressing quite well. There are certain

problems yet to be ironed out, of which the

member for Thunder Bay I am sure is aware.

I would say to him that the government
and I believe the Treasury and Ministries of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs

have commissioned a northern consultant to

examine the area, to come up with certain

plans with regard to townsite possibilities
within the area, and also to make certain

recommendations to the government concern-

ing; certain infrastructure that would be re-

quired.

I can assure him that the input of the

local residents will be sought and it was

very, very clear that a consultant from north-

em Ontario would be engaged for this par-
ticular project.

Mr. Stokes: Supplementary, since the chair-

man of the interdepartmental committee, or

interministerial committee, is a member of

your staff, Mr. Drysdale, don't you think it

advisable that you have a significant input
into the decision-making by hearing repre-
sentatives of people in the area and industries

that are going to locate in the area before

a major decision is taken?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: I can say to the member
that members of my ministry have already
been into the area on at least two or three

occasions. They have met with the local peo-

ple on one occasion that I am aware of,

and I can assure him that they will be
involved in any decisions that are made con-

cerning the possible townsite that will be,

I think, very quickly located in that par-
ticular area.

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary? All right.

SPADINA CORRIDOR PAVING

Mr. Givens: Does the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications find any merit

in the suggestions made by Aid. Esther

Shiner of the borough of North York about

paving two lanes of the Spadina corridor

down to Eglinton for buses only or for buses

and trucks only?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

USE OF FIREARMS IN BINBROOK
CONSERVATION AREA

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Natural Resources who

may, or may not, be aware of it.

I wonder if the minister would require the

conservation branch of his department to

investigate claims of the discharging of fire-

arms and the causing of injury and death to

animals and birds in the conservation area in

Binbrook, which appears at least on the sur-

face to be unlawful and perhaps unjustified?
Would he further require the department
within his ministry to determine whether it

seems reasonable at this point to have hunt-

ing in that new conservation area prior
to its becoming established?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, as the

member may not be aware, the conservation

authorities are an autonomous body with

municipal representation of a greater degree
than provincial representation and they have

the right under regulation to ban hunting in

their conservation areas. Now, there may be
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some input that we could provide with our

ministry and we would be only too glad to

do that.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary question: Is the

minister aware that Mr. Goldring of the con-

servation authority made a statement to the

press that the patrolling of and the jurisdic-
tion in terms of hunting within that par-
ticular conservation authority had been taken

over by the ministry pending some clarifica-

tion as to who was to administer it at the

advent of regional government? And that

between October and January, which is the

crucial period, it is in fact four square within

his department's jurisdiction?

Mr. Stokes: He hasn't got enough conser-

vation oflBcers. He would never be able to

do it.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well, Mr. Speaker, this

is a specific matter, maybe because of some
recent changes of regional government, and

certainly I would be glad to look into it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT FOR
PARRY SOUND DISTRICT

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, a question oJF the provincial Treas-

urer and Minister of Economics and Inter-

governmental Affairs. Could the minister tell

me the purposes of the meeting held up at

Amstein, Ont., in the Parry Sound district?

Is this a prelude to regional government in

the area?

Hon. Mr. White: I did not attend that

meeting; I think it was my parliamentary
assistant. There is some urge in the area to

reform local government. I wouldn't see that

in the context of regional government at all,

but rather as a matter of trying to rationalize

the existing structure to meet modem needs

by making conservative changes.

Mr. Good: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
In view of the fact that the minister has
mentioned there is some urging in the area—
and this point was brought out by the civil

servant who attended the meeting—since all

of the 70 persons there said they were not
aware of any urging in the area for anyone
to come up and hold meetings, and since they
were told by one civil servant that their

input would help decide whether or not they
got regional government, whereas the other
civil servant said, "There is nothing you can

do about it anyway," would the minister

assure the House that in his view the people
would not have any restructuring of govern-
ment unless they so desired.

Hon. Mr. White: It is up to them.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has now expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, in introduc-

ing a bill dealing with Haldiman-Norfolk,
may I point out to you, sir, and to the mem-
bers of the House that we have in the gallery
the co-chairmen of our Haldimand-Norfolk

joint study committee, Mr. John McCombs,
from Haldimand county, and Mr. Don Mur-

phy, from Norfolk county.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know if this is quite in order, but as a point
of clarification on first reading, did not the

minister give an undertaking that before

introducing this bill he would receive either

the full report or a partial report from Com-
missioner Smith, who was looking into re-

gional government in Brant county and par-

ticularly the possibility that it might be

associated with Haldimand and Norfolk?

Hon. Mr. White: No. sir, I gave no such

undertaking. I did have a very fruitful

meeting with the mayor of Brantford, the

reeve of Brant township and the warden of

Brant county, at which time we came to

certain understandings which I put in writing

just because memories are faulty. No such

undertaking such as that suggested by the

Leader of the Opposition was mentioned. In

fact, I made it crystal clear that the study

being conducted by Mr. Smith relating to

Brant-Brantford could not stand in the way
of the Haldimand-Norfolk restructuring if

that were the wish of the people in Haldi-

mand-Norfolk.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY
OF HALDIMAND-NORFOLK ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, an Act to establish the Regional

Municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.
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Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill,

together with a supplementary bill which I

will introduce to the Legislature later this

month, provides for the establishment of the

regional municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk.

This restructuring is being undertaken at the

specific requests of the counties of Haldimand
and Norfolk, and we have been in close and
continuous consultation with many local

representatives.

The design for the new regional municipal-
ities substantially follows the report pre-
sented to the House in May. The bill pro-
vides for a two-tier regional municipality
with six area municipalities. Although we
have used the boundaries of the two counties

for the purpose of this bill, they could be

changed in the future because we are in no

way prejudging the conclusions of local gov-
ernment studies now under way in the ad-

joining counties of Brant and Oxford.

We are proceeding with this legislation in

two stages. The bill I have introduced today

provides for the necessary consolidation so

that an election can be held on Dec. 10. The
new council will take office on April 1, 1974.

If I may elaborate on that for just a moment,
the county of Norfolk preferred Jan. 1, while
the county of Haldimand initially preferred
July 1, and I think it is reasonable and

acceptable to both of these parties to come

together in this perfect compromise of April 1.

The school boards in the two counties are

not affected by this bill, except that they
will have the option of an election in Decem-
ber, with the regional council, for a three-

year term; or, if they prefer, their normal
election next year for a two-year term.

I'll introduce a second bill within a few
weeks which will deal primarily with finances

and the division of responsibility for plan-

ning, water, sewers, roads, health and wel-

fare, police and other matters.

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased with the con-

tribution which the municipal representatives
of Haldimand and Norfolk are making to

improve the structure of their local govern-
ment, and I thank them for it. This bill and
a supplementary bill will be taken through
the legislative process by my parliamentary
assistant, the member for York East (Mr.
Meen). I say again, sir, that I think the

people of Haldimand and Norfolk deserve
enormous credit for having taken initiative

and for having made serious representations
and recommendations which, in fact, are the
basis of a bill introduced here today.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the minister going to

let them elect their own chairman?

Mr. Cassidy: Will we see the complemen-
tary legislation before this bill is debated in

the House? Can we have that assurance from
the minister?

Hon. Mr. White: No, sir, they are really

quite disparate areas. This bill is going to

have to be passed very shortly to permit an
election in December. I think that the deline-

ation of boundaries, the representation and
such like are in no way affected by the

substance of the second bill, which has to

do with the division of responsibilities be-

tween the upper and lower tiers. I couldn't

give that assurance.

INCOME TAX ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Income Tax
Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

continues, for the 1974 taxation year, the

same rate of tax, namely SOVa per cent,
which I point out to the hon. members is

the lowest rate in Canada, insofar as the

Ontario portion of the income tax is con-
cerned.

Mr. Cassidy: And our hospital premiums
are the highest.

Hon. Mr. White: It makes a couple of

minor changes in the definition of foreign

employees, who are not entitled to the tax

rebate, and it puts into effect the new pro-
visions described in my budget with respect
to the tax credit for persons over the age of
65. I guess that's about it.

Could I have your permission, sir, to table

the opening statement made
today by the

Minister of Community and Social Services

(Mr. Brunelle) in Ottawa to the federal-

provincial conference on the Canada Pension
Plan? There will be a statement issued by
them later on today but I thought perhaps
the House might like to have this report now
while it's so current. If I may table that

out of order?

Mr. Speaker: May I have the concurrence
of the House to table the said report?

Concurred in.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, would I be able

to introduce a bill after this report is tabled?

Mr. Speaker: Yes.

Any further bills on this side of the House?
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PROTECTION OF CATTLE ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Protection

of Cattle Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, a short

word of explanation: The bill simply pro-
vides the agricultural representatives and
their assistants as ex oflBcio valuators under
the Hunter Damage Compensation Act, rather

than naming them by order in council.

ONTARIO MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES'
RETIREMENT SYSTEM ACT

Mr. Germa moves first reading of bill

intituled, an Act to amend the Ontario Muni-

cipal Employees' Retirement System Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, the bill would

provide interest payments for Province of On-
tario debentures which would more realisti-

cally reflect present market conditions, as well

as allowing more flexibility in the kind of

investment allowed where there is a surplus
to the credit of the fund.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 170, An Act to amend the Ontario
Water Resources Act.

Bill 180, An Act to amend the Secondary
Schools and Boards of Education Act.

'Bill 181, An Act to amend the Schools

Administration Act.

Clerk of the House: The 5th order. House
in committee of the whole; Mr. R. D. Rowe
in the chair.

OTTAWA-CARLETON AMALGAMATIONS
AND ELECTIONS ACT

House in committee on Bill 189, An Act to

Amalgamate Certain Municipalities in the

Regional Municipality of Ottawa-Carleton
and to provide for the Elections of Councils
of the Amalgamated Municipalities.

Mr. Chairman: On Bill 189, are there any
comments, questions or amendments on any
section of this bill; and if so which section?

Anything before section 2?

The member for Ottawa Centre on section

2.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I would

just like to ask the parliamentary assistant a

couple of questions before going ahead with

section 2.

I would like to ask, first, what happens
with the growth area in the March-Goulboum
section of the regional municipality, which
will remain divided under the proposals in

Bill 189? Why are they being left divided

and why did the province, once it decided to

act in the area, not seek to put them into

one area—which would be the sound decision

for the future development of that western

community?

Mr. D. R. Irvine (Grenville-Dundas): Mr.

Chairman, we really don't feel they are being
divided. We understand that the review com-
mittee will take all things into consideration

in the oflicial plan that has been brought
before us; but it has not yet been approved.
So at the present time we say that they are

not being divided. I think the hon. member
for Ottawa Centre is referring to the fact

that the oflBcial plan may have divided the

areas for land development.

Mr. Cassidy: Well Glencaim is in Goul-

boum township, and immediately to the north

of it Kanata is in the township of March, Mr.

Chairman; and these together comprise what
is very likely to be designated at the western

growth community—in fact it is almost certain.

It is at the end of the Queensway and is

logical in terms of the plans for services and

pipes and so on. And this is the area which
will remain divided under the proposals in

this particular bill.

Now was the parliamentary assistant aware
of that when that proposal went forward?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, to repeat, I again

say that we are well aware of what may
happen in the future, but we are dealing at

the present with what is on the surface. The
official plan will be, I am sure, fully con-

sidered by the review committee when it is

brought before it in its deliberations in the

future. It doesn't stop any development in the

municipalities whatsoever.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, when will the

review committee start to hold its meetings;
and when does the parliamentary assistant

expect it to report; and what action does the

government intend to take when it has that

report?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, it is my inten-

tion to have the review committee start
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early in the new year. As to when it will

finalize its report will depend entirely upon
itself. We will certainly give every con-

sideration to any report which it brings

forth. I would expect, because of the mag-
nitude of the study, it will take about two

years. But I don't know; I can't judge that

until such time as it has had the oppor-

tunity to fully look into all the aspects of

the regions.

Mr. Cassidy: Who was on this review

committee, Mr. Chairman, and who was the

chairman and who were the members; and

who was consulted in making those ap-

pointments?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, there is no one

appointed as yet, and I think the hon.

member from Ottawa Centre is well aware

of that. The members will all be consulted,

in due course, as to their recommendations
for this committee. All members in the

area of the region will receive an invitation

to submit names. And we will contact all

the elected local officials to have them sub-

mit names to us.

Mr. Chairmian: Shall section 2 stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: No, I just want to ask a

couple of more questions here.

Just to comment on this review com-
mittee though, Mr. Chairman, which is

germane to the bill, when the parliamentary
assistant met with the people in local gov-
ernment in Ottawa on Aug. 31, this was
the one big promise he had to make to

them. He said in effect: "You may not

like what we are doing here, but we will

give you a review committee."

The review committee, we now learn, will

work for at least two years. Its recom-
mendations or its report will be considered

by the government, but there is no guaran-
tee of action on it. Its membership has not

been appointed. It will not even begin
work until the new year of 1974; ad there-

fore we are talking about sometime in

1976, with legislation that may drag on
until 1977 or 1978.

I believe that the parliamentary assistant

may have said specifically that the govern-
ment was still holding to the Hon. Mr.

McKeough's pledge of no major changes
in the region until 1978. And I would just

tell him that the changes that are being
made here are pretty major for the munic-

ipalities affected, even if from the view
from the 10th floor of the Hepburn block

indicates that it is just minor surgery that

is being carried out in the region.

A second question I have for the par-

liamentary assistant is this: What is the

percentage of industrial and commercial

assessment which will exist in the new
township of Rideau after this amalgamation?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I haven't got
that figure in front of me at the present
time. I can obtain that for the hon. member
if he should so wish. Certainly these figures

are available; right at the present moment

they are in front of all the municipalities,

all the elected officials. They are right in

their clerk's offices.

Mr. Cassidy: But they are not available

to members of the Legislature, I gather,

since the minister doesn't—and they are

not available to the parliamentary assistant

either since he doesn't have them.

Does the member not agree that in the

new township of Rideau the only commercial

and industrial assessment to speak of will

be the commercial assessment of the village

of Manotick, that is along its main shopping
street. Does he not therefore further agree
that the residential assessment to speak of

will be the commercial assessment of the

village of Manotick, that is along its main

shopping street. Does he not therefore

further agree that the residential assessment

in that township is going to have to carry

something over 90 per cent of the cost of

that township? Does he think that that is

a healthy financial situation for a new

municipality in an expanding growth area

to have more than 90 per cent of its assess-

ment residential—that the costs of that comes
under the residential assessment, rather than

having a healthy mix of industrial and
residential assessment?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I think the

answer to that is pretty obvious and I don't

know what the member is referring to. If

you can obtain more industrial or com-
mercial assessment certainly it's in the in-

terest of all concerned. Sometimes it's not

possible—sometimes it's not something you
would want to have happen in certain areas

of our province.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I want to

find out what is being done here in the

south end of the region. Right now there is

the township of North Cower and the town-

ship of Marlborough, both of which are

essentially rural, agricultural townships with

some hobby farming, some recreational uses
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of the land and some residential development,
mainly in sort of estate-type developments
which tend to pay their way in financial

terms.

Now, by bringing in the portion of the

township of Gloucester into the new munic-

ipality of North Gower, and by concentrat-

ing all of the growth of what is likely to

be a southern growth area in the Ottawa-
Carleton official plan into this new town-

ship of Rideau you are creating a situation

which is as sick and unhealthy financially
as the situation, say, of the township of

Pickering here in Toronto a few years ago.

It will be a municipality with suburban

development and no industrial development
to speak of. A municipality in which,
frankly, industrial development is probably
not to be welcomed. A municipality which
may find itself barred from industrial de-

velopment through the official plan, which
may simply say: "Look, we think that the
best industrial areas are 10 miles to the
north in Gloucester township, just within
the green belt and also in Nepean township
there are better services there. There are
other reasons for putting industry in those
locations and not putting industry in to
the new township of Rideau."

This is going to be the creation of this

government and that new township will face
demands from its urbanized residents for

services which inevitably will fall on the tax
base of the township. They are not only
regional services. They will want recreation:

they will want community centres. There will

be local improvements for whidh the town-

ship may have to pay a portion. They will

want better fire service. They will want to

have their own police. There are a number
of things that the urban residents will be

seeking there, because they know that people
in Gloucester, Nepean and the city of Ottawa
and other parts of the regional municipality
are accustomed to get them. And they say,
"Look, we live in a suburb too, why
shouldn't we have these things as well?" But
there won't be the tax base and therefore
this township is going to be very financially
sick. Could the parliamentary assistant re-

spond to that, please?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I don't agree
vdth the member at all when he says this

new township will be very sick. I think cer-
tainlv this is a matter which has to be
decided at the local level as to what services
are provided. The new council will decide
as to whether or not the services are not up
to date at the present time and as to what

extra services must be provided. If a certain

area of the new township wants special

privileges they will have to be rated for such.

I think as to whether or not the regional

municipality of Ottawa-Carleton decides that

this is a residential development area, that

is up to them. It is up to the people who are

elected to decide where industry will go and
where commercial growth will take place in

the years to come. It is not up to us to say
that we must have industry in North Gower
or in the new township of Rideau. I feel

that this responsibility has to be met and
will be met head on by those elected at the

local level.

Mr. Cassidy: The doctrine of local auton-

omy sounds delightful when it comes off the

lips of the parliamentary assistant. Mr. Chair-

man, does he agree that it is healthy finan-

cially for a growing suburban municipality to

have more than 90 per cent of its assessment

residential?

Mr. Irvine: I've already answered that,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't think he has, Mr.

Chairman. I think the answer is that while

it is up to local people to make decisions, it

is up to the province, which sets the struc-

ture for municipal government and draws the

boundaries and passes legislation like this, to

ensure that local municipal politicians are

not put into an impossible position.

The reeve of North Gower was here in the

galleries the other day, and he's delighted
v/ith what is happening. He put forward a

plan and he got the member for Carleton

(Mr. Handleman) to put it forward and to

sell it down here at Queen's Park. The mem-
ber for Carleton prevailed over the member
for Carleton East (Mr. Lawrence), and a

plan was presented. The reeve of North

Gower is a man whom I respect, but all the

same maybe his ideas are just a little bit

old-fashioned. He looks at the larger kind of

size and hopes that perhaps he can be
elected mayor of the new township. In the

meantime, there is development in North
Gower on subdivisions which, I understand,
have been developed by the present reeve.

Therefore, he has a direct interest in the

grovii:h of the township.

But let's look at it from the other point of

view. There are 2,500 people in the Long
Island-Manotick area who are now suffering

in some cases from defective septic tanks and
other problems and are seeking a very large

increase in services. There have been 1.500
of them w'ho have signed petitions resisting
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this amalgamation into the new township of

Rideau, because what they can see is a very
substantial increase in taxes to pay for the

services. Those of them who have studied

the matter closely have seen the financial

problems that the new township is going to

have. You are putting the new township into

an impossible position because of the urging
of the rural people who now look after the

township of North Gower. That is where I

think mistakes are being made.

Mr. Chairman, I have a third question for

the parliamentary assistant. I'd like to know
whether the government has examined the

assessment problems and the problems of

equalization of assessment as between the

townships of Torbolton, Fitzroy and Huntley?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, we will be ex-

amining all the municipalities very specifical-

ly with regard to what practice it will be

necessary to take into the government plans
for the new municipalities. We will in the

very near future bring forth a bill which will

deal with the transitional grants. It will be
not only for the three municipalities or six,

but it will be for the eight municipalities.
Each municipality has had plans discussed
and their officials have met at various times

with our staff and will in the future. Before
the bill is introduced, they will know full

well what the equalized factor is and what
shifts will have to be followed as a result

of the changes.

Mr. Cassidy: What assurance can the par-

liamentary assistant give that the tax rate

of the new township of West Carleton, as

levied by the new township, will fall equit-

ably on residents in the three townships,
when at present it appears that the tax bur-
den in those three municipalities is grossly
unfair as regards to the regional levies and
the way in which they fall on houses of

equal value in different areas?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I indicated to

the member for Ottawa Centre the other

day that we did have figures which have
been supplied to all the municipalities as to

the tax debt. There are decreases in

three small municipalities, Torbolton, North
Cower and Richmond. I've talked about that.

I also said that the highest was a very minor

adjustment of $5 for a $15,000 equalized
assessment. I dont' see that these figures are

going to change to a great degree from what
we have given the municipalities. These

figures are based in 1971-1972 figures. Those
are the last we had at the time. When the

new councils come in with their budgets and

their plans for the coming year we will be
able to deal specifically with that at that

time but at the present time we have indi-

cated to every council that there is not signifi-
cant change.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the parlia-

mentary assistant maybe has misread me. I

was speaking about the assessment problem
and not the financial problem. The two are,

in fact, separate.

At present, according to people in the area

—and I have every reason to believe them
because they are responsible municipal offi-

cials—there are gross inequities in the assess-

ments between these three townships, even

after the equalization factors which have

been applied for the regional municipality.

For example, to take something that some

people in this House would be familiar with,

the house in Huntley of the former member
for Carleton has a market value in the region
of $40,000 or $50,000 and pays a tax of about

$350, about two-thirds of which would be

regional and school board levies and there-

fore common to anybody in the area. Houses

in Fitzroy and in Torbolton, with a value

in the region of $25,000 to $30,000, are pay-

ing taxes in the neighbourhood of $600 to

$700. In other words, houses of half the

value are paying twice the tax.

Mr. Chairman, since the bulk of that tax

is for the regional school board and for the

regional municipality, that means, if you will,

that Mr. Johnston, on a house of $40,000

approximately, pays about $200 in regional

and education taxes. And Mr. Jones and

Mr. Smith with houses of $25,000, half the

value, are paying in the neighbourhood of

$450 in regional and school board tax.

Obviously, something is wrong. What is

wrong, of course, is that both Fitzroy and

Huntley have assessment systems that date

back to-maybe they're post-war; maybe

they're pre-war. In Torbolton the assessment

was done in 1962. It's a bit more up-to-date
and it's a more modern system. That's one

problem.

The second problem is simply that the

enormous escalation in the price of recre-

ational properties, and particularly shore-

front properties, cottage land and so forth,

has run the whole system out of whack.

Therefore, equalizations that are designed to

accommodate that kind of acceleration—

$10,000, $20,000, $50,000 at times-in the

values of shorefront property in the area

over the last 15 or 20 years, don't fit, and

are grossly inequitable to people who have
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homes of modest cost and modest dimensions,
or to people who have farmland or marginal
recreational properties on marginal land.

The system is a mess, in other words, and
I wonder what the member intends to do
about it in order to ensure some equity to

these people who are being pushed against
their will into a new amalgamated township.

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, I did not mis-

understand the question that the member
for Ottawa Centre brought forth—

Mr. Cassidy: The other question was a

good one too.

Mr. Irvine: I thought he was talking about

tax shift.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, okay.

Mr. Irvine: This problem of equalized as-

sessment has been brought to our attention.

Our staff is looking into it and it will be

met to the satisfaction of all concerned in

those areas that are on a difference of assess-

ment as you have brought forth. We haven't

had the answers to this date, but we will

have the answers for the people. It was

brought to our attention at a meeting in

Ottawa, when we had the meeting with the

members.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a commitment then,

that it will be settled to the satisfaction of

representatives of the three wards concerned?

Is that correct? Or the three present town-

ships concerned?

Mr. Irvine: No, Mr. Chairman, I wouldn't

say to the satisfaction of the elected members

by any means. I would say to the satisfaction

of the people in the area and the province.

It has to be a matter which is looked at from

both sides. I don't think we can satisfy

elected local oflScials at all times by any
means.

Mr. Cassidy: What is the commitment? You

began by making a commitment and then

you retreated from it as soon as I asked you
to put it down and be specific about it.

Is the commitment that you will satisfy

this to, let's say the unanimous agreement
of the township of West Carleton, its new
council? Or is it simply that you will satisfy

until you feel satisfied, whether or not the

people out there think you've done a decent

job?

Mr. Irvine: We will make sure, whatever
the final transitional tax shifts that are made,
that the shifts are made with everything

taken fully into account—that all people will

receive the same benefits and will not be
dealt with in one instance at one degree and

another instance at a lesser degree. They'll
all have the same benefit from the tax

changes which we know we'll have to deal

with in the coming five years. And certainly

this matter deserves attention, one which
we are aware of but we haven't dealt with

specifically. That is what I'm saying to the

member. We will be dealing with it.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, what the

parliamentary assistant is saying then is that

only insofar as the transitional grants are

concerned, which are designed to cushion any
financial changes, only insofar as those are

concerned, you will ensure that there is

equity between the three areas. Is that cor-

rect?

Mr. Irvine: Yes.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, that isn't satisfactory at

all, because those transitional payments do
not bear at all on the kind of assessment

question that I'm talking about, where you
have $25,000 homes in one area paying
double the tax that is levied on $50,000
homes in another area. Now, will the mem-
ber do something to solve that problem and
ensure equity between people with that kind

of difficulty who will now be together in one
common township?

Mr. Irvine: Mr. Chairman, if that problem
exists we'll look into it and resolve it.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2 stand as part

of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: I have an amendment, Mr.

Chairman. The amendment is a very simple
one. I appreciate what the parliamentary
assistant has said. He says, "If that's a prob-
lem we'll resolve it." I would take that as

an invitation to people in the area to bring
these problems down to Queen's Park and to

make sure that the treasury department does

in fact solve them, because it seems to me
that they do need looking into very seriously.

It seems to us, particularly in view of the

official plan problems which are created by

rushing ahead with this particular reorgani-

zation when other alternatives were available,

that the simplest thing to do with the bill

and with clause 2 is simply to bring it into

force in 1976 rather than in 1974.

Mr. Chairman: Would this come under

section 6?

Mr. Cassidy: No, section 2.
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Mr. Chairman: The coming into force is

dealt with in section 6.

Mr. Cassidy: No, no. The bill can come
into force now. I don't mind if it comes into

force.

Mr. Chairman: Well, is it something else

that is to come into force?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, that's right.

Mr. Cassidy moves that clause 2 of Bill 189

be amended by deleting the date "1974" in

the first line and substituting therefor the

date "1976."

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, this would do

two things. It would allow the assessment

problems we've been speaking about, which
exist in other municipalities affected, to be

sorted out. But much more importantly it

would ensure that tlie future development of

the region was clear because by Jan. 1, 1976,

we will have an official plan in Ottawa-

Carleton. In fact, by some time late next

year at the very latest, we should have an

official plan. There will then be time enough,
if alterations to the scheme put forward

in this particular bill are necessary as a result

of the official plan, to incorporate them in

amendments that can be brought forward in

the 1974-1975 session.

If the official plan approval by the minis-

ter proceeds more quickly than other official

plan approvals have gone in the past, then

maybe it would be possible to get this thing
into operation by 1975 instead of 1976. But
all the same, this would ensure that the

essential first steps are taken to sort out the

problems with market value assessment and
with the official plan before the reorganiza-
tion is carried through.

I would point out to the parliamentary

assistant, who on several occasions has dis-

played his ignorance of what has taken place

up in Ottawa, that in fact the area came

very close to an agreement on what should

be done about these proposed amalgamations.
The reeves of all of the suburban municipali-
ties in Ottawa-Carleton were agreed that,

pending the official plan, they would stick

with the present system of representation,

unsatisfactory as they accepted it to be,
rather than have this kind of interim measure
taken by the Province of Ontario.

That particular agreement happened to be

upset because of polarization between the

city representatives and the suburban and
rural representatives. The city of Ottawa, in

the view of some of the reeves, was being
imperialistic in trying to expand its boun-

daries; for that reason and for various other

reasons that agreement was not able to be
carried through. It was on the brink, and that

agreement in principle was there, but there

has been no recognition of that from the pro-
vincial government in pushing ahead with

this.

For those reasons, Mr. Chairman, I moved
that amendment to change the date from
1974 to 1976.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion?

Those in favour of Mr. Cassidy's motion

will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost.

Is the section carried?

Any further comments, questions or amend-
ments on a later section? If not, shall the bill

be reported?

Bill 189 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 189, An Act to amalgamate Certain

Municipalities in the Regional Municipality
of Ottawa-Carleton and to provide for the

Elections of Councils of the Amalgamated

Municipalities.

Clerk of the House: The 8th order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the motion for

second reading of Bill 171, An Act to amend
the Environmental Protection Act, 1971.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT
( concluded )

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

we proceed with the debate $ would say to

the House that His Honour awaits in his
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chambers to give royal assent to certain

measures.

Mr. Speaker: I would inform the hon.
members that royal assent will be given in

His Honour's chambers and this debate on
Bill 171 may proceed. I don't recall who had
the floor previously; the hon. member for

Sudbury?

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
I was talking about the section which deals

with abandoned motor vehicles. It is quite a

comprehensive section but I really think it is

not going to solve the problem in that it

doesn't define—other than to put these
vehicles into a storage area—what is the ulti-

mate disposal of the vehicles. I have observed
that a lot of these abandoned vehicles are
on private property. It makes no provision
that I can see for entering private property
to get these vehicles off.

I happened to come by a news sheet pub-
lished by the Canadian Federation of

Mayors and Municipalities, and I would
like to quote from this sheet, Mr. Speaker.
It indicates what one other jurisdiction in
the country is doing in regard to abandoned
automobiles:

Saskatchewan is ridding the country-
side of abandoned and wrecked auto-
mobiles. They are picked up on big flat-

bedded trailer trucks, then flattened and
brought to Regina where a shredding
plant wfll be constructed. The value of the

scrap will pay the cost of operating the
shredder mill. The cost of flattening and
transporting the vehicles is covered by a
$1 surcharge on vehicle licence plates.

This seems to me to be an altogether
reasonable and dedicated approach to truly
rid our countryside of these derelict vehicles.
I don't see in the bill any provision for the
government to go into the business of

shredding automobiles, which is implied in
this news flash, or for the government to

impose a surcharge on licence plates so
that the eventual cost of picking up aban-
doned vehicles will not fall to the general
taxpayer but wfll fall to the offending parties,
namely, the persons who have driven those
automobfles for so many years untfl they
came into their derelict state. There is no
provision for that in the bfll so I think the
bill is deficient in those two veins.

I also understand that the government of
Saskatchewan does operate a used parts dis-

posal centre where the government scavenges
usable parts from these hulks, and sells them
to the general public, and thus gets some

compensation back into the treasury to go
out and continue the process of picking up
vehicles. Now it is implicit in the bfll—the

amendment that we have here—that the
total cost shall be borne by the innocent

taxpayer; and I do not think that is a

reasonable place to put the full burden of

cost. I think the government should not be
reluctant to go into the business and try
and make it a break-even operation, rather

than imposing on the public purse.

Now, there is another section of the bill

dealing with fishing huts. It omits to ac-

knowledge that there are other people on
the lakes in winter other than the fisher-

men in their huts.

On almost any Sunday afternoon, it is

possible to see thousands of snowmobilers
on any of our lakes that are in close

proximity to our urban areas. There is no

provision to contain these people from

polluting the lakes, such as is indicated that

the fishermen must subscribe to. I would
suspect that the fishermen are in a minority
position—that really there are more non-
fishermen out on the lakes who are pollut-

ing our waters and our ice than there are

fishermen—and I think the bfll is deficient

in that sense as well.

Of course, Mr. Speaker, any piece of legis-
lation is only a piece of paper until such
time as it is enforced. I think the Environ-
mental Protection Act has not been enforced
to the full degree that the minister already
has had the power to do so.

As was stated earlier, and at the ex-

pense of being repetitious, I would repeat
to the Speaker that at no time has there

ever been a charge laid against any polluting

company in my city of Sudbury, and yet
we have the highest pollution count that

any city has ever suffered. And it is in the

bfll that fines of up to $10,000 can be levied.

Now the minister has explained over and
over again that he is not interested in bring-

ing people to court, he is interested in

getting people to comply.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): It is

about time he did take them to court.

Mr. Germa: One of the best ways to get
a person to stop speeding in his automobile
is to fine the man, and it goes on every day
in thousands of cases. I think the best

way to stop these companies from polluting
is to fine them. You have got to hit them
in the purse where it hurts, and at $10,000
a day it even hurts a corporation as big as

International Nickel. I think it would pay
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some attention if you give it about 30

days of that size of fine. I don't think you
would have to then grant these extensions

of ministerial orders that have been going on.

Mr. Speaker, in summing up what I think

of the present Act, I think unless the minister

is determined to take his job seriously and
enforce what has been laid down here,

then we are going no place. All we are doing
is creating more paper.

I would urge the minister to not always

rely on that escape clause which indicates

that he can, by ministerial order, exempt
a certain company from being charged with
a pollution oflFence. In fact, this bill even

strengthens that escape clause. The several

words which are added—that these com-

panies cannot be brought to court while

they are under ministerial order—only

strengthens his hand to allow these people
to pollute again.

Now, it is quite a convenient device. I

recall several years ago when one of our

pulp companies at Espanola was polluting,
it was necessary for the government of the

day to bring in a private bill that allowed
KVP to pollute the Spanish River. It is

one of the only companies that has by law
the right to pollute a river, and that was

brought in by private bill.

Now, this amendment that the minister

has brought in regarding ministerial orders

just makes it easier for the government to

grant these people a licence to pollute; and
I would urge the minister to toughen up
and use the power which is embodied in

the legislation.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. The matter I would like to

deal with in the greatest detail is the last

one, but before doing that I would just like

to make one or two comments on each of

the first three sections of the bill, regarding
exhaust emission control systems, pollution
from ice huts and abandoned motor vehicles.

I was told recently that one of the devices

introduced by one of the new car makers to

reduce the emissions is to draw in excessive

amounts of air into the ej^haust systems to

dilute the pollution as it is going out the

tailpipe, and thus comply with the regula-
tions as to the amount of pollution allowed.

Perhaps the minister could comment on that

—whether he has heard of it, or whether it

would be allowed; or whether it is actually

being practised? I understood that the Olds-

mobile was the car mentioned on which they
are simply going to install a fan arrangement
that draws in more air as the pollution goes
out the tailpipe and thereby dilutes the pol-
lution to acceptable standards.

I am a little concerned about the section

which says that no operation of the vehicle

will be allowed unless the emission control

system is working in accordance with the

regulations. Another section of the bill, Mr.

Speaker, says that a provincial officer may,
with the assistance of a police officer, stop
a vehicle to test the emission control system.
The way I read the bill, should that control

system be found not operating properly, they
would be subject to the general fines that

relate to the Act which, I believe, are $5,000
for the first offence and $10,000 thereafter.

Could the minister comment on this? How
is one going to be able to check one's emis-

sion control system properly if one knows
that one would be subject to quite a stiff

fine if it is not working properly? A person
would have to take the word, I suppose, of

someone in a garage or a mechanic at the

service station if this fine section does apply,
as it appears to me it does, to that particular
section.

I understand that in the matter of the ice

shelters, they will be given identification

plates through regulations. The season will be

spelled out and the provincial officers will

have the authority to remove them if they
remain after the season. In the matter of it

being an offence to discharge any waste at

all, including human excrement or any other

refuse over the ice, regulations will spell out

in what manner these things must be dis-

posed of. I think this is fine and I think it's

in order if it can be policed and will work.

I have a few question regarding the

legislation on the abandonment of motor
vehicles. I, like the member for Sudbury,
wondered about the private property aspect
of it until I was informed that anyone with
more than two abandoned vehicles on his

property will be considered to be operating
a junkyard and will have to comply with

those regulations which, of course, he would
not find very favourable. It seems kind of a

back-handed way to deal with the situation

but I suppose, to get around the property

aspects of it, it could perhaps be the simplest

way.

Anyone with more than two abandoned
vehicles—and the definition of abandoned
vehicles is in the Act—will either have to get
rid of any excess number or start to comply
with the necessary regulations to become a
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junkyard. We know that would be impossible

as far as zoning and all the rest is con-

cerned, so he is caught in a trap there, but

what I am wondering about—and perhaps the

minister will answer this—is what is he going
to do about cars which are abandoned on

public streets, with the licence plates taken

oflF?

I don't think the Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications could even trace

the owners of such vehicles. They told me

they couldn't trace the owner of a vehicle

when I gave them the first three numbers

of the licence plate. They said, "We are not

on computer as yet. We can't do it. Maybe
a year or two from now we could do it."

I am concerned as to what the minister is

going to do if people start leaving cars

around with the licence plates oflF. As it is

now, a junkyard or a wrecker will not haul

a wreck away unless he can get a refund

from the licence plates for the last six months
of the licence.

I am told that if one phones up an auto

wrecker and says, "I have a car here I no

longer want. Will you haul it away to the

dump or to your yard for storage?" The first

thing he will say is, "Does it have a current

licence plate?" If it does not or if the time

has expired for a refund on that licence

plate, he is not interested in it. It will cost

at least $25 to have the car taken away
because most cars which are abandoned have

very little material that is salvageable. Per-

haps the minister would comment on how

they intend to deal with cars that are just
abandoned without licence plates.

The last section of the bill deals with the

delegation to municipalities of responsibil-
ities which include health units, and the

responsibility for cariying out controls under

part 7 of the Environmental Protection Act,
which deals with private sewage and septic
tanks.

This has been of great concern to many
people, a concern of which I have spoken on
numerous occasions. The minister knows now
the system is not working very well, where
we have a division of responsibility between
the Ministry of the Environment and the

health departments or the local boards of

health. I see the Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter) is here. Maybe this is why he's come,
to hear what we have to say about this.

It just simply is not working out. In the

final analysis, we grant that the local board
of health does have the final say, but on

many instances it has to consult with the

regional engineers of the Ministry of the En-

vironment and we find then that there is a

conflict of what the correct solution to the

problem should be.

We find presently that the requirements

vary vastly from one jurisdiction to another.

In some jurisdictions they are required to do

things which, across the county line, are not

allowed. This is the type of thing which I

think needs standardization. In my view, by
delegating this authority to either local

municipalities or local boards of health and

doing it not just on a delegating of the

powers, but on drawing up agreements as

this bill says, that this system can only work
if there is a very rigid standard set out by
the ministry before the authority for control-

ling and policing this standard is given to the

municipality or the local board of health.

I understand the minister is prepared to

accept either the regional health unit, the

local board of health or the municipality,
whoever he can get to do his work. Perhaps
this is simpler and it maybe is a better answer
in building up a whole new bureaucracy
within the Ministry of the Environment to

police and look after all the septic tank in-

stallations and the private sewage disposal

systems across the province.

But something, Mr. Speaker, something has

got to be done about the lack of uniformity
of standards. I spoke about this in the Minis-

try of the Environment estimates the other

day as an example. There is a firm which has

introduced a new propane toilet, which is a

disposable unit, which has been demonstrated
to oificials of both the Ministry of the En-
vironment and the Ministry of Health, which
—from the reports I have read—have looked

on it rather favourably, but for these people
to get permission from the various boards of

health across the province to use this in-

stallation is quite another thing.

In some areas where they simply will not

allow septic tank facilities and in areas where
there are houses already built this is the

situation, the people are using outdoor con-

veniences. Surely a system such as has been
demonstrated to be fairly effective would be

the answer in a lot of these areas. The minis-

try, in my view, should take the initiative and

say, "Yes, under certain circumstances we
consider a propane toilet or an electric toilet

or something which we have seen in opera-
tion and we have tested, to be much better

than the privy which is now the only thing
that is allowed because the ground is not

suitable for a septic tank sewage system."

Unless there are standard regulations across

the province, in my view, this delegation and

the agreements made between the ministry
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and health units or the municipalities will

certainly not work. The old Public Health

Act used to say that the municipalities had to

comply with whatever the health depart-
ments said, and as far as I could find out

there were never any standards set up by the

health departments in which there was any
concurrence from one health department to

the other.

I'm wondering if this decision of the minis-

try, not taking over the operation of part 7,

has been in any way due to political pressure
from the health inspection people who like

the arrangement as it is now and don't want
to be standardized from one jurisdiction to

the other, because undoubtedly the thing is

working on a regional or a local basis now,
with different sets of standards. People are

not allowed to do in some areas what they
can do in another. In fact, what is mandatory
in some areas, I understand, is prohibited in

other areas.

The broadening of the powers of the pro-
vincial oflBcers to designate employees to

carry on is, I suppose, something that has
to be done to get more people in the field.

In all, though, if we are ever going to
clean up the areas-and this relates mainly
to the northern part of southern Ontario,
where there is not suitable land for septic
tanks—I am quite concerned that we are

going to have to start to do a study to see
how many people can be accommodated at

some of our recreational lakes.

I don't think the ministry has ever figured
out, before other departments of government
allow subdivisions into some of our recre-
ational areas, how we can accommodate the

people or how many people can be accom-
modated at certain lakes. In some areas it

is very easy to get subdivisions in because
of the attitude of the local boards of health.

Unless there is standardization and good
policing of the standards that are going to

be adhered to, I don't think this agreement
system with the municipalities is going to

work.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to participate? The hon. member for

Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. Through you, sir, I might say
to the minister that we have now heard the

global view of the problem, and I want to

be a little bit parochial in terms of what I

see happening with regard to abandoned
automobiles.

The minister may recall that earlier on
in the session, when we were discussing the

matter of the Niagara Escarpment, I ex-

pressed my keen interest in maintaining it.

I may say to the minister that my family
and I walk on and in the escarpment regu-

larly, and we were doing it again last week
end. We were walking through an area in

my riding, an area called Albion Falls, when
we came across abandoned automobiles,

stolen and abandoned motorcycles, and all

kinds of things that obviously will fall within

the scope of this legislation.

What worries me is this, and there are two

points that I want to make. The first is that

when it becomes an offence to abandon an

automobile on a city street, we are going to

have that ravine filled with automobiles,

because a great many people with absolutely

no sense of responsibility-veritable pigs in

society-are going to dump their garbage over

the side of the ravine, and that includes

their automobiles.

I would like to see some rather special

legislation dealing with people who dispose

of abandoned automobiles in that way on

public property. It just makes rne sick to

take my children and other people's children,

as we do, down through the ravine for hikes,

and to have to climb over the hulks of

burned-out automobiles that people with ab-

solutely no sense of propriety have dumped
there because of a lack of any other place

to put them.

I hope that when you draft your regula-

tions, you take into account that there are

areas like that along the escarpment, mid

perhaps in other areas of the province that

I am not aware of, and put in some pretty

dam tough regulations that will hit home

very forcibly at the people who choose that

method of getting rid of their junk.

I tell you that if we don't spoil the escarp-

ment with highways or with the developnient

of homes along its edge, then we are certainly

going to spoil many of the best areas of it

by not being suflBciently tough on people who

simply use it as a place to dump their old

scrap metal. I want to urge on the minister

that he consider ways and means of dealing

with that.

Beyond that, I would like to ask him to

think about something else in exactly the

same context. Because it has already become

a dump, its natural beauty is being eroded

quite regularly and it's not nearly as attractive

as it was. Obviously, if we don't take very

strong actions it will become even less and

less attractive.
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There are very few municipalities in all of

Ontario which can claim to have such a

natural ravine right within the confines of

the municipality in a built-up area, where
there is ready access for people for nature-

loving, passive recreational activities. I would
like to ask the minister, through you, Mr.

Speaker, if we might consider as a project, in

order to see how well this works, cleaning

up what's already there, so that we can then

accurately assess what goes on in the future

vdth regard to the use of the facility for

dumping purposes.

I was wondering whether I might be able

to encourage the minister—and I'm sure I

have the support of my other colleagues from
the Hamilton area—to consider setting aside

in his coming budget a sum of money—it

doesn't require a great deal—to put to work
some of the young people who are eager to

do something to earn their way through
university for tuition purposes. They might
be willing to spend some time, if they can't

be taken out in whole, in at least dismantling
and removing the old automobile hulks that

have been thrown or driven or pushed over
the edge of the ravine, and taking some really

positive steps towards restoring it to a condi-

tion that would be suitable for recreation. It

might even encourage a great many other

people in the Province of Ontario to visit and
to take part in the recreational activities that

this lends itself so well to.

I would like to say to the minister, in draft-

ing his regulations and then going forward in

coming up with his budget for those pur-
poses, if he would give serious consideration
to doing those things. I wouldn't say I would
be eternally grateful, I don't guarantee him
that, but I certainly would be at least margin-
ally grateful at this point and would be quite
prepared to point the finger in the right
direction as to where the money came from,
because I happen to think that this is a really
worthwhile endeavour. I am a little worried
that people might, because of the legislation,
take what appears to be the easy way out
and further despoil the already somewhat
spoiled environment.

There is one other question I want to ask
as the result of a comment made by the mem-
ber for Waterloo North. Maybe he can answer
it. I don't quite understand what is meant by
recovering the unused value on the licence

plates. I was always under the impression
that once a car was wrecked the licence plate
was gone, and when we checked with the

Ministry of Transportation that's what they
said; maybe somebody can advise me differ-

ently.

But, anyway, I commend those remarks to

the minister. Parochial though they may be,

they may have more far-reaching effects than

I can visualize, but I do think that it would
be something worth entertaining and that

thought be given now to making sure the

legislation doesn't simply further destroy that

which is already being destroyed by the

stupidity and ignorance of certain people in

the province.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate? The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, another member
of my caucus drew paragraph 6 to my
attention some time ago and I have been

puzzling over it since, trying to work out

exactly what it means. What it appears
to mean is that, having taken responsibility
for the approval of septic tank installations

across the province into the hands of the

ministry about two years ago, or a year
and a half ago, the ministry now appears to

be acknowledging that it's an unwieldy
task for its inspectors to cover the entire

province and that at least some munic-

ipalities and boards of health should be

capable of doing what they had been doing
previously before the minister took these

powers.

I'm threading my way through this—
and I hope the minister Mdll nod that I'm

correct, that, in fact, those powers did exist

at the local level, then they were brought
to the provincial level and now he is handing
them back. Is that correct, Mr. Minister?

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. minister

should reply to all the speeches after they
have been completed.

Mr. Cassidy: A nod of the head if I'm
correct.

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the

Environment): Not quite, but close.

Mr. Cassidy: Not quite? All right.

I think the decentralization or the delega-
tion of the power to the local level makes
sense. I miss standards or guidelines by which
the municipal inspectors are to work. I

am aware that they are probably in the

regulations but it would seem to me that
there ought to be some facility for municipal
input into those regulations.

I am also concerned about the kinds of

exemptions which are provided here; that

is, as I understand it, in certain cases where
septic tanks are being installed they may
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not require an inspection if the land is

exempted under the regulations. I do not

understand that. I would hope that the

minister could explain it.

I would equally like to know whether
the minister could explain the fees which
will be payable for consents to the severances,
which are mentioned also in section 6

which also relates specifically to septic tank

installations on lots of under 10 acres. The
fee is not specified. There is no limit set

on the fee and that could possibly lead to

a punitive use of fees by a municipality to

prevent development that it otherwise

couldn't stop. In other words, it could be

using the back door to stop something which
it ought to have powers to stop by the

front door.

Secondly, there again, there is the ques-
tion of exemption through regulations which
we haven't seen. At the very least I think
the minister should explain what is required
here or what is involved here with those

exemptions.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member
wish to enter the debate? If not, the hon.
minister may respond now.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I wonder
if, before I sum up on the principles, I

might get the feeling of the House as to

whether we should go into committee be-
cause a number of the things that have
been brought up are really things which
otherwise would have been dealt with
clause by clause. If the hon. members are

agreeable to go to third reading I could
deal with a lot of that detail now and save
some repetition.

Mr. Good: I thought the minister had
amendments?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Committee
of the whole?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, committee of the
whole. If the House wants to take the bill

into committee of the whole, I will be
quite brief in my comments which will just
deal with the principle.

Mr. Good: We agree to committee of the
whole.

Mr. Gaunt: Committee of the whole.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Then, Mr. Speaker, going
through this in, more or less, the chrono-

logical order of the principal points that

were brought up. The first thing, as I men-
tioned when we started second reading, is

that we propose to add by amendment
in committee the authority to remove ice

shelters and possibly damage or destroy

them, although there is a ground for civil

action against the Crown in that case but
not against the person who does it.

The amending Act deletes the specific

penalty for the control of emissions from

cars, and this is the one on which there

has been some comment because it then
becomes a general penalty with a maximum
of $5,000 for the first offence and $10,000
for a second offence. The only thing I

can say, Mr. Speaker, is that the reason for

using the general penalty is that this gives
the provincial judge discretion in levying
a penalty.

I can't conceive of a person, some part of

whose emission control is found to be defec-

tive, being fined $5,000. However, I could

conceive of an occasion where a dealer,
for instance, for some reason removes con-

trols or his garage removes controls as a

practice. It may well be that the court

would then think that a higher penalty
was necessary.

There was comment by the hon. member
for Perth (Mr. Edighoffer) that there seems

to be a great deal of mention of the use of

regulations. While there are many things that

are specifically set out in the original Act

and in these proposed amendments, I think I

should remind the hon. members that in the

technical fields that we deal with—air emis-

sions, water emissions; a whole host of things
—it is a pretty rapidly changing field and

we really need the flexibility that regula-
tion gives us in setting standards which are

likely to change from time to time.

There have been questions about the en-

forcement of the automobile emission control

programme, and I will be frank to say that

it is a very difficult field. I assume that we
will be dealing primarily with spot checks

because of the number of vehicles, the size

of the province and, frankly, the size of our

own staff.

I am sure many hon. members, if not all,

are aware that any of the current emission

control devices can be working perfectly

today and in two weeks they may not be

functioning properly. There is no way that

the owner would know it unless he was to

take it in for checking. This is one of the

reservations I have about some of the ap-

proaches that are being taken.

The House is aware, of course, that the

government of Canada is the one that is

setting the standards, and the provinces are
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expected to enforce them. We have indicated

to my colleagues in Ottawa some reservations

about the standards they were proposing to

adopt. They currently say they are going no

further than the US 1975 standards without

the catalytic muflBers—if memory serves me

correctly. We have an amendment here that

will permit us to stop vehicles. That is one

of the present problems.

There was a question as to whether the

removal of an abandoned automobile could

take place on private property. In the opinion
of my legal staff—who prepared these amend-
ments—we can remove a vehicle on private

property, because a provincial oflBcer is en-

titled to go on private property to make an

investigation. That is in section 84 of the

present Act and section 50 of the bill author-

izes removal of an abandoned motor vehicle;

and there is no qualification of this authoriz-

ation. Reading it together with section 84

would indicate that we can go on private

property for that purpose.

I might also say, in answer to a question
of Tuesday night, that the definition of an

abandoned motor vehicle in our Act is far

broader than it is in the Highway Traffic

Act. I think it's section 22 of the present
Act which indicates that a motor vehicle

is any vehicle with a motor in it. That is

interpreted to mean a bulldozer, a crane, a

snowmobile; just about anything—I suppose
even a power lawnmower, because it has

wheels and it has a motor. If you look at

that definition, you'll find it is pretty broad.

Mr. Deans: As long as the motor drives the

wheels.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I don't think so. I think—

Mr. Deans: A vehicle is something that

transports. A power lawnmower hardly

transports.

Hon. Mr. Auld: In part 3 of the Environ-

mental Protection Act, 1971, section 22 says:

In this part, director means the director

of the air management branch of the de-

partment. The motor means an internal

combustion engine, and motor vehicle

means a vehicle that uses or incorporates

a motor as the source of power.

It doesn't say the motor is a source of power
to run the vehicle. It just says it is a source

of power.

Mr. Deans: You are going to have trouble

with that some day, I think.

Hon. Mr. Auld: So don't put wheels on

your chain saw.

Mr. Deans: Why don't you? I think maybe

you should make an amendment to that to

clear it up.

Hon. Mr. Auld: It seems to me as a layman
to be sufiBciently broad.

In the private-waste situation, the present
Act permits the province to take over this

duty, which is now carried out by local health

units or local medical ofiBcers of health under

provisions of the Public Health Act, either

in any part or the whole of the province by

proclamation. What we are proposing to do,

and the reason for these amendments, with

the regional governments, first of all, and
with the counties, is to negotiate agreements
either with the municipality, the county say,
or the health unit, to carry out inspections
under province-wide standards of equipment.
The agreements would deal with the devices

that would be used, and would set province-
wide standards as to soil quality and depth
of fill for private-waste systems making use

of a septic tank and tile bed. They would
enable us to approve various types of devices,

other than the traditional septic tank and tile

bed, to set standards for inspectors—the in-

spectors will all be trained to do spot checks

themselves where the local authority is carry-

ing out the work—to set standards for people
who install and service private-waste systems
and also to set a maximum in terms of fees

for municipalities which carry out this service

and charge a fee for it, so that we would

not get into the situation that the hon.

member for Ottawa-

Mr. Cassidy: Centre!

Hon. Mr. Auld: —Centre raised a few

moments ago. Our current thinking is that,

while we will make agreements with a great

many local authorities, there will probably be

some areas where we will do ourselves, at

least for some time, as we are currently

doing by arrangement with the medical

officer of health when we spoke of the Parry

Sound area. My own guess is that in the

heavily-used cottage country the Minister of

the Environment may be involved in this

directly because of the request of or the lack

of interest—I shouldn't say lack of interest—

the preference of the local municipalit>'.

There was a question from the hon. mem-
ber for Downsview (Mr. Singer) about why
there was a 30-day waiting period before

action can be taken to dispose of an aban-

doned car or an abandoned vehicle. I would
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just point out to the hon. members that a

duty is imposed on the owner after he gets

a notice, to notify any Hen holder of whom
he has knowledge, so that one or the other

can reclaim the oar if they are so advised.

This necessarily takes some time. We feel

that before the interest of the owner and/or

a lien holder is terminated, they should have
time to decide if they want to reclaim the

car before it's actually destroyed.

A couple of hon. members have mentioned
the amendment which has to do with prose-
cution during the time either a programme
approval is in effect for an industry or a

person in connection with air or water pollu-

tion, or a ministerial or director's order.

Actually, we are tightening this up. The
present situation, as I understand it legally,

is that we may have a polluter who has been
served violation notices and whom we may
wish to prosecute; if, after the time those

notices are served, there is either a pro-

gramme approval given to that industry say,
to clean up that specific thing, or if in fact

they haven't submitted an approved pro-

gramme so there is a director's order put on
the industry, we are unable to prosecute for

anything that happened prior to that time. I

am informed by my legal people that with
this amendment we will be unable to prose-
cute for any emission between the time the

programme approval is granted and its com-
pletion date, or between the time of the

director's order and its completion date,
which is specified, but we will be able to

prosecute for an emission or an offence that

was committed prior to that time.

So in effect we are plugging a loophole
that presently exists.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): And if you
started an action, you could continue the

Hon. Mr. Auld: That's right!

There was some question about ice shel-

ters—that hunting blinds were not included
and that they should be. My legal advice is

that a hunting blind is a shelter, providing
it's on the water. I will quote this:

The purpose of a hunting blind is to

prevent the hunter from being seen by
birds or animals and it necessarily follows

that he would not be seen by people. The
blind often may be used for shelter, and so

we believe that a blind which is on ice

could come under the definition of an ice

shelter since it "may be used for shelter,

privacy," and so on as set out in the Act.

However, in that connection I would tell the

hon. members that we do not propose at this

point in time to attempt to regulate every
shelter on every one of the quarter of a mil-

lion lakes in the province. The main problem
actually is in one or two places—Lake Simcoe
is one, perhaps Georgian Bay is another—
where there are literally hundreds of them
and they get left and there is a real problem.

As far as individuals on the ice are con-

cerned, throwing things on the ice or into

the water presently is prohibited by other

sections of the legislation. The question there,
of course, is having people around, having
enough staff to stop people from littering or

leaving garbage around, or relieving them-
selves in the watercourses and that sort of

thing. There is presently legislation which
could be used if need be, or if there were
staff available to cover everything.

In connection, again, with abandoned ve-

hicles, there is nothing in this legislation
about cost to automobile owners, along the

lines of some other jurisdictions; although
we have been meeting with the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications, and
there are a number of methods that we are

looking at to finance the cost to the public.

However, before we can really come up with

anything definitive we want to have some
idea of what our costs are going to be.

We have three pilot projects going in the

province at the moment, one in the Ottawa

Valley, one in the Soo and one in Thunder

Bay, where we have made arrangements with
the municipalities. It would appear that in

southern Ontario the costs will be probably
no more than the scrap value of the vehicles.

In some other parts of the province, though,
there may well have to be some subsidy for

transportation or some other thing.

When this legislation is passed we would
be able to do some of the things mentioned;
for instance the hon. member for Wentworth

suggested action in addition to these pilot

projects. My own view is that when you can

gather enough, when you can organize an
area for collection you can probably do it

with no cost. Once you can get your hands
on the vehicle—and this is one of the purposes
of some of these amendments—you can get

enough of them together in most parts of

southern Ontario. It is a question of organ-
ization and the cost would be quite minimal.

This has nothing to do with the principle
of the bill, but I just thought it would be of

interest to the hon. member for Sudbury East

(Mr. Martel), that there has been a charge
laid against Inco and my recollection is that

it comes up for hearing on Oct. 17, having
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to do with emissions from the iron ore re-

covery plant, I think I am right, some time

in August. But I do know it is set for hearing
on Oct. 17.

I think, Mr. Speaker, those are the matters

I might comment on at this time. A number
of the other matters deal with specific sections

and are really ones we can deal with in com-
mittee of the whole House.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 171. Is it the pleasure of the

House that the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Do I presume correctly this

bill will be going to committee of the whole
House?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps before I entertain the
next order of business I might take a moment
to inform the House that in the name of Her

Majesty the Queen, the Hon. the Lieutenant
Governor has been pleased to assent to cer-

tain bills in his chambers.

ROYAL ASSENT

Clerk of the House: The following are the
titles of the bills to which His Honour has
assented:

Bill 156, An Act to amend the Grain Eleva-
tor Storage Act.

Bill 157, An Act to amend the Weed
Control Act.

Bill 170, An Act to amend the Ontario
Water Resources Act.

Bill 180, An Act to amend the Secondary
Schools and Boards of Education Act.

Bill 181, An Act to amend the Schools
Administration Act.

Bill 189, An Act to amalgamate Certain

Municipalities in the Regional Municipality
of Ottawa-Carleton and to provide for the
Elections of Councils of the Amalgamated
Municipalities.

Bill Prl3, An Act respecting the County of

Hastings.

SUCCESSION DUTY ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves second reading of
Bill 174, An Act to amend the Succession

Duty Act.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, with your permission I would just

like to say that we will debate this in prin-

ciple here in second reading, and I would
like to sum up at the end of that debate.

With the permission of the House I would
like to see the bill go to the standing com-
mittee on justice. This is not the usual course

for a tax bill, although it was done wdth the

big Corporations Tax Act.

The reason I would like to see it go to

standing committee rather than committee of

the whole House is because, as the hon.

members who served on the select committee
on taxation will recall, this is a tremendously

complicated statute, with technical details,

quite frankly, beyond my competence. I think

it would be helpful to me and to the mem-
bers of the House, if the officials of the Min-

istry of Revenue, and perhaps the Minister

of Revenue (Mr. Grossman) or his parlia-

mentary assistant, were there to deal with

these complexities. I thought perhaps this

forewarning of my suggestion might be help-
ful at this stage.

Mr. Speaker: I might say to the hon. minis-

ter that of course it is his prerogative to send

it to either the standing committee or com-
mittee of the whole House.

The hon. member for Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Just to

comment on the views that the minister has

expressed, as a member of the select com-
mittee on taxation I, too, can concur with

the complexity, particularly of such matters

that deal with succession duties and with

the disposition of property.

I think that the clear advantage of send-

ing it to that committee would be to allow

outside persons who are particularly in-

terested—whether from the legal profession
or from the trust companies, or however

they might be involved—to appear before

the committee and give us the benefit of

their expertise. I think the suggestion made

by the minister is most worthwhile, and

that the public interest is best served by
following that procedure.

My comments on this bill will be fairly

brief, Mr. Speaker. It is interesting, of

course, to note that the bill here, as

suggested by the government, will be re-

moving all duty from property and other

dispositions which devolve between spouses.

As a result, the taxes which will be received

by the Province of Ontario will, in future,

come from the difference between the benefit

which one generation chooses to give to

another. I think this is a step forward in
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the collectability of these taxes, and I

believe that the tax laws can be made

equitable to a greater extent if the taxes

are collected on the move between genera-
tions. And this, I think, is particularly im-

portant if the government moves as well to

ensure that the spouse who does receive a

benefit is fairly dealt with.

I am sure that all members were interested

to note a recently reported case in the

Supreme Court of Canada with respect to

a Mrs. Irene Florence Murdoch, a lady who
resided in Alberta, and who, as a result

of an unfortunate marital experience, was
denied all shares and benefits in the joint

ranch and other estate that she and her

husband had built up by particularly work-

ing together.

I would commend to the provincial Treas-

urer the editorial that appeared in the

Globe and Mail of Monday, Oct. 8, which

particularly calls upon the provincial Legis-
lature to enact the kind of statutory pro-
tection which spouses should have where
it is quite clear that the advantages of the

joint estate which they may have, even

though it may be in the name of one or

the other, has in fact come from their

joint work. As the Globe comments, marriage
should be a partnership not only in con-

cept but in actual legal fact, and that, of

course, is a quotation from what the Ontario

Law Reform Commission had suggested
in their reports on family law published
in 1967.

Well, I won't refer at length to the

editorial because I think it is clear for those

who wish to study the matter that this

kind of additional benefit is required to

make sure that the tax laws, which pre-

sumably are based on the presumption of

trust and joint development that has caused
this estate to arise, should be matched with

proper family laws that bolster that and
make it something more than a pious hope
or a fiction.

I'm encouraged by the changes which
have been made with respect to dependent
children, especially as they have related

to those children who are mentally or

physically infirm and who are requiring

assistance, as set out in the proposals that

the minister has made for the multiplication
of $2,000 for each year the child is under
26, and then increasing the amount as set

out in the Act.

Certainly the amendments which the minis-
ter has proposed to remove the provisions
that have dealt with the closing and opening
of safety deposit boxes of members of

the family of the deceased, and also with

respect to the removal of certain legal

papers without the necessity of consent by
the ministry, are a worthwhile step. These,
I think, have proved in fact to be petty

annoyances and have caused delay. I don't

think that the occasion has arisen where
various items of value have been spirited

away and taxes otherwise exigible have

not been paid.

I think that the fact of the inventory
made by the bank and the ascertaining that

securities or other valuables are within the

ownership of the deceased, or clearly wdthin

the owTiership of some other person who has

left them in that location, is a sufficient

requirement on our part to ensure that any
tax which is otherwise payable is going to

be collected.

I am interested in the matter of the

cancellability of duty, both vdth respect to

the 25 years in equal shares on farm

taxes, and also with respect to the instal-

ments of seven years which can be paid by
persons through the transfer of shares in

Ontario or Canadian corporations.

I would appreciate hearing from the

minister as to the numbers of the companies

which, in his experience, he wall see involved

in this kind of a scheme, and whether

there are some particular examples, not

necessarily by the name of the company
but just generally, that he can give us as

to how this is likely to work to ensure that

the ownership of the securities, especially

in a closely-held corporation or a family

corporation, can be worked out to benefit

both the interest that we all have in the

collection of taxes and also the maintenance

of a strong operation, if it would otherwise

be jeopardized. Certainly it is a great im-

provement to allow this kind of transfer to

take place rather than to force a possible

unfortunate sale in order to gain an amount

of cash alone, which might be necessary

for the payment of these duties.

All in all, the benefits that the bill brings,

I think, are quite clear. We in the Liberal

Party do not see this removal of duty
from property between spouses as a logical

and necessary step to the elimination of

succession duties. I think our friends to

the left may view it as a thin edge of the

wedge, if you will, Mr. Speaker, but we
don't look upon it in that way at all.

We believe that it is quite reasonable

and logical for the province to accept a

responsibility and to share in the benefit

of taxation of large estates as they pass be-

tween generations. We would not like to see
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that removed; because I think that even

though there are a small number of such

estates, the benefits which are received are

a reasonable expectation of the sharing by
the community in the facilities which the

community has in fact provided that has

allowed this wealth, at least to a degree, to

have been accumulated and developed in

the first place.

So we do not see this as an unfortunate

step. We think that, as I have said earlier,

the provincial ministry must now move as

well to ensure that we do not only have
this transfer as a paper benefit but also

that the spouses who are being looked upon
as holding these items, possibly in a trust

that is mutually developed, in fact have
the protection of the law which will ensure

that the kind of situation as decided upon
by the Supreme Court of Canada will not

prevail in Ontario.

I encourage the minister to work with his

colleagues in order to make sure that the

spirit of the law that we wish to encourage
develops, as well as the letter of the law
which he is changing in the tax statutes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, we think the

minister is making a very grave mistake
indeed in his infinite interspousal transfers.

The central issue in this legislation will

move us to vote against it. The minister

who sat so well in surveillance over the

committee on taxation never at any time,

previsioned or mooted the possibility of

wiping out succession duties entirely, which
is what is afoot in the province today.

It's not a gradual but even a precipitate
erosion of the whole succession duty base
over the past four or five years, accelerating
in the last 18 months to two years.

Alberta has got a great deal to be
accountable for in this particular respect.
Instead of acting as a component part of

this country, as a partnership and in cog-
nizance of the needs of the other provinces,

particularly the poorer provinces, instead of

taking that into account Alberta, because
of her windfall oil riches, saw fit four or
five years ago to remit completely the

succession duties, death taxes and the
amounts coming in through the Estate Tax
Act of the federal government to residents
of that province.

That undermines confederation! V\\ even
go this far, because I consider this legislation
that serious, that the FLQ, for instance, in

Quebec was not nearly as destructive of the

total economic hegemony and the life of this

country as what is perpetrated by Alberta

in the field of succession duties.

Its ultimate effect will be far more

devastating. The effect has rubbed off on
Ontario. This bill is a part, a simulacrum
of the degree of the rubbing off. The prov-
ince is repudiating its responsibility.

No one knows better than the minister

what this imports in terms of equity, in

terms of fairness in the tax structure. He
knows that every dollar taken away from
succession duties must be paid by some
other poor devil who is not in the class,

who will never qualify for succession duties

elsewhere—it's the reason he raises his sales

tax to seven per cent. He wouldn't have
to do that if he maintained the levels of

succession duties in this province anywhere
commensurate with what the committee
itself deemed would be a suitable figure,

without all this erosion of the base.

This province, without hurting anybody,

giving complete and adequate compensation
to widows, and looking after dependent
children in the most fulsome possible manner

—paternally, full of beneficence—would be

able to collect from this particular source

of revenue alone $200 million a year.

Do you know, Mr. Speaker, what we're

going to get this year?—$59 million! Do
you know what we had in a previous year?

—$80 million! Do you know what we had
before that? Up to $125 million. It is going

down, down, down and disappearing.

This minister knows better than most
members of this House what you mean by a

tax mix, that various forms of tax, extracting

money from the pockets of the citizenry,

where different weights fall in an overall mix,

makes for a fair system.

As to people who fall within the terms

and dimensions of the contemporary succes-

sion duty, first of all the estate isn't taxed at

all unless there is $100,000 sitting there.

Secondly, the most generous exemptions are

given on top of that. If there is a widow, it

has been raised over the past few years. In

1965 the widow's exemption was $60,000, in

1966 it went to $75,000, in 1970 it went to

$125,000, in 1971 it went to $250,000 and

last year we raised it to $500,000. Now,
today, we are going into infinity. It is a

fallacious, foppish and foolish move on the

part of the ministry and there is no justifica-

tion, economic or in terms of humanity, in

terms of any type of argumentation that may
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be used, with respect to partnership assets,

but I'll come to that in a few moments.

The minister knows that when you relieve

the tax burden from a particular point in the

economy—take the pressure off—somebody
else, probably infinitely less able to pay, is

going to have to pick up the difference, as

usual, instead of the well-to-do, those who
would qualify for half a million dollars, if a

widow survives, under the present dispen-
sation. Surely that's enough.

Surely that's completely out of line with

what the Langford committee had to say as

to giving a proper base and an adequate
base and a fair base for the widow in her

survivorship, and for infant children, in terms

of that committee which said that they had
been downgraded, and which this particular

legislation is making rectification for in the

very terms of the Langford committee's pro-

posals? You adopted those, but you were

certainly cute or purblind or class-oriented,

and I call this quite straight ideological class

legislation, legislation on behalf of the rich.

We oppose it to the teeth, and I'm sorry at

your sell-out. I can't imagine the motivation

for the thing, because usually you have a

sense of social grace and social conscience

and responsibility to the public.

Do you remember what the Smith report
said about this kind of taxation?

While taxes cannot be justified in any
form at the provincial level, in any strict

interpretation of the btnefits received there

is considerable merit in the point of view
that holds that the private accumulation
and maintenance of wealth are made pos-
sible in good part by the actions of

government in creating and protecting the

economic and social structure within which
such assets are amassed.

A fundamental tenet of Edmund Burke is that

that we don't live as isolated units, every
man an island with his hand raised against

everybody, and I'm going to carve out for

myself whatever happens to be beneficial to

me against all, but we live in a common weal
where there is mutuality of purpose.

Your government is forever touting itself,

hallooing to the four winds the fact that you
do give us swaddling clothes, that you do
create an economic climate for enormous
economic progress and to continue the accel-

eration of the economy, for juvenescence, for

new life, and that businessmen are very wel-
come here and that the conditions that we
create around them for the creation of wealth
are all built in. We say built in much too

greatly, omnivorously.

But nevertheless, there is a certain truth

in that contention. So it is very substantially,

I put it to you, the climate of economic

opinion that exists in this province at any one
time created through governmental auspices
that determines what the wealth of the indi-

vidual at the end of the day in that jurisdic-

tion will be Therefore, there is a sharing

concept involved here, a profound sense that

what has been accumulated is to some extent,

and to some considerable extent, attributable

to the action of government and, therefore

derogated into the coffers of government to

be redistributed.

The position of succession duties—I don't

think I could make a case for it, but I

would love to do so. I would go this far, just

to try and drive the point home. If it were

possible to eliminate all other taxes—income

taxes, sales taxes, excise taxes, liquor taxes

and, in short, tax one source of income and

capital alone—that the one place you should

really put your finger would be on death

duties. It is at death that the change-over
of the generations comes. All the faults of

Roman civilization; all the troubles through-
out the Middle Ages; most of the economic
ills of the Renaissance, coming down

through the Tudor kings, have always been
an accumulation of capital that did not

pass on death; that simply sat there in vast

pools and accumulated.

Anybody in this House, if they could live

or tie up the capital for a period of 200
to 300 years in one way or another, by
passing down from generation to generation,
and keeping it in the interspousal set-up,

we would all be multibillionaires because

of the accumulation that takes place.

Wealth must be dispersed at some point
if you are going to get a just social system
and it is at the point of death where mak-

ing adequate provisions—and I don't want

to say it over and over again, because I

have been attacked many times for not

making sufficient reservations so that with

adequate provisions for the widow and for

dependent children then let it be clear such

provision should be made. But the business

of allowing the stranger, or somebody who
never met the testator, somebody living
in the remote regions of Buenos Aires, who
happens to have some minute descent to

accumulate and to be the beneficiary of vast

sums of money coming out of this province,
earned here, to which they have made no

contribution, by way of sheer windfall, and
not to tax them is what we are presently

doing to estates under $100,000.

Hon. Mr. White: It is not.
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Mr. Lawlor: This particular situation cries

to heaven for vengeance and the legislation
under this particular head is wholly de-

ficient.

So I say that there is a part, that this

contribution by government is surely of greater
value than the cost of providing the serv-

ices paid through taxes. I am sure the

minister, Mr. Speaker, agrees with that con-
tention. Why doesn't he act upon it? It

can be argued that the state, as a silent

partner in the accumulation of private for-

times, properly should share, on behalf of
all citizens, in the prosperity of its more
affluent members.

It it is because of the position in Alberta,
and Alberta then ricocheting over to Sas-

katchewan, and now all the Maritime
provinces. The Maritime provinces—one
could stand and weep. They haven't got
any revenue to start with.

The Doorest provinces in this colmtr\^

crying for federal handouts and what not,
^r^ mos^^ly. because of the impact of the
Alberta lecrislation but following somewhat
in line with what vou fellows are doing
here, pullincr out of the field, too. Thev
would love to become little Curacaos. little

tax havens, places which attract elderlv
neople who have great sums of monev so

that thev can escape from their social

responsibilities in a particular province.

Thi^t is what is happening: down there.
?»nd if yon stand up and sav—ns I don't
think you will—that it is under the impact
nf Alberta's Dressure that this is happenincr
^T^ these regions and is happening to us,
because w^ are afraid that our wealthier
citizens will depart the realm and head for
these havens if we don't take the greatest
outbacks imaginable in the area. If that is

the case, then there is all the more reason
whv you tax goinsr from the husband to the
wife and tax fairly strongly, because the
husband is tied to the locale.

Tt is not easy for a businessman, however
affluent, with his business interests accumu-
lated here, a lifetime of work spent in

enterprise in this province, to remove him-
self, nuts and bolts, out to Alberta or some
other tax haven. But it is an infinitely easier

thincr for the widow to do so; she has no
longer those ties. She is no longer par-
ticipatory in the business community in the
same way and if the estate is fairly liquid,
she leaves. And she leaves sometimes un-
der the impress of her own children, say-
ing: "Mother, head for the hills! Head for
the foothills of the Rocky Mountains, be-

cause you will pass a greater amount of

the largesse down to us—we deserving ones

who have never turned a hair our whole
lives long, and have been waiting for father

to die so that we could come into our own
for the first time."

You know, what you do is you subsidize

laziness and you subsidize greed, and you
subsidize a whole host of human infamities

by passing too-great estates on to future

generations. That is the one point on which
I think the hon. member for York Centre

(Mr. Deacon)—and I am standing behind
him for leader this afternoon—agrees with
me and has seen the light. Somewhere along
the line it penetrated. At least he has spoken
on previous occasions in this House to that

same eff^ect. And he is perhaps a wealthier

man than I with more to forfend against
in this particular regard, and has more
numerous progeny.

But I am damned if I wish to pass great
accumulations of wealth which I am going
to make out of the Ontario legislative

assembly—having no $25,000 retainers to

boot—on to my future generations. They
can fend for themselves. We'll provide them
with a perfect education as far as they
want to go, brilliant as they want to be.

Poor devils that they, with all those gifts,

have to live under this particular regime
which tries to keep good people under a

bushel. In any event, this is what they can

have.

But to pass down great sums of wealth

would seem to me a debilitating and cor-

rupting influence upon human lives. And
yet this is precisely what you want to do,

playing games with your wealthy friends.

You have agreed that the wealth pools in

the province will be sustained. And I say
that by the very act of sustaining them they

explode. Having reached a certain level,

there is a take-off point with respect to

interest accumulations and to the return

on investment—that far outdistances the

amounts of money originally placed into the

fund.

I want to refer you, and I am sure you
took great cognizance of it, a letter written

to the Globe and Mail on April 30 of this

year about some of your nefarious doings
under this particular legislation. It was
written by a friend of mine by the name of

Wolfe Goodman. Wolfe is not a New
Democrat, but he is a socially conscious in-

dividual, aware of what the impact and

implications of legislation of this kind are.

He says:
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At first the Treasurer may believe that

the taxation of wealth should be eliminated.

If so, he placses himself squarely in

opposition to the views of the Ontario

(Smith) committee on taxation and to the

views of the select committee of the

Legislature which considered the report

of the Smith committee. It is diflBcult to

reconcile the Treasurer's action [I don't

care what he says, his actions speak for

themselves.] when one realizes that he

was the chairman of the select committee.

Oh, what a fall was there, my country-
men. This is what happens when men,
starting at the lower echelons and being
mere chairmen of select committees, rise to

the portentous portfolio of Treasurer of

Ontario. How our guts shrivel, how our

minds become changed, what influences are

brought to bear as we sit at Stop 33 among
the upper class, looking out over the bright

lights, eh?

It should be remembered that belief

in taxation of wealth is not the exclusive

property of those who do not possess it.

Most people who have a strong commit-
ment to the preservation of free enter-

prise realize that the enormous revenue
needs of the modern state ought not to

be met entirely out of sales and income
taxes and that wealth taxes have a proper
role to play in achieving a balanced tax

mix. This was the view of the Smith
committee and it commends itself as

eminently sensible.

Then he talks about sales taxes, what their

impact is and that they have, he says, only

slightly retrogressive features,

I think they are profoundly retrogressive.
I think they really fall on the heads of

people least able to pay. They are really
hurtful these days as the cost of things

goes up and the tax is computed on the

basis of cost.

The second thing is the income tax,

and while the income tax has built-in pro-

portional and progressive features, at the
same time it is not nearly an adequate tax

with which to cover the whole field. In fact,

the person deriving income from the owner-

ship of capital assets is especially favoured
under our income tax laws, with generous
depreciation or depletion allowances and
with only one half of realized capital gains

being subject to income tax.

For this reason alone, wealth taxation is

a necessary element in the tax system. I

mean, let us go a little further, Mr. Speaker,
with the minister: He knows the work of

Nicholas Kaldor, the British expert, on a

real, full-fledged and penetrating omnibus
annual wealth taxation feature. Under Kaldor

you would assess wealth taxes and impose a

taxation on them every year. Under the

proposals at an earlier time in this country
it was every five years.

All these things have been washed out

by the wealthy, by those who are powerful
enough to sway governments, to get their

ear when minuscule creatures like I simply
stand and rave and rant and really get
nowhere. These are the people in power,
this is what controls the civilization—these

people who have the ear of this minister—

and that is why, in terms of wealth taxation,

it was never introduced into this country.
Nor is it proposed to be introduced in any
substantial way, at one half of the income
tax rate. Why would that be?

For this reason alone, wealth taxation is

a necessary element of the tax system, if the

system is to reflect adequately the principle
of taxation in accordance with ability to pay.

The second possible explanation is that the

Treasurer may believe that, with the advent

of taxation of capital gains there is no reason

for the continuation of the succession duty

system. I know this particular minister hasn't

said so in so many words, although he has

grotesquely hinted at it in the last budget
announcement. But it certainly always was

present in statements of the former Treasurer

(Mr. McKeough). I am looking at the meeting
of the Estate Planning Council of Toronto

on Feb. 8, 1972, where the then-Treasurer

boasts about the erosion of the tax base.

This belief and the revenue loss of this two-

stage reduction amounted to about $46 mil-

lion since the 1970-71 budget.

The implication of these reductions in

the death benefits are explained very well

by Mr. Archibald:

Nevertheless, these moves did in no way
alter our underlying conviction and inten-

tion to vacate the succession duties field,

and accept the sharing arrangements pre-

vailing in other provinces. I specifically re-

aflBrm this intention of mine with our 1971

budget statement.

Then he goes on at page 10:

The new structure of exemptions, the

elimination of surtaxes, the notch provi-

sions, have slightly simplified the complica-
cated rates structure. We have eliminated

serious consideration of the tax law but a

small number of our people [you are tell-

ing me] with our latest changes we have
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assured relief from last year of another $30
million.

And, as he gets on into the speech, you
notice, he is talking to a somewhat friendly

audience. I don't think he would speak to the

local anti-poverty group or committee in

quite the same terms, glowing terms, aifirm-

ing just how the government is ridding itself

of revenues in this particular field.

And then he comes down, says finally, a

few words on capital gains taxation:

With regard to the combination of in-

heritance taxes and capital gains, the On-
tario government has clearly and repeated-

ly stated its intentions to phase down the

succession duties with the maturing of

capital gains taxation. The one-year term

certaint>' implicit in this commitment, of

course, is that the Ontario government will

not increase its total tax effort in this field.

I see, however, that the reductions intro-

duced by Ontario in inheritance taxes to

date generously over-compensate [you're

telling me! He feels that they generously

over-compensate] for any capital gains tax

in the initial years. In 1972 Ontario suc-

cession duties and tax constituted about a

one-third reduction from the inheritance

taxes in Ontario prior to the 1970 Ontario

budget.

A one-third reduction; for a total of about

$45 million in reduced levies! With the on-

coming of this particular legislation, it goes

up to $65 million over against the 1970

figure in terms of reduction.

It can hardly stand scrutiny for a province
—for a government which feels that it has to

impose taxes on energy—to be completely
relieving the wealthy from taxes which they
have earned in this fair demesne.

Goodman says—and he is an expert in the
field—that there is no reason for this. "How-
ever, this view will not withstand analysis.
As the Ontario Advisory Committee on Suc-
cession Duties pointed out in its recent re-

port"—and, by the way, he seems to think

that you never got around to reading it. The
advisory committee was set up under Lang-
ford and numerous others and he is con-
vinced that you never got around to reading
the report, otherwise you couldn't perform
the fallacious antics that you are engaged in.

On the basis of the statements that successive
Treasurers and yourself have so far made, I

am inclined to agree with that.

We trust you will attend on the committee

hearings of the justice committee so you can
be interrogated in depth and, if necessary.

cross-examined. This will give you the week-
end in order to read the thing.

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): I don't

think he read his own report.

Mr. Lawlor: Goodman goes on:

As the Ontario Advisory Committee on

Succession Duties pointed out in its recent

report, less than half of the assets held by
Ontario estates are capable of producing
potential taxable capital gains.

Less than half! Whole areas in which the

capital gains tax concept doesn't apply at all!

If you or I take whatever little usufruct we
happen to have and put it into mortgages-
put it into mortgages year after year—true

you have to account for the interest derivable

—but the amount of money that you can

accumulate over a period of 20 to 25 years
in this particular endeavour, could go to

half a million dollars without too much
trouble, and never a cent taxed. Not to be
taxed as things are going in this province.

Of the rest—only half:

. . . the rest consist mainly of principal

residences, retirement plan benefits, insur-

ance proceeds, bank accounts and fixed

interest bearing investments which are not

subject to any special income tax liability

at death. If succession duties are elimi-

nated, we face the prospect that an indi-

vidual dying in Ontario in the future may
have an estate of several millions of dollars

in bonds and mortgages and the province
will not collect a penny from his heirs.

That is what we are moving towards and
that is what is involved in this particular
state of the legislation aff^ecting succession

duties.

He talks about the United Kingdom and
what happens there and the US, and comes
down:

There is no justification [the last para-

graph] for the Ontario government's deter-

mination to continue its phased elimination

of succession duties, since succession duties

can be made compatible with the new
income tax legislation. During the years in

which Leslie Frost and John Robarts led

the government of this province, it earned

an enviable reputation for sensitivity to

public opinion and for truly progressive
conservatism. The Treasurer's announce-
ment that Ontario is increasing its retail

sales tax rate to seven per cent, at the

same time as it gradually emasculates the

succession duty system, makes one wonder
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whether he understands why his party was

elected.

Now, that is a pretty blunt statement. I

like that kind of writing; it has a certain

pith, substance to it. A certain type of

turn of the wheel.

But let's deal with interspousal transfers

because that is my chief beef, anyhow, in

this legislation. I am not taking too much
issue with your keeping the farm in the

family and keeping it as the family farm

and making certain gestures in that direction

in this field, although I think you are

simply borrowing legislation taken from

Manitoba where their legislation with a farm

unit and the incidence of the farm and

the importance of the farm in the com-

munity has far more greater weight than

it has here. And the whole succession duty
was oriented around that—to preserve the

family farm. I don't think the same reason-

ing is quite trenchant in this particular

jurisdiction, but I say, so be it.

In the business of retaining family cor-

porations within Canadian ownership, I think

your fears are vastly exaggerated. Again,

you read the Economic Council of Canada

report of a few years back, which was a

badly researched and a dreadful exposition

of the subject. And you ignored the Lang-
ford committee report of recent days which,

too, doesn't give that credence that would

make this legislation all that mandatory or

the benefits as wide-reaching as what you
have set up on this.

I have a letter in my hand from Wolfe
Goodman. He says:

As you know, I share Pat Lawlor's

opposition to complete succession duty

exemptions for interspousal transfers. To

many people this seems like opposing
motherhood.

Well, dammit, we'll oppose motherhood,
if it comes to that—if that's something new
in the world and mothers are as subject to

criticism as anybody else. Some of them
are blastoderms, so some of them ought to

be taken, anyway. However, in my view,

there is really no substantial basis for such

an exemption.

I recall participating in the preparation of

the submission of the Canadian Bar Associa-

tion to the Minister of Finance, in connection

with the Carter commission report, which
had also recommended unlimited tax exemp-
tions on interspousal transfers. The associa-

tion's submission opposed this concept very

vigorously, arguing instead for a limited

exemption of about $250,000.

Of course, the basis for unlimited ex-

emption is the belief that the husband and

wife are both contributing in their own
way to building up the family's wealth,

no matter in whose name the wealth

may be.

And there ought to be no penalty on trans-

mitting ownership between them. It also

reflects the belief that the highest priority

ought to be accorded protection of widows

presumably also dependent widowers. How-

ever, in my view, this position will simply
not withstand analysis.

1. The argument that husband and wide

have both contributed to building up the

family's wealth can hardly have any applica-

tion to the large fortunes which bear the

bulk of the succession duty burden in this

province. Such fortunes are rarely built up by
the joint efforts of spouses, without regard—

Hon. Mr. White: That is a chauvinistic

point of view.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): It cer-

tainly is.

Mr. Lawlor: Goodman continues:

—without regard to the name in which

property is held. On the contrary, one

finds very frequently that, in order to re-

duce succession duty and income tax lia-

bilities, husbands arrange for assets to be

held by their wives, even if these assets

are built up entirely by the husband's

efforts. In such cases, an argument could

possibly be made that, since the assets

have been built up by the husband's

efforts, they should be subjected to succes-

sion duty on his death even though they

are in the wife's name.

He didn't suggest this should take place;

he just thinks it's a logical development.

Hon. Mr. White: Women of the world

will not soon forget this little message.

Mr. Lawlor: You are not facing the social

reality. In the bulk of people's relationship

there ought to be a familiar or partnership

concept-

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Not

too familiar.

Mr. Lawlor: —which the law reports of

this province have never been able to carry

forward in any way. It was introduced six

or seven years ago, when I first came into

the House. Nothing has ever happened with

respect to the matter. But when you are

talking about the tycoons, about the ones
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I am after, I don't think the concept has a

great deal of validity. I would give $200,000
or $250,000 or I would give to the wife

what the Langford committee suggests
—or

even be far more generous than that. I

don't want to be niggling about the issue

of providing adequate income and to keep
a widow in the style to which she has never

grown accustomed while she was living
with her husband, if it comes to that, and
the children.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Not only
the style, but the mode.

Mr. Lawlor: Goodman's letter goes on:

If the province is going to collect any
significant amount of revenue from
succession duties, it must decide whether
the burden will be borne by both widows
and children or by one or the other.

The amount of property passing to other

classes of beneficiaries is insignificant in

revenue terms.

And that's where your government falls. You
can say you are going to get it from the

windfall profits of strangers, etc. What
you are doing here today is significant
in revenue terms with respect to inter-

spousal transfer. You are either going to have
to get that or get it in the cascading from

generation to generation.

The Treasurer doesn't propose to do that

either, does he, in introducing the legislation
he has before us today? He gives away
money blindly. Whether it will be of high
benefit to the individuals involved, or

whether it's going to constrict the public
treasury and impose greater burdens on
others elsewhere, I don't think the Treasurer
has thought it through. I just think he's

the victim of a purblind series of advisers

around him who say: "Oh, succession duties
are an irritation. They're a thorn in our
side."

He says that over against the total picture,
when we've gone to a seven per cent sales

tax, when we've got massive moneys com-
ing in through income tax, it becomes rela-

tively proportionately insignificant. A few
years ago, 25 years ago, it represented, let's

say, 13 per cent of the total of budgetary
revenue. But today it's down to about six

or seven and it happens to disappear.
I think that is quite improper and wrong

because as Treasurer he knows that every
$1 million counts, that the loss of $8 million
must be forfended against. It must be pre-
served. If it's unjust then it should be that
it has to go. But no injustice is involved

here. On the contrary, the government is

being unjust to itself and unjust to the

numerous other citizenry it's supposed to

represent with respect to where and whence
it derives its revenues.

To exclude a whole class of people,
namely, the wealthy, in this particular re-

gard is to do dirt to the rest of us, and
there's not a bit of envy involved. It's just
a straight concept of some kind of recog-
nition of ability to pay, which is fundamental
to any tax system and which the Treasurer
is in the process of repudiating in introduc-

ing legislation of this kind.

Mr. Foulds: Well said!!

Mr. Lawlor: If the province is going to

collect any significant amount of revenue it

must decide where it is going to tax.

Goodman says:

In Manitoba and Saskatchewan, where
the primary aim of succession duties legis-
lation was to protect the family farm and
the family business as it passed to the
next generation, the system of exemption
generally favours children rather than

surviving spouses.

And he thinks that particular position may
be very questionable.

An unlimited exemption means that

amounts which are clearly far in excess

of what is required for the reasonable
needs of the surviving spouse are accorded
the same exemption as amounts which
are necessary for the spouse's main-
tenance. The Langford committee recom-
mended that the exemptions for surviving

spouses be the equivalent of the present
value of an annuity of $15,000 a year for

life, a figure which is far larger than the

average family income in Ontario. This
formula produces an exemption of $213,600
for a widow aged 50 at her husband's

death; $175,650 for one aged 60; and

$128,550 for one aged 70. In my view,
this formula relates the amount of the

exemption more reasonably to the widow's

needs, based on her life expectancy.

Perhaps the most serious criticism of

the unlimited interspousal exemption is

that it provides a loop-hole through
which duty can legally be avoided by
wealthy individuals. If, for example, a

husband leaves outright to his widow
a $10-million estate consisting of liquid

assets, there is nothing to stop her from

leaving Ontario and acquiring domicile
in a tax haven which does not levy
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succession duty, such as Bermuda, Alberta

or one of the Atlantic provinces.

Goodman recommends the adoption of an

accessions base rather than a transmissions

base. I think it would be very interesting to

discuss that in committee. If they go to the

accessions base, no duty is levied under the

transmission. The significance of that is dis-

cussed in the Langford committee report.

Goodman continues:

Even under the accessions basis, how-

ever, no duty can be levied in Ontario if

neither the property nor the beneficiary is

in Ontario. Bearing in mind that duty is

levied on a provincial basis and that Cana-
dians frequently move from province to

province, the chance of major succession

duty losses seems to be far too great to

admit an unlimited interspousal exemption.

In conclusion if the Succession Duty Act
was to have more nuisance value [and for

your advisers it seems that's all it has any
more] and if it is to raise any significant

revenue, the burden of duties has to fall

both on surviving spouses and on children.

Protection against the imposition of un-

reasonably heavy burdens on either class

of beneficiary can be avoided by exemp-
tions along the line suggested by die Lang-
ford committee.

Those are the basic objections that we present
to this House arising out of this particular

legislation. The Langford committee might
be adverted to for a moment as to what is

the weight of its opinion in different fields.

For instance, at the beginning—this is a

^commentary upon that committee—inheri-
tance taxes are essential to prevent or over-

come undue concentrations of wealth—and
there can be nothing worse than undue
concentrations of wealth; wealth accumulates
and men decay—to offset defects in other

taxes; to obtain for the state its share in what
often amounts to windfall gains; to promote
equality of opportunity by removing the

headstart which inheritors get. That head-
start is one of the fundamental things which
undermines our whole pretence of equality
and it undermines our whole pretence of

democracy. Unless there is some measure of

economic democracy all your political filling

in and all the business of putting the wain-

scoting around, all the speeches made about

liberty and about equal opportunity are just

hogwash; they mean nothing.

It is in the area of inheritance taxes that

the weight falls in this thing. Let a man
accumulate wealth if that's the best thing
he can do. If he is such a dunce that the

only thing he dreams about is making money
—they are dunces, those who dedicate their

lives to this particular purpose; they know

nothing worth knowing and yet they are

respected by all of us. Some of us even

get down on our knees in front of money.
What clods we are!

But this is civilization. This is our value

system: "I'm a first-class citizen and profund
human being because I've accumulated so

much dross." They want to take it to the

grave with them. Some of them have even

been buried with it. I hope they rot in hell

along with it.

The fact of the matter is that opposing that

particular doctrine means fighting the business

of passing these hoards down to succeeding

generations so they get 10 legs up on the

next fellow simply because they have the

dough. That is grotesquely unfair. That is

what we all bow our heads before and none
of us takes very grave exception to it. The

government perpetuates it in its legislation,

because its members are Tories; because they
think it is right. That's the only thing I can

think of.

They think that, somehow, wealth confers

blessing, status, since there is nothing else to

confer it. Brains don't confer it; nobility of

character doesn't confer it; none of the things
the Greeks thought conferred it do so. Only
money does. Give it to the next generation
of the lordly father so they can carry out

the wishes of the old man and be as great a

man as he is or as much of a lout. This is

what it really comes to.

Mr. Foulds: The latter is usually the case.

Mr. Lawlor: The committee appointed by
the government on June 6, 1972, reported on

Feb. 23, 1973, but one would think that the

Treasurer has not read the report, even

though he graciously thanks the committee
members for their work in his budget speech.
He further proceeds, it seems, on three

premises.

Premise No. 1: that Ontario's duties have

an undesirable impact on small businesses

and family farms.

The committee sent out 277 questionnaires
to farm estates and 294 to small business

estates. It got a phenomenal response of 78

per cent on the former and 67 per cent on
the latter. Only 10 farm estates and only
12 business ones reported that the burden
of succession duties or estate tax had any
effect on the decision to sell, and the taxes

were not the only reason in most cases.

Surprisingly, 161 farms out of 217 respond-
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ing were not sold; and 157 businesses out

of 197 reporting were not sold. Whether the

taxes had any other adverse effect on the

farms and business is, of course, very diffi-

cult to measure, just as the effect of any
kind of tax is difficult to measure.

Premise No. 2: That succession duties

and estate taxes have an undesirable impact
on Canadian ownership. The questionnaire
return shows that in no case did a sale

occur resulting in control passing to foreign

ownership, either for farms or family
businesses.

Premise No. 3: That taxation of capital

gains under the income tax system is an

adequate substitute for inheritance taxes.

The committee points out what was said

just a few moments ago—quote, from page
5: "that less than one half of the assets

held by Ontario estates are capable of pro-

ducing capital gains or losses". And again
it reiterates the vast areas and pools of

wealth which are not subject to capital

gains at all. Principal residences, retire-

ment plan benefits, insurance proceeds,

savings and fixed-interest-bearing investments,
for example, are unlikely to produce sig-

nificant capital gains or losses. This is the

basis.

Then the conmiittee goes into the quaint
effect of the Act. What you should be doing
is boning it up, putting some flesh on it,

putting a little adrenalin into the beast,
and making it operate so that we will have
a fair tax system. Ontario is in a position
not to fear the impact of incursions of other

provinces in this particular regard. Since
the bulk of industry is here, then we are in

effect the beneficiaries of that and can con-
tinue to derive the benefits.

So in that particular head it is the worst
—our committee said so, everybody who has
ever had anything to do with it said so—
it is the worst-drafted legislation in the

province at the present time. The thing is

a mockery. Therefore, over the years it has
been commended that it be revamped and
simplified. And the Langford committee
gives you the key to the process of sim-

plification, and wipes out all those collateral

classes and stranger classes, and all this

elaborate stuff that was born from American
jurisdictions at the beginning of this cen-

tury. Why don't you move with the Lang-
ford committee in this regard? Simplify
the structure, but maintain the tax.

They took their lead from your govern-
ment, from the previous Treasurer who said

that he felt that existing revenues should be

maintained. So they took a figure of $75
million a year as an acceptable level for

them of what the tax should fetch to the

province. As I say, this year it is $59 million

—it is way below the $75 million. They said

they could do it without bringing any great
burden to bear or causing any degree of

misery in any quarter at all—with widows or

orphans or dependent children, or even chil-

dren who are not dependent—and they could

balance it all out and give you the formula
for doing so.

But they said, "Straighten out the Act
in the process." And you are not moving
to straighten it out. You don't intend to move
as far as I can see because you are walking
out of the field. You are walking out by the

back door, looking forward. That's admitted.
I can watch you go. Goodbye, John. Right
out on to University Ave. If you don't

watch, you are going to be hit by a truck.

But that is not what you are proposing
to do. You are not going to take time out

to revise the Act. It is not worth it. It is

just of nuisance value now, and it will

gradually dissipate itself and you won't
have to move to amend it.

The committee took the stand that the

level of succession duties was a political

decision, and it sure is. They wouldn't make
the comment as to what that level ought to

be except that they said if you wanted to

maintain the $75 million mark, okay.

Obviously your political decision is taken.

It is not an economic decision. It is not a

decision in good sense. And it is not a de-

cision in terms of social equity. It is a sheer

political decision in the worst possible
orientation of that concept.

However, it proceeded on the assumption
that it should aim at maintaining the present

revenue, which is about $75 million. It

would obtain the $75 million through a

drastically altered system of rates and ex-

emptions. They are strongly in favour of

adequate exemptions for widows and de-

pendents but did not favour complete
elimination of duties on transfers between

spouses. The 1973 budget has done just

that. Again, indicated by the Treasurer, he

had not read the committee's report and
it chooses to ignore it advice.

On page 21 the report shows the steady
increase in the widow's exemption from
1965 to $500,000 in 1972. It suggests that

a reasonable exemption would be:

the actuarial equivalent, calculated at a

five per cent rate, of an income of $15,000
per annum for the widow's lifetime. This
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would provide enough income after taxes

of say, $3,000, for reasonable comfort.

The committee does not suggest that the

balance in excess of this figure should be

confiscated, but only that it should be

subject to duty at a reasonable rate. [In-

cidentally, this proposal] would provide a

larger exemption for the young widow
than for the older one, which seems
more reasonable than the flat rate.

The committee was highly critical of the

doubling of the exemptions for all estates

from $50,000 to $100,000 in 1971. It

states it is difficult to justify the enormous
loss of revenue to the province as a result

of this exempting all estates of less than

$100,000. It suggested that instead of a

general estate exemption that each bene-

ficiary be entitled to receive the first

$10,000 of benefits tax free.

Why don't you pay any attention to this

committee? It has a series of luminaries on it.

Some of the best people in the field, drawn
from the whole business community, actuaries

and estate lawyers and people from the trusts,

all came to convergent opinion on this thing.

Why and how can you choose to ignore it,

having appointed it and giving it all possible
advice? I don't totally agree with it. It is not

socialist enough. It doesn't recognize what
the impact of hereditary taxes are and what
benefit in terms of human equality they could
be if used properly; but that is another prob-
lem. I don't expect them all to be totally

enlightened, but at least they went a long

way along the road and you are living in a

Stygian cave. Poor old Plato's cave! It blinds

you to walk in for a visitation.

All I can say, Mr. Speaker, is that some
times in this House some measures that are

brought before the House really depress me.
These are sad things I see happen. They are

more important in their social impHoations,
impact and incidence than about 50 per cent
of other things that are bruited about the

province as to the effect on the commonweal
on future generations, and yet they get very
little attention or notice. They go in the

direction of inequality. They affirm any type
of viciousness that exists in the system, and

quietness reigns throughout the land, and I

sit dowTi.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wellington
South.

Mr. Worton: Mr. Speaker, I want to make
a few comments on this bill. I am not sure

whether it would be to the benefit of the

preservation of the family farm or not. As I

interpret this, the farmer can pass the farm

on to his son only at death, and he has to

leave the actual buildings and equipment and

stock, etc. in order to qualify under this

exemption. I think the minister and I have
had correspondence with regard to a particu-
lar case in my area where the farmer turned

the farm over to his son. He took a promis-

sory note and he took advantage of the once-

in-a-lifetime $10,000 gift. However, on the

death of the farmer, the estate now has the

mortgage or promissory note included in the

amount of assets.

I feel that a young man who wants to

succeed his father in the farm is not going to

wait until his dad passes on. He wants to

take over that farm, be the owner of it,

expand it and work at it. I don't think under
these circumstances that it is an open-and-
shut case of being a benefit to preserving
that. I don't think any young man—I don't

think even you yourself, sir—would live in

expectation that somebody was going to leave

you something some day, and expect to make
a success of it.

I think there should be some amendments
made so that if a mortgage or a promissory
note is left that should be considered as part
of the exemption in this case. I would like

you to take a look at that, sir, and see if

something can be done to adopt that amend-
ment.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I want to speak briefly about the bill. I am
one who believes that while taxation bills are

often technical and difficult in specific appli-

cation, the general thrust of the bills are

quite readily comprehended by members of

the assembly. Their importance should not be

underestimated in the debates that take

place in the House.

I am pleased that the minister is going to

refer the bill to the standing committee on

justice simply because it does give an oppor-

tunity to have an intelligent discussion in

many cases about specific aspects of taxation

statutes. I will look forward to participating
in that discussion.

My concern, and why I choose to speak
on the bill, is that the specific amendments
related to the famfly farm and to the family
firm or business and, of course, to the ques-
tion of interspousal transfers—to which my
colleague from Lakeshore has referred at

some considerable length—are related mainly
to my concern with the Treasurer's remarks

when he spoke about the proposed amend-
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ments in his budget earlier this year. At that

time the Treasurer had this to say:

As you know, Mr. Speaker, it has been
the pohcy of ihe Ontario government to

withdraw gradually from the succession

duty field of taxation as capital gains taxa-

tion matures. In the 1970 and 1971 bud-

gets, we introduced tax changes which

eliminated succession duties on all but the

largest estates.

Those are the two points that I'm con-

cerned about. The specific amendments which
the minister has introduced reflect and em-

body a part of that philosophy with respect
to the transfer taxes traditionally known as

succession duties.

Now the government and the Treasurer

equate the introduction of capital gains tax

on an accrual basis at death with double
taxation and, therefore, the succession duties

must be eliminated or we will have some-

thing called double taxation. I want to try

to disabuse the government and the minister

of that particular fallacy of tax policy. It

relates specifically to the questions related

to the farmily farm and to the family firm.

As I understand it, actually the provisions
that we're debating here had their genesis
back in 1968 and were part of amendments
introduced in the federal House of Com-
mons when there was a substantial revision

of the federal Estate Tax Act in 1968 and
1969. We're talking about amendments
which are four or five years old.

I want to make that point because what

may have had some validity at that point in

time, so far as Ontario succession duties

are concerned, does not have the same

validity today. The reason it doesn't have
the validity today is that we have eliminated,
as the Treasurer has said in his budget,
taxation of all but the largest estates. With
the intricacies of the particular exemptions
and the rates and all the rest of it, I want
to say that the present incidence of taxa-

tion in the Province of Ontario relates to

wealth. All but the largest estates are

exempted from succession duties.

At the time when smaller estates were sub-

jected to succession duties there may have
been a validity to providing the kind of

amendments which are presently in the bill

before us. But the government didn't do

anything about those problems at that time,
but they're asking us five years later, when
the main reason for them has ceased to exist,

to implement them now.

For practical purposes, the bill is asking
us to give effect to amendments which were

in the study made for the Ontario Economic

Council, which was published in 1968 and
which was part of the climate of discussion at

that time to which I have referred and
which was reflected in changes in the federal

Estate Tax Act. So I think that the govern-
ment is hopelessly out of date in bringing
a bill with these provisions before the

assembly at this particular point in time.

Mr. Good: You're out of date. You don't

represent any farmers.

Mr. Renwick: We have some very substan-

tial farming estates in Riverdale and I feel

quite competent to deal with this aspect
of taxation policy. We're talking about

wealth. We're talking about wealth in terms

of people who have family farms and family

businesses, very valuable assets.

Problems are created because of the im-

position of succession duties. They are, for

practical purposes, problems of liquidity,

problems of availability of cash to pay the

duties; not problems that call for the

alleviation from the death taxes of transfers

of wealth from one generation to another

generation. That seems to me to be a very
fundamental principle.

Qualitatively, transfer taxes are quite dis-

tinguishable from capital gains taxes on an

accrual basis at death. Let me make it per-

fectly clear. We are quite satisfied to pro-
vide credit against succession duties or death

taxes in the Province of Ontario for gift

taxes and for capital gains taxes. I'm quite

prepared to provide that, and if the net

effect of providing that credit is that there

is then no tax payable by way of the death

or succession duty taxes, so be it.

But there is an area of wealth which must
be taxed on transfer from one generation to

another and, indeed, on interspousal transfers

for the reasons given by the member for

Lakeshore, when you're talking about

wealthy estates. That has to take place be-

cause otherwise we are going to provide a

method by which the democratic fabric of

the society will be undermined.

One doesn't have to be overly ideological

about the problem. I simply quote what

appears in the Smith committee report in

volume 3 about this whole question of the

impact on the society of permitting the

accumulation of wealth and the transfer of

wealth from one generation to another. And
so that it won't be lost upon the members
of the assembly who will stand up to sup-

port the so-called small family farm, we
are talking about very wealthy farmers. We
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are talking about very wealthy family
businesses because they're the only ones

that are subjected to the kinds of taxes that

we're speaking about.

We share the concern about the family
farm in the Province of Ontario—we don't

have to take a back seat to anybody—but
these amendments to this Succession Duty
Act aren't going to help the kind of farmers

that we are concerned about. The farmers
that will be helped by this are quite able—

Hon. Mr. White: The farming community
had quite a different view than yours.

Mr. Renwick: —are quite able to take care

of themselves. The minister knows this; he is

very clear about it. But the Smith committee

report, in volume 3, said simply:

Death taxes, if adequately protected by
gift taxes, are admirably suited to control

the growth in this country of an economi-

cally powerful minority whose influence is

based on inherited wealth. By this device
the amount of capital that passes from one

generation to another can be controlled, an
essential safeguard for the basic fabric of

a democratic society. Moreover, because
the tax is not payable until death, this

end is achieved with a minimum deterrent

to working and saving during man's earn-

ing and creating life..

We subscribe to that basic attitude reflected

in that statement, and my guess is that by
and large the people of the province of

Ontario subscribe to that attitude on the

question of the taxation of the transfer of

wealth through inheritance. I wouldn't be

surprised, if put bluntly to the Treasurer, that

he probably would subscribe to it if he and
his advisers would think a little bit.

One of the problems with the bill—and
this is very much an aside, Mr. Speaker—is

that it is my guess that with all the expert
advice he gets, and I bow to the expert
advice of his advisers because they are first-

class, the succession duty and its significance
don't get very much attention in his depart-
ment. This must be so because they put for-

ward a specious argument—this is assuming
that the argument comes to the minister

from his advisers—that because the return to

the Province of Ontario is insignificant in

amount and small in percentage terms to

other sources of revenue, therefore there's no
need for this revenue for the Province of

Ontario and therefore we can discard the tax.

The reason, of course, that it is small and

insignificant is that the great bulk of the

taxes of the Province of Ontario comes from

the regressive real property taxes and the

regressive sales tax, taxes that are levied

across the board on all the people of the

Province of Ontario. Of course we are de-

pendent upon them for the major part of the

revenue. But it is not a significant result to

say that we can discard this form of taxation

when you realize that we are talking about
a fundamental principle of the taxation of

wealth on transfer from one generation to

another—

Hon. Mr. White: Who could possibly argue
with that?

Mr. Renwick: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. White: Who could disagree with

what you said?

Mr. Renwick: Well, that's fine. All I am
saying is, why then was the Treasurer intro-

ducing a bill and making a statement, when
he introduced the proposed taxation changes,
that this is a first step towards the elimination

of those succession duties in the Province of

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. White: I didn't say that at all.

Mr. Renwick: Well, again, I quote from

the Treasurer, and I am pleased to have the

interjection, because I guess I don't quite

understand it:

As you know, Mr. Speaker, it has been

the policy of the Ontario government to

withdraw gradually from the succession

duty field of taxation as capital gains taxa-

tion matures.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, may I clear up
that ambiguity then and I'll deal with it at

greater length when I enter into the debate.

The word "withdraw" was never intended to

mean complete vacating of this field. It was
never intended to mean that.

Mr. Renwick: I am pleased to have that,

because certainly that has been the commu-
nication that we had received over a period
of time and we felt that this was a reinforce-

ment of that position. I am pleased to know
that. So I take it-

Mr. Lawlor: Don't congratulate him!

Mr. Renwick: I'm not congratulating him,
I want to clarify now what he has said. As I

take it-

Mr. Lawlor: I don't approve.

Mr. Renwick: As I take it—
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: If you fellows would

quit fighting and get on with the business of

the House, you'd be better off.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: As I take it, you intend

to-

Mr. Lawlor: It's a deliberate erosion!

Mr. Renwick: —continue to impose a

transfer tax, known as a death or inheritance

or succession duty tax, on wealth as it

passes from one generation to the next

generation, and that therefore what we are

talking about in an equitable tax system is

that this tax, as one of an overall equitable

scheme of taxation, which I assume is our

goal, difficult as it is to achieve, will there-

fore depend on the rate of tax and the precise

base on which that tax falls.

Now, if that is correct, then I need to

have a rationale from the Treasurer when
he is making a response in this debate as

to why there should be a forgiveness of tax

on this 25-year extended basis to the wealthy
—and I re-emphasize "wealthy"—farmer in

the Province of Ontario. Whv is it just not

sufiicient to recognize that the farm assets

as such of wealthy farmers are not liquid

by nature, that it may be difficult for cash

to be raised, and why is not the alleviation

given simply by spreading the tax over an

extended period of time if—and I emphasize
the "if"—it is a real problem?

Why is it that, as I take it, with the

family business, where there is apparently,
as I read the bill, no forgiveness provision,

simply a provision for a seven-year period
to make the payment of the tax which may
fall due or a subs^^ituted method of pro-

viding payment in shares, as I understand it

—and we can come to that in the technical

part of the bill—payment of shares to the

Treasurer of the Province of Ontario with

sort of a first refusal to the family to get

it back? Why does the government feel

that there is that need to provide a for-

giveness tax, emphasizing again that what

may have had a validity five years ago
does not have a validitv at the level of

taxation at which wealth is taxed at the

present time in the Province of Ontario?

I think it is extremely significant, from

my point of view with respect to this bill,

that the minister had very cogent reasons

as to why he is forgiving tax in the case

of the wealthy farmer in the Province of

Ontario.

I will also welcome a very clear state-

ment in his reply of what his future in-

tentions are with respect to wealth taxation

in the province, and as to whether or not

he is giving consideration to increasing the

rates of taxation applicable to wealth in the

Province of Ontario, in the wealthy estates.

Not that it will ever be a great percentage
share of our revenue that will come from
this particular form of taxation, but one

of the reasons it is insignificant and

dwindling—which I think in a province such

as this Province of Ontario is wrong in

principle—is because the rates have always
been marginal for practical purposes.

I want to point out to the minister that

I think it is fair to say that taxation policy
can achieve broad social ends. Taxation

policy, if it has the will to do it, can

achieve income redistribution through the

income tax system. I think through wealth

taxation the government can prevent the

accumulation of wealth but when it tries

to achieve social goals of specifically selected

objectives, through this kind of taxation, in

my view it is doomed to failure.

It is doomed to failure for this reason:

The government will not be able to show
that the alleviation of succession duties on

wealthy farmers in the Province of Ontario

is going to maintain something called the

small family farm in the province, if that is

the social goal and the social objective.

Similarly, the provision that it has made for

the transfer of shares of family businesses

to the Treasurer of the Province of Ontario

in satisfaction of succession duties is, again,

a fallacious way of achieving the kind of

assistance needed by the family business

commonly known in colloquial terms, along
with the small farmer, as the small business-

man.

Again, we are not talking about those. We
are talking about the wealthy family business

being subjected to a tax. Those businesses,

if there is legitimate reason for the families

to continue to operate those businesses, are

quite capable of raising the number of dollars

which is required to pay succession duties—
again recognizing the liquid nature of cer-

tain of those assets—over a period of time,,

without having to provide this so-called

alleviation of shares being transferred to the

Treasurer of Ontario. I venture to prophesy
that when we take over the government
after 1975-

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): They
said that in 1967! In 1967.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Renwick: —we will find in the

Treasury of the Province of Ontario—some-

body must have told a joke over there; the

other side of the House just collapsed. Per-

haps they could share the joke with us?

Mr. C. E. McIIveen (Oshawa): Even the

member for Lakeshore is having a laugh

here, too.

Mr. Renwick: As I say, when my colleague,

the member for Lakeshore, walks into the

Treasurer's office and sits down and says,

"I'd like to have a list of the portfolio of

shares of family businesses in the Province

of Ontario owned by the Treasurer as a

result of these amendments, I suggest there

won't be any there in 1975 and in 1980,
because one can't achieve this kind of social

objective through this kind of measure in

any meaningful sense.

We share, the same as everybody shares in

the Province of Ontario, the desire to stimu-

late and provide incentives for the initiative

and the enterprise of individual citizens in

the province. We share that. We share the
same concern and we thank God that per-

haps finally, not through world circum-
stances and not through any policies of the

Tory government, the drift from country to

city may have been slowed down for a little

bit because finally the farmer is getting a

decent price for his food. That's nothing
to do with—how many years have the Tories
been in power?

Mr. Gisbom: Too many.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Thirty
long years!

Mr. Renwick: That has nothing to do with
the policies of this government.

This is the criticism which I make of the

minister. He just doesn't understand and his

advisers don't understand that they can't

achieve that objective of protecting the small

family farm and the small family firm by
this kind of legislation. This is specific legis-
lation directed precisely to those family
farms and to those family businesses that

don't need this kind of assistance.

Mr. Foulds: Right on!

Mr. Renwick: But, as I say, we would
welcome anything which relieves a cash

problem as such, but we are not going to

sit by and suggest that this kind of legisla-
tion is the product of some kind of thinking
within the Treasury that has some merit and
can stand on its own feet, because in my
judgement it has no merit at all.

I want to talk very briefly about this

question of capital gains tax and succession

duties. Let me just refer to an article which

appeared in the 1971 conference report of

the Canadian Tax Foundation. The person
who was speaking at that time, in a paper
called "The Case for Taxing Personal

Wealth," was Mr. Richard M. Bird, at the

Institute for Policy Analysis at the University
of Toronto. He had this to say:

The occasion for the present action in

the estate tax field [that is action which
was being taken at the federal level at

that time] is the impending imposition of a

capital gains tax on assets transferred except
to spouses at death. The case for the con-

structive realization of capital gains on

property transferred by gift or bequest,
rests upon the arguments for equity in

income taxation. The only connection with

death taxation is that the simultaneous

imposition of both levies may strain the

cash position of the estate, thus strength-

ening the case for permitting reasonable

deferral of tax payment or payment by
instalment in order to ease any liquidity

squeeze.

Then he goes on to make the point—and he
makes it again and again—that this is the

only connection between the two taxes. That

is, that it may impose a liquidity problem.

Now, I do not want, because of the

minister's interjection, to go on at any partic-
ular length. But I want a clear, unequivocal
statement from the ministry as to what their

intentions now are in the field of succession

duty taxes for the province. Are they pre-

pared to recognize the social responsibility
of the government to prevent, in the Province

of Ontario, the undue accumulation of wealth

in the hands of a smaller and smaller group

by inheritance?

I also want to find out whether or not

they are prepared to increase the rates of

taxation on the wealthy estates. And I want
to find out specifically why we should be
asked to support, five years late, two amend-
ments which may have had some validity five

years ago but have no validity today, when

you consider that the province has moved to

exempt, for practical purposes, all but the

very wealthy estates, as the minister himself

has stated.

I am certain other people want to talk on

the bill but those are the principal points
that I want to make. But I must make one

final one. This report was the Van den

Bulcke-Savage report. Mr. Savage, as I under-

stand it, earns his living advising people in
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the field of wealth transferral tax problems,
and he produces all of the arguments which
one would expect from a person who is

engaged in that field. He earns his living,
as I understand it, from advising wealthy

people about how to minimize the effect of

taxation on large estates.

We all have a wealth problem but it is

only the very wealthy that need the advice

of a man like Mr. Savage. He is described as

a fiduciary consultant in personal and corpo-
rate financial planning. He is a member of

the Estate Planning Council of Toronto and
the Canadian Tax Foundation. And even he,

on page 33—you know, I thought I under-

stood a little bit about the concern about

the family business until I read this report.
I really did. I even on occasion purported to

advise some people about some such prob-
lems. I want to quote even what this report

says. He says:

The prospect of death taxes being im-

posed upon the wealth that one has been
fortunate enough to accumulate despite
inflation and taxation, affects entrepreneu-
rial drive very little.

Now, that's a pretty flat statement that even

Mr. Savage debunks the thought that im-

pending death taxes is going to affect the

motivations which make Johnny run in our

society. But—

Hon. Mr. White: What proof does he
offer?

Mr. Renwick: What proof does he offer?

Well, he states a number of authorities for it.

One is Taxation and Incentive; Oxford Uni-

versity Press, New York; 1953; Lady Rhys-
Williams—who presumably may have been a

person who would understand the implica-
tions of incentive and taxation. The other

part of it—I really think this is somewhat—
when I read it I didn't believe it:

In framing a taxation policy, therefore,
considerable attention must be given to the

maintenance of an economic environment
in which material gain and thus social

respect may be achieved. Without men of

wealth, commanding as they do this social

respect and the example that it provides,
the incentives to others toward similar

position through productive achievement
would not exist.

I really wouldn't believe that it would be

possible in this day and age to say that our

society is engaged, as the principal motiva-

tion, in the emulation of the wealthy men of

the society, and yet this is the report which

basically the minister is implementing in the

course of the amendments to this bill.

Then I find that the real nub of his prob-
lem is to prevent the heirs of wealthy people

becoming the idle rich. I gather that that

is really the purpose of the whole exercise,

because it goes on to say:

Whether death taxes serve to bring the

attainment of wealth through self-achieve-

ment into clearer perspective by reducing
the opportunity for an idle class of wealthy
heirs to bequeath similar opportunities for

idleness to their heirs, or whether they

destroy the opportunity to continue pro-
ductive enterprise, depends upon the ex-

tent and method of application of such

taxation.

Well, I never understood that we were

relieving wealthy people of taxation of wealth

passing by inheritance in order to make
certain that their heirs do not become idle

in the society. I didn't believe it and I am
sure that the minister doesn't believe it. I

would hope if there is any merit in the re-

marks that have been made by my colleague
and myself in the course of the debate, that

the Treasurer instruct his advisers in the field

of taxation, in the Treasury of the province
and in the ministry, to rethink the proposition
that there has got to be a substantial levy for

revenue purposes, for political purposes, for

social purposes, on the transfer of wealth

from one generation to another when we are

talking about wealthy people in the society,

and that that is one social objective which

transfer taxes imposed as succession duties

can in fact achieve in a democratic society

such as the kind that we want to achieve.

We in this party wfll not allow selective

benefits to be given to particular wealthy

groups in this society for what are in fact

valid social objectives which cannot be

achieved by this kind of preference in the

way in which these proposed amendments

to the Succession Duty Act pretend that they

will accomplish.

There are very real problems with respect

to family farming in the Province of Ontario,

there are very real problems with respect to

family business in the Province of Ontario.

They wfll not be solved, and the minister, if

he faces up to it, knows they will not be

solved by the kind of specious amendments

which are included in this bill to amend the

Succession Duty Act.

I am really looking forward now to the

minister's response on the whole question of

what his phflosophy is with respect to main-
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taining the taxation of wealth by inheritance

in the Province of Ontario as a policy of his

government, because it is an essential ingre-
dient to the maintenance of a democratic

society as we here understand it, and as I

am sure the minister opposite understands

it. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Yes, Mr.

Speaker. In this bill I can understand that

there is a definite social benefit to having
family businesses carry on—or family farms

carry on—from one generation to another,
as long as we are restricting that benefit to

an amount that is reasonable, so in fact we
are not enabling people to use this as a

tax dodge for what is in my mind a most

improper type of situation—passing large
wealth from one generation to another.

In the case of the farm it is necessary, no

doubt, because of the province's stupid and

inept manner of assisting housing, and the

province's role in causing land speculation,
that has put farm values up so high, it's

important that the value of a farm, to be a

viable farm, probably has to be in the order

of half a million dollars in some areas.

But surely there should be an absolute

limit on which there is tax-free passing from
one generation to another, regardless of whe-
ther it's for farming purposes, and any
amount over that should have the same type
of rule apply as applies to the family busi-

ness, payable over a seven-year term, that

type of approach. After all, when we do get
land prices back down to a reasonable level,

under the government which this party will

provide after the next election, it will be

possible for a reasonable farm to be operated

by farmers with an investment of substanti-

ally less than that amount. In eff^ect, what
we're after is to be certain that good, sound
farm operations be carried on from genera-
tion to generation, but I do not wish to

create a device by which large wealth can

be passed on from one generation to another.

In connection with the next clause, with

regard to business, I wonder why it is that

the minister does not provide for the same

type of tax exemption to a value of at least

$100,000, to a business, and then have the

payment over a seven-year term over and

above that. In my mind, this would make
some consistency, whereas right now in the

legislation there is no consistency in the prin-

ciple that's been applied.

It's important that the minister in his legis-
lation spell out the terms of payment that

the family will have to bear if they exercise

their opportunity to purchase some of the

shares which are received by the government
as payment for the succession duties. I sug-

gest that this should be spelled out in detail

by the minister in the legislation. In principle,
I support the view that these businesses are

desirable to pass from one generation to

another, that farms should be passed from

one generation to another, but there should

be a restriction as to the amount so that it

is not possible for it to be used as a tax

avoidance device.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other hon. members
wish to speak on this before the minister

replies?

Perhaps the minister could hold his re-

marks until 8 o'clock then.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, one word
if I may. I am inclined to agree with Errol

Flynn, who said: "Any man who dies and

leaves more than $10,000 must consider him-

self a failure." However, since I am in a

very small minority, I think I owe it to the

House, and the jurisdiction, to explain at

some length, tomorrow or next week, why
we have made these important changes in

the Succession Duty Act.

Hon. Mr. White moves the adjournment of

the debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I would

explain to the House that at 8 o'clock we will

return to committee stage of Bill 171.

Mr. Speaker: Might we move into com-

mittee stage now then?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes.

Clerk of the House: The 5th order, House

in committee of the whole; Mr. R. B. Beckett

in the chair.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT

House in committee on Bill 171, An Act
to amend the Environmental Protection Act,
1971.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,
questions or amendments on any of the first

three sections? Section 2. Anything before

section 2? The member for Waterloo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Regard-
ing the matter of the emission control systems
on cars. I would like some clarification of the

method of policing tliis in light of subsection

(2) of section 24, which now makes the

operator of the vehicle responsible for the

proper operation of the control mechanism.

When we have laws governing the speed
that the vehicle is going, there is very little

doubt in the mind of the operator whether
or not he is within the speed limit or whether
or not he is breaking the Highway Traf-
fic Act by exceeding the speed limit. In the

case of the emission control device, I am
wondering if the minister could explain
whether there are going to be simple mech-
anisms at service stations where you can
test your car to see if your mechanism is

working properly, or if it isn't.

How is an operator going to know whether
or not the emission control device on that

particular vehicle is operating within the
restrictions of the regulations of the Act and
not subject himself to what could be a $5,000
fine as an individual?

The minister mentioned previously that the
reason the general sections of the Act were

going to apply to these offences, rather than
the fine which was under section 24 of the
old Act, was that it was now permissive.
Well, section 4 which is deleted from the old

Act says: "Any person who contravenes this

section of the Act is liable to a fine of not
more than $500." So there were still the

discretionary powers on the part of the judge
to fine him up to $500 for having an im-

properly controlled exhaust emission system.
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Now, we are taking that limit off, the

$500, and saying the general provisions of the
Act apply, which means that, theoretically,
a person could be liable for a fine of $5,000
for having a faulty emission control system
on his car. I am wondering what methods
are going to be available for the motorist

to know whether he is contravening the Act
or not because I think this is an important

point.

We all agree that fines are necessary for

those who are polluting our environment.

Some of us don't think they are applied

equally and in a standard fashion across the

province, especially as it relates to individuals

and corporations. I am wondering if the min-
ister could throw some light on the subject as

to how a person is going to know—a simple

easy test—whether he is violating this section,

especially because of the serious conse-

quences that you have now read into this

section of the Act.

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Well, Mr. Chairman, there are

two basic changes: One is that the present

legislation is a sort of hand-me-down, if I

can put it that way, from the original provin-
cial involvement which, constitutionally, ap-

plied to what was applied at the point of sale

rather than at the manufacturing level.

Previously, the emission controls were re-

quired to be applied to the vehicle. Now,
since the government of Canada is involved,
we are relating to them and saying that you
must have the equipment in the shape that

the federal government requires and this,

again, is the responsibility of the motorist to

make sure that his vehicle is in proper shape.
It is to his advantage, I suppose, in many
ways—for instance, gas mileage for one thing,
which is an important thing.

As far as the fines are concerned, as the

hon. member says, previously there was a

maximum of $500. I don't know that there

were ever any fines of that magnitude levied.

I think, as I said this afternoon, that it is

highly unlikely, in my view, that any judge
would ever fine a person found to be in

contravention of the legislation even $500.

On the other hand, if it became a charge
where a garage or a dealer was circumvent-
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ing the Act and changing the installations

at the point of sale or at service time, then

it might well be that there would be a far

more severe fine. In eflPect, what we are sug-

gesting is that the general provisions of the

Act apply and it is within the competence
of the judge to decide the severity of the

penalty, depending on the ofiFence.

Mr. Good: That is all quite fine and in-

teresting, but I still want to know: Could the

minister tell me if he can find out in a matter

of 15 minutes or half an hour whether his

car is giving off emissions over and above
what the regulations would require? Maybe
he could, because he could go over and have
his car tested by a provincial ofiicer who will

be charged with the responsibility and who
has the device. But how can the average
motorist know?

Are service stations going to be equipped
to test the emissions being given off^ or do

you have to find a provincial ofiicer who has

a testing mechanism? How is the person

going to know? If I'm going to be subject
to a $5,000 fine I'd like to have a simple,

easy way to know when I'm breaching the

Act.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I would

say that the average motorist will have to do

exactly the same things as he does now
with things like brakes, windshield wipers,
tail lights and a whole lot of other things. He
will have to find-

Mr. Good: It's simple to tell if the wind-

shield wipers are working.

Hon. Mr. Auld: It is, once it starts raining.
But if they don't work and it starts raining

you find out too late. So you have some

responsibility to make sure your equipment
is working.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): Is there a

$5,000 fine if your windshield wipers don't

work? No.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I doubt very much that

there will be ever a $5,000 fine if somebody's
PCV valve doesn't work.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I interrupt for a mo-
ment? Surely you must recognize the thrust

of my colleague's question is that from time

to time we have to re-look at statutes that

have untoward punitive sections. That's really
all he's talking about. He's not taking issue

with the thrust of your bill or the propriety
of the section.

He's saying that if any of his constituents

are going to be subject to a fine of $5,000
and a court has to interpret this statute on
the face of the statute, he wants to know
what his constituents can do to alleviate that

situation and what burdens the section puts

upon them. That's all he's asking.

I say to you most respectfully, through the

Chairman, don't talk about windshield wipers
because windshield wipers don't have that

obligation as far as the courts are concerned.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think that as a motor
vehicle owner, you have obligations under
the Highway Traffic Act to make sure that

your vehicle is in a safe condition. The same

thing applies now as far as emissions are

concerned and has done so for some time. In

the garage field, there are places you can go
—and I don't have a list of them—to find out

what your emissions are. In fact, the Ontario

Motor League has had a couple of vehicles

on the road all summer making this service

available not only to its own members but

I gather to anybody else. That will happen,
I assume, in the emissions field for the serv-

ice of the motorist and the motor vehicle

owner.

Mr. Chairman: Sections 2 and 3 agreed to.

On section 4. The minister has some amend-

ments in section 4.

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that clause (a) of

subsection (1) of section 26a of the Act, as

set out in section 4 of the bill, be deleted

and the following substituted therefor:

(a) "Ice shelter" means any structure

that is located on or over ice, over any
water, for more than one day and that is

or maybe is for shelter, privacy or the

storage or sale of anything.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister has the

next amendment.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, may I ask if the minister would permit
me—the second amendment today is the

first-

Mr. Chairman: We'll place that over again,
I think. If the hon. minister would move his

other amendment again. Will the hon. minis-

ter place his amendment to subsection (2)?

It has already been placed in the wrong
order; perhaps I could just read it.

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that subsection (2)

of section 26a of the Act as set out in sec-

tion 4 of the bill be amended by adding at
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the end thereof the words "except in accord-

ance with the regulation."

The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Would the minister, on the

amendment, just indicate as to the reason

therefor? What have you got in mind in

terms of the regulations that would remove

the discharge of waste over or on ice?

Hon. Mr. Auld: The purpose of this

amendment, Mr. Chairman, is that as the bill

now stands, it would prevent normal house-

keeping in an ice shelter, keeping garbage,

having a chemical toilet, this sort of thing.
The purpose of this is to indicate that the

normal housekeeping procedures in an ice

shelter could be carried out very much as

they would be under municipal bylaw.

Mr. Lawlor: I understand.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Hon. Mr. Auld: It is a little too—

Mr. Lawlor: In other words, you will stipu-
late the type of unit that will facilitate this

or that will be permitted.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister has an-

other amendment in subsection (5).

Mr. BuIIbrook: I want to ask—

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. BuIIbrook: May I ask your permission

just to revert for a moment to this?

Mr. Chairman: To one of the amendments?

Mr. BuIIbrook: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: You may ask a question, I

think.

Mr. BuIIbrook: I am concerned about this

question of penalty here. Recognizing that

$5,000 is the maximum penalty, the penalty
in the previous section was $500. I really

worry about giving a court such tremendous

powers. I just ask you for your consideration

as a minister, recognizing the tremendous

responsibility that you have in which we

totally concur. But looking at this—"No per-
son shall discharge or deposit or cause or

permit to be discharged or deposited any
waste upon or over the ice of any water."—

do you really mean to say that you would

permit a court to fine a person $5,000 for

this?

I must say, Mr. Minister, I think you are

being really unreasonably harsh, notwith-

standing the recognition of discretion on the

part of the court. The maximum, as I under-
stand it, tempers the courts' thinking. They
interpret the maximum as some impulse to

them by the Legislature of Ontario as to the

seriousness of the offence. While recognizing
the seriousness of the offence, I am interested

that you would ever convey—or that we
would convey—to the court that placing of

waste on ice would be worthy of even con-

templating, on first offence, a fine of $5,000.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, again, it

is somewhat comparable to the automobile
emission provision-

Mr. BuIIbrook: It is.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —in that, as perhaps the

hon. member knows, on Lake Simcoe, for

instance, it is a business to supply ice

shelters. There is a responsibility on the part
of the person who provides them and rents

them to people, certainly in my view—and

perhaps a greater responsibility on that per-
son or company than there would be on an

individual—to make sure that they are pro-

perly maintained.

I still would not believe that any court

would fine an individual $5,000 for some
breach of the Act. On the other hand, I have

heard—and I can't say that I disagree—many
comments in this House about large com-

panies and fines being a slap on the wrist.

I'm not wedded to the idea of this maximum,
but I have some confidence in the courts. I

think to leave that latitude means that in the

case of a major or a repeated offence the

court has the power to deal with it effectively

and economically.

Mr. BuIIbrook: I agree with you in that

respect. I do accept what you're saying and
I see your problem here. You are talking
about the fact that there might be an overt

disregard for this section by a corporation,

something of that nature, that requires a

penalty in excess of your contemplated $500.

May I ask you, if I might retain the floor

for a moment, was that your motivation in

abandoning the $500 concept?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I would say not the total

motivation but the primary one, having

looked, as far as automobile emissions are

concerned, at the problems that have ap-

parently been run into in the United States,

with not only dealers but service stations,

particularly service stations or individuals
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who are not dealers, who have made it a

practice of removing emission controls from
vehicles because the owners didn't like them.

If the progranmie is to work then there has

to be a suflBcient deterrent for those who
make a practice of it, so that it would be
eflFective.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Chairman, to the

minister through you, I totally agree with

your last comment. There has to be suflBcient

deterrent. What causes me concern is the

fact that I think the courts, rightly, in looking
at a maximum fine, quantify the situation.

I really think they say to themselves, "The

Legislature regarded this as a matter of ex-

treme penalty." I would prefer to see a first

oflFence at $500, even if you wanted to retain

your second offence at $10,000, because I

think you get the best of both worlds, and I

recognize your problem.

At the same time I am loath, frankly, as

one of your colleagues, to rely on the courts

in connection with their ability to fine here,
to not say to themselves, "TTie Legislature
said on the first offence the fine would be

$5,000." I'd be inclined, were I a judge—and

perish the thought—that I might well say, "If

the Legislature felt that justifiable penalty
was $5,000 on this particular situation for a

first offence, $1,000 might be an adequate
disposition of the situation." I just really

myself—notwithstanding the possibility of a

corporate malfeasor here—I don't think it is

just and fair really, technically, and if you'll
bear with me, this section like the section

before is subject really to the most innocent

type of application. It is little more nefarious

than the fellow who doesn't know about his

emission system, but this one really covers

spewing some garbage and really to—

Mr. Good: Over water.

Mr. Bullbrook: —consider the fact that we
would subject that man to a $1,000 fine for

that, as horrendous as people of ecological
bent would regard it, Mr. Minister, I ask you
to reconsider the penalty on a first offence

here. On a second offence you get the situa-

tion where you have the justice of the court

and the justice of the Legislature combined
in saying, "We regarded the first offence in

the equation of a maximum of $500, and you

disregarded that and you've done it again.
Now we regard it in the equation of $10,000."
We make it a maximum but we tell the

court we regard it much more seriously, this

complete abandonment of responsibility to

the public. I ask you for your comment as

to whether there is any validity in my
concern?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I think that

there is. On the other hand, looking at the

history of amendments to legislation in the

last 10 years in this House, where we have

gone 180 deg. from trying to specify first,

second and, on some occasions, third offences,

—minimum and maximum—and finding that

that wasn't satisfactory and trying to work
at something that would work satisfactorily,

I would say from my observation of it, the

pattern seems to be that we have in effect

set no minimum and a very substantial maxi-

mum. I think by and large the courts have

operated in their discretion within those

boundaries.

Of course, there is always an appeal if

an individual, for instance, is charged with

having a faulty muflSer or something that

doesn't work. With the greatest of respect,
if the judge fell out of the wrong side of

the bed that morning and whacks him

$1,000, the individual can appeal. I have

seen the odd one—and I think the hon. mem-
ber has probably been involved in some-
where the county court and the county judge
will reduce the penalty; which is the check,

of course, on every primary jurisdiction

judge.

But what worries me is the fact that we
have had—justifiably I think on occasion-

severe charges where the court has said it

would like to do far more because of a very
serious offence—not an individual making the

mistake of being careless, but somebody who
is breaking the law for profit. And so the

court feels that it should be severe, but is

unable to be.

Mr. Bullbrook: I am not going to carry
it further except to say that what you have

done here is that on a second offence—with

the foreknowledge of a conviction previously

—you have doubled the maximum penalty.
This is really where I think we, as legisla-

tors, can direct justice.

I think we really have an obligation in

this respect, too. Because I must say, most

respectfully, that I don't accept the question
of appeal. Unfortunately, not only the judge
in the first instance but the judge in appeal
can get out of the wrong side of the bed

in the morning. I think we have an obliga-

tion here.

I want to say to you—and I am not going
to move an amendment—I think your penalty
on a first offence is much too high. It is a

guide to a court that you expect a minimum
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fine, notwithstanding the circumstances in

the context of how the Legislature regards
this oflEence. I just don't think this is a

$5,000 offence in first instance. In second

instance, I would agree.

The man has been told by society: "You
have done it once. You might have been
careless and we fined you, but we will not

tolerate your carelessness again." That's

really what concerns me. However, if you
feel, you have got the responsibility for this,

if you feel that you can't see your way
clearly to my point of view, then I am not

going to move an amendment.

Mr. Chairman: We have really carried

the amendment anyway.

Mr. Bullbrook: I asked for unanimous
consent to reopen it, and no one objected.

Mr. Good: We are still on section 26, Mr.
Chairman. I would just like to draw the

minister's attention to the fact that when
section 26 is added to the bill, 26a and b,

which is the part dealing with ice huts, the

general penalty provisions of the Act apply.
So we are talking about a $5,000 first of-

fence, which could conceivably be litter over
water. Now, compare that with part 8 of

the Environmental Protection Act, when we
are talking about litter over land, and there
is a maximum fine of $100 for the first of-

fence. This doesn't add up at all-

Mr. Bullbrook: I am going to hire him
as my lawyer.

Mr. Good: —your whole penalty section.

If you litter over ice-

Mr. Bullbrook: You have got to respond
to that.

Mr. Good: -you are talking $5,000 first

offence. If you litter over land, whether it

be a piece of chocolate bar wrapper or

human excrement—it is the same thing; all

classified the same—then you are talking
about a $100 maximum penalty. And then
in another section of the Act, we are talking
about $1,000 maximum penalty. So I think
we have hit on something here which needs
a good and serious review. When you took
out the $500 maximum fine under the ex-

haust emission system, it aroused my curi-

osity. Now that we have got into the ice

hut section-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Bullbrook: We cannot abide that to

continue.

Mr. Good: —and we make a comparison
of a $5,000 maximum fine when you htter

on ice and a $100 maximum fine when you
litter on land, there's something wrong.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, there is a

little more to it than Uttering on water and

littering on land because there are a lot

more things that you can do to, and put into,

water that can be harmful than you are

likely to do to, or affect, water course

aquifers on land.

Mr. Good: This is ridiculous.

Mr. Bullbrook: No, you have-

Mr. Good: This is in the litter section,

not in the pollution section.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think you'll find that

the provisions on water are for anything that

you put in it. If you look at it, I think

you'll find that.

Mr. Good: It says here "chocolate bar

wrappers."

Hon. Mr. Auld: But Mr. Chairman, I

think that there is some merit in having
uniform provisions for all parts of the Act
in terms of crimes. I think that the courts

will look at the severity of the offence or

the effectiveness of the offence. But I'm not

wedded to this. I would be interested to

hear, looking at the problems that we face,

what suggestions there are from the hon.

members.

Mr. Bullbrook: I don't think $100 is

enough.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I don't think we want to

see a scale of fines that relates to an indivi-

dual or corporation—a whole host of things.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Just strike

a happy medium and have $1,000 maximum.

Hon. Mr. Auld: And I really don't think

that the courts are going to say the maxi-

mum is $5,000 a day whether you are a

large corporation doing something improper
or an individual with a backyard barbecue
or burning some leaves.

I'd be interested to hear any suggestions

because, as I say, I'm not wedded to this.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I say to you, since

the minister expresses his interest, that the

Mr. Good: —and I find that the general courts will be just and they'll recognize
provisions of the Act apply to that— the distinctions between the offenders.
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There's no doubt about that. You are

quite right. If it's International Nickel or

the member for Sudbury East (Mr. Martel)

they'll recognize the distinction—the ability

to pay, right? And how much it would

cost-oh, he's not here. Or how much it

would hurt James Renwick, since he's here.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I'll pass
the message on.

Mr. Bullbrook: All right. Pass the mes-

sage on. I'm now almost — not incensed,

because I never get incensed. But I must

say, as my colleague points out, the penalty
sections on land under part 8 set almost

ludicrous and totally unacceptable penal-
ties here. Previously I was trying to put

upon the minister some degree of reason

on my part to see if he would be receptive,
because frankly in the field of environment

it's the minister who must lead. There's no

doubt about that. Amendments from the

opposition really aren't worthwhile. The
whole purpose of his ministry is to show
to the people of Ontario the government
has a real and true recognition of the prob-
lem. And I don't think really taking or

minimizing the amount of the penalty on a

first offence is unduly detracting from that

responsibility on your part.

I'm going to suggest this to you: that

$500 figure that you had in mind before

in connection with exhaust emission is

equally applicable here, and I'd ask you
to consider passing it on to other sections.

I'd ask you to consider having your ad-

visers incorporate in the penalty sections a

$500 maximum fine on a first offence.

Now, if there is a logical distinction be-

tween litter on land and the particular

penalty or the particular offence under this

section, that's accepted. But I'm really
concerned with the fact that in having a

$5,000 fine on the first offence, nobody is

going to walk out of court with a $50 fine.

I really am afraid that they aren't—because
if they did, a judge is saying to himself,
"I'm prepared to put on that person offend^

ing the statute one per cent of the maxi-

mum fine that the Legislature considered

as properly appropriate." I just don't think

a court would do this. And I think there

are circumstances—for example, where it's

not International Nickel — where a person

might well be fined adequately by walking
out vdth a $50 fine.

So I ask you to consider perhaps $500,
if you would. Let's not make an issue of

my moving an amendment. Let's try to

move on so that you can get your bill

through. Perhaps if your people feel there

is some wisdom in our suggestion, they
can give us a section that we think—

Mr. Good: There aren't going to be

many corporations that—

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Mr. Chair-

man, I have listened with a lot of interest

to the member for Samia and also to the

member for Waterloo North, and candidly
I find myself in agreement with some of the

statements that have been made. I would

suggest, Mr. Minister, that there is merit

in reconsidering the fine. We want a deter-

rent. At the same time we want to be

reasonable. We don't want to do something
that is imfair and unjust.

We all are, as you are, interested in pro-

tecting the environment. But I think in

doing so it would be reasonable for us to

think in terms of even five or 10 times the

amount of a fine for litter on the highways
such as has been suggested by the member
for Samia, with a $500 fine for a first of-

fence and a $1,000 maximum fine for a

subsequent offence. Then if necessary, we
could increase the penalty for a second

offence by the fellow who disregards the

law and does nothing about it, and make
him clean up that mess.

I know the problem you have. I merely

suggest to you that it may be worthwhile

considering the suggestion made by the

opposition.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, if I could join
in the debate, as has been pointed out to the

hon. minister the disparity between the two
sections involved is simply too great. The
courts do take cognizance of the levels set

as some kind of indicia as to what they might
do. I think litter over water is a good deal

more serious, generally speaking, than litter

over land, particularly as it relates to these

ice houses, where they simply walk away and

leave all the spoil to either sink to the bottom

or float around in the lake and spoil the

water. You simply can't have the ludicrous

difference between the two.

Our position over here, as I recall through-
out the years, has been that the fines weren't

sufficiently great, that what it really came to,

was that the provincial court judges in par-
ticular gave a licence to pollute, particularly

on first offences. I would set a lower limit

than that $5,000, certainly vis-a-vis these

lesser offences.
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I think your Act is getting out of kilter

now. You add parts and therefore are not

really adverting too much to the principle
of overall uniformity of penalties set very

high, but leaving a wide discretion in the

provincial courts.

I think they are now clued in. I think they
are aware and sensitive to the pollution thing
in a way they weren't two or three years ago.

By and large, we can rely upon them, pro-
vided the ceiling you set is not too high and
out of this give the weight you think it

should bear, because a fine on the first

offence is likely to be about one-tenth of the

end product. If it is set at $500 it will be $50;
if it is set at $5,000 it will be $500. This

is the feeling that weighs in the judiciary.

If you feel that letting an ice house float

to the bottom of Lake Simcoe is worth $250,
set it at $2,500. That is the best advice I can

give you.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

proceed with the next amendment?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, if I get the

sense of the discussion and if the committee
will agree to this amendment at the moment,
I will undertake to take a pretty good look at

this and perhaps have some discussion in the

standing committee about penalties and
variations in penalties.

Mr. Chairman: Well, in my opinion the

question of penalties doesn't appear in this

particular bill. It would need another section

or another bill to change the penalties.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I think

that's the worry about these amendments, and
I will undertake that we will-

Mr. Chairman: No, I think this amendment
has nothing to do with the amount of

penalties.

Mr. Good: It deletes the old penalty.

Mr. Chairman: No, this amendment as

carried doesn't mention penalties. It would
need a new section or possibly a new bill

to change the penalty section of the Act, be-

cause there is nothing in this bill that I have
seen that relates to the penalties.

Will the minister continue then with his

next amendment?

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that subsection (5)

of section 26a of the Act, as set out in

section 4 of the bill, be amended by adding
at the commencement thereof, "except where
an ice shelter has been destroyed in the

course of removal."

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, may I interro-

gate the minister again on the raison d'etre

of his change? Does he mean except that

where an ice shelter has been deliberately

destroyed,—inadvertently destroyed or negli-

gently destroyed in the course of removal?

Surely if it has been deliberately destroyed,
some thought might be given to compensa-
tion? What is the reason for it?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, from the

studies that we have done and the in-

formation that we have, it seems apparent
that on occasion, where a date is given
for the removal of the shelter and it has

not been removed, to get it off the ice —

particularly if it's melted in or something
—

there may be some damage or perhaps total

destruction of the shelter.

The provisions of the Act indicate that

while the individual who is carrying out

the instructions of the ministry is saved

from civil action, the Crown still can be
sued if it appears that there is negligence
on the part of the Crown's agent. The

purpose of this is to make sure that we
are able to remove the shelter. Now, of

course, the hon. member should realize

that the individual owner, if he is known,
as he should be, and if he has carried out

the general provisions, will be informed
30 days before it has to be removed that

it should be removed. This is simply an

amendment which will permit us to remove
when we have to — damage perhaps, cut

the bottom foot off if it was frozen in the

ice—to remove it after notice.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I see your
point but I see your amendment also as

giving some credence or weight to the

Crown employees, as a matter of expedi-
ency and pure ease, deliberately destroying
the shelters. Sure, you've given the notice

and once you've taken it into custody, so

to speak, you give further notices to re-

deem it and upon certain payment it will

be restored to tiie owner. Doesn't that

give some weight to the way that you have
it now? Isn't the easy way out simply to

destroy them and take your chances? The
amount of money involved certainly would
be negligible, the likelihood of anybody
suing the Crown under those circumstances

would be extremely remote, and it would
be the most efficient way to get rid of

these things that your department could

do.

In other words, what I'm really coming
down to is a question of departmental
policy in this regard. Would you go all
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the way out, to any reasonable extent, to

preserve these things so they may be re-

deemed or, using this particular clause,

would your policy tend to be to get rid of

them, destroy them?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Chairman, I

think our policy would be to try and get
the owners to remove them. Where the

owner cannot be found, and if it appears
urgent

— and, of course, one of the prob-
lems is weather predictions and prognosti-
cations—if it appears that we have to get
rid of them we shall.

However, in 26a the amendment which,

unfortunately, you haven't got yet because
we haven't got to it, says that 26a:

be amended by adding the following
subsections: (8) a provincial officer s-hall

use due care in removing an ice shelter

pursuant to subsections (3) or (4), but

may use a means of removal that causes

damage to, or the destruction of, the ice

shelter, if the use of the means of re-

moval is necessary in order to carry out
the removal. (9) Where an ice shelter is

removed pursuant to subsection (3) or (4)
and the means of removal that is neces-

sary in the circumstances results in dam-
age to, or the destruction of, the ice

shelter, the owner of the ice shelter is

not entitled to compensation for dam-
age or destruction.

Mr. Lawlor: That certainly answers my
question. You don't make any provision
with respect to this business of informing
the owner. They don't have to hang up a
little tag at the front door saying: "This
is the ice shelter of Jimmy Stewart of 22
Roncesvalles Ave." There's no legal means
of identification. That is what I am after.

Hon. Mr. Auld: In the regulations that
are proposed or that will be put together,
there is a requirement, hopefully, that a
shelter will be labelled with the name of
the owner. If it is an individual, that isn't

too difiicult, providing that, first of all,
he knows about the regulation and, sec-

ondly, he keeps it there. This only applies
if it's more than a day, that the owner
indicates or puts his name on it. As I

say, we are really looking primarily at
Lake Simcoe at the moment. There are

many lakes where there are one or two or
three shelters, and I don't really think
that we are going to be too worried about
those; but where it is a big business and
where they get left around and where there
is a large mess, which is primarily on Lake
Simcoe, this will apply. If the owner does

not indicate his name and address, we
will attempt to find him, or Natural Re-

sources will, because we are going to work

very closely with Natural Resources which
has people on the lake anyway checking
catches. They will become provincial of-

ficers under our Act to deal with this.

Mr. Chairman: Will this section carry?

Mr. Good: No, Mr. Chairman, There is

one question I would like to ask regarding
the removal of the huts. That is done by
the regulations section when the dates are

put on. On that particular lake, would it

vary, I suppose, from one lake to the next

or from one season to the next as to when
the huts will be ordered off the lake? How
will that he handled?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think that it will vary
from year to year depending on weather

conditions. There are going to be some

problems on this because if you are going
to give somebody 30 days' notice and

you've got a fast fall, the notice may
change. On the other hand, most people-

Mr. Good: Seven days' notice.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think seriously that the

majority of people, particularly the commer-
cial owners, are reasonably responsible be-

cause they have an investment. What we are

attempting to do here is to produce a

mechanism so that we can act when indi-

viduals for one reason or another don't act,

I don't think that we are going to be run-

ning around to tie down a lot of ice huts.

From that point of view and from looking
at what has happened on occasion in the

past, apparently there is need for some sort

of regulation and some sort of action from

time to time—not always—plus the fact that

there has been an awful lot of mess. If you
have ever been around the south east shore

of parts of Lake Simcoe in the spring, you
see what is lying around there.

Mr. Good: A further question on that

point, Mr. Chairman, since the removal by
the provincial officer is done after notice,

given seven days prior to a removal, what
constitutes notice? A registered letter, a per-
sonal call, or a telephone call? My second

question is, how will the provincial officers

designate the day for removal on a certain

area of the lake or on a certain lake?

Hon. Mr. Auld: A registered letter is no-

tice. As far as how we establish the date is

concerned, it will be based primarily on

weather forecasts.
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Mr. Good: How are you going to publi-

cize that? How are people going to know?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I would think in the case

of an area this is not too diflBcult in terms

of a press release or notijBcation posted in

the area, because most people use their huts

every week at least once, and perhaps on

Wednesday afternoon, and perhaps two or

three times a week, from my observations

in the area in the wintertime.

Mr. Good: The identification plate on the

hut would show who the owner is, I sup-

pose, with an address?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister with

the next amendment.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I have lost track, Mr.

Chairman. What's the next one you have?

Mr. Chairman: Subsection (7).

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that subsection (7)
of section 26a of the Act, as set out in sec-

tion 4 of the bill, be amended by adding at

the end thereof:

and where the ice shelter has been re-

moved or caused to be removed pursuant
to subsection (4), and has been damaged
or destroyed in the course of the removal,
the notice shall state the condition of the

ice shelter.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Mr. Bullbrook: I want to record this for

posterity: That surely leaves your oflBcers

open to the most indiscriminate action

against personal property available without

compensation or recourse. They move in a

bulldozer; they push it off; they fracture it

entirely and, of course, they have nothing
to say to anybody about it except that it is

now broken up.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The next amendent is

to section 4.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Perhaps this will cheer up
the hon. member for Sarnia.

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that section 26a
of the Act as set out in section 4 of the bill

be amended by adding thereto the following
subsection:

(8) A provincial ofiBcer shall use due
care in removing an ice shelter pursuant
to subsection (3) or (4) but may use a

means of removal that causes damage to

or the destruction of the ice shelter if the

use of the means of removal is necessary
in order to carry out the removal.

(9) Where an ice shelter is removed

pursuant to subsection (3) or (4) and the

means of removal that is necessary in the

circumstances results in damage to or the

destruction of the ice shelter the owner of

the ice shelter is not entitled to compensa-
tion for the damage or destruction.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I say, in connection
with that amendment, that I am sorry I

brought the matter up, frankly, if that is his

solution to it.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2, as amended,
be included in the bill? Anything on sections

4 or 5? Any comments, questions or amend-
ments on sections 4 or 5 of the bill?

Mr. R. Gisbom (Hamilton East): You are

talking about page 4, part V?

Mr. Chairman: I'm sorry. We carried

section 4.

Section 4, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anything on section 5?

Mr. Gisbom: Yes. I want some clarification.

Under the interpretations

(a) "abandoned motor vehicle" means a

vehicle that has been left unattended with-

out lawful authority and that appears to

an officer by reason of its age, appearance,
mechanical condition or lack of licence

plates, to be abandoned;

(b) "abandoned motor vehicle site"

means, (i) waste disposal site—

the rest goes on to explain.

Are we now talking about regulations to

follow this Act or regulations that are now in

effect?

Hon. Mr. Auld: There can't be any regu-
lations in effect because we don't have the

legislation at the moment. As I mentioned
this afternoon—the hon. member wasn't pres-
ent—the next step in dealing with abandoned
motor vehicles relates to these amendments
that are proposed. We have been unable to

produce the regulations because we don't

have the legislation under which the regu-
lations can be produced.

Mr. Gisbom: That leads me to my concern.

The proposition we have now is that in some
areas of Wentworth coimty and the sur-
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rounding counties—Seneca county, Haldimand

county—there are a few abandoned motor
vehicle sites which are off the main highways
and which you would consider as non-ob-
noxious and hard to find. The operator picks

up abandoned vehicles in different forms,

buying them at accident sites or buying them
when they are abandoned. For whatever

reason, he is picking them up and taking
them to his acreage in a non-obnoxious site

in the back roads. Do you now intend to

bring those sites under these regulations? And
how do you propose doing it?

The reason I am interested is that, as I say,
some of them are not obnoxious to the

scenery. They are not on the main highways
and a lot of people don't even know they
exist. Three or four that I know of are oper-
ated by a person who makes a little bit of

money by carrying on that occupation. The
site is operated by another person, maybe a

pensioner, who is not getting a supplementary
because he looks after that site for the man
who owns the site and the acreage, and has
an income based on a commission for selling
the parts when someone comes to buy them.
What I'm interested in, is, what will happen
to these kinds of situations? Will they be

sought out, licensed and then put under the

regulations?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, Mr. Chairman, I

think the best way to answer that question
is to say that in southern Ontario there isn't

the great cost problem—and I think I men-
tioned this this afternoon—in collecting
abandoned vehicles as there is in some other

parts of the province where there aren't as

many in an area and they are farther away
from the steel bills, where they can be used
as scrap.

I think that we are going to be able,

through some co-ordination with the munic-

ipalities, to provide, or organize a service-

not provide it, because I don't think we will

have to. We may even be calling tenders, to

have a collection at a specific time or time

during the year when somebody will come
around with a vehicle or a crusher or some-

thing, collect these, take them to a central

point and then dispose of them.

Where it is presently a licensed site, there

isn't much problem. It is just a question of

co-ordination, in our view, at this point in

time. Where the difficulty arises is where
the vehicles are on private property or on

public property and it is a question of ac-

quiring title to them, legally. Some of the

amendments in this bill are designed to solve

that problem by giving a possible owner an

opportunity to reclaim, if necessary, as I

said a While ago. Have I sort of answered

your question?

Mr. Gisbom: No, the problem I envisage,
as exists today, is that people who have pri-
vate property and have acquired the aban-
doned vehicle, take it to their private prop-

erty, and are operating a resale of the parts
from it on their private property.

Hon. Mr. Auld: They have no problem
because they have to be licensed as a salvage
site. If they operate it properly, within the

rules, they can continue. I must say that

you are looking at the question of some of

the used—at least, not used-car, but—

Mr. Gisbom: Wrecked-car sites.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, car wreckers. Be-

cause in some cases they may have a third

of their operation in which vehicles are

being actively salvaged, and they have an-

other lot, sort of tucked away in the bushes,
where they are just rusting. At this moment
in time we don't have any solution to that

but they are operating as licensed operations

by us, and by Transportation and Communi-
cations, so there will be no effect on them.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 stand as

part of the bill? I'm sorry—section 5?

Mr. Bullbrook: No, I want to speak on
55.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury
was on his feet first.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. Germa: I am concerned, Mr. Chair-

man, about the definition of an abandoned
motor vehicle, which is the first section In

part VI. It indicates that the vehicle has

been left unattended without lawful author-

ity. There is no definition in my mind what
"without lawful authority" means. There is

no definition of time as to how long this

vehicle has been left unattended. There is

also a contradiction in that an officer has

to make a judgement by reason of its age or

lack of licence.

On various occasions I have driven auto-

mobiles which have been justifiably licensed,

but because of their age might have been
considered in a qualified judgement by an
officer to be an abandoned vehicle, but in
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no way was the vehicle abandoned because

it had a current licence plate on it. I sus-

pect, or it's intimated here, that you are

going to pick up vehicles which have a cur-

rent licence plate on them because they look

of that age that they should have been aban-

doned, but they very well may not have

been abandoned. They may still be in use

and they may still have a current plate on

them. You don't give recognition to that. I

think that the definition of a motor vehicle

should be a vehicle which has not got a

current plate on it and is therefore aban-

doned. As long as that vehicles has a current

plate upon it, then it has not been aban-

doned.

Mr. Gisbom: It should come under Trans-

portation and Communications.

Mr. Germa: I think that should be the

definition of a motor vehicle. Then it would
remove from the officer that he has to make
a qualified judgement, that this vehicle is

unattended for who knows how long, where

by reason of age it looks as if it should be

unattended. Certainly a lot of automobiles

should be, or by reason of their age should

be, abandoned. We are not all in that par-
ticular financial circumstance that we can

abandon this vehicle just because someone

might think it is a piece of scrap.

I think that if the thing qualifies and

meets the inspection purposes for current

licensing, then in no way should this

vehicle be considered as abandoned, be-

cause to the person who owns that vehicle,

while it may only be a $50 investment,

it may be a very valuable investment. I

am familiar with that kind of a situation,

where I have driven vehicles that were not

even worth $50 but they were safe and

they passed inspection and they had a cur-

rent plate on them. I would resent strongly
if someone came along and said by reason

of its age that a vehicle is abandoned, or

because I have not attended it for maybe
two days, it is abandoned, and it was re-

moved from my property.

I think the definition of an abandoned
vehicle here is too wide, it's too all-encom-

passing. I think there has to be some pro-
tection for an individual.

Hon. Mr. AuJd: Mr. Chairman, I can

tell the hon. member that this question is

one that we thrashed around with for a

great length of time. However, if he will

look at the succeeding sections, he will see

that, in the first place, there is a require-
ment if the vehicle is identifiable, which

means if it has a current licence place on

it, or even a last year's, and we can check
it out with MTC, then that person is noti-

fied. The vehicle is not destroyed. It is

held for 30 days. So that if the vehicle is

identifiable, the last registered owner is

notified and told that he can come and
collect it. Then, in section 54 of the

amendment: "When the vehicle has not

been claimed by an owner it can be dis-

posed of."

Then, if the individual shows up later

and says that he has been hard done by,

there is a provision for compensation for

him. This is to deal with the case where,

by a combination of errors, there has been

some mistake made.

I just want to say, Mr. Chairman, this

has been the most difficult part of the legis-

lation in trying to produce a definition. I

would be surprised if we aren't back a

year or two from now with some amend-
ments based on experience. But with what
has been put tog^ether throughout this

whole new part, I think we have tried,

first of all, to be able to deal v^dth collect-

ing and, secondly, to ensure that the mini-

mum of errors will be made. I think

that 30-day-holding part should solve most of

the problems that might be made by error.

Mr. Gisbom: Isn't there a terrific conflict

with this amendment in this bill and the

Ministry of Transportation and Communi-
cations?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I'm sorry. I missed the

first part of that.

Mr. Gisbom: Isn't there a conflict be-

tween these amendments—these provisions
in regard to abandoned automobiles—and

the regulations under the Department of

Transportation and Communications as to

the licensing of vehicles? The Ministry of

Transportation and Communications licen-

ses automobiles to be driven on the high-

way. They're subject to the inspection
terms of not having a properly licensed

vehicle. If there's a licence plate on an

automobile for that year, then there's no

way I think that your department, under

this Act, can impinge upon that automo-

bile.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, the fact

that you can walk in with a piece of

paper and register a vehicle has no bear-

ing on its mechanical fitness or even the

fact that it's drivable. Anybody can go in

and renew a licence. Where MTC gets

involved is in the mechanical fitness bit.
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With the safety lanes that they operate,

they take vehicles with current licences

off the road every week.

Mr. Cisbom: That's right. That is where
the conflict comes in.

Hon. Mr. Auld: But we're not talking
about a different thing. There is the fellow

who has a faulty vehicle but whom the

MTC or the local law enforcement people
don't catch up with. When the vehicle

finally conks out, he takes it, as the mem-
ber for Hamilton said this afternoon, and

dumps it over the Escarpment. It may
have a current licence plate on it. The
chances are it won't—the owner will have
taken it off so that nobody can trace him.

But, really, the fact that the vehicle has
a current licence plate on it has nothing
to do with this Act and whether or not it

is abandoned. Some are abandoned with

plates on. Most of them, these days, have
the plates removed. It may be currently
licensed, but it just conked out sometime
after the current licence was bought.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, this is precisely
what I'm concerned with. Through inadver-

tence, someone is going to lose a current
licensed automobile through the improper
judgment of an officer. Now, even though
there are 32 other provisions for him to gain
compensation or regain control or ownership
of the automobile, it is an expensive proposi-
tion to pay storage and towing charges. It

could very well overpower the value of the
car.

In my mind, any vehicle which has a
current plate on it is a valid vehicle, regard-
less. That plate should be allowed to expire
before any overt action by any ministry to

take possession of that car. The person has

paid the current licence for what reason?

Because he wants to legalize that piece of

property that he has. Whether he chooses to

drive it or not, I think has no bearing on the

matter. I might choose to park it in my yard.
And what concern is that of the ministry as

long as I have paid for that privilege of a

licence? This is what a licence implies as

far as I am concerned.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Oh, yes, if you have it

parked in your yard, nobody is going to

bother you. But if you dump it over the side

of the Escarpment, should we wait until next

March 1 before we bring it up?

Mr. Gisbom: That is an isolated case as an

example.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Without prolonging this,

what does the hon. member suggest?

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, I don't want to

belabour the point. Obviously if somebody
throws his car over an escarpment he has

abandoned it.

Mr. Bullbrook: What if it has licence plates
on it? This is the problem.

Mr. Germa: All right. Let's pursue my
argument a little further. What is the matter

if it lies there until the expiry of the plate?
It has already lain there six months anyway.
Why not let the thing expire, if that is the

only way to solve it, to protect those people
who are innocent of an offence? This is what
I am concerned with. I would hate to see a

person have to go through the legal rigmarole
of repossession, because I can see a $500 cost

here in recovering one's legitimate automobile,
once it is inadvertently picked up. Sure the

provisions are there, but they are very ex-

pensive provisions that I can see. In order to

protect that person from inordinate expense
to recover his cost, I would rather err on

the other side of the fence altogether. I think

the definition is too all-encompassing. I think

you have to try to contain it a bit more.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I would

hope that we could pass this section, but I'd

assure the hon. member that if he or any
other hon. member can come up with an

improvement, we will be just delighted to see

it, because this is one thing that worries you.
On the other hand, I am pleased that the

hon. member has the confidence in the Minis-

try of the Environment that we are going to

clean these all up tomorrow and we will get
them off the ditches and the walks. I am
afraid it won't happen quite that fast. I

don't think that we are going to require very

many of these provisions for quite a while

because there are a lot of easy ones to deal

with before we get into the difficult ones.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, I am not speak-

ing without experience on this. As a former

controller in the city of Sudbury we at-

tempted to pass a property maintenance by-

law which included abandoned automobiles,

and we flogged this definition of "abandoned"

for many hours.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Did you come up with a

good one?
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Mr. Germa: Yes, we finally settled on the

definition of an abandoned automobile as

those automobiles without a current plate.
We came to the conclusion that this was the

safest definition without infringing on any-

body's private rights.

Hon. Mr. Auld: But you were dealing with

vehicles that you could control.

Mr. Germa: Not necessarily, we were deal-

ing with abandoned vehicles in the city of

Sudbury. We were concerned with the whole

city, not just private property. As I say, we
went through this in and out, back and forth,

as local councils are wont to do. We settled

on the definition of an abandoned vehicle as

a vehicle without a current plate. We thought
that this was the safest definition. I find this

definition a little bit dangerous. That is why
I raise it because I have been through this

mill before.

Mr. Renwick: There is a straightforward

suggestion. Why don't you accept it?

Hon. Mr. Auld: It is not that difiicult in

urban communities but there is an awful lot

of Crown land around this province. There
is a lot of farm land where people dump
things that the owners of the land don't

really want. I would be delighted to take a

look at the Sudbury bylaw. I can only tell

the committee that I suppose we have spent
more time on this section than we have on

any other, and this seems to be our best

judgment at the moment. If we have to

change it we will.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Sarnia.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Chairman, I would like to support the mem-
ber for Sudbury. It seems to me that the

definition could be improved—specifically the

treatment of an abandoned vehicle on public
land and Crown land.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The mem-
ber for Sarnia is too busy chatting instead

of paying attention to the debate.

Mr. Cassidy: The definition of an aban-

doned vehicle or the rules for an abandoned
vehicle could be different on private land

and on Crown land or public land. This is

probably the distiction that my friend from

Sudbury is looking for. As you say, in a

rural situation it may be different than in

an urban situation, but in a rural situation,

if a car is left on private property with a

current licence plate and the owner wants

to get the car off, there are remedies that

he can use.

Hon. Mr. Auld: The owner of the prop-
erty or the owner of the vehicle?

Mr. Cassidy: The owner of the property
or the owner of the vehicle.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I don't think that we
should submit the owner of the property to

the kind of expense that the hon. member
is talking about, because then he is going to

have to pay.

Mr. Bullbrook: Do I understand the de-

bate that is going on? I want to clarify this

for a moment. Do I understand that the two
members who last spoke are saying that if

the car has a current licence plate, it is not

abandoned—notwithstanding the physical cir-

cumstances? And if it doesn't—is the corol-

lary right—if it doesn't have a licence plate,
it is abandoned? Is that right? That means
that the day after your licence plate is due,
if you don't have a current licence plate
and you are driving down the street, you
are in an abandoned car. That is what it

means.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gisbom: If the member who hasn't

been here for so many days doesn't under-

stand, let me give my opinion! Then the

member for Sudbury can give his.

What I expressed was my concern about
a contradiction in the regulations of the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions which licenses the vehicles, and your
department under environmental protection.
That is the point we were trying to make.
That is disparity. And if the hon. member
doesn't understand, he shouldn't have left

so quickly, because he might learn a little

bit if he stayed a while.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments on
section 5?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, yes. You know, Mr.

Chairman, what the member for Sudbury is

raising is really a kind of class issue here,

almost. One man't abandoned car is some-

body else's only car and something on which
he may well depend, when he can get it

fixed. It may mean the difference, in a week
or so's time when he gets the darned thing
fixed, between having access to a job or not.

And a government that will go along with

this, just because the vehicle meets its defini-

tion, ignoring tlie current licence plate, may
in fact be depriving a man of his livelihood.
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That's the kind of issue which you may have
to face.

Hon. Mr. Auld: And you don*t solve that,

Mr. Chairman, by debating about a current

licence plate. I can think of people who
have vehicles in running condition—particu-

larly dump trucks—who can't afford a li-

cence for a while. So they sit there.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Samia.

Mr. Bullbrook: I want to go to 55b, page

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sarnia

has the floor.

Mr. Bullbrook: I am very concerned that

we are going to pass legislation to benefit

those leeches of society who finance the

purchase of motor vehicles sometimes in a

situation where they know the amount of

their equity is in excess of the true value

of the vehicle itself. Now, if you are going
to attempt to truly benefit here ovvoiers who
haven't been given adequate notice and
whose cars have been removed, and com-

pensate them, that is all well and good.
But if this section has, Mr. Minister, the

ability to say to General Motors Accept-
ance Corp.—wliich has talked some poor
innocent soul into a rate of interest that

is usurious, and finds that because of the

normal depreciation of his motor vehicle

he's got $600 in a car that is worth $50—
if this says that your director is entitled

to pay General Motors Acceptance Corp.
their $600 because they didn't get notice,
if that is what that says, I trust that I

won't be called upon to be a party to that

type of legislation.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I am sorry, did the hon.
member say 55b?

Mr. BuUbrook: Yes, right, 55b.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I think if the member
goes down to 55d, he will get the answer
to that, as far as the compensation is con-
cerned.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's not good enough
for me at all. Not good enough for me
at all. Do you think I am going to give
the director that type of indiscriminate

judgement? The director may award com-

pensation under section 55b on such
amounts and on such terms and conditions

that appear just under the circumstances.

The director might say that this poor soul,

who lost his vehicle, owed $600 to General

Motors Acceptance Corp. under this nefari-

ous type of contract. I don't think we
should be involving the public purse in

that type of payment at all.

As a matter of fact, Fd say this to you,
I want that section amended so these

people don't get one red cent—not one red

cent, no money at all. Those people should

get no money at all, because this is the

way they finance these vehicles that are

next to death's door. They do it in an

indiscriminate fashion, recognizing that they
have got the poor sucker on the hook. It's

a personal covenant anyway, right? And
if we are going to be a party to payins;
them whatever possible equity they might
convince the director they have, then we
are not doing the public a service here.

The owner who has innocently been

harmed by it, if that is what you intend

here, fine. But give me an example of

somebody who is not in this game that I

talk about who has an interest that has to be

protected. For example, an unpaid vendor.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Sometimes the father or

the mother of the owner.

Mr. Bullbrook: Fine, I am all for that.

Let's put an exception in here that strikes

out all financial institutions. Let's do that.

Let's show that we won't be a party to

compensating that type of trade that goes

Hon. Mr. Auld: Surely the hon. member
isn't serious?

Mr. Bullbrook: No, I want your philo-

sophy on this. Mr. Minister I want to

know, as a matter of philosophy on your

part, do you think that these financial

institutions that have this type of equity
in this type of vehicle, should be com-

pensated? I would like to know that, I

really would.

Hon. Mr. Auld: All I can say, Mr. Chair-

man, is that if some agent of General

Motors Acceptance Corp. advanced $600 on

a $100 vehicle, he ought to be fired.

Mr. Bullbrook: I agree.

Mr. Lawlor: That is not the way it works.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I would be dumb-
founded if any director or any appeal board

would accept that kind of a thing.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Hon. Mr. Auld: I am very fond of the

hon. member-

Mr. Bullbrook: And I of the minister.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —and while he is a

lawyer, he has a rural background, because

he certainly puts up great straw men.

Mr. Bullbrook: Great straw men!

Hon. Mr. Auld: And I must say that this

sounds like one of them to me.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, may I say to you—

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The hon.
minister has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Auld: And the hon. member
being a lawyer, it surprises me that he
would not accept the sort of the legal im-

plications and the requirements of a con-
ditional sale contract or of a co-signer,
whether that be a big firm, a small firm,
a brother, a sister, a cousin or whatever.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, I draw a great dis-

tinction between a father, an unpaid vendor,

innocently and adversely aflFected by the

irresponsible activities of an owner, and
General Motors, Traders Finance and those
leeches on society. I want to tell you that I

am not talking about straw men; I am talking
about my prejudices. And I am highly
prejudiced.

They are the type of institution we don't
need to protect in legislation. Let's remove

any protection from them. When you talk

about financing $600 on a vehicle that has a
true market value of $150, it happens be-
cause of a consortium of fast-talking used car

dealers who have an open door to these

acceptance corporations and a gullible young
person who is prepared to buy it. They know
it, and they have that poor tragic victim on
the hook for years and years. And I want to

tell you, they'll harass him until they get their

money.
I don't want to be a party to the director

being able to pay them one red cent. I ask

you to remove the possibility of financial in-

stitutions being compensated under this sec-

tion, and I ask you whether you'll do it or

not.

Mr. Good: Over and above the value of the

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

hon. member knows very well that any
acceptance corporation advances the dough,
and if the deal goes sour and they can't

get it out of the owner, they go back to the

fellow who sold the vehicle. So the guy who
loses in the final analysis is the dealer.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, of course, they don't

write the contract with the dealer, sir. I don't

want to get into that.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, there is a conditional

sale contract-

Mr. Bullbrook: No, I don't want to get into

that. I don't want to be deflected again by
that type of circumstance

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, that happens.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, it doesn't happen,
and this is not what we are talking about.

They don't write the contract with the dealer.

The fact of the matter is that they don't.

They write the contract with the purchaser.
Now that purchaser might assign it to an-

other bona fide purchaser—that might well

be—and I am prepared to protect any person
involved in that chain of circumstances who
has an undoubted equity in the vehicle.

I am suggesting to you, and I am telling

you most respectfully, that your colleagues
on the other side of the House recognize that

this type of thing goes on, that financing over

and above the true market value of the

vehicle is done time and again. But, aside

from that, the interest costs are such that the

depreciating factor in connection with the

vehicle itself is of such an amount that, com-
bined with the interest rates on the finance

charge on the purchase price itself, the equity
involved in the vehicle itself by the financial

institution is sometimes, after a year, two,
three or four times the market value of the

vehicle.

I want to know whether you, as the

minister, considered this in passing this

legislation. If you did then I know you stand

for the proposition that you want to protect
that equity—that equity of these leeches. If

you didn't consider it, as I hope you didn't,

then you'll say, "let's give it some considera-

tion."

The first consideration that you can give—
and I don't really like it but I'll buy it—is

that we'll pay that financial institution the

true market value of the vehicle that's

abandoned. Okay? If it's worth $50 we'll give
them their $50 but we won't give them their

$550. I'll go that far with you. I don't even

like to go that far. But if the vehicle has a

value for scrap purposes of $50, let's give
GMAC their $50 but let's not give them their

compound interest at the inflated value that
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some huckster has put upon the thing when
he sold it to the person. Let's do it that way.

Now, I ask you, will you do it that way?
I don't want to propose an amendment. I ask,
will you do it that way and that such amount
shall not exceed the fair market value of such
abandoned vehicle?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, the philoso-

phy behind section 55d is exactly that. And
we had some discussions about the blue-book
or the red-book value, and this sort of thing-

Mr. Bullbrook: Right, right.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —but when you have to go
back some years you really can't come up
with anything. I suppose we're talking about,
in most cases, something between $25 and

$150, depending on what sort of parts are

left. It might be a fairly late model car that

was well smashed up or it may be a very
old one that wasn't. And the whole idea be-
hind section 55d is to give some sort of dis-

cretion to the director, who is assumed to be

competent and is not going to be awarding
$600 for a $150 wreck. It does not on the

other hand tie it to any specific yardstick
because there aren*t any, as far as we can

find, that are very accurate. If there is a

difiiculty then there is an appeal board, be-

cause we've done it according to McRuer.

Mr. Bullbrook: We don't want to answer

this, if you're finished, Mr. Minister, on the

point of appealing.

Mr. Chairman: The minister still has the

floor, unless he's finished.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, it's just that I'd

forgotten to sit down and I was interested in

discussing it.

Mr. Bullbrook: You know, you and I are

in total agreement now. If you say that this

is the intention of the statute, then fine. All

you forgot to put in there is: "and that such
amount of compensation shall not exceed the
fair market value of such abandoned vehicle."

That's all we've got to do. Let's pay the
finance company what they've lost in actual

value. I don't want the director to have the

ability to pay them in excess of that. Don't
tell me the director will or won't. It's laws
we're talking about. It's not the great director

in the sky. It's law, and I want the director

to know that we in the Legislature say to

him: "Mr. Director, you pay what's just in

the circumstances, not exceeding the fair

market value of the abandoned vehicle."

That's fine. No more. Will you accept that?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, I will accept it if the

hon. member can tell me how. The director

then is the one who establishes the fair

market value.

Mr. Bullbrook: Why he sells it, that's all

he does, very simply.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, this is exactly the

intention that is in here now.

Mr. Bullbrook: But it doesn't say that,

Hon. Mr. Auld: But if we say, "fair mar-
ket value," then I would assume that some-

body establishes the fair market value and
it's got to be the director.

Mr. Bullbrook: The easiest way to assess

the market value, is to wreck it themselves.

That's what they will do.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Ah, but what we're doing
is selling it. We are going to put in a

grinder and sell it to—

Mr. Bullbrook: That's theft; absolutely,
that's what it's worth. That's exactly what
it is—

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, not necessarily, be-

cause we had some discussion about this and
there are those who will say: If it happened
to be a certain year of a certain model, and

somebody was looking for half an axle for

his antique car, somebody would come along
and say: "Ah, had I known about that I

would have paid $300 for it, because I

need that axle." And what we are trying to

do is avoid that kind of puzzle. Now, if the

hon. member, I think we are in agreement-

Mr. Bullbrook: In avoiding specific-

Mr. Chairman: Is the hon. minister still

on this one?

Mr. Bullbrook: In avoiding specific refer-

ence here, don't you realize, Mr. Minister,

that you leave yourself open to the very

diflBculty
that we don't want you to leave

yourself open to? And I don't want to talk

about the abilities of the director again. I

don't want the director to have that oppor-
tunity of paying more. Now, I say this to

you, that fair market value is what he sells

it for. If he sells it with an antique axle

for $300, then at least the director recog-
nizes it's worth $300. And if GMAC has

$700 on it, they will get their $300.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, Mr. Chairman,
GMAC hasn't got much of a hope. Neither
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has Traders Finance. Neither has Aunt

Fanny if it turns out that she had put up
$300 and it's only worth $50. The director

is a member of the staff of the Ministry of

the Environment and the ministry isn't going
to be wildly excited if he is going wild on

compensation.

On the other hand, if people aren't satis-

fied with the compensation that he awards,
then there is an appeal procedure. I would

just ask the hon. member to bear with us.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's fine.

Hon. Mr. Auld: We are in new ground
and, if we find some problems, I can assure

him that we will be in with an amendment,

hopefully before he brings them up.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to put a word in. I think the feeling over

here is if your people, even by mistake,

picked up Cord Smith's antique car and

ground it into powder, you should give com-

pensation to the value of the car. On the

other hand-

Mr. Foulds: Did you say Cord Smith or

his car?

Mr. Good: Well, either one; either one.

If, on the other hand, you pick up a ve-

hicle which has a chattel mortgage against
it beyond the value of the car, we don't

want to see the public money going to those

people.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Neither do I.

Mr. Good: And the same thing arose, the

same principle arose when we were discuss-

ing the Expropriation Act. People in certain

parts of Toronto had mortgages on houses

far in excess of the value of the house, and
we decided that in no way would the ex-

propriating authority pay ofiF the value of

that mortgage if it exceeded the market
value of the house. The same principle is

involved there.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, then, further than

that, the hon. member can pursue this a

little. I don't want to take too much time.

It is not too hard to conceive of somebody
in cahoots with somebody else, setting up
a deal with a big lien and then dumping
it down a cliff and getting somebody to take
it away. And, in fact, just in that connec-

tion, one of the US states decided that it

wanted to clean up the old vehicles quickly,
and they put out a bounty system, and it

was just surprising the number of vehicles

that they turned up conveniently. You know,
that's so obvious that—

Mr. Chairman: Shall this subsection stand

as part of the bill?

Section 5 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The minister has an
amendment to section 6.

Mr. Good: Section what?

Mr. Chairman: Section 6 of the bill.

On section 6:

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that subsection 1 of

section 61a of the Act as set out in section

6 of the bill, be amended by inserting after

"area," in the fourth line, "a county."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The next amendment, Mr.

Minister.

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that subsection 2 of

section 61a of the Act as set out in section 6

of the bill be amended by inserting after

"the," where it occurs the first time in the

third line, "whole or any part or parts of

the."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The next amendment.

Hon. Mr. Auld moves that section (b) of

subsection (6) of section 61b of the Act,

as set out in section 6 of the bill, be

amended by inserting after "area," in the

second line, the words "a county."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section, as

amended, stand as part of the bill?

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I wanted to

say something on the section, basically with

section 3, that is the agreements that are

going out to the municipalities. Now under

the Environmental Protection Act, itself,

the powers given under part VII for the

Lieutenant Governor in Council to make

regulations prescribing the standards for the

construction and operation of all this vitally

concern us on this side as to the agree-
ments that the minister is proposing to

make under this section of the bill with

whomever he can make the agreement and,

I presume, if it is an area where he can't

come to a reasonable agreement, the minis-

try, itself, will have to be responsible for

looking after the inspection and the private

sewage disposal in that area.
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Now, I would like to ask: Have the regu-
lations been drawn up as yet that will

apply to the agreements that are made
between the ministry and the municipali-
ties?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Chairman, but
I can tell the hon. member the kinds of

things that will be involved. First of all,

as I said this afternoon, the province will

set province-wide standards for the kind of

equipment that is used for private waste

disposal; the soil that certain kinds of equip-
ment could be used in; the technical parts
and specifications for these kinds of units,

and the standards for monitoring them to

be done by the local people if they are

taking it over.

We would be responsible for the train-

ing and qualifications of septic tank or

private waste inspectors. We would pro-
vide an advisory service to municipalities
who have undertaken the responsibility for

private waste certification and inspection,
and do a spot check.

We propose to license all people who
are in the business of building and repair-

ing private waste systems and installing
them and operating or servicing them.

We have gone over this with the Provin-

cial-Municipal Liaison Committee and they
have agreed with the sort of the basic out-
line proposal that we have, and we will

enter into contracts, in effect, with a local

authority whether it be, in the first instance,
a health unit, a regional municipality, or
a county or a group of counties. We have

provision in the legislation to put in vari-

ous provisions in some agreements or con-
tracts and if, in fact, a municipality or

agency isn't carrying it out then the agree-
ment becomes null and void and we would
have to take over again.

Mr. Good: In the procedure of the agree-
ment, what recourse has an individual—or
a corporation for that matter—wanting to

do work under this agreement, to appeal
beyond the local authority? Is there any?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I would say the same
provision that there is now, except per-
haps a more effective one, because cur-

rently the local authority is the health unit.

The health unit operates imder the Public
Health Act and there are no standards set.

So it is really an argument between an
individual and the MOH.
The individual would be, hopefully, in a

better position because there will be regu-
lations which set out what is required and

they will be the same. And if a person can
meet the requirements and doesn't get a

licence then he can go to the local

authority or to us and say, "We don't

understand why we are not getting our

permit because we have met the require-
ments." Then it becomes an engineering
decision as to whether, in fact, they have
or have not.

Mr. Good: That brings up exactly the

point I want to get at, and that is that at

the present time, there is a difference of

opinion developed between the local health

authority and the regional oflBce of the

ministry—the engineers of the regional of-

fice of the ministry—as to the correct way to

make the installation.

Now, if you have laid down standards
of how installations should be made, and
there is a difference of interpretation—or

suppose it is a big job, a big restaurant, a

motel, or something that is going to be on

septic tank services — and the local health

officer discusses it with your people as to

how the installation should be made, at the

present time this is where the problem
arises.

Your people have the expertise, but the

local health department has the final au-

thority. And in one particular case in

which I had dealings some time ago, there

was a tremendous difference of opinion,
and the poor person trying to get the per-
mit was given the runaround for the best

part of a year; changing his plans, rehir-

ing engineers, meetings with lawyers and

engineers, the health department, and the

regional engineers of your ministry, going
back getting more surveying done, drawing
new plans. This went on for the best part
of a year, and there still wasn't any really

good agreement until they finally resolved it,

and said, "Well, we'll let you do it this way."
Now, someone has to have the ultimate

authority in this agreement, and I think there

should be, somewhere, an appeal back to the

ministry's officials who should really have a

greater expertise and a greater engineering
ability than maybe the local level.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, in certain circum-

stances a person could appeal to the appeal
board, but the main improvement that I

expect is that there will be only one set of

standards, and there won't be that difference

of opinion as between health unit personnel
and environment personnel, or health unit

personnel in one jurisdiction as opposed to

across the border.
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I would like to think that it would be

perfect. I suspect it won't be for a time. But,
at least, the individual will be able to see

what the requirements are. He can come to

us if it is a local authority that is enforcing
the province-wide rules, and we will be the

ones who will make the decision and settle

any matter of interpretation.

Mr. Good: Well, Mr. Minister, the last

point: Suppose the local health department
says, "Yoin: standards are not specific in

certain areas. We'll say whether or not a

septic system should have a pumping system
from one chamber to another or a syphon
system."

Now, will details such as that be laid down

regarding the various sizes of installation?

And if they are not laid down in that detail,

you are still going to have the running back
and forth between the local authority and the

ministry authority—unless you are prepared
to lay down in very minute detail how this

is going to be done.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Chairman, I really

can't answer that question because it really

poses a bit of a dilemma. If you get a regu-
lation that covers every conceivable situation

—probably about this thick such as some of

the customs definition, and it depends on
which one you look in—they are so close that

you may wind up paying 33V3 per cent or

you may wind up paying 27 per cent because

it then becomes a matter of choice or inter-

pretation by an individual out of a great

variety of rules that really aren't that much
different.

All I can say is that I believe we will

improve things immeasurably by having basic

provincial standards. I think we will further

improve things, even though we won't satisfy

everybody, by in effect having the arbiter

the same person, or group of people, that is,

as the Environment Ministry people, to deal

with those kinds of arguments. We get in-

volved in some of them now, as the hon.

member knows. Sometimes we can be an

effective arbiter; sometimes we can't.

Mr. Good: Nobody has the final authority?

Hon. Mr. Auld: We will have the final

authority.

Mr. Good: You will have? Mr. Chairman,
the minister is saying that the minister will

then have the final authority? That is fine,

thank you.

Sections 6 to 11, inclusive, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall Bill 171 be reported?

On section 12:

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, I can't let the

bill go through without making comment on
section 12, which in my mind has been the

only operative part of the bill that has ever

functioned since it was instituted. It is the

section of the bill which gives the minister

power to grant immunity to corporations
from prosecution for offences against the Act.

In my riding, we have been particularly
offended by the ministerial orders which have

exempted the mining companies in the Sud-

bury district from charges or offences to this

bill. As for the amendment in section 12,

while the descriptive notes take a positive
stance that the amendment limits the period
of immunity to the time within which the

order or programme approval is in force, as

far as I am concerned this should be written

in a negative vein in that this immunity has

already been granted, that these people are

exempt from prosecution while the ministerial

order is in force. These people have a

ministerial order to continue polluting the

atmosphere.

I just don't see what the minister is going
to accomplish by introducing that amend-
ment. It clarifies the offence which has been

going on ever since this Act was instituted.

As you are well aware, nobody has ever been

convicted under this Act for pollution, be-

cause of ministerial orders.

Hon. Mr. Auld: That, of course, is not

quite true, Mr. Chairman, but if the hon.

member wants to move that this proposed
amendment be struck out, I would be inter-

ested to hear that, because, as I said this

afternoon, what in fact this does is cut down
the period of immunity from prosecution to

the period, from the time that the programme
approval is granted or the executive director's

order is served, until the expiration of either

the programme approval when it is supposed
to be done or the executive director's order

for completion date.

At the present time, for those things where

there is an order or a programme approval,
if you didn't start it—in fact if you did start

it and hadn't completed it—before the pro-

gramme approval or the order was made, you
couldn't prosecute; and you couldn't prose-
cute after, even if the thing didn't work.

What we are doing—and I ask the hon. mem-
ber to believe me because it is true this is

cutting down that period of the time specified
in the order. If he would prefer to see it

remain the way it is, I would be surprised.
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Mr. Germa: On this understanding, Mr.

Minister, as far as I am concerned, that is

precisely what you had in the legislation
before this amendment was proposed,

Hon. Mr. Auld: Unfortunately it turned out

legally not to be so.

Sections 12 to 14, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill 171, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mrs. Birch moves the committee rise

and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House begs to report one

bill with certain amendments and asks for

leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

Clerk of the House: Order for third read-

ing of Bill 171, An Act to amend the En-
vironmental Protection Act.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Sarnia): Mr. Speaker,
have I missed something? Is the minister

moving third reading of the bill?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Yes, that's

what he did.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is he not going to involve

himself in the possible amendment to the

statute that we requested in connection

with the penalty section?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, I indicated a little

while ago that I was going to take a very
close look at the penalty section and per-

haps discuss the matter with the standing
committee, but at that time I asked that

the committee accept the amendments in

their present form.

The reason, Mr. Speaker, is that we are

really quite anxious to get passage of this

bill and Bill 170, so we can proclaim the

Pesticides Act and so we can get into the

regulations dealing with the abandoned
automobile programme and two or three

other things in here.

I had the feeling that the committee

agreed that if we undertook to take a look
at the penalty section and make some
amendments, perhaps later on in this ses-

sion or after the beginning of the year, this

would be satisfactory. I think I can say that

I don't anticipate any problems in that con-

nection in the next four or five months be-

cause I don't think we'll be doing that

much in that connection in the next four

or five months.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, if I may,
that is not good enough. I say most respect-

fully to the minister that I didn't under-
stand that, and I want to say to him that

I get the impression from this House that

they agreed with the position we attempted
to take in reason and understanding, that we
just cannot afford the luxury of telling a

court that on a first off^ence of that nature,

especially in the context of what my col-

league from Waterloo North (Mr. Good) has

brought to your attention, a maximum fine

for littering of $100, that we anticipate that

they wouldn't, by any stretch of the imagina-
tion, place a burden upon a citizen of this

province in the amount of $5,000 for that

type of thing, notwithstanding our absolute

unreserved distaste for polluting waters.

I say to you, Mr. Minister, to begin with

you're coming into the season that this very
section is going to be of some consideration

to those people who have the obligation
of putting forward enforcement of the

statute. Why don't we just make it a maxi-

mum of $500? That is adequate.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. This is

repetitious. I am not going to totally re-

strict debate at third reading, but I must

point out to the hon. member this is repeti-
tious.

Mr. Bullbrook: I have no doubt it's

repetitious, Mr. Speaker, and I respect your

ruling. I also respect your reticence to

restrict me in attempting to carry forward
the position that I took before, but may
I say to you, sir, that it was obviously my
short absence from the House that led to

the misunderstanding that I've had. I asked

one of my colleagues when I came back if

there was any intention, and there was an

undertaking.

'May I say to the minister, with respect
to the problem that I give to the Speaker
of this House, that I understood that the

undertaking was that the minister would be

giving consideration to this before we gave
it third reading. I had no recognition that

he was going on to third reading right

away.
I don't want to hold up the House over

a matter that perhaps you consider less

than momentous but, through the Speaker, I
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really want to convey to you that you are

saying to the courts in one section that

littering the ground is $100 maximum but,

in effect, littering the water or littering the

ice is $5,000 maximum. There is an anomaly
there that is totally unacceptable. Our

problem is that we're passing laws here.

We're not passing laws saying that we're

going to change them six months from now.

Some individual, it might be in Barrie

or in the county of Simcoe, could be lit-

tering that lake up there. As a result of

that particular section, the court will look

at it and say that the maximum fine is

$5,000. The Legislature regarded this as

highly serious, especially if I look at part
VI of the original statute and find that the

maximum fine is $100 there.

Mr. Speaker, one of the minister's col-

leagues rose in the House and I thought tried

in reasonable fashion to express his concern,
his respect for his own minister, his respect
for the obligation he had and his recogni-
tion of a need for temperance to the pub-
lic in this respect. Leave the second offence

at $10,000, if you may. That would be

reiteration, so I'll not continue.

I appreciate, Mr. Speaker, that on third

reading you've given me the opportunity
to convey my concern to the minister. I

don't intend to put an amendment because
I don't want to hold up the time of the

House. I ask the minister if he himself,
at this time would consider the propriety
of amending that to $500.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. minister have

any response?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I think I

put my own position forward a while ago
in committee and I really haven't changed
it.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the

GAME AND FISH ACT

Mr. Rhodes, in the absence of Hon. Mr.

Bernier, moves second reading of Bill 164,
An Act to amend the Game and Fish Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Dovvrnsview.

Mr. V. M. Singer: (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I want to speak on the second

reading, but before that let me speak on a

point of order. It makes procedures in this

House very difiScult when an order like this

one is called at the same time as the re-

sources development committee is sitting
downstairs. The minister is down there, our

critic is downi there along with his col-

leagues. I presume the critic of the NDP is

down there and those who are knowledgeable
and interested in that, and I think it is

grossly unfair. It is the right of the govern-
ment to order the business of the House,
I agree. We are prepared to debate Bill 164
but I wanted to raise this point of order

first, Mr. Speaker. I don't know if you have

any comment on my point of order. If you
do, fine; if not, I'll get on with the debate.

Someone else may want to speak to my point
of order.

Mr. Speaker: Well, I'm not going to rule-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): On a

point of order, I would like-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Downsview did indicate to the House that

he realized it is up to the government to

call the order of business.

Mr. Lewis: Ah, yes, Mr. Speaker, but—

Mr. Speaker: Just a moment, please.

Mr. Lewis: Sorry.

Mr. Speaker: While the hon. member for

Downsview did rise on what he thought was
a point of order, I would have ruled it out

of order. But I think it is a point well taken.

I let him speak on it and I'll let the hon.

member for Scarborough West have his say
on it, if he wishes.

Mr. Lewis: That is good of you, Mr.

Speaker. I am just appealing, if I may, to

the acting House leader, the member for

Scarborough East (Mrs. Birch) that this is

a very unfortunate precedent to set. Ob-

viously the next order of business that would
be called, which is the estimates for the

Provincial Secretary for Resources Develop-
ment (Mr. Lawrence), also puts us in a bit

of a quandary but not quite as direct a com-

petition as this bill represents. This bill is

not the be-all and end-all of life, but it

does set a precedent, that I think we should

avoid in the House, of having a bill in the

responsibility of a particular minister whose

very estimates are then under discussion in

committee, with the people chiefly involved

for the opposition parties also engaged. And
if it's humanly possible to call another order,
it would be much appreciated.

Mr. Speaker: Well, as I had indicated,
it's not a point of order. I think it was fair

to let the spokesman for each of the parties
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express their views in this particular case.

Now, if the acting House leader has any-

thing to comment further on this—

Hon. M. Birch (Minister Without Port-

folio): Mr. Speaker, I had instructions from
the House leader to call this bill as item 7.

I'll have to leave it to you for a ruling.

Mr. Speaker: The order of business then

has been called as item 7, second reading of

Bill 164. The hon. member for Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Well, Mr. Speaker, I am not

any great authority on the Game and Fish

Act, but I have read through the amendment
and tried to compare it with some of the

provisions in the existing statute, and I am
very interested to see—

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Don't put
yourself down that way.

Mr. Singer: Well, I am very interested to

see—and I would hope that it would appeal
to the secretary because he's a lawyer and
I think he's a pretty good lawyer—

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Singer: —the points that I am about
to make dealt with. Some of these things,
these provisions, that are in this statute just
don't make a great deal of sense to me.

Dealing particularly with one of the main
themes of this Act, it apparently takes away
the discretion from the minister to issue

licences and inserts a new section which
says that anyone who is entitled to licence

should get one, and then sets up an appeal
procedure and certain qualifications.

What bothers me, Mr. Speaker, is really
what the statute that is before us is intended
to do. Dealing a little more specifically with
section 4 and the sections that follow it,

which are really the bulk of this Act, we start

off with the repeal of subsection (3) of sec-

tion 36 in the existing Act. That says that the

issuance of a licence is discretionary in the

hands of the minister. Well, they take that

out, or they purport to take that out at this

time.

And then they have a rather unique section

that says:

Anyone who applies in accordance with
the Act and the regulations for an angling
licence or a licence to hunt game or a

licence referred to in section 76, and who
meets the requirements of the Act and the

regulations and who pays the fee, is en-

titled to be issued a licence.

Well, one would have thought that sort of

followed automatically—that that was part of

the law of Ontario. If you comply with the

statute and you comply with the regulations
and you pay the fee, you should be entitled

to a licence. At first glance that seemed quite

logical and sensible. One wondered why it

had to be enshrined in a statute, until you
referred to the original statute to give the

minister discretion, and maybe then there

was a bit of a reason. But then when you
follow this thinking through into section 5

and the subsequent sections, by the time you

get down to the lower part of section 5—it

is on page 2 of the bill—there is an amend-
ment to 36b that says, notwithstanding what

appears above:

An issuer of licences may refuse to issue

a licence where the refusal is reasonably

necessary for the achievement of the

purpose of the Act.

Now, I just have great diflBculty, Mr. Speaker,
in putting the two together. You start off in

the earlier section saying that anyone who

complies with the Act and the regulations
and pays the fees, is entitled to get a licence.

And then you come down a little further and

on the same page and by the same draftsman

and by the same minister and in the same

statute, you say what you've just said doesn't

mean a darn thing—that there is a discretion

to the issuer of licences to refuse to issue a

licence where the refusal is reasonably neces-

sary for the achievement of the purpose of

the Act.

Now, I think there has to be some genuine

explanation as to why you have tried to do

both things at the same time. Are you really

saying that anyone who is entitled to a

licence shall get it, or are you taking the

discretion away from the minister, as you

purport to do by the repeal of the old

section in the Act, and now giving it to the

issuer of licences? That seems to be what

you are doing.

Well, if so, why do you go through with

the rest of the charade? Why do you say that

anyone who is entitled to a licence shall eet

one, and then say the issuer can use his

discretion? What in fact you have done is

to replace the minister with the issuer, which

makes no darn sense at all. Then you get into

what somebody obviously thinks are the

McRuer formulas for appeals from the de-

cision of a civil servant or even of a board,

and you create a board, and what you end

up with is an appeal from the minister to

the minister. In other words, Mr. Speaker,
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you have got an abortion of the McRuer

appeal procedures.

You get back to the minister eventually,
because if these appeal procedures are used

at all, this new-fangled board that you are

going to create—and I am sure you have got

people in mind; probably they all come from
the Soo, and probably their political services

in the past are well known, and they are all

going to be appointed, and they will be paid
$50 or $75 a day or whatever it is—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
What have you got against the Soo?

Mr. Singer: —they are going to sit and
listen and then they will write out a report
and they will submit it to the minister, who
will sit in judgment on himself. Really, it

makes no sense to me at all. Substantially,
Mr. Speaker, I can see no reason why we
have a mixed-up statute like this before us

at all. If the government purports to remove
from the minister the discretion that is in the

old Act, well then remove it. But don't take

it away from the minister and then give it

to the issuer of licences, who is seven times

down the ladder, and purport in an earlier

section to say anyone who is entitled to a

licence shall get one. You really can't have

all those things at the same time and put
them in together.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): You
haven't read it properly.

Mr. Singer: I may not have read it prop-

erly. If there is an explanation, and if my
reading of it is wrong or peculiar or mis-

taken, I wish the member for Sault Ste.

Marie would enlighten me. With that, Mr.

Speaker, unless there is some explanation,
I can see no possible way in which we
can support this bill.

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to just comment on—

Mr. Speaker: No, the hon. member for

Riverdale.

Mr. Rhodes: I would like to speak on it

now.

Mr. Speaker: That is not the procedure
on second reading.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, this bill really
doesn't have any single principle to it in

that it is, again, one of those bills where
it would be most helpful to the House and
would save a lot of time if the parlia-

mentary assistant responsible for the car-

riage of the bill had spoken item by item

on each of the clauses and saved us the

trouble of commenting about it, and then

having him give us that information which
we need to consider it properly.

I, too, have little specific knowledge of

matters such as European and varying
hare, but I would ask the parliamentary
assistant specifically as to why it has be-

come essential to prohibit the sale of Euro-

pean and varying hare in the province at

this particular time? I am not famihar with
either European hare or varying hare, but
I would be interested in the explanation,
in case there are European hare and vary-

ing hare in the riding of Riverdale which
have formerly been sold and which are

now going to be prohibited from being sold.

An hon. member: It is like a two-ring
circus around here.

Mr. Renwick: I also have a very specific

question, which I do not understand, in

clause 6 of the bill, which permits the

minister to authorize a municipality to pass
certain forms of bylaws and then provides
that the minister may on his own authority

apparently exempt certain land within those

municipalities from the requirements of

those bylaws.

As I say, section 6 is completely mysterious
to me. I don't understand it and I have
read the Act, and I have read the bill. But
it seems strange to me that we have this

provision that the minister may authorize

certain forms of bylaws, and then in his

discretion withhold applicable areas of land

within those municipalities from the appli-
cation of the very bylaws which he has

given authority to have passed. As I under-

stand the clause to which my friend the

hon. member for Downsview has referred,

the Game and Fish Hearing Board applies
to all the licences other than the kinds of

licences which a person is entitled to get if

he applies in accordance with the Act and
the regulations.

I want to make absolutely certain that

in removing the minister's discretion for the

usual form of licence under the Act, that

that in fact is taking place and that the Act
means what it says; that if you make an

application in accordance with the Act and
the regulations you will get your licence,

and there is no danger of your being re-

fused and therefore having no other method
of appeal. If it means what it says, fine,

I agree—the removal of the minister's dis-

cretion is excellent.

Then insofar as the provisions for an ap-

peal procedure to the Game and Fish Hear-
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ing Board are concerned, applicable to all

other licences, of which there are varying
kinds, so far as I can see, under the Fish

and Game Act, obviously it's an essential

protection to give the holder of a licence

a right of appeal against a cancellation. But
I do not know why it was considered neces-

sary that the Game and Fish Hearing
Board would only have the right to con-

duct the hearing and then make a report
to the minister, rather than be given the

right of decision as to whether or not the

cancellation will or will not take place, par-

ticularly when it's very clearly set out in

the Act that the minister can have a repre-
sentative to put all his arguments before

the Game and Fish Hearing Board.

As I see it, quite rightly, you've pro-
vided a procedure for appeal. But the

Game and Fish Hearing Board is not the

final authority; the appeal is to the minister

in the ultimate result. And all the minister

has is the assistance of the report from the

Game and Fish Hearing Board which has

had the benefit of all of the protections of

the McRuer recommendations about hear-

ings, and—included specifically in the Act—
the right of the minister, himself, to be

represented at that hearing to make his

case. Then, finally, the matter all comes
back to the minister again, and the minis-

ter then has this ultimate discretion to pro-
ceed as he may wish to do, completely dis-

regarding the report of the board.

One would never think that a Conser-
vative Tory minister would ever disregard
the report of such a board, but that's what
the bill says he can do if he wishes to do
so. So that you have, in fact, the very
authority, which is the minister, who can
take action to cancel or revoke a licence,

being also the final resort as to whether or
not the cancellation will take place. And
you've interposed this hearing board to give
people the sensation that they have the

right of an appeal. But the very person
who has taken the action to cancel in the
first place, is the person who will finally
make the decision as to whether the can-
cellation will stand. And the only protec-
tion the individual citizen has is the inter-

mediary provision of a report to the minis-
ter from this Game and Fish Hearing
Board.

That's the anomaly in the Act that bothers
me to a considerable extent, and I trust that

the parliamentary assistant will be able to

give an adequate explanation of it.

My colleague, the member for Thunder

Bay (Mr. Stokes), perhaps has other com-

ments on the bill, but we are in agreement
with this item on the bill, subject to the

comments which I have made, and will await
the explanation of the parliamentary assist-

ant.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member wish to

participate? The hon. member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, I just have one section on which
I would like to comment, and that is the

repeal of subsection (2) of section 47 of the

Act, which refers to the European hare and

varying hare. I presume—if I'm correct-
that they are jackrabbits? Yes, fine. I'm glad
to see this section repealed because I spoke
in the Legislature a year or two ago about
this.

The jackrabbits are becoming very scarce.

Many of the hunting societies and clubs feel

this is due to several things. First of all,

since they were not considered as game
animals, they did not come under section 47
of the Act, and no regulations could be
made by the ministry regarding bag limits

or their sale for commercial purposes.

In many instances, they were being
slaughtered in large numbers and sold at the

rural markets, and particularly the markets
in the big cities, for human consumption,
with the result that as a sporting game they
were fast disappearing. There were argu-
ments, of course, that they come and go in

cycles, they are subject to disease, they are

subject to hard winters, and this could also

have had some eflFect on it.

But many of the hunting clubs—I believe

I had representations from about six or eight
different hunting clubs in my area—felt that

they should be protected under section 47 of

the Act, so that regulations could be made
as to their bag limits for a day and also pro-
tected from being spotted for meat for human
consumption and be retained only as a game
animal.

I hope that the minister will now take

steps to put limits on the take of these two
animals so that sportsmen in the southern

parts of Ontario can enjoy better jackrabbit

hunting.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): This par-
ticular amendment to the Game and Fish Act
seems to me to be just another bureaucratic

monstrosity. I don't know the legal aspects
of it.
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Mr. Renwick: I just explained them to you.

Mr. Stokes: Well, it seems to me that

somebody in the legal branch of the Min-

istry of Natural Resources said, "You know,
we have got to tidy this up in keeping with

recommendations that Chief Justice McRuer
made so we will throw this into the Game
and Fish Act."

What you are doing is saying that under

certain circumstances people will be granted

hunting and fishing licences and if, for some
reason or other, the minister finds it neces-

sary to withdraw those privileges from some
individual they will be given the opportunity
to appeal.

Mr. Singer: Or the issuer, even.

Mr. Stokes: Yes. Well, all right. In actual

practice, what happens at the present time?

I suspect that about one-tenth of one per
cent of all of the violations that are covered

by this Act ever come to the attention of the

Ministry of Natural Resources through sur-

veillance and enforcement of the Game and
Fish Act through your conservation ofiicers.

It is common knowledge, Mr. Speaker, that

this ministry is so inadequately staflFed by
conservation ofiBcers—and make no mistake
about it, these are the people who are going
to be charged with the responsibility of en-

forcing this Act—that to suggest that you are

going to have a Game and Fish Hearing
Board that is going to solve all of the prob-
lems of violations with people who are the

holders of hunting and fishing licences is

just sheer nonsense.

I see no way at all that you are even going
to be able to enforce the fish and game reg-
ulations and to have any better surveillance

over those who might have those privileges
withdrawn for violations of this amendment.
It seems to me utterly ridiculous for you to

be writing something into a piece of legisla-
tion that is just so meaningless that it is

almost ridiculous.

I can show you areas of the province
where one conservation ofiicer has supervi-
sion over 2,500 square miles of wilderness
area. I can relate an instance to you where
a conservation officer on a routine patrol in

a remote area of northern Ontario came
across a group of American, so-called sports-
men. When he confronted them and asked
them if he could take a creel count, they
picked up a 3-ft. length of two-by-four and
said, "Get the hell out of here or you won't

get back to civilization safely."

This is the kind of situation that you are

exposing your conservation officers to at the

present time. If there is anything that we
have tried to impress upon this ministry for

as long as I have been in the House it is

the fact that you are going to have to pro-
vide much more surveillance and greater
numbers of conservation officers to police
this kind of legislation if it is going to be

meaningful at all.

There isn't a week goes by that one of

your conservation officers isn't confronted

with many, many reports of violating. Un-

fortunately, by the time they get into their

pick-up and drive several miles to the point
of the offence, the people are long gone. If

you are really serious at all about trying to

enforce the fish and game laws in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, you are going to have to

start with, first of all, training people who
are competent to enforce those laws—first of

all, finding them, then training them, and

getting them into the field where they are

going to be able to police pieces of legisla-

tion such as this.

We have areas in the province—one high-

way that I know is 192 miles long, and there

is not one conservation officer along the en-

tire length of it. There are American campers,

trailers, recreation vehicles of all sorts, that

are parked beside lakes, gravel pits, any

place where they can pull off to the side of

the road and set up camp. Any violation that

you can think of in this House—and the

parliamentary assistant has a good imagina-

tion—any violation of the Game and Fish

Act that you can think of, is going on at the

present time in the remote areas of the

Province of Ontario.

For you to think that this piece of legis-

lation is going to protect the resources that

we once had in such abundance and that are

slowly slipping away—and I am talking about

fish and game resources-they are flying

across from the United States and they are

letting people in to remote lakes where there

is absolutely no surveillance or no hope of

any enforcement whatsoever.

I suspect that you don't catch 10 per cent

of the violators. You know yourself that there

are people who have been caught with 750

pickerel fillets going across to the United

States, aided and abetted by tourist operators
who have been given licences of occupation

by this ministry and who have been given
licences to operate by the Ministry of Indus-

try and Tourism. And you have absolutely no

control over them at all.

I think this is just a lot of window dressing
where you are trying to conform with some-

thing that was recommended by Chief Justice
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McRuer. As far as the practical application
of this particular amendment, I think it's

sheer and utter nonsense.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to participate? If not, the hon. member
for Sault Ste. Marie.

Mr. Rhodes: First of all, Mr. Speaker, the

member for Thunder Bay has taken the

opportunity, I think, to make the speech that

he probably wanted to make downstairs or

probably will make in the committee. I don't

think there is anything in this proposed
amendment that really would place any
greater onus or responsibility on the con-

servation ofiBcers as they now operate within

the province. The establishment of the board

I will deal with in just a moment.

Really there are two parts to it. Section 4

deals with the right to have a licence to go
out and hunt—to fish, to angle and to hunt

with a dog. That is a right that you would

get this licence. The board itself, the hearing

board, deals only with those things to do

with the commercial fishing and the trapline

operators—people who make a living by
carrying this out.

Mr. Singer: But it doesn't say that. The
statute doesn't say that.

Mr. Rhodes: Well, I think the statutes does

say that, if you read it.

Mr. Singer: I did, I did. How can you
apply this statute to section 35 of the Act?

Do you apply it to the first set of words or

to the whole thing?

Mr. Rhodes: Anyway, as I said, section 4

definitely deals with the average hunter and

angler and the man who goes out into the

woods.

Mr. Singer: Could I ask the hon. member
a question? If that is your intention, it seems
to me that you haven t properly expressed it.

I specifically asked the member for Sault

Ste. Marie how you bring section 35 of the

Act, or the definition section—section 1, sub-

section (17)—within the peculiar draftsman-

ship of section 4 and section 5. I just don't

think you can. And if the minister can ex-

plain it I would certainly appreciate it; it

causes me great diflBculty.

Mr. Rhodes: Well, you were talking about
subsection (17) in the definition-of-licence

section?

Mr. Singer: Section 1, subsection (17),
which defines licences, in very broad terms;

and more specifically, section 35 refers to

several licences, only one of which is defined

in section 4 of the amended Act. How do you
figure that?

Mr. Rhodes: Well, the amendments as are

proposed. The hearing board would deal with

those licences that are issued for the pur-

poses of carrying out commercial fishing or

of operating traplines. That's what's covered

under 35.

Mr. Singer: But it doesn't say that. It

doesn't say that. It may be in the member's
mind-

Mr. Rhodes: Well, let's read the section.

Anyway, let's carry on. That is what the

section does say. In section 4, it provides
that the issuing of a licence under the Act

is at the discretion of the minister. We are

changing that. The amendment provides
for the issue by right to those persons who

comply with the regulations for angling and

hunting licences and the licences for a dog
to go hunting. Section 5 of the bill pro-
vides for the other licences. Which is

exactly what this section does do.

Mr. Singer: Well, we'll deal with it in

committee. It doesn't say that.

Mr. Rhodes: Well, Mr. Speaker, it being
10:30, I move the adjournment of the de-

bate.

Mr. Lewis: Finish it up.

Mr. Rhodes: I could finish it up now.

Mr. Speaker: Mr. Rhodes moves the ad-

journment of the debate.

Mr. Renwick: On a point of order, we
are quite prepared to finish this bill to-

night if it's—

Mr. Lewis: Second reading anyway.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Yes, I appreciate—

Mr. Lewis: Let the member for Sault

Ste. Marie finish his remarks.

Mr. Speaker: Is it the pleasure of the

House unanimously that we proceed be-

yond the adjournment hour of 10:30?

Mr. Singer: Ask the member to move sec-

ond reading. He probably hasn't a lot more
to say.
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Mr. Rhodes: No, that's quite right.
I

wasn't asked many questions on it, sur-

prisingly enough. I will carry on with the

question of why the minister should make
the decision after the board hearing.

L think this is understandable—that the

board will give the opportunity to those

people who wish to be heard who question
the fact that their licence may be suspended
or they have been refused to be issued a

licence. The notice must be given to them.

They in turn will have the opportimity to

be heard. They will continue to operate.
Their licence is not forthwith suspended;
they are given notification of the possi-

bility.

Although the board then will make its

report to the minister, it does, I think, re-

main reasonable that the minister who is

charged with the administration and the

management of that natural resource should

be the one to make the final decision. That
is exactly what is intended to happen here.

The board will have the hearing, but the

minister will still have the right to make
the final decision.

The member for Waterloo North on the

question of section 7—he is not here but
he was questioning the varying hares and
the European hares, the jackrabbits and
snowshoe rabbits. It is to protect the

species strictly; to have them not be hunted
for sale unless there is a specific permit
issued for that purpose and I think it is

agreeable that would go along.

I don't believe, Mr. Speaker, that I

have any other comments to make at this

time unless there are other questions.

Mr. Renwick: What about the varying
hare?

Mr. Rhodes: I think I just replied to

that-

Mr. Renwick: Oh, I am sorry.

Mr. Rhodes: I know that there is an over-

abundance in Riverdale.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 164. Is it the pleasure of

the House that the motion carry?

Mr. Singer: No,

Mr. Speaker: Those in favour of second

reading of Bill 164 will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered

for the third reading?

Mr. Singer: No, to the committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would like to say
that tomorrow we will consider the esti-

mates of the Provincial Secretary for Re-

sources Development and at the conclusion

of those estimates we will go into committee
on Bill 164.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjourn-
ment of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock,

p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our visitors today in the

east gallery are students from Nelson High
School of Burlington and, in the west

gallery, students from Fisherville Junior High
School of Willowdale who are hosting
students from Trinidad and Tobago in an

Operation TrinCan programme.

Statements by the ministry.

NEW CURRICULUM GUIDELINES

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Educa-

tion): Mr. Speaker, I would like to draw to

the attention of members of the House
two new curriculum guidelines which are

being released by my ministry.

Both of these guidelines
—one entitled

"Family Studies" and the other "Environ-

mental Science"—have been developed by
committees of teachers and other educators,

including university personnel, and are in-

dicative of how new and revised courses in

Ontario schools are meeting the needs and
interests of today's students. Courses in

family studies will particularly emphasize the

role of the family in our society and help

young people to understand and appreciate
some of the factors that contribute to the

quality of family living.

This curriculum guideline is subdivided in-

to five major areas for study: the family and
child development; management of family

resources; housing; food and nutrition; and

clothing. We are suggesting that teachers

relate portions of family studies courses to

consumer education, especially when dis-

cussing food, housing and clothing. The
existing curriculum guideline on consumer
studies will be very helpful for this purpose.
We expect that family studies courses will

appeal to both boys and girls and will be of

significant practical value to students in the

intermediate division, grades 7 to 10.

Mr. Speaker, the second curriculum guide-
line, "Environmental Science," is designed
mainly to help students become sensitive to

the environment and to environmental con-
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cerns that will affect the quality of human
life. Natural components of our environment

receive major emphasis in the course, in-

cluding air, water, soil, energy, plant life,

forests and wild life. Students will be shown
how the preservation and balance of these

resources demands careful decisions on the

development of man-created encroachments

like highways and cities.

Already, many thousands of Ontario

secondary school students, Mr. Speaker, are

taking courses emanating from this guide-
line. The document was released in June to

members of the Environmental Science

Teachers' Association of Ontario, most of

whom are graduates of the Ontario Agricul-
tural College, and I am told that perhaps
as many as 18,000 students are now taking

some type of course that is environmentally
centred.

This is the beginning of a sharpened em-

phasis on our environment in the schools.

Control over pollution of all aspects of our

environment is obviously, Mr. Speaker, a

matter of the highest priority both for this

government and for our people. In addition

to encouraging more schools to develop

specific courses in environmental science, we
are also encouraging teachers to work the

topic into many other courses such as

biology, chemistry and geography.

Mr. Speaker, both of these new curricu-

lum guidelines reflect the objective of the

Ministry of Education to supplement the

basic curriculum of our schools with courses

that are meaningful and relevant to the world
which our young people will have to face in

the future.

STAGGERED WORKING HOURS
AT QUEEN'S PARK

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,

today it is my pleasure to announce that by
Oct. 29 the government of Ontario will in-

augurate a demonstration project with stag-

gered hours in the Queen's Park complex.

The hon members will recall that when the

government presented its new urban trans-

portation policy last November, one of the

main elements concerned the very funda-
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mental question of staggered or flexible work-

ing hours. We saw this—and our conviction

remains unaltered—as a very promising meth-

od of reducing peak-hour congestion. It

was made known at that time that the gov-
ernment was looking into its own capability

to assist in this direction by introducing
variations in the work hours of the people
in the provincial public service.

Staggered hours are attractive as one

method of tackling transportation problems
because they offer means of making better

use of roads and transit that at present
remain comparatively idle dmring particular

periods of the day.

It follows that if staggered or flexible

working hours were adopted on a wide scale,

they would have the immediate effect of en-

abling commuters to use this spare capacity

in the near peak and off-peak hours in greater

comfort and vnth. less congestion. An equally
valuable result would be that the process
would contribute to the more economic

operation of public transit and private auto-

mobiles.

From the financial point of view, a wide-

spread system of staggered working hours in

larger cities would reduce the rate at which

capital investment for additional equipment
would be required to meet increasing peak-
hour needs.

Mr. Speaker, changing the time pattern in

which the people of a city travel to and from

their employment calls for reorganization of

work patterns. Obviously neither manage-
ment nor employees would wish to have new
and arbitrary time schedules imposed upon
them. Nevertheless, if we are to achieve a

significant and durable improvement in traffic

conditions and more economic operation of

transit facilities, we shall need to consider

the adoption of a wide variety of starting and

finishing times, affecting a substantial pro-

portion of the employed population.

A variety of arguments against staggered

working hours have been raised in different

quarters. For example, reservations have ex-

isted in the business and commercial com-

munity. There, the impression has prevailed

among some that under such an arrangement
a few individual corporations might have to

switch the entire staff of their organizations
to an earlier or later time period for the

benefit of the downtown community as a

whole.

Our own research suggests a more feasible

approach: This is that every company should

reconsider its work schedule from the stand-

point of arranging, where possible, that the

work times of some portion of its employees
be staggered. Moreover, by offering a selec-

tion of work-time options, the company could

allow employees the possibility to harmonize
their work responsibilities more fully with

personal or family considerations. In other

words, for the employees concerned, all

changes in travelling and working times

would become to a larger extent a matter of

choice.

Mr. Speaker, during this past summer, a

review along these lines was carried out by
ministries in the Queen's Park area. It had
three objectives: To study the potential of

staggered work schedules; to explore the like-

ly benefits and disadvantages of schedule

changes; and to develop the new procedures
for management and supervision which such

changes would require.

We asked the ministries and the public
service staff to put to themselves the ques-

tion, "Why not?"; that is, to examine the

possible benefits in schedule changes rather

than to approach the matter on the basis of:

"Why should we change?"

All ministries found that a high proportion
of the pubHc administrative activities sup-

porting their services to the public did not

depend on identical starting times for all the

staff engaged.

The next step was to relate this potential

flexibility in starting times to the peak hours

in traffic in which the same employees had to

travel. As a result, a range of feasible and

advantageous options was worked out and
offered to the staff as alternatives to the con-

ventional hours. What has emerged from this

process is a range of starting times which

give employees varying degrees of choice

and work schedules.

One of the primary objectives of our

demonstration project is to make sure that

the target of easing rush-hour traffic conges-
tion does not diminish service to the public.

Equally important, from the point of view of

its effectiveness as a demonstration, is the fact

that this experiment will enjoy good support
from the Queen's Park staff. It will represent

the largest single application and test so far

of variable office work schedules in Ontario.

Around 11,500 members of the Ontario

public service employed in 16 ministries in

the Queen's Park complex are concerned in

the demonstration project. More than 5,500

of these have chosen schedule options which

will enable them to avoid peak traffic and

transit congestion on their journeys to and

from Queen's Park.
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Under existing conditions, Queen's Park

employees contribute to morning and evening
rush-hour traffic because 95 per cent of them
travel to start work at 8:15 or 8:30. During
the demonstration, only 50 per cent will be-

gin at these times, which means that 50 per
cent of our staff will commence work at off-

peak times ranging from 7:30 to 9:30 a.m.

Let us now turn just for a moment to the

private sector side of the picture.

Mr. Speaker, in the search for flexible

work schedules, management has faced a

double challenge: to produce techniques
which would retain the necessary degree of

control over performance while at the same
time allowing the maximum possible free-

dom to employees in choosing their hours

of work.

As our demonstration project proceeds, the

Ontario public service will be evaluating its

experience with flexible work schedules, and
thousands of employees will be trying out new
options for working and living.

Later this fall, Mr. Speaker, I will invite

the business leaders of Metropolitan Toronto,
the regional and local municipalities, as well

as transportation planners to meet with me—

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): This is staggering.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —so that we may explore

together the use of imaginative alternatives

to our working practices. It will be our im-

mediate and direct objective to increase the

freedom of movement in our cities through
the large-scale application of more flexible

work schedules.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You would think the

federal government would join in and help.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am hopeful, Mr. Speaker,
that this imaginative approach can now be
extended to other employers and to munici-

palities. I would be happy to see the public
service of Canada examine our programme
with a view to making use-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, so he did write part
of it himself. Which policy minister ground
this out for him?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would be happy to see

the public service of Canada—so the Leader
of the Opposition will get the full impact
of that particular statement-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Improve on their own
initiatives.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —examine our programme
with a view to making use of any of its as-

pects that seem appropriate in any expansion
of its own initiatives.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): That is

not such a bad idea.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it is a very good
idea.

Mr. Cassidy: They say some nice things
about you sometimes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Very flexible.

Hon. Mr. Davis: May I recapitulate very

briefly? Our primary purpose in putting this

demonstration project into effect is to re-

lieve pressure on our transportation system.
This is being done only where we have the

assurance that service to the public will not

thereby be diminished. It is particularly en-

couraging to have a considerable measure of

support from the Queen's Park staff. We are

especially gratified that the project will pro-
vide the largest single test up to now of

variable office work schedules.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Fifty-two thousand. Quite
a few.

Hon. Mr. Davis: In that connection, Mr.

Speaker, I should like to congratulate and
thank the members of our public service and
their association, the Civil Service Associa-

tion of Ontario, for their willingness to take

part in this effort to achieve better ways of

working. Their assistance will make a signi-
ficant contribution to the general search for

innovative means to meet the challenges of

the urban environment.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That doesn't mean we
will sit till 11:30 or 12:30!

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions. The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

HYDRO SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question relative

to the Hydro report to put to the Premier,
Mr. Speaker, and it deals specifically with

the information pertaining to Mr. John
Cronyn.

Has the Premier read the references spe-

cifically referring to the wilful suppression of

evidence by Mr. John Cronyn, the former

chairman of the Committee on Government

Productivity? Has he decided what steps

should be taken, and has he communicated
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with the Attorney General (Mr. Bales) in this

regard with the possibility of leading to

charges against Mr. Cronyn relating to the

references in the committee, which I believe

would lead to charges of contempt?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have not.

I have read the report. I do not intend to

discuss this with the Attorney General from

that standpoint. I am sure he himself, if he

hasn't, will be reading the report. And, of

course, I was also very interested to see that

the unanimous report of the committee itself

recommended no such action.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: The
Premier surely is referring to the fact that

the contempt that had been established in

the committee against Mr. Moog and Mr.

Finlayson was the subject of that reference,

and I don't—that Cronyn—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right, but, surely, Mr.

Speaker, wouldn't the Premier agree that it

detracts from the strength of any committee

of this Legislature if, in fact, a citizen of the

province called to appear before them to de-

liver information pertaining to certain sub-

jects wilfully suppresses it? Surely this is a

matter that must concern the Premier, as it

concerns us all—and that it should also con-

cern the Attorney General. I can't believe that

the Premier is suggesting to the House that

he is going to take no further action.

Mr. D. J. Wiseman (Lanark): Question!

Question!

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Read the

report!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I will only

say that having read the report—and I am
sure the Leader of the Opposition has very

carefully read the total transcripts; because

one can't analyse the report really properly
and debate it here in this House without a

very careful reading of the transcript. I do

congratulate the Leader of the Opposition in

having done this in this relatively short period
of time. I would only say, Mr. Speaker, that

I am sure that the committee itself, the com-
mittee is—

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Don't make
two wrongs, for goodness' sakes. Both of the

members are wrong. He has had lots of time

to read the report.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Oh, since when is

the member for Wentworth the judge?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I am assuming-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Some-

body has to be the judge around here.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: And it won't be the

member for Scarborough West! It won't be

him!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am assuming he has.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order! Order!

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I really am—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am really quite confident

that if the committee itself had felt that that

particular matter-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —should be pursued, it

would have said so in its report; and there

is no mention of that in the report.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Obviously
it is going to be very difficult to get any sort

of satisfaction in an exchange of views on
the basis of that section of the report. Is the

Premier now prepared to put it on the order

paper as a subject for debate so that we can

thrash some of these matters out without the

limitations of the question period?

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): It has

cost the taxpayer enough already.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I understand

the desire of the Leader of the Opposition to

have a discussion here. I do repeat-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier should have

a desire for it too.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I do repeat, that, as I read

the report—and I have read the report and I

intend to read it more carefully—that the

committee has in a certain chronological
fashion related certain factual situations as it

found them. Once again, in a reasonable de-

gree of chronological order it has made cer-

tain judgements—and I think it is fair that

there is a judgement factor involved—related

to the evidence as it saw it. I think, Mr.

Speaker—while I am sure the Leader of the

Opposition would love to debate the report
on the face of it—that any discussion of the
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report has to relate to whoever wishes to

participate their assessment of the evidence;

which does mean the detailed-

Mr. Lewis: Fair enough.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —reading of the transcripts

involved.

Mr. Lewis: Come on now! No red herring.

No red herring.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And I think, Mr. Speaker,
that there are several opportunities—there are

opportunities in the budget debate-

Mr. Lewis: That's just not so.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —to discuss the report, if

the Leader of the Opposition wishes to do so.

I have made no determination as to whether

there should be a special debate in this House
as it relates to it. I think, Mr. Speaker, that

the committee report itself—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): The Premier

has no confidence in the select committee that

he appointed.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —makes certain judge-
ments; it doesn't make recommendations per
se; and that this House would find itself,

quite frankly, debating the judgements of

those who prepared the report.

Mr. Lewis: Well, of course. That is what
the House is for.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And I would say, Mr.

Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —that there are oppor-
tunities-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —members have points
of view-

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): On a point
of order!

On a point of order! I am not, and most

respectfully, Mr. Speaker, going to permit
the Premier-

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order!

That's no point of order. The hon. member-

Mr. Bullbrook: My point of order is that

the Premier is misleading this House.

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order!

Mr. Bullbrook: The Premier is mislead-

ing this House!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order.

Mr. Bullbrook: The point of order on
which I rise, Mr. Speaker, is that the

Premier misled this House when he said

that that report made no recommendations.

Mr. Speaker: That's only a matter of

opinion on the part of the hon. member.
That's not a point of order!

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, may I

respectfully say to you that the Premier

advised this House that that report made
no recommendations.

Mr. Speaker: Very respectfully, will the

hon. member please be seated.

Mr. Bullbrook: I'll be seated for the

moment.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I must say to the hon.

member that he has not raised anything that

constitutes a valid point of order-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: —in accordance with the

standing orders of this House, or with par-

liamentary position and practice in any juris-

diction. It is not a point of order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Have it debated, for heaven's

sakes.

Mr. Lewis: Does he never learn? He is

reasonably intelligent.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, I am not in

any way challenging your ruling. Am I not

correct? Was I deceived in my hearing when
the Premier said that the report contained

no recommendations from the select com-
mittee? If he said that, I say to you he is

misleading the House.

Hon. Mr. Davis: As I recall, and I'm

going by memory, the recommendations
related to the specific matter that the Leader
of the Opposition raised, my recollection—
and I will use the term "recollection"—is that

there was no recommendation in the report

by the committee with respect to that par-
ticular situation. There is a recommendation
in the report that some study be made as to

the proposal method. There's no question
about that, and I have some observations as

to whether there is merit in this.
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Mr. Lewis: Well, then, have a debate
and voice them.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, we can
voice these in many situations.

Mr. Lewis: Why does he do this?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would say to the
Leader of the Opposition that we have made
no determination not to have a debate at

this precise moment, we have made no de-

termination to have a debate.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary-

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member
for Scarborough West has been trying to

get a supplementary in.

Mr. Lewis: I'm tempted to ask him, the

Premier, does he never learn? I won't
ask him that. I'll ask, why is he inviting a

prolonged, fractious and often destructive

follow-up to the report, rather than simply
putting it on the order paper, allowing us
to debate it early next week, whether the
select committee provide judgements or
recommendations? It's normal practice to

put such reports on the order paper. Why
does he duck behind this one of all reports
when he himself has been involved?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would say
that I'm the last one, and I think this is

clearly evident, to have attempted at any time
to duck behind anything on this particular
issue.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): He
is now!

Mr. Lewis: Put it on the order paper!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am saying to the leader
of the New Democratic Party that this re-

port was made available on Tuesday of this

week. I have had an opportunity to read it

once. I intend to read it more thoroughly over
the weekend. I have not said that it will not
be debated.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't he say that
it will be?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I want an opportunity,
along with cabinet, to assess it and make a
determination as to the manner in which
we should proceed with it. As I say, I per-
sonally have no reluctance on the matter
whatsoever.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a further supple-
mentary, does the Premier not see what he is

inviting? Does he not know that the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Resources Development
(Mr. Lawrence) has his estimates before the

House this morning and that resource de-

velopment can legitimately include Hydro?
Does he not realize that he is diverting the

entire debate in a way which will ultimately
be destructive for the government instead of

focusing it? Why is he allowing himself to

be put in that position? Why does he degrade
the House by not saying to us, "I will allow

a debate on this"?

Mr. MacDonald: He'll get it this morning.

Mr. Lewis: He is just inviting it in a way
which will be disgusting.

Mr. MacDonald: He is trying to avoid it.

He's going to get a debate whether or not he
schedules it.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order.

Mr. Lewis: What does the Provincial Sec-

retary know about it? Why should he take

the rap?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: What's the point?

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to ask a further question of the Premier.

Does it concern him that one of the find-

ings in the report was that his answer in the

House to me was misleading? Does it further

concern the Premier that, following the refer-

ence to "misleading," the committee goes on
to say, "Answers which are misleading violate

that duty and warrant the most severe cen-

sure of the persons responsible therefor"? Does
the Premier accept the responsibility for those

misleading questions and, if not, is he pre-

pared to censure the person responsible, who
must obviously be the chairman of Hydro?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
He said "misleading questions."

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think it is

clearly evident from the report and the

evidence that the answers tabled were the

answers from the Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission of the Province of Ontario, and of

course I assume no personal responsibility
for the contents of those answers. I think this

was made abundantly clear during the course
of the hearings themselves. I'm sure the mem-
ber for Brant is perfectly aware of this in the

very unfair way in which he worded his

question.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Unfair?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly unfair.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order. The question simply said, Mr.

Speaker, "What were the quotes from the

other corporations asked to bid on the con-

struction of the building?" The answer was

misleading, indicating that quotes had been
received when in fact no real competition was

taking place at all. That's the crux of it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the mem-
ber for Brant would just try to recall the

way he phrased his question, which without

any question attempted to infer that I was re-

sponsible for the misleading answers. That is

what I'm taking exception to and he very well

knows it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He very well knows it. I

would also say this, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Who, then, is responsible?
The Premier tabled the report in this House.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would also say this,

Mr. Speaker, that once again this is a situa-

tion in which the committee, in its wisdom,
made certain assessments.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Judgements.

Hon. Mr. Davis: All right, judgements or

assessments. They are one and the same.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier is calling
them into question, is he?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I'm not calling them
into question but I am saying-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, what is the Pre-

mier doing?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —Mr. Speaker, I think a
lot of it relates to the feelings of the com-
mission at the time the answers were pre-
pared. The commission feels, as I understand
its reaction to the report and, I believe, in

evidence given at the time of the hearing it-

self, that to the best of its knowledge at the
time the answers were prepared for tabling
in this House, the members felt they were
true.

Mr. Speaker, that is the position of the
commission and this was the statement it

made yesterday.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, I don t know.

A supplementary: The Premier says he was
not responsible for the misleading answers. I

put to you, Mr. Speaker, and to the Premier

through you, who then is responsible? Is it

not the chairman of the Hydro-Electric Power
Commission? And should he, therefore, not
be censured if the Premier will not take the

responsibility for the answers Which he per-

sonally tabled right before us?

Mr. Lewis: Getting rid of George Gather-
cole doesn't solve this.

Mr. Deans: How about the vice-chairman?

Maybe he's responsible?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, he's not and the

member knows it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the Premier going to

answer that or is he going to be distracted by
these people?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I have

already answered. I take no responsibility for

the contents. The commission does, obviously.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What action is the

Premier going to take, Mr. Speaker, in re-

sponse to the specific judgement of the select

committee of this House?

Mr. BuUbrook: By way of supplementary:
Are we to understand—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. BuUbrook: Are we to imderstand from
the response of the Premier that when a

minister of the Crown is used by someone to

convey false and misleading information to

this chamber that the person so used, namely
the minister, as innocent as he may be, has

no responsibility to see that the person so

misleading him is censured as recommended?
Is that what the Premier is saying? Is he not

going to do anything?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I made no
such statement. The statement I made was

very simply this: That I think it is true of

any minister who is reporting to this House
for an agency of the government that the

minister cannot be expected to be in the

position to say that that information is neces-

sarily correct. I'm sure the member for

Samia is that reasonable that he would accept
that proposition. If, in fact, the information

was intentionally misleading obviously—if it

was by accident, lack of confidence, lack of
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understanding other than factual—I think that

is another situation.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is the Premier looking into

it, please?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly we're looking
into it. We're looking into the whole report.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's all we want.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I've said that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask a

question of the Attorney General. Has he read

the report of the select committee on the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission? Has he
taken note of the references in the committee
to Mr. John Cronyn, Mr. Moog and Mr.

Finlayson and is he considering laying charges
of contempt as the indications in this par-
ticular area are?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): It is our

responsibility. It's right here.

Mr. Lewis: It is not his responsibility,
damn it! It's our responsibility. It is the

House's responsibility.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The committee recom-
mended not.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, I received the report along with
members of this House-

Mr. Bullbrook: Let us debate the report.

Hon. Mr. Bales: —late Tuesday afternoon.

I have had very little time to read it. I've

skimmed through it and I will be reading it

in detail.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?
The hon. member for Scarborough West.

MILK PRICE

Mr. Lewis: I would like to ask a question
of the Minister of Agriculture and Food first,

Mr. Speaker. Has the latest recommendation
of the Ontario Milk Marketing Board to the
federal government on the use of the five

cent subsidy for milk costs been accepted by
the federal government?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): I understand that it has, but

there is a point in the submission that was
received by us—and it reached my desk as I

walked out to come over here—that is not

clear and we want to clarify it before we
send a Telex of acceptance back to them. As
far as I know, the matter will be clarified

and will be in effect as soon as it's signed.

Mr. Lewis: Given the importance of the

rise in the cost of living, is it not important
as well for you to inform the public now
that the determination is to reduce the price
of milk in Ontario to the consumer by one

cent, to give approximately three cents to the

farmer and to give the additional cent to the

processors? Within that context I want to ask

the minister, given the extraordinary and

accelerating profits of the dairy industry over

the last several months—indeed over the last

year and a half—why is it that the industry is

getting the equivalent of 33 cents additional

per cwt, which is almost the equivalent of

one cent of the federal subsidy? Why is it

that that subsidy isn't simply being divided

between the producers and the consumers?

Why are the dairies getting in on it?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's a question that

has been under debate by the processors'

council, the Milk Marketing Board, the milk

commission and the federal authorities for

the last two weeks. It will be resolved,

I hope, to everyone's mutual satisfaction. As

my hon. friend is greatly distressed about

this matter, I hope he will show the same

concern when the labour negotiations open

up for the dairies within a few weeks.

Mr. Renwick: We certainly will.

Mr. Lewis: We will.

Mr. Renwick: We will show the identical

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South has the floor.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question:

Where is the announcement with regard to

this decision going to come from?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: As I said yesterday, Mr.

Speaker, I felt that it should come from the

Milk Marketing Board and from the federal

government which is providing the five cent

subsidy. I don't think it's my place to make
that aimouncement here in the House. I have
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never made those kinds of announcements

here.

Mr. Lewis: It is time the minister did.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Perhaps it is. My hon.

friend flatters me by suggesting I should do

this. I don't think it is my prerogative to do

that. I don't think it would be appropriate
for me to make that kind of an announcement
because it is not signed as yet. It is still

purely in the negotiating stage and, as I

understand it, the agreement has been final-

ized. I think it will be satisfactory but it is

not clear and even our lawyers are not sure

about it. There is one phrase in it that we
just don't understand.

Mr. MacDonald: I have a further supple-

mentary question. Since the milk conference

held in Orillia for the last three days was
informed that the announcement would likely

come from the ministers involved—the minis-

ters plural—my query to the minister is why
isn't the Province of Ontario protecting our

jurisdiction, in view of the widespread un-

happiness about the federal government get-

ting into this whole thing by way of putting
some money into it? Why isn't he protecting
our jurisdiction by making the announcement?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: In the first place, the

five cents is not our money. It's federal

money.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister is going to

let them get into his jurisdiction just because

they are throwing in the nickel?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: No. Is my hon. friend

now suggesting that our province should

object to the federal government paying $40
million?

Mr. MacDonald: No.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well it sounds Hke it.

That's what he is saying.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: My question to the minis-

ter was why is he letting the federal govern-
ment, under the guise of throwing in a nickel

for only one year, and therefore complicating
the situation because it may go out at the

end of one year—and the minister knows the

difiiculties involved in that—usurp his jurisdic-
tion? Why doesn't he stand up?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That is nonsense and

typical of my hon. friend talking about some-

thing he really doesn't know anything about.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, by way of

a point of order, I spent the last three days
getting up to date on this situation. I expect
I know as much about it as the minister does.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Probably
more.

Mr. Lewis: The minister has been under a

severe strain.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: The minister's absorptive capa-
cities in that region, where they frequently

lie, have not been functioning.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member have
a question?

NEW TORONTO AIRPORT

Mr. Lewis: I want to ask a question of the

Premier. Does he not now think, in view of

his shift in feelings about Cedarwood, that it

is time to tell the federal government that the

province is opposed to the building of a

second international airport and will redesign
its plans within the Toronto-centred region
plan accordingly?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think we are prepared to take this position.

Firstly, the determination as to the need
—and I am sure the member realizes this

—is a very real and direct responsibility of

the federal government. To say that there

isn't a need for a second international air-

port, for us to make this determination
would not only be presumptuous, which is

not relevant, but it would not factually be
the situation. I can't say, as head of this

government, to the federal government,
"Our feeling is you don't need a second

international airport." I think what has to

be determined on that issue is a matter for

the federal Ministry of Transport, and of

course this is what is delaying us.

As I said in the House, Mr. Speaker, quite

obviously if the decision is made not to

have one it certainly alters the approach
that we will take in Cedarwood, no question
about that.

Mr. Lewis: Now that the population figures
on which the Toronto-centred region plan
were originally based, vary—have dropped,
in efi^ect—from between one to two million,
and all the demographic projections have

changed, as the Treasurer (Mr. White)
knows, surely it is now possible to say to
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the federal government, "All the figures are

out of whack. The airport no longer makes

any sense so we are redesigning the plan.

Scrap it"?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would think that any
change in demographics, any possible change
in total numbers for this area of the Province

of Ontario, while it may affect some aspects
of the TCR, may or may not affect the

ultimate need at some point in time for a

second major airport facility. I would ac-

knowledge to the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party that changes in population
densities are things that we can always alter

within the TCR, but the question of the

facility itself is something that the federal

government has to decide.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Has the Premier informed the gov-
ernment of Canada of his own feeling, and

evidently the feeling of this administration,
that the second airport is not required?

Surely this is a departure that would be of

great significance. Since we don't think it

is necessary and you don't think it's neces-

sary, let's stop it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I hope noth-

ing I have said indicates that the govern-
ment has made a determination that it is

not required.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, no. What I have

said, and I make it abundantly clear, is

that if the decision is not to have a second
international airport, that of course will

alter our approach as to the size of the

planned municipality in North Pickering, no
question about it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary for

clarification: The Premier said—at least I

understood him to say—that it was his feeling
that the airport was not necessary. Surely
that is what he did say?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't
believe in just checking Hansard to see who
was right and who was wrong. If I—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was the Premier's
answer to the question. That's the way I

heard it and my colleagues heard it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No. I hope my state-

ment was relatively clear, that if the federal

government said it was not necessary in

their view now, that would alter our
approach in size and so on in Cedarwood.
I have not said that this government believes

there is not in fact a need at this moment
for a second international facility.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question: Is

there any consideration going on within this

government to determine whether there is,

in fact, a need? Or is it going to sit back and
allow the federal government to dictate

to it what is going to be done in the

Province of Ontario, and force us into the

expenditures that are totally unnecessary,
and disrupt many hundreds of people who
in fact don't want and don't need what is

being thrust on them?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, it is no
lack of interest, because we are obviously
interested in the question of the need or

lack of need of a second international air-

port. Quite obviously, as I said in the House
on Tuesday, I believe, we are in the pro-
cess now of developing alternatives on the

basis that the decision may be to go ahead,
or if the decision is not, what our plans
will be in that situation. I think it is im-

portant-

Mr. Deans: How does the government
make representation with regard to the

ultimate decision?

Mr. Lewis: Why is he opting out of a

matter so important?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, we are

not making representations to the federal

government that you do not need a second
international airport. No, we are not.

Mr. Renwick: Why doesn't the Premier

give consideration to it?

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY TRANSIT
SYSTEM

Mr. Lewis: One last question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Transportation and Com-
munications: Is he now ready to concede
that the Globe and Mail story which ap-

peared yesterday on the massive changes that

are required in the Davis intermediate GO-
Transit system—not pejorative Davis GO-
Transit system—were in fact based on a draft

memorandum approved by the Joint Technical

Transportation Planning Committee—the sen-

ior technical staff of that committee—at which

meeting there attended Mr. Bidell, who is the

ministry's planning director, offering no ob-

jections whatsoever to the contents of that

memorandum as a complete reappraisal, in-

deed a complete repudiation of the plan

originally presented to this Legislature?
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Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transpor-
tation and Communications): Mr. Speaker, I

happen to be a member of the Joint Technical

Transportation Planning Committee and it has

not been before the committee. I also would

point out, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Cassidy: It is the senior technical com-
mittee.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, I didn't say the min-
ister. I said the senior technical committee
and Bidell. Not the minister and Godfrey; all

of the senior people other than the minister

and Godfrey.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, Mr. Speaker, I am
not aware of every meeting that may be held

by the Joint Technical Transportation Plan-

ning Committee—I'm talking about the com-
mittee itself, which is the decision-making
body—and I have not seen any report. I

would point out to the hon. leader of the

New Democrats that if he reads that par-
ticular article, the gentleman who was being
interviewed acknowledged that this particular
GO-Urban transit system has a function to

perform in Metropolitan Toronto.

Mr. Lewis: A limited function. It's in-

credible that this whole GO-Transit is already

going down the drain.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): Can
the minister or can he not tell the House
whether indeed this memorandum was passed
by the joint technical committee on which
his department is represented? It was either

passed without objection or not. Could he
confirm that?

Mr. Deans: No, not by him it wasn't.

Mr. Givens: I don't care whether it was
confirmed by him or not, but by the members
who are authorized to sit on that committee
and to deal with these memoranda and to

either accept them or reject them. Now, was
this not passed?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I would
point out that there are literally hundreds
of meetings on various matters going on every
day in my ministry. I will check out the point
for the hon. member. I still reiterate that this

was not before the Joint Technical Transpor-
tation Planning Committee in any form what-

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have a docu-
ment here which I'd like to bring to the

minister's attention.

Mr. Speaker: Is this a supplementary ques-
tion?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, it is a supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: Well, I wish the member
would so indicate. Is this a supplementary to

the last question?

Mr. Cassidy: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er—of course.

Mr. Lewis: Of course, always supple-

mentary.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister know about
a document headed, "Joint Technical Trans-

portation Planning Committee: Minutes of a

Meeting held on Friday, Sept. 28, at 9:30

o'clock. Old City Hall," at which Messrs.

Bidell and Johnston from the ministry were

present, which considered the programme of

study for transit and road alternatives in the

eastern half of Metro and which specifically

refers to the report by Mr. Parkinson and
which specifically says that no objections were
raised to the proposed network? Is he aware
that that committee, which is planning trans-

portation for Metro, is now proceeding on the

basis of the proposals that were in this draft

memorandum?

Mr. Lewis: And not at the ministerial level.

Mr. Cassidy: And if not, why did he not

check that out when the story appeared in

the Globe, rather than misleading the House
in his responses to questions yesterday?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I did not

mislead the House. It has not been before the

Joint Technical Transportation Planning Com-
mittee. There has been no report before it.

Mr. Foulds: There was no report?

Mr. Lewis: Those people are embarrassed

by the public revelation.

Mr. MacDonald: The juniors are running
the show—his supernumeraries.

Hon. Mr. Carton: The committee comprises
the Metropolitan Toronto council chairman,
the chairman of the TTC and the minister of

this particular ministry, and I reiterate that it

was not before this particular committee.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister not agree that he is play-

ing around with this? The senior technical

people on that committee were all present.
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There is a committee of the technical deputies
to the minister, the TTC chairman and the

Metro chairman. They are the people who

carry out the work of JTTPC. Surely he is at

least aware that that committee exists and

that they have the operating authority, most

of the time, except when reports are to be

published before the public.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Except they
don't make the decisions.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, this com-
mittee meets two or three times a week. I

have not seen the minutes of that particular

meeting. I will inform myself as to the

minutes of that particular meeting. But again
I reiterate that if you read the article and

you read the contents of the interview, it is

acknowledged that this particular GO-Urban
transit system will serve a very useful func-

tion for part of Metropolitan Toronto.

Mr. Lewis: For part of Metro!

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, is the minister

not concerned that his planners have now re-

jected close to half of the GO-Urban system

originally proposed by the Premier and the

minister for Metro Toronto, and that they

say the remaining parts of it will not be

brought in for 15, 20 or 30 years, if ever?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I again

point out that at the time that the Premier
made this armouncement—these are his exact

words, and I believe every member in the

Legislature got a copy of this particular re-

port-

Mr. Foulds: We have seen it.

Mr. Deans: He read that yesterday.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I didn't read it, I men-
tioned it. I think it is important to read it.

Mr. Deans: He is going to get his award on
the weekend anyway, so the minister doesn't

have to worry about it.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Incidentally, Mr.

Speaker, this is as good a time as any to point
out that the Premier of this province is receiv-

ing the Man of the Year award from the
American Transit Association.

Mr. Renwick: Is this his second or third
award?

Mr. MacDonald: Do the people making the
award know that half the Premier's proposal
has been washed out?

Mr. Deans: They were sucked in by that

report.

An hon. member: There are no runners up
across the way.

Mr. Lewis: The member should be careful

or he'll become vice-president.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I will only
read the first sentence of this particular page,

page 11—

Mr. Givens: Does the Premier share the

award with the Minister of Revenue?

Hon. Mr. Carton: "Our planners have
identified five possible routes for which the

municipahty of Metropolitan Toronto and the

TTC may want to consider application of the

new mode." It is as simple as that, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Interjections by hon, members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

GO-URBAN SYSTEM

Mrs. Campbell: My question is again of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions. Will the minister tell this House why
his ofiicials and those associated with the

study for GO-Urban have repeatedly refused

requests for a public technical meeting on
the GO-Urban system to answer basic ques-
tions about such things as stations, size and

performance? Will the minister undertake to

instruct his ofiBcials to hold as soon as pos-
sible a public meeting on the technical aspects
of the GO-Urban transit system? And will

the minister also make public the Krauss-

Maffei bid, all additional and subsequent in-

formation on this system, and the ministry's

light rapid transit studies previously requested

by the member for Ottawa Centre (Mr.

Cassidy)?

Mr. Speaker: I would think that such a

question should more properly be placed on
the notice paper.

Mrs. Campbell: Well, can I have an
answer?

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. minister will

undertake to—

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I think I

can answer the hon. member for St. George.

Mr. Speaker: All right.
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Hon. Mr. Carton: Firstly, there have been

public meetings and I personally have been
in attendance at them. There have been

three, I believe, that I personally have

attended with the technical people of my
ministry. We have had anywhere from 200
to 300 people in the audience. They have

asked technical questions and they have re-

ceived technical answers. As a matter of

fact, there is a group of people that follow

us from meeting to meeting. These are

people who are especially interested in

attacking the particular programme of this

ministry; and we are there and we have

given answers. I am not aware of any re-

fusal to have a public meeting on the

technical aspects, because even at the

meetings held by the Toronto planning re-

view, there were questions asked about the

technicalities and the technical people were
there to answer them.

We are prepared to answer them, Mr.

Speaker. In addition, I would point out to

the hon. member that my estimates will be

coming up very shortly, and I am sure that

all the technical aspects and any questions
that might want to be answered will be
taken care of in my estimates.

Mrs. Campbell: Supplementary then, Mr.

Speaker: I take it from the answer that the

minister will look into the matter of these

requests and will instruct his oflBcials to

proceed to hold the meetings as requested.
Is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker. If

the hon. member will advise me as to when
the refusal has taken place, I will check
into it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Riverdale.

LEGAL AID

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion but I don't know which one of the
twins to ask it of. I think I will try the

Attorney General, if he would listen care-

fully.

Mr. Cassidy: He hasn't had a question for

a long time.

Mr. Renwick: Could the Attorney General
advise the House as to what projected addi-
tional cost to the Province of Ontario for the
Ontario Legal Aid Plan will be incurred
as a result of the increases in the schedule
of fees unilaterally decided by the Attorney

General in consultation with the Law Society
and without a public hearing?

Mr. Lewis: Oh, boy, another club!

Hon. Mr. Bales: The projected cost for

the balance of the year, from September
to the end of the fiscal year, I think will

be about $75,000. That's as close as we
can gauge. For the next fiscal year, it is

anticipated it would be in the neighbour-
hood of $2 million. The new scale applies
to all certificates issued after Sept. 1, 1973.

Those issued prior to that date for work
continued on beyond that period of time
will be at the earlier rate.

The members will appreciate, of course,
that the 75 per cent payment applies, as

it has in the past—that being a cardinal

principle of the whole scheme.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, a supple-

mentary question: What conceivable benefit

will the people of the Province of Ontario

receive, as distinct from the lawyers prac-

tising under the Ontario Legal Aid Plan,
from this increased cost?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I think

that there will be improved service; there is

greater demand for legal aid and greater
time required today than there was origi-

nally. I am sure the member is aware that

the original schedule was drafted and final-

ized about 1966 and applied from the

beginning of the scheme. There have been
minor modifications only since that period
of time.

There have been changes—reductions in

the divorce fees, and a number of changes
in other areas. After careful study the matter

was approved, but it did receive very care-

ful study from the ministry.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

further and last supplementary question:

Will the Attorney General undertake that

no further changes will be made in that

fee schedule without an opportunity for

public hearings to take place with respect

to the proposed increases; and will he table

in the House an exact comparative state-

ment of the schedule as it was in existence

and the schedule as it presently exists?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I am sure

the member appreciates that the legislation

as now exists deals with this matter, and we
have to follow that unless changes are made
in the legislation.
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I will be glad to provide whatever reason-

able information I can to the hon. member
in reference to the fees.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

RIVER CANARD BRIDGE

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, a question of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications in rela-

tion to the River Canard bridge on Highway
18.

In view of the effects of the construction

of the bridge over the River Canard, and in

view of the fact that private driveways in

many instances are sloped six feet and that

the drainage culverts at the construction site

in some instances are almost level with the

homes, what action does the minister plan on

taking to alleviate the plight of the home-
owners in the vicinity of that construction?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I will take

this question as notice. I am not aware of

that particular problem. I would point out

that the bridge over the River Canard was
one of the very urgent problems, as I under-
stood it, when I came into this ministry. It was

through the co-operation of my ministry and
the Ministry of Transport in Ottawa that this

bridge was constructed and in the way that

it was wanted in that particular area; but I

will check into this construction problem.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port
Arthur.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER
SHORTAGE

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister of

Education, Mr. Speaker.
Is the minister aware of the forebodings

expressed by Mr. Walter Mitchell, the execu-
tive oflBcer in. the ministry's teacher-education

branch, that the declining enrolments in

teacher-education institutions may result in a

shortage of elementary school teachers in

1974? If he is aware of them, have those fore-

bodings been borne out by the enrolment this

year; and what steps is his ministry taking to

alleviate the situation?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, certainly I

am aware of that. I have been very aware of
the fine work that Wally Mitchell does in

these projections. He is highlighting for us
now a situation which might develop. I think
that the publicity of it will be helpful to

those young people who may wish to take

this particular option in their teacher train-

ing. Heretofore, they have felt that there

were perhaps not the greatest job opportu-
nities available as there had been. I think what
we are saying now is that, notwithstanding

declining enrolments, there will be oppor-
tunities for elementary school teachers.

We are also considering some special pro-

grammes to allow those who graduate with a

secondary school qualification to take special
courses so that they could qualify as

elementary school teachers before they have
their permanent certificate, or if they do not
take the elementary school option in their

teacher training.

Now those plans are just being considered

at the present time in the ministry.

Mr. Foulds: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister saying that in fact there is a

very real possibility of an elementary school

teacher shortage in 1974, and to meet that

shortage the ministry is, in fact, going to roll

back part of its programme which requires

elementary teachers to have a degree?

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, Mr. Speaker, that is

not what I said. What I said was that the

figures seemed to point out that there cer-

tainly will not be graduating from the univer-

sities and the teacher training institutions

which we have now, the number of elemen-

tary school teachers that will be needed to fill

the need.

Of course, there is a great question mark
there because there are still many people
around with elementary school qualifications.
There are women who have started to raise

their families and who may come back into

teaching; there are those in other jobs. It is

very difficult to know just how many are

available to apply in any given year.

You just can't take the number of gradu-
ates and say that is the pool we have but
because that pool is becoming less and less

now—and it has gone down from about 7,000
to 2,000 in actual training this year—I think

what we are saying to young people who
might be interested in taking this option, is

that there are going to be good job oppor-
tunities there.

The same cannot be said for all those who
have secondary school qualifications. What we
are saying is that perhaps we should have
some special mechanism to allow those people
also to have an opportunity to become

quickly eligible for elementary school. We are

not in any way considering relaxing the re-

quirements for admission to qualify as an

elementary school teacher.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Foulds: One last supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: There are two minutes left.

Mr. Foulds: Is the ministry taking any

procedure or action to notify directly those

young people who have, in fact, graduated
in the last two or three years with the ele-

mentary school teaching option and who have

not been able to get jobs in the past? Is the

ministry taking special procedures to notify

them about the situation arising in 1974?

Hon. Mr. Wells: It would be very nice if

we could, Mr. Speaker, but it is very difficult

because we really don't have indication

where they live now. We find that it is very
difficult to do an accurate follow-up, even

on the graduates, to find who have jobs and
who haven't, because the addresses they gave
when they were in the schools are not the

correct addresses. It is difficult to pull them
out of our total teacher certification records.

Hopefully, the publicity of this whole matter

will alert them to this fact. I think they are

aware of it.

Mr. Speaker: You have about 30 seconds

left.

PROVINCIAL COURT JUDGES

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): I will ask

a question of the Attorney General, Mr.

Speaker. Could the Attorney General advise

the House about the difficulties that appear
to exist between the provincial court judges
and his ministry, and the reasons for those

difficulties?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the provincial

judges have expressed concern in reference to

salaries and other matters. They have ex-

pressed it to me.

Mr. Renwick: They should come under the

Labour Relations Act for collective bargain-

ing.

Hon. Mr. Bales: As the hon. member may
know from my estimates the remuneration

was increased in January, 1972, and again
in January, 1973. There are a number of situ-

ations causing concern and we are looking
at the whole thing to do what we can to im-

prove their situation not only in the remuner-
ation field but in other areas.

Mr. Singer: Do I have time for a supple-

mentary?

Mr. Speaker: I am sorry; we have exceed-

ed the time now.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Wells presented the annual re-

port of the Ministry of Education for the

year ending Dec. 31, 1972.

Hon. Mr. Wells presented the annual re-

port of the Teachers Superannuation Com-
mission for the year ending Oct. 31, 1972.

SPEAKER'S RULING ON MOTION

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I move, second-

ed by Mr. Deans-

Mr. Speaker: I must say that under this

particular proceeding only government mo-
tions are in order.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have looked at

the rules, sir. I would like you to show me
where they so state.

Mr. Speaker: It is in the routine proceed-

ings. They are clearly—

Mr. Lewis: I have ths routine proceed-

ings. I have looked at them—

Mr. Speaker: They are indicated very clear-

ly. I have made previous rulings on motions

that they are for government motions only.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, it simply says that

a motion for—on motions and questions it

says a member who has made a motion may
withdraw the same.

I would like to put the motion and have

you judge its merit.

Mr. Speaker: I regret that I cannot accept
a motion from anyone other than from the

government. This is reserved for govern-
ment motions.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I am asking you
to show me.

Mr. Speaker: The ruling has been made
previously.

Mr. Lewis: I am asking you to show me,
sir, where in the standing orders, where in

May, and where in others we have care-

fully checked, that is so?
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Mr. Speaker: Surely the hon. member rea-

lizes that I don't have the precise reference

with me but I will get it for him. I'll pro-
vide him with it.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, with re-

spect, Mr. Speaker, I think then, sir, that I

shall put my motion and ask you to rule

whether it is in order after you have heard
it and after you are able to give the au-

thority, either from our standing rules or from
those which are normally used in British

parliamentary procedure.

Mr. Speaker: I regret I can't accept the

motion. It is out of order.

An hon. member: It's out of order.

Mr. Lewis: Well, it is, of course, on the

Speaker's part a legitimate ruling for him
to make. It is surely a legitimate request
that a member ask on what basis it is made!

An hon. member: That's debatable.

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. member would
like the ruling here, it is the ruling that was
made on March 14 last year pertaining to this

particular matter. The member for Scarbor-

ough West introduced a motion under routine

proceedings to refer a matter to a standing
committee. At the time and without an op-

portunity for referring to the precedents, and
as the standing orders gave me no guidance
as to whether this motion should be consid-

ered routine or substantive, I felt that I should

allow the motion to be put to a vote of the

House.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Mr. Speaker: I am sure the hon. member
will recall this incident as I read it now.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, I do.

Mr. Speaker: It is true that the Leader of

the Opposition made some reference to the
fact that previous Speakers had ruled that

such motions required notice and could only
be considered in the private members' hour.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Mr. Speaker: But I am afraid I did not
catch the full significance of this observation.
I now find that precisely the same pro-
cedure was attempted on Tuesday, May 18,

1971, by the same member,. the hon. mem-
ber for Scarborough West and was dis-

allowed by the then Speaker-

Mr. Foulds: He is persistent.

Mr. Speaker: —who proceeded on Thurs-

day, May 20, to deliver a very comprehensive

ruling on this point, based in part on a

ruling of the Speaker of the House of Com-
mons of Canada on Tuesday, May 2, 1961. In

that ruling the Speaker of the House of

Commons made two quotations from
Beauchesne which I consider very important.

Firstly, he said:

It is a very fundamental rule that, with

the exception of certain matters dealt with
under routine proceedings, no question
can be considered by the House unless it

has been previously appointed either by a

notice or a regular order of the House.

Secondly he ruled:

All motions referring to the business of

the House should be introduced by the

leader of the House.

That is the ruling that was made on March
14, 1972.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Why does the mem-
ber for Scarborough West want to pursue
this course of self-destruction?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order, my point of order is that the decision

of the previous Speaker but one was in-

correct, and the decision of the Speaker in

allowing the motion made by the leader of

this party-

Mr. Lewis: Last year.

Mr. Renwick: —the member for Scar-

borough West, on the last occasion, was the

correct procedure to be followed. My reasons

for that are as follows:

The members of the assembly will fully
recall that, prior to the receipt in this

assembly and the approval of the present
rules or the present standing orders, it was

very clear that the precedents of this

assembly were referable to the traditions

of the House of Commons in London, and
not to the House of Commons in Ottawa.
The members of the House will also be
aware that—and I wish the member for

Victoria-Haliburton (Mr. R. G. Hodgson)
were here, because I am certain he would
confirm it—the present standing orders of

this House in paragraph No. 1 simply state:

The proceedings in the legislative assem-

bly of Ontario and in all committees of the

assembly shall be conducted according to

the following standing orders: In all con-

tingencies unprovided for the question
shall be decided by the Speaker, and in

making his ruhng the Speaker shall base
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his decision on the usages and precedents
of this Legislature and parliamentary
tradition.

My first argument to the Speaker on the

point of order is that parliamentary tradition

in this assembly has not been a subservience

to the particular dictates of the House of

Commons in Ottawa which has been domin-

ated by the executive for far too long. The
reference should be made specifically to

standing rule No. 33 which simply says:

"All substantive motions must be in writing
and seconded before being debated or put
from the Chair." My colleague, the leader

of the New Democratic Party, has the motion
in writing and was prepared to put it.

"When a motion has been properly moved
and seconded it shall be read by the Speaker
before debate" and so on. The only reference

in the rules is to a substantive motion being
put before the assembly and dealt with by
the Speaker and has no reference to the

domination, in this instance, of the executive

over what will or will not be called.

My third point in connection with this

matter is that it is improper for the Speaker
to rule a motion out of order before the
motion is made. The reason for that is that

the very distinction which has to be made
may be reflected in the motion. There may
very well be situations in which only
the government can introduce substantive

motions, but there may very well be other
situations in which it is legitimate for a
member of the assembly to introduce a sub-
stantive motion when motions are called in

accordance with the order of business.

This is, without verging on the substance
of what that motion would be, one of those
such occasions because the matter which was
in my leader's proposed motion dealt with
the appointment by this assembly of a select

committee to deal with a particular matter.
The report has come back to the assembly
not to the government—and the government
chose the route of the select committee for
it to be carried out. It came back to the
House.

Any member of this assembly is entitled
to make a motion with respect to that kind
of matter. That is a substantive motion
which, on any ruling, must be considered
to be an exception to the rule. In order to
reinforce and to clarify and make abundant-
ly clear, if I may use the Premier's phrase
which I've tried to drop ever since I learned
that President Nixon uses it continuously—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I learned it from the hon.
member!

Mr. Renwick: —I want to refer the Speaker
and the members of the assembly to the

quotation from my pocket edition of May
which I just happen to have with me this

morning. It is the 18th edition, page 647,
and the heading is "Consideration of Reports
of Select Committees."

In the Commons, the report of a select

committee may be taken into consideration

in pursuance either of an order made upon
a previous day or of a motion that the

report be now read or be now taken into

consideration. On the consideration of a

report, motions may be made expressing
the agreement or the disagreement of the

House with the report as a whole or with
certain paragraphs thereof, or for agreeing
to the recommendation contained in the

report generally, or with certain exceptions;
or motions may be made which are

founded upon or enforce the resolution of

the committee or are otherwise relevant

to the subject matter of the report or the

business of the committee. In some in-

stances, the House has resolved itself into

a committee to consider the report of a

select committee. Motions may also be
made upon consideration of the report for

the recommittal of the report [God forbid]

and for further consideration to be given.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That is it. It's just that!

Mr. Renwick: I wanted to read that in ex-

tenso because the last part was directly re-

ferable to the matters which the Premier
touched upon earlier this morning in this

assembly. We cannot get away from the fact

that the government could have selected the

route of a royal commission to conduct this

particular inquiry. The report of the royal
commission-

Mr. Speaker: Surely the hon. member is

not speaking to a point of order in connection

with any ruling I have made.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, with great

respect, I have been doing nothing else. I'm

saying and I want to point out to the Speaker
the distinction between those motions which
can be made by a member of the assembly
and those which must, of necessity, be made

by the government.

Mr. Singer: That portion of May doesn't

say that at all.

Mr. Renwick: There is no blanket rule

which says that all motions can only be
made by government.

Mr. Lewis: There is no such rule.
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Mr. Renwick: There is no such rule. The
rule is perfecdy clear: Had the royal com-
mission been appointed, the report would
have been to the government. The govern-
ment could determine what they were going
to do with it. The assembly appointed the
select committee; it is irrelevant that the

government moved the motion. The select

committee was appointed by this assembly;
the report was made to this assembly. A
motion by the leader of this party that that

report be debated is open—not only to the
leader of this party; but naturally he is the
most appropriate one to make it—but to any
member of this assembly in order that that

matter can be dealt with now in accordance
with parliamentary tradition.

Otherwise, Mr. Speaker, we are placed
in the position that a select committee of

this assembly, having made its report, is now
totally subservient to the occasion and the

time and the circumstance under which the

government may wish to have that matter
debated.

We object to that as not being in accord-

ance with parliamentary tradition. The par-

liamentary tradition, Mr. Speaker, going back
—if I may draw the Speaker's attention to

it—not to the last century, not to the con-

solidation of executive authority in the gov-
ernment, but to the 18th century and to the

17th century when these very questions were
the prerogative of the House of Commons
and were not the prerogative of the Crown.

Now, those are where the traditions come
from. It was in 1791 when the constitution

of this province started and this assembly
cannot allow the proposition to be made
that this kind of a motion is out of order

because of something which may have oc-

curred in the House of Commons at Ottawa

totally contrary to the whole of parliamentary
tradition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Td like to give you the

benefit of my views, sir, on the matter that

is before you. I have never felt that under
the order, "motions," under the heading
"Routine Proceedings," that only the govern-
ment representatives should have access to

your person, sir, or to introduce business to

the Legislature.

I'm sure you are aware, sir, that under the

succeeding order, "Introduction of bills," that

every member of the Legislature has the right
to participate in the proceedings.

I recall very distinctly, sir, that when this

came up before I did express an objection
and indicated then, as I indicate now, that

really it is Mr. Speaker's ruling, rather than

one of the standing orders that prohibits

private members of tihe Legislature from par-

ticipating under the heading "Motions."

It is my understanding, further, that in

several legislatures of Canada a good deal of

business is undertaken under the heading
"Motions"—not only from the government but
from the opposition side as well. It is a pro-
cedure that I think is eminently democratic.

I would suggest to you, sir, that once again
the source of your problem is the leader of

the government himself, who simply cannot

bring himself to allow open debate—although
there is ample precedent established by his

predecessors who often have put on the order

paper a specific requirement for a debate at

a convenient time on the report of a com-
mittee.

So his adamant refusal to indicate that he
is going to give it immediate consideration

leads you to the situation in which you
presently find yourself.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order. I recall, I think rather precisely,
what I said. There was not an adamant re-

fusal whatsoever. In fact, I think in reply to

the leader of the New Democratic Party that

my personal inclination—I think I used this

terminology—was to provide a term or a time
for discussion of the select committee report.

I said that the report was tabled here on

Tuesday and I confess I have only read it

once—I'm sure others are in the process of

reading it—and that over the weekend I would
be reading it very carefully.

I am quite prepared to say, Mr. Speaker,
if it helps the leader of the New Democratic

Party, the member for Brant, and yourself,
Mr. Speaker, and myself on this matter of

question of order, or whether or not the

motion is in order—I really felt that the

leader of the New Democratic Party didn't

want to reveal what was in the motion; I'm
sure he didn't, because it really was a motion
of congratulation to the leader of the govern-
ment representing the Province-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier didn't finish

that sentence—he said when convenient he
would be prepared—

Hon. Mr. Davis: —of Ontario related to the

transportation situation. I'd be quite prepared
to have the House leader indicate to the

House on Monday—because unfortunately I

shall not be here—if there is to be a debate.
I anticipate there will be, and I want to be
here and intend to be here. The House leader

would indicate it.
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Mr. Lewis: Yes, the Premier anticipates
there will be a debate. A lot can happen be-

tween 10 and 11:15—the light can dawn—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would say-

Mr. Lewis: —a few nudges, a little em-
barrassment.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I would say if the

leader of the New Democratic Party had
understood what I said about 10:15 or 10:20—

Mr. Lewis: We understood, and I under-

stand what the Premier is saying now.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —he should have anti-

cipated it then. So, all I am saying, Mr.

Speaker, is that I did not—not to get into a

discussion of the particular point of order-

Mr. Lewis: He changes his mind more often

than any other member of the cabinet.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I did not, in an adamant

way, say that we would not debate this issue.

I did not.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Will the Premier clarify
what he is saying? Is he saying there will be
a debate?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Come on, he should allow him-
self to say it!

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am quite prepared, after

the Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —makes his determination
on this important point of order, whatever
that determination is, I would then be quite

prepared to say to the members opposite
that the House leader will, on Monday, indi-

cate the government's suggestion as to how
and when this matter can be debated, if in

fact that is the substance of the motion from
the leader of the New Democratic Party,
which I have to assume is the case.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, on the point of

order, sir-

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, may I speak
to the point of order-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, of course.

Mr. Bullbrook: We have heard a brilliant

and lengthy dissertation on the hon. member
for Riverdale's opinion as to the rights and

privileges of individual members in connec-
tion with these parts of the proceedings of

the Legislature. May I say to the House that we

put the Speaker in an extremely awkward pos-
ition. May I say to the Premier also, through
the Speaker, that all that seems to be re-

quested by this side of the House is a sense

of a lack of equivocation on his part. Should

the Premier say to us that there will be a

debate ordered by the government in connec-

tion with this select committee report, then I

presume to think that the leader of the New
Democratic Party might well be content.

Mr. Lewis: Speaking to the point of order,

Mr. Speaker, I accept what you have said

about motions. My motion did, curiously

enough, request—or was intended to request
—the debate today. I have in front of me a

notice of motion, Mr. Speaker, which I shall

put on the order paper, requiring that that

debate be held on Monday if not today. Sure-

ly I am entitled to put a notice of motion on
the order paper, if not to make one now? I

will withdraw the notice of motion if the

Premier can give an undertaking to the House
now that the debate will take place and will

take place in the immediate future.

Mr. Bullbrook: That is fine. That's all we
want.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I said at the

outset, as I say, about 10:20, that my personal
inclination was to have a debate. I have not,

since this issue arose, in any way-

Mr. MacDonald: Read the record.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, he did.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, yes, I did.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He said that clearly.

You don't listen. If the member would listen,

he would hear.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There is so much verbal

garbage that it is unintelligible.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, with great respect-

Mr. Renwick: The Premier said he had no

objections to a debate and he didn't say he

would have a debate.

Hon. Mr. Davis: My personal inclination

was not to object to a debate. I forget the

exact phraseology, but I think I made it very
clear.

Mr. Lewis: He talks in double negatives
as often as possible, then confusion flows.

Hon. Mr. Davis: As I have said, Mr. Speak-

er, and I repeat it, since this situation arose

I have never been reluctant to enter into a

discussion of this particular issue.
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Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I haven't.

Mr. Cassidy: We watched the Premier to-

day; he has shown some evidence.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I haven't. Laugh as

much as you like but factually that's true.

I haven't.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't he just say
he'll have a debate?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I need more
direction from the Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: He needs time.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —in that the member from
Riverdale—I will not be here to debate it on

Monday, I tell you very frankly—

Mr. Deans: What about Tuesday?

Hon. Mr. Davis: —that the member for

Riverdale was on a point of order, the mem-
ber for Brant was on a point of order, and I

interjected, Mr. Speaker, to say that he mis-

interpreted what I said. Now, Mr. Speaker,
if you wish me to make a statement related

to when I think we might deal with the

Hydro report, if that means the member for

Scarborough will withdraw his motion-

Mr. Lewis: I will withdraw my motion.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and the member from
Brant will, then, Mr. Speaker, if that is ac-

ceptable to you, I am prepared to make a

statement.

Mr. Speaker: May I first say there is no
motion to be withdrawn. I did not accept a

motion. May I say, secondly, to the hon.
members-

Mr. Lewis: I once said you were infinitely
flexible and people laughed at me.

Mr. Speaker: I'm afraid not.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my
point of order.

Mr. Speaker: Secondly, hon. members will

recall that I had made a ruling. I ruled the
motion out of order; therefore all of this de-
bate for the last 15 minutes has been out of

order.

Mr. Bullbrook: I wondered about that.

Mr. Speaker: In view of the nature-

Mr. Lewis: I want to thank you for pro-

ducing the precedents when I raised this

question.

Mr. Speaker: May I ask the hon. members
to listen for a few moments? I did listen

very carefully to them. I must say that I

listened very carefully particularly to the

words of the hon. member for Riverdale.

I am not sure if he is trying to confuse me
or convince me, one of the two. However,
I did listen very, very carefully, and I must
reiterate my original ruling that motions dur-

ing the routine proceedings are reserved

only for the government House leader. We
are in routine business now.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That has got to be a bad

ruling and a bad precedent.

Mr. Lewis: You know who the govern-
ment House leader is. Don't be silly; come
on!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: If the member for Scar-

borough West said that to me I'd throw him
out.

Mr. Speaker: This ruling has been made
before after considerable research and refer-

ence. I refer the hon. members to our stand-

ing orders which indicate that we will abide

by these standing orders, plus any other com-
mon usage within the Legislature and any
practice that we have adopted of any other

jurisdictions. I utilized that provision in our

standing orders to obtain my ruling. My rul-

ing was given very carefully and it had
been given in previous instances. I stick to

that ruling that the motion at this time is

out of order.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier has capitulated.
Now let him make his statement.

Mr. Singer: He has unanimous consent to

make a statement.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if there is

unanimous consent to my getting up and

saying something related to this particular

issue, I—

Mr. Lewis: No double negatives, just

nouns, verbs and what follows.

Mr. Foulds: And objects.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

leader of the New Democratic Party, with

respect to double negatives and construction

of sentences, is a very good one to give
direction, but I will avoid his direction on

this occasion.
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Mr. Lewis: All right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that I will consult with the House
leader to see what the order of business is

for next week. I say right now, it will not
be Monday, nor probably Tuesday but more
than likely Thursday. I will have word to

the members of this House before 12:30 as to

which specific date, if that is in order.

Mr. Lewis: That is fine. See how easy
it is.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But, as I say, it will not
be Monday and probably not Tuesday.

Mr. Lewis: Now if you were Premier you
could handle things like this.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, that's right.

Mr. Speaker: Motions, and I look only to

the government side of the House.

Introduction of bills.

AGRICULTURAL REPRESENTATIVES
ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Agricul-
tural Representatives Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, this bill

is simply complementary to the two intro-

duced yesterday.

Mr. Speaker: Introduction of bills.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, if it is in order, I'd like to say that

John Cronyn is twice the man that the Leader
of the Opposition is, and ten times the man-

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order—

Hon. Mr. White: Now, sir, I move-

Mr. Lewis: I'm up on a point of order.

Let the Treasurer just sit down for a moment.
I don't think that the subject should be
treated quite so lightly as the Treasurer does.

Considering what that committee said about

Cronyn, the Treasurer should go back and
look at his whole COGP again.

Hon. Mr. White: I will be right in the

debate next week to explain exactly what
I mean.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Boy, he had
better be!

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. White: I just wanted to get on
the record today in fairness to one of the

finest men in this province, grossly maligned
by men who are-

Mr. Lewis: Sure, with contempt for the

parliamentary process.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: By wilfully withholding
evidence. The Treasurer is absolutely ridic-

ulous. He should be cited for contempt.

Mr. Lewis: Al Lawrence says the govern-
ment is shaking up its cabinet and that the

Treasurer is going. He said that in London

yesterday. Al Lawrence said the Treasurer

is on his way out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And Al Lawrence is

coming back; so look out.

Mr. Foulds: To haunt the government.

An hon. member: What about the Liberal

leadership?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We will settle that demo-

cratically.

An hon. member: Watch out for the mem-
ber for Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent).

Mr. Lewis: We would wish them to have

both.

ASSISTANCE TO ONTARIO PENSIONERS
ACT

Hon. Mr. White moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to provide Assistance to

Ontario Pensioners.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, this bill

provides for the Ontario Pensioners Assist-

ance Programme, which the Premier an-

nounced to the Legislature last week. Under
the proposed programme a $50 grant will be

paid to all Ontario pensioners who are elig-

ible or become eligible for the Guaranteed

Income Supplement in the final three months

of the year.

The programme will distribute about $17
million of additional money to approximately
340,000 pensioners this year.

I know all hon. members support these

initiatives to assist citizens who for reasons of

age, health or personal misfortune are unable

to share fully in the prosperity of Ontario.

We are anxious to have the cheques in the
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mail by early December so I hope we can

give this bill speedy passage.

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT

Mr. Drea moves first reading of bill in-

tituled, an Act to amend the Employment
Standards Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Mr.

Speaker, the purpose of the bill is to take

dead aim on the labour contractors who are

acting as brokers in the supplying of seasonal

farm labour in the primary production of

fruit, vegetables and tobacco. The particular
vehicle being used is to bring these seasonal

employees under the scope of the Employ-
ment Standards Act.

SPEAKER'S RULING ON MOTION

Mr. Speaker: Before I go to the orders

of the day, I should like to make a ruling

pertaining to a bill that was introduced yes-

terday, Oct. 11. Mr. Germa, the member for

Sudbury, introduced a bill to amend the

Ontario Municipal Employees' Retirement

System Act. I am now in receipt of an

opinion from the office of the legislative

counsel that this bill constitutes a money bill

and cannot therefore be proposed by a pri-

vate member as provided by standing order

86. The legislative counsel's opinion reads as

follows:

It is the opinion of this o£Bce that the

proposed bill in question is a money bill.

Subsection 2 of section 7 of the Act pro-
vides for the pajonent of interest by the

Treasurer of Ontario at a rate which is to

fluctuate so as to reflect market conditions

at the time the interest is paid. Since this

interest is paid out of the consolidated

revenue fund, and under today's conditions

would probably be at a rate which is

higher than the five per cent and the 6.5

per cent rate specified under the Act, this

would involve an expenditure out of public

moneys.

The bill is accordingly removed from the

order paper.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 17th order, House
in committee of supply; Mr. R. D. Rowe in

the chair.

ESTIMATES, PROVINCIAL
SECRETARIAT FOR RESOURCES

DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Chairman: Volume 3, page R8, the

estimates of the Resources Development

policy secretariat. Does the hon. minister have

an opening statement?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): A very brief

one, Mr. Chairman—although 20 minutes ago
it looked as though my statement this morn-

ing might have to run an hour-and-a-half, at

this moment it can be very brief.

I don't think, Mr. Chairman, there is any

necessity this year to go into an explanation
of the system itself, which has been working
for over a year-and-a-half, involving Provin-

cial Secretaries and their roles, generally.

I think as the time has passed, as most of

us would have hoped from the COGP report

and the understanding of those of us who are

involved, that the field of understanding is

broadened to the caucus of this party and to

a majority of the members of the House; and

also I think, rapidly from my ovra experience,
the understanding of the role of Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development at least

is being more and more understood by the

public.

One aspect of this understanding—and I

think it's very fundamental, of course, parti-

san lines aside, that the people of this prov-
ince understand how their government oper-
ates—one very interesting aspect has been the

number of associations—public, commercial,
industrial and voluntary—that have quickly
started to comprehend the new structure and
the role of this particular policy field.

I am speaking from my own experience.

Throughout the year, as recently as yester-

day but from time to time, we are able to

fulfil a role that was not particularly de-

scribed by the COGP proposals, and that

is to provide an opportunity for a relevant

group of ministries to sit down in face-to-

face discussions with a large number of

associations and public bodies.

As part of this, and because of the team

aspect of the new structure, we have ex-

perimented this year—and many members of

the opposition have been present—with

something that I think has been very success-

ful, and that is the taking of the resources

policy field group into the field itself.

On three occasions we and our deputies,

along with selected staffs, have been able

to go out into the province. And because
we are a related group with relevant in-
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terests and overlapping responsibilities, we
have been able, for instance, to have a very
successful series of meetings in Dryden and
Kenora in northwestern Ontario. We follow-

ed that with two days of intense meetings in

Smiths Falls. A couple of weeks ago we
were again able—and I think at least one
of the hon. members was present—to have
a series of very useful public meetings at

Kapuskasing and Timmins.

This is an aspect of the new structure

of government which I hope will become
embedded in tradition and used by all of

us as a focal point for our contacts with
the people. I think it's fair to say that this

has been accomplished without large "P"

or even small "p" political overtones, be-

cause I believe we have been scrupulously
careful to avoid the road show or circus

atmosphere that could be created by a num-
ber of ministers, six or seven in the case

of my policy field, being available to the

public.

I have noticed one basic exception to

the role expected to be played by the Pro-

vincial Secretary and I have not been able

to resolve it on my own or with the help
of any of my colleagues. It is that the

Provincial Secretaries as such appear to main-
tain or have a lower political profile than

was expected either by the COGP or by the

government at the time it reorganized the

government. I cannot understand why and
I have been able to receive no advice as

to why that continues.

In the same way, in the field of com-

munications, which is a responsibility of all

ministers and Provincial Secretaries, the

ability to communicate quickly and easily
with the public, is one in which I personally
can say we have not resolved the problem.

Mr. M. Gassidy (Ottawa Centre): Can you
explain that further?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I think the only
other thing I can say, Mr. Chairman, is

that apart from the co-ordinating role that

is obviously necessary in this policy field,

there is an aspect that perhaps hasn't been
dealt with often in public. It is that by
meeting together so regularly and at such

length, a tremendous amount of inter-educa-

tion goes on. We meet weekly from 8:30

a.m. until usually about noon and, with the

field trips and other meetings, there is a

tremendous amount of self-education that

goes on between the ministries, an aspect
which I think wasn't underlined in the dis-

cussion involving the restructuring of govern-
ment.

As the opposition has noted, I think in-

directly, instead of being in any way a block
or hindrance to the flow of legislation, I think

it has been obvious that never has more
legislation been dealt with with such speed
as in the year and months since the re-

structuring took place. It is extraordinary,
as we all know, no matter which side of

the House we may be on, the volume of

decision-making and mere legislation itself

that this system-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): That would
have happened anyway.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Perhaps so. May-
be it is coincidental, but at least it is not
the reverse, and I would underline that.

Insofar as my own budget is concerned,
it is small; I have purposely maintained
it as small. I think it is substantially the

smallest of the policy field. My own prejudice
since being asked to fulfil this role has been
that a Provincial Secretary's staflF should be

kept very small, and therefore that has

been the case. I have discouraged, and my
deputy has discouraged, any suggestion or

any impetus toward the enlargement of our

staff, and therefore we are able to manage—

Mr. Lawlor: How large is your staff?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: My staff at the

moment is myself, my secretary, a driver-

attendant, an executive assistant, a reception-
ist—that's three plus one on contract, four;

and then the deputy provincial secretary,
his secretary, three executive directors, two
clerical secretaries, and three people on

contract, two of whom we pay and the other

is on an informal contract so the total there

is eight plus three on contract—11. We
have a vacancy, as it were. Our complement
would allow two more but we are not in

any rush, as I mentioned earlier, to see the

staff enlarged.

The last point I think I would like to

make, Mr. Chairman—and this may come back
to the question of communications—is the fact

that so much of the role of a Provincial Secre-

tary is involved in spotting conflicts before

they actually occur, and hopefully avoiding
mistakes before they occur. And obviously to

the degree that you can spot conflicts within

the seven ministries—and that is one of my
most important roles, or one of the most im-

portant roles of my deputy and myself and

our staff—of course that is not news, it is

only news when you make a mistake openly
and publicly.
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With those remarks, Mr. Chairman, I am
here for whatever questioning of this par-
ticular estimate the members would like to

place.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
I will not continue with the debate on

whether or not policy ministries should exist

per se. We have had that debate frequently
and our position against those particular min-
istries and our profound feeling of their lack

of usefulness is now well known.

I would also like to express, however, my
regret that the present policy minister, who
came into the Legislature with, I am sure,

high hopes personally and with high regard
on all sides, has really been shunted out of

the political mainstream by the appointment
to this ministry. I have a feeling that he

regrets it as much as the rest of us do. I

don't know why it should be that this has

happened to him, because it seems to me that

his influence on policy in general has been

largely diluted because he is not heading an

operating department, and his abilities, such
as they are, are therefore in large measure
lost to the province.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): That's

equivocal.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I will continue with my
comments, which are going to be only on one

subject, one that the minister has, on a policy
basis, dealt with extensively, and he has
claimed publicly personal responsibility for

the policy, that is the establishment of the

Algonquin Forest Authority, wdth the inten-

tion of continuing a logging exploitation

operation. The concept is that the head of

that forest authority should be none other
than the former Premier, John P. Robarts. I

believe that the policy is erroneous, that it is

misguided; that it will be changed in the near
future by necessity, that the people of this

province will demand it. And because of my
strong feelings of the policy error there I

intend to move, Mr. Speaker, that item 1 of

vote 1601 be reduced by $15,000, an amount

directly related to the minister's salary, which
is statutory and therefore untouchable by this

House.

Mr. Cassidy: The House might accept that

motion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I want to speak about
the situation in Algonquin. Since the minister,

myself and other members of the House have

appeared publicly on a number of occasions,
the debate has taken place to some extent in

the community but not to the same extent in

this House, and that is to be regretted. This

morning we can set that right. I would sug-

gest that the members of the Conservative

Party pay careful attention to the points that

are made, because they are presently support-

ing an unsupportable policy, one which must
be changed and which I predict will be

changed vdthin the next year.

In 1968, Mr. Chairman, you may recall,

the problem about the future of Algonquin
Park arose in the Legislature, and as a matter

of public policy the then Premier, Mr.

Robarts, decided that rather than force

through a draft plan for the development of

a park which had been established by the

public service with some consultation, he

would establish a special committee of ex-

amination and review headed by Les Frost.

This very successfully accomplished what the

government had in mind, and that was not

necessarily to come up with answers to the

situation in Algonquin Park, but to take off

the public pressure from those people who
were concerned with the policy as it had been

enunciated, and perhaps even more con-

cerned with the lack of policy which would
have allowed the logging exploitation to con-

tinue.

Les Frost was an ideal man for the posi-
tion. He had established a reputation as an

outdoorsman of real sincerity, not some sort

of a publicity facade, but he had spent many
days, months probably, out of every one of

his adult years in the park as a conserva-

tionist and as a sportsman. He also had a

high regard and respect for everyone con-

cerned with the policy, and he undertook a

very broad, lengthy series of meetings which
were productive only in part. Of course, he

left the chairmanship because of his illness,

and we must recognize the important con-

tribution he made during his period of the

chairmanship which complemented, of course,

the reputation he has established as a public

figure over many years.

The problem, then, really became apparent
in 1968. Neither the logging interests, nor the

so-called environmentalists were prepared to

accept the draft plan. The government was
convinced that it had been conceived in error,

and that it was completely unadministrable.

Therefore, they put the situation on ice by
referring it to the Frost committee. The Frost

committee did have many meetings and did

bring forward some recommendations.

The minutes and the communications be-

tween the committee and the various minis-

ters responsible for Algonquin Park over those

years indicates substantial interference in

their deliberations by the government. Cer-

tainly this has been true through the whole
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period of the committee's activities, but never

more true than in recent months when the

present minister indicated that the whole
matter of whether logging would continue or

not was not a subject that they should con-

cern themselves with, that this was a matter

of government policy which in the minister's

context had been fixed and was immutable.

We did feel, however, that the pressures
that had been brought upon the government
from the public sector—people having com-
municated with ministers and members of the

Legislature, directly and through public meet-

ings—had been such that public policy was
flexible. I simply draw to your attention,

Mr. Chairman, the fact that in the Quetico
situation what had been a position where Que-
tico, under government policy, had to be

subject to certain exploitation, this was chang-
ed and the designation as a wilderness area

was established and accepted on all sides.

I can recall the minister of the day getting

up in the House and saying that a number of

jobs—I forget the exact number, but a sub-

stantial number of jobs
—

depended parti-

cularly and directly on the forest resources

of Quetico, and that there were no alterna-

tive lumber supplies available, and for that

reason the government was not prepared to

change its designation.

I do recall, however, a public meeting held
in Toronto where representatives of the then

Department of Lands and Forests, one of the

top officials of the company that was making
use of the logging operation in their industrial

processes, and political representatives as well,
sat down in public to discuss this. The
deputy minister, as he then was of the De-
partment of Lands and Forests, indicated that

perhaps there were alternative sources of

lumber. And the representatives of the com-

pany, Domtar it was, indicated that it might
be possible to keep the logging machinery in

practice out of Quetico Park, and, by George,
it was accomplished. The pohcy was changed.

I would like to apply that parallel to that

situation in Algonquin. It is true that a sub-
stantial number of jobs depend on the logs
that presently come from Algonquin. The
number is variously described as between
2,600 and 3,100, although it is difficult to pin
this down because the number of jobs asso-

ciated with the Quetico situation varied tre-

mendously. It was very large when the gov-
ernment said its policy could not be changed;
and it was reduced tremendously, to about
a quarter of the original figure, when it be-
came apparent that the policy could be

changed and that in fact not many jobs
would be interfered with.

But we must accept the figure of approxi-

mately 3,000 jobs. This has been put to me by
my colleague from Nipissing, who represents
an area directly affected, and I am sure the

minister has had representations from his

colleagues in some of the surrounding areas.

The jobs do exist, they do depend on the

forest resources based on Algonquin, and we
as responsible politicians must take that as

being of very great significance indeed. We
are not suggesting that with a statement in

the House or by a stroke of a pen, that log-

ging be stopped and these jobs be thrown into

the ash heap so that the people concerned

are without employment.

I would say the best parallel is the state-

ment made by the government that, for ex-

ample, the Niagara fruit belt must be pre-
served. We agree with them in that conten-

tion, but we feel that the taxpayers and the

citizens of the whole of the province benefit

from that decision, and therefore they must
be the ones who carry the cost of making such
a decision and administering it in the long
run. That's why, if there is going to be
economic dislocation in the area surrounding

Algonquin Park, it is up to us in this House
to see that no individuals in the area carry
the financial load of the decision themselves.

I submit to you, Mr. Chairman, that by co-

ordinating the federal programme under the

Department of Regional Economic Expansion
and a programme of our own, we can ensure

that economic dislocation does not affect the

communities that presently depend upon the

raw materials from the park for the continu-

ation of their industrial base. It would there-

fore mean that logging would be phased out.

I would suggest a period of five years; it

could be accomplished in perhaps less time,

perhaps more time.

What we are talking about is the concept
and the establishment as a matter of policy
of the goal of stopping the exploitation of the

park in a way similar to the federal regula-
tions which permit no direct exploitation in

any national park. We believe the same ap-

proach ought to apply under these circum-

stances.

I did feel that a political mistake of major

proportions had been made by the minister

whose estimates are before us when he per-
suaded the Premier to prevail upon his pre-

decessor, John Robarts, to announce that he
was accepting the position as chairman and
chief executive officer of something called the

Algonquin Forest Authority, which has been
announced by this minister but has not ap-

peared in any form of legislation before this

House as yet.
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It seemed that the minister felt that if John
Robarts himself could pull this gambit with

Les Frost and take the heat ofiF, why couldn't

we do it again. It is true that Mr. Robarts

enjoys the same sort of reputation as Mr.

Frost, at least in substantial part, as a man
who can be relied upon to take an independ-
ent stand under these circumstances. While
he is a political ally of the minister and the

present Premier—there is no doubt about that

—still I am sure that in the minds of us all

he has divorced himself from day-to-day poli-

tics, at least to the extent that we could

rely upon his independent judgement.

But it seems to me that the political mis-

take was to think that the situation could

be put on ice again in 1973 as it was in

1968 by dredging up a responsible political

figure from the past and allowing him to

carry the load for a period of time, which

may be a number of months or even a num-
ber of years. It's been particularly unfair to

Mr. Robarts since it has become apparent
that his extremely complex network of corpo-
rate directorships and interests in various

businesses puts him in a direct conflict of

interest in connection with any logging oper-
ations that would be going on in the park.

The minister defends this by saying that

all of the logging licences are going to be
rescinded overnight and, therefore, any of the

companies in which Mr. Robarts has an

interest, corporate or otherwise, would not

have a licence. That is a particularly spurious

argument, indeed, since his interests would
lie with the corporate directors.

I, for one, would not for a moment suggest
that he would make decisions favourable to

any particular aspect of the business com-

munity—he doesn't have to. After all, a

number of businesses are crying for him to

join their board of directors so that that

impressive picture can appear on the financial

pages of the Globe and Mail and give them
that sort of a lift.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): A great man;
a great fellow! A great leader!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: My gosh, if he had a

picture that impressive for some of his elec-

tions he would have won them by a real

majority, instead of the way he did.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): I used his pic-
ture in two of my campaigns.

Mr. Reilly: I don't blame the member.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I believe that the minister,

by putting forward this policy—and actually
it's a bit of political chicanery—has put John

Robarts in an impossible position. I think it is

quite apparent that he is not going to take

this position as chairman and chief executive

officer. He would now see that he would be

very foolish to do so simply to save a political

embarrassment, and the continued political

embarrassment, of this minister and the

Premier who can't come to grips with the

public policy in this connection.

So we believe, on this side, that a policy
mistake of large magnitude, not irrecoverable,

has been made. We believe the policy mis-

take can be reversed, and that it must be

reversed and that it will be reversed.

We believe in Algonquin Park, which was
established by our predecessors in this cham-

ber in 1890, approximately; we must support
their concept, this particular part of Ontario

must be maintained—not in a wilderness situ-

ation; I'm not recommending that—but for

the use of this citizens of this province and

of this part of the world who have ready
access to it.

I want to say something further about the

use of the park, because I think we must

recognize that the Algonquin Wildlands

League itself—for a good lengthy period of

the time when they were negotiating with the

government, often in a very critical way-
was prepared to accept the continuation of

logging in many sections of the park and for

an extended period of time. That the wild-

lands league, and others knowledgeable in

these enviromental matters, were in substan-

tial support of certain areas of government

policy which would set aside the north-

western section as a wilderness area; and

which was designed, in that sense, to have

different areas of the park subject to different

levels of use.

The position now has become strong, how-

ever, that actual commercial exploitation

should not be allowed to continue. The min-

ister, in response to that position, has said:

"Well, of course, the Algonquin Forest Auth-

ority will be non-profit,"—which is once again

a ridiculous argument—"because the logs are

being removed,"—according to some of the

minister's advisers—"for the good of the

park." Perhaps that can be argued, but they

are essentially going to be used for profit-

making manufacturing.

So I hope the minister is not going to

burden us with that ridiculous argument that

under the forest authority no profit is being
made. It simply is a ridiculous approach and

I hope he is not going to stand on that

argument once again.
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We believe the park must be made avail-

able for the recreational use of the whole of

the citizens of the province to the extent that

they may see fit to use it, with these excep-

tions: We would not like the park to be

turned into an ordinary type of provincial

park with unlimited camping grounds. Rather,

we believe the concept that has been brought
forward in the policy proposal of a network

of satellite parks just outside the boundaries

of Algonquin itself should be pursued.

Campers looking for a location where they

can bring their trailers and set up their tents

close to each other with washing facilities and

hot showers and sewage disposal and so forth,

of course, would find those facilities are avail-

able; but they would then have access to the

park on another recreational basis which

would leave the park boundaries separate and

distinct from the other park function.

We have been critical in the past of the

government's policy of awarding commercial

enterprises within the park itself. There is no

doubt in my mind that political patronage
had a part to play in the acceptance of at

least one individual's commercial position
within the park. It was recommended by the

member for Renfrew South (Mr. Yakabuski)
and it's been debated previously in this House
and I don't intend to go over it, but surely

park policy must be far above those con-

siderations. This is a matter of only passing
concern but one which undermines the gov-
ernment's position in all other matters since

it has not seen fit to take a strong and inde-

pendent competitive, tendered view on these

particular areas.

We believe that the park itself is one of

the most valuable public natural resources re-

maining in the province, in the same category
as the Niagara Escarpment. We believe the

government makes a serious error when its

policy permits continuing exploitation of the

natural resources of the park. I would say to

you, Mr. Chairman, that I predict now for the

third time that the policy will be changed
because the people of the province are de-

manding it.

We are cognizant of what the minister

might call capital "P" political difiiculties, be-

cause there are people whose livelihood de-

pends upon the exploitation of the park. Our

position, which I'm sure the government will

come around to, is that their welfare, their

livelihood, can be looked after not simply by
sloughing them off on the tourist industry,
which although it is admittedly expanding is

basically a two-month industry and can in no

way be the basic economic support for the

3,000 families concerned. There must be

alternatives and obviously there can be alter-

natives.

Mr. Chairman, we consider this matter of

priority importance and in order to give point
to our position in this, I move that item 1 of

vote 1601 be reduced-

Mr. Chairman: We are not on that vote

yet. It will be more appropriate when we call

vote 1601.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: You're ruling me out of

order in making an amendment to the—

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): He can

make it any time and make it when he's

speaking.

Mr. Chairman: We haven't called vote

1601 yet. We have the preliminary state-

ments, then we call vote 1061.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes. Mr. Chairman, I just
submit to you, sir, that you have called the

estimates of the Provincial Secretary of Re-

sources Development-

Mr. Singer: Yes, the whole thing is before

the House.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —and this is what I've

been talking about. I don't care when we put
the motion. I simply suggest to you that it

would be a suitable time for me to make the

motion now because we are dealing with
these estimates. If you want to rule it out of

order, I'll do it some other time, but it seems
to me to be a ridiculous way to conduct our

business.

Mr. Chairman: The normal procedure in

conducting the business of the House, which
is exactly what we are doing, is to have the

opening statements from each of the parties
and then we call the first vote.

We will continue that and I rule the motion
out of order at this time. The member for

Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: We know that you are going to

ultimately rule the motion in order and it

will come from the Leader of the Opposition.
We'll probably support it because, in fact,

the policy considerations and the policy de-

cisions of this provincial secretariat are not
all that engaging, particularly around Algon-
quin Park. If that is the only way we have
to express our dissent, then obviously it will

have to be that vehicle.

I won't equivocate with the minister. I

think the minister is a man of many talents.

I, too, am a little saddened by the fact

that he has been confined to this role of a
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Provincial Secretary. It may be that we still

don't understand the way these particular
offices are working. It may be that the pro-
vincial secretaries feel extremely good about

what they are doing, although one had the

impression from the Provincial Secretary for

Social Development (Mr. Welch) that the

strongest sense he had was that of acute and

continuing discomfort.

I hope, and I wouldn't want to consign
the minister to obscurity by uttering such a

hope, that when the cabinet shuffle comes,
which Allan Lawrence insisted was just
around the corner, he is assigned a ministry
with—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Does that

mean he is coming back?

Mr. Lewis: —decision-making powers and
that he once again has an opoprtunity to

display the talents which he clearly has on
a day-to-day basis.

I want to speak on two subjects. I want to

echo some of the words of the Leader of the

Opposition on Algonquin Park, and I want
to raise with the Provincial Secretary a matter
that I raised at question period a week or so

ago about the abandonment of agricultural
land and land policy which falls clearly
within his policy-making arena. I don't think
I need be too long on either, although I

think I have some useful information and
material on the second.

Let me say, Mr. Chairman, in brief, that

one of the greatest discourtesies done the

Legislature, and in a sense done the Province
of Ontario, was the announcement—I have
a bad throat, so I will reach crescendos only
once or twice and I will try to save them—
was the announcement of Algonquin Park

policy only after the Legislature had closed.

It denied us at the time an opportunity of

joining debate. It denied us at the time an

opportunity of what I think was a legitimate

philosophic confrontation about the way in

which the park should be handled. Fortu-

nately the Algonquin Wildlands League, and
for this they deserve everlasting credit, ar-

ranged three meetings—the last one frustrated

by that unhappy fire at the St. Lawrence
Hall.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What fire?

Mr. Lewis: The one—at St. Lawrence Hall,
wasn't it? They arranged three meetings, one
at Huntsville, one in Ottawa and one at St.

Lawrence Hall where representatives of all

three parties were able to give their views

and to answer questions from the audience.

I participated in one. My colleague from
Ottawa Centre participated, as the minister

knows, in the meeting in Ottawa.

I think that through the activity of the

Algonquin Wildlands League the public sense

of what was at work gradually grew. We
have now reached the point where there is

a very widespread recognition through the

Province of Ontario that this is not just a

small decision; this is a crucial matter on
which the government may well have made
a very serious error in judgement. Indeed, I

privately think the minister believes that to

be true—he won't share that privacy—and may
well retreat.

I said a number of weeks ago and I be-

lieve to this day that you will retreat; and
I will tell you why in just a few minutes

time.

The Algonquin Park policy, Mr. Chair-

man, is wrong. It is dead wrong. It is so

wrong that it is absolutely incomprehensible.
There is absolutely no reason for allowing
the continuance of logging in Algonquin Park

beyond a predetermined date for phasing it

out. Presumably that date can be a few years,
because no jobs can possibly be allowed to

be lost in the interim.

Given the nature of that recreational re-

source, given the reality of what is happen-

ing to recreational resources in southern

Ontario whether it be the beaches of Lake

Erie, the Niagara Escarpment, the Oak Ridges
moraine or any of the provincial parks which
are crammed to overflowing weekend after

weekend through the summer, to allow even

an inch of Algonquin Park to be logged in

infinity is a violation of the park and violation

of the public sense that this recreational

resource should be confined to recreational

uses.

In the process of making up its mind, of

determining a policy which was clearly

wrong-headed, I think the government got
itself involved in three serious conflicts of

interest, two of which have been mentioned
and a third which I want to mention for

perhaps the first time today.

The first is that you have allowed most of

the administrative policy decisions to con-

tinue to fall within the Ministry of Natural

Resources. Presumably the Algonquin Forest

Authority will fall within the Ministry of

Natural Resources, and I want to say in this

House, Mr. Chairman, that no greater in-

compatibility can be devised than to give
the minister whose role is the extraction of

natural resources the right to preservation of

a park.
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For his ministry, the destruction of the

environment in the name of reasonable re-

source production is primary. For his ministry,

to be asked to preserve parks or to properly

support conservation authorities is ludicrous.

It should be in the Ministry of the En-

vironment. It might be in some other minis-

try, I know not what immediately and off

hand; but you don't give it to the man who

rejoices in opening his estimates, as the

minister did just earlier this week, with a

recitation of statistics of productivity in the

mineral and logging industries. You don't

give that man the sacred right to preserve
whatever is to be left of Algonquin Park. It

is an invitation to disaster. It is irreconcilable.

You are consigning Algonquin Park to irre-

sponsible logging, simply by allowing it in

the Natural Resources ministry.

The appointment of John Roberts, about

which the Premier (Mr. Davis) has occasion-

ally equivocated, is also a mistake and a

conflict of interest. The Premier of course,

didn't equivocate when he wrote to Mr.

Jeff Miller of the Algonquin Wildlands

League. He said that the announcement,

which was made last week, indicated that

Mr. Roberts has agreed to accept the appoint-
ment after the authority comes into being.

There is no question that John Robarts

initially agreed to accept the appointment.
There is no question that the Premier as-

sumed that would take the heat off. It was

only because of the combined public efforts

of my colleagues from High Park (Mr.

Shulman) and Ottawa Centre in learning

about Consolidated-Bathurst and John
Robarts' presence on the board, and learning

about the implications of that for the licences

in the park, that the public, the press and

the media were aroused to what appeared to

be a conflict of interest. _
I'll tell you something, Mr. Chairman, I

don't think that is the primary conflict of

interest. I am one of those people who has

very few hesitations about John Robarts.

I enjoyed every year I spent in this House

while he was Premier, and I have no doubt

whatsoever that whatever he tries to man-

age he would manage as effectively as he

can.

The conflict of interest Hes less in his

board directorships and more in the fact

that during his stewardship as Premier, Al-

gonquin Park was systematically and irre-

sponsibly logged. You can't ask the man who

presided over much wanton destruction of

that park now to come to its rescue. It

doesn't make any sense.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was during that per-
iod that the Algonquin Wildlands League
was formed.

Mr. Lewis: At that time, of course, then

Premier Robarts supported the policy. It is

a policy which the policy minister, when he

spoke in Ottawa, called archaic. I'm trying

to remember your exact words. I was so

interested that I got the transcript, then I

didn't mark it and I can't recall. But you
used the word "archaic"—and obviously that

implies out of date. You indicated you were

unhappy with the way in which the licens-

ing had proceeded in the park and the way
in which the logging in the park had been

managed.
In your own way, which is a fairly

straightforward way, your criticisms were

directly thrust at the previous regime when

John Robarts was the Premier. To have an-

nounced the appointment of that man as the

man to take over the preservation of the park

clearly doesn't taste good in the public
mouth.

There is another conflict of interest which

I want to put to you, which no one has

put to you yet, and that is the nature of

the Ministry of Natural Resources and the

nature of its advisory committee. That ad-

visory committee, on whose advice policy
in the Ministry of Natural Resources is de-

termined, is headed by T. S. Jones, vice-

president and general manager of Anglo-
Canadian Pulp and Paper.

As a matter of fact, he is the pulp and

paper representative on the committee and

is designated as such, and you are inviting

yet further irresponsibility if the man who
heads the advisory committee to the minister

has a direct interest in the logging industry.

Let me point out to you that that is not

impugning the worth of T. S. Jones, because

the minister himself has realized the possible
conflict. You will recall that when the min-

ister set up this advisory committee, the

involvement of Mr. Jones in the mercury

pollution of northwestern Ontario was of a

kind that the Minister of Natiu*al Resources

said: "My advisory committee will deal with

everything but it won't deal with mercury

pollution."

It won't deal with mercury pollution—but

you are allowing this committee, with that

man at its head, to deal with what goes on

in Algonquin Park. I submit to you that the

chairman of an advisory committee, whose

necessary interests lie in the logging industry,
cannot be asked again to provide supervision
of that industry even if you set up the author-
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ity as some kind of independent body. The
entire approach to this subject of Algonquin
Park has invited a series of conflicts which,
it seems to me, speak to the park's eventual

ruin.

I want to take the argument one step fur-

ther. I want to say to you that the minister

himself—the Provincial Secretary—was ambiv-
alent when he shared a platform and an

open-hne radio programme. What was it—

the Green Line?

Mr. Cassidy: That's the understatement of

the week.

Mr. Lewis: He was equivocal because
wherever it is—whether it is in your heart

or your soul or whatever you have in your
viscera which communicates with nature-
whatever it was was triggered and you indi-

cated—in fact you said, I quote from the

transcript:

Obviously the public of Ontario are going
to require the government ultimately to

have extremely strict control on logging. I

think the control of fires, the control of

disease may be the only reasons for har-

vesting at all.

That kind of harvest isn't going to supply
the logging needs of the companies which
will be drawing the material from the Al-

gonquin Forest Authority. Obviously, in your
own mind there is a kind of date out there

somewhere when Algonquin Park will go
out of production as a logging resource.

Mr. Chairman, I know why, and the House
knows why, the Algonquin Forest Authority,
after it is introduced, will be disbanded. It

will be disbanded before 1975. As I stand

here, there is not the slightest doubt in my
mind.

It will be disbanded by an announcement,
before the orders of the day, on the part of

the Premier of Ontario, and it will be dis-

banded because the Conservative Party is in

terrible diflBculty in Metropolitan Toronto.

Neat, tidy, environmental issues, like logging
in Algonquin Park, have always been seen

by this government as a way of appeasing
voter antagonism in Metro. That is why you
did what you did in Quetico, however far

north it may have been; that's why the re-

versal of the Spadina Expressway; that's why
the shift in ground on Cedarwood; and that's

why the Algonquin Forest Authority will not

operate more than one—well it will operate
several years; but will be given a terminal

date virtually at the time of its creation be-

cause you need Metropolitan votes and you

look upon it as facile environmental issue

which will shift around.

I don't really care, however crass that may
be, that that generates your decision—as I

have no doubt it will because it is absolutely
irresistible—I don't care what generates the

decision. What I now care about and what
the NDP caucus cares about is the fact that

that government over there has very little

responsibility to the 3,100 workers involved.

And that is of real concern.

One of the reasons why you are preserv-

ing logging in Algonquin Park is that you
haven't the faintest idea of what to do with

the economic infrastructure in eastern On-
tario. You haven't the faintest idea of

alternative employment opportunities. You
haven't the faintest idea of what to say to

the communities whose lives are contingent
on logging. We in this party haven't played

games with this subject, let me tell you. We
have said publicly that we believe logging
should be phased out of the park. I have

written directly to the trade union locals in-

volved, many of them supporters of the New
Democratic Party, and told them that in this

choice the environment must come first and

that we will find alternative employment.

My colleague from Ottawa Centre and I

have sat down in the offices of the mayor of

Pembroke, closed the door, and set out to him
and his deputy mayor, in no uncertain and

absolutely straightforward terms, why it is

that we believe in what we believe, and what
we think the alternative potential for em-

ployment is. What truly makes everybody in

the logging industry anxious—and makes

Amprior anxious, and Renfrew anxious, and

Pembroke anxious—is the fact that they know
that when the chips are down this govern-
ment doesn't care about jobs in eastern

Ontario, and if they don't keep those logging

jobs they may have no others.

Again, because you are going ultimately to

want to satisfy Metropolitan Toronto; be-

cause when a Regenstreif poll shows that vou

have dropped 13 points in Metro and that

you are running third in this part of the

province; because when a poll shows that the

Premier's reputation has dropped more un-

happily in Metro than in any other part of

the province; when you know the number of

sitting Tory members you have—like that

poor, lonely, forlorn, isolated fellow Wardle
out there in Beaches-Woodbine, sitting out

the last two years before he suff^ers the most

extraordinary clobbering of his political career

at the hands of the New Democratic Party—
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Mr. T. A. Wardle (Beaches-Woodbine):
Never, never!

Mr. Lewis: —thank you for acknowledging
it. I want to say to you that you are going
to try to rescue those people and so you are

going to reverse yourself. And in the process,
there is danger that the 3,100 jobs will be

sacrificed.

I say to you, Mr. Chairman, that what
is at stake in this debate, is that this minister

start talking publicly and within his policy

field, because Labour falls within his policy

field, preposterously enough, about what he

is going to do about those 3,100 jobs.

You tabled the Design for Development,
Eastern Ontario: Phase 1, in October, 1972.

This is October, 1973, and the planning
boards of the councils affected and the

senior elected people of the councils aflFected

have no idea what your intention is about

eastern Ontario.

Whether you speak to the mayor of Smiths

Falls, or whether you speak to key people
in Perth, or whether you speak to people up
and down the valley, up and down Renfrew

county, they have no idea what you have in

store for them. They resent the way in which

the Design for Development predicts that

they will atrophy or stagnate. They resent

the predetermination of a recreational base or

an agricultural base, or the determination of

specific population figures, without consulta-

tion. They resent the absence of diversification

of small industry or small tourism in their

community. They resent that they can't get
serviced land from you if they wanted to

expand just a few pitiful acres.

They resent, as the mayor of Smiths Falls

resents, that it takes a year and a half to

get approval for some little shopping centre

complex—what was it, Zeller's? Is that what

it was? Zeller's — in the town. Eighteen
months to get approval here; a snap of the

fingers gets approvals for Metro.

All of those communities in eastern On-

tario know that when the chips are down
the government doesn't come through for

them. The Treasurer (Mr. White) produces
in the House, after telling us that there were

scores of meetings and hundreds of meetings
around Design for Development—that was
the phrase he used, "hundreds of meetings"
—he produces in the House a record, fol-

lowing the Design for Development, of one,

two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine,

10, 11, 12, 13, 14 meetings; 14 meetings.
Some of them of this kind: 12 board mem-
bers of the Board of Trade in Ottawa;

Queen's University, about 25 staff and stu-

dents; Algonquin College, about 25 staff and

students; North Frontenac, 30 people.

Not a single meeting since January or

February of 1973
, which speaks to the

economy of eastern Ontario.

No wonder the people of that part of the

province are almost frantic about the neglect

pattern which has developed and accele-

rates, and is so persistent, and consigns them
to a subsidiary role, and always sees that

part of the province as the bottom of the

government's planning priorities.

And I say to you that because everybody
knows that Algonquin will not be logged
for many more years, you have to turn your
mind to those 3,100 jobs; you have to turn

your mind to the councils and the planners
and the community groups of the communi-
ties that will be affected and start meeting
with them realistically. You have to give
them some kind of opportunity to expand
their urban and semi-urban base, such as it

is, and give them some support from this

government; because that's now what is at

stake—the jobs. And there is all too little

being talked about the jobs of those people
involved.

Mr. Chairman, I think that that roughly
covers what we have wanted to say about

Algonquin Park. We think that for the

people in southern Ontario the logging just
must be removed. The demand is over-

whelming—absolutely irresistible.

Editorially, you haven't a leg to stand on

throughout this province in terms of the

press. In public opinion terms, you are in

grave trouble on this subject. And I wouldn't

be adamant about it and I wouldn't be

truculent about it, because it is not saving
Maurice Hamilton's seat and Paul Yakabus-

ski's seat.

What will save them, if anything, is the

way in which the government responds to

the alternatives for employment for the

people who are affected after they have

announced the change in policy. And if you
are capable of announcing a change in policy
in an hour-and-a-quarter, which you did this

morning, then you are capable of announcing
a change in pohcy over a few weeks before

this short session is ended.

Now, having said that about Algonquin
Park, I want to move to a second area of

general conceptual policy in your ministry.

And, Mr. Chairman, I want to raise it as a

theme which many of us in this party in-

tend to hammer away at with increasing fre-

quency over the next number of months. It

is the reason why I asked the Provincial
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Secretary the question I asked him some
time ago. It is the reason why we are. going
to come back to the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food on this question; it is the reason

why we are going to come back to the Pro-

vincial Treasurer and land use on this ques-
tion.

Mr. Chairman, I assert categorically that

there is a desperate crisis in the loss of

productive agricultural land in Ontario and
that this government wantonly and unthink-

ingly is aiding in that crisis, and that they
have not fashioned policies which will allow

that loss of agricultural land to be reversed.

Now at one point in time you could have
the figures about which people have talked

endlessly—3,000 fewer on farms every year
in Ontario; x-number of farms going out of

production in Ontario; so much acreage
going out of production in Ontario—you
could have those figures bandied about and
no one felt very strongly about it, because
it looked at though our productive capa-
cities were infinite.

But the whole conceptual apparatus has

changed. The reality is entirely different

now. The reality is that the encroachment
on agricultural land by urban monoliths is

seen as insufferable and offensive by a lot

of city dwellers and by a great many rural

dwellers—a great many.
The other thing is that the rise in the

price of foodstuffs and the desperate interna-

tional food situation makes the loss to agri-
cultural productivity in Ontario of vast

acreages—well, damn near immoral. Because

you can't have situations repeating them-
selves in India and in Bangladesh and in

southeast Asia and in Africa, with North
America being forever the bread basket of

the world, and then find that the bottom
has fallen out of the bread basket because
Ontario and parts of Canada and the United
States are gradually allowing the agricul-
tural land which is productive to atrophy.
Now Mr. Chairman, in the Provincial Sec-

retary's own area of the province—in eastern

Ontario—there is a particularly dramatic pat-
tern. I say to you, Mr. Chairman, that we
will be documenting this pattern in ways
which may be surprising to the Minister of

Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart) and
others over the next few weeks. For the
moment I will speak in general terms.

Everywhere my colleague from Ottawa
Centre and I went in eastern Ontario there

was the same theme—the loss of agricultural
land. And I must say as a fellow Who rep-
resents a suburban riding and is sort of in

tune with that problem all the time, that to

drive up and down some of those concession

roads with members of the Ontario Federa-

tion of Agriculture or members of the Na-
tional Farm Union, is one of the most dis-

piriting experiences I have had as a political

leader.

You go down a concession road but what

they say to you is that the 12 to 15 farms

involved were all in production within the

last two years. Then because they know the

area intimately involved, they point out why
these six farms are now turned to bush and

why the other six farms are now under so-

called hobby farming, while the three that

remained that are in productive use are in

jeopardy of going out of use. And you have
a sense of a whole landscape of good qual-

ity agricultural land going under because

the government of the Province of Ontario

doesn't think it sufiiciently important to

bring in emergency legislation to protect the

loss of good agricultural land.

Of course, there is going to be some hobby
farming. Of course, there are going to be
some varied uses. Of course, some agricul-
tural land will have to give way to recrea-

tional or semi-urban use. But to give way
in such amounts, to lose so much productivity
at a time when the needs are so desperate
is absolutely irresponsible! I would think

that your policy secretariat above anything
else should be looking carefully at what you
can do about preserving agricultural land,

especially preserving it in eastern Ontario;

in Stormont, in Glengarry, in Prescott and

Russell, and in all of the coimties that border

thereon.

Let me say something else, Mr. Chairman.

As strongly as that is felt in eastern Ontario,
it is also felt in a pronounced way in the

Niagara fruitlands. My colleague from River-

dale, when we were debating it with the

Minister of Agriculture and Food, was

pointing out that the paragraph—what is

the report, that last page? Do you remember
the document?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): The Chudleigh report.

Mr. Lewis: No, I am not speaking about

the Chudleigh report. I am speaking about

the report which followed.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Anderson!

Mr. Lewis: It points out that the fruit-

lands are in serious jeopardy, and that your

response to that is that it is largely a fed-

eral tariff matter.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes, it is.
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Mr. Lewis: It just isn't. You can't be that

way about the Niagara fniitland. You know
what Chudleigh said. He said you will lose

millions of acres by the year 2000.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But he also said it

was a federal responsibility.

Mr. Renwick: It is not a federal respon-

sibility. You can't get off the hook any
longer that way.

Mr. Lewis: It is not a federal responsibil-

ity. That is the point. You have got to move
in with legislation to preserve the Niagara
fruitlands.

What are you going to do? Let them go
down the drain. No!

Well, then you are going to have to exer-

cise some independent initiative as Minister

of Agriculture and Food and say to your
colleagues in the policy secretariat: "Look,

enough is enough. We may lose lands in

eastern Ontario to hobby farmers based in

Montreal or in New York. We may lose

lands to pirates who want to buy up agri-
cultural communities. We may lose lands for

all kinds of legitimate reasons. But I am not

going to lose the Niagara fruit belt, and I

demand of you legislation to preserve it."

You don't say to the federal government:
"It is in your ballpark. Hopefully, your
policies will benefit us." That is why the

acreage in the Niagara fruit belt is diminish-

ing dramatically and critically with every
year.

Mr. Chairman, I want to go further than
that. I want to say to you that there are two

particular projects in Ontario now being
proceeded with which are fantastically
destructive of good agricultural land and
where there is direct complicity by this

government. As a matter of social policy this

government is underwriting the loss of 18,000
acres of excellent agricultural land for the

airport and 25,000 acres of land for Cedar-
wood. I don't know where you have lost your
senses or what possesses you in order to

support that.

I can't imagine, Mr. Chairman, why in the

present crisis this minister is prepared to

countenance the loss of 43,000 acres, much
of it excellent agricultural land, to be tar-

macked over by airports and to be destroyed
by the extension of the megalopolis of Metro-

politan Toronto.

The People or Planes committee point out
that in the case of the airport on the good
land in 1972 there were produced four

million qts of milk, 375,000 lb of pork,

200,000 doz eggs, 45,000 bu of wheat, $2.25
million worth of beef and $30,000 worth of

poultry. Are you telling me, with the food

situation as it is in Ontario, with the prices of

food as they are in Ontario, with the inter-

national need for food as it is, that this

province can afford to throw away four

million qt of milk, 375,000 lb of pork,

200,000 doz eggs?
What for? An airport! For a symbol of

growth for growth's sake, erected to a

Premier? It's madness, and you know it.

Mr. W. J. Nuttall (Frontenac-Addington):
Oh, come on.

Interjection by hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: There is nobody in this House
who can possibly offer an argument which
would legitimize the second international air-

port. And when you think of what you are

doing-

Mr. Nuttall: Why don't you speak to the

Ottawa people?

Mr. Lewis: When you think of what you
are doing to agricultural land in the process,
then I say to you that you have a direct

responsibility for the increase in prices, the

short supply of foodstuffs and everything
that flows from it.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Are you su2i;gesting
that we should make the farmers in Pickering
serfs and force them to stay on the land?

Mr. Lewis: What do you mean? What do

you mean?

Mr. Renwick: Don't be ridiculous.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on!

Mr. Renwick: Don't be ridiculous.

Mr. Lewis: Do you know what is going on
in Pickering and Cedarwood? Do you knew
what is going on?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Most of the land is

not owned by the farmers.

Mr. Lewis: Most of the land—well, let's

talk a little bit about it. Let's talk about some
of that.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It's not owned by the

farmers. What are you going to do, have a

form of slavery on the land?

Mr. Lewis: Let's talk about some of that.

There are a lot of people in this province
who would like to farm if there was an
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agricultural support programme worthy of

the name; a hell of a lot of them. You drive

all your farmers out of business because of

your absurdity. We go down to a little milk-

and cheese-producing factory in Plantagenet.
It's a little cheese-processing factory-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —with some of the finest and
most modem equipment of any independent
cheese factory in southern Ontario. He has

spent $250,000 over the last few months in

order to up-grade his equipment. He is sell-

ing it all to Kraft and Ault; to a multi-national

corporation which managed to get a $500,000

forgivable loan from this government, and to

Ault which buys the milk quota.

When we said to the head fellow in the

cheese-processing plant: "Did you want to

sell?" he said: "No." "Why did you sell?"

"Couldn't get enough quota." "How many
farmers are hauling milk to you each day?"
"Sixty." "What will happen to the 60

farmers?" "I don't know," he said. "Twenty
of them will give up farming."

It may be a very sophisticated rationaliza-

tion on the part of the minister and the

OMMB to drive all of the small processors
out of business, or to destroy their morale
or to dispirit them so much that they think

agriculture can't work in this blessed prov-
ince unless it's agri-business, but it's a lousy

way to view the agricultural community.
Don't talk to us about serfdom, because

that's the condition being forced on a great

many farmers in the province today. Your
refusal to see that, your refusal to recognize
the agricultural land that you are losing in

Pickering and Cedarwood is absolutely be-

yond me.

It's very hard to get some of the figures

—very hard to come across some of the stud-

ies—but I have found one which hasn't yet
seen the light of day. What it says and
what it shows is so astonishing and interest-

ing that I introduce it as exhibit No. 1 in

the course of this debate; we will introduce
the other specific documentation on the other
areas as we go along.

Do you know that in July, 1973-it isn't

very long ago; I am sure the Minister of

Agriculture and Food knows—there was pre-
pared by the University in Guelph, in the

department of land resource sciences, a di-

rect agricultural land-use study of the lands
involved in Pickering and Cedarwood. A
direct agricultural study of those lands and
what was involved in terms of acreage and

priorities and the nature of those lands.

There are some really extraordinary things
revealed and I want to talk to you a little

bit about them.

I am not going to talk about the airport
now. I am going to talk to you about the

25,000 acres in Cedarwood which you people
are bent on destroying—25,000 acres.

What this report shows is that the great

majority of land in the area now designated
for Cedarwood and the airpori:—let's speak
of Cedarwood for the moment—is class 1

or class 2 prime agricultural land. As a mat-
ter of fact, in Pickering township alone, out

of a total of 74,885 acres, class 1 land oc-

cupies 44,665 acres, class 2 land comprises
16,195 acres, equalling 81 per cent of the

land as prime agricultural use.

Mr. Chairman, Dr. MacDonald and Mr.

Richards, the professors at the department
of land resource sciences in which the study
was done, say quite categorically that to

lose the land in this fashion, at this rate,

is to lose the capacity of what they call "to

feed and trade."

They point out that in Ontario between

the years 1951 and 1966 the farm popula-
tion declined by 26 per cent and the num-
ber of farms by 24 per cent respectively.

They point out that Ontario county's Picker-

ing township—designated primarily for de-

struction as a result of Cedarwood and other

incursions—had the highest single rural

population. You choose the one county with

the highest single rural population. They
point out—and I'll quote from the report,

page two:

Agricultural land should not be pre-
served against all competitors, but rather

it should be prevented from beine used

wastefully because of the irreversibility of

development for uses other than agricul-
ture. The need for a policy to provide

guidelines for the use of land resources

seems apparent.

I think it may seem apparent to you, judg-

ing from your answer the other day. You

obviously have got to have some answers to

this disastrous decline in agricultural use. It

has been estimated that by the year 2000

non-agricultural uses of land will claim be-

tween 6.5 million and 15 million acres of

farm land in this province. Maybe some of

it has to go—but to go at that kind of rate

in this way?
This study contains some interesting

graphs, Mr. Chairman. It sets it out very

neatly. I don't know whether the minister

can see across the floor.
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Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): With his

tunnel vision he should be able to.

Mr. Lewis: But the first graph sets it out.

The first map shows the area of the airport
and Cedarwood, the area that is designed
for those purposes. Then on page 17 it has

an outline of the agricultural productivity in

this area—"map 1" it's called—and it indi-

cates quite graphically that only a tiny httle

section in the entire planned Cedarwood area

is considered less than admirable farm land;

only a tiny section.

When you flip over to the next page—
"Soil Suitability for Crop Production"—you
find that almost all the area now designed
for destruction for the airport and for

Cedarwood is absolutely first rate for crop
production.

They point out that there just aren't that

many acres left any more in Ontario that,

to use their phrase, "have a combination of

quality and soil and suitability of climate

required for successful agriculture."

Now, you say to me: "Who owns the

land?" And I refer you to one of the most

interesting maps of all, map 6 on page 27,
which sets out in little circles the corporate

ownership of land—and the corporate owner-

ship in the Cedarwood area is almost non-
existent. The Cedarwood area clearly con-
tinues to consist of an amazing range of

small parcels of perfectly legitimate agri-
cultural land, much of it in production. This
is in July, 1973, done by people in the
land resources sciences.

I understand where you get your opinion
because I have before me a letter from the
Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr. Ben-

nett) to the chairman of the Save Whitevale

Society, also in July, 1973. He says some-

thing I've never heard before, and I'd love

the Provincial Secretary to offer proof of it.

The minister says:

With regard to your concern about
what Cedarwood, now known as the North

Pickering community, vdll do to valuable

agricultural land and what it will in-

evitably do to the size and quahty of life

in Metropolitan Toronto, we have com-

pleted surveys in the area which clearly
indicate that about 85 per cent of the

lands in the designated area are now held,
and have been held for at least five years,

by speculators and developers.

I would like the secretary to produce those

surveys to this House.

The next paragraph from the Minister
of Tourism and Industry is so preposterous
that it throws everything in the letter into

doubt. I'm going to read it to the secretary;
not because it's directly on topic. It says:

As far as Metropolitan Toronto is con-

cerned, it is not contemplated nor is it

our opinion that this community will be
an extension of Toronto. Because of the

planned parkway areas it will be an en-

tirely separate community with no relation

whatever to Metro Toronto or the life

therein.

A man who will believe that will believe

anything. Somebody should sit down with

the Minister of Industry and Tourism and

explain the facts of life to him. Seldom has

a more asinine statement been uttered pub-
licly or privately to anyone than to say if

you build a community of 300,000 on the

edge of Toronto, that it will have nothing
to do with Metro or the life therein.

If a man is capable of that conviction,

then I'd sure as the devil like to see the

documentation for 85 per cent of the land

in Cedarwood being held for five years by

speculators or developers. I'd like to know
where that was found, in which registry
oflBces and what the financial transactions

were. Let's level with the people in the

area who are involved, because they will be

astonished, as everybody else Mali be, by
where the government gets its facts and
how it adduces its arguments, particularly
when it has so sophisticated a study from
a land resources group at the University
of Guelph showing that the corporate owner-

ship is almost non-existent—well, that's not

fair, it is only a trifle—in the Cedarwood
area at least, and indicating that the prime
agricultural land can be as high as 81 per
cent.

I want to point out to the minister that

what he is doing in effect is involving him-
self in the destruction of excellent agricul-
tural land, both in the airport area and in

Cedarwood, which I don't believe the Minis-

ter of Agriculture and Food himself would
like to lose. And I don't think it will break

the heart of the Minister of Agriculture
and Food if his colleagues reverse the

decision on the airport and on Cedarwood.

Even though you people won't say any-

thing over there, I know you have made a

conscious decision to save certain communi-
ties and not to destroy them. I know that

you have decided to leave intact Whitevale,
Cedar Grove, the Martin subdivision on
Altona Rd. and one other small community
—four small vfllages at the centre of Cedar-
wood.

You have made that decision. The word
is out. You won't say so publicly. You
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prefer to have the axe hanging over all these

people forever—the axe of anxiety, the axe

of expropriation, the axe of an urban con-

glomerate out there. You won't tell them
that their villages are to be held intact.

You take away from them their general
store and post oflBce in Whitevale, which
has been there since 1820. You don't care

about any of those things.

It's really odd, you know, that the Con-
servatives should be so interested in destruc-

tion. It's not so odd that the NDP should

be rather more interested in preservation.
And it's an interesting shift in the way in

which politics in Ontario has travelled down
the road over the last couple of years—the
destruction of Algonquin Park by logging,
the destruction of good agricultural land.

What's happened to the old Tory party
of yore, which used to believe in the con-

serving of certain natural resources and
certain areas of human endeavour which
seemed part of the fabric of Ontario? Maybe
they went with Leslie Frost and John
Robarts. They sure aren't apparent with
this new front bench of modern commer-
cial entrepreneurs.

I don't know how you can take 43,000
acres of excellent farm land this way and
just abandon it. I don't understand it. And
I didn't use the word "immoral" lightly. I've

always thought that the airport was nuts,
and I think a lot of you privately agree. I

always thought that Cedarwood was an

aberration, and I think a lot of you privately
agree. And while many of us want to see

housing built in satellite cities, or beyond
the peripheries of Metropolitan Toronto, no-

body over here is advocating a community of

300,000 as an extension of the borough of

Scarborough, in which I live. Nobody over
here advocates that kind of absolute obsessive

growth addiction.

Let it be understood that not only has the

government watched the lands being lost in

eastern Ontario, not only is it reconciled to

the loss of much of the Niagara fruit belt, not

only has it watched the plight of farmers in

southwestern Ontario, but as a matter of

public policy it is destroying agricultural land
which is prime right here near the core, at a
time of rising food shortages and rising food

prices. Even if it is not farmed in individual

parcels any more, even if there are not that

many individual farmers working in the field

of agriculture any more, then why can't the

government devise some programme—give the
Minister of Agriculture and Food 15 minutes
and he will have a programme for you—to put
those lands back into agricultural production

in a serious way rather than turning them
over to pavement.
As for the people who are involved in

People or Planes, whether on the airport side

or on the Cedarwood side, boy, are their

arguments strong and irresistible at this stage.

They have twigged to one of the new truths

of contemporary Ontario which is that the

rural base of much of this province can no

longer be consigned to the waste-basket in

the name of urban needs, because urban
needs are now more and more contingent on

the rural capacity to produce.

That you should participate in these ab-

surdities at Cedarwood and at the airport is

something that is frankly indefensible. Just
how indefensible, if you will bear with me
for a moment, I want to point out, if I can

put it in an overall context and I think a

legitimate one by quoting a journal from
which I frequently quote because I read it

avidly—the Wall Street Journal. It was

brought to my attention by my rather more

egalitarian colleague from Riverdale who

brought to me the article on the need for a

world food reserve in the Oct. 10, 1973, Wall
Street Journal. I want to put certain of the

quotes on the record, Mr. Chairman, and I

won't be long; then I will take my seat.

They say:

As the accompanying table illustrates,

over the past three decades North America,

particularly the United States, [and, prev-
ious to this, the article has isolated Canada]
which accounts for three fourths of the

continent's grain exports, has emerged as

the world's bread basket. Exports of Aus-

tralia, the only other net exporter of im-

portance, are only a fraction of North

America's. The United States not only is

the world's major exporter of wheat and

feed grains, it is also now the world's lead-

ing exporter of rice. North America today
controls a larger share of the world's

exportable supplies of grains than the

Middle East does of oil.

The article goes on:

At a time when dependence of the rest of

the world on North American [and that

includes Canadian] food exports is increas-

ing so dramatically, there is also a growing
awareness that this extreme dependency
leaves the world with nowhere to turn in

the event of adverse crop years in North

America. Both the United States and

Canada are affected by the same climatic

cycles.

Considerable evidence has now been
accumulated indicating that North America
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has been subject to recurrent clusters of

drought years roughly every 20 years. The

cyclical drought phenomenon has now been

established as far back as the Civil War
when data were first collected on rainfall.

The most recent drought, which occurred

in the early 1950's, was rather modest. The

preceding one, occurring in the early

Thirties, was particularly severe giving rise

to the dust bowl era. Most meteorologists
who have studied the problem will say
without hesitation that another stretch of

drought years in the near future is virtually

inevitable. It could very well begin next

year.
The impact on production will not

likely be as severe as during the Thirties

due to improved soil management and

water conservation practices, but even a

modest decline in production, given the

rapid growth in global demand and ex-

treme world dependency on North Amer-
ica's exportable margin of food, would

create a very dangerous situation. It would
send shock waves throughout the world,

triggering intense competition for avail-

able food supplies.

The article ends up by saying:

There is also a moral imperative to take

action to reduce the impact of the present
food scarcity and reduce the likelihood of

further disaster.

The point was forcefully articulated by
Chancellor Willy Brandt of West Germany
in his first address before the UN General

Assembly, and I quote: '^Morally it makes
no difference whether a man is killed in war
or is condemned to starve to death by the

indifference of others."

As one member of this assembly who saw

something of what happened in Biafra and
knows a little bit about West African reali-

ties and East African realities, and as all

members of this assembly know on a year-

to-year basis what happens in other parts
of the world, particularly in southeast Asia,

and now that the point has been driven

home so dramatically in Ontario and in Can-

ada by way of inflationary rising prices and
obvious shortages in certain areas, it seems

to me the height of indefensible irresponsi-

bility for your secretariat to preside over the

abandonment of valuable agricultural land

without having one policy initiative to res-

cue any portion of it.

That's why we will vote as strongly as

possible to show our protest by reducing
this estimate.

Mr. Chairman: I>oes the hon. minister

wish to reply to the opening statements?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Well, I could start

perhaps, Mr. Chairman, but you would call

the time.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Do it all at

one time.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Well then, call the

time now and I'll go on with a longer re-

sponse.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Chairman, on a

point of order. The motion that I attempted
to put before you, sir, has been discussed

by other members. Perhaps it would be in

order to put the motion so it would be on
this section of the—

Mr. Chairman: Well, we will call vote

1601 and allow the minister to make his

rebuttal at the beginning of the next day.
Is that satisfactory?

On vote 1601:

Mr. R. F. Nixon moves that item 1 of

vote 1601 be reduced by $15,000.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): It's

sjoing to be a spare year for the Provincial

Secretary.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
ri^e and report.

Motion agreed to. .y»-.br.ot7

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of supply begs to report progress and
asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore the adjournment of the House, on Mon-

day we will proceed with Bill 190, item 12,
to be followed by Bill 174. If the members
are available to me I will then anticipate

caUing item 2 for the completion of Bill 164
in committee of the whole House, to be
followed by items 8, 9, 10 and 11-bills 185,

186, 187 and 188.

I would also like to inform the House
that on Monday I will place a motion on
the order paper in regard to a debate on
the-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Select

committee.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: —select committee on

Hydro, to be held on Thursday.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, just before you put the

motion to adjourn, since the Haldimand-
Norfolk bill is not yet printed, wouldn't it

be considered reasonable at least to wait for

the printed distribution of the bill, if not

to the members of the Legislature at least

to the people in Haldimand-Norfolk, before

proceeding with second reading?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think the suggestion
is a worthy one. There is some urgency—
not urgency in that the government intends

going forward without it; the bill will be
available on Monday morning and we hope
that is sufRcient time. If there is argument
after the bill has been produced we will be

prepared to listen to it, but we hope that

we will have the members' co-operation.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr.

Speaker, having regard to the conversation
we had earlier this morning, could the

House leader give any clear indication of

when it is intended that Bill 183 will be
called to establish the Ministry of Housing?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think that, consistent

with that earlier conversation, the member
will realize that I'm in somewhat of a

quandary in that regard, but I hope to call

it next week and I will inform the House on

Monday.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): May I, Mr.

Speaker, ask one question of the House
leader? Will it be possible, say by the end
of next week, to give us an outline of the

order of the estimates still to be done in

the House so that we can see what the

complete order might be? By the end of

the week?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

think I will be able to give the hon. member
that commitment and possibly inform him
on Monday. In regard to estimates, I would

expect that the Ministry of Community and
Social Services will proceed next week, and
we will retain that position until those esti-

mates have been heard. I will also co-

operate in that regard to bring forward, if

it is possible, the departments that the hon.

members want to hear in regard to the con-

straint that I understand is upon us in that

regard.

In the House we will continue, when the

order is called, with the estimates that were
on the floor this morning, to be followed by
the Ministry of Agriculture and Food. I

will also give a further lineup in that

regard.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Once again we are pleased
to have visitors with us today. In the east

gallery, there are students from Danforth

Technical School of Toronto, and Weston

Collegiate Institute of Weston; in the west

gallery, students from Zion Heights Junior

High School of Willowdale, and from Har-

bord Collegiate Institute of Toronto.

It is interesting to note, and I am sure the

hon. members will be pleased to learn, that

the students from Harbord Collegiate are in

charge of Mr. W. Downer, the teacher, who
is the son of a former occupant of this chair.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, that's also my alma mater, I just
want you to be aware.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the minister.

USE OF WIRETAPPING

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, the hon. member for High Park

(Mr. Shulman), prior to the recess, referred

to a certain wiretap which involved an NDP
candidate and his publicity manager. At that

time I made it clear that it is the policy of

the Ontario Provincial Police to use electronic

surveillance devices only when investigations
relate to serious criminal activity. I also re-

vealed that as part of the criminal investiga-
tion involving the theft and possession of

weapons, the telephone of Mr. St. Amour was
monitored commencing in April, 1971, long
before the election was announced or Mr.
St, Amour became active as an NDP publicity

manager. The final disposition of the charges
that were laid following the investigation is

still pending.

There were a number of other questions
raised by the hon. member for High Park

relating to this same situation which I under-
took to have investigated. I would like now
to provide the House with the results of this

investigation.

The hon. member for High Park asked why
the conversation of Sept. 30, 1971, between a
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candidate and Mr. St. Amour was monitored

and later relayed via telephone from the

Hawkesbury detachment to the security
branch in Toronto. The tape was transmitted

to Toronto because the French-speaking
officer assigned to the installation found

difficulty in translating the conversation into

English as some of the words were garbled.
He suggested that someone more expert
should listen to the tape to ensure that

nothing significant had been missed in his

analysis. As a result, the recording was re-

layed via telephone to a machine in the office

of Chief Superintendent Duguid, who was at

that time director of the OPP security
branch.

A question was also raised as to why a

conversation between Chief Superintendent

Duguid and someone in the RCMP was

taped. This matter is explained by the fact

that it is the practice of both forces to record

certain telephone calls. As it was accepted
that both parties involved were aware of

this, there was no need to discuss it at the

commencement of each conversation. Impor-
tant discussions between force members are

recorded to assist in making notes on signifi-

cant information or technical data. It is com-
mon practice for many major police forces

in both Canada and the United States to

record their telephone conversations in this

manner.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): They live

in a world of total fantasy.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: When a conversation

is completed, a hand-written summary is

made for future reference and the tape
erased when convenient. However, at that

time there was only one tape demagnetizer
in the special services division of the Ontario

Provincial Police, and often tapes were
erased by recording new messages over

others.

Mr. Renwick: This is unbelievable.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: In this case the con-

clusion is that the new message did not com-

pletely cover the old, and as a result the

conversation between Mr. St. Amour and Mr.

Monpetit and that between OPP Chief Super-
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intendent Duguid and RCMP Inspector Gus

Bagulki were on the same tape.

Mr. Lewis: The minister considers this a

vindication of the competence of the people
involved, does he?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member for

High Park suggested that this tape was sub-

sequently lost by a member of the OPP
while he was inebriated—

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): The story gets better and better.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: As a matter of fact, I

say to the leader of the NDP I consider that

a reckless allegation. The leader of the NDP
may think it is funny; but I don't think it is

funny to have any member, even in the

abstract-

Mr. Lewis: No, no. I don't want the min-
ister to confuse my laughter at his perform-
ance with what he is saying. There is a
difiFerence.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, he is laughing at

the words I am uttering. The leader of the
NDP will laugh once too often.

Mr. Renwick: We are concerned—get this

straight—we are concerned about the elec-

tronic surveillance of the people of Ontario

by the OPP.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Who
does the minister think he is, Richard Nixon?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member for

High Park suggested that this tape was sub-

sequently lost by a member of the OPP
while he was inebriated, a reckless allega-
tion that brought the conduct of an OPP
officer into question, and one which has been
since proved completely groundless.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): How did
he lose it?

An hon. member: Shame!

An hon. member: Typical!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The investigation indi-

cated that the tape cassette was placed in a

security cabinet to be erased and later re-

used.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Its plastic container
was accidentally sealed and subsequently
placed in a carton containing new tapes.

Later, several tapes were removed from the

cabinet to be distributed for recording pur-

poses. They were all believed to be new

tapes. The tape in question was given to an

individual who was co-operating with the

police by allowing his conversations with

Mr. St. Amour to be monitored. The tape

subsequently came into the possession of

Mr. Martel, a business associate of Mr. St.

Amour.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Martel? Ah!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: That's a reckless allegation.

Mr. MacDonald: This is the sort of con-

fusion I thought the minister would not

willingly have revealed.

Mr. A. Camithers (Durham): Did Mr.

Martel say "Good"?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: This particular unfor-

tunate sequence of events has been care-

fully reviewed and safeguards have been

introduced to ensure that the storage and

disposal of OPP tapes will be completely
secure.

Mr. MacDonald: It is a good thing the

member for High Park raised the issue then.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member de-

cried what he described as a lack of com-

munication within the Ontario Provincial

Police because neither the commissioner nor

myself knew of this situation until the hon.

member played that tape at a press confer-

ence in May. The hon. member stated that

since the tape was discussed during the St.

Amour court case, OPP officials should have

been advised of this.

Mr. Speaker, no specific tape was referred

to during the trial. Defence counsel merely

asked if the St. Amour telephone was being

monitored.

The hon. member also suggested that In-

spector Kotwa knew of the tape on May 15,

1973, but failed to inform his superiors. I

understand that the inspector did not go to

Hawkesbury to gather information about the

tape recording; rather he went there to inter-

view Mr, Martel following a complaint re-

garding the execution of a search warrant at

the residence of Mr. St. Amour.

Mr. Shulman: He learned about the tapes
when he was there.
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: In fact, it was Mr.

Martel who raised the matter of taping the

telephone conversations of Mr. St. Amour.

Inspector Kotwa does recall a reference by
Mr. Martel to a particular OPP tape. How-
ever, insufficient information was provided

by Mr. Martel to warrant Inspector Kotwa's

bringing the conversation to the attention

of senior OPP officers.

To my knowledge the repeated references

in the plural to "tapes," implying that there

was more than one tape involved, are also

incorrect. There is only one tape in question.

Mr. Lewis: Well, there are two versions.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I understand that Mr.

Martel has stated that he made copies of

this particular tape when it came into his

possession.

Mr. Speaker, in summary, as I mentioned

earlier, steps have been taken within the OPP
to ensure that this unlikely series of events

cannot happen again.

Mr. MacDonald: Thanks to the member
for High Park.

Mr. Lewis: Let the minister thank the

member for High Park now. Let him end up
by being charitable to him and thank him
for this.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: However, I think it is

clear from our investigation that the con-

clusions drawn by the hon. member for High
Park in connection with this matter are

generally exaggerated and without founda-
tion.

Mr. Lewis: Shame!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: The Solicitor General
builds his case on a rash of confusion which
I would have thought he would have kept
hidden.

Mr. Lewis: Resignl

Mr. Renwick: Again.

WELFARE MINISTERS' CONFERENCE

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, I am sure

the members would be interested in a prog-
ress report on the federal-provincial welfare
ministers' conference that was held in Ottawa
last Thursday and Friday. I am greatly en-

couraged by the progress made at this con-

ference and I want to report briefly on the

substantial gains made in five notable areas.

There was discussion in connection with

the new family allowance programme. I wish

to advise the House, Mr. Speaker, that On-
tario has decided to opt for a flat rate of

$20 per child, effective Jan. 1, 1974.

This decision, which is also being elected

by several other provinces, is based on the

demographic makeup of the families of this

province. The federal legislation provides the

option for a province to vary the family
allowance by age or family ties so long as

total money going into the province works

out to an average of $20 per child. We feel

that varying amounts in Ontario offers no

advantages in meeting the needs of low-

income families for our province.

Due to Ontario's initiative during the past

few months, substantial progress was made
in the efforts to revise the Canada Pension

Plan. Significant gains include a major in-

crease in pensionable earnings, elimination of

the earnings test and an automatic escalation

device based on the full consumer price

index.

These changes represent substantial in-

creases to be put directly into the hands of

pensioners. We also pressed for and won

agreement that immediate attention be given

to the following issues:

Equal treatment for men and women in

line with recommendations of the royal com-

mission on the status of women.

As pensions avaflable to survivors before

age 65 are inadequate, we pressed for early

action on increasing survivors' benefits with

particular emphasis on those 60 years of age

and over.

In connection with early retirement, Ontario

pressed for making an actuarially reduced

pension to people aged 60 and over.

I would also like to report the adoption of

the general work plans of both the committee

on income security and the committee on

employment. Now that their plans have been

approved in principle, we have every expec-

tation that work will move quickly in both

areas.

Another accomplishment of the federal -

provincial conference was the recognition of

Ontario's concern for standards in the area

of international adoptions. It was agreed that

this issue warrants the establishment of a full

federal-provincial study group. The terms of

reference of this federal-provincial committee

are to formulate proposals which would lead

to uniform provincial policies with respect to

international adoptions, to bring these stand-
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ards in line with immigration policies, and

to report on the essential steps needed to

bring about a Canadian position on this mat-

ter. It is expected that in the course of its

work this study group will seek out the views

of private groups within the provinces, a

method of consultation and participation in

policy development of which we are all in

favour.

There was also established, Mr. Speaker, a

new federal-provincial committee on social

services. We have high expectations of this

group. They will have a broad mandate to

review all social services and ensure their

quality and quantity are increased through-
out the country. One of their first priorities

will be the examination of the vocational re-

habilitation programme, which exists formally
in the majority of the provinces. This is a

programme, Mr. Speaker, to help the handi-

capped, mentally and physically.

With provinces as diverse as we have in

this countiy, with the great complexity of pro-

grammes and with the three levels of govern-
ment involved, it is at times a seemingly long
and cumbersome process to revamp our in-

come security programmes. However, I do
feel that significant developments have taken

place in the last few months and that we are

truly "in gear" now for rapid progress.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

FAMILY ALLOWANCES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Community and Social

Services, following his statement: Can he tell

us how many dollars extra will be payable to

the mothers of the Province of Ontario now
that there has been agreement reached on the

$20 flat rate per child payable as of Jan. 1?

Hon. Mr. Bninelle: Mr. Speaker, as I have
indicated in my remarks, we have agreed that

it should be a flat $20 per child regardless of

age, and this of course will take effect on

Jan. 1 of next year. As to what additional

millions of dollars this will bring into the

province, I would be pleased to get the fig-

ures, but offhand I do not know them. Mr.

Speaker, we would be pleased to let you
know how many additional millions of dol-

lars will be brought in as a result of that.

Mr. Renwick: Just the individual dollars per
family, not the millions of dollars.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Is

that $20 per child flat rate going to every

single family, or will there be any deduc-

tions or adjustments made in the case of any
children of any family on general welfare as-

sistance, family benefits allowance or other

form of income maintenance?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, as I have

indicated in my remarks, the whole question

of income security systems is under review.

Mr. Lewis: Aha, answer that question, Mr,

Minister. Answer that question.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Let me answer this, and

listen for a change.

Mr. Lewis: I am listening.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I'll wait till he is listen-

ing.

Mr. Renwick: The minister is trying for a

$20 headline.

Mr. Lewis: He is prepared to make those

distinctions?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
We have got them on the run. They are in

trouble,

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Does the member want
to hear my reply?

Mr. Renwick: The minister is not interest-

ed. He just wanted the headline. He just

wanted the headline and no follow-through.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: That was the subject,

Mr, Speaker, that was discussed considerably

last week-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): What was the

conclusion?

Mr. Lewis: What was the conclusion for

Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —and the decision will

vary according to the provinces—and in view

of the fact that we have a working committee

and that we are studying unemployment in-

surance, workmen's compensation, all this—

Mr. Deans: What is Ontario going to do?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —we have not yet come
to a decision.

Mr. Lewis: Oh.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We have not. We are

studying this, because it's a very complex
area.
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Mr. MacDonald: So he is going to give it

with one hand and take it away with another.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, isn't

it true then that the categorical statement the

minister made at the outset is nonsense? Isn't

it true that in order to prevent what he calls

people who are on income maintenance pro-

grammes of one kind or another receiving

more than what he calls "the working poor,"
he is in fact going to penalize in dollar terms

the amounts available to families who are

receiving a social allowance in Ontario? If

he is not, then deny it. Let him just say we
are wrong.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, as I just

indicated, we have not come to a decision on

that.

Mr. Lewis: I see.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I would hope that we
would pass the whole amount. But, at the

same time, we have got to take into con-

sideration-

Mr. Lewis: Yes, what?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —this whole area. Take,
for instance, at the present time, income.

Take, under the present system, the Work-
men's Compensation Board-

Mr. Deans: It doesn't apply.

Mr. Lewis: It doesn't apply. What is he

talking about?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —unemployment insur-

ance, it's not considered as income, so we
have got to look at the whole picture. We
can't just look at one area, we have got to

look at the whole thing, and that's why we
have a working committee. So hold your
horses.

Mr. Lewis: No, I won't hold, no. It is

wrong. If it is easy for you, it is easy for me.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order. The hon. minis-

ter has the floor.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to repeat again, regarding the whole

question of the family allowance as it takes

effect on Jan. 1, 1974, the member's ques-
tion, as I understand it, is, "Will we as a

province pass the whole amount to the fam-
ilies?" Is that correct?

Mr. Lewis: That is right, to all the families

regardless of their income.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: That's right. Well, as

I just said, this decision has not yet been

made.

Mr. MacDonald: That is what you are

afraid of.

Mr. Lewis: That's for sure.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Ottawa would like us

not to pass it on whole-

Mr. Lewis: I am not interested in Ottawa!

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —but this will be an

Ontario decision, and the decision Mdll be

ours.

Mr. Lewis: Well, supplementary, Mr.

Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: And I can tell the hon.

members that on Jan. 1, the people in this

province will be better off than they are now.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary—

An hon. member: Thanks to the federal

government.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): No thanks

to this government.

Mr. Lewis: Knowing that the middle- and

upper-income earners will be better off, can I

ask the minister to explain to the House why
people who are on social allowances from

this province should receive less money than

those who are on ample incomes when this

money is made available for their children?

Can he possibly explain that to me?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It is very easy to ex-

plain, Mr. Speaker. Why? Because, according
to our present tax system, the bulk of the

revenues goes to the federal government.

They get the dollars but we have the prob-
lems.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well, they are paying the

bill.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We have the respon-

sibilities, but the bulk of the money goes to

the federal government.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All the money comes from
the federal Treasury.

Mr. Lewis: Why does this government
discriminate against the poor in this way at

every opportunity?

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I'd like to ask

one supplementary question of the minister.

On Jan. 1, when this flat $20-per-child rate

goes into effect, will those who are on

mother's allowance, whose income is calcu-

lated based on both their own needs and the
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needs of their children, receive an increase

per child of the difference between what

they were previously getting on mother's

allowance plus what they were previously

getting from baby bonus or whatever the

proper word is and $20, the full amount that

the government has indicated is going to be

paid?

Mr. Lewis: He hasn't decided yet.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, Mr. Speaker, the

area we are really concentrating on—and this

is not just Ontario—all the provinces agree
that some of those who are under the age
of 65 are in dire need of additional assist-

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Raise it!

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —especially the handi-

capped and those who are unable to earn

additional income.

Mr. Martel: Why not follow British Colum-
bia?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: This is the area that

we feel warrants very high priority-

Mr. Lewis: Raise their allowances!

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —and they are the ones

who will be getting additional assistance.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, another

question of the minister who has just been

answering. In his reply to the leader of the

NDP, he said that one of the reasons why
the government of Ontario can't make up its

mind to give all of the $20 to the families

concerned on a flat-rate basis, is that the

federal government has access to the larger
share of tax income. How can that be any
sort of a legitimate answer when in fact this

$20 is paid entirely out of federal funds?
What is legitimate in the answer that the

minister gave?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, it's the federal

government, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: Well, it's their money.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It's the federal gov-
ernment, Mr. Speaker that has asked that

we look at this very carefully. But I can tell

the hon. members that this will be our deci-

sion and if we feel that the whole $20 should
be passed on entirely, we will do it. But, as

I said earlier, we have to examine the whole

system, not just the family allowance. We
have to examine the whole system.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: In

examining the whole system, surely the

pressure on the minister is to raise some of

the unconscionably low payments that are

being made at present up to at least what the

old age security plus Guaranteed Income

Supplement is for those people who are

pensioned at the federal level simply because

of their age. Is the minister suggesting that

from the pool of family allowance money that

is coming into the province-

Mr. Lewis: That is what he is suggesting.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —that the province is

actually going to make money out of that,

which is then applied to other purposes?

Surely that would be completely unconscion-

able.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I have not said that. I

have said that we have not yet made a

decision-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We have not yet made
a decision on how that will be applied.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Take
a guess!

Mr. Lewis: Well, a further supplementary,
Mr. Speaker. What did—

Mr. Speaker: No, there have been a reason-

able number of supplementaries. No more

supplementaries.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition, a new

question?

WINTER WORKS PROGRAMME

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Bowing to your ruling,

sir, I'd like to put a question to the Treas-

urer.

Is he prepared to make an announcement
about a winter works programme, funded
either exclusively by the province or in con-

junction with the federal government, that

would be applicable to the municipalities so

that they could prepare their applications
without delay?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Well, Mr. Speaker, I think perhaps it would
be useful to make such a statement here.
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and perhaps this week. My present intention

is not to have a winter works programme-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: None whatsoever?

Hon. Mr. White: -the reason being that

unemployment rates in this province are at,

one could say, almost an irreducible mini-

mum. If this particular programme is to be

introduced every winter it will cease to have

any contracyclical advantage. Given the

present economic forecast for the winter,

the employment rates expected, and such

like, as I mentioned a moment ago, the in-

tention is not to have a provincially spon-

sored winter works programme. Of course,

there are federal moneys available, nearly

all of which we will pass onto the munic-

ipalities for their use, with some small amount
we're retaining for our provincial use, and

these works will be proceeded with. The

municipalities have been informed about

their entitlements and so forth, but the exist-

ing situation is that we will not have a

provincially sponsored winter works pro-

gramme unless economic conditions de-

teriorate in the next short while.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary. The
minister then is saying that the main reason

why we're not going to continue with a

provincial programme of the type we've

had for the last three years is that the un-

employment rates are going to be at an

irreducible minimum. Can he project what

they will be, or what his advisers are pro-

jecting they will be, during the winter

months, and what are they now, to the best

of the statistical information that he has

available?

Hon. Mr. White: We have recently had a

rate of 3.6 per cent. I think it's up somewhat
from that. I think it's around four per cent

now. Our expectation is that it will be no
more than 4.5 or 5 per cent in the depth of

the winter.

The definition of "unemployed" has to be

considered, I think, in this context. The un-

employed in the figures we have are not

those persons who find it impossible to find

any kind of work anyplace but, rather, those

who are fairly well supported by unemploy-
ment insurance benefits and such like and
who are not able to find a particular job in

a particular line of work in a particular

locality.

The definitions, therefore, have to be con-

sidered in a somewhat different light than

was the case a few years ago when the

benefits were less and when unemployment
itself was more rampant. The rates in On-

tario have been much much lower than the

Canadian average.

Mr. Renwick: We understand that.

Hon. Mr. White: If the Ontario figures

were extracted from the rest of Canada our

unemployment rate would, I dare say, be

far less than half that of the country as a

whole.

Mr. Renwick: What would it be?

Hon. Mr. White: I haven't got those num-

bers, but we're running at about half the

national average with Ontario in the

national average figures.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the Treasurer going
to make the figures available?

Hon. Mr. White: The Maritimes are

running at 10 per cent at the present time.

John Crosbie of Newfoundland told me that

their rate in that province was 20 per cent.

At any rate, through the use of wise ex-

penditure programmes here—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —and the thoughtful

structuring of the tax side of our balanced

account, we have-

Mr. Lewis: Funnelled through the federal

government.

Hon. Mr. White: —succeeded in nurturing
the private sector here and keeping un-

employment at a very low rate.

Getting back to the particular problems
of winter unemployment, one could have

a programme every year, or one can utilize

scarce resources for a special effect in par-

ticularly bad years, and this is my present

intention, although, as I say, if the situa-

tion shows any signs of deteriorating we
would reconsider that policy.

Mr. MacDonald: Like Trudeau, the

Treasurer would cut it out.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Doesn't the minister

agree that there are regions in the prov-
ince which obviously will require assistance

this winter, where the unemployment level

will go above 10 per cent this winter in

Ontario? I think particularly of Cornwall.

Although the Minister of Labour (Mr.

Guindon) might be prepared to question
those figures, it's indicated that the level

of unemployment there is normally at 10

per cent during the winter months. Would
ifc not be better to maintain the machinery
or the apparatus for such a programme and
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use it on a regional basis to wipe out the

pockets of unemployment, or at least the

special suffering due to winter unemploy-
ment, that are bound to be a fact this com-

ing winter as they have been the last three

winters?

Hon. Mr. White: I quite understand the

suggestion. We have, in fact, given heed to

that in apportioning the federal funds avail-

able for winter works. We have introduced,
as you know, a special grant for northern
Ontario municipalities. We have restructured

the ODC programmes to give benefit to

eastern and northern Ontario. I think it isn't

the best course of action to invent a special
new regional programme under this par-
ticular heading but rather, as resources per-
mit, to enrich the many existing programmes.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister wouldn't
have much to oflFer without the federal

programmes.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, am
I to understand from the minister that an

unemployment base of five per cent, which he
himself has predicted is possible—maybe he
has more specific figures—running through the
crucial winter months, given the regional dis-

parities in Ontario, is acceptable to the gov-
ernment without any specific advance pro-
vision to do something about it?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): And he
considers that level of unemployment accept-
able.

Mr. Lewis: Surely there are still some elm
trees which haven't yet been cut down?

Hon. Mr. White: No level of unemploy-
ment is acceptable to us. We've made that

case, to my certain knowledge, since either

1967 or 1968 and in that respect we were

completely contrary to the economic pohcy of
the government of Canada. The member will

recall that it was in September, 1971, that
the federal government reversed its policy and

brought its thinking into line with ours. What
I am saying is if one has a special-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, we don't recall that.
taining the pretence of $20 a child?

Mr. Martel: For one year.

Hon. Mr. White: If one brings in a special

programme to deal with climactic events and

keeps that special programme in place for-

ever then, of course, it has no contracyclical
function. We have a wide variety of pro-

grammes which are intended to assist region-

ally and we have somewhat substantial funds

available now in this federal-sponsored pro-

gramme to deal with the problem in general.

Mr. Lewis: There is nothing climactic about

winter unemployment. It's congenital.

Hon. Mr. White: We think it is not desir-

able at this time to bring on our special pro-

gramme but we are watching the matter

almost daily and if the situation shows any

sign of deteriorating we will certainly step
into the breach.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? The hon.

member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is going to leave

not one positive monument to this province.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West may have the floor.

FAMILY ALLOWANCES

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Community and Social Services, Mr, Speaker.
Can the minister explain to me the sentences

in his statement today which say:

The federal legislation provides the

option for a province to vary the family
allowance by age or family size so long as

total money going into the province works

out to an average of $20 per child. We feel

that varying the amounts in Ontario offers

no advantages in meeting the needs of low-

income families for our province.

Is the minister saying then that there will be

a different basis on which to compute family
benefits or general welfare allowances in On-
tario in order to diminish the total value re-

ceived by eligible families while still main-

the
' "' ' '"

Hon. Mr. White: Well, in October the
member knew it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is the only
one who sees it that way.

Hon. Mr. White: October, 1971, I mean.
I had occasion to point it out to the voters in

London, I can tell the members.

Hon. Mr. Rrunelle: Mr. Speaker, the federal

government's proposal was that the average
be $20 per child. Some provinces—I think the

sister Province of Quebec is one—I understand

are giving $15 to the first child and then, to

the following children, it's on an increasing
scale. Out of their own treasuries they will

give an additional $5, I believe, I forget how

many millions of dollars. Other provinces will
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not; they will just pass on the $20 from the

federal government but they will vary the

amount according to the ages of the children.

For instance, again using the same example,

they may give $15 to a child, say, under
10 years of age; and to those, say, 10 to 18,

they may give $25. But it will even out at

$20.

We have decided regardless of the age of

the children to give across the board a flat

$20 per child. Now, if at some time in the

future, Mr. Speaker, we wish to vary that,

we have the option to do so but we thought
initially—and our people from Treasury and

Economics, our own and other ministries have

spent a lot of time on this—that this is a

fair way, keeping in mind the number of

children and all the other factors.

Mr. Lewis: Except for people on an allow-

ance, a social allowance.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: For people on an allow-

ance?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, for those on a social allow-

ance, the eligibility is not the same.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Yes; this is given to

every person, you know, Mr. Speaker. It is

given to everyone and it's taxable.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: What the minister is saying, by
way of supplementary, is that while the other

provinces have made these amounts avail-

able to the families whether as a direct $20
or varying according to age, every family
regardless of income, is eligible for that

amount, whatever it is set at, except in the

Province of Ontario, where if one is on family
benefits allowance or in receipt of general
welfare, it has not yet been decided by the

minister's working committee whether the

entitlement will be the same as everyone
else's.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, as I said,
I think that's-

Mr. Lewis: Is that not what the minister

is saying?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: As I said, Mr. Speaker,
we have decided to give $20 per child. The
whole question of helping the working poor,
or helping those in need-

Mr. Lewis: So raise the minimum wage.
Don't penalize the others.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —that whole area, is

one that we are coming to grips wdth. That's

an area that is very complex. We have got to

take in many factors. We have got to take in

the Workmen's Compensation Board. It is not

just a question-

Mr. Stokes: Just say "to guarantee every
child $20."

Mr. Speaker: This will be the last sup-

plementary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: What

possible effect has the receipt of workmen's

compensation or any other income from any
source got to do with the flat rate of $20? I

presume that the minister's kids or his wife

will get the $20 for his children and that

mine will for mine, even though I have some

supplementary income coming from my in-

demnity.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, the

whole question is how to alleviate poverty
and how to get-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Exactly.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We feel that this ques-
tion-

Mr. Lewis: Raise the minimum wage.
Don't take it from the baby bonus.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We are not taking it

from that. As I said, the $20 per child will

be given as of Jan. 1 but there will be
additional benefits.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order! The hon. member for

Scarborough West.

NORTH PICKERING DEVELOPMENT

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-

velopment: Can he table in the House the

surveys which were done by one of his col-

leagues in his secretariat to show that 85 per
cent of the lands held or designated for the

proposed Cedarwood community have been
held for at least five years by speculators or

developers?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Sec-

retary for Resources Devdopment): I will

take that question as notice in the absence
of the particular minister, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, is

the Provincial Secretary himself aware of

such surveys?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I don't know whether
the word "survey" is the appropriate one.

Mr. Lewis: That's the minister's word.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I do know that there

have been samplings as to who owns what,
whether it be corporations, developers, pri-
vate farmers, small farmers or speculators. To
use another word, there has been a sampling
made as to what acreages are owned, but
how accurately or how deeply, I can't tell

the member. The minister will have to reply.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. A question of the

Treasurer: Can he tell us, in light of the

Premier's (Mr. Davis) shift in attitude to-

ward Cedarwood, what instructions the

Treasurer has given to the management con-

sortium that he hired in March, 1973, to

plan a community, which community as of

last week is now very much up in the air?

What have they been doing for the last six

or seven months and what will they now do?

Hon. Mr. White: They are proceeding
with their planning on an alternative basis of

a somewhat smaller acreage, the exact nature

of which will no doubt be made known to

the House and the public some time after the

new Minister of Housing is appointed, who
will himself take on this particular respon-

sibility.

Mr. Lewis: I just think we tug like pulling
teeth bit by bit. The Treasurer says in his

supplementary reply "a somewhat smaller

acreage" which would seem to reinforce the

view that the airport part of this is now
pretty well abandoned in provincial plans.
Since we are talking of 25,000 acres, what is

the somewhat reduced acreage? Give us a

ball-park figure. Let us know what the

Treasurer has roughly in mind, and then the

minister can give us details.

Hon. Mr. White: This is not my particular

responsibility. I think it would be extremely
unwise for me to speak in greater detail on
the subject-

Mr. MacDonald: It is uncharacteristic of

the Treasurer not to speak, then.

Hon. Mr. White: —when there is a fuller

government policy statement to be made
within a matter of weeks.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: Doesn't the
Treasurer think it's fair to the people over

whose head expropriation hangs, many of

those who have sold and all of those who
are appealing to the government at least to

tell them that the government is clearly

making a massive change in plan about

Cedarwood? The Treasurer has given new
instructions to the management consortium.

How long is the public supposed to wait

while he leaks it bit by bit to those who can
take it from him?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister doesn't

seem to be replying.

Mr. Lewis: Okay. Forever, I take it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Minister of Labour: Has his ministry inter-

vened yet in the unhappy events of Artistic

Woodwork Co. Ltd., in the city of Toronto?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Yes,
Mr. Speaker, we had a couple of meetings
last week.

Mr. Lewis: Can the minister give the House

any views or comments about a strike that

has resulted in so many charges and so on?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, all I can say at

this point in time, Mr. Speaker, is that the

meetings were adjourned a while before the

weekend and we have no further meeting
scheduled at this time.

Mr. Lewis: No further questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

TORONTO STOCK EXCHANGE
COMMISSION SCHEDULE

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations: Has the minister had an opportunity

yet to examine the new commission schedule

that was voted in last Friday by the Toronto
Stock Exchange, which raises commissions up
to 180 per cent to the small investor but

gives a discount to the large investor? And
will he give instruction to the Ontario Securi-

ties Commission to veto this change which will

cripple the Toronto Stock Exchange as far as

the small investor goes?
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Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, the

answer to the first half of the question, is

yes, and the answer to the second half is no.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Does the minister feel no concern about

this?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member knows full well that the five per
cent increase is only temporary until the new
rate structure, which was approved in May of

thii year, is put into effect.

Mr. Shulman: A further supplementary, if

I may, Mr. Speaker: I'm asking about the

new rate structure which was put in, which

is no five per cent; it ranges up to 180 per
cent.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I submit

with the greatest of respect that the matter

to which the hon. member refers is the five

per cent which was referred to in the press

last week which has been implemented.

Mr. Shulman: It was a phoney figure.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sorry, I didn't

hear the hon. member.

Mr. Shulman: A further supplementary, if

I may, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware
that if you buy 100 shares of Dome Mines

today the commission is $51.42, and if you
buy under the new schedule it is $144, a raise

of 180 per cent, not five per centi

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Don't buy

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I am aware

there may appear to be some inequities and
I am concerned about any inequities worked
on the small investor. I am also aware that

the substantial amount of dollars traded in

the Toronto Stock Exchange is from the

larger investors in the form of mutual funds.

The structure has been accepted across

the entire Dominion of Canada. It demon-
strates some of the escalating costs that are

not only peculiar to the investment industry.
It also demonstrates, I think, to the people of

the province and the rest of Canada how the

various exchanges can work in harmony in

order to come to some kind of a generally

acceptable rate across the entire breadth of

the country.

Mr. Shulman: Killing the goose.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Me or the rate?

Mr. Renwick: By way of a supplementary
question, does that mean that the Ontario

Securities Commission has now abdicated its

functions to have a public continuing hear-

ing about the fixed rates of commission? Is the

minister not aware that in the United States

they are now doing away with the fixed com-

missions, as of, I think it is, Oct. 1, 1974, or

1975?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Speaker, it

does not mean that the Securities Commis-
sion has abdicated its responsibility to the

investors of this particular province.

As the hon. member I'm sure is aware,
there were hearings conducted earlier this

year. The Securities Commission at that time

ordered a rate increase, I believe, of 5.26 per
cent with certain minimums, and it is the

minimums I think to which the hon. member
for High Park refers. They may demonstrate

substantial increases in terms of actual dollars.

It does not demonstrate any really significant

rise.

The investment industry, so I am advised,

replied to the Securities Commission that it

could not implement the rate increase be-

cause of certain computer problems and ac-

cordingly a five per cent temporary rate was
allowed by the commission—not in addition to

the 5.26 per cent, but in substitution therefor.

May I point out to the House that the

investment industry itself asked for an in-

crease of some eight per cent, which the

Securities Commission did not allow in allow-

ing the 5.26 per cent increase last May.

Mr. Shulman: But it is putting it all on

the small investor. He is paying 180 per cent

and the big guy gets away with five per cent.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber for High Park will be in that class.

Mr. Speaker: The member for York Centre.

MINIMUM PENSION STANDARDS

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A ques-
tion of the Minister of Consumer and Com-
mercail Relations. Has the minister under-

taken a programme to develop minimum
standards for pensions, to improve vesting

rights, portability and such omer important
features as disclosure of the investments and

other financial data behind the pension plans?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the On-
tario Pensions Commission, approximately one

year ago, issued a green paper and in that

green paper made certain observations, the
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observations generally being that the terms
of the pension plans change to allow port-

ability after five years and at 40 years of

age. The present system is 10 years at 45

years of age.

As a result of the issuing of that paper,
submissions have been received from numer-
ous sources; from employee groups, consumer

groups, as well as pension plan people them-
selves. The present status, as I understand it,

is that they are now accumulating all of the

material. There was some editorial comment
recently in one of the papers dealing with it.

I am not, at this point in time, able to

report to the House when any changes, if

any, might be introduced, but the pension
commission has it under study and has in

fact been so studying for the past 12 or 13
months.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary: I am aware
of these extensive studies that have been

goincj on for a great deal of time. Will the

minister undertake to introduce these changes
that he believes are necessary prior to the

closing of this session?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I can't make such an

undertaking. I would have to process it in

the usual fashion and I wouldn't like to give
an undertaking to the House to that effect

at this time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

HAMILTON INSIDE WORKERS

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Labour. Is the Min-
ister of Labour aware of the position taken

by the corporation of the city of Hamilton
that they would not allow their inside workers
to return to work in spite of the fact that

they had ratified an agreement by a vote
last Saturday? They have refused to allow
them to return until such time as the contract

itself is actually signed, which is to say the

least an unusual circumstance.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: No, Mr. Speaker, I

am not aware and I will look into it.

Mr. Deans: I would appreciate it if the
minister would not only look into it, but
would consider whether this is not an indi-

cation of bad faith on the part of the corpo-
ration of the city of Hamilton, considering
the amount of involvement the Ministry of

Labour had in trying to reach an agreement
in this instance.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The role of the Min-
ister of Labour, Mr. Speaker, is not to make

any judgement.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

ASSISTANCE FOR EDUCATIONAL TRIPS

Mr. Stokes: Thank you. Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Education.

Has the minister reached a decision yet as

to what form the assistance will take to

students from northern schools who might
want to take an educational trip to Toronto

or Ottawa or places like that as a part of

their curriculum? Didn't the minister indicate

earlier this year that such an announcement
would be made shortly?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Yes, Mr. Speaker, as a matter of fact it was
in the Speech from the Throne, as I recall.

It indicated that this programme would be

available. The pamphlets are presently being

printed and I hope to have them for the

House in about a week.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.

STUDENT AWARDS PROGRAMME

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. A question of the Minister

of Colleges and Universities (Mr. McNie):
Could the minister indicate how many com-

munity colleges across the province are in-

terpreting their instruction sheets?

An hon. member: He's gonel

An hon. member: He is not here!

Mr. Good: He is right there; he is not

in his seat, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. minister

would take his seat before he responds to

the question?

Mr. Good: I haven't given the question

yet, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Well, I am just warning him
not to try to respond, whatever the question

might be, before he takes his seat.

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. To
the Minister of Colleges and Universities:

Could the minister indicate how many com-

munity colleges are using, as a means of

having students qualify for the grant, a
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signed note such as that required by Cones-

toga College for those students who cannot

pay, or will not pay, their full year's

tuition at the beginning of the first fall

semester in September, such note bearing
interest at the rate of 12 per cent per annum
from Sept. 10?

An hon. member: That's usuryl

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): I thank the member, Mr.

Speaker, for advance notice of this question.

So far as we know only one of the colleges
has misread the guidelines and in that par-
ticular college the matter is being corrected.

Mr. Good: Well, Mr. Speaker, would the

minister rewrite his guidelines which re-

quire that a written agreement be made
with this college, at least for a student who
cannot pay his full year's tuition? They are

using article 4 of appendix B for their au-

thority to demand a written agreement by
the student if he chooses only to pay one
semester of tuition fees rather than two.

Surely some action should be taken to make
sure that students are not being charged
12 per cent per annum. And if the minister

agrees that that should not take place,
would he do something about the 34 notes

that are still held by the college bearing
interest at 12 per cent per annum from

Sept. 10? It is a ridiculous situation.

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, I under-
stand that steps have already been taken,
but I will be glad to look into it further.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent has been trying to gain the floor.

CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS'
RETIREMENT AGE

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Correctional Services. Is

the minister considering allowing correctional

oflRcers to retire at the age of 60, the same
as police, due to the type of work they are

called upon to do?

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-
tional Services): I think that correctional

officers' work is in many cases as difficult

as that of the police. We have not made any
decisions in that connection whatsoever, but
I will check into it for the member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Downsview.

WITHDRAWAL OF TEACHERS'
EXTRACURRICULAR SERVICES

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Education. Could the minister tell us

what action, if any, he plans to take in re-

gard to the Metro Toronto branch of the

OSSTF, which apparently has withdrawn

any extracurricular or so-called extra-

curricular services beyond the closing hour
of school time? This means its members
aren't available now—and their local branch

allows none of them to be available—for such

things as choir, band and football, and all

the other things the teachers used to do.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, let me first

say that I regret this kind of action that has

been taken. I think it is very unwise and

ill-timed, and of course it is the kind of

thing that affects the students in the system,
who are perhaps the innocent parties in all

this. They are affected, but I must say that

they are handling themselves very well.

And from some of the football games I

have heard about, and the activities, the

morale is better than it has ever been.

As far as the action I am taking, I under-

stand that this withdrawal of services is

against the Metropolitan school board and its

actions. It was made abundantly clear in the

statements I have seen in the paper that this

action is not being taken against the ministry,

and the teachers in Metropolitan Toronto

should be sitting down 24 hours a day trying

to resolve this particular problem. It hasn't

come to my attention that they are doing

this, and I really believe that they should be

doing this. Both sides seem to be sitting back,

waiting for something to happen, and I think

that this is one of those cases where two of

them working together are going to have to

solve this problem themselves in good faith.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary, has

the minister any views about the legality of

this withdrawal of services? Has he any
intention of acting on a suggestion I believe

he received that the possible illegality of it

be referred to the courts?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I am still

waiting for some opinions from some of our

lawyers in order to reply to a suggestion
from the North York board that it be referred

to the courts. The initial readings of the

legislation and the reading of some of the

opinions of the people in our ministry lead

me to believe—and I am not a lawyer—that

this is a very grey area, and that it is cer-
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tainly anything but specific in the legislation

at the present time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Surely
the basis of the problem, whether it is direct-

ed toward the Metro board or toward the

minister, is the application of the ceilings

which the teachers feel have unfairly reduced

the quality of education in a variety of ways
in the province and particularly in the Metro
area? Is there not some specific statement

that the minister could make in this regard
that would alleviate the fears in the minds
of the parents, and the teachers, and to a

great extent the students, that has led to this

situation which has become an impasse?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think that the statement,
Mr. Speaker, that the hon. Leader of the

Opposition has made is a fair one for him to

make, but as I point out, this dispute is

really between the teachers of Metropolitan
Toronto and their school board. The teachers

in Brant and their board and most of the

other boards across this province are not

taking action such as they are taking in

Metropolitan Toronto.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The ceilings are apphed
differently in different places.

Hon. Mr. Wells: No, the ceilings are ap-

plied equally.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They have different

effects.

Hon. Mr. Wells: They are applied equally
and I think that my friend should ask some
of the teachers in Brant and Huron and some
of the other places whether they think the

Metropolitan School Board is assigning its

priorities in the right way.

I think that certainly before we become
involved in this particular situation, the

Metropolitan Toronto School Board and its

teachers should be completely aware of what
the priorities are in their particular case, and
whether adjusting their priorities can accom-
modate what the teachers want. If what the

teachers want is completely unrealistic the

board will have to tell them that.

I just point out, the ceilings are applied
equally across this province and, except for

Metropolitan Toronto, people are living with-
in them.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't know how long
the minister wants to continue this, but surely
the effects are different even though the
formula is applied in the same way? Wouldn't
the minister agree that he has got some

responsibility to step into this and get a

resolution?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Perhaps my friend could

indicate what he means, Mr. Speaker—and
this isn't really the time for a debate on it—

by "the effects are different". The effects in

Metropolitan Toronto of the ceilings were—
and this has been stated many times—to bring
one of the large spenders, the board which

spends much much more per pupil than most
other boards in this province except for a

few cities, back a bit and, while not reduc-

ing the—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Except for a few cities?

Hon. Mr. Wells: —quality of education in

Metropolitan Toronto, to bring a little equity
to the whole situation.

'Of course, the other thing in Metropolitan
Toronto is that it has been stated there is

inequity in the distribution of funds within

Metropolitan Toronto. To this end we have a

commission which is now holding pubHc hear-

ings about the whole structure and financing
of education in Metropolitan Toronto. The
teachers and the trustees and any citizens are

free to go before that commission—and I

think they are holding public meetings right
this month—and to present their views. When
that report is in, I hope we'll have a basis

upon which, perhaps, to organize finances

more equitably in Metropolitan Toronto.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

ALLOCATION OF CAPITAL WORKS
FUNDS

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question of the provincial Treasurer.

Does the provincial Treasurer recall that he
indicated last spring that there would be be-

tween $30 million and $35 million remaining
from the federal capital works programme
that wouldn't be allocated for municipal

projects, and does he recall that at that time

he indicated that he might think kindly of

making some of that money available to un-

organized communities and to Indian bands?
If so, is he in a position to indicate how he

might put that money to good use to assist

unorganized municipalities?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I do remember some-

thing along those lines, although I think the

$35 million figure is much higher than the

actual residue. I thought that was something
like $11 million. However, let me check the

amount and see what has transpired since
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our exchange last spring. I'll have to bring

myself up to date on that.

NEW TORONTO AIRPORT

Mr. Deacon: A question of the Minister of

the Treasury, Economics and Intergovern-
mental Affairs: Hov^^ long will this minister

continue to impose severe hardship and penal-
ties on the owners of land within the noise

cone of the proposed Pickering airport who
have been prohibited from making any im-

provements on that land for over a year and
a half? When is he either going to lift that

ministerial order or ensure that Ottawa pro-
vides compensation?

Hon. Mr. White: Just as soon as the

member's federal Liberal friends respond to

my constant requests that they define—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Oh, boy!

Hon. Mr. White: —the noise cones of their

proposed landing strips. Now, I want to deal

with this for a minute or two. I quite agree
with my hon. friend that this is grossly unfair

to the-

Mr. Henderson: Indecision!

Mr. Speaker: There are only three seconds

left.

Hon. Mr. White: —property owners affected.

Mr. Ruston: One second left.

Hon. Mr. White: We have done all we can
to meet the requirements of the federal gov-
ernment by imposing these ministerial orders.

When the federal government redefined its

95 CNR line, we backed our ministerial orders

up to that line thereby releasing some sub-
stantial acreage. This, however, leaves large
numbers of properties within the federal gov-
ernment's rather ill-defined airport intentions.

I have written to the appropriate minister

begging him to make a decision with respect
to these noise cones, but I have yet to get an
answer from him. I have told him, in my
most recent submission, that unless the federal

government can make decisions in this matter,
we would have to contemplate either lifting
the ministerial orders or very substantially

modifying those ministerial orders. That in

fact would be an inferior way to do it, to

permit those property ovmers to go ahead
with developments which could be injuriously
affected later by the federal government's air-

port, if indeed they are going ahead with it.

So perhaps I could use the good offices of

the member for York Centre to get his federal

friends cracking on this matter.

Mr. Deacon: As a supplementary, will the

minister just take-

Mr. Speaker: The time for questions has
now been exceeded.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

CORPORATIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Corpora-
tions Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the main
thrust of the amendments contained in this

bill is to permit farm fire mutual insurance

corporations to add weather insurance to their

coverage.

DETROIT RIVER PARKWAY
COMMISSION ACT

Mr. Paterson moves first reading of biU

intituled, An Act to incorporate the Detroit

River Parkway Commission.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to call resolution No. 3 on the

order paper, standing as a government notice

of motion.

NOTICE OF MOTION NO. 3

Clerk of the House: The government
notice of motion No. 3 by Hon. Mr. Winkler.

Resolved: That Thursday next, Oct. 18,

after the orders of the day are entered

upon, and, if necessary, until the time of

the adjournment of the House, will be set

aside for a debate on the report of the

select committee on the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission of Ontario new head
office building.

Resolution concurred in.
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REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HALDIMAND-NORFOLK ACT

Mr. Meen, on behalf of Hon. Mr. White,
moves second reading of Bill 190, An Act to

establish the Regional Municipality of

Haldimand-Norfolk.

Mr. J. A. Renwick ( Riverdale ) : The min-
ister isn't absent, he is ducking.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. A. K. Meen (York East): Mr. Speaker,

perhaps before we enter into full debate on
this subject, it would be helpful to the hon.

members if I were to oflFer a few words of

explanation.

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. members are

agreeable.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, this bill creates,

by way of statute, a combination of existing

municipalities. It establishes the internal

council structures of those area municipalities,
it establishes the council stmcture and repre-
sentation of the regional or second top tier

municipality, it establishes dates and modes
of election, the effective date of the bill being
April 1, 1974.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): April
Fools' Day.

Mr. Meen: Some portions of the region,

namely the county of Norfolk—as hon. mem-
bers I believe recall—had wanted an effective

date of Jan. 1. That's a very practical day
and I have considerable sympathy for their

wanting to do that. On the other hand, the

county council of the county of Haldimand
wanted to have the date delayed to July 1.

Mr. Cassidy: It is this government that

wanted Jan. 1.

Mr. Meen: Subsequently, and following a

number of consultations which we had with

them, a form of compromise on April 1, was
reached. However, for purpose of authority,
for organization of the council, for the hiring
of staff, for the arrangements on accommo-
dation and the like, an effective date of Jan.
1 for the regional council will be established.

That's analogous, I might point out to the

hon. members, to today, Oct. 15, in the case

of the bills on Peel, Halton, Hamilton-
Wentworth and also Durham.

Obviously, as the Treasurer (Mr. White)
pointed out when he introduced the bill last

week, there will have to be a second bill

coming along to cover functional responsibil-

ities of the new region and of the area

municipalities. Matters like planning, and
water and sewers, roads, health and welfare,

policing and financing, will all be dealt with
in that second bill.

That bill is in course of preparation. We
want to get it in soon. The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre asked the minister last week
whether it would be available and on the

order paper by the time we debated this

bill; and the answer, of course, had to be no.

But we do hope that it will be in before the

end of this month, as the minister mentioned.

It is imperative, in my opinion, that it be
in before the nomination day for councillors

has arrived in order that they will be able to

see the scope of responsibilities of the offices

for which they are running.

Mr. Cassidy: Not a bad idea.

Mr. Meen: Yes, it's a good idea. But on the

other hand, we do anticipate having it in

much before that date, hopefully by the

end of this month.

I think, though, I might tell the hon. mem-
bers that the contents of that second bill

can be expected to be not unlike the contents

of the counterpart sections of the bills on

Peel, Haldimand, Hamilton-Wentworth and

Durham; and with some additional sections

dealing with fiscal gymnastics, because of the

fact that we will have a fiscal year, for the

new region, beginning April 1 rather than

Jan. 1—a nine months, short fiscal year.

We believe we will be looking at a 15-

month fiscal-year period for the current coun-
cils and the current area municipalities rather

than establishing a short three-month fiscal

year for those same municipalities, and then
a nine-month fiscal year for the recombined

municipalities.

Mr. Speaker, I'll have more comments to

offer at the end of the debate, but those

opening comments may set the stage for the

debate itself.

Mr. Speaker: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, I am very sorry indeed that the

Treasurer, who has the ultimate authority in

these matters, has seen fit to absent himself.

Although I welcome the contribution of his

parliamentary assistant, I personally feel that

since the Treasurer has involved himself in

the negotiations leading up to this bill, he

should have had the responsibility for its car-

riage and defence in this House. We intend
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to oppose the bill in principle for a number
of specific reasons, which I would like now
to enumerate to you, sir.

To begin with, we both believe that the

legislation has been entered into with un-

conscionable speed, on a pressure timeable

which is difficult to understand.

Actually, the government established an

excellent study group headed by Nigel Rich-

ardson, which has been reviewing local gov-
ernment in Haldimand and Norfolk for the

last three years. Mr. Richardson's report for

some reason was delayed by as much as 10

months to a year after it was in the hands

of the ministry and only made public this

past spring. The recommendations fell along
the lines much to be expected from other

regional government studies, but the advan-

tage in the case of Mr. Richardson was that

he was not established as a commissioner

himself but more or less as an expert with

good connections in the ministry and good
connections, finally, in the communities of

Haldimand and Norfolk because he went out

of his way to get grassroots opinions from

the communities, and particularly from the

municipal leaders concerned.

I don't understand why the Richardson

report was so delayed, particularly when it

now seems that some tremendous pressure
for speed is upon the government. I think

you're aware, Mr. Speaker, that this bill

was introduced just last week, and when the

House leader indicated on Friday that we
would debate it today, I objected, saying
that the bill hadn't even been printed at

that date and was not in our bill books. As

a matter of fact today, the day we are to

debate it on second reading, is the first

occasion when the printed bill has been avail-

able even in this Legislature.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill):

Shameful!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are not aware that

it has been circulated at the Haldimand-

Norfolk community level, although I see the

member for Haldimand-Norfolk (Mr. Allan)

in his place; I'm sure that as an active

member he has assessed some of the opinions

locally, and I look forward to hearing his

contribution to the debate later.

But, Mr. Speaker, this does not deny the

fact that the printed bill appeared in this

Legislature for the first time today, the day
when the minister has insisted on proceeding
with the debate, even though he himself

can't be here and has just absented himself

from the chamber.

There is another reason for some delay as

well. You are aware, sir, that a commissioner

has been appointed by the government to

review local government in the county of

Brant, which is the next neighbour to Haldi-

mand and Norfolk. While I, for one, would
not be in favour of an amalgamation at the

municipal level of local government involving
the three counties, still there are many who
are.

The Treasurer gave an indication, if not

a commitment, at the time he spoke about

the Haldimand-Norfolk regional government

study, that he would attempt to delay the

bill until the findings of Commissioner Smith

in the Brant area were made available.

Frankly, I don't know why there is a delay,
other than the time that was given Com-
missioner Smith was completely inadequate—
I should have the date he got his terms of

reference, but I don't have it and perhaps
the parliamentary assistant could provide it—

but the period of time to review local govern-
ment in the Brant area was completely

inadequate.

One of the strong and thoughtful proposi-

tions put forward was that at least co-oper-

ation among the three counties should be

considered, and of course with the haste that

has been imposed by the government in this

particular regard such co-operation is not

possible.

I state again that my personal opinion is

that the three counties would form an area

too large for a rational approach to regional

government. But I point out to you, sir, that

the government's own guidelines of regional

governments requiring a population of 150,000

would surely have led the government to

consider such an alternative, because the

present population in Haldimand and Nor-

folk is something just over 84,000, therefore

falling far short indeed of the minimum
number of population they have said in the

past they would consider for regionalization.

In perusing the bill, I see the government
is persisting in the indefensible concept of

appointing the chairman from Queen's Park,

even though they have established an elabor-

ate procedure for the electing of a chairman,

beginning sometime in 1976.

We've had this argument previously on

many occasions, but I have no problem at

all, sir, in bringing to your attention again

the effects of having a chairman appointed as

a political decision by the Premier and the

cabinet of the Province of Ontario and im-

posed upon the good citizens and the tax-
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payers of the Haldimand and Norfolk area
who are concerned with this bill.

Normally the appointment takes place well
in advance of the first meeting of the reg-
ional council, and the chairman has every
opportunity to at least recommend the hiring
of senior oflBcials for the new regional gov-
ernment so that the elected members, when
they do take office, find that many of the
decisions pertaining to high policy appoint-
ments have been taken. What they face is the

implantation of a little Queen's Park in their

midst, which further alienates the require-
ment for local government to be close to the

taxpayers and the people concerned.

In his original statement on the introduc-
tion of the bill, the minister said the concept
for regional government had been accepted
by the local citizens. I believe that this is a

misleading statement in the extreme. I believe
it is true, however, that responding to state-

ments made by the minister and several of
his predecessors, the counties' councils had
finally passed resolutions agreeing to an effec-

tive date. I think it*s been indicated that
Norfolk wanted Jan. 1 and Haldimand wanted
July 1. There was a saw-off, probably en-

gineered by the well-respected member for
the area, of April 1. Simply because they
agreed on that date certainly does not mean
that they agreed to the imposition of re-

gional government. Far from it!

I'm quite sure, sir, that if you or the mem-
ber for Haldimand-Norfolk were to go out
into the areas in Haldimand and Norfolk and
canvass the individuals on the side streets of
Dunnville and on the concessions of Wind-
ham and Townsend, you would find that the

people are not prepared to accept the im-
position of regional government. They know
from our experiences in Niagara, in Waterloo
and the other regional areas that the costs

escalate out of all control and that local

government becomes even more remote and
tied up in red tape and bureaucracy than it

is presently. As a matter of fact, it becomes
very much like the government of the prov-
ince, which is expensive, remote and insensi-
tive.

So, Mr. Speaker, we on this side intend to

oppose the bill in principle and to ofl^er

amendments specifically requiring the election
of the chairman immediately, if the govern-
ment persists in its erroneous intention of

proceeding wdth the implementation and the

imposition of regional government.

There are a good many things to be said
about the situation in the area. Perhaps I

should make it clear, sir, that my own con-

stituency of Brant encompasses three of the

municipalities which are going to be gobbled
up by the provisions of Bill 190. You are

aware, sir, that the decision made by Ontario

Hydro to locate a major thermo-generating
plant at Nanticoke probably was the original
reason for the government's decision now to

opt for this far-reaching change in local gov-
ernment procedures. The Ontario Hydro de-
cision was made completely without reference
to the government of the province, even

though in my view it was the kind of high
policy decision which should have been re-

ferred to the government for final approval.
It is going to be the nucleus of a major
urban centre on the north shore of Lake Erie.

The fact that this decision was entered into

by the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
without reference to the government of On-
tario is simply an indication of the attitude

of the commission and the abdication of re-

sponsibility by our provincial government in

years gone by.

That generating plant is now in operation,

although it is not fully complete. I under-
stand that when it is complete it will be one
of the largest, if not the largest, thermal-

generating plant in the world. Therefore, its

supply of energy is going to have a tremend-
ous effect on the industrial expansion of the

whole area. The same reason that led On-
tario Hydro to locate at Nanticoke has spurred
other industries in the private sector to make
a similar decision, most notably Texaco which
is going to build a major refinery in the area,
and even larger and more important, the

Steel Co. of Canada which has purchased
a large acreage of land and four or five years

ago made a policy statement that it was

going to locate a major expansion of its steel

production facility in that area.

You should be aware, sir, that even

though Stelco has bought the land and has
made the statement of intention that its

turning of the sod has not yet been accom-

plished and its plans have been delayed
repeatedly. There have been a number of

reasons for this which are not relevant to

the argument that I want to put forward

now, other than to say, sir, that no action

has taken place.

My point, sir, is that the rush in putting
this bill forward, as I have said without
even putting it in its final printed form
before the citizens of the area, is an artificial

pressure indeed. The minister responsible,
the Treasurer, came down to Port Dover

during the summer and invited a number
of municipal officials, as well as those of us

representing the area at the provincial level,
to come and have a most delightful lunch
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with him, but at that time he said, in his

own inimitable style, that while he was not

forcing anything on anybody, he was pre-

pared to go forward with regional govern-
ment as of Jan. 1, that he felt a delay of

a year would be impossible because of the

growth and development pressures that were

emerging in the Haldimand and Norfolk

area much faster than had been realized

publicly.

I asked him at the time if he had any
special information or knowledge about the

plans of Stelco. He said that he had not.

Since that time there have been no an-

nouncements, although it is expected that

Stelco construction may start sometime in

1974.

I would agree, Mr. Speaker, with those

experts who have projected that even though
the population of Haldimand and Norfolk
is now just over 84,000, that by the year
2000 we can expect a tremendous increase

because Stelco, whether they go forward
next year or five years from now, is going
to go forward. And it will be just a be-

ginning of a tremendous industrial expansion,
which we hope and trust is going to occur

only after and under very careful planning
procedures.

I want to make it clear, sir, that we on this

side, in opposing regional government as

set out by the Conservative government, do
not oppose the kind of far-reaching planning
decisions which must be taken, which must
be more than just co-operation among mu-
nicipalities. It must be a planning procedure
with teeth in it, involving the urban and
rural municipalities of the area. Even though
the parliamentary assistant who has the

responsibility for defending the minister's

position in his absence is presently shaking
his head, he knows as well as I do that it

is quite possible to use the authority of the

province, delegated to the municipalities

through the planning board joining the two
counties together, to undertake to establish

the goals for the community, which can
then be enforced as well or even better
than they are presently being enforced.

We know the whole area is put under
ministerial orders and has been since last

March. And the minister has not even given
an indication that with the passage of the

regional government bill he will unfreeze
the situation as it presently is. Because un-
der the tender mercies and ministrations of
the present Treasurer you can't even build
an outhouse in either of those counties with-
out his express written permission—if he
gets time to examine the need for such a

structure. Even where the structure is less

essential than the one I have referred to,

Mr. Speaker, it takes many weeks of delay
before the approvals are given. This is the

sort of planning technique which in fact

in the long run holds up development, and

perhaps more important adds layers upon
layers of additional and uimecessary costs

on those people who are trying to improve
their own situation in the Haldimand and
Norfolk area.

I don't want to dwell unduly with one
of the problems that faces the government,
but you are aware, sir, that there is a

large tract of land in Townsend township
that has been assembled under private

auspices for the building and development
of a new town. When the government report
was finally made public, after much delay,
another location was recommended by the

experts which is not in the Townsend location

but about 10 miles away, in Woodhouse
township.

Now, most of the property that is recom-
mended in the government report itself

has been optioned by private developers at

a figure two to three times the cost of the

options in the Townsend area and the

government, through its lack of action in

this regard, finds itself faced once more vdth
an unhealthy and unplanned escalation in

costs for a decision which it has not left

with the local officials but has pre-empted
itself, with its characteristic centralizing

tendency.

The area itself is a very progressive one.

Even though it has basically an agricultural

^eoonomy, because of the—I would say
substantial—level of the assessment in some
of the finest dairy lands of the province,
and certainly some of the most valuable
and lucrative tobacco lands in the province,

they have been able to bring forward a level

of local government—and particularly at the

county level because of their tradition of

co-operation—which in my view is unsur-

passed anywhere in the province.

I am always impressed, when I drive down
into the Norfolk area particularly, at the

number of secondary roads that are black-

topped. This, probably more than anything
else, is an indication of the good planning of

the local communities and also the buoyant
level of their agricultural assessment.

The planning procedures have not been as

effective as they might be, particularly in co-

operation between the two counties. The
areas naturally have always been divided by
the county boundaries, and even the govern-
ment's decision in the abortive development
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councils left the division between Haldimand
and Norfolk, which was an irrational and

improper division during all those days when
the then Treasurer, the member for Chatham-
Kent (Mr. McKeough) tried to rationalize

the development council procedures and tried

to keep them alive with the infusions of

many hundreds of thousands of dollars of

pubHc funds.

The planning at the provincial level even
then was inadequate, misdirected and waste-

ful. The fact that the original Hydro decision

was taken without reference to provincial

authority is simply an amazing underline of

the statement I have just made. The plan-

ning at the very begirming at the provincial
level was more an abdication than anything
else.

I have indicated, sir, that the people in

the community do not look kindly on the im-

position of this legislation and are particularly
oflFended at the undue haste with which it is

being imposed. I really feel, Mr. Speaker,
that the Treasurer must be subject to some
sorts of pressures about which we know

nothing, because he is no't prepared to stay
in the House and indicate that he knows

anything about the rate of industrial devel-

opment other than what is generally known.

I have here a reprint from the Financial

Times of Canada, dated Sept. 24, which was
sent to me, and probably to the other mem-
bers of the House, by the vice-president of

Stelco, indicating not that they are going to

proceed immediately but that they are pro-

ceeding deliberately with their corporate

plans for the expansion of their steel facility
in Hamilton into the Nanticoke area. It indi-

cates that the basic decisions as to the pro-
cesses to be used have not even been made
and it seems to me that the pressure from
Stelco is something less than startling and

something less than indicated by the Trea-
surer in his remarks to that gathering in Port

Dover, in the month of July I believe it was.

I don't know what got the bee in his

bonnet that he, the Treasurer, had to pro-
ceed with such unconscionable haste, par-
ticularly when regional government studies,
not only in Brant but in Oxford, will impinge
upon the decisions in the Haldimand and
Norfolk area. And while it is true that the

people in the community have had an oppor-
tunity to participate in one of the best

studies undertaken by the government, they
are far from being satisfied that the pro-
visions in regional government are to their

benefit. They are aware that the costs of local

government in the Waterloo area under

regional government have gone up by 38

per cent in the first year; and even though
the extra grants from our own treasury

attempt to alleviate that, they are not so

senseless as to think that those moneys from
the provincial source come from any other

source but their own pockets in the long run.

Our experience with regional government,
beginning with Ottawa and then Niagara, has

been that it has been needlessly wasteful. It

desensitizes local government and puts a large

foreign bureaucracy—by foreign, I mean im-

ported largely from Queen's Park—between
those people who are elected locally and
those people who must pay the bills and
suffer the consequences of the fantastic

bureaucratic red tape that accompanies
regionalization wherever it becomes a fact of

life.

Mr. Speaker, I have indicated to you that

there are industries waiting to go ahead and
there are substantial developmental pressures
which the Treasurer has responded to by
freezing the whole area. One of the pressures
I have not mentioned, sir, is a large tract of

land owned by a company that you have
heard of before, Fidinam, which has a

triangular block of land right next to Stelco,

right in the area which one of the govern-
ment projects contemplates as being a green-
belt area.

I can imagine the sorts of pressures that

Fidinam would bring on the government,
since they contributed $50,000 to their elec-

tion campaign, to have that rezoned before

the government and the Treasurer re-

linquishes his direct control over the develop-
ment in the area.

I also would like to point out to you, sir,

that in the bill itself there are a number of

matters which concern us, and we will bring
these forward for improvement by way of

amendment. I have already mentioned the

fact that the chairman is going to be named

by the central authority until 1976, which we
believe to be unconscionable. We are also

aware, as has been the case in certain other

regional government bills, that the oath of

allegiance and the declaration of qualification

by the chairman requires that he be a British

subject. This is an anachronism, obviously,
that the government should correct. If we are

concerned with Canadian citizenship here and
not being a British subject, then I would sug-

gest that the hon. member for York East—
who is going to pilot this through—might very
well contemplate having that changed in the

bill before we even get to discussing it in

committee.
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Mr. Speaker, I would tell you, sir, that we
believe that this bill, like most of the other

regional government bills, is not in the best

interests of the communities concerned. We
oppose it in principle as we have from the

beginning—and we intend to vote against this

bill in second reading.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Ottawa

Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, it seemed to me
from the introduction by the parliamentary

secretary, the member for York East, that he

doesn't really understand what this bill is all

about. He certainly gave us not a single word
as to why the Haldimand-Norfolk bill is

necessary, why it is necessary so quickly, and

why it is necessary at this time.

In one word, Mr. Speaker, Stelco is the

reason that this bill is being rushed through
in the Legislature at this time with such

haste. It is Stelco which has been calling the

tune as far as the development of Haldimand-

Norfolk is concerned, ever since 1968. It is

calling the tune right now and, to all appear-
ances, will continue to call the tune—not only
for this region but for a very large part of

the province of Ontario—over the coming
years.

The government has simply lent itself to

that process going on. It has lent itself to a

major regional government decision being
dictated by private enterprise, by Stelco. It

has lent itself to a very major and funda-

mentally important decision about the future

growth of the province being made on private
initiative by private enterprise, by Stelco. And
that, Mr. Speaker, is one of the fundamental

issues which is before us in this particular

regional government bill.

You know, a lot of people in the area were

very surprised at the announcement by the

Treasurer when he invited them to lunch

early in August and he told them all of a

sudden that the bill was going to go through
and that he wanted the new regional govern-
ment to be in operation by Jan. 1. That was
not what the government had been saying

prior to Aug. 2 or 3, whenever that luncheon
was held in Port Dover. In fact, sir, it had
been saying quite the opposite.

The senior planner in the area, Mr. Grove,
said back in June that no decision on the

Haldimand-Norfolk area would be made until

the Brant and Brantford regional government
proposals were made. That was back in June,
and since the Brant-Brantford proposals were
not then expected at least until September,
and probably not until Christmas, that

obviously indicated to the people in the area

that they had some time to consider the pro-

posals being made by the government in the

Richardson studies.

Then, on July 18, Mr. Grove again was

reported in the local press as saying that local

residents had until November to suggest

changes in the structures suggested by Mr.

Richardson and to put up their views to the

provincial government. Well, suddenly the

Treasurer bursts into the region, takes it over

from his parliamentary secretary, takes it over

from his planners, and says: "Okay boys, we
are going ahead because Stelco has given us

the word."

If you look back at the very beginning of

this whole exercise, it all began when the

hon. member who was then the Minister of

Municipal Affairs (Mr. McKeough), confessed

that he only learned in the newspapers that

Stelco had bought 6,600 acres at Nanticoke
back in 1968 in order to site its new steel

mill. There had not been a word of consulta-

tion with the government as to whether or not

this was a desirable thing to do, or as to

whether or not this was the best location for

Stelco to operate in.

But did the government question it? Did
the government sit down with Stelco and
look at the alternatives? No! However, Stelco

itself had looked at a number of alternative

sites; perhaps had even developed some in-

formation about what it would cost and
what the cost and benefits would have been
had it gone to some other part of the

province.

Did the government sit down with Stelco?

Well, I hope that the minister replies to

this. I challenge the government to show that

at any time during the five years that it has

known about Stelco's plans that it has in any
way suggested or sat downi with Stelco to

find out if alternatives were possible; and I

am convinced that is not the case.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That's

closer to the source of ore.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. However, Mr.

Speaker, far from questioning, the govern-
ment did respond to Stelco in this way. It

very quickly decided to set up a planning

study in the Norfolk-Haldimand area, and in

1969 the study was created and a joint study
committee of the two county councils was
created. That body met for a year-and-a-half
and produced a study which we were given

just this spring: "The Threshold of Change-
Land and Development." It is a basic, and

may I say quite a good, planning study for
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Haldimand-Norfolk. It was ready by the

end of 1970, it was published in the spring
of 1970, it was before the ministry at that

time.

Perhaps it's significant, though, that be-

tween 1968 and 1970, when this study was
in the process of completion, the people in

Hamilton and downtown Toronto who run
Stelco had changed their minds. They had
decided that, given market conditions, and

given the costs of new plant, and given the

various other studies that they had had, it

made more sense to do some expansion and
modernization of their works in Hamilton
rather than proceeding immediately with the

Nanticoke plant. And so, therefore, they went
ahead with that plan; and the government
cooled oflF on what it was doing in Haldi-

mand-Norfolk.

That's probably one of the major reasons

why there was no effective cabinet considera-

tion of the first volume of 'Threshold for

Change"; and why there was no govern-
ment action as well. The heat wasn't on

from Stelco.

The government did get going with an-

other study at that time, and that other

study was the regional government study,
which was also conducted by Nigel Richard-

son. That particular study is dated September
1972—we didn't see it until May or June
of this year, that also sat in the government's
in-basket without any particular action.

But this year, Mr. Speaker, Stelco's tune

changed. They told the minister and told the

government that they were planning to go
ahead. They told them privately that they
hoped to break ground in 1974. They indi-

cated that they, Stelco, would be unhappy if

the planning wasn't done—if there wasn't an

adequate kind of local government to which

they could relate; if there wasn't going to

be water and sewage and the other things
that would be needed for residential develop-
ment to support the work force that would

inevitably be needed for their new steel-

works.

And so you get this situation, as the word
took time to trickle down to the working levels

of the civil service, where a senior provincial

employee was saying in June and July that

people still had time to comment on and
to consider, at the kind of pace to which they
were accustomed in an area like Haldimand
and Norfolk, the proposals of the govern-
ment. And the minister, crashing through a
few days later, said: "I'm sorry. You've got
to decide now. We want to do it by Jan. 1.

One hundred and fifty-one days," said he.

"isn't very much time, but the time to act is

now." That's precisely what's happening.

There are meetings going on now between
Stelco and the Ontario government, Mr.

Speaker. Effectively, the government is now
rushing through, shoving or bulldozing this

legislation through the Legislature, in order

to have some kind of working organization
at the kind of level that can deal with Stelco.

Mr. Speaker, one of the things that troubles

us very seriously about this whole regional

government bill is the question that relates

both to Haldimand-Norfolk and to the de-

cision by the Steel Co. of Canada to locate

its plant at Nanticoke on the boundaries of

the two counties. Let me quote from an
editorial in the Tillsonburg News of Feb. 18,

1972, which said:

It would appear that Haldimand and
Norfolk really have very little in common
and that any marriage would be something
of a shotgun affair occasioned by the

Nanticoke industrial baby being dropped
at their doorstep.

So when I say that the issue about this par-
ticular bill is Stelco, I mean that very pre-

cisely, Mr. Speaker. Haldimand and Norfolk

probably shouldn't have been joined together
if it hadn't been for this industrial baby, this

$300 million or $400 million steel plant which

was being put on their frontier.

The quote from the Tillsonburg News is

backed up, Mr. Speaker, by Mr. Richardson

himself, a senior government planner now

responsible for the Toronto-centred region—

obviously the government thinks highly of

his talents. Yet he said, in 1972, in his local

government study about Norfolk and Hald-

mand, that:

It is important to recognize that at the

moment Haldimand and Norfolk do not

constitute, in any sense, a homogeneous
or natural unit clearly set off from their

surroundings. It is at least open to ques-

tion [he said with the understatement

typical of civil servants] whether there

would be any reason at all for considering
them as a potential single political entity

but for the emergence of the Nanticoke

complex as a common focus of concern

and centre of gravity which, of course,

creates an entirely new situation.

He points out among other things that

this new regional municipality, which is

going to be as large as almost any in the

province, will have a population of 80,000

people; that there are very substantial dif-

ferences there which their opinion surveys
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—Earl Berger was there—and everything else

they have learned told them. There are very

substantial differences in the temper of life,

in the kind of people, in the kind of in-

dustry and economic base, in the orienta-

tion toward Hamilton in the one case and

Brantford and London in the other, between

the two counties of Haldimand and Nor-

folk.

It happens that they have no common
source of water supply. It happens that the

area is split by two or three different con-

servation authorities. As Mr. Richardson

went on to say:

The regional government for the area

now included in the counties would present
a number of difficulties arising from the

fact that the area has no underlying func-

tional unity and is a quite arbitrary entity

from a practical point of view.

It seems pretty conclusive, Mr. Speaker,
that were it not for Nanticoke, were it not

for Stelco, this particular shotgun marriage
would not be necessary.

What about the people in the area? They
were polled; they were asked; "What is

going to happen?" I think, again, a very

significant paragraph in Mr. Richardson's

study would indicate something that maybe
the government was aware of—I doubt it

very much—the people in the area who have

been co-opted into agreeing with a number
of the main features of what is proposed

by the government—and co-opted is a nice

way of saying that they have had a gun at

their heads—aren't really aware of what
is about to hit them.

The Nanticoke area, or the Haldimand-

Norfolk area, a rural, quiet area with small

towns and very prosperous agriculture, is

about to be transformed, literally overnight,

into a vast urban area with four times the

population and the site of the second or

third largest heavy industrial complex of

anywhere in the Province of Ontario. The

people accepted that some changes may be

needed in view of impending economic,

physical and population growth, said Mr.

Richardson, but they tend to underrate the

impact of the impending economical,

physical and population growth and thus

underestimate the need for government
change.

I grant you it is generally the case that

people underestimate the possible need for

governmental change but the people, as Mr.

Richardson clearly says, don't understand that

the entire character of the area in which

they are now resident is going to change.

It is going to change very rapidly to the

point where Haldimand and Norfolk are

going to be unrecognizable in their present
form.

Mr. Speaker, I'd just like to set out some
kind of general considerations which relate

to Stelco going in there. They relate not

just to this particular area of a few thousand

square miles and a certain number of farms

and so on, but to the entire Province of

Ontario. Let me be very specific. The de-

cision to put in a $300 million or $400
million plant of Stelco, with all of the con-

sequent industrial investment and residen-

tial, commercial and public investment that

will follow it, is one of the most significant

regional development decisions that is being
made or allowed to go in by default by this

government from now until the turn of the

century.

I think it's possible to say that it is the

most significant because of the fact that this

new industry is going into what is essentially

virgin territory; territory which doesn't have

any particular need of major industrial in-

vestment. They could use a few more jobs,

but they don't need major industrial in-

vestment. It is territory which could, in

fact, survive very nicely on its present agri-

cultural and forestry base, its base of in-

dustry, its base of jobs from the surround-

ing periphery of Brantford, London, Hamil-

ton, Niagara Falls, St. Catharines and so

on, the industrial towns that ring Haldimand-
Norfolk.

In other words, the government is either

transplanting, or allowing Stelco to trans-

plant, a major industrial investment into an
area of southwestern Ontario which does not

particularly need that kind of massive in-

fusion of capital, manpower and public in-

vestment.

The consequences of that decision, Mr.

Speaker, are simply that the growth of Metro

Toronto, the region around it and southern

Ontario, will be confirmed; that the starvation

of eastern and northern Ontario, which has

become a deliberate policy of this govern-

ment, is also confirmed and a once-in-a-gener-
ation chance to change the course of economic

development in this province is being lost

by default by the government in this bill

and in its decision not to meddle in any way
with the private sector decision to site a new
steel plant down at Nanticoke.

Mr. Speaker, the Nanticoke decision and
the Haldimand-Norfolk decision will enhance

the concentration of growth in southwestern

Ontario, a growth which was already over-

whelming as far as the rest of the province
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was concerned. It is going to increase pressure
on recreational facilities, in which Haldimand
and Norfolk abound, as the member for the

area will tell you. It is going to set up irre-

concilable conflicts with industrial and urban

growth in the area. It is going to provide
transportation links that will bring pressure
for recreational use, not just from Canadians
from around here, from Hamilton or from
London, but also from a population of 70
million to 80 million which will be brought
within very easy reach of the area from the
United States.

Their regional area is viable agriculturally
and for forestry right now. That base will

tend to be lost because of the concentration

on urban types of investment in the particular
area. Most of all, Mr. Speaker—and this is

stated again and again in the studies that

everybody has made of the area—the Stelco

decision, along with Texaco, Hydro, Dofasco,
Ford and the other investments that are now
projected or slated on the north shore of

Lake Erie, will create a new development cor-

ridor within the Province of Ontario. This

development corridor will directly link De-
troit with BuflFalo and it will directly link

Chicago with the New York-Boston concen-
tration of industrial and economical activity
on the eastern seaboard of the United States.

In other words, Mr. Speaker, what's hap-
pening is that the government is taking, by
default or deliberately, I'm not sure which,
a decision to tie the future growth of the

economy of Ontario even more intimately
into the northeastern United States and the

midwestern United States. It is sort of stitch-

ing it together.

Mr. Speaker, let me just read a few quotes
from some of the material which the govern-
ment has produced. In the first report on the
future planning for the area they state:

Southwestern Ontario forms a land bridge
between the great US midwest cities and
those on the eastern seaboard, making Hal-
dimand-Norfolk part of a great potential
international development corridor.

And we know who goes into these great
potential international development corridors.

It is an open-handed invitation to multi-
national corporations to continue the integra-
tion of the Ontario economy with the Ameri-
can economy. Let me read a bit more:

Unless steps are taken to counteract cur-
rent economic forces [says Mr. Richard-

son], it is reasonable to assume that the

trend towards large-scale industrial growth
in central southwestern Ontario on or near
Lake Erie will continue.

That is a perfectly reasonable statement.
There is no question that on economic grounds
alone—without allowing for problems of east-

ern and northern Ontario, the problems of

social investment, the problems of our respon-
sibility within Confederation or the problems
of the future of Canada for that sake—on
economic grounds alone, considered at the
level of the private firm, the location of a

large industrial park at Nanticoke, with a big
steel mill, an oil refinery and all the other

things that are projected to go in there, makes
good sense.

But it doesn't make good sense, Mr. Speak-
er, in terms of the future economic and social

development of this province. In fact it makes
dam lousy sense any way you care to look at

it.

Mr. Richardson, who wrote this study, said

again, with that distinctive understatement
that comes from civil servants, that there

appears to be a discrepancy between eco-
nomic trends on the one hand and govern-
ment policies, both federal and provincial,
on the other. And he reminds us that this

government, the government opposite here,
has stated that it is one of its policies to try
to push growth to the east and north of

Ontario. They've said that in the Toronto-
centred region plan. They've said it God
knows how many times. But when it comes
time to put money and decisions where their

mouth is, they will not act, Mr. Speaker. They
simply become subservient to private sector

decisions.

Mr. Richardson points out that in the

heart of the most heavily populated and
wealthiest part of Canada, Stelco has chosen
to build a new plant, which may produce as

much steel by the end of the century as all

of Canada does today—not just all of Hamil-

ton, but all of Canada, including Sydney,
Montreal, Contrecoeur, Sault Ste. Marie,

Regina and Vancouver.

It is as though we took the industry from
all of that, a complete Hamilton, and put
it 30 miles away from Hamilton, rather than

using it for the economic development of

the hinterland of the major industrial area of

southern Ontario. That's what could have
been done, Mr. Speaker. We could have used
this to develop the east or the north of the

province; instead we have a government
which simply allowed Stelco another Hamil-
ton 30 miles away.

Mr. Richardson is explicit, and he even
italicizes this conclusion, when he writes that

the timing and pace of large-scale urban

growth in the study area appear to depend
almost entirely on the timing and pace of
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Stelco's development. And he confesses some

perplexity at what Stelco are actually trying
to do, because at that time they were play-

ing cat and mouse with the government;
they hadn't become so explicit as they are

now in their behind-the-scenes consultations

with the government. That has been the case

all along, Mr. Speaker: the timing and pace
of this whole planning exercise, of this debate
and of everything are dictated from Stelco

and by their desire to go ahead.

Mr. Richardson says that if rapid urbaniza-

tion in Haldimand-Norfolk turns out to be
inconsistent with future provincial policies,
then the desirability of Stelco's Lake Erie

works would be called into question.

We are calling that decision into question,
Mr. Speaker, because we don't think Stelco

ought to be simply automatically allowed to

go there. In fact, we think there are very

strong reasons for thinking that that Stelco

plant, and all of the consequent investment

and population growth that would flow from

it, would be much better located either in

the east or in the north of the province.

I would point out to the government, Mr.

Speaker, that it is quite obvious that a centre

like Sault Ste. Marie is capable of supporting
a major steel mill, and is capable of support-

ing it economically with regard to the cost

of ore, the cost of power, the cost of coal

and all the other inputs that are required for

steel. It has a steel mill already.

Quite possibly, proposals made by the

member from Hamilton-Wentworth a year
or two ago, that we set up an industrial

corridor in the Blind River-Thessalon area,

along the north shore of Lake Huron, are

feasible too. Certainly the combination of

costs, of inputs there, can't be very different

from that in Sault Ste. Marie.

If you go along the St. Lawrence River
from Kingston there are a number of poten-
tial sites there that also have access to water,
which is necessary for a steel mill, and have
access to raw materials—the coal can come

up the lake, the ore can come down from
Labrador-

Mr. Stokes: Why Labrador? Why not

northern Ontario?

Mr. Cassidy: Or northern Ontario for that

matter; they can come from either direction.

The point is that that area is also suitable

for the development of a major industrial

investment such as the Stelco plant and the

100,000 industrial jobs that it is said are

going to flow from it. This has not been
looked at by the government.

It is clearly feasible. At Massena, just
across the Canadian border on the US side

there is now a major aluminum smelter, which
I think is the Reynolds plant; at Kingston,
there is also a major aluminum facility of

Alcan. It is clear that this kind of heavy
industry could also be established in that

location. It suggests to the parliamentary
assistant that, given the propensity of the

government to do this kind of thing, they
should have looked very seriously at Prescott,

where the member for Grenville-Dundas

(Mr. Irvine), his fellow parliamentary assis-

tant, was formerly the mayor. What about

a bit of patronage for the member for Gren-

ville-Dundas by looking at that particular

location, which would be well located on

the St. Lawrence River, to provide an eco-

nomic impetus for all of eastern Ontario?

Mr. Renwick: Let's go up to northern

Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Riverdale

suggests northern Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: There's not much ore around

Kingston.

Mr. Cassidy: There are some good people
around Kingston, though.

Mr. Stokes: Not much ore, though!

Mr. Cassidy: Well, okay.

Mr. Speaker, the plan to put the plant in

Nanticoke is going to have some pretty
severe results. On the one hand, it ties us

into the US economy, into the Great Lakes

megalopolis, to use the word of the Niagara

region economic study of 1970. This area is

90 miles farther from northern and eastern

Ontario than is even Metro Toronto. In other

words, it is even worse for northern and
eastern Ontario than simply allowing an in-

dustry to expand in Hamilton, in Oshawa or

in Toronto itself.

The government is artificially allowing
acceleration of the development of that par-
ticular corridor for development. All of the

studies indicate that a major new freeway is

going to have to be built between London
and Fort Erie or Niagara Falls—somewhere in

the Niagara frontier—which will service the

new works of Stelco and the other facilities

that are going in there. Once that is there,

not only will we be literally creating a land

bridge for the heavy truck transport traffic

from the midwest into the eastern United

States, we will also be laying the area wide

open for a string of major industrial installa-

tions, and for God's sake the area doesn't
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need that kind of major industrial investment

and there are other parts of the province that

very definitely do.

If you look at the kind of projections about

employment that are going into that area, the

reports state that industrial investment or

employment is not simply going to be 15,000

people at Stelco. There are going to be

80,000 to 90,000 industrial jobs in that sector

by the end of the century, plus an equal
nimiber of jobs in the service trades, the

shops, the supermarkets and other things that

follow on from any major kind of new urban

development. The area is going to change
from 37 per cent "urban"—that is in villages
of over 1,000—to 80 per cent urban.

The forecasts though, Mr. Speaker, indicate

that only 25 per cent of all of the jobs
created as a direct result of Stelco's invest-

ments are actually going to go into Norfolk-

Haldimand. Then you ask, well, where are

the remaining jobs going to go? And that's

pretty interesting, Mr. Speaker, because the

fact is that those jobs are going to go almost

completely into the surrounding area of

southwestern Ontario and the Toronto-

centred region.

I want to read into the record some figures
about where manufacturing output from the

Niagara region goes right now—and the

Niagara region was felt to include Haldimand
and probably Norfolk, they are never quite
sure. Back in 1968, Mr. Speaker, about half

of the manufacturing output of the Niagara
region was exported outside of Canada. Of
the remaining 50 per cent, two-thirds went to

the Niagara region and about four or five

per cent apiece went to the Lake Erie region
around London and the St. Clair region down
in Windsor.

That's a pretty exact indication of where

jobs that flow out of the Stelco plant are go-

ing to go as well. They are bound, because
of transportation distances, because of a de-

sire to stay close to source of supply and so

on, not to go very far.

It's when you look at the rest of the prov-
ince that you see what a disparity this is go-

ing to create, Mr. Speaker. Eastern Ontario,
back in 1968, got less than one per cent of

the manufacturing output of industries in the

Niagara region. I think it's fair to say that

that means that less than one per cent of the

employment spinoff from the Stelco plant is

going to go into eastern Ontario—less than
one per cent—as opposed to 60 to 70 per cent

into the Toronto-centred region.

The Lake Ontario region, from Port Hope
up to Kingston, got about one half of one

per cent of the manufacturing output of the

Niagara region. That means that it is liable to

get around one half of one per cent of all

of these tens of thousands of jobs that will be
created indirectly from the Stelco plant.

Northeastern Ontario, also less than one
half of one per cent of the output within

Canada, and northwestern Ontario a paltry

one-quarter of one per cent of the manu-

facturing output that was sent to points within

Canada went to northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: And that is where some of the

ore came from.

Mr. Cassidy: That is right, that is rightl

What that means, Mr. Speaker, is that the

decisions about Haldimand-Norfolk, an arti-

ficial region, a decision about Stelco locating
down there, categorically and absolutely con-

firms the growth of the Toronto-centred

region, and this extension of it dbwn to Lake
Erie categorically confirms the creation of a

second development corridor in Canada which
will be on Lake Erie rather than up to the

north. That, Mr. Speaker, we simply cannot

accept.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): What does this have to do with

regional government?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Every-

thing. Everything.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Lewis: Oh well; we are sorry that

you're having to put up with our debating it

at all. I'm sure you'd like us to just-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Renwick: The decision has been made.
It was made by Stelco a long time ago.

Mr. Speaker: Order please! Will the mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre continue.

Mr. Cassidy: The decision was made by
Stelco, Mr. Speaker, and in response to the

minister who is interjecting—

Mr. Renwick: Of course it's regional gov-
ernment!

Mr. Cassidy: —the government is simply

reacting to a private sector decision without

ever questioning that particular decision. I

can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that when Stelco

moves in with $300 million or $400 million

there is a tremendous amount more that is
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implied there. Let's not just talk about the

fact that there will be depreciation allowances

to Stelco—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Sure, it means jobsl

Mr. Cassidy: Many jobs, sure; in the wrong
places of the province! There will be some-

thing like a billion dollars in public invest-

ment go into Haldimand-Norfolk over the

next 25 years, which arises directly as a con-

sequence of the Stelco decision. There's a

new town of 150,000 people, somewhere
around a $2 billion to $3 billion investment

in that new town, and something like one-

half of that investment is going to be public
investment, Mr. Speaker.

There are new roads—there's a freeway
which will inevitably and eventually be built.

There are other investments that are all going
into this area along Lake Erie. And that's the

kind of planning decision that's being made

today in this House.

Now, ask yourself, hasn't Stelco gone too

far? Well, what has it done? It has bought a

site, spending maybe $6 million or $7 million

to buy 6,000 acres of land down on Lake
Erie. Apart from that, it may have spent
between $5 million and $10 million in

engineering and feasibility studies, and that

kind of thing. It has not turned one sod on
the site. Apart from minor maintenance and
that kind of thing it has not done a

darned thing with that site except to test it;

look at the soils and that kind of thing.

In other words, the government has allowed
itself to go $10 million or $15 million down
the pike in terms of the commitment by
Stelco to that particular location—but no
more. And when you look at the alternative

between a continued concentration of growth
in southern Ontario and the opportunity of

getting growth into the east or the north of

the province—in a way which may not present
itself to the government for the next one-

third of a century—then that $10 million or

$15 million it might cost to bail Stelco out

is a very paltry sum indeed, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Richardson, looking at the population
projections for the growth of Haldimand-

Norfolk, pointed out that if Haldimand-
Norfolk grew that much then there would

probably be a deficit on the population pro-

jections of the provincial government for other

parts of the province.

In other words, Haldimand-Norfolk is

taking away what paltry growth might have
been projected for the east, northeast and
northwest parts of the province—and that

is as a direct result of provincial govern-

ment decisions. And that means that the

government is starving my region; is starv-

ing the region of the member for Thunder

Bay; it's starving the region of the members
for Sudbury!

Mr. Renwick: And it's destroying Canada!

Mr. Cassidy: It's destroying Canada.

Mr. Lewis: Take that as an afterthought!

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Probably
North America too!

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Riverdale

makes a very good point, you know. Some
time ago this province had a Premier in

the person of Mr. Robarts who felt a

responsibility for Confederation. He was not

a man to cavil at the fact that Ontario makes

very substantial payments to the federal gov-

ernment for equalization to the poorer prov-

inces, like Quebec and the Maritimes. He
was a man who had the statesmanship to

call together the "Confederation for To-

morrow Conference," and who felt a sense

of responsibility, not just to his electorate

here in Ontario but also to people right

across the province.

Now, I ask you, Mr. Speaker, if you want
to look at it in economic terms, what it would
do in knitting Canada together if we were
to create a development corridor that went

along the Ottawa River, along to Thessalon,
North Bay, Blind River, Sudbury, Sault Ste.

Marie and out to the west, which would
create employment opportunities in Quebec
and the Maritimes in particular. And this

doesn't matter whether you locate this Stelco

plant in the north or whether you locate it

in the east; but think of the very sub-

stantial effects that that would have in

knitting Canada together and in getting us

away from this terrible dependence on the

US economy.
Mr. Speaker, if you want to think of it

another way, think of the benefits to Canada
if a steel mill were put into the eastern

Ontario region—of jobs that might then be
created in Quebec rather than being created

in the United States. Every job created in

Quebec benefits the Ontario taxpayer because

a healthy Quebec means less equalization

payments that have to be paid for by Ontario

taxpayers. It's as simple as that.

But there's not even an understanding
of that kind of argument from self-interest,

let alone the kind of statesmanship which
was shown by the former Premier about

the direction and the responsibilities of this

province.
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The abrupt and disruptive change that is

being created in Haldimand-Norfolk arises

from one reason: It is because there is no
overall plan for this province, Mr. Speaker.
The government hasn't got a clue what it

wants to do with the province, apart from
the Toronto-centred region. And so when
Steico comes along and says: "Yes, we are

going to go there;" the province doesn't

really have the intellectual or moral equip-
ment to say: "No, we want you over here."

They can't show Steico any plans. They
can't show Steico any philosophy about the

way in which the province ought to go.

All they can show are a few general
kinds of statements by a minister or two
about pushing development to the east. There
is no concrete implementation of those plans
or policies. Therefore it is no wonder the

government is a pushover when Steico moved
in. It certainly is a backward way of con-

ducting regional planning, Mr. Speaker.

Let me talk, too, about what was fore-

seen by the provincial people for the lake

region in which Haldimand-Norfolk happens
to fall. In Design for Development: Pros-

pects for the Lake Erie Region, the govern-
ment spoke about the fundamental aims of

preserving the quality of life for the people
of Ontario, of encouraging private enterprise
to prosper within a healthy and balanced

community, of improving the effectiveness
of provincial services and of conserving
natural resources for the benefit of all the

people of the province.

Well, as for natural resources, we have
prime tobacco land, prime recreational land
in this area, going to be submerged in in-

dustrial growth and in urbanization. The
quality of life for the people of Haldimand-
Norfolk will not be recognizable by the
time the population in the area quadruples.
One probably can't comment on the effec-

tiveness of provincial services.

The one goal of the Design for Develop-
ment programme which is being fulfilled in

Haldimand-Norfolk is the goal of encourag-
ing private enterprise to prosper, and that

is all the government is really coming along
with.

In commenting on the growth of the Lake
Erie region, Mr. Speaker, Design for Develop-
ment, Lake Erie talked specifically about the

stable, measured, orderly way in which that

region, running from London down to the

lakeshore and off to the Haldimand-Norfolk

border, had grown.

In contrast to many other parts of the

province it says the Lake Erie region has

remained quite stable and orderly. The cities,

towns and villages contributed to each others

development. The pace of regional develop-
ment had traditionally been continuous yet
moderate. The scale has also been moderate.
The region has been neither disrupted nor
dominated by any big company, institution

or industry. With no giants to create im-
balance in its economy, the Lake Erie region,

compared to other regions of Ontario, has
had few of the booms and busts that have
occurred in some other parts of the province.
The type of development has not been such
as to disturb the environment of the province,
the report says.

Here we have Steico coming in with an in-

dustry which the planners themselves admit
must be surrounded by a three or four-mile

sterile zone or greenbelt in order to prevent
the deleterious consequences of pollution.
Here they go with new industry which will

definitely be disruptive, which is definitely

against the traditions and the way which the

region has grown and which, as I have tried

to indicate up to now, ought to be in another

part of the province. There are parts of the

province that could do with some of the dis-

ruption now imminent in the Lake Erie re-

gion, but the Lake Erie region is not one of
them.

I just point out to you, Mr. Speaker, that

between 60 and 70 per cent of the growth
in employment and in population of the prov-
ince is now taking place in the Toronto-
centred region. That will be even more pro-
nounced when you bring Haldimand-Norfolk
into play. Toronto itself had about 60 per
cent of the employment growth in large firms;

that is, firms of more than 20 employees. By
the time you bring in Haldimand-Norfolk,
what will you have achieved? You will have
achieved only a certain decentralizing of

growth from metro Toronto and Hamilton
down to another part of the southern Ontario

region. You will have achieved less than
nothinqr for the rest of the province. In fact,

you will have made it impossible for them
to fight back in any way that you can

imagine.

Mr. Speaker, I would just like to go now
to the Treasurer's speech to the joint study
committee when he called them together for

lunch in Port Dover on Aug. 3. At that time
he was full of good cheer as he informed the

people in the area that, thanks to Steico, the

rrovernment was going to push ahead and

legislate in the first or second week of Octo-
ber. He was also full of bonhomie as he
told them that the one innovative proposal of

Mr. Richardson's report as far as the future

structure of the region was concerned was
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being deleted, that was the urban service

districts; and he was also full of good cheer

as he promised there would be "much help
and support from the province." That was a

quote from the Treasurer.

You know, the record of the government
gives little cause for confidence in the way in

which this whole planning exercise is going
ahead. Here we have a government that

accepts Stelco going in and accepts the fact

they are going to break ground next year.
It is a government which received, in 1971,
a report on what it should do to prepare
for that particular change. The planners, quite

rightly I suppose, raised their eyebrows at

the decision to let Stelco go in, but then

said: "Okay, if it is going to go in, here are

a number of things you should do in ad-

vance." They prepared their report 2^/^ years

ago on the future planning structure, and they

prepared an agenda for the cabinet as to

what it should do in order to ensure that the

least disruption possible would take place in

Haldimand-Norfolk as it prepared to accept
this very large industry and very large new
town.

What did they recommend? They recom-
mended that either the government immedi-

ately acquire the site for Woodhouse new
town or that it protect the site effectively for

future acquisition and use, including the pre-
vention of incompatible development and of

land cost inflation. They recommended a study
of the financial implications of the Wood-
house new town plan for Woodhouse town-

ship, or this would be now for the new city of

Nanticoke. They recommended that there be

public acquisition of all lakeshore lands in

the Nanticoke industrial area other than those

now required for industrial purposes, be-

cause, as they pointed out, industry might
need access to the lakeshore but it shouldn't

be allowed to dominate it the way it domi-

nates so much of the lakeshore between Ham-
ilton and Port Hope.

They recommended plans for carefully

planned use of the entire Lake Erie shore-

line. They recommended a long-term pro-

gramme of public acquisition of key natural,

recreational and historical resources, including
the Lake Erie beaches. They recommended

plans for the Lake Erie shore. They recom-
mended a comprehensive plan for the Grand
River valley, including recreation, residential

use, agriculture and other open space uses,

and a system of parkways. They recommended
establishment of special programmes, includ-

ing finances necessary, to put agriculture in

Haldimand on a firm economic footing. They
recommended the same thing for forestry

development in the largest hardwood stands

in southern Ontario, which are in Norfolk

county.

Well, what do you have? You have a
creation of a regional government whose

powers we do not know. We are told vaguely
that they wall be something like Peel and

something like Halton and something like the

stock model which the government has
dusted off the shelf a few times before. But
the hard economic facts, Mr. Speaker, are

that in 1970 the total municipal expenditure
in the area was of the order of $17 million;
no more than $17 million. In other words,
Mr. Speaker, it would take 25 years at the

present rate for the municipalities in the area

to spend, for all purposes—everything from
welfare to roads, to recreation, to sewage, to

garbage collection; everything except educa-

tion, which is left out of this estimate—the

money which Stelco is going to be spending
in its plant alone over the space of five or

10 years.

One of the things which Mr. Richardson

pointed out is that the public investments

needed in Nanticoke, the city of Nanticoke
and in the Haldimand-Norfolk region, will

precede the beginnings of major tax revenues
from the industrial developments that are

going into the area. There has been not a

word, though, about what the financial im-

plications will be, beyond the Treasurer—
what were the words?—giving them vague
general assurances. There has been—and this

is where the government's credibility really
comes to account, Mr. Speaker—there has

been nothing to stop land speculation, no
action by the government to acquire beaches,
no initiation of comprehensive planning for

the Grand River valley. There has been

nothing recommended by the Richardson

study except for the fact that we are going
ahead with the regional government in our
debate today.

Mr. Speaker, obviously I mahgn the

government; one or two things have hap-
pened. Last spring the government, which
had done nothing at that time for two years
in action on the Richardson study, did move.
It imposed a ministerial zoning order on a

large area of Haldimand-Norfolk which froze

the present use. In other words, it said: "If

you are farming the land right now, you can't

take the land out of farming; if you are

using it for a cottage, you can't expand it,"

and so on.

Frankly, in so doing it achieved the worst
of both worlds. On the one hand it inhibited

people from carrying on their normal kinds

of activities, and on the other hand that
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action by the government, which the Trea-

surer heralded by saying that the speculators
would not be allowed to profit in speculation
—let me give the quote exactly. On June 4,

1973, the Treasurer said: "Expropriation

regulations ensure that land prices will not

spiral upwards because of the government's
action."

We happen to know now from Pickering
that that is not the case. We now know, and
we can certainly say safely, that that is not
the case in Haldimand-Norfolk, where as it

happens land prices have more than doubled
in the past few months.

Mr. Mean: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order!

Mr. Speaker: A point of order!

Mr. Meen: I do not mind listening to the

hon, member for Ottawa Centre, as long as

he stays on the point. We were talking about
a bill with some 30 sections in it dealing with
the creation of a regional municipality, the

creation of certain area municipalities within
it and their council structures, their repre-
sentation at the senior level. We are not

talking about anything to do with the sub-

ject matter he is presently talking about. I

think the debate could be sujBBciently

abridged at this point.

Mr. Speaker: I don't consider that a point
of order. I have been listening carefully to

the speaker. I consider him speaking on the

point and I would ask him to continue.

Mr. Lewis: The parliamentary assistant's

inability to understand that speaks every-
thing.

Mr. Cassidy: That is right.

Mr. Lewis: He hasn't a clue about the

meaning of this bill, not a clue. He thinks of
it in his petty little compartment about

regional governments and municipalities. He
understands none of the economic implica-
tions at all. He is a buffoon.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please!

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Speaker, I thank

you for your ruling.

Mr. Speaker: I am going to ask the—

Mr. Lewis: And that, sir, was a compli-
ment. I might have used language more
appropriate.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I malign the

government. They brought in this ministerial

zoning order which did nothing to stop the

land speculation going on in the area. The

powers of the Province of Ontario, a province
of 7,000,000 or 8,000,000 people, have been

brought in under that ministerial land freeze

in six cases up to now, Mr. Speaker. The

government has moved in twice to stop peo-

ple from building additions to their cottages.
It has moved in to stop somebody unlaw-

fully operating a salvage yard. It moved in

to stop a farmer from building a barn in

which he intended to keep livestock. It

stopped somebody else from moving an un-

dersized building into the township; and it

stopped some other rural resident of the

township or the area from converting a

garage into a dwelling space.

The government won't say boo to Stelco,

but when it comes to putting an extra bed-

room in your garage, on the other hand, the

vigilantes of the Ministry of Treasury, Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs are

there doing their duty.

I think it is so absurd, Mr. Speaker, that

the government should pick on the little guys
under this ministerial freeze, while it ignores
the land speculators from Toronto—the Fidi-

nams, the Revenue Properties, the Bob Mac-

aulays—all the other gang who were in there

doubling, trebling and quadrupling land

prices which we the public, will eventually
have to pay. That certainly is a classic

instance of how the government looks at the

mote while ignoring the beam in its own

eye.
I can't comment particularly on whether

Norman Pearson of the University of Western
Ontario was right or Nigel Richardson of the

Ministry of Treasury and Economics and In-

tergovernmenal Affairs is right about the par-

ticular location of the new town. I hold no

particular brief for the crowd that moved in

there under Mr. Andrew Cherkas and bouojht

up land in the area they thought would be-

come the town. It doesn't particularly interest

me. What does concern me, though, is the

fact that the government has allowed itself

to be manoeuvered into a position where it

is being held to ransom and the taxpayer
is being held to ransom.

Very specifically, the most conservative

estimate of what has happened to land prices
there in the last few months is that they have

doubled. The value of farm land in the

area should be something below $1,000 an

acre; the prices now being offered are a

minimum of $2,500 to $3,000.

Just the other day one stretch of 30 acres

on Highway 3, either within or just beside

the site projected in the Richardson report
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for Woodhouse new town, sold for close to

$400,000-or $13,000 an acre, Mr. Speaker.

That is the degree to which this dizzy kind
of farce has gone at the expense of the

public. And still there is no commitment
from the government.

The government simply says that under the

Planning and Development Act it will decide

where it goes. Why the heck can't the gov-
ernment make its decisions and move in and

acquire the land, buy options, expropriate

options, do whatever it has to in order to

ensure that when a new town is created—

if it has to be created at all—the public
won't be held at ransom.

The reason for that is absolutely beyond
me, except for the fact that this government
has got a constitutional inability to deal with

land speculators. Whether they are its friends

or not, it moves in the same set of beliefs.

Somehow the government believes that pub-

licly-created values should continue to be

allowed to go into private pockets, and that

is certainly what it is doing down in Haldi-

mand-Norfolk.

Let's have a look here. In Townsend, which

is north of Nanticoke, where J. A. Kennedy
—I really hate to see his name connected

with this—is legal counsel for the group which

Mr. Cherkas is heading, and so is Robert

Macaulay; they have about 14,000 acres. Fidi-

nam has 3,000 acres right next to the Nanti-

coke townsite.

The member for Chatham-Kent said they'd
freeze in hell before they got planning per-
mission to develop that site, as they had

asked of the Municipal Board. I don't know
whether there is another minister in the

government that has got that kind of forti-

tude, to tell Fidinam that, and I suspect

that we will find before too long that Fidi-

nam once again has had its way with the

government, and that having lubricated the

way carefully, it will find planning permis-

sion comes forward in order to bail out its

investments.

Then Nanticoke Developments has 2,300

acres right in the new townsite. I don't know
who Nanticoke Developments is; I'd sure

like to know. And there is another realtor

who has about 600 acres in what Mr.

Richardson put out as the new townsite.

That is the kind of thing the government
has deliberately encouraged by its delays in

going ahead and by its inability or its un-

willingness to act on a very good planning
report which said: "If you've got to have
Stelco then these are the things you've got
to do." Not one of those things has been

done, Mr. Speaker, except that two cottage
owners have been prosecuted because, the

poor things, they wanted to add a bit of

space to their cottages in order to let their

in-laws stay or make room for a second child.

It is absolutely ridiculous.

Nor has the government done anything
about the agricultural question in this par-
ticular area, Mr. Speaker. That was also

recommended in the Richardson report.

I don't know what the unerring feel of

the government is for agriculture in this

province, but it has picked, in Norfolk and

Haldimand, on two of the most prosperous

agricultural counties in the province.

It so happens that the area most intimately
affected by this development is the only
area in Ontario which in 1961 had a gross
farm income of more than $100,000 per
square mile. It is also the only area in On-
tario that had sections with a gross farm in-

come of more than $80,000 per square mile.

With the Leamington vegetable farms and
the Niagara fruit farms, it was the only
area back then, in 1961, which had farm
land capable of producing a gross farm in-

come of more than $60,000 per square mile.

And yet, with unerring accuracy, that is

where the government decides to pour in

350,000 people.

It so happens that Norfolk county has

something like 150,000 acres of prime hard-

wood timberland, Mr. Speaker. When we
hear the government bleating about how it

simply cannot allow logging to go out of

Algonquin Park because there are no alter-

natives, it makes you wonder. Here is an

alternative right on the doorstep of all of

the furniture industry of western Ontario;

capable of producing prime hardwoods,

capable of producing them much faster than

Algonquin Park, capable of being logged
if there was intensive forest management;
but again there have been no plans and

policies for that. Oh no, the government
will simply let that sector rot while it lets

Stelco go ahead.

It so happens that while Haldimand's far-

mers are in a financial squeeze, they have
about 200,000 acres of class 2 farmland

which is not suitable for all agricultural

purposes only because of drainage, one asks

oneself whether the kind of urban shadow
that will be projected on to Haldimand

county, whether the kind of loss of farmland

that is entailed in this particular development,
not from putting a plant on one particular
10 acres of ground but from the conse-

quences that flow out of it in the absence
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of adequate land-use planning, is really

justifiable and really what we want to have
at a time when there are food shortages in

North America, and particularly in the world.

It so happens that the whole corridor

to be served by the new freeway which the

government is now planning for between
London and Niagara, has something like 35

per cent of Ontario's agricultural production,
and yet that is where the government intends

to go.

Mr. Speaker, I have made a number of

general points here, and I would just like

to sum them up in a number of different

ways.

First, we believe that the real determinant
for this particular regional government plan
was not the regional planning authorities

of the government, it was the Steel Co. of

Canada, which calls the tune and is paying
the piper, and is ensuring a distortion in

economic growth in this province which
we will rue for decades and centuries to

come.

Second, I challenge the government to

show any evidence that it has made any
real attempt to even study an alternate loca-

tion for Stelco, let alone discuss it with

them, let alone indicate what incentives

or sticks or carrots will be needed in order
to make Stelco move somewhere else.

Third, the projected growth of Haldimand-
Norfolk is merely an extension of the Toronto-

centred region. We have talked at length
about the problems that this creates, and we
believe this means that the economic future

of the eastern and northern sections of the

province is simply doomed to stagnation as

far as the government is concerned, because
the government has no idea about overall

provincial planning.

If Hydro and Texaco alone were to go into

Haldimand^Norfolk—and neither of those de-

velopments can now be turned off, I under-
stand—if Hydro and Texaco only were to go
in, then steps could be taken under a proper
provincial plan to ensure that some of the

older industries in Welland, Brantford and

places like that were brought up to scratch,
new industries put in and so on, and there

could be measured, stable growth in the area

up to a population of 125,000 or 140,000 by
the turn of the century.

That would not be unreasonable, Mr.

Speaker. We would welcome a plan from the

government along those lines. But, of course,
if that were the government plan, then we
wouldn't be rushing in helter-skelter with this

regional government bill, nor would we need

the top-heavy concentration of power at the

regional level which one assumes, from what
the minister says, will be proposed when we
eventually get that piece of legislation in

two or three weeks' time.

We believe, Mr. Speaker, that the accept-
ance that has been achieved in the region is

as a result of a co-optive exercise in which
the government held a gun to the head of

people in the area and told them that growth
was coming and they had better do some-

thing about it and this was the way to do it.

It never gave them the choice of whether or

not they wanted to have their population

quadrupled.

Let me go on a bit more, Mr. Speaker, and

say this: We believe that it is time the gov-
ernment of the Province of Ontario inter-

vened directly and actively in the location of

major generators of employment. In other

words, if we are to have a provincial plan
we need to create the tools to implement
that plan, and the government doesn't have
those tools right now.

Specifically, when Stelco wants to go into

an area within 75 miles of Toronto, it should

have to seek permission from this govern-
ment. The government shouldn't be in a

position of begging Stelco to move somewhere

else; it should be in a position of telling

Stelco where else to move. And if there are

costs entailed, they can be met from the

public purse in return for public equity par-

ticipation in a company like Stelco, when it

moves to another part of the province.

This kind of decentralization would en-

sure there was a future for the east and north

of the province, and obviously the government
has no intention at this point, to do that. We
believe that the social investments that are

going into Haldimand-Norfolk in this par-
ticular regional bill would be much better

spent in other parts of the province. The
social costs of allowing so much concentra-

tion of growth in southwestern Ontario, and

specifically in Haldimand-Norfolk, are far

greater than the economic benefits that are

achieved to the firm alone by slightly cheaper
steel at the plant location chosen by Stelco.

Therefore, taking the overall balance, we

ought to be talking, probably, about regional

government in the Comwall-Brockville-

Prescott area, let's say, in order to accommo-
date major growth in that area rather than

in Haldimand-Norfolk.

We believe specifically that the allocation

of population and of industrial growth—that

means of employment—by government should

be part of the provincial plan, and things
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like this should fit within that plan. Obviously

they cannot.

We are opposing this bill, as might have

become obvious to you some time ago, Mr.

Speaker, and we oppose it until we see a

plan for industrial location in the province;
until we see Stelco moved, or compelling
reasons that Stelco cannot be moved, from

this location it has chosen on Lake Erie; until

we see some sensible industrial targets for

Haldimand-Norfolk. Once the government
does all of those things, Mr. Speaker, then

we come back to the fundamental question,
which I raised at the beginning of this speech,
as to whether or not Haldimand-Norfolk

really ought to be created at all.

It is an absurdity according to the man
who wrote the study on which today's bill is

based. It makes no sense; it's an artificial

creation according to the government's own

expert, except insofar as one considers Stelco.

When Stelco is out and we are looking at

sensible industrial development, it may very
well be, Mr. Speaker, that this is not the

regional government bill we should be con-

sidering for this particular area. Therefore,
that question would have to be seized upon
before we could go ahead.

Finally, no matter what industrial develop-
ment is going to go in, even if it's Stelco,
there must be action by the government to

implement the planning actions at the pro-
vincial level, recommended by Nigel Richard-

son in his report; and that must precede the

creation of regional government. Right now
a disaster area is about to be struck; an area

with no financial resources, $17 million to

spend and no way of knowing where the re-

maining $30 million or $40 million or $50
million a year in public investment is going
to come from if that area is going to ac-

commo-^ate the kind of rapid urban expansion
which the government has slated for it.

We need to see strong government action.

We need to see the land reserved. We need
to see the speculation stopped and the beaches

protected, the Grand River protected and

planning under way before we can see a

regional government go into the area. At that

point. Mr. Speaker, it might not appear like

a shotgun marriage.

At that point, we might look at a reason-

able kind of restructuring of the two counties

that possibly might bring them together; but
not at this point, Mr. Speaker. There are far

too manv questions unanswered and the de-

cision of the government to go ahead with
Stelco and with Haldimand-Norfolk is going
to cripple the economic development of about

four-fifths of the land area of this province
and a third of the population of this prov-

ince, irrevocably and well on into the next

century.

Mr. Lewis: Very good! That's right; and all

because of a private company! One private

company-

Mr. Speaker: The member for Haldimand-

Norfolk.

Mr. J. N. Allan (Haldimand-Norfolk): Mr.

Speaker-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Allan: In view of my being so intensely

connected with this particular area-

Mr. Lewis: I should say!

Mr. Allan: —I thought I should like to

make my position known so far as this bill

creating the region of Haldimand-Norfolk is

concerned.

I think the members of this House know

very well that if one was going to enter a

popularity contest one wouldn't be support-

ing anything with such great change as this

particular bill envisions. Human beings, being
as they are, I think, basically reject change.
I think one can be much more popular if he

sides with those who are opposed to change
than if he sides with those who support

change. And so it's not for any reason of mak-

ing myself popular that I'm going to say what
I intend to say today, namely, that in my
opinion the decision of the government to go
ahead with this bill and create this region is

a wise action on its part.

Mr. Cassidy: I've got too much respect for

my friend to accept that.

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): That

is a wise old owl speaking.

Mr. Allan: I believe this very firmly. I have

listened to some of the things that have been

said this afternoon, and it has been my feel-

ing from the very beginning—I agree with

the member from Ottawa Centre when he

says that this area is virgin territory; it is,

and very lovely territory.

Mr. Lewis: It was.

Mr. Allan: It is.

Mr. Lewis: It was.

Mr. Speaker: Order pleasel Allow the mem-
ber to continue.
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Mr, Allan: It has been my hope that when
change has to take place, it will take place
in a thought-out and planned manner. I

thoroughly disagree with the member from
Ottawa Centre when he says the government
is responding to the crack of the whip of

Stelco. I don't think it should or will.

It's my feeling that we have an opportunity
in this particular area where, as has been said,

we begin with virgin territory so far as

development is concerned.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Just

agricultural land to destroy.

Mr. Allan: There are no old industrial

wrecks to be removed. It is all fresh and

lovely. As this is developed, I am convinced
that we can develop an industrial area in this

part of Ontario that will be a model-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, my God!

Mr. Allan: —not only for the people of

Ontario, but for a much wider area.

Mr. Lewis: If the hon. member were still

Treasurer, it might be possible.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Lewis: The present incumbent-

Mr. Speaker: I wonder if the member for

Scarborough West would be courteous enough
to allow the member to continue.

An hon. member: The member for Scar-

borough West knows better than that.

Mr. Lewis: I want to tell you something,
Mr. Speaker, on a point of order: Inter-

jections are still allowed in this House even
when you are in the chair. They are part
of what is called the cut and thrust of debate.

Mr. Allan: Mr. Speaker, I don't mind the

interjections, especially when they are so

friendly and when I know that he doesn't

really believe what he is saying.

Mr. Speaker: The member was very patient,
but we can't allow speeches while the mem-
ber has the floor.

Mr. MacDonald: He's the old smoothy.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): That's cut

and thrust!

Mr. Allan: If we look back a bit, and there

was criticism because of the delay, the people
in no other region, particularly the municipal
officers, have ever had the opportunity—and
this opportunity was extended far beyond
the municipal officers—to have some part in

the planning of the region. The member from
Brant stated that there was disagreement
with the region. He may not have known
that both the county council of Norfolk

and the county council of Haldimand were
unanimous in requesting that a region be

formed.

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): That

is what disappoints them.

Mr. Allan: They realize that if there is

going to be development, let it be brought
about under the best direction possible. I

feel that many of those officers who are

going to be elected on Dec. 10 will have

served in municipal office before, and we
will find a very responsible council to man-

age the affairs of that region.

I am even hopeful that the reputation of

some regions for increased costs in spending
and carelessness with tax dollars will never

apply to the Haldimand-Norfolk region, be-

cause of the fact that these elected people
have given good government before. They
are careful, and I think they will be careful

in the future.

And so, Mr. Speaker, I support the bill.

I feel that it is necessary, particularly at this

time, so that the development is planned by
someone other than those who are entering

the area and throwing their weight around

in some way or other, and so that there will

be very definite controls.

When one looks at the area and thinks of

what is probably going to happen, even in

the next five years, it is so necessary now to

get in there and provide the services, sewers,

and water. It is necessary when you think

thaT there will probably be more persons

employed during some period in the next

three years than there will be after the in-

dustries that are coming there are in oper-

ation.

And when you think of the need of hous-

ing; perhaps there will be nowhere in the

province where there'll be a greater need of

housing! Before we can get the housing in

that area we have to get the services, and

before we get the services we have to have

the municipal organization that will bring this

about. We're not too early; if anything we're

late.

I hope this bill will be supported and that

we will be able to show the rest of the

people of Ontario how to form a region and

how to make it work.
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Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to enter this debate? The member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I think this

is the first of the regional government bills

that I've taken part in when they've come
before the assembly for debate. I do so in

this sense, that the bills that we have de-

bated up until now had some element of

necessity with respect to the existing munic-

ipalities which surrounded relatively large
urban centres. I think that's true of the

ones referable to the Metropolitan area, to

Ottawa-Carleton, to the ones through to

Hamilton and the others that have been

projected by this government. There were

problems involved in those regional govern-
ment bills and they were debated fully in

the Legislature.

But on this one, if I could try to draw the

attention of the member for York East away
from his notes to try to get across to him
what my colleague, the member for Ottawa

Centre, was saying, it is not possible to

divorce regional government as projected for

the Haldimand-Norfolk area from the eco-

nomic development which is projected in

that area and which has been left entirely
in the hands of the private sector.

Mr. Lewis: Right!

Mr. Renwick: It has much larger ramifi-

cations than the member for York East is

prepared to accept. I want to make an effort

to get through to him that there is much
more to this bill, important as these other

matters are about the question of appoint-
ment of a chairman rather than election,

about the question of the designation of

wards and about the question of whether
the chairman should be a Canadian citizen.

All of these matters are of importance within

their context, but they are totally over-

shadowed by what this government persists
in doing with respect to the economic de-

velopment of the Province of Ontario, and
if I may say so to the fundamental questions
of Confederation.

Let me just quote a very short passage
from an article related to the domination of

the United States of America over Canada
and try to relate it to what we are talking
about.

Perhaps for 15 minutes, the member for

York East could refrain from yawning, and
I too will refrain from yawning if I can.

This quotation is included in a book pub-
lished by the Duke University Common-
wealth Study Centre. It is "The Influence

of the United States on Canadian Develop-
ment, Eleven Case Studies."

The Canadian fear of American domi-
nation and the French-Canadian desire for

greater independence from English-Canada
have deep historical roots. Recent develop-
ments, however, have stimulated both na-

tionalisms. In the case of English-Canada,
the recession of European and British in-

fluence in Canada and the increasing inte-

gration between the Canadian and Amer-
ican economies have brought Canada's two

goals of political independence of the

United States and economic growth into

open conflict. Similarly, Quebec is con-

fronted by the two contradictory and pop-
ular goals of rapid economic development,
which is impossible without substantial

non-French-Canadian investment, and the

desire for more French-Canadian control of

the economy.

When we think about the Lake Erie basin,

if I can refer to that part of the Province of

Ontario, we know very well that it has been

dominated by the steel industry for a long

time, basically the steel industry in the

United States and afterwards by the steel

industry as it located in Canada.

We happen to have in Stelco a Canadian-

controlled corporation, but it is also a multi-

national corporation and it is a corporation
which is involved in the integration of the

United States economy and the Canadian

economy in the very heartland of those in-

dustrial sectors, namely, the northeastern part
of the United States and the southern part of

the Province of Ontario.

I happened to be in New York back in the

late Forties and the early Fifties, talking to a

partner in Morgan-Stanley about some other

matters, and we were chatting one night at

dinner in connection with the Seaway. I was
naive enough to think that the change of

heart of the United States government with

respect to the St. Lawrence Seaway had

something to do with opening up the Sea-

way for the purposes of international trade.

I was asked whether or not I knew if the

depth projected from the St. Lawrence Sea-

way would permit the passage of iron ore

barges from Quebec through to Lake Erie.

Of course, the significance of it was perfectly
clear. The only reason there is the St.

Lawrence Seaway today, if it had not been

undertaken in co-operation with the United

States, is that there was the capacity to bring
to Lake Erie the barges of iron ore which
were being mined in Quebec and Newfound-
land.
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Members will recall, and the member for

York East will recall, that the Mesabi range
at that time was considered to be exhausted.

Members will also recall that it was con-

venient to have the steel industry located in

the area where coal could come from the

Appalachian Mountains into Lake Erie at the

least and most economical cost.

Let there be no mistake about it. Stelco

didn't have to hire A. D. Little of Boston to

come up in order to decide that it was a

good place to locate the Stelco plant in the

1970s, 1980s and 1990s. You didn't have to

be any genius to make that decision.

After all, they had been located in Hamil-

ton, and the suggestion that it took some

genius to decide that for economic reasons

they should continue to be located in the

Lake Erie basin was something that is be-

yond my comprehension.

But what has happened, and what the

member for Ottawa Centre has said—and I

really don't want to repeat much of what he
has said—is that Stelco determined the course

of the regionalization of that area of the

Province of Ontario. I know that the mem-
ber for Haldimand-Norfolk can be elected

there as long as he chooses to run, but the

fact of the matter is that the government is

attempting as an afterthought to control the

entrance of the industrial revolution into that

part of the Province of Ontario, and the gov-
ernment has given no thought to it.

It is not by happenstance that the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario and
Stelco decided to locate their operations at

Nanticoke. It is not by happenstance that the

government of the Province of Ontario has

operated by fits and starts with respect to

the development of a regional government
and a regional development plan for that

area only as and when Stelco indicated

whether or not they were going to proceed.

There was some suggestion, Mr. Speaker,
that Stelco was going to be dissuaded from

doing so because of tax reform which may
have borne heavily upon them. There was
some suggestion that there were many other

imsettling reasons, such as the recession of

economic life in Ontario in the latter part of

the Sixties and in the turn into the Seventies.

The basic factor, of course, is that they
haven't yet decided what particular process
they are going to use for the purpose of the

steel industry which is going to be established

there.

Stelco owns 100 per cent and controls

certain coal mines in Kentucky. It has a
25.6 per cent interest in the iron ore de-

velopment in the borderland between

Quebec and Newfoundland and, I think, a

50 per cent interest in other iron ore bodies,

as well as 100 per cent interest in the

Griffiths mine. I'm quite certain there are

other sources from which they will be able

to derive the ore reserves to produce the

steel which is needed. But there is absolutely
no reason in this day and age why this

government can say that the economics of

that industry can be divorced from the

politics of the life of the people in the

southern part of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, I haven't studied the up-to-
date reports that my colleague, the member
for Ottawa Centre has dealt with. I have
looked at, over the weekend, the early

studies made by Mr. Nigel Richardson, in

1968 and 1969 and published in 1970. And
I was struck by the fact that the bill which
is before us today is, in its municipal gov-
ernment structure, the outgrowth of a De-

sign for Development of the Province of

Ontario which is no longer adequate,

applicable or realistic if one reads it in the

light of the changed conditions of today.
This is the world of an energy crisis; the

world of the depreciation of farmland and
the destruction of farmland; the world of

the needs for enviroimiental control and
the needs for recreational land. Witness the

disastrous condition of Lake Erie, about

which nothing has successfully been done
in the time since the deterioration of that

lake took place.

When you look at those factors of the life

of the southern part of the Province of

Ontario and relate them to the statements

made in 1966 when the then Premier John
Robarts introduced the Design for De-

velopment, Phase I, and if you then read

Phase II, which was promulgated by the

government in 1968, it is very much as if

you are reading some historic document from

the last century. They are so unreal, so

outdated, so unrelated to the needs of the

Province of Ontario.

Let me perhaps try to indicate again to

the member for York East the connection

between the regional municipality of Haldi-

mand-Norfolk which is forecast in the gov-
ernment structural bill which is before us and

regional development.

The Design for Development of the Prov-

ince of Ontario as introduced by this gov-
ernment was to link, inextricably, develop-
ment with regional government. And there

was, at that time, a determination by the

government to say that for all practical

purposes the economic life of the province
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would remain in private hands and they
would dictate the terms under which de-

velopment took place. The government's
sole role was to provide some kind of overall

development planning and to superimpose

regional government on the applicable areas

where the development was going to take

place. And if one reads those particular
statements—and as a matter of fact I'm

not going to read the Design for Develop-
ment; the five statements or so John Robarts

made in 1966!

Mr. Singer: Oh come on!

Mr. Renwick: Well, the member for

Downsview wants me to; and I think I'll

oblige him.

Mr. Singer: Good, good!

Mr. Renwick: The first principle—and I

think there were five in Phase I, and I

know there were eight in Phase II—I would
ask each member of the Assembly to con-

sider what if any relevance any part of that

Design for Development—relevant as it may
have been at the time that it was introduced

—has to the problems which we are faced

with in the kind of society which we are

talking about, which the government is

talking about and which we envisage is

going to be an essential part of creating the

kind of life we want in this province. John
Robarts had this to say:

That the vital role of the private sector

be recognized, that its contribution to

the provincial economy be continuously
assessed in view of provincial needs in

resources, and that provincial policies be
formed to encourage a rational expansion
of the private sector.

Now I would suggest that that particular
statement by John Robarts had some validity
if one could say that there would be a

rationale expansion of the private sector

in the field of the steel industry insofar as

the whole of the Province of Ontario is

concerned.

Because there is no doubt, there is

absolutely no doubt, of the magnetic attrac-

tion the Stelco plant at Nanticoke, if you
can envisage it transposed to northern On-
tario to northwestern Ontario, would create

in that part of the province. And with it

expansion of economic activity, of industrial

activity, the provision of services, the popula-
tion attraction, which is so desperately needed
in order that that part of the province can

integrate itself with the rest of southern

Ontario.

The Premier said in Sudbury that he was

opposed to the separation of northern On-
tario. Well, we are opposed to the separation
of northern Ontario, but if the government
wishes to listen to the member for Thunder

Bay and my other colleagues from northern

Ontario, and its colleagues from northern

Ontario, there is an essential need for the

introduction in northwestern Ontario of the

kind of magnetic attraction that could be pro-
vided by a relocation of the Stelco plant and
the Stelco plans in that part of the province.
That in itself is a perfect appeal of sanity,
of a rational expansion of the private sector

within the province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. member
would find a convenient spot to break his

remarks in view of the hour.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, it is not terribly con-

venient, Mr. Speaker, but I will perhaps
come back again at 8 o'clock.

Mr. Renwick moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR:
NOISE RESEARCH BUREAU ACT

Mrs. Scrivener moves second reading of

Bill 85, An Act to establish the Noise Re-
search Bureau.

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Mr. Speaker,
it is difiicult to know precisely when the

public became seriously aware of the prob-
lems of pollution. Presumably some energetic
researcher could dig into library or other

archival resources and come up with the date

or period when the extent of public concern
moved government into action.

Certainly, in the Toronto area, I and many
others like me worked for a number of years
on various programmes designed) to bring the

dangers of air, soil and water pollution to

public attention. And in those days, public
inertia was so rampant, we felt we were fight-

ing a losing battle.

However, the publication of the late Rachel

Carson's book "Silent Spring" was a major

breakthrough, and I think a great deal of

credit must go to that fine writer for the

crusade she undertook, a crusade which led

to an open examination, culminating in the

banning of the use of harmful pesticides.

As we become more aware of the dangers
of pollution in all its forms, so does research

material increase and public understanding
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expand. Such things as disposal of incom-

bustible wastes and mercury poisoning of fish

are front-page news. Words like "recycling"
are now in everyday use.

In this connection, someone said to me the

other day: "Considering the milder criticism

of the government by the leader of the NDP
and his recent praise of Premier Davis, then

Mr. Lewis is recycling his image." And I

suppose one could also make reference to the

terrible struggle in which members of the

provincial Liberal Party are now engaged,
and say that they are trying to recycle them-
selves to bring about a new life from the old

garbage of policies with which they have

been plagued for so long.

Mr. T. P. Raid (Rainy River): That doesn't

become the hon. member. That doesn't be-

come her.

Mrs. Scrivener: Mr. Speaker, I would re-

mind you that in previous sessions of the

Legislature I have attempted to focus atten-

tion on an aspect of pollution that does not

appear to be getting the amount of vigorous

investigation it deserves, and I refer of course

to noise.

I have already introduced two other private
member's bills in which noise is an important
issue. One of these concerns snowmobiles and
their eflPect on the ecology, and the associated

noise problems. During the debate, I asked

the government to consider sensible noise

regulations to govern snowmobiles, not only
to protect the operators from themselves, but
also to protect spectators at snowmobile races

and winter carnivals-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): We don't

blame the hon. member. We are on her side.

Does she feel as frustrated as we do about
the whole thing? Where are these elaborate

restrictions? They have been close to coming
for the last year. The hon. member may cross

the floor.

Mrs. Scrivener: —as well as innocent citi-

zens who are neither operators nor spectators.

The other bill was for the creation of a

Toronto Urban Foundation to establish an

ongoing-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Mrs. Scrivener: —study of the sociological
and psychological effects on people living in

a larger urban centre. Unfortunately, noise is

a major component of the discomfort of life

within our metropolitan environment.

Mr. Speaker, I think the time has come
when we must concentrate very intensively on

noise control. Incidentally, this is a relatively

new subject in the field of pollution control,

although complaints about noise are neither

new nor recent.

Noise is a very interesting form of energy.
For all practical purposes, noise means signals
that bear no information and whose inten-

sities usually vary randomly in time. The
word "noise" is most often used to mean
sound that is unwanted by the listener, pre-

sumably because it is unpleasant or bother-

some, or because it interferes with the per-

ception of wanted sound, or because it is

physiologically harmful.

An hon. member: Like now, I suppose!

Mrs. Scrivener: Noise, as unwanted sound,

does not necessarily have any particular

physical characteristics to distinguish it from

wanted sound.

There are certain unwanted effects of

sounds that appear to be related rather pre-

cisely to physical characteristics of the sound
in ways that are more or less universal and
invariable for all people, and these are:

1. The masking of wanted sounds, par-

ticularly speech;

2. Auditory fatigue and damage to hear-

ing;

3. Excessive loudness;

4. Some general quality of bothersome-

ness or noisiness;

5. Startle.

Mr. Lawlor: And six, telling the truth.

Mrs. Scrivener: The most common scale

used to measure the loudness of a sound is

the db(a) scale. This scale approximates the

way the human ear responds to the loudness

of a sound by accounting for both the

decibel—db—the unit of measurement of

sound pressure, and the Hertz—hz—the name
for the number of repetitions of similar pres-

sure variations per second of time.

As an example, some common sounds ex-

pressed by this scale are: Zero db(a), the

finest limit of human hearing; 20 db(a),

rustling leaves; 75 db(a), noisy lunchroom

with many conversations, or possibly the

Legislature when an hon. member is speak-

ing—and I think that some hon. members
incur higher db(a) than others-

Mr. Lawlor: That's 120! 275!

Mrs. Scrivener: —100 db(a), ambulance

siren passing; 150 db(a), jet plane on takeoff.
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Mr. Lawlor: The member underestimates

Mrs. Scrivener: Scientific research is pro-

ducing increasing evidence that of all forms
of pollution, noise is the one to which man
is least capable of adapting. Though amaz-

ingly resilient in our adaptability to most
environmental changes, the body shows no

sign of an abihty to become conditioned to

noise except through deafness. In other

words, when it can no longer adjust to the

problem, the body opts out.

Dr. Hans Selye, professor and director of

the Institute of Experimental Medicine and

Surgery, is world-renowned for his approach
to the concept of stress. In describing the re-

lationship between noise and physical and
mental well-being as factual and important to

the human race, he warned that emotional

damage—that is, stress—becomes "dangerous
when it is unduly prolonged, comes too often,

or concentrates on one particular organ of the

body." The body, exhausted, loses its ability
to resist, and so is unable to deal with

danger.

Very few people are lucky enough not to

experience regular exposure to high noise

levels in our industrial society. In the primi-
tive world in which our hearing system
originally evolved, damaging levels would
seldom have been encountered.

While it has been accepted for years that

loss of hearing with advancing years was a

natural process of aging, research conducted

by the French government now indicates that

this efiFect is more logically the result of

cumulative noise exposure. A comparison of

native tribes living in desert environments,
with similar people who have moved into

industrial cities, shows that desert dwellers

maintain their acute hearing in their old age,
while their city counterparts follow the hear-

ing loss pattern previously accepted as the

norm.

Hearing loss is not the only physical
hazard of excessive sound. Although reactions

to noise differ from person to person, none
but the stone-deaf escape its harmful effects.

Depending on intensity and duration, these

range from mild discomfort to death.

Noise is an intensely personal experience.
While major noise will injure healthy hearing,
the individual threshold of noise irritation is

difficult to identify precisely. Conscious irrita-

tion varies from one person to another, and
in the same person from time to time.

Much noise at work and in the streets is

taken for granted and generally ignored. But
even at subconscious levels, noise irritation

works its subtle damages on a person's mental
and physical health.

The psychological impact of noise relates
not only to a lifetime of experience, but also
to mood. Thus, the scream of a siren at

night may bring fright and anger to 1,000

neighbours, but it means hope to a desperate
accident victim or to people trapped by fire.

Depending on circumstances, a specific noise
can be interpreted as being either good or
bad.

In terms of sporting events, for instance,

people actually pay for, and in fact possibly
demand, noise. A good example of this is

auto racing. On certain weekends during
the summer, up to 50,000 people will make
the slow, nerve-wracking 48-mile drive to

Ontario's Mosport to witness the Can-Am
or the Canadian Grand Prix. The noise from

competing high-powered race cars over a

concentrated period of up to eight hours each

day, for three or four days at a time, will

probably make many young people lose part
of their hearing temporarily, if not per-

manently.

During last year's Can-Am at Mosport, a

friend of mine expressed his annoyance at

the rather quiet run, as racing cars go, of

the new Porsche, which was being driven

by Indianapolis 500 winner Mark Donohue.

Although more powerful, the Porsche was

quieter on the track than the McLaren cars.

The reaction was, "If they cut down any
more on the sound of the cars, most of the

enjoyment of auto racing will be gone."
Here is a clear-cut instance in which a major
noise becomes part of the fascination and
excitement of the event for the spectators.

Of importance to the industrial society as

a whole is the effect, both physical and psy-

chological, that noise can have on the

worker. Observations of industrial noise show

degraded performances by workers who must
devote constant attention to detail. Noises

distract them and interfere with their con-

centration.

Ambient industrial noise also interferes

with accurate communication of instruction.

It masks auditory warning signals, causing
errors and accidents, general annoyance and

fatigue. As well as errors and accidents, in-

juries, interruptions, illness and absenteeism,
loss of eflBciency, quality and productivity
can all be the eflFects of noise on work per-
formance.

Without adequate ear protection, people
working close to jets may lose their sense

of direction, and some aircraft workers have
walked right into the intakes of jet engines.
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A telegraph oflBce reduced its noise level by
30 per cent and gained a 43 per cent

reduction in operator errors. In a factory,

production rose nearly 10 per cent after

machinery noise was subdued. An electronics

plant counted 60 errors a day made by
workers in noisy conditions. When the noise

was reduced, errors dropped to seven a day.

One of the great offenders in the business

world is the typewriter, which, considering
all its improvements in recent years, has not

achieved the same progress in noise redtic-

tion. The next time any member becomes
irritated with his secretary's mistakes, let

him remember that a typist uses up to 19

per cent more energy in a noisy oflBce than

in a quiet one.

Surely the economic side-effects of the

above-mentioned facts, and the projected cost

of $128 million in Ontario Workmen's Com-

pensation claims due to hearing loss for

1971-1975, are enough encouragement for

us to review our industrial environment.

With so much data available, one might
think that control measures for noise could

be easily implemented. Not true. Some gov-
ernments have already done so, but in

Canada, noise regulations vary considerably.
Several provinces have enacted laws in this

area, although none is comprehensive from
an environmental point of view.

Many cities have also passed noise bylaws,
but these are largely concerned with motor

vehicles, and have proven diflBcult to en-

force. Of these, transport vehicles are one
of the most obvious irritants and/or hazards.

Section 49 of Ontario's Highway TraflRc

Act supposedly prevents excessive automo-

bile noise. Again, it is diflBcult to enforce.

DiflBculties associated with enforcement re-

sult from many factors. Accurate noise

measurements, identification of the individual

source, regulations which can be too easily

misinterpreted, are some of these factors.

Ontario is presently preparing a compre-
hensive set of regulations under its Environ-

mental Protection Act, and I am hopeful
that the new regulations will be introduced

by the Minister of the Environment (Mr.

Auld) during the current session.

Just in passing, Mr. Speaker, I think it is

regrettable that experiments in the construc-

tion of sound barriers and major noise areas

on the Don Valley Parkway and Highway
427 have not been successful. Recently I

had an opportunity to examine some new
design proposals developed by Mr. Henry

K. Miyamoto. If not these, then perhaps
others will be evolved and will prove effec-

tive in reducing trafiBc noise.

And this brings me to the subject of motor-

cycles. Perhaps the greatest noise irritant is

a group of motorcyclists revving engines for

the "takeoff." I would like to see these noisy
mechanisms taken off all residential streets in

the province. It is against the law to alter the

muflfler system of a motorcycle, increasing the

decibel emission, supposedly to obtain more

power. It seems to me that any owner caught
with such an altered machine should have
that machine confiscated for some consider-

able time. Ownership of an altered motor-

cycle is not a licence to destroy the peace
and quiet of residential neighbourhoods

through the emission of excessive noise.

The recent enactment of the federal De-

partment of Transport of legislation to pro-
hibit high decibel snowmobile noise illustrates

an increasing national awareness of the noise

problem. The federal government is also

considering legislation to reduce the noise

produced by new motor vehicles. Aircraft and
railroad noise falls under this jurisdiction as

well, and we are hoping that new legislation

relating to control of this noise will be en-

acted in the very near future.

These achievements are indicative of the

increasing efforts to provide Canada with a

comfortable noise environment. In Ontario

alone, studies involving numerous aspects of

noise control are under way. Rural, suburban

and urban areas are being investigated with a

view to establishing the most effective noise

control programme possible.

Mr. Speaker, I have attempted to place
before you some of the background and more
of the problems that we face as we search

for the answers to yet another man-made

pollutant. In considering the dimensions of

the problem—and they are immense, encom-

passing as they do the noises we hear, as well

as those we don't—the physiological, psycho-

logical and sociological impact upon man and

the difficulties of measurement, identification

and control, I have drawn a number of con-

clusions and recommendations.

First, we are going to have to speed up our

introduction of restrictions on the use of

noisy vehicles, such as motorcycles, power
boats, some office equipment and some home

appliances. Of the first two, contrary to

public opinion, this will not mean a sacrifice

in speed. That is my first conclusion. In

conjunction with this, I think we need to

establish immediately a noise indicator chart
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for various types of vehicles, office and house-

hold equipment, etc.

Second conclusion: The evidence seems to

indicate that we may require more data to

ensure that the present decibel measuring
scale, commonly referred to as the db(a) scale,

is a satisfactory unit of measurement.

Therefore, I believe:

That the Ontario government should in-

stitute in its own office complex at Queen's

Park, programmes and tests which will lead

to the reduction of noise. Part of the cost

could be absorbed by the various typewriter,

adding-machine, telephone, Xerox-machine,

Teletype-machine and air-conditioner manu-

facturers;

That certain industrial plants should be
monitored for internal noise levels, and steps
taken to correct excessively noisy areas or

working conditions;

That local police should be trained in the

techniques of noise evaluation, and provided
with noise-monitoring equipment and noise-

indicator charts, so that unusually noisy
vehicles with damaged mufflers, or specially
attached muffler systems, or engines in need

of repairs, can be stopped and ordered off the

road, or to the nearest service station for

repairs. On provincial highways, the Ontario

Provincial Police should be equipped with

the same equipment and information;

That the Ontario government should estab-

lish a noise-research bureau—possibly in

association with a university—to work closely
with the Ministry of the Environment. Such

a bureau could be organized somewhat along
the lines of those government agencies en-

gaged in cancer research, alcohol and drug
addiction, and the OWRC.

I would point out that the province al-

ready has a programme of research grants for

noise-pollution studies. Last year, at

McMaster University, two research grants

totalling $6,965 were awarded to Dr. R. M.
Korol to carry out noise measurements on

a 24-hour basis in the industrial and down-
town areas of the city of Hamilton. A
similar grant of $30,000 was awarded to

Prof. John Formen at the University of

Western Ontario.

All of this is very good news indeed, Mr.

Speaker. However, it seems to me that what

may be needed is a more intensive pro-

gramme, and with a single agency, to con-

solidate all of the information available,

spending all of its time on research, analysis
and the development of programmes to help
overcome the depressing and dangerous
effects of noise pollution. This does not mean.

of course, that special studies such as those

undertaken at McMaster University and the

University of Western Ontario cannot con-
tinue. Such an agency could give leadership,
and stimulate future studies not only at

universities, but in the offices, factories and
homes of this province.

To summarize, Mr. Speaker, I suggest to

the government that more emphasis be

placed on correcting the problems of noise

pollution, and that we establish immediately
an Ontario noise research bureau. This bu-
reau would have the following objectives:

To study the public attitude toward noise

in the environment; to establish noise-indi-

cator charts which will set out the maximum
safe sound pressure levels for certain sources

in the environment; to study the practicabil-

ity of the decibel scale as a unit for accu-

rately measuring noise; to establish methods
of accurately identifying individual sources

of noise; to co-ordinate future noise research

studies and studies now being carried out

under government research grants; to inform

the minister as to the results of any study
made by the bureau; and, finally, to dis-

seminate information respecting the recogni-
tion and prevention of noise pollution in

the environment.

Mr. Speaker, I ask members of this Legis-
lature to support this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, speaking to second reading of Bill

85, An Act to estabfish the Noise Research

Bureau, first we must ask: I>o we need a

noise research bureau? Second: Do we have
sufficient research going on at the present
time? If we have the necessary research com-

pleted or about to be completed or well on
its way, what we really require, Mr. Speaker,
in my submission, is the necessary legislation
and the necessary action to do something
about the noise problems that we have been

subjected to in this province for many years.

The only legislation dealing with noise

other than the regulations which will be out,

we hope, very shortly under Bill 171 just

completed the other day, is a section of the

Municipal Act, section 379 (1), subsection

114, which reads:

The municipality may pass bylaws for

prohibiting, or regulating, within the

municipality, or within any defined area

or areas thereof, the ringing of bells, the

blowing of horns, shouting and unusual
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noises, or noises likely to disturb the in-

habitants.

That's a great piece of legislation. The
courts have proved on numerous occasions

it's barely worth the paper on which it's

written.

Unfortunately, Mr. Speaker, noise legisla-

tion in this province has been very slow in

coming forward. First we must look at the

aspects of what work has been done on
noise research in the province. I submit, Mr.

Speaker, that suflBcient work has been done
on the research end of it, and that technol-

ogy exists to decrease the noise in many
areas. I lay it squarely at the feet of the

government opposite that it has not been
done up to now.

So, in my view, the establishment of a

noise research bureau is either a trial balloon

or a ploy to further sweep the problem imder
the rug and prolong the necessary action

which must be taken to eliminate many of

the sources of noise which we have in the

province.

First of all, I would suggest that we have

enough information. We all know that noise

is measured in the same maimer as many
other things, in units called decibels. The
decibel scale is not a linear one, of course.

It's not one, two, three, four, five, six and
so on, but a logarithmic scale which would

go one, 10, 100, 1,000 and 10,000, so that

there is an increase of roughly about 12 per
cent every time you move up one on the
scale.

Although hearing can be affected at read-

ings of 90 db and up, the normal limit of

painless audible sound is up to a maximum
of roughly 120 db. An intensity of 130 db
is perceived not only as sound but also as

a painful sensation to the ear, and this is

known as the ear's boiling point. Typical
sounds that would create this would be a

subway screeching to a stop; motorcycles
revved up to 110 db; or a jet plane at a

distance of about 30 yd creating 140 db.

We know that people are continually bar-

raged by unwanted sound at work, at home
and at play. Regardless of where you work-
in an office, a factory, a store, indoors or

outdoors—noise is a constant and unwelcome

companion. At home, traffic sounds, radios

and television, vacuum cleaners, the neigh-
bour's children, all contribute to background
noise. With increased use of snowmobiles
and other recreational vehicles, it's getting
more and more difficult to escape the city
noise for the peace and quiet of the country-

side. Noises are beginning to show up in

those environments as well.

Over and above the annoyance factor, this

noise can produce severe physical and emo-
tional effects. Hearing loss, as has been men-
tioned by the member for St. David, is the

first body reaction to increased noise. Con-
tinuous noise above 90 db over long periods
can cause hearing loss. Temporary deafness

can be caused by even brief exposures to

levels of 100 to 105 db. Most actual cases

of hearing loss are due to industrial noise

as the result of continuous exposure to high
levels over a period of years. However, the

old slogan that "louder is better" seems to

have taken over and become the syndrome
at rock and roll concerts, and it has caused

rapid escalation of sound levels at these

points.

One investigation revealed that teenagers
suffered an average of 11 db temporary hear-

ing loss after attending a rock concert, and
one had a 35 db loss. The sound level

reached 108 db in the middle of the audi-
torium floor and 120 db directly in front of

the band. It was interesting to note a story

just the other day that Alberta, I believe it

is, has legislation stating that no one can
be required to work as a waiter or waitress

in the proximity of a rock band for a full

eight-hour day. However, there is no such

legislation to protect the musicians who pro-
duce the noise.

Aside from causing hearing loss, noise can
increase body tensions and affect blood

pressure and the functions of the heart and
nervous system. It can also cause the skin

to turn pale, muscles to be tense, blood
vessels to constrict, and trigger such ailments

as allergies and stomach ulcers. There is

also an emotional effect connected with long
exposure to increased noise.

Laws regulating noise vary considerably
around the world and, as I have expressed,
here in the province of Ontario we have
been lacking such laws for some time. Even
in Canada noise regulations vary consider-

ably. Several provinces have enacted laws
in this area, although none of them is com-

prehensive from an environmental point of

view.

Many cities have tried to enact legislation
which would cover them. At this point, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to draw attention to

the fact that the city of Kitchener has for

the past few years, through its noise pollu-
tion committee, brought forth a draft bylaw
which has been modelled on the best mu-
nicipal bylaws, including the noise bylaw of

the city of Edmonton.
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This bylaw, of course, would undoubtedly
reach almost the same fate as other munici-

pal bylaws in the courts because of the in-

adequacy of the Municipal Act regarding

permission for municipaUties to pass bylaws.

So the problem exists on the municipal level

and nothing has been able to be done about

it for the simple reason that the province

has been very slow in bringing about its

legislation regarding noise pollution.

The provincial legislation will be done in

the form of regulations. The first of five

categories which will be attacked will be

that dealing with motor vehicle noise. It is

interesting to note that research done on the

source of noise indicates that 25 per cent of

the complaints come from individual motor

vehicles, 12 per cent from traflBc flow, 5 per
cent from aircraft and railroads, 45 per cent

from industrial noise, 10 per cent from nui-

sance noises such as barking dogs and noisy

parties, and 3 per cent from recreational

devices.

Mr. Speaker: One minute remaining.

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Of

the five categories with which the provincial

regulations hope to deal, noises of vehicles

will be first. I am now informed that these

regulations should be ready in November.

We were promised last spring they would

be ready in July; we now find they have

been postponed to November. The province
does have quite elaborate plans to regulate
the noise of vehicles. These include having
a provincial oflBcer take noise level readings
in a sophisticated manner which will, it is

believed, stand up in court. He will do this

in conjunction with a local police officer or

OPP officer who will then stop the vehicle

and lay the charge.

Next to be regulated after the motor ve-

hicle will be the general noise levels in rural

areas, urban areas and mixed residential

areas. This will result in various types of

zoning and various noise levels allowed in

these areas. Next they hope in the summer
of 1974 to tackle the stationary source of

noise control. That is industrial noise and
it is perhaps the most difficult. After that

they hope to tackle the nuisance noise by-
laws which will result in controls on such

things as loud radios, barking dogs and

noisy parties. And finally will come control

of operating noises of recreational devices,

coupled with long-range noise control

through planning, which will then eventually
set certain levels of noise that will be al-

lowed in certain cases.

Mr. Speaker, I personally feel very

strongly that the time for action on noise

pollution is now, and while it sounds a very

idealistic concept to establish a noise re-

search bureau at the present time, all efforts

should be directed toward getting the legis-

lation and regulations implemented and the

enforcement thereof.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-

view.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker,

first of all, Vd like to congratulate the hon.

member for St. David for the very com-

prehensive treatment which she gave to

this subject.

I follow that up with a bit of a barb,

because I'm surprised that a nice-looking

young lady like her should be trapped into

the old Tory device of setting up a coin-

mission to substitute for action. I hope that's

not in her mind. I hope she hasn't been

collaborating with the Minister of the En-

vironment in this regard. It has a slightly

suspicious aura in light of all the experience

we've had over the years, with committees

and commission and bureaus of investigation

substituting for action on the part of gov-

ernment.

Mrs. Scrivener: It was all mine.

Mr. Young: The lady says this isn't so,

so we take her word for it. However, Tm
not going to leave that entirely alone, be-

cause this is a pattern we've seen all too

often.

As she has pointed out, and as has been

pointed out time after time, the fundamental

problem in this field is for action at the

federal level. I'm not going to spend too

much time on that because I think all of

us realize the importance of it, but in set-

ting standards for manufacturing of all kinds

of things from snowmobiles to snowblowers

and air compressors, it is federal legislation

that is needed to set the standard—and to

prohibit the manufacture, which is the case

I'd like to point out.

We've had trouble with such things as

Hollywood mufflers, which make a noise at

the proper time according to the driver, and

not always at the proper time according

to the long-suffering public. If the manu-

facture and sale of these were forbidden

by federal statute, we would have no prob-
lem with that kind of a muffler. I think we
have to recognize part of the problem lies

right there. And as soon as we get indus-

trial standards of that kind across the coun-
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try we are going to solve at least some of

the problems that we have.

It's an interesting thing that in the case

where the federal government did step in,

in snowmobiles, where the National Research

Council recommended 85 db at 15 ft, the

federal government set up a standard of

82 db-a little less-but at 50 ft, which of

course means about 92 db at 15 ft. Of

course, the driver of a snowmobile is much
closer than 15 ft; and his ears, as medical

evidence is now showing, have suffered

incredibly in this field.

In Ontario, as the member for Waterloo

North has pointed out, we have in the

Municipal Act certain legislation upon which

municipalities have based their bylaws. But

unfortunately it sets no standards. The same

thing applies in the case of the Highway
Traffic Act, where prohibitions are outlined

in respect to certain motor vehicles and

equipment in regard to noise—but again no
standards.

Then we have, in the Industrial Safety

Act, something further in this field where

indtistry is supposed to conform with certain

vague kinds of standards which are not

set out in any detail; so industry has just

gone along thoroughly ignoring this, not

worrying about it and without any kind of

real enforcement. Therefore the legislation
so far outlined by the provincial govern-
ment has lacked standards, lacked teeth and
lacked any kind of direction upon which
real municipal legislation could be based.

But, of course, there's also the problem
that many small municipalities couldb't pos-

sibly hope to enforce standards which might
be set up, so it comes back to provincial
standards and provincial activity as well,
I think, in enforcing the whole thing.

In Toronto and Ottawa we have certain

municipal legislation which is good. The

bylaws there were set up as special Acts

oJF this Legislature—not based entirely on
the Municipal Act, but special Acts—so that

they have a chance to set standards. They
have set standards, but they have been

having some problems with enforcement.

It's an interesting thing that this difficulty
of setting standards was solved by the city
of Guelph in a very satisfactory way. I'm

reading here from a report: "The city of

Guelph had an anti-noise bylaw for several

years which was seldom called into play
until about four years ago."

Then they point out how, from that time

on, a great many citizens called asking for

enJForcement of the bylaw.

While we attempted [and I'm quoting

again] to resolve as many of the com-

plaints as possible by personal contact, we
were unable to do so in a number of

instances and on the advice of our city

solicitor the council repealed the bylaw.

So that was a solution for the whole prob-
lem which that city faced at that time.

I'm coming now to the statement which
was made by the Minister of the Environ-

ment to the London Rotary Club back on

March 19, which has already been alluded

to by the member for Waterloo North. At

that time the minister mentioned, if I could

quote a verbatim report of the speech:

We intend to regulate the operational
noises of individual vehicles in the summer
of 1973. Secondly, we will establish am-
bient noise levels for the entire province
later in 1973. [Well it is getting pretty

late, Mr. Speaker. The summer in which

the first activity was mentioned passed al-

most a month ago.] Noise level objectives

will be specified for both day and night for

the certain activity areas. [I don't need to

outline them, they've already been alluded

to by the member for Waterloo North.

Then he mentions studies which have been

made in several cities—London, Woodstock,

Hamilton, which also have been mentioned

here—and he goes on:] A second regula-
tion will be promulgated to reoi;ulate the

noise and/or vibrations emitted from all

types of stationary sources. This re2;ula-

tion will limit noise levels at property
lines and the emphasis will be placed on

decreasing the noise level in residential

areas.

Then he goes on to tell how the model bylaw,
which municipalities can use, will be drafted

sometime during 1973 and then we'll have

certain other regulations for snowmobiles and

other internal combustion engines.

I simply point this out, the minister prom-
ised these things and he promised action in

the summer, which hasn't happened. In the

year of 1973 we are still looking for that.

If we get that kind of action then perhaps
this bill is redundant.

A ^second reason why the bill is redundant,
and the same thinc^ which the member for

Waterloo North has mentioned, is that we

just don't need this study. As I pointed out,

the member for St. David has, in her speech
this afternoon, showed the wealth of re-

search and study that has already been done,

and she or her researchers have dipped from

that very great wealth and have brought to

us this afternoon all kinds of arguments and
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information which demonstrate that so much
research has been done. The minister men-
tioned the studies that have been carried on

during this past summer in these three cities

in Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: One minute left.

Mr. Young: Pardon?

Mr. Speaker: One minute remaining.

Mr. Young: Oh, I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker,
I'm just getting warmed up properly.

However, Vancouver has done a study in

depth; Washington has recently set out stand-

ards; Bermuda, Russia, England, Sweden,
Germany and France have all set up legis-
lation. All this is here for us to look at and
to learn from and to understand.

So in closing, Mr. Speaker, I simply point
out that at this time a great deal of research

has been done and a great deal of knowl-

edge is there. What we need more than any-
thing else, at this point, is not a new bureau
to study and evaluate such standards—these

things have been done thoroughly around
the world—what we need is for this minister,
in this province, to say to his department—
not a new bureau, but the civil servants we
have, and they are already doing it we hope:
"Gather up this material and base the legis-
lation and the regulations we need on this

material and let's get busy in Ontario to have
the legislation, to establish the regulations
and then to go forward to enforce the kind
of regulations and legislation which inevitablv

must come, but which should come now in

the Province of Ontario."

Ten vears ago this bill would have made
sense. Ten years ago, not today. The time is

past for this kind of study. The study has

been done around the world. Let's have
action and let's have action now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Oshawa.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Mr. Speaker,
I would like to rise and support the member
for St. David on her bill. I think it is a great
idea and I do not agree with the previous
two speakers that time for study is passed.
The time, in noise pollution, is just here.

Right now we are rising at 1 db per year

throughout the urbanized society in the

world.

We know much about noise laws in the

various countries around the world. In some
of them, they ban transistor radios in public.
Sweden has passed legislation against sonic

boom. France confiscates cars for repeated
noise violation. In Switzerland, it's an oflFence

to slam a car door too loudly. Moscow bans
needless horn-blowing. In Germany, they
close down certain roads at night.

I think this is the trend of what the mem-
ber for St. David was saying, that through-
out the world today there is no complete
lack of unanimity among the best people
who know noise and know the problem that

noise creates.

Mr. Young: Let's have action.

Mr. Mcllveen: Well, we have got to get
the research for the action, too. I know in

my own municipality and my own major
industry—General Motors—in their stamping
plant I have known five people who have

got a total and complete deafness from that

plant. But at the same time that the five

people were working there, 2,000 other

people didn't get complete deafness. The
industrial people who are working on indus-

trial medicine, and they are working on it

all the time, are not in complete agreement
on what is to be done. We can't have action

and we can't ban the stamping plant.

I know there are many ways of muffling
sounds and, most certainly. General Motors

have put in multi-millions of dollars into the

muffling of sounds and into trying to create

a better noise environment, but it's not easy
to do. It is a lot easier to say "Put in regu-
lations that will do it," but how would you
do it if you were in Switzerland and it was
an offence to slam a door too loudly? Who
is going to police that? Who is going to

police the sort of regulations that are world-

wide right at the moment. Until we have

the research staff and the research bureau
and we know what the problems are-

Mr. Young: You can't expect the police to

interfere with you when you slam your door

when you are mad at your wife. That's only
one isolated instance.

Mr. Mcllveen: I realize that a barking

dog, for instance, will go up to 65 db.

Mr. Young: That may be ongoing, night
after night, but you are not slamming a door

except in the daytime.

Mr. Mcllveen: No, I am not. I am mus-

tering the argument that in our society today
we just don't know the problems that are

created with noise. In spite of the fact that

we don't know these problems, the noise in

our environment is increasing and increasing

very steadily. It has shown a .very sharp rise
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in all the urban areas in Ontario. I have
seen the graphs. The otolaryngologists are

certainly very concerned that if we don't

watch out there are going to be many more
deaf people, especially in these rock groups
that I think the member for Yorkview was

referring to.

Mr. Young: I didn't say don't study it.

I said let's have action on it.

Mr. Mcllveen: There are a few things
that we know presently. I will agree with

you that the regulations should be enforced,
but there are other things that we don't

know the ramifications of. I think that the

member for St. David's bill would provide
a lot of the answers to them—I for one
would certainly lend my support.

Mr. Young: A very nice person.

Mr. Mcllveen: She is a very nice person
and has got a very good idea on this bill.

I would heartily support it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Eto-
bicoke.

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): Mr.

Speaker, it is with pleasure I join this de-
bate and add my comments to those of the
member for Waterloo North in opposition to

this bill.

In truth, I feel that this bill is a case of

too little too late. Back in the spring of

1971, I introduced a private member's bill

which concerned the problem of noise pol-
lution from aircraft, and even at that time
we in Etobicoke had a problem vdth noise

pollution. As far as I am concerned, the
time for study and the time for looking into

these problems is over long past. As the

previous speakers have said, the time now
is for action; the time now is for proper
legislation which will assist various levels of

government to take care of the problem that
noise pollution is causing.

Now, Mr. Speaker, as far as the Minister
of the Environment is concerned, he has—
as has been referred to earlier—mentioned
the research that his department is doing.
It would appear that that department has
ample facilities for research and protesting
and there is absolutely no reason for the

setting up of an additional bureau.

As far as the proposed bill is concerned,
there are other reasons why I would speak
in opposition to it, Mr. Speaker, even though
it does have some merit and the mover (§d

quite carefully set out the reasons for such
a bureau. But as far as we on this side are

concerned, such a bureau is superfluous at

this time.

The first of many reasons that come to

my mind, Mr. Speaker, is that there are

seven members to be appointed to the bu-
reau as proposed by this bill. Nowhere in

the bill does it say that there is any pro-
\asion for citizen participation, and to my
way of thinking, Mr. Speaker, if a particular
area has a problem with noise pollution,
there must be, or there should be, some way
that the people who are affected have an

opportunity to sit on a bureau such as this

so that they can make the bureau aware of

the problems that their paiticular areas are

having.

Now, it should not be difiBcult to get

people to sit on such a bureau. It could
be done in a rotating manner so that areas

in the province that have a particular prob-
lem could make application to the Lieuten-

ant Governor to get a representative of their

particular ratepayers' group appointed. Only
in that way, Mr. Speaker, could we have
what I consider to be a form of citizen par-

ticipation in the bureau. I feel, Mr. Speaker,
that we should have at least three members
of the bureau appointed in that way.

There are other reasons why I feel that

such a bureau should not be set up at this

time. There is no provision in the bill, Mr.

Speaker, for the bureau to hold regular

public meetings throughout the province. I

have already made reference to the need
for citizen participation and, to my way
of thinking, if such a bureau were to operate
in keeping the public good in mind, it

should be forced to have various meetings

regularly, or at the request of a particular

ratepayers' group, throughout the province.
There is no sense in setting up such a bureau

and having it doing research in the Mac-
donald Block, for instance, and being out

of touch with what is going on in the prov-
ince and the various problems that are

arising in various places throughout this

province of ours.

Another reason why I cannot support this

bill, Mr. Speaker, is that no provision is

made in the bill for the Minister of the

Environment taking what I consider to be,

or should be, mandatory action with refer-

ence to any report that is made by the

bureau. Even though the proposed legis-

lation states that the bureau must report to

the minister, and annually through him to

the House, I certainly feel that if such a

bureau were to really do a job there should

be provision for the minister to have to take
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action. If a particular noise pollution prob-
lem is brought to his attention, then he

should definitely db something to correct the

problem.
Mr. Speaker, the members may be aware

that when one discusses noise pollution, the

main diflBculty arises in getting some sort of

concrete action. You can always get a study
made—I am going to refer later to the prob-
lems that we are having in the northern

part of my riding, problems caused by the

aircraft at Malton airport. But as I said,

the problem is that you can get the minister

to say, "Wd will study it," or, "In the ful-

ness of time so and so will happen," or,

"It's not within our jurisdiction." You can

get all sorts of answers, but you cannot get
concrete action which will do something
about the problem that exists at the time
and these types of answers are of not much
comfort to the citizens who are being af-

fected by a certain noise pollution problem.
I am thinking about the noise pollution that

we have had for some years in northern

Etobicoke and the Jeffcoat Dr. area, Mr.

Speaker, where we have an industry called

Continuous Colour Coat Ltd., or something
to that effect. The people there have been

getting noise at night for years and it is

just lately, after many complaints to all

levels of government, that the Minister of

the Environment has started to bring some
sort of court action against that industry.

But let me turn now to the problem that

we are having in the northern part of Eto-
bicoke and in Rexdale. The problem that

I am talking about is the noise from jet
aircraft and other aircraft that are taking
oflF and landing. They come over Rexdale
and they land at Malton airport.

Now the mover of the bill made reference
to jet plane takeoflF noise pollution. I want
to say, Mr. Speaker, that there are cases

where the noise pollution has been regis-
tered at 105 and more decibels and, as the

previous speakers have made mention, 105 db
is a very, very damaging level of noise pol-
lution.

So as far as I am concerned, Mr. Speaker,
there is no need for further study. We
know what the problem is. The need now
is for some sort of action. The need is for

legislation on the part of the government
so that such action can be taken.

I am the first to concede that the federal

government runs the airports, but the Pick-

ering site wasn't chosen by the federal

government without Ontario's approval—

An Hon. member: Right on.

Mr. Braithwaite: —even though the pro-
vincial government has been saying that it

is Ottawa's problem. I know that if the

provincial government or the Minister of the

Environment were to say, "Look, stop using
runway 25R-05L—that's the particular run-

way that planes that are landing or taking
off in the north-easterly direction use when

they go over Rexdale—if he were to say,

"Stop using that," or, "Cut down the use

50 per cent," I am certain that the federal

Ministry of Transport would listen.

The problem is, Mr. Speaker, that the

government at this level refuses and does

not wish to take any initiative. Something
could be done about the terrible problems
that are being caused at Malton by aircraft

taking off and landing. Something could

be done if this government would stop say-

ing, "Well, that's Ottawa's problem."

Mr. Speaker: Ten seconds left.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, I want to

close by reading from a particular letter from
a lady. She wrote to the Advertiser-Guardian,
which is the local paper, and she says some-

thing that sums up what I have been speak-

ing of this afternoon. She says:

You get the actual feeling no one at all

is actually to be held responsible. It is as

if it were God himself, some unseen face,

but evil and out of our control.

We were here first, weren't we? And it is a

promise it will get worse, which is true.

Our ears are aching, our nerves are raw
and our heads aching. Last night we had
an uninterrupted session from 6 to 9 p.m.
[This lady, Mrs. Rita Smith, of Rexdale,

goes on to say:] During the summer I

experienced earache and loss of hearing
to some extent.

Mr. Speaker: Time has expired.

Mr. Braithwaite: Mr. Speaker, in closing
I would say that for the variety of reasons I

have mentioned previously I am opposed to

this bill and cannot support the member for

St. David.

hon. member forMr. Speaker: The
Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I want to make it quite clear

that this party is just a little fed up with

requests for studies and restudies, surveys
and resurveys, on topics where there is

enough evidence on which we could take

positive and concrete action to solve many
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of the problems that face the people of the

province of Ontario at this particular time.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): The member
for St. David is an apologist for the govern-
ment.

Mr. Stokes: And this is one such area. You
have had a select committee that has been

studying the effects of noise pollution from
snowmobiles for the last year and a half.

The interim report is in. We support

fully the national standards and we have al-

ready advocated that as technology will

permit, they will be lowered to tolerable

limits even for the operator, let alone an
innocent bystander.

So I think it is quite clear from the very

pointed remarks made by my colleague, the

member for Yorkview, who is an expert in

such matters, that there is enough evidence

in. In fact, the kind of research that the hon.

member for St. David did indicates that there

is enough evidence in that the government
doesn't need to restudy and resurvey.

As a matter of fact, in the speech that the

Minister of the Environment gave to the

London Rotary Club on Monday, March 19,

1973, he said in closing his remarks:

I would also like to acknowledge at this

time the efforts of Margaret Scrivener,
MPP for St. David, in Toronto, who has

been a conscientious and tireless worker
to help the legislation in the area of noise.

Mr. Young: Where is the legislation?

Mr. Stokes: Yes.

Mr. Young: Where is that legislation?

Mr. Stokes: He said:

In a recent noise control seminar organ-
ized by Mrs. Scrivener, our noise regula-
tions proposals were reviewed in detail

and I gather received most enthusiastically.

The member for St. David has already done
all the spadework and her colleague, the

Minister of the Environment, has compli-
mented her for it. Now all we need is some

legislation to go along with the words.

Mr. Young: But the legislation is pre-
pared.

Mr. Stokes: All we need is some regula-
tions to enforce it and we are well on our

way.

Mr. Deans: It's grandstanding by the

member for St. David, that's all. It is just
an attempt to gain publicity, that is all it

is.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice). Oh, stop picking on her.

Mr. Deans: We all understand that she's

an apologist for the government.

Mr. Stokes: I think there is suflBcient evi-

dence in, Mr. Speaker, that we do know
enough about noise that we could start tak-

ing action. You know, it almost sounds as

though they are trying to come to grips with
a problem confronting the people of north-

ern Ontario because—

Mr. Deans: The government turns a deaf

ear on it.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, it turns a deaf ear on it.

Whenever it is bereft of any ideas for con-

crete action it commissions a study or it

commissions a survey and then when it pro-
crastinates a little further it restudies and
it resurveys.

Mr. Speaker: Thirty seconds.

Mr. Stokes: I think there is enough evi-

dence in, Mr. Speaker, that we don't need
a noise bureau. I think there is enough
evidence in that we can get on with the

fob of making life a little bit pleasanter
and quietening the noise that we have bom-

barding us from every source, and with those

remarks I will close.

Mr. Deans: That is really nothing legisla-
tion.

Mr. Speaker: That concludes the private
members' hour.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HALDIMAND-NORFOLK

( continued )

Clerk of the House: The 12th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion
for second reading of Bill 190, An Act to

establish the Regional Municipality of Haldi-

mand-Norfolk.

Mr. Speaker: It being 6 of the clock I

do now leave the chair. We shall resume at

8.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess. .
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HALDIMAND-NORFOLK

( continued )

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr.

Speaker, when I adjourned the debate at

5 o'clock on the bill with respect to the

regional municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk,
I was drawing to the attention of the parlia-

mentary assistant (Mr. Meen) the problem
which has been created by this bill and by
the overall development plans with respect to

that area, when one has regard to the various

criteria which were laid down by Premier

Robarts in 1966 as part of Design for Devel-

opment: Phase I; and again in 1968, also by
Premier Robarts, as part of Design for De-

velopment: Phase II. There were five areas

which Premier Robarts then laid out as the

basic criteria for Design for Development,
and I was dealing with each of them. I want
to deal very briefly, and I hope, concisely,
with them.

The first one to which I was referring at

the time of the adjournment, was that pro-
vincial policies be formed to encourage a

rational expansion of the private sector. It

seemed to me that the relatively independ-
ent—if we can believe the government—de-
cisions of Stelco, Dofasco, Texaco and
Ontario Hydro to locate in the Nanticoke
area can hardly be considered to be within
the framework of provincial policies formed
to encourage a rational expansion of the

private sector.

If it could have been said that that was
so five or six years ago, it certainly cannot
be said today when one considers the dif-

ferent quality of the problems faced by
southern Ontario from those which were en-

visaged in 1968. I referred specificfiJly, of

course, to the impending energy crisis, to

the destruction of agricultural land, to the

putrefaction of Lake Erie, to the recrea-

tional needs of the people in this part of

the province and to the immense magnetic
attraction of the location of the Stelco op-
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eration in that particular area so far as the

destruction of those communities in the way
in which we now know them.

I'm suggesting to the government that

the latter-day industrial revolution which the

government's policies are going to bring
about in that part of the province is no

longer compatible with the aspirations and
needs of the people in that part of the

province.

The second item which former Premier
Robarts referred to was the "capacity of

individuals to develop their full capabilities"

—which, of course everyone can agree to.

The third one is that: "Regional and re-

sources policies encourage adequate develop-
ment of the natural environment while

conserving the aesthetic and ecological
balance qualities of that environment."

It is quite clear that if one looks simply
at Ontario Hydro's proposed operation and
the Stelco operation, you will be adding to

the ecological damage which is already

being done to that part of the country—
if one thinks only of the discharge of the

heated thermal waters into Lake Erie as a

result of the processing of the iron ore into

steel at the proposed Stelco plants. It would
seem to me that no one can say that re-

gional and resources policies of this govern-
ment are encouraging adequate development
of the natural environment in the area of

Haldimand-Norfolk in the way in which that

development is presently envisaged.

Item 4, and item 5 of the Premier's re-

sponses again can only be categorized at the

present time as relatively pious wishes, if

the plans of this government in implement-
ing them are to be any criteria of whether
or not they continue to believe in the De-

sign for Development.

The fifth one, for example, states that

this is to be a programme for regional

development which must "necessarily in-

volve a working partnership between all of

the people of Ontario and government/*

There is certainly no indication that plans
conceived by the private sector independent-
ly of any association with government with

respect to the planning of that area, can be
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considered to be a working partnership be-

tween aU of the people in that area and
the government.

But then those were very general principles
with respect to development in the Province

of Ontario. It could be said, if one stretched

one's imagination, that in some areas where

there were substantial existing urban com-
munities that a regionalization of govern-
ment had on balance some merit and was

necessary for the maintenance and develop-
ment and expansion of those particular areas.

I refer of course, to areas such as the

Ottawa-Carleton area, to the change in the

structure of the government of the munici-

pality of Metropolitan Toronto in 1965, to

the recent regional municipalities which have

been formed around existing conglomerate
areas of the southern part of the province—
whether it is the regional municipality of

Durham, Halton, or in the Niagara area.

But when you come to what indeed the

member for Haldimand-Norfolk (Mr. Allan)
said is "this virgin area," and when you have

reports referring to a period of awakening to

be followed by a period of development and
then a period of maturity extending through
into the next century, then it would appear
to me that the criteria which have been set

down by the government for the integration
of regional development and regional govern-
ment—because each of them are inexplicably
entwined—that this government either doesn't

consider them relevant any longer, or has in

fact discarded them as a matter of policy.

Or if it believes that this bill before us

tonight reflects those particular criteria, then

let me refer to one or two of them. A region
should "exhibit a sense of community identity
based on sociological characteristics, econo-

mics, geography and history." The very im-

pact of the proposed industrial development
of that area cannot be said to permit the

continued existence in that area of a sense

of community based upon the characteristics

to which I have just referred.

Second, a region "should have a balance

of interests so that no one group or interest

can completely dominate the region." I

simply say, Mr. Speaker, that there is no
doubt that the city of Nanticoke will come
to dominate that region. When one looks at

the original studies, there appeared to be
some indication in them that that industrial

enclave of Stelco's, together with the Hydro
plant at Nanticoke, was in some way or other

going to be hived off in the hope that it

could be contained. A selection was going
to be made of one of three possible nodal

areas, as they referred to them, and one of

those was to be chosen and was going to

be the growth area to provide the kind of

diversification and balance of interest that

would prevent the domination of the region

by any one particular interest. That proposal
has been discarded. There is nothing to indi-

cate latterly that that proposal is going to be
carried out. The area is in fact going to be

dominated basically by the Stelco operation.

The third criterion was that there must
be a financial base adequate to carry out

regional programmes at a satisfactory level.

Well, the proposals, as put forward before

us tonight, deal only with a skeleton structure

of the regional government. This would indi-

cate that because Stelco has now indicated

that it is prepared to go ahead, the govern-
ment in haste and in fright found that it had

to introduce a bill dealing only with a skeletal

structure of regional government and tells

us that later on in this session it is going to

introduce a bill-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Right!

Mr. Renwick: —which will deal with the

fundamental questions of the services to be

provided, the financing of them and the way
in which the overall life and vitality of the

regional government are to be established.

The fourth item is that the region should

be large enough so that local responsibilities
can be performed efficiently by taking ad-

vantage of economies of scale. Well, what-

ever that may mean, it certainly is not con-

ceived in the studies which have been put
before us that there is eoing to be any way
in which local responsibilities can be per-
formed efficiently.

Local responsibilities are going to have to

be supplemented to such a massive extent by
outside assistance from the provincial govern-
ment diverting resources into that area, that

there is no way that the provincial govern-
ment is going to be able to shed its responsi-
bilities and to provide for local regional

responsibilities for the purpose of providing
for economies of scale.

Another item: Regional boundaries should

facilitate maximum inter-regional co-opera-

ation. Well, I want to refer very briefly to the

conception, which I find very frightening, of

inter-regional co-operation. It is not only

inter-regional, it is what I referred to earlier

as my very great concern about the Lake

Erie basin simply being a further step in the

integration of the economies of southern

Ontario with the economies of the north-

eastern part of the United States.
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Mr. Lewis: That is what this bill is about.

Mr. Renwick: But when one reads what is

in the strategy for southwestern Ontario

development—the statement of Mar. 17, 1970

—it may have had some sort of fatal fascina-

tion at that time when everyone was talking
about megalopolis in the northeastern part of

the United States and the part of it to over-

flow into Canada. But that time has long
since past. And when I read the following

quotations from this report, which again con-

tinues to be reflected in the policies of the

government with respect to the development
of that area, I can only shudder if this is

what the government intends. I quote from
the report:

The rush to acquire waterfront indus-

trial sites along Lake Erie and the multi-

regional growth of southwestern Ontario

are not coincidental events but at least in

part the consequence of international

geography and trade patterns which are

shaping new megalopolitan forms of

human settlement. In his developing urban
Detroit area research project, C. A.

Doxiadis identifies an embryonic Great

Lakes megalopolis, extending roughly from
Milwaukee to Pittsburgh by way of

Chicago, Detroit and Cleveland with a

"Canadian extension" along the north

shores of Lakes Erie and Ontario and the

St. Lawrence River to Quebec City; and
another extension from the Niagara-Buf-
falo area into New York State toward the

so-called eastern megalopolis.

Similarly, "Challenge Response," a

development policy for New York State,

published in 1964 by the state oflBce for

regional development, identifies two major
developmental corridors, Detroit - Montreal

and Washington - Boston, with offshoots

converging on Pittsburgh and several sec-

ondary development corridors, one extend-

ing roughly from Hamilton towards Boston.

Both studies then agree on the emergence
of two major urban complexes on the

macro-regional scale, one in the southern

part of the Great Lakes regions and one
on the eastern seaboard. Both reports
see a developing link between them run-

ning from Niagara Falls to Buffalo to

Boston.

Let me quote one further paragraph:

It is thus possible to envisage the

gradual emergence of a major develop-
ment corridor from the eastern shore of

Lake Michigan to the Atlantic by way of

southwestern Ontario and the Mohawk

gap. For Ontario, this would mean some-

thing analogous to the 401 corridor, or

in Prof. Pleva's term the Grand Trunk
corridor extending from Windsor and
Samia through London and Waterloo-
Kitchener to Niagara Falls, Welland and
Toronto.

It goes on to say that this is impressionistic,
and so on and so forth.

I am simply suggesting, Mr. Speaker, that

those times have passed. People are not

prepared to see the southern part of the

Province of Ontario become an integrated

part of one or two large megalopolis com-

plexes comprising the northeastern part of

the United States and the southern part of

the Province of Ontario, and for practical

purposes destroying the capacity of Canada
to continue to exist, because Canada's inde-

pendence will depend to a large measure on
the ability of southern Ontario to maintain
a separate and independent position.

The separate and independent position is

being sacrificed by this government. When
you integrate the steel industry, as is taking

place, and you focus it in Uie Lake Erie

basin; and when you integrate the inter-

national power grid to which the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission of Ontario is

committed at the present time, you have in

fact said that you are agreeing to the

integration of Canada and the United States.

I am suggesting that it is time this gov-
ernment makes up its mind about the crucial

question of whether it wants Canada to

remain as an independent country or whether
it does not. The time is coming when the

decision will be irreversible, if the decision

is made in the way in which the govern-
ment envisages the industrial development
of the Haldimand-Norfolk area and the con-

tiguous development of the other regional
areas beside it into that megalopolis form
to which they apparently have given their

adherence, then I am simply saying that

something called Canadian independence will

rapidly become nothing but a myth which
will have no substance but to which we
will all cling in the absence of anything
else to provide the stability for this country
which we need.

There is no question whatsoever, Mr.

Speaker, that it is possible for the govern-
ment of the Province of Ontario to cease

this provincialization of its life, to recognize
the very real needs of the area where my
friend, the member for Thunder Bay (Mr.

Stokes) comes from and the very real needs
of the areas in eastern Ontario. God forbid
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that we should put the Stelco plant in east-

em Ontario. There are other ways in which
we can develop eastern Ontario and still

save the values which are inherent in that

community. But for northwestern Ontario,

there should be a study by this government,
with I would trust the co-operation of

Stelco. But if not the government must have

the courage to tell Stelco: "No, we are not

going to have you at Nanticoke. You made
a mistake. We almost went along with you
in that mistake, but we are going to insist

that such a magnetic force as Stelco's pro-

posed operation be located in that part of

the province where we can build and

expand and develop the economy which is

so badly needed."

This constant concentration of industrial

development in this new area is destructive

of the kind of life that the people in the

Province of Ontario want.

Mr. Speaker, we all know that politics in

Ontario at the present time is in a state of

change. We all know that change and tradi-

tion are being mixed every day. My guess
is that the political party that can find the

middle ground which is acceptable will ulti-

mately form the government of this prov-
ince. I'm saying to the government opposite
that it is leaving the middle ground—if it

has not already left it—that it has occupied
since it became the government of the

Province of Ontario if it persists in this kind

of development in that virgin area repre-
sented by the member for Haldimand-

Norfolk.

I think I can say that the position of this

party on this bill, and on the proposed in-

dustrial development for that area, is that

the government must call a halt to any fu-

ture plans with respect to the industrial

revolution in that part of the province until

such time as it !has an overall plan.

I am sick and tired of seeing two lines

in all of the talk about the Stelco plant at

Nanticoke. They said: "And of course there

will be environmental problems that will

have to be dealt with." That's all the con-

cern that is given to the question of the

environmental impact.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, I'm simply say-

ing the environmental impact study in that

area has not been done. The Ministry of the

Environment, so far as I am concerned, has

not been involved in it. The whole question
of whether or not Lake Erie is about to be

rescued or will disappear has not been dealt

with by this government. It presumes to

suggest that the International Joint Commis-
sion is the only institution responsible for

that lake.

The whole question of the discharge of

heated water into Lake Erie has not been
looked into—either from the thermal plant
or from the Stelco plant, let alone the future

Dofasco plant down the shore at Port

Burwell. All of the questions related to the

recreational area of land use in that area of

the province have not been looked at at all.

The reports indicate that as far as the

agricultural land is concerned they were

based upon the proposition that the problem
of agriculture in the province of Ontario

was one of over-production. One of the re-

ports goes so far as to say that we should

be taking land out of agricultural production.

I'm simply saying that all of those mat-

ters are matters which today are cogent
concerns of the people of the province. This

report and the decision to proceed in this

manner is as if the government got on a

one-track railway line five or six years ago
in that area, pushed on by Stelco, and now
it can't get off. Our position is to call a halt.

Get out of it; reassess goals, reassess objec-
tives for that area and come up with a new

plan and a new programme of regional gov-
ernment. It should be one in which there

is full and complete participation by the

people in that area in the decisions which
are made in connection with it.

If I may just close with this, Mr. Speaker.
The very inception of this work in that area,

and these proposals, were done within the

government. The first report on this area did

not see the fight of day, so far as I know.

We saw a second report; we never did see

the first report. I am very curious to know
whether or not the government's only rela-

tion with Stelco was what the government
read in the newspapers about it. I think

it's slightly more than coincidental that

Ontario Hydro and Stelco and Dofasco all

decided about the same time to locate in

that area.

I close, Mr. Speaker, by simply saying that

we must of necessity oppose the bill—be-

cause we cannot participate in a bill and a

programme for the development of that area

which will sound the deathknell of the in-

dependence of the country as we know it.

The economic integration of this part of

southern Ontario with the United States must

come to a halt, otherwise this government
will bear its full share for the disintegration

of our Canadian constitution.
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Mr. Speaker: Do other members wish to

participate? The hon. member for Oxford.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. There are some portions of this

bill which I think will affect the county of

Oxford; I feel they must be drawn to the

attention of the minister (Mr. White),

through, of course, his parliamentary assist-

ant.

Mr.^
J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): If he

doesn't pay any more attention than he has
so far it won't matter.

Mr. Parrott: Oh he's listening; I'm sure

he's listening. I can tell by the smile on his

face.

I'm sure that the ministry knows very well,

perhaps better than anyone even to my right
here. It is appreciative of the fact that the

province has slowly, but surely, restructured

many of the key areas, and these new juris-
dictions will likely last for a very long
period of time.

It is obvious, I think, that the more acute
areas of the province have been done and I,

for one, give full credit to the government for

having done this and done it well. I think

they were very progressive steps for our

province.

An hon. member: And no misgivings or

"buts."

Mr. Parrott: No, not many "buts," but
there are a couple of things I'd like to point
out to the parliamentary assistant.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): It's an abor-

tion and the member knows it.

Mr. Parrott: As we see these new jurisdic-
tions redefined, it will leave a balance of the

province that I think we will have to look

at in total. It is from this point of view, that

I would like to suggest to the parliamentary
assistant that we should make some very
careful observations.

I'm sure that the people of Oxford believe

there are many major considerations; this

bill will affect their lives and the develop-
ment of our areas. Certainly most of the

boundaries as outlined have been arrived at

by a great deal of consultation with the local

people who live in the two counties of

Haldimand and Norfolk.

Surely no one would question that the in-

put from these local municipalities should

be given every consideration. This input from
these areas, to my mind, is of prime im-

portance.

I think it is obvious to everyone as well

that when one reaches the extremities of a

region, one must take into equal considera-

tion the rights, the responsibilties, the ob-

ligations and the future of those adjoining

municipalities. To just briefly outline to my
friends in this House what those boundaries

are, there is, of course, Elgin to the west.
Brant and Oxford to the north and we have

Lincoln, Wentworth and Welland to the east.

I would like to deal primarily with the

boundary to the north, which quite naturally
is the one that I'm concerned about. I think

the majority of that boundary is perhaps

agreeable to the people of Oxford county.
But may I point out that there is one very
critical area.

The proposed change will leave the muni-

cipality of Tillsonburg without sufficient land

in which to develop over the ensuing years.

Tillsonburg is a growing community; a vital

community with great strength, but with very
little space for development.

The terms of reference, unfortunately, for

the Haldimand-Norfolk study seem to have

been such that the effects upon the ad-

joining counties were not duly considered.

As a matter of fact, the Oxford-area

government study has suffered under the

same limitations. Obviously there was no
reason for any local area government study
committee to seriously discuss the effects

beyond its own boundaries.

Indeed, this is a very serious limitation to

any of our studies. The province must con-

sider the total problem and not just within

the prescribed area. And since the munici-

pality is the child of the province, then the

province has the responsibility to act as the

parent. And when two children come into

conflict, then the parent must take some
action to settle the issue.

It is on this specific question that I will

ask the government to consider the effects

upon the county of Oxford.

Obviously I need not speak for my friends

from Brantford or from the riding of Brant,

as I am sure they are quite capable of

speaking for themselves and making their

own case. But I would like to point out

that if the local area government study for

Oxford is accepted—and it appears that it

will be—and if this present Dill passes, it

leaves an area to the north of the Haldimand-
Norfolk region as an island. The alternatives

open to that area are then practically and

almost irreconcilably predetermined.

Mr. Lewis: Oh shame; a savage blow!
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Mr. Parrott: It is; it is! Without any
input, I am afraid, for that particular area;
and this is my main concern. In fact, I

see the whole problem as developing through-
out the province. Much and all as I would

support restructuring of county government
along county boundaries if at all possible,
I think there comes a time when the minis-

try must look at and consider a deviation
from the county lines. If the proposals of

this bill, as has been aptly dtemonstrated—

Mr. Lawlor: That is impossible! It wasn't
done for the school boards and it is not

going to be done with regional government.
That requires a certain flexibility and

thought.

Mr. Parrott: Oh, we've got flexibility.

Mr. Lewis: The member might take the

parliamentary secretary down a back con-
cession though.

Mr. Parrott: Allow me to show the mem-
ber where there have been some really
flexible changes.

Mr. Lawlor: Go right ahead!

Mr. Parrott: Many police villages which
were formerly divided into two municipali-
ties now have had their boundaries restruc-

tured so that they fall clearly into one. And
even though the township line no longer
looks so nice and neat on the map, it is

far more logical. It also allows for further

growth without this growth of limited nature
that we might see if it were divided into

two municipalities.

Surely if the township lands can have

slight deviations and modifications, then the

county boundaries can also have some slight

modification; assuming of course that the
same factors are present. And I would

suggest that they are present in the area
of the north of Norfolk-Haldimand and in

the area of Tillsonburg.

Mr. Lewis: Don't be so rigid over there.

Mr. Parrott: I would like now to come to

the case in point.

Mr. Lawlor: Give over the crapulent flexi-

bility.

Mr. Lewis: It is bad enough that the mem-
ber is standing alone.

Mr. Stokes: He may have trouble con-

vincing the opposition.

Mr. Lawlor: For heaven's sake, listen to

him.

Mr. Lewis: What malice! Just a few in-

divid'uals to listen to the member. What is

he going to do about it?

Mr. Parrott: Oh no! I think that's being
too unkind. I don't feel that way at all; so

don't let it worry the members. I don't get
that sentiment at all over here.

I would like to suggest that this area,
which I am pleased to represent, has some

very strong views in this regard. I am talk-

ing about that area just to the very south
of Tfllsonburg.

The town has been attempting over a

considerable period of time to promote in-

dustrial growth in an orderly fashion to

its southerly limits. A very small area was
annexed not so very long ago and that small

parcel of land has been completely filled.

Indeed it is no longer possible for residents

of Tillsonburg or the industrial community
of Tillsonburg to find lots for the develop-
ment that it so vitally requires. Much of

the new housing has to occur outside of the

limits of Tillsonburg.

This situation has been recognized and
I think properly studied in the local area

government study of Oxford. I am sure that

in due course additional industrial and resi-

dential land will be given to the town. I am
sure, as a matter of fact, that the imple-

menting committee—although not completely
agreed upon it—are coming close to this

solution and that they will present it to this

ministry. There can be no doubt that an
increase in the land area of Tillsonburg is

most necessary.

In his report Mr. Richardson has sug-

gested that a larger area should be given
to this area of Oxford than the minister has

presently outlined in the bill. It seems to

me that he understood the bare minimum
which should be given to the town of

Tillsonburg if it is to have the vital future

that I am sure it will.

In fact there are other sources that I

think would suggest the same to the min-

ister, in that the area is necessary for the

orderly growth of that community. I think

as a matter of fact that the people of Mid-
dleton, the township adjacent, are somewhat
in agreement with that concept in that they
have all of their interests orientated to this

community. Their children go to school in

Tillsonburg, they find their hospital in

Tillsonburg, their professional offices, and

especially their recreational facilities, are
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centred here. In fact there is a very large
area of interest to the south of Tillsonburg
which extends perhaps even to the lake it-

self.

I recognize too, Mr. Speaker, that the

elected representatives of the five townships
of that area must be given full considera-

tion. I do not intend to speak for the people
of that area. If it is their wish to stay with

the Haldimand-Norfolk area in spite of their

area of influence, which is obviously
orientated and generated in the town of

Tillsonburg, then I am quite in agreement
that that is the way it should be. I see no

logical reason to ask the minister not to

accept the wishes of these elected officials.

Much and all as the idealistic thing to do

at this time would be to practically break

down the county system, I would not ask

for any such thing for many reasons, not the

least of which is our history and the natural

tendency for people to relate to the existing

county lines. I think, however Mr. Speaker,
that we have to be practical and we must

leave a vital community in the heartland

of that tobacco country.

Surely the minister will agree that when
a restructured county is completed with this

bill, then any thoughts of annexation in the

near future would be most unwelcome. At
this time there is no certainty when re-

structuring of Oxford county itself may take

place, and yet it is in process. Under these

circumstances I am sure the minister would
not look favourably upon annexation pro-

ceedings at this time.

I am extremely grateful that the minister

saw fit in his announcement in the state-

ment that accompanied this bill, and may
I refresh his memory-

Mr. Lawlor: The member is grateful, is

he?

Mr. Parrott: I am indeed.

Mr. Lawlor: What happened to all his

reforming zeal when he first came into this

House?

Mr. Parrott: We are reforming-

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lawlor: The member had a brief

fling, didn't he? Now he is grateful. Why
doesn't he tell them a few things?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Because one wants
to change something, one doesn't wreck

everything, if he is responsible.

Mr. Lewis: Members opposite are the

wreckers! The Chairman of the Management
Board has lost the urge to reform. He just
bites his fingers.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Parrott: If these fellows would be

quiet for a minute I might get a word in.

I don't know what they are complaining
about here. I would just Hke to remind the

minister again of the statement:

Although we have used the boundaries of the

two counties for the purpose of this bill, they could
be changed in the future, because we are in no
way prejudging the conclusions of local government
studies now under way in the adjoining counties

of Brant and Oxford.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Who is

the member quoting JFrom now?

Mr. Lewis: A denturist!

Mr. Parrott: Therefore, I'm pleased to

know that this boundary is not forever

established, as someone said, in tablets of

stone.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Or even
in concrete!

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): This has been
the claim every time the government set up
regional government: They don't know.

Mr. Parrott: I happen to believe that that's

going to occur.

Mr. Deans: The member is a dreamer.

Mr. Parrott: Right! I have to agree with
that too!

Mr. Singer: How many cabinet positions
are there to go around?

Mr. Parrott: With great disappointment, I

see the boundary line in Tillsonburg may be
a great detriment to that community even
after it is expanded.

Mr. Singer: I agree with that.

Mr. Parrott: I suppose that one might
argue that we should not change county
boundaries even in a very small area. I think,

this is a very illogical way of considering the

problem. For many years the town has been
situated on a county boundary, and that

location in itself has created many problems
which are increasing rather than decreasing,
and this bill will perpetuate this situation for

a long period of time. When the counties

were originally formed no one knew which
small community was going to increase in
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Mr. Deans: They know now!

Mr. Parrott: Now we have a growing com-

munity, but it will be hampered by this

inadequate serviced area. The bill is perhaps
the last opportunity for many years to have
a larger serviced area. This particular com-

munity does not ask for a great huge area

in which to expand but just enough for a

few additional industries and that area should

be outlined in this bill at this time.

So let's look realistically at the position in

which Tillsonburg will find itself. It is pres-

ently preparing very complicated and am-
bitious plans which I have no doubt will be
fulfilled. These plans are for the redevelop-
ment of its downtown core area. I thank the

ministry for its assistance in this redevelop-
ment plan.

Mr. Singer: Oh dear!

Mr. Parrott: But at the same time that

the government is giving with one hand it is

taking wdth the other, because it is allowing
a completely different jurisdiction to grow
right on the very border as a competitor
within a stone's throw of the same area which
it is helping to redevelop. This simply should

not be done. Good planning will not suggest
a completely different jurisdiction be allowed
to grow up as a competitor within a stone's

throw of an existing municipality.

Mr. Deans: This tune was on the hit

parade last year, too.

Mr. Parrott: Let us eliminate this industrial

competition which should be centred for this

area in the town of Tillsonburg. The govern-
ment now has an opportunity to create this

possibility, and I would ask it to use it.

Mr. Singer: Yes sir!

Mr. Parrott: Not for one moment do I

believe that the county of Oxford should be
an industrial complex as so many other areas

are. I am unconditionally convinced that our
main resource must be agriculture and we
should stay that way. But we cannot escape
the fact that some portions of that community
must grow—hopefully at a very controlled

rate, but nevertheless I think the government
must give us that opportunity. I think we

recognize that our greatest contribution to

this province can be in providing the staple

foods, and we're prepared to do that. But to

suggest that a community can survive with no

possible hope of additional planned expansion
would be a great fallacy. Yet that is precisely
what this bill will do.

Had the town asked for a large measure
of land so that they seemed to be protecting
themselves for many years to come, I would
understand that the government would say
no. Even if policy should say there could be
no county boundary changes regardless of the

cause, I would understand. But indeed it has

broken down the county boundary to a very
minor degree. Then why not a bit more and

give logic to the decision?

Mr. Singer: I understand that.

Mr. Parrott: Might I suggest that the area

proposed by the town in their resolution

submitted some few weeks ago was a very
minimal area and is absolutely essential to

that town's growth?

Granted the area has some additional as-

sessment that the minister has already given
it. And I can appreciate why the municipality
of Milton might not wish to give up more
assessment. But nevertheless in the overall

treatment of that area—and surely and hope-

fully that is what we are discussing today-
it is necessary to give Tillsonburg sufficient

area in which to have normal expansion for

a reasonable period of time.

May I also strongly point out that only
the town itself has the services necessary for

that area-

Mr. Singer: Don't leave any of it out.

Mr. Parrott: —and I propose that they
should be rendered to the community sur-

rounding that municipality.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: Is that an amendment the

member is going to move?

An hon. member: The member is hitting

heavy opposition.

Mr. Parrott: I know I am, yes.

We are simply asking the parliamentary
assistant-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Parrott: —that a small amount of

growth be accommodated in the immediate

future. And then might I suggest to him,

sir, that he seriously reconsider this aspect
of the bill, that the area as proposed by the

municipality, dated Sept. 11, be the one

that he would consider?

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Is the member
for Oxford going to vote against the bill?
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Mr. Parrott: I imagine the parliamentary
assistant will probably say that this can't

be done because the boundary change must

be made so that the elections proceed. And

might I suggest that that is a very minor

technicality? I am sure that the few people
involved in this area will not significantly

change the outcome of the election; and

more particularly these people should have

an opportunity to vote in their own county

system. They, perhaps more than anyone
else, know the area better than he or I.

1 would support the bill if I could be

assured that within the foreseeable future,

after the election has taken place, there will

be an adjustment made to die boundary to

allow Tillsonburg to have a normal indus-

trial growth. In other words, exactly the

same as is done with a police village—make
a slight adjustment to the boundiary.

Mr. Lewis: There will be no adjustment.

Mr. Singer: Without anything outside it.

Mr. Lawlor: No, sir, that is the last thing
the government would want to do.

Mr. Young: Vote against it; that is the

only way to do it.

An Hon. member: Don't let them talk the

member for Oxford into it.

Mr. Parrott: I think it is a strong premise
of the ministry-

Mr. Lawlor: That's just sheer wishful

thinking.

Mr. Parrott: —that the servicing of an

area for the treatment of sewage-

Mr. Lawlor: He is not a Utopian.

Mr. Parrott: —or water supply is one of

the most important tools of j^anning.

And I challenge the ministry, then, to

make that particular premise stick if the

enlarged area is not a part of this proposed
bill.

May I remind the parliamentary assistant

that if the services are not supplied, there

will be all kinds of industrial waste which
cannot be adequately treated? Surely this

is another valid argument to amend the pro-

posed boundary for this area.

In closing I want to say thanks for assur-

ances that there will be a reconsideration.

I imagine that will occur with the presenta-
tion of an Oxford bill, if and when that

should occur. However, if at all possible. I

would like it considered even in this bill.

The redefinition of that very small area

would have no effect on the general prin-

ciples of the bill, but would have a very
marked effect upon that community.

I am sure the government is trying to

plan for the 1970s and the 1980s and that

the county line that was so sacred 100 years

ago is not necessarily so sacred today. I

think the system of county government is,

but surely the coimty line is not.

I would then most urgently request con-

sideration of a slight boundary change in

that small portion of land to the north as

set out in the Haldimand-Norfolk study. We
are talking about a very few acres, but a

change could have a very significant effect

upon a vital community in the heartland of

the tobacco country. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. We are here discussing

the second reading of an Act to establish the

Regional Municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk,

which will reduce 28 existing municipalities
into six area governments, with the super-

imposed regional government.

I think it was in 1968 or 1969, a group
from this caucus visited the community plan-

ning branch, in the then Department of

Municipal Affairs. As we looked at the maps
on the wall in the ministry's office, we
saw a pin stuck in at the proposed site of

Nanticoke, another one at the proposed site

of Stelco, and a third at that of Texaco. The

question was asked of the director of the

community plarming branch, Mr. Taylor:
"Were those pins inserted as part of your

community planning, or did you read about

these developments in the newspaper and

stick the pins in the points on the map?"
The director of the community planning
branch had to tell us that they heard about

the developments at sources other than

through the ministry. Then they inserted the

pins where Stelco would have its develop-

ment, where Texaco would have its develop-
ment and where Hydro would develop its

thermal plant on the shores of Lake Erie.

So immediately it was obvious to all, Mr.

Speaker, that in the next few years there

would be tremendous industrial develop-
ment and tremendous residential develop-

ment, that the necessary people would be

brought in and that there would be a com-

plete change from an agricultural setting into

an industrial setting on the shores of the
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lake. At that time the lake was considered

to be dead; although many of us had known
it in its former years when it was a very
beautiful and healthy lake.

It is unfortunate, Mr. Speaker, that in the

Province of Ontario today the dollar bill

still does the planning. This situation has

developed and it will continue as long as

this government takes its present stand. Its

attitude is that it will not make any con-

crete developments to promote growth in

the directions where development should

take place
— that is east of Metropolitan

Toronto.

As a short aside, Mr. Speaker, let us make
no mistake about it the proposed region of

Cedarwood in the Pickering area and the

proposed new Pickering airport, is in no

way directing any growth east of Toronto.

It is adding more to Metropolitan Toronto.

An hon. member: That's right!

Mr. Good: The government has not seen

fit to take any concrete steps to direct the

growth in this province in any manner at

all. Thus the usual patterns of growth are

from Toronto towards the USA, either by
way of the Niagara Peninsula or down

through the Windsor area.

Since that time, we have seen speculators

moving into the Norfolk-Haldimand area,

acquiring and assembling land. The Hydro
development at Nanticoke came at a time
when many of us in our area were con-

sidering that the foreseeable future would

require a water pipeline from some lake

source to the Kitchener-Waterloo area. We
could see that should that pipeline develop
along the Niagara River valley, it would

originate in the Nanticoke area and service

the commimity in the Norfolk-Haldimand
area on the way up to Brantford and Gait,
Preston and Hespeler.

Some two or two-and-a-half years ago,
the then Minister of the Environment, me
member for Halton West (Mr. Kerr), and
the member for Wellington

- Dufferin (Mr.

Root) visited our area. Tliey told the people
in Kitchener-Waterloo and the surrounding
area: "You will be given 60 days in which
to make a decision as to whether or not you
want a pipeline from Lake Erie. Hydro is

building the intake for their huge Hydro
plant there and by oversizing this intake an
additional 10 per cent we can supply suf-

ficient water from Lake Erie to establish a

pipeline up the Grand River valley.

It was ridiculous to think that the people
in our area could make a decision in such

a short period of time, especially when there

was a great emotional feeling that Lake
Erie water would not be and was not fit to

drink. The people would prefer water from
either Lake Huron or Georgian Bay.

However, in its wisdom the government
decided the intake should be oversized, and
I will say at this time that I think no other

proper decision could have been made but

to oversize the intake. Thus, if and when a

pipeline is necessary to our area, the needs
of the Haldimand-Norfolk area can be sup-

plied from the same pipeline and we in the

Waterloo region can receive an adequate
supply of water, although it probably will

not be of the quality that we now enjoy
from our groundwater sources.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): That's

the water they're taking from the farms

around there, isn't it?

Mr. Good: Yes. This is another drastic

problem which cannot be dealt with while

debating the bill from Haldimand-Norfolk;
that is the supplying of such a large area

as the Waterloo region from groundwater
supplies, which in my view cannot continue

for too many years to come.

When we look at the establishment of

the Haldimand-Norfolk region, Mr. Speaker,
we must consider the work put into this

study by Dr. Nigel Richardson, who in my
view did an excellent job in his primary
studies of the area, but unfortunately now
finds that his studies have resulted in a super-

imposed regional government from Queen's
Park which will vary not one bit from the

other 10 regional governments that have been
established across the province.

We find that once the die has been cast

the same type of government is stamped
out for each region, regardless of what the

needs in that region might be.

One of the reasons we in this party are

greatly concerned about the imposition by
Queen's Park of regional governments across

the province is the same now as when we
argued against the Niagara bill about three or

four years ago and one which the people in

all areas have found to be perfectly valid.

It is simply that, lacking proper financial

studies in the area, neither this government,
the council nor the people involved had any
idea what the financial aspects will be once

the regional government is imposed from

Queen's Park.

Mr. Eaton: What happened to the member
from Niagara?
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Mr. Good: All right, just listen.

True, the financial burden has been soft-

ened in many areas, as it is in my own area,

by the pouring in of funds from Queen's
Park. But let's not kid ourselves, we put the

money in Queen's Park in the first place-
that is the people across the province—and
it is being dished out in large quantities to

keep the tax burden within reason.

Mr. Eaton: What's wrong with that?

Mr. Good: With transitional grants and

temporary adjustments over a five-year

period, we find that the tax burden is les-

sened by putting provincial money into these

areas.

But let there be no mistake, Mr. Speaker,
it has been proved in our own area, in the

Waterloo region, that those services which
remained at the area level have increased

this year by between six per cent and eight

per cent over last year, which is a reason-

able increase for the amount of inflation.

But those services which have been trans-

ferred to the regional level have increased

by between 25 per cent and 28 per cent in

this first year of our regional government—
and this figure is admitted by the regional
directors and the regional administrators

within the region of Waterloo.

The same thing has happened in every

regional area across the province: Services

which were transferred to the region have
increased anywhere from 25 per cent to 28

per cent, while those which were left at the

lower level have gone about in their normal
manner.

So, Mr. Speaker, once again we find that

this emphasizes our main objection to the

imposition from Queen's Park of regional

government, that this government utterly and

absolutely refuses to make any financial

studies as to what is going to happen.

Lastly, Mr. Speaker, let me introduce a

new worry which is in my mind, and that is

that the chairman of this regional government
in Haldimand-Norfolk is, as all other chair-

men, going to be appointed from Queen's
Park, not elected from the area. So we have
the messenger boy from Queen's Park to

whom all the details of operation of the

region will be transmitted to impose upon
the region the wishes of the government.

And now we see something new looming,
a new idea; a new bureaucracy being built

up. The 9 or 10 or 11 regional chairmen
from the areas across the province are all now
starting to meet and they are forming a new

club, a new bureaucracy. Don't laugh, this

is exactly what is happening.

Why are they meeting? No one knows, be-

cause they are meeting in secret. The press
is not allowed to come to their meetings.

They met in Waterloo just a few months ago.
I suggest, Mr. Speaker, that in the hands of

these 10 regional chairmen from across the

province will rest so much authority—and
don't forget these are people who have been

appointed right from Queen's Park—that the

average citizen in these regional governments
will not have a clue as to what on earth is

going on as far as his own government is

concerned.

The average elected official from the region

presently has very little to say. He is by-

passed completely; and all the proclamations,
all the announcements, all the chans^es of

policy, are coming to the newspapers directly

from the regional chairmen, who are ap-

pointed from Queen's Park. I shudder to think

that perhaps two-thirds of the population of

this province is now being controlled by these

regional chairmen who have been appointed
from Queen's Park.

Mr. J. N. Allan (Haldimand-Norfolk):
That's the way we are going to do it.

Mr. Good: That's not the way they are

going to do it? Well then, Mr. Speaker, why
does the member for Haldimand-Norfolk not

get up on his feet in his place and say: "We
demand an elected chairman rather than one

from Queen's Park"? Why doesn't he? Simply
because he knows that this government is

putting these people in these places for a

purpose, a purpose which is all too evident.

Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth
North.

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): I

rise in support of the hon. member for Hal-

dimand-Norfolk and have to agree with him
when he says that the elected people in the

two counties are elected by the people and

for the people. This speaks out well for the

individuals in those two counties; and I

wholeheartedly agree, if this is the feeling I

think it is a step in the right direction.

I take exception to the hon. member for

Riverdale, when he stands up and states that

the three members that are elected by the

NDP — particularly the hon. member for

Hamilton East (Mr. Gisborn), who worked for

the Steel Co., it was his livelihood; the hon.

member for Hamilton Centre (Mr. Davison);
and of all people, the one I have real respect
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for, the hon. member for Wentworth, who
haven't been up and spoken on behalf of

the Steel Co. of Canada-

Mr. Deans: I am going to speak.

Mr. Lewis: The member took his place.

Mr. Ewen: —which has 8,000 people work-

ing in the city of Hamilton—a place where I

was born and raised and for which I have

high respect. The "lunch buckets", as we
call them in Hamilton, are the backbone of

our community. What they fail to realize is

that their sons and daughters, who are now
coming of age to take these jobs-

Mr. Singer: The Treasurer (Mr. White)
lived in Haldimand.

Mr. Ewen: I wish I wouldn't have any
interruptions from the hon. member for

Downsview. I recall a paper called Hush at

one time, and I wouldn't want to repeat what
I heard as a junior member in this Legisla-
ture. If he had a little respect and would
listen he might learn something.

It does grieve me to think that here we
have NDP members who represent labour
in our community, and they are not stand-

ing up and fighting for the Steel Co. which
created jobs for the people in Hamilton.

They are not going to be affected with

these jobs in the city. Those 8,000 are going
to remain, but there are going to be a lot

more up in an area that is going to be de-

veloped, because we have the water system
there to handle ships that will bring sup-

plies in and take them out to other countries.

We have the rail communications and we
have the potential for air services to bring
in freight into the area—and I hope the hon.

member for Wentworth will decide on a

suitable location to everyone concerned in

the area. I know he is concerned about it.

It is an area that we are certainly going to

rejuvenate as far as communications and com-
mercial establishments are concerned. I

really think this is a tremendous step in the

right direction.

I heard the hon. member for Waterloo
North knocking the appointments of chair-

men to these communities, and certainly in

Niagara Falls we appointed the first one.

But in three years' time the region has the

privilege of appointing the one it thinks is

best.

Mr. Good: The die is cast by then and the
member knows it. The die is cast at Queen's
Park.

Mr. Ewen: In Niagara Falls they were all

re-elected.

Mr. Breithaupt: It is all in principle.

Mr. Ewen: But one just lives and learns.

I can appreciate the member's feelings, be-

ing in the opposition; and I see the position

he would have to take. But Niagara Falls is

a good example-

Mr. Eaton: They re-elected the regional
chairman and defeated the Liberal member
over there.

Mr. Ewen: I think it is up to the individ-

uals who are elected to make their choice a

second time around; and I think it speaks

highly for them.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): He was
defeated before he got the job.

Mr. Breithaupt: Exactly!

Mr. Ewen: We probably weren't all in

agreement in Hamilton, but are certainly

pleased with the person selected. I think

as a lady she is going to do a tremendous

job. And we are looking forward with great

expectations in the region of Hamilton-

Wentworth.

Mr. Singer: Haldimand-Norfolk.

Mr. Breithaupt: Right speech, but the

wrong bill.

Mr. Ewen: But I do want to say, Mr.

Speaker—I'm sorry about that. However, I

just wanted to get my point across.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): The mem-
ber is sorry he is here.

Mr. Ewen: No, I'm not. I am happy I'm

here tonight. And it is nice to have the

member for Essex-Kent here for a change.
But I do want to thank you, Mr. Speaker, for

the opportunity of speaking and supporting
the bill.

Mr. Lewis: The member is quite welcome.

Mr. Ewen: The member for Scarborough
West is a great guy.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Mus-
koka.

Mr. Lewis: Oh don't tell us.

Mr. F. S. Miller (Muskoka): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I am pleased to stand up and

talk about a regional government bill for a

moment too.
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Mr. Lewis: The big guns!

Mr. Miller: I thank the pip-squeak fuse.

Mr. Lewis: Is the member preaching for a

fall call by any chance?

Mr. Miller: I represent an area that is often

called a regional area, but is a district area.

I think one should stop once in awhile and
look at the fact that our opposition now is

crying foul when we are creating regions. In
fact throughout the rest of North America a

great deal of credit is being given to the

Province of Ontario for having the courage
to restructure its municipal government in a

form that is essential if not always under-
stood by the people affected.

Mr. Lawlor: I heard California was on its

knees.

Mr. Ruston: Why doesn't the government
get the member for Chatham-Kent back!

Mr. Miller: We have him back, and I'm

glad to have him back on the ministerial

benches of this House.

I want to speak on two or three points that

my experience seems to tell me might be
worth consideration by our government. I

notice that it is electing members at large
to the regional council from each of the

municipalities, and somehow I feel a bit con-
cerned about that. Somehow I feel that per-

haps all members should be elected at the

area municipality and chosen therein to repre-
sent their area municipalities at the regional
level. I think there are a number of good
reasons for this.

When we structured the district municipal-
ity of Muskoka we considered the problems
of running at large, the cost of running at

large, and the difficulty of selling a new
cause. I sincerely believe perhaps it is better

to run for your ward for area council and
be chosen by your council.

Secondly, the re-election of the chairman
at the end of his first or second term—what-
ever it may be—coincidental with the re-

election of a new council, has perhaps some
risks in that it almost ensures the re-election

of the incumbent.

I'd like to suggest that perhaps the election

of the chairman could be delayed for several

months past the term of office of the first

council. I really think we should have a time

lag of two or three months before the new
chairman is elected to give the new coun-
cillors time to assess themselves, to assess the

leadership of the incumbent and to assess the

problems of the post so that we have a better

choice from that council for the chairman.

The third thing I'd like to defend is the

appointment of the first chairman. Some here

may have forgotten that Bill 80 was passed
a few years back for the district municipality
of Muskoka. The province in the beginning
asked that the district elect the first chair-

man at large, but when all the municipalities

got together they realized the problems of

doing so. So I can strongly back and endorse

the appointment of the first chairman as

perhaps the best way to have harmony in that

first group.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to speak to this bill? The hon. member
for Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Yes, I'd like to say a word, Mr.

Speaker. I found this a very fascinating
debate. I listened with great interest to the

remarks of the member for Haldimand-Nor-
folk and to the remarks of the member for

Oxford, neither of whom is here. I'm sorry
about that, because they were both saying
at some length how great a thing it was that

the local people had been consulted.

It's very fascinating, if the local people had
been consulted and had expressed the great

unanimity that both those hon. members had

indicated, that the government did not see

fit to allow sufficient time between the

announcement of the bill and the debate on

second reading.

What was the inordinate rush that mili-

tated in favour of bringing this bill on for

second reading, having it announced for

second reading before it was even printed
and available to the members and before it

was even printed and available to those good
local people who are going to have to make
this work?

I was very interested in the comments of

the member for Haldimand-Norfolk, for whom
I have the greatest respect, who drew the

very fascinating parallel that the good elected

people of the constituencies that would make

up this regional government are going to be

smarter than the people who make up all of

the rest of the regional governments in the

Province of Ontario, that they are going to

run a neater and trimmer ship, and that they
are going to be able to run their new

regional municipality at least at a level cost,

or perhaps even a cheaper cost than anyone
else has been able to do.

Without casting any disrespect at all on

my friend, the hon. member for Haldimand-

Norfolk, I would like to have heard him
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spell out the magic that exists in those two
counties that doesn't exist anywhere else in

the Province of Ontario.

What puzzles me, Mr. Speaker, is that sud-

denly the government gets a great push, a

great urgency and a great zeal to shove

through a bill creating a regional government
without allowing a reasonable time for all

those local people to express an opinion.

Why wasn't there a reasonable pause? Why
did this bill not come in in printed form?

Why did it not sit on the order paper for a

week or 10 days to allow for reasonable and

ample distribution of its exact provisions to

all of the people who could be affected? Why
didn't the parliamentary assistant stand up
in his place and say: "All right, here we
have the bill. It's government policy. We are

pushing it through second reading, but we
will send it to committee and we will ask

all of the people who are going to be affected

by it to come to a standing committee and

publicly express their views"?

One must suggest, Mr. Speaker, that they
are afraid of something. One must suggest
that they are afraid of the views of those

people whose virtues they extoll at such

great length. And one must expect that the

praises heaped upon the heads of the local

representatives by the member for Haldimand-
Norfolk and by the member for Oxford are

more than a little hollow, because they don't

trust those people to come here and express
their views themselves in a manner in which

they can be heard by the members of this

Legislature. Let them come—

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): The

mayor of Hamilton!

Mr. Singer: The hon. member for Hamilton
Mountain talks about the mayor of Hamilton
—at least, the member for Hamilton Moun-
tain knows which bill we are talking about,
unlike his colleague up in the back row, who
thought we were discussing the Hamilton-
Wentworth bill. We are talking about Hal-
dimand-Norfolk. At least he's on the right
bill.

^

But surely, Mr. Speaker, if the government
believes this is a bill that is loudly hailed by
all of the people who are to be affected, why
does it not give reasonable pause to allow
those people to come here and express their

views?

For all of the reasons expressed by my
leader and my colleague for Waterloo North,
I cannot see why the government is rushing
this bill through in the undemocratic fashion
in which it is. My colleagues and I shall not

hesitate at all, and without prolonging this

debate, to vote against second reading. We
don't think it is being put through in a

logical way, in a reasonable way or in a

democratic way.
On review in committee there are a num-

ber of sections that have already been re-

ferred to. For instance, in their haste, some
draftsman believed that they had to sneak

into the declaration of quahfications for the

chairman the fact that he be a British sub-

ject. Somebody along the way neglected to

note the provisions that this Legislature has

reasonably made in the Municipal Elections

Act and change those qualifications. For some

reason, Mr. Speaker, the minister is reserving

upon himself the right to determine who has

a franchise and who hasn't a franchise, not-

withstanding the provisions of the Municipal
Elections Act.

I don't know the reasons for those peculiar

provisions, but we will get at those when we

get into committee. Suffice for the moment
to say, Mr. Speaker, that we do not think this

bill is being put through in a reasonable or

logical way, or that it is a reasonable or

logical bill, and we shall vote against it.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

I want to take a few moments to express
to the parliamentary assistant my feelings
about regional government, in particular re-

gional government in Haldimand-Norfolk.

I've wondered for some two or three years

just what it was that motivated the govern-
ment toward establishing the regions that they
have. I have questioned from time to time,
as have other members of the House, the

speed with which the region was implemented
—sometimes the slowness with which the

region was implemented—and certainly the

boundaries that were established. I have often

wondered what it was that motivated the

government to establish regional government.

Was it simply because there were too

many small municipalities? Was it because

we believed there was a need for an overall

planning function? Or was it because we
wanted to establish some kind of economic

growth that would be compatible with the

province's future development—that would

guarantee opportunities for employment and a

reasonable standard of living throughout the

province? I would like to have thought the

latter was the reason the provincial govern-
ment began moving in the late 1960s to-

wards establishing new regions in the Prov-

ince of Ontario.
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I wonder whether it made any difference

to the government where the lines on the

map were drawn. In the case of the bill that

was passed that governed my own area, I

came to the conclusion that perhaps it didn't

matter to the government too much, that

there was a great deal of political expedi-

ency. But I didn't think at that particular
time that the government was prone to mak-

ing its economic policy decisions based solely
on the decisions that had been made by
major enterprises in the Province of Ontario.

I come to the conclusion now—after spend-
ing two and a half years speaking about the

need to develop in other parts of this prov-
ince the kind of economic stability that we
have enjoyed in southern Ontario—that this

government is not serious about trying to en-

sure equal opportunity throughout the prov-
ince.

If it were serious then this kind of measure,
the establishment of regional government,
would be one of the tools the government
would use. If the government were serious

about the concerns which it has expressed
over a number of months and years about

over-population of certain areas, and if the

government were serious about the tremend-
ous costs that they foresee in servicing certain

areas, and if the government were serious

about the recognition it paid lip service to

about providing highways and arterial roads
in certain areas, they would recognize today
that the establishment of this particular re-

gion, recognizing what is planned within its

boundaries, is flying in the face of proper
regional planning for the Province of On-
tario.

If this government were serious about the
statements made a number of times by the
Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stew-

art) about insuring the stabihty and longevity
of the agricultural community in Ontario, then
this government wouldn't have brought in

this kind of legislation at this time, recogniz-
ing the kind of economic pressures that are

going to be placed in Haldimand-Norfolk by
major industrial concerns that are bent on ex-

panding in the areas where the need is the
least rather than being directed by the

government in the best interests of the people
of the Province of Ontario to the areas where
the need is the greatest.

I want to say to the parliamentary assistant

that for a long time I have worried about
the determinations made by the Dominion
Foundries and Steel Ltd. and by the Steel

Co. of Canada Ltd. to build major plants on
the Lake Erie shoreline. I've worried about
them from a number of points of view. I've

worried because I can see—and I'm sure that

both the parliamentary assistant and you,
Mr. Speaker, know this—that when we deve-

lop the kind of major industrial development
that is being planned, there goes hand in hand
with that a great deal of private development
of secondary manufacturing, of homes, of

commercial endeavours, which eat up much of

the very valuable soil that we require in the

Province of Ontario in order to provide the

necessary foodstuffs for the people who live

here.

Therefore, when we make the determina-

tion that a plant can locate and there can be

the kind of massive development that will

take place that goes hand in hand with plant

development or plant expansion, we have to

do so recognizing that there will then be a

drain of people from other parts of the

province, and uncontrolled expansion of in-

dividual residences and the requirement of

tremendous amounts of money being spent
in providing services in areas where that

plant expansion takes place.

I'm going to say to the parHamentary
assistant that I have believed, and I still be-

lieve, that it would have been in the best

interests of this country, in the best interests

of this province, and in the long haul, in the

best interests of the companies involved, if

we as a goverimient, as a Legislature, had
established the need for them to locate in a

place other than the Lake Erie shoreline.

We should have recognized that the

Niagara Peninsula had within it some ex-

tremely valuable assets, which no other

country in the world would have allowed to

go to rack and ruin as we have allowed them
to go. We should have recognized that the

agricultural potential of the Niagara Penin-

sula is unparalleled in the Province of

Ontario.

We should have said to those companies:
"Let us work with you to establish whatever
it is that you require in order that we can

establish an economic belt, not unlike that

that has developed along the Windsor to

Oshawa economic development area, be-

tween Sudbury, let's say, and Sault Ste.

Marie."

We should have said that we would have
liked to have seen, as part of the economic

development of the Province of Ontario, the

development of the kind of economic growth
in the area I would call mid-northern Ontario

that would have taken the pressure off Metro-

politan Toronto, metropolitan Hamilton and

many of the extremely large developments
that are currently appearing right from
Oshawa through to Windsor.
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This would have provided the people of

northern Ontario with the incentive and the

opportunity to work within their own en-

vironment to better themselves, and would
have given the people of northern Ontario an

opportunity to Hve, to work and to earn in

the area they like.

If we had decided, prior to the govern-
ment bringing in this kind of regional gov-
ernmental bill, that it was necessary for us

to have such an economic development in

that belt on the north shore of the lake,

where there would have been easy access to

water, where there already are rail lines

established—and most important where there

are communities that are dying because of a

lack of economic opportunity—had we taken
the bull by the horns, shown the initiative,

gone hand in hand with the two enterprises
I have mentioned and discussed the possi-

bility of using public funds to encourage the

development there rather than the develop-
ment that is currently taking place on the

Lake Erie shoreline, then we could have had
a realistic look at what would be in the best

interests of the Province of Ontario with

regard to municipal reapportionment or re-

structuring in the Haldimand and Norfolk
area.

What we have happening there is that by
doing what the government has done, it is

placing at the mercy of the major manufac-

turing planning, all of the people in Haldi-
mand-Norfolk. By doing that, it is then

abdicating the responsibilities which we have
and the members opposite have as a govern-
ment, and it is saying that the lands which
we recognize, and which many other people
in the world recognize, as being of extreme
value to the world food needs, could then
be developed in an orderly and sensible way
to meet the needs.

We would then have accomplished two

things. The growth in the Niagara Peninsula
from Hamilton, from St. Catharines, from
Oshawa if you like, from Burlington and
from Oakville is already well under way, and
that growth will continue. It doesn't need the

development at Nanticoke, and it doesn't
need the development on Lake Erie in order
to stimulate It. The stimulus is already there,
and the opportunity to grow is already there.
The chance that the economy of that area
will continue to grow and to get better over
the years is ahnost no chance at all-it is al-

most guaranteed.

So what the government is saying is that
without taking the appropriate action to en-
sure that there will be economic growth

elsewhere, it has okayed the kind of develop-
ment that is being planned completely with-
out the discussion or benefit of government
involvement, completely without consideration
for what would be in the best interests of the

entire province. By setting up this region
and by setting it up around that kind of

economic and industrial development, it is

going to encourage, over 15 or 20 years,
hundreds of thousands of people—and I say
that and I mean it—to move into that area,
to make it virtually impossible to move in it:

The government will guarantee that the

growth that will take place there will usurp
all of the existing farmland that is of any
value, and that which it doesn't take over it

will force out of existence in terms of use
because of the tremendous cost factors and

pressures that are exerted by the normal

growth of municipalities.

That is what the government has to con-

sider when it is thinking about whether or

not it should set up the region now or

whether it should establish the economic
future of the region first. It is absolutely es-

sential that we in the Province of Ontario

stop doing the "hereafter" planning, mean-
ing that we plan here after someone has al-

ready established what is going to be there.

What we have to be doing is setting out

clearly what it is that we want to accomp-
lish by way of economic growth and the

areas in which this economic growth will

take place. That is an absolute essential.

When you travel—as I am sure the parlia-

mentary secretary has, and I am sure others

have; I know the member for Hamilton
Mountain has—when you travel from Sault

Ste. Marie to Sudbury, if you do it by auto-

mobile, and you spend time speaking to the

people in Thessalon, or you spend time speak-
ing to the people in Blind River, or you
spend time speaking to the people in Elliot

Lake, you very quickly find out that they
are extremely worried about their future.

As you travel north in those communities

into, as I again call it, mid-northern Ontario,
and you speak to the people in the com-
munities north of those areas, you find that

the young people in those parts of the coun-

try are moving. And where are they moving?
They are moving to Metropolitan Toronto;
they are moving to Hamilton; they are moving
to places where there are job opportunities.

They are moving to those places because
the government of the day hasn't had the

foresight to recognize there has to be some
incentive to industry to develop in those
areas. And the government of the day hasn't

recognized, quite obviously hasn't recognized.
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that if it permits the kind of economic deve-

lopment to occur on the Lake Erie shoreline

that is contemplated in this legislation, then

it is going to further encourage the drain of

young people from northern Ontario to south-

ern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: That is right.

Mr. Deans: The pressures that will be ex-

erted on the municipalities in southern On-
tario will be unbearable.

Mr. Lewis: Right!

Mr. Deans: The people in northern On-
tario will grow old and die oflF, and the

opportunity for the north to develop as a

viable part of the Province of Ontario will be
lost.

It's to that end that I speak to the parlia-

mentary assistant, because that's the crux of

what's happening here.

It's not whether the government sets up a

region in Haldimand-Norfolk. It doesn't really
matter whether the government sets it up
right now or not—it will get along.

It's whether, prior to the implementation
of the region, the government has made the

proper decisions that are in the best interests

of the entire province that matters. It's whe-
ther it has considered its responsibilities to

the province as a whole that matters. It's

whether regional government is simply a tool

of government, or whether it is a tool of

planning. A tool which enables the province
to grow in a more orderly way. A tool which
enables the people of the province, regard-
less of where they live, to look forward to a

reasonable security in the area in which they
have been accustomed to residing.

Northern Ontario is in a bad way and I

say, in all fairness, that the people of north-

ern Ontario are upset about it. They're upset
about it. And this doesn't occur in every

single community, but on the north shore

there is a tremendous amount of unemploy-
ment. There is an obvious, already-available
work force. There is accessibility to water,

accessibility to rail, accessibility to roads, ac-

cessibility to resources, an opportunity to

move into the field and to be a viable part
of the entire province and to establish yet
another major economic belt that could sus-

tain the north.

I suggest to the minister that the reason I

oppose the bill is because the bill has gone
into an area and has established a region
where, in fact, that region will be destroyed
by the planning that has been done prior to

that region having an opportunity even to set

up a plan of its own. The region is having
thrust upon it, by the inactivity of govern-

ment, all of the planning that need ever be
done.

It will be impossible to plan the region
in an orderly way. It will be impossible to

make it compatible with its neighbour, be-

cause the government is looking at one

major megalopolis developing from Hamil-

ton all the way through to the Erie shore-

line. And that can't be in the best interests

of southern Ontario. And that can't be in

the best interests of the Niagara Peninsula.

It's not the lack of desire on the part of

the member for Haldimand-Norfolk; the

member for Haldimand-Norfolk may well be

right. But the people, recognizing that what

they have is already there, are quite satisfied

to go ahead. No doubt they are quite sat-

isfied to go ahead.

But the government has to have a much
broader view of its responsibilities and the

responsibilities that it must fulfil to the

people of the province as a whole. The gov-
ernment can't consider every region in iso-

lation; and that's been the problem.

I said to my leader, as I listened to the

member for Oxford speak, that it's really

unfortunate that the government didn't bring
in every regional government bill one right

after the other. Because we would have seen

the greatest sucking and whistling in this

place that has ever been seen anywhere.
Because I have never seen people who could

find the same fault with their own region
that they found to be acceptable in somebody
else's in so many different pieces of legisla-

tion.

And that's my worry—that by bringing the

legislation in little by little, piece by piece,

it's virtually impossible to see what kind of

overall plan will develop for the Province

of Ontario. The planning is being done for

them before they even have a chance to

move.

Now, I've brought this to the government's
attention a number of times. And I again re-

iterate that it need not go forward with this

legislation today. If it turns out that a year
from now the legislation is required, then the

government can do it. But, the member for

Haldimand-Norfolk probably would agree—
I'm not going to speak for him, but he

would probably agree—that that region
would be much the same a year from now
as it is today. There wouldn't be that much
would have happened to change it, unless

the government decided that it was in the

best interests of the north to say to the major
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steel companies involved: "We would like

you, in the interests of the people of the

province, to sit down with us and work out

a plan whereby we could develop for the

province"—and I suggest on the north shore

—"the kind of economic development in mid-

northern Ontario that would sustain it."

If the government did that, it could then

set up a region that would be compatible
with the needs of southern Ontario—a region
which would guarantee the farming commun-

ity's longevity; a region that would guarantee
there would be no false pressures exerted in

the region. Then, and only then, could we

support the legislation.

Now, I say, Mr. Speaker, that this isn't

the same kind of speech that one might nor-

mally make about Oshawa or about Muskoka,
because these kinds of pressures were not

obvious in those areas. But they are obvious

and known to all of us in Haldimand-Norfolk.

And while there may be people in the area

who personally stand to benefit from the im-

plementation of the kind of planning that

Stelco and Dofasco have done on behalf of

this government, their interests must stand

aside to the interests of the people of the

Province of Ontario; and the interests of the

people of the province as a whole rest in

another area.

Now, what I am saying must not be con-

strued as being an attempt to undermine the

stability of the peninsula. It must be under-

stood that it is being said on the basis that

the need is greater elsewhere, and on that

basis alone, the government has a responsi-

bility to act. If it doesn't fulfil that responsi-

bility, it will be responsible for the biggest
mess ever to develop in any part of Ontario,
because it will be virtually impossible to put
a stop to the urban sprawl that will take

place from Hamilton all the way out to Nan-
ticoke. What with the airport which, in spite
of my best efforts may eventually end up
somewhere smack dab in the centre; and
what with the development of Stelco and

Dofasco; and with the natural growth that

will take place because of the tremendous
economic impetus of the Hamilton area, there

can be nothing in the future but one major
municipality.

Oh there may be tiny green belts here and

there, separating it out. You might even call

them transportation corridors or something,
but the fact of the matter is that as a viable

entity the farming community in that area

will suffer immeasurably, and that is what
we have to stop.

Now there has been lip service paid in

this House over the years to the preservation
of the peninsula. I consider that part of

Ontario to be part of the peninsula. And I

say to the government that if it is going to

pay any more lip service to it, then it is going
to have to produce something to prove that

it means it when it says about wanting to

try to save it for future generations. The

saving of it can only be accomplished if the

government is prepared to seriously consider

developing an economic region in mid-

northern Ontario and holding off the intro-

duction of the passage of this bill until such

time as meaningful discussions have taken

place between this government and the two

major companies involved in the interests of

the people of the province.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Hamilton

Mountain.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Mr. Speaker, I rise in

support of the principle of this legislation.

Indeed, the counties of Haldimand and Nor-

folk are not too far from the great city of

Hamilton, and we, over the years, have recog-
nized that area as containing beautiful and

historical villages such as Hagersville, Jarvis

and Port Dover; the county seat of Cayuga
in Haldimand; and that delightful and spar-

kling community of Simcoe in the countv of

Norfolk.

But I think basic to all of this-and it is

recognized by all of the speakers here this

evening, Mr. Speaker—has been the need, the

real need, for the creation of this regional

government because of the industrial develop-

ment that is proposed for the new town of

Nanticoke.

Mr. Speaker, coming from the greatest
steel producing community in this nation,

the steel city centre of Canada, I have a great
deal of respect for those involved with this

industry and I cannot help but marvel at the

technological advances that have been made
in the production of steel since its early start

in Hamilton and early beginnings with the

Sherman family of Dofasco. The new tech-

niques have increased production, and in-

creased the quality of Canadian steel pro-
duced in Hamilton.

I have respect for the men who work in

those plants and have worked hard to increase

their benefits, their working conditions and

have been able to assist in the technological

aspects to increase the production. I have

respect for the shareholders of these com-

panies, many of whom are the very employees
in these two particular plants, and other

people in the community who have been
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patient and have encouraged the management
to reinvest the profits of these firms into

machinery and equipment so that they can

keep pace with the needs for increased pro-
duction and increased share of the inter-

national market. Mr. Speaker, one thing that

should be of concern to every member of

this House is the protection of the Canadian
steel industry and our share of the market.

We read about shiploads of steel arriving
and being unloaded on the docksides of

Hamilton and the docksides in Toronto, im-

ported from Japan and from West Germany.
It is a matter of concern, and when you
read the projected need for steel for domestic

consumption and export over the next 20

years and realize we must more than double

production, I think we must be very careful

to see that we—

Mr. Stokes: Is the member suggesting if it

didn't go to Nanticoke, it wouldn't be built

in Ontario at all?

Mr. J. R. Smith: I will get to that.

It is very important that we as Canadians
ensure that we have the facilities to produce
this steel here in this country for the domes-
tic market and for export at a competitive

price. There are a number of basic reasons

why the steel plant is located in Hamilton—
the proximity of the water corridor, the iron

ore that originally came from Michigan, the

coke that came from Pennsylvania originally,
the Niagara Falls hydro development.

Mr. Stokes: Is the member suggesting we
should bring iron ore from Michigan?

Mr. J. R. Smith: All these things came

together and made Hamilton the ideal geo-

graphical centre for the production of steel.

And, Mr. Speaker, I would hesitate, as I have

no real knowledge of the process of steel-

making, but this is why the city of Hamilton

is the steel centre of Canada today—say, as

opposed to the city of Sault Ste. Marie which
has Algoma Steel—because it is economically
more viable to have the steel produced and
sold at that particular location than any-
where else in the country.

We have to look at economics and I would
be the first one who would say let's put the

steelworks, the new steel development, in

northwestern Ontario-

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The gov-
ernment has to look at people as well.

Mr. J. R. Smith: —but we have to remem-
ber we are in a very competitive international

market and that is the first and foremost and

the only way. The members of the New
Democratic Party say there must be an in-

centive, and of course the only incentive to

put it up there would be the nationalization-

Mr. Renwick: You can never do anything
good so that's the problem with the north
and east.

Mr. J. R. Smith: —of this industry, or vast

government subsidies or loans, and that's the

one thing I think the people of this province
don't want to happen.

Mr. Lewis: The government has never
hesitated to give subsidies to multinationals.

Mr. J. R. Smith: Already we see in Hamil-
ton the great problems faced by these two

major industries in their expansion pro-

grammes. Indeed, even the member for Ham-
ilton East last week spoke in support of the

filling of Hamilton Bay, or certain water lots,

by Stelco so that it could accommodate neces-

sary expansion and the installation of pollu-
tion control devices.

Mr. Stokes: Are they the technological ad-

vances the member has been talking about?

Mr. J. R. Smith: Already certain members
of the academy of medicine in Hamilton
have expressed public concern over intended

expansion of Dofasco and Stelco as it might
affect the air and water environment of our

city and region. In the riding of the member
for Wentworth we see this lack of plaiming
control and I think this is what happened
with disgraceful economic development in

places such as Saltfleet township, where some
of the finest apple orchards in this province
were developed as industrial estates for com-

plementary subsidiary industries of steel pro-
ducers-

Mr. Deans: Because this government did

nothing about it.

Mr. Cassidy: What about the tobacco
fields?

Mr. J. R. Smith: —all because we didn't

have regional government in Hamilton-
Wentworth at the time. If we had had re-

gional government in Hamilton-Wentworth,
we would have had, in the industrial core of

our city, industrial urban renewal and cre-

ated the space in those vast areas of the city
that can be redeveloped for other manufac-

turing purposes. They are presently sitting
idle or on waste lands.

Mr. Speaker, I'm proud to be a member
of this government, which is going forward
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with these regional government plans, and I

can assure the member for Haldimand-
Norfolk that one of the interesting things

during the recent Hamilton municipal elec-

tion was that despite all the words spoken by
the mayor in trying to condemn the whole

plan, the concept and everything about it,

it never even became an issue in the civic

election.

Mr. Deans: What was the point? It was
finished.

Mr. J. R. Smith: It wasn't. It wasn't a point
in the election because it was accepted by
the people. The people recognize the need
for regional government. As recently as last

month, one of the council members from

Newport, Wales, was visiting our community;
she was amazed and couldn't believe the

steps being taken in the Province of Ontario
in the implementation of regional govern-
ment.

Mr. Cassidy: We're pretty amazed too.

Mr. Lewis: Did they take her to Saltfleet?

Mr. J. R. Smith: They are just starting to

talk about it in the United Kingdom, we are

that much further ahead of them. We are

going to see an organized development in

Haldimand*-Norfolk where I hope the mis-

takes of the century that were made in Ham-
ilton-Wentworth are not going to occur.

Mr. Cassidy: They will be repeated.

Mr. J. R. Smith: The challenge is there,
and I'm sure that the industrial development,
the commercial development, the residential

development and everything else can be
created there and the jobs it will provide for

Ontarians and Canadians will be such that it

will be a model industrial corridor. It will

complement the industrial base of Hamilton
and will be something of which we, as Cana-

dians, can be proud.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to speak? The hon. member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 1

hadn't intended getting in on this, but the
member for Hamilton Mountain provoked me.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Stokes: I want to say right here and
now, as a member coming from northern

Ontario, that I'm really cSsillusioned with
this government and with this Design for

Development, which this government has en-

gaged itself in for the past 12 or 13 years,

starting back when George Gathercole was
the chief economist for the Province of On-
tario and he was commissioned to do a

survey of the possibilities for economic de-

velopment in northeastern Ontario.

I did some research over the summer break
and went back into the history of regional

development in the Province of Ontario. Of
the 10 economic regions that were in exist-

ence until very recently, when it was re-

duced to five, there had been no less than
143 economic studies of those 10 economic

regions of the Province of Ontario. Of the

five economic regions that remain, two Phase
3 Designs for Developments have been com-

pleted. One of them is the Toronto-centred

region and the other one is northwestern

Ontario, both of which have already been
endorsed as government policy.

In recent days we've had intimations from
the holders of major iron ore deposits in

northern Ontario that they are willing to go
forward and invest several hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars in exploiting, in an orderly

way, the iron ore deposits that we have in

such abundance as long as they can eflFect

economies of scale by getting markets for a

minimum of four million tons of ore.

One of the major steel producers in On-
tario only recently entered into a consortium
with four or five major steel users in the

United States to exploit an ore body near

Marquette, Mich. At the same time, we have
millions of tons of good grade iron ore, with

good metallurgy and low silica content, just

waiting for development in northern Ontario
to provide the many jobs that were alluded

to by my colleague from Wentworth in order

to reverse the mass exodus of our youth from
northern Ontario.

Within the last week, we've had an an-

nouncement from the president of Steep Rock
Iron Mines Ltd. that if they could get the

kind of markets, freight rates and everything
else, they would spend $327 million in north-

em Ontario to develop an iron ore deposit
that would put untold millions of new wealth
into the economy of the province, providing
those markets are assured.

Design for Development: Northwestern
Ontario Phase 3, said that this government
has committed itself to doing everything pos-
sible to exploit all the resources in northern
Ontario in an orderly fashion. The member
for Hamilton Mountain said that the major
steel complex in Hamilton is there by virtue

of the fact that it's the economies and the
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market conditions and the availability of ore

that prompted the Steel Co. to go there.

I would like to inform the member for

Hamilton Mountain that millions of tons of

iron ore are exploited in northern Ontario, a

highly capital-intensive exploitation of re-

sources with relatively few jobs created on

the site, with relatively few dollars staying

where the iron ore is extracted for the bene-

fit of people down here in Hamilton.

I want to tell the parliamentary assistant

that if he was to go ahead with this de-

velopment at this time, I think it was my
colleague from Riverdale who said that literal-

ly hundreds of millions of dollars of public

money will be going into this kind of de-

velopment. It is not all going to be provided

by the major steel companies or the major
industrial entrepreneurs that are going to go
into that area. Hundreds of millions of dollars

of public funds are going to go in there as

incentives, as assistance to individual munici-

palities and the entire region.

I want to remind them that the millions of

dollars of new wealth that are created each

year as a result of the exploitation of our

resources in northern Ontario are going to

the benefit of the people in southern Ontario.

This huge megalopolis that the government
is building around here, this industrial mon-

strosity, it is doing it at the expense of people

living elsewhere in the Province of Ontario.

When the government continues to provide
services for these areas, pre-empting good
agricultural land, it is doing it with the money
that should rightfully go to northern Ontario

where the new wealth is created.

We are just a little bit tired in northern

Ontario of having our natural resources

exploited for shipment down here to provide
additional jobs down here and provide prob-
lems down here of building huge corridors for

transportation, utility corridors and all of the

problems that the government is going to

have with land assembly and pollution and
all the environmental problems. The govern-
ment is going to have to come to grips with
them and the people from northern Ontario,
where they are taking the resources away, are

going to be paying their share of it, and we
are just a little wee bit fed up.

The people from northern Ontario have
made it quite clear that there are alternatives

to the kind of disdain with which this gov-
ernment has been treating the people of

northern Ontario.

Talk about your Diebols and all of these

people who are talking about the secession

of that part of the province from the south

because they are fed up. Now, I don't believe

in the validity of that approach for one

minute, but, it is a manifestation of the

kind of frustration that these people are

experiencing when they see this kind of

activity, time after time after time, by this

government. There is an opportunity, iDcfore

any major decisions are taken, to provide eco-

nomic stability based on resources that we
have in such abundance in northern Ontario,

and I want to tell the parliamentary assistant

that it is time he woke up. It is time he

started paying a little attention to people
other than those around the Golden Horse-

shoe. Because if he doesn't it is going to

come back to haunt him. I want to serve

notice on this government that the people
in northern Ontario are sick and tired of all

the rationalization surrounding all of this non-

planning. This government is not really plan-

ning at all. It is just bowing and scraping to

the major industrial giants in the Province of

Ontario without any regard for any rational

planning with regard to the needs of people
in this province and I am telling the govern-
ment this will come back to haunt it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I hadn't intended

to enter this debate were it not for the pro-

vocative, inflammatory and incendiary things

that have been said by government back-

benchers during the course of the evening.
All of them have been traduced into sup-

porting this bill.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Seduced!

Mr. Lewis: The member would prefer to be

seduced; others have been traduced. For a

variety of reasons the member for Oxford, if

the government twists the county line and

alters a few concession roads, will support
this bill. The member for Haldimand-Nor-
folk looks out at his virginal territory and he

can't stand it. Things virginal worry him, so

he argues for the immediate desecration so

that he can rest quietly, confident that the

purest nature of the landscape can be de-

stroyed.

The member for Wentworth North has an

affair with lunch buckets. The member for

Hamilton Mountain is an apologist for Stelco.

I have never heard so many little euphoric

odes to Stelco since I sat in this House.

The member is the parliamentary assistant

to what? To education?

Mr. Stokes: Yes.
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Mr. Lewis: It is to education. The member
is not the public relations handmaiden of

Stelco. They don't need him. They really

don't need him.

The member for Hamilton Mountain
seems to feel, as do many of the Tories, that

when a major company has made an eco-

nomic decision in its own best interests, then
the rest of us have to pay homage. Not only
do we have to pay homage, but we have to

rush into print with legislation of this kind
to facilitate it.

Well, our reply is nuts to that! And one of

the reasons that this has been such a frus-

trating debate, and unnecessarily a frustrat-

ing debate, is because it takes place on
two levels diat are divorced from one another
until the direct tie is made, as it was made by
my colleague from Riverdale. He put it in

context.

The parliamentary assistant doesn't like the
tenor and direction of this debate. That is

why he got up early on, while the member
for Ottawa Centre was speaking, and would
have wished to call us to order. He doesn't
like it, Mr. Speaker, because for him a re-

gional government bill on Haldimand-Norfolk
meant that we had to discuss representation,
that we had to discuss boundaries, that we
had to discuss appointment or election, that

we had to dot the i's and cross the t's—

all the trivial minutae that preoccupy the

life of a parliamentary assistant should be
dealt with in the House.

Well, nuts to that as well; because this

bill, which seems so modest, so innocent on
the surface, is, as my colleagues have pointed
out rather eflFectively, a bill which locks

southern Ontario into a pattern which is

ultimately self-destructive. The government
can't get away from it by simply dealing
with the occasional boundary change or the

occasional alteration in wording. We will

deal with that clause by clause and we'll

take second place to the other members of

the Legislature who may want to deal with

appropriate changes as the legislation is de-
bated in committee. But the principle of this

bill, inherent in the principle of this bill, is

the way in which it sets the stage for the
rest of the province—the way in which it

locks Ontario into a pattern of economic

growth and economic development which
violates every useful social and economic

principle to which the government pretends.

Now, how does it lock us in, and to what
does it lock us in? I have made half a dozen

points, Mr. Speaker, and I will deal with
them quickly because they are, of necessity.

repetitive. I shouldn't admit that in advance,
but I will try to express them a little dif-

ferently. I can't express them with the kind

of feeling that is brought to a debate like

this by my colleague from Ottawa Centre,
who speaks with the vantage point of eastern

Ontario; or my colleague from Thunder Bay,
who speaks with the vantage point of north-

western Ontario. But perhaps along with
others in the NDP caucus I can add a per-

spective from this part of the world.

First of all, Mr. Speaker, this bill locks us

into the dictation of economic development
at the whim of a private industrial corpora-
tion. Now, I don't think that at any time

in the history of this province, in the last 10

years that I can recall as a member of this

House, has a private corporation exercised so

much arbitrary and unrelenting power over

the government as Stelco is doing in this case.

It made its decision without informing the

cabinet back in 1967-1968. It has changed
its mind intermittently from time to time

since then. But every time it moves the cabi-

net collectively jumps. And it is Stelco which
has brought this bill into the Legislature—
not the parliamentary asistant, the member
for York East.

It is Stelco that is dictating the pattern of

development in southwestern Ontario. It is

Stelco which is subverting development in

the rest of the province if this bill goes

through. It is one private corporation which
has managed to win from the government
more concessions of a tremendously far-

reaching nature than any situation one can

call to mind.

I think of the nuclear plant which the

government is planning now, which has neces-

sitated the loss of Inverhuron park and the

creation of another park north of it. But
that is a minor dot on the horizon compared
to what it is doing to facilitate this extra-

ordinary economic development in the south-

western part of the province.

There was never a single initiative on the

part of this government. The total pattern
was one of response. When Stelco made up
its mind, and Dofasco brought in its rumours,
and Texaco made its announcement, and Ford

moved, and Hydro indicated what it was

intending to do, the die was cast. And the

die was cast in favour of a number of con-

glomerate corporations with very little if any
thought given to the social and economic

consequences for this part of Ontario, or for

the rest of the province.

The second point: By virtue of bringing in

this bill and locking us into this development.
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the neglect of the north and the neglect of

the east is once again etched in such dramatic

lines that it can't help but be noticed by
everyone in those neglected parts of this

province.

Mr. Speaker, I've only been in this House
10 years—although it seems like an eternity—
and I don't understand what it is about the

government that it finds so offensive about

northern Ontario and about eastern Ontario.

I don't understand this addiction to political

error, certainly in terms of judgement about

how long the people in the north and the

people in the east are prepared to put up
with its delinquency, its neglect, its self-serv-

ing obsession with the Toronto-centred re-

gion. Because it is absolutely indefensible,

and this government clearly has no feeling
for it whatsoever.

As my colleague from Wentworth pointed
out and as my colleague from Riverdale

pointed out, this government is losing the

finest tool for the direction of economic de-

velopment which it could possibly have—the
location of major secondary and even some

possible primary industry in southwestern

Ontario.

Now, what greater opportunity could it

have, if it wanted to plan for certain neg-
lected parts of the province? Not to over-

power them, but to plan them.

You see, Mr. Speaker, at some point in

time this cabinet—and I look at them, aus-

picious as they are. There is the Minister of

Colleges and Universities (Mr. McNie)
rooted to his seat; the House leader (Mr.
Winkler) barely able to take his eyes off a

copy of the bill; the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations (Mr. Clement)
locked in conversation about the nuts and
bolts of what we are discussing. These three

members of cabinet—the only people here
who care to come to this debate, intermittent-

ly—all of them have to bear some kind of

responsibility for this preoccupation with the

Metro-centred region at the expense of the

rest of the province.

My colleague from Ottawa Centre pointed
out that there would be no employment
spinoff for eastern Ontario worthy of the

name. There obviously will be no serious

creation of jobs in northern Ontario worthy
of the name. The biggest industrial

project
this province will probably experience before
the year 2000 is to go into southwestern On-
tario yet again, as a simple extension of the
Toronto-centred region plan.

Mr. Speaker, I guess one can repeat it

over and over, but I want to quote from the

Design for Development: Phase I, and ask

the parliamentary assistant to mesh what is

here contained in the Nanticoke study with
what he is introducing. It says:

At the provincial level it is the govern-
ment's policy to encourage the smoothing
out of conspicuous regional economic in-

equalities.

Will the parliamentary assistant explain to

me how this bill smoothes out "conspicuous

regional economic inequalities"? It certainly
consolidates them.

A policy of stimulating economic growth
in the underdeveloped regions of Canada
has similarly been adopted by the federal

government and is being pursued by the

Department of Regional Economic Expan-
sion.

Yet in the heart of the most heavily populated
and wealthiest part of Canada, Stelco has

chosen to build a new plant, which by the

end of the century may produce as much
steel as all of Canada does today, thereby

adding significantly to the already substantial

economic base of southwestern Ontario.

Now, that's just madness! It's not necessary.
The government doesn't have to do to the

Toronto-centred region plan in southwestern

Ontario any more violence than it has al-

ready done.

The proposition put forward by the mem-
ber for Wentworth was a compelling propo-
sition. The member for Algoma sits silently

in his seat—what's wrong with putting-

Mr. B. Cilbertson (Algoma): Sit down and

give me a chance.

Mr. Lewis: —what's wrong with putting-
he had a chance all day. He will get his

opportunity.

Mr. Cilbertson: I am right after the hon.

member.

Mr. Lewis: He will get his opportunity. He
is coming after me?

Mr. Cilbertson: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: I don't know whether I can

survive that. But I am not traumatized, I

will try to feel my way through to the end.

Mr. Cilbertson: The hon. member can try.

Mr. Lewis: But I want him to tell us why
it shouldn't be located in his part of the

world.

Mr. Cilbertson: And if the member will be

quiet—
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Mr. Lewis: Why shouldn't it be located in

his part of the world? Why should it always
come to southern Ontario? What's wrong
with the member for Algoma?

Mr. Cilbertson: Why doesn't the hon.

member come up and start up something?

Mr. Lewis: What's wrong with the mem-
ber for Sault Ste. Marie (Mr. Rhodes)?
What's wrong with the member for Algoma-
Manitoulin (Mr. Lane)? Why is it necessary
forever to favour southern and south-central

Ontario-

Mr. Eaton: What has the member for

Scarborough West got against southwestern
Ontario?

Mr. Lewis: —at the expense of the north?

Sure, they are bought off by Maple Moun-
tain. Or they are bought off by a—

Mr. Cilbertson: Maple syrup.

Mr. Lewis: And that too.

Mr. T. A. Wardle ( Beaches-Woodbine ) :

Tell him.

Mr. Lewis: They are bought off by the

announcement by the member for Timiska-

ming (Mr. Havrot), if I can recall of—
what was it?-a $400,000 or $500,000 loan to

a company to locate in Cobalt to create

another 20 or 30 jobs. That's the way the

government treats northern Ontario—an occa-

sional sop here and an occasional sop there.

I would like an answer to my colleague
from Ottawa Centre. Why is it never pos-
sible to provide for eastern Ontario the same
kind of economic future that the government
is forever reinforcing in south-central Ontario?

Mr. Miller: He looks better from this side.

Mr. Lewis: What is it—as a matter of fact

from almost all vantage points, but I appre-
ciate what the member says nonetheless. I

have worried about it.

I might say, Mr. Speaker, that sometime
there will have to be offered from the gov-
ernment some sense of balance, value, pri-

ority, about why it is doing what it is doing
to the north and to the east of this province.
I don't know how it came to its conclusions,

except to feel, as everybody on this side

seems to concur in, that a number of private

corporations forced its hand. And in the final

analysis it abandoned all planning in favour
of those corporations.

Let me make the third point I wanted to

make. And that is the point that the member

for Riverdale entered on, which it is very
easy to dismiss in this House when you are

a Tory, but it will in fact come back to haunt
them. It will indeed do that.

What is so wrong about the plan before

us, what is positively unacceptable in the

plan before us, is the way that the govern-
ment moves the province again into the suc-

tion cup of the continental economy. Because
what we are doing in this bill, Mr. Speaker,
what this bill is facilitating, with Stelco and
Texaco and Ford and Hydro and Dofasco and
the lakeshore of Lake Erie and Highway 402,
which will be built from Samia to the south-
west of London down to complete-

Mr. Eaton: That is going to be built any-

way.

Mr. Lewis: Oh no! And we will get to that

later on—but that's the problem, you see.

There are a lot of members over there-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: These interjections, let Hansard
note it, are coming from the member for

Middlesex South who talks from all sides of

the House while he is temporarily located

here.

Mr. Deans: And both sides of his mouth!

Mr. Lewis: Okay. I wish you would say as

much as you can in the four short years that

you have—and don't feel abashed; don't feel

abashed.

Mr. Eaton: We will be around a lot more
too.

Mr. Lewis: But the member for Middlesex
South says what is probably true, that the

government of the Province of Ontario is de-

termined to drive through that highway from
Samia to the 401 again to reinforce the

American links.

Because that's what it does. In one case it

is truck traffic; in this case it is an industrial

corridor; and in all cases it simply underpins
the continental economy.

I remember the Toronto-centred region

plan and that extraordinary map which was

produced when it came out. It showed all

the lines of economic and cultural develop-
ment to a dozen American cities. Now, if the

government had produced that kind of map
in the Haldimand^Norfolk planning study, it

would have shown the same routes, as it

supports the economies and ties in with the

economies of Detroit and Cleveland and Buf-

falo—and all of the megalopolis in and around
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the Lake Erie-Lake Ontario sector of this

part of the world.

The continentalism is particularly strange
when a number of Conservatives in this

House, along with two Liberals and two New
Democrats, have sat on a select committee
on economic and cultural nationalism and
come up with a number of proposals which,
at least in their thrust, Mr. Speaker, directly

oppose the drift of this bill.

Now one can ridicule continentalism until

it devours, and then the smile ends up inside

the crocodile; or whatever that children's

nursery rhyme was. And the smiles of the

parliamentary assistant will be destined for a

similar fate.

Mr. Speaker, it brings me to the fourth

point. I do not understand why the govern-
ment is willing to take the Toronto-centred

region plan and violate it so consistently on

every front, almost with every week, thereby

abandoning the one possible economic plan
which might have had some legitimacy at

some point.

It is violating it by Cedarwood and the

airport. It is now destroying it by this re-

gional government bill and all that it por-
tends for economic development.

In fact, the whole point of the Toronto-

centred region plan was that growth to the

west should be slowed; that growth to the

east was crucial. And now the government
simply makes an extension of westerly growth
in the Toronto-centred region plan and builds

the biggest industrial complex we will see

before the end of this century.

Well, it makes the Toronto-centred region
plan a laughingstock. It makes the govern-
ment's sense of economic and social priorities
ludicrous.

Mr. Speaker, that leads me to the fifth

point. In the process of instituting this par-
ticular bill, the government is further eroding
the increasingly reduced acreage of produc-
tive agricultural land in Ontario. And one
would wish to ask: When is it enough? When
is it enough? We have 18,000 acres at the

airport, class 1 and class 2 land; and 25,000
acres in Cedarwood, class 1 and class 2 land.

The report says about Haldimand—my col-

league from Ottawa Centre alluded to it—and
I want to read it into the record if I can
find it; which probably I can't. Just hold on
a moment now. It says about Haldimand:

Although the land is good, mainly requir-

ing only drainage to make it as productive
as any in Ontario, Haldimand's farmers are

generally in a financial squeeze [Is that

fair, I would ask the member for Haldi-

mand-Norfolk] with their current incomes
too low to permit them to make the invest-

ments required to realize the full potential
of the land. The basis of a sound agricul-
tural economy exists in Haldimand. The

key to achieving it lies in the availability
of investment capital, especially for land

drainage, and in the rationalization of the

industry and improved management prac-
tices.

So instead of having a development plan

largely based on the existing agricultural

economy, the government decides to destroy
that economy altogether.

Mr. Allan: Very little will be taken out of

production.

Mr. Lewis: Well, where is the government

going to put 300,000 people? Where is it

going to put them? In the lake? Come on,

they are going to have to live somewhere^
with all the appurtenances of a modem
urban society.

The government has opted to destroy that

land. The land in Norfolk is not as good, but

because of the tobacco crop it is a fabulously

productive section of land with, as my col-

league from Ottawa Centre pointed out, the

highest return value on the acre of any
agricultural land in Ontario. Now the govern-
ment of this province is hell bent on the

destruction of productive agricultural land.

It is pointed out further in the report that

the eight counties in the corridor in question
—the corridor south of Highway 401—ac-
counted for nearly 35 per cent of Ontario's

agricultural production in 1971. I ask again,
what is this lust to destroy productive agri-

cultural land? The government ruins it to

the northeast. It ruins it to the northwest.

I don't understand what the passion is.

I look across at the minister—I always talk

about passion when I talk about the Minister

of Consumer and Commercial Relations—and

I know how he feels about the Niagara fruit

belt, and I wonder what will happen to that

land.

I want to point out to you, Mr. Speaker,
that inherent in this bill is the destruction

of all this agricultural land, is the destruc-

tion of the virgin country they talk so happily
about, not a very small part. You don't build

a new city and a freeway, and Highway 402,
and five massive industrial projects, without

inviting a total transformation of the sur-

rounding countryside. If members disbelieve

that, then there is no credibility, there is no
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credibility. The government is absolutely

transforming that country out of recognition.

Mr. Cassidy: Surel

Mr. Lewis: I don't know whether they have
told the people about that. I don't know
whether they have told the people of the

area about that, because they pulled them
into this regional government bill. Thev
didn't come into this bill as willingly as it

is pretended.

Everybody jumps to the Stelco tune. The
now Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeoueh)
reads about it the morning after the an-

nouncement. From 1967 to 1973 they have

played the game by Stelco's rules until finally
we have had this economic concentration.

I guess the government doesn't understand,
to some extent, what it's doing.

Mr. Allan: Come down and see it first hand.

Mr. Lewis: I have been down, I have been
down!

What the government is doing is creating
a second industrial corridor comparable at

some point in time, not so far distant, to the

extraordinary Lake Ontario industrial corri-

dor we now have. Why it is doing all of that

in southern Ontario is something that com-

pletely baffles us. Why can't the government
disperse some industry to the east and develop
parts of the neglected north?

No wonder the member for Thunder Bay
feels outraged. He reads in the Toronto-
centred region plan, as one of the basic prin-

ciples, that ores from the northwest are to

be processed in the Metropolitan Toronto

area, and then he walks in and finds a bill

which is going to place Stelco in southwestern

Ontario. The government doesn't have to

bow to the wishes of a multinational corpora-

tion, whoever controls it. It has the authority
and power of a government to direct indus-

trial location in this province and at some

point it is going to have to call a halt. At
som'^ point it is going to have to say: "Enough
for Metropolitan Toronto. Enough for south-

western Ontario. We now start taking in-

dustry and people and goods and services

to other parts of the province."

What's really emerging again in this bill

is the new theme for Ontario. In the last

two years of Tory rule, 1973 to 1975-

Mr. Miller: The latest, the latest!

Mr. Lewis: No, the new theme, not the

latest. It is new, and it is so deeply in-

grained, I don't know how they are going to

—the member likes that level better, does he?
—I don't know how they are going to extri-

cate themselves. The Tory party has deve-

loped a lust for destruction. This is quite out

of character with the Tory party, you know.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Right on!

Mr. Lewis: Members over there, all of

them! We're going to see how it works as we
discuss it a little further.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Don't wor-

ry about us. Worry about yourself.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, no. I am worried

about the Provincial Secretary, because—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —our sweep is going to be so

extensive that there will be a lot of them
out. After all, I have some compassion.

An hon. member: Worry about your own
party!

Mr. Lewis: What have I done?

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: I heard the member for

Ottawa Centre say he is going to replace the

NDP leader there.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, if and
when he does, the party will prosper yet

again. I don't worry about those things. I

want members to know that. All these earnest

little pretenders in the back row, salivating

for the hint of a parliamentary assistantship—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: A few bucks from a select com-
mittee buys their silence, let alone acceding
to the premiership. So it is worth pointing out

that the aspirations of some are more noble

than most.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, let me tell you
about this claque of rabble, or this—

An hon. member: Gaggle of geese?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): The parlia-

mentary assistant (Mr. Miller) to the Minis-

ter of Health (Mr. Potter) objects to that

statement.
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Mr. Lewis: Let me, Mr. Speaker, refer and
talk to you, sir, because you have about you
an objectivity, a courtesy, a refinement-

Interjections by Hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —and a grasp that none of the

others have.

All right, the members of the government
benches, then let me just simply point some-

thing out to them. They are determined to

destroy Algonquin Park through logging—

An hon. member: Right!

Mr. Lewis: They are determined to destroy
Inverhuron Park by removing it—

An hon. member: That's right!

Mr. Lewis: They are determined to destroy

agricultural land at the airport; they are de-

termined to destroy agricultural land at

Cedarwood—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: No!

Mr. Lewis: They are determined to destroy
small communities through regional govern-
ment-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —and in Haldimand-Norfolk

they are destroying any possibility for smaller

communities to prosper in this province.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Let me tell them something.
It is an interesting characteristic that has

developed in the Tories in Ontario. They used
to have some sense of what was worth re-

taining in the fabric of this province, but

they don't anymore. They have abandoned it

all. They are so completely infatuated by
growth and by monuments and by industrial

potential that all of the valuable community
things go down the drain and all of the pile
of work that goes with it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: That is right, that is right!

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: The member is be-

lieving it himself.

Mr. Lewis: I am believing it myself. I

most certainly am, and out there, as the

people of Ontario watch this govenmient per-
form—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: —it is soaking in. What we are

really saying to the government in our op-

position to this bill—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Why is the member
so worried about it?

Mr. Lewis: —is to allow Metropolitan To-
ronto and southern Ontario to have a little

breathing space to the extent that it wishes

and allow the rest of the province to grow
to the extent that it wishes.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Right!

Mr. Lewis: Do not punish the north and
the east. Do not straitjacket them into

degrees of economic development which are

inhibiting and lead to deprivation; do not

strangle south-central Ontario on its own
concentration of industry, goods, services,

people and environmental dislocation.

Mr. Speaker, those two competing philoso-

phies, that kind of balance in the province,
is what is inherent in this regional govern-
ment bill, and I think it's important that the

government see it that way. Those are the

reasons, all those reasons, that we are oppos-

ing the Haldimand-Norfolk bill, and we'll

fight it clause by clause on the smaller de-

tails as opportunity afFords.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate?

Mr. Cilbertson: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Algoma.

Mr. Gilbertson: I told the leader of the

NDP that I'd get up if he'd give me a

chance-

Mr. Lewis: I gave him a chance.

An hon. member: He gave him an awful lot

of chances.

Mr. Cilbertson: —but he only left me about
four minutes.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cilbertson: I don't pretend to be the

type of person who can compete with the

experts over there who have all the theories,

which don't always work when we try to put
them into practice.

Mr. Deans: When we try, at least we can

say we tried. The government doesn't try.

Mr. Cilbertson: I come from the north—

An hon. member: He comes from the north

where they are practical.
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Mr. Gilbertson: I can't help but look across

to the American side, in the upper peninsula
of Michigan. They don't have any indus-

tries up in there; what is the reason for

that? There must be some economic reason

whv they can't establish industry up in that

area, even though there is iron ore in Mar-

quette, Mich., Ashland, Wise, Two Harbors,

Minn., and Escanaba, Mich. All those places
have got iron ore, but where are the steel

mills? They are down in—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: They are down in Ham-
ilton—

Mr. Gilbertson: Well, we have a steel

plant at Sault Ste. Marie.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: Talk about Canada, not the

United States.

Mr. Deans: Remember the steel plant!

An hon. member: Quiet. Let the man talkl

Mr. Gilbertson: No, we have a steel plant
at Sault Ste. Marie. Now, there would be

nobody any happier than I would if we
could get some industry-

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, is that so?

Mr. Gilbertson: —into places like Blind

River, Thessalon, and so on.

Mr. Cassidy: Right.

Mr. Gilbertson: I would say that if my
friends can convince this government not to

go to Haldimand-Norfolk with Stelco; if, as

they say, it is going to create a population
of about 300,000 people, and we could bring
them up to the middle of Algoma, why I

would be happy about that, there is no ques-
tion.

Mr. Deans: Why doesn't the member sup-
port us for a change?

Mr. Gilbertson: But, after all these years,

why is it that even in our wood products in-

dustry, we create the raw material and it gets

shipped all over the place, to the United

States, to eastern Ontario and to southern

Ontario? Why can't we make that into some-

thing up there?

Mr. Young: Talking about it isn't enough.
Vote against the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: The member should talk to

his front bench.

Mr. Deans: My God, that's what we have
been asking.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Gilbertson: Aren't there any entrepre-
neurs up in that part of the country who
would have figured this out and tried to get
into something like that? There must be some
reason. It must be because the market isn't

there, that we have it down here.

You know, I heard the hon. member for

York-Forest Hill (Mr. Givens) saying he

doesn't know why all the people seem to

flock into Toronto-

Mr. Deans: Because that's where the jobs
are.

Mr. Gilbertson: Why, Toronto is growing
at the rate of 60,000 or 70,000 a year. He
doesn't know why they don't go up north.

Mr. Stokes: Right! But my friend knows

why, doesn't he?

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. member
would find this a convenient spot to break

his remarks and move adjournment.

Mr. Gilbertson moves the adjournment of

the debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House, I

would like to announce the order of busi-

ness for tomorrow. The first item will be item

No. 12 followed by Nos. 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11

and, if we are suflBciently productive, we will

then call item No. 2.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our guests today in the west

gallery are students from St. Lucy's Senior

Public School of Toronto.

Statements by the ministry.

FAMILY ALLOWANCES

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Some confusion has been

evident-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Confusion

on the $20.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): The minister

should feel right at home.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough East): This is a

retraction.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I'll begin again, Mr,

Speaker.

Some confusion has been evident in the

media's reporting of the situation concerning

family allowance payments in Ontario.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): See the

report. They got it straightl

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: May I take the oppor-

tunity, Mr. Speaker, to expand briefly on

yesterday's statement.

Mr. Lewis: The minister confuses things
further.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: The family allowance
in Ontario has always been passed on in full

to recipients of welfare allowances. We expect
that the full amount will continue to be

passed on when the allowances go to $20 on

Jan. 1, 1974.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: But the whole pack-

age of proposals that we have made for

improvement in the Family Benefits Act and
the General Welfare Assistance Act, effective

Tuesday, October 16, 1973

at that date, has not yet received full ap-

proval.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): They are

cutting it back, are they?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I may say that in that

package we are concerned not only with

the position of families with children, but

also with the situation of single recipients
and couples without children whose pur-

chasing power badly needs enhancement, too.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Will they get the family allowance

too?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: When government

policy is announced, and this will be in the

weeks ahead, it will be announced, and I

expect that this will be in the not too distant

future.

Mr. Lewis: Weeks ahead is not too distant!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is that the clarification?

Mr. Lewis: That sure clears everything up.

An hon. member: It is more confusing than

ever.

Mr. Cassidy: They give with the one hand
and take away with the other.

Mr, Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

FAMILY ALLOWANCES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Minister

of Community and Social Services, based

on his clarification:

Can he assure the House that when the

government does come to a decision on this

matter in the weeks that lie ahead, that we
can be assured that the income to those

families in receipt of any sort of an allow-

ance besides family allowance will not be

reduced in any way, by virtue of the $20
decision that should be applied as a flat-rate

contribution from the federal level to their

welfare and their means of livelihood?
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Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I said

yesterday, and I can repeat this in French

also, if it's of any help-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Well, please
don't repeat it. We didn't understand it

yesterday.

Mr. Roy: Say it in French.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —I would hope that we
would pass the whole amount. This is what
I said yesterday. In French this means,

"J'espere que nous allons donner le plein
montant." Today, Mr. Speaker, I said-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): We don't

have to take that.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —we expect that the

full amount will be passed. Now that's very

plain. English.

Mr. Cassidy: What about the level of

family benefits?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
How about some Yiddish?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can we be sure that

something approaching a part of that full

amount is not going to be deducted from

some other contributions, which are a direct

provincial responsibility, rather than the

federal moneys that the minister is presently

distributing?

Iriterjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: As I mentioned yester-

day, and I know the hon. Leader of the Op-
position is very busy these days, but if he

has time, and maybe he has, to take a look

at today's—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister is the one
who attempted to clarify it.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —Toronto Star, there is

a series of articles that explains the inequities
and about the working committee that we
have—our own in conjunction with the federal

government—and what we are trying to do.

I have in my hands, Mr. Speaker, the

Quebec plan. This is what they have done.

They have made it possible that, as of Jan.

1, 1974, the working poor, and as the mem-
bers know, we have many, will have a larger
income as a result of the increase in the

family allowance. They will have a larger in-

come than—

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): The minis-

ter should tell the Minister of Labour (Mr.

Guindon) that.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Because

they added some of their money.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —those who are on
social assistance. I believe we should have
some differentiation. In other words, a person
who works today-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, now we get to it; now we

get to the old class business.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Listen to me. Are
members opposite not in favour of a person
who works getting a higher income than a

person who does not work?

Mr. Lewis: Then raise the minimum wage.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: It is an idiotic argument for

God's sake.

Mr. Speaker: Order! The hon. Leader of

the Opposition.

Mr. Lewis: The government penalizes the

poor.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can the minister assure

the House, if the Minister of Revenue will

allow him to pay attention for a moment-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: A bunch of bigots.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Bigots? I never saw
a gang like that opposite.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —that there will not be
deductions from the flat rate of $20? Why
can't the minister give that assurance?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, as far as

I and my ministry are concerned, we will

recommend this, but this is a government de-

cision. As I said, it will be announced in the

near future. Again yesterday I said-

Mr. Deans: When?

Mr. Martel: The minister said two weeks

ago we were going to have it.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —that I was optimistic
and I hoped, today I expect. It's a govern-
ment decision. Just hold your horses.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Who is holding them for

the policy minister?

Mr. Cassidy: Don't cop out. The minister

speaks for the government.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: It's a matter of a few
weeks. The member for Brant may not be
leader at that time, Mr. Speaker, but at least

he will be here.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): One
never knows.

Mr. Lewis: Is it not true and is the minis-

ter not prepared to tell the House now that

the decision has been made—and it's known

by the federal people that the decision has

been made—to view the $20 per child as in-

come, thereby recalculating and reducing the

total social allowance which is available for

income maintenance recipients in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, so that the net eflFect will be
that people who receive income maintenance

from Ontario will disproportionately receive

less than every other family in Ontario? That's

what the minister has decided.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Mr. Speaker, I would

say to the hon. leader of the NDP that he

got his information probably from Mr. John
Harney, NDP, Scarborough West. In this

article-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —which appeared in the

Toronto Star entitled, "Welfare Families May
Lose Full Rise in Baby Bonuses," are many
inaccuracies.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, that's a

pretty good source.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Many provinces have
not yet made the decision.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Let the

minister tell us the facts; tell us the way it is.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Certainly as I men-
tioned yesterday, the federal government has

asked us to consider very seriously the im-

plications of this. We have said, "Yes, we
have." I'd like to repeat that it is my expecta-
tion and urging that this be passed on to the

welfare recipients. At the same time we must

keep in mind-

Mr. Lewis: The working poor.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —the working poor and
the handicapped. They will also get increases.

Mr. Martel: Come on! That's a lot of non-

sense.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: If the govern-
ment wants to maintain a class distinction be-

tween welfare recipients on one hand and the

working poor on the other, and is worried

about the working poor, doesn't it make more
sense to raise the minimum wage in the

richest province in Canada rather than to

reduce the allowable income for those on

government maintenance?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I know the hon. mem-
ber will say I am throwing a red herring;

fine, we are in favour of raising the minimum

wage—

An hon. member: Then why not do it?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —but we don't believe

that by raising the minimum wage—I forget
the percentage, but I am told that in Ontario

the great majority of employment is in the

service industries and small industries em-

ploying perhaps fewer than 25 persons; and
in certain areas of this province, if we raise

the minimum wage too high, some of them

may not be able to operate viably.

Mr. Lewis: Name the industries. Tell us.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: We believe that there

are other ways of doing it, perhaps by sup-

plementing income.

Mr. Lewis: Tell us.

Mr. Renwick: The minister is correct; it

was a red herring.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: The minimum wage
has been raised once or twice, and I am
sure my colleague, the Minister of Labour,
will be speaking on this at some time in the

future.

Mr. Lewis: As a supplementary, may I ask

the minister, since he injected this red her-

ring, to name for the House that specific area

of the province and that specific service in-

dustry where he can predict a loss of employ-
ment if the minimum wage increases? Tell us

now.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: I am sure, Mr. Speaker,
that my colleague, the Minister of Labour,
could supply the hon. member with the in-

formation that there are industries in this

province that are marginal operations-

Mr. Renwick: He could not.

Mr. Lewis: He could not last time.
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Mr. Renwick: He is nodding his head this

way.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: —and if the wages are

too high, they will not continue to operate.

Mr. Lewis: Well, if they can't pay ade-

quate wages, they shouldn't be in business.

Why should they be in business at the ex-

pense of their employees?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: That's the wrong
attitude.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

An hon. member: This is the way the

hon. member made his.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Rainy River has a supplementary.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Mr.

Speaker, I wonder if the minister has tables

to indicate whether or not, in the final

analysis, those who are on higher incomes,
let's say $12,000, $14,000 or $15,000 and
over, will benefit more from this new scheme?
When we take tax deductions and tax credits

into consideration, wiU these people benefit

more in dollar terms than the people on the

bottom end of the income scale?

Hon. Mr. Brunelle: Well, the hon. member
knows that family allowance comes under the

jurisdiction of the federal government, and
we have heard that it will be taxable. Under
the original plan of the previous minister, the
Hon. John Munro, I believe that those over

$10,000 would not have benefited; however,
this was discarded. So as to whether the

present system is of more benefit to those
with higher incomes, there could be a valid

point. But, Mr. Speaker, this really is outside
of our jurisdiction.

Mr. Reid: Well, by way of supplemen-
tary-

Mr. Speaker: No, we have had enough
supplementaries on that.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

WINTER WORKS PROGRAMME

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Treasurer. In view of the

unemployment statistics announced late

yesterday, is he prepared now to reconsider
the decision not to have a winter works pro-
gramme? Specifically, can he tell the House

the present percentage of unemployment in

the Province of Ontario, rather than just the

numbers of unemployed, and what is pro-

jected for, let's say, the January-February-
March period?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Mr. Speaker, the unemployment rate for the

week ended Sept. 22, 1973, was 3.7 per cent

in Ontario, compared with the Canadian rate

of 4.6 per cent. In Ontario there were

128,000 unemployed, and in Canada 421,000.
We are aware of the fact that unemployment
takes a surge in September, as certain seasonal

occupations grind to a halt, and so this small

increase is not out of line with previous

experience.

We have no reason now to change our

estimations about winter unemployment.
Therefore, as I say, while we are reviewing
the prospects almost daily, we have no reason

at the moment to change the tentative policy
described by me to the House yesterday.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: In

view of the fact that a third of the unem-

ployment in Canada seems to be here in

Ontario, even though the percentage works
out to something less than four per cent,

apparently unadjusted, as a result of our

large population and large financial base, was
the minister surprised? Would he have pre-
dicted a lower level of adjusted unemploy-
ment for that period of time which, according
to Statistics Canada, is very closely related to

the level of unemployment during winter last

year and an indication of an unexpectedly
large unemployment level during the coming
winter season?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, there are many im-

perfections in these statistical figures, as I

hinted at yesterday, and I must say that one
of the imperfections has to do with the

seasonal adjustments which are a source of

some concern, not only to ourselves but to

the officials in Statistics Canada. If one does
look at the seasonally adjusted imemployment
rate for Ontario it is 4.7 per cent. This com-

pares with six per cent for Canada. This

morning, at my request, the oflBcials derived

the rate for Canada, excluding Ontario, and
it turned out to be 6.8 per cent.

Mr. Lewis: That's great for Canada.

Hon. Mr. White: That's the adjusted rate

for Canada, excluding Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: What's the adjusted rate for

Ontario?
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Hon. Mr. White: The seasonally adjusted
rate is 4.7.

Mr. Lewis: It was 4.1 last month.

Hon. Mr. White: At any rate, actual un-

employment has gone from a low of 3.6 to

3.7 and I have no reason at the present
time to change the policy outHned in the

House yesterday.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is there any indication

that the minister can give the House as to

the level of unemployment or predicted un-

employment at which he would be prepared
to institute at least a regional programme
for winter works for areas which obviously
will suffer more than those areas which are

well provided with a secondary industrial

base?

Hon. Mr. White: I think it has to be con-

sidered microcosmically rather than macro-

cosmically and therefore there is no point in

my citing a particular figure X. It will depend
on the nature of the unemployment, the loca-

tion of the unemployment, the spread of un-

employment from the norm and such like. So
I think it would be unwise for me and

misleading to the House to trot out one single

simple figure and say this is the point be-

yond which one would not wish to go. The

simplistic minds of socialists opposite-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —cannot understand this,

but the fact of the matter is that we have to

take a look at the unemployment, its nature

and its location. I can tell the House that if

we find it will be helpful to have a provin-

cially sponsored programme to supplement the

federally sponsored programme we are quite

prepared to go ahead and do so. It is not in

the interests of economy that we are not

embarking on this winter works programme
at the present time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Surely
we have a right to know, Mr. Speaker, how
the government enters into a position and
how it might be persuaded to change that

position in the future? Is it just a matter of

public pressure, or what statistical informa-
tion would be needed before the ministry
would recommend that we would enter into

some programme to alleviate the obviously

high levels of unemployment that will be

expected in many Ontario communities?

Mr. Renwick: Pure politics.

Hon. Mr. White: I've answered that as well
as I can.

Mr. Lewis: Rather than the microcosmic,
macrocosmic nonsense, why doesn't the

Treasurer just give us a cosmic view of the

increase from July, 3.7 adjusted, to August,
4.1 adjusted and September, 4.7 adjusted?
How high is he prepared to let unemployment
in Ontario go in advance of winter, before

he institutes an emergency response?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, our actual unemploy-
ment is 3.7 per cent and we are not prepared,
on the basis of that actual figure, to change
the policy I explained to the House yesterday.

Mr. Lewis: Nobody uses that figure.

Mr. Renwick: The Treasurer doesn't know
what he is talking about.

Mr. Deans: Can the minister stand in his

place and tell me that there are, already in

progress, the mechanics to determine in

which areas of the province unemployment is

at a higher level, the reason for the unem-

ployment, and whether or not it would be

appropriate for the government to take some
action in the future?

Hon. Mr. White: Statistics Canada does

give some regional breakdown. Unfortunately,
the delineation of these regions is not co-

incident with most of the other regional
boundaries used by the federal and provincial

governments. So to that extent they are not,

perhaps, as helpful as they could be. But we
certainly do have a clear impression of un-

employment levels in critical places like the

Tritown area, Cornwall, and so on. So we do
have some data.

Mr. Deans: What is the current unemploy-
ment level in Cornwall?

Mr. Speaker: I think there have been suflB-

cient supplementaries, about five so far.

Mr. Deans: The Treasurer doesn't know.
He doesn't know anything about it. There is

no mechanism.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

EFFECTS OF MERGER BY
WHOLESALE GROCERY FIRMS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Rela-

tions. Is he concerned that the purchase of

York Trading Ltd. by National Grocers Co.

Ltd. has, in fact, eliminated the competition
in the wholesaling of groceries to small

grocery outlets, particularly since Oshawa
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Wholesale Ltd., the only competition remain-

ing, will not accept orders of less than $500.
Is he concerned that this lack of competition,
in fact, may be one of the factors raising the

cost of living for those people who must
make purchases at local comer store outlets,

and is he undertaking some review of this

lack of competition in this particular sensitive

area?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker,
I am aware of the merger of the two firms,
if I may use that expression. I am, as an

individual, concerned with mergers of this

kind. They always lead one to the possi-

bility that there may be a reduction in

competition. I should point out there is no

legislation at the provincial level prohibiting

mergers of this kind. There may well be, at

some future time, legislation at the federal

level under the new Competition Act to

deal with this. Yes, I am concerned—won-
dering if it's going to limit the competition
in that particular matter to which the hon.
leader refers.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is it

possible that the people in the minister's

department might examine into the effects,

particularly since the price increases in the
first month following the merger rose an

average of seven to 10 per cent—^perhaps
attributable to many other pressures, but

perhaps also attributable to the fact that
National Grocers, with its Red and White
independent chain, now has the special lever

to tempt, if not coerce, independent grocery
owners into the Red and White ambit of

doing business? It seems to me that the
lack of competition there is going to have
a seriously detrimental effect on the price
of provisions available from the small

groceries.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I want to respond to

that observation by the hon. leader, that

is, it is my understanding that National
Grocers itself has never for many years
sold directly to the consumer, but to out-
lets and to wholesalers—it, in fact, being
a wholesaler itself.

I'm always concerned about the limiting
of competition in any particular area,
whether it is dealing with the professions
or dealing with retail outlets. This is one
of the concerns that I share with my
colleagues in the Province of Quebec when
it comes to proclaiming the type of packag-
ing, particularly pertaining to children's
foods. If you make the task too onerous
on the manufacturer, he may well decline

to go into a market and thus limit the

availability of products—and with the an-

ticipated increase in those other products
that remain on the shelf. It's one of the

member's better questions, I might say.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If I might just finally
ask the minister if his concern, and the

special responsibility given to him by the
Premier (Mr. Davis) having to do with the
cost of living pertaining to food, would
lead him into some more specific investiga-
tion of the effects of that merger on the
cost of living in this province?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm not going to look
into it with reference to the merger. We
are monitoring various outlets, as the mem-
ber knows. If I came up with some great
intensive study on the effects of the merger,
there is no legislation behind me to pre-
clude it, to prohibit it. There is no offence

being permitted and I'm not aware of any
steps that I can take at this time.

Mr. RenM'ick: )Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary question: Rather than shar-

ing concern with his colleague in the Prov-
ince of Quebec, would the minister give
consideration to introducing civil as distinct

from criminal remedies which are within the

jurisdiction of ths province to deal with the

question of mergers and amalgamations which

seriously affect competition, rather than

continuing to abdicate his responsibility as if

it were solely a matter to be dealt with
under the criminal law and the federal

government?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'd be glad to con-
sider any possibility. I'm waiting with bated
breath the report of the select committee
on company law. The member for Riverdale

could, perhaps, advise the House when we
might anticipate receipt of that—

Mr. Renwick: Shortly.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —where mergers,

amalgamations and takeovers are, in fact,

the nature of the study.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): It might
come as a big surprise to the minister.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary information to the minister,

perhaps he could inquire of his colleague,
the member for York North (Mr. W. Hodgson)
with respect to the tabling of that; but

may I also ask the minister whether or

not he thinks that that report, in any way,
will deal with the question of combines

legislation in the Province of Ontario by
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way of civil remedies—because I can assure

him it doesn't.

Mr. Singer: Which will come as a great

surprise to the minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I've met
with the Hon. Herbert Gray in connection

with his proposed competition bill and un-
til we know the extent of that proposed
legislation-

Mr. Renwick: Civil remedies are the

minister's jurisdiction.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Civil remedies are my
jurisdiction—that is correct. But also, until we
see that bill, we don't know what remedies
we are going to encompass in it.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is constantly in

Ottawa or Quebec City.

Mr. Deans: He is meeting the wrong people.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

MINIMUM WAGE LEVELS

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour: Now that Ontario's minimum wage
has fallen behind Quebec, Manitoba and Brit-

ish Columbia, when can we expect the next

increase in the minimum wage and in what
amounts?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Mr.

Speaker, I can assure my hon. friend that the

Minister of Labour has of course given this

matter a great deal of consideration in recent

weeks. I am just about ready to make a pro-

posal to the government, and once it is ac-

cepted by the government I'll be glad to

make a statement in the House.

Mr. Lewis: Well, may I ask by way of

supplementary, when is it the minister's in-

tention that the proposal he plans to make to

government will come into eflFect in the Prov-

ince of Ontario? I know we won't get the

dollars from him, but when does he want
the increase to take effect?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I would hope as early
as possible, Mr. Speaker. As my hon. friend

will understand and appreciate, we have of

course to notify many of the employers so

they can make adjustments in their own busi-

nesses, but I would presume it would be

early next year.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

supplementary. Would the Minister of Labour

agree with his colleague, the Minister of

Community and Social Services, who indi-

cated a few minutes ago that if we raise

the minimum wage we are going to con-

tribute to unemployment in the unlikely se-

quence of events that the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services was trying to

describe to the House?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Contribute to unem-
ployment?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, there is no ques-

tion, Mr. Speaker, that every time the mini-

mum wage is raised it costs the province a

few jobs.

Mr. Lewis: A few jobsl

Hon. Mr. Guindon: A few jobs—well, some

jobs, depending on how much we increase

the minimum wage.

Mr. Lewis: How many?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, I don't have the

statistics vidth me but—

Mr. Lewis: The minister never has sta-

tistics with him.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, we can-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr Speaker, as an em-

ployer myself, I can assure the hon. member
that I am very concerned about the jobs we
are losing. Nonetheless, considering the gal-

loping inflation which we have witnessed in

recent months, I have a proposal before the

government which will go as far as I pos-

sibly can at this time.

Mr. Laughren: A supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Would the minister indicate just what areas

of industry are threatened by an increase in

the minimum wage?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: There are many of

them, Mr. Speaker; for instance, laundries

and service stations all across the province,
and motel operators or tourist resort opera-
tors in northern Ontario are finding it very
difficult to meet the increased cost of labour.
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There are many areas—and the needle trades

in some areas as well.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of sup-

plementary question, first of all, will the

minister at this time consider holding public

hearings with respect to the proposed in-

crease in the minimum wage in the Prov-

ince of Ontario? And will he undertake to

consult not only with the employers but with

the Ontario Federation of Labour and with

the labour councils throughout the various

municipalities in the Province of Ontario in

order to give an opportunity for labour to ex-

press their views with respect to the level at

which the minimum wage should be estab-

lished?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: To answer the second

part of the question first, Mr. Speaker, I can

assure the hon. member that I have already
consulted with a number of labour organiza-
tions. I have consulted with industry as well.

As for public hearings, if I were to call pub-
lic hearings I'm afraid the losers would be

the employees themselves. It would take too

long.

Mr. Renwick: But the minister can always
introduce an interim increase—and he knows
it. Let's get the public involved in this

question.

Mr. Speaker: There have been ample sup-

plementaries on this question.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Attorney General (Mr. Bales)—oh, I missed
him.

Mr. Singer: He has gone.

COURT RULING ON LAND
ACQUISITION

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Provincial

Secretary for Justice, Mr. Speaker: When, if

ever, is the government going to institute

legislation to overcome the legal problems
inherent in the Forfar case and the Century
City development? Can the minister give a

date to us and those who are affected?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): And what
does the government intend to do?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): My understanding, Mr. Speaker, is

that that matter will be dealt vidth before
the end of this current session.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, when
the minister says that, am I to understand
that legislation will come in before Christmas

to overcome what the courts altered?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, all I want
to say is that a decision vdll be made and
announced by the Attorney General before

the end of this session as to his remedy or

solution in respect of that particular problem.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Well, we should rewrite

the whole Planning Act, because that's the

worst mess-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary, yes.

Mr. Singer: Could the Provincial Secretary
for Justice tell us whether this clarification is

going to be in legislation or by a further

explanation which leaves the matter dangling
in the manner in which it has dangled for a

year and a half already?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member will have to wait to hear from the

Attorney General. Certainly it is quite pos-
sible that the solution, or part of the solution,
would be legislation.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

GO-URBAN SYSTEM

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
at this point of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications. With regard to these

GO-Urban or GO Transit advertisements

which are now appearing in profusion in

many dailies across Ontario, are these a

prelude to the election campaign in 1975

and, if so, how can the minister justify them
with public money? If it is not that, if it is

an effort to explain GO-Urban, how can he

justify the expense of public money when
the plans are at the moment in a shambles
and undergoing revision? Why does he em-
bark upon this extraordinary extravagance at

this time?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): First of all, Mr.

Speaker, as far as the election is concerned,
I am not certain when the election will be
held. Certainly if it were in 1975, one
wouldn't advertise in 1973.
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Mr. Lewis: I am not so sure about that.

Hon. Mr. Carton: But to get to the funda-

mentals of the question, Mr. Speaker, every-
where I go across this province I find certain

misinterpretations are being made by virtue

of facts or statements in the Legislature.

They talk about a $1.335-billion programme
for Metropolitan Toronto, which is not in

fact the case. I have corrected this now for

the past six to 10 months and it still has

not made any impact upon the people across

this province.

Mr. Roy: Maybe because it is not very
effective.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I want the people across

this province to know that that money is

being spent on behalf of them, right across

the province and not for the urban transpor-
tation mode of Metropolitan Toronto. This is

to let the people know what is happening
through this government.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, the

minister means because he botched the orig-
inal announcement, subsequently and inad-

vertently—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The member
is confusing the issue all the time. That is

the problem.

Mr. Lewis: I don't deserve this treatment,
Mr. Speaker. I beg of you to intervene. Be-
cause the minister botched the original an-

nouncement, because there were many in-

accuracies in the original government presen-
tation, because most of the money is destined

for Metro, he is now using public funds to

advertise widely to correct political mistakes

emanating from him in the Legislature. He
has no right to do that, surely.

Mr. Renwick: The purpose is for the next

election, too.

Mr. Mcllveen: That is a lot of nonsense.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): It is

the kind of thing the member for Grey-Bruce
(Mr. Sargent) would do.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Kitchener have a supplementary?

Mr. Breithaupt: Will the minister, when
the series of advertisements has been com-

pleted, table before the House a statement
as to the locations, cost and frequency of

these advertisements?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: Excellent.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?
The hon. member for St. David.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): I have a

question of the Minister of Labour. How
many women are members of the union

bargaining committee for the Artistic Wood-
work Co. Ltd. strike?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I im-

derstand that there are no women on the

bargaining committee, although I must tell

the hon. member that the spokesman for

the group is Miss Parent, I believe.

Mr. Lewis: Right, Madeleine Parent. By
way of supplementary, has the Minister

of Labour asked the Attorney General or

the Solicitor General (Mr. Yaremko) to look

into the behaviour of the police on the

picket line at Artistic Woodwork in the

city of Toronto? Has he asked that? I am
asking the Minister of Labour a supple-

mentary.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mrs. Scrivener: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: In view of the minister's reply, is

it possible for the minister to have the

women's bureau in the Ministry of Labour

compile a list indicating the representative

composition of some of the union bargaining
committees in recent negotiations and
strikes?

Mr. MacDonald: When was this rehearsed?

Mr. Martel: What a plant!

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I would be glad to

ask the officials of my ministry to give me
the information.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Samia
is next.

DOW CHEMICAL STRIKE

Mr. Bullbrook: I have a question of the

Minister of Labour, Mr. Speaker. In view
of the fact that one picketer was arrested

yesterday in connection with the Dow
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Chemical and OCAW strike in Sarnia, recog-

nizing the strike is only in its fourth day
and recognizing it is going to have, if it

continues, a significantly debilitating effect

on the social and economic aspects of my
community, I'm wondering if the minister

would offer his services now—notwithstanding
that it is only four days into the strike—

if he would offer his services to these parties

and bring the weight of his ministry to bear

to get this resolved?

Mr. Speaker: Question?

Mr. BuUbrook: That's the question.

Mr. Speaker: Sorry, I missed it.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: As my hon. friend

knows, Mr. Speaker, I certainly would be

glad to offer my services at any time and

certainly will never shirk my responsibility
as Minister of Labour. However, I must

point out that at this point in time there

would really be no point at all in calling
a meeting. The question of timing has a

great deal to do with it.

Mr. BuUbrook: Would the minister not

agree that he can adopt a general policy
with respect to his ministry, relative to

every strike? We had one arrest on the

picket line on the second day of the strike.

Would he please consider sending com-
munications to both parties offering the

services of his ministry now? I ask him,
would he please?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, our
services would certainly be available, but
I would like to remind my hon. friend that

in the 18 months that I've been in this

ministry, I've set a pattern; when the minis-

ter goes in it has got to be finalized.

Mr. Laughren: He is just encouraging
strikebreaking.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: This strike only started

a few days ago. But our services will cer-

tainly be available.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-
ton East is next.

DOFASCO EXPANSION PROGRAMME

Mr. R. Cisborn (Hamilton East): A ques-
tion of the Minister of the Environment,
Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware of the

proposed $1.5 billion, 20-year expansion

programme of Dofasco in Hamilton, and is

he aware that the first phase, the $50

million phase, starts the first of the year?
Has Dofasco submitted to the minister a

draft of their expansion programme, and if

not, will the minister request one?

Further, will the minister bring about a

public hearing as to the first phase of that

expansion programme, as to its social and

ecological impact upon the adjacent residen-

tial area, in keeping with his latest green-

paper programme?

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, as far as the first

part of the question is concerned, I have no
direct knowledge of exactly what abatement

programme Dofasco has submitted in con-

nection with the expansion, but from past

experience with Dofasco, who are on a pro-

gramme and are on schedule with it at dieir

existing works, and our own policy of re-

quiring for new installations the necessary
abatement equipment to be installed at the

time the operation starts, I would say that

they have an acceptable programme. I'll get
details and pass them along to the hon.

member.

As far as any particular environmental

assessment of this extension is concerned,
there is no existing legislation to require this

at the moment. As the hon. member has indi-

cated, there is a green paper suggesting a

variety of approaches to achieve this. The

green paper also indicates, as I recall it, that

not every project of expansion or construction

in the province would be involved, certainly

not in the first instances.

I have indicated in the past that we are

presently looking at assessments for our own
ministry projects. My feeling is that the next

step would be to deal with other government
ministry projects and other public agencies
and then we would get into industry, except
in a case of a particular major operation. I'll

get more details on this expansion and I'll be
in touch with the hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: Maybe the minister can

start a case against polluters instead of his

own employees.

Mr. Cisborn: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Would the minister pay particular attention

to the concerns of the medical association in

Hamilton, as to its research and its fear of

the health impact upon the adjacent resi-

dential area?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I wonder if the hon. mem-
ber could give me details of this concern. I

am aware of a medical practitioner in Hamil-
ton who has expressed concern on occasion,

but every time we get in touch with him and
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ask him for his material he doesn't seem to

be able to produce it for us.

Mr. Gisbom: I might advise the minister

that the latest concern is not from a medical

practitioner, but from the Hamilton Medical

Association.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre is next.

SCHOLARSHIPS FOR GRADUATE
STUDIES

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Col-

leges and Universities:—

Mr. Ruston: Lean over and ask him.

Whisper in his ear.

Mr. Drea: Will the minister comment on
the new graduate studies scholarship pro-

gramme already referred to in today's press?

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, we are announcing
today a new programme which will assist

1,000 students of outstanding academic ability
to pursue graduate studies at Ontario univer-

sities.

The scholarships will provide $800 a term,

plus graduate tuition and related fees for

either two or three consecutive terms.

Mr. Ruston: What's going on here?

Mr. Singer: That's a ministerial statement.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I think it is

quite clear that this is, in fact, a ministerial

statement. The object in making these state-

ments is so that questions may be directed to

the ministry during the question period. The
statement should be made prior to the oral

question period.

Mr. Breithaupt: The member for Scar-

borough Centre has been looking over the

minister's shoulder.

STUDENT AWARDS PROGRAMME

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, may I reply
to the hon. member for Waterloo North (Mr.

Good)?

Mr. Speaker: Yes, a direct reply would be
in order.

Mr. Singer: Read the same statement.

Hon. Mr, McNie: Mr. Speaker, further to

inquiry yesterday in the House with regard

to Conestoga College, I have had my officials

look into the matter.

The guidelines for conducting enrolment
audits in colleges of applied arts and tech-

nology have been reviewed. I am satisfied

that the present wording does not imply the

assessing of interest or premiums when
second-term tuition fees are not prepaid at

the begirming of the first term.

Conestoga College is the only college of

the 22 colleges in the province where the

audit enrolment guidelines were interpreted

by the registration staflF as requiring promis-
sory notes for unpaid second-term fees. This

misinterpretation was quickly recognized by
senior oflBcials when the matter was brought
to their attention, and we have the written

assurance of the president that any such

promissory notes have now been returned to

the students involved.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications has the answer
to questions asked previously.

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY TRANSIT
SYSTEM

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, there was
some confusion last week as to the existence

of a report or memorandum or whatever, and
I promised the member for Ottawa Centre

that I would find out the facts. As I stated,

there was no report—and I would just like

to read a very succinct letter which was sent

to the editor of the Globe and Mail by
Richard M. Soberman, director:

Dear Sir:

I would like to correct one rather basic

error in Tom Coleman's article on transit

planning which appeared in the Globe's

Oct. 11 edition.

Mr. Coleman refers to a report prepared
by the Metropolitan Toronto Transportation
Plan Review and approved by the Joint
Technical Transportation Planning Com-
mittee.

No such report exists. Tom Coleman has

reported in his customary accurate manner
on a number of transit alternatives which
are currently being tested as part of our

overall assessment of the Scarborough Ex-

pressway. There are many other alterna-

tives as well, which do not appear in the

Globe article. The important point is that

there is a very distinct difi^erence between

preliminary considerations of different pos-
sibilities and actual recommendations.
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Thus far, neither the transportation plan
review or the Joint Transportation Plan-

ning Committee have recommended any of

the proposals discussed in Tom Coleman's

article.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Does the minister not agree that the critique
of the GO-Urban system, the elimination of

half of the GO-Urban system, the costing of

the GO-Urban system at $20 million to

$25 million a mile, that were all contained in

that particular set of proposals, were accepted
by senior oflBcials in his ministry?

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker,

definitely not—on the contrary.

Mr. Cassidy: That misleads the House, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Correc-
tional Services has the answer to a question
as well.

CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS'
RETIREMENT AGE

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-
tional Services). Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The answer to a question asked of me yester-

day by the member for Essex-Kent:

I am advised that the retirement policies
for correctional officers of the Ministry of

Corerctional Services are on the same basis

as those of other civil servants, which I

understand at the present time includes those
in the OPP. This is based on the "90 prin-
ciple" of a retirement at age 60 after 30
years' continuous service. This, for instance,
would entitle an employee to a full pension.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East is next.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
OPHTHALMIC DISPENSERS ACT

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Health. I wonder if the
Minister of Health might advise the House
whether he is prepared to honour his com-
mitments made to this House on May 22,
1973, when he stated that he would investi-

gate the allegations-my allegations-of a
conflict of interest of the members of the

Ophthalmic Dispensers Board and Imperial
Optical and that he would report back to

the House? When is he going to honour that

commitment?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, at that time I thought I had
said I would report back to the member con-

cerned, and I did. In fact, I reported to the

member concerned in this House over at his

desk on one occasion. Perhaps his memory
isn't very good.

Mr. Roy: The minister's memory is not

very good either. He didn't give one to me.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: But I did investigate this,

Mr. Speaker—the certification, qualification
and licensing of ophthalmic dispensers—and I

can't find any evidence of conflict of interest

as has been charged by the hon. member for

Ottawa East. If he has any specific instance

that he can bring to my attention and I can
deal with, then I will be delighted to hear it.

But in going over the records of the board I

can't find any evidence to substantiate con-

flict of interest as charged.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
I wonder if the minister might not consider a

possible conflict in the sense that the five-

member board is directly or indirectly associ-

ated with one firm. Imperial Optical, which
is the largest wholesaler in the ophthalmic
dispensing field. Is that not a conflict to the

minister?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the course
of ophthalmic dispensers is at Ryerson Insti-

tute of Technology.

Mr. Roy: Answer my question!

Hon. R. Welch (Provincial Secretary for

Social Development): He is! He is!

Hon. Mr. Potter: The institute itself sets

the curriculum, the examinations, marks the

examinations and recommends to the board
those who are qualified for licensing. Then
the board turns around and licenses these

individuals. How there can be any conflict of
interest there, Mr. Speaker, I can't under-
stand.

Mr. Roy: Well, we'll see.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

TRANS-CANADA HIGHWAY

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I have a question of the Min-
ister of Transportation and Communications.
Is the minister aware that there is a sign on
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the Trans-Canada Highway between Beard-
more and Geraldton, in both directions, read-

ing, "Series of Bumps for 49 Miles"?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That's in "Stokesville."

Mr. Stokes: I have a copy of a photograph
I took this summer that I'll provide to the

minister.

Mr. Reid: There's one outside these cham-
bers!

Mr. Stokes: Now in view of all the repre-
sentations that have been made to the min-
ister by people resident in the area and by
some of his own government colleagues who
have travelled over the road in the area, when
is the minister going to see that this road is

improved to the extent that he doesn't need
this kind of a warning for 49 miles on the

Trans-Canada Highway?

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Put a grader
on it!

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It's federal.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member is getting more mileage out of this

than I am, I can tell you, because he asked
me this question last spring. I think it is the

same one-

Mr. Breithaupt: There were fewer bumps,
though.

Mr. Stokes: Well, it's worse now than when
I first asked the question.

Mr. Lewis: It was 29 miles in the spring.

Mr. Stokes: And by now it's 149 miles!

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I am now
aware and we will be looking into this

matter.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Was the name of the min-
ister or the Premier on that?

Mr. Speaker: The question period has now
expired.

Mr. Stokes: Is there any other highway
in the province that has this sign?

Mr. Martel: Why doesn't the minister drive

up that highway?

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 12th order, re-

suming the adjourned debate on the motion
for second reading of Bill 190, An Act to

establish the Regional Municipality of Haldi-
mand-Norfolk.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HALDIMAND-NORFOLK ACT

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Algo-
ma had the floor.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Mr. Speaker,
there will probably be a lot of commotion
while all the members head out to commit-
tees and various places.

Mr. Speaker: Order please!

Mr. Gilbertson: One of my main reasons

for getting up here is that, according to the

opposition, there might be some possibility
of the Stelco plant that is going into the

Haldimand-Norfolk area being persuaded to

go up along the north shore of Lake Huron,
in Thessalon, Blind River or perhaps Bruce
Mines.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): The
hon. member thinks that is a good idea, does
he?

Mr. Gilbertson: Why sure, I won't object
to bringing an industry up there.

Mr. MacDonald: The hon. member gets
most of his good ideas from over here.

Mr. Gilbertson: But there might be a few
implications; it may not be as feasible as

the NDP members across the way make it

sound.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): This gov-
ernment has never afforded an opportunity-

Mr. Gilbertson: In theory it sounds all

right.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): In prac-

tice, he wouldn't want it. Is that what the

hon. member is saying?

Mr. Gilbertson: As 1 mentioned last night,
of all the areas there are up in the north, both
on the Canadian side and American side, and

say in the upper peninsula of Michigan,
where all the iron ore comes from, why aren't

there big steel mills in the upper peninsula
of Michigan if it's feasible?

Mr. MacDonald: The member shouldn't

address it to us, he should address it there.
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Mr. Gilbertson: No, but there must be some
reason and they seem to have all the theories

over there. Haven't they got that figured

out?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): The hon. member opposite didn't put
his finger on it.

Mr. E. P. Momingstar (Welland): Haven't

they got the answers?

Mr. Cassidy: The NDP caucus is over-

weighted. There is eastern Ontario as well.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: They must make up their

minds.

Mr. Gilbertson: I think that we have a few
small industries up there at the present time

and they're not working out too well. I know
I work diligently trying to get some industries

established.

Mr. Stokes: The NODC programmes aren't

working very well up there.

Mr. Gilbertson: I don't know what the

answer is.

Mr. MacDonald: Is the member going or

coming?

An hon. member: They don't do too well in

Nipigon either.

Mr. Gilbertson: Whether there isn't enough
money or what, it seems as though it's very
diflBcult to get any type of secondary indus-

try going up in the north.

An hon. member: We've got to heat the

north up.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Just not

enough government commitment.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Let's have

something positive. It sounds hke political

propaganda, that the member is spouting.

Mr. Stokes: Is he endorsing our proposals?

Mr. Gilbertson: If the hon. members can

think of some good way to get-

Mr. MacDonald: Does he mean the gov-
ernment would be interested?

Mr. Renwick: We told him yesterday.

Mr. Gilbertson: —the government to—or

Stelco rather—to move its industry up into the

north I'm all for it.

Mr. MacDonald: He was right the first

time.

Mr. Renwick: Or both of them.

Mr. Gilbertson: So that will be a second

choice, no doubt.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That is ahead of eastern

Ontario.

Mr. Gilbertson: I think, Mr. Speaker, that's

all the comment I have on this at the present
time.

Mr. Renwick: Very good comments.

Mr. S. Levds (Scarborough West): They
were good comments.

Mr. Stokes: Thanks for the member for

Algoma's moral support.

Mr. Lewis: He is the best government
speaker in this debate.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. mem-
ber wish to enter the debate? If not, the

hon. member for Peel East-

Mr. Renwick: York East!

Mr. Speaker: York East, I should say.

Mr. A. K. Meen (York East): If you do
mean me, Mr. Speaker, I will-

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member
realizes I do mean him. Correct.

Mr. Cassidy: He is a very forgettable

member, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Meen: The riding of York East, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker, I've listened with a great

deal of interest to over-

Mr. Stokes: That's questionable.

Mr. Meen: —it would be 4% hours of

debate on this issue. There has been a

great deal of discussion-

Mr. Renwick: It was short.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for York East

tried to cut it off.

Mr. Meen: —primarily from members

opposite, which has dealt not specifically

with regional government, really, but in-

stead has dealt with the merits-

Mr. Renwick: Specifically with regional

government!

Mr. Meen: —of the location of the in-

dustrial developments in the Nanticoke
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Mr. Cassidy: And therefore the need for

regional government.

Mr. Meen: —a very small part of the

regional proposal. Some of the members

opposite have suggested these developments
should be located somewhere else, such

as in eastern Ontario or northern Ontario,

rather than in the Nanticoke area. Well, v^'e

on this side of the House recognize the need

to encourage developments in eastern On-
tario and in northern Ontario-

Mr. Cassidy: With words?

Mr. Meen: —but we also recognize the

economic realities involved in major economic

developments and specifically the economic

implications of their locations.

Mr. Renwick: That is our complaint, the

power that Stelco has on this government.

Mr. Meen: We recognize, and I think the

record bears this out, that the creation of

jobs in Ontario is one of vital concern to us

here, at least on this side of the House.

Mr. Stokes: The government sure didn't

take into account the social costs.

Mr. Meen: This government does not in-

tend to adopt pie-in-the-sky—if I may use

that expression—theories of extreme decen-
tralization at the expense of employment of

the people of Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: Extreme decentralization?

Mr. Renwick: It did nothing with respect
to the location of the Stelco plant.

Mr. Meen: What some members opposite
do not appear to have recognized—and I

emphasize "do not appear to have recog-
nized," because I think really they do but

they would have us believe otherwise-

Mr. MacDonald: The member is a waflfler.

Mr. Renwick: The government didn't dis-

cuss it with them at all.

Mr. Meen: —is that we have to constantly
guard against policies which, instead of

attracting industries to places like northern

Ontario, would simply drive industry out of
Ontario altogether.

Mr. Renwick: The government can't drive
Stelco out of Ontario and the member
knows it.

Mr. Cassidy: Never looked at it at alll

Mr. Meen: We have to recognize that

the steel industry is a very competitive in-

dustry indeed, and I don't think the people
of Ontario would want to adopt policies
which might well encourage industries to

look for locations outside of Ontario—in-

deed, perhaps outside of Canada itself.

Mr. Renwick: The steel industry in Canada
is a first-rate industry.

Mr. Meen: That goes double for industries

that are Canadian-owned.

Mr. Renwick: The Stelco operation was
never considering going outside of Ontario
and the member knows it. Now don't be so

specious.

Mr. Meen: I understand that the Steel

Co. of Canada hired consultants to look up
and down the St. Lawrence Seaway from
one end to the other before making their

site selection. I ask the members opposite
how far they think the government can

push-

Mr. Cassidy: They made their decision

purely on company grounds.

Mr. Meen: —industrial site location away
from areas they consider economically the
most viable before that industry decides to

pack it in and take the jobs and the wealth

they would provide to some jurisdiction.

Mr. Renwick: Stelco was not going to pack
it in and the parliamentary assistant knows it.

Mr. Stokes: That is a lot of garbage.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Renwick: I have never heard such talk.

They never built the CPR!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Mr. Meen: I would point out that I sat

here politely listening to the hon. member
for Riverdale talking pie-in-the-sky philoso-

phies.

Mr. Renwick: Would the parliamentary
assistant please sit down and let the minister

handle the bill.

Mr. Stokes: We expected more from the

parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Meen: I would ask him to extend me
the same courtesy I extended to him.

Mr. Renwick: He didn't listen politely. He
wasn't listening at all.
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Mr. Meen: Mr. Speaker, I would point out

that the Design for Development programme
was in its infancy when Stelco acquired the

land at Nantiooke and had it rezoned for

industrial use. The members opposite, in my
view seem to have suggested that the govern-
ment's Design for Development programme
would produce, in the figurative sense, over-

night changes in the patterns of economic

growth and development that have been in

progress for decades.

Mr. Renwick: Not overnight!

Mr. Stokes: The government doesn't even
have a plan for development.

Mr. Renvdck: It's only Stelco that can

change patterns for development in the

Province of Ontario and not the government.

Mr. Meen: Of course, the members oppo-
site do not have the enormous task of having
to make such concepts a reality. The mem-
bers opposite need only talk of grand designs.
On this side of the House we have to deal
with day-to-day reality. We have to make
things work.

Mr. Renwick: The government is dealing
with Stelco and Stelco dictated the plan,
not the government.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Meen: We have to promote the goals
of the programme.

Mr. Stokes: Without a plan?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. members of the
New Democratic Party have had their oppor-
tunity to speak.

Mr. Stokes: Tell him not to be so provoca-
tive.

Mr. Speaker: It's the hon. member's privi-

lege to reply as he sees fit.

Mr. Renwick: Could you ask him to stick
to the bill if he is going to recite this gar-
bage?

Mr. Meen: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. We
have to promote the goals of the programme
of encouraging areas some distance from
Toronto, while at the same time not estab-

lishing a climate so unfavourable to develop-
ment in Ontario that we kill the goose that

lays the golden eggs. I do not beheve that
the industrial developments in the Nanticoke

Mr. Cassidy: The government is killing
two-thirds of the province.

Mr. Meen: —are inconsistent with the goals
and objective of the Design for Development
programme.

Mr. Stokes: The government doesn't have a

Design for Development.

Mr. Meen: In fact, I would suggest just

the opposite.

Mr. Cassidy: What?

Mr. Meen: The Nanticoke developments
are on the fringe of the central Ontario

region and should act as a magnet to pull

development away from the Toronto-centred

region itself.

Mr. Cassidy: And away from the north and

away from the east.

Mr. Renwick: Away from the north and

away from the east.

Mr. Meen: However, it is still close enough
to the Toronto-centred region to have access

to those markets and skilled labour forces

which—

Mr. Renwick: Stelco was never going to

locate in Metropolitan Toronto and the par-

liamentary assistant knows it.

Mr. Meen: —will help make the location

economically viable. The reality of major in-

dustrial expansion in the Nanticoke area

indicates the necessity for the legislation be-

fore this House.

Mr. Stokes: He is just going to expand the

megalopolis.

Mr. Cassidy: Has the parliamentary assist-

ant ever travelled outside of Toronto?

Mr. Meen: Recognizing that urban de-

velopment and industrial development are

going to make it essential that the municipal
system of this area be organized to cope
with these realities, we are taking the steps
we propose today. If this is done, we will

have a strong base in local government to

protect the environment of Haldimand-
Norfolk. Developments can be channelled in

such a way as to preserve the best agri-
cultural land for agricultural purposes. The

suggestion of some of the hon. members

opposite that the Nanticoke development-

Mr. Stokes: Will the government put every-

thing above ground? It is going to put
300,000 people on stilts!

Mr. Meen: —would produce, and I quote
them, "land-use havoc" throughout Haldi-

mand-Norfolk, is utter nonsense.
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Mr. Cassidy: There is havoc there now.

Mr. Meen: On page 46 of Nigel Richard-

son's report, Threshold of Change, he indi-

cated that some 10 per cent of the land area

of the two counties would be put to urban

and industrial uses by the end of this century.
I might observe that that leaves plenty of

agricultural land and plenty of open space.

Just for the record, Mr. Speaker, let me
read what Mr. Richardson said in the first

paragraph on page 46 of his volume.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): He is not

listening!

Mr. Meen: Mr. Richardson said:

Although the emphasis so far has been
on urban and industrial land use, by far

the greater part of Haldimand-Norfolk will

not be needed for such purposes for the

foreseeable future.

And he refers to sections 3 and 4 elsewhere

in the volume.

The land area of the two counties is

718,000 acres. At the highest reasonable

estimate, urban and industrial land uses

not open in character will affect less than

one-tenth of this by the end of the century.
Some of the remainder will be used for

transportation and utilities and some for

recreation, but most of the land will remain

in farming. The wise use of all this open
land is crucial and is to be considered as

a vital counterpart to policies established

for urban and industrial lands.

The hon. members opposite have quoted
from Mr. Richardson's report in some in-

stances-

Mr. Cassidy: Does the parliamentary assis-

tant know that 10 per cent of Haldimand
is held by speculators right now?

Mr. Meen: —but they have declined to

quote meaningful paragraphs like that. I just

repeat that it's obvious that there will be

plenty of land left for agricultural and recre-

ational purposes.

Mr. Stokes: Is the government going to im-

pose land-use control on the remainder?

Mr. Meen: I might observe parenthetically
that the sections chosen for the Nanticoke

and other industrial and commercial develop-
ments are not the best agricultural land in

Haldimand-Norfolk, and the best agricultural
lands would be expected to remain in that

form. Mr. Speaker, I really don't see much

point in focusing any further remarks on this

issue.

I would like to turn for a moment to some
of the points raised by hon. members con-

cerning the bill itself which we have before

us this afternoon. I want to talk about bound-

aries for a moment.

Discussions of boundaries are always a

delicate matter. Nigel Richardson, in his

report, proposed six area municipalities. The

joint study committee, made up of repre-
sentatives from both of the county councils,

accepted this with a number of very minor

changes.

I might just observe that in the course of

the preparation of the Richardson report,

Nigel Richardson held a host of meetings
down in the area, with councils, with rate-

payer associations, with all kinds of groups,
from the smallest hamlet to the largest vil-

lages and towns. He went from one end of

those counties to the other and there has

been an enormous amount of public partici-

pation and input into his report. I think it

very encouraging that the report, in such

large measure, has been adopted by the

joint study committee of the two counties.

We have now taken the report of the joint

study committee and the Nigel Richardson

report and our proposal for area municipal-

ities has followed their recommendations very

closely.

I might just touch on one or two varia-

tions. They did not, for one reason or an-

other, deal with the police village of St.

Williams. However, that police village offered

a resolution of its trustees requesting that it

go with one of the municipalities and so we

have done that. We have jogged the line

very slightly and that, I think, was referred

to by one of the hon. members opposite.

We have made a minor adjustment in the

boundary around Hagersville. We retained

Caledonia in the county, as the people in

Caledonia clearly wanted. We have also ad-

justed the boundary around the north end of

Middleton, near Tillsonburg, as requested by
the joint study committee and as concurred

in by the council of the township of Middle-

ton.

As to Simcoe, to begin vdth, Nigel Richard-

son made certain recommendations for ad-

justment of the boundary, and the joint study

committee, agreeing with those on the north

side, made recommendations for a minor ad-

justment on the south. We recognized that,

and in fact I have met with Mayor Judd and

other members of his council and have as a

result of that meeting agreed to adjust the
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boundary still further south, adding a httle

bit more to the south for their immediate

growth purposes. But until the new townsite

is established there is no way in which we
can, in all wisdom, adjust the easterly limit of

Simcoe which, as some hon. members may be

aware, was one of the wishes of the town of

Simcoe. I think they are reasonably happy
with the adjustment which we have made.

Finally, as to the boundaries, may I touch

on the discussion of the northerly limits, be-

cause these have brought some cause for

concern. The Brant and Oxford areas: Brant,

with Howard Smith's study still current and
the information from it not being available to

us, means that we can look at the present
time only at the county boundary as it pre-

sently exists. But the boundary is not engraved
in stone, and when we have Mr. Smith's re-

port and have had a chance to study it, it

may be that there will be some wisdom shown
in adjusting that northerly boundary. Like-

wise in Oxford we have-

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, will the parliamentary assistant

allow a question?

Mr. Meen: No, I will not.

In Oxford, we have taken a look—and we
will take a further look—at the boundary
where it follows around the south side of

Tillsonburg. The hon. member for Oxford

(Mr. Parrott) has raised concerns with us

about the capacity of Oxford to deal with the

hard services. We recognize that one of the

sources of ground water used by Tillsonburg
lies presently in the township of Middleton—
across the county line, in other words.

Well, we don't like to have hard services

across a county line. It wouldn't be the first

time it had happened; and in this case we
are not upsetting something that doesn't

already exist. But I say to the member for

Oxford, that when we have an opportunity
we will study that matter further, the matter

of the source of the water, the matter of

competence to service the area immediately

abutting the south side of Tillsonburg. It will

be looked at very carefully by the govern-
ment.

However, we cannot do so at this time and
I'm sure he understands why. The enumera-
tion has been completed and the elections, of

course, will be under way very shortly.

I want to say a word or two about the

elections themselves. The Act provides for the

elections to be held on Dec. 10. At the

moment, there is a little bit of doubt in the

minds of the people in the Ministry of

Revenue as to whether an accurate print-out
for electoral purposes can be made available

in time for an election on that date. They
have, at this moment, just some small mis-

givings.

So I will oflFer an amendment when this

bill goes into committee of the whole, Mr.

Speaker, to give the minister authority and

discretion to adjust that date from Dec. 10

to some other date on or before Dec. 17.

We think that with that little bit of lati-

tude we will be able to get an accurate print-

out and have confidence that we will have

the accuracy of print-out necessary.

There is one other point I might mention,
because I vdll have an amendment also to

offer on second reading in committee, Mr.

Speaker. The school boards of the two coun-

ties—there are two public school boards and

one separate school board—have requested
that they be permitted to carry on as they
stand imtil the regular election time of the

first Monday of December, 1974. They offer

good and valid reasons for this exception.
We propose, as members will see in the bill,

to allow discretion on their part vdth some

questions on costs.

I will have an amendment to offer in com-

mittee to provide that they are excepted from

these regulations and from this bill and they
will have the authority to carry on as a

board through to the end of their regular
term in 1974 and to conduct their own elec-

tions in the fall of 1974-the costs being paid

by the province.

That concludes my remarks, Mr. Speaker.
I just might say in closing that it's disappoint-

ing to us on this side of the House that

members opposite, once again, fail to com-

prehend what we are trying to do by way of

local government reorganization to the end

that the municipal people will be able to

control their planning, to direct their growiih—

Mr. Cassidy: We fail to comprehend the

government's lack of planning in the prov-

ince.

Mr. Meen: —to accomplish all of the things

they need to be able to do at the local level

without imposition of directives from Queen's
Park. This is another illustration of forward

legislation and I would urge all members to

support the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 190. Shall the motion carry?

Mr. Lewis: Certainly not!
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The House divided on the motion for

second reading of Bill 190, which was ap-

proved on the following vote:

Ayes Nays

AUan
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influence on the Parliament and on the Con-

gress.

Mr. Lawlor: We are not all that diflFerent.

Hon. Mr. White: Now having said that, I

think I should attempt to explain how this

point of view, which I have now reasserted,
in no way is contrary to the enlightened

changes which constitute a part of this bill

before us now.

Mr. Lawlor: Sometimes he reminds me of a

Treasurer of a banana republic.

Hon. Mr. White: The Hon. John Robarts
said a few years ago: "If you pay as you go,

you shouldn't have to pay as much when you
get there;" and this is one of the several

reasons why we find it possible to—

Mr. Roy: That sounds like a grant!

Hon. Mr. White: —edge back from the

pre-existing rates as the capital gains tax

takes effect.

Mr. Lewis: It depends whether you are

going up or down.

Mr. Cassidy: His policy is don't pay as

you go, and don't pay when you get there.

Mr. Stokes: He should spread his around!

Hon. Mr. White: The yield from this tax

this year apparently will be something hke
$80 million, in contrast to our forecast of $59
million. This is not the result of bad fore-

casting; it depends, obviously, on the estates

being created, and this lies in the hands of
God and not in the hands of man.

Mr. Lewis: The Treasurer is not conceding
that field.

Hon. Mr. White: At any rate, the $80 mil-

lion compares with slightly larger amounts
of money in preceding periods-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: —because of the increased

exemptions and other provisions which we've
made.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Why don't
the members opposite shut up?

An hon. member: Pipe down!

Hon. Mr. White: I'd like to deal with the
first of the several important policy changes
which are embraced by this bill. The first

of these, and highly significant, is the full

interspousal exemption. The interspousal ex-

emption in 1968, if I remember correctly,
was $75,000. It became obvious, even, I think,
to the former member from Oshawa, Mr. Cliff

Pilkey, that that was not enough.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Cliff who?

Hon. Mr. White: In view of the high
standards of living enjoyed by most of our

people-

Mr. Lawlor: So the Treasurer goes to in-

finity! Everything Pilkey wanted, he gave,

Hon. Mr. White: —the accumulation of

assets enjoyed by the average family, the

very large accrual values to enriched pension
plans and such like, we have, from time to

time in the last few years—and in fact on the

recommendation, in part anyway, of the

select committee on taxation—increased to

$100,000 perhaps, then $125,000, then

$250,000.

Now we're going to provide a complete
interspousal exemption. Why is that? Be-
cause in this enlightened age we believe, un-

like some other jurisdictions, that a man and
his wife are full economic partnerships and
that their asset accruals are the result of their

joint endeavours.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Sarnia): That is abso-

lute hogwash.

An hon. member: Which other jurisdic-

tions?

Mr. BuUbrook: The government doesn't

even touch the capital.

Hon. Mr. White: We think that this joint

accumulation of capital should not be taxed

when the first of the two partners dies but

rather when the second of the two partners
dies.

Mr. MacDonald: What does the Treasurer

do if she's gone off to Bermuda?

Hon. Mr. White: I quite understand that

this leaves possible a loophole enabling the

surviving spouse to move into Alberta, or

one of the Maritime provinces, or to Quebec,
where they are apparently stepping back from
succession duties at the rate of 20 per cent

a year.

I point out, however, that an economic
marital partnership which I have described

can accomplish the same purpose if they
wish by having the two spouses remove them-
selves to one of these other jurisdictions.

Mr. Cassidy: It's a specious argument.
That's what it is.
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Hon. Mr. White: So I think that the loop-
hole exists as long as this matter is treated

somewhat diflFerently from one province to

another.

The member for Lakeshore pointed out that

Alberta had taken the leadership in vacating
the death duty field. This is a matter of very
real regret to me, because not only did it

establish a tax haven, so to speak—

Mr. Cassidy: The Treasurer wanted to be
there first.

Hon. Mr. White: —not only did it induce
movements of people and capital in a way
that I think is entirely inappropriate in a

confederation such as Canada, but it set a

new style which has been fully adopted in

the Maritimes, as I'm informed, and which

may be adopted in Quebec. None the less, I

personally intend to retain steeply graduated
succession duties on very large estates, and I

give this new declaration to the House so

that this ambiguity will be clarified.

I'd like to turn now to the second of

the important provisions in the bill, which
is to say the efforts being made to per-

petuate the family farm. I heard it said

by the socialists opposite that this would
be of particular benefit to very rich farm-

ers. In point of fact, exactly the opposite
is true.

The very large rich farmers are incorporat-

ing their farms. They are handing down
these assets inter-generationally through
transfers of stock and in a wide variety of

other ways. I venture to say that the very
large rich farmers are avoiding death duty
taxes entirely and have been in years gone
by.

This, obviously, will not be of particular
benefit to the smallest farmers, but I think

will be of very great benefit to the wide
middle among the farming community. And,
indeed, this is the reaction of the farming
associations, which have welcomed this

move.

I remind the hon. members that when a
farmer leaves the farm, stock, equipment
and such like to his sons, death duty is

calculated—the interest running ahead is

computed—I think if I remember correctly
on a flat rate basis and that one-twenty-
fifth of this total of principal and interest

is forgiven year by year.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): So it runs
over a 25-year period.

Hon. Mr. White: It will be seen, there-

fore, that at the end of 25 years all of the

death duties will have been excused if this

farm is left in farming for farming purposes.

Mr. Gaunt: If a young man quits farming
at the 13th year, then there are 12 years
still due.

Hon. Mr. White: If the farmer moves out

of farming, that's right. If the young man
moves to the city-

Mr. Renwick: The 62-year-old son moves
to the city!

Hon. Mr. White: —and pursues some other

vocation but makes arrangements to leave

the farm in farming, the forgiveness would
continue. I think I will have to get into

the technical nature of that complexity
when we take this bill to the standing
committee on justice, tomorrow morning I

think it will be.

At any rate, this was a way of encouraging
farm families to remain on the family farms,
in part for their sake and in part to slow down
the rapid migration of men and women
from the rural sector to the urban sector,

which has two disadvantages when under-

taken too quickly. First of all it depletes
the rural sector of some of its most vigorous
members. Secondly, it accentuates and

exaggerates the heavy stress being put on cer-

tain of our larger urban areas, this in-

cidentally being a problem not just here

but all over the world.

Our further hope was that by inducing
farm families to retain family farms, there

would be ipso facto some number of green
areas retained for the use of future genera-

tions, so that a father taking his youngster
out for a drive would be able to see cows
and horses close to our highly urbanized

areas.

Mr. Bullbrook: That was one of the

motivating factors in this bill, right?

Mr. Lawlor: A parkway belt won't do it.

Hon. Mr. White: And of course the third

aspect was, combined with certain other

tax changes, that we would decrease the

overall cost of producing food products;
and to the extent that cost-push had an in-

fluence on rising food prices, this would
have some small marginal downward effect

on those cost-push influences.

Hon. members will recall that I didn't

hold out high hopes at the time of my budget
that these marginal decreases in cost would
lead to any significant price changes. Any-
way, to the extent that there are cost-push
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factors at work in these increasing food

prices, we had hoped it might have some
beneficial effect in the right direction.

Now, sir, from a general point of view,
I think that society has an obligation to

render special benefits on the taxation side

and on the expenditure side to the rural

sector, which probably has not kept pace
with the urban sector as we've gone through
this prolonged period of economic prosperity

following World War II. This is one of

the many items in the programmes we've

produced and offered to the Legislature
which are intended to minimize this dis-

parity.

Another important change was made with

respect to small Canadian enterprises. For
the first time an estate is provided with two
new options: It may pay the death duties
over a six-year period, presumably from
earnings of the company, or alternatively it

can lodge with the Crown shares equal in

value to the amount of the death duties.
The proceeds from shares thus lodged will

be made available to the Ontario Heritage
Foundation.

One would expect the Ontario Heritage
Foundation to recognize the proceeds of the
testator by naming the antiquities or the
works of art thus acquired in his name and
in this way they would stand as a perpetual
memorial to the well-to-do citizen who chose
this route to satisfy his obligation to society.
In situations of this kind the estate will be

given first refusal in buying these shares
back.

I'm not sure where the idea originated,
whether it was with me or with one of my
officials, but after having determined this

course of action, we did learn somewhat to
our surprise, that such a provision has been
extant in the United Kingdom for some time
and apparently is working well.

The member for Riverdale asked some
questions about the extent to which this pro-
vision will be utilized; no one can forecast
that. It will depend very largely, I think, on
the attitude of estate advisers of one kind or
another—lawyers, trust officers and others—
and I think there is an obligation on us to

give wide publicity to this particular feature,
if indeed the legislation is passed, as I hope.
Of course, if it doesn't work some years
from now it can be withdrawn and something
else attempted.

I've had meetings in recent days with

representatives of the business community,
with certain bankers and certain business

associations, and I've told them what we

would like to do, what we are attempting to

do to nurture small Canadian business here

in Ontario; and I've invited them to provide
their suggestions to me. Funnily enough, I

don't think any one of these persons was
aware of the provisions I am now describing
in the succession duty bill, which is in front

of the Legislature; and I suppose this adds

further evidence to the fact that we have an

obligation to publicize this change.

I also invite members of the Legislature
to give me their thoughts on what might be

attempted with respect to independent Cana-

dian businessmen, because it's one thing I

would like very much to enrich. This pro-

vision, however inadequate, is I think an

improvement—and quite frankly was the best

we could do prior to April 12.

Now, sir, thus sums up in a policy sense

the several provisions of the bill in front

of the Legislature. As I mentioned at the

start of this debate one day last week, be-

cause there are technical complexities inso-

far as these policies themselves are con-

cerned, as well as certain technical changes
which are within the purview and the com-

petence of the Ministry of Revenue, I sug-

gested, sir, that we depart from custom and

put this bill in front of the standing com-

mittee on justice. The chairman has accepted
this suggestion and with the concurrence of

the House it will go before the standing

committee, I rather think tomorrow morning.

And so having reasserted my belief in the

fairness of death duties as such; having ex-

plained why in our view the tax should be

levied, not on the first partner to die in a

marital partnership but rather on the second

partner to die; having given the background
to the improvements affecting farm families

on small Canadian firms, I express the hope
that the members of the Liberal Party sitting

opposite will find it possible to support this

bill. I say very clearly that I wouldn't expect
the socialists to support anything that was

intended to help that large majority of our

people-

Mr. Lawlor: Not if it is going to be a

giveaway programme to the wealthy; per-

fectly right. We won't support it; that is for

sure.

Hon. Mr. White: —who are struggling to

get ahead, who are conserving their resources

in part in the expectation of passing some of

these resources on to succeeding generations.

Mr. Lawlor: Always subsidizing the well-

to-do; the welfare state for the rich.
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Hon. Mr. White: Now I ask, sir, for the

support of the Legislature in making these

improvements to the Succession Duty Act.

Mr. BuUbrook: Half-a-milhon dollars ex-

emption wasn't enough!

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 174. Shall the motion carry?

Mr. Lawlor: No!

The House divided on the motion for

second reading of Bill 174, which was ap-

proved on the following vote:

Ayes

Allan

Apps
Auld
Bales

Beckett

Bemier
Birch

Braithwaite

Breithaupt
Brunelle

Bullbrook

Carruthers

Clement
Deacon
Drea

Dymond
Eaton

Edighofler
Evans
Gaunt
Gilbertson

Givens
Good
Grossman
Guindon
Handleman
Havrot
Henderson

Hodgson
( Victoria-

Haliburton)

Hodgson
(York-North)

Irvine

Jessiman

Johnston
Kerr

Lane
Lawrence
Leluk

MacBeth
Maeck
Mcllveen

McKeough
McNie

Nays

Bounsall

Cassidy
Davison
Deans
Foulds

Germa
Gisbom

Laughren
Lawlor
Lewis
MacDonald
Martel

Renwick
Stokes

Young-15.

Ayes

Meen
Miller

Morningstar
Morrow
Newman

( Windsor-
Walkervllle )

Newman
(Ontario South)

Nixon

(Dovercourt)
Nixon

(Brant)
Nuttall

Parrott

Paterson

Potter

Reid

ReiUy
RiddeU
Rollins

Root
Rowe

Roy
Ruston
Scrivener

Singer
Smith

(SimcoeEast)
Smith

(Nipissing)
Snow

Spence
Taylor
Timbrell

Turner

Villeneuve

Walker
Wardle
Welch
Wells

White

Winkler

Wiseman
Worton-80.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Speaker, the

"ayes" are 80; the "nays" are 15.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the motion carried.

I understand the bill is to go to standing
committee.

Mr. Lewis: What was the vote?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): It was 80 to 15.

Mr. Lewis: It was 80 to 15? Nip and tuck!
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Mr. Cassidy: Pretty close! The Treasurer

must be quivering in his boots.

Mr. Lawlor: That is called the prophetic

minority.

An hon. member: Pathetic!

Clerk of the House: The second order,
House in committee of the whole.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HALDIMAND-NORFOLK ACT, 1973

House in committee on Bill 190, An Act
to establish the Regional Municipality of

Haldimand-Norfolk.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 190, An Act to estab-

lish the Regional Municipality of Haldimand-
Norfolk. Are there any questions, comments
or amendments on either of the first two
sections?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The first

one, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
Centre on section 1.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I've been pre-

paring for another bill here. It's obvious that

the Steel Co. has really got its orders out.

We noticed this morning, incidentally Mr.

Chairman, that in celebration of last night's
debate there was an ad in the morning paper.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): A colour ad.

Mr. Cassidy: A colour ad, yes. The ad

pointed out how Ontario Hydro at Nanticoke
had used Stelco panels on its new generator
building.

Mr. Renwick: It is a very close relationship.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right. It's very good.

I would point out incidentally, as well
Mr, Chairman, that there is an environmental

management committee in Haldimand-Norfolk
I learned today, which has been looking into

the environmental problems which are to be
created by this new industrial development.
The members are a member of the staff of

the Minister of the Environment (Mr. Auld),
a representative from Stelco, a representative
from Hydro and a representative from Texaco.
There is nobody from the new regional

municipality or from any of the counties or

townships concerned. There is no representa-
tive of the public. It's obvious that that, too,
is oriented towards the people in the area.

Enough speech making; I have some ques-
tions, Mr. Chairman.

The problem created by the bill is clearly

whether the conditions existed for the re-

gional municipality to be created. I'd like to

know from the parliamentary assistant what

steps have been taken to implement the vari-

ous recommendations of the first Richardson

report, which were put forward to cabinet

as pre-conditions to the creation of regional

government and to all of the industrial de-

velopment that is going on there. IVe got
some specific questions but maybe the parlia-

mentary assistant will like to comment to

that general question first.

Oh, I see that he's just getting some
answers from his staff.

Mr. A. K. Meen (York East): Mr. Chairman,
I'll endeavour to answer the member's ques-
tions. The first Richardson report to which
the member makes reference would be the

one dealing with land use and the townsite,

I expect. I'm trying to find my copy of it. Oh
yes, here we are.

Of course that matter is still under stuhy

by the government. Hopefully a decision as

to the siting of the new town will be made
in the near future.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, iVe got the

notes here now to which I wanted to refer.

I'd like to know specifically—I'll ask two or

three questions at a time and the parlia-

mentary assistant can reply—what measures,

if any, have been taken, as recommended by
the Richardson report, to protect the site

effectively for future acquisition and to pre-
vent either incompatible development or land

cost inflation?

Mr. Meen: I am advised that freezes have

been put on in certain areas by way of

minister's orders, and hopefully these will

keep the matters imder control until further

decisions can be made.

Mr. Cassidy: Well my information is that

these freezes have managed to stop a couple
of cottage additions and stopped somebody
from turning a barn into an extra bedroom

for his family, but that they have had no

effect at all on land price inflation. Is that

correct, or are there measures of which we
are unaware that have had the effect of curb-

ing the speculation now going on in the area?

Mr. Meen: Actually the intention is to curb

speculation, but it inevitably has that side

effect. In any case where it would appear
that it's working an injustice, the ministry
can take that under advisement.
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Mr. Cassidy: Well, the prices have doubled

in the area in the last few months, and in

some cases are up to $12,000 to $13,000 an

acre. What specific measures have been taken

to implement the minister's statement of last

June or July that expropriation would ensure

that speculators would not profit? I don't

quote him exactly, because I don't have his

remarks at hand.

Mr. Meen: Well I have no answers at this

stage for questions of this sort, Mr. Chairman.

What we are dealing with here is the bill for

restructuring, and section 1 of the bill, which
deals with definitions.

Mr. Chairman: I was wondering what

application this has in section 1. It has noth-

ing to do with—

Mr. Cassidy: Well Mr. Chairman, in light
of the discussion that went on in second read-

ing, I think it is clear that we weren't able

to get those answers during the second read-

ing debate. This obviously is a part of the

pre-conditions for the regional municipality-

Mr. Chairman: Order please! Second read-

ing has been completed and carried—

Mr. Cassidy: Of course it has, yes.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! We are on
section 1. Does the hon. member have any
comment on this particular section?

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Sarnia): Yes, he has.

Mr. Cassidy: Well Mr. Chairman, I do. It

is my understanding, though, that general

questions which relate to the committee stage
of the bill are to be raised at this time or the

first clause. That's why I am doing it at this

time.

Mr. Chairman: General questions were
answered during second reading.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):

They were asked, but not answered.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the next ques-
tion I have is, what action has been taken

by the government in connection wdth the

recommendations for public acquisition of

lakeshore lands, planning for the Lake Erie

shoreline, protection of the beaches and plan-

ning and protection of the Grand River

valley, all of which are essential elements in

the planning for the Haldimand-Norfolk area?

Mr. Chairman: Where is that in section 1?

Mr. Cassidy: It is a general question related

to the bill, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: General questions were
covered in the second reading.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): It should be dealt vdth as part of

the principle of the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: Well Mr. Chairman, may I

point out that we did not have answers to

those questions. There was no answer at all.

Mr. Chairman: Well I can't help that. We
are in committee of the whole House, where
we are dealing with the bill section by
section.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, and I am dealing with
the first section, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! You were
asked to raise a question, comment or amend-
ment on section 1, and it must relate to

section 1.

Mr. Cassidy: Well all right, I'll see what
I can do with this—no, Mr. Chairman, on a

point of order-

Mr. Chairman: There is no point of order.

I have made that ruling.

Mr. Cassidy: It has been my understand-

ing that in parliamentary practice this is the

point at which this kind of question can be

directed to the ministry. In other words,
there was no opportunity-

Mr. Chairman: Order please! It is quite
clear that general questions are covered on
second reading.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, these are specific ques-

tions, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: On section 1?

Mr. Cassidy: —about the overall economic

planning of the province-

Mr. Chairman: If they have to do with

section 1, they are in order. If not, they
are not in order.

Any further comments, questions or

amendments on section 1?

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Meen: Section 3, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary assistant

has an amendment to section 3 which we

might deal vdth, and then we can have any
other questions, amendments or comments.

Mr. Meen: There appears to be a question
on section 2, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Chairman: Oh, was there one on sec-

tion 2?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, on section 2(2)—

Mr. Meen: Police villages?

Mr. Cassidy: Yes, ^but perhaps a question
on subsection 1 first. '^ I have checked as care-

fully as I can the location of Big Creek,
south of the town of Delhi, and I would
ask your ministry people who have done
the meets and bounds to check it. It strikes

me that there may have been a mistake in

the designation there. It's obviously not an

important point, but it could cause some

grief if in fact a mistake has been made.

Mr. Meen: Well, I can check that, Mr.

Chairman, but our people have gone over
the meets and bounds description very care-

fully and unless they can come up with some-

thing at the moment we might leave that

section while they doublecheck it. I am not
sure of that point myself. Did the hon.

member refer to Big Creek?

Mr. Cassidy: Big Creek. It is mentioned in

the definition of the township of Delhi, and
then also in the definition of the neighbour-
ing mimicipality to the west.

Mr. Meen: Yes, I have an enlarged sketch

now before me, Mr. Chairman, which shows

Big Creek, and that description would I

expect have followed the centre line of Big
Creek up towards Delhi. That again would
be in accordance with the request of the

committee which went into these matters.

Mr. Cassidy: I'll have to accept the word
of the ministry.

I would like to ask as well, in this sub-
section 1, about the choice of names here;
that is the decision to entitle Nanticoke in

particular the city of Nanticoke. The popula-
tion is to be about 18,000 according to the

figures I have had from the ministry, and
whatever the future designation of that area

is going to be, "the city of Nanticoke" seems

awfully pretentious at this point for an area

which is essential rural now, has three small

towns in it, and certainly bears no resem-
blance to any other city, however small, in

the province.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, regardless of

which of the townsites is picked, I am ad-

vised that they would be in that area, and

pretentious though it may sound at this stage,
when the new townsite, in whichever loca-

tion, is developed, I don't think the designa-
tion of city will be overly pretentious.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the planners
—the Richardson report—suggested that the

population of the new townsite would be
no more than perhaps 8,000 or 9,000 people

by the turn of the decade, that is by the

early 1980s. Does it really make sense

therefore, even if the new townsite will be
in that area, to call this place a city at this

time? Or is it not something that could be
done in the normal course of events when
the town of Nanticoke deserved the nomen-
clature of city at a later date?

Mr. Meen: I may stand to be corrected

but as I recall it the normal amount, in

terms of a populace when a municipality

might apply to be designated as a city as

opposed to a town or a township, I think

is 15,000. But in any event, with the present

aggregation of the various communities, I

believe the hon. member is correct the

estimated population would be 18,000. So

they would qualify and the joint study
committee has requested that they be so

designated, and we have abided by their

request.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): As a

city now?

Mr. Meen: As a city.

Mr. Cassidy: Does this affect the powers
that the city or town of Nanticoke will

have? Or is it purely a matter of a name,
whether it is called a city or town?

Mr. Meen: It is pretty much a matter of

status, Mr. Chairman. It does not significantly
affect the powers.

Mr. Renwick: It has significance, though.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2 then stand

as part of the bill?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, it is not

just a matter of name. It is the result of

the government decision to designate that

particular area as the growth centre for

the whole area. Isn't that correct?

Mr. Meen: Certainly it is expected that

that area will be the significant growth
centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, there is a

real question here. And it is not just a

matter of whether or not Nanticoke has got
a pretentious name—being called a city

rather than a town or a township, which

might be more suitable. It is also the ques-
tion of the ability of this community of

18,000 to cope with the kind of growth
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which is going to be before it. Can the

parhamentary assistant give us the projected

populations, let's say at the turn of the

century, of the six municipalities that are

foreseen in the Haldimand-Norfolk region?

Mr. Meen: I have no figures other than

for the new townsite, and I think it is ex-

pected to be about 150,000 by the turn of

the century.

Mr. Cassidy: Then can he tell us what

steps will be taken by the government in

order to strengthen the planning capability
and the development capability of this par-
ticular city of Nanticoke? How can 18,000

people go to 200,000 in 30 years with the

kind of municipal services that they can

afford on that tax base?

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, that is just

precisely what this regional bill is all about.

All of the problems of growth, the hard

services, financing, all of the other factors

that are involved in accommodating growth
and coping with the pressures of growth are

better accommodated within the regional
structure which we propose in this bill. It

is not just the area municipalities that will

be dealing with these, it will be the entire

region which will be dealing with and

coping with these problems.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Mr.

Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: On this particular point, the

member for Welland South was on his feet

first.

Mr. Haggerty: Carry on!

Mr. Deacon: I want to ask the member
if he really feels that the area municipality
has the resources, financial and legal, and
the area of land it can use to always take
care of the servicing requirements? Time
and time again we have situations develop
where the requirements should be handled

by the province because the actual location

of the facilities should be outside the

regional area. It is certainly shown in the

region of York, and for this member to

suggest to us in introducing this bill that

the region can handle it—it just can't handle
it much better than the area municipality

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I don't know
where the hon. member was when we were

debating this on second reading, but of

course this is really the purpose of the

regional structure, to give the two counties,

together as one, the capacity to deal with

these problems. They have Lake Erie to

the south of them providing them with

water, they have excellent future for growth
to cover approximately 10 per cent of the

county with urban, industrial, commercial

growth in the decades ahead. We do think

that they in that sense, together with the

financial fiscal capabilities of the two
counties in combination can indeed cope with
their problems.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, in view of the

fact that the regional municipalities have

many other demands upon their financial

capacity, surely the member will reahze that

the province has the resources to borrow on
the province's own guarantee plenty of funds

to look after these services, and there

wouldn't have to be the same burden im-

posed on this region as that which has

crippled other regions and prevented them
from providing ample serviced land?

Mr. Meen: Yes, but here again we are

getting into the principle of the bill. We are

not talking to section 2. What I might just

observe is there is nothing here to preclude
the province from giving fiscal assistance, and
indeed the province will be giving fiscal

assistance. The second bill, which will be

introduced in the next little while, will make

provision for all of this sort of thing. As the

hon. member for York Centre I am sure

knows, the Regional Grants Act provides this

kind of authority to give additional fiscal

assistance in substantial quantities to the

municipalities.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was concerned about section 3 of the Act,

where you have incorporated—

Mr. Chairman: Section 3? Do you mean
subsection 3 of section 2?

Mr. Haggerty: It ties in with both of diem
there. I was concerned when the minister

said that it presently meets the status of a

city, with a population of, what is it, 15,000?

Mr. Meen: I said, Mr. Chairman, that I

think the figure is 15,000 for a municipality
to make application under the Municipal Act

for designation as a city.

Mr. Haggerty: What is the population
under the amalgamation of these diflFerent

municipalities, Port Dover, Waterford, Rain-

ham township, Walpole and Woodhouse?
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Mr. Meen: As I mentioned earlier, Mr.

Chairman, it is 18,000.

Mr. Haggerty: It is 18,000 at the present
time? Well, Mr. Chairman, if I can recall

driving through that area up there it is

pretty well all rural area. It is not too much
urbanized. I was just wondering, if you
create a new city there now, what effect will

it have on municipal grants if you class it as

a city? Of course there are other advantages
to being a town or a smaller municipahty.
The minute you incorporate it as a city, I

feel that this municipality is going to be at

a disadvantage regarding certain municipa]
grants and assistance.

Mr. Meen: That is no longer the case, Mr.

Chairman. There used to be a difference in

the grant structure. If you were designated
as a township, for example, you got a larger
enriched roads grant, but those distinctions

no longer exist.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on sec-

tion 2? The member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I would like to raise a couple
of points that have been raised by the parlia-

mentary assistant. Firstly, let me place the

financial questions which relate to Nanticoke

city or town, whatever it is going to be
called under the regional municipality. What
degree of fiscal assistance will be available

and what is the current level of municipal
spending by all municipal units in the region,

apart from educational spending?

Mr. Meen: I regret, Mr. Chairman, that

we don't have the other half of the bill. The
matters of fiscal assistance, grants and what
not, can be gone into when we get that

second bill before the House.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, Mr. Chairman, I regret
it, too. I think it is the incompetence of the

government and this unseemly haste pro-
voked by Stelco which got us to this point
where we are considering a truncated bill

without looking at the whole thing; and
where the government is simply incapable
or unwilling to come clean and say what it

could do.

Mr. Chairman: Anything on section 2?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the spending
of municipalities in the area was all of $17
million, in 1971 I think it was. It can't be
much more than that today-and that included

very substantial provincial grants.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! Section 2

has to do with the boundaries of the various

municipalities.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm talking about matters that

have been raised under this section by the

parliamentary assistant, Mr. Chairman, And
if he was in order, then I am in order as well.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! Section 2 has

to do with the boundaries of the municipal-

ities, as I see it.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I'm talking about

matters which were raised by the parlia-

mentary assistant under this point—and I did

not hear you ruling him out of order, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Well, you were ruled out

of order then.

Mr. Cassidy: Now could the parliamentary
assistant-

Mr. Chairman: Order please! Anything on

section 2 of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: Well, on section 2(2), Mr.

Chairman, the decision has been made by the

government to dissolve a number of police

villages. Since this is the structural bill, could

the parliamentary assistant explain why it is

that the one innovative recommendation of

the Richardson report was rejected? This was

the recommendation to create urban service

districts which would allow functions that

can be performed locally to be performed

locally. Why was this recommendation re-

jected in such an out-of-hand fashion by the

Treasurer (Mr. White) when he went down

to Port Dover back in August?

Why aren't you allowing this and why
aren't you innovating with it; and why aren't

you allowing the communities in the area to

retain some sense of identity and to retain

some sense of local responsibility when they

are being poured into these spacially large

units under the regional reorganization?

Mr. Meen: I must confess to some mystifi-

cation. I'd ask the hon. member: How does

that relate to subsection 2(2), which deals

with the dissolution of police villages?

Mr. Cassidy: Well Mr. Chairman, the police

villages which are being dissolved are in

function the closest thing to the urban service

districts which were recommended by Mr.

Richardson in his report. If the parliamentary
assistant can suggest some other place within

the clause-by-clause study where this could

be better discussed, I would be happy to do

it at that time.
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Mr. Meen: I am advised that the minister

has discussed this with the representatives of

the joint study committee, and although we
don't propose to include urban service areas

in this part of the bill or in the other—and I

thank the hon. member for drawing this point
to my attention—we would not preclude it for

all time. We would like the regional council

to look into the question of urban service

areas and determine whether they might be

appropriate in some spots around through the

region.

Mr. Cassidy: Well in that case, Mr. Chair-

man, I haven't got an amendment actually

prepared here—and I don't know whether
this section 2(2) would be the appropriate

place to put it in. But why do you take that

kind of attitude: "Well we'll wait until they
are organized"? It will be two or three years
before they are at that point. And then they
have to come in and they've got to get legis-
lation to get a private bill passed. Why is it

that the government can't accept the idea and

put in a permissive clause—either in this bill

or in the accompanying bill which is to come
in a couple of weeks—which would permit
the regional municipality at the request of a

number of people in an established com-

munity to set up urban service areas along
the lines that are recommended in the

Richardson report?

Why do you have to wait until people in

the area get up in arms? They have to find

out how to work their new regional system;
and then they have to get that council pre-

occupied with the problems of this tre-

mendous industrial investment to come up to

Queen's Park and they have to thread their

way through the legislative mill in this place
before they can do it. Now why can't you
shortcut that? Can we have a commitment?

Mr. Meen: I can understand the concern
of the hon. member and I would make this

observation: I think there may be some

validity in urban service areas in some spots.

Obviously they aren't necessarily related to

the existing police village areas.

However, firstly the regional council may
well wish to take a look at this; but secondly,
between now and the time when we introduce
and debate the second bill on this matter, I'll

have our people look into it and see whether
there would be some practical way in which
at this time we could have some sort of per-
missive provision in the bill. And that, of

course, would be in the second bill.

Mr. Cassidy: Well I agree with that, Mr.
Chairman. Let me just consult the map here.

I can imagine one of the things that the

government has said—and has said it before
as well—is that it didn't know whether urban
service areas should exist in every one of the

six municipalities being created. For example,
I would have thought there may be more
sense of identity and relationship to Dunn-
ville, which is a town that has a centre if you
will, than to some of these other towns and
cities and townships which don't have a geo-
graphic centre.

But would the parliamentary assistant go
a bit further than that and actually make a
commitment that the permissive power for

the regional council to do this and to set up
urban service areas will be in the bill that we
see in a couple of weeks' time?

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I've already ad-
vised the member the extent to which I'm

prepared to go at this time.

Mr. Cassidy: I wish he'd go further. I

appreciate that he's gone a bit of the way,
but I wish he would have gone further on
this.

That's all I have to say on section 2(2), Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Will section 2 stand as part
of the bill then?

Section 2 agreed to then.

Before we proceed with the next section, I

would like to interrupt the proceedings for

just a moment to inform the members that

in accordance with provision of rule 27(g) the

hon. member for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy) has

filed notice that he is not satisfied with the

answer given to his question today regarding
a certain alleged conflict of interest. The mat-

ter will be raised tonight at adjournment.

Now on section 3. The member for York
East.

Mr. Meen moves that subsection 2 of sec-

tion 3 of the bill be amended by inserting

after "December" in the third line the words:

"or such other date not later than Dec. 17

as the minister may, by order, prescribe."

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the parlia-

mentary assistant did explain that briefly be-

fore, but I missed the explanation as to why
this flexibility was required. It surprises me
frankly, in view of the rigidity which the

ministry has shown on other occasions when
various cities and towns across the province
have suggested to the government that elec-

tions might be held even in mid-November
or maybe at an earlier date, which would be

much more comfortable for canvassers, can-

didates and everybody concerned. Why is he
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so rigid with the Municipal Elections Act,
but when it suits his own purposes does

he come along and say: "We'll have any
day of the week between Dec. 10 and 17"?

Mr. Meen: It's not quite so facetiously in-

troduced as that, Mr. Chairman. The diflB-

culty arises with respect to the print-out of

what the Ministry of Revenue would wish
to see as—

Mr. Cassidy: He is incompetent too.

Mr. Meen: —a perfect, or as nearly as per-
fect as possible, list of voters; and they
have expressed in the last few days some mis-

givings about being able to make the dead-

line, which is within a few days from now,
in getting that material out in a sufficiently

accurate form. There is nothing magical about

having Monday as an election date but we
would—

Mr. Cassidy: Oh, would the member repeat
that? There is nothing magical about having
it Monday. Is that right?

Mr. Meen: We have said this on many oc-

casions. What we would like to do is have
it not later than the 17th; by the 17th one
is getting into the Christmas cocktail circuit

and we would prefer to have it by the 10th

really. The 10th is about as late as we wanted
it, but we have some misgivings that an ac-

curate print-out of the voters' list can be
available in time to conduct the elections

on that date. So the Ministry of Revenue ask-

ed for a little bit of latitude in this regard.

The minister's order, when issued, will be
able to take this into account if they feel

they need another day or so. I have indi-

cated that I would like to see the election

as close to the 10th as possible. If any sig-
nificant delay is occasioned it might be a day
or so and we would expect at the very most,
one week. Hence the limitation to Dec. 17,
one week following the 10th.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the motion carry?

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman, I just want
to say one word more before I sit down on
this. It really does amaze me that when the

incompetent Ministry of Revenue advises the

incompetent Treasury that they can't be

ready for the 10th then there is infinite flexi-

bility. When some pretty sound-headed mu-
nicipal people come up to this Legislature
and suggest that an election be held on a

Simday, or that the election be held earlier

than the first Monday in December for a

number of very good reasons, they get the

back of the hand from the government.

What kind of government is it anyway?
Why is it so arrogant to municipal people but

so obliging when it comes to the poor min-
ister and his poor people in the Ministry of

Revenue?

Mr. Chairman: Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Any further comments on section 3?

Mr. Cassidy: On subsection 3, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before subsection

3? All right, the member for Ottawa Centre

on subsection 3.

Mr. Cassidy: I will make this comment

generally, though I won't take up time. I

am interested to note that for once there is

something closer to representation by popu-
lation in this particular bill than there has

been in most of the regional bills, mainly, I

gather, because of the characteristics of the

area.

What intentions has the government got
about ensuring that representation by popula-
tion is continued as the region grows at the

exceptional rate that it is intended to, and
as it develops the imbalance in having a

very large population in the city of Nanti-

coke compared to the population of the other

five constituent municipahties?

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, obviously this

matter will have to be reviewed from time

to time. We realize that with the growth, and

perhaps rapid growth, at certain points in

time the representation might become dis-

proportionate if the bill stands as it presently
is.

I think the joint study committee is to be

congratulated on coming up with the repre-
sentation figures it has, which come so close

to representation by population. Certainly it

would be the government's view that we
would review it from time to time if we see

any significant departures from this principle.

Mr. Cassidy: What commitment are you
prepared to make at this time to the people
who will be moving into the city of Nanti-

coke that they will not simply be deprived
of the strength of their numbers by this gov-
ernment? What commitment will you make
to them?

Mr. Meen: At this point, Mr. Chairman, no
more commitment than we would make to

the people who move into the borough of

North York in Metropolitan Toronto that as

they become disproportionately unrepresented
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we wiU look into their question of representa-
tion.

That's another matter which we may be

debating at another time in this House, but

it is the same principle the government fol-

lows with all these regional bills. We follow

them from time to time and will look at

them as regards representation and the popu-
lation.

Mr. BuUbrook: And county boards of edu-

cation, too. They don't believe in representa-
tion by population.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I apologize
for maybe bending your good nature a bit

on that last question. On subsection 3 what
is to happen as far as wards are concerned
in these municipalities after the first election?

Mr. Meen: I am sorry, I missed the first

part of this question.

Mr. Cassidy: What is to happen as far as

wards are concerned, and in which munic-

ipalities does the government intend to

create wards in the first election? Will the

wards endure after the first election or will

they be dissolved?

Mr. Meen: I think there is a provision in

here for that. I can't put my finger on tlie

subsection, but the wards endure after the

first elections and after the first term until

they are amended or varied in some way by
application before the Municipal Board. It is

section 3(a), I am advised.

Mr. Cassidy: The other half of tliat ques-
tion, Mr. Chairman, was which municipalities
are to have wards as the ministry now plans
it?

Mr. Meen: I don't have the particulars be-

fore me—I think I do as a matter of fact. I

am not sure whether they are final, because
we do in every case incorporate into the

minister's order as nearly as possible the re-

quests of the municipalities, and I don't

know whether we have requests from all of

them. I am now advised that we do.

It would appear that the township of

Norfolk would elect its local councillors at

large as would the town of Simcoe. The

township of Delhi, the city of Nanticoke, the

town of Haldimand and the town of Dunn-
ville would all elect their local councillors

by wards.

Mr. Cassidy: Is that as a result of con-

sultation with the people in the areas con-

cerned, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Meen: It is exactly as requested by
the local committees made up of the munic-

ipalities concerned, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment,
question or amendment on section 3?

Section 3, as amended, agreed to, tlien.

Any comment, question or amendment up
to section 5?

Mr. Cassidy: Section 4, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: On section 4.

Mr. Cassidy: What is happening with the
school boards, and if they decide to hold
elections on Dec. 10, will the expenses of

that election be paid?

Mr. Meen: We can deal with that in

greater detail under section 28, Mr. Chair-

man. But in answer to the member's ques-
tion the school boards have requested that

they have their elections in 1974 and the cost

of those elections, under the amendment I

will ofi^er to the committee on section 28,
will be paid out of the consolidated revenue
fund.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section 4 stand as

part of the bill? Carried.

Section 5. Any comment, question or

amendment on the next five sections?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Chair-

man, on section 9.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 9?
All right, you may proceed.

Mr. Gaunt: On section 9, Mr. Chairman,
I have an amendment.

Mr. Gaunt moves that section 9, subsection

1 be deleted and that subsection 2 be
amended by deleting the number in 1977
and replacing it with 1974.

Mr. Gaunt: We've been through this many
times, I believe with all of the regional

government bills. In fact, the amendment

says that the chairman shall be elected rather

than appointed. We have very good reasons

for taking that position. It's a position we've

taken consistently. The government refuses

to accept the proposition, but I would put
the suggestion to the parliamentary assistant

once again. Perhaps, just perhaps, the light

may dawn and he may—

An Hon. member: I think it will.
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Mr. Gaunt: He may give in to the idea,

which we consider to be a reasonable sug-

gestion and to have considerable merit. Per-

haps at 5 o'clock on Tuesday, Oct. 16, the

government will shift its position in this

regard and decide to accept this suggestion,
which I consider valid.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, at 5 o'clock, to

use the expression of the hon. member for

Ottawa Centre, I'm going to appear intransi-

gent again. We've been through this, as the

hon. member has said, and well I've—

Mr. Cassidy: You don't appear intransigent!

Mr. Meen: I've lost track of the number
of occasions upon which, in my own expe-
rience, we've debated this issue. We make
the same point every time that parochial

voting and the election of a chairman at

large or from among those already elected,

thereby creating a vacancy on the seat before
the man has ever really got to serve, can

simply create the kind of problems we do not
believe the regional council should be faced
with.

The council has enough organizational
problems, enough problems to overcome by
way of forgetting that they come from a
certain locality within the region, a certain

part of a new municipality.

We feel that for the first term of office,
and this would be the shortest of any for

which the chairman would be appointed by
the province, he should be appointed by the

province and not owe allegiance to any par-
ticular group or individuals within the coun-
cil structure.

Thereafter he could be elected from among
them, or putting it the other way, they're
entitled under subsection 2, beginning with
the year 1977, to elect from among them-
selves or appoint a chairman from outside
their ranks. We consider that, by all odds,
the most satisfactory way in which to get
the regional government started.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: I think it's a ridiculous argu-
ment, Mr. Chairman. I think this is a case
where the government could have had an
elected chairman from the council in the very
first term of a new council.

We are facing the problem that the chair-

man of regional government should probably
be elected at large, by the electorate. Now,
after three or four years of regional govern-
ment we get this midway position where
the chairman can be selected by the members

of the regional council, and in Haldimand-
Norfolk they're right back in the dark ages
with an appointed chairman.

One has to ask oneself: "Why appoint them
in this particular case?" The council isn't

taking office, or won't have any effective

office, until Apr. 1, 1974. The chairman will

not be appointed until Dec. 1, only one

month before the first meeting of the council.

I would have thought that the government,
if it was anxious not to influence the elec-

tions being taken down there, would delay
the nomination or delay its announcement of

its appointee until after Dec. 10 or 15, when-
ever the elections are actually held.

So here we have an appointment being
made during what the minister calls the

Christmas cocktail season. And since the

person appointed by the government is quite

likely to be one of the parliamentary assist-

ant's Christmas cocktail friends, with no

knowledge of the area, he will be engaged
in his cocktailing up here in Toronto until

it comes time to move down to the area on

Dec. 1.

I can just see it happening. The parlia-

mentary assistant thinks that people down in

Haldimand and Norfolk—good farming peo-

ple, 70 per cent of them rural—go around

living the effete kind of life that he lives up
in North York with Christmas cocktails here,

carolling there, and this sort of thing. Those

people have got cows to milk. They've got
tobacco to cure. They've got all sorts of

things like that to do, and they don't go
around with that other kind of nonsense.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): The
hon. member doesn't even know the names

of the towns down there.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): All he

does is shout his mouth off.

Mr. Eaton: He doesn't even know the

names of the towns. Belly-aching, belly-

aching.

Mr. Cassidy: Sure I do. I know more of

them than you do, as a matter of fact.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): You
didn't even know what bill he was talking

about yesterday.

Mr. Cassidy: That's not saying very much.

Mr. Chairman, in this particular case

above all, it's very clear there are particular
reasons why the government is imposing
such a strong Queen's Park based, directed
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and oriented administrative structure on top
of the elected council that's being put in

here. If you want to look through the whole
bill you find out that not only is there a

chairman appointed for three years by
Queen's Park, there is also the power to

have a chief administrative ofiBcer. Here

you have 80,000 people who are going to

have two officers with salaries that are going
to amount to $50,000 or $60,000 a year. That
in itself looks pretty absurd. That's one.

The second point is that during the first

three or four months this council is elected

they will not be remunerated for their

services in any way, and there will naturally
be a tendency for them to look to their

own municipalities. They meet at the call

of the chairman. The chairman will have

sway during that very vital period when the

new municipality is being organized.

The third thing is that the government of

the Province of Ontario has shown again and

again that it dances when Stelco calls the

tune. And this appointment leaves the door

open, to put it very charitably, to make
sure that Stelco dictates that somebody
friendly to their particular interests is ap-

pointed to the chairmanship—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Is the hon. member
against Stelco? Is he against the steel in-

dustry in this province?

Mr. Cassidy: I am against putting the

Steel Co. of Canada in that particular loca-

tion unless there are totally compelling
reasons—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Where do you want it?

Mr. Cassidy: If the minister had been
here listening to the debate yesterday—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Eastern Ontario?

Mr. Cassidy: Eastern Ontario or northern

Ontario, I'm not sure which.

Mr. Haggerty: In your own area, George.
You chased him out of there.

Mr. Cassidy: You're out of order, accord-

ing to the chairman who has pointed out
that that was during the debate on the

principle of the bill, in which you did not
choose to take part.

The point is, though, that this regional
council chairman is going to be a puppet.
He is going to be dictated to by tl5s gov-
erimient and by the Steel Co. of Canada.
He will not be representative of people in

the area and it's going to take them a full

three years before they can get him out.

By that time he will have put his imprint
on the region, and our very strong fear is

that that imprint will be the imprint of the

Steel Co. of Canada and the other industrial

people who have decided to move into this

particular area.

That is why we are joining with the opposi-
tion party in supporting this particular
amendment and in opposing the government's
idea that you can bring some parachutist in

from outside and make him into a chairman
and that he can do an effective job.

I would point out as well to the members
from rural areas across the province: What
is it about the parliamentary secretary here

that he slurs the ability of rural people,
that he claims that they are going to be

parochial-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Eaton: You are the one who is doing
that.

Mr. Cassidy: —that he claims that a chair-

man who comes from Dunnville and is

appointed or elected by this new council

has not got the capacity to transcend his

own local roots and look at the interests of

the two combined counties?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Every regional chairman
has been a success.

Mr. Cassidy: Sure. It's the whole Province
of Ontario and it's every resident of a small

town in a rural area who is maligned by
that kind of statement that local people
have not got the capacity to transcend local

parochial ties and to look at the interests

of the whole area.

Mr. Eaton: By you, by you.

Mn Cassidy: Is he suggesting—

Mr. Havrot: Oh shut upl

Mr. Cassidy: —that there is no one in

the area capable of doing it? That the people
in the area don't have the wisdom to do it?

Mr. Chairman: Order please! You're

straying on this.

Mr. Cassidy: As far as I'm concerned, I

hope that the people in Haldimand-Norfolk
will read the transcript of this debate and
will read what the parliamentary assistant

from York East thinks of their capacities and
their liabilities when he says they are not

capable of choosing a chairman who can lead

them into the first three years of regional

government.
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Mr. Chairman: I will place the motion.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: How does the member
know the regional chairman isn't going to

be from that area? How does he know the

regional chairman isn't going to be from
Haldimand-Norfolk?

Mr. Chairman: Let me place the motion

first, which I should have done earlier, but I

didn't think the comments would be quite
that long.

The member for Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I certainly would
like to say something in support of this amend-
ment. When we look back at the study that

was done in the Haldimand-Norfolk region

by Nigel Richardson, we found, and we felt

in the opposition—and I have said this before
in the House—that it was probably one of the

best studies made in the province as far as

involving the people at the study level. He
had done a commendable job in having the

people make a certain degree of input into the

study in the area. The people themselves have

certainly known over the years what they
wanted and what was best for them. And
really, good government is giving people what

they want, not what people in Queen's Park
think they should have or what is best for

them.

Now we get into the whole matter of ap-

pointing regional chairmen rather than elect-

ing them. I would think that it should be self-

evident by now that the appointment of

regional chairmen is having a detrimental

effect on the people of the new regions as

they try to relate themselves to the new
region and as they have tried to absorb the

meaning of the new form of government. It

is most diflBcult.

Let me demonstrate, Mr. Chairman, some
of the things that happen. The new chair-

man is appointed. Undoubtedly he is a friend

of the government, perhaps a prominent Con-
servative of the area, unless they choose to

parachute a civil servant from Queen's Park
into the area-

Mr. Cassidy: Like they did in Sudbury.

Mr. Good: —which happened in the region
of Sudbury. The people then have what they
consider a delegate from Queen's Park ar-

riving in their area. Whether he has been a

local person or not does not matter. And
usually what happens, as has happened in our
own area, is that there are certain people who
come with him in the way of administrative

staff from Queen's Park. So you have the in-

fluence and the direction of Queen's Park re-

inforced by this.

And then there is presented to this newly-
elected regional council certain propositions,

certain things on which they must act. And
the new regional council is bombarded with

so much prepared work coming out of Queen's
Park through the regional chairman that they
have very little else to do but throw up their

hands and say: "Well, our regional chairman

presented this to us in such a manner. It was
so exceedingly well researched by Queen's
Park. We were told this is what the govern-
ment says we should have here, so what can

one do?"

Now while the arguments are always given

by government that an appointed chairman

can best serve the needs of the whole region

because he will have no parochial bias, I

think that in effect what is happening is that

he is serving the interests of Queen's Park.

Mr. Haggerty: Rightl

Mr. Good: And he has no regional bias,

which he should have to really become a part

of the new regional setup. An appointed

regional chairman appears to the people to

be someone above and aloof from the elected

officials. It is he who makes all the declara-

tions to the press; it is he who makes all the

publicity announcements to the papers as to

what the regional government is doing.

And really who should the regional govern-
ment really be? It should be the elected

ofiBcials. But they are relegated to a secondary

position by an appointed regional chairman

who is undoubtedly mouthing the wishes of

Queen's Park, or at least appears to be.

I am in direct opposition to the idea of

bringing into local government structure an

appointed emissary from Queen's Park.

Whether it is a just accusation or not, I don't

know, but it certainly appears to me that he

is at one level of bureaucracy, at the Queen's

Park level, and the elected ofiBcials are at a

lesser level; and then the area-governing

people are, in my experience, at a level where

they have very little, if anything, left to say

in the direction of their own municipalities.

I would have thought that by now the

government would have realized there would

be a better degree of acceptance by the

people in the region if they had the oppor-

tunity to elect their own regional chairman.

I would think the government would have

realized there would be a smoother flow of

government coming out of the new structure,
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and I would have thought that by now they
would have realized that it is the democratic

right of the people in the region to elect or

appoint their own chairman rather than have

one come from Queen's Park. For those

reasons I must support the amendment by

my colleague.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, just before we
leave, I was interested in the observations

the hon. member for Waterloo North has

made, because I took a look at Nigel Richard-

son's observations in this regard and it might
be worth while to read into the record what
he had to say after his studies down there, in

which he had some 30 public meetings of one

sort or another. He says:

It has been the invariable practice for

the chairman of the regional councils to

be appointed initially by the provincial

government and thereafter elected by the

council itself. In principle, I believe that if

the chairman is more than a figurehead,
as he is, he should be popularly elected,
but again I recognize that practical experi-
ence has not always supported this prin-

ciple.

He is looking at the practical side of it. And
he goes on:

I also recognize that the popular election

of a regional chairman could be seriously
divisive during a period of rapid popula-
tion growth and economic and social

change in one part of the region. I there-

fore recommend adhering to the usual

practice in the initial appointment and sub-

sequent election of a chairman.

I might observe that this, so far as I am
aware, has not been objected to, by either the

county councils or the joint study committee.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, just a com-
ment. Of course they didn't object. They
knew they had to take it. They knew it had
been done in every previous case. Just like

Mr. Richardson. Here he was struggling

against a bureaucracy, writing a report which
was suppressed for a year—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It has been quite success-

ful up to now.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, no wonder he acknowl-

edges that, "Okay, we have got to do this;"

because he knows perfectly well that the

steamroller of that side is going to go ahead
and do it.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): It works

beautifully.

Mr. Cassidy: It works beautifully? You
think so, eh? I don't think it does.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Every case so far has

worked beautifully.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: A roaring successi

Mr. Cassidy: The appointed chairman is

not responsive to people in the area. There is

no question about it.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It has worked beauti-

fully.

Mr. Cassidy: When you have a small

municipality like this one, a small region of

80,000-they used to say that 150,000 was
the number you needed—the appointed chair-

man will be a dominant force in that region,
and that means the stamp of Queen's Park is

being put on that region for three years. It is

as simple as that. When you have 300,000 or

400,000 people it may be possible.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: You can't quarrel witli

success. Every last one of those cases so far

has worked out well.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Gaunt's motion will please say "aye." Those

opposed will please say "nay.'

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

Shall we stack this? All right, it is stacked.

All right; any other comments, questions
or amendments in the next 10 sections?

Mr. Cassidy: Section 14, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 14 then?

Mr. Haggerty: Yes. Dealing with the

appointment of a chairman of the board,
could the secretary inform the House what
his salary will be?

Mr. Meen: No, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Haggerty: Why not? I mean it is an

important factor with any establishment of

regional government. I predict the wages of

certain officials in that area will increase

perhaps 120 per cent.

Mr. J. N. Allan (Haldimand-Norfolk):
This isn't Niagara.

Mr. Haggerty: Pardon?

Mr. Allan: This isn't Niagara.

An hon. member: Well, it's going to

happen.

Mr. Haggerty: It's going to happen,

though. It has happened in every case where
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regional government has been implemented

by the government.

Mr. Allan: Want to bet?

Mr. Gaunt: Sure.

Mr. Allan: I'll see you.

Mr. Haggerty: I'm not a betting man, but

what is the wager? It would be interesting.
I feel we could win something here; make
some money out of it, eh?

No, but I think it's important that the

people should know what the chairman's

salary is going to be, because this is going
to establish all other salary increases within

that region.

Mr. Ghairman: Anything before section 14,

then?

Mr. Cassidy: Let's get an answer from the

parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Chairman: It has been answered.

Mr. Cassidy: The oracle has spoken, in

other words!

Well, I think that is not defensible, Mr.
Chairman. The salaries in other regions range
between $18,000 and about $32,000 or

$33,000. Is this going to be a $30,000 a year
job, a $40,000 a year job, $50,000 or

$12,000? Obviously, his salary pertains to

the kind of status that the chairman is going
to have. I think that we are entitled to have
this information before we pass that partic-
ular section.

Mr. Chairman: That is section 14.

Mr. Cassidy: This is section 13, Mr. Chair-

man, on which Mr. Haggerty raised the

question.

Mr. Chairman: I notice the heading on
section 14 is remuneration. Would that not be
what you are talking about?

Mr. Cassidy: No, it is section 13, I think.

Mr. Good: You are talking about the chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: Well, that is members of

council.

Mr. Cassidy: Can we not have further

answers from the parliamentary assistant?

An hon. member: I should hope so.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I am constrain-

ing to make a few other observations. Of
course the salaries vary and they have to be

established in conjunction with the kind of

responsibilities the chairman will assume in

various areas of the regions. There is a fair

range of salary or indemnity paid to the

chairman of the existing regions.

Mr. Renwick: Salary.

Mr. Meen: But the matter of the salary to

be established for the chairman of Haldi-

mand-Norfolk or Erie, whichever name it will

be called, will be a matter to be established

at a later time.

Mr. Cassidy: Section 14, then, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: Section 14. The member
for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I have an amendment here.

Mr. Cassidy moves that section 14 of Bill

109 be amended by changing the word April
to January, in the third line.

Mr. Cassidy: The purpose of this is very

simple, Mr. Chairman. I think it relates to

the difference in status between the chairman
who will be in oflBce by Jan. 1 of next year,
and the council elected in December, but not

paid for their services on the regional council.

Perhaps the parliamentary assistant can
tell from my tone of voice that I think that

is an amendment which is not a matter of

principle, but one which I think the govern-
ment could easily accept.

Very simply, the wording of the section

would then be that members of the regional
council, other than the chairman, may be

paid for services performed on or after the

first day of January.

This wording doesn't oblige the council,

then, to pay themselves, it simply gives them
that power. It seems to us that if there is

going to be any kind of representative gov-
ernment during the formative stages of this

council, that the councillors ought to be paid
for their mileage, time and attention to some

very serious problems that are going to be

cropping up. We've discussed these problems
in the second reading. They are pretty
serious.

Even in the choice of people selected by
the chairman—are they simply going to be
ratified by the council or will the councillors

be expected to be involved and to interview

these fellows and to talk about the kind of

policies they have for the region? If so, then
it seems to me that like any other municipal
representatives across the province they have
the right to be paid.
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Could I have a comment from the parha-

mentary assistant as to whether that permis-
sive power suggested in the amendment
would be acceptable to the government?

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, this is a ques-

tion that has come up with all our other

regional bills, the question of whether the

new regional council should be paid for

the meetings it has from the day it's sworn
in. We've ruminated on this, but there are

a number of problems.

One of them is that the regional munic-

ipality has no power to tax until the day
comes into effect for all purposes within

the constitution of its area municipalities,
on Apr. 1 in this case. Consequently there

is no way in which they can raise any
money from within their area municipalities
to pay themselves any indemnity.

We leave them free to choose and to set

the indemnity to be paid themselves in the

months that follow Apr. 1. They can doubt-

less take that into account; in establishing
their indemnity for that subsequent period

they can take into account the period of

time they have had to spend in the or-

ganizational meetings in the first three

months.

This has been the approach, I believe,
that has been made in all of the other

regions that have been formed in the past.

Mr. Cassidy: It seems to me, Mr. Chairman,
that two things arise. One is that if they
set themselves a rate for nine months that

would compensate them for 12 months' work,
then the rate will, in subsequent years, be
too high. It will be approximately one-third

too high, to follow the reasoning of the

parliamentary assistant.

In the second place, it seems to me that

there are mechanisms which can quite easily
be used. Either for the region—which draws
its expenses from the provincial government
over its first three months of existence—to
draw funds from the province and pay
them back, so that the regional councillors

know they're taxing their own taxpayers
but that they don't actually collect it from
the taxpayers until after Apr. 1, or alter-

natively I don't see why in fact, if the

province is willing to pay the chairman's

salary—nobody says that he shouldn't be paid
for the first three months—why the province
shouldn't be willing to put up the bucks
for the councillors' salary.

The amounts involved are not large and
these fellows are responsible. They are not

going to set a level which is undue, because

they have got to continue paying it once

they start to pay the bills.

Mr. Meen: The province undertakes to

pay the chairman's salary because the chair-

man is the province's appointee, which is

what we have just been talking about. As
to these other members, these are the repre-
sentatives of the various municipalities and
they should be paid by the area munic-

ipalities.

Now there is not a thing wrong with the
councillors establishing what they will be
paid after Apr. 1 on the basis of receiving
for nine months what they would otherwise
have received in 12. For the next year, 1975,
and subsequent years, they could have an

indemnity that was reduced to the same
amount as they had previously received in

1974 for the nine-month period.

So there is no real problem about their

not receiving any payment during those

first three months and I would, with respect

—although I can see some merit in what
the hon. member presents

—still have to

reject the motion.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, doesn't the

parliamentary assistant see what he is doing
here? He says it in so many words. Otir

boy gets paid because he is our boy, our

appointee—that's the chairman—but the

people down there who represent the area;

no, oh no! They can go through some kind
of gymnastics.

You know, it is pretty offensive to the

electorate to have the council meet on Apr.
5 or Apr. 15 and pay themselves retro-

actively for three months. That's pretty
offensive to people in the area. They should
be able to pay themselves to do the work
as they go along.

There are businessmen on the member's
side of the House. They know perfectly well

that when an employee comes in, they don't

tell him: "Well, we will give you some

money in three months and we will set the

rate then." You set the rate for the job from
the very beginning; we just think that this

particular refusal of the government is

objectionable.

Mr. Chairman: All in favour of Mr.

Cassidy's—

Mr. Good: Before the vote is taken!

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Good: Could we have an explanation.
Since the timing is somewhat different here

and they would be acting through until
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Apr. 1, this particular group of councillors

would still be acting in their former capacity
as being paid, or would they not?

Mr. Meen: It's a situation, Mr. Chairman,
I think analogous to the situation that

presently pertains in Peel, Halton, Hamilton-

Wentworth and in Durham, in which as of

yesterday those regions came into effect.

From and after each of the inaugural
ceremonies when the regional councillors

are sworn in they do constitute a council to

act on behalf of a region that exists in many
respects. They can hire staff. They can make
commitments. They can do a lot of things.

Mr. Good: They are on their old council

as well.

Mr. Meen: Those who happen to have
been elected to the region and who also

are municipal councillors at the present
time are filling another set of shoes as well

until their terms of office for the existing

municipalities terminate on Dec. 31 next.

So the situation with Haldimand-Norfolk is

analagous to that, but with everything
dropped ahead or back, however you care to

look at it, to Apr. 1, 1974 from Jan. 1.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Cassidy's motion will please say "aye".

Those opposed will please say "nay".

In my opinion the "nays" have it. I

declare the motion lost and the section

carried.

Any comments, questions or amendments-

Mr. Good: I have a question on the same
matter—at least the same section. Could I

ask the question?

Mr. Chairman: The same matter, eh?

Mr. Good: All right, well put it in the next
section. It doesn't matter to me.

Dealing with the actions of the new re-

gional council before the operational date
of Apr. 1, we had some problem in our own
regional government as to whether or not
the council was acting as a council and hold-

ing all its operations and meetings in public,
or whether they had the power to act as a

committee in certain areas and hold in camera

private sessions. I speak particularly of a

session where members were elected by a

council to the regional council. They were
elected by an area council to a regional coun-
cil in an in camera session, and they did it

on the basis that they were acting as a

committee of council. Is that valid or is

provision made where this group must hold

all its meetings in public?

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, the provision
which applied in the case referred to by the

hon. member for Waterloo North is the same
kind of provision that is here in this bill or

will be in the subsequent bill dealing with

Haldimand-Norfolk. In other words, when
they are in committee making these deci-

sions, they are in committee. It is the Munic-

ipal Act that requires when they are sitting
as a council their votes must be by show of

hands, open and above board to use the old

expression.

I remember hearing of that, but I do not

think that we have made any different pro-
vision in this bill, nor would we in the

subsequent bill.

Mr. Good: And decision made by the

council in committee could still be taken in

camera and the press excluded, that is prior
to the Apr. 1 date.

Mr. Meen: That is in effect what I said.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions or

amendments on a later section of the bill

and, if so, which section.

Mr. Cassidy: Section 17.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section

17? The hon. member for Ottawa Centre on
section 17.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the Hickey
report didn't impress me particularly, but it

obviously had an impact on the government.
Can the parliamentary assistant explain why
on earth in a region of 80,000 people he is

suggesting that, in addition to the $25,000-a-

year chairman and chief executive officer,

there should also be a chief administrative

officer or regional manager.

Mr. Meen: We are not requiring that there

be one, Mr, Chairman. This is an optional
matter at the discretion of the regional coun-

cil; and as the hon. member for Ottawa
Centre has said himself it isn't going to stay
at 80,000. We expect that it will be sub-

stantially more than that, and they may very
well need a chief administrative from the

beginning or certainly at some time in the

future, so we give them the option to appoint
the administrative officer when the appro-

priate time arrives.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I think that

this section should be taken out. I have an
amendment.
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Mr. Cassidy moves that subsection 2 of

section 17 be deleted.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It is a very good
section.

Mr. Cassidy: I think the member for Carle-

ton East probably knows nothing about it

at all.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That is not $25,000.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, a moment ago,

we were talking about the question of urban

service areas. I grant that the parliamentary
assistant said that legislation might be put
into a second bill to do that; but then again

it might not.

In this particular case he says that some-

time in the future, when the population goes
to 150,000 or 200,000 let's say, they may
need a chief administrative officer and a kind

of city manager style of government. That

could possibly be the case at that time, but

why is it that at this time the government

puts this in. Is it because it wants to impose
that style of government on the regions, but

it won't do other things that seek the demo-

cratization of the government in the area

concerned?

I have a very specific fear, Mr. Chairman,

and that's this; that the new chairman will

come along and he will insist that the coun-

cil appoint somebody else as chief adminis-

trative officer. He will have the Stelco twins,

the gold dust babies, working along there in

order to keep the planning and the direction

of the region away from the people in the

area concerned. That's the kind of fear that

I have here. The parliamentary assistant

shakes his head.

Mr. Meen: I don't know how the hon.

member-

Mr. Cassidy: He is naive in shaking his

head.

Mr. Meen: —can talk about our imposing
this kind of thing on the region, when in

fact we are making it at their option. There

has been only one regional bill we have ev£r

passed in this Legislature, to the best of my
knowledge, in which we have made it man-

datory; and that was the Sudbury bill and for

different reasons altogether. We are making
it completely optional here for the regional
council. It's no imposition from Queen's Park

at all. They can wait forever before they

appoint one.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): The
member for Ottawa South doesn't have the

confidence in the people there to make the

choice.

Mr. Cassidy: The problem Mr. Chairman,
is simply that when the chairman is ap-

pointed, he may either have his marching
orders from the Treasurer and the parlia-

mentary assistant, or he may decide person-

ally that since it's in the bill, obviously it is

a good idea. It will save him from work. He
can collect his $25,000 and sit back and let

the chief administrative officer do all of the

work.

Mr. Eaton: Doesn't the hon. member think

those elected people will be willing to make
that choice themselves?

Mr. Cassidy: That is the kind of thing that

can happen, because the government is put-

ting it in. What on earth is a chief executive

officer but somebody who is meant to co-

ordinate and ensure that all the various jobs
are being done? And a municipality of

80,000, 100,000 or 150,000 people doesn't

need a chairman who is chief executive

officer as well as chief administrative officer.

It is just not necessary.

Mr. Meen: Well Mr. Chairman, we are not

going to tell them that they don't need it.

We know that they are going to experience

growth problems of a unique nature. We are

not going to tell them that they may not have
one until they reach a certain population. We
are going to leave it strictly up to them to

determine at the local level whether they
want and whether they need a chief execu-

tive officer.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The hon. member has no

faith in the electorate down there. They are

great people.

Mr. Cassidy: Well Mr. Chairman, are they
barred from having a chief administrative

officer if this section is not in the Act?
^

Mr. Meen: Yes, they would have no

authority to appoint one with that general

capacity.

Mr. Cassidy: I see. What capacity would
an appointed city co-ordinator or a regional
co-ordinator have if this particular section

were not in the Act? What could he not do
that he can do as a result of this section?

Mr. Meen: I think they would simply not

have a chief administrative officer with the

status of being chief of staff for the whole

structure. I can't answer with any greater

particularity than to say that this gives a good
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deal of authority to the chief administrative

ofiBcer, who of course is responsible to the
council. The chairman would have no

authority to appoint a chief administrative

oflBcer on his own. He has no vote in council

except in the case of a tie. So this appoint-
ment would be made by council and he
would be given his basic authority by coun-
cil.

Mr. Cassidy: Talking about the authority
of council, we are putting in 20 representa-
tives from an area that is one of the largest

regions created in the province, and the

pattern of the early years of regional govern-
ment in various sections of the province has
been that those regional governments have
been very much under the sway of the chair-

man. That is a tradition that goes back to

the days of Fred Gardiner and the munici-

pality of Metropolitan Toronto. That has

always been the case.

In this particular case, it amounts to a

direction to the regional chairman, saying:

"Look, if you want the guy go ahead and
have it. You have got our sanction. Never
mind the cost. Don't mind the bucks. If you
want a grandiose administration you can

have it;" rather than having the council and
the chairman come up and make their case

in a few months' time.

Mr. Eaton: The hon. member is saying he
hasn't got confidence in the local people to

make the choice.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, I think that the local

people can do this without having a chief

administrative officer at this time. They can

have a chief executive oflBcer—

Mr. Eaton: That is their choice. That is

why it is in there.

Mr. Renwick: They can appoint one by
bylaw.

Mr. Cassidy: They can appoint one by by-
law; and he can have all of the power that

he would otherwise have. He won't have the

status, according to the parliamentary assis-

tant of being mentioned in an Act. Well is

that really that serious? Does it really inhibit

what he can do?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It is too much entice-

ment.

Mr. Cassidy: In a number of areas it is

possible for the clerk to carry out this par-
ticular kind of function; and maybe that

would be more desirable than separating it

out. You know, in this bill alone there is

a tremendous proliferation of positions for

an area of 80,000 people: There will be a

chairman, a chief administrative oflScer, a

clerk, a treasurer, auditors and so on.

Mr. Good: And an assistant clerk.

Mr. Cassidy: How far does it go in this

particular area?

Mr. Meen: Well Mr. Chairman, I don't

think we can finish the debate on this with-

out actually touching base with the normal
officers in a municipal corporation, the clerk,

the treasurer and so on. Their duties and

responsibilities are spelled out in the Mu-
nicipal Act.

There is no reference to a chief adminis-

trative officer. The section itself provides
the scope of authority which could be in-

corporated in his terms of reference by bylaw
of the regional council. He

(a) shall have such general control

and management of the administration of

the government and affairs of the regional

corporation and perform such duties as

the regional council by bylaw prescribes;

(b) shall be responsible for the efficient

administration of all of its departments to

the extent that he is given authority and
control over them by bylaw.

So the terms of reference here establish an
individual who can be set up in a position

by bylaw of the regional corporation to do
work that would not otherwise be incorpor-
ated in the terms of reference of gentlemen
such as the clerk or the treasurer of a mu-

nicipality. And in a municipality that is

going to experience growth rates and pres-
sures and difficulties of management across

two entire counties, it would seem to me to

be most appropriate indeed to give this kind

of authority to the regional councils to set

up such an office if in their wisdom they
deem it desirable.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Cassidy's motion will please say "aye."
Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it. I de-

clare the motion lost and the section carried.

Shall we stack these along with the others?

All right, stacked.

Any further comments, questions or

amendments on any section up to and in-

cluding section 27?

Mr. Cassidy: Section 22, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Chairman: Section 22? Anything be-

fore 22? All right, the hon. member for

Ottawa Centre on 22.

Mr. Cassidy: I think this is the appro-

priate point to raise this. The municipalities
in the region currently spend about $7 mil-

lion or $8 million a year—maybe $20 million

by now. Where on earth is the money going
to come from, from 83,000 people, to pay
for the kind of infrastructure required to

establish a new town, to service an industry
and to do all the other things that are re-

quired?

What specific plans has the government
got? Will it establish a development corpora-
tion for the new town, and if so, how will

that integrate with the financial planning of

the regional municipality?
What are you going to do in this field of

finance? Are you simply going to leave them
out on a limb to sail unchartered waters

without even a paddle? That's a good meta-

phor.

Mr. Meen: The question is completely out
of order, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: It seems to me that it is.

This has to do with the appointment of a

treasurer.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr, Chairman, the treasurer
is the fellow who has to spend the money.
If he is

^

asked to spend the money and it

isn't there then he is going to have an
awful lot of trouble.

Mr. Chairman: You are discussing taxing
powers, which is not the duty of the treas-

urer, as I understand things.

Mr. Cassidy: The treasurer collects the

taxes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Right!

Mr. Cassidy: You agree? I am looking for
the appropriate point to raise this question,
which I think the parliamentary assistant
will agree is pretty germane to the whole
bill, and I think this is the appropriate
point. I didn't raise it before—

Mr. Chainnan: This has to do with the

appointment of a treasurer. It has nothing
to do with the taxing of the municipality.
I am not sure where it comes, in this bill
or the next bill, or maybe it is automatic, I

am not sure. I don't see it here.

Mr. Cassidy: The bill has still got to
come back before this House, Mr. Chairman,
for third reading. It is an appropriate time

to ask the question, and an appropriate time
to have an answer from the ministry.

Mr. Meen: I am asking the member for

Ottawa Centre, through you, Mr. Chairman,
are we under section 22? That's the section

we are talking about, which deals with the

appointment of a treasurer who keeps the

books and records of the regional corpora-
tion, preserves and files the accounts, and
the appointment of a deputy treasurer and
the provision for vacancies and the filling

of vacancies in those oflBces.

Now beyond that, if we are talking about

the raising of moneys, these of course are

based on assessment. If we are talking about

the payment of expenses, they are based

on the current accounts and accounts pay-
able of the region and of the area munici-

palities. If we are talking about borrowing
and financing other than through the raising

of money by taxes, then we are talking about

other provisions that will be in the second

bill.

So I really don't quite understand what
the nature of this question is. If there is a

new townsite and if the province decides to

become involved in it, then of course there

will be arrangements made there, but they
have nothing to do with this bill.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 22 stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, the point I

am trying to make—I think the parliamentary
assistant is absolutely unbelievable, he comes

in and says-

Mr. Chainnan: Order pleasel The appoint-
ment of the treasurer has nothing to do—

Mr. Cassidy: It certainly relates to the

viability-

Mr. Chairman: Order please! I have ruled

such line of questioning out of order be-

cause it is out of order.

Mr. Cassidy: It relates to the viability of

the region.

Mr. Chairman: Order please! Does sec-

tion 22 stand as part of the bill?

Section 22 agreed to.

Any further comments or questions on any
section up to and including 27? If not, the

parliamentary assistant on section 28.

Mr. Meen: Section 28 then, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chainnan: Was there one before this?

Mr. Meen: I move that section 28—
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Mr. Chairman: Order please! Was there
another? All right, proceed.

Mr. Meen moves that section 28 of the

bill be struck out, and the following inserted

in lieu thereof:

Notwithstanding the Municipal Elec-
tions Act, 1972, the expenses of the area

municipalities in respect of the elections

in 1974 of members and trustees of the

school boards referred to in section 27
shall, as approved by the minister, be

paid out of the consolidated revenue fund.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,
questions or amendments on a later section

of the bill?

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, could we dis-

cuss this item which is at the end of the

bill?

Mr. Meen: Section 10, that is—

Mr. Good: Pardon?

Mr. Meen: What would have been under
section 10(6).

Mr. Good: Well why didn't you put it in

the right place in the bill? I would like to

discuss it now, Mr. Chairman.

I think it is absolutely ridiculous that the

chairman of the regional municipalities
doesn't have to be a Canadian citizen. We
have been through this thing numerous times

in the Legislature. Surely by now the gov-
ernment has reached the point where they
are going to demand that the appointed
chairmen for regional government will be
Canadian citizens. I think it is ridiculous

that it is not in here, and those are my
feelings.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I would hate
to limit the authority of any subsequent
council to a Canadian citizen, if they had
elected a properly qualified British subject.

Every Canadian citizen is a British subject.
The definition as we have it here is broad

enough to cover the Canadian citizen.

I would think the form as it stands is not

only perfectly satisfactory from our stand-

point but it is perfectly satisfactory from
the standpoint of the councils in the years
to come. I don't see any reason why we
should narrow it dovm at this time.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, one point: I

would like the parliamentary assistant to

use his influence to generate a little forward

thinking in municipal affairs such as has
been established now in the election of
school board members. They must be Cana-
dian citizens. That is the only instance

where we have been able to get this into

any legislation. This was done in 1968 under
the School Administration Act where the

school boards were consolidated on a county
system. Under that legislation, school board
members must be Canadian citizens.

Surely we have grown up enough in Can-
ada and in Ontario and in this Legislature
to realize that we must have a provision
where those given the responsibility of gov-
ernment in our municipalities and in our

regional municipalities should fulfil the
minimum requirements of being Canadian
citizens.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr,

Chairman, I too would like to speak on this

particular area, because of the requirements
which now exist vdthin the universities. In
the recent university bills that have been

passed, we have required that members of

the boards of governors be Canadian citi-

zens. This is only proper and fitting. I think

it would be a most unfortunate occurrence

if a person who was charged with the re-

sponsibility of being chairman of a region
was not a Canadian citizen.

I put it to you, Mr. Chairman, that to be
a British subject only and not have citizen-

ship within this country is unacceptable at

this time. We have seen in the recent few
months a programme of the federal govern-
ment encouraging landed immigrants, and
those others who have arrived in Canada by
one means or another, to declare themselves,
to join with us as Canadians. There has

been a great and fine response from people
across the country.

I think that to leave this anachronism in

is not useful. It is not beneficial to us as

a province and it is certainly not a strength-

ening factor to us as Canadians.

Mr. Meen: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if it

would be of some assistance if perhaps at

this stage at any rate we were to change
this to accord with the Municipal Elections

Act? I don't have a copy of it in front of

me, but I think the form says "Canadian
citizen or other British subject." This indi-

cates, I think, our general consensus that

we would prefer a Canadian citizen.

I am reluctant to rule out some chance
that a good chairman might not happen to

be a Canadian citizen, whereas in fact he
is a British subject. You see, you give the
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full discretion to the council in subsequent

years to make such an appointment. It

might just be that the best man they could

get was not a Canadian citizen in every
sense of the word. But recognizing the feel-

ings as expressed by—I think by all of us—
I would be prepared to accept an amend-
ment to the effect that it is a Canadian citi-

zen or other British subject strictly in line

with the Municipal Elections Act.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this schedule stand

as part of the bill?

Schedule agreed to.

We have two stacked amendments to

place. Call in the members.

The Committee divided on Mr. Gaunt's

motion to delete subsection 1 of section 9

and amend subsection 2 of section 9, which
was negatived on the following vote.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman the

"ayes" are 30; the "nays" are 50.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the amending
motion lost and the section carried.

The committee divided on Mr. Cassidy's
motion to delete subsection 2 of section 17,

which was negatived on the following vote.

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 13; the "nays" are 67.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost

and the section carried.

Bill 190, as amended, reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report one bill with certain amend-
ments and ask for leave to sit again.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House reports one bill with

certain amendments, and asks for leave to

sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): I move the ad-

journment of the House, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. minister

would simply move the second reading of the

bill and then I will leave the chair.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: My fellow members

really get to me! Last night the leader of the

NDP said every time he talks to me he gets

passionate. It's getting dark out.

MINISTRY OF CONSUMER AND
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clements moves second reading
of Bill 187, An Act to amend the Ministry

of Consumer and Commercial Relations Act.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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ERRATUM

(October 11, 1973)

Line Insert

Insert, after 'Motion agreed to; first read-

ing of the bill.' the following:

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The bill simply does

away with two or three obsolete sections, and

is self-explanatory.

HUNTER DAMAGE COMPENSATION
ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Hunter

Damage Compensation Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

MINISTRY OF CONSUMER AND
COMMERCIAL RELATIONS ACT

( concluded )

Mr. Speaker: When we rose at 6 o'clock,

I believe we had just called second reading
of Bill 187. The member for Downsview—
or, at least, Riverdale. Sorry!

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Yes, I have
been standing here since 6 o'clock waiting
in your absence.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): He also serves.

An hon. member: Did the member finish

his speech?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Who only stands

and waits.

Mr. Renwick: No, talking about apropos
of nothing at all. But talking about favourit-

ism in the government, I'd like to ask the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-
lations why he grants the Minister of Gov-
ernment Services (Mr. Snow) a licence to

operate the elevators in this building?

An hon. member: Cancel them.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Renwick: The minister can take that

as notice and answer it tomorrow.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, I see, all right,
fine. I was going to answer it right now,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Renwick: Or I'll put it on the order

paper.

Mr. Speaker: I think you would be out of

order.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Does that

question relate to this bill?

Mr. Renwick: No, it had no connection
whatsoever. That's what was so delightful
about it.

Tuesday, October 16, 1973

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, it's just that my
legislation gives the members such a lift!

Mr. Singer: The minister wasn't in such

good humour before tonight.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): And it

makes you so passionate.

Mr. Renwick: I can never understand the

Conservative government introducing a bill

like this because they always insist on giv-

ing it an ideological overtone. They seem
to always insist that their bills be black or

white, whereas we, in the New Democratic

Party, always try to find the middle of the

road.

Mr. Singer: Come on!

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Now he's

saved himself, he has to smile to them.

Mr. Renwick: Well—

An hon. member: It's that fuzzy area that

we're stuck with.

An hon. member: Just a touch of scarlet.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: You're destroying your
own position, Jim. That would take the mem-
ber right into the middle of the lake!

Mr. Renwick: If perhaps those members
who are here would look at the bill, they
would imderstand what we mean by it.

The minister has introduced a bill of great

brevity but of significant importance to the

operation of his ministry, and the provision
which he proposes to amend for practical

purposes in this bill is a provision which

states as follows with respect to the com-

position of the commercial registration appeal
tribunal:

The Lieutenant Governor in Council

may, after consultation with organizations
or other bodies representative of the in-

dustries required to be registered under

any Act administered by the minister, ap-

point a panel composed of persons en-

gaged in each such industry who shall be

members of the tribunal, and where the
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tribunal holds a hearing at least one of

the members shall be a person appointed
under subsection 4 engaged in the indus-

try governed by the Act under which a

hearing is held.

And the minister comes in with a bill which
would permit the Lieutenant Governor in

Council by regulation to exempt any parti-
cular industry from the operation of this

section. That's the black or white of it,

however you want to look at it.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Is

there no grey area?

Mr. Renwick: The middle ground, which
we support, would be a proposition which
would indicate that one person of the
tribunal would be in an area in which there

might possibly be a conflict of interest, a

person from the industry, but the tribunal

would be of such a composition that the
view of that particular member of the in-

dustry or any number of members of the

industry on that tribunal would not neces-

sarily prevail but would have the counter-

vailing features of the kind of discussion
which a responsible tribunal would accept.

Unless the minister can assert that there
are certain industries which are so small
that he could only select two or three people
at the very most, and therefore the conflict

of interest would be paramount, it seems
to me that for practical purposes it would
be possible in any of the industries to al-

ways have a tribunal with one representative
where there would be a problem, because
of the smallness of the industry, of making
certain that there was no conflict of interest,
that at least one member would be a mem-
ber of that tribunal.

I remember, Mr. Speaker, that this was
a problem which was faced in England some
years ago. It was a question as to whether
or not governors of the Bank of England
oould also be members of investment bank-

ing houses in the City of London because
of the conflict of interest. The decision
which was made at that time was that, in
such circumstances, men of capacity would
be able to fulfil the requirements of mem-
bers of such a body and, at the same time,
not be swayed by their own private personal
interests which were involved in it.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The Al-

gonquin Forest Authority too.

Mr. Renwick: That's quite right, because,
as the leader of this party (Mr. Lewis) made
the point, it wasn't because John Robarts was

a member of the boards of directors of certain

industries in the lumber field. That wasn't
the problem. The problem, as the leader of
this party put it to the House the other

night, was the other problem, that through-
out the whole of the time when he was
Premier of the Province of Ontario he pur-
sued a policy which was directly contrary
to the proposed policy for Algonquin Park.

That was the reason.

For the record, the leader of the New
Democratic Party made that distinction per-
fectly clear. He said that he always enjoyed
the time when he was in the assembly with

John Robarts and that he understood that

John Robarts could perform the function
without a conflict of interest because of his

responsibilities on the boards of those other

companies, but he could not, in fact, do it

because, as the head of this ministry, he was

subject to a policy which was the direct re-

versal of the policy to be implemented ap-
parently by this government.
That is a bit of a digression, but I felt

the record should be straight, because it is

very important in the commercial registration

appeal tribunal, if it is to be realistic, re-

lated to the problems that it has to deal

with, that the tribunal has the benefit even
in a small industry, and perhaps more so

in a small industry than in a large one, of

membership on the tribunal of one person
who belongs to it. Not all of the persons,
but with the kind of discretion which is

provided in the appointments to the com-
mercial registration appeal tribunal, I say
that the ministry should have accepted the
middle ground and provided in that kind
of a situation that only one out of say three
or five would be members of the particular

industry aff^ected, and that the conflict of

interest would be resolved that way to the

benefit of the person who was appearing
before the tribunal, to the benefit of the

tribunal, and to the benefit of the growing
body of reasoning and jurisprudence—if I

may use that term—which is gradually at-

taching to the commercial regisration appeal
tribimal. It is for that reason that I indi-

cated this party was always seeking the

middle ground, usually finding it, and the

Tory party was taking an ideological posi-
tion in this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I listened with

great interest, as I always do, to the com-
ments of my friend from Riverdale, and
while he designates his comments as a seek-

ing of the middle ground I must frankly
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admit I had a little trouble seeking out or

finding his middle ground.

Mr. Stokes: The member would have had
trouble missing it.

Mr. Singer: I would think that what the

ministry has come up with at this time is

reasonable-

Mr. Lawlor: When was the last time the

member for Downsview was on the middle

ground?

Mr. Singer: —it makes some sense. There
are certain pitfalls perhaps to be avoided,
and while I am among die first to protest,
Mr. Speaker, at discretion being given to

the minister, in this particular instance the

minister is called upon to exercise a discre-

tion which, I would hope, he will exercise

reasonably because he has seen fit to bring
forward this section.

Frankly, I think the section is well worth

including in the bill and we shall support it.

Mr. Speaker: Any other hon. members
wish to speak to this bill? The hon. min-
ister?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I think

I should turn the clock back at this particu-
lar moment 125 minutes. At the hour of

6:05 this evening I was sitting here having
a fantasy, I believe, involving the Wizard
of Oz-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Actually it

was a dream, he was sleeping.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —and dreaming that

I was the New Democratic Premier of this

province.

Mr. Deans: Oh, that was a dream.

Mr. Singer: That was a fantasy.

Hon. Mr. Clement: As I tried to demon-
strate, it was a real fantasy-

Mr. Renwick: That would have been a

nightmare for us.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —and I moved the ad-

journment of the House because I felt, Mr.

Speaker, that I owed an obligation to those
who had been here all day and as a matter
of fact over the past two weeks. The Speaker
at that time, not being yourself, apparently
is one who is afflicted with a physical ail-

ment, and only one or two of us in the
House saw him lean forward in his three-

cornered hat as he said, "What did he say?"

And my counseller, who usually sits on my
right-

Mr. Deans: Does the minister mean the

member for St. David (Mrs. Scrivener)?

Hon. Mr. Clement: —said something per-
verse and I almost mouthed it. In any event

I moved the second reading of this bill.

Mr. Stokes: He was just exhorting the

minister to wake up.

Hon. Mr. Clement: My friend from

Riverdale, with whom I attended separate
school-

Mr. Renwick: Don't tell me I have been

talking on the wrong bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —said that he is always

seeking a middle ground, and my problem—
I want to confide in the members of this

House who have seen fit to attend here this

evening, and I want to confide particularly in

the member for Riverdale—my problem is

this, Dr. Anthony, in some instances we have
no one from the industry involved who is

qualified to sit in judgement. May I direct

your mind, sir, to the legislation dealing with

pyramidic sales? If anyone should come for-

ward and say that they wish to appeal to

the CRAT, as we call it, the commercial

registration appeal tribunal, and have one of

their peers sitting in judgement, there is no

one, sir, who has been licensed to sit in

judgement, to listen to the appeal.

Mr. Renwick: Then there is nobody un-

lawfully carrying on a business in Ontario?

Hon, Mr. Clement: I would certainly hope
that is the case and I know you would sup-

port me in that instance. In any event this

is the type of situation that this amendment

attempts to correct. In those instances where
no one is qualified to sit in judgement, the

Lieutenant Governor in Council has the right
to appoint someone else. My friend from

Downsview has discerned the wisdom of this

particular amendment-

Mr. Deans: Oh no, he doesn't understand

it. That's different.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Many of us in the

House have had difficulty in understanding
the problems faced by the member for

Downsview, but I don't happen to be one of

those, particularly this evening, who shares

that view.

Mr. Deans: Only because he is on your
side.
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Hon. Mr. Clement: He is a very charitable

fellow and I know this because he has often

told me within the last two or three days
how understanding he is. In any event, he
discerned this.

I am going to challenge my friends, the

New Democratic Party, and tell them they
have discerned it too. There is no one more
astute in this House than the member for

Riverdale, and he knows the problem that

confronts me. That's why I brought this

amendment forward this evening. I know that

he has had a lot of back trouble lately and
he twists his head from side to side when he

experiences great pain, particularly after he

has been away from the House for two hours

and five minutes. But I know, as a practising

lawver, that the member for Riverdale doesn't

really want to follow the middle ground. He

really wants to follow the ground that I

propose, and I challenge and throw to you,

sir, the banner to follow me to victory in

bringing in this amendment.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order please! The motion is

for second reading of Bill 187. Shall the

motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 190, An Act to establish the Regional

Municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk.

Bill 187, An Act to amend the Ministry of

Consumer and Commercial Relations Act.

CO-OPERATIVE CORPORATIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 185, The Co-operative Corporations
Act, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on Bill 185,
first of all I may say that we indicated to

the minister last night that it would not be

necessary from our point of view to put this

bill into committee of the whole House. My
friend the member for Downsview, on be-

half of the Liberal Party, concurred in that

matter. But I see that the minister has in-

troduced certain amendments which will

force us to take up the time of the House
in committee of the whole later on in con-

nection with the bill.

But I want to indicate to the minister

that we were quite prepared to let the bill

go without putting it into committee for a

very good reason. That is that the report
of the select committee on co-operatives
which reported in 1971 contained a full

scale of recommendations with respect to

what should be in a bill related to co-

operatives. The bill which is before us

tonight, on careful examination, reflects, in-

sofar as I can tell, with one minor exception,
the recommendations which were contained

in that report.

First of all, let me say that I feel privi-

leged to have been a member of the com-
mittee that produced this report. It is a

superb report and I would like to pay
tribute to the counsel for the committee,

Jack Blain of the firm of McCarthy and

McCarthy. He was counsel at the time when
this diflBcult topic—difficult in the sense that

it had not to my knowledge ever been
looked into by a select committee of the

assembly—brought forward this report which
can be read and in my view, would be an
historic document with respect to the oper-
ations of co-operatives in the province of

Ontario. Mr. Blain has the capacity of ex-

pressing in layman's terms and in readable

English very basic questions related to what
were in legal terms, I think it is fair to

say, abstruse topics of company or corporate
law in the province.

Perhaps I could say that the problem was

compounded by the fact that there was no

separate statute governing co-operatives. It

was a small part, part V with references to

part III, of the Corporations Act of the

province. You could only understand what
a co-operative was about or what it could

do if you were a magician in cross-referenc-

ing to many other sections of the Corpora-
tions Act. That's probably a first-class place
to start ofiF on my comments on second read-

ing of the bill.

The basic fact, Mr. Speaker, is that the

co-operative movement, for historic, govern-

mental, political, economic and other reasons,

has never been accepted in Ontario as a

significant way of carrying on business. It

has been overshadowed almost totally by
that traditional corporate form of share

capital operation, conducted solely with a

view to profit on the investment of capital.
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The co-operative movement endeavoured,
in its origins in England, to combine two ele-

ments. One was a capacity for efficiency
with respect to the distribution of goods.
The other element was a sense of co-opera-
tion amongst those who were associated in

the venture, to provide themselves and
others who may want to patronize the par-
ticular outlets with goods at an efficient

economic cost.

That was the origin of the co-operative
movement, and it did not take root in this

province to the extent that it could. It was

very barren soil and was very late in time.

I want to commend to the assembly one

particular paragraph of the introduction to

this report which I think points up the

major point I want to make when I am
speaking on second reading.

In this report—and I am quoting from the

introduction to the select committee's report
on co-operatives, tabled in this Legislature
in 1971-it states:

In this report the committee has at-

tempted to examine the co-operative prin-

ciples embodying the social philosophy
which has been the inspirational force

behind the growth of the co-operative
movement in many countries and to evalu-

ate their relevance and applicability to

co-operatives in Ontario today.

The committee believes that the legis-
lation can and should achieve a balance

that would accord due recognition to the

social precepts fundamental to co-opera-
tion and the exigencies of modem business

efficiency necessary to enable a co-opera-
tive effectively to perform its economic
function. The recommendations in this

report are collectively directed toward this

aim.

The resulting blend of business and
social philosophy, which is the essence of

co-operation, may differ in emphasis from
that prevailing in other pnovinces, but the

committee is of the view that in Ontario

at least the co-operative partakes more of

the nature of a standard business corpora-
tion operating according to particular
methods than an institution in which the

economic function is secondary to its

social nature.

Mr. Singer: Shouldn't the member read

the next several paragraphs of that report?

Mr. Renwick: I could, but the member
for Downsview has the report and I don't

intend to be sidetracked tonight by him from

a very important social principle that is in-

volved in the life of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Singer: Do I sidetrack the member?
I didn't know that.

Mr. Renwick: Well, in a way for more
than 35 years now the member for Downs-
view has been sidetracking me. It started in

1930, so for 43 years he has been side-

tracking me.

Mr. Singer: Will the member talk long

enough so that I can have a cigarette?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, I will talk long enough
while he has a cigarette. And if the minis-

ter wishes to go, I always have some recep-
tive friends in my own party who are always

quite happy to listen to me.

Mr. Eaton: Not too many there!

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, on a

point of personal privilege, I would con-

sider it an insult to the member for River-

dale if I went out and, for the first time

in my life, smoked a cigarette while he was

delivering this type of address. I have opted,

sir, to sit here and listen to this, in spite
of the fact that the member for Downsview
wishes to destroy his life at such a tender

age.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): That is

hardly fair. He isn't obliged to stay.

Mr. Speaker: I think no ruling is neces-

sary. The member for Riverdale may pro-
ceed.

Mr. Deans: How does one get into this

club? What is the membership fee?

An hon. member: They just go to the

same place at supper time.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, it is so friendly
here tonight that I don't know quite what
to do.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): How about

sitting down?

Mr. Deans: Please don't join in.

Mr. Renwick: I would be glad to sit down
with the minister a little later on in the

evening. Thank you for the invitation.

I am sorry, Mr. Speaker, I am now going
to have to repeat a little bit of what I said

earlier.
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Hon. Mr. Clement: The member's sorry?
The Speaker is leaving for a cigarette.

Mr. Renwick: The report's introduction

stated:

But the committee is of the view that

in Ontario at least the co-operative par-
takes more of the nature of a standard

business corporation operating according
to particular methods than an institution

in which the economic function is secon-

dary to its social nature.

I notice that the member for Middlesex

South shook his head when I indicated to

him that the co-operative movement did not

take root in Ontario. Let me deal with

that part of the problem so that I can

explain the points I am trying to make.

It is perfectly clear that in the agricul-
tural field in the producer co-operatives,
that in the vacuum which existed in the

Province of Ontario with respect to the

polici^ for the orderly marketing of prod-
ucts in the Province of Ontario and the

vacuum which existed with respect to the

purchase at reasonable prices of the ingre-
dients which were necessary for the farm

community to produce the produce led for

a short period of time, mainly for practical

purposes in this century and after the First

World War, to some attempt by the agricul-
tural community to counter the economic
world in which they lived by forming on

voluntary bases various cjo-operative organi-
zations and institutions. That did take place,
and that has continued from about 1911,

1912, 1913, and 1914 on up to 1919, to the

United Farmers of Ontario, which for a

period of time were the government of the

province, and then on into the Thirties and
then on into the Forties.

That's quite true, and I am one who hap-

pens to believe that the co-operative move-
ment in the agricultural field for the purpose
of protecting the producers of the food of

the province was a necessary response by
the agricultural community to the atmosphere
in which we lived at that time, which was
devoid of a government policy for the abil-

ity of the farmers to acquire the products,
the seed, the fertilizer, the binder twine and
all of the other things which they needed in

order to produce the food which they could

sell.

That particular form of co-operative move-

ment, Mr. Speaker, was not the kind of

co-operative movement which is generally
associated with the term. I refer specifically
to a very short statement made at another

point in the report which clearly draws the

distinction which is of great interest to me
tonight. This is on page 25 jof the report,
which in another context entirely has this

sentence:

The aim of an agricultural producer

co-operative is to enable its members to

sell at the best price possible, whereas

the purpose of the consumer co-operative
is to enable its members to obtain goods
and services as cheaply as possible.

If I may deal very briefly with the agricul-
tural producer co-operative, because that

is not my principal concern tonight, the

fact of the matter is that the United Co-

operatives of Ontario are in response to

economic pressures gradually establishing
for practical purposes, either a pronounced
leadership or indeed in due course perhaps
a monopoly of the co-operative movement so

far as the farm producing co-operative
movement is concerned in the province. I

tried to give this very serious consideration

because it has worried me a great deal. I

think the rationale can be made that only
in that way, that is, by a gigantic organiza-
tion of the nature of the United Co-opera-
tive of Ontario, can the farm producers

compete in an economic world which in

the areas in which they operate is basically
hostile to the farm communities of the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

I think that is a fair statement. It both-

ered me very much, Mr. Speaker, because

in 1965, which happened to be the first year
that I was in the House, and I wasn't all

that aware of the importance of the standing
committees of the Legislature in dealing with

legislation which comes before the standing

committee, the United Co-operatives being

incorporated by a private Act of this assem-

bly, came before the private bills committee

with a bill, which permitted the United Co-

operatives to have individual members as

distinct from other co-operatives as mem-
bers. The United Co-operatives had oper-
ated for a long time on the two-tier system,
that is, the United Co-operatives was an

overall body which had members which
were other co-operatives and the other co-

operatives had a lot of individual members
who were engaged in farming.

The co-operative movement had a very
real vitality at the ground of their opera-
tions because the local co-operative had its

members who were vitally concerned in that

operation. Then the local co-operative, itself,

was a member of the United Co-operatives
of Ontario. So you had a two-tier system
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which preserved within the co-operative

movement, from the farm producers' point
of view, the very elements of co-operation
which were an essential ingredient for the

people to come together to use this method.

The bill which was introduced—and I

always regretted that I didn't understand

it when I sat there and watched it go

through the standing committee—destroyed
th? two-tier system. And for practical pur-

poses it destroyed the United Co-operatives
of Ontario so far as the co-operative prin-

ciple of association is concerned, and in the

course of time lent undue weight to the

corporate form and the managerial style of

doing business, for perfectly legitimate ends.

Th° destruction is almost working itself

out because they are both acquiring other

co-operatives and they have a large mem-
b'^rship. I think there are now in excess of

some 30,000 members of United Co-opera-
tives of Ontario. I think it is an organization
whose assets are in excess of $60 million at

the present time. I think the equity of its

members is in the ratio of one to four—
about $15 million. The volume of its busi-

ness is very great. But the result has been
that it is extremely difficult to maintain, re-

gardless of the mythology of its origin, a

sense of that kind of co-operation which is

the basis of the co-operative movement as

it was originally created in the United King-
dom and elsewhere.

We dealt in this report with the question
of the United Co-operatives, and the very
best that we could come up with was the

realization that it was too late to reverse
the process and to re-establish the United

Co-operative organization as a two-tier oper-
ation, if that was desirable. We saw it was

goinf^ to become an extremely large, mana-

gerial-oriented, amalgamation-oriented, take-

over oriented part of the farm producer busi-

ness. And for practical purposes, that is what
it has become and that is what it will be-

come. I think it can only be said that it was

justified in doing so in response to the kind

of economic community which it had to

operate to meet the legitimate ends of the

farm community, which had its origin in the

smaller co-operatives. Only such a laree co-

operative can now provide the kind of pro-
tection which is needed.

In the report, Mr. Speaker, members will

find a specific reference to our desire that the

United Co-operatives of Ontario conduct a

kind of in-depth, internal study of their own
operations. This would be an endeavour to

reinforce within that organization the sense

of co-operative feeling and co-operative spirit

which is so much the antithesis of the mere

profit-making incentive and the retum-on-

capital incentive which is so much a part of

the capitalist system.

We make one other point about the farm

co-operatives, as I understand them. I think

it is also true that the co-operative move-

ment, in the sense of the farm producer co-

operative that we had known in the past, has

gradually been overtaken and supplanted by
the marketing boards of the province. In-

stead of providing support, help, subsidy,

assistance and so on to the co-operative
movement in the field of agriculture with

respect to the stability of prices and the

orderly marketing of their products, the

government of Ontario opted a long time ago
for the farm marketing board scheme. As

everyone now knows, there are some 30 or

more boards in the province which have

taken over the method of marketing the farm

produce in the various areas on an orderly
basis.

We sometimes think, Mr. Speaker, that be-

cause something has happened that it must

necessarily have happened that way, and that

there was no other alternative. Part of the

point I want to make tonight is that it wasn't

necessary that the farm producer co-opera-
tive operation in the Province of Ontario

should have had to give way to the farm

marketing board operation instituted by the

government of the Province of Ontario by

legislation.

It was conceivably possible, in the kind of

society which some people envisage for the

Province of Ontario, to have had a co-opera-
tive society which could have, with business

efficiency and managerial skill, conducted the

farm marketing operations of this province
in a way which would have been to the

great benefit of the farm community, would

have gone a long way to have protected the

farmer from the pits and peaks and the

trougjhs and valleys and heights of the in-

stability of the farm community in Ontario

over many years, and may very well in the

long run have solved a great number of the

problems which are now of such a gigantic

magnitude that it is almost impossible to

reverse them by governmental measures.

I am only saying that, and I want to em-

phasize it, because I don't happen to believe

that the road in the agricultural community
of Ontario had to be this road. It could have

been a co-operative road. It could have been

successful. It could have produced a society
within the Province of Ontario that doesn't
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have in its agricultural community the im-

mense tensions, the immense strains and the

immense antagonisms with other parts of the

community which are now so evident in this

whole question of rising food costs.

I have gone on at some length about that

point, but I wanted to make it perfectly clear

that it is possible that the co-operative move-
ment could have provided an alternate road

under different political, economic and other

considerations in the Province of Ontario.

Culturally and historically the Province of

Ontario and the people in this province could

have been and would have been receptive
to the co-operative solution to the farm

community problems in the Province of On-
tario had the government of Ontario had the

kind of policies and the kind of framework
which would have supported the develop-
ment of that kind of a system in the

province.

I feel that very strongly, and I also per-
ceive it very clearly. That was a very viable

method, a very realistic method, of caiTying
on the life of the Province of Ontario, and
in my judgement would have permitted us

to retain, maintain and keep for the future

many values in the Province of Ontario which
are now in severe jeopardy under the system
which is evolving every day before our eyes
with respect to the antagonisms and tensions

within the society.

Right. Let me leave the farm co-operative
movement. The report indicates quite clearly
that the other aspect of the co-operative
movement—that is the consumer co-operative
—for practical purposes has no roots in On-
tario of any significance. The report so states

in its conclusions, mainly on page 8, and in

other places in the report dealing with the

direct charge co-operative, the consumer co-

operative, as it was conceived in England
on the principles of the Rochdale principles
as they were set out.

If anybody is really interested in kind of

the feeling that was involved and the social

purposes and economic purposes which were

to be amalgamated and achieved by the co-

operative movement, I would suggest that at

some time they pick up a little volume by
Leonard Woolf, who stands in his own

right, but was the husband of Virginia Woolf,
and who was very much involved with the

co-operative movement in England at the

turn of the century, and in the period after-

wards. When you read that book, it is not

a proselytizing book, it is simply a description
of the co-operative movement by a man who
was involved in it, showing how it was pos-

sible to amalgamate the social principles of

co-operative living with the economic neces-

sities of production, sale and distribution of

economic goods in that society. But it is al-

most as if that document is now an historic

one. So there has been no root in the Prov-

ince of Ontario for consumer co-operatives.

We have had a brief resurgence of a

version of the consumer co-operative in the

direct charge co-operative; there are some
in the Province of Ontario, but I know they
have had great difficulty.

Whether or not there is going to be an
effective consumer co-operative movement in

Ontario, whether or not the direct charge

co-operatives will ever be able to get off

the ground as a counteracting economic in-

stitution to deal effectively in a counter-

vailing way with the traditional organization
for the distribution of consumer goods in

the Province of Ontario, lies in the future.

But it is quite clear that it is possible to

adapt governmental policies which will pro-
vide the kind of atmosphere, the kind of

circumstances and the kind of attitudes which
will permit such bodies to achieve some
effective place in the life of the Province

of Ontario.

I don't for a moment discard that that is

an option which the New Democratic Party,
if it were the government of Ontario, would

very carefully and clearly explore and culti-

vate for the purpose of seeing whether or

not it was possible to produce an active

viable consumer co-operative organization
of our society in Ontario, at least in a

countervailing way toward the present
method of the domination by the investment-

oriented corporations without share capital.

The report goes on to say:

In comparison with certain provinces
there is, however, comparatively low co-

operative housing in Ontario, and the use

of the co-operative corporation as a means
of assisting the economic development of

the Indian population has hitherto not

been sufficiently explored.

Since the report was tabled, of course, there

has been some minor development of the

co-operative movement with respect to

Indian communities in the province. I don't

pretend to be an expert in connection with

them, but there is one in the Kenora area

and there is another one operating in the

James Bay part of the Province of Ontario.

That is a special area and a special field

which needs the attention of the govern-
ment as such for the purpose of achieving
the kind of things which can be done in a
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co-operative, and which cannot be done in

another form of association.

I want to deal for a moment with the

sensation both at Ottawa and in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, historically and in the present

day because there has been no feeling for

the co-operative, that there has been no
real effort to use the co-operative method
of solving some portion of the housing prob-
lems that we are faced with in the province.

I want to refer very briefly in that con-

nection to "Programmes in Search of a

Policy: Low-Income Housing in Canada,"

by Michael Denis and Susan Fish, who
could be called the opposition to the Cole
commission dealing with matters related to

poverty. They published their own book in

connection with the problems which they
had and the recommendations which should
be made in connection with housing. On
page 11 of that report they have this to

say about co-operative housing:

The Curtis committee in 1944 pointed
to the European experience and clearly

anticipated a substantial co-operative hous-

ing effort. During the 1950s the federal

housing agency supported the activities of

building co-operatives, self-help groups
which built single-family dwellings for

individual ownership. No support was

given to continuing co-operatives, non-

profit groups which wanted to build

multiple projects to be owned collectively
and rented to individuals. They were
denied preferred lending rates under the

full recovery section of the Act on the

basis that they were really developing a

form of homeownership. There was con-
cern that loans to them would open the

door to claims for preferred lending rates

by individual homeowners.

Legislative provisions requiring that the

corporation be satisfied that at least 80

per cent of the units in the project will

be occupied by members of the co-opera-
tive have been interpreted to mean that

no advances can be made on loan com-
mitments until 80 per cent of the members
have been signed up as shareholders and

accepted as borrowers. Difficulty in meet-

ing this requirement virtually precluded
the development of co-operative housing.

Opposition to co-operative housing
within the corporation has arisen because
of basic philosophy differences. This is

best seen in the statement of one of the

corporation's policy advisers:

"Home is a very private thing and any-
thing to do with one's own private affairs

is best kept independent and separate
from the friendly contact with neighbours.
I can't think of anything more likely to

jeopardize the kind of stability of family
life than becoming involved in a venture

of co-operative housing."

The attitude continues to prevail despite
the recent development, supported by
CMHC, of condominium housing, which
mixes homeownership with an inter-

dependent, high density lifestyle. The

corporation has funded a national co-

operative housing foundation and then

left it to the co-operatives to stand or

fall on the rules of the marketplace. It

has refused to change its general policies

adopted 15 years earlier.

Co-operative housing associations have

developed at the provincial level with

assistance from the provinces, and at the

project level with help from labour unions,

co-operative financial institutions and

churches. With changes in programme
requirements and real government sup-

port, the prospects for production at a

meaningful level are quite good.

Of course, any reference to the Province of

Ontario with respect to the support of co-

operatives can be entirely overlooked, be-

cause they are speaking mainly of other

provinces.

At a later part in the report they recom-

mended, specifically:

CMHC should make 100 per cent loans

to co-operatives and other non-profit insti-

tutions and groups and provide seed money
for organization and development. They
should provide technical expertise directly

through the establishment of independent

advisory boards and by funding groups to

directly hire the necessary expertise. They
should adopt internal procedures which

make it far more accessible and receptive

to these groups. It must cultivate them in

the same way as producers.

A full flow of information on policies and

programmes must be established. If the

shelter allowance proposal is not adopted,
make subsidies available for non-govern-

mental, non-profit housing and require a

broad income mix.

It goes on to refer in some further degree to

the problems and the attitudes of the federal

government, reflected in the attitudes of the

government of this province, which have, for

practical purposes, hamstrung the growth and

development of co-operatives for the pro-
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vision of housing for persons in middle and
low income groups.

It would appear to me that that is in-

cipient in the present policies of the govern-
ment of the Province of Ontario and it may
well be endemic to the life in the Province
of Ontario as it has been conditioned by the
Conservative Party during the long years,

unfortunately, for which it has been in power
in the province.

I know that when I was looking at the new
Housing Act programmes of Ottawa, we find

very little hope that basically the attitude

is going to be changed. The non-profit hous-

ing assistance under the new National Hous-

ing Act programmes, published by the

government of Canada and the Central Mort-

gage and Housing Corp., under the auspices
of the Hon. Ron Basford as the minister, had
this to say on its so-called explanatory sheet

relating to co-operative housing assistance:

Amendments to the National Housing
Act have extended provisions for co-opera-
tive housing and added various forms of

assistance to make it easier for low-income
families and persons to obtain housing
through co-operative associations.

Loans to co-operatives: The National

Housing Act not only provides for loans
for co-operative housing as before [which,
of course, was totally nugatory in the
Province of Ontario] but also encourages
groups of people to secure housing co-

operatively. For example, generally the

terms and assistance available to individ-

uals will also be available to groups which
are organized in co-operatives.

Loans may be obtained for the purchase
of existing housing and for rehabilitation

of such housing where necessary. Prev-

iously loans for co-operative projects were
limited to new constructions. Loans will

not be made to builders, developers or

other societies to construct or obtain hous-

ing for a co-operative project.

In other words, the loan will be made only
to the co-operative whose members will

occupy the accommodation.

That, as the minister will well recognize, is

a very substantial hurdle to overcome, that

is, to build a multiple-dwelling accommoda-
tion by the co-operation of a large number,
of 80 or 90 or 100 low-income families, who
will undertake to occupy the particular ac-

commodation when it is constructed and to

provide the kind of managerial skills and the

incentives and professional skills which are

necessary to make it a reality. That can only
be done if the policies of this government

are such that they will fully implement the

kind of policies which apparently are now
available under the National Housing Act.

I will not go on at any length to elaborate

further on those particular points.

I want really to say—and I think now
perhaps the members have a sense of the

thrust of my concern about co-operatives in

the Province of Ontario—that the atmos-

phere is inimical to their growth and devel-

opment. The policies and the attitude and
the articulated attitude of the government
of Ontario must take a pronounced turn-

around if there is going to be any viability
to the co-operative movement, either in the

consumer co-operative field, in the special
branch of the consumer co-operative field,

known as the direct charge co-operatives, in

the field of the co-operative housing ven-

tures, in the field of assistance for Indian

communities or in the field perhaps of co-

operative assistance to various ethnic groups
in the Province of Ontario which may have

special needs.

I specifically refer to the geriatric, as we
call it now—the problem of the senior citizen,

the fellow who went to his doctor and said,

"Please tell me directly how many m/ore of

these golden years must I face?" We have
to recognize that there is a place for the

co-operative form of living for older people,
the senior citizens, as we now euphemisti-

cally speak of them. There is a place for

methods by which people who have lived

in and owned their homes, when they sell

their own homes, might very well be able

on the co-operative principle to participate
in a co-operative venture of living which
will not only provide them with the accom-
modation in which they can live, but will

also provide them with the kind of social

atmosphere, the sense of society, the sense

of co-operation which will do so very much
to make the later years of the citizens of

the Province of Ontario more livable, more

understandable, more humane, more useful

and more productive from their point of

view of their own social well-being.

There is an immense field open to the

government of Ontario, with respect to the

way in which we can promote co-operatives.

If I may, Mr. Speaker, come back spe-

cifically to the details of the statute and

some of the specific problems involved in

this particular bill which is before us, at

least now we have a structure in a statute

which provides the skeletal framework
which will permit—easily, readily, and, I

trust the minister will confirm, inexpensively
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—the formation of co-operatives for any of

the legitimate purposes in which people may
band themselves together. I think the prin-

ciples of one vote per person, a fixed return

on the capital investment whether by shares

or by loans, no vote by proxy, a relatively
small organization with a specific social and
economic goal inextricably intermixed, can
be accomplished through the framework of

this particular bill.

Those of us who happen to be knowledge-
able about the Business Corporations Act

recognize that that Act has been in very

large measure transplanted into this bill, in

terms of the particular clauses which are

embodied in it. That's fine; that's part of

the reason why it's not necessary really to

go to committee of the whole House and

go through it laboriously, because we have
been through the Business Corporations Act.

Many of the clauses have significant mean-

ings in corporate law which should be iden-

tical in ao-operative law. Also it reflects to

a considerable degree the specific recom-

mendations of the select committee.

There are some minor points in that par-
ticular bill which, now that the minister

insists that it go into committee of the

whole House, perhaps we could comment
on at that time rather than wait for amend-
ments at some future time. There are, how-
ever two or three specific areas that I am
anxious to make certain, to the extent that

it is possible to do so, that they not be
lost sight of, by the reference of this bill

and its sponsorship by the Minister of Con-
sumer and Corporate Relations.

One of the basic principles of the co-

operative movement was open membership.
That was one of the fundamental principles
of the so-called Rochdale pioneers, and is a
basic ingredient of most people's conception.
We were concerned about the restricted

membership which is enshrined in this. The
board of directors or the members or the

shareholders of a co-operative can establish

classes of membership and can impose re-

strictions upon admission to membership that

give the committee siome concern.

I know it's not this minister's direct re-

sponsibility, but I want to ask him to make
certain that paragraph six on page 43 of the

report is referred to the Human Rights Com-
mission. I want them to see whether or not
it is necessary to have amendments made to

the Ontario Human Rights Code in order
to make certain that discrimination in the
sense that we wish to be a non-discrimina-

tory society will not intrude upon the co-

operative movement, recognizing that there

may very well be legitimate areas and legi-
timate exceptions.

That whole paragraph number six deals

with that question, and, so that it will not

get lost in the report, even though it may
get lost in Hansard, I am going to presume
upon the assembly and read it:

The committee considered whether the

Act should contain some statement to give
effect to the so-called open membership
principle, which would impose certain

limitations on the discretion of directors

of a co-operative when considering ap-

plications for membership or transfers of

memberships.
It is the committee's view that those

involved in the co-operative movement
are aware of and respect the general co-

operative principle concerning member-

ship and that it is better left to the move-
ment itself to observe its own principles
than to attempt to provide for such a

matter in legislation. If there happens to

be a case of alleged discrimination in the

admission of members based ;on social,

political, religious, or racial grounds, the

prohibition of which form the essence of

the principle of open membership in its

modem context, the matter appears to the

committee to be a problem for the Human
Rights Commission rather than co-opera-
tive legislation. This might entail some
amendments to the Ontario Human Rights
Code.

I would ask the minister if he would in

due course make a specific reference of this

report and of that particular paragraph to

the Human Rights Commission. I would like

to determine whether or not any appropriate
amendments to the Ontario Human Rights
Code should be made in order to further

confirm in the Province of Ontario that we
wish to have a non-discriminatory society.

There is only one other matter—a minor

exception, which the minister commented
on to me in a conversation, which was not

adopted in full in the bill. That is the

question of auditors. I fully understand that

the small co-operative, which is now an

exception in the bill, should not be re-

quired to have an auditor. This is for the

very real reason of the expense which would
be incurred, and which could not be borne.

But I thought that the record of this debate

should indicate that we were aware that

that exception had been made.

I am very pleased, from the point of view
of the members of the co-operatives and
from the people who may become members
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that there has been some move to provide
that it will be necessary for a co-operative
which is issuing its securities to file a

prospectus with the director of co-operatives.
It must obtain his receipt therefor, prior to

any sale taking place. There is also a reserve

right in the Ontario Securities Commission
to withdraw in a particular case the exemp-
tion which otherwise stands in favour of

co-operatives.

I think that the minister should speci-

fically refer to the Ontario Securities Com-
mission the question of the issue of securi-

ties by United Co-operatives of Ontario. This
would not be for the purpose of removing
the exemption in any particular instance but
for the purpose of establishing that kind
of relationship between the United Co-

operatives of Ontario and the Ontario Securi-

ties Commission necessary in order to make
certain that the public of the province are

protected in the same way as they are by
the issue of securities of other corporations
of the same size and magnitude as the
United Co-operatives of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, I had only one other con-
cern—and I don't know how we deal with
it in any way other than the way in which
it has been dealt with in the report. That
was the question as to whether or not a co-

operative in some way could acquire the
shares of a business corporation and there-
fore have a wholly owned subsidiary. The
top company would be a co-operative and
the subsidiary company a wholly or partially
owned business corporation of the share

capital kind. I do not know of any further
solution to the problem.

From a puristic viewpoint one could make
an argument that one should exclude a
business corporation from ownership by a

co-operative and vice versa, if that were

necessary. But I favour the recommendation
of the committee as set out in page 84 of
the report "that the power conferred by
section 22 of the Business Corporations Act
be made specifically applicable to co-opera-
tives in clear terms." That is, they could

buy the shares of a business corporation in

the normal ordinary share capital company
but the power would be exercised only if

the directors of the co-operative acting in

good faith determined by express resolution

that the purchase is in the best interests of

the co-operative and is necessary to enable
the co-operative to improve its service to

members.

Mr. Speaker, those are my remarks on this

bill. I did want to take the opportunity of

expressing to the assembly that this bill may
very well be a pathfinder. It could—not by
itself by any means, but with the support
of adequate government policies in selective

fields of social needs—be a vehicle which
would provide for an additional form of

organization in our society to meet social

needs in a way which, to a very large extent,
has been discarded and not allowed to ex-

pand and grow in the province. This bill

could provide that structure for the opening
and awakening of the Province of Ontario

to the potential for the meeting of social

needs of the co-operative movement, inex-

tricably involving the pursuit of economic

goods in our society on an efiicient and
economic basis with social needs and the

sense of social co-operation. If it does that,

then we will have contributed a great deal

to reviving an atmosphere in the Province

of Ontario which may very well, in certain

areas, permit us to maintain, achieve and

permit to survive many values which I know
all of us in this assembly from time to time

share. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Eaton: Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Middle-
sex South.

Mr. Eaton: Mr. Speaker, I would just like

to make a few comments on this bill. I am

certainly most pleased to see it coming into

the House and giving the various functions

under co-op law a chance to be drawn to-

gether in one bill. It is all drawn together

and, as the member for Riverdale said, not

in such a form that you have to cross-

reference from here to there to find out just

what you can or can't do.

I would just like to comment on the role

of the co-op in rural Ontario. I think the

member is probably quite right that the

co-operative movement in Ontario generally
hasn't had the impact that it might have had
on the province, but I feel it has had quite
an impact on rural Ontario. I think that the

co-op movement, not just through economic

necessity, but through the social and com-

munity ties throughout rural Ontario, has

played a significant role. I think it can con-

tinue to play that role and will continue to

play that role, even though we find many of

the local farm co-ops joining in with the

larger United Co-operatives of Ontario. I

think it is just a spreading out of the co-op
movement, or really a joining together of

it, right across the province.
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I certainly find in my areas of travel in

the province that although United Co-

operatives have taken over in name and

management from many of the local co-ops,
it has strengthened the local co-ops and that

there is still a great tie by the individual

members. I think at the opening of the new
branch of Glencoe Co-op in my riding, some

1,600 or 1,700 people of that local com-

munity turned out. They turned out in

strength and had a real community tie to that

co-operative.

I think, in some cases, the co-op movement
has gone beyond rural Ontario too, and

perhaps because of the rural base. We can

look at Co-operators' Insurance Association

of Ontario, which has become the largest
insurer of cars in Ontario—primarily because

of the movement of farm organizations, but

also largely because of the credit union

movement within the cities. This has shown
what the co-op movement can do within the

urban areas as well.

I don't think it is really a necessity to

change any rules or laws as far as govern-
ment is concerned to encourage the co-op.
It takes some input by people who are really

interested and keenly interested in the co-op
movement to get involved and do a job. I

know the first job I had when I came out of

agricultural college was working for United

Co-operatives of Ontario, and I've been

closely tied to the co-op movement since and

in farm marketing.

I don't feel that the compulsory marketing
boards in Ontario have really interfered

with the co-op movement to any great ex-

tent. I know there have been some conflicts

involving a co-op handling a particular prod-
uct. Some boards found they had to direct

this product to different packing plants or

processors.

But the co-op movement hadn't really got
involved in the marketing end of it, unfor-

tunately. I think probably one of the weak-

nesses was that it wasn't involved enough in

the marketing end. It was involved more in

the supply end.

I think we have just to look around in

other countries to find that the voluntary

co-op movement in the marketing of farm

products has not really worked. When you
find a group that do voluntarily get together
to do a job, there are always those few on

the outside who tend to disrupt the market in

some way. I feel that the marketing board

movement, to an extent, is voluntary because

you have to have 66% in favour of it. It

brings into focus those few on the outside

who could disrupt the marketing programme
into what you might call a compulsory co-op
movement.

So I think there is room for both to work

together, and that the philosophy of working

together in the co-op movement need not be

lost in compulsory marketing boards.

I would just like to say, also, that I believe

a lot of credit goes to that committee for the

report they put together. As the hon. member
for Riverdale mentioned, he was on that

committee, and I guess he was blowing his

horn a little over there, but I think the

whole committee is to be credited for that

report.

I think also in forming this legislation a

little credit goes to this minister and prob-

ably the previous minister who worked on

it, too. There has been an excellent con-

tact with the co-op movement in Ontario

in forming this Act and pretty well covering
the necessary things. Also, I believe, giving
them the freedom necessary to make the

co-op movement work, without binding them

down to any great extent.

I think, generally, anyone whom I have

talked to, Mr. Minister, in the co-op move-

ment is quite pleased to see this Act being

brought in, and I'm sure will be pleased
to see it passed and supported here tonight.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-

view.

Mr. Singer: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Mr.

Speaker, I have listened with great interest

to the remarks of the hon. member for

Riverdale and I think what he has said

underlines the rather quiet but most ef-

ficient approach-

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): What
has the member bought—or sold?

Mr. Eaton: All that wool off that sheep
herd he's got.

Mr. Singer: —rather underlines, Mr.

Speaker, the very e£Bcient and logical ap-

proach taken by one of the least publicized,

probably one of the least travelled and least

expensive select committees that has ever

sat in the House, but it does its job. And

it produces, Mr. Speaker, reports that have

been enacted into the laws of the Province

of Ontario which have brought about a sub-

stantial change of direction. This, of course,

is a select committee on corporate law. I

was on that committee from its inception,

except for the period during which it dealt

with its recommendations in connection with
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the Co-operative Corporations Act. At that

point of time, Mr. Jack Blain was counsel for

the committee. I had the opportunity to

sit on the committee when he was counsel

on another matter and I appreciate the intel-

ligence, research and acumen he brought to

the deliberations of that committee.

I think that again, the committee has

been able to bring forward a substantial

consolidation and renovation and updating
of the law which is going to be most mean-

ingful in legal history here in the Province

of Ontario.

The bill incorporates virtually all of the

recommendations of the select committee. I

think the fact that the ministry has accepted
almost in its entirety the recommendations
of the committee speaks very well for the

deliberations of the committee.

The fact that the report has been around
for a considerable period of time, prior to

bringing in the bill, and that the reaction

of the pubhc to this bill and to the recom-

mendations, particularly the knowledgeable
public, has been good, again speaks well for

the committee. Perhaps it underlines a point
I made a little earlier, a little facetiously,
that it really isn't necessary for select com-
mittees to do much more than study their

subject. They don't have to have all of

the great production that some other select

committees do to bring in meaningful, effec-

tive and important reports.

I was particularly interested in the re-

marks of the hon. member for Riverdale
about the use of co-operatives in the agri-
cultural industry and in the housing indus-

try. I am not sure, Mr. Speaker, that this

was particularly germane to the principle
of the bill, but I think that what the mem-
ber for Riverdale has said bears careful

examination by the government. There

certainly is a need for new initiatives in the

housing field in particular and perhaps, to

some extent, in the agricultural industry.

Certainly anything that will expedite and
facilitate the building of housing for people
of average or less-than-average income is

well worth having a look at. We have the

machinery here and somewhere along the

line, Mr. Speaker, I think the suggestions
put forward by the member for Riverdale
deserve a boost and a push from the govern-
ment.

I know of a gentleman who did do and

encourage, in a very minor way, some co-

operative housing in the Peterborough area.

He was a Roman Catholic priest. Father
Marocco at the time, later he became Bishop

Marocco. During the period that he was in

Peterborough, he embarked upon the en-

couragement and the construction of quite
a number of housing units. However, it

rapidly got beyond his ability to control or

effectively continue. Somewhere along the

line, now that we have the mechanical

machinery, I think that what is needed is

a very strong encouragement on behalf of

government. Certainly if and when we ever

get the so-called Ministry of Housing, it's

something that should be looked at very,

very thoroughly.

Mr. Speaker, this is a long bill, it's an

important bill, but it comes here in a manner
that many bills don't; it comes here after

careful research by a good select committee,
on the advice of capable counsel. We are

prepared to support it in principle and to

support it through the committee readings.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate in this debate? If not, the hon.

minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. I have listened with interest to the

comments made pertaining to this legislation
advanced by the members for Riverdale,
Middlesex South, and Downsview. I share the

tribute paid to the counsel on the select

committee, Mr. J. Blain, QC, put forward

by the member for Riverdale, and echoed

by the member for Downsview. Without the

assistance of Mr. Blain I am sure that this

report and the research that went into it

would not have been available to us here

on this particular occasion.

I think the member for Riverdale put his

finger on a key when he mentioned that up
to the present time one had to be a magician
in cross-referencing when dealing with legis-

lation pertaining to co-operatives in this

province. This, sir, is one of the facets of

introducing this legislation—to give the co-

ops in this province legislation of their own
so that one need no longer be a magician.
He can turn to a particular statute and find

the legislation that pertains to it.

As a matter of digression and of rather

an interesting nature to me, I noted that

the hon. member for Riverdale specifically
took time to mention in his earlier remarks

that he did not intend to be sidetracked by
the member for Downsview. It is only sheer

speculation on my part as to what the hon.

member for Riverdale meant when he, I

think, admonished and warned the people of

this province, through this Legislature to-

night, that he did not intend to be side-
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tracked. Having spent some time on another

continent with both the member for River-

dale and the member for Downsview, sir, I

find that protocol and decency can only

preclude me from speculating as to what he

might have meant when he referred to being
sidetracked by the hon. member for Downs-
view. I think that the member for Downs-

Mr. Lawlor: The old school tie always
counts!

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, and the member
for Lakeshore was in on it too. As a matter

of fact, I recall him as being the centre or

the axis of the trouble on that occasion, sir.

In any event, we have heard some dis-

course this evening on co-operative matters

dealing with housing and other similar situ-

ations and we are all remiss if we don't

recognize that the co-operative movement
not only is a very positive and advancing
movement in this province, but we have

before us on the order paper another co-

operative type of legislation tonight, dealing
with condominiums, and I will deal with

that later, but it is a concept that we cannot

lose sight of and as time progresses we will

find, I think, we are moving toward this type
of social evolution.

The preamble to the bill—and I draw it to

your attention, Mr. Speaker—is rather short.

I don't intend to dwell on matters pertaining
to housing or the marketing of honey or any
consumer products, but the preamble to the

bill—and I think it sums it up—is as follows:

The purpose of this bill is to provide a

self-contained, comprehensive and exclu-

sive code of the corporate law applicable
to co-operatives. This bill deals with the

incorporation, operation, management and

dissolution in co-operatives, both with and

without shared capital in the light of the

recommendations made by the 1971 re-

port on co-operatives by the select com-

mittee on company law.

This bill, sir, deals with the setting up, the

establishment, the incorporation, the manage-
ment and the operation of co-operatives

within this province.

Later on in the debate I have three minor

amendments of a housekeeping nature to

move, all of which I have shared with the

critics in the two opposition parties. In

response to the inquiry advanced by the

member for Riverdale dealing with human

rights, I would undertake ion behalf of this

government to continue to assure that no
discrimination should prevail in terms of

dealings with co-operatives or those involved

in the co-operative movement.

I don't know if any requirements are nec-

essary in the Human Rights Code. I would

hope not, but if necessary, sir, I think it

would be the responsibility of this govern-
ment to undertake and in fact complete
those.

This movement cannot be undermined by

any discrimination or anything of this nature.

It is too big and important a part of our

economy here in this province today to be

undermined by something so obscene.

The member for Riverdale advanced the

hope that the UCO, or the United Co-opera-
tives of Ontario, which I believe has some

30,000 to 35,000 members, will continue to

work in close harmony with the Ontario

Securities Commission in order to protect
the interests of the public, and while I am
Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-

lations I can only undertake that that rela-

tionship will continue.

The member for Middlesex South, who
has had some personal experience over a

number of years working with co-operatives,

supports the bill and has demonstrated to

the House that this illustrates how people
can advance themselves by working to-

gether, as has the member for Downsview.

Mr. Speaker, I commend this bill to the

House. It is good legislation. It is legislation

which has been long studied by the select

committee, certain members of whom are

present in the House here tonight, and I

have no hesitation or rancour or embarrass-

ment in advancing this legislation for the

people of this province, and I solicit the

support of every member of this House in

endorsing it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the biU be ordered for

third reading? Committee of the whole

House.

Agreed.

PERSONAL PROPERTY SECURITY ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 186, An Act to amend the Personal

Security Act.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry? The
hon. member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, one will not

dwell long on the bill. I would suggest,
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though, that the side notes that go along
with these bills be incorporated in the legis-
lation so that the judiciary may have an

equal facility to these succinct and clear

little resumes of the legislation as do we in

this House.

Apparently we are such dimwits that we
need it on one side, but it's excluded from
the rest of the legal profession, particularly
from the judiciary. Or, on the other hand,
if it is particularly enlightening to us then
I sometimes wonder why on earth if it

clues us in rather quickly, we who have
decided to desiderate over legislation, why
wouldn't it be equally palatable and amen-
able to the mind of the profession at large.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Well the courts said

Mr. Lawlor: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: The courts are the
ones that don't allow them to use that, not
the Legislature.

Mr. Lawlor: I know. But the Legislature
could make the courts take cognizance of it,

if it wished to do so.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: We could give them
Hansard too.

Mr. Lawlor: There is no reason why we
shouldn't. We should give them some direc-
tion on the matter. It is an ancient and

silly rule that the courts abide by. I'm sure
if they had the side notes they would clue
themselves in about three times faster and
wouldn't overrule legislation half so often as

they do for the simple reason that they don't
understand it.

I wonder sometimes, too, why the Legis-
lature should be so obtuse, obscure and so

on, as to require side notes-

Mr. Stokes: Because it is drafted by law-

yers, that's why.

Mr. Lawlor: -when the side notes them-
selves, which are also drafted by lawyers, are
so pellucid. It is just a rambling thought
that entered my mind tonight, particularly
in the co-operatives bill, where the notes
are very elaborate and the preamble and

everything is set up beautifully at the very
beginning, which I'm sure will be of the

greatest assistance to the profession at large.

However, that is the way we do things,
the purblind, backward way in which we
do things in the legislation. Talking about
these notes, though, it is not altogether com-

mendable in this particular bill. The note
which simply sloughs one oflF on the busi-

ness that it is a question of notice-filing
rather than docimient-filing the thing, in

order to aid the computerization through the
central registry system of these types of

personal instruments, of which there is a

very, very great variety indeed, is not quite
what the gist and substance of this legis-
lation really is. There is this business of

getting the properly annotated notices so

that it will go through the computers and
be maintained and come out from the local

ofifice to the central registry and the com-
munications come back from the computer.

But there are substantive clauses in this

bill which are not indicated at all, and I

would think that the minister—well it doesn't

require the minister, but I would hope that

he would be amenable in any event to

channelling the matter to go to committee.
When I look at section 6, for instance: "The

security interest in proceeds is a perfected

security interest if the security interest in

the collateral is perfected, but it ceases to

be a perfected security interest and becomes

unperfected after 10 days after receipt of

the proceeds by the debtor unless . . ." cer-

tain things happen, certain notices are filed

within 10-day periods or certain defined

periods.

The whole business arising out of what
I think was fundamentally called, some

years ago, the Catzman report. The impact
of that report in changing terminology and
in the use of such terms as "perfection" and
with respect to the clauses in here having
to do with the special collaterals connected
with two or three different types of prop-

erty.

There is one piece of terminology I'm

seeking to get—oh yes, "the whole range in

effective attachment procedures under the

legislation." I thought I would just like to

get into this a little before the committee
of the House and read a little from the

preliminary notes which are really elaborate

in the draft legislation which some time ago
came before this House and finally passed
into legislation. He talks about the perfec-
tion of an interest. This part describes the

manner in which a security interest becomes

perfected and the status of perfected security
interest and this part establishes elaborate

rules of priority.

Perfection is the term employed by the

Act to describe the procedure by which
the secured party can make the security
interest effective against creditors of and
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purchases from the debtor and against other

parties having an interest in the collateral.

While the term is novel, the concept is

not. Perfection is achieved either by regis-

tering the security agreement or by the

secured party taking actual possession of

the collateral, except for negotiable papers,
such as bills of exchange, documents of title,

street stock certificates and bearer bonds
where possession is the only means of per-
fection. For accounts receivable, registration
is the only method of perfection. The

security interest may be perfected either by
possession or registration.

The clause in question speaks of security
interest in proceeds being perfected. That
is an extremely tricky and intricate business,
because I understand that to mean having
largely to do with inventory. When inven-

tories or stock in trade are turned over and
converted into other assets, say, cash assets,

that is a type of proceed that the collateral

and somehow or other the security interest

which was previously in the inventory as

such seek to follow and pursue the train

of the same goods now transmogrified into

a different kind of thing entirely.

I find it intriguing. I find it a different

kind of animal. I don't quite understand
the colour of its eyes.

For that reason I would ask the minister

to gird up his loins and to equip himself
for the work of the committee in making
quite clear to certain benighted members of

this House—at least one—what this is all

about. Do not try to slip it in under the

guise of notices. It's not. The legislation

ranges away beyond that.

The only other thing I want to say, prior
to that, is that there is a significant altera-

tion again in the terminology in the bill, in

a number of terms which are very well

known to the practising lawyer, and in the

security agreement itself. The notice of in-

tentions, as they've been called in the pre-
vious legislation or cautions are all wiped
out—well, fundamentally wiped out. The
terms of notices of intentions are still re-

tained a little but two new terms, the finan-

cial statement and the financial change state-

ment, are substituted in their place.

It's the registration of those kinds of

statements in various different contexts that

affect the perfection, the registration, the

rights of the individual over the security in

question. I think that's a fairly searching
difference from the legislation that we pre-

viously had.

Apart from that, the bill does a little

cleaning up process in terms of the destruc-

tion of documents and of the permission

given to registrars to do that. The vast vol-

ume of these various types of chattel mort-

gages, bills of sale, conditional service

agreements, all this sort of thing, pouring

through day by day will, after the three-year

period, if they are not renewed be subject
to being cleaned out and the keep of the

various astringent stables of the Ministry of

Consumer and Commercial Relations hosed
lOut and relatively cleansed.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member
wish to speak? If not, the minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the bill

is really one of a rather procedural or tech-

nical nature. Perhaps, other than the one
area already touched upon by my learned

friend from Lakeshore, it really doesn't deal

with any inherent principles of British com-
mon law.

I have been in my lifetime, sir, criticized.

I have been blasphemed. I have been be-

rated but I have never been transmogrified.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister gives himself

too much credit.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have been berated

but I have never been transmogrified. The
learned Provincial Secretary for Justice

(Mr. Kerr) just said to me, "What does

that mean?"

Mr. Lawlor: There's something left for

the minister to do.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't know whether
to take umbrage at the remarks of the mem-
ber for Lakeshore or to feel flattered. Per-

haps, sir, I might reserve the right to refer

to what sound to me to be terrible descrip-
tions of things that have happened—

Mr. Speaker: I would remind the hon.

minister that he can refer to them as long
as we are speaking about the principle of

the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You know, I have a

theatres branch within my jurisdiction, and
I am just wiondering if transmogrification
isn't some kind of an obscene act that should

perhaps come under the purview of my
ministry.

Mr. Stokes: I suspect it is a word he
manufactured.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): It should be "snipped".
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Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I defer to my
friend from Thunder Bay, who I believe has

some knowledge of Ojibway. That may well

be one of their phrases, but we will defer

that and shelve it for the time being.

Mr. Stokes: Don't visit that upon them.

They've got enough problems.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, it will be nice

when we are able to speak the English and
French languages here in the Ontario Legis-
lature.

Mr. Lawlor: Listen, the minister wasn't

dignified with transmogrification, it was his

legislation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'll tell you something,
Mr. Speaker, I had an incident happen to

me in Pearl Harbour some years ago, and
I think what the hon. member is referring
to is what happened to me in Pearl Har-
bour on that particular occasion—but de-

cency precludes me from discussing it here
this evening.

Mr. Stokes: Did it hurt?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The hon. member
mentioned the removal of the word "cau-
tion" from the legislation and the substitu-

tion therefor of the phraseology "financing
statement." To some degree I share his

concern because he is perhaps demonstrating
to those lay members of the Legislature,
that for the first time in many years those
of us who practise law may have to learn
a new phraseology simply because we think
we know what we mean by the word "cau-
tion."

The purpose of this particular amendment,
Mr. Speaker—and you'll notice I am reading
this; it will look in Hansard as if I am
really very glib—it says it's to change the

personal property registration system from
document filing to notice filing.

The long and the short of it is to save the

physical space required by the substitution
and the replacement every two or three

years of a copy of the original document,
as has been done in the past. For those
members who perhaps are not acquainted
with the practice, the document has been

registered initially; if it is one that requires

re-registration or a renewal agreement every
three years, a copy of the original docu-

ment, plus the renewal statement, must be

registered in the proper place of registration

every three years. And these things have
started to build up.

All we are saying in this legislation, Mr.

Speaker, is that a financing statement, show-

ing the balance owing and the amount that

has been paid over the preceding period, be

filed each period. In this way, a person seek-

ing out particulars as to the encumbrance,
the security statement or the financing state-

ment can refer back to the original docu-

ment. I think that's the long and the short

of it. It is one of the things we are caught

up in.

In Ontario today, I believe, these types
of registrations number about 700,000 per
annum; and if each document is only an

eighth of an inch thick, perhaps my learned

friend across the way can apply his theory
of transmogrificatiion and multiplication and

determine how much additional square foot-

age would be required just to file duplica-
tions of these documents.

Mr. Stokes: It is a boon to the paper in-

dustry, though.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, it is a good thing
for the paper industry, but what it does for

those who practise transmogrification remains

to be seen. That's all I have to say.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Lawlor: Committee.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Committee of the

whole House.

Agreed.

MORTGAGE BROKERS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 188, An Act to amend the Mortgage
Brokers Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-

shore.

Mr. Lawlor: I haven't a great deal to say
about this bill. It is altogether commendable.

The one thing which bothers me is, why
doesn't the same principle of maintaining

corporations as Canadian entities apply to the

Real Estate Brokers Act as it does to the

Mortgage Brokers Act. Is it because it's such

a diminutive enterprise? There's a nice little

twist of phrase; take a look at that one too.

The word I would use would be homunculi.

Try that.
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Mr. Stokes: Here's a dictionary. ciated the value and the purpose of the

legislation.

Something that has concerned me—and I

think it concerns every practising lawyer,
or should—is that over the past two or three

years, apparently there has been a policy
adhered to in this province, not to give

registrations to people other than those who
are Canadian citizens or those ordinarily
resident and looking forward to Canadian

citizenship.

It's very difficult to advise a client on the

statute, on the regulations made thereunder,
and not be a party to the policy that pre-
vails. This proposed legislation is consistent

with that already reflected in other pieces of

Ontario legislation.

I think my learned friend from Lakeshore
was being somewhat facetious when he

suggested to us that we follow the Mexican

practice; that is to have the solicitors in-

volved be in fact the mortgage broker. I

think we've lived long enough with charades

and fagades in dealing with corporation law
in this province. Those of us who have

practised it for some years prior to 1971 or

1972 when the Business Corporations Act

came into effect, really can appreciate the

fact that we used to incorporate companies

using the client as the president and perhaps
two girls in our office as supporting directors

of the corporation, who had no financial

interest, real or imagined, in the business.

I know it complied with the statute; but

when the Business Corporations Act came
into effect, it recognized that practice and

the charade that many of us in fact were

carrying on in permitting the incorporation
of one-man or one-woman companies.

The industry has been mainly Canadian,

but over the past few months we have had

application from certain foreign corporations

to be registered as mortgage brokers in

order that they might broker their own funds

or funds gleaned by them in their home

territJory to people resident within this

province.

We feel the legislation is good for the

people of this province; we feel that it will

not inhibit the introduction of foreign funds,

for if any foreign firm wishes to introduce

particular residential mortgage funds into

the province it need only work through an

Ontario broker. For that purpose I commend
the bill to this House.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the hon. Motion agreed to; second reading of the

member for Lakeshore obviously has appre- bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Would my friend mind

spelling that?

Mr. Lawlor: I can't.

In other words, I think that the mortgage
brokers are not as pervasive, not as numer-
ous, not as widespread as the real estate

brokers. But I don't see this type of legisla-
tion being introduced in that particular con-
text. It's not really on the principle of the

bill, Mr. Speaker, but it certainly elicits my
enterprising interests to learn why one is

taken over and the other ignored.
I don't think, from our point of view, that

it is necessary to send this particular bill

through committee. I think it's clear enough
on its face. It incorporates many of the

principles which applied previously in legis-
lation which came through this House in

seeking to keep certain facets, such as pub-
lishing and other such industries, within the
demesne of Ontario law and as resident

corporations.

To that extent, as I say, it is a move by the

government in an area of fundamental im-

portance but which I think is by and large,

already largely located in this province and
run by Canadian residents of citizens.

With regard to that particular kind of pool
of money, I could be wrong insofar as Swiss

money is involved in the province. But even
in that case, there is an easy way of getting
around this legislation, which is done in

Mexico extensively by those great patriots
called corporation lawyers in that particular
context. It is simply to set up the lawyer in

the organization as the ostensible director of
the company on some kind of secretive or

hidden trust concept.
I hope the minister feels that his legislation

is adequate to control that particular device,
because it has been the single thing that has
undermined the Mexican legislation seeking
autonomy and self-determination in that

country. And it's a thing that I have heard

corporation lawyers, having a drink or two
around the table, boast that they're partici-

pating in, and how really inefficacious and
somehow stupid members of the Legislature
are in trying to produce Acts of this kind at

all.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to speak to this bill?

The hon. minister.
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Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered

for third reading?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have some amend-
ments to propose to this bill, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Then you will want it to go
to the committee of the whole House?

Agreed.

CONDOMINIUM ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement m'oves second reading
of Bill 184, An Act to amend the Condo-
minium Act.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Lakeshore?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes. On the whole, Mr.

Speaker, again we find this to be commend-
able legislation.

It has a few loopholes and hiati, but by
and large it is a forthright attempt to meet
what I am sure has been a fairly steady
fliow of criticism and actual injury suffered

by condominium owners in the province.
Their injuries are due to the somewhat in-

sipid and loophole legislation that we have
contended with in the province up to now.

The minister will no doubt say that we
have been going through a testing period,
that it has been highly experimental, that

this law borrowed from California has had
to have a testing period as to its applications
to the problems peculiar to Ontario. The
numerous complaints that have flowed in

over a period of time under a number of

heads, that we will discuss in a moment,
have been such that a single young gentle-
man in this ministry has taken cognizance,

catalogued and combed all these complaints.

Last spring in committee, in estimates,

we spent not a great deal of time—but I

think sufficient unto the day is the evil

thereof—we hammered away at a number
of abuses and grievances which are deeply
rooted in the condominium legislation.

So much so that the member for Downs-
view told me in the corridor that he wouldn't
touch a condominium deal, they were just
too explosive. There was the possibility of

being sued—and I am sure he is very aware
of this sort of thing. Also there was the

possibility of a deal on which he could make
$200 or $300, costing him $2,000 or $3,000
in order to straighten it out. The benefits

were just 'overbalanced by the nature and

inadequacies of the existing legislation.

A substantial move is being made here

tonight to rectify and remedy some of those

ills. It speeds up the form by taking munic-

ipalities and prior owners out of the regis-

tering notice on the prescribed form. It

makes some provision for a lease. On that

particular, clause 4 of the legislation, again
I would ask that this bill go to committee

so that we can just determine with greater

precision than one can do in principle

Hon. Mr. Clement: Pardon me? Did the

member say clause 4?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 4; as to the lease

terms, as to precisely how it operates and

what it means. I find there is some difficulty

in that.

The bill then provides for compulsory an-

nual meetings and giving notice of such. It

very valuably, after what has happened in

numerous condominiums, provides for the

termination of the board of directors who
are elected at a time when the developer
was the owner of the majority of the units,

and the election of a new board. That will

end the on-going control and the holding
close to his breast by the developer of the

running of the condominium units.

One other great evil that the people were

sufi^ering from is that while condominiums
were being advertised for sale and placed up
for sale, numerous people were coming in to

buy under agreements of sale. But, some-

where along the road the developer himself

would say, by his own act, that he was not

going to complete the registrations of the

document. His agreement of purchase and
sale called for this before the deal could be
consummated. But it would never be consum-

mated and therefore the tenants would re-

main in the position of tenants to the land-

lord, apparently forever. They would never

acquire rights.

So those individuals who had bought con-

dominium units and had the responsibilities

for the common elements and property were
balanced over against, and undermined by,

people who had not the same interest-

nowhere commensurate at all with any inter-

est of those who were simply on lease ar-

rangements, either willingly or unwillingly.

The whole legislation was being made a

laughingstock and a farrago. This lasted a

long time. But, again, the legislation brought
before us tonight moves in on the situation,

commendably so, and brings an end to that.

Another thing is that these management
contracts, set up by the developer in the first

instance, are maintained by him in futurity

to his own economic benefit by hiring a par-
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ticular firm which is perhaps, in part at least,

controlled by himself. So he keeps an eco-

nomic interest in the thing. He puts his

finger on it, sets up the management scheme,

and as I say gains the benefit ad infinitum.

Now this legislation says you can't do that.

It can't go on.

The tenants, the people who have taken

over, are the owners of this building, living

in association—or as the minister earlier indi-

cated in the other bill, in co-operation—and

now may terminate. Or at least there is

a termination date of two years. Then they

may enter their own scheme. They can get

the very best terms on the market that can

possibly be given to those who will manage
the condominium. All the services that have

to be attended to are available at the very
lowest price, so that the management fee

is not something out of line. It is not some-

thing by which the developer, on the side

so to speak, can feather his nest or line his

pockets.

And again an iniquity—albeit maybe not

all that significant but nevertheless there and

very grating to those who suflFer from it-

is being eliminated from that particular area.

The introduction of the trust concept,
under two heads in the legislation, is alto-

gether commendable. Under the second one,
in section 11, money received by the con-

dominium developer on the sale of the unit

is designated as trust money; and moreover,
better than that, is not lump trust money. It

must be kept in a separate and distinct ac-

count until he completes the registry oflBce

forms, at which time he may extract the

money from the trust account—just as they
have to do in the real estate game where
the real estate agent acts as the intermediary
between the two. The same concepts cer-

tainly apply in the case of the developer who
is himself his own agent, so to speak, dealing
in a principal and direct relationship to some-
one seeking to enter those properties.

Now, those are four, five or six of the

major changes. I want to commend the min-
ister on the implied terms of covenants writ-

ten into the legislation. For example, the

covenant to take all reasonable steps to

register a declaration of description in respect
to the property in which the unit is in-

cluded without delay, instead of fooling
around and keeping people hung up and

going on indefinitely.

I just have one thought—I don't know how
it appeals to the minister. It involves the

ramifications of getting approval from land

registrars. There is a procedure there that

takes time to get the condominium regis-

tered. I think they are all done in land titles

now. There is a considerable gap between
the time when one moves into a condomin-
ium—and one in which his interest is perfec-

tive, so to speak—and the time the condo-

minium is prepared, really, to close the deal

and he to assume ownership.

During that interval, all the contracts call

for rent to be charged on that stretch of

time. If that rent that is being charged were
identical with the interest that would other-

wise be paid under the mortgage to be as-

sumed over that period, I would think that

was fine. It can go on under your own legis-

lation for a period of two years. If that rent

represents a capital outlay over and above
what the interest would be, I think it still

remains somewhat unfair to the purchaser of

the condominium. Instead of paying for the

condominium over 25 years as the mortgagee,
he might have to pay for the thing over a

period of 27 years.

I have had actual instances of people who
came to me and were shocked to learn about

that, not having been properly informed by
anybody involved and the transaction having
been signed before it ever got to my ofiice

so that they wouldn't have any opportunity to

know of it.

If the thing drags on for eight, nine or 12

months before closing, and he's been paying

money in all the way along the line, month

by month, he now suddenly finds out that this

is all down-the-drain money, so to speak. Not
a dime of it is going towards the ultimate

paying off of the condominium. He has been

profoundly misled in this area, and some

people are deeply chagrined; and you can

well understand why.

What the precise reason for this long delay
and hesitation is under the legislation the

hon. minister would, perhaps in committee,
discuss and disclose to me. Is it the question
of titles and the working-over that has to be

done there; or are there some other econo-

mics? Or is it the question of the perfection

of the mortgagee's interest in the condo-

minium, waiting for the building to be com-

pleted in a way in which they are really

willing to grant mortgages; not with respect

to the overall situation, to the whole building,

but with respect to each individual unit and

the switch-over to the individual unit?

Apparently this is all done at one fell

swoop. One person may have moved in on

the fifth day of the place being opened, and

another person may have been in on the 13th
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month; but for all, until the whole thing is

filled they don't lower the boom.

It's more efficient, I suppose, from the

point of view of the mortgagee to do the

whole building at once for each unit, no
matter how long people have been living
there. But again, that's at some cost or attri-

tion to the individuals who have moved in

at the earliest time, and indeed to everybody
connected with the building.

That might be one defect in the legisla-
tion that hasn't yet been covered. Another
one might very well be this. When a man
is under the tenancy concept, before he
assumes ownership, because that is the term

of the agreement of purchase and sale under
which he has entered—and they are almost

all uniform in that regard—since he has a

vested interest in the property which is

greater than that enjoyed by an ordinary ten-

ant, why hasn't he the rights to inspection of

the books as he has at the date subsequent to

having assumed the fee simple? Why during
that period of time is he not able to go in and
look at the costing and at the total manage-
ment situation since, as I say, this interest is

in potentia. It's already there, but it just
hasn't come to completion.

There is a third area that the minister

should look at. I don't know whether it

comes under this legislation, and I don't see

why not, considering the new use of implied
covenants. It may be covered under other

legislation of this department. This is the

business of inducement, the business of a

fundamental—I won't go to the point of say-

ing a fraudulent misrepresentation, although
it very well may be—but let us say innocent

misrepresentation made by various agents,
real estate agents and others, in the advertise-

ments of the condominium in the newspapers
and in their come-ons of all kinds, as to there

being a rooftop swimming pool, let us say,
but that as the whole concept develops the

pool evaporates and the hanging gardens of

Babylon are no longer to be found on the

roof of the building. Nevertheless, the indi-

vidual has closed the transaction in the mean-
time and, as you know, these things are

absorbed, are merged in the equity. Some

morning he wakes—five or six hours after

having closed this deal—and says: "There's

no pool." And he is told, "Oh, no, we don't

intend to put one in any longer."

There's nothing in the contract incidentally,
and as the hon. minister knows, under war-

ranty stufi^, which we will be getting into

before very long, the parol evidence rule in

law says that anything that is in writing has

not only paramountcy over the spoken word

—whatever the spoken word may be and
wherever it may come from—but excludes

the spoken word, except in a very narrow

range of circumstances.

That's one of the most iniquitous rules in

English law and it's exercised every day in

condominiums being advertised, particularly

again verbally, because you can't call any-

body onto the stand to say: "Did you say
that's excluded right from the word go?" So
in this particular area of law the kind of mis-

representations which are, I think, fairly

easily and readily and widely bandied about
in order to induce people to buy condo-
miniums—in terms of recreation space, in

terms of the common walkways, in terms of

the arbours, in terms of all the amenities

that they are supposed to enjoy—are not

protected against as far as the present legis-
lation is concerned.

Apart from those points, Mr. Speaker, the

legislation, as I say, commends itself and we

may enter into the niceties of the thing anon.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I'm not quite so

enthusiastic as my friend from Lakeshore
about this amending statute.

Mr. Lawlor: He just doesn't like condo-
miniums.

Mr. Singer: I don't like condominiums, I

quite agree.

Mr. Lawlor: It's the poor man's palace
these days.

Mr. Singer: The only favourable item I can
search out in this Act, really is the first

recognition by government that the initial

statute, which was really a registration statute,

needs some cleaning up. It needs very sub-

stantial cleaning up, and while the minister

has nibbled at a few of the problems relating
to condominiums, I don't think he got to the

root of the majority of problems that exist

in condominium practices and procedures.

We got into this, and I was interested to

hear the minister say a little earlier it's a

brand new concept and it's an advanced con-

cept and so on. But at the time that we
introduced this concept into the Province of

Ontario really, in keeping with the approach
of this government over many, many years,
all we were trying to do in the original sta-

tute that we passed was to protect legal titles.

We provided no protections at all. Many
people have gone into condominium pur-
chase without the kind of protection they
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need and they deserve from proper statute

enactments. Many people have found to their

sorrow that there is nothing in the legislation
that gives them the kind of protection they
deserve. Many people have been lulled into

a very false sense of security by colourful

advertising, and many people have suffered

very seriously as a result.

In May of 1972, Mr. Speaker, I engaged
on this subject with the then minister in

charge of condominiums, the Minister of

Revenue (Mr. Grossman), and I really didn't

seem to get through to him at all. However,
I am a little more encouraged by the fact

that the responsibility now rests with the

present minister. He did tell me when we
discussed this matter briefly outside the

House, earlier today or yesterday I've forgot-

ten which, that he wants this bill to go to

the standing committee and that as he ap-

proaches it—I don't know if he said it in his

introduction of the Act, but he did tell me
outside and I'm sure he won't object to my
paraphrasing his feelings—he won't object to a

full and proper discussion and he has an

open mind as to further and additional amend-
ments. For that sentiment I commend him
and I'm quite sure he is going to say that

when he joins in this debate.

I don't think the minister has gone nearly
far enough in this. Let me just itemize very

briefly, Mr. Speaker, some of the points that

I made in May of 1972, and there was a

long list of them. A few of them have been

nibbled at, but there is nothing that I see

here that deals with construction standards,

sound-proofing, investigation of procedures
to ensure that minimum standards of con-

struction and finishing are met.

A condominium seems, to many people, like

renting another apartment. They don't realize

that they are buying a portion of a building.

They somehow have the feeling that if we
buy a condominium unit and it's in a large

building, and if we share it in a relationship

with many other people, sometimes several

hundred other people, somewhat akin to an

apartment, and if we don't like it, eventually
we are going to move out.

Some people have been very fortunate.

They have bought condominium units. They
have made a capital investment. The real es-

tate market in the last year or so, including
the condominium market, has been such that

prices have inflated, and so in the last 18

months, say, there haven't been any serious

losses. But if the real estate market ever gets
into difficulty again and prices get competi-

tive, or if by some particular outstanding

change in heart of this government we come

to the position where we are reasonably able

to wrestle with the housing problem, people
are going to take an entirely different attitude.

In the meantime, if they buy condominium
units they are stuck, because they just don't

regard it as buying a house. There is no

setting out in the statute of any procedures
which guarantee the construction standards

that I referred to, and I think that's one
matter that should be dealt with.

Then there is a simple thing like parking
facilities, Mr. Speaker; the existing allowance
for guest parking is often inadequate. Some-
times extra parking is put in. This increases

the unit cost and people really aren't aware
of this. The ability of the condominium pur-
chaser to understand or evaluate these things
is almost completely lacking.

The question of management fees and

management contracts: I was interested in the

remarks of the member for Lakeshore when
he said he thought it was an improvement
that management contracts are limited to two

years. I don't know whether that's an im-

provement or not. What bothers me about

management contracts is that the average
condominium purchaser, Mr. Speaker, knows

very little about management contracts.

Whether they run for two years or five years,
whether they are renewable or not, the whole

question of management contracts, which is

so vital to the effective running of a con-

dominium unit, is something that really isn't

properly dealt with in the original statute,

or in the amending statute. Merely limiting
it to two years is comparatively meaningless,

Mr. Lawlor: Would the member make it

mandatory for the purchaser to read the

contract?

Mr. Singer: I would like to see, and we
tried this in leases, some kind of standard

form of management contract. At least then

the purchaser would have the same kind of

management contract if he buys a condo-

minium unit in Windsor or in Toronto or in

Hamilton or in Cornwall or anywhere else.

I would like to see some kind of control over

management fees that the individual pur-
chaser could reasonably expect to be able to

exercise. I would like to see some availabihty
of information to the condominium owner as

to how he goes about finding proper man-

agers.

It often happens in these matters, Mr.

Speaker, the condominium owner, often being
one of several hundred family units, gets
overwhelmed by the local leaders of the

condominium building, some of whom seem
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to have nothing else to do except take over

management and issue directions and make
decisions. Whether those decisions are in the

best interests of all the condominium owners
or not is often questionable. But somewhere

alcttig the line something has to be done
about the management contract.

Some of the managers are very, very good;
and some of them are very, very bad; and

very often the condominium purchaser gets
locked into a bad contract about which he
can do nothing. He has the management con-

tract renewed on his behalf, often without his

say-so, because he isn't able to go to the

meetings. Or the executive that has been
chosen for him, sometimes with his consent,
makes decisions which he doesn't understand.

I think that since we are into something
that very often people can't protect them-
selves against, we should have much more

thoroughgoing control provisions in the stat-

utes about management contracts. Perhaps
we can start at a standard form of contract.

Certainly we can investigate
— and I don't

know that I have a quick answer — a method
of determining on some reasonable basis

across the board the price of a management
contract — how long it is to run and that sort

of thing. I just don't think that limiting it to

two years is suflScient control or protection.
Another point I made at that time, and I

don't see it in the statute presently, is some
assurance, either from Ontario Housing

—
well, I don't know, have we got Ontario

Housing in this? Or is the minister now going
to say that Ontario Housing is removed or
the new housing ministry is removed?
Whether it is now strictly a matter of control

for this ministry and the housing arm of gov-
ernment is the government's move, but I

think there should be some kind of assurance
that the developer is capable of the proper
management of the property. The lender is

most often CHMC or Ontario Housing and
if it did not deem the developer capable of

proper management then it should arrange
for competent professional management be-
fore the first mortgage financing is concluded.
There is a positive control that is available.

As this government gets more and more into

mortgage financing there is a control it could
and should exercise.

Most important, Mr. Speaker—and I don't
know that this particularly can be written
into a statute, but certainly it should be a

declaration of policy—we seem to have so

much money to spread around to disseminate
information and propaganda of various sorts,

I would think that we could spend a few
of those dollars on disseminating public in-

formation about condominiums and the dan-

gers and the safeguards and the pitfalls and
the cautions that should be exercised.

It isn't just enough to have a statute here.

If we are designing this statute to protect
Ontario people who are buying condomini-

ums, then somewhere along the line there

should be a genuine programme of public
information made available. I am not sure

that I would want to see that particularly in

the statute, but I would like to see that as a

declaration of ministerial policy.

Again, Mr. Speaker, on the purchaser's

protection in the event that the company
becomes insolvent, setting aside in escrow or

trust agreement funds, well that is dealt with

at this point in this statute. There is a pro-
vision that this must be done. I am not sure

that I understand the differentiation in penal-
ties. If the corporation has not done it then

the fine should be $25,000, but if an indi-

vidual does it the maximum is only $2,000.

If the minister feels that this is a serious

matter, and I agree that it is a serious matter,
I don't think it should make a great deal of

difference whether it is done by an individual

or a corporation. I would suggest that the

maximum fine in both instances should be

$25,000. You can have developer individuals

just as well as developer corporations, and I

can't see any substantial reason for the differ-

entiation in the fine that is set out there.

Again, Mr. Speaker, in the Condominium
Act the question of liens isn't dealt with at

all, and that bothers me. I made this point
a few years ago and the point continues to be
valid. A lien against one portion of the con-

dominium is a lien against the whole condo-
minium complex.

Mr. Lawlor: That's disputed. I don't think

that's right.

Mr. Singer: Oh, I think it is. I think it is

and I think that's what the statute says. So
that if in Unit No. 74 a workman has come
in and done plastering or put in a new win-
dow and he isn't paid, I think he has the

legal right to put a mechanic's lien against
the whole condominium complex. And then

Patrick Lawlor who occupies unit No. 71—

Mr. Lawlor: Has to pay his debt.

Mr. Singer: —has to pay his debt if Patrick

Lawlor wants to sell his condominium unit.

I am not sure that the member for Lakeshore

agrees with my concept, but I think this is a
correct view of the law. And even if he and
I are not in complete agreement on this, there

could easily be some kind of statutory pro-
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tection so that the owner of unit No. 71

doesn't have to pay the debts of unit No. 73.

And that again hearkens back to manage-
ment. If the management team has done

badly, and in the common areas the debts

haven't been properly paid through no fault

of the individual condominium owner, how
far does the lien extend? Does it extend so

that the owner of an individual unit has to be
stuck with the payment of that debt if, in

fact, he wants to transfer and sell the title

of his own condominium unit? I think that

deserves a very careful look.

The question of renting. I don't know
whether it is so current today, Mr. Speaker,
but certainly in the atmosphere of 1972, when
condominium units for a while were a drug
on the market and condominium developers
were hard put to carry their buildings, they
did enter into leasehold arrangements. The
Act deals with leasehold arrangements but
it really doesn't require the consent of, or

even the advice to, the individual con-

dominium owners. I would think that if a

building has been erected and is classed or

described or registered as a condominium
unit, and somewhere along the line the de-

veloper has gotten into difficulty and starts

renting some of the units and selling some of

them, he is being unfair to the condominium
owners if he does it without their consent
and knowledge.

I don't think the Act deals with that aspect
of it. It does have certain reference to rentals.

But it would seem to me that if I bought a

condominium unit in a large building and the
owner or developer has gotten into difficulty
and then decides he is going to rent some,
then he is mixing up tenants with condo-
minium owners and the condominium owner
is quite likely to suffer. Because the tenant
is not going to have the same concern or

interest in the building as the owner is

likely to have. I think there should be some
provision about that.

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I suppose I dealt

with that point that I marked as the 12th

point in the debate, I dealt with it in general
terms. But it seems to me, Mr. Speaker, that

this statute the minister has introduced

merely nibbles at some of the surface prob-
lems that have been encountered. And if we
are going to do a real job to protect the con-

dominium purchaser-

Mr. Lawlor: Why does the hon. member
have to be depreciatory?

Mr. Singer: Pardon?

Mr. Lawlor: Why doesn't the member be

magnanimous, generous or something?

Mr. Singer: No, I did. I said the minister

has opened the door. Now I am not too sure

that even the standing committee is going to

be able, in a morning session or a couple of

morning sessions, to completely deal with the

very, very serious problem the condominium
owners are encountering. I could tell mem-
bers about meetings. I could tell them about

the arbitrary actions of small groups of direc-

tors who decide certain things to the anguish
and unhappiness of individual condominium
owners who are not able to be in on those

kind of decisions. I don't know what kind

of protection, really, the minister can give an

individual owner against the decisions of his

elected executive. But perhaps the public
education system is something.

Really, Mr. Speaker, what I'm trying to say
is that while this bill does open the door—
and I commend the minister for that, and

the member for Lakeshore, had he been lis-

tening to my preliminary remarks would have

grasped that—I have some grave doubts in

my mind that the mechanics of the legal

bills committee are going to be sufficiently

able to quickly cope with the problems that

are presented. I would like to see a much
more thoroughgoing study of these condo-

minium problems than seems to be indicated

by what is in this bill.

I am going to look forward with interest,

Mr. Speaker, to how the minister proposes to

deal with these many, many problems that

will exist even after this bill has been passed.
Even if the mechanical procedure is adopted
of bringing it before the committee—perhaps
we shouldn't bring it before the committee

for a couple of weeks—perhaps there should

be, at this point of time, a real effort made
to bring condominium owners in from over

the city, developers in, builders in, and so

on, and we could spend more than a couple
of hours in committee dealing with the prob-

lems of this Act.

For the moment, Mr. Speaker, the Act is a

step forward. I'm listening carefully to the

remarks of the member for Lakeshore. We
will support it in principle, but when it gets

down into the committee I hope we are going

to hear much more from the minister about

many more problems than the ones that he

attempts to deal with in the Act.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to enter the debate? If not, the hon. minister

may respond.
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Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

point out that the statute, the Condominium

Act, has, since its inception I believe in 1967,

been a registration statute. It has been

demonstrated, certainly to my satisfaction and

to my predecessor's, that some meaningful

legislation dealing with the existing remedies

available to condominium owners should be

legislated within the four comers of the legis-

lation of this province.

I think the member for Downsview has put
it fairly. I hope to take this matter to a stand-

ing committee of the House. It is a matter of

great interest to some 22,000 owners already

registered in the Province of Ontario, with

many more to come. It is a move in a new
direction in dealing with ownership of homes

and, sir, I would urge all those who have

any input to this legislation to attend before

the standing committee, whichever standing
committee is dealing with it—I presume the

administration of justice committee, hopefully
it would be that committee—in order to have

a dialogue with the members of the com-
mittee and with myself and my officials, in

order that we can have some meaningful

legislation in this very important area of

homeownership.

I will not at this particular time, in view
of the hour, Mr. Speaker, attempt in any way
to refute or rebut some of the matters raised

by the critics of the other two parties. I do

point out that we do have, contained in the

legislation, matters dealing with the sale or

the leasing of the premises before registration
of the declaration. And after the registration
of the declaration, I just touch on the fact

that we have considered a standard form of

management contract.

Mr. Singer: No provision for consent

though!

Hon. Mr. Clement: Again, this is desirable,
but very difficult. Standard fees across the

province; again—and I think my friend from
Downsview can appreciate—it is very difficult.

These are matters that I think can best be
dealt with in some depth in committee, with
the input of many people whose experience
and range of background is varied. With
those comments I would offer nothing more
in connection with this bill at this time.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, before the mini-
ster concludes, could I ask him before the

bill goes to committee whether he'll make
some effort to give some kind of public notice,
because with the number of condominium
units that have been sold, I think it would be
worth the committee's while to hear from a

representative group of condominium owners

if we can get them?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am prepared to give
that undertaking, Mr. Speaker, subject to this:

I have to go before the very standing com-
mittee of the House we are referring to, to-

morrow morning. If we complete our legi-

slation then, and I knew what was on its

plate following tomorrow-

Mr. Lawlor: The Succession Duty Act.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —perhaps we could

advertise it in some major papers and notify

those groups that have already made repre-

sentations to us of the time and place of such

a meeting.

Mr. Singer: I think that would be worth-

while.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second read-

ing of Bill 184. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: I understand the bill is to go
to the standing committee. Shall the bill be

so ordered?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: In view of the hour, I deem
that a motion to adjourn has now been made.

It being Tuesday of the week, in accordance

with the provisions of standing order No. 28,

and in view of the fact that the hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa East has provided me with

notice that he is dissatisfied with the answer

given to a question today during the question

period, I now call upon the hon. member to

present his case for the next five minutes.

Mr. Lawlor: Does anybody ever answer

the member's questions?

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
OPHTHALMIC DISPENSERS ACT

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I notice

the minister is not here; obviously it would
be embarrassing for the minister to have to

answer this question. He avoided answering
the question this afternoon, and he avoided

answering the question back in the month
of May when I first raised this issue.

He attempted to say this afternoon, Mr.

Speaker, that he had given me an answer

at my desk some time ago. Possibly the mini-

ster is well-meaning, but again, he is con-

fused. He has never given me an answer at

my desk. What he has asked for is informa-
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tion, and I have provided hini with the in-

formation that I had. It's very unfortunate

that the minister did not see fit to honour his

commitment to investigate this matter and

report back to the House.

Mr. Speaker, the minister has never dealt

with the issue that I raised at that time, the

conflict as such. It is very sad to see a

minister of the Crown continually avoiding

answering questions and not honouring com-
mitments he has made to this House.

Looking back over Hansard, Mr. Speaker, I

notice that in this last session the minister

has given between 16 and 20 commitments
to this House-

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): What mini-

ster? The member hasn't said what minister.

Mr. Roy: The Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter). If the member had been here this

afternoon, he'd know who I was talking
about.

Mr. Speaker, the Minister of Health has

given between 16 and 20 undertakings and
commitments to this House-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is out

of order. He should be speaking to the ques-
tion that was raised this afternoon, not to

the minister's behaviour or otherwise.

Mr. Roy: His behaviour is part of his

answer to the question, Mr. Speaker. But in

any event, we on this side are not satisfied

with his platitudes; we are entitled to

answers and this House, I say to you Mr.

Speaker, is entitled to have the minister

honouring commitments he has made to the

House.

Back in the month of May, Mr. Speaker, I

raised the point that there was a conflict on
the Board of Ophthalmic Dispensers in the

sense that the five members of that board at

the time were all named by the government,
and that in fact these five members had a

direct or indirect relationship with a large

company called Imperial Optical, which con-

trols a substantial part of that market.

At the time I raised the matter, Mr.

Speaker, it turned out that many of the

members of the board denied this conflict.

Technically, they were right; their associa-

tion was not with Imperial Optical, but in

fact with Standard Optical. Well, it turns out
that the directors of Standard Optical are
one Mr. Ed Brack, who is Imperial's Ac-
countant, and Darcy Kingsmill, who is Sidney
Hermant's brother-in-law—and Sidney Her-
mant is the president of Imperial Optical.

So that Standard Optical really is the hold-

ing company, and the association of all these

people is with Imperial Optical.

I would have thought, Mr. Speaker, that

there was a conflict on that point alone. Can
you imagine a profession where the disci;-

pline of the profession is exercised and the

education standards are set by a particular

board, and that all the members of this

same five-member board have a relationship,

directly or indirectly, with one company?
So, one may well ask, do the members of

the board serve the opticians or do they serve

the company?

Mr. Speaker, the minister didn't deal with

that this afternoon at all. All he talked

about was the question of education for the

opticians. Well the education has only been

changed since the last year, Mr. Speaker, and
the course given at Ryerson is not compul-
sory.

And in fact, I am told the director of the

course at Ryerson is an employee of Imperial

Optical. That's another matter I had raised

at that time, and it has not been dealt with

by the minister, Mr. Speaker. That, of course,

is why he is not here. It's embarrassing for

him to deal with that, because after all these

members were named by the government.

Another matter that he didn't deal with is

the fact that the board exercises powers be-

yond its jurisdiction. It issues student licences.

It sets fees for people dealing with the

Workmen's Compensation Board, which it

does not have a right to do. It gives special

consideration in certain circumstances. I

have here, Mr. Speaker, a letter dated July 6,

1967, where the son of the president of the

board, Mr. George Nelms, was allowed spe-

cial dispensation to write an exam.

Mr. Speaker: Thirty seconds.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, this is another

example where the board is clearly not act-

ing in the best interests of the opticians.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Who is George Nelms?

Mr. Roy: George Nelms is the chairman of

the board of ophthalmic dispensers, for the

minister's information.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Where is he from?

Mr. Roy: He is from Ottawa. He was

named to that board by this government. He
is associated with Standard Optical which is

owned by Imperial Optical.
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Finally, Mr. Speaker, may I say this, that

the board never issues financial statements.

In 12 years the board has taken one action

in disciplinary matters when we have evi-

dence, Mr. Speaker, that people have been

breaching the law. If I may say this, I

would like the minister to look into the ques-
tion of the relationship between Imperial

Optical and the ophthalmologists.

These are all matters the minister was to

have dealt with. He did not deal with them

and I say to him that he is not fulfilling his

responsibilities as Minister of Health.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I might
say that the Minister of Health informed me,
and he is out on government business this

evening, that he has fully answered the ques-
tion posed by the member.

Mr. Speaker: I deem the motion to adjourn
to have been carried.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Today we have guests with

us in the east gallery who are students from

Earl Beatty Public School of Toronto; and in

the west gallery students from Sir John A.

Macdonald High School of Ottawa; and in

both galleries, students from Seneca College
of Willowdale.

Statements by the ministry.

SALARY NEGOTIATIONS
FOR PUBLIC SERVANTS

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I am

pleased to armounce the successful conclusion

of salary negotiations for public servants in

the administrative services and scientific and
technical services categories. The settlement

will apply to some 7,500 bargaining unit em-

ployees in the two categories and wiU. provide
increases ranging from six per cent to 9.5

per cent, effective Oct. 1, 1974.*

Tentative agreement between the govern-
ment and the Civil Service Association was
reached on Sept. 13 for administrative serv-

ices and on Sept. 15 for scientific and tech-

nical services. We were advised on Oct. 12

that the agreements had been ratified by a

majority vote of the employees concerned.

It is very encouraging to note that these

matters were resolved in direct bargaining
between the parties and before the expiry
date of the previous agreement. Salary in-

creases for related management classes are

currently under review.

ONTARIO ECONOMIC
COUNCIL CHAIRMAN

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I am pleased to announce to the House the

appointment of Prof. Grant L. Reuber of

London as the chairman of the Ontario
Economic Council. Dr. Reuber is presently
professor of economics and dean of social

*See further statement, p. 4422
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science at the University of Western Ontario,

and will continue to serve in that capacity.

This appointment is effective immediately
and will be for a three-year term.

In naming the new chairman, Mr. Speaker,
I should like to say how much the govern-
ment appreciates the co-operation of the

University of Western Ontario in making Dr.

Reuber's services available for this important

public responsibility. I should also like to

extend a special word of thanks to Prof.

Donald Wood of Queen's University, who has

been serving as acting chairman for the past
few months.

Mr. Speaker, I should like to emphasize
the government's commitment to the need for

a strong and vigorous Economic Council in

Ontario to do research on issues of public

policy and to provide independent advice to

the government, and to promote and form

public discussion of economic affairs. I am
convinced that under the vigorous leadership
of Prof. Reuber the Economic Council will

build upon its past accomplishments and

develop into a major institution to assist in

the evolution of public policy in this country.

Prof. Reuber has a distinguished record

and wide experience. After graduating from

the University of Western Ontario, he ob-

tained his graduate training in economics at

Harvard, from which he holds a doctorate,

and at Cambridge University in England.
Prior to joining the teaching staff at Western,
he was employed by the Bank of Canada and
the Department of Finance at Ottawa. Since

then he has served on the staff of the Porter

commission on banking and finance, and is

a consultant to the Department of External

Affairs, the Canadian International Develop-
ment Agency, the federal task force on labour

relations, the Economic Council of Canada,
and the Organization for Economic Co-

operation and Development in Paris. Prof.

Reuber was the first president of the Cana-
dian Economics Association, and in 1972 he
was elected a fellow of the Royal Society of

Canada. During the past year he has served

as a member of my joint economic steering
committee.

Mr. Speaker, within the next few weeks I

shall be announcing other changes to the
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Economic Council to provide for vigorous

representation from across the province and
from various segments of society.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Has he

any federal ambitions?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't think so.

Mr. Lewis: That's the usual.

PROPERTY ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Speaker, I would like to report to hon.

members on the progress the government has
made in completing the reassessment of all

properties in Ontario.

When the government assumed the assess-

ment responsibility in 1970, the objective was
to reassess all properties at their market

value, and then to reform the property tax

system based upon those more equitable
assessments.

We anticipated completion of the valuation

work by early 1973 for tax study purposes.
The assessors would then update their assess-

ment for introduction in the fall of 1974. It

was estimated that up to 18 months would
be required to study, develop and seek the

approval of this House on meaningful prop-
erty tax reform—before local authorities set

1975 mill rates based upon the new 1974
assessments.

The reassessment work has now been com-

pleted. However, the assessment division in

my ministry has advised me that the valua-
ations on residential properties in many parts
of the province are inadequate for property
tax policy purposes at the present time.

The achievement of accurate and accept-
able market value assessments on residential

properties has been disrupted by rapid
changes during the past year. In that rela-

tively short period of time, the real estate

market has become unpredictably volatile
with prices rising at unprecedented rates in

many urban and resort areas.

Consequently, the values intended for tax

analysis bear no realistic relationship to cur-
rent values. The assessors have been unable
to keep their valuations in step with recent
markets because the valuation methods being
used were established in 1970 on the expec-
tation of fairly stable markets.

Originally, it was predicted the new resi-

dential valuations for 1974 would represent
between 90 per cent and 95 per cent of
current market value. The five per cent to 10
per cent discrepancy would reflect market

changes between the time the valuations

were made and the time the ratepayer actu-

ally received his assessment notice. Normally
this is a period of about one year. This

would have been a reasonable situation.

Due to the recent activity of residential

markets, the best assessments that can be
attained in 1974, using present valuation

methods, would be between 60 per cent and
65 per cent of market value and this is far

short of the original objective.

The assessors are now implementing valu-

ation techniques that can cope with the

turbulence of prevailing real estate markets,

making it possible to achieve quality market
value assessments on residential properties by
late 1974. I might add that the new methods
involve the use of the computer as an analyti-
cal tool in comparing sales information for

property groups. My ministry, Mr. Speaker,
would be pleased to arrange a demonstration
of the newly developed computerized assess-

ment techniques for any hon. members who
may be interested.

The new data, however, will not be avail-

able in time for the government to develop

thorough and meaningful property tax reform
before local authorities set 1975 mill rates

based upon the new assessments.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Very wise.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is essential that the

government study and resolve all the tax

inequalities which have been finally brought
to the surface by market value assessment. As
the new data will be available by the fall of

next year, the government's tax reform pro-

gramme could be finalized by early 1976—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I knew the

minister would leave us to pick up the loose

ends.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That will be just in time
for Christmas.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Don't
be too sure.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The
minister is incredible.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As the new data will

be available by the fall of next year, the

government's tax reform programme could be
finalized by early 1976, after allowing 18
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months for tax studies, fiscal policy develop-
ment and legislative action.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: I understand the government is

having a demonstration model at the exhibi-

tion.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There is more to

come.

Mr. Lewis: A little house on a plot of land;

a number of assessors wandering around.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I take it I am getting
unanimous approval with all of this con-

sideration I've been getting.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Why doesn't the minister

give up on that?

Mr. Lewis: He is getting unanimous ridi-

cule.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: We await the referral of—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, this

suggests 1976 as the new target date for

introducing both market value assessment and
tax reform, for local taxation purposes in

1977. There are, however, a few areas of the

province that cannot wait until 1976 for the

introduction of market value assessment-

Mr. Lewis: Save Tory seats.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —such as the county
of Grey and the district of Muskoka. The

mimicipalities and localities in these areas
have requested we return market value as-

sessment rolls in March, 1974, and we have
concurred with these requests. In the two
cases mentioned above, severe local inequities
and diflBculties exist in the distribution of

property tax burdens, the sharing of county
costs and the apportionment of provincial
funds that all require immediate resolution.

All municipalities will receive new assess-

ment rolls in 1974 containing more accurate
and more complete property information
than has appeared on any previous roll.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Can the minister risk the
American cottage owners being annoyed with
him?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The 1974 assessment
rolls should have significant benefits for the

municipalities. For the first time, they will

receive rolls containing verified information-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We are listening, now.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: For the first time, the

municipalities will receive rolls containing
verified information on, and identification of,

all assessable units. This will, in many muni-

cipalities, provide a broadened taxable base

and facilitate tax billing procedures. The new
rolls should also alleviate municipal admin-
istration problems in the clerk's oflBce.

The importance of the 1974 rolls, despite
the absence of new property values, can be

appreciated by a brief review of what the

government has discovered regarding existing
rolls.

When the province assumed responsibility
for assessment in 1970, there were approxi-

mately 1.75 million properties recorded as

taxable on municipal records. The completion
of the reassessment shows that there are now
close to 2.6 million taxable properties in

Ontario. Allowing a 10 per cent compounded
annual development growth rate, these figures
indicate that something like 270,000 proper-
ties were missing from, or incorrectly tabu-

lated on, municipal tax rolls in 1969-1970.

These missing properties include cottages and

permanent residences in rural and resort

areas, as well as houses and commercial land

in the cities.

The province will also benefit from the

new rolls. A complete list of clearly identified

assessable units will improve the application
of various provincial tax-exemption and tax-

assistance programmes. We can more pre-

cisely ensure that the right people are re-

ceiving the benefits of these tax programmes.

Mr. Cassidy: But he won't have it until

the end of the seventies.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are considering a

proposal that the 1974 rolls begin a cycle of

returning assessment rolls every even-num-

bered year, at the same time as the municipal
enumeration is conducted for civic election

purposes.

The property records from which the 1974

rolls will be produced are being computer-
ized to create a central inventory of all real

estate in Ontario, residential, recreational,

farm, commercial, industrial, vacant land and

special-purpose properties.

The municipalities will have, for the first

time, the capability of utilizing property in-

formation for a variety of planning purposes
and land-use studies.

The central computerized inventory will

also assist the new Ministry of Housing in

planning effective housing programmes in co-
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operation with the municipaUties. The signifi-
cance of such a property data bank was
dealt with by the Advisory Task Force on

Housing Policy in its working papers.
The task force commented, and I quote:
The basic need is for a housing informa-

tion bank that contains all housing and
related data presently available in existing
public and private agencies assembled in

usable form. The nucleus for this could
exist in provincial assessment information
which is collected on a regular basis, and
which provides much of the necessary
physical and loccupancy information. The
conversion of the assessment data bank
into a comprehensive housing data bank
would provide a mechanism for establish-

ing the necessary information base.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I recognize that

some municipalities are impatient to have the
new assessment system introduced as soon
as possible. And, of course, so are we.

Mr. Cassidy: The government isn't. It is

delaying.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: On the other hand,
other municipalities share our concern with
the impact of reassessment on their residen-

tial taxpayers, and want us to delay imple-
mentation of reassessment until the tax im-

plications have been resolved.

The equitable distribution of close to $2
billion annually in property taxes is at stake.

The fair distribution of $2.4 billion in pro-
vincial funds to local governments is also at

stake. The fair and just treatment of all

property taxpayers is at stake. In any case,
we cannot ignore the implications of dramatic

changes in recent real estate markets just
because we would like to meet deadlines

arbitrarily set three years ago.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): Assessment
can never keep up with market value. It

carmot. It is impossible.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This government re-

mains firm in its original objective of bring-
ing about reform in both property assessment
and property taxation in a way that will be
acceptable, fair and just to all property tax-

payers in Ontario. During the current session
we will introduce the necessary amendments
to legislate the new imperatives I have
oudined today.

Mr. Lewis: Imperatives?

Mr. MacDonald: What does that mean,
imperatives?

Mr. Lewis: That is a great word, im-

peratives.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Something that is

imperative.

CORONERS' FEES

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I should like to tell the House in

general, and the members for Simcoe East

(Mr. Smith) and Oshawa (Mr. Mcllveen),
both of whom have been very helpful in the

process, that approval has been obtained
for a fee increase for coroners' services in

Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, there has not been a

coroners' fee adjustment since 1961. The
fees for coroners' investigations and in-

quests will be increased by 50 per cent

as of Nov. 1, 1973, with a further upward
adjustment on April 1, 1974.

I had undertaken, Mr. Speaker, to have
these fees taken under review and am pleased
that this method of phasing in the increases

has made it possible to adjust the fees at

this time.

I would like to take this opportunity to

thank the coroners of Ontario for continuing
to provide such excellent professional service

to the people of this province during the

time that the review was under way.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): What about

the judges?

Mr. Lewis: Right. Now that the govern-
ment has dealt with the doctors, let it

deal with the judges and all these penurious

groups.

EMERGENCY MEASURES PROGRAMME

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I have
written the Minister of National Defence,
Hon. James A. Richardson, with copies to

all the chairmen of the local Emergency
Measures committees and all local Emer-

gency Measures co-ordinators, a letter which
I would like to table, expressing my sur-

prise at his unilateral decision, without prior
consultation with the provinces, to reduce

by one-half the federal funds allocated to

the Emergency Measures programme in

Canada, which were a total of $3 million

before the announcement.

As I partially stated in my letter, it is

difiicult to appreciate how this figure re-

duced by one-half will be sufiBcient to enable
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the provinces and the municipalities to

maintain a programme to protect the citizens

in their respective areas against the eventu-

ality of peacetime or wartime emergencies.

Mr. Shulman: The minister knows that

that has been a straight waste of money
for years.

Mr. Lewis: That is one of the best things
the federal government has undertaken.

Mr. Shulman: They must have read our

speeches and taken our advice.

Mr. Lewis: Let this government provide
the money if we need it.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The decision to re-

duce the financial support appears to me
to ignore completely the time, money and
effort which have been put into this pro-

gramme by provincial and municipal gov-
ernment ofiicials, by industry and by many
dedicated volunteers.

Mr. Shulman: All waste, entirely wasted.

Mr. Cassidy: A misspent effort, as the

minister knows.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Even at this late

date I have offered to meet with the Minister

of National Defence to discuss this matter in

detail in order that all the implications and

consequences of his unilateral decision may
be reviewed.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The
Solicitor General is really disturbed, is he
not?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions. The hon. the Leader of

the Opposition.

ONTARIO ECONOMIC COUNCIL
CHAIRMAN

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Premier, Mr. Speaker, with reference to his

announcement about the appointment of a

chairman for the Ontario Economic Council

He indicated there would be further an-

nouncements. Does this mean changes in

personnel on the council; or is he con-

sidering upgrading the terms of reference
so that the council will not only be, as he
describes it, strong and vigorous, but also

independent?

Mr. Renwick: And relevant.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think

it is fair to state that it is independent. It

has always been the concept of the govern-
ment that the Ontario Economic Council

would be in a position to offer objective

points of view, and I think, by and large,
this has taken place. Yes, there will be
some further appointments or alteration of

membership on the council, which I will

be announcing over the next few weeks.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: If, in

fact, there is a contemplated change in the

terms of reference, would the Premier con-

sider giving the council the responsibility
to bring in an annual report, particularly

referring to the impact of provincial taxation

policies on the overall economy?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't think

there is anything to preclude the council

from doing that at this precise moment, if

they felt this would be constructively helpful.
The terms of reference for the Ontario Eco-
nomic Council, as I understand them, really
are quite broad now; I haven't contemplated
any statutory or order in council change to

the terms of reference. What I did say, Mr.

Speaker, was there would be some changes
in personnel.

PROVINCIAL AUDITOR

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have another question
of the Premier, Mr. Speaker. Does he con-

template making an appointment to the posi-
tion of Provincial Auditor, so that before

the report is finalized the auditor will have a

permanent appointment rather than just be
in an acting capacity, which in my view
undermines his independence to some extent?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this matter
is under very active consideration at this

moment.

TOWN PLANNING ACTIVITIES
BY CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Finally, I have a question,
Mr. Speaker, of the Minister of Natural Re-
sources.

Is he aware that conservation authorities

are taking a more and more active role in

imposing their plaiming views on communities
that lie in flood plains, such as the town
of Paris, and that conservation authority de-

cisions on growth in those towns are im-

peding the decisions taken by local planning
authorities and taking out of planning use
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properties which have been in pubKc use

with town buildings for over a century?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, I am not really aware
of that type of approach by conservation

authorities, but I am aware of the tremend-

ously good work that conservation authorities

are doing throughout the entire province, in

flood control particularly.

There is a bill before the Legislature right
now that deals with the matter of permits
within landfill areas and provides a route of

appeal to the minister. I think that any prob-
lems that may arise, and which the member
is aware of, can be handled that way,

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: The min-
ister then is not aware of the fact that the

conservation authority in the Grand River

watershed is not acting in an advisory capacity
to the community planning branch or to the

local planning boards but is, in fact, vetoing

plans for expansion in certain communities,

specifically the town of Paris?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Not in this particular

case, Mr. Speaker, but in the past I've

known that the conservation authorities work

very, very closely with all these various

bodies to which the member refers.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Automatic

co-operation.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: But it comes as a sur-

prise to me that this is the case there in Paris.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

No further questions! The hon. member for

Scarborough West.

REDISTRIBUTION COMMISSION

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Premier, Mr.

Speaker: When does he intend to introduce
his bill on redistribution of electoral bound-
aries in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I expect to

have some comments to make on the ques-
tion of redistribution before the House re-

cesses for the Christmas break.

Mr. Lewis: I think I probably phrased the
first question rather badly. Could I ask, by
way of supplementary: Is the Premier saying
that he will appoint the commission which
flows from the bill to initiate the redrafting
of boundaries before this session ends?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary question,
Mr. Speaker: Does the Premier intend to give
the House some opportunity to discuss guide-
lines for the commission before the event

this time, rather than after?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I haven't

really gone this far in my thoughts on the

matter, I'll certainly consider what I assume
is a suggestion from the member for York
South that he would like this opportunity.
Whether it will be necessary in the terms

of reference and so on, I'll take a look at it

at the time but I shall make a note of that.

Mr. Singer: It doesn't require a statute,

anyway.

CONSTITUTIONAL CONFERENCE

Mr. Lewis: Another question of the Pre-

mier, if I may, Mr. Speaker: Now that both

Ottawa and Quebec have appeared to ex-

press an interest in a further constitutional

conference, or a major constitutional meeting
can we have Ontario's position on the mat-

ter? Has the Premier been contacted by
the federal people?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would
have to check this. I don't think we've had

any formal communication from Ottawa with

respect to a constitutional conference. I, of

course, have read of some of the thoughts

emanating from Quebec. I think it is fair to

state, Mr. Speaker, that while Ontario would
be more than prepared to co-operate in a

constitutional conference, while that is still,

in our view, a very important area of concern,
I would also say, Mr. Speaker, that I think

there are other aspects or even priorities. I

have written to the Prime Minister of Can-
ada suggesting that the next scheduled meet-

ing of the ministers of finance should be

dealing with the whole question of and pos-
sible solutions to the inflationary situation

that this country and other jurisdictions face.

I also made the observation at the last first

ministers' conference, if memory serves me
correctly, that while constitutional reform is

important, really what I think we should

address ourselves to as well—and I can't set

the priorities here necessarily—is the question
of redistribution of responsibility related to

the economy and to taxes.

I would hate to see us bog down again on

things like the Supreme Court, in matters of

that kind, which I think over a period of

years can be solved because I think there are
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some more current issues. Just to answer very

briefly, we would be more than prepared to

participate. We have had, at least in my
knowledge of it, no formal communication.
If we are, I would also ask quite frankly that

these other matters be considered and given
a very real degree of priority, particularly
the question of inflation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Would the Premier consider it a

good approach for the province, as I would
consider it a good approach, that we take

some initiative not only perhaps to move
toward the redistribution of responsibilities
but to take some initiative toward the patri-

ation of the constitution in the first place?
It seems to me when the patriation is mixed

up with the change in responsibility, then it

bogs down and one province or another will

veto the whole package.

Surely it is possible, if it were decided that

no change would take place immediately, to

get the constitution back in our own nation
as a function of our parliament and our

legislators?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, as I recall

the discussion in Victoria, Ontario's position
on patriation was, I think, clearly understood
and really we were very close to getting a

consensus on that particular point. I think the

conference did not finally resolve this ques-
tion but I don't think it was the patriation of

the constitution that was the stumbhng block.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, that is why I say let's

do the thing that we can do.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can't speak for the

other provinces. I would have to consider

whether or not Ontario would deal with the

constitutional issues on just the one matter,

although obviously it is one that would be

helpful if it were resolved, but the last con-

ference really didn't break down-

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —because of that particu-
lar issue.

Mr. Lewis: If the Premier sticks with the

economic issues we will get somewhere.

Hon. Mr. Davis: They are kind of basic.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

STRIKE AT ARTISIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr, Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour.

Why is the Minister of Labour not willing
to intervene in that very nasty and pro-

longed dispute at Artistic Woodwork which
is surely doing enormous damage to all those

involved and to the community around it?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Yes, Mr. Speaker, there is a very good reason.

As you know, feelings are running very high
at this time and place and if politicians

would get out of it—and other people as well

—our professionals are ready to move in.

Mr. Lewis: I don't think so because I

haven't been on that line—I think the minister

is talking about city politicians who have, it

seems to me, shown a great deal of commit-
ment and judgement in getting involved and
those who have been involved shouldn't be
so easily abused by the minister in this

House.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I am not

referring to any politician in particular. I am
referring to people who are not helpful in

this case. I think if they would leave things

quiet we would move in.

Mr. Lewis: By way of—what did the minis-

ter say: When things are quiet he'll move in?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, when these people
move out.

Mr. Lewis: I see. Let me ask by way of

supplementary: Since it is a lawful strike,

since it is lawful for the workers to picket—
and I will come to the Solicitor General in

a moment—since there are questions to be

asked about the conduct of the police, and
the picketers naturally have supporters, why
is the minister prepared to watch a social and

public deterioration of a lawful labour dis-

pute while he sits on his high fence and says
"I will not intervene until everything settles

down"? Doesn't he feel a responsibility for

bringing the parties together?

Mr. I. Deans (Wenworth): Doesn't the

minister believe in collective bargaining?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I want to

make it quite clear that I am not blaming
any side, whether union or management. This

situation is intolerable at the present time-

Mr. Speaker: The member for Scarborough Mr. Lewis: The minister is the Minister of
West. Labour, isn't he?
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Hon. Mr. Cuindon: —and the timing has

something to do with it. We are close to it.

We will move in when it's appropriate.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Does
the minister not realize—because in these dis-

putes he understands the issues—does he not

realize that what has happened here is that

management has violated the good faith

bargaining clause in a fashion which makes
a shambles of his Act? And that as long as

he resists intervention he is, in effect, becom-

ing an extension of management in this strike,

leading directly to all of the public fracas?

Now, will he not consider sending his oflBcials

in immediately rather than waiting for some

psychological moment?

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): The anti-

labour member for Timiskaming is advising
him.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, as my
hon. friend will realize, we are responsible in

this ministry; we are close to it and when
the time is appropriate we will be there.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

ROLE OF POLICE IN
LABOUR DISPUTES

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Solicitor

General, Mr. Speaker.

Has the Solicitor General considered, on
his own initiative, looking into the behaviour
and activities and approach of the police who
have been involved in the picket line inci-

dents over the last several days in terms of

their definition and his definition of what is

the role of the police in a labour dispute?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What conclusions

does the member want to come to?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I have
had no direct intervention. I have been

watching very closely the events there. My
appreciation of that aspect of the strike is

that the police are carrying out the duties

and responsibilities assigned to them which
are to maintain law and order in exactly the
same way. Their duties, whether or not there

is a strike, in relationship to the conduct of

citizens are exactly the same.

I am not making any further comment at

this time because there are cases before the
courts and, of course, civilians also have
their rights in respect of the courts. I will say
this in a general way—and I don't always

agree with the editorial comment of the

Globe and Mail—the Globe and Mail did say
that generally Toronto, not for the first time,

should be grateful that its safety is in the

hands of so disciplined, competent and objec-
tive a body of men. There is another point
of view.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Supplementary.

Mr. MacDonald: —in view of the observa-

tions of the minister's predecessor, or at least

the occupant of the AG's department, Allan

Lawrence, some years ago when he was

going to charge the operators of rock festivals

for the cost of the number of police necessary
to look after the public interest during a rock

festival, has the Solicitor General considered

what Mr, Lawrence at that time was going
to take a look at—whether or not it is

legitimate to recoup for the public treasury
the significant expenditures that have to be
made for the alleged protection of the man-

agement interests when the strike goes on
for some time?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I think

the hon. member is a way off base. There is

no comparison. The rock festival was a profit-

making venture-

Mr. MacDonald: What does the minister

think this is? Why does he think they're

trying to beat the union?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —and I do not agree
with the member's assessment that the police
are there to protect the management interest.

The police are there in the public interest.

Mr. Lewis: What does the minister think

Artistic Woodwork is?

Mr. Speaker: One more supplementary.
The hon. member for York Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon ( York Centre ) : In view
of the arrest, and rather hasty arrest I think,

due to a misunderstanding of the role of a

young man taking tape recordings and other

evidence in preparation for a presentation by
Open Circle Theatre, and that young person's
desire to have the police viewpoint presented
as well as the other viewpoints, would the

minister endeavour to have the police co-

operate with this person instead of—

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Political

statement.

Some hon. members: Question, question.
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Mr. Deacon: Boy, it's diflScult to get a

point across with that harangue over there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Why is the Premier trembhng?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deacon: Would the minister ask the

police to co-operate by allowing that person
to get their point of view so it can be prop-

erly and objectively presented?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I would
think that the police would be pleased to be

judged on their actions rather than by any
words expressed.

Mr. Bullbrook: Stop being so platitudinous.

Mr. Lewis: He is being charged. There

are charges laid against him.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: If not, the hon. member for

Rainy River is next.

EFFECT OF VETERANS' SERVICE
IN CALCULATING PENSION

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. I have a question of

the Premier. Is the government considering

taking into account war service of veterans

in computing the total 90 years in regard
to pension? In other words, will the govern-
ment consider giving war veterans credit

toward their term of service in regard to

getting an earlier pension than otherwise?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't know, but I'd

be quite delighted to get this information

for the hon. member.

Mr. Reid: Well, may I ask by way of

supplementary, does the Premier consider

that that might be a worthy ideal to

pursue?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, it is some-

thing certainly that is worthwhile inquiring
about.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications has the
answer to a question previously asked.

RIVER CANARD BRIDGE

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communication): Mr.

Speaker, the member for Windsor-Walker-
ville (Mr. B. Newman) asked me the other

day about the Canard River bridge on

Highway 18.

As the hon. member knows, there has been
some widening going on there with the

construction of the bridge. We had to

raise the level of the road because of the

level of the water, over which we have no
control. This did necessitate steeper grades
into the houses and we've undertaken a

review of these grades in order that we
may correct them if possible, or help them
if we can, and in addition we will assess any
potential damage that may have been done

by virtue of the grades only.

I would point out that we have no control

over the level of the water and any flooding
or that is not due to construction in the

area.

I also have an answer, I'm sorry, Mr.

Speaker, for the hon. member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Speaker: Well, the hon. minister has

not completed—

An hon. member: Yes, he has.

Mr. Speaker: Has he completed that one?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, I have completed
that question. Is there a supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: All right. There is a

supplementary then.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Will

the minister consider the purchase of some
of these properties if in fact it is untenable

for people to live in them in the shadow of

this elevated roadway?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I would

point out that the problem in which the

people find themselves is not because of

the elevated roadway; it is because of the

level of the lakes.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): No, no.

That is wrong.

Hon. Mr. Carton: If the elevations are so

steep that there is damage done, yes, in

fact, we will study that and see what can

be done to help them—if it is due to the

steepness of the elevations.
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TRANS-CANADA HIGHWAY

Hon. Mr. Carton: I have the answer to

one other question, Mr. Speaker, and it

was asked by the hon. member for Thunder

Bay about a 45-mile stretch of road—
Mr. MacDonald: Forty-nine miles.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —49 miles where the

frost heaves have caused some problems.
Tenders were called a week ago, and will

be closed in November, for grading, granu-
lar base, drainage and paving of one-third

of that distance, and we will do more as

the budget permits.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Cor-

rectional Services.

Hon. C. J. S. Apps (Minister of Correc-

tional Services): Mr. Speaker, with your

indulgence, and perhaps with the approval
of the House, I have a statement that I

wanted to make today to the House and I

did not receive it until after the statement

period was finished.

I am wondering if I might receive the

approval of the House to give the state-

ment at this time?

Mr. Speaker: Do we have the concurrence
of the House?

Concurred in.

Mr. Speaker: With that concurrence then
I will watch the time so that we may add
it to the question period. The hon. Minis-
ter.

ACQUISITION OF TRAINING SCHOOL

Hon. Mr. Apps: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I wish to inform the House that the Ministry
of Correctional Services intends to pur-
chase St. Joseph's Training School, Alfred,
Ont. Alfred is located 45 miles east of

Ottawa.

The school has been operated by the
Brothers of the Christian Schools since

1933. The brothers have experienced in-

creasing difficulty in recent years in providing
staff from their order to work in the training
school setting and feel it is appropriate at

this time that the ministry assume full

responsibility for the operation of the
school. The purchase price for the substan-
tial buildings and surrounding acreage is

$2.2 million.

The staff at the school have been advised
of the sale and will be individually inter-

viewed shortly to establish their future em-

ployment plans. It is expected that most of

the staff will wish to remain at the school

in a civil service status.

The acquisition of this school will facilitate

the ministry's plan to regionalize the prov-
ince's training schools in order that they may
serve the children and youth of the areas

nearby. St. Joseph's, which has operated as a

private training school within the ministry

since 1965, will become the regional school

for the area of the province in which it is

situated. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: There will be two minutes

added to the question period.

The hon. member for York South is next,

then the hon. member for Sarnia.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. MacDonald: I have a double-barrelled

question of the Minister of Energy.

In view of the detente which he was able

to negotiate with the Province of Alberta dur-

ing his visit last week, is it the government's
intention now to withdraw its reference to the

courts on the constitutional issue that is in-

volved in the Consolidated Natural Gas ques-

tion, which the Energy Resources Conserva-

tion Board in Alberta dealt with?

Secondly, in light of the minister's recom-

mendation to the Premier last June with re-

gard to the desirability of Ontario being in-

volved in the development of the tar sands,

is the minister pressing for Ontario's involve-

ment in the hope that we can, by some new

arrangement, forestall this massive sellout of a

Canadian resource to American interests?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Mr. Speaker, in reply to the first part

of the question, that is a question I can't

answer. It is a matter which we are consid-

ering at present as to whether we will proceed
with the constitutional issue under the Con-

solidated decision as opposed to case.

We have raised the issue, I think, in two
or three other hearings. It is not just a ques-
tion of proceeding with the Consolidated ap-

peal. It may be that it is better proceeded
with under another matter. I think there are

two propane applications before the Alberta

Energy Resources Conservation Board, and

there is the Pan-Alberta rehearing. So whe-
ther we will continue to press this point
under any of those four matters, I simply
don't know at this moment—but we will have

to make a decision in the next couple of

weeks.
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In reply to the second question—am I press-

ing for an investment in the tar sands?—no, I

don't think the correct word would be "press-

ing." We continue to be interested and are

looking at the situation, but certainly no de-

cision has been made as yet.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker; What is the minister's reaction to the

kind of proposal that Mel Hurtig had in his

article in last Saturday's Globe, that a $250-
million participation iDy the federal govern-
ment and Ontario to get a half interest in

this whole development would be advisable?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, we are look-

ing at that article and we are making some

analysis ourselves, but in fairness I think it

must be remembered that the development
of the tar sands is very much in its infancy,
and to determine that the rules which the

Alberta government has arrived at for this

particular development, tar sands plant No.

2, the Syncrude plant, GCOS being the first

one.

To say that those would necessarily be the

roles in the future, I think, would be wrong.
I think one has to be impressed with the

tremendous amounts of investment that have
to be made by someone, whether it is by
government or whether it is by the private
sector. I don't think, frankly, it is possible
to drive as hard a bargain on plant No. 2 as

may ultimately be driven on plant five or six.

We are still talking about something which
is very much in its infancy. GCOS, which is

the only plant now in existence, has lost

something like $90 million to date. They are

in the process of breaking even. I suppose
that investment will never be recovered in

total; it is an experiment. I think to some ex-

tent the larger plant contemplated by Syn-
crude is also in the experimental stage, and
when something is experimental I don't know
that the toughest rules should apply.

Mr. Reid: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River with a supplementary.

Mr. Reid: In view of recent events, can the

minister indicate to the House whether the

events in the Middle East are going to affect

the supply of energy in the Province of On-
tario, either directly or indirectly? Does he

envisage any possibility of rationing in the

Province of Ontario this winter if this matter

proceeds?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Up until the events

of yeterday I would have said no. We have
been in touch, for the last three or four

weeks—longer than that—with the officials of

both Energy, Mines and Resources and with
the ofiBcials and members of the National

Energy Board. Their opinion has been, up
until yesterday—and we have done some

monitoring of this situation on our own with
the oil companies, and we will continue to

monitor the situation—that Ontario's refinery

capacity deficit can and should be met quite

easily by imports, mainly from Quebec and

perhaps some from the west.

We produce in Ontario, or refine in On-

tario, about 85 per cent of the heating oil

and gasoline which we use, leaving a gap
of about 15 per cent. As I said, we have
been assured that the major oil companies
and the distributors have made arrangements
—and members will have noticed some activ-

ity, for example, in Oakville and elsewhere-

made arrangements for that amount of the

shortage to get into Ontario. It would be

tight, but it would have arrived. Now with

the situation as of yesterday, I think the ball

game has changed somewhat.

Interjection by an hon member.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Macdonald has

indicated that it may be necessary, first of

all to ask the refineries—and I would concur

with this—to put a higher emphasis on the

production of heating oil than on gasoline
which could therefore lead to gasoline short-

ages as opposed to heating oil shortages, and
therefore to some sort of rationing.

I think we can only wait and see how the

events unfold in terms of the war in the

Middle East and whether the action of the

11 Arabian states is as definite as it would

appear to be; and what sort of arrange-
ments we can make, that the eastern market

can make, for increased imports, from Venez-

uela for example. I think these are things
that we are just going to have to wait and
see unfold for the next few days or few
weeks before a definitive statement or view

will be known.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sarnia.

SARNIA POLICE COMMISSION

Mr. BuUbrook: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Provincial Secretary for Justice: Is the

provincial secretary aware that the Sarnia

township council has by resolution requested
that one of the judges be removed from its

police commission? They have requested this

of the Solicitor General, and requested it of

the Ontario Police Commission. Could the

provincial secretary advise me, as the policy
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minister, whether he has been in communi-
cation with the Solicitor General on this

matter; and when does he intend to develop
some direction and coherent policy with

respect to bringing back to the people who
elect the responsibility for guidance of their

local police forces?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary of

Justice): Mr. Speaker, I have not discussed

this particular incident with the Solicitor

General. I will do so as a result of the hon.

member's question.

Mr. Bullbrook: Would the provincial secre-

tary answer please, by way of supplementary:
Recognizing the extreme burdens placed upon
him by his oflBce, would he have time to

consider this ongoing question of the capacity
and rights of the people with respect to

directing their local police force? Could we
have some response please?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member mentioned that this had been re-

ferred to the Solicitor General, that no reply
had been forthcoming from the Solicitor

General or the Ontario Police Commission. I

would like to find out why that has left the

local jurisdiction, assuming that there is a

police commission in that area, and deal

with it in that way.

Mr. Bullbrook: By way of one final supple-

mentary: I want to point out to you, if I

may Mr. Speaker, that I'll not question the

Solicitor General and subject myself and this

House to the barrage of patronizing plati-
tudes that he gives in answer to every

question.

Mr. Speaker: Question, question, question.

Mr. Lawlor: Mollycoddling.

Some hon. members: Question!

Mr. Bullbrook: I want to ask the provincial

secretary if he will undertake to me to do

something on behalf of the people, my con-
stituents in Sarnia township, who want to

direct their own police force.

Mr. Lawlor: There's no use asking ques-
tions.

Mr. Lewis: Now he's running!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

CAMP COMMISSION REPORT

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Premier, in three parts: Part one, is

Dalton Camp still alive and well; part two,

why has the second volume of his report not

been released; and part three, does the

Premier intend to act on any of the recom-
mendations—outside of the cars which he
was kind enough to send over—that were

suggested in his first report?

Mr. J. H. Jessiman (Fort William): Look-

ing for a raise in pay?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, may I report
to the hon. member that fairly recently I

could say without any question that Mr.

Camp was alive and well, as were the other

two members of the commission.

Mr. Renwick: Where is he living?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Now I can't say that as

of today, but certainly that was the case a

week or so ago.

As it relates to the first part of the report,
which is of interest obviously, there have
been some slight revisions. It is my thought
that I would be chatting to the leader of the

two parties opposite, and perhaps there will

be some further discussion of that matter in

this House fairly soon. As it-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We're terribly busy
these days.

Mr. Lewis: Over one of the Premier's little

luncheons.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I now have an invitation

from the leader of the New Democratic Party
that I should invite him and the member for

Brant to lunch to discuss this. I think, Mr.

Speaker, I will accept his invitation to have
me invite him and the member for Brant for

lunch; a very good idea.

Mr. Lewis: That is fine.

Hon. Mr. Davis: A very good idea.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay). A little

too cozy.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Corned
beef sandwiches.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And now the third part
of the question-

Mr. Shulman: Volimie 2.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Volume 2, Mr. Speaker.
I can't speak for the commission. It is my
hope, and I am only expressing a hope, that

this will be available to the House before

Christmas.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question:
Would the Premier have any opinion to ex-

press on the inappropriateness of the sugges-
tion with regard to pensions that was put
forward supplementary to the report being
released, that being that there would be a

recalculation which took into account the

rather extravagant pay which is afforded to

members of the cabinet for pension purposes?

Mr. Lewis: All leaders of parties.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the whole

question of the pension as dealt with in the

report is a matter that I'll be discussing with
the member's leader and with the leader of

the Liberal Party. I have no comments be-

yond that at this precise moment.

Mr. Lewis: We are just trying to divide

and conquer.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And I would only say to

the member for High Park, I really feel that

his leader is making constructive use of that

modest means of conveyance that has been
allocated to him by the public of the Prov-
ince of Ontario,

Mr. Lewis: I certainly am.

Mr. Stokes: I think the government should
take it away from him.

Mr. Shulman: The Premier is getting more

advantage out of it than he is.

Mr. BuUbrook: By way of a supplemen-
tary, are we entitled to assume that by reason
of the fact that the additional report related

only to cabinet pension and sinecures, that

the Premier took it upon himself to suggest
to that committee that they should deal with
the cabinet and not with members of the

Legislature?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Don't be ridiculous.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the
member for Samia, hopefully, knows me
somewhat better than that. No, I didn't take
it upon myself.

Mr. BuUbrook: Well, I just wanted to

know. They did it on their own volition.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, yes.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Moog phoned them.

Mr. Speaker: The hon.

land South.

member for Wel-

REDUCTION OF AUTOMOTIVE
HORSEPOWER

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): I'd like

to direct a question to the Minister of

Energy. With the current energy crisis and

the possibility of government policy on en-

ergy controls to maintain a constant supply
of energy for all consumers, will the minister

take some initiative or direction to inform the

auto industry to reduce the size of the horse-

power output of automobiles to ensure the

use of gasoline and petrol fuels in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I'll certainly take

that under advisement, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Tim-

iskaming.

Mr. Deans: Timiskaming? He hasn't asked

a question since he was elected.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry. The hon.—

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): He's

not even alive!

Mr. Renwick: There's going to be a by-
election soon.

DAYCARE FACILITIES AT
CONFERENCE

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): A ques-
tion of the Minister of Industry and Tourism:

Could the minister explain why there are no

daycare facilities being provided for the full-

day conferences being held across the prov-
ince by the Women's Advisory Committee,
conferences presumably to inform women of

the important role they play in the economy
as consumers?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I cannot advise the

member of such an operation but I shall ask

the lady in charge of the operation, whom I

will be meeting with later on this afternoon.

Mr. Lewis: She is of the female race.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.
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PROPERTY ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. A question of the Minister

of Revenue.

Since now by his own admission, the

government across there admits that resi-

dential property is subject to pressures of

inflation and consequently higher market
values than are other classes of property, will

the minister tell the House what it plans to

do regarding the obvious tax shifts and assess-

ment shifts that will result due to the comple-
tion of the market value assessment pro-

gramme, towards residential properties?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Perhaps, Mr. Speaker,
I will send the hon. member a copy of my
statement.

Mr. Good: I listened to the statement.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, the tax

shifts which would occur if we just put this

new programme into efi^ect immediately is one
of the things which concerns us; and we don't

intend to allow that to happen, which is one
of the reasons for the delay.

I mentioned last year, I think, that we have
a special committee sitting on this. It's a very
difficult task and we are trying to make sure

that before the new assessment comes into

force these potential tax shifts are properly
attended to so that they won't react adversely
on residential property owners.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sudbury
East.

Mr. Martel: A question of the Minister of

Education.

Mr. Laughren: The Minister of Education.

Mr. Foulds: The Minister of Education.

Mr. Laughren: He should pull himself

together.

TEACHERS' PENSIONS

Mr. Martel: Recently, Mr. Cansley of the

superannuation commission made a statement
to the effect that if a two per cent escalator

clause were included in the teachers' pensions
this would result in the necessity to increase

the fund by $70 million a year for 16 years.
Did he, in fact, mean that it would take $70
million additionally for the two per cent in-

crease, or to make the fund actuarily sound?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, what he meant was that it

would take that amount of money to make
the fund actuarily sound and to conform with
the pension legislation of this province under
which the plan has to operate.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur has a supplementary.

Mr. Foulds: Is the minister in fact con-

sidering putting in escalation clauses so that

those teachers who are retired, particularly

previous to 1955, will receive adequate pen-
sions, in view of the fact that the dollars

they put in before that time were worth a

heck of a lot more than the dollars which
have been put in in the last 10 years?

Mr. Jessiman: The member will be back

teaching sooner than he expects.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, as the hon.

member is aware the matter of a built-in two

per cent escalation clause is under considera-

tion at this time. It was presented by the

OTF and it is being considered by the gov-
ernment; but in the interval, as a temporary
measure, it has been put into effect for all

those people. They were all brought up a

few years ago; and for those who weren't for

the last two years, the adjustment has been
made. So that, in fact, everyone the member
talks about has had a two per cent escalation

of their pensions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

CROWN ATTORNEY'S COMMENTS

Mr. Singer: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have

a question of the Attorney General.

Is the Attorney General aware of the recent

remarks made by Crown attorney M. E.

Martin of London, when commenting on the

moving of a case, which took place in that

city, from the court of Judge F. S. Gregory
to the court of Judge G. G. Marshman as

reprehensible?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): I be-

came aware of that situation prior to that

little story being in the paper. I requested a

report and asked that it be brought to me
as soon as possible.

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary: Once
the Attorney General receives his report,
would he be good enough to take the mem-
bers of the Legislature into his confidence

and tell them what the report says?
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Hon. Mr. Bales: I will be glad to tell the

members the action I take.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

Centre.

latter part of 1975. That is one in Toronto

west and one in Toronto east.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

Centre.

REHABILITATION FUNDS

Mr. Cassidy: I have a question of the

Minister of Revenue, Mr. Speaker.

When does the government expect to

sign an agreement with the federal govern-
ment for rehabilitation funds? When does

it expect to issue guidelines to the munic-

ipalities as to how they can apply for these

funds and how much does the minister ex-

pect will be available for Ontario in the next

year under that programme?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, those

funds do not relate to any duties which I

have within my jurisdiction in respect of

Ontario Housing Corp. I would suggest
he direct that question to my colleague,
the provincial Treasurer (Mr. White).

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

CORONERS' FEES

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Solici-

tor General.

In light of the Solicitor General's an-

nouncement today that coroners' fees will

be increased as of April, 1974, is it the

intention of the ministry also to increase

jurors' fees in that same period of time?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, the

policy with respect to that will be made in

due course.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

REPLACEMENT OF DON JAIL WING

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the

Minister of Correctional Services, Mr.

Speaker.

In view of the most recent comments by
the grand jury about the old Don Jail

wing, when does the minister intend to

replace it?

Hon. Mr. Apps: Mr. Speaker, we expect
to have it out for tender by July 1, 1974.

Hopefully, it should be completed in tiie

TRANSFER OF HEAD OFFICES
OF DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS

Mr. Deacon: I have a question of the

Minister of Industry and Tourism.

When does the minister expect to move
the head office of Eastern Ontario Develop-
ment Corp. into eastern Ontario and when
does he expect to move the head office of

Northern Ontario Development Corp. into

northern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, at the

time I presented the bill for reorganizing
the Ontario Development Corp. I made it

very clear to this House that it was not

the intention of the government to move
either of the head offices out of Toronto.

Basically the accounting and operations
take place in this particular city under one
set of management.
The important thing is, I explained at

that time and as I will explain again to

the House that the directors who will make
the decisions relating to applications, which
will be recommendations to the minister,
will be people from those parts of the

province which the organizations serve.

There will be 13 directors from northern

Ontario and they will answer for their

applications and their requests and there

will be 13 people from eastern Ontario

doing the same for the applications made to

them for that part of the province. But we
do not intend to move the administration,
the accounting and the bookkeeping away
from the head office of the Ontario Develop-
ment Corp. here at Queen's Park.

Mr. Deacon: A supplementary. Does the

minister not believe that it is important to

disperse the centres of authority, responsi-

bility, accounting and administration to

other parts of the province, rather than

just have them in Toronto?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I do
not think that it is necessary that this gov-
ernment should go and try to triple the ex-

pense of the administration of the Ontario

Development Corp.

We have taken the initiative of establish-

ing offices in various parts of the province
to serve the communities much more

adequately than in the past. We are not
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changing and we are not moving the senior

management out into those fields because
it will not return dividends to the new in-

dustries. We think having more funds avail-

able to help industry is much more im-

portant than just putting it into adminis-

tration costs which will not increase the

eflBciency.

Mr. Deacon: Further supplementary: Has
the minister carried out an economic study
to show that it will triple the cost or to

what extent it would increase the cost?

If so would he provide me with a copy of

that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Any businessman
can tell the member that.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think it is necessary to carry out that par-
ticular type of a study. If the member just
uses a little bit of common sense, he'll

understand, sir, that if I have to have a

bookkeeper for Northern Ontario Develop-
ment Corp., one for Eastern Ontario De-
velopment Corp., and one for Ontario De-
velopment Corp., I have three bodies. That
one job can be done right here in the

city of Toronto in the head office. There is

no need for this type of operation.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: It is somebody who
is looking for some political gain. I would
hope that the people of this province would
understand good judgement and business
common sense.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port
Arthur.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I don't know of any-
body spreading them around.

ODOMETER INSPECTORS

Mr. Laughren: A question of the Chair-
man of Management Board, Mr. Speaker:
Is there a recommendation before Manage-
ment Board by the Ministry of Consumer
and Commercial Relations for increase in its

budget so it can have suflBcient inspectors
in the automobile division to crack down
on the turning back of odometers?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would have to investi-

gate to find out if that were the case. It is

not a fact to my knowledge.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

TASK FORCE ON POLICING
IN ONTARIO

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Provincial Secretary for

Justice.

Is there a report, or a draft report, before
the task force on policing in Ontario relating
to the province taking over all municipal
police forces? Could the minister indicate to

the House what his philosophy and thoughts
are in this regard, whether or not the prov-
ince, through the Solicitor General, should
control all policing in the province?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, as the hon.
member knows the task force on policing has
not yet reported either to the minister or to

the Legislature. I am not aware of any
opinion that has been expressed that the

province should take over all of the policing,
or that the Ontario Provincal Police should,
in fact, do all the policing for the province.
As a matter of fact, I am aware of submis-
sions that have been made that we should

strengthen the local police—the local munici-

pal police—particularly in areas where there

are new regional governments. Until that

report is available I wouldn't wish to com-
ment further.

Mr. Stokes: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Has the Solicitor General any-

thing to say about this—

Mr. Singer: The Solicitor General? The
member has got the wrong man.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, the Solicitor General.

Mr. Singer: How can it be supplementary
if it's to the Solicitor General?

Mr. Stokes: All right. Has he instructed the

Solicitor General to implement his promise

during his estimates that he would provide

adequate law enforcement and surveillance

on Indian reserves?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No, Mr. Speaker. I think

that question should be directed to the

Solicitor General.
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Mr. Lewis: Well, we'll just get pious

platitudes.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What kind of plati-

tudes does the member want?

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Premier.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The member gets

the ... He can't do-

Mr. Lewis: I'm not talking to the Solicitor

General. He should control himself.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The member can't do

anything with my answers that he does get.

I only have 42 to go.

METRO CENTRE PLAN

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Premier, he will

doubtless recall, I say with rising inflection,

his letter to me of July 6 promising an early

decision on the ownership and disposition of

the 55 acres of land which the government
has in the heart of the proposed Metro
Centre development in Toronto. When is that

decision going to be? It's 3^ months beyond
that now. Much planning rests on it. When
can he give the House, the council and the

province a conclusion?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the answer
to this question, of course, is related to legal

opinions that, I gather, aren't necessarily in

complete agreement. While I don't mean any
disrespect at all to the legal profession,
sometimes these opinions do not emerge as

rapidly as they do in other fields of human
endeavour. I would only say that I have dis-

cussed this quite recently with the Attorney
General and I anticipate that either he or I

shall have some observation to make in the

next few days.

Mr. Lewis: In the next few days?

Hon. Mr. Davis: In the next few days. I

just say this to the—

GOVERNMENT ACTION AGAINST
DOW CHEMICAL

Mr. Lewis: Will the Premier tell us about
the Dow Chemical suit while he is at it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I haven't heard about that

recently myself—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —but I anticipate it's in

very good hands and moving ahead with
enthusiasm-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I'm sure the member for

Samia will agree, to a very successful con-

clusion. I mean I'm sure. Listen, that's sub-

judice; I shouldn't even make that observa-

tion.

I will have an answer within the next few

days.

Mr. Lewis: I thank the Premier.

Mr. Singer: About the Dow Chemical suit,

too?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No.

Mr. Lewis: Early in 1976 for Dow.

Hon. Mr. Davis: About that piece of land.

It may be theirs and it may be ours.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: On a point of personal privi-

lege?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes, on a point of

personal privilege.

An hon. member: Who told the minister?

We want to know who told him that.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member would
never know it.

PERSONAL PRIVILEGE

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I want
to raise a matter of privilege with regard to

a statement which was reported to have been
made by the member for Grey-Bruce (Mr.

Sargent). The matter was reported in the

Toronto Daily Star on Friday, Oct. 12, 1973,

and, I understand, in other newspapers
throughout the province.

The article in the Star is headed: "Mc-

Keough covered up Big Scandal: Sargent."
In the article, the member for Grey-Bruce
is reported as saying that I resigned from the

cabinet last year to cover up a "$1 million

land scandal in London."

Mr. Speaker, there is no truth in that state-

ment.

I would simply say that if the member for

Grey-Bruce has any foundation to his allega-
tions he should make it known. He has a re-

sponsibility to bring forward any action of

mine which he knows to be harmful to the

public interest.
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The member has made untrue and irre-

sponsible allegations which baflfled me but

have upset my family and friends to the ex-

tent that I am now concerned and must react.

I submit, sir, that the member for Grey-
Bruce has a responsibility to the people of

Ontario, to this House and to this particular
member to make known the basis of his re-

marks or to withdraw them and apologize.

An hon. member: What does it matter?

An hon. member: How about another suit?

Want another suit?

Mr. Speaker: In the absence of the hon.

member for Grey-Bruce, of course, I think we
should wait until he's had an opportunity to

consider the comments of the hon. minister.

Mr. Lewis: You know the minister can sue

him.

Mr. Shulman: Hire the member for Downs-
view to sue him!

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

SALARY NEGOTIATIONS FOR
PUBLIC SERVANTS

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, just be-

fore the orders of the day, I would like to

rise on a point of order to make a correction

and explain very briefly that as I came to the

House today, I was handed a copy of the

statement on salary negotiations that I read

earlier. I noticed an error, sent it back out

for a correction and I now wish to correct my
previous statement.

At the conclusion of the first paragraph the

year should be 1973, and added thereafter

should be "and a further six per cent effec-

tive Oct. 1, 1974."

Mr. Speaker: Let the record stand cor-

rected.

Orders of the day.

ALLEGED IMPROPER EXPROPRIATION

Clerk of the House: A petition has been
received:

Of John Robert Coltman, praying that an

inquiry may be made in the allegedly im-

proper expropriation of his real and personal

property by the Metropolitan Toronto Separ-
ate School Board.

Mr. Speaker: Presenting reports.

Mr. J. A. Taylor, from the standing ad-

ministration of justice committee presented
the committee's report which was read as

follows and adopted:

Your committee begs to report the follow-

ing bills with certain amendments:

Bill 101, An Act to control the Storage and

Supply of Personal Information for Rating
Purposes.

Bill 174, An Act to amend the Succession

Duty Act.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bills be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Lawlor: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Committee of the whole
House, Mr. Speaker.

Agreed.

HYDRO SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT

Clerk of the House: 12th order, considera-

tion of the report of the select committee on
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of On-
tario new head office building.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): May I first say, Mr. Speaker, that I

consider the procedure to debate the report
in the House an entirely proper one. I know
that it means that every member of the Legis-
lature who has had an opportunity to peruse
the report and to some extent the evidence

upon which it is based, will now have a full

opportunity, if he so desires, to express a per-
sonal view as to the findings and how they
should influence government decisions in the

future.

I would like to begin by saying that my
comments this afternoon are not a reflection

on the technical expertise of Hydro in keep-

ing the lights on and the wheels turning. I

don't believe there is another organization in

the world with such an impressive technical

capability and, as the Minister of Energy
(Mr. McKeough) indicated in answers to ques-
tions last week we are proud of their achieve-

ments in that regard.

It was in 1968, Mr. Speaker, that the

matter of a new head office came to public
attention. An architect's drawing of the pro-
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posed headquarters was pictured, with a

decision that seemed to have been finalized

by Ontario Hydro in that year, that the

block of land at the southwest comer of

University Ave. and College St. would be

occupied by this new and impressive building.

It was to the credit of the then Premier,

John Robarts, who, in response I suppose to

inputs from many sources, but at least one
of them being criticism in this House per-

taining to the Ontario Hydro decision to go
forward with a head office, cancelled it. His

reason at the time was that the economy of

the province and the nation could not stand

the additional expenditure associated with

such a programme. But I'm sure he was
sensitive as well to the criticism on two

points.

First, the concept of such an impressive,
almost stupendous headquarters concept and

edifice, was not sitting well with the people
in the province who were already being
faced with substantial increases in the cost

of electrical energy. Since then there have
been many sources of criticism of what has

come out in the findings of the select com-
mittee report, that the present building being
erected on the same site is something that

in the words of representatives for the com-
mission is consonant with the corporate image
of Hydro.

The corporate image, if it is consonant
with either the first planned building or the

one that is presently being erected, is a

grandiose image indeed. I personally believe

that Ontario Hydro should be served by a

head office facility that is ample in every

respect as far as allowing planning and
control and administrative procedures to go
forward. I do not believe that it should be
situated in the heart of downtown Toronto.

I believe that it should be a functional

building of the type the Department of High-
ways built at Downsview some years ago,
with ample space in those days to serve the

administrative purpose that it had.

My own view is that Hydro is ill-advised

indeed, and that in fact a policy decision of

the cabinet should be imposed upon it so that

it backs away from its grandiose schemes, in

this case amounting to an expenditure which

may amount to $44 million.

It is also interesting, Mr. Speaker, to

examine the words of the committee when

they said that Ontario Hydro was justified

in discarding the plans for the original head-

quarters building because the committee

found the concept and the plan to be ob-

solete. When you think that Hydro might

very well have gone ahead with the con-

struction in 1969 and that the building would

just now be in full use and that it would

already be obsolete, there is a substantial

question on the judgement of the commis-
sion under even those original circumstances.

But I want to deal specifically with some
of the people involved in the report. On
previous occasions we have dealt with the

concept of the democratic control of Hydro,
its relationship to this House and to the

administration. You may recall on that occa-

sion, Mr. Speaker, that we in this party, as

the only group in the House opposing the

concept of a Crown corporation, opted to

oppose the bill because we felt that the

commission concept would in fact give the

opportunity—specifically through a Minister

of Energy which was then proposed and

which has now been given effect—for the

government, the Legislature and therefore

the people of Ontario to have a more direct

line of policy control—or guidance if the

word sits better in the mind of the Premier

(Mr. Davis) or the present minister—than the

Crown corporation concept. I will refer to

that again perhaps toward the end of my
remarks.

Examining in detail the administrative abil-

ities of the commission in its present form,

with inadequate policy guidance from the

Premier and from the cabinet, we have no

reason to change our feeling that the com-

mission should be retained in at least its

relationship to the government of Ontario

rather than be changed to a Crown corpora-

tion, and that the commissions association

and control by the democratic representatives

of the people could be made much more
effective in its present form than in a new
form with a Crown corporation.

I want first to deal with the relationships

of Mr. Gerhard Moog, with Ontario Hydro
and with the Premier, in his position as presi-

dent of Canada Square Corp., which has the

contract to erect the building.

If you have read the report, Mr. Speaker,

you will find that it says on page 8 that

Canada Square had no assets whatsoever to

bring to the negotiations with Ontario Hydro,

except some scant machinery which was left

over from some of its previous contracts and

activities. No specffic investment was a part

of what was put forward by Mr. Moog or

Canada Square Corp.

They sat down with Ontario Hydro and

negotiated a contract which permits them to

encumber a piece of provincial property with

up to $45 million worth of mortgage, without
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any particular contribution on the part of

Canada Square except its technical expertise,

and at the end of a specific period of time to

turn over a building to Ontario Hydro which
would then be in the entitlement of the

commission, or the Crown corporation as it

would then be if government policy is ful-

filled.

We have tried to examine on a number
of occasions what the profit that would
accrue to Canada Square Corp. would be.

The Premier has, on occasion, been very
critical of these attempts because they
seemed to fall very far from what he con-
sidered to be the truth. There was one
occasion in a presentation to this House
earlier this year when he criticized as being
inaccurate the predictions made on the in-

formation available to me from only one

source, and that was from the Premier him-
self tabling answers in this House.

He then went on to make certain predic-
tions himself, which the committee has
assessed and found to be substantially, if not

inaccurate—perhaps that's the wrong word to

use—very far removed from the truth. The
committee itself has employed the best tech-

nical assistance available to it, and even with
that assistance has come to the conclusion
that the profit that will accrue to Canada

Square Corp. and to Mr. Moog as the chief

shareholder—probably the only shareholder—
in that corporation, cannot be ascertained
with the information that is presently pub-
hcly available, to the Legislature, to the gov-
ernment or to Ontario Hydro.

In other words, Mr. Speaker, the agree-
ment was entered into without Ontario Hydro
knowing in any particular what the profit
would be to Canada Square, realizing that
there was no commitment of capital on the

part of Canada Square in any form, and that
from the best source of information available
to the select committee, the profit would be
in excess of $17 million.

Now how could Mr. Moog accomplish this;

bringing, as he did, a corporation with no
assets other than a reputation based on the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education

building, a fine building indeed, but making
no financial commitment; and Ontario Hydro
on the other hand allowing one of the most
valuable pieces of property in Canada to be
encumbered with a mortgage that could go
up as high as $45 million, associated with the

building that is to be erected upon it?

In trying to answer the question of how
this was achieved by Mr. Moog, I examined
the report carefully, listened to not all of the

evidence but most of it and have come to the

conclusions that I wish to put before you, sir.

First, there's no doubt that the Ontario

Institute for Studies in Education building is

an impressive one, and one of the first indi-

cations that Ontario Hydro was prepared to

deal with Canada Square was Hydro's ex-

amination of that building, and particularly
the examination of the method of its finance.

We now know that the Institute for Studies

in Education is paying a rental on a lease-

purchase agreement of approximately $2 mil-

lion a year for 30 years. This has been
criticized in the Legislature and in the com-
mittee on education and in other areas, but
there has been no careful investigation into

whether this was a good deal or not.

We are prepared to accept the fact that

the building is an excellent one, however, but
it gave Mr. Moog something very special. It

gave him what, in the minds of Ontario

Hydro, amounts to "previous experience." It

came to the point when the Hydro commis-
sion in fact did ask for certain proposals
from other developers and construction com-
panies; and in the so-called specifications for

such proposals, which were rather broad, it

was indicated that Hydro wanted to do
business only with a firm that had had
"previous experience" with regard to lease-

purchase agreement and contract with the

government, and this winnowed out a num-
ber of other developers very quickly indeed.

As a matter of fact, it would remove almost
all other developers if we would designate
"previous experience" as something having to
do with such an expensive, high quality build-

ing of the type that both the Institute for

Studies in Education and now, erroneously I

believe, Ontario Hydro have opted for.

The second thing, of course, is something
that occurs in every write-up of this particular
matter, and that is the friendship between
Mr. Moog and the Premier of the province.
It is interesting to know that at the time the
Ontario Institute for Studies in Education was
first brought forward, the present Premier
was the Minister of Education.

There is not, and never has been, an allega-
tion by me or anyone else that the Premier
would be so crass—and we know him far

better as far as a man of integrity is con-
cerned—that he would ever undertake, or
think for a moment, of saying to the Ontario
Institute for Studies in Education or Ontario

Hydro, or as it then was the Department of
Public Works, that he favoured any con-
tractor over another. But there is evidently
the awareness, not only associated with the
OISE building but obviously from the report
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of the select committee, that those people

who were making the contractual decisions

and commitments were aware of this friend-

ship.

The wording the committee used is very

subtle and careful indeed. I could quote it to

you, but I am sure, Mr. Speaker, you have

read it. It is evident that Ontario Hydro
was aware of this connection, but the com-

mittee is not prepared to say, as a majority

group, that it had any positive influence.

Some of the members thought it had a posi-

tive influence; none of them thought it had a

negative influence.

I want to dwell on this for a moment, sir,

because I will deal with the responsibility of

the Premier in this matter in a few moments.

The committee finds without any doubt that

the Premier took no steps to influence the

contract in any way. Surely, being a man of

honour, as he undoubtedly is, and not only
that but a man who in the past has shown

good political judgement, during the number
of occasions when he met with the chairman
of Hydro and others on a personal basis, it

would be expected of him by me and others,

not that he would say: "J^rry Moog is my
friend"; but that he would say: "Look, every-

body knows he is my friend. He is obviously
a prime competitor for this contract because
we know that he has built excellent bufld-

ings. For God's sake, see that it is an open
proposal contract tender and that it is seen to

be open so that there will never be a time

when anyone can say that there was any
favouritism shown this person, other than

that he had access, as any other citizen and

developer would have, to an open, clearly

understood, tendering technique." It is in that

particular that the Premier failed himself, and
I believe failed Ontario Hydro.

I am enumerating for you, Mr. Speaker, the

method whereby Mr. Moog ended up with
this contract; which may or may not be lucra-

tive, there is no way of knowing.

I have indicated the building of the OISE
structure and his friendship wititi the Premier.

The third is the false representation made by
Mr. Moog to Hydro, based on this friendship.
We have seen specific evidence, particularly
the memo by the chief Hydro architect, Mr.

Candy, dated in June, 1971, that Mr. Moog
had represented himself to Mr. Candy, who
then passed the information on by memo to

his colleagues in the Hydro hierarchy, that

Mr, Moog was a financial adviser to the

Premier.

The committee found this to be a false

representation. That's a quote from their

words. The one thing about this report

is that it is factual to the best of the evi-

dence they were able to evolve, but it is

also bald. They do not put the kind of

adjectives in the report that politicians might
look for. When they say it is false represen-

tation, it means that it is a deliberate

representation on the part of the contractor,

Mr. Moog, to indicate to those people he

is trying to persuade to do business with

him, that he is a friend of the Premier—

and this is borne out by the information he

passed on—that he is not only a friend, but

that he is a financial adviser to the Premier,

not just on Hydro but on economic mat-

ters pertaining to the whole of this province.

The fourth point: Following the memo
about financial advice, Mr. Moog and the

Premier went on the famous European trip.

I do wish that my former colleague, Elmer

Sopha, were in his place in the Legislature

so that he could describe it to you sir,

because even to hear Mr. Moog's descrip-

tion, it was a hilarious jaunt through

Bavaria, to say the least.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): It was not

really through Bavaria.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Let's say parts of

Germany.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Parts.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Parts of Bavaria? The
Premier will go that far? Was it a Mercedes?
Had he been drinking wine? Was the

Premier late for his appointment? Perhaps,
Mr. Speaker, it is up to the Premier to

describe it in his own terms.

Hon. Mr. Davis: But I wasn't driving.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I really don't think it is

particularly relevant, although it is one
of the few areas where Mr. Moog was pre-

pared to volunteer information, even though
he might have said that the fact that he
was in a Mercedes and that they had been

drinking wine was not relevant to the facts

that pertain here.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): "Ah, those

beautiful shores of Lake Constance. I re-

member it well. Gerry and I were sitting

there sipping wine."

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, that's not quite
accurate.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier surely

wasn't sipping it in the car?

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Probably that's legal in

parts of Bavaria—I don't know.

Hon. Mr, Davis: I was not driving the

car. I want to make that point clear.

Mr. Bullbrook: No, we weren't inferring

that at all.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But I listened to the

testimony of Mr. Moog and he indicated

that during the trip to Europe his friend,

the Premier was interested in meeting some
senior German bankers—

An hon. member: German?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, German bankers

was the way the testimony read—so that

the Premier particularly might discuss

matters of international finance. We are

aware that this was the time that President

Nixon was undertaking some unorthodox

departures in the finance and control of the

economy of the United States and the

ramifications for Ontario and Canada were

evident, and it was indicated that the

Premier had suggested to Mr. Moog that

with his well-lmown financial connections

in Germany and Switzerland there might
be a meeting. The evidence indicates that

the Deutsche Bank facilities, or people
associated with it, might very well have
been part of this meeting.

A meeting, however, was established in

Switzerland with Swiss bankers. Mr. Moog
and the Premier arrived late in the afternoon.

I am not sure whether it was late for their

appointment or not, but the evidence in-

dicates that the meeting lasted about a half

hour, and during that time the Premier
undertook to get some sort of a background
on the international financial situation. He
indicated that for the first few minutes there

were introductions, and that for the last

few minutes the group broke up into the

kind of discussions associated with, I sup-

pose: "Have you seen the cathedral?"; and
"Where is there a good place in town to

get a cup of coffee?"

But it was under those circumstances, Mr.

Speaker, that I felt that one of the other

characteristics of Mr. Moog came to the fore.

His own evidence indicates that in the

presence of the Premier, but unknown to the

Premier, he discussed the financing of the

head office of Ontario Hydro with repre-
sentatives of the Swiss bank. He didn't

have the contract at that time, but I'm

quite sure that it was one way of getting
the attention of a major European financial

institution, to walk in with a person of

such power and influence from the Province
of Ontario.

I would say to you, sir, most seriously, that

I consider Mr. Moog used his friend, the

Premier, mercilessly under those circum-

stances. I would be interested to know the

Premier's response. He may not attempt to

defend his friend, but it seems that in every
instance where it was possible, Mr. Moog used
his connections to misrepresent and to make
capital on his friendships for his own per-
sonal gain.

My fifth point, Mr. Speaker, is this: Asso-

ciated with that trip, the visit to the Swiss

bank, his position that he was trying to estab-

lish as a financial adviser to the Premier—a

personal financial adviser—he let it be known
to Hydro that he had access to Swiss funds at

substantially lower interest rates than would
be available to any prospective or possible

competitor here in Ontario. The figure of 6%
per cent for this money was bandied, usually
in memos and the recalled conversations.

As a matter of fact, the supposed access

to Swiss funds was used throughout the nego-
tiations, and Hydro from time to time let it

be known through their various officers and

by memos that they felt a better building for

less money would be available because Mr.

Moog and Canada Square had access to this

special source of financing.

This is another case, Mr. Speaker, of bare-

faced misrepresentation. On Nov. 10, 1971,
Mr. Moog knew that he had no chance nor

opportunity of borrowing money from Swiss

sources at 6% per cent or any other per cent

that would give him an advantage over any
other conventional sources of finance. On
March 20, 1972, several months after Mr.

Moog had this personal information verified

in his files, Mr. Moog, on behalf of Canada

Square, advised the senior architect for

Hydro the Swiss funds were secure in the

amount of $20 million at GVz per cent.

That's a finding of the select committee

totally misrepresenting the facts; totally giv-

ing wrong information to Ontario Hydro
which had the heavy responsibility of fulfill-

ing the decision already made to go forward

with a major building at the location previ-

ously described.

Now, a memo of Hydro's, dated Nov. 1,

1972, talks specifically about the favourable

rates available to Canada Square, but they

knew as of Nov. 1, 1972, that Swiss financ-

ing was no longer available.

On July 19, 1972, Mr. Candy, the chief

architect discussed the matter with the com-

mission, which was called into meeting to
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consider whether it would enter into formal

negotiations with Canada Square. The com-
mission was told by Mr. Candy that Swiss

financing was still established and the select

committee finds that this information was
"salient to the decision," the decision under-

taken by the commission to enter into formal

negotiations with Canada Square and Mr.

Moog, in fact leading to the signing of the

contract later that year.

I am listing for you, Mr. Speaker, as care-

fully as I can, the information taken from the

report and from the evidence elicited at the

hearings of the bad faith evinced by Mr.

Moog and Canada Square in dealing with

Ontario Hydro, a major agency of the prov-
ince.

The next one is as follows: That Mr. Moog
had indicated to his financial agent, A. E.

Ames and Co., that a provincial guarantee
was to be provided. Now you could under-

stand that Ames would accept that since the

p ovince normally guarantees Hydro financial

undertakings. But this, too, was a complete

misrepresentation. It had been entered into

actually as a matter of policy, one of the few
times when the government indicated its

wishes to Hydro, that it did not want this

building in any way to encroach upon the al-

ready overloaded borrowings of Ontario Hy-
dro and the province.

Actually, something should be said about

that, because my own feeling is that the lease-

purchase procedure is an erroneous one for

Hydro to undertake, that they are borrowing
at the rate of almost a billion dollars a year

now; and that it obviously would have been
a wise decision indeed, taking for granted
that they needed a new headquarters, for

them to finance it under the regular proce-

dure; that is through the credit of Ontario

Hydro guaranteed by the provincial govern-
ment rather than going through this convolut-

ed system of finance which is seen to be in

the long run tremendously expensive for the

hydro users of this province.

Mr. Speaker, going on with this list, which
is extremely long but I suggest to you ex-

tremely important, point six: Mr. Moog re-

fused to reveal information regarding costs

associated with the building to Hydro or to

the select committee. There are many factors

associated with this cost and Mr. Moog reneg-
ed—a good rural word that was used by the

committee itself—he reneged on his commit-

ment to reveal these costs, or at least certain

parts of them, insisting instead on an evalu-

ation of the structure based on appraised
value.

Now this could still lead to court action

between Hydro and Canada Square, since

it is still not settled, and the appraised value

of the structure is an important ingredient
in the establishment of rental payments as

they may be made and in the final establish-

ment of the overall contract over the period
of 30 years. Thirty years, is that right?

Associated with this, I say again as re-

ported by the select committee itself, the

profit accruing to Canada Square and Mr.

Moog will never be known.

To peruse the list further, point 8: Mr.

Moog was found in contempt of the com-
mittee by the chairman himself for his re-

fusal to give evidence when called upon to

do so. The committee, as you know sir, has
recommended that no further action be taken
and while I should and want to include
that contempt in the list of, the emanations
let us say of Mr. Moog's business methods,
I don't feel as strongly about it as I do about
certain other matters pertaining to this recom-
mendation in the committee. After all, the

committee was hired, and it was only going
to hear Mr. Moog and his lawyer for a few
hours before going on a recess for a week.
I feel that the contempt itself, although it

was justified under the circumstances and

upheld by all members of the committee,
was not as an important aspect as the mis-

leading testimony and the misleading infor-

mation that had come from Mr. Moog to

Hydro and was evinced by the care of the

committee in reviewing the sequence of

events.

The last thing I want to refer to in this

list of procedures undertaken by Mr. Moog is

one that bothers me particularly, because

the committee does not come to grips with
it seriously. It implies on page 5 of its report
that Mr. Moog and Canada Square had
somehow received special information in its

business dealings with Hydro and in its

"competition"—I use the word in quotes be-

cause it wasn't a real competition—with other

developers who felt they should have an

opportunity to at least put their proposals
before Ontario Hydro.

I want to read briefly from page 5 of the

report. I quote:

The committee is disturbed by the co-

incidence of data found within the Hydro
report of April 10, 1972, and data emanat-

ing from Canada Square. In this regard
a memorandum prepared by the solicitor

for Canada Square on March 28, 1972, was

provided to Canada Square for the ap-

parent reason of assisting in the prepara-
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tion of the April 10, 1972, memorandum.
In addition, appendix B of the April 10,

1972, memorandum would indicate that

either the document was shown to Moog
to assist him to know its contents or Moog
himself was contributing information for

inclusion in that report.

In any event, the exchange of informa-
tion passing between Moog and Candy at

a point of time when no decision had yet
been requested of the commission and in

respect of documents upon which the com-
mission would be asked to rely in making
its decision, is a matter of considerable

concern to this committee.

The committee is similarly disconcerted

by the content of a July 18, 1972, memor-
andum of Moog to his file with [it should
be 'which'] purports to set forth matters

discussed at a meeting on July 18, 1972.

The memorandum indicates that the range
of maintenance costs proposed by other

developers was known by Moog at a time

prior to the deliberation of the commis-
sion on July 19, 1972.

I am going to say more about the lack of

a real competition, but the firm implication
here is that Moog had a spy in the Hydro
commission who was feeding him information
that would be useful to him if in fact he
had to come down to a real competition.

The report is vague. They say they're
disturbed, disconcerted and concerned. Be-
lieve me, I am too and so should we all,

particularly when we realize that with this

list of business dealings, which can only be
described as misleading, dishonest and serious

in that regard, Canada Square and Mr. Moog
still have this $45-million contract, that he
came to the negotiations with nothing other

than a reputation for being able to build

a good building, and certain other intangible
assets which I have listed for you, sir.

I would like to say that I do not know
Mr. Moog personally but I have observed
him in operation before the committee. There
is no doubt that he is a brilliant entrepreneur
and an attractive personality. He is full of

confidence and good humour. The record of
his dealings with Hydro are full of deceit
and misrepresentation. His dealings with the
committee are characterized by contempt and
defiance. His relationship with the Premier
was such as to capitalize on the friendship
in the grossest manner. And yet he is still

building the building. He was held in con-

tempt by the chairman. But he is still build-

ing the building—and no action has been
taken by this Legislature.

I wish the building could be stopped. I

drive by it every day. From my window I

can look down on the construction. There is

nothing above ground yet, except the hoard-

ings and a few other things, but I am sure

that many hundreds of thousands, if not mil-

lions of dollars have been sunk into the

ground already.

The Premier had no hesitation in abandon-

ing what he considered to be a mistake in

the Spadina issue. I am sure he is not going
to abandon this. Perhaps it should be filled

in and grass planted on top and Ontario

Hydro's headquarters moved to some more
rational location so that the city is not going
to be served by cars and rapid transit, but in

fact people can get to a location which could
be readily selected in the environs of this

city.

I do not believe the building should be of
such grandiose proportions as was decided

by Ontario Hydro under the leadership of its

chairman, but I suppose it cannot be stopped.
Certainly, and I regret it, I will not be in a

position to stop it in time. The contract has
been signed and I would never use the word

repudiation of a contract that had been

signed by an agency of this government, but
I do believe that the government should
move to rid itself of the encumbrance of

continuing to do business with Canada

Square and Gerhard Moog.

Mr. Bullbrook: Hear, hear. We can't

afford their price.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I believe wholeheartedly
that at the first opportunity, if necessary ex-

propriation procedures should be entered into

to remove Mr. Moog and Canada Square
from any further dealings with Ontario

Hydro's new headquarters building.
There is no doubt in my mind that Canada

Square and Mr. Moog himself have special

expertise associated with the special building
that has been accepted by Ontario Hydro and

tacitly accepted by the Premier and the gov-
ernment as the new headquarters. Maybe he
is the only person who can build that curved,
mirrored, attractive, impressive structure. It

will be a building which will add a great
deal to the beauty of this city, and I don't
want to be misunderstood. Ontario Hydro
should not be there. Its corporate image does
not demand a $45 million edifice.

The Premier has made serious and personal
errors in permitting this to go the way it has.
I believe the only honourable thing to do is

to move, through the courts or by expropri-
ation, to dissociate ourselves with any further
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business dealings with Canada Square and
Gerhard Moog for the reasons, Mr. Speaker,
that I have set out in detail before you.

I have two other matters I want to deal

with in some detail. I have called for the

dismissal of the chairman of Ontario Hydro
because of his incompetence in this matter,
and I want to substantiate my views as care-

fully as I can and with direct references to

the report of the committee and from some
other sources.

I quote to you from the committee report,

page 5, as follows:

It is the opinion of this committee that

the overall circumstances respecting the

purported opportunity to other developers
to compete for the project indicate that

there was not a serious intent on the part
of Hydro to deal otherwise than with
Canada Square.

Mr. Bullbrook: There never was. Notwith-

standing what we were told in the Legislature
to the contrary, there never was.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Ontario Hydro is an
enormous institution with almost 25,000 em-

ployees, but its corporate structure is a com-
mission that is quite small, and it is my view
that the commissioners themselves were not

aware of what was transpiring under the

leadership of the chaimian, the chief architect

and certain others.

As a matter of fact, there was an uncon-
scionable delay from January, 1972, to June
of 1972, before the commissioners even had
an opportunity to examine the alternative

proposals, this in spite of two of the senior

officials working for the commission valiantly

attempting to set the thing straight.

On Nov. 2, 1971, the general manager,
D. J. Gordon, sent out a memo to his col-

leagues calling for clear parameters to be

prepared for a competition which surely
would have at least approached the kind of

tendering procedure which would have been
in the best interests of Hydro, the users of

hydro, the government and the people of the

province.

The recommendations of the general man-

ager—who I believe is paid more than the

chairman and therefore paid more than the

Premier; a very senior official, and a trusted

official—were ignored and no reason was ever
evinced for the recommendations being
ignored.

Secondly, Mr. M. Nastich, the assistant

general manager for finance, expressed con-
cern for the lack of supporting data which
was leading to the acceptance of the Canada

Square proposal. He was also critical of the

mode of analysis and comparison which was
used by Ontario Hydro to compare the pro-

posal put forward by Mr. Moog and those

forthcoming from three other developmental
concerns.

There was particular criticism by the com-
mittee of a procedure known as pro-rating,
which was brought forward by certain

elements in the commission supposedly to

make it more convenient to compare the pro-

posals. The pro-rating had the effect of

putting the Canada Square proposal in an
even more favourable light than in which it

had been placed by the misrepresentation of

the president of the company himself.

The committee finds on page 2 of its re-

port that Mr. Candy and Mr. Gathercole

were of the view that Canada Square should

get the contract before any other alternative

proposals were ever evinced or discussed.

Additional proposals were received in

January of 1972, after the strangest sequence
of events that really was brought before the

committee. I'm not going to take time to re-

capitulate them. Those people who are in-

terested in this matter, and it should be all

of us, have read the details. But I simply
want to read a list of names, if I've got it

available, which are selected directly from
the report of the committee.

It indicates that the president of Ellis-Don

in London, a well-known contractor and well-

known Liberal who according to the evidence

contributes to the federal Liberal Party, was
disconcerted by the fact that he did not have
an opportunity to bid on this prime structure.

He had every reason to be disconcerted, be-

cause his company had done close to $800
million worth of construction business since

its inception, most of it for the government
and a good deal of it without any tenders

being called. The Ellis-Don label was almost

as evident around this city as Canada Square
and Fidinam are now.

But those things changed and evidently
Mr. Smith didn't like it, and he wasn't going
to say: "Oh well, the old order dieth." He
was going to fight for a continuation of this

gravy train that had served him and his col-

leagues so well in the past, and he thought
he had ample ways of doing so. He got out

his pen and ink, or perhaps he called in his

trusty secretary—I think that's what was done
because she gave evidence as well—and wrote
a number of letters which were designed, and
I quote, "to open doors." Open the doors that

had been slammed in his face with the trans-

ference of top authority from London North

to Peel North.
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He wrote to Richard Dillon, a man he
knew well because Mr. Dillon had been ac-

tive in politics in London and certainly he
is a well-respected engineer. Someone told

me that he was a past president of the Pro-

gressive Conservative Association in London
North during John Robarts' day, but I haven't

been able to verify that. But he was active

in the party and that was verified. He went
on to become executive director of Task
Force Hydro and is presently Deputy Minister

of Energy. A very influential man indeed,
because he not only has the power and au-

thority of senior civil service, but he can
also call the kingpins in the patronage net-

work of the Tory party by their first names.

John White is the next one listed in the

committee report.

Mr. Bullbrook: What does he do?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is a man who is well

known. He has been described as the iron

butterfly of the Tory party, but he was writ-

ten to and asked to "open doors."

The next one contacted was J. B. Cronyn,
a man we will hear more about today, I am
sure; a man who chaired the most important
committee we have had in this province for

the last 10 years, if not longer; chairman of

the Committee on Government Productivity.
He is at present a newly-elected director of

Union Gas; a close friend of the Minister of

Energy. He is a director of Ellis-Don and a

director of London Life.

The next man listed by the committee in

order is Mr. Colin Brown, a man who was
the sole agent for the 52,000 civil servants

who have an insurance package with London
Life Insurance Co.

The next one listed in the committee is

the Minister of Energy, who needs no intro-

duction.

There are a couple of men listed further:

Mr. Ernie Jackson, of whom we used to hear
in the good old days, and Mr. J. J. Barnicke

who, I must admit, was a name new to me.

But, Mr. Speaker, the paragraph in the

report which lists the convoluted connections

between these kingpins of Tory power is

almost as if you went out with a flash camera
on the front lawn in the middle of the night
and took a picture of the action in the grass.

People who collect earth worms know about
that—all of a sudden the light comes on and
there they are. The connections are amaz-

ing and they extend from one side of the

province to the other.

Here, almost by magic, was a momentary
illumination of the convoluted patronage net-

work, not across the province but just a small

part of it centring around the city of London.
If there was ever a justification for saying
that the Tories have been in power too long,
it is in that report and in that paragraph.

I want to deal quite specifically, then, with
the role of the Hydro commission and Mr.
Gathercole. I have already quoted from the

report the view of the committee members
that both Mr. Gathercole and Mr. Candy had
prejudged the situation, and in fact were
of the mind or of the view—I think that's the

word used—that Canada Square should get the

contract.

The additional proposals from other cor-

porations were received in January, 1972, but
there was a delay until late June before Mr.
Gathercole brought them before the commis-
sion. I want to quote from the report, page 7,

a paragraph of significance:

Proposals were received in January, 1972.

It is the view of this committee that the

chairman of Hydro should have brought
the matter before the commissioners much
earlier in point of time than the end of

June, and permitted more involvement and

supervision by the commissioners. The con-

sequences of this mode of proceeding cre-

ated a self-imposed additional responsibil-

ity on Gathercole for the faiHngs of the

commission.

A very important finding, indeed, because Mr.
Gathercole did not share the responsibility

with the other commissioners to the extent

that he should have done and that it would
have been wise for him to do.

It seems more and more that he was the

person most sensitive to the need to see that

the contract went to Canada Square and that

nothing, in fact, would interfere with it. The
other companies which were forcing their

way into the competition were given very
limited time—indeed completely inadequate
time—to put forward their proposals. They
were told not to make working drawings—I
should say they were told not to make

drawings.

Actually, Mr. Moog was told not to make

drawings but he sat down with Mr. Candy
and made drawings, and when the other bid-

ders were turned down it was partly on the

basis that their proposals had been incom-

plete in that connection. There was simply
no fairness, no approach to equality of op-

portunity, no open tendering certainly and
not even an open and fair proposal.

It's true in Mr. Gathercole's defence, that

he tried to get policy guidance. He wrote to

the Premier; he sent him press releases and
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there was simply nothing forthcoming from

either the Premier or his staff.

There are plenty of precedents for the

government giving policy guidance. After all,

Mr. Robarts had cancelled the head office

proposal. One might say postponed it, but as

far as Mr. Robarts was concerned it was can-

celled; and they did not go forward with it,

it was ended at that point.

I can remember the policy decision to go
forward with the atomic energy development.
This was announced in the House by Bob

Macaulay and Jack Simonett as a matter of

policy. The third indication is the policy

decision, I believe announced by Mr.

Robarts, that rate increases would not be per-

mitted on a certain occasion which we can

remember about three years ago. There is

ample precedent for the policy guidance to

be forthcoming.

Mr. Gathercole tried to get it, but the only

time he could contact the Premier was out at

the barbecue of the Minister of Government

Services (Mr. Snow), or at a cocktail party
or at the opening of the Pickering plant,

which I suppose are all justifiable places at

which communications can take place, par-

ticularly informal communications.

In other words, Mr. Gathercole said that

he had informed the Premier what was going
on and that they were prepared to go for-

ward with the structure. The Premier had
indicated that maybe he'd better talk to the

now Minister of Energy on the trip to Japan,
that they felt that government certainly
should not be permitting Ontario Hydro to

add to the debt of Hydro.

I question that whole matter. I find tliat a

strange recommendation. We might discuss it

further some time, perhaps in this debate.

But that was about the only policy guidance

forthcoming. There was a specific letter,

dated May 16, 1972, where there was no

reply whatsoever.

I can't imagine the Premier's office, with

all the staff he has, not at least giving some
sort of summary acknowledgment. I believe

I have a letter remaining unacknowledged in

the Premier's letter docket, not that that is an

important matter. I can't see why the

Premier's mail is not carefully tended to. He
must have platoons of people to do that. John
Robarts used to tell me that he went back to

his office during night sessions and would

carefully peruse his own mail and see that it

was looked after. We have probably come a

quantum leap ahead of that in the number
of people who would want to write the

Premier of Ontario today.

It seems to me a letter from the chairman

of Ontario Hydro would not fall into the

same category as somebody importuning the

Premier for some special assistance. Why it

was not replied to is a mystery, to which is

added an enigma. On July 21, 1972, a draft

press release of the decisions taken by Hydro
was sent to the Premier's office with a cover-

ing letter addressed to the executive assist-

ant. Dr. Fleck, and there was no reply to

that. Although in the evidence Dr. Fleck

brought forward a piece of paper and said:

"This is what I replied," it was not received

by Ontario Hydro. Surely this government
can't blame the federal govenmient for that,

although maybe it will try.

It seems, Mr. Speaker, that the Premier

had adamantly established for himself that

he would interfere in no way. In so doing
he neglected and negated his own respon-

sibility, which was obviously to instruct On-
tario Hydro, if he approved of going forward

with the head office structure, that there

had to be a fully open, fair proposal, if

necessary—although I think it is a bad way—
but a fully open and fair tendering method
so that he could never be accused of having
a friend who was favoured by this most im-

portant emanation of government. I believe

that Canada Square was favoured by this

most important emanation of goverimient. I

believe that the chairman of Hydro had

attempted to get some guidance from the

Premier which would lead him into another

course, but none was forthcoming.

Mr. Gathercole has his roots in the political

side of public service and worked as a very

high and trusted official in the Premier's

office in the years before our present Premier

assumed his responsibilities. There was a

time, as a matter of fact, when part of the

rumours were that Premier Frost was going

to persuade George Gathercole to go public,

the way St. Laurent persuaded Pearson; bring

him into the Legislature as his successor.

This was just a rumour. It didn't happen.

Instead, he left the Premier's office and

became chairman of Hydro. I can tell you,

Mr. Speaker, that there are many people in

the electrical industry across this province all

of whom think most highly of George Gather-

cole. There could be no more personable nor

more able a man.

I believe that he was led into this in-

appropriate procedure, which I have de-

scribed as carefully as I can to you sir, by the

lack of guidance from the Premier, from the

appropriate minister and from the cabinet.
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I just want to read one other quote from
the report which I believe is significant in

this regard. It comes from page 7:

The failure of the commissioners to insist

upon an agreement which included a term
consistent with the original understanding,
as between Moog and Candy, on so vital

a term of the contract is considered by this

committee to be, at the very least, neglect
of their responsibilities. The commissioners
were duty bound to insist upon proper
terms or to refuse to contract with Moog.

I repeat again; the committee said: "At the

very least, neglect of their responsibilities."

What would it be if it were something
just slightly ahead of neglect of their respon-
sibilities? I would wish that some member
of the committee would elucidate on the
choice of words in that connection because

they go on, on page 12 at the end of the

report, to say:

The Hydro commissioners erred collec-

tively in not ensuring that a proper com-

petition occurred and further in failing
to supervise the negotiations in a more

exacting way. The commissioners also erred
in not ensuring that the contract terms
were such as would protect the interests

of Hydro. There was an abdication of theii

responsibilities.

The committee finds that the commission did
not fulfill its responsibilities. It is the duty
of the government to dismiss them.

The committee finds that the chairman
had a special responsibility which he took

upon himself, and for that reason I do not

believe the government can continue with
Mr. Gathercole in this important position.
It is a recommendation I make carefully. I

believe that the facts substantiate it.

There is no way that a minister can say
we all make mistakes. That is true, but this

is a mistake of such far-reaching proportions
that the confidence which the community
must have in the Hydro commission has been
lost and, I would submit to you, Mr, Speaker,
the commission—with the exception of Mr.

Muncaster, for obvious reasons—must be dis-

missed.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): He wasn't there.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Since the question has

been raised, Mr. Speaker, I except Mr. Mun-
caster because he was not there during the

period of time when the procedures I have
described in some detail were taking place.

I would like, finally—not quite finally—
to refer to two things. The first has to do
with the suppression of evidence.

I have already indicated that I have a

certain sympathy, believe it or not, with

the contempt that the chairman and the

committee felt that Mr. Moog had entered
into by refusing to tesify for a few hours
on that Friday afternoon before the com-
mittee went into recess. They themselves
have softened that to some extent by
recommending that no further action be
taken.

One of the grievous errors that the com-
mittee made was to include in that recom-
mendation for amnesty, if one wants to call

it that, certain other people who indicated

their defiance and their contempt for the

committee and the democratic process, and
for honesty in dealing with businesses and
with agencies of the government.

I deal directly with John Cronyn and
with him is linked Donald Smith. Now,
there are others whose names appear, but

particularly John Cronyn must receive our
direct attention. The committee found that

Cronyn deliberately suppressed evidence.

The Attorney General (Mr. Bales) is here
and he knows that that is referred to

specifically in the Criminal Code of

Canada. There are no ifs, and or buts.

Suppression of evidence before—what would
you call it? Not a court—

An hon. member: Tribunal.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —before a court or

tribunal of this type is a crime. I would
suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that the phrase
in this report which indicates that the com-
mittee does not feel further action should
be taken, does apply to Moog and Finlay-
son but it must not apply to John Cronyn.
The Attorney General doesn't need any-
body to tell him his duty in that the letter

dated April 14, 1972, was suppressed de-

liberately, that it was an important letter

that connected the whole ramifications of

the problems that we have discussed this

afternoon and was certainly suppressed.

I would say, and I don't want to dwell
on this, but I believe that the duty of the

Attorney General is evident. It may be the

responsibility of the whole House, but it is

quite specific; and it is not enough for the

Attorney General to say: "I haven't read
the report yet." He is the chief law officer

of the Crown in this province and he had
better have something specific either to do
or to say about it.
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In closing I want to refer to the Premier,
and it would certainly be incumbent upon
me to read from page 2 of the report, and
I quote:

Although the Premier was aware of the

approach by Hydro to Moog as at August,

1971, and following, this committee finds

that Premier Davis took no step, nor

gave any direction to anyone which in

any way assisted Canada Square to

successfully negotiate a contract with
Ontario Hydro.

I have only this regret, that I do not believe

that the allegation of direct patronage in-

terference was ever made. Certainly there

was no intention to make it, by me.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Shame!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: One of the bad things
about this, Mr. Speaker, is that in this very

paragraph lie the roots of the real criticism

of the Premier-

Mr. Bullbrook: Exactly, exactly.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —because it says he took

"no step nor gave any direction to anyone."
And why should he not have insisted that

there was a full, honest, open tendering
procedure?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Read the whole sentence.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Because by denying that

leadership he in fact did favour his friend

Gerhard Moog. In this connection the proc-
ess has failed—that the Premier is aware of

the attempts of certain others to use the

patronage network and that failed, to the

credit of somebody's good sense.

But still we are in a position, Mr. Speaker,
after having read the report—and some of

the members having listened to the re-

counting of the actions of Mr. Moog,
Canada Square and Mr. Gathercole—still

nothing is done. The building is there and
it continues to rise. The newspapers say,

quote: "Davis cleared." And everybody
says: "That's that." I suggest to you, sir,

that this report, for all of its bad prose,
bald language, still contains within it the
information that damns the Premier and
damns the Ontario Hydro Commission and
damns this government in such a way that

they will never recover from it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: On a point of order.

Mr. Speaker: Point of order.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I, through you, in-

quire as to whether the Premier could use
his good ofiBces to see if the provincial

secretary responsible for policy development
could possibly be in his seat? Or is this just

another example of the disdain that the

superministers have for the government.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Oh
come on. We've got the Premier. We've got
the Minister of Energy. That's more than

we usually have.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. That is not

a point of order. The hon. member for

Riverdale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I have half a dozen or so matters which I

would like to discuss with the House in con-

nection with the report. Certainly it doesn't

require me to re-read the report to the

assembly. I support the report. I was a mem-
ber of the committee that was engaged in

presenting it to the assembly, but there are

certain matters in connection with it which
this particular sitting of the assembly gives
me an opportunity to share, if I may use the

colloquial United Church minister's term, with

the assembly.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: I made that remark for the

benefit of my friend, the member for York-

view (Mr. Young).

I may say, by the way, that I am glad
the Premier was not driving the car in

Switzerland, but I'm more importantly con-

cerned that he provided the leader of the

New Democratic Party with a driver, because

he has done a great service to the people of

the Province of Ontario and the members of

his caucus to rule him off the road.

Mr. Lewis: I told him it was a matter of

public safety.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, first of all I

would hke to say, because I think it is a

matter which some of my colleagues on the

committee do not share with me, that the

forum that was chosen by the Premier for

this investigation was not only one of a series

of forums that he might have chosen, but that

it was the very best one for the purposes of

this inquiry.

I want to make that point, because it has

a most vital bearing upon the responsibilities
of the assembly and the opportimities for the

assembly to do the kind of constructive work
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which it is required to do, and to discharge
its responsibility at a period in time when
there is such domination by the executive of

the work of the assembly.

I want to simply make a couple of minor

points about that matter, because I feel

strongly in connection with it. As those who
were associated with me on the committee
well know, I tend in these matters to look to

the 18th and to the 17th centuries for the

origin of the right of the assembly to inquire.
There is absolutely no question that histori-

cally—bearing in mind that our constitution,

and for practical purposes this assembly, goes
back to 1791 and prior to that time to the

laws of England for guidance in connection

with it—there is no question whatsoever of

the responsibility of the assembly, or as it

then was of the Parliament of the United

Kingdom, to conduct this kind of inquiry.

The authority is ancient. I simply would
like to refer to an excerpt which I happened
to see which is appropriate, from a book
which will be published next year by Raoul

Berger, a scholar at the Harvard Law School
in legal history. He recently wrote, in an

excerpt from that book:

In a random sampling of parliamentary
debates at different periods stretching from
1621 to 1742, I found that legislative over-

sight of administration has been exercised
across the board: Inquiries into corruption;
the basis for legislation; the execution of

laws; the disbursement of appropriations—
iin short, into every aspect of executive con-
duct.

I personally consider that not only was it

appropriate, it was the very best forum to

deal with charges, allegations, suggestions,
that in some way or other the integrity of
the government of the Province of Ontario, in
this instance regardless of party, could be

challenged, and that this forum, this legisla-
tive assembly, was the proper body to deal
with any such charges or allegations. There
will be other occasions when I hope perhaps
to write or to make some comment with re-

spect to my feelings about that aspect of the

problem.

Secondly, I want, Mr. Speaker, to make
this further rather formal observation, that
we ran into immense difficulty in the commit-
tee with the legal profession as they appeared
before us, because of a fundamental mis-

understanding on their part of the role of a
select committee of the Legislature conduct-
ing such an investigative inquiry. The reason
that we ran into this difficulty was that the
last century and this century has created

the illusion that the one and only method
of obtaining the truth is through the adver-

sary system of combat. That is not so, and
has never been so. There is nothing which
indicates that every particular forum that has
a duty to conduct an investigation must do
it in the adversary form and under the strict

rules of evidence, appropriate as those rules

are to courts of law. This was not a court of

law. This was a forum for the purpose of an

investigation into matters which touched

upon the integrity of the government of

Ontario.

I know that this was of concern to the

members of the legal profession. I think it

was misunderstood amongst those members
of the lay public who were following the

proceedings of the committee, because coun-
sel for the committee was engaged in an

inquiry, an inquisition of persons. The only
occasions when counsel for the committee
ever verged upon something called tough
questioning or cross-examination were when
it was getting extremely difficult to either

extract information or the answers that were

required to the questions which were before

us.

Any member of the assembly who thinks

that counsel for the committee was overly
zealous in his questioning has no conception
of what would have occurred in similar

circumstances in a court of law, with a coun-
sel of the capacity of the counsel for the

committee and other leading counsel. Those
who have seen cross-examination actually
conducted in an adversary atmosphere on
matters of importance will recognize that, if

anything, counsel for the select committee on

Hydro was courteous, objective, fearless, but
in many ways limited by the forum in which
he was acting in order to carry out his

inquiry.

The third matter I want to deal with is

again a rather formal matter, but it is one
which I know my friend the member for

Samia is concerned about and we were con-
cerned about. It is the rather esoteric but

vitally important question of whether or not
the traditional solicitor-client privilege ex-

tends to the proceedings of a select com-
mittee carrying out the kind of investigation
which we were charged with carrying out.

Again because the tradition of the legal

profession in the Province of Ontario, tied as
it is to the methods by which the courts do
operate—and quite properly, as I said-in the
areas that they are called upon to discharge
their public responsibility, it is a rule about
the privilege of solicitor-client communica-
tions.
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When the question was raised in the select

committee, the member for Sarnia quite

properly raised the question as to whether it

did or did not apply to the select committee.

I leave that as a question which I consider

not as yet answered but one to which, if time

ever permits, either he or I or one of us

will turn our minds.

Because it was vitally important to the work
of the committee, we must remember, that

we had total co-operation from the Ontario

Hydro-Electric Power Commission and its

counsel. Everything that conceivably could

have been put before the committee from the

files of Ontario Hydro, and from the evidence

of the witnesses that were put in by Ontario

Hydro to answer the questions, was provided
to us—including the waiving by Ontario

Hydro of its privilege with respect to matters

dealing with its communications with its

solicitors.

I think it has to be made perfectly clear

that Hydro was totally forthcoming so far as

the committee was concerned with respect to

the matters before us. I don't want that to be

misinterpreted as to suggest that other per-
sons who appeared were not forthcoming.

Quite rightly, on the advice which they were

given by counsel representing them, they did

not waive their particular solicitor-client priv-

ilege. Rather, I am speaking about the dis-

charge by Hydro of its responsibilities to the

select committee. And it has to be empha-
sized.

The next matter that I want to really

touch upon is that I think it is appropriate to

say that all members of the committee were
sensitive and concerned and we acted as a

check and counter-check amongst ourselves,

to make certain that we were fair, because

no one of us has any preserve on being fair

in difiBcult enquiries.

But I can say to the assembly that time

and time again, some member of the com-
mittee would act as a check against the

views, perhaps at a particular time, of a

majority of the committee which was being
carried along a particular train of thought.
And the majority was brought back into line

when one member or another indicated that

our pronounced and fundamental duty, in a

committee carrying on this kind of investiga-
tion, was to be perfectly fair.

Another matter I want to deal with, and
I know it has been commented on in the

press, sometimes being hailed as a good
thing, and other times being termed as some
kind of a comprise of unanimity. When this

committee was first appointed almost anyone
you asked anticipated there would be dissent-

ing opinions or dissenting reports and that we
could never under the circumstances reach a

unanimous report. But we did. And the rea-

son we reached the unanimous report needs
to be clearly spelled out.

It was not a political compromise among
politicians who compromised their different

views because they felt they were under
some obligation to compromise. That com-

promise would never have taken place. It

couldn't have taken place by nature of the

vehicle which was provided for this enquiry.
The fundamental thing we were asked to

do was to reconstruct what took place from
the summer of 1971 until April, 1973. That's

the first thing that had to be done. Counsel

for the committee, with the concurrence of

the committee took on and discharged that

responsibility during the hearing with the

assistance of committee members. So we
reconstructed what took place.

Let me try to state that another way. We
were not engaged in advancing theories,

hypotheses, or alternatives. The committee

was engaged in a rigorous effort to recon-

struct, accurately, what took place. And the

committee reconstructed accurately, what

took place. Having reconstructed accurately
what took place, the conclusions and findings

which flowed from the reconstruction were

such as demanded, required and got unanim-

ity from the committee.

If there had been any other alternative

available, I am quite certain it would have

been pursued until it had been answered, or

there would have been substantial disagree-

ment in the committee. We found out what

took place. It is now not open to speculation
that we didn't find out what took place. I

want to make that absolutely clear, because

that's why the unanimity of the committee

with respect to the report was achieved.

Now, there was one specific exception on

the first page of the report. It needs to be

quoted because it was a very fundamental

exception. It was, and I quote from page 1

of the report:

Reviewing the evidence as a whole, it

appears that Hydro personnel were con-

scious of the friendship between the

Premier and Moog. The extent and nature

of the weight given by Hydro personnel
to this particular circumstance is not cap-

able of precise and accurate assessment. It

is the view of this committee that it may
have been one of the factors which

weighed upon Hydro, although it must be

stated that, in the opinions of some mem-
bers of the committee, it was a factor.
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So far as my colleague, the member for

Wentworth and I are concerned, we were of
the opinion that it was a factor. We were of

the opinion that it was a significant factor.

In order to be perfectly clear about this,
let me indicate what I mean when I say that

that was our assessment of it. The whole of

this report, insofar as the position of the

persons within Hydro is concerned, must be
read within the framework of the finding of

the committee that:

The committee is of the opinion that all

persons within Hydro involved in the de-

cision-making process were at all times
of the belief that their actions were in the
best interests of Ontario Hydro.

That means, Mr. Speaker, the obvious, that

we found that there was no dishonesty, and
we would have found it had there been. We
found there was no illegality on the part of

any of the personnel in Hydro, and if there
had been, we would have found it. There
was certainly no criminal activity on behalf
of anybody on the part of anybody in Hydro,
and if there had been, we would have found
it.

That sentence is not phrased in the nega-
tive, that sentence is phrased in the positive:
That the members of Hydro who were in-

volved in the process of decision-making,
faulty as that process may have turned out
to be, were in the belief that at all times

they were acting in the interests of Ontario

Hydro.
I was certainly pleased this afternoon that

the Leader of the Opposition tempered his

remarks with respect to individual persons
within Hydro. I personally, and I know my
colleagues in this caucus share that view,
will not participate in that circumstance in

anything which could be interpreted as or

helpful to the problems which we face if

there is any attempt to scapegoat any par-
ticular person.

We happen to believe here that men like

Mr. Candy who spent their lifetime within
Ontario Hydro and who will be retiring
because of age in a very short time deserve

something better than to be scapegoated on
an inquiry such as this. We share the same
belief for a man like Mr. Gathercole who has

spent his lifetime in the public service. We
are not prepared to engage in anything which
would indicate that he would be some kind
of a scapegoat.

We were saved the responsibility of mak-

ing elaborate recommendations with respect
to Hydro because it had already been and
is now in the process of reconstruction. Those

decisions are going to be made in any event

by the government because of the bill which
was passed by this assembly earlier this year.

I want, however, to deal with another

part of this report, so that we can be per-

fectly clear about. If I understood the Leader
of the Opposition correctly, he was saying
that the Premier of the province should have
done something to have ensured that there

was a fair competition. I take that to be the

drift of his remarks. I want to deal with that

specifically within the context of what took

place in the committee, with the problems
which were presented to the committee and
with the problem which I personally was
faced with during the course of the evidence

and during the course of our deliberations on
the report.

I am going to quote the whole of the para-

graph on page 6 of the report. I am not

going to quote the earlier part dealing with

correspondence and communications between
the Premier and Mr. Gathercole about the

Hydro building. But I want to quote the

one paragraph simply so that the paragraph
will be complete.

The only additional communication be-

tween Hydro and government pending the

formal contracts of Nov. 1, 1972, was the

submission of a draft press release on July

21, 1972. The covering letter was directed

to Mr. James Fleck, the chief executive

officer of the Premier, and indicated that

Gathercole wished to ensure that the action

as disclosed by the release was "not in

conflict with the Premier's judgement."

According to the records of Hydro, this

letter was not answered. However, a letter

prepared by Fleck dated Aug. 8, 1972,

indicated that the position of the Premier

was that, although the Premier should be

kept informed, the judgement was to be

supplied by the commission. Presuming

upon the lack of receipt of this letter by
Hydro, it appears to this committee that

Hydro again interpreted the lack of re-

sponse as an indication that the action as

outlined in the press release did not con-

flict with the Premier's judgement.

The committee has some concern about

the lack of formality with which repre-
sentatives of government dealt with re-

quests for advice and direction by Hydro.
The Premier made it clear that the gov-
ernment's position referable to Hydro was
that Hydro was an independent entity,

self-regulating and without supervision by
government, save and except in those

instances where the guarantee of the prov-
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ince for its financing was required. Not-

Avithstanding this legal relationship, this

committee is of the view that goverrmient
is for practical purposes involved with

decisions taken by Hydro. A more defini-

tive method of dealing with requests for

advice by Hydro should have been devised.

Now that is very bland language as I think

anybody will agree.

The problem that we were faced with with

respect to the involvement of the Premier

and those close to the Premier was related

to the non-reply to overtures or requests
made to the Premier and to the Premier's

office by Mr. Gathercole.

I was, I suppose—I think it is fair to say—
the principal person who expounded a hy-

pothesis which I have referred to as the

hypothesis of studied non-involvement by the

Premier and those associated with him. At
one point when I wanted to try to press the

point, I referred to it as the "wall of silence."

I also want to assure the assembly that had
it been on the evidence—and we had the

benefit of all of the evidence—had it been

possible to make the contact that, passively,
the Premier and those associated with him
were acquiescing in the contract going to Mr.
Gerhard Moog and Canada Square, we would
have made that connection. It was the area

of the greatest concern to me and to all

members of the committee because that is

why the committee was sitting and that

touched upon the integrity of the government
of the Province of Ontario.

I want to say that in the fullness of the

evidence which was before us, and the evi-

dence was complete, we made our decisions

—the decisions cannot be questioned—that
there was no such link that could be made.

Let me put it another way. I put it to my
colleagues on the committee that there were
three questions which we had to answer with

respect to the involvement of the Premier of
the province. One was could he have done

something about it? Everybody agreed that,
no doubt, in hindsight, he could have said,

"Look, if you are going to give it to my
friend, Gerry Moog, make sure there is a

great open clear contest about it."

But that wasn't the question because we
didn't consider that there was any respon-
sibility on the Premier to make that kind of

grandiose gesture. How many contracts are
let by the government? How many times
would the Premier of the province, with his

wide circle of acquaintances, have to go to

various members of the government agencies
and civil servants and say, "Now, you make

it perfectly clear that if any friend of mine

gets a contract from the government that it

is open and there is a clear contest; and you
make the decision without giving considera-

tion to that friendship."

I think it need only be stated to indicate

how ridiculous that position is.

The second question, however, that had to

be answered was should he have? That is,

did he have a responsibility as the Premier of

the province to make that kind of interven-
tion? The committee thought about that

problem and discussed it at great length and
came to the conclusion that from the period
in February, 1972—which is the time when
Mr. Gathercole spoke with the Premier at

the Pickering opening—until after the con-
tracts were signed in November, 1972—which
was around the first of the month or there-

abouts—the Premier on the discussions which
he had with Mr. Gathercole was entitled to

assume—and the evidence shows that he did
assume—that there was going to be a proper
contest.

There was nothing which occurred sub-

sequently to that and certainly nothing which
occurred during August, or the summer of

1972, when the heat was on in the whole

question of the Hydro contract that would
lead him to have had anything which would
have required him to change his mind and
that that assumption, in the judgement of

the committee, he was entitled to rely upon.
The third point, therefore, became un-

necessary. Was he, as a legal matter, obligated
to have done something? There is such a
situation where merely remaining quiet does
not eliminate the possibility or the conclusion,
as a matter of law, that you have knowledge
about what you should know in certain cir-

cumstances. There is that kind of principle.

So I say that from my point of view—and
I know this is shared by my colleague the

member for Wentworth and I believe it to be
shared by the members of our caucus as we
discussed it—was that there was no conceiv-

able conclusion that could have been drawn
that the failure of the Premier and the

Premier's office to respond to the correspond-
ence between Mr. Gathercole and the Premier
and the Premier's office could be interpreted
in any way as a passive acquiescence that the

contract was to go to a friend of the Premier.

Now, I think that is extremely important
because that is the core of the position which
we took and which my colleagues in our

caucus support. When I say "we," my col-

league, the member for Wentworth, and I

believe it is a fair statement of the position
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that was taken by all of the members of the

committee. Perhaps they would state it in a

diflFerent way, but in substance that was the

position which we arrived at.

Now, I want to come, Mr. Speaker, to the

—oh, I want to deal briefly with the two
recommendations. I think they speak clearly

for themselves, but I do want to speak to

them. The one recommendation is that the

government and the public agencies should

not, of necessity, be precluded from using the

developer proposal method. They should have

that option as other people have the option
to make the choice between whether they go
the tender system or the developer proposal

system. Those should be open and nothing
which our work in that committee did, what-

ever, would lead to any conclusion but that

in certain circumstances with proper guide-

lines, it is a valid and effective method for

the construction of buildings and that option
should be available to the public service.

But let no one underestimate the difiBculty

of devising those guidelines and I think it

should be a responsibility of the Ministry of

Government Services to immediately proceed
to deal adequately with that whole question
because we know—and I think that this is a

good lesson—we know that Ontario Housing

Corp. is using the developer proposal method

and I think there will be other agencies of

government, and indeed government itself,

and guidelines will be an essential part of

that work.

The second recommendation, and we

simply stated it as a recommendation be-

cause we assume that in the restructuring

of Hydro the duty will be specifically and

in a statutory sense, imposed upon the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission's com-

missioners or board of directors. They do

have the identical responsibility and the

obligation to use the standard of care and

duty which is imposed upon directors of

business corporations and now directors of

co-operatives and other bodies—and that

form needs no elaboration. It is spelled out

very clearly in the Business Corporations
Act and I would certainly like, in the course

of this debate, to hear the commitment of

the government to the acceptance of the

two recommendations; and, with respect
to the second recommendation, that due con-

sideration will be given to imposing that same
standard of duty on all persons who sit on
boards of all government commissions or

agencies of government, because that to us

is extremely important.

Now let me come, Mr. Speaker, if I may,
to the very last question that is of concern

to me and which I want to discuss with
the assembly, and that is this question with

respect to the contempt matter. The first

point I want to make is that it is a recom-
mendation of the committee to the assembly
that there be no further steps taken in

respect of that matter. But let me make it

perfectly clear that that's a matter which

this assembly must consciously decide as to

whether or not—

Mr. BuUbrook: They must decide; right.

Mr. Renwick: —any further action will be

taken. I know I share with every member
of the committee the sense that if the

recommendation is not accepted, that's fine,

that's fine; but let's not pretend that this

assembly can shirk the responsibility of

dealing with the points raised in the select

committee's report by saying, "Oh well, the

select committee said we are okay, boys.

We don't need to deal with it."

Mr. BuUbrook: The Attorney General

should be on to it.

Mr. Renwick: I am going to come to that

point, if I may.

Mr. BuUbrook: We want to hear from him.

Mr. Renwick: The point needs to be un-

derlined that the assembly is, as we all are

in the province, under the law, and the law

in this case is the law of the legislative

assembly. It is not some ancient, historic

body of law that we are talking about. We
are talking about an Act of the Legislature

of this province, the Legislative Assembly

Act, which states—and I want only to bring

home to the assembly its responsibility; not

that it needs me to do so, but the words do

it of themselves, if I can quote them.

The assembly shall have all the rights

and privileges of a court of record for the

purpose of summarily inquiring into and

punishing, as breaches of privilege or as

contempt [and I am speaking here of con-

tempts, not of breaches of privilege] and

without affecting the liability of the

offenders to prosecution and punishment,

criminally or otherwise, according to law,

independently of this Act—

And just to indicate to the assembly the

immense reserve authority of the assembly,
that we can punish, and the person cannot

go into a court of law and claim that he is

being placed in double jeopardy by using
that particular plea of autrefois convict.

That is not available to him. He is not in

double jeopardy. He cannot claim double
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jeopardy. He can be punished here and he

can be punished in a court of law if it is

a matter which requires court action.

But it then goes on and says:

—independently of this Act, the acts

matter and things following: [There is

really only one section that is immedi-

ately relevant to what I am saying, and

it itemizes the number of things. Item

6 says:] Giving false evidence or pre-

varicating or misbehaving in giving evi-

dence or refusing to give evidence or to

produce papers before the assembly or a

committee thereof.

That's the responsibility. The statute says

so. We indicated that the conduct before us

in certain instances may have been con-

tempts. We had no authority as a com-

mittee to decide whether they were or were

not contempts, from the point of view of

this. We said they may very well be con-

tempts and we made the recommendation

for the reasons that are set out in the re-

port, which would indicate that perhaps

they don't have to be pursued any further.

But let me say to the assembly that it is

the responsibility of this assembly, in this

debate, at an appropriate time, for the gov-

ernment, and if not the government then

some member of the assembly—when I say

"the government", I mean one of the govern-
ment ministers—to move the appropriate
resolution so that that matter will be specific-

ally resolved on the floor of this assembly,
that we are responsible to the people of

the province of Ontario to carry out.

Now let me give the reasons why I ac-

cepted and still support the recommendation

that no further action be taken, without in

any way saying that anybody can use my
reasons for themselves without thinking about

the problem when the matter comes to be

decided, as I think it must, on the floor of

this assembly.

First of all, when the problems arose in

the committee about whether or not the evi-

dence was being given accurately by wit-

nesses—if I can use that fairly non-committal

term—when the questions arose with respect
to whether or not letters were being with-

held from the committee; when the conduct

of counsel in certain cases was less than we
thought should be proper; when there was a

refusal at a particular point in time to give
evidence—these things didn't happen simply
because emotions in the committee were

running high and we had therefore gone ofiF

on some kind of aberration. Of course emo-
tions run high, but that doesn't affect people's

judgement. A cold detached non-committed
attitude serves no useful purpose on many
occasions such as this.

When those things happened it appeared
to the committee that it was being obstructed

in the course of its inquiry and that it wasn't

going to be able to discharge its responsibility
of reconstructing what took place, making its

findings, drawing its conclusions and making
its recommendations. But the perverse fact

was that the very behaviour which could be

decided by this assembly to be contempt,
answered many of the problems with which

we were faced. It made it possible for us to

make the conclusions that we did make in

certain of the very difficult aspects relating

to the findings of the select committee.

When the report was made, we did not

want a diversion from the report to this ques-
tion of contempt proceedings in this assem-

bly, although it would undoubtedly have

been topical, because the report is full, com-

plete and accurate, and the net result is that

no member of the committee feels that we
were obstructed finally in achieving our pur-

pose, because all of us consider that in fact

we did achieve that purpose.

Another reason why I tend to shy away
from the use of reserve authority, and we
have immense authority in the Legislature, is

that authority must be distinguished from

respect. I would like the business community,
the legal profession and, on occasion, the

judges of our courts to have a little more

respect for the assembly and for the work
which is done here.

When I say "more respect," it has nothing
to do with us as people or anything else; I

mean a fundamental commitment to the

democratic process, which I believe in sub-

stantial areas is not observed, believed in

and ultimately relied upon by the business

community, the legal profession and, as I

say, in certain instances by the judges.

We can't get respect in any lasting sense

by the assertion of authority. We were not

elected here in order to indulge in the luxury
of having people come before the bar of the

House under an archaic procedure that has

not been used for a long time. That's not

why we were elected.

The mythology says that we are the high
court of Parliament, we are the highest court

in the land. The legislative assembly isn't the

highest court in the land. There was truth,

and still is, as I understand it, in ancient

procedures in Britain; and there is truth in

the United States of America with respect
to impeachment proceedings: the House of
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Representatives impeaches and the Senate

tries, and the House of Commons impeaches
—but that has fallen into disuse—and the

House of Lords tries. We don't fall into that

hne at all.

We are not something called the high
court of Parliament. We are elected to pass
laws in the public interest and to carry out

that responsibility. If we do it well, we will

earn the respect of those segments of the

community and the citizens if we deserve it.

And part of deserving it, of course, is for

this assembly to discharge adequately its re-

sponsibilities from time to time—not just in

this instance, but continuously—and the

growing respect of the community of the

Province of Ontario for this assembly, I think,
is a factor which has taken place, certainly

during the period of time that those of us

here have been in this assembly, and it will

continue to grow.

But that point, we felt, was made by the

comments which we made. I know it to be
so because all you have to do is to be
mentioned in that report and you're imme-

diately uptight. I think everybody whose
name was mentioned in the report is uptight,
so we obviously had some effect on future

conduct and behaviour.

Mr. Lewis: Some of us who weren't men-
tioned are uptight.

Hon. Mr. Davis: What does the member
mean by uptight?

Mr. Renwick: Well, I don't know-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: —the member might consult

with his Minister of Industry and Tourism

(Mr. Bennett).

Mr. Lewis: Yes, he's a professional-

Mr. Renwick: He's the only man I know
who is permanently uptight.

But, Mr. Speaker, that was kind of the

thinking about the questions of contempt
which I think influenced me in my decision

to join with the other members of the com-
mittee in the resolution which we worked
out in connection with those problems. As I

say, they are recommendations. But I again
close—having taken longer than I thought I

would take, because I wanted to cover a

number of those points—by saying that I

support the report, as it is written. It does

require reading and re-reading. We were not

engaged in writing an essay in free verse

or in any other impeccable form of the

English language. We were engaged in a

very diflBcult question of drawing from the

reconstructed factual situation as it occurred,
the findings, the conclusions, and making the

recommendations in which we all joined
with that one exception to which I referred

earlier. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Huron-

Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I want to make a few comments about the

report-

Mr. Deans: Are there any speakers from

the government side?

Mr. Gaunt: My indication was that—

Mr. Speaker: I called the hon. member.
There was no other person standing.

Mr. Deans: Oh, well, it's not—

Mr. BuUbrook: No government member is

going to speak on this?

Mr. Deans: —it's simply on a point of

order, if I may, Mr. Speaker. I would be

curious to ask you, sir, for the matter of

orderly conduct of the House, whether there

are any government members intending to

enter the debate or whether it is going to

be debate carried on between the Liberals

and the New Democrats.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Yes, of

course so.

An hon. member: Five, we understand.

Mr. Speaker: That is not a point of order.

The gentleman here stood up, and has the

floor.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on now. Come on

now, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. BuUbrook: May I, with respect,

attempt to rise on a point of order to ask

Mr. Speaker if he has been provided with

any list of speakers? It would be interesting
for us and the people of Ontario to know,
for example, if the Attorney General is going
to join this debate and give us the benefit

of his thoughts. Are we going to adopt what
I construe to be the normal procedure and
now listen to some government thoughts in

connection with this report? After all, there

were several government members on that

committee-

Mr. Speaker: The member for Samia—
order please.
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Mr. Bullbrook: Surely we are entitled, Mr.

Speaker, to hear from the government.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. This is not a

point of order. I do my duty when I look

over the benches, and the one to stand first

was the hon. member for Huron-Bruce.

Mr. Bullbrook: Has Mr. Speaker been pro-
vided with a list of speakers?

Mr. Speaker: I have not.

Mr. Lewis: In that event, Mr. Speaker,
may I urge you to note that the whips in

the House usually do have a list of speakers,
and if there is a list it makes for a much
more intelligent debate if we can have people

moving through the various parties. Why are

you so insistent?

Mr. Speaker: Thank you. The hon. mem-
ber for Sarnia.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, as far as I am
concerned, I'd be quite prepared to acquiesce
to a government member if there is one avail-

able to speak. The indication was to me that

at the moment there was no government
member. I think that's unfortunate because I

do agree—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Most of

them should be cited for contempt.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

An hon. member: There's one now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
West.

Mr. Lewis: At last.

An hon. member: There is one going out.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): Thank you
very much, Mr. Speaker. As you can see, Mr.

Speaker, it was with some hesitancy that I

rose. I questioned whether or not I would
take part in this debate. I realize that the

Leader of the Opposition has suggested that

some of the members might like to express

personal views. As chairman of that com-
mittee I have some hesitancy in expressing

personal views. I adopt the report; I adopt
the recommendations in it and I adopt the

findings.

However, there are one or two things that

I feel free to comment upon. First of all is

the fact that the clerk of our committee, Mr.
Paul Moore, who guided us, was fairly new

at the job; but he guided us and kept us in

order, I think, as far as the Clerk of the
House was concerned. He is with the House
today sitting, as I understand it, on his first

occasion as a gowned clerk at our centre
table and I think that should be noted.

Now just to show members that the chair-

man of the committee does not claim that this

report does not have mistakes, I would draw
attention to page 11, wherein Peter Whelan
of the Globe and Mail—who has always been

trying to keep us straight right from the out-
set on this matter—drew my attention to the
fact that the Globe and Mail report was dated

April 30, 1973, and not 1972. The hon.
member for Brant has already drawn our
attention to another typographical error on

page 5.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, on a point of
order I'd like to draw your attention—I will

not embarrass you by the many split infini-

tives in the report—to the use of the word "un-

equivocably" on page 7. There is no such
word.

Mr. MacBeth: That was a word that the
hon. member for Riverdale proposed that we
should use.

Mr. C. E. Macllveen (Oshawa): They
should have had the member for Port Arthur

(Mr. Foulds) there.

Mr. MacBeth: Bowing to his superior

knowledge in the matter of English-

Mr. Lewis: The member for Sarnia, as a

matter of fact, I strongly suspect probably
said, "Irregardless, use unequivocably."

Mr. MacBeth: We realize there are a good
number of split infinitives in it. But again, I

think, we turned to Fowler's Modem English,
which said that these are so common today
that they are now almost proper English. We
realized that we had done that.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): There are

also historic ancient traditions from the 18th

century.

Mr. MacBeth: I think maybe that is right;
but we realized that. One or two of the

members, when we had the report all ready
for publication, commented that there was a

good number of split infinitives in it but we
said, "Let it go anyway." We don't claim that

it is infallible.

I'd just like to say a word or two about

Hydros operation. This report has been very
critical of Hydro in regard to its new head
ofiice building. I think rightly and properly
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so. It purported to hold a contest and, in fact,

it did not hold a contest. But as we say in

the report, we felt that, despite their errors

in judgement, all those connected with Hydro
were acting in good faith.

I express the personal wish that we do not

judge Hydro's operations on a province-wide
basis by the mistakes it made in this one

facet of the operation—that of building a new
head office building. Ontario Hydro, and I

have had association with it at the local level,

has a good reputation across this province. I

think it is highly regarded by the people and,

as I say, I ask that we don't judge its overall

operations by the bad handling of this matter.

Hydro and the government, I think, are in

a very difficult position in regard to the inter-

change of ideas. If the government tells

Hydro what to do, it is accused of political

meddling, and in the setting up of Ontario

Hydro this was one of the things that the

politicians of the day and the public wanted
to avoid. They wanted to keep politics out of

Hydro as much as possible. We realize that

is difficult and almost impossible, but that

leads to the kind of communication that

maybe the chairman of Hydro passed to the

Premier of this province and to other officials

of the government. Rather than by formal

communication, it was done at odd times and
sometimes in odd ways.

One of the recommendations of the com-
mittee is that this line of communication
should be formalized in some way or another.

I note that the Minister of Energy is sitting

there making a note and I hope he is making
a note of that recommendation because it

seems in this day and age there should be
a better way for the government and Hydro
to communicate with one another and not be
accused of political interference.

I could argue with the hon. member for

Riverdale as to the advantages of proceedings
as we did with the select committee. I feel

that the select committee is a costly thing; it

has been, I think, in this case, destructive. It

is not without its good points, but in many
ways I think it is more destructive than con-

structive.

I think there also is a difficulty for the

government members of a committee of that

nature that the opposition members don't

appreciate. Whenever the opposition mem-
bers on a committee that is investigating
some alleged misconduct on the government
side make consessions, they can do it with

grace and act graciously. But any time a

government member makes some suggestion
of speeding up or "Let's not do this," or

"Let's not hear that witness," or "Don't you
think we've had enough?" by reason of where
it came from that is suspect.

So I say it is difficult for this kind of a

committee to examine into itself, into the

conduct of its own members—more difficult

from the goverimient side or those who sup-

port the government—than perhaps the op-

position members realize. Certainly it was
one of the matters that gave me considerable

problems throughout the summer months.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): I am
afraid that is a cross you are going to have
to bear for being on the government side.

Mr. MacBeth: Well, that may be and

maybe we should be prepared to ride with

it. But I am saying it is one of the things
that go with being a government member on
a committee that is examining the govern-
ment.

Mr. Foulds: We would be glad to change
that for you.

Mr. MacBeth: Just let me say one or two

things about the contempt matter. As we
know, generally when witnesses are brought
before a committee of this House, they

appear—as they do in court—without counsel.

Generally, if they do have counsel with them,
counsel do not take an active part in the

proceedings—that is, they do not do the

examining or cross-examining themselves.

Now, I tried to keep to that as chairman

in the early stages where—if there were any

questions that counsel or witnesses wanted to

be asked—they consulted with the committee

counsel or they asked the chairman to put
them. That became difficult as the tempo
of the hearings increased and as, perhaps,

tempers got a little bit short. I for one think

it would be advisable perhaps, if committees

of this nature are to continue, to abandon
the practice of making questions only through
committee counsel or through the chairman.

I know it wiU lengthen the proceedings—

maybe it is one of the things that lengthened
ours. But I think in fairness to witnesses

where there is a necessity to obtain the truth

by cross-examination, they should have the

right to be represented by counsel. If some-

times, maybe, our committee failed, it was
in that it did not give the witnesses perhaps
all of the voice that maybe they should have

had as to replies and things of that nature.

The other thing that makes it difficult for

witnesses and for counsel attending at these

committees is that the rules of the select

committee are not clearly defined. The prece-
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dents are not easily available and it makes it

diflBcult for all concerned, the chairman, the

members of the committee and counsel, to

make certain just what their rights are; what

they can do, and what they cannot do.

Furthermore, when we come to select

committees and their decisions, there is no

appeal other than perhaps an appeal to this

House itself. As we all know, courts very

often go wrong, but there are opportunities

for three or four appeals of court rulings.

It is quite possible, I feel, for a select

committee to go wrong. We don't claim in-

fallibility, and perhaps we have gone

wrong in some points. But where is the

machinery for appealing the mistakes, or

having the appeal heard?

So in regard to the recommendations that

we have made, that there should be no

action on the contempt charges, I would

remind the House that it is not up to the

chairman of the committee to find anybody
in contempt. Only this House can do that.

And I pointed that out when I suggested

that we were in danger of contempt—that

it was my opinion that Mr. Moog and Mr.

Finlayson were in contempt, but it was not

my duty nor my authority to so find.

As you know, we named seven people

who we feel showed less respect or deference

than we deserved. Now that in itself is a

large number. When one inquiry comes up
with seven people, it frightens me a little

bit. Who was out of step? Was the com-

mittee out of step? Or were these seven

people out of step? That is why I have tried

to list some of the problems involved—the

rules are not clearly defined. Maybe if we
are going to have these select committees,

the legal profession, witnesses and people of

that nature, should have their duties and

their rights more clearly set out before we
take harsh action against them.

So I would ask that the House follow

the recommendations of the committee, and

feel that the naming and reprimanding of

these people is sufficient.

The hon. member for Brant mentioned

one or two matters which I would like to

comment on. He referred to the Hydro

plans as being obsolete, and suggested that

perhaps the wisdom of making those plans

in the first place should be questioned since

they became obsolete so quickly.

There were decisions made by Ontario

Hydro in the interval that made them
obsolete. One concerned the location of

Hydro's computer centre, which they decided

to locate elsewhere, and the fact that the

original Hydro building, the original one,

was planned to be built in two stages instead

of one.

I want to say that word in defence of On-

tario Hydro. The plans became obsolete not

due to a lack of wisdom in the first place,

but because of alternate decisions made
when they decided not to proceed with the

first plan.

We say the profit cannot be ascertained.

The hon. member for Brant mentioned that.

I think the corollary to that is that the loss

cannot be ascertained either, and as we

know, there is a possibility-

Mr. Lawlor: What does the member
estimate that at?

Mr. MacBeth: Well, there is the great

matter of inflation at the present time. We
have no idea as to what the profit is going

to be and I say the corollary to it is that

if you can't ascertain a profit then you
cannot ascertain a loss. Now that's a per-

sonal thought and perhaps I should not

insert that.

I have tried not to get involved with the

evidence. I do not want to depart or de-

tract my position from that which the report

itself took, and it was with hesitation that

I rose to speak. But since there was such

clamour to hear from a Conservative, I

was glad, as chairman of the committee at

least, to get up and say something. Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-

Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I am glad to have

the comments of the chairman on the record.

I would say to him that with respect to the

cost of the select committee, this was a

matter which kept recurring from time to

time and, as far as I am concerned, that

really shouldn't be a consideration.

Mr. Bullbrook: It certainly isn't excessive

anyway.

Mr. Gaunt: Really, if the Premier in his

wisdom had decided to go the route of a

judicial inquiry, I am sure that the judicial

inquiry would have ended up costing just as

much as the select committee. So really, in

terms of comparison, I don't think that the

matter of cost is a valid point on which to

make the judgement between whether we
have a select committee or some other proc-

ess through which we have this inquiry.

I am going to be rather brief, I don't want

to deal at any length with the report other
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than to say that I am a part of it and I sup-

port it. I do want to deal with the matter
that has been dealt with by my leader and

by the hon. member for Riverdale; two
matters actually.

But before I do, I want to say that as far

as the period from May 22 to Sept. 17 is

concerned it constituted the 50 sessions in

which the committee heard evidence with

respect to the circumstances surrounding and

leading up to the signing of the agreement
to construct Hydro's head office. That period
was, in my mind, a period which constituted

Hydro's Gethsemane. It was painful; it was
agonizing, and it was embarrassing for them.

Nonetheless, Hydro has survived the com-
mittee. It will survive the report, and de-

servedly so, based on its public record of

achievement going back to the early days of

Sir Adam Beck.

However, the committee examination of

Hydro's method of operation this past sum-
mer was a very revealing one, indeed. Hydro
from the inside looks quite different from
Hydro on the outside. The revelation was
startling mainly because everyone has always
been led to believe that Hydro was a deposi-
tory of first-class efficiency, producing power
at cost to Ontario citizens. Some suspected
otherwise, but nobody could ever prove it

because every time Hydro came down to the
committee they always brought their experts
and their charts and their masses of material

and, really, when the exercise was all over,
there wasn't much enlightenment provided.
As a matter of fact, it was often more con-

fusing than helpful.

Even the government was baffled by the

operation of Hydro. Senior Hydro people
viewed the organization as an infallible

monolith. What Hydro wants. Hydro gets.
Well Hydro wanted a new head office build-

ing in the worst way. They were stopped
once in 1969 because of economic conditions,
tight money and high interest rates. They
were going to do everything they possibly
could to get that project going or reactivated
in 1971.

And, as far as I am concerned, that was
the prime motivation behind Hydro in 1971.

They wanted a building in the worst way.
They wanted it so badly they could taste it

and they were prepared to do almost any-
thing in order to get it. Hydro didn't want
just an ordinary, functional building. It want-
ed a prestige building; not an elaborate

building, according to Hydro, but a building
of high quality in design. These were unique
requirements and the only developer, in

Hydro's view, to meet all of the Hydro cri-

teria was Canada Square. It appears that

Hydro was dazzled by extravagance and

completely mesmerized by Moog's super-

salesmanship, including his misrepresentations,
of which there were many.

With all of this it still doesn't explain why
a sophisticated group of businessmen, repre-
sented by senior Hydro personnel, including
the commissioner, did business the way they
did unless there was another factor which
influenced their judgement. This is why I, as

one member of the committee, felt that the

known friendship between the Premier and
Mr. Moog was a factor in the awarding of

the contract to Canada Square, and I would
have to say, Mr. Speaker, that as far as I was

concerned, it was a significant factor. The
hon. member for Riverdale has indicated that

he felt likewise.

Otherwise there is no explanation for

Hydro's strange behaviour in dealing with

the matter. For instance, there was no com-

petition in any sense of the word. Hydro, and
Mr. Candy in particular, had a predisposition
toward Canada Square almost from day one.

In the summer of 1971, the OISE arrange-
ment was being analysed and this study led

to the conviction that the leaseback meth-
od was the best and that Canada Square
warranted serious consideration as the devel-

oper.

iMeanwhile, the other developers — and
there were four others at one point, ulti-

mately three other developers — submitted

proposals. The other developers could hardly

get through the door. During the months of

December, 1971 and January, 1972, the other

developers approached Hydro and were given
oral specifications with the understanding
that these were of a preliminary nature only.
These specifications were used by the other

developers upon which to base their sub-
missions. There was no meaningful follow-up
with those other developers.

Meanwhile, Canada Square received a full

set of plans in August, 1971. These plans, as

has been mentioned, were scrapped, but did

provide a key to the kind of building Hydro
wanted and was a part of the continuous
flow of information between Mr. Candy and
Mr. Moog from 1971 forward.

The other developers were not told to go
into detail, but to provide a very general
outline of their proposals. Hydro management
then used this against them to the advantage
of Canada Square. That is apparent in Mr.

Candy's memo to Mr. Gathercole where Mr.

Candy says, quote:

The submission by Canada Square in-

cluded a set of design drawings for ap-
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proved building of a high quality which
would enhance the corporate image of

Hydro. Further, the Canada Square pro-

posal is well presented and well docu-

mented, while the other developers ap-

peared to have prepared their proposals on

a strictly hypothetical building without due
consideration of .Hydro's unique require-
ments.

Of course they were hypothetical. They
couldn't be anything else because the other

developers weren't given the detailed specifi-
cations. Hydro was so scant with its specifica-
tions and information that all the other

developers could do was guess.

Canada Square submitted a cost of $34

per square foot, the highest of all. The others

were from $28 to $30 per square foot. How-
ever, Hydro decided they would put every-
one on an equal basis for comparative pur-

poses and they came up with a system of

pro-ration which brought everyone up to

Canada Square's price of $34 on the basis

that this was the cost of a building containing
the quality and the design Hydro had to

have.

The method was called ingenious and in-

teresting, but was rejected as a valid method
of comparison by the committee and by Mr.

Anson-Cartwright. The net effect of the pro-
ration was to show Canada Square as having
the cheapest rental rate with the exception
of Horizon, and so it turned out to be a

method to justify Canada Square. In effect,

the other developers were penalized for hav-

ing said they could do it for less.

Further, when the commissioners realized

that Moog was reneging on the basis of the

Candy-Moog agreement as to the vital matter
of cost, they should have been prepared to

withdraw from that contract. As of Nov. 1,

1972, they also knew that Moog's representa-
tion of full Swiss low-interest financing was
not true. Inspite of these things. Hydro was

prepared to let Canada Square do almost

anything it pleased because Hydro was
intent on going ahead with Canada Square.
The question is why? Why was Canada

Square so attractive to Hydro; so attractive

to businessmen accustomed to doing business

in millions of dollars every year and having
the responsibility for running the third largest

public utility in the world? The only possible

explanation I can think of is that Hydro was
so intent on getting this building built that

it thought if it dealt with a friend of the

Premier it would reduce its chances of get-

ting a "no" from the government; avoid a
veto by dealing with a friend of the Premier.

That is the only explanation as to the un-

usual way this matter was handled by Hydro.

Instead, Hydro should have taken extra

care in dealing with Canada Square to make
sure that Canada Square was not favoured,

seeing that its head was a personal friend

of the Premier. Hydro, however, did the

reverse.

The hon. member for Riverdale mentioned
the matter of the wall of silence, as he terms

it. It is true that the report did not make
the connection. That is to say, the report
didn't draw the conclusion that because the

Premier was silent and didn't respond to

these initiatives by Mr. Gathercole that in

effect he was steering that contract to Canada

Square. I agree. That connection was not

made in the report.

I do part company with him somewhat
on the basis that he says that the Premier

shouldn't be expected to respond to every
contract that is let by the government, to

give his views on every job or contract that

is undertaken by the government, and with

that I agree.

But I point out to you, Mr. Speaker, that

that wasn't an ordinary contract. This wasn't

an ordinary circumstance of the government

carrying on its day-to-day business. This was
a very unusual process. After all. Hydro
doesn't build a head office every day. They
built one back in the 1930s, and that head
office has served them up until the present
time.

The chairman of that commission was mak-

ing representation to the Premier and asking
for his advice and his judgement and yet he

got no response. As far as I am concerned, I

feel that under the circumstances it would
have been perfectly normal for the Premier

to respond. I think it would have been per-

fectly in order for the Premier, when the

chairman's letter of May 16 was received—

which was exhibit 40—and in which Mr.

Gathercole asked for the Premier's advice on

the construction of the new head office—to

respond in some fashion, if to do nothing
else but to acknowledge the letter.

Interestingly enough, exhibit 34 indicates

that Mr. Gathercole intended to make a sub-

mission to the cabinet in early April, 1972.

That submission was never made although
the intention was clear. The committee, in

my view, never did get a satisfactory explan-
ation as to why this wasn't done, other than
it wasn't required.

Mr. BuUbrook: And we won't get one here

today.
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Mr. Gaunt: That's true.

Mr. Bullbrook: We won't get one here

today.

Mr. Gaunt: And that's true, it wasn't re-

quired, but the chairman knew that before

he wrote the memo.

Further, on July 21, 1972, Mr. Gathercole

wrote to Mr. Fleck enclosing a copy of the

proposed announcement about the head

office building and said that he wanted to

make sure that the action was not in conflict

with the Premier's judgement. A response
was drafted but apparently the letter was
never sent, or at least it wasn't received by
Hydro because they have no record of it.

As far as I am concerned I think it would
have been perfectly normal for the Premier

to respond to these overtures and, if need be,

to give some advice or some direction. At the

very least, certainly he could have acknowl-

edged the communication.

Mr. Bullbrook: It is called leadership; it

is a strange name they give it—leadership.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): The
Liberal members don't know what it is.

Mr. Gaunt: It would have been very

simple for the Premier to say to Mr. Gather-

cole—although he wasn't required to do so;

there was no legal obligation on his part to

do so; however, it would have been very easy
for him to do it, and very reasonable for

him to do it—to say: "You know, Mr. Moog
and I are personal friends; make sure that

you show no favouritism." I would have

thought that a reasonably prudent man in

the Premier's position would have done that.

In summary, in the words of Pierre Genest,
the Hydro lawyer:

It is necessary for any public organiza-
tion not only to obtain the best deal, but
to be able to demonstrate that it obtained
the best deal and that it gave an equal
chance to those desiring to participate.

In my view, the evidence clearly shows that

Hydro fell short on all counts.

Nonetheless, I feel the experience for

Hydro has been worthwhile. I think Hydro
will be a better organization for having gone
through this trauma. The committee, by ex-

posing the contract to pubhc scrutiny, gained
for Hydro an extra $2 million and possibly
prevented a lawsuit over what is meant by
the term "appraised value" and what is to be
included in the formula to make up that

value.

These are things that I think will accrue

to the benefit of Hydro. That I hope, Mr.

Speaker, is the legacy of the committee.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, I believe I am
the first speaker not to have been tied in with

the committee, or sitting with it—although on
occasion throughout the summer months, as

a form of delectation and sheer pleasure, I

would drop in and listen to the events of the

day and try to pick up the spirit of the

thing.

On occasion what struck me—certainly on
two days when I was in there—is the matter

of the contempts that were involved. There
was the atmosphere of cynicism, of certain

sardonic looking-down of noses by witnesses

sitting there, seeming to say: "Well, why on
earth should we be here being asked ques-
tions by such chumps as you? We ought not

to be subjected to this particular form of

indignity."

There was a clear implication of that.

While it is not my task as a legislator to

pillory individuals, I do think from what I

heard on at least one occasion from Mr.

George Finlayson, a fellow solicitor, that he

very well deserved to be cited before this

House or any representative body or court

for the type of demeanour and the way in

which he expressed himself and for the

obstruction that he exercised.

In a purely paternalistic spirit in this re-

gard, I would like to read into the record a

word or two of advice to this young man
and to others who come before legislative
assemblies for perhaps their more perfunctory
methods of disposal in the future. Because,
as we will come to in a few moments time,
if this assembly saw fit to take umbrage with

the particular form of indignity that they

sought to inflict upon it, then there is only
one thing that we could possibly do, as I see

and read the legislation—and I want the

people in charge of justice to pay particular
attention to this—and that is to send them to

jail. And that is a bit hard-handed; a bit

wicked. They didn't even do that to Agnew.
Others don't rise to the same portentousness.

Lord Denning, in a little book called "The
Road to Justice," which he wrote some years

ago before he became probably the finest

judge in the English-speaking world today-
said the third quality is courtesy. The lawyer
must not only treat the judge with courtesy,
that goes without saying, but he must also

treat his opponent with courtesy and the wit-

nesses too. Good policy itself commends this.

Many cases have been won by courtesy and
lost by rudeness. And he came pretty close
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to losing his case on behalf of his client be-

cause of the peculiar form of rudeness. It

was also good manners and it is particularly
true of the bars of all professions—manners

makith man.

This tradition of courtesy is, however, not

one that can be enforced by the court itself.

It is enforced by the simple fact that anyone
who offends against it, forfeits the goodwill
of his fellows. And that is a thing that no one

would willingly do. You will remember the

story of the attorney who could not person-

ally attend to a case and asked a colleague
to do the case for him. But he left him a

little note saying: "There is no case; abuse

the other side's attorney." I do not say that

abuse of any kind is to be encouraged. It

plainly should not be, but it is not by itself

contempt of court. In order that words or

actions in face of the court should be of con-

tempt, they must be such as would interfere

or tend to interfere with the course of justice.

Discourtesy by members of the bar is not

unknown but it is rarely treated as a con-

tempt.

There is a fairly interesting thing here

which has more to do with British juris-

prudence than I think with ours. And it is

that it is very necessary that the traditions

of the bar should always be maintained on
the highest level. Barristers have been given

great privileges by our law. And unlike other

professional men they cannot be sued for

negligence. If their advice is wrong, even if

it is due to the grossest ignorance, they have

nothing to fear. If their statements in court

are defamatory and malicious, still they can-

not be sued. They are protected by an abso-

lute privilege. These privileges can only be

granted in the confidence that they will not

be abused. And I am glad to say that they

rarely are abused.

But I found an occasion when despite that

type of privilege, that type of competence, an
educated person with all the privileges be-

stowed by having achieved the dignity of that

profession, did abuse the work of the com-
mittee and deliberately did so day after day.

I think what probably happened is that

somewhere along the line he read section 45
of the Legislative Assembly Act and saw
what kind of punisliment or treatment he had
in store for him if he persisted much longer.
And he probably thought, "I better pull back
on this," because subsection 2 says:

For the purposes of this Act, the

assembly possesses all the powers and juris-
diction necessary or expedient for inquiring
into, adjudging and pronouncing upon the

commission or doing the acts, matters, or

things mentioned in subsection (1) [which
is a whole list of breaches and contempts]
and for awarding and carrying into execu-

tion the punishment thereof.

And in section 46, it says:

Every person who, upon such inquiry, is

found to have committed or done any of

the acts, matters or things mentioned in

section 45, in addition to any other penalty
or punishment to which he may by law be

subject, is liable to imprisonment for such

time during the session of the Legislature
then being held as is determined by the

assembly.

I bring this to your attention. You wouldn't

want to send a secretary, who felt some
kind of compulsion to protect her employer,
to jail. And I am appealing to the people
in charge of justice in the province to look

section 46 over. We should be given the

same powers the courts have, that any dis-

ciplinary body has—that the Law Society of

Upper Canada, with respect to the treat-

ment of its fellow lawyers and solicitors,

would have—with respect to suspension, fine,

reprimand, and finally, imprisonment. We
should have these powers so that in future

if a committee of this Legislature met and
found that there was prevarication, that cer-

tain evidence was repressed—as happened
in the course of these proceedings—it would
have the power to deal with these things,

weigh them in proper balance, and decide

with a sense of discretion, decency, and

justice. We should have a far wider arsenal

of weapons to deal with these things than

we presently have.

I suspect that one of the reasons the

committee didn't want to press this matter

to all that great an extent was because it

was bereft of weapons and manners of

dealing with contempts as they arose, be-

cause the whole thing had never been really

anticipated. And the Act, in this particular

regard, is archaic.

And how could you cite John Cronyn, who
very well might deserve it? Read the evi-

dence. It was fairly deliberate. This man's

highly qualified; he's a shrewd customer;
he knows what is going on and yet he de-

liberately—well, how could you do that in

one case and then ignore the others in

another case, or ignore his and not take

the others into account? And are they all

deserving of the same punishment? If it is

imprisonment, the only way we could sort

it out is by sending one for one day and

somebody else for six months. And surely
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we wouldn't want—in a particular context

of this kind—to do it in any event, since

in the last analysis the evidence that was

being sought to be repressed came out as

assisting the committee in its overall work.

I just want to say a word about Mr.

Richard Shibley, QC, who, as I understand

it, did such a patient interrogative job. I

mean the inch-by-inch work of first-class

mind and good counsel in setting up the basic

background and panoply of facts which,
since you got this constellation of facts, no
member of the committee could deny; and

which when taken altogether, in context,

lead to certain in ineluctable conclusions.

And without that groundwork, without that

patient study—it's bone hard work that is

involved in that kind of thing. And that is

the difference between first-class counsel and

anything else down the line—the ability

to accumulate in detail, pertinaciously, with-

out giving up the mass of fact and evidence,

which, as I say, inherently orients itself

toward a particular end.

I would say that only Richard Shibley

could, as a result of that work of that

committee, really, I suppose, give a first-

class setup as to how committees might
conduct themselves in the future with

respect to specifically inquisitorial proceed-

ings. The whole European system of justice

proceeds not on our system at all, but on
this precise system.

When a man comes into a criminal court

in Europe, in France, there are a chief

judge and two minor judges sitting. These
minor judges are inquisitors in the strict

sense. Researchers. They go out and gather
in the material with the assistance of the

police. But they have a direct role, and

working in conjunction with the judge,

questions are asked—not by way of cross-

examination specifically, but just interroga-
tion to draw out the witness, to bring to

the surface what is the constellation of

facts. That has great faults and it has

enormous advantages, and the enormous

advantages come through in this particular
kind of inquiry.

And may I say our system has grave
faults which lawyers, because they are

trained in the system and are purblinded by
it, they place their hands on their breast

and say—and I listen to after-dinner speakers
ad nauseam on the subject—that we have
the finest system of justice in the whole
civilized world. It's not necessarily true.

The Europeans are just as proud of their

system. Our system can very often lead

with the adversary system. The adversary

system says it is up to the two lawyers, and
not the judge at all, to bring forward be-

fore the judge all the panoply of facts that

exist in the particular case. Now, you know,
very often it's in the interest of both

lawyers to leave out whole swaths of facts

which, if the judge knew and if the jury

knew, would be extremely beneficial to

reaching a just, objective and balanced de-

cision. They don't conspire exactly, but it

just doesn't suit their purpose.

And so, while the British system says that

advocacy, the business of adversary motiva-

tions and the business of cross-examination

is the finest weapon in the world, it's not

necessarily speaking true in any particular
context. And, in an inquiry of this kind, it is

not true at all.

I will agree with the chairman of that

committee, as I sat in for extended periods
on the interrogations into the Workmen's

Compensation Board—the first, the precedent,
in that category. I came to the conclusion

that not all questions should be fed through
the committee counsel; that the counsel for

people who were under investigation one

way or another ought to ask his own ques-
tions and get it over with. Because it was
a silly proceeding, him whispering in the ear

of another counsel questions that he wished,
a kind of telegraphy. I though maybe they
should set up little bonfires in the basement

and give smoke signals to one another.

It may take a little longer, but not all

that much, in order to achieve the ends of

the committee, and I think the stricter rules,

now that we have had a double experience,

ought now to begin to be defined as to how
these committees in future should conduct

themselves.

So much for the approaches to the law.

Oh, one of the reasons I suppose why Finlay-
son felt the way he did is that he had never

been exposed to this particular kind of thing
before. That this kind of an ongoing com-

mittee-

Mr. Bullbrook: No, no. Not right.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, I will give him the

benefit of the doubt in this particular case,

and any other lawyer who is present and

who felt-

Mr. Bullbrook: He had a complete neurosis,

that's why he acted the way he did.

Mr. Lawlor: In any event, now I want

to come for a moment to the hon. member
for Downsview (Mr. Singer). Let us say a
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word about our honoured colleague and
friend.

You know it is with a considerable amount
of regret because I have come to like the

hon. member. I didn't like the pup when I

first started in this House. I thought he was
too egregious, too sharp-tongued, moved in,

hadn't too good a regard for other human

beings, would kind of delight in cutting

people up. But over the years we have come
to know one another, and I can say now
that I appreciate the fine work he does here,

and his general disposition.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Is the member trying to say he has

changed?

Mr. Lawlor: But in this case, and I have
to say it in all honesty since I am on my
feet and talking about this matter, he tor-

pedoed his own party with respect to the

general thrust of the thing because they
were the ones who initiated this, and he has

brought himself into personal disrepute and

regrettably, probably, has ruined his own

political career. That is what it comes to,

in accepting what is in effect, these little

overtures from Mr. Moog.
I am sorry he finds money so attractive

that in this particular context he should be

wooed—knowing the position of his party and

knowing what is going on, and knowing
better than most of us here, because he is

a subtle fellow, exactly what was at stake—

and that he should nevertheless be seduced

in this particular way.

I regret it, but I think it should be spoken
about and got off our chests.

As far as select committee work, gener-

ally speaking, is concerned I wish the

Premier wouldn't get into these little messes

when the House is sitting. When we had to

take over on that committee he left the whole
of the Justice estimates, six estimates in a

row, in my lap. I mean I don't find that par-

ticularly appetizing. Can't he choose his

times better? Why doesn't he regulate the

work of the House in such a way as to make
it possible for the type of incisive criticism

one would like to direct at those guys on the

other side. And there is the fact that I was

unable to sit down there and really give
this thing a going over, because if I had been

there I am sure the whole thing would have

been different. Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I notice on the order paper today
that the 12th order of business is consider-

ation of the report of the select committee

on the Hydro-Electric Power Commission,

etc., etc., etc.

Mr. Deans: So, since he noticed it he

thinks he ought to speak about it.

Mr. Drea: So for the next 12 minutes or

so, because I am going to be longer than

that, I would like to consider the report in

context of the precedent that has been set,

and set in my opinion very admirably, by
this particular committee. Mr. Speaker, it is

only the second occasion in relatively modern
times that a government has chosen this par-
ticular route to appoint a select committee

into an inquiry where there were definite

determinations to be made.

The usual occasion for the formation of a

select committee is to elicit information and
make recommendations. I would call to your
attention the previous occasion, at least in

our times, which was when a now-deceased

former opposition member made accusations

concerning a government department, at that

time the Department of Highways. Under
the late Kelso Roberts a select committee per-
formed substantially the same function as

this one did here concerning Ontario Hydro.

Now, at that time the recommendations
that came down certainly verified some of the

charges that were made by an opposition

member, but nonetheless the recommenda-
tions stopped short of any direct order or

compulsion for anyone on the government
side to be disciplined or to take disciplinary
action upon himself.

Nonetheless, Mr. Speaker, I think it is a

matter of record that following the publica-
tion of that committee's report, there were
certain self-disciplinary actions taken, to wit

—despite no recommendation by the commit-

tee, no firm proposal, there was the resigna-
tion of a cabinet minister.

Now then, Mr. Speaker, one of the con-

cepts that is being put forward today is that

the select committee on this matter has been
somewhat lax because it hasn't brought be-

fore this House certain recommendations, cer-

tain very firm recommendations in regard to

the conduct of certain individuals who ap-

peared before it.

I must say I am wholeheartedly in agree-
ment with the remarks of the hon. member
for Riverdale, as he has outlined the evolu-

tion of this particular aspect of the select

committee's work. However, I part company
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with him at a certain point, because as a

layman—and I may concede something to the

solicitors if they can see something in this—

I canot see how this Legislature can be asked

to override what this select committee recom-

mends in the area of contempt, any more
than I can see any validity in having to

reject completely the entire report of the

committee.

I think that one and one make two. If we
stand here and we say that the committee
has done its work honourably, the committee
has done its work accurately, the committee
has a complete and a full report, then I sug-

gest to you, Mr. Speaker, that we cannot
start here and begin to split hairs. If it is a

full, complete and accurate report, then you
follow out what the committee recommends;
and in this case the committee does not

recommend that the Legislature or the assem-

bly take further action.

I must say I agree with the member for

Riverdale, though, that the decision is that of

the assembly. But I suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, that to override on the plus side and

say that we did not go far enough here, is

just the same as disregarding the impact of

the whole report and saying we did nothing.
In this province, Mr. Speaker, we are very

cognizant of human rights. We are very
cognizant of human dignity. And we are

most cognizant of the rights of people before
the courts, or before inquiries.

I have said before that this select commit-
tee was breaking new ground. It was into a

very complex field. And I must say, Mr.

Speaker, that for the first time it was at least

armed for the fray.

There have been certain references made
to a standing committee in its efforts to get
at the truth of certain charges, just prior to

this, and the difficulties it had because it was
not armed and not equipped for the initial

foray. It was only after its sessions started
to disintegrate into chaos, and indeed bring
some firm disrepute upon the ability of this

Legislature to investigate and inquire, only
then was it given the type of help in a
solicitor and in certain research facilities that
it should have had in the first place.

But in this case, the committee went forth.

It had the right to pick its own counsel, and
it did so. It had research facilities, it had
Hansard facilities, and so on and so forth.

But it still went forth on rather thin ice. Be-
cause what are the rights of an individual
before this type of inquiry?

Mr. Bullbrook: Would the member permit
me one question? When he says that they

went forth, is he saying that the select com-
mittee didn't have a regard for the rights of

the individual?

Mr. Drea: No, no. Not at all. I am posing
a question.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, what committee is

the member talking about?

Mr. Drea: I am talking about the Hydro
committee. If the member will sit back and
be patient he will hear about it.

In this case, Mr. Speaker, the committee
went forward with the proper type of facil-

ities. What concerns me is, what are the

groimd rules for the rights of persons who
appear before the inquiry, whether they

appear as incidental witnesses or whether they
are the priority witnesses?

In the case of this inquiry—and if the

member for Samia had been patient I was

coming to it, and I was going to make sure I

said it before 6 o'clock, because, unlike cer-

tain people, I am not the type who takes

things out of context and leaves them

dangling over the supper hour so that others

can make two judgements on exactly what I

am going to say. In this case, I am firmly con-

vinced that, to the best of its ability, the

committee did its best to protect the rights
of the witnesses who appeared before it.

But, Mr. Speaker, it raises a larger point,
and that point is that since we have estab-

lished the precedent with this inquiry—and

again, as the member for Riverdale said,

hopefully this vehicle will be used in the

future when similar issues or similar problems
arise—I suggest to you that one of the things
we should be considering in this assembly
are very firm and very well-stated ground
rules, because in this case, Mr. Speaker, we
had 11 members of this Legislature and I

have the utmost confidence in the concern

of every one of them, regardless of policy,
for the rights of the individual.

But, Mr. Speaker, let us not forget that

there are such things as human frailties, and
I think it is incumbent upon this assembly, if

we are going forward on this route in the

future, that we spell out the ground rules

very firmly and very fairly.

Secondly, in this case there has been some
concern about just what the committee's

counsel was supposed to do. What were his

ground rules? I suggest to you that once

again there was somebody going forward for

the first time, trying to do his best and in

the course of trying to do his best and doing
his duty as he saw it, according to his own

conscience, there was some controversy about
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had he gone too far or had he not gone too

far? Mr. Speaker, I want to assure you that

I think in the end, looking backwards, it

would be diflBcult for anyone in the assembly
to quarrel with the way that the committee

counsel did his duty.

I suggest to you, in the future it may be

very unfair to counsel who will be selected

or appointed to inquiries such as this to have

to proceed again by caution and experiment,

by trying out things and by almost having to

go to the public, to go beyond the scope of

the inquiry, to see if what they are doing not

only is right but that it appears to be right.

I think this is another area that we have to

be very concerned with, because the duties

of the counsel are very important when con-

sidering the rights of the individual.

Again, I think that we have to have, if

we are going forward with this—and I sug-

gest to you, Mr. Speaker, I am very proud
to be in this Legislature—if we are going
forward with this vehicle—because I think

the member for Riverdale sounded a very
clear and concise call—how can we expect
other institutions or segments of the com-

munity to have the proper respect for this

assembly unless we are prepared to meet
some of our duties? After all, there have been
occasions in the past when I think we have

abrogated our duties. We could have set up
inquiries and I think we could have done
them just as well as commissions or what
have you, but instead there has been some-
how a fear that the members of this assembly
are not competent or not cognizant enough
of human rights and human values and tlie

rules of evidence and what have you, or per-

haps not just equipped enough.

Now, how can you go outside this cham-
ber and say, "This is what we are; this is

what we can do," if constantly we are

shrugging off or passing off our responsi-

bilities to other bodies and saying, "Well,

despite what we are supposed to do, you
in this case may be better equipped or

better suited to do so"?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Well, that's

just the contrary of the member's first

argument.

Mr. Drea: Not really.

Mr. Speaker: Would the hon. member
observe the hour, if he will, and find a

place to stop?

Mr. Drea: Yes, I will. I was going right

to the limit, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: If he will find a convenient

spot to break his remarks, I will call him
at 8 o'clock.

Mr. Drea: Yes.

ROYAL ASSENT

Mr. Speaker: Before I leave the chair, I

beg to inform the House that in the name
of Her Majesty the Queen, the Honourable
the Lieutenant Governor has been pleased
to assent to certain bills in his chambers.

Clerk of the House: The following are

the titles of the bills to which His Honour
has assented:

Bill 171, An Act to amend the Environ-

mental Protection Act, 1971.

Bill 187, An Act to amend the Ministry
of Consumer and Commercial Relations Act.

Bill 190, An Act to establish the Regional

Municipality of Haldimand-Norfolk.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

HYDRO SELECT COMMITTTE REPORT
(concluded)

Mr. Speaker: I believe when we rose at

6 o'clock the member for Scarborough Cen-
tre was making some remarks. He may
continue.

Mr. F. Drea ( Scarborough Centre ) : Thank

you, Mr. Speaker.

Prior to the adjournment for the supper
hour I devoted most of my remarks to con-

sidering the function of the select committee
of this Legislature in its precedent-making
role of conducting an inquiry. I would like

to make some final observations upon that

particular aspect of the consideration that

we are involved in today. I believe we are

at the crossroads for the Legislature in terms

of what we want this house of assembly to

stand for, what we want this house of assem-

bly to be able to do.

In my rather brief time here I have heard

many times that there should be an ex-

panded role for the member. One of the

expanded roles that is frequently suggested
or recommended, or even urged, is that the

role of the committee and the participation
of the member on the committee be strength-
ened. I believe that certainly is something
which this Legislature should be working
toward. It seems very peculiar to me that

when a select committee is appointed to

pioneer in the very role that has been sug-
gested so many times, not just by the oppo-
sition but by members on this side of the

House, we immediately convene to sit in

judgement upon its report.

Mr. Speaker, I want to assure you that I

—and I don't care what anybody else says-
am not here to sit in judgement upon the

report. I accept the report because I know
the people who made it. I know their quali-
fications. I know the work they put into it.

Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you if the vehicle
used for this inquiry was a commissioner or

a royal commission, then we would not be
here tonight judging the contents of that

report.
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We might very well discuss the recom-

mendations. There might be recommenda-
tions urged upon the government but in no

way would we, as members of this Legis-

lature, be sitting in judgement upon the

meaning or the intent of what that com-
missioner or commission found.

I think the fact that we are here doing
this to our own members indicates that for

some time we have been ill-prepared to do
what we have suggested should be done—
to strengthen the role of the Legislature by
strengthening the committee system and

allowing it to do this very thing.

I suggest to members that if we are going
to be put in the position where we have to

judge the contents of the report then we
have abrogated—and abrogated for the final

time—any right to say that the committee

system should be strengthened and that the

committee should be able to go forth into

inquiries. If we are going to sit here in

judgement and try to pick a report apart,

piece by piece, while saying that we know

they did good work but on this particular
section we don't agree because those of us

who did not hear the evidence, those of

us who did not participate, those of us who
weren't there those seven or eight weeks,
whatever it was, we know better-

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Samia): Seven or

eight weeks?

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Ten
or 12.

Mr. Bullbrook: I would say more like 16.

Mr. Drea: If we are going to say that we
know better, then I suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, that we are turning our backs on
the work of that committee, as well as the

value and, indeed, the future of similar com-
mittees in the future of this Legislature.

I, for one, do not want to be associated

with that kind of tactic.

Mr. Bullbrook: Who is going to judge the

report if the legislative assembly doesn't

judge it? The member must come to his

senses.
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Mr. Drea: The member made the report.
I have confidence in him to make it. If he
didn't like it, he shouldn't have signed it.

Mr. Bullbrook: Who is going to judge it

if our colleagues don't judge it?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Drea: He put his name on it and
therefore I have some belief in it.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's what this debate

is all about. Talk about the report.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): What are we de-

bating—his judgement or this House's judge-
ment?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr.

Speaker, on a point of order, if my friend

from Scarborough Centre would permit, and
in partial response to what the member for

Scarborough Centre has said, I would like

to confirm again what appears in the 18th

edition of May on parliamentary practice at

page 647. I quote now for the members of

the House and for the Speaker:

That on the consideration of a report
motions may be made expressing the

agreement or the disagreement of the

House with the report as a whole or with
certain paragraphs thereof, or for agreeing
to the recommendations contained in the

report generally or with certain exceptions,
or motions may be made which are

founded upon or enforce the resolution

of the committee or are otherwise relevant

to the subject-matter of the report or the

business of the committee.

My point, simply Mr. Speaker, is that the

assembly has a wide range of options with

respect to the way in which it deals with
the report. It is not required to deal with
it in black and white terms, either to accept
the whole or to reject the whole. There are

all sorts of variations which may be made,

having regard that this is a committee of

the Legislature which is simply reporting
back. There is no rigid rule with respect
to the acceptance or rejection of any portion
or all of the report, or any or all of its

recommendations. I would like the member
for Scarborough Centre and the other mem-
bers in the House to be aware of what the

procedure appears to be when considering
these reports.

Mr. Speaker: There would appear to be

nothing out of order in the discussion as

it is proceeding.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I would just hke
to point out that this seems fundamentally
inconsistent to me. You have, on one hand,

people saying that the report is full, honest

and correct. And I have no quarrel with

that. On the other hand you say that on

page 2 or page 3 or page 5, this sentence

or this particular concept appears to be out.

Now you can't have a full, honest, and ac-

curate report as a whole and then start

picking it apart piecemeal. You either have
one or the other.

I don't care if you want to sit in judgement,
if you want to say the thing is inaccurate,
but let's not get into the game that the

whole thing is accurate except for the par-
ticular sentence that somebody has strong

feelings about. That is what I was trying
to bring out.

I don't question the right to consider

the report and to go further than that. But
what I am suggesting to the members is

that if this report had been made by a

royal commission, we wouldn't be sitting
here with the same type of procedure. And
I think that indicates a certain lack of ac-

ceptance-

Mr. Bullbrook: Is the hon. member's point
that he wants a royal commission?

Mr. Drea: No, I prefer this, doesn't the

hon. member?

Bullbrook: Absolutely.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Well, what
is the hon. member's point?

Mr. Drea: My point, very simply, is that

this is the best vehicle. It should be used more
in the future. But because it is new there

are certain things that should be built into

it. We shouldn't just save this for some
situation where it appears it could be use-

ful, then send off another committee to

grope its way through another situation as

complex as this one. I don't think that that

is an unreasonable point.

Now Mr. Speaker, we have come to the

point today where we are saying that while

the original reasons for this committee being
set up involved direct patronage, now there

is a retreat from that position. Now direct

patronage was somehow never mentioned.

Mr. Reid: It never was.

Mr. Drea: That it was somehow indirect

patronage.
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Mr. Bullbrook: On a point of order, on a

point of order if I may. On a point of order.

A point of order.

Mr. Speaker: Go ahead. State the point
of order.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, would you
ask the member, since he alludes to an alle-

gation of direct patronage, if he would give
me the benefit of knowing where that alle-

gation began. I don't recall any allegation
of direct patronage by any member of this

House. Perhaps he could help me there.

Mr. Eaton: What about the member for

Sarnia's leader (Mr. R. F. Nixon)?

Mr. Bullbrook: Perhaps the member for

Middlesex South could help me there also.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Bullbrook: If he can help me, let him
tell me where the allegation of direct patron-

age begins. Tell me where it is. I didn't

realize it existed.

An Hon. member: He can't even-

Mr. Speaker: It is not really a point of

order, it is a question of information. It is a

question of information.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Bullbrook: I don't want to challenge
your ruling. He has now said, and he used
the phrase, "direct patronage." I say Mr.

Speaker, that he misleads me as one of his

colleagues if he doesn't tell me and help me
—the member for Middlesex South too—help
me find where there was an allegation of

"direct patronage." Now help me with that

please, because I have tried to find it.

Mr. Speaker: I might point out to the

member for Sarnia that when I said there

wasn't a point of order, there's nothing out
of order in the proceedings. But I recognize
it more as a question of information, really.

Mr. Bullbrook: Thank you very much.

An hon. member: He is misleading the

House.

Mr. Drea: I am not misleading the House,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, what is his evidence
of that allegation. Where did it happen?

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I think the

allegation that anyone is misleading the

House is out of order as well. At this time

I'd ask the hon. member for—

Mr. Bullbrook: I didn't say he's misleading
the House.

Mr. Speaker: No, the member for Rainy
River really alleged that the member for

Scarborough Centre was misleading the

House. I think he should withdraw that.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, is he going to tell us

where he gets it from?

Mr. Speaker: Member for Rainy River; do

you withdraw that?

Mr. Reid: No, I don't, Mr. Speaker. The
member said the direct allegation-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. That is a mat-
ter of opinion. You made the allegation that

the member was misleading the House.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Well, he is

making one too.

Mr. Speaker: Such a remark is not in order

and I call you to order for it.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, he has to prove
the evidence of the allegation.

Mr. H. C. Parrott (Oxford): Nonsense.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Throw him out!

Mr. Speaker: I would ask the hon. mem-
ber for Rainy River to withdraw his remark
that he's misleading the House.

Mr. Bullbrook: Why? If I might rise on

this point, sir-

Some hon. members: Sit down!

Mr. Eaton: Does the member want to try
for leader?

Mr. Bullbrook: I agree with you, sir, that

no member should allege upon another

member that he directly misleads the House?

May I say this to you, that if the member for

Scarborough Centre will now substantiate his

allegation, then I'm sure my colleague from

Rainy River will withdraw the remark. But

let the member for Scarborough Centre do
that first.

Mr. Speaker: No. Order please. It plainly
states in the orders that a member may not

state that another member is deliberately mis-

leading the House, and I ask the member
for Rainy River to withdraw that statement.
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Mr. Reid: Well, Mr. Speaker, I withdraw
those remarks pending the explanation of

the-

Mr. Speaker: No, they have to be with-

drawn.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): First sign
of defeat.

An hon. member: Down the drain.

Mr. Bullbrook: Don't do that; the hon.

member is going too far. Let him substantiate

what he said. Give us the evidence.

Mr. Speaker: I understand the member for

Rainy River has withdrawn the actual

charge-

Mr. Bullbrook: Right.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I was not

speaking to the member for Sarnia at this

time.

The member for Scarborough Centre may
continue.

Mr. Drea: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I was going
on with an explanation. When Tm done with
the explanation, I'm sure my friend from

Rainy River—I think he was a little bit pre-

cipitous in jumping on that; I think too that

my friend from Sarnia was going-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Drea: If my friend would wait for me
to finish a sentence he wouldn't have to jump
in all the time. He did it once before and he
was on the wrong thing.

Mr. Reid: The hon. member is rather

convoluting.

Mr. L Deans (Wentworth): He has been up
for 27 minutes and he hasn't said anything
yet.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The diflS-

culty is he can't finish a sentence.

Mr. Drea: Well, if I was the Canadian that

John Diefenbaker is, I wouldn't worry about

finishing a sentence.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): What
are the member's comments on this report?

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Did the

member vote for Diefenbaker or for Stanfield?

Mr. Bullbrook: Don't permit him to be
diverted.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, coming back to

what I said about direct patronage, what I

was going to say following that is that this

allegation has not been made in the House
and is not reported in Hansard. But on the

highways and the byways of this province the

phrase "direct patronage"—

Mr. Bullbrook: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, do you realize what you've per-
mitted him to do?

Mr. Speaker: No. I'm sorry, I was just

talking for a moment.

Mr. Bullbrook: You don't? Well he just
made a quoted allegation about somebody in

this House-

Mr. Drea: No, I didn't.

Mr. Bullbrook: —and now you permit him
to obfuscate that allegation that you asked

my colleague, to withdraw. Do you realize

what you have done as Speaker?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Withdraw!

Mr. Henderson: It is upsetting the member
for Sarnia.

Some hon. members: Sit down.

Mr. Speaker: Will the member for Scar-

borough Centre continue with his remarks

on the order under debate?

Mr. Reid: Maybe he should begin his

remarks.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, it has been said

on the highways and the byways of this

province.

Mr. Henderson: Trying to keep the mem-
ber for Sarnia straight is difficult.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I don't know the

difference between indirect patronage, net-

work of patronage, direct patronage or any
other type of adjective describing patronage.
To me patronage is patronage, period.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): The
member doesn't care either.

Mr. Drea: In this report, I suggest to you,
Mr. Speaker, if we read the full context of

paragraphs one and two on page 2, this

committee finds there was no patronage,
because patronage must come from die

source. Patronage cannot be implied, because

by the very definition of the word it has to

come from the source. It has to be bestowed
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upon somebody. It cannot be something in

somebody's mind or something they think

is going to happen. It has to be bestowed,

conveyed or what have you.

Because of the third paragraph being read

today, I want to read into the record the

second and third paragraphs:

On Aug. 3, 1971, Mr. George Gather-

cole, chairman of the Ontario Hydro-
Electric Power Commission, informed the

Premier of Hydro's intentions to proceed
with their building and that they had
been examining the OISE arrangements.
The Premier and Moog were in Europe

during the period Aug. 9 to Aug 15, 1971.

During that trip Moog did not reveal to

the Premier his involvement with Hydro.
On the one occasion when his involve-

ment might have been made apparent, he
took steps to avoid disclosure of his in-

quiries of Swiss bankers respecting financ-

ing for the Hydro building while in the

presence of the Premier. Following their

return, during a dinner in late August,
1971, Moog did disclose to the Premier

that he had been approached by Hydro
in connection with the new headquarters

building. The Premier declined to discuss

the matter and at no time from that date

until after the signing of the contract on
Nov. 1, 1972, did Moog speak to the

Premier about his dealings with Hydro.

Although the Premier was aware of the

approach by Hydro to Moog as at August,
1971, and following, this committee finds

that Premier Davis took no steps nor gave
any direction to anyone which in any way
assisted Canada Square to successfully

negotiate a contract with Ontario Hydro.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you
that that was the fundamental concern of

the committee. I think it is a very explicit
statement of fact. I think to try and work
around that, to say that there is some hid-

den meaning in all of that, is the stuff that

Svengalis and Rasputins and McCarthys are

made of. I suggest to you that there is no
room in the Legislature of Ontario for that

kind of twisted, tortured logic that only
comes with desperation.

Mr. Speaker, one of the things that has

given me some pain today has been, in this

debate, the tendency by at least one speaker
to go beyond what the committee found or

didn't find when it considered the evidence.

I realize that a member of this House was
the subject of some controversy and some

inquiry during the course of proceedings by
the committee. Mr. Speaker, I consider it to

be a low blow, and an unworthy blow, when
a member of this House who was not on the

committee, who did not sit in on it, who
was not privy to all of its evidence, in the

course of this debate takes a shot at another

member, when the committee has been

rather forthright in its consideration of this

matter and has come up with a simple, and

again, straightforward finding which, Mr.

Speaker, I would say, to any reasonable per-

son exonerates the particular member from

any suggestion of misconduct, if indeed

there ever was any suggestion of misconduct.

I add that because I am not really certain

that there ever was. But in any event, that

matter is taken care of.

Again I say to you, if you are going to

accept this report then you don't turn to

a page and you don't point at a member
of the House, or somebody on the outside,

or one of the seven people mentioned, and

say that the committee is right all the way,

except with this one. I suggest to you, you
can't do it. If there is any virtue in con-

sistency you must be consistent.

Mr. Foulds: Consistency is a large prob-

lem of small minds.

Mr. Drea: One of the things that I bring
to your attention, Mr. Speaker, is that there

is a very latent danger in this type of de-

bate because we do have privilege and we
do have certain immunities. It is very tempt-

ing to take a cheap shot at somebody else

on the basis of what you think the evidence

might have supplied to a committee. I think

a more fair and a more accurate representa-
tion should be merely to repeat what the

committee found. If you will not accept
what the committee found, then I suggest
to you you have found them wanting and
that therefore you must disregard the entire

report, because you cannot have a full and
accurate repvort dropping out the odd thing
here and there. It is either fuU and accurate

or it isn't.

As I said before, going beyond the recom-

mendations, or going beyond the findings of

the committee-

Mr. Deans: You can't go beyond the find-

ings if you are going to be consistent.

Mr. Drea: That is precisely the point I am
making. Going beyond and reading something
into the findings of the committee which
isn't there, is I suggest to you, as much a

denial of consistency as throwing out the
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whole report because it doesn't agree with

your preconceived ideas. And I would hope
that in the rest of this debate emotions are

at a much lower key and that what is in the

report is discussed. And when we are indulg-

ing in personalities, I suggest to you, Mr.

Speaker, it would be well if everyone kept
in mind that when we are discussing some-
one's reputation by virtue of the fact that his

or her name is mentioned in this report, it

should be confined to the direct description
of what is in the report.

In short, Mr. Speaker, they can no more
stand on that side of the House and point the

finger at the Premier of this province (Mr.

Davis) and say "I don't accept what the com-
mittee wrote." Recause if they do, they have
to point the finger over there—and I am quite
sure that no one over there is prepared to

point the finger.

I think they accept what is in the report.
And if they accept it about one person, then
I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, they have to

accept it about all of them.

What I cannot understand is how someone
can stand here and say: "I don't believe it

about you, but certainly on my side I believe
it about mine." If I am to believe there was
no patronage involved, on the basis of the

report, by the Premier of this province, then
I am honour bound to believe that there was
no misconduct by the member for Downs-
view. I think that is a fair summation, al-

though it may be a layman's, of the contents
of the report.

In closing, Mr. Speaker, I would like to say
that I suspect the real reason we are having
a debate is that the report did not come out

according to much of the gossip and accord-

ing to many of the preconceived notions. I

think that in itself is a tremendous credit to
the ability of the committee, because after all

one of the supposed weaknesses of commit-
tees has been that they are unable to get
out of the partisan emotion of party politics
and into the detached view. I have never

agreed with this, and I am very proud that
the members of my party, the members of the
Liberal Party and the members of the NDP
could contemplate and come up with a report
that takes into account the total perspective.
Recause it goes into the background and it

goes almost on a day-by-day, month-by-
month process and it does answer, or come
up with as best answers as are available, to

the problems that were directed to it in its

terms of reference.

So I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that

rather than this becoming a debate based

upon emotion—upon what we would have
liked to have seen in the report but un-

fortunately isn't there—that the real issue

before us is whether or not we as members
of the Legislature have confidence in the

ability of fellow members of this House to go
through such an inquiry and to come out with
a fair, honest and just report. And I suggest
to you that to try and go beyond that is a

slap in the face to everybody here, because
we are saying: "You couldn't do it and we
are going to have to go outside".

Finally, Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you
that nobody twisted anybody's arm. Not one

of the members on that committe had their

arm twisted to sign that report. Their names
are there; they signed it. And I suggest to

you, Mr. Speaker, that if there has been any

change of mind or there is something that

should have been in the report that isn't

there, then I suggest to you: What were
those people who were supposed to be doing
their duty actually doing when they come

up with this report and they signed their

names to it?

Mr. Speaker: The member for Rainy River.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, it is with a certain

sense and feeling of history that I rise to

join in this debate. We've heard a number
of contributions from all sides of the House
this afternoon and partly tonight, most of

which I would suggest to you, sir, have

been of a non-partisan nature.

I think we've seen in this debate so far,

particularly on the part of those members
who took part in this select committee, a

searching, a questing for the truth, divorced

completely from any kind of partisan con-

siderations, something that we don't always
see in this Legislature.

I would say to you, Mr. Speaker, that in

the six years and one day today that I've

been in this House, I think this report is

one of the finest examples of what the par-

liamentary and democratic system should be
and can be and what, in fact, this Legis-
lature and the democratic process can do.

I, of course, am concerned — and I don't

agree with everyone who has spoken
— as to

the conclusions they drew from the report.
I must admit, Mr. Speaker, to having a

certain amount of diflBculty in following the

arguments of the previous member, the

member for Scarborough Centre and the

point or points that he was trying to make.

What does stick in my mind particularly,
if I may say so—other than those comments
made by my colleague earlier—are some of
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the comments made by the member for River-

dale. I found that his usual high level of de-

bate wasn't really up to the par which he

usually contributes. I think perhaps, and I

don't want to get into the position of imput-

ing motives, that it was perhaps because in

his own mind he was a little confused and a

little concerned about what was going on, as

we all are. His argument, I suggest Mr.

Speaker, in the consideration of the con-

tempt of the witness was specious to say the

least. I say this not unkindly or with any kind

of maliciousness.

Mr. Deans: Never unkindly.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Cer-

tainly not with unction.

Mr. Reid: But the argument put by the

member for Riverdale for the committee not

taking any action on the contempt that the

committee agreed there was, was simply
this contempt on the part of the witnesses

led the committee to certain conclusions

which they might otherwise not have been
able to reach if that particular contempt
had not taken place.

Well I m sure in the cold black and white

of print, the member for Riverdale himself

will agree that that is somewhat a specious

argument. It is somewhat aldn to an ac-

cused murderer in a courtroom jumping up
and shooting a juror and the jury says: "Well,

there, that solves the question of whether
he was guilty or not; that takes care—"

Mr. Lewis: That is a direct parallel.

Mr. Reid: Well it is. It is very similar I

would think.

Mr. Lewis: Very good, very good. Sort

of like the farmer skewering a cow.

Mr. Reid: The second point, Mr. Speaker,
that I found myself at odds witfi—

Mr. Foulds: The member for Scarborough
Centre should rise on a point of order.

Mr. Reid: The second point, Mr. Speaker,
on which I find myself at odds with the
member for Riverdale, was in his description
of the legislative assembly, itself. Unless I

misread that particular member, he said that:

"We were not to sit as a high court of

Parliament, as judge and jury over the actions

of our fellow citizens or what has taken

place. Rather, that we are a legislative body
here to pass laws, to make laws for the

general benefit of the province and the people
of Ontario."

Mr. Renwick: The member heard me per-
fectly accurately.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I must say I can-
not entirely agree with that particular

thought by the member for Riverdale.

Mr. Lewis: You win one; you lose one.

Mr. Reid: As a matter of fact, I have to

partially reject it completely. Obviously we
are lawmakers and we are here to pass laws.

But certainly, in a matter such as this, we
are here to sit as a high court, and if you
like to judge these particular matters, be-
cause this is our function and this is our

responsibility. If not then the whole select

committee and the committee process goes
for nought. There is no rhyme and no reason

for it whatsoever.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: I was surprised, Mr. Speaker,
in this regard, to hear the particular member
say that and to hear him quote from May
and the Legislative Assembly Act, which I

could do for the member, in which it gives

directly this particular responsibility to the

legislative assembly.

The member quoted from May and I

would like to bring to the attention of the

chamber Erskine May's Parliamentary Prac-

tice. I believe this is volume 18, chapter 10,
Breaches of Privileges and Contempts. On
page 132 of that volume, Mr. Speaker, it

says:

Contempt in general: It would be vain to

attempt an enumeration of every act which

might be construed into a contempt, the

power to punish for contempt being in

its nature discretionary. [That we agree
with]. Certain principles may, however,
be selected from the journals which will

serve as general declarations of the law
of Parliament. It may be stated generally
that any act or omission which obstructs

or impedes either House of Parliament in

the performance of its functions, or which
obstructs or impedes any member or offi-

cer of such House in the discharge of

his duty, or which has a tendency, directly
or indirectly, to produce such results, may
be treated as contempt even though there

is no precedent of the oflFence.

Mr. Speaker, we have also heard the Legis-
lative Assembly Act quoted, which may be
found in the Revised Statutes of Ontario,

1970, volume 2, chapters 130 to 242. I

would refer the members to page 1466, sec-

tion 45 and section 46 of that Act.
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I would suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, most

respectfully, that these two volumes give
this legislative assembly the power to inves-

tigate and to sit in judgement on these

matters. I would say further to you, sir, that

as well as that, it gives us the responsibility,
as elected representatives of this province,
to carry out our duty as laid down for us

in the statutes, and other parhamentary pro-
cedures and precedents that have come to

be accepted long before we arrived in this

place.

Mr. Speaker, I think there are about four

questions that we have to address to our-

selves in this Legislature. They are all

promulgated on that one proposition that

we have the final authority and the final

responsibility, which is more important, for

resolving this matter and other similar and
related matters.

I say to you, sir, that the first question
that this assembly should ask itself is did
the select committee resolve the questions
put to it? I say to you that I do not think
it did that entirely. I think the committee

itself, in the report, indicates that all the

questions were not resolved to its complete
satisfaction.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order. The resolution of this assembly did
not put any questions whatsoever to the

select committee. We were directed to in-

quire into the contract relating to the Hydro
head office building on a motion of the
leader of this party.

Mr. Speaker: Order please, That is not
a point of order.

Mr. Renwick: It was to deal with the cir-

cumstances surrounding it. No questions-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I think that
it is not a point of order. I think the hon.
member was just-

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I beheve, as

someone in the assembly said, I was right
on.

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Mr. Renwick: The point of order is quite
right, Mr. Speaker, there were no questions
put to the select committee. If the member
for Rainy River thinks there were questions-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon.
member does not have a point of order. The
member for Rainy River, I believe was

paraphrasing.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, except that it is

not a point of order, the hon. member is

quite right. I refer him to page (II) of

the report in which a certain number of

questions were asked.

Mr. Lewis: That was by the committee.

Mr. Reid: I would say, Mr. Speaker, that

perhaps I should have pointed out com-

pletely that those questions which the com-
mittee asked of itself I don't think were
resolved to its particular satisfaction. Perhaps
the legal minds over there would be satisfied

with that.

Mr. Drea: Well, then they should decide.

Mr. Reid: The second point, Mr. Speaker,
is concerned with the conclusions of the re-

port as it has come to us. I think the con-
clusions can be briefly summarized: (a) The
Premier did not directly influence the de-

cision of the Hydro building contract; (b)

Hydro was lax and incompetent and neglected
to a fantastic degree its responsibility to see

that the people of Ontario got the best

building at the lowest rate; (c) Hydro pro-
vided misleading information to the Premier
of this province in response to a question
from the leader of the Liberal Party and this

information was subsequendy passed on to

this Legislature and therefore misled the

whole House; and (d) that certain persons
impeded and were in contempt of the select

committee.

It is this last one particularly, Mr. Speaker,
that I want to deal with.

I feel that if there is any criticism of the

select committee it is in this respect. I feel

that to some extent the select committee was
derelict in its duty in not recommendin,^ to

this Legislature that certain persons involved
in the investigation or the select committee

report should have been brought or recom-
mended to this House for contempt pro-

ceedings in any way in which this House
felt it should deal with them.

In May, again in chapter 10, page 137,
Mr. Speaker, there is a chapter headed,

"Conspiracy to deceive either House or

committee of either House"; and it reads:

It has already been seen that the

giving of false evidence, prevarication or

suppression of the truth by witnesses while
under examination before either House or

before committees of either House, is

punished as a contempt and that persons
who present false, forged or fabricated

documents to either House or to commit-
tees of either House are guilty of a breach
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of privilege. Conspiracy to deceive either

House or any committees of either House
will also be treated as a breach of

privilege.

If I may, Mr. Speaker, I would draw your
attention again to the Legislative Assembly
Act, page 1467, and subsection 2 of section

45, it says:

For the purpose of this Act the assembly
possesses all the powers and jurisdiction

necessary or expedient for inquiring into,

adjudging and pronouncing upon the com-
mission or doing of the acts, matters or

things mentioned in subsection 1 and for

awarding and carrying into execution the

punishment thereof.

I would suggest to you also, Mr. Speaker,
that subsection 6 of section 45 says:

Giving false evidence or prevaricating
or misbehaving in giving evidence or refus-

ing to give evidence or to produce papers
before the assembly or a committee thereof.

I would suggest to you, sir, that that puts
the direct onus of these matters directly on
the shoulders of the members of this legisla-
tive assembly.

As I say, if I find any fault with the re-

port at all—and I think it is one of the best

we have seen—I think it is in the fact that

they did not recommend action against those

people who were in contempt before that

committee, and by extension in contempt
before this legislative assembly.

I may say, Mr. Speaker, that I under-
stand the circumstances and the constraints

and the restraints that were imposed upon
the committee. It was a committee composed
of all three parties. They were in a pressure-
cooker type of situation. There was a con-

sensus that was aimed for and a unanimity
of opinion that was felt desirable, I believe,
on all three sides.

I think all those things are admirable,
but I say to you, sir, that it is the function

of this legislative assembly, as the final

court in this matter, to place and focus our

attention on those matters that were raised

in the report and to take the responsible
action that we as legislators and as people
responsible to the people of Ontario must
take.

I say to you, sir, that I think in a very
few short words and in a bald statement,
that certain people mentioned in that report
should be brought to trial either by the

Attorney General (Mr. Bales), because ob-

viously criminal proceedings are indicated by
the report itself, and that this matter should

be brought to resolution by this chamber,

preferably by a motion by the head of the

government, the Premier, in this regard.

Now if anyone doubts that, I would refer

them to page 10 and the first paragraph on

page 11 of the report; and because we
haven't heard it yet, Mr. Speaker, I wonder
if you would bear with me as I read it into

the record:

During the course of the hearing, there

'was a singular lack of respect shown in

certain instances for the Legislative Assem-

bly of the Province of Ontario. In our

opinion, these matters may well be matters

which could be cited as contempt. This

committee's purpose in noting the con-

duct of the parties hereinafter mentioned
is to impress upon members of the busi-

ness community, the legal profession and
citizens a sense of greater obligation and

duty to a select committee of the Legis-
lature. This committee recommends that

no action be taken by the Legislature but

rather treats the recital of such conduct

herein as sufficient consequence to those

involved.

Mr. Speaker, I intend to quote the rest of

the two and three following paragraphs, but

let me say this at this particular time: Bear-

ing in mind the constraints the committee

was operating under, I still feel it very dif-

ficult to understand how the committee could

expect the public at large, whether it be

business, labour, whatever part of the com-

munity, to have any respect for this cham-

ber and its decisions and its authority when
it deliberately allows people to flaunt its

jurisdiction and its authority as was done in

this committee. And I say to you, Mr.

Speaker, that the committee was negligent

and derelict in this respect.

Now, I am not a lawyer, I am a layman.
I do not understand the intricacies of the

legal profession. However, it seems to me
that we, in this particular select committee,

are setting a dangerous precedent which will

bear on future select committees of this

Legislature.

We are, in this province, of the British

tradition and law, which to a large extent

is based on tradition and precedent, that

which has gone before. If we allow the

contempt of the select committee of the

Legislature to go unnoticed or unpassed or

with only what the committee apparendy
feels the small slap of public opinion on

the wrist of those people who held this com-

mittee in contempt, and therefore, again by
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extension the Legislature, I say we are not

only abrogating our responsibility but we
are setting a dangerous precedent for any
committee that sits in the future, no matter

what kind of particular matters they have

under investigation. Let me quote further,

Mr. Speaker, again from page 10 of the

report:

In particular, Mr. John Cronyn. Mr.

Donald Smith, his secretary Mrs. Ann

Shuttleworth, and Mr. David Grant the

secretary-treasurer of Ellis-Don, are found

to have suppressed documentary evidence

relevant to the enquiry. Mr. John Brown-

lee, counsel to Ellis-Don, became aware

of the suppression of evidence.

Mr. Speaker, I know none of these gentle-

men or the lady personally. I have no

knowledge of them. The first I heard of most

of them, with the exception of Mr. Cronyn,
was during these committee hearings. But

it strikes me as singularly unbelievable that

Mr. John Cronyn, who was intimately in-

volved in the government process as the

chairman of the Committee on Government

Productivity; it strikes me as rather un-

believable that a lawyer—I gather by coun-

sel they mean lawyer—Mr. John Brownlee,
should conspire to suppress evidence from

a select committee of the Legislature, which

I am informed, Mr. Speaker, has all the attri-

butes of a court of law in this Province of

Ontario.

I wonder, Mr. Speaker, what would have

happened had this matter taken place in a

court of law rather than before a committee

of the Legislature. Would Mr. John Cronyn
and Mr. Donald Smith have gotten together,

put their heads together, and conspired with

deliberate premeditation, and I would say

obviously with premeditated malice, to im-

pede the committee? What would have

happened had they gotten together and de-

liberately conspired to suppress evidence

and this came before a judge and jury of

the Province of Ontario? Such a judge and

jury would be at least the equal of this

legislative assembly, Mr. Speaker, but I

understand that we have even more authority
and jurisdiction than such a court.

What would have been the procedure?
Again, Mr. Speaker, I'm not a lawyer, but

my learned friends in the law profession tell

me that the judge would have said to the

prosecuting attorney: "Mr. Prosecutor, it

seems that we have a conspiracy to suppress

evidence, to deceive the workings of this

court. I want you to take this under full and
immediate investigation with the prospect of

bringing criminal charges against those

people so named and so involved."

As an aside, Mr. Speaker, so far we've

heard nothing from the Attorney General

of this province, although the report has

been available for at least a week. And it is

his responsibility, I would think, regardless

of the deliberations of this chamber, but

perhaps at our direction, to proceed with

criminal charges under the Criminal Code

in this respect.

But I say to you, sir, and I say this with

no malice towards the people involved, be-

cause as I say I do not know them, that for

a man who has been so intimately involved

in the legislative and democratic process as

Mr. Cronyn, who headed up the Committee

on Government Productivity, to have this

kind of lack of respect for the legislative

and democratic process, leaves one somewhat

bewildered, and I must say calls into ques-

tion the whole concept of his report.

If this is his attitude to what goes on in

this chamber and in this province—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Energy):

My friend is wrong, completely wrong.

Mr. Reid: I say to the Minister of Reve-

nue, I did not conspire to suppress evidence.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What experience did

he ever have in the legislative process?
What is my friend talking about? He never

had any experience at all.

Mr. Reid: The hon. minister has raised

a good question that we won't get involved

in, but why was he appointed if he had no

concept of the way government works?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Because it had noth-

ing to do with the Legislature.

Mr. Lewis: Ah, but it did. That is the

minister's mistake. That is why the COGP
produced a bad report.

Mr. Reid: He just reformed the entire

Province of Ontario—but he had nothing to

do with the legislative assembly!

Mr. Lewis: And he had complete con-

tempt for the Legislature, which was his

problem.

Mr. Bullbrook: The minister will under-

stand better. He'll regret having said that

before the night is over.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Bullbrook: He'll regret having said

that.
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Mr. Lewis: He'll run home and resign.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, the Minister of

Revenue really should be in the media. I

sometimes think he's on a retainer to the

media because he certainly gives them their

headlines.

Mr. Speaker: These comments are out of

order. The hon. member may proceed.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, do you
mind if I ask him to repeat that?

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): Don't
bother.

Mr. Reid: I'll continue, Mr. Speaker.

Again quoting from page 10, Mr. Speaker,
the last paragraph:

Gerhard Moog is found to have misled
this committee and obstructed its pro-

ceedings. He represented that the file con-

taining communications with a Swiss bank
was irrelevant and that he had no further

communication with that bank following
Nov. 18, 1971. He ultimately admitted
that the whole of the documents within
the file related to financing for Hydro and
he was in communication with that bank
as late as Aug. 4, 1972.

Moog further represented to this com-
mittee during the period July 24, 1973,
to Aug. 29, 1973, that there was a need
for confidentiality respecting the content
of the file and respecting the identity of

Prudential Insurance Co. of America,
which was providing the permanent fi-

nancing. He contended that such financing
was not firm. The content of the file dis-

closed nothing that required it to be con-
fidential. Prudential had no objection to

being identified, nor to the production of

the commitment letters. Prudential con-
sidered the commitment made as one upon
which it could be sued, which fact was
made known to Moog in Dec, 1972.
Personnel in Ames were aware of the
lack of need for confidentiality by mid-

July 1973.

The first paragraph on page 11:

Gerhard Moog and George Finlayson,

QC, counsel to Canada Square and Moog,
displayed their contempt for the commit-
tee by the refusal of Moog to give evi-

dence on Aug. 8, 1973. The conduct of
Mr. Finlayson, by his advice to his client

on that occasion, and his demeanor in

general prior to Aug. 8, 1973, was conduct

which fell short of the duties of counsel

appearing before a select committee.

Mr. Speaker, I have really only one com-
ment that I want to reiterate.

Mr. Foulds: It's about time.

Mr. Reid: And that is the fact that our

parliamentary system as well as our judicial

system is based upon precedent. I suggest
to you that we have two or three precedents
that are dangerous in the extreme for the

legislative assembly, for the democratic pro-
cess, and in fact for the judicial process itself.

We have had obvious conspiracy between

Cronyn and Smith of Ellis-Don and his

secretary, and a lawyer, whom I would think

in the ordinary course of events would at

least be rapped by the Law Society of Upper
Canada, or whatever it calls itself, for his

part in this. These people have conspired,

premeditatedly and deliberately, to suppress
evidence before a select committee of the

Legislature. This, according to the report,
should be glossed over. No other action

should be taken.

Moog and Finlayson have been found in

contempt of the legislative assembly, its

select committee, and by extension ourselves;

and we are asked to gloss over this.

Supposing, Mr. Speaker, in the years ahead,
that similar select committees are appointed
to make investigations of whatever topic,

maybe not something of this nature but of

food prices, energy prices—whatever. And

suppose those people who appear before

those committees can say, and I say quite

frankly with a great justification if the

Legislature abnegates its responsibility: "Well
Mr. Cronyn and Mr. Smith conspired to mis-

lead the legislative assembly. Mr. Moog and
Mr. Finlayson were in contempt of the

Legislature and refused to answer your ques-
tions when they were asked. What right do

you now have to put questions of that kind

to us? We argue, Mr. Speaker, on the grounds
of precedent that we don't have to answer

those particular questions."

Mr. Speaker, I think that is a very serious

problem. I think that we as members of the

Legislature have to accept our responsibility.
This has been one of the better nights for

attendance, which I think, if nothing else

underlines the importance of this particular
matter.

I was going to say a few other things in

regard to this matter, but I wish to rest my
case there, Mr. Speaker, with two questions
or two challenges.
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I want Mr. Speaker, before this night is

over, to hear from the Attorney General of

the Province of Ontario the action he is going
to take and the charges he may lay in re-

lation to the charges which are made in this

report and which fall clearly under his

responsibility? And secondly I would like to

hear from the Premier, or whoever is going
to speak on behalf of the government, as to

what motion or resolution the government is

going to bring into this Legislature, and what

disciplinary action or otherwise they govern-
ment feels is necessary in this regard.

Because I say to you, Mr. Speaker, if we
don't have these answers before this debate

is completed we will have, vdth one day's

debate, done away with a great deal of the

responsibility and authority we have and

completely emasculated the committee system
of this legislative assembly.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have some

pages of notes in front of me titled:

"Thoughts on the Hydro report"; and they

may, on occasion, be disjointed. I am a little

sorry to be speaking in the absence of the

Premier since necessarily, like others, I will

be making observations on his conduct and
on what might be seen to be his future re-

sponsibilities. I know they will be conveyed
to him. However, I would have thought he

might have been able to be here.

I also had hoped, although word has come
to me otherwise, that the Premier would
enter this debate. I would have thought if

there was anything that was obvious and

compelling, it was that the Premier himself

say something before the end of the debate.

I gather that the Minister of Energy, an

immensely capable chap, is going to speak
for the government, but he will understand

when I say to him that while that will doubt-
less be worthwhile and important, it cannot
match in significance the Premier saying

something to the House about this which
involved his person.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Mr. Speaker, if that's a question,
the Minister of Energy will understand; but
he is terribly, terribly hurt that the member
would feel that way.

While I am on my feet, Mr. Speaker, there

are guests in the far gallery who are politics
students from Trent University to whom I was

going to speak in Peterborough tonight. I

decided I could not be there but would have

to be here with the leader of the New
Democratic party. The Premier will be here
later. It is the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
R. F. Nixon) who has disappeared. They
came down here to hear us and I know you
would welcome them, sir, to the House.

Mr. Lewis: They are most welcome, and
of course if they are fortunate enough to hear

the Minister of Energy, they will hear a

bravura performance, momentarily intem-

perate but as balanced as he can make it

under provocation.

I must say that I can't control his am-
bitions. Every time I mention the Premier,
he twitches.

So I will leave it at that; and just note that

it will be, I think, a great mistake in judge-
ment on his part if he doesn't enter, but

that's his decision.

Mr. Speaker, there is no secret that I

have some mixed feelings about this subject
and about this debate to which I readily
admit. They are mixed feelings because I—
well they are not mixed feelings because

I am uncertain about—

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Will the

member make up his mind?

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister back again—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: He should make up
his mind.

Mr. Lewis: —for his intermittent post-

prandial chat? I don't mind his being here,

but he should try to contain it tonight.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): A pro-

tagonist of the intemperate people.

Mr. Lewis: I entered this debate in a

fairly relaxed frame of mind and I don't

want him to evoke from me any unusual

inflammatory observations.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: If the member gets
back to the subject, I will be with him.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, this minister is

unemployed; that I know of him. The only

job he has is to heckle irrelevantly from the

front seat. We will ofi^er him a backbench
over here and he will work harder here

than he ever worked in his life.

Mr. Speaker, if you can draw that woeful

soul to order, as I know you want to do,

I want to tell you that I don't mind, like

every member of this chamber, getting to the

core of things, ferreting out scandal if and
when it exists. I have had mixed feelings
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about the debate because the subject of

the Hydro inquiry—the necessity of establish-

ing it; much of the contents of the report,

thoughtful, insightful, appropriate
— nonethe-

less speaks to a theme which I find per-

sonally distasteful in political life and wish

it never had to occur.

I think the committee under all the cir-

cumstances did a first-rate job. I recall how
anxious the Premier was on the day that he

established the committee. I have seldom

seen him—and my colleague from Riverdale

reminded me over the dinner hour—I have

seldom seen him in a more precarious emo-
tional state than when he rose to launch

this inquiry, and he obviously felt that it

touched right at the heart of integrity of

government and of his own person and
wanted to clear the air.

'I don't suppose he was happy to have

the inquiry. No politician, particularly a

Premier of Ontario, feels it a blessed event

to be pressed into such an extreme, but I

think it's worth pointing out that the in-

quiry, in whatever it displayed and what-

ever it displayed and whatever it didn't dis-

play, was clearly justified. It was a decision

that had to be taken, and a decision which
the select committee rendered most ably.

Mr. Speaker, when the report came out —
continuing on some initial observation—many
of the working press were, I think, dis-

appointed and a little angry about its con-

tents. The report didn't find the fatal con-

nection between William Davis and Gerry

Moog, which disappointed some; and other

of the recommendations were fairly guarded.
The politicians were then seen not to have

play-acted the roles expected of them. The
members of the opposition weren't suffi-

ciently belligerent adversaries and there were
a number of unfriendly remarks made.

I don't think that politicians must always
play roles at the behest of journalists. I

think it's true that the report has a certain

velvet-glove touch about it in places. I think

that's more in wording than in any sense

of consensus or compromise which they may
have attempted to reach. I think the report
came to certain inescapable conclusions based
on the kind of analysis which the member
for Riverdale put, and that those conclusions

were fairly argued.

Now they might not have been as bold
as some expected; and they might have

been, well, they might have been restrained

in some places. I'll deal with one or two of

those places. But even within those con-

straints, I think the report is an important

and fascinating document. Some of its con-

tents are naturally more important than

others, and none of them even touches, it

seems to me, in significance, what the re-

port says about the political climate in On-

tario; and that's what I want to deal with

centrally, Mr. Speaker. I am going to deal

with it, not at any length, at the end of

my remarks. As a prelude, I want to touch

on, and very briefly, certain aspects in the

report.

First, Mr. Speaker, like other members of

my caucus, I reject the scapegoat view of

the report. I reject the easy and kind of

vindictive dismissals, or calls for dismissal,

of the Gathercoles and the Candys, as

though by doing that one had somehow
satisfied the thrust of the whole inquiry.

I am as offended, as everybody is, about

the behaviour of the commissioners, and

frankly about much of what was revealed.

I am as offended as most, certainly those

who participated in the select committee,
at the absolute misrepresentation of fact

which was conveyed to the Premier in the

material which he read to the Legislature
and which is beyond defence. If that hap-

pens in this Legislature very often, the

forum will be reduced to tatters. Obviously
that suggests some pretty grievous things
about the way in which the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission operated, and the way
in which the Premier was manipulated and
used by friends and associates.

But it's too easy then, to single out

George Gathercole or to single out Candy,
just too easy. It's kind of like saying: "If

you can't get Bill Davis, you'll get George
Gathercole." And that doesn't seem to suit,

it's far too bloody minded.

As a matter of fact, it's really a dead
issue. In a sense, that's the saddest part of

it. Everybody knows that the days are num-
bered for the chairman of the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission. One doesn't

have to go after that particular person. And
I suppose with Mr. Candy's retirement in

sight everyone knows that that issue will be
resolved.

So I don't want to expend undue time on

selecting the individuals on whom the

weight of responsibility can lie. But I have
a very strong feeling that those in Hydro
who are in the future responsible for rela-

tionships with government, will take their

clue from the select committee report and

bloody-weU smarten up. There won't be the

same superficial, largely self-deluding, very
much disdainful approach toward the legis-
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lative process which far too many at the top
of Hydro demonstrated.

I had the sense, when I read the news

reports, Mr. Speaker, and talked to my col-

leagues from Wentworth and Riverdale, that

the middle management and the senior

management of Hydro was reaUy quite good
and that it would he a very great pity in-

deed to abuse them in cutting the political

swathe, and I think that should be said.

I don't know why, in this sudden revela-

tion about the commission and about George
Gathercole, it should be as though we are

all be struck dumb by the fact of lack of

perfection or imperfection. I can remember,
as a member of this Legislature, sitting in

on endless sessions of the Committee on
Government Commissions when the extra-

ordinary snow jobs were provided by Hvdro,
and tmnking to myself then tihat if that's

the way—many members thought to them-
selves and others articulated it—that if that's

the way this outfit has to behave, clearly
there's something profoundly wrong at the

core.

Mr. Bullbrook: We were making findings
of fact which was our obligation.

Mr. Lewis: Well I appreciate that, and
the obligation is a fact I don't quarrel with.

Some of the requests that have flowed from
those obligations to find fact, and some of

the suggestions, I do quarrel with.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, I would like to hear
them.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I have just quarrelled
with one. I don't think that calling for cer-

tain resignations, specifically, serves any ter-

ribly useful purpose.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is that in the report?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bullbrook: Is the member going to

start already in that type of jackal attitude,
because if you are-

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Now just a second, Mr.

Speaker, just a second. The members of the

committee may attempt to be nonpartisan,

although I don't believe that will entirely be
true.

Mr. Bullbrook: I'd say we are attempting
to be.

Mr. Lewis: With great respect in his ab-

sence, the Leader of the Opposition was

necessarily, given the context in his present
frame of mind, as partisan this afternoon as

I have heard him. Let's not pretend other-

wise. I don't intend to dissemble about it.

I'm not going to be nonpartisan. There are

some things I want clearly to say.

The second point leads to the commis-

sioners, Mr. Speaker, and that's slightly more

difficult. And if I can disengage myself from

the hon. member for Simcoe Centre (Mr.

Evans), sitting bemusedly, with an inscrutable

fixed smile on his face, a smile of discom-

fort, embarrassment and acute internal—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That is the member's

impression.

Mr. Lewis: Right—unease, I think the role

of the commissioners-

Mr. Ruston: I wonder where his limousine

is?

Mr. Lewis: The role of the commissioners

was largely a pathetic role, largely a laugh-

able role, largely a role which spoke to the

fact that the commissioners at Hydro knew

very little about what was going on in that

organization. They were not briefed ade-

quately by that organization, were asked to

make judgements clearly beyond their com-

petence; and the whole role of the com-

missioners emerges as a laughingstock.

It wasn't malevolent; that was clear from

the report. It wasn't manipulative; it was

just laughable.

Mr. Bullbrook: If they are that bad why
would the hon. member want to keep them?

Mr. Lewis: Well, I made it clear that I

thought when the Minister of Energy was

revising the corporation, dealing with the

Crown corporation, that you would clearly

have to have a pretty major shakeup at the

level of the commissioners.

Mr. Bullbrook: They are on their way out.

They all know that.

Mr. Lewis: Now I suspect that none of

them will be reappointed. I suspect that now;

and so again I don't want to belabour and

flog what is deja vu. We all know what's

going to happen. But I must say that the

government certainly has to take a new look

at the way the new board is to work and

who is going to be on it, which interest
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groups will be represented, on the basis of

the most extraordinary frailty in the perform-
ance of the existing commission.

The next point I wanted to mention, Mr.

Speaker, was the matter of the contempt
charges, a matter which is fairly contentious

in the House.

I understand why the committee came to

the conclusion it did about not pressing the

contempt charges. I think I understand why
the committee felt that merely naming names
was enough casting of disrepute on the

principals, to punish them, as it were. The
committee obviously knew that the Legisla-
ture didn't deal often with contempt charges
and might not know how to handle it. The
committee itself felt inadequate at pressing
it, and as my colleague from Riverdale

pointed out—and I think quite validly—the

contempts didn't impede the ferreting out of

all significant information.

None the less, I must say that on balance

I think the contempts should be proceeded
with in this House. It has been referred to

the House. As one member of the chamber I

disagree with the committee's conclusion on

this, I think in a personal way. I think it

should probably be proceeded with.

If I may make what is perhaps for me a

class argument, I know as I stand here that

if it was a trade unionist before that com-
mittee or a housing tenant before the com-

mittee, or any other mortal soul before that

committee, other than the establishment, that

committee would probably have found it

possible to bring the contempt before the

House.

Mr. Cassidy: Right on!

Mr. Lewis: I have a very, very strong

feeling about that. Now as a matter of fact,

if it had been a housing tenant, the Minister

of Revenue would put up the bar, they'd

put up the bar.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They have broken
into this Legislature.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, boy. Oh, boy.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: That is paranoid.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Man the barricades.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is not going to be
in the Ministry of Housing in two weeks'

time, and thank God for it; but I hope he

stays in the cabinet.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: That is a paranoid
remark.

Mr. Lewis: No, it is not at all. Not at all.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course it is.

Mr. Lewis: It is a remark which speaks
to the two systems of justice. I understand

why those within the committee, working as

they did, came to the conclusions they did.

Seeing it externally and after the fact, I am
saying that on balance, for that reason

amongst others, I don't think that this Legis-
lature should draw back.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is not saying
much for the member's colleagues.

Mr. Lewis: My colleague from Riverdale

has already said that he thought the Legis-
lature should make the decision, and as a
member of this House that is exactly what
I am suggesting.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Who quarrels vidth

that?

Mr. Lewis: Now I want to mention—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: We don't quarrel
with that.

Mr. Lewis: —I want to mention John
Cronyn, too. I am not nearly as persuaded
that the Attorney General should bring all

the powers of authority around him and lay
criminal charges against Cronyn. I am un-

certain about that. I don't really know what

purpose that would serve.

I must say that I was astounded by the

behaviour of Cronyn before the select com-

mittee, and amazed at the way in which the

committee had therefore necessarily to de-

scribe his behaviour. And it may be viewed
in a very casual way by the front benches

of the government, but I remind them that

this man, whose behaviour was seen as com-

pletely unacceptable by the committee, is

the man whom the government chose to

redesign its apparatus; whom Hydro chose,

or whom the government chose, to set Task

Force Hydro in motion; and whose basic

judgement and political and social views are

therefore called into question, and therefore

his products are called into question.

Again, I don't know John Cronyn. I don't

feel the same need to see criminal charges
laid for suppression of evidence. Maybe
they should be.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: How about the other

people? If the member is not accepting that,

how about the other people?
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Mr. Lewis: There are others who are in

a position to make those judgements, but
I do believe as I stand here that John
Cronyn should not again be invited to do
a major task of that kind for this govern-
ment until he has tendered a full and public
apology for what he did and for his conduct
before the committee.

Mr. MacDonald: He was unrepentantly

contemptuous.

Mr. Lewis: It is completely unacceptable
that he should be involved in the political

apparatus when his contempt for the legis-
lative process was everywhere evident.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It is not for the

process.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, for the process, for pre-

cisely the process.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: For some politicians.

Mr. Deans: John Cronyn said: "Do you
call this a committee? Do you call it an

inquiry?"

Mr. Lewis: Then I want to speak, Mr.

Speaker, briefly, of Gerry Moog, who I

notice has moved from—Gerhard, is that his

first name?—from Gerhard to Gerry in the

space of a short six hours, which is what
this chamber does to people in its own way.

I guess there is no question here that

Gerry Moog can be seen as the villain in

the piece. I guess there is no question here
that he is one of the most remarkably mani-

pulative men imaginable.
I don't know whether the rest of the busi-

ness community reacts in that fashion, but

my view for what it is worth is that he

betrayed the friendship with the Premier,
and that the Premier deserved better of

Gerry Moog based on the friendship of years
than he received from him.

And maybe it was a surprise to the Pre-

mier, and maybe the Premier is simply suf-

fering what can be called suspicion by
association in the public mind; but at the

very least a public letter from William Davis
to Gerry Moog saying: "Will bimk in side

by side in Florida, but never again a gov-
ernment contract." That kind of thing is the
least that might be done to restore some
public sense of the relationships, the pecu-
liar relationships that sometimes exist be-
tween government and other portions of the

conmiunity.
Now how the Premier chooses his friends

is his business; and how I choose mine is

obviously my business. But I must say that

the way in which the report chronicles the

activities of Gerry Moog suggests that a

matter of trust which the Premier obviously
confided wasn't reciprocated in any substan-

tial way.

There is, though, in a more central way,
the question of the Premier personally and
the political climate in this province of

Ontario which he governs. Mr. Speaker,
there is no doubt of the Premier's own per-
sonal exoneration. Most of us were not

surprised; many of us saw it coming.

Over the siunmer months, as I read and
heard accounts of the testimony, as I talked

on occasion with the member for Riverdale

and the member for Wentworth, I became

persuaded that evidence of direct and gross

corruption was inconceivable—no surprise, I

may say—and that a connection of political
influence to effect a contract for a friend

just wouldn't hold water.

I don't think I am embarrassing my col-

league, the member for Riverdale, to relate

that he came into my oflBce one day—I think

it was in September—and announced that he
and the member for Wentworth had combed
the evidence exhaustively. They had ex-

plored every nuance in the testimony and
had pondered night and day the theory of

studied non-involvement on the part of the

Premier. And he said to me: "Stephen, there

is just no link and I refuse to contrive one."

I said: "Fine, then that's the way it is

and that's the way it must be said and
we'll all feel rather more comfortable —

period."

So the Leader of the Opposition and I

interpret things quite differently. We inter-

pret quite differently that crucial sentence

on page 2 of the report:

Although the Premier was aware of

the approach by Hydro to Moog as at

August, 1971, and following, this com-
mittee finds that Premier Davis took no

step nor gave any direction to anyone
which in any way assisted Canada Square
to successfully negotiate a contract with

Ontario Hydro.

Now the Leader of the Opposition—and this

is out of character for him—can't have it

both ways. You can't beat your breast on

one hand and assert that you never really
said the Premier was a scoundrel—and this

sentence confirms it—and then say that in

the body of that sentence there lies the seeds

of a link which proves that he really is a

scoundrel.
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I read it differently. I don't really know
whether or not the Premier should have

replied to George Gathercole. I would have

replied; but then I am not in power and
I don't have quite the same circle of friends.

It may be that the Premier felt, and the

committee might subsequently have argued,
that any reply confirming formally, in the

Premier's hand, the friendship between Gerry
Moog and the Premier, whatever the request
for fair and open competition, could be
seen as a subterranean form of influence.

No! That whole argument wearies me;
because that is not what is at stake.

What is important to this report, I think

to the whole inquiry, is the way in which
all the most objectionable features of poli-
tical behaviour are reinforced in the public
mind. In that sense, matters of explicit

guilt or explicit innocence become irrelevant.

In that sense, whether or not there is a web
of Tory patronage stretching across Ontario,
or at least from London to Brampton, is of

little consequence. In that sense, whether
the Premier replied to the Minister of

Energy, or George Gathercole, or Jim Fleck,
or anybody replied to anyone else, is, in that

context, so much investigative hair-splitting.
In that sense, the self-serving phrases or

paragraphs which politicians choose to crow
about are hollow and worthless.

What the public perceives, and feels, is

a growing, nasty unease about the political

process. It didn't begin with Hydro. Cer-

tainly not with the Premier; and it ob-

viously has profound North American under-
currents.

It dates back here, if you will forgve my
reference, I say to the Minister of Energy,
to alleged conflicts of interest of certain

cabinet ministers, to the Fidinam affair, even
to the airplane log controversy, and now
to the Hydro inquiry. It is the persistent

anxiety about political integrity wearing away
at the edges. What the whole Hydro episode
has done is to make the focus even more
acute.

I think the public now senses—and I think

they're right—that there's an unstated, un-

admitted alliance, an understanding, an

arrangement, at work in Ontario; an alliance

between politicians in power on one hand
and economic power of vested interests on
the other. The public senses and resents a
kind of gentleman's agreement in Ontario
between &e forces of business and the forces

of politics; a gentleman's agreement which
doesn't need letters of influence, doesn't need

phone calls, doesn't need memoranda, doesn't

even need a cautious financial wink across

a crowded cocktail party.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's exactly what it is.

Mr. Lewis: It's a gentleman's agreement
which really never needs very much said to

anyone in order to have a contract awarded,
or an appointment confirmed, or a trans-

action arranged. It's a gentlemen's agreement
which excludes the public, and the public
knows it. It's a gentleman's agreement which

forgoes, or minimizes, careful scrutiny of

contractual relationships; because after all

what's a few thousand, or a few hundred

thousand, or a few million between friends?

It's a gentleman's agreement which is secre-

tive and clubby and contemptuous of many
things in life, from the press and to this

Legislature. It's a gentleman's agreement
which sees the natural assumption of power
and authority shared among the politicians,
the mandarins and the Moogs and Cronyns
of this world.

This gendeman's agreement, Mr. Speaker,
isn't sinister. It isn't malevolent. It isn't evil.

It's just wrong!

It demeans and debases the political pro-
cess. It undermines public confidence in and

respect for those who make decisions and
those who occupy office, in this case the

Conservatives in Ontario.

I don't really think that the public can

define their feelings easily or clearly. It's

very hard to express in words. I don't know
whether the public sees it as sleazy, or pre-

dictable, or recoverable. I know that it shows
in all the polls.

The reason for the Premier's apparent
dramatic drop in personal popularity and the

Tory decline as a party in Metropolitan
Toronto in that last Star poll isn't because

people believe the Premier is dishonest or

lacks integrity. Clearly that's not so. Clearly

people don't believe that and don't want to

believe that. The reason for the drop in

popularity is symbolic of everything the in-

quiry represented.

People ask themselves: "How does it hap-

pen? How is it allowed? Why does politics

appear to afford so many quiet partnerships

between the great and the near great, often

seedy and unlovely?" I don't know the ans-

wers. It may be a simple matter of 30 years

in power. It may be what this economic

system dictates. It may be a lowering in the

standard of political conduct. It may be

none of them.
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But whatever it is, the Premier and the

government really have their work cut out

for them.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: The hon. member
doesn't vouch for the unions, does he?

Mr. Lewis: At the moment a combination

of things severely damages this government.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Would the hon. mem-
ber vouch for the UAW?

Mr. Lewis: There are a number of policy
areas which have brought intense public

criticism; and when we add to that the grow-

ing wariness and cynicism about so-called

political scandals, the government has got

dynamite on its hands.

So let me offer some advice, even though
the government will consider it gratuitous:
If there are any more skeletons in the closet,

shake out the bones tomorrow morning. If

there is any dirt under the carpet, find the

newest vacuum cleaner. If they are going to

move on matters of contempt, move now. If

they are going to shake up Hydro, make the

announcement as soon as it is humanly
possible.

The Hydro inquiry obviously represents
an assault on political confidence and politics

generally. For the Conservatives, historians

may see it as a mortal blow. We would love

to defeat them in an election—but on real

issues, not on this kind of stuff. Let them

pull themselves together, because the mono-
lith is crumbling.

Mr, D. A. Evans (Simcoe Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I appreciate this opportunity to take

part in the debate on the report of the select

committee on Hydro's new head office

building. As first vice-chairman of the Hydro
commission, I have more than a passing in-

terest in its conclusions and comments.

Mr. Foulds: Passing!

Mr. Evans: While I appreciate and ap-

plaud the diligence with which my hon.

colleagues on the committee examined and
reviewed the matter of and the circumstances

surrounding Hydro's contract with Canada

Square, the report itself strikes me as in-

conclusive, at least as it relates to the con-

tract itself and to the commissioners of

Ontario Hydro.
Let me assure you, Mr. Speaker, that I was

delighted and heartened to read at the be-

ginning of the report, on page 2, and I

quote: "Nevertheless, the committee is of the

opinion that all persons within Hydro in-

volved in the decision-making process—"
and I take the liberty of assuming that in-

cludes myself and my fellow commissioners.

Mr. Foulds: No.

Mr. Cassidy: No.

Mr. Evans: And, I'm continuing to quote:
"—were at all times of the belief that their

actions were in the best interest of Ontario

Hydro."

Mr. Cassidy: Well-meaning, but incom-

petent.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Hush,

Cassidy, hush.

Mr. Evans: Compare this with the closing

paragraph of the report which states that

these same commissioners had abdicated their

responsibilities. In this same paragraph the

committee recommends that the standards of

the Business Corporations Act applying to

diirectors of corporations should be imposed
on members of the Hydro commission. I

agree with that completely.

The Business Corporations Act defines the

standard of duty of a director of a business

corporation in this way:

Every director and ofiBcer of a corpora-

tion shall exercise the powers and dis-

charge the duties of his office honestly,

in good faith and in the best interests of

the corporation, and in connection there-

with shall exercise the degree of care,

diligence and skill that a reasonably

prudent person would exercise in compar-
able circumstances.

The committee has expressly found that the

commissioners discharged their duties hon-

estly, in good faith and in the best interests

of the corporation, as set out in the Act.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Too

bad they can't legislate competence.

Mr. Evans: As to care, diligence and skill,

surely the fundamental test is the basic

soundness of the contract. We remain un-

shaken in our belief-

Mr. Cassidy: They remain arrogantly un-

shaken.

Mr. Evans: —that when the building is

completed, an appraisal taken and the lease

approved, the judgement of the commission

will be vindicated. And we are equally con-

vinced that we did not abdicate our respon-

sibilities.
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But my remarks are not limited to the

beginning and the ending. I have some
comments about the middle as well.

First, I should like to deal with the

report's conclusions that information pro-
vided to the government and the Legislature
was misleading. I can appreciate the mis-

understanding of the information, because

the financial calculations are complex. But

a misunderstanding is entirely different from

misleading.

Without delving into a tangle of figures,
let me simply state for the record that the

net rental of $4.84 per square foot — these

figures are dealt with on page 10 of the

report, the third paragraph—is the precise rate

which appears in the lease itself. This lease

was tabled as part of the answer to the

question. To have used any other figure
would—and I underline "would"—have been

misleading. The net rental figure of $4.84
results from deducting a credit from the gross
rental of $4.92. This credit relates to a pay-
ment to Hydro by Canada Square for a por-
tion of the commercial space. Both figures
are correct and neither is misleading.

As for the cost of financing, the $3.35

supplied was clearly identified as an upper
limit, not a precise figure. This too is as

stated in the contract itself. The actual cost

of financing—$3.24—was not known at the

time, since no one in Hydro knew the inter-

est rate which Canada Square had obtained

in its financing.

The proposals by the four developers were
indeed carefully analysed within Hydro and,
on the information available to the com-

missioners, we understood there had been
sufficient follow-through to reach a decision

on which developer to negotiate with. While
it is true that all of the contenders had

approached Hydro earlier, the proposals
which were actually received and assessed

were specifically requested by Hydro in

December, 1971, and January, 1972.

So I submit, Mr. Speaker, that there was
no misleading information, either in fact or

by intent. All the evidence given at the

hearings shows that Hydro officials honestly
believed in the accuracy of the information

and acted in good faith. I reiterate the

position of the Hydro commission in reject-

ing the contention that misleading informa-

tion was provided.

In specific terms, relating to the contract

itself, the Hydro Commissioners are criticized

for what it calls our "failure" to insist upon
a "vital" term of the contract. The report
states that this was, "at the very least, ne-

glect of their responsibilities." It goes on to

say that we, the commissioners, were "duty
bound" to insist upon proper terms.

This vital term of the contract, as the

committee calls it, relates to the now famous

phrase "appraised value" and the $34 ques-
tion.

This argument of cost versus appraised
value is technical, legal and complicated.
But I would like to emphasize, Mr. Speaker,
that when the commission was told that

Canada Square would not agree to the

definition of cost as we had originally hoped
to negotiate it, we did not, as might be
inferred from the report, simply shrug off

our responsibilities and say: "Well okay, what-
ever Canada Square wants is all right with
us."

On this subject, we believe the committee

may have paid too much attention to a

formula which in the opinion of the com-
missioners will not be used. Hydro intends

to ensure that this building is worth $34 a

square foot, and is satisfied that in these

days of galloping inflation that it will cost

Canada Square at least $34 a square foot

to construct. If we are correct on this point,
then the interests of Hydro and the power
users of Ontario have been protected.

The report is critical of Hydro's procedures
in calling for competitive proposals and in

judging them. We accept these criticisms.

However, our shortcomings were not as

apparent then—when the decision was made
—as they became, after the committee's in-

tensive review. Indeed, they were not ap-

parent at all as was brought out in the

testimony of the commissioners. All of us

believed that each developer was provided
with a fair and equal opporunity.

Mr. Renwick: That was the member's
failure.

Mr. Evans: However, as I have said, we
accepted the responsibility. The proposal
method was new to us and it was significant
that the committee expressly endorsed the

developer-proposal system as being sound for

government and its institutions.

I might add that I would have welcomed
recommendations and some practical guide-
lines for public bodies so that they could use

this approach while at the same time main-

taining public confidence.

Mr. Speaker, I should like to put into the

record some of the favourable findings of

the committee. The committee defined six

issues as relevant to its hearings, five of them

having to do with Hydro. To the question
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of improper motivation by Hydro commis-
sioners and staff, and suggestions of political

motivations, they concluded in Hydro's
favour.

To the question of abandoning the original

building plans, the committee again con-

cludes in Hydro's favour. We were justified
in doing that.

To the question of whether Hydro should

have submitted the contract to government
for a policy decision, once again the course

of action followed received the committee's

approval; to the extent there were obliga-

tions, we fulfilled them.

To the question of procedures in obtain-

ing and evaluating proposals, the committee's

findings were unfavourable. And as I indi-

cated we accept this criticism.

The committee also asked itself the ques-
tion, "Are the terms of the agreement, as

they affect Ontario Hydro, financially and

economically sound?" The committee con-

cluded that Hydro may not have nep"otiated

an agfreement for the lowest rental rate

available.

It is the commission's conviction that the

agreement with Canada Square was the best

possible deal it could make. After extended
examinations by the committee we believe

that it is economically and financially sound.

The committee did not mention certain im-

portant benefits, but I believe that they bear

restating and I would like to put them on
the record.

First, the contract provides Hydro with
first-class head oflBce accommodation. Rental

rates are fixed for 30 years and they begin
at a level which is lower than the current

market. That's a good deal.

Second, the contract gives Hydro, at the

end of 30 years, clear ownership of a building
for $1. That is a good deal.

Mr. Renwick: There will be few of us

around at that time to decide.

Mr. Evans: Third, the contract provides
that all the risks of escalating: construction

costs and interim financing are borne en-

tirely by Canada Square. I trust that no one
in this House will dispute the fact that these

costs are now escalating at a significant rate.

That is a good deal for Hydro.

Fourth, the contract and later analysis
show that Canada Square's potential profits

depend mainly, if not entirely, upon its suc-

ces in developing and renting the commercial
area. The contract provides that Hydro gets
a share of these profits. That's a good deal.

On that same question of profit, may I say
that Hydro's estimate of cash flow, which was
submitted as evidence and stood uncontra-

dicted, indicates that Canada Square, far

from making some $83 million profit as

mentioned in this House last spring, appears
to lose money unless the commercial area is a

success. If the latter is the case. Hydro shares

in the benefits. When the "^O-year-old contract

expires. Hydro receives all the benefits from
the commercial rentals.

In regard to the decision by Hydro to

proceed on a lease-purchase basis at the tim«

it did, the committee did support the com-
mission's ludgement. And in case they are

overlooked, I should like to restate them for

the records.

The committee says, and I am quoting:

Hydro recognized that delay would
confront them with increased costs of con-

structing the building, resulting from infla-

tionary tendencies in the economy, a fact

borne out by subsequent experience.

The contract with Canada Square does indeed

protect Hydro against higher costs which are

already substantial, and the building will

not be completed for at least two more years.

Canada Square carries these risks, not Hydro.

The report goes on:

The delay inherent in completing a

revision of plans and the use of the tender

methods was avoided by contracting with

a developer. Canada Square was a de-

veloper with demonstrated qualifications

and was prepared to commit itself to this

one project to the exclusion of other

undertakings.

It also supported the concept of com-
mercial development by way of a con-

course with rental stores. Its methods of

construction were likely to provide a build-

ing with a high eflBciency factor, something
which was sorely lacking in the building

originally planned. In addition, Hydro
sought to effect substantial savings respect-

ing what would otherwise have been the

rental costs in buildings owned by others.

Hydro contended that it should integrate
its personnel in a head office building or

property owned by Hydro and adjacent to

existing Hydro facilities. Hydro's decision to

proceed on a lease-purchase basis met the

requirement of government not to impose
a burden on the borrowing capacity of

Hydro and the province in the capital
market.

Gathercole confirmed that these were the

basic tenets of Hydro's decision to pro-
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ceed immediately on a lease-purchase basis

and that Hydro would otherwise have con-

structed the building with its own funds

in the usual manner.

I read this paragraph—it is in the middle

of page 8—as saying that Hydro made the

right decision, at the right time, with the

right developer.

Finally, let me return to the committee's

assessment of the commission itself. This

contract has withstood a more detailed

examination than anything of its kind ever

signed in Canada, and it has withstood it

successfully. I am confident that many con-

tracts signed between private companies and

developers in Metropolitan Toronto would
suffer by comparison. Results should count

for something in assessing performance of

any administration and we believe the con-

tract demonstrates good performance.

No transaction has ever been made in

which some improvement could not be sug-

gested with the benefit of more than four

months of study. We were working in a new
area in which we, the commission and the

Hydro management, lacked previous expe-
rience. Pioneering new ground is not new
for Hydro. One of the most notable examples
is the nuclear programme where we pro-
ceeded alone with no outside expertise but

lots of outside criticism.

Mr. Bullbrook: We agree they are good.

Mr. Evans: Today, Canada's nuclear

power programme and Hydro's role in it

stand pre-eminent in the world.

In summary, may I say that in making a

decision to go the developer-proposal route

to obtain new Hydro headquarters, we took

the course that we believed would give

Hydro the best possible building and the

best possible cost.

As evidence before the committee shows,
we were not unaware of the potential criti-

cism we faced for awarding a contract on a

proposal basis; but I am not on the com-
mission to make easy decisions, nor are my
fellow commissioners. We do our best to

make right decisions, and right in the pub-
lic's interest.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Samia.

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, may I say
to you there are three tragic figures, three

tragic figures that come forth from this

Hydro investigation. Mr. Cronyn is a su-

premely tragic figure. The Premier of On-
tario used by Hydro to mislead this House,

and by Gerhard Moog for his own venal

advantage, is a tragic figure; and the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission, collectively, are

tragic figures.

But may I say to you, Mr. Speaker, may
I say to you that now we are confronted

with the effrontery of these people trying to

justify their own existence. I didn't have
the opportunity, sir, of being here at the

time of the tabling of the report by the hon.

member for York West, (Mr. MacBeth), the

chairman of the committee, and I want to

take this opportunity of joining in the com-
ments made at that time. His was a task

that was arduous. His was a task that would

really have caused great difficulty for Solo-

mon, I am sure, because I remember at

times his being confronted by his own col-

leagues in the Conservative Party, while at

the same time he recognized the necessity
for an objective and appropriate evaluation

of what was going on. I want to say I can't

conceive of any member of the House under-

taking that task with the ability and the

talent, the equanimity and justice with

which that chairman undertook his obliga-
tions.

I want to take time to also convey my
appreciation, one that I have gained

peripherally over six years, my direct appre-
ciation for the member for Haldimand-Norfolk

(Mr. Allan). One can readily understand why
he rose to the position that he occupied in

the government of Ontario—who brought to

us a temperance in direction that stood us all

in good stead.

I am going to continue by saying that

this report could not have been written,

could not have been as concisely done, in

evaluating over 8,500 pages of evidence, in

making some 41 findings of fact in a prose
that might not be totally acceptable but was,

as the Leader of the Opposition said, bald

and direct, without the direction and assist-

ance and the guidance of the hon. member
for Riverdale.

Over the years I want to say I found him

to be normally abrasive, almost totally un-

acceptable to me, but it's one of the great

collateral benefits of sitting on a select com-

mittee that you finally, like J. B. Priestley,

give up hating strangers. It must be re-

corded in the House that without the bril-

liance of his mind and the assistance that

he gave us, we couldn't have done the job
that was done. I'm very prideful of the job
that was done.

I want to pay tribute also to two other

members of the committee — the member
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for Wentworth and my colleague from
Huron-Bruce—who at times absolutely mysti-
fied the member for Riverdale and myself
with their grasp of the technical aspects of

the evidence that came before us, without

the benefit of the legal training that we had.

I want to also congratulate, if I may, the

majority of members—not all—the majority
of members of the Conservative Party.

An hon. member: Sounds reasonable.

Mr. BuUbrook: I want to say that I found
the hon. member for London North (Mr.

Walker) really put upon me an almost baptist-
like cloth. I foimd that he, perhaps in his

resolve to involve himself with the seats of

the mighty, felt that he had a great neces-

sity to protect the government and those

witnesses who shamed themselves before it.

Notwithstanding that, he joined with us in

a unanimous report.

And may I say to you, Mr. Speaker, that

the reason there is a unanimous report is

because we all felt the total responsibility
of this committee; and I think more than

anything else the responsibility of that com-
mittee was conveyed to us by our counsel

and our assistant counsel. Somebody has

said before this afternoon that no job could

have been done without Mr. Shibley and
Mr. Bell. The work that they undertook,
the dedication and passion that they exempli-
fied for getting at the truth, stood us in

the assembly in good stead, and particularly
stood our committee in good stead.

I'm going to be brief in saying this to

you: I've never before in my six years been
involved in a committee of this nature. I

didn't have the opportunity of sitting on a

select committee before, and I dissociate

myself, with that reservation, from the com-
ments made by the chairman of our com-
mittee in connection with the question of

cost. The cost to the people of Ontario

was insignificant, having regard to the im-

portance of our endeavour. My goodness

gracious, if we can see these spendthrifts go
around the country and the continent look-

ing into the question of subterranean or

terranean vehicles, if we can see the largesse
which my colleague from Lambton perpe-
trates on the public purse for drainage pur-
poses, surely, Mr. Speaker, through you to—

Mr. Henderson: The member doesn't care

about the farmers, does he? Typical Liberal.

Mr. BuUbrook: —our chairman, he recog-

nizes, of course, that any money spent by us

was worthwhile. It was worthwhile in this

respect, that we were able to produce this

report, a unanimous report, based on the

facts.

I want for a moment to comment first of

all on the response in the Globe and Mail,
and again tonight the added response of the

member for Simcoe Centre. You see, were
I a member of the Hydro commission, the

one thing I would have done—I would have
been silent. I think that's the one thing that

this report dictated to Hydro.

But you can't seem to get through to their

public relations people. The evidence—by
the way, I would tell my colleagues, they
have over 100 public relations people on
their staflF. Think of that for a moment. More
than General Motors in the United States.

They have 100 people, and there is no
doubt that one of the 100, or two of them
or three of them or a dozen, wrote that

speech that the member was just talking

through. You see, Mr. Speaker, the tragedy
of the Hydro-Electric Power Commission is

this—it didn't know what was going on. I

can assure you it didn't know what was

going on.

I am not going to exhaustingly evaluate

the evidence. I want to bring one thing to

your attention. There was an addendum
to the final contract that gave Hydro a bene-

fit if the rate of interest was below eight

per cent. Now may I tell you that I inter-

rogated Mr. Moog and of course when that

addendum was written the rate of interest

was confirmed at eight per cent. That's the

type of misrepresentation that Mr. Moog
made to those commissioners.

The key ingredient of course—it has been

touched upon and I don't want to dwell on

it too much—but you see the key ingredient
is that the Hydro people were taken by Mr.

Moog. They were lied to; there was mal-

feasance on his part; there was non-feasance

on his part; there were misrepresentations on

his part.

He told Hydro, by way of example, as

late as one week before it authorized the

resolution to enter into the contract with

him, that he had the capital secured in

Swiss funds at a rate of 6^/^ per cent — an

absolute lie. And of course Hydro predicated

everything it did on that basis, because if

you spend $45 million and you pay interest

at 6V2 per cent, then you are going to get a

better quality building. But if you have to

carry the burden of that $45 million over 30

years and amortize it at eight per cent, you
can't possibly have the developer spend the

same amount on the building.
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But you know the fact of the matter is

that Hydro itself never truly understood that

it was being taken. And it was a sad com-

mentary.

I don't want to personalize this, I don't

want to provoke the Minister of Energy to

wind up this debate in a highly partisan

fashion; but I want to say this to you, if I

may, I want to tell you that as each com-
missioner came along we collectively sunk
lower in our seats. Because we recognized
that they didn't have even a smidgin of

understanding of what was going on. They
never did undertake a total responsibility
in connection with this contract.

And as we went along a man finally was
introduced to us—a doctor. And I turned to

the member for Haldimand-Norfolk and I

said: "I think we are going to get somebody
now who is knowledgeable in the field." It

turned out he was a dentist from Milton or

some place. And I felt he was about as

pathetic a figure as there was before us. Be-

cause the total response—and you see I don't

want to do this, if he hadn't done this to us,

if the member for Simcoe Centre had not got

up and attempted to justify the position of

Hydro I wouldn't have entered into this—

but the fact of the matter is the vice-

chairman of Hydro didn't understand one
tittle of the consequences of that contract,
not one tittle.

Mr. Evans: Mrs. Shuttleworth was an
honest person.

Mr. BuIIbrook: He didn't understand it

and he didn't undertake his obligation.

Now somebody writes an apologia for

him. Well I want to tell you, Mr. Speaker,
what Hydro did to us. I want to tell you
what Hydro did to our Premier. You see

he is our Premier as well as your Premier.

Let me tell you. These are the answers
he gave. These are the answers Hydro gave
our Premier to convey to the legislative

assembly of Ontario, and to the public of

Ontario. And if it were not for the questions
put on the order paper and the continued
debate by the Leader of the Opposition,
these answers would stand today. We
wouldn't know any diff^erent. So let me tell

you what they said. This is the first:

Under this arrangement Hydro will effect

a net saving of $2,379,857.

I say to you, Mr. Speaker, that that is not

supportive.

There is no way that they could prove
to us, nor can they prove to the government.

but, more tragically, can they prove to the

commission that that will be a saving.

The building as 1,208,000 sq ft of net

usable space, of which Ontario Hydro is

renting 1,124,500 sq ft at an annual rental

of $4.84 per sq ft-

That's not misleading, that's a lie. They
permitted the Premier of Ontario to convey
an untruth to us. The rent is $4.92 per sq ft.

Subject only to the impact of U.S. ex-

change, changes on the actual financing
costs—

the actual financing costs, the actual fi-

nancing costs—

—which are limited to $3.35 per sq ft.

That's not true.

—the building is estimated to cost

$44,400,000-

That's a lie. That's an absolute prevarica-
tion. That's an untruth told to the people of

Ontario, because there will never be any
estimate of the cost of that building. The
member for Simcoe Centre, the vice-chair-

man of Hydro, knows that.

You see, the tragedy of it all as far as

the commission is concerned is that we are

never going to know what Moog is going to

spend. What we tried to say to the govern-
ment in this report was—as the hon. member
for Riverdale has said—that we see the pro-

posal method as an acceptable method for

government to deal in some avenues, but
that the proposal method is absolutely de-

pendent upon good faith by both parties.

This is the tragedy. You have heard the

Leader of the Opposition litanize for you
the examples of bad faith on the part of

Moog. But, of course, the great example of

bad faith on the part of Moog was that he
told that poor, tragic character, Mr. Candy,
that he was going to disclose the cost. He
told that to him, and then he reneged on
that. And nobody will ever know the cost

of the building. Nobody will ever know-
not the Hydro commission, not the public of

Ontario, not this assembly, Mr. Speaker.

They will never know what the profit is.

The only thin^ we could do was try to

evaluate the profit. And our expert in that

respect, Mr. Anscomb-Wright, reports to us

in the House, in the report itself—

Mr. Deans: Anson-Cartwright.

Mr. BuIIbrook: I'm sorry, Mr. Anson-

Cartwright. He says:

The committee was assisted by the re-

port of Mr. Anson-Cartwright respecting
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the elements of profit of Canada Square
as follows:

(1) The total profit from financing for

the 30 years on a before-tax basis would

approximate $3,986,000-

I am just going to say this to you: We are

absolutely certain notwithstanding the com-
ments made again by my colleague the chair-

man of the committee, that there is going to

be a profit. Mr. Moog doesn't operate on the

basis that there is going to be a loss.

We can't tell you what the profit is going
to be. It could be, possibly, on a reinvestment

of the cash flow, $17 million. But, you see,

the thing is we don't have an obligation,
Mr. Speaker, to find out what the profit is.

The Hydro-Electric Power Commission of

Ontario are the ones who are spending the

public funds, and they are the ones who bear

the burden of the fact that they can't tell

the people of Ontario, they can't tell this

legislative assembly, they can't tell the

Premier who was called upon to answer these

questions, what the profit will be. And that's

really where the Premier abdicated his great-
est responsibility.

Nobody is here for a blood bath. Nobody
wants his job, I can assure him of that. We
attempted to temper these recommendations
of finding of fact.

The fact of the matter is, of course, that

you will never know. All you'll find is that

you'll have a grand edifice there at the comer
and the people will never know how much
Gerry Moog is going to make; no more
than they will ever know what he is making
on the OISE building—because it operated
the same way.

I want to talk for a moment about Mr.

Cronyn. I think the most distasteful aspect
of our involvement or obligation was deal-

ing with Mr. Cronyn. We came to a con-

clusion, perhaps wrongly—and I am prepared
to accept criticism as one member of the

committee—and we lumped Moog, Finlayson
and Cronyn together. Perhaps we were

wrong. It might well be that we were. I

can see some validity in this, because cer-

tainly there is no doubt that the injury done
to the process by Moog and Finlayson was
far removed from the injury done to the

process done by John Cronyn.
He was a supremely tragic figure. He was

a man who came before us and began with
the veneer of complete contempt and dis-

dain for the process. He believed that we
were a collection of farmers, firemen and
small town lawyers who were beneath him.
He was the chairman of the Committee on

Government Productivity. He, according to

the sworn evidence, had lunched twice a

week with the Minister of Energy, and of

course-

Mr. Reid: Who?

Mr. Bullbrook: —there are very few of us

who can have lunch once a year with him;
let alone lunch twice a week.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): The farmers

wouldn't claim him.

Mr. Bullbrook: I say to you, my colleagues,
he began with this contempt; but from
there he went down to the depths of border-

ing on perjury. And, to the Attorney General,

may I say I choose my words carefully. He
was very fortunate that the questions put
to him were of an exact nature—and when
you look at the evidence you'll see this. He
bordered on perjury; he bordered on a con-

spiracy to suppress evidence from the com-
mittee—and who is he?

Do you know his worst hour? On a

Friday we asked him if there was any
further information that he could give to

the committee. This was on a Friday. The
next Sunday afternoon he met with Smith

in their cottage at Grand Bend and there

was a letter; there was the famous April
14 letter. And the letter named names. The
letter asked if they could talk to "Darcy for

me." And you see, Mr. Cronyn said he

never brought that to our attention because

he felt it was irrelevant; because it had no

probative value. Who is this man? This is

the flavour that I want to convey, if I may,
I think not more so to anybody than my col-

league from Dufferin-Simcoe (Mr. Downer).

My colleague from Dufi^erin-Simcoe, who
has had the opportunity of being here for

so long; because I am sure none of us is

going to have that opportunity of gracing
these benches for the length of time he has.

He has gone through, what?—four, five, six

Premiers of Ontario? And you see what's

happening in our government. And this is

where our Premier is really being used^
the Committee on Government Productivity.

You see, that's essentially what Cronyn
conveyed to me. It wasn't the tragedy of

his lying. It wasn't the lack of moral fibre

on his part. It was the fact that here was
the man that was restructuring government
in Ontario; who was saying: "This is the

appropriate way to respond to the needs of

the people." This man who created these

superministers, these "switchboards"-1 think

the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-
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velopment, characterized himself in the Ot-

tawa Citizen as a switchboard who goes on

and off at the public will. Now, this is what

Cronyn has done to it. I want to point out

to you that—

Mr. Reid: Turn him off.

Mr. Bullbrook: -in 1966 there were 195

bills put through this legislative assembly;
and 44 per cent of those bills were referred

to standing committee, where the public
could become involved. Last year—nine per

cent. From 44 per cent.

You can see the progression if you look at

it. The whole system is being atrophied by

people like Cronyn. They are the people we
have to be afraid of. If anything comes out

of this report that is really important it is the

fact that we can't let Cronyn take over the

responsibility of the elected officials.

We can't have him say, "I have lunch

with Darcy twice a week," and go on the

hoard of Union Gas and apply for a rate

increase where that very minister is respon-
sible for the rate increase. We can't have that

type of incestuous advantage go on to the

detriment of the public of Ontario and have

them literally thumb their noses at my col-

league, the member for Lambton. Whether I

always agree with him or not, he is elected

by the people of Lambton and he stands

those people in good stead and John Cronyn
couldn't wipe his shoes. Yet our Premier is

being used for that type of irresponsible dis-

regard for the people of Ontario and their

responsibility.

That is what comes through to me more
than anything else in this report and that is

why I am happy I am a member of the

committee. When we said to ourselves, "Do

nothing further," perhaps we were wrong.
But I tell you, the question of a conspiracy
to suppress evidence is not one tittle to the

question of John Cronyn's attitude towards

this assembly and what COGP is doing to

this process.

If I seem inflammatory, I apologize, but

that is what comes through to me more than

anything else. I ask you to consider that. I

ask you to consider that we have attempted,
in writing this report, to undertake our re-

sponsibility with the degree of temperance
that should be there.

Much more could have been said about

Gathercole and Candy and the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission. Goodness gracious, we
could have crucified them, because they cru-

cified themselves. Much more could have

been said about Moog and the methods he

undertook in connection with his contract.

We didn't.

We attempted, as I say, to do our job. We
have been criticized for it, and I think with
some justification on the part of the press,

but may I say this to you, that in closing I

consider the one thing that we must keep in

mind is that this is an appropriate function

for members of a select committee. We cannot

permit the government to continually slough
off select committees in looking into snow-
mobiles. As much as they might be important,
this really is where the process works and it

worked because of the ability and the malle-

ability of the members of the committee
itself.

Mr. Speaker, I had intended frankly to go
further in connection with the question of the

Hydro-Electric Power Commission because I

was vitally concerned with it. I frankly don't

care what happens. Frankly, I am inclined

to agree with the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party. It's a redundancy. They are

gone. To call for their resignation is a re-

dundancy. They are tragic people who just

weren't able to understand their responsi-
bilities.

Mr. Gathercole, a man who has been given
approval in comment here in the Legislature

really is nothing more than a public relations

vehicle. That was obvious during the course

of the giving of his evidence. The senior

administration of Hydro in my opinion are

able people. If they have something that

doesn't commend them to me, it is the fact

that they themselves are a party to this type
of response to the Legislature.

Were I Mr. Gordon, I would read this re-

port tomorrow and recognize that in one
fashion this committee was direct and inci-

sive: It is said that those people who mislead

the Legislature must be censured and they
must be censured. Somebody misled the

Legislature; there is no way to divert your-
self or deflect yourself from that conclusion.

I close by saying this to my colleague
from Simcoe Centre. The Leader of the Op-
position asked a question about the competi-
tion. On Dec. 14, the Premier of Ontario

replied as follows with respect to the com-

petition.

All were carefully analyzed and dis-

cussed with each developer individually.

That is not misleading. There is nothing mis-

leading about that. That is total untruth,

completely taken out of cloth.

The fact of the matter is that the evidence

was that there never was a competition.
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Moog had an advantage throughout. The par-
ticular criteria that were established were
established in a deductive process to act as

a rationale and an apologia for the selecting

of Canada Square.

Somebody lied to us; somebody used our

Premier to lie to the House. As one member
of the committee, I am going to continue to

question until somebody is censured. I think

it is the public relations people. I really do.

I think it is the public relations people at

Ontario Hydro. I think they regard their

responsibility as one of putting Hydro in the

best light possible.

They had better understand that we'll not

tolerate that any more. When the Premier of

Ontario rises in his place to answer questions
to members of the Legislature, he wants to

convey the truth. We are not going to per-
mit him to be used in that way in the future.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I will open in

much the same vein as the member for Samia

closed, to say to the member for Simcoe
Centre that his defence of the indefensible

was pitiful and the position that he put for-

ward on behalf of the commissioners of

Hydro was unacceptable. Were he to be

honest, he would stand in his place and say
that the Hydro commission acted without due
consideration for the facts or that it wasn't

given the facts and therefore acted in a

vacuum. Those are the only two conclusions

that one can draw from the evidence that was
presented before the committee during its

hearings: either George Cathercole didn't

tell the Hydro commission what was going
on at the management level of Hydro or

the Hydro commission was incapable of

understanding the significance of what was

happening and therefore came to conclusions

that were totally false and erroneous.

I can't help thinking, as I look back over

the evidence of the various people who ap-

peared before the committee, that in a num-
ber of instances—not the least of which was
the one in which one of the Hydro commis-
sioners had brought to his attention the ir-

regularities which one of the developers felt

were being carried on—the Hydro commission
was apprised of the facts and the situation

surrounding those facts and it failed to act.

I want to say without singling out any Hydro
commissioner that the Hydro commission in

itself has proven what some of us felt over

the years, that it didn't have any useful

function to perform and that which it did

perform it performed rather unwieldly and
unwell.

I suggest, as I look back over the numbers
of times that they appeared before the gov-
ernments commission committee and put for-

ward all of the great, long diatribe of how
they understood how Hydro operated, that

they were simply having us and that they
didn't have any direct knowledge of the

operation of Hydro whatsoever. I would
think that were it not for the fact that the

Hydro commission is on the way out that

some appropriate action would necessarily
have to be taken.

In Scottish law, there are three decisions

that can be reached in result to any case

appearing. The three decisions are guilty, not

guilty and not proven. Throughout much of

the hearing, as one might expect, we had to

concur or to find something which would
leave us in a position of making the decision

between guilty or not guilty, because we
don't have the benefit of coming out with
the decision not proven. I happen to think in

looking over the evidence, that a great deal

of what came before us wasn't proven, rather

than having been exonerated, or having been
found to be wrong.

I want to talk, basically, about the public
mood, about the effect that hearings, such
as the one that we have just had, have on the

public's attitude towards politics and towards

politicians. We are speaking at a very un-

usual time because I doubt, looking back

through history, there has ever been a time

when the public's view of politicians has

been so low. I doubt if, looking back through
history, you can find an occasion when the

public has, with justification, had such a

very jaundiced view of the actions of poli-
ticians.

Every time they turn on the television they
view Watergate. If it isn't Watergate, it's

some other gate. They are watching Agnew
resign. They are listening to the Conserva-

tive Party receiving funds from Fidinam.

They are hearing about conflicts of interest

among members of governments.

They are justified in asking the question
are there any honest people left in politics?
I can't help but feel that that question is

one which we in this Legislature are going
to have to work pretty damn hard at to try
to answer in the affirmative, because the

public view at this point is very much col-

oured by what has happened.

I want to deal with five or six points that

flow from the Hydro commission and from

the Hydro committee. I want, first, to deal
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with the involvement of the Premier, because

that's obviously one of the matters that is

of primary concern to the Conservative Party,
and of primary concern to all of us, but more
of concern to the Conservative Party. This

was evident throughout the hearings. In my
view the hearings were very much coloured

by making sure that the evidence that came
before the committee was evidence as factual

as it could be but, hopefully, evidence which
would clear the Premier of any wrong-doing.

I don't think for a moment that any one

of us expected on the day that the committee
was established that there would suddenly

appear before us evidence of a telephone
call, evidence of a letter or evidence of a

discussion, which would have linked the

Premier directly with Hydro or, for that

matter, linked the Premier directly with any-
one who put any pressure on Hydro to accept
Canada Square's proposal. In fact, I would
have been very surprised if that had hap-

pened.
I can't help feeling—and I confess this to

you—that as a politician, and an opposition

politician, from the political point of view

it would have been very advantageous for

us if that had been there; but we didn't

expect to find it and we didn't find it. Because

we didn't find it, we necessarily therefore

had to come to the conclusion, written on

page 2 of the report, which says:

Although the Premier was aware of the

approach by Hydro to Moog as at August,
1971, and following, this committee finds

that Premier Davis took no steps nor gave

any direction to anyone which in any way
assisted Canada Square to successfully

negotiate a contract with Ontario Hydro.

That conclusion was based entirely on the

evidence that appeared before us.

My leader raised a point that has to be

considered. It has to be considered because

in my view it is a factual point. The way that

politics operates in the Province of Ontario

doesn't require, nor has it ever required, that

there be any direct communication from any-
one to anyone else in regard to decisions that

are made. Hydro never for one moment
would have expected the Premier of the

Province of Ontario to call up and say, "My
friend Gerry is in the game, make sure he

gets a fair shot."

Hydro would have expected only to have

heard from the Premier if he were going to

speak in the negative, rather than the affirma-

tive. Hydro said so. They asked the Premier

for his views. They didn't get them. They
didn't get them because the Premier by his

own admission said that the decision is in

fact Hydro's decision.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Not admission,

statement.

Mr. Deans: I'm sorry, by his own state-

ment. The Premier should have heard me

through. By his own statement the Premier

said that the decision that Hydro reached

was its decision and that he would have

been involved only had he felt it not to be

in the interests of the province or the gov-
ernment for Hydro to have proceeded. There-

fore, when Hydro received no communica-

tion from the Premier, they assumed that he

understood what they were doing and that

he acquiesced or agreed with the way that

they were doing it.

I can only assume, from the evidence, that

Hydro assumed that the Premier of the prov-

ince had sufiicient knowledge, by virtue of a

communication between themselves and him,

that he was able to come to a decision wheth-

er or not they should proceed.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't mean to inter-

rupt but there was no such evidence.

Mr. Deans: Well, there is. There is evi-

dence to the effect that they asked for the

assistance of the Premier. They asked wheth-

er or not he agreed with a course of action

that they proposed. There was no return

answer.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No.

Mr. Deans: The Premier says no. Is the

Premier shaking his head no and telling me
that the letter, in which they asked whether

or not they should proceed through Govern-

ment Services in order to determine whether

or not the contract proposals that they had

were useful, worthwhile and should be pro-

ceeded with, was not a request by Hydro
for approval?

Mr. Bullbrook: The procedural ball was

rolling.

Mr. Deans: Of course, it was a request for

approval.

Mr. Bullbrook: Remember?

Mr. Deans: The fact that there was no

negative answer left the impression that the

Premier was aware of the way that the

operation was proceeding and that he ap-

proved.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That is not what the

member's colleague said this afternoon.
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Mr. Deans: My colleague is entitled to

draw whatever conclusions he wants to draw
from the evidence as he saw it. I sat through
the hearings. I drew that conclusion. I say
that i support the statement in the report
which says: "The committee finds that

Premier Davis took no step nor gave any
direction to anyone." The fact is he wasn't

required to because the game is played a

different way. That's the situation.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That is just not so.

Mr. Deans: The Premier is required only
to involve himself when the answer is

negative.

Mr. Mcllveen: The member is getting
melodramatic.

Mr. Deans: That has been proven out in

the evidence and I say this to the Premier

now. Nevertheless, I don't doubt for a

moment that there was no communication
to Hydro. But I never could find out exactly
what Hydro did think the Premier knew. I

don't think they understood either exactly
how involved or not involved he was in the

whole project. It could well be that he knew

nothing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That is the hon. member's
best assessment of the evidence.

Mr. Deans: Okay, it could well be that

the Premier knew nothing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And the member's col-

league said that I should have known

nothing.

Mr. Deans: Well, my colleague drew that

conclusion. That's my colleague's preroga-
tive. He, like I, was elected to the Legisla-
ture. He, like I, was appointed to the com-
mittee. And he, like I, is entitled to draw
whatever conclusions he wants to draw. Okay?

Mr. Mcllveen: He's got the brains, though.

Mr. Deans: That may be—but only in this

situation. And there is one thing evident

from what the hon. member is saying, that he
wonders.

Beyond that, if my friend would argue
about the validity of that position, let me
go back and say that Hydro were very con-

cerned that they might get the same nega-
tive response that they got from the Premier's

predecessor. They didn't want that. When
they didn't get that, they assumed it was

okay to proceed. Is that fair? That's fair. And
that's what I said, that that's the way the

game is played.

Whatever they thought the Premier knew
was their business; and they obviously

thought, from the discussions they had and
the fact that they asked for the involvement

of the goverrmient, that it didn't want to be
involved and therefore they could proceed as

they wanted to proceed.

Nevertheless, there are some real problems
surrounding what took place. I was very upset
—and other members have expressed the same
view—by the actions of the Premier's friend, I

was disturbed, annoyed, aggravated, if you
like, by the fact that this person, who is a

close friend of the Premier's, obviously used
his relationship with the Premier to further

his own ends, to gain advantage. I say that

this is wrong, that this is something which the

Premier of the Province of Ontario cannot

afford.

Let me get back to the beginning with

Hydro, because I have a view of how these

things happen too. From reading the evidence

and putting it together I imagine what took

place is this: When Ken Candy went to see

Gerhard Moog, as Candy has written in his

memo, Mr. Moog stated that he was going
to Germany with the Premier as a financial

adviser, and that he was going there to assist

in the finding of additional funds for the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Moog went to Europe. That was said.

I agree that that was false, but it was said.

Mr. Moog then returned from Europe, and
he presented to Mr. Candy the prospectuses
from the various banks that he had attended.

At that point, Mr. Candy accepted that Mr.

Moog was in Europe with the Premier, be-

cause he was, and that he was a financial ad-

viser, because here were the prospectuses to

prove that he had been—

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I must point
out to the hon. member that the resolution

that is now being debated included therein

that the debate would continue, if necessary,

until the time of the adjournment of the

House. We have now reached the time of

the adjournment of the House.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, since I have

obviously not completed, I ask the unanimous

consent of the House to proceed beyond
10:30.

Mr. Renwick: Will the government move
a motion to extend the debate?

Mr. BuUbrook: Yes, government motion.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the hour of

debate go beyond the hour of 10:30.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: In view of the rotation

of speakers that has taken place today, pos-

sibly with the consent of the House we would
then have one final speaker and conclude the

debate.

Mr. BuIIbrook: May I say that the House
leader won't get the consent to that type of

equation from the Liberal Party. We will

continue with the debate as long as any col-

league or any member of this House wishes

to join in the debate. If the government wants

to make a motion to extend the hours, we
certainly will support that motion, but we
will accept no fettering of the ability of any-

body who hasn't spoken to speak if he wants.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, speaking to the

motion, I would like to see the hour extended.

I have some comments to make, which I think

will require an answer from one of my col-

leagues in the Legislature. I would like very
much that he have the opportunity to answer,
and because of that I would like the debate

extended beyond only two speakers.

Mr. Cassidy: What about tomorrow?

Mr. Renwick: Let's have a normal extension

and get it over with.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Would the House leader

consider that request?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I am prepared to con-

sider that, Mr. Speaker, if I could have some

—you know, I told you earlier in the session

that I don't want the House to sit around here

all night any more, and I was sincere in that.

If we could perhaps have some indication of

how far we would go-

Mr. BuIIbrook: I will give the House leader

an indication on behalf of this party. May I

say to the House leader, Mr. Speaker, we
were speaking outside, and it was my under-

standing that if it were to be a question of

unanimous consent, he felt there might not

be unanimous consent on the government
benches. Now that has changed; we under-

stand the rules now appropriately to be that

government moves for the extension of this

debate. We are prepared to acquiesce in that,

but we cannot possibly acquiesce in the fet-

tering of anybody's right to speak on this

motion. That's all.

If he will go ahead with that, fine. We
want to listen to the Premier, the Minister of

Energy and anybody else who wants to speak.
We have three speakers.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's fine; I'm glad.
Thank you very much.

Mr. Speaker. I refuse to accept the state-

ment that was made by the hon. member. If

he is going to divulge our personal conversa-

tions, that's fine, but never at any time did
I say it would be a government member that

would not give consent. I did not say that

to the member at any time. Now I would ask

that the motion be accepted and the debate

proceed.

Mr. Speaker: Well, I would like some clari-

fication as to what the motion actually is.

Mr. BuIIbrook: To sit beyond 10:30.

Mr. Speaker: The motion then is to extend

the sitting hours beyond 10:30.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I'm sorry I didn't

notice it was 10:30 or I would have taken

the appropriate action earlier.

I want to say then that what I saw hap-

pening was that Mr. Moog then had set the

stage. He arrived back from Europe, com-

plete with his portfolio of banking informa-

tion, and he presented it to Ken Candy.
Ken Candy then accepted at face value the

position put forward by Mr. Moog, that he

was a financial adviser to the government; he

had the proof of it. And by that very act

Hydro's guard went down.

The legitimacy of Gerhard Moog had been

established, and Gerhard Moog from that

point on had the inside track. He got the

inside track by telling something to the Hydro
commission which was untrue, and therefore,

from that point on. Hydro didn't question
him nearly suflBciently about his dealings or

the way he intended to operate.

There were times during the negotiations
when Mr. Moog, on behalf of Canada Square,

quite obviously was reneging on the contract.

There were times that, had it been anyone
else and anyone who hadn't established such

a fine, creditable rating with Hydro, that con-

tract would have been halted. But the fact is

that by using the Premier and by establishing
himself early in the game, Gerhard Moog was

able to eft'ect a better contract with Hydro
and to achieve the inside track in the whole

negotiation and thereby ended up with the

contract. That is despicable, and he did it by
virtue of something that wasn't true.

We find that Mr. Moog did a lot of things

during the negotiations. Not only did he use

his friendship with the Premier but Mr. Moog
purported to Hydro to have all kinds of con-
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nections outside of Canada for fund-raising
at a lower interest rate, and this proved to

be untrue. And Mr. Moog on a number of

occasions suggested to Hydro other terms
within the contract which would be satisfac-

tory to them; in fact, he encouraged them to

continue with the negotiations, only to find

in the ultimate moments of resolving the dis-

pute between the two, that he wasn't pre-

pared to live up to them.

I can only conclude that the reason that

Gerhard Moog still had the contract at the

date of signing was because the Hydro had

gone so far and believed that the relationship
between Moog and the Premier was suflB-

ciently strong that it was in their best interest

to continue. I draw that conclusion and I

believe it.

And Hydro doesn't come out of this lily-

white because Hydro was completely incom-

petent in its dealings with Moog. Hydro was
sucked in, in its dealings with Moog. Hydro
didn't go about securing the best contract.

The questions that were asked by the com-
mittee in the early going tell the tale. And
the questions are as follows:

(1) Are the terms of the agreement as they
affect Ontario Hydro financially and economi-

cally sound?

I think it is fair to draw the conclusion
that no one knows; that you can't answer that

question at this time, and you won't be able
to answer that question for a number of

years, and by that time the thing will all be
dead and gone.

(2) Does the agreement provide benefits
and advantages which justify the decision to
abandon previous plans for the construction
of a building owned and financed by Ontario

Hydro?
I think a reasonable person, looking at the

evidence, would conclude in the affirmative,

yes, that is probably true.

(3) Did Hydro take all steps necessary to

obtain competitive proposals?

And on that I halt. The answer is un-

equivocally no. Hydro did not take all steps.
In fact, Hydro took no steps to ensure that
it would obtain competitive proposals. So the
answer to No. 3 is no.

(4) Did Mr. George Gathercole; members
of the Ontario Hydro-Electric Power Com-
mission; the chief architect of Ontario Hydro;
and the members of the staff of Ontario

Hydro, or any of them, in any way, have
their judgement respecting the agreement for

the new oflBce building affected by any con-
sideration other than what was in the best

interests of Ontario Hydro and the people of

Ontario?

The answer to that is two-barrelled: there

was no doubt in their minds as they oper-
ated that they thought that what they were

doing was in the best interests of Hydro but,

bearing in mind the fact that they had been
conditioned by Gerhard Moog's friendship
and so-called financial expertise right from

day one, they were obviously influenced by
that factor, and that factor undermined much
of what they did.

And this is evident in the evidence. They
were well aware throughout the negotiation

period—those people who were directly in-

volved—they were well aware throughout the

negotiation period of the relationship between
the Premier and Mr. Moog. They were well

aware of Mr. Moog's claims to financial ex-

pertise. They were well aware that Mr. Moog
had travelled with the Premier to Europe,
and that factor in itself was a factor in the

determination of whether or not they should

proceed with negotiations with Canada

Square and, because of that, I would say to

No. 4 that, in fact, there was another con-

sideration, though they perhaps didn't even
realize it themselves.

(5) Was the agreement of a nature of such

importance that Ontario Hydro should have
submitted it for consideration on a policy
basis to the minister reporting for Hydro?

Well, the claim is made that there is no

requirement. But Hydro thought it was of

sufficient importance that it should have sub-

mitted it on a policy basis. Hydro thought
that when it wrote the letter to the Premier.

And the committee think, as they've stated,

that there should have been an avenue

whereby Hydro would have been answerable
to and in communication with the govern-
ment in order to determine whether or not

the contract which it was about to sign was
in the best interests of Hydro. And, there-

fore, the answer to that I would think is yes,
that it should have discussed the matter with

the government, regardless of what the gov-
ernment believes to be the appropriate way
to do business, because Hydro itself was
worried. And Hydro wanted to have govern-
ment give it assistance and the government,

frankly, refused and reneged, and the govern-
ment did not live up to its responsibilities to

govern in the Province of Ontario.

(6) Who was the person who alleged that

there was a warning delivered by someone to

one of the unsuccessful bidders that if he
did not be quiet he would never get another

government contract?
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Well, that posed a lot of problems for us.

Because then you go to the next one: Was
such a warning, in fact, ever delivered? And,

finally: If such a warning was delivered, by
whom and to whom was it delivered?

Well, we know who got the warning, if

there was a warning. We know who that was.

We know that Don Smith got the warning, if

one can call what happened a warning. And
we know from the evidence that John Cronyn
was the one who called Don Smith and spoke
to him about what he should or shouldn't say
with regard to his upset condition.

Whether that was a warning or not, who's

to tell? Between two people, it is difficult to

try to understand what is in one man's mind
and what another man receives. But there

is no question that John Cronyn called Smith
and it was to John Cronyn that Smith was

referring. And if there was a warning or a

threat, it was delivered by Cronyn to Smith.

But only Smith and Cronyn will ever know
whether that was a warning or a threat or

whether it was simply fatherly advice.

But you have got to stop and wonder
about it because throughout the period when
Smith was attempting to put some pressure
on the government or on Ontario Hydro,
Cronyn stayed very much aloof, so he

claimed. Cronyn didn't get involved though
Smith asked for his assistance. Cronyn didn't

get involved though Smith asked for his

advice. Cronyn didn't get involved though
Smith wrote to him and asked him directly
whether or not he could be of assistance to

him, either by way of advice or by action.

And yet, at a moment when the pressure was
on and yet there were rumours in the halls,

Cronyn then called Smith.

Was it a warning? Or was it a threat?

Well, I'll let you draw your own conclusions.

But it was out of character, assuming that

what was said by Mr. Cronyn under oath

was true, that he never involved himself in

the matter all the way through the process;
that he didn't think it appropriate; that he

didn't think it right.

Okay, if he didn't think it right, then how
did he finally come to the conclusion—on the

day when the government was beginning to

ask questions, when the halls were beginning
to buzz, when reporters were starting to listen

at keyholes—how did he suddenly decide then

that it was appropriate to call? Well, if it was
a warning or a threat or just a bit of good
commonsense advice from a friend, I don't

think we will ever know that. But we could

draw conclusions. And I think we all have

to draw our own. But we have to draw them
on the strength of the evidence.

In any event, those were the answers to

the questions; the answers to the questions
as I saw the answers. And I think the answers

to the questions are not terribly out of line

with the answers that the committee finally

decided upon.
And I want to say about the committee

that the decisions that we came to weren't

easy decisions. And nobody can sit here who
wasn't on the committee and try to imagine
the agonizing that went on in that com-
mittee in coming to the conclusions we came
to. And no one can sit here and say, "I under-

stand how tough it was," because you don't

understand how tough it was unless you were

in the room and doing the battle. The saw-

oflF that took place was always toughly nego-
tiated. Quite often, the decisions we arrived

at were not decisions that everyone neces-

sarily concurred in wholeheartedly but, in an

effort to get a report that would be received

and understood, not fragmented, that had a

positive thrust to it, the committee to a man
worked to try to achieve unanimity. In all

but one instance we did achieve it.

It doesn't necessarily mean that we all

drew exactly the same conclusions from the

evidence. Nor does it mean that we all neces-

sarily agreed on everything that was in the

evidence. What it does mean is that we

agreed on what was to go into the report
and what was to be said.

Then we turned to the contempts and

there were two matters that worried me; two

matters over which I became extremely upset.

One was the contempts and I want to talk

about them for a moment.

I see the contempts a little differently. I

don't think all the contempts are the same.

I didn't consider that the contempt displayed

by John Cronyn when he contrived with his

colleague to withhold evidence was the same
as the contempt of Gerhard Moog who refused

on the advice of his lawyer to give evidence.

They are vastly different because on the

one hand there was a conscious decision by
a person in high government oflSce—who
should have known the responsibility that

he had to the Legislature—who contrived

with another person to withhold evidence

from the committee because the evidence

was going to be damaging to him; not only
to him but the evidence was going to refer

to people in government. Now you can draw

your own conclusions but I drew mine.

I came to the conclusion that the reason

they attempted to withhold it was because
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there were people referred to in the letter

and they didn't want them publicly exposed
at that point. They didn't seem to understand

that another name in the hopper by that

point wouldn't have made any difference.

But Cronyn stood with Smith and decided

that the letter would not be brought for-

ward and it was not brought forward—nor

would it have been brought forward had it

not been for the manner and the tenacity of

the counsel for the committee.

Of the three other people who were in-

volved in that particular problem, the one
of the letter, one can look at Mrs. Shuttle-

worth. The member for Sarnia, on her first

occasion before the committee, thought that

she probably should have been made a com-
missioner of Hydro. Well she probably
wouldn't have done any worse than the ones

who were there, but the fact of the matter

is that Mrs. Shuttleworth was a party to the

decision of those two people to withhold

evidence from the committee. But she was an

employee of one and may well have thought
that her job was on the line. She may well

have thought she was doing her boss a

favour. She may not have recognized the sig-

nificance of what she was doing and that has

to be considered if we deal with the con-

tempts.

The other was an employee also of Smith
and he may well not have recognized the

significance of what he was doing because he
wasn't present when the decision was made
not to bring the evidence before the com-
mittee.

The third was the lawyer representing
them. The lawyer knew the significance and
the lawyer agonized over it and the lawyer
finally came forward—but the lawyer under-

stood the significance of what he was doing.

I have got to say that I view the contempt
of John Cronyn—not because he is John
Cronyn, because I had never heard of John
Cronyn before I got to the select committee
—I view his contempt differently from the

way I view the contempt of the other three

and I view Smith's contempt equally with
that of Cronyn's.

I say if there is to be any decision of the

Legislature dealing with the contempts, the

members must consider the position of the

people who were in contempt in addition to

considering the magnitude of the contempt
itself. The members must consider whether a

man who has acted on behalf of the govern-
ment and is, in fact, a government official is

to be allowed to completely destroy the legis-

lative process—or attempt to—and to act in a

manner that is, to say the least, illegal and

to get off scot-free.

My leader says he must apologize before

he should ever be considered for government
work again. I want to go a little further; he

must apologize, certainly; I don't really want
to send him to jail. I can't see any point to it.

But if that is the wish of the members, then

I suppose that's where he goes. I don't like

to send anybody to jail, but I'm going to tell

you this: I know people who went to jail for

far less contempt than that. I know people
who went to jail because they dared to walk

on a picket line when an ex-parte injunction

was in force.

There was no caring; there was no thought
of them or their families. There was no con-

sideration for their position. There was no

consideration given for whether or not there

should be a little leniency shown, recogniz-

ing that, really, all they were doing was stand-

ing up for what they considered to be their

rights.

They weren't trying to steal anything. They
weren't trying to hide anything. They
weren't trying to subvert the law in any way.

They were simply standing up for their rights

and they went to jail.

So bear that in mind when you are con-

sidering whether a man who conspires to

withhold evidence from the Legislature should

be considered the same as a man who simply

walked on a picket line and went to jail.

That was an argument I used in the com-

mittee and I finally agreed that because it

would be extremely difficult to separate out

the contempts and to deal with them, one

by one, that it might be better to let the

whole thing go. But I'll be honest with you,

it there were to be a motion to have them

heard one by one and judgment made on

whether or not the contempt has to be dealt

with in whatever way, I think 1 could sup-

port that motion. Because I think that in

some cases the contempt should be dealt with.

Now, if we look at George Finlayson and

Gerhard Moog as they appeared before the

committee, tempers were fraying. But why
were tempers fraying? Tempers were fraying

because George Finlayson obviously was bent

on making sure that the committee didn't

operate properly.

Mr. Renwick: Calculated.

Mr. Deans: George Finlayson arrived in

the committee representing Mr. Moog, as

his second solicitor—third, I believe.

Mr. Renwick: Second.
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Mr. Deans: He arrived as a second solicitor.

He arrived after the committee had begun
and he arrived with the preconceived notion

that he was above the committee and that

he would deal with the committee in what-

ever way he felt. He showed the same con-

tempt for the committee that John Cronyn
showed and he arrived there and he was hell

bent on making sure the committee made no

progress.

He refused to co-operate with the counsel

for the committee. He acted in a manner
for which, had he been before a judge he
would have been in

jail today. But he

thought he could get away with it. On that

one day, on a Tuesday, he finally stepped
over his boundaries and he said, well, he's

not going to allow his witness, his client

to give evidence that day.

Who the hell does George Finlayson think

he is? We asked him not to take that posi-

tion because he was forcing us, the com-

mittee, into a position that we didn't want
to be forced into. He refused to reconsider.

When the position was put to Moog that he

ought to disregard that suggestion of his

solicitor because he was putting himself in

a very diflBcult position—a position the com-
mittee didn't want to be placed in—he
refused.

I personally asked, on that day, in that

committee, George Finlayson and Gerhard

Moog to think again about it because we
were being forced into a position that we
didn't want to be in and they refused. It

wasn't once. It wasn't twice. It was three or

four times that they were asked to consider

the position they were putting themselves in

and the position they were putting us in,

and they simply said, "Too bad; just who
are you anyway?" As Mr. Finlayson pointed
out to me, who was I to give him advice?

Okay, I don't care. But I'll keep it in

mind should you draw him up before the

bar. Maybe now he'll find out. I don't know,
I think the contempts probably have to be
dealt with. How they are to be dealt with. I

don't know either. I don't know whether the

House can deal with them and simply ad-

monish the people involved and make it

evident to them that they cannot, nor should

they ever again, act in the way that they
acted. If we can, then it should be done.

I say to you as I have said before, I am
a little reluctant to become involved in send-

ing people to
jail. I have never been there

myself yet.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Send Cronyn.
Send him now.

Mr. Deans: I want to return to the initial

theme and I won't be very long. As I say, the

public mood and the effect of what has gone
on in the Province of Ontario are grave. It's

extremely upsetting. The public is worried.

We were put in a position of having to deal

with a number of matters which I, quite

frankly, found quite distasteful. One of them
has lingered with me, and I want to raise it

here today, though I am not entirely happy
in doing it.

I wondered at the time that the matter of

Canada Square and Ontario Hydro was raised

in the Legislature about the lack of involve-

ment of my colleague from Downsview (Mr.

Singer). I wasn't aware of any relationship
between him and Canada Square during
that period. He is always very aggressive, and
in other similar matters he has acted very

forthrightly in the House. I was surprised
that he wasn't one of those who was leading
the attack.

I put it aside because I thought perhaps
in the situation within his own political party
it was perhaps advantageous for his leader to

be doing that work at that time, since he
is obviously involved in other matters of con-

cern to him at this point and it would be good
for him to gain publicity. I thought that was
the reason for it. I was surprised when the

involvement of the member for Downsview
with Canada Square became known to the

committee. Not only was I surprised, but I

then became concerned because it came to

mind that there had been on May 14 before

the private bills committee, a bill, the City of

Toronto bill, Pr 35. That bill, or some of the

content of that bill, I believe was related to

undertakings that normally would be of con-

cern to Canada Square.

At the time the bill came before the pri-

vate bills committee, the member for Downs-
view was acting on behalf of Canada Square
in contesting another matter with the city of

Toronto. In a letter dated July 31, 1973,

sent to Mr. G. T. Batchelor, city clerk, at

the city hall of the city of Toronto and signed

by the member for Downsview, he makes
reference to a previous letter about the same
matter on March 13, 1973. This matter was

related to building heights.

At the time that the City of Toronto bill

came before the private bills committee, there

was a clause dealing with demolition. It was

clause 11 which had some eight sub-clauses.

It is my view that had it not been for the very

strong and forceful argument of the member
for Downsview, the bill would have passed
the private bills committee. It is my view that

because of the argument put forward by the
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member for Downsview, some of his col-

leagues who were less informed or not as well
informed about the content of the bill were
influenced and voted against this section and
for its deletion, and the vote narrowly carried.

I believe that had the member for Downs-
view's relationship with Canada Square been
only a relationship for one matter, the matter

dealing with the corner of Eglinton and
Yonge, then he would not have had reason
to do other than to argue as he did under
section 11.

Well, I believe because he is on a retainer,
and that retainer is sufficiently wide in its

scope to require him to work on behalf of
Canada Square on any matter pertaining to
the city of Toronto and development-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): That's quite
wrong; quite wrong.

Mr. Deans: Well, that's the way I under-
stand it.

Mr. Singer: There's no evidence on that at

all. In fact, the evidence is the exact opposite.
Look at the transcript.

Mr. Deans: I said I was hoping the member
would get a chance to answer it.

Mr. Singer: Yes.

Mr. Deans: But that the retainer is wider
in its scope than just dealing with one matter.

Mr. Singer: No.

Mr. Deans: Well, that's what we were told.

Mr. Singer: No, the member was not.

Mr. Deans: Okay, fine. I believe that to be
the case.

Mr. Singer: The member is wrong.

Mr. Deans: I believe that to be the case.

Nevertheless—

Mr. Cassidy: There is evidence in the re-

port, too.

Mr. Deans: I want to say that I think that
the two matters are related, though not iden-
tical. I believe that the member for Downs-
view had an obhgation to disclose to the com-
mittee that he was, in fact, on a retainer for
a developer who could stand to gain from
having the clause deleted; or, conversely,
could stand to lose by having the clause pas-
sed. He had an obligation to say that to the
committee while he was arguing. It would
have made no diflFerence to the force of the

argument, but while he was arguing on prin-

ciple—a principle which he will claim he has

argued before, and which I don't dispute-
he was, in fact, also arguing a point which a
client of his stood to gain from. And I want
to say that that led me to have a great deal

of difficulty in trying to find a way to solve

the problem of the involvement of the mem-
ber for Downsview with Canada Square and
his non-involvement in the debate in the

Legislature.

I was asked whether or not I thought that

there was an attempt by Mr. Moog to buy
the silence of the member for Downsview.
I don't think so. I think he was involved long
before that. And therefore I am not suggest-

ing that that is so. But I do suggest that be-

cause of the involvement, the member did

have an obligation to tell the committee of

that involvement and to explain the reason

for the argument. I found it distasteful and I

still do, but I wouldn't rest unless I had said

it. And I ask the member to make whatever
comment he wishes in regard to it in order to

refute it, rebut it, or to put me on the right

track, which I honestly hope he is able

to do.

In closing, as a member of that committee
I say this: the committee worked hard and
the conclusions the committee came to were
honest conclusions based on evidence.

The conclusions are not necessarily all-

encompassing.

I believe that the commissioners of Ontario

Hydro did not act properly. I believe that

Gerhard Moog used the Premier. I believe the

Premier should be more careful from here on
in on who he chooses for his close buddies;

because you can never tell when the next

one is coming along.

I want to say that if we don't take some
action to clear up the matters of political

donations, we are going to be faced with

other problems in the future related to major
manufacturers and major developers involv-

ing themselves in supporting political parties

—probably ours included. We should, there-

fore, have some action, both on the matters

contained in the report and on the matters

of financing of political campaigns.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Downsview.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, somewhere along
the line it was reasonably obvious to me, and
I think to any observer of the political scene

here in Ontario, that I would participate in

this debate. I do so, particularly at this

point, because of the remarks, first of the

member for Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor) and
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then the remarks of the hon. member for

Wentworth.

If I may pause for a moment and com-
ment briefly on the remarks from the hon.

member for Lakeshore, I am surprised and

disappointed in him, because his remarks, I

believe, were not based on any study of the

evidence. He may recall that I appeared be-

fore the committee voluntarily on Aug. 8 and

gave evidence for some five hours, Mr.

SDeaker. The transcript is there and it runs

through two volumes.

I would have thought that the member for

Lakeshore, being the meticulous man that he

is, would have at least read that evidence

before he made the remarks about me that

he did earlier in the evening. I'm disap-

pointed that he did. I don't think that they're

worthy of a reply because I don't think they're
borne out by any of the facts. I do believe

that the remarks made subsequently by the

member for Scarborough Centre are of suffi-

cient answer.

The remarks made by the member for

Wf'ntworth are somewhat different. He did

t'^ll me he was going to make those remarks.

He suggested that he make them before I

asked for the floor, which seemed reasonable,
so that I could replv to him in context of the

remarks that he made.

I suppose I had better give a bit more of

the background. I'm not going to give the

five hours of evidence that I gave before

the committee, Mr. Speaker, but the facts,

substantially, are these. Over a period of

some 13 years I had a solicitor-client rela-

tionship on a variety of matters with Mr.

Moog. The one which was the matter that

received the substantial publicitv commenced
on Aug. 23, 1972, and the details of that had
been spelled out at great length, as I say, in

the evidence and in the reports of the media.

I'm satisfied—not fust satisfied; there's no
doubt in my mind at all—that the member for

Wentworth is misinformed as to the nature
of the retainer, because I heard the sugges-
tion made in a similar way by another per-
son. I carefully went back, through not only
my own evidence but Moog's evidence, and
there is certainly no doubt that the retainer

relates only to the square block of land—

Eglinton-Berwick-Duplex; and the other street

I've forgotten
— it is the square block at

Eglinton and Yonge on the southwest comer.
It relates only to that. It was not a roving
retainer and relates only to that. There's

absolutely no question about that, and that is

repeated and it is in the evidence.

Mr. Shibley, for instance, in cross-examin-

ing Mr. Moog—and I'm going to quote three

or four things here. Mr. ShilDley—and this is

reported, pages 1882-1883 of the transcript—
in cross-examination of Mr. Moog:

Mr. Shibley: Now, Mr. Moog, it's very
clear that the retainer of Mr. Singer did

not, in fact, influence his approach to the

problem with which the committee is

concerned.

I think that's a very significant statement by
Shibley and is as objective a statement as I

could bring here. Mr. Shibley did say to me
personally that he was satisfied that my con-

nection with the Yonge-Eglinton block had

nothing to do with Hydro.
After I concluded my evidence, and that's

reported on pages 1749 to 1749-2, the chair-

man, in his remarks to me:

Mr. Chairman: Thank you very much,
Mr. Singer, for being present and giving
us such straightforward evidence so will-

ingly. Thank you, sir.

I don't think there was any suggestion from

any member of the committee or from counsel

or from anyone else—the House leader is

looking at me; I'm afraid now that I'm

started I'm going to be a while.

There was no suggestion from any mem-
ber of the committee, from counsel or from

anyone else that I had done anything less

than reveal all that was within my knowl-

edge. There was no claim of solicitor-client

privilege. There was no question of hiding

everything.

So there it was, Mr. Speaker, and I must

say that since July, 30, when I first spoke to

Mr. Shibley, up to and including today, I

have never been through a more difficult

period for myself.

I can, as most members know, delight in

making a speech in this Legislature. This

kind of speech gives me no great pleasure at

all, because while I can speak about other

things and other people, I find it very diffi-

cult to speak about myself in the manner
that obviously is required at this point in

time. But I'm going to because members have

put forward questions and I feel that I have
an obligation, the same obligation that took

me before the committee; the same obliga-
tion that made me reveal to Mr. Shibley
and subsequently to the whole committee all

I knew about this matter.

Some of the record has to be set substan-

tially straight. The hon. member for Went-
worth said he was surprised that I didn't take

part in the debate. That's a very loose phrase.
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Others have said, and Tm not going to

mention who they were, that I was silent;

or my silence—well a whole variety of

phrases. Those phrases weren't used by
members tonight. They have been used by
others on occasion.

I went through the Hansard of this

Legislature. Fascinatingly, the first time

this matter was raised was by my leader on
Dec. 1, 1972; and there was an answer

tabled, I think, subsequent to that by the

Premier on the last day of that sitting. Mem-
bers are probably more familiar with these

specific dates than I am. That's all that hap-
pened in the Legislature in 1972. One ques-
tion by my leader and an answer tabled on
the last day.

Subsequent to that—and the member uses

the word debate and I say he uses it loosely
but probably not deliberately; he uses it loose-

ly—subsequent to that there are one, two,
three, four, five, six times when this matter
was discussed in the Legislature up to and

including the afternoon of June 18.

The first occasion was a question by my
leader; a reply by the Premier and, I think,
the supplementary question by the hon.
leader of the NDP. The next day was Mar.
28: A question by my leader; reply by the
Premier. The next one, Apr. 30: In the

afternoon, a statement by the Premier and
references by my leader, the member for

Wentworth, the member for York South,
the member for Ottawa Centre and the mem-
ber for Riverdale.

That is the longest series of references that
were made, and those were all in question
periods. There was no debate on it at all. I

would suspect that Apr. 30—was that the

day the Premier said he was going to appoint
the committee? I think it was. I think Apr.
30 was, in fact, the day and that is the day
of the longest series of references.

Oh, there was in fact no debate, because
the sequence of events—and I think it is

important, Mr. Speaker, that members of
the House should refresh their memories
about this—the sequence of events was that
after the Globe and Mail wrote two very
critical articles, the Premier came into the
House, as a result of those articles at that
point of time, and said: "There will now be
an investigation by a select committee."

So that insofar as debate was concerned,
and I think that word is important, there
was, in fact no debate in this House; there
were those questions.

On May 1, there was a small questioning
period when the member for Brant (Mr.

R. F. Nixon), the Premier, the member for

Scarborough West and my colleague from

Sarnia participated, again very briefly. It is

all on one page or two pages. There were

slight references later on by the member for

Rainy River in a speech and my leader in a

speech and again by my leader. So, in fact,

there was no debate. The matter never came
on as an issue as such. There was a series of

questions, there were newspaper articles and

so on.

So I think the hon. member for Wentworth
is oversimplistic when he says that I did not

joins in the debate. After all, there are many,
many questions that come up in this House,
Mr. Speaker, and I do not join in on every

question. Nor is there any reason why I

should. Nor is there any particular reason

why I should be criticized if, in fact, I don't.

In most debates I do participate, but there

was no debate on this issue until today. This

is the only debate we have had in this House
on this issue. I think that is a very important

point.

Mr. Deans: An ill-chosen word.

Mr. Singer: Right. Well, it is very im-

portant to me that in this context the words

be chosen with substantial care, because

those words have great significance to me
and perhaps to some of the other people
who hear them. I accept the member's

phrase that it is an ill-chosen word, but I

think it is important that that understanding
be made abundantly clear.

Let me give members two other objective

views, really three. One comes from a

column written by Harold Greer that was

published in the Brantford Expositor on Sept.

26. He says this:

It was Nixon who raised the Hydro con-

tract as a political issue in the Legislature.

He did so after Singer had told him, and
the Liberal caucus, that he did legal work
for Moog. None of this, however, involved

Hydro or other government work. There
was nothing secret about it, since Singer
had appeared on behalf of Moog before

various municipal authorities concerning
another developer. In any event, it cer-

tainly had no silencing effect on the Liberal

pursuit of the Hydro matter.

I'm pleased to see that the hon. member for

Wentworth brought to the attention of the

House letters that I had written to the city

clerk, because this was part of the pubhc
knowledge of my role. This was part of

the public knowledge of my role.

Another comment by John Downing in the

Sun-
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Mr. Cassidy: The city clerk knew and the

member knew.

Mr. Singer: Oh, well.

Mr. Cassidy: Not everyone reads the min-
utes at city hall.

Mr. Singer: Well, the hon. member for

Ottawa Centre perhaps should just listen for

a moment, and pay a litde attention, and—

Mr. Foulds: As little as possible.

Mr. Singer: Well, that is par for him in any
event.

Mr. Cassidy: I am listening with great
attention.

Mr. Singer: Well then, just let me carry
on, if you would.

Mr. Cassidy: The member should let the
caucus know he was paid on a full retainer.

They didn't know that. That is different than

$1,000 or $2,000 a year work. There is a real

difference of substance there.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, as I was saying,
a second comment written by John Downing—

Mr. Cassidy: Answer the question.

Mr. Singer: To continue:

As for Singer's retainer, that is a bit of

a red herring. The media headlined it

when it came out in testimony this summer,
despite the fact that the fact that Singer
was doing legal work for Moog was re-

counted in the Sun months before. Not only
did I know it in May—[and that is Down-
ing talking] so would anyone who ever
read Moog's newspaper file. I saw Premier
Davis kid Singer about it across the floor

of the Legislature in May. There were

newspaper stories five years ago about that

—all about how Moog and ratepayers had
hired Singer to keep an apartment out of

their neighbourhood.
I appeared on many occasions before the

Municipal Board, before committees of coun-
cil and before other bodies. I wrote corre-

spondence which carried my name. So Mr.

Speaker, there was no eflFort to keep this

relationship secret in any way.
As I say, I am not going to go through

the five hours of evidence that I gave before
the committee, but let me turn immediately
to the question raised by the hon. member
for Wentworth. He expressed concern about
the role that I played in objecting to a clause

in the city of Toronto bill relating to demo-
lition. Let me refresh his memory again.

The square block in which I was involved

did not have any buildings on it to be demo-
lished. We were talking about the develop-
ment of undeveloped land; air rights over

and above the TTC.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): That
abolishes his argument, doesn't it?

Mr. Singer: So there was nothing there

that had to be demolished. The clause in the

city of Toronto bill related to demolition.

Now Mr. Speaker, those member who have
been in this House for any period of time

will know that in planning matters of this

kind, and in private bills brought forward

by various municipalities, I have always taken

the position—since 1959 when I first came
into this House—that government should be

by law and not by men. And when a bill is

brought before the House, whether as a

private bill or as a government bill, if the

discretion is left to pro tem decisions by
councils or by civil servants I have spoken
as strongly as I can against it. And that was
in fact what the city of Toronto bill said.

Now some people don't agree that I was

right, but that was my belief then. It still is

my belief. The city of Toronto was asking
for permission to hold up a demolition permit
for a building until they had decided that

what was going to be done to replace it was
suitable to them.

Mr. Cassidy: But the member made his

argument this time with a large undeclared

interest in a development firm, and that is

what make the difference.

Mr. Singer: If the hon. member for Ottawa
Centre wants to join in the debate he is cer-

tainly at liberty to do so, but let him do so

after I have finished.

Mr. Speaker, the suggestion that I—well let

me not get diverted. Let me finish with the

point made by the hon. member for Went-
worth.

I have objected to the bills brought in by
the Treasury because civil servants, in the

name of the minister, put on green belt plans,
and we voted against that bill. I spoke

against these freezing orders, without any

ability to the citizen affected to be able to

say: "What are the ground rules? How do

we deal with it? What are the appeals?" Now
that is the principle I followed through and
that is the principle on which I objected to

that clause in the city of Toronto bill; and
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that is the principle on which I would have
objected to that bill at any time, and should
it come back again in that form I will con-
tinue to object.

In other words, what I am saying, Mr.
Speaker, very simply-and the member for
Wentworth put it forward reasonably and
he deserves an answer and this is the answer
—it had no relationship to that retainer. I

had relationship only to my continuing belief,
because by my knowledge and experience in
this field, that law should determine what can
be erected; proper zoning bylaws, properly
passed, so that people can pick up a statute
or a bylaw and say this is what I can build;
and the determination as to what they can
build or what they can tear down is not
determined by the colour of their hair or
whether or not a particular council on a

particular day likes their project.

That is a principle I have long espoused
in this House and I shall continue to

espouse. I believe it very deeply. It's a point
of high principle and it had no relationship
to anything that involved the corner of Yonge
and Eglinton.

The question of declaration is an interest-

ing one too, Mr. Speaker, and the member
for Ottawa Centre was injecting that ques-
tion, if I understood him correctly. And I

puzzled about that. Hindsight is a very fasci-

nating thing. I just wonder if someone gets
up in the House one day and says what did
Mr. Jones do about so and so and it so hap-
pens that I am acting as a lawyer for Mr.
Jones, am I at that point under any obliga-
tion to stand up and say: "Hold on, I act for
Mr. Jones and I declare that I have a con-
flict and this is all the detail of it"?

I don't think that is my obligation, Mr.

Speaker. I don't think there is any such obli-

gation. I think I become in conflict when and
if there is a debate, a substantial debate, or

any debate, dealing with that man.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Singer: And at that point in time I

have an obligation, and I think there is a

very substantial diflFerence. I can't help but
feel, Mr. Speaker, that the interjections by
the member for Ottawa Centre are in fact
the kind of red herring that Downing was
talking about in the Sun. I can't help but feel
that other people who have attempted to
make this same point have done it for a rea-
son other than that they are worried of any
possible conflict.

Let me say, Mr. Speaker, I have been in
elected office for over 20 years now and I'm

proud of my record, both as a pohtician and
as a lav^yer. There is nothing that grieves me
more than to have to stand up and make this

kind of an explanation, because I know that

my conduct has been as it should be and I

have done nothing I am ashamed of. I hope
I've satisfied the kind of inquiry made by the

hon. member for Wentworth. I do not feel

that there is anything that deserves explana-
tion insofar as some of the other suggestions
that have been made are concerned.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, we
have had an interesting debate and I daresay
it's going to go on a little bit longer after I'm

through, but I will attempt to be brief.

I think it was just a week ago this after-

noon that I indicated to the House in reply
to a question from the leader of the New
Democratic Party that I didn't really feel it

was necessary, as a personal opinion, to de-

bate the report of the committee. My leader,
with his usual good sense, decided that it was

necessary, and I now find myself in complete
agreement wdth him because there have
been—

Mr. Foulds: The minister is almost as flex-

ible as he is.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There have been—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Infinitely flexible.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: There have been a

number of interesting points which have

emerged from the debate this afternoon and
this evening, and which perhaps deserve some
comment. I suppose one of the things that I

must comment on first—and I'm sorry he's not

here tonight—was what can only be described

as the conversion of St. Robert on the road

to Hydro or something along those lines. No
one in this House, to my knowledge, has been

more critical over the years of Ontario Hydro
and everything connected with it. Somebody
handed me a clipping this afternoon; it was

headed, "Hydro's All-Canada Reactor Plan

Called a Costly Blunder by Nixon." That was

just four years ago, and of course he has

lived to rue those words and to eat those

words. Today he went a step further. I don't

know who has gotten to him.

Mr. Lewis: George Gathercole.

Mr. Eaton: He lusts for power.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I really wonder, be-

cause today he said, if I am quoting him

correctly, that Mr. Gathercole is respected by
all electrical people all over the province. He
went on and said a few nice things—and it
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must have really hurt to say a few nice things
about Hydro.

That was an interesting point that emerged
this afternoon, that somebody—and I don't

know who it is—has gotten to the Leader of

the Opposition, and he is now seeing the

light that those of us on this side of the

House have seen for a long time, because we
are damned proud of Hydro and of the

people who work there.

Mr. W. Hodgson: The member for Sarnia

had better listen.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: If the debate has

accomplished nothing else, Mr. Speaker, if it

brought a Uttle light to the member for Brant,
then the debate has been worthwhile.

I want to repeat what I said the other day,
because five minutes after the report was re-

leased, as I recall—and I will come back to

this—the Leader of the Opposition went on
from there and called for the resignation of

Gathercole and Candy and he called for con-

tempt charges against Cronyn. That was five

minutes after, or briefly after, the report had
been released.

Today he returned to the same subject. He
called for the resignation of Mr. Gathercole

and all of the commission with the exception
of Mr. Muncaster.

I want to say what I said the other day,
that George Gathercole has served this prov-
ince with distinction, with honour and with

intelligence, and we on this side of the House
would agree completely with the member for

Riverdale and others who say we are not

about to make George Gathercole the scape-

goat arising out of this report, because we
don't think that way.

That is in the style of the Leader of the

Opposition. He is the greatest caller for

resignations of anybody I have ever known.
He succeeded once to my knowledge—and
that was personal—but he is continually call-

ing for resignations. I suppose the only other

success he has ever had has been me; other

than me would be the fact that a lot of

Liberal voters have resigned and are going
to continue to resign from the kind of irre-

sponsible leadership that he has been giving.

It is easy to say "resign" to George Gather-
cole. What constructive point did the leader
of that party—I am looking at the member for

Sarnia—what constructive thing did he say in

his remarks this afternoon? Nothing, to my
knowledge.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And the member for

Sarnia knows it is true.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The remarks of the

member for Rainy River and the remarks of

the member for Sarnia, as I read them, cen-

tred on the connection between Mr. Cronyn
and the Committee on Government Produc-

tivity, what he had done or what he had not
done in terms of his contempt or lack of

contempt in his attitude toward the com-
mittee, and what a terrible thing it was that

that man was associated in some way with
the reorganization of the government.

Mr. Reid: That is incidental.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh!

Mr. D. R. Timbrel! (Don Mills): Why did

the member raise it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: That was a point
that was made by him, and it was a point
that was strongly made by the member for

Sarnia.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It was the main thrust

of his argument.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The main thrust.

Mr. Reid: How would the minister know?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's right. We trust

the member's intelligence.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Now, I don't think

the members who spoke on that particular

subject have ever understood what the Com-
mittee on Government Productivity was all

about. It had to do with productivity; it

had to do with eflBciency; it had to do with
the organization of government. It had noth-

ing to do-

Mr. Reid: Don't change the subject. Was
he in contempt of the committee or wasn't

he? It doesn't matter who he was. He misled

that committee deUberately and conspired to

conceal—

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The Committee on
Government Productivity had nothing to do
—and it was exempt from their terms of

reference—they had nothing to do with this

Legislature or committees of the Legislature.
That was not part of their job and that was
the reason the Camp commission was ulti-

mately set up to look at the role of the

Legislature—and to draw in a red herring
that John Cronyn or any other member of

the Committee on Government Productivity
has some sort of contempt for a committee
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and therefore should dissociate himself com-

pletely from the very fine work which has

been done by the Committee on Government

Productivity-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I want to say some-

thing to the Leader of the New Democratic

Party, who said something about this in a

diflPerent way—I thought in a more thoughtful

way. He said—and I think I am quoting him

correctly—that Cronyn and others may have

thought this Legislature was irrelevant. No
one has talked more about the irrelevancy of

this Legislature than the Leader of the New
Democratic Party. And you know, it is some-

thing we have to face up to.

Mr. Reid; Talk about red herrings.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I am not condoning
John Cronyn or any member of the Com-
mittee on Government Productivity for not

having the greatest respect for the legislative

process. But I will tell you, you wonder. You

go out into this city and see how many
business people and how many leaders of

organized labour wonder what we do in here
and whether this is an eflBcient or a pro-
ductive way of doing our job.

It happens to be the way we think it

should be done and we think it can be done

better, and no one has agreed more than the
Leader of the New Democratic Party. And
that was the reason and is the reason Messrs.

Camp and Fisher and Oliver are sitting on
their deliberations but—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: And they are large
ones, in two cases at any rate.

Mr. Lewis: This is a bit of a red hering
itself—and that's why the minister chews up
his own words.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I simply point out to

the member that no one has talked more
about the irrelevance of the Legislature-

Mr. Lewis: Such as this Legislature.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —than the Leader of

the New Democratic Party, and it ill be-
hooves him then to say that someone like

Cronyn who works for the government can't

—and I am not saying that he did—

Mr. Renwick: We are talking about com-
mitment.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: A commitment, a

commitment.

Mr. Lewis: There is a diflFerence between
the functioning of this House and the way
he regards its work—and he doesn't care much
for the democratic system.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I take exception to
that. It has been said here this afternoon that

I am a friend of John Cronyn. I am a friend

of John Cronyn—and I will say this; I want
to put this on the record. He and the people
who worked for some three years on the

Committee on Government Productivity and
on Task Force Hydro—who received not one

penny for doing so—are decent, honest, hard

working, dedicated people. They have to be.

Mr. Foulds: The minister serves them bet-

ter than they serve him.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: They happen to be
friends of some members on this side of the

House and we are not ashamed of who our
friends are. I will go a step further-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Some day we will

find out who the friends are of the New
Democratic Party and the Liberal Party, be-

cause that's one of the biggest secrets in this

province—nobody knows.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: To stand here this

afternoon and suggest that before a govern-
ment contract is called, the Premier is sup-

posed to say, "Now, one of these people may
be a friend of ours, so please be very tough
on him"—what utter nonsense. What utter

nonsense.

Mr. Lewis: You see, I have no friends so

I don't have to—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I want
to repeat a little bit of what I said the other

day in response to a question, I think by
the Leader of the New Democratic Party. I

am proud to stand here and point out to this

House—I have done it previously and I will

do so again—that I think Hydro has done a

great job; that I think that the chairman of

Hydro and those around him are dedicated

public servants; and that the commissioners

give of their time and the best of their ability.

Mr. Reid: Disgrace to the Legislature.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I will say all that.

And I will also say, as this government has
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said, that some things can always be im-

proved. That was the reason for the Com-
mittee on Government Productivity. It was
the reason for Task Force Hydro, which has

brought in four reports with recommendations.
A fifth report is on its way. I don't know how
many recommendations there are in total in

the Task Force Hydro reports. They are be-

ing acted on.

The Premier has given the commitment
that before the end of the year the new Act
will be proclaimed. There will be an enlarged
board of directors as opposed to the commis-
sion system. Those things, I think, will better

equip Hydro to deal with the problems of

today as opposed to the problems of five years

ago or 10 years ago, let alone 60 years ago.

The member for Simcoe Centre in his re-

marks today and the chairman of Hydro or

the Hydro commission in their release the

other day admitted that Hydro has made
mistakes. They didn't put it quite as colour-

fully as my friend, the leader of the New
Democratic Party, who said: "They bloody-
well better smarten up"; but I think that

message is there in what they have said. They
know they have to do a better job and I

think they will get on with doing a better

job.

We know on this side of the House that

the lines of communication—I thought the

remarks, I think by the member for York; I

have forgotten who made those remarks as to

how we define this line of communication:
I believe it was the member for York West.
For many years even to say boo to Hydro
was regarded as meddling and putting Hydro
into politics. Somehow we have to sort out
a better relationship than we have had in the

past.

I can only repeat what I have said: That
I think some of the lessons out of the report
are well taken. The points are there and I

think Hydro and the government will get on
with the job and do an even better job than
has been done in the past.

I want to just say one or two other things.
I find it just a little hard, a little bit hard
to understand—and I realize the pressures
and how hard the committee worked—I find

it a little bit hard to find out how three or

four people could sign a report and then

get up this afternoon and this evening and
disassociate themselves from nearly every-

thing they have signed. I really find that

very hard to believe.

I have a great respect for the member for

Wentworth, the member for Huron-Bruce,
the member for Samia and the member for

Riverdale. I deliberately said three out of

four because I thought, in his very fine

remarks, the member for Riverdale continued
to support the report which he had signed.

I cannot say that about the other three

opposition speakers. I would have to ask

why they signed it. I would have to ask why
they signed the report when they have tried

to back out of practically everything that was
there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. BuUbrook: Do I understand that the

minister will accept a question?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, I am not accept-

ing questions.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I suppose that the

reason the Grits in particular, Mr. Speaker,
could bring themselves to sign the report
and then repudiate the report this afternoon

is in some way what the member for Sarnia

called, do you recall, his non-partisan way.
Non-partisan he said the Grits were being

today. Some way or another he was going to

get his leader off the hook, and if that meant

disavowing the report that he had signed less

than two or three weeks ago, that is precisely
what he did.

If he is trying to get his leader off the

hook, for heaven's sake say so, because we
on this side of the House have not forgotten
nor are we going to let him forget that the

reason the questions were asked and the

purposes of the Leader of the Opposition in

getting into this whole thing was to get after

the Premier and they have failed.

The Leader of the Opposition can twist the

words the way he wants to twist the words.

But we on this side of the House stand by
these words in the report and we are proud
of the words in the report saying this:

Although the Premier was aware of the

approach by Hydro to Moog as at August,
1971 and following, this committee finds

that Premier Davis took no step nor gave

any direction to anyone which in any way
assisted Canada Square to successfully

negotiate a contract with Ontario Hydro.

That's what we like most of all about this

report because that's what members opposite
wanted that report for and they are just-

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Lewis: I am sure, that's what the

minister likes. I think of how the Premier

feels. He's been silenced by it all. I knew that

would be a bad report.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes: (Sault Ste. Marie): And

signed by all of them.

Hon. Mr. MoKeough: Mr. Speaker, I sup-

pose what has occupied some of our time

this afternoon and this evening has been

this matter of contempt. I wanted to say

something about that before I sit down. What
I read in the report reads as follows:

During the course of the hearings there

was a singular lack of respect shown in

certain instances for the Legislative Assem-

bly of the Province of Ontario.

And so on, and that's been put on the

record.

In particular, Mr. John Cronyn, Mr.

Donald Smith, his secretary Mrs. Anne

Shuttleworth, Mr. David Grant, the secre-

tary-treasurer of Ellis-Don, are found to

have suppressed documentary evidence

relevant to the inquiry. Mr. John Brownlie,
counsel to Ellis-Don, became aware of the

suppression of evidence.

Now in that particular paragraph, and I find

nowhere else, there are five people mentioned.

It is interesting that the Liberals have picked
out of that paragraph, all who have spoken

according to my tally, one—John Cronyn. I

have to ask myself why. I have to ask myself

why.

Mr. Bullbrook: Because of his responsibili-

ties.

Hon. Mr. MoKeough: The Leader of the

Opposition was honest enough to admit this

afternoon tliat—
Mr. Bullbrook: The minister must know

that; because of his responsibilities.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Donald Smith, whom
he doesn't say should be singled out, Donald
Smith is the president of the Liberal Asso-

ciation in London.

Mr. Bullbrook: He doesn't have a position.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Then go down the

list, I say to the member for Samia. Elected

delegates: Miss Jill Sparling; Mrs. Anne
Shuttleworth, leader of the Liberal conven-
tion next week.

Now what do I—

Mr. Lewis: Give it to them!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Why doesn't the

member's fearless non-partisan leader or any
of the rest of his colleagues say a little bit

more about Smith or about Shuttleworth?

An hon. member: They were pledged.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Who were they

pledged to on the leadership? That's what
we would like to know over here. Are they
lined up for Sargent? Why wouldn't we
talk about everybody who was named?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: There is not much left. The
minister can bury the remnants. There are

one, two, three, four—seven leadership aspi-

rants in here now.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Finally, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact, does the

minister want to know who persuaded the

Leader of the Opposition about Hydro?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I see.

Finally Mr. Speaker, I think there was a

good point, first raised by the member for

Riverdale and it was picked up by members
of both parties opposite, that the whole ques-
tion of contempt is something which the

House at some point should setde.

I think it should be settled soon. I think it

should be settled now. I think, upon reflec-

tion, when one looks at the motion on the

order paper perhaps the motion might have
been somewhat differently worded.

Mr. Bullbrook: How about making a mo-
tion that Mr. Cronyn is a person of decency,

honesty and integrity?

Mr. Henderson: Oh, what about Mrs. Shut-

tlesworth?

Mr. Bullbrook: And that's what the min-

ister called him.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: And I will say it

again: Decency, honesty and integrity.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: That's right, dead

right. The member is darn right.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Bullbrook: The minister should have
been there to hear him.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, let's

get back to the report which we are debating.
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Perhaps we might have framed the motion

better, and accordingly, at the conclusion of

the debate, whenever that may be, and before

the House adjourns, upon adjournment it is

my understanding that the House leader will

ask to revert to motions and then put this

motion before the House:

That the House, having debated for

sometime the report of the select committee

on the Hydro-Electric Power Commission
of Ontario new head office building notes

the following paragraph on page 10:

"During the course of the hearing there

was a singular lack of respect shown in

certain instances for the Legislative As-

sembly of the Province of Ontario. In our

opinion, these matters may well be matters

which could be cited as contempts. This

committee's purpose in noting the conduct
of the parties hereinafter mentioned is

to impress upon members of the business

community, the legal profession and citi-

zens, a sense of greater obligation and

duty to a select committee of the Legisla-
ture. This committee recommends that

no action be taken by the Legislature, but
rather treats the recital of such conduct
herein as a sufficient consequence to those

involved"

and concurs in the recommendation of the

committee.

In other words, the House leader will be

moving that the House concurs in the recom-
mendation of the committee. Mr. Speaker, I,

for one, feel that this matter will then be
settled so far as the House is concerned, and
I will support the motion and support the

findings of the committee.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, if I may just ask a question. Am I

to understand that that will ultimately be
read by the House leader as though he were

reverting to motions, which then, as I take it,

opens up the debate entirely?

Mr. BuUbrook: On the motion, sure.

Mr. Lewis: On the motion.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There is nothing more
to say,

Mr. Lewis: Oh, just a minute.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): There
is no question in my mind that the last

Mr. Lewis: Everybody in Ontario is asking
themselves, who is John Cronyn?

Mr. Deacon: There is no question in my
mind, Mr. Speaker, that the last speaker

quite logically brought up the subject of

contempt, because there is no man in this

Legislature that is a greater authority on the

subject than he is. Contempt of this Legis-
lature-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The remarks are un-

parliamentary; they are allegations against
another hon. member and I believe the hon.

member for York Centre fully knows that. I

will ask him to withdraw those comments,

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on now; there are

delegate votes at stake!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. BuUbrook: Now just a minute. We look

up to your high office. You have just heard
the minister go through vituperations for 15

minutes, and now you want to thrust your
office on my colleague. That is not equa-
nimity.

Mr. Speaker: The allegations made by the

hon. member for York Centre were of a dif-

ferent nature from anything that I have heard
said by the hon. Minister of Energy. It is my
opinion that he should withdraw the remarks.

Mr. Reid: You were not listening.

Mr. Deacon: I just want to say, Mr.

Speaker, that I was stating what the contempt
was, his contempt of the committees of this

Legislature. Contempt of the committees as

shown by the time that he brought—when he
was Minister of Municipal Affairs and Treas-

urer—bills before this Legislature that had
to do with regional government. The fact

that this minister is the one who has been
the reason—which he should be ashamed of—
for the reduction of the use and work of

committees in this Legislature, from 44 per
cent of the bills to nine per cent, and he is

the one that is most guilty of it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Is the member going to

make that speech next Saturday night? Be-
cause if he is, he is in trouble.

Mr. Lewis: No, on the contrary, he can
win.

Mr. Deacon: There are two or three things
that should really come forward in this

debate.

First of all, there is no better evidence of

the value of a select committee than the

work that has been done by this committee.
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This committee has brought out facts in a

way that no royal commission could ever

have brought out facts. This committee has

been run and operated at a cost far less than

any royal commission and it backs up my
view, and the view of the people in this

party—

Hon. Mr. Davis: And the member's people
were opposed to it. They were opposed to it.

They wanted a royal commission.

Mr. Deacon: —that committees of this

Legislature are the most important function

that this Legislature can have in investigating
what is going on in this government.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, I am sorry, it was
the member's leader who was opposed to it.

Where is the leader?

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain):
Where is their leader?

An hon. member: Throw him out!

Mr. Lewis: The Premier just wishes their

leadership contest could go on forever. He
has no compassion at aU.

Mr. Ruston: Order here.

Mr. G. Nixon: The member is not getting
his point across.

Mr. Deacon: It's just marvellous, isn't it?

Come on down to the Royal York next Satur-

day night

Mr. Rhodes: The member for Grey-Bruce
(Mr. Sargent) just moved into second place!

Mr. Lewis: What this is doing for my
fantasy life I cannot tell you!

Mr. Mcllveen: Look at the charisma he has

developed!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Look what the mem-
ber got himself into!

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): There is

still time to change!

Mr. Deacon: The first matter which I want
to repeat to the Premier is that I want him
to realize that select committees—and commit-
tees that have available to them the ex-

pertise that this committee had available to

it—are one of the most important democratic
functions that we have operating in this

province.

The second thing is that that committee

pointed out in detail one principle that comes

through very loud and clear, that the Pre-
mier of this province has failed to clean up

a potential area of abuse that has obviously
been abused, and that is the proposal system;
the proposal system that Stan Randall put in

this province years ago, showing to us that

we could save perhaps 15 or 20 per cent on
a deal because of the "turnkey" deal, with
the architect, the engineer and the contractor

all working together to provide a saving to

the taxpayer. At first it probably was all right.

Perhaps it really did save the taxpayers in the

first few deals.

Mr. Mcllveen: Doesn't the member like to

save anything for the taxpayers?

Mr. Deacon: Then the rot set in, the rot of

abuse where the friends got in—

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): The rot

of the Bonaventure?

Mr. Deacon: —on the proposals and no

explanation or no open disclosure of what was
involved was made. In the case of the On-
tario Housing Corp., I have sat in on several

sessions where those who were frustrated by
a proposal abuse attempted to put information

before—

Mr. Havrot: I think tlie member is frus-

trated right now.

Mr. Deacon: —those who were supposed to

be making the decision their case. They were

trying to get an honest, open, objective rea-

son why some person happened to get the

job, even though he wasn't the lowest bidder,
even though he didn't seem to have the same

quality of goods or building standards. But

no, this sort of thing was just found out to

be a great way of showing favours to those

who had this special in.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, the member may
operate that way, but we don't.

Mr. Reid: Has the Premier read this?

Mr. Reid: Who writes letters to open doors

to his friend the Minister of Energy? Did the

Premier read this report?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order, I was asked by the member for

Rainy River who writes letters-

Mr. Reid: God! How can the Premier sit

there and be so holy after the committee
made this report?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order, I have been asked by the member for
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Rainy River who writes letters to get doors

opened. I will answer the question.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Speaker, I think I have
the floor.

Hon. Mr. Davis: A delegate to the Liberal

convention next weekend-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Premier is speak-

ing out of turn.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: Ellis-Don does. Read the re-

port. He's calling for Pontius Pilate.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: If this document doesn't pre-
sent the greatest condemnation of this gov-
ernment and its proposal abuse, then I don't

know what one could get. But we'll find it.

We haven't yet got the answer to OISE, the

proposal system on the OISE building.

Hon. Mr. Davis: His own member says
the proposal method should be continued.

Mr. Deacon: We have a little question on
the order paper. It's time the Premier got
out the answers to it.

Mr. W. Hodgson: I wouldn't put any more
questions on the order paper. The member
has not come out too well on this one.

Mr. Deacon: I would say that what hasn't

•come out well is this government and the

Premier's failure to see that any proposals
that are asked for are openly advertised and

people have an open opportunity to see the

reasons for the av^^rding. The abuse in this

is patent. It is in the report and it's time the

Premier accepted the responsibility he has
to see this sort of abuse doesn't happen again.

The second thing that comes out loud and
clear in this is who does look after not the

multi-million but the multi-billion dollar

businesses owned by Ontario's public that

are in their name operated under this gov-
ernment. It's quite obvious when you look at

the degree of responsibility, the degree of

concern, the degree of competence that is

held by the people who are responsible for

operating Hydro, there just isn't the skill

required and the sense of responsibility de-
manded of people who have been given that

high responsibility.

I think that we should take a careful look
at the system of appointing the directors of
the new Crown corporation and the system of

bringing them before the Legislature, the
elected members of this province, on an

annual basis, for a full, detailed accounting of

what is going on in, not only the Hydro-
Electric Power Commission, but in all the
other corporations that this government has

responsibility for.

When one listens to what that man in his

bib and tucker, a vice-chairman of the Hydro
commission, had to say about this report, one
realizes the dismal failure of this government
to give any responsible body of this Legis-
lature an opportunity to question in detail

what goes on in Hydro and what goes on in

these other boards and Crown corporations.
And it's vital that if the major public cor-

porations that this government holds in the

name of this province are to be properly
accountable, we are going to have to have
select committees — or standing committees
that have skilled experts made available to

them—examine their operations in detail and

give annual reports of what's going on. Be-
cause we certainly haven't been getting suflB-

cient skilled, detailed examination of them to

this date.

The select committee has brought out clear

evidence, Mr. Speaker, of the failure, time

and time again, of the commission to see the

key elements in the contracts that they should
have seen. For example, the matter of costs;

the matter of production of invoices; the

matter of the provincial guarantee of Hydro
debts that was definitely misleading in Moog's
statement and is evidence of bad faith. I think

it is important that we recognize that in the

new board that is appointed to the corpora-
tion, we have people who are clearly capable
of accepting such major responsibility on
behalf of the people of this province.

Lastly, Mr. Speaker, I want to point out

that with the building of this building at

what is supposed to be such a great profit,

and such a great bargain to the people of

this province, it should be possible for the

province to sublease that building at a profit
to the people of this province and build a

head o£Bce where it should have been—well

away from the centre of the city of Toronto.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I want to

say a few things with regard to this report.

I have no intention of going into the detail

of it and repeating what has been put on the

record by many members earlier today, in

addition to the fact that we all had a chance
to read it before the debate opened. In fact,

what I'd like to do is take a look at this

report in terms of an overview—to try to step
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back and see it in relationship to two or

three continuing issues that have interested

me for a number of years, not only with

reference to Hydro but with reference to

other Crown corporations.
What is the appropriate kind of relation-

ship between an agency like Hydro and the

provincial government? If one goes back

through the history of Hydro they will find

that whether or not it was master or servant

was a very pertinent question. Indeed, right
from the very early years, in the days of Sir

Adam Beck, he was a fierce champion of the

establishment of a public power commission
in the Province of Ontario. He was fighting

against a government that had within its ranks

people who had serious misgivings. He was

fighting against powerful, private power in-

terests; and on occasion, in order to defend

Hydro, Sir Adam Beck had to in effect say
to the government: "Look, if that's what you
are going to do, I'm going to the hustings
then to fight you on the issue." And indeed
sometimes it wasn't just a threat. He did go
to the hustings.

In short, even from the early days of

Hydro, perhaps because of the circumstances
at that time. Hydro wasn't as subservient to

the decisions of government as one might
normally think was appropriate for a Crown
corporation. In fact if you come down
through the years, Mr. Speaker, that kind of
a problem perpetuated itself.

I have a very vivid recollection of the
latter part of the 1950s when there was
much unhappiness in the ranks of the Con-
servative Party with regard to Hydro becom-

ing virtually a law unto itself. The tail was

wagging the dog, so to speak.
Robert Macaulay was put in as vice-chair-

man of Hydro and, in his inimitable fashion,
Robert Macaulay went into Hydro and shook
the institution from stem to stern in terms of

trying to find out exactly what was going on.
I don't think he achieved the purpose which I

assumed he was after and which, I suspected
at the time, had the support of the govern-
ment.

Ten years later, in the year 1968, we had
that classic confrontation which many mem-
bers of the Legislature will recall. It was the
time when Charlie MacNaughton and the
minister in Ottawa were pleading to keep the
lid on the economy, and Hydro moved in
with the unilateral decision that it was going
to increase rates.

We queried the hon. member who is today
the Provincial Secretary for Justice (Mr.
Kerr) as to whether or not the government
was aware of Hydro's decision. By his reaction

to the question it became very clear they
weren't aware that Hydro was taking this

action. Hydro, perhaps, had been made aware

that it certainly didn't have the approval of

government, and certainly it was in conflict

with government policy.

Mr. Speaker, the question arises as to what
is the appropriate relationship between Hydro
and the government. Clearly, Hydro doesn't

know and, clearly this government isn't exact-

ly certain, because the Minister of Energy
was correct when he said that not too many
years ago Hydro was contending, or people
were contending, that the government had no

right to interfere or to intervene at all. Hydro
was, in effect, a law unto itself.

Yet when it served its purposes, when it

had some doubts in its mind, the chairman

of the Hydro commission, George Gathercole,

would write a letter to the government—for

example with regard to this whole proposal
for the building of the new head oflice, pre-

sumably to seek government approval of it.

The commission got no answer so it assumed

that the government was not opposed and that

it could go ahead.

This is precisely the reason, that last spring

when we discussed the whole proposition of

Hydro being made a Crown corporation, I

personally and we in the New Democratic

Party supported the move. Because at least

in my mind—I'm not ignoring the complexi-
ties involved in working this out—it's quite

clear what is the relationship of a Crown

corporation to the government. The relation-

ship is that the goveriunent has the right to

lay down policy and it has the right to make
certain that that policy is implemented by any
Crown corporation.

It may, within the framework of that policy,

grant to those who are charged with the

responsibility of its administration, the day-

to-day decisions, particularly if it happens to

be a Crown corporation which is engaged in

a business, in a commercial enterprise such as

Hydro, in the production and the retailing of

power. Under the kind of proposal that is

now envisaged, and I presume this govern-
ment is going to move to it rather quickly,

I hope this relationship will be clarified so

that Hydro knows where it stands.

I trust this government will know where

it stands and won't hesitate to intervene be-

cause of the old mythology that it isn't the

right of the government to intervene if a

Crown corporation is, in effect, violating the

stated policy of the government. Indeed it is

their obligation to intervene, as it was this

government's obligation to intervene when

Hydro moved with a rate increase that was
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in breach of the overall stated economic policy
of the government of the Province of Ontario

in the late Sixties.

Let me move from that, Mr. Speaker, to

the next point that I want to touch on briefly,

and that is with regard to the commission.

I'm not going to argue with the hon. Mini-

ster of Energy or anybody else in terms of

pride as to the achievements of Hydro down
through the years. Indeed. I am not going to

be critical of the top or middle management
of Hydro.

I don't know that I would even be critical

of Candy, because quite frankly, as the report

says, Candy was a good architect but he was
thrown into consideration beyond the archi-

tect's jurisdiction in relation to finances, and
he was obviously away beyond his depth.

But I suggest to the Minister of Energy
that neither he nor anybody else is serving

public clarification of this issue by this kind
of mindless defence of the Hydro-Electric
Power Commission itself, including George
Gathercole. Because the report states, and I'm
not going to go back and quote it repeatedly,
that they abdicated their responsibilities.

Any group of people appointed to be the

mem]:)ers of a commission on a billion-dollar

plus kind of operation like Hydro, who could
be conned in the fashion they were conned,
or were willing to accept without getting into

the details of the proposals in the fashion that

the commission was doing on Hydro, simply
are not serving a useful purpose.

The minister may feel that it is necessary
for political purposes to get up and defend

Hyd'"o and George Gathercole, but I suggest
to this government that in re-establishing

Hydro in its new organizational format, they
will be making a serious mistake if they don't

seize the opportunity to clean house and to

put in a new group of people who will exer-

cise their responsibilities like responsible
directors instead of in the kind of lackadaisi-

cal, rubber-stamp fashion of the commission

up until now.

Mr. Speaker, I want to turn to one final

point. I told you that I wasn't going to speak
at great length, and neither I am. The point
is that when the Minister of Energy con-

cluded he gave notice that the House leader

is going to bring in a motion.

Quite frankly, I'm very worried and dis-

turbed about this whole question of contempt.
I understand the rationale of the committee,
as it was explained to the House by my
colleague, the hon. member for Riverdale,
when we got going on this debate early this

afternoon. I understand the rationale, but

quite frankly I'm not persuaded by it.

If people are as contemptuous of a legis-

lative committee as these people were—and
the report as a whole, signed by all of them,

including the government members, refers to

their contemptuous attitude—then it seems to

me that one can't simply forget about the

whole thing.

In the instance of Mr. Moog, there are a

whole list of words that can be used, that are

rather kind and not inaccurate: deceit, false-

he was a name-dropping con artist as far as

I am concerned. The shocking proposition
was that he was able to con the Hydro ad-

ministration into accepting this kind of thing,

and that the commission in turn went along
with it in a rubber-stamp fashion.

I find the proposition almost offensive, that

a man whose record has been detailed in

terms of bad trust vis-a-vis this whole arrange-
ment should be the man with whom Hydro
is still doing business today as he builds that

building within sight of here. It is an offen-

sive proposition.

The suggestion is that we should be leni-

ent; in effect, that they have suffered the

penalty because their names have been listed

in this report. Well, Mr. Speaker, let's not

be taken in for a moment by that kind of

nonsense. They haven't suffered any.

Do you suppose that Finlayson and Moog
and Cronyn are going to suffer any more be-

cause their names happen to be in that

report? They were defiant of the committee.

They were contemptuous of the committee.

And furthermore, they weren't doing it be-

cause they didn't know what they were up
to. It may be that to begin with they didn't

realize the full implications and the full con-

sequences of acting as they did before the

committee. But, as my hon. colleague from

Wentworth pointed out, they said to them,
not once, not twice, but three or four times:

"Look, don't force us into a position to do

what we don't want to do, because here is

the Legislative Assembly Act and here is the

law in the Province of Ontario."

Now, is the minister, by his motion, going
to come in and say to us, the members of

the Ontario Legislature who live in accord-

ance with that statute and its guidelines for

the operation of the Parliament of Ontario,

that we should just sort of forget about their

contemptuous and defiant attitude?

You see, Mr. Speaker, the thing that wor-

ries me about this is that after this report
came out, Moog dismissed it as politically

motivated and of no particular consequence
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as far as he was concerned. It was another

manifestation of his whole contemptuous atti-

tude. Indeed, what disturbs me is not only
did Moog take that attitude, but the com-
mission took essentially the same attitude,

and its vice-chairman came into this House

tonight and in effect repeated the fact that

they have done no wrong.
For all the world it reminded me of Spire

Agnew. True, they had been caught in a few
instances and they couldn't deny it. But they
then continued to profess their innocence on
all of these other vile charges that were being
hurled in their direction.

I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that if we
want to bolster the contempt, if we want to

encourage people to be contemptuous of

committees, then you just wink at this kind
of blatant violation of the law of the Prov-
ince of Ontario.

The law of the Province of Ontario is clear

in the Legislative Assembly Act. These people
were violating that law. If they were unwit-

tingly violating it in the first instances, they
were told and they were warned; so they
then were doing it deliberately and con-

sciously. And under those circumstances I

don't think we are serving our interests, nor
the interests of attempting to build a respect
for the Legislature, by in effect writing it off

now.

Quite apart from the other observation that

was made—I believe by the hon. member for

Wentworth-when I think of the kind of
attitude that was manifested by this govern-
ment through a man who was normally a

pretty humane person, Arthur Wishart, as to

what should be done to the trade union
boards in the Stelco strike—they were strap-

ped into jail for three or four months be-
cause they were in contempt of court. When
I think of the people who are now in con-

tempt because they have, in reference to the

royal commission on the whole lathing in-

dustry and so on at the present time—they
have been dragged before the courts because

they've been in contempt.

How, Mr. Speaker, are you going to justify
the proposition that the trade unionists in

Peterborough, or the people involved in that

royal commission, or anywhere else where it

may happen, are going to be dragged before
the courts and suffer the penalty; and then
to come into this House and ask this House
to except the recommendation—and it is a

recommendation, in the context, which was
spelled out and cannot be disputed by my
hon. colleague from Riverdale—namely that it

is the responsibility of this House to decide

on the issue, and to do it fairly and squarely?
The members of the committee said no, but
he said it is at least our responsibility to take

a look at the problem and to make up our
mind.

Well, Mr. Speaker, I know where my mind
is going to be made up. When that resolution

comes, if it is introduced by the House

Leader, I'm going to vote against it. Because

quite frankly I think it would be an open
invitation to the Cronyns and the Moogs and
all of the rest of them in that category of

businessmen and lawyers and certain citizens

who regard the operation of this Legislature
in such a contemptuous fashion. If the gov-
ernment is willing to wink in this instance,
then it is going to encourage them to do it

again on future occasions.

Mr. Deacon: We are not going to wink.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, I hope members
are not going to wink; and I am unhappy
that the government is going to bring in

this kind of a motion.

The only reason the Minister of Energy is

into the debate as quickly as he was is be-

cause he knew I was going to make a

motion which would have been the positive

motion, namely—and let me put it on the

record so we will know what we were going
to vote on if we had followed the original

pattern of the debate.

Resolved that on the basis of the conduct
of certain witnesses outlined on pages 10

and 11 of the report as matters which could

be cited as contempts, this House does in

fact deem them to be contempts and re-

quests the Speaker to proceed in accord-

ance with the Legislative Assembly Act to

deal with them.

In fact, Mr. Speaker, it just occurs to me that

this is the only reason I can't move this

motion. A notice of motion is irrelevant until

we have to deal with it. It was just the words
of the Minister of Energy. There's no motion
before the House and therefore I am free

to make a motion and therefore, if it wasn't

so late perhaps I would have thought of this

earlier, but at least I thought of it before

I sat down.

I move, seconded by the hon. member
for Scarborough West: "That on the basis

of the conduct of certain witnesses—"

Mr. Deacon: He is not in his seat.

An hon. member: He's not there.

Mr. Renwick: The member for Lakeshore.
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Mr. MacDonald: The member for Lake-

shore, okay.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Try again.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thunder

Bay.

Mr. MacDonald: Sure, I can try three or

four times.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, the member can

try four times.

Mr. MacDonald: Would the minister like

to second the motion?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, I woiJdn't.

Mr. MacDonald: He wouldn't. Perhaps he
should remain silent then.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I refuse to remain silent.

Mr. Foulds: Then let the minister get on
his feet and speak to the debate after the

motion is passed.

Mr. MacDonald: To continue the motion:

Resolved that on the basis of the conduct
of certain witnesses outlined on pages 10

and 11 of the report, as matters which
could be cited as contempt, this House

does, in fact, deem them to be contempts
and requests the Speaker to proceed in

accordance with the Legislative Assembly
Act to deal with them.

I would just make one brief word of ex-

planation before I sit down, Mr. Speaker. I

know you must be overwhelmed with enthus-

iasm at the thought that you have to work
this out. If you read the Legislative Assembly
Act you will discover that it doesn't specify

exactly how the House shall deal with it and
I agree that this is a procedure that we,
perhaps, should work our way through.

Mr. Reid: No better time than now.

Mr. MacDonald: No better time than now!
We have the evidence clearly stated in the

report as to the attitude of these people, and

perhaps with such consultation and advice

as you may seek, you may give us some
guidance as to what the appropriate pro-
cedure would be; not necessarily tonight.

Mr. Speaker: I think it would be well to

deal with the matter at the present moment
since the hon. member for York South has

submitted a motion to me for consideration.

I can only say to the hon. members that

section 6 of our standing orders, which deals

with motions and questions, and standing

order No. 32(a) clearly indicates—and these

are our standing orders to which we must
make first reference rather than any other

jurisdiction—standing order 32(a) says; "No-
tice shall be given of a motion for a resolu-

tion." I needn't read the rest of it.

The notice for any motion, substantive

motion, must be given. No notice has been

given of this motion therefore I cannot ac-

cept it. It is out of order.

Mr. MacDonald: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker. What is the length of time required
for the notice for a motion?

Mr. Speaker: It must be on the table before

5 o'clock, p.m., and printed on a notice paper
for the following sitting.

Mr. MacDonald: By whom? By every-

body?

Mr. Speaker: Any notice under this par-
ticular standing order; any notice.

Mr. MacDonald: Any notice under the

standing order? In other words, the notice

that is going to be given by the government
can't be dealt with either?

Mr. Speaker: I would deal with it in the

same manner as I have done yours.

Mr. MacDonald: You have my notice in

advance of the one from the government. I

put it in your hands.

Mr. Speaker: I have refused to place the

motion because it's out of order.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He just ruled it out of

order. Didn't the member hear?

Mr. MacDonald: I give you notice of it

and you have it in precedence to the govern-
ment because you have it in the appropriate
time.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry. The hon. member
must place this upon the table and file it with
the clerk by 5 o'clock according to 32(b)
and see that it's on the notice paper for the

following sitting date. You may place it with
the clerk.

Mr. MacDonald: Very good.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order. Mr.

Speaker. You didn't indicate this when—

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The mo-
tion wasn't put.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: He had nothing to

consider.
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Mr. Speaker: I had no notice before me.

I had heard rumours that there might be a

motion but I had no motion.

Mr. Lewis: So you must do it tomorrow

presumably?

An hon. member: We will be adjourned
in time.

Mr. Ferrier: The Speaker won't accept

it, he said.

An hon. member: He can't.

Mr. MacDonald: It's a violation of the rules

of the House.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: But you have to have notice.

Mr. Speaker: Are there any other members
who wish to enter this debate?

Mrs. Campbell: I do.

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. minister was
on his feet first.

Mrs. Campbell: He wasn't.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, there is one aspect of the report,
and it relates to the matter that we are deal-

ing with at the moment, that I would like to

refer to particularly, the part on page 10 of

the report.

I've gone over it very carefully. Obviously,
the committee has given careful consideration

to the whole matter. The report refers to the
number of witnesses the members had had
before them, the great number of sessions

they had; and the full and thorough con-
sideration they have given to the matter is

manifest by the report itself. The findings of

the committee with reference to the conduct
of certain witnesses that may have amounted
to breaches of privilege or contempt has to

be viewed in the context of the committee's
recommendations. I'm not going to repeat
them. They've been read into Hansard several

times tonight.

This House has ample authority to deal
with this whole matter under sections 45 and
46 of the Legislative Assembly Act. The
member for Riverdale quoted those sections.

He made a very thoughtful speech which I

not only heard but which I read subsequently.

Under the provisions in those sections, this

House has the power to inflict adequate
punishment in the circumstances of the case.

And it must not be overlooked, Mr. Speaker,
that the contempt complained of took place

before the committee, which, in my view was

in the best position to determine the most ap-

propriate manner for dealing with the partic-

ular matter.

I have referred to May's parliamentary

practice and there is one particular section

that I want to refer to or mention to the

House tonight, because it deals with the re-

sponsibility of the Attorney General in refer-

ence to such matters as these. It is in accord-

ance with accepted parliamentary practice in

cases of breach of privilege which are also

offences at law. It is only where the punish-
ment which the House has power to inflict

would not be adequate to the offence, or

where for any other cause the House has

thought a proceeding at law necessary, either

as a substitute for or an addition to its own

proceedings, that the Attorney General has

prosecuted the offender.

We find authority for that in the 18th

edition of May at page 127. As this matter

presently stands, a committee of this House
has unanimously expressed its view that the

recital of the conduct in the report is a sufiB-

cient consequence to those involved. In the

absence of a direction from this House to

the contrary it would be, in my view, most

improper to proceed by way of the criminal

process.

Mr. Speaker, for that reason, and after

careful consideration, I do not intend to in-

voke the criminal justice process or system
in this matter, as this House has ample au-

thority under sections 45 and 46 of the Legis-

lative Assembly Act to deal with the matter

on its own accord.

Mr. Lewis: Well the Attorney General may
have come to that conclusion, but that is not

fair-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, I had not

intended to enter into this debate and I had

been sorry that I was unable, because of my
responsibilities in a committee, to hear the

debate this afternoon.

I entered it because of my deep concern

for the attitude of the Minister of Energy
who is faced with a responsibility, and if in

fact he is going to discharge this respon-

sibflity in the way in which he spoke in this

House, I would be very concerned for the

quality of consideration given in that port-

folio.

What he seemed to have lost track of—

and I certainly submit Mr. Speaker, the
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minister did not take into consideration—was

that we have to be concerned for the people
whom we represent across this province. They
are the ones who are looking to us to come to

some conclusions as a result of the hearing

which took so much time and which came

up with a report which I feel indicated the

best and the highest quality of service on

behalf of all of those engaged in that con-

sideration. I deeply regret, Mr. Speaker, that

we in this House could not meet the high

quality of that committee in this debate,

certainly insofar as the minister was con-

cerned.

Mr. Speaker, I can only address myself at

this point to those whom I heard. I would

like to say this. On the question of the Hydro
itself no one has any greater pride than I

have in the delivery of service to the people
of the Province of Ontario by Hydro. I see

no reason why we should drag red herrings
across this discussion and not look at the

fact that those who perhaps are able as

engineers and architects have not that quality

of understanding of a very complicated con-

tract. That is equally obvious in this report.

It is dreadful that these people would em-

bark upon such a tremendous project without

proper expertise, or indeed by the Hansard

report even proper communication among
themselves. This is my concern in this report.

I am sorry that it could not have been given
that kind of consideration by the minister

himself.

On the question of the contempts, I am of

the opinion that if we believe that select

committees are the proper vehicle for studying
these matters, then we must protect those

committees by at the very least bringing be-

fore this Legislature those who have in efiFect

been cited for contempt. The committee has

found contempt and it has recommended that

no further action should be taken.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is not a question of

contempt. We would be showing contempt for

the committee if we did something else.

Mrs. Campbell: Surely the Legislature has

power over committees to that extent. Do we
not, meeting in this assembly, do we not have

jurisdiction to handle this matter?

Mr. MacDonald: No, we don't.

Mrs. Campbell: Why is the government so

concerned about bringing these people be-

fore this Legislature? Let me say why I say
it. I have my opinion and, with respect, the

Premier has his.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: I am sorry the government
gets so up-tight on this matter.

Let me say this. I am not here to engage
in a circus. If there is some other suggestion
as to how we can bring home to the pubhc
at large that we will not tolerate contempt,
then I am open to suggestions. I agree with

the Attorney General in his statement. To me,
if we are going to have these committees and
if people can treat them with this sort of

contempt, I am afraid that I do not think

select committees can function properly.

I have made my suggestion, Mr. Speaker.
If the Premier has another suggestion as to

how we can avoid setting a precedent for

this kind of contempt in the future, I am
certainly prepared to hear it. I don't think

this is the time or the place for any kind of

witch-hunting, but I am concerned about

precedents. I do think we have to—in the

interest of the i)eople we serve and in the

protection of the democratic process we can-

not overlook the statements of that report.
Thank you, Mr. Si)eaker.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. member
wish to enter this debate?

Mr. Lewis: The member for Dufferin-Sim-

coe, I think, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the debate con-

cluded.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, with the

unanimous consent of the House, the House
Leader would ask that we revert to motions

and he is prepared to place a motion before

you.

Mr. Reid: No.

Mr. Worton: The proper way, Mr. Premier.

Mr. Reid: No unanimous consent.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I understand from the

official opposition, the Liberal Party, it

doesn't want to deal with the motion which

supports the recommendation of the select

committee upon which they were represented.

Mr. Ruston: Present it properly; we will

consider it.

Mr. Worton: Put it in its proper time and

proper order.

Hon Mr. Davis moves the adjournment of

the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 12:35 o'clock, a.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: This morning in the east

gallery we have visitors with us from the

Rayside Secondary School of Azilda. A little

later on we will also have students from

Westminster Central Public School of Lon-

don, Earnscliffe Public School of Bramalea,
and Nelson Boylen High School of Toronto.

Statements by the ministry.

ARSENIC CONCENTRATIONS IN
MOIRA RIVER BASIN

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-
vironment ) : Mr. Speaker, some concern has

been expressed recently about arsenic levels

in the Moira River basin and possible danger
to the health of residents of the basin.

Therefore, I would like to make the following
statement about the situation in the area.

Arsenic contamination in the Moira River

basin has been a recognized fact since the

early 1960s. Arsenic compounds from a Del-

oro smelting company which shut down in

1961 began finding their way into the

groundwater table and were passed into the

water course itself. This accounted for 75

per cent of the arsenic concentration in the

basin with the other 25 per cent coming from
natural sources upstream from Deloro.

In 1966 the company, under the guidance
of the then Ontario Water Resources Com-
mission staflF, began to install remedial treat-

ment facilities. The continued surveillance by
industrial waste personnel called for improve-
ment and additions to the treatment process.
Th3 company complied in each case, with
the latest feature scheduled for completion
this fall. The average efficiency of the treat-

ment facilities in 1972 was about 90 per cent,
with better than 99 per cent removal
achieved at times.

Lowering arsenic concentrations in the

Moira River and Moira Lake indicate im-

provement. A comparison of the sampling
data for similar periods from 1970 to 1973
points out these results in Moira Lake: The
mean value for January-September, 1970, was
0.09 parts per million. In 1971 and 1972 the

average concentration dropped to 0.05 parts
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per million and during 1973 the mean level

was 0.04 parts per million. The average con-

centrations over the last three years have
been at or below the acceptable pubHc water

supply criteria of 0.05 parts per million.

Analysis of the data collected at the High-
way 7 station on the Moira River showed

average concentrations of 0.22 parts per mil-

lion in 1971 and a much lower concentration

of 0.08 parts per million in 1972 due to high
stream flows and improvements to the facil-

ities at the former plant site at Deloro. Thus
far in 1973 the concentration is averaging
0.15 parts per million.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park). It is carci-

nogenic.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I have been informed by
the Ministry of Health that the local medical

officer of health stated that there is no record

of drinking water in Hastings county having
reached or exceeded the permissible level of

0.05 parts per milHon. In regard to health

hazards to cottagers living on Moira Lake, I

have been informed by the Ministry of

Health that there is no danger to human
health from the present concentrations in the

lake. In regard to the question of arsenic

concentrations having a causal effect in

cancer of the stomach cases in the county,
the evidence indicates that this is not the

case.

I have been informed by the Ministry of

Health that in the Belleville General Hospital
for the three-year period 1970, 1971 and

1972, there were 21 cases of stomach cancer

treated. The figures for Trenton indicate

three cases treated per year. Combining these

figures gives us an incidence of 8.3 cases per
100,000 population in the county. The pro-
vincial average is 9.9 cases per 100,000

population.

Mr. Shulman: What about all the ones

who go direct to Princess Margaret? Don't

they count?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Fish samples are presently
being analysed. Earlier samples taken in

1970 and 1971, when arsenic concentrations

in the system were higher, showed levels of

0.16 parts per million, well below the Food
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and Drug Directorate's tolerance levels of

five parts per million. Sediment samples are

also being analysed at present. Bottom fauna

samples collected in 1968 and again in 1973
show no evidence of arsenic toxicity.

Let me conclude then by summarizing the

important facts of this case. The arsenic con-

centrations in the Moira River basin are

dropping and staflF from several branches of

the ministry are actively monitoring this

progress.

Mr. Shulman: They are all wet over there.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Secondly, there is no

drinking water supply in the whole of Hast-

ings county at or above the accepted level

of 0.05 parts per million. Thirdly, the in-

cidence of cancer of the stomach in the

county is below the provincial average.

Mr. Shulman: That is just not correct.

Hon. Mr. Auld: The facts in this case are

well documented and my ministry's staff

will be happy to supply any details and data
for hon. members' perusal.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.
member for Huron-Bruce.

CONCENTRATION OF OWNERSHIP
IN GARBAGE DISPOSAL FIELD

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of the

Environment. Is the minister aware that

Waste Management Inc., headquartered in

Oakland, Brooklyn, 111., has acquired 50

companies in the United States and a num-
ber of companies here in the garbage dis-

posal business, and is fast becoming a

monopoly in this particular area?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I'm not aware of this

particular company, Mr. Speaker. I am aware
that there are a number of companies in

Canada, some Canadian controlled, perhaps,
some US controlled. I am not aware of

the details of ownership expanding in the

private and public waste disposal business.
From our ministry's point of view, the

interest we have is of course whether they
do it eflBciently and economically.

I have made some inquiries about what
is happening in the corporate field, and
when I have some detailed information I'll

be glad to give it to the hon. member.

Mr. Gaunt: Would the minister take a
look at this situation from the point of view
of this company creating a monopoly and

forcing smaller companies out of business,

and then being able to raise its prices at its

own discretion? And is he aware that this

company has purchased garbage disposal

companies in and around the Toronto area,

such as the York Sanitation Co. of Aurora,

Disposal Services Ltd. and Superior Sand,
Gravel and Supplies Ltd.?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I was not aware of the

details but, as I say, I'm having this looked

into and I'll let the hon. member know. My
own feeling, Mr. Speaker, is that at the

present time I don't see how we as a

ministry could prevent this, although, as the

hon. member will recall, in the amendments
to the Environmental Protection Act there

is provision for licensing various facets of

the private waste disposal chain, if I could

put it that way, and we'll be taking a

look at this.

WITHDRAWAL OF TEACHERS'
EXTRACURRICULAR SERVICES

Mr. Gaunt: I have a question of the

Minister of Education: Is the minister

planning to do anything about the situation

with respect to the Metro Toronto School

Board? That is to say, is he concerned to

the point of taking some action in regard
to the school board's work-to-rule pro-

gramme?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I think I answered that ques-
tion the other day, when it was asked almost

identically. My answer at that time, if the

hon. member will read the accounts about

this particular dispute, was that it is be-

tween the Metropolitan Toronto School

Board, the local school boards and their

own teachers. They should be the ones and,
believe me, I am sure they are the ones

who are meeting to try to resolve this par-
ticular situation. The matter concerns them,
and the resolution of it is going to have to

come about through the two of them work-

ing together.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A supple-

mentary: Is the minister aware that in fact

the Toronto Board of Education has, by
resolution, supported the teachers' working
to rule?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am not aware of that,

Mr. Speaker, but I don't think a motion

supporting the teachers' working to rule

removes the responsibility of the duly
elected and constituted and, to a large de-
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gree, autonomous Toronto Board of Educa-
tion and lets them wash their hands of any

responsibility of negotiating with their

teachers to resolve the problem.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Huron-Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Would the minister consider

increasing the ceilings if the Metro board
continues its work-to-rule programme?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Would the hon. member
suggest that?

Mr. Gaunt: I want to know what the

minister is going to do.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): The hon.

member would give away the store to accom-

plish any political objective.

Mr. Gaunt: Not at all, not at all.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): The Premier

is the last person who should talk about

giving away the store.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not at all.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

Mr. Bullbrook: With the billions the Pre-

mier spent as Minister of Education, he gave
away the store a generation ago.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not at all.

Mr. Bullbrook: He certainly did.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No way.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister has the

floor.

Mr. Bullbrook: Look at the community
colleges programme—

Hon. Mr. Davis: And the members of my
friend's party wanted us to spend morel

Mr. Bullbrook: -and what that did to the

public purse.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Hon. Mr. Wells: I assume from the tenor
of these questions that my friend is stating
that if he had the responsibility, he would
do that.

Mr. Gaunt: I just want to know what the

minister is going to do.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The answer, Mr. Speaker,
is that we have announced the 1974 ceilings;

they reflect a legitimate increase based on
the inflationary factor present in our econ-

omy, and we don't—

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): When
is the minister going to announce the weight-

ing factors?

Hon. Mr. Wells: The weighting factor will

be announced—

Mr. Speaker: Order: The hon. minister

should not answer that question.

The hon. member for Port Arthur has a

supplementary.

Mr. Foulds: In view of the minister's an-

nouncement of the 1974 ceilings, which will

really not take effect until September, 1974,
for the school year, is he not aware that the

crisis is in this year's school budget, and that

the Toronto Board of Education is very
worried and unable to come to terms with
its teachers because of the ceilings and that

the minister has not responded in a positive

way to the crisis in this year's educational

budgets?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, there are a

lot of assumptions in this particular argu-

ment, or this particular question put forward

by my friend. One is that there is some kind

of a crisis. I guess if people are working to

rule that is a serious situation which the

local board should be very concerned about.

Mr. Foulds: I would think the minister

would be concerned about it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: There is a suggestion
around that the quality of education in

Metropolitan Toronto is being hampered by
our ceilings. This we emphatically deny.

Mr. Lewis: That's wrong. It is true.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I suggest that someone

try to prove that.

Mr. Lewis: That's not so.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The other, Mr. Speaker,
is the fact that practically every other board
in this province, in good faith, was able to

strike a budget, carry on with its pro-

grammes and so forth—across this province-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): They
had no other choice.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —with the 1973 ceilings.
I think we discussed all this at great length
in the session up to last June when the 1973

ceilings and budgets were being set and we
indicated that the Metropolitan Toronto
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school boards were some of the biggest

spenders in this province. They spent a lot

more per pupil than a lot of the boards,

except for some of the defined cities, and

part of the whole programme of the ceilings

was to pull them back a little bit because

they were more extravagant than everyone
else.

I don't believe the quality of education has

been harmed in this area.

Mr. Lewis: It certainly has.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think that the budgets
which have been struck have been realistic

and I think that now they've got to get on
with the job. They know what they can do
for 1974 and they have a reasonable increase

in ceilings and they have to get on and do
the job.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, by way of a sup-

plementary.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speak-
er, a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: I think there have been
three or four supplementaries which should
be sufficient.

The hon. member for Huron-Bruce.

REVILLE REPORT

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, I have another

question of the Minister of Education. The
minister promised legislation with respect to

the Reville report; can he give us some idea
when he is planning to introduce this legis-
lation?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I expect
that it will be before this session prorogues.

Mr. Lewis: I should hope so.

Mr. Gaunt: I should hope so, too.

SCARBOROUGH GENERAL HOSPITAL
BOARD

Mr. Gaunt: A question of the Minister of
Health: Has the minister looked into the

charge made by the Scarborough Herald on
Oct. 3 that the board of governors of Scar-

borough General Hospital may be illegally
constituted?

Hon. R. T. Potter: (Minister of Health): I

have not had that brought to my attention

yet, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: I'd like to be on that board,
as a matter of fact, if the minister is going
to reconstitute it.

Mr. Gaunt: Would the minister look into

that situation and report back?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I will. It's the first time
it's been brought to my attention.

ACTIVITIES OF DENTURISTS

Mr. Gaunt: I have another question of the
Minister of Health. Is the minister aware
that according to the Denturists Society of

Ontario there are close to 500 doctors and
dentists providing certificates of oral health
to patients who take these to denturists and
are then supplied with low-cost dentures?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Pretty

good system.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a supplementary, is

the minister aware that Gordon Smith, the

spokesman for the denturists, is openly and

publicly challenging the law, indicating that

they will not comply and are ready to engage
him in battle? What is the minister going to

do about it?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, I am, Mr. Speaker.
The government's stand in this matter has

already been stated and when we are pre-
pared we will see that the Act is properly
enforced.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, what
does that mean? The minister knows now
that there are obvious violations of what it is

he is introducing or has introduced and
wants to see through. How is he going to

work out a reasonable conclusion or does he
intend to prosecute?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, when the

time comes we will certainly demonstrate
how we will be prepared to do it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, the time is here.

Mr. Gaunt: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Rather than prosecute, would the minister

consider the possible alternative of legalizing
the denturists?
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Mr. Lewis: The dental profession won't let

him.

Mr. BuUbrook: The member for Lambton

(Mr. Henderson) won't tolerate that type of

acquaintance.

Mr. Lewis: No.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Huron-Bruce have further questions?

Mr. Gaunt: The minister wouldn't recon-

sider on that point?

Mr. Good: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Good: Could the minister indicate how

many dentists have dropped out of their

own low-cost denture programmes since this

originated?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I haven't any figures with

me this morning to indicate how many are

in or out at present, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Good: Is the minister aware that a

great many dentists have already dropped out

of the low-cost dental clinics that they set up?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker, I

wouldn't agree with that statement.

Mr. Good: Well, I'm telling the minister.

It's a fact.

Hon. Mr. Potter: The member might be

telling me but I don't think he knows what
he is talking about.

Mr. Speaker: This is the question period,

not a conversation period. The hon. member
for Scarborough West has the floor.

HYDRO SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. Lewis: I have a question first, Mr.

Speaker, of the Premier. Are we to assume

that before 1 o'clock today he will table with

the Clerk of the House a motion to provide
the Legislature with an opportunity to ex-

press its views on those portions of the Hydro
select committee report which relate to mat-

ters of contempt?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't know
that the hon. member can assume that it will

be done before 1 o'clock. As the House will

recall, the government was prepared to place
a motion last evening at the conclusion of

the debate, which required the unanimous
consent of the House, and the oflBcial opposi-

tion of this province, of course, would not

give its consent.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's right. We are

against the government. Nobody else is.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Where was the

Leader of the Opposition last night?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Working.

Hon. Mr. Davis: How was the school open-
in <?? Did the Leader of the Opposition bring

greetings from the government at St. George
last night?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In the Premier's name.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I'm delighted that he

brought greetings to St. George last night

from the government of the province.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, we will get

some indication to the leader of the New
Democratic Party fairly soon.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I don't see why these

apologists for the government are even

concerned.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Is the Leader of the

Opposition going to have those two people
as delegates at his party's convention next

week?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: We are both confirmed. The
Premier can stop now.

May I ask the Premier by way of

supplementary, since he knows that the rules

require notice—that's why I'm saying by
1 o'clock, since we also have a motion

drafted; there was a motion indicated by
the member for York South (Mr. MacDonald)
last night, but we will debate a government
motion—does he prefer to have the motion

come from the opposition before 1 o'clock,

or can he in fact give us a guarantee that

notice will provide for an opportunity to

debate on both these matters early next

week?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, Mr. Speaker, I can't

at this moment give the hon. member
a guarantee but I certainly can inform

him before 1 o'clock, which would allow

the member for York South to table his

motion prior to that hour.

Mr. Lewis: All right.
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Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): I trust

the Premier is not going to cop out com-

pletely.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oh, no, but we did try

to do it last night.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier seemed to have
heart last night which has withered through
the early hours; or maybe hearts don't wither,
I don't know.

ARSENIC CONCENTRATIONS
IN MOIRA RIVER BASIN

Mr. Lewis: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of the Environment relating
to his statement before the orders of the

day today. Is it not true that the mean
arsenic level in the Moira River system
doubled between 1972 and 1973 from 0.08

milligrams to 0.15 milligrams of concentra-

tion?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I thought I

made it plain that I was talking about the
mean levels. I have said on previous
occasions that there can be a considerable
variation in the river, depending on the
rainfall and the stream flow. We have found
a higher level percentage-wise this fall than
we had, I think it was two years ago, when
it was very wet. We normally expect a

higher concentration in the river in the late

summer and fall because of lower water
levels.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, I wonder if

you would allow two supplementaries.
Would the minister agree with me that the
main source of arsenic pollution at the

present time in the Moira River is the
aflBuent from Deloro, which is being so

badly treated as effluent that it*s now the

major source of pollution?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we are

playing with words. I said that 25 per cent
comes from the river upstream and 75 per
cent from the mill. I also said that they
were getting efiiciencies of up to 95 per
cent, I think it was, in removal. I also

indicated that the final activities which they
are required to do would be completed
this fall. These have to do with automatic
addition of the neutralizing chemicals to
the lagoon where the water that runs through
the pilings is ponded and treated. That has
been the problem that caused this fluctua-
tion of removal, but the point is, there is

no hazard to health from the concentrations
in the water that people are swimming in
and drinking.

Mr. Shulman: Another supplementary, if

I may, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware
that by taking the number of cancer cases

in the Belleville hospital only and ignoring
the ones that go to the other hospitals, he
is getting a phony figure? Is he aware of

the figures prepared by Mr. W. H. Harper,
director of the research branch, research

and analysis division of the Ministry of

Health, just last week, showing that the

cancer level in Hastings county is 168.3 as

compared—

Hon. Mr. Auld: The hon. member has

been talking in the press about the possi-

bility of stomach cancer from drinking
arsenic-contaminated water.

Mr. Shulman: Stomach and lung cancer.

Hon. Mr. Auld: He is not talking, as I

understand it, about lung cancer, which had
a high incidence among people who worked
in the plant some years ago and has nothing
to do with the water.

Mr. Shulman: Wfll the minister agree
with me that the figures for Hastings county
for cancers of all types, many of which are

due to the arsenic, are considerably higher
than the rest of the province according to

the figures just prepared by the Ministry of

Health?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as I have
said before, I have heard many comments
from the hon. member and I never comment
on his comments until I have actually read

the statement. I have not seen those figures,

so my answer to him would be no, until I

see them.

Mr. Shulman: May I ask another supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: One more.

Mr. Shulman: Has the minister been in

touch with the Princess Margaret Hospital
or the Ontario Cancer Research Foundation
to get the overall figures of cancer of the

stomach for Hastings county?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Speaker. I got
them from the medical officer of health.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): So the min-
ister does know the figures? He said he
didn't.

Mr. Speaker: No further supplementaries.
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Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I gave the

figures. The province-wide figure is 9.9 and

the Hastings county figure is 8.3.

Mr. Shulman: The minister is quoting only
one hospital down there. It is like taking St.

Joseph's Hospital in High Park and saying
those are the figures for Toronto.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

TASK FORCE HYDRO

Mr. Lewis: Two brief items for the Min-

ister of Energy: When will he actually
release Task Force Hydro's report No. 5,

"Make or Buy," which I believe was in the

cabinet hands in July?

MUNICIPAL UTILITIES REPORT

Mr. Lewis: When is he going to tell us

about the executive committee for restructur-

ing municipal utilities, which I think was in

the process of decision on Sept. 24?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Mr. Speaker, with respect to the first

question, the "Make or Buy" report was put
in cabinet's hands—I don't think I would be

disclo^ng any great secret—on Wednesday of

this week. It is at the printer and I would
think the Premier would be releasing it as

soon as it gets back from the printer. I don't

know whether that is 10 days or two weeks
or three weeks, but soon.

The answer to the second question is that

the committee had hoped to complete its

work by—I don't remember whether it was
Oct. 1 or Oct, 30. There is some indication

that they are going to want two or three

weeks more. It is coming along very well and
I would expect we would have a report from
them some time in November, or certainly
before Christmas.

TRADE MISSION TO SOUTH AFRICA

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Industry and Tourism: Can
he tell me why we are sending a trade mis-

sion to South Africa at the end of this month
and of what it will consist?

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry
and Tourism): Mr. Speaker, we send trade
missions from the ministry about every two
weeks to foreign countries to find out whether

we can entertain licensing or joint venture

arrangements with people in those countries.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The min-

ister's parliamentary assistant (Mr. Reilly) is

having a ball.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: I would have to get the

full details of the one on South Africa, but

there has obviously been an indication, both

by the people in that country and by manu-
facturers here in the Province of Ontario,
that they would be interested in travelling to

that land to see if they can complete some

preliminary negotiations they have likely
carried on through correspondence and bring
them to completion for better advancement
of the economic position of the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, the

minister will also know, I trust, that this

means the better advancement of the econ-

omy of South Africa, and might he perhaps
think, I put it to him as falling in the policy
field, that the Province of Ontario might re-

consider this kind of trade mission given:
(a) the numerous United Nations resolutions

in which Canada has participated on censure
of South Africa; given (b) that it is one of

the few totalitarian regimes in the western or

eastern world based on race alone; and given
(c) that it ill behoves Ontario, for the few
dollars involved, to prop up white racism in

South Africa, and that he might consider that

in his policy field?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, while the

leader of the NDP has a personal view on the

situation—

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
What about China and Russia? Does the

same thing apply?

Mr. Lewis: No, that is a different kind of

ideology.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General):

Hypocrisy. Socialistic hypocrisy.

Mr. Lewis: Not at all.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: The Solicitor General will

never know the meaning of hypocrisy.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, may I

very briefly comment on the views expressed?
To be frank about it, trade is not a one-way
street. There are many things to be gained

by this province and this country in having
trade missions to other lands.
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May I also say, sir, that as far as the minis-

try is concerned, when we see there is a pos-

sibility of improving production facilities in

Ontario and when we have some technology
that might be available to and productive for

another country, we are prepared to exchange
and try to advance the cause.

We've had many compliments paid to us

in the ministry for the fact that we have the

expertise in the other lands to open doors for

people in this country and in this province to

advance that cause. In recent days I had a

letter from one of the people who took the

trip with ministry staff, indicating that on one
or two occasions prior to this date they had
visited foreign lands and could not make
inroads with manufacturers and executives

in other lands. Through the ministry and

through its people they were able to open the

door and we advanced the cause of industry
in this province.

Mr. Lewis: I didn't ask about the minister's

economic missions. I asked, by way of supple-

mentary, whether he wouldn't raise in his

policy field, given all that we know interna-

tionally, the exceptional and particular circum-
stances of Ontario aflFording economic advan-

tage to a white racist group in South Africa

by virtue of our trade and, in the process,

assisting the oppression of a very large ma-
jority population, black in colour. Tm asking
him if he will raise it in his policy field?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, certainly
the discussion can be—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Go on to the Com-
munist dictatorships.

Mr. Lewis: There is the old ploy by the

Minister of Revenue.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And the old David
Lewis ploy!

Mr. Lewis: There is a great difference the
minister will never understand when an

ideology is based on racism.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The member will never
see the difference because he subscribes to

the ideology of communism.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is the victim.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of order.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. MacDonald: The hon. member over
there accused us of prescribing to the ideol-

ogy of communism. May I just draw that to

your attention and ask that it be withdrawn?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Is it withdrawn, Mr.

Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: I think not. It is not a point

of order.

Mr. Stokes: Do you subscribe to that kind

of statement?

Mr. Speaker: That is beside the point. It

was an interjection.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister made an

interjection; I was not certain what it was.

I didn't hear anything that was really objec-

tionable. I did not hear the word "com-

munism."

Mr. MacDonald: I will tell you what it

was. He said that we subscribe to the ideology

of communism and I ask for it to be with-

drawn, because it is a falsehood and he knows

it. It he doesn't know it, he shouldn't be

here.

Mr. Speaker: I did not hear the word "com-

munism."

An hon. member: He said they were Com-
munists.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: He is an irresponsible

blabbermouth; that's his trouble.

Mr. Lewis: He is the only man who looks

for Communists under his bed every night.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order! There are those

who subscribe to communism and those who
do not. I mean, if the hon. minister had the

opinion that someone subscribes to commun-
ism, I don't see that is a point of order. Nor
can I see any basis for withdrawing it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Stokes: Would it be in order for me to

call the minister a Fascist?

Mr. MacDonald: Right.

Mr. Stokes: Would it be?
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Mr. MacDonald: Well, it's more appropri-

ately descriptive.

Mr. Lewis: I would think that we should—

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): The
hon. member for York South has called me a

Fascist.

Mr. Lewis: No, no, a crypto-Fascist.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes he has. He called me
a Fascist. Before the member came along, he

called me a Fascist.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, on a point
of clarification, are you making this ruling

because you are not sure that it was said?

Or are you making it on the assumption it

was said and this is your ruling?

Mr. Speaker: I'm making it even if it was
said.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, I suggest
to you that that kind of ruling is not a toler-

able one in this House. You are very cor-

rective of things on this side of the House
which sometimes reflect on the government.
But when a minister of the cabinet gets up
and accuses us of subscribing to the ideology
of communism-

Mr. Speaker: Order. I have made a ruling,

and the hon. members have a remedy to that

if they wish. I do not intend to change that

ruling.

Mr. MacDonald: I am not going to chal-

lenge it—

An hon. member: No, he's going to look

into it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: We'll trade white racists

for Communists.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, are you
aware that this ascribes to the principle fa-

vouring the violent overthrow of the state

without the democratic process?

Mr. Speaker: I am not that familiar with
communism.

An hon. member: They don't know what
he'll do if he ever gets in!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Beimett: Well, it is Industry and

Tourism, Mr. Speaker, just so we keep the

ministry name in order.

Sir, we recognize those countries where
the federal authority have oflBces and where
we work with them—this is about the clear-

est answer I can give—where we think there

are economic advantages to this country and
to this province. If there happens to be spin-
offs to other countries, sir, well we are prin-

cipally concerned about how we can advance
the cause of Ontario.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): They'll
make a buck any way they can.

Mr. Speaker: Has the hon. member for

Scarborough West any further questions?

The hon. member for Welland South was
on his feet.

OMB SELECT COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Treasurer and Minister of Econom-
ics and Intergovernmental Affairs. Regarding
the report of the select committee on the

Ontario Municipal Board, can the minister

inform the House when it can be expected
that some of the recommendations will be

accepted and legislation forthcoming?

Hon. Mr. White: Shortly.

Mr. Haggerty: How short is that?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, in Mr. Frost's

great phrase, in the fullness of time we will

have it for the member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

FISH AND GAME CONSERVATION

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Min-
ister of Natural Resources. Is he aware of the

speech that was made to a tourism group in

the Sudbury area last week in regard to the

decline of the fish and game in northern

Ontario? If so, what policies and plans does

his department have for conservation of our

fish and game resources? Specifically, is he

going to take any action this fall in regard
to closing off the trout season to non-resi-

dents or lowering the limit from five fish to

two or three fish?

Mr. Lewis: I had asked the permanently Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-

uptight Minister of Trade and Industry— sources): I certainly want to thank the mem-
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ber for Rainy River, because this is a very

timely subject. It is something my ministry

is very intensely involved in. I would have

to say to him that we are intensifying, for

example, our moose management programme.
We are increasing creel census reports

throughout the entire northern part of this

province-

All hon. member: Moose management?

An hon. member: How do you manage
moose?

Mr. Lewis: You appoint them to the cab-

inet.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Believe it or not, there

is such a thing as a moose management pro-

gramme.

Mr. Foulds: How about a dinosaur for the

Solicitor General?

Mr. Stokes: It is a non-resident.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: But, as I pointed out to

the tourist operators in the Sudbury area, I

felt the thrust now and in the future should

be away from these types of resources be-

cause people have larger disposable incomes
and more free time and the impact on the

recreation facilities of this province is in-

creasing tremendously, therefore they would
have to shift in the future. And I think they

accepted that explanation.

In connection with the lake trout situa-

tion, I would point out to the hon. member
that we have something like 250,000 lakes

in this province, particularly in northern
Ontario. About 1,000 of those lend them-
selves to the development of lake trout. They
are a very delicate species and, again as a

result of the increased pressure on this par-
ticular species, we are aware of the notable
decline in lake trout.

I hope to bring before this House, possibly

during my estimates, a decision we will

make concerning the reduction of the daily
limits from five to three—I think that is the
recommendation of my biologists—and hope-
fully that will be forthcoming within the
next few weeks.

In connection with closing the season for
lake trout, in view of my discussions with
and my concern for the tourist industry in

northern Ontario, I don't think we could

bring in a decision that quickly. I think
it would have to be phased in following
further discussions with them, and of course
more examination of the results of our creel

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Port

Arthur.

WINE SALES

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations, Mr,

Speaker: In view of the announcement of

the Liquor Control Board of Ontario on
Oct. 10, I believe, that they are opening
rare wine stores and have on their staff

expert wine consultants trained by the

LCBO, what steps have the LCBO taken to

ensure that none of the wines originating
in the Bordeaux region, which are suspect
because of the wine scandal there, has been

exported to Ontario? In particular, would
the minister look at what is not a Bordeaux
but a Burgundy wine called Cuvee St.

Peres, which is number 988-B on the LCBO
list, to see if in fact that is not a genuine
red wine but a bogus wine.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I thought the member
for High Park was the expert on wines.

Mr. Foulds: I am the expert on wines

under $3.

Hon. J. T. Clements (Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations): Mr.

Speaker, I have had discussions with the

liquor board with reference to the counter-

feit Bordeaux or Beaujolais wines that we
have read about in the press in these past
summer months. Out of every group of

wines that comes in, samples are taken, par-

ticularly as to quality and colouring. We
have no indication that we have purchased
any of those wines.

I will look into the one that the hon.

member mentioned. I am not familiar with

it, but I will look into it and get back to

him on 988-B. They number these, do they?
I don't know how they do this.

Mr. MacDonald: Has the minister never

been to a liquor store?

Mr. Foulds: By way of supplementary,
this is the number that one has to write on
his little blue slip.

Mr. MacDonald: They buy it by the barrel

down in Niagara Falls.

Mr. Shulman: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.
Can the minister explain the gyration in

wine prices? Does he respond to editorials

in the Toronto Star? I am referring to the

Mouton Rothschild whose price was lowered
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this week after there was an editorial in the

Star complaining about its price level.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh I don't know if

we respond to editorials in the Star or in

the Niagara Falls Review.

Mr. Lewis: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I know with regard
to the fine wines that the board is very
much aware of the price of those wines on
the New York market and tries to establish

some type of equation. Some of the wines
that we have down there now run as much,
I believe, as $132 a bottle, and that is a

product that none on this side of the House
has ever tasted.

Mr. Foulds: My number sells for under

$3.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I understand, Mr.

Speaker, that on Monday or Tuesday next

the board will make some of these products
available. My friend from High Park has

assured me he will be there.

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): He will

have to get the wine early.

Mr. Shulman: May I have a further

supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Hon. Mr. Crossman: This is what the
member calls urgent public importance?

Mr. Speaker: I find it very interesting.
I'll permit a supplementary question.

Mr. Shulman: Can the minister explain
the pricing policy to me or to the House?
Why would a wine that eight weeks ago
was $15 be jacked up to $55, and then be
jacked down again, when the newspapers
complained, to $47?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: They refuse to jack the-

Hon. Mr. Clement: Some of those are

reflecting the current market prices. It just
doesn't seem equitable to the Liquor Control
Board of Ontario that wine be sold here at

a price much less than the same wine is

being ofi^ered in Montreal or New York. We
are dealing only with imported wines. I

would like to point out to the hon. member
and to the House that there are some very
fine wines made down in the Niagara
peninsula and I urge him to try them.

Mr. Shulman: Why do the Niagara
peninsula wines sell for less in Buffalo than
they do in Toronto?

Hon. Mr. Clement: That may be true,

but look how far one has to go and the

conditions under which one has to drink it.

Mr. MacDonald: The government will be

bootlegging it pretty soon if it keeps its

prices that high.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

WATERLOO REGIONAL GOVERNMENT
GRANTS

Mr. Good: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Treasurer. Could the minister explain

why the $1.8 million in grants that was
asked for, for startup purposes in the re-

gional government of Waterloo, was reduced

to $439,000, in view of the fact that other

regional governments received a tremendous
amount more than that?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, I have enorm-
ous respect for the chairman of that regional
district. He is a clever man and a good
businessman.

Mr. Haggerty: He must be clever.

Hon. Mr. White: When he came in to see

me and sat down with his list, I think in

fairness it must be said they had put down
just about every expenditure they could think

of. The $1.8 million was simply the start of

the dicker.

Mr. Foulds: Of what?

Hon. Mr. White: We came up vnth what
we believed to be a fair and reasonable figure
of $400,000. As a matter of fact, since an-

nouncing that to the region some weeks ago,
I haven't had a single complaint.

Mr. MacDonald: The Treasurer admits he
was dickering, does he?

Mr. Good: I am getting complaints now.
I am just getting my facts and figures as-

sembled. As an example, the administrative

startup costs were $946,000.

Mr. Speaker: Ask your question.

Mr. Good: Is the Treasurer satisfied that

the province should pay only $234,000 of the

startup costs which he imposed on the re-

gion?

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): Let
the member have a chat with the chairman.

Mr. Good: Secondly, as an example, does

the Treasurer think that $200,000 for the
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police communication system is a fair amount
to give Waterloo region when he walked into

Niagara a few years ago with $375,000?

Mr. Lewis: Right. Send him a copy of the

"dicker" tapes.

Mr. Good; Does the Treasurer think that

we should have our grants cut to 24 per cent

of startup costs, when before the election

the government took $1 million into the

Niagara region? Now, let's be fair about this,

Mr. Minister.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): He's got
to be fair.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, I think if the

question were put on the order paper it

would enable me to give the member all of

the details showing the claims made and the

claims recognized; and I think the hon.

member himself might come to the realiza-

tion that we played fair with that region—as
indeed we have attempted to play fair with

every region.

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): He
dickered, anyway.

Mr. Good: I know the details; I want jus-

tice.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

BRIGHTON STORM DAMAGE
PAYMENTS

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the provincial Treasurer. We might as

well keep him on the hot seat. My under-

standing of the government policy with re-

gard to its contribution to a fund to cope
with local disaster losses is that it matches
dollar for dollar. What explanation is there
for the fact that in the instance of the

Brighton storm this summer, when the total

losses were $40,000-and $36,000 were raised

locally—that the government only put in

$4,000 and excluded a lot of things in the

category of luxury such as trees, tents, boats,

trailers, and so on?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I think the question
answers itself. The damage was $40,000.

Mr. MacDonald: Right!

Hon. Mr. White: And $36,000 was raised

from the private sector. Now, $36,000 taken

from $40,000 leaves $4,000, and so we met
the balance of their needs.

Mr. Lewis: Well done!

Mr. Deans: That's why he's the Treasurer.

Mr. MacDonald: The minister's mathematics
are impeccable, but my question, by way of

supplementary—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Don't ever forget it.

Mr. Singer: Not always.

Mr. Foulds: Especially in two figures.

Mr. MacDonald: By way of supplementary:
Did the Treasurer not arrive at that $4,000
figure as his only obligation because he ex-

cluded a lot of things as so-called luxuries.

Believe it or not, trees are in that category
—through his exclusion—which is an interest-

ing addition to the category of luxuries; and

tents, tent-trailers, boats, hi-fi equipment, col-

lections of old books and records, and so on.

None of these are covered. Is the Treasurer
with me?

Hon. Mr. White: Always, spiritually if not

politically.

Mr. Lewis: I don't think he wants the min-
ister with him spiritually.

Hon. Mr. White: If a chap's boat is caught
in a storm and wrecked, we don't pay for it.

That's not envisaged in these programmes.
Nobody would contemplate it. The reeve of

Brighton, as I understand it, was very compli-

mentary with respect to the speed with which
we acted. We sent people down there imme-
diately,

Mr. MacDonald: What about tent-trailers?

Hon. Mr. White: I think the hon. member
for Grenville-Dundas (Mr. Irvine) was there;

parachuted in almost hours after the storm.

The arrangements we've made with respect to

these costs have never been criticized or

questioned, to my knowledge.

Mr. MacDonald: Well, the Treasurer is

being criticized now.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, that doesn't make it

right.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron.

WILDFOWL PRACTICES

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Mr. Speaker, a

question of the Minister of Natural Re-
sources: Why does his ministry condone the
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practice of baiting wild geese and ducks on

government-owned land—and I am thinking
now of the Hullett conservation area in Huron
—while at the same time his ministry dis-

courages, even to the point of condemning,
private property owners who have been oper-

ating wildlife sanctuaries for a number of

years from carrying on similar practices?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Well, Mr. Speaker, I am
not aware of this particular instance. I'll get
a full report for the member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Coch-
rane South.

TIMMINS SECONDARY SCHOOL

Mr. Ferrier: Yes, I have a question for

the Minister of Education, Mr. Speaker. Is

the minister aware that the Timmins Board of

Education has rejected his suggested proposal
to update the present Timmins High and
Vocational School by a renovation programme;
and if he is so aware, is he prepared to go to

Timmins to see the condition of the present
school and all the circumstances surrounding
it so that he may inform himself more ade-

quately of the actual need to reconstruct a

completely new school?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, as a matter
of fact, I just signed a letter—I guess yester-

day—to the director of education in Tim-

mins, indicating that we still stood by our

position that we felt that the best situation

for that school was a renovation programme.
I understand that that programme has been
submitted to the board and that it's a very
viable one. I think that the community would
be well served if the board considered it

and got it-

Mr. Lewis: Turned down. It was turned
down.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —down here for approval.
In fact, it probably could have been started

now if they hadn't wasted time with it.

Mr. Ferrier: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Is this a supplementary?

Mr. Ferrier: Yes, it's a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Ferrier: Why doesn't the minister go
and see for himself? My leader went and
those who have gone and looked at the prob-
lem have been aware of the grave deficien-

cies in it. Is the minister not aware that the

whole community is against this policy that

he is trying to jam down its throat?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, it was built within

the last 10 or 15 years.

Mr. Lewis: Some of it.

Mr. Ferrier: Why doesn't the minister go
and see it?

Mr. Lewis: Use it for something else.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The member is asking us,

in this time of constraint, to rip down a com-

plete school, a lot of it 10 to 15 years old,

to build a $4 million or $5 million new
school.

I want to tell the hon. member that I was
in Perth the other day at the Perth and
District Collegiate Institute. I saw there an
illustration of what can be done by putting
on a small addition, renovating the whole
school and coming up with a very acceptable

operation. That is what I am suggesting to

the Timmins board and that is what I have

suggested in the last year; they don't need to

rip that school down. They can bring in a

renovation programme which can bring it up
to standard.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, why
does the minister not visit the school when it

is in session and see how ludicrous the

present situation is under which teachers and
students operate? And he will recognize that

the renovation plans which he is endorsing

ultimately will cost as much as a new school

and will mean a period of uninterrupted dis-

ruption for three or four years. It just isn't

viable. If he goes himself, I think he will

change his mind.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I have to

say that I haven't seen the renovation plans

yet because the Timmins board will not come
down with any alternative. All they have said

is, "This is what we want; we want a com-

pletely new school. We want you to destroy
the old school [a lot of it which is fairly new
construction] and build a completely new
school." I want to see the renovation plans.

Why doesn't the board bring those down and
show them to us?

Mr. Lewis: I don't know, but the minister

can fly up with the member for Cochrane
South.

Hon. Mr. Wells: But I think that members
have to agree—and I am sure the hon. leader

of the NDP would agree with me—that in

this time of constraint in capital building for
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schools, we can't be just building new schools

because everybody wants them.

Mr. Lewis: But the minister is wasting the

renovation money. It is going to cost us more

in the end.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired. There were one or two ministers

who had the answers to previous questions,

but I am sure they can provide them at

another time.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

PENSION BENEFITS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Pension

Benefits Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, because

of the importance of the changes proposed
and the additional protection afforded to the

participants in a pension plan, I thought I

should bring some of these initiatives to your
attention.

These amendments provide, first, that

when, at the time of an employee's termina-

tion of employment or membership in a plan,
his pension benefit credit is less than the

value of his contributions to that plan, his

pension benefit credit shall be increased to

an amount not less than the value of his

contributions.

Second, that any sums received by an em-

ployer from employees as pension contribu-

tions are deemed to be held in trust by the

employer for the employees until paid into

the plan, and such sums are not to be used

by the employer for his ov^m purposes. Simi-

larly, employer contributions are to be
deemed trust funds from the time they are

required to be paid into that plan.

Third, specify when an employer must pro-
vide information respecting the plan and
amendments to members of the plan and em-

ployees eligible to become members.

Fourth, provide that where an employer
who is a party to a pension plan sells his

business and the employees continue to work
for the purchaser, for the purposes of deter-

mining entitlement to deferred annuities and

eligibility for membership in the purchaser's

plan, the employment with both vendor and

purchaser is to be considered and such em-

ployment is deemed to be continuous.

Lastly, provide the commission with au-

thority to cancel the certificate of registration

of a pension plan where the employer or plan
administrator has failed to comply with the

provisions of the Act or regulations, and

where the plan is not being administered

according to the contractual obligations re-

quired by the Act.

Mr. Speaker, the Ontario Pension Commis-

sion has continuously provided leadership in

the pension field in Canada and these further

steps, I believe, are an indication of our

determination to maintain that role.

VITAL STATISTICS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Vital

Statistics Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the

amendments proposed are mainly administra-

tive and I would be most pleased to provide
a more detailed explanation of any of the

proposals and the reasoning behind the

changes to any member of the House who

requires further information concerning same.

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
ACT

Hon. Mr. Bernier moves first reading of

bill intituled. An Act to amend the Ministry
of Natural Resources Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, this bill

will amend the office of the mining commis-

sioner under the Mining Act, to the mining
and lands commissioner. The jurisdiction of

the commisisoner will be enlarged to include

matters under other statutes of the ministry

now exercised by the minister, that are similar

to those exercised by the mining commis-

sioner.

The legislation will provide for the assign-
ment to the new commissioner of jurisdiction
over such matters as applications for quit
claim letters patent, forfeiture of leases, sales

and other tides for breaches of conditions,

rights to obtain lands, warrants, compensa-
tion for double inconsistent or deficient

grants, or similar matters under the other

statutes.

In addition, the statute will provide for the

appointment of deputy commissioners who
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will be able to act in the absence of the

commissioner or sit with the commissioner in

the more serious and complex matters. In

addition, the bill clears up references in the

legislation, regulations, and other documents

in respect to the district official known as the

district manager.

MINING ACT

Hon. Mr. Bemier moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Mining
Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, this bill

is complementary to the Ministry of Natural

Resources Amendment Act, 1973, which I

have just introduced. The bill amends the

names of two ofiicials in the ministry to their

present designation and repeals a section of

the Mining Act that is replaced by the new

provisions in the Ministry of Natural Re-

sources Act, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The second order,

House in committee of the whole.

CO-OPERATIVE CORPORATIONS ACT

House in committee on Bill 185, the Co-

operative Corporations Act, 1973.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 185, the Co-operative

Corporations Act, 1973. Are there any ques-

tions, comments or amendments on the early

sections of the bill and which section please?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I know the minister will be glad to

know that I don't intend to move any amend-

ments, but I do have, since the minister-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. On which

section?

Mr. Renwick: —put the bill into committee

I want to ask him a couple of questions with

respecto to section 1, subsections 5 (2), (3)

and (4). There are other consequential sec-

tions that are affected by my comments but

I want to draw to the minister's attention the

concern which I expressed the other evening
about mixing up corporations with share cap-
ital and co-operatives. That is business corpo-
rations in the traditional sense of the term

and co-operatives as defined in this Act, by
providing that either a corporation, that is,

a business-

Interjections by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: It's too early Friday morning
to have to repeat myself.

I'm concerned about a business corporation

being able to have a co-operative corporation
as a subsidiary, or a co-operative corporation

having as a subsidiary a business corporation.

In the report of the select committee there

is some protection in that the recommenda-

tion stated that the owner could only be

exercised—and I'm referring now to the

powers contained in the later section of the

bill—dealing with the same problem. That is,

in certain of the subsections of section 15 it

states the power may only be exercised if

the directors of the co-operative, acting in

good faith, determine by express resolution

that the purchase is in the best interests of

the co-operative and is necessary to enable

the co-operative to improve its services to

members.

I'm not going to labour it. All I'm going

to ask is that if the minister and the officer

of the ministry whom he is going to designate

presumably as a director of co-operatives,

will follow very closely and report to the

minister the extent to which business cor-

porations are incorporating co-operatives as

subsidiaries and the extent to which co-

operatives as such are incorporating or ac-

quiring business corporations as subsidiaries.

In this way we can see whether or not the

recommendation of the select
^

committee

makes sense or whether it wouldn't be better

to take the more hard and fast rule that

would exclude a business corporation hav-

ing a relationship as subsidiary or holding

company with a co-operative and vice versa.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer

and Commercial Relations): Mr. Chairman,

obviously the co-op can never be a sub-

sidiary of a business corporation, but under

section 1, subsection (2), a business cor-

poration can be a subsidiary of a co-operative,

so long as it's controlled by the co-op.

I've noted the sections of which the

member for Riverdale makes mention here

as section 1. Then is it subsections (2), (3)

and (4) to which he refers?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, I was referring in

section 1 to subsections (2), (3) and (4), which

also pose the same problem in items 4, 5,

6 and 9 of subsection (2) of section 15.

I'm not asking the minister to refer to those

subsections now, but whatever note he may
have made of my comments so that when
the matter is being looked at, those are

the other sections that I'm concerned about.
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that is, the right of a co-operative to ac-

quire all the shares of a business corporation.

I would also make this other comment,

that it would appear to be quite possible

despite what the minister says for a business

corporation to have a co-operative as a

subsidiary. Section 5 says: "Five or more

persons being corporations or natural per-

sons . . . may incorporate a co-operative."

The term "corporation" in that clause is

broadly defined in section 1 to mean any

corporation with or without share capital,

whether or not it is a co-operative to which

this Act applies.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments?

Mr. Renwick: On section 2—1 assume it's

under section 2 because of the explanatory

note that the minister is going to appoint

a director of co-operative services—I assume

that that is going to be the designation of

the person and that the minister is going to

so appoint him.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The member's under-

standing is quite correct.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Is the

minister going to have a staff or a single

person?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I will

be appointing Mr. Joseph Best as director

under this particular Act. This man has

had over 21 years' experience in the co-

operative movement. He will have to have

some staff. I don't anticipate that he will

need a very expensive staff.

Mr. Best is well known to the co-operative
movement throughout Ontario. I know that

his appointment would certainly be greeted
with a very high degree of acceptance by
everyone involved. As the hon. members
can appreciate, it takes someone with some

expertise and background in this particular

type of movement in order to be involved

with it. It's not just as clear cut and the

philosophy is not the same as those ruiming
under other statutes like the Business Cor-

porations Act or similar pieces of legislation.

Mr. Chairman: The next section, please?

Mr. Renwick: Section 11.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 11?

Mr. Renwick: My comment applies to

section 11 and section 15.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 11? All

right.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, why is it

necessary for a co-operative to be permitted
to carry on business or identify itself to

the public by a name other than its cor-

porate name? Did the minister hear my com-

ment?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I think I did.

Mr. Renwick: Are there examples that

the minister could give us as to why this

would be necessary?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, my mar-

ginal note here shows that it is substantially

the same as subsection (2) in section 10

of the Business Corporations Act with the

addition of the word "co-operative," or its

abbreviation, to the prohibition.

Mr. Renwick: This always causes a prob-

lem, because I think that the public, whe-
ther they are dealing with a business corpor-
ation or a co-operative, are entitled to know
what in fact is the formal name of the or-

ganization with which they are dealing in

order that they can readily find the kind of

information about it, which, for example, is

on file in a public office. Again, I don't pro-

pose to move an amendment, but it does

seem to me to be exceptionally broad to per-

mit a co-operative to carry on business in, or

identify itself to the public by, a name or

style other than its corporate name without

some coincidental clause requiring it, at least

in its advertisements, to indicate what its

formal name is, by which it has been formally

incorporated by filing its articles.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, some co-

ops already enjoy the use of trade names
which do not include the word "co-operative"
or "limited." I direct the hon. member's

attention to a particular co-op line of food

called Gay Lea, from Gay Lea Foods, and in

talking to our people, co-ops have pointed out

that they have invested in it for a number
of years. They spend substantial dollars in

developing a product under a particular trade

name and would like to retain the right to

continue to use it. This is not dissimilar, of

course, to a large limited business corporation

continuing to operate as a sole proprietorship

or, under a trade name, a certain subsidiary or

branch of its undertaking.

Mr. Chairman: The next section is section

15.

Mr. Lawlor: Is there a requirement, either

under our law or federal statute, when you
use a trade name such as that on a product,
that the manufacturer be identified under its

limited aspect somewhere on the label?
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Hon. Mr. Clement: This may be under
federal legislation. I am not sure whether
that's mandatory or not.

Mr. Lawlor: I notice it a great deal.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Is it mandatory?

Mr. Lawlor: I don't think it has to be done.

I don't know.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't know either.

Mr. Lawlor: It is on the labels very often.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't know whether
it is mandatory. I know some businesses do
indicate a trade name on a label and then

put "Product of General Foods Ltd." or

something of this nature, but I don't know
of any legislation—and certainly I know of

none provincially—in existence making that

compulsory. It may be that the federal peo-
ple, under their labelling legislation, may
have legislation to that effect already, but I

am certainly not aware of it.

Mr. Lawlor: We should check into that for

warranties purposes.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I will.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further before sec-

tion 15? The member for Riverdale, I be-

lieve, indicated he wished to comment on 15.

Mr. Renwick: My comment on section 11
did relate to subsection (1) of section 15, but
in view of my remarks on the first section

about this question of a business corporation
or a co-operative being subsidiary, one to the
other or vice versa, I would like specifically
to draw the minister's attention, just for the
sake of the record, to items 4, 5, 6, 9 and 15
of subsection (2), as being matters where this

question of a business corporation's relation-

ship with a co-operative is highlighted in the

general, additional ancillary powers given to

co-operatives.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have made a nota-

tion, Mr. Chairman; I don't think there is

any comment expected here. I have none to

make.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions
or amendments on a later section of the early

part of the bill?

Mr. Renwick: Section 35.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 35? The
member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Do I take the intention of

section 35, read as a whole, to mean that a

co-operative which is required to file an offer-

ing statement will be required to keep it, in

the parlance of the trade, "ever green"? Is it

supposed to be kept up to date at all times?

Is that the overall purpose of the section?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The subsections there-
subsections (1), (2) and (3), of section 35, are

substantially the same as section 41 of the

Securities Act.

Mr. Renwick: And subsections (4) and (5).

Hon. Mr. Clement: And (4) and (5).

I am reading from a note here to apprise

myself:

In consequence of the recommendation
of the select committee that detailed pro-
vision for the content of the prospectus be
set out, it is intended that the regulations
to this Act contain a detailed statement of

the information required and that a form

for the offering statement containing par-
ticulars of the information to be set out,

also be included. \

It is not intended that the disclosure

required by the offering statement be as

exhaustive as that required under the

Securities Act.

And I would think that this pertains only

actually to offerings and not to the day-to-day
situation where no offering is contemplated

by that particular co-op.

Mr. Chairman: Any other section of the

bill for comment, question or amendment be-

fore section 80?

Mr. Renwick: Section 90.

Mr. Chairman: The minister has an amend-

ment on section 90. Is there anything before

section 90? Will the hon. minister then place
his amendment first.

Hon. Mr. Clement moves that subsection

(4) of section 90 be amended by inserting

after the words "the articles" in line 1, the

words "or bylaws."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Does the member for River-

dale have further comment?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, again it is

the purpose of a note for future consideration;

and in subsection (2) of section 90 it does

appear to me that this provision which would

appear to indicate that the board of directors

of a co-operative could, as the outside limit,

be elected in whole for a period of five years.
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It is an exceptionally long period of time to

permit one group of persons to control a co-

operative organization in its direction and

supervision of its management.
I don't understand why it has to be five

years; and my reading of it certainly does

indicate that once every five years would be
the outside limit that the co-operative mem-
bers would have the opportunity to change
that board.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, this

section is substantially the same as section

126 of the Business Corporations Act; and I

draw to the hon. member's attention that "it

shall take place yearly, or up to a period not

exceeding five years if provided in the original
articles of incorporation." And so those

articles would have to contain that proviso

permitting it to go as far as five years. If

they did, then the directors could hold ofiice

for a five-year period; but otherwise if they
were silent, obviously it would have to be
on an annual basis.

Mr. Renwick: Well, that is precisely the

problem. Because the fact of the matter is

that when a co-operative is incorporated it

has usually just a few members, except those

who are promoting the co-operative. If they

put those provisions in the articles of in-

corporation, then it means that it is extremely
rlifficult to get an amendment to those articles

because it would require the higher per-

centage which is 66% per cent of the votes

cast to alter it. All I'm saying is that I think

five years is too long and I don't gain any
solace from the fact that the Business Cor-

porations Act permits the same thing.

Section 90, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: The next amendment from
the minister is to section 155. Is there any
section before that?

Mr. Renwick: I have a comment on section

110.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 110?

Mr. Renwick: This is a refinement which

perhaps the minister would make a note of

to consider an amendment to this Act and an

amendment to the Business Corporations Act
to cover the point. At the end of item (a)

it strikes me that the words "or alleged to be"
—I take no pride in authorship—should be
added.

In other words, it seems to me that in-

demnification of directors and oflBcers should

not be only with respect to proceedings which
are in respect of anything done or permitted

to be done but also in respect to proceedings
where there are allegations with respect to

matters done or permitted to be done. It

may sound like an over-refinement but per-

haps the minister and his advisers would
consider at some time an appropriate amend-
ment to the Business Corporations Act and to

this Act, to add those words "or alleged so

to be" to the end of item (a) of section 110,
subsection (1).

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, would

you give me the quotation of those words,

please?

Mr. Renwick: Or alleged so to be, after

the word "ofiice," being the last word in item

(a) of subsection (1), section 110.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes. We'll take a look

at that, Mr. Chairman, in both Acts.

Mr. Chairman: Any comment, question or

amendment on a later section of the bill,

before 155?

Are we clear that far? It's quite a big

jump. I'll give you time.

Perhaps we'll have the hon. minister's

amendment on section 155.

Hon. Mr. Clement moves that section 155
be amended by adding a new subsection (5)

to read as follows:

Where a certificate of restatement is

issued to a co-operative incorporated by
special Act, the co-operative is continued as

if it had been incorporated under this Act

and the special Act ceases to apply to the

co-operative.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Now the next amendment
I have here indicates 162. Is there anything
before 162? If not, the hon. minister may
place his amendment.

Hon. Mr. Clement moves that section 162,

subsection (3), be amended by inserting after

the words "in the articles" in line 1 the

words "or bylaws."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-

ments, questions or amendments on a later

section of the bill?

Bill 185, as amended, reported.

PERSONAL PROPERTY SECURITY ACT

House in committee on Bill 186, An Act

to amend the Personal Property Security Act.
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Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments on any section of

this bill and, if so, on which section? The

member for York Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre); Section

4.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 4?

Mr. Lawlor: I have something on section

4, too.

Mr. Chairman: The member for York Cen-

tre on section 4.

Mr. Deacon: Not being a lawyer, I am not

an expert on this, but I would like to get the

minister's comment on observations made to

me that the word "collateral" is ill defined.

It talks about every creditor having some
interest in the collateral. They want to know
what is meant by it. There should be a

clearer definition of what is meant by "col-

lateral" in a case like this. They feel the

drafting could cause confusion.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, obvi-

ously the amendment doesn't define the word
"collateral." It strikes me that the Act itself

defines the word "collateral." Perhaps if one

of the pages might get me the Revised Sta-

tutes of Ontario, we could just take a look

and see. I don't have the full Act itself be-

fore me. I may be in error on that, and I

would like to check it for the member for

York Centre.

Mr. Lawlor: I think it does, if I may assist.

Collateral means a "property that is subject
to a security interest."

Hon. Mr. Clement: That is from the Act,
is it?

Mr. Lawlor: That is the original draft Act,
and I am sure this is the same.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am grateful to the

member for Lakeshore for that. I have the

Act here before me, the whole Act, 1970,

saying that it means a property that is sub-

ject to a stated security interest.

Does the member for York Centre not

agree with that definition?

Mr. Deacon: Apparently, Mr. Chairman,
the legal fraternity has indicated there have
been problems presented by lack of clarity
in the definition. Maybe I shouldn't be com-

ing up at this point because it is just an
observation on the existing Act. It does have
some bearing on section 1.

Mr. Lawlor: The definition—take a look at

"security interest."

Hon. Mr. Clement: We are not changing
the meaning at all, I want to assure the

member for York Centre; we are just adding
a clause. We are not changing anything in

the definition of collateral by deleting or

adding anything to it.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. member
for Lakeshore have a comment on section 4?

Mr. Lawlor: That is a most commendable
clause requiring the person holding the secur-

ity to disclose. I believe you have the same
amendment of fairly recent date to the Mort-

gages Act requiring mortgagees generally also

to disclose what the outstanding amounts are.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It seems to me there

is or was recently an amendment to that

effect. I don't have the responsibility of that

particular Act and I don't want to give an
assurance to the House that in fact it does
exist. It seems to me that what the member
says is correct.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment on
that section?

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, on that same
section 4(l)(d), should it not be possible only
for the debtor to be required and not the

secured creditor to give the copy of the

security agreement? Is it right in the interest

of personal privacy of people that a secured

creditor can give a copy of the security

agreement? As I understand the definition

by the way it is stated here or the way the

Act is worded here or the amendment is

worded, that indeed it can be required that

a secured creditor will give a copy of the

security agreement if so requested, because

it talks about "the secured party." Should we
read that as just stating here "that require
the debtor to furnish him"? Because the diflB-

culty is that we can be making it possible
for somebody to get a copy of the security

agreement that invades the privacy of a

person.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The documents, of

course, would be registered in a public oflBce

and are public documents and available to

public scrutiny in any event. I would hate to

think that a duty was cast upon the debtor

to provide a copy of the
security agreement.

Invariably the debtor is an individual or a

small business firm; he doesn't have the

knowhow or the facilities available to him
that in most instances a secured creditor

would have.
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Invariably these things are checked out.

The interest that would be demonstrated in

the agreement would probably be that of a

potential new secured creditor, or a new
creditor who is about to refinance someone.

He would go to the existing creditor and
obtain a copy of the document to see just

what was encompassed and secured by that

document.

But I would really hate to see an individual

debtor put under the obligation of having to

provide a copy of that to a third party with

whom he was perhaps negotiating for a new
loan.

Mr. Deacon: Okay, Mr. Chairman, I am
not familiar with these procedures. The main

point I want to get across it—I didn't rea-

lize these documents were public documents.

Mr. Chairman: Now, any further com-

ments, questions, or amendments on a later

section of the bill?

Mr. Deacon: Yes, section 5. In the last line

it talks about the secured party. I understand

that in many cases documents do not have to

be signed and for that reason there is some
comment required on this. I am afraid I'm a

little out of my depth again on this point, but
I was wondering if this was adding an extra

clause that isn't necessary.

Mr. Lawlor: What doesn't have to be

signed—street certificates, bearer bonds?

Mr. Deacon: Section 5.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am not with you. Are

you suggesting that the security itself, the

document giving effect to the security, does

not have to be signed?

Mr. Deacon: Unfortunately, I had better

just leave it because I didn't have a session

with the lawyer who made these comments,
and he was making comments that he felt it

was unnecessary to have that new section in

there.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I know of no instances

where you would even have any security. You
would have no security in a chattel, for

example. If a chattel mortgage was entered

into by me in your favour—if I borrowed
$1,000 and pledged my car—if you advanced
me the $1,000 without having my signature
on that document, you would indeed be a

very foolish person because you haven't even

got me bound. You may have my automobile
described in that document and registered
under my name—because of an oversight in

the oflBce it was accepted for registration-

but you would have no security in that per
se. Now there are ways that you could

perfect that and compel me to acknowledge
that I, in fact, owed you $1,000, if that were
the sum we were dealing with.

Mr. Deacon: You wouldn't have security.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Your security might be
in jeopardy if in good faith the member for

Lakeshore came along and bought that car

from me and he had no notice of it. He
could drive away with the car and your

security would go out the window because

you really didn't have it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

On which section?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 6.

Mr. Chairman: All right. On section 6,

then.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 6 is the one that I

mentioned to the minister on second reading.
It speaks of a very special kind of security

interest, that is in "proceeds." It's the way in

which it is perfected, the way in which it is

established and known to the public and is

reposing in a designated individual, and he
can assert those rights. He may not be first

in line, but he has secured rights at the

stage of perfection.

It's the perfected security interest, "if the

security interest in the collateral is perfected,
but it ceases to be a perfected security inter-

est and becomes unperfected"—why does it

cease to be? That's really what I think my
problem is. It is registered, it is designated—

usually against inventory. Sure you sell the

inventory and it takes a different form, but

as the minister well knows it transmogrifies
at that particular stage.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):
You've ossified it.

Mr. Lawlor: Please explain the section to

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, oddly enough I

had a note down here from our deliberations

three days ago on Oct. 16; and I copied
down that word "transmogrified." We had a

little fun with it, Mr. Chairman, as perhaps

you will recall. I was convinced that no such

word existed in the English language. This,

of course, only demonstrates the superiority
of my friend from Lakeshore when it comes
to the usage of words hidden a way back in

the dark recesses of some old Shakespearean

dictionary. By the way, the clerk was good
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enough to send up a dictionary to me that

night, and he had found that a word such

as you used, transmogrified, in fact existed.

As 1 read this, Mr. Chairman, my under-

standing of it is that if it isn't done within

the time period, the security of that partic-

ular asset expires. There has to be a Hne
drawn in terms of time. It is just hke the

renewal statements. You recall you had to

renew your chattel mortgage within a certain

period of time. I think it was 30 days prior
to its exploration, or you had to get an order

from the county court or district court judge
to renew. I think there has to be a cutoff

period—and this is what is intended in this

particular section.

Mr. Lawlor: I won't press it further.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,
questions or amendments on a later section

of the bill?

Mr. Deacon: Section 9.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 9?
The member for York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: On section 9, 47(3) is a clause
that says "the financing statement referred
to in subsection (1) shall not be registered
before the execution of security agreement
or after 30 days from the date of execution
of the security agreement." Why is that 30-

day period put in there? Should it not be
effective from the date of registration, rather

than having any 30-day delay in it?

Hon. Mr. Clement: That is put in there,
Mr. Chairman, so that the financing state-

ment is, indeed, accurate. If you visualize

a renewal statement, unless it is filed when it

is thoroughly current then it really has little

or no value to the third party coming in to

check it.

It may not give you much consolation to

read a statement filed in an oflBce about the

chattel in which you are interested that the

unpaid balance is current as of last Christ-

mas and, in fact, the December and January
payments have been made. In October that

doesn't give you much information. There-

fore, it is my opinion and understanding that

this section is to keep it fairly current. Those

people who have an interest in it, in terms

of looking at it, will have a fairly good pic-

ture of the current situation.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, in other words,
is that financing statement as of the effective

date and then the person has 30 days to file

a statement that is really up-to-date, right on
the date, effective at the transaction.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You renew these every
so often.

Mr. Deacon: I don't have the terminology
of the prescribed form and I didn't know the

date of the actual financing statement, and
this is why I questioned the matter of the
30 days. How current does that financial

statement have to be?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm just going by my
memory, but it seems to me—and I'll look

down at my officials and perhaps they will

agree or disagree violently—but chattel mort-

gages, for example, had to be renewed every
three years in order to remain current. Now,
I've got everybody's head going up and down,
down there.

Mr. Lawlor: And conditional sales every
year.

Hon. Mr. Clement: And conditional sales

on an annual basis; you had to renew it.

I don't know about assignment of book debts.

Perhaps my friend over here from Lakeshore
or Riverdale can tell me if I might know
where you have to renew them.

Mr. Lawlor: There is a provision, I am
sure.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Is there a provision for

renewal of them?

Mr. Lawlor: I don't know how often.

Hon. Mr. Clement: But when you renew

you have to show the balance remaining un-

paid on the particular asset described in the

document and in this section, as I've men-
tioned earlier. If you can forget the words of

the financing statement and just interpret it

on the basis of a renewal, it must be valid

within that particular time period and then

that will substantially comply with the Act.

Again, using the situation between you and
me where you advance me $1,000 on my car,

you have a very definite interest in that car,

it is registered, and I in turn wish to go now
and refinance through some other creditor,

that other creditor can look at that document,
which you have renewed, confirming what the

balance was as of today or when the thing
was renewed. So you should not worry about

the words "a financing statement" and look

at it in terms of a renewal of that financial

statement, it must be filed within that period.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.
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Mr. Lawlor: Two points on subsection (9).

Under the new section 47, subsection (2), it

reads:

Where the collateral is goods to be held

for sale or lease, a financing statement, etc.,

may be registered before the security agree-
ment is signed for the purposes of perfect-

ing a security interest.

In other words, the agreement between the

parties is not yet signed, nevertheless, cover-

age is sought to be effected and the rights

safeguarded against other possible creditors

I suppose. What I have written down here

is, by whom? Where the collateral is goods
to be held for sale or lease—by whom? Do
you mean that these are the goods that are to

be held by the debtor, or in certain circum-
stances by way of pledge, or by way of cer-

tain arrangements, by way of bailees, the

goods and collateral are held by a vendor?
In that circumstance I would take it the
vendor has possession, and possession accord-

ing to this law is perfection.

In other words, which party are you seek-

ing to protect in the situation?

Hon. Mr. Clement: This is basically inven-

tory that we are dealing with insofar as this

section is concerned—47, subsection (2)—and

talking in terms of whom we are trying to

protect, we are probably trying to protect
someone who would have or has an interest

in that particular inventory, I would think a

prospective purchaser.

Mr. Lawlor: Just one other very minor

question. If the minister would glance at

section 47 as it presently is, which is now be-

ing repealed and substituted for, there are
elaborate provisions under the existing Act
with respect to what the notices or cautions
or various things will contain.

In this section all that is wiped out, all

the business of names and addresses and any
number of things which must be contained
now in the financing statement, or the financ-

ing change statement. And you seem to have
done that on the basis of simply using "a

prescribed form." In other words, is it your
intention in the legislation to switch that
whole paraphernalia over to the regulations
and cover it in that particular way, rather
than to embody it in the statute?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think I would answer
that in the affirmative.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,
questions or amendments on a later section
on the bill?

Mr. Deacon: Section 50 talks about "where
a security interest is perfected by registra-
tion" and the matter of "a financing change
statement in the prescribed form may be

registered at any time during the period that

the registration is effective." Should it not

read "must be" so that there is available up-
to-date changes in registration? It is "must"
in everything else as far as the debtor is

concerned. Why should it not be so with

regard to change of name of the secured

party?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well it may be. I

wouldn't like to see it mandatory. We may
have a financing document filed against your
car and it describes it in detail as to the

make, the model, the serial number, and it

inadvertently says the car is red and white

whereas it is brown and white, and I as the

holder of the security am really not that

concerned that there is a colour change. It

is a minor thing. If the serial number was

different, through a clerical error made in

somebody's office, that might well be very
material and I would like to have it changed,
but there could be clerical errors of such a

minor matter that it would just be a burden

to even bother doing a new document and

correcting it.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment on

any other section of this bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Just one short comment to

point something out. Section 54(a) at page
7 of the bill, subsection (4):

Where the secured party, without

reasonable excuse, fails to deliver the

financing change statements required un-

der subsection 3 within 10 days after

receipt of a demand therefor, he shall

pay $100 to the person making the de-

mand and any damages resulting from
the failure, which sum and damages are

recoverable in any court of competent
jurisdiction.

I simply wrote beside it "wow." I hope this

is widely mooted or bruited in the industry
so that they know that on the 11th day
they are subject, in strict liability, to $100

penalty, fine, or whatever you want to call

it at the behest of—while I think you have
to put teeth in your legislation in order to

make it efiFective, does the minister have

anything to say about it?

Hon. Mr. Clement: These are teeth? I

would just say that it is a sanction in there

to demonstrate to the party that they are

under, I would suggest, a very onerous
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obligation to deliver it up. I hope we don't

create a new profession of people going
around demanding these things, hoping that

through oversight or wilfull neglect these

companies don't provide them within the

period. But it is there as a very onerous

sanction on the company or the individual

holding that financing document to make a

copy available under the terms and conditions

of the amended Act.

Mr. Chairman: Are there further comment,
questions, amendments on this bill?

Mr. Deacon: One very minor technical

question. Section 53, subclause (2), the last

line says about the "expiry of the third

anniversary of the date of the registration."

Mr. Chairman: I'm sorry, would you
identify the section again?

Mr. Deacon: That would be section 53,
subclause (2), right at the end, just before

starting 54; the last line talks about a

three-year period. The way it is described is:

"and ending with the expiry of the third

anniversary of the date of registration."

Now does that mean that it ends on
October—if it is something that we do on
Oct. 19, 1973, does that now end on Oct.

18, 1976? Which is the end of the third

anniversary? The end of Oct. 19, 1976? That
is a very minor detail but I wondered what
the description means in legal terminology.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't know how I

can explain the section when I can't even
find the page.

Mr. Deacon: Page 186.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Page 186?

Mr. Chairman: Page 6; just before section

54.

Hon. A. Crossman (Minister of Revenue):

Right after page 5.

Mr. Deacon: I am sorry, page 6.

Hon. Mr. Clement: All right. Thank you.

My friend, the Minister of Revenue, pointed
out that page 6 came after page 5 and made
it much easier for me.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Before

page 7.

Mr. Deacon: I was looking at the bottom
of the page.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: You were trans-

mogrified.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I was transmogrified
and I will be forever grateful for your assist-

ance, sir. These words will be recorded

in perpetuity so that your heirs for years
to come can see the contribution you made
this morning.

I would think this is just a matter of in-

terpretation under the Interpretation Act.

The third anniversary of the date of regis-

tration would be, in fact, Oct. 19, 1976. I

don't know of any other interpretation I

would place upon it.

Mr. Deacon: If that is what you call nit-

picking, I am sorry.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comment, ques-
tion or amendment on a later section of

the bill?

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): May I ask

one question? I haven't been following you.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Don't ask me.

Mr. BuUbrook: In connection with this

statute, do you still continue to have docu-

mentation that proves the bona fides of the

transaction? No?

The minister undoubtedly is aware of

the affidavit of bona fides that normally is

very relevant in connection with some of

these transactions, and I would ask him if

we have any proof of bona fides under the

new system?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't think we've

altered the form of the documents at all,

only the method of registration. I'm always
bothered by those things, because invariably

somebody forgets to sign them and then

a big long amendment has to be put in

stating that he is his agent, he has knowl-

edge and so on. It's like the old mortmain

and charitable uses affidavits: I think a

number of us who practise law used to

take them without really understanding the

impact of the dam things. But as far as I'm

aware, they still exist in the documents

themselves.

Bill 186 reported.

MORTGAGE BROKERS ACT

House in committee on Bill 188, An Act

to amend the Mortgage Brokers Act.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments on any section

before section 3? If not, the hon. minister

has an amendment to section 3.
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Hon. Mr. Clement moves that clause

(b), subsection (3) of section 9, as contained

in section 3 of the bill, be amended by
striking out "partner" in the first line and

inserting in lieu thereof "partnership."

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-

ments, questions or amendments on any later

section of the bill?

Bill 188, as amended, reported.

CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES ACT

House in committee on Bill 149, An Act
to amend the Conservation Authorities Act.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,
questions or amendments on any section of
this bill?

Bill 149 reported.

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the
chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the com-
mittee of the whole House begs to report
two bills with certain amendments and two
bills without amendment and asks for leave
to sit again.

Report agreed to.

MINISTRY OF HOUSING ACT

Hon. Mr. Grossman, in the absence of the
Hon. Mr. Davis, moves second reading of
Bill 183, An Act to establish the Ministry
of Housing.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, Bill 183 is an Act to establish the

Ministry of Housing. In itself it doesn't do
very much and it doesn't say very much. It

has 12 sections and runs through about 2y4

pages. One would have hoped that at this

time the government would have had some
kind of a housing plan and there really isn't

any. Bringing statutes before the House to
create the Ministry of Housing does not
answer one of the most serious problems that
faces the Ontario society today.

It is no secret, Mr. Speaker, that since the
task force reported and since it recommended
an Act to establish a Ministry of Housing

that matters in the Ontario Housing Corp.
have not been carrying on in any logical

fashion. The civil servants within the depart-
ment seem to lack direction. No one knows
at this point who is going to be the minister.

There has been an acting managing director

for a long period of time who is no more

than an acting managing director. The whole

problem of job security and responsibility

remains up in the air and the task that one

would expect to be accomplished by the

housing arm of government is not being
done by anybody.

I am going to read a few paragraphs that

may sound, Mr. Speaker, familiar to the

hon. Minister or to some others in this House,
but they come from a very interesting speech,
and after I have read these paragraphs I will

tell you who delivered the speech and where

it came from.

We all know the facts. There is a serious

shortage of housing. Prices are skyrocket-

ing, particularly in this Metropolitan area,

and the situation is worsening rapidly. We
have all seen horrifying statistics that verify

these statements and I don't feel there is

much point in repeating them now, but

it is painfully evident that ability to afford

a home is shpping from the grasp of about

half the population of this country and the

costs of rental accommodation are steadily

climbing.

Unfortunately those who are suffering

as a result of this dilemma are those least

able to take care of themselves. They are

probably asking, "Who in authority or in a

position to do anything cares about us?"

And that's really the problem, Mr. Speaker.
That is the problem that is put succinctly

and put well by the speaker and this statute

really does nothing. It is a piece of paper

filling, as I say, two and a third pages and

provides no hope and no encouragement

really for those people who are in need of

housing.

It is going to create a ministry. One
would have thought, again I say, that we
would know who the minister was, we would

know who the civil servants are, who the

deputy minister is and what their plans are,

but we haven't got any of that.

Well, the speaker goes on—and this is an-

other paragraph from that speech:

I think most people in government and

their administrations do care, but while

they may believe that what they are doing
is right for the people there has been an

abundance of convoluted thinking behind
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legislation related to housing and there is

a tendency for programmes to get bogged
down in the morass of costly procedures.
Believe me I know.

He goes on in another portion of his speech
and he says this:

I think it is absolutely imperative that

the sales tax on housing be removed and

that mortgage funds at fixed affordable

rates be made available as soon as possible.

We cannot simply afford to bump interest

rates on housing mortgages with every

change in fiscal policy.

Two plans, Mr. Speaker, that we have talked

about in this House many, many times in

relation to the supply of housing, but there

is nothing in this Act or in the plans or in

the ideas that indicate that the government is

moving along these Hues at all.

At the provincial level, where in this

province I have had a modicum of experi-

ence [and I suppose by now the minister

knows whose speech I am extracting] there

appear to be inadequate land-use planning

procedures. I can hardly claim to be blame-

less in this regard as many of those pro-

cedures were extant when I frequented

Queen's Park. Nevertheless, the time lost

in processing plans, as well as the cost and

the risk that the developer must bear as a

result of this tedious processing has a signi-

ficant and needless effect on the land com-

ponent in shelter costs and results in

artificial shortages of land.

The speaker again makes a very valid point.

It has been made on this side of the House

on many, many occasions. There is no en-

couragement that the government brings to

us or to the people of Ontario that any of

these problems are going to be dealt with

merely by creating another ministry.

If I had one direct word of advice for

the provincial government [and I am back

to the speech again] it would be to loosen

up the incredibly complex bureaucratic

planning procedures in order to use all of

the serviced areas in our larger urban areas

and to create immediately a large supply
of serviced land which would be available

to our developers and builders. If the plan
of subdivision could be processed in three

months instead of three years, at least some
of our problems would begin to solve

themselves.

We have had, Mr. Speaker, tlie odd pro-
nouncement from the provincial Treasurer

( Mr. White ) about this, but to do effectively
what I think he has been talking about, we

need legislation. We haven't seen the Trea-

surer's legislation that is going to loosen up
these procedures and remove some of these

restrictions and speed the whole process so

that we can begin to build houses.

What I am saying, Mr. Speaker, is that

the Treasurer makes interesting press an-

nouncements, that the task force produces
an interesting report and that we now have

a bill that is going to create a Ministry of

Housing, but where are the houses and when
are we going to get them and when are we

going to solve the serious problem that faces

the people of Ontario?

Provincial housing corporations [and 1

am back to the speech again] are attempt-

ing, although not successfully, to fill the

housing needs of the lowest income level,

while the middle-income family is becom-

ing increasingly unable to afford shelter. It

is time to loosen procedures and introduce

a crash programme to provide serviced lots

in major urban areas.

There is a man who really comes to grips

with this problem. There is nothing in gov-
ernment action taken to date that indicates

that this government is prepared to do any-

thing along these lines.

Provincial sales tax [the speaker goes on

to say] on housing materials should be

removed. It's ironic and, in my opinion,

immoral that anything as vital as the pro-

vision of shelter should be taxed by all

three levels of government. It boggles the

mind how, when confronted with the crisis

on the scale of current housing and shelter

shortfall, only shelter tax is increased at all

three levels.

And that happens. In the last budget, sales

tax and building materials went up from five

to seven per cent. We get these pious pro-

nouncements and interesting press releases,

and so on. Now we have got another Act, An
Act to estabhsh the Ministry of Housing.
What I want to know, Mr. Speaker, is how
the government is going to set about allow-

ing houses to be built?

The time process is important [says the

speaker] in order that the servicing of land

is done in time to allow the competitive

process to be opened up in building. If we
want less expensive housing, let's not en-

cumber the process by costly and unneces-

sary delays.

Is the creation of the Ministry of Housing

going to do anything to eliminate delays-
most important, and how? I would like to

hear the minister spell it out. I wonder, too,
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Mr. Speaker, while I said I would like to

hear the minister spell it out, whether or not

the minister knows yet whether he is going
to be the minister in charge of the Ministry

of Housing or to whom the job is going to

come. If it is going to come to a minister

who has not as yet had any experience, how
much longer are we going to wait? Surely
incumbent on the government at this time

is a clear-cut announcement saying Mr. X or

Mr. Y or Mrs. Z will be the Minister of Hous-

ing and we're putting him or her to work to

get some houses built. But that isn't clear;

all we are going to have is another statute

creating another ministry. The speech con-

tinues:

The time process is important in order

that the servicing of land is done in time

to allow the competitive process to be

opened up in building. If we want less ex-

pensive houses, then let's not encumber the

process by unnecessary delay. If we really

want to give tomorrow's children a break,
let's start planning now, and I mean effici-

ent, effective, courageous planning, where

everyone knows where we are going and

what the ground rules are.

An hon. member: Is the member really

convinced of this?

Mr. Singer: Even better than he is.

Those words, Mr. Speaker, are delivered

by a very experienced gentleman, whom we
all know, and who finally came to grips with

some of these problems after he had left the

political arena. The speaker goes on:

So, if I'm right, then holding down den-
sities in existing communities and redirect-

ing growth to new communities will not

provide the answer. We will only succeed
in perpetuating the shelter costs spiral in

established communities while at the same
time we will create a network of second-

class communities whose people are con-

vinced they are being denied the conveni-

ences they were looking for.

That really, Mr. Speaker, brings us head on
into the North Pickering town site. We get
very confusing answers. We had confusing
answers this week from the Premier (Mr.

Davis).

Is North Pickering going to go ahead or

isn't it going to go ahead? Is it as large as

was originally contemplated or isn't it as

large as it was originally contemplated? The
record of the government is negotiating pur-
chases of the lands in North Pickering has
been something less than a screaming success

and the people remaining, the bulk of the

property owners remaining, have dug their

heels in and are not going to negotiate.

That seems pretty apparent. They are wait-

ing to see whether there will be expropriation
and the government hasn't made up its mind
whether or not there will be expropriation.
Until that decision is made, no decision can

be made about the new North Pickering
town site.

What is going on? Is North Pickering any-

thing other than a sink-hole for provincial

dollars? Is it producing anything for us in

the way of housing?

Then the speaker talks about land banking
and he strikes on the theme that I have

talked about a number of times. He doesn't

think much of land banking by governments
and he goes on to say:

The reason I say it doesn't work can be

found as close to home as the Malvern

project outside Toronto. The land on this

project was accumulated 20 years ago and

today in the midst of a long foreseen hous-

ing crisis, there are now only 1,300 units in

an area that could, if completed, contain

close to seven times that many. All three

levels of government—federal, provincial,

municipal—are involved. Without detailing

the reasons, it is suflBcient to say that it

cannot be classed as a thumping success.

No amount of legerdemain produced by the

minister about new sweepstakes and putting
names in a hat and drawing them out is go-

ing to convince anybody that we are doing

anything more than a little tokenism in con-

nection with the provision of housing.

Those are some of the paragraphs that

caught my eye in a speech delivered by the

Hon. John P. Robarts—that is the follow—on

June 18. I think John P. Robarts has a little

knowledge of what he talks about. He is, in a

way, condemning himself for the lack of ac-

tion that took place in his time but now that

he has moved on, out of the political scene,

he seems to be taking a much more objective

look at this very serious problem. And he is

not stinting in his criticism; his criticism is

sharp. It is incisive and it certainly demands
substantial action.

Mr. Speaker, the Ministry of Housing Act

by itself does not create one new thing in

the way of solutions to the problems spoken
of by myself and my colleagues, by Robarts

and by the people of Ontario.

During the early part of this year I was

at a meeting in the downtown area of To-

ronto and the question of housing came up.

One gentleman said something like this: "I

have a good job. I am earning $15,000 a
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year at present. I am happy with my posi-

tion; my employer is happy with me and as

time goes on I will get promotions and so

on and that's fine. But I am married and I

live in an apartment and, notwithstanding my
present income, I can see no way in the

foreseeable future that my wife and I are

ever going to be able to buy a house."

That man wasn't looking for anything more
than the opportunity to take a reasonable

portion of his income, which is not a bad

income, and to invest it in the purchase of a

home. Surely, Mr. Speaker, that is not an

unreasonable request or suggestion to be

made by anybody in the Province of Ontario?

I would hope somewhere along the line

somebody in government is going to tell us

how they are going to satisfy this very rea-

sonable request put forward by the gentle-
man I am talking about.

Mr. Speaker, there is no point in prolong-

ing the debate. The passing of this Act or

the not passing of the Act isn't going to

change the situation in the province one bit.

It isn't going to provide one more house. It

isn't going to bring order out of the chaos in

Ontario Housing Corp. as it presently exists.

There is no direction. The Treasurer's an-

nouncements have produced really nothing
except a promise and maybe something good
is yet to come. We don't know—and I think

the government should be very strongly con-

demned—we don't know at this time who the

Minister of Housing is going to be, what
directions he is going to take and when he
is going to start to work.

One has to come to this conclusion, the

government seems to put housing at the very
lowest rung of the ladder of priority. And
it is quite obvious, Mr. Speaker, that when
they nibble away and come in on Oct. 19,
their whole effort in connection with housing
is an Act that contains 12 sections and cre-

ates yet another bureaucracy.

I could be much more convinced about
the government's intentions if we had a very

strong policy statement from the Premier or

from the designated minister of this new
department. But none of that is here, Mr.

Speaker. And while we will support the bill,

I don't know that it is going to do any good.
We are probably going to support it on the

basis that at the moment it can't do any
harm. But it is a very disappointing effort,

Mr. Speaker, on the part of government to

bring this forward without a housing pro-

gramme that makes sense to the people of

Ontario and there just isn't one today.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Wentworth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Thank you. I

was almost called before I got to my feet.

I share some of the views that have been

expressed by the member for Downsview. I

can't help thinking that regardless of what

happens to this bill, it isn't going to do any
good unless there are some new initiatives

by the government to provide housing in the

Province of Ontario.

The claim by the minister over the years
has always been, "Look how much better we
are doing than the government of Alberta,"
or the government of Manitoba or the gov-
ernment of Quebec or some other jurisdic-
tion. But the fact of the matter is that the

only measure of the success of the govern-
ment is in relationship to their ability to pro-
vide housing in accordance with the needs
of the people of Ontario and they have failed

miserably in that regard.

To say that you are going to set up a

Ministry of Housing really doesn't alter any-
thing, because within the Ministry of Rev-

enue, well within the jurisdiction of this

minister, there have been ample opportuni-
ties to come forward with new and innovat-

ing programmes that would have provided
housing for the people of the Province of

Ontario. It is not as if this is the first time
that the matter has ever been raised. It is

not as if it hasn't been a concern that has
been expressed in the Legislature year after

year.

I can remember back to 1968 and the first

speech that I made in the Legislature in the
Throne debate. One of the primary thrusts

of that speech was related directly to housing.
It was the concern that I felt and had felt

for a number of years on behalf of many of
the people that I represent about the abso-

lutely inadequate programmes of the Prov-
ince of Ontario in trying to meet what is one
of three or four absolute and basic neces-
sities of life.

I can remember in 1967, about four or five

days immediately prior to the election date,
the government of Ontario—the Hon. Stanley
Randall it was at that point who was in

charge of housing, standing up as he was
wont to do and making a statement in regard
to some grand programme that the govern-
ment was going to carry out. They were go-

ing to build houses for some 30,000 or 40,000

people in my riding, and these houses were

going to provide for the needs of the people
of the area.

Well, here I stand in 1973. The shovel isn t

in the ground yet. The houses haven't got
foundations, let alone basements, let alone be-

ing completed, and there has still been little,
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if any, action by the government in that par-
ticular area.

It can be argued, and the minister no doubt
will argue, that the government has built a

number of houses over the last five or six

years—and perhaps a few more in my par-
ticular area in the last year or two—than they
had over 20 previous years, or perhaps even
over the entire life history of the govern-
ment of the province. But the fact of the

matter is that the housing that is being built

does not begin to meet the needs of the

people in the low-income groups; it splits off

the people in the middle-income groups. In

fact, the housing that is being provided,

though it is desperately needed and being
filled prior to its being built, is not beginning
to come to grips with the basic problems in

housing in the Province of Ontario.

I appeared before the task force when it

was in Hamilton, and frankly I was dis-

appointed by the number of people who
didn't show up. I hope the minister under-
stands that I don't personally consider that

housing as a political matter is a major con-

sideration of many people in the Province of

Ontario.

I understand the pohtics of it, and I under-
stand that people who already have a house
aren't really aware of the difficulties that

many of the other people in society are facing
in trying to get a house. They sit back; they
have struggled and made their way. There-

fore, as a political matter, as a response to

the general politics of the province, housing
is not the most popular and most dynamic
issue that one could raise throughout this

province.

I know flak is directed at the minister

now and no doubt will be directed at the
new Minister of Housing in regard to the

type of housing being built, the location of

the housing that's being built, whether or not
it should go for lower- or higher-income
groups, whether there should be three or two
bedrooms, whether it should be bigger or

smaller and so on.

But the main criticism that can be directed
is that the government has not entered into

competition with the private sector to pro-
vide housing in adequate numbers for people
who obviously cannot or will not be provided
for by the private sector.

I said when I started out that housing is

one of the three basic necessities of life if

you consider food as being the first, accom-
modation as being the second and health as

being the third—and beyond that, one could

go on to education and the like.

One could then reasonably expect that the

government would be using as the import-
ance that accommodation plays in the day-to-

day lives of people as a way of measuring
how much money and how much effort should

be put into the providing of accommodation.
But this obviously hasn't been the case.

Year after year the minister has brought
forward budgets that in themselves were in-

adequate, and year after year the minister

has failed to spend to the maximum amounts
of the budgets that have been allocated by
the Legislature of the province. The minister

shakes his head no. The record proves yes.

That's the major failing, and without a

change in attitudes from this government,
without a clear change of direction and in

the priorities of the government, I have little

faith in anything that the government might
say in regard to what will be done if and
when and after we establish a Ministry of

Housing.

It wasn't because the government didn't

have a ministry that we didn't get houses. It

wasn't because they didn't have a ministry
that people can't find accommodation at a

price that they can afford. It wasn't because

they didn't have a ministry that people in the

category of old age pensioners find them-

selves struggling one against the other to

get into accommodations that are limited and
therefore inadequate.

It wasn't because they didn't have a min-

istry that they were unable to begin and
maintain the kind of land assembly pro-

grammes that would enable them to be in

competition with the private sector. That
wasn't the reason why. It wasn't because the

government didn't have a ministry that it

was unable to grasp the bull by the horns

and move forward in the areas of financing
of accommodation for people.

It was because it didn't have the will to

do the job. It was because its members didn't

believe as a matter of principle that the gov-
ernment should be involved in the provision
of accommodation. It was because over the

years, as a matter of principle, the govern-
ment of Ontario—the Conservative govern-
ment of Ontario—did not believe that it had
a responsibility to the people to ensure that

accommodation would be available at a price

they could afford.

The setting up of a ministry isn't going to

alter that. The setting up of a ministry may,
in fact, point up more clearly the deficiencies

of the government, and if there is a useful

thing to be gleaned from what is about to

happen that may be the only useful thing:
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That someone in the Legislature, for the first

time, can at least be held accountable for

the failure of the government. But what good
is it to have someone who can be held ac-

countable for failures? That's what worries

me.

The accommodation problem in the Prov-

ince of Ontario is severe. It is not that there

are people who are bunked together 15 or 20
to a house, although that occurs. It is not

that there are people living in tents in the

street, although that, too, has occurred. It is

not even, as my colleague from Sudbury
pointed out a year ago, that people are living
in the backs of station wagons because of

the housing shortage in the area. It is that

people are being forced, because of inade-

quate government policy, to pay far more for

accommodation than their income will pro-
vide. That's where the failing lies.

The government has steadfastly refused to

take part in any sort of normal competitive
situation with the private sector. The govern-
ment, in spite of the fact it had land avail-

able to it—land for which it had paid rather

small sums of money in years gone by—re-

peatedly refused to use that as a lever against
the inflationary spiral which was occurring in

the private sector. In fact the government,
when it made the land available, did so on
the basis, first of all, of checking to see what
the private sector was charging and what
the traffic would bear.

Rather than using what was obviously a

very valuable tool—a tool which could be
used to pressure down the cost of private
land and land speculator profits—the govern-
ment helped shore them up. That policy, in

my opinion, is a policy which should never
have been followed and for which the gov-
ernment is answerable and for which I intend

to make the government answerable some

day.

There are real problems in housing and
the problems range over a number of differ-

ent issues. To begin with there is a need for

more rental housing for. families in the Prov-
ince of Ontario and the need is great right
now. There is a need for the government of

Ontario to recognize that the private sector

is not about to provide the kind of accom-
modation necessary at a cost the people can

afford, and for the government to move in

directly and to develop those kinds of pro-

jects. That need hasn't been filled and there

is no indication of a will on the part of this

goverrmient to fill that need. The setting up
of a Ministry of Housing is going to do

nothing to help that situation.

There is a need to understand that the

policies of the government grow out of

necessity; because of the lack of accommoda-

tion, the policies are, of necessity, discrimina-

tory. There are very many people in the

Province of Ontario who, by virtue of an

inadequate income, ought to be able to get
into geared-to-income or low-rental housing
and they can't because there are not enough
being built. When a government knows that

this is the case and steadfastly refuses to use

up even the meagre allotment that it has set

aside for housing, then it is a curse on the

goverrmient's head. That's one of the major

problems.

There are people who are paying out far

more—up to 50 per cent—of a very meagre
subsistence level of income to provide accom-

modation for themselves and their families.

As long as that situation prevails and the

private sector is gouging those people and

the government is refusing to develop hous-

ing projects at a rate which will be com-
mensurate with the need, then the govern-
ment's housing policies are therefore ob-

viously inadequate and have to be altered.

And it could be carried over. It doesn't

only apply in the area of homes or accom-

modation for the family unit. There is a

tremendous need in the area of senior citizen

accommodation. Here are people who, by
virtue of policies of both the federal Liberals

in Ottawa and the provincial Conservatives

here in Ontario, have been trying to get by
in this province on an income level which is

absolutely inadequate.

This government has limped along, pro-

viding an apartment here and an apartment
there, either not recognizing, or turning a

blind eye to the fact, that for every one

group of people, whether it be a couple or an

individual, who gets accommodation based on
their income capabilities, there are 10 or 15

people sitting outside who are being gouged
by the private sector and taken for far more
than they can afford and who are not eating

properly and who are unable to live a decent

life, who have no possible hope of being able

to enjoy anything beyond simply a sub-

sistence level. This government has not

responded adequately to that need, and the

setting up of the Ministry of Housing with-

out a change in government policy can't alter

that.

Yet there was a way, there was a way, and
it could have been done. You may say to

me, "Well, we can't build them all at one

time; the work force wouldn't provide us

with sufficient people and we don't have the
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wherewithal, the financing, to do it all at

once." But you could have gone into a tax

credit programme. You could have gone into

a negative income tax programme in con-

junction with the federal government, appli-
cable to senior citizens, which would have

permitted them to take advantage of

additional moneys which would then be
calculated against their rental.

This could have been done as an interim

measiu-e in order that there would be some
reasonable balance between those who were
fortunate enough to get into a senior citizen

accommodation and those who were needy
but unable, because of an inadequate supply.
But this wasn't done, and that's all part of

the housing policy, because rental supplement
is a part of any reasonable housing policy
for any government that doesn't have a

sufficient number of units to meet the need.

It's an interim measure, hopefully, but it is a

measure and has to be part of anything that

is done by the government if there is going
to be any meaningful action in the provision
of accommodation at a cost that people can
afford.

I often wonder just who speaks for the

government, because I find out that the

government is talking now about land bank-

ins;. But land banking can only work if all

of the cost—and I say this sincerely to the

minister—if all of the cost is borne by the

senior levels of government. Land banking
is not likely to be successful if there is to be

some responsibility for the raising of finances

at the local government level. Because, out

of absolute necessity, by simply looking at

the method of taxation that's available to

them, any money that is spent by them must
be raised through regressive taxes.

The only progressive method of raising
taxes and the only method that can be oon-

scionably accepted as a reasonable way to

raise money is through some form of income

determination. If this government is serious

about a land-banking proposition, of develop-
ment of land banks in the Province of On-

tario, then it obviously has to be prepared to

fund them entirely. Either that, or the pro-

gramme is going to fail. There are few, if any,

municipalities who give them the wide range
of services which they now have to provide,
who have given the wide range of pro-

grammes that they are now offering, or can

afford to set aside any of their revenue

sources for the purpose of acquiring land for

future development.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):

They are being financed by the two senior

levels of government.

Mr. Deans: It must therefore be financed

entirely—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They are being
financed entirely by the two senior levels

of government.

Mr. Deans: Well, let's go on from there.

It must be financed entirely by the senior

levels of government, and beyond that the

senior levels of government are going to have

to move in and they are going to have to

acquire the land and they are going to

have to develop pools of land, and the money
that is returned when the land becomes
usable and developed must be plowed back

immediately into the acquiring of additional

land, and I say to you right now that in

the area that I represent, there is no evidence

that that is occurring.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's occurring.

Mr. Deans: There is no evidence that that

is occurring.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is occurring be-

cause we do oblige them.

Mr. Deans: I have seen the 900 to 1,000
acres the government has had over the last

20 years—and is now either in the process
of developing or has already developed in

the last four or five years—disappear. It has

been put to good use—not always to the

use that I would like to have seen, but put
to use nevertheless. But I see nothing in

the way of the acquiring of additional lands.

And I'm worried about it because I know
that once the Saltfleet development is com-

pleted, unless there are many thousands of

acres already acquired the cost of acquiring
them at that point will be prohibitive. And
the government will not likely—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We have thousands

of acres already acquired.

Mr. Deans: You have what?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We have already

acquired thousands of acres.

Mr. Deans: In the Hamilton area?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, I didn't say
in the Hamilton area.

Mr. Deans: Well, I am saying in the area

that I represent. I was trying to localize it

at the moment. You have land which you
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had held for years and land which was pur-
chased recently—seven years ago I guess it

was—which is going to be developed as the

next phase. But I know of no land that has

been acquired since that time for future

development purposes.

I think there has to be this ongoing pro-

gramme that as you are developing one lot,

preparing the next lot for development, there

must automatically be the continual acquir-

ing of new land so that you have a pool
of land that can be used as a lever against
the inflationary spiral.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is being done
now.

Mr. Deans: The minister says it is being
done and I would appreciate if at some

point when he's answering—if it's today or

on Monday—that he would outline the land

that has been acquired by Ontario Housing
in the Hamilton area over the last year and
a half.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That can be done.

Mr. Deans: I would appreciate having it.

I'm sure you must have it statistically set up.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: But I am talking
about land; we can't always make those

things public.

Mr. Deans: I can't hear you.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I didn't mean to

interrupt the hon. member, but when we
are talking about land banking, we have to

be very careful about the kind of informa-
tion we make public and when we make.it
public. And I'm sure the hon. member will

appreciate that.

Of course, if he asks: "What have you
done to date?," there may be a period of

time when we may be able to say, "Well,

up to that date we had so and so. And
then if there is some dialogue that goes on

beyond that, then I sort of have to start

walking on eggs and be careful of what I

say. So, perhaps that might not be a fruit-

ful area to pursue except that I would tell

the hon. member we have accumulated
thousands of acres and are continuing a

programme just along the lines the hon.
member has stated. And I can say it's gener-
ally across those areas in the province where
they need it the most.

Mr. Deans: Well, then let me pursue it

with you, because what I am looking to find
out is whether as the land is used, similar

amounts, certainly no less, are being ac-

quired for future development; that there is

always a sizable number of acres of land in

the public sector that will be available for

development in any given area where the

pressures are great. It would include Metro-

politan Toronto and it would obviously in-

clude the Ottawa area. It would also ob-

viously include the Hamilton area and many
other areas around the Province of Ontario.

As land is used there should be as a sec-

ond project of land which is being planned
to be used but which is already owned. And
there should be as a third step land which
is being acquired; and there should never be
less being acquired than is presently being
developed.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Sec-

retary for Resources Development): But it

was one week ago today that your leader

was tearing a strip oflF the minister for land

banking.

Mr. Deans: Well, but that raises an inter-

esting-

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): That
is entirely different.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: Okay. I'm absolutely delighted
the minister raised it. I had almost over-

looked it.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Well, whose side is

the member on?

Mr. Deans: Well, you're going to find out.

Okay? The kind of planning that the gov-
ernment has done in regard to Pickering is

unconscionable and the reason is this: Rec-

ognizing the tremendous pressures that have
been brought about by the unrestricted

growth of Metropolitan Toronto for the gov-
ernment to consider development right on

the fringe of Metropolitan Toronto-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Ferrier: Up in the north.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Which area does the

member think we should be land banking in?

Mr. Deans: I am suggesting to the min-
ister that with the use of commuter service

it would be—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Oh no! Be realistic.

Mr. Deans: I am being realistic.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Where would the

member put a land bank?
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Mr. Deans: I'm suggesting to the minister

that for the government to continue the un-
restricted growth of Metropolitan Toronto is

going to put pressures on the tax dollars

available for development purposes else-

where. It wiU make it necessary for the gov-
ernment therefore to raise taxes, to spend
more money to provide additional housing
in the other parts of the province where it's

required.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Would the member

give me an example of where he would land

bank?

Mr. Deans: That shouldn't be done. There
is a need to develop what might be called

dormitory communities away from the major
metropolitan core.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Name them.

Mr. A. Camithers (Durham): Is the

member talking about Port Hope, Cobourg
and Bowmanville?

Mr. Deans: Am I talking about Bowman-
ville and Port Hope?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: No, I am talking about all

round the 50-mile fence.

Mr. Camithers: Where is he talking
about? Name them.

Mr. Deans: I am talking about the policy
of the government to develop—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Does the member

say Pickering is wrong?

Mr. Deans: —on the fringe of Metropoli-
tan Toronto.

You know about—Where else do you know
not?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: You are the one who
is presenting the argument.

Mr. Deans: That is right. I am presenting
the argument that you shouldn't be doing
it here. Within a 50-mile radius of Toronto
there are a number of areas that could be

developed if that was the desire of the gov-
ernment. They could be tied in with what

your leader says in his new and innovative

transportation programme that would enable

people to live away from the pressures of

Metro Toronto and would enable them to

work there or to commute as they desire.

That is the kind of policy that should be

followed by the government. Does that make
sense to you?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It does.

Mr. Deans: Well, that is what I'm talking
to you about.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: And how are you
going to do that tomorrow?

Mr. Deans: How am I going to do it to-

morrow? You can't do it tomorrow unless

you have already acquired the land. Can you?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: But the housing is

needed tomorrow.

Mr. Deans: The housing is needed to-

morrow. Now you are getting into a whole
social policy.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Today.

Mr. Deans: The housing is needed today
because of the inadequate policies of this

government in regard to the economic growth
in northern Ontario.

Mr. Camithers: That is ridiculous.

Mr. Deans: Let me go on. The housing is

needed today in Metropolitan Toronto be-

cause of the inadequate policies of the

government with regard to the economic

growth in eastern Ontario.

The people of the north and the people
of the east are forced, because of this govern-
ment sitting on its butt year after year and

doing nothing, to move from the areas where

they would normally live and work into

Metropolitan Toronto in order to find em-

ployment. That is the result of the inade-

quate, economic policies of this government.

Mr. Ferrier: Hear, hear. Right on.

Mr. Deans: That is the difficulty, if you
are not prepared. You asked the question, my
friend.

Mr. Stokes: Sock it to 'im!

Mr. Deans: The difiiculty is this, that in

northern Ontario they don't need houses in

some communities. Do you know why they
don't need houses? The reason is that this

government hasn't even begun the process
of providing the kind of employment oppor-
tunities that keep people living there. When
you go to eastern Ontario you have exactly
the same situation. You don't need to build

houses in some small communities in eastern

Ontario. The reason you don't need to build

the houses is that there are no job oppor-
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tunities and the young people move into

Metropolitan Toronto. That is because of the

absolutely unconscionable policies of this

government that has deprived the areas of

the province outside of the "golden horse-

shoe*' of the opportunities for economic

growth that they require.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: And you blame us.

Mr. Deans: I am saying to you that if you
ask the question expect the answer. The
answer is that the government by its policies
has got people from outside the Metropolitan
Toronto area into this area and has created

the pressures. The government of the Prov-

ince of Ontario has to take the steps to re-

disperse the people in the Province of Ontario

so that the province will grow in a rational

way.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Would you send them
back to the Maritimes or send them back to

Europe?

Mr. Stokes: Northern Ontario.

Mr. Deans: Is that northern Ontario? Is

that eastern Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: What are you going
to do, send them back to where they came
from?

Mr. Deans: Oh, come on? What do you
foresee in the future?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: They came here be-

cause there are houses.

Mr. Deans: They don't come because there

is housing. They come here because there

are jobs. That is why they come here.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: When they come here they
create tremendous pressures on the housing
markets of Metropolitan Toronto. It would
be easier, better and more sensible if the

government developed policies that created

employment in the east and north and there-

by relieve the pressures on Metropolitan
Toronto, which are obviously going to be

extremely costly. The cost of servicing Metro-

politan Toronto is blossoming at a rate that

the people of the area simply can't afford to

sustain.

The cost of property taxes in Metropolitan
Toronto can do nothing else but spiral as

long as the government allows unrestricted

growth. The cost of providing the services

to the outlying areas in the metropolitan
area is becoming increasingly and propor-

tionately higher as the services have to be

provided farther away.
These have been caused by poor economic

planning throughout the Province of Ontario,
and the result has been that the youth of

other sectors of the province have had to

move, not by their desire but in order to

find employment.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: From the Maritimes,
from the west, from Europe.

Mr. Carruthers: From Manitoba, from
Saskatchewan.

Mr. Deans: Perhaps the minister will get
a chance to straighten that out in Ottawa
some day. Okay? Why doesn't he follow

his other Lawrence friend and go to

Ottawa?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: But the hon. mem-
ber is leading us down the—

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I am not lead-

ing him down anything. I am telling him
that the reason he is facing the problem he
asked me about is the inactivity of his gov-
ernment in trying to provide secondary

manufacturing in the north or any kind of

reasonable economic base in the east. And
that is a problem that is going to be with

him for as long as he is there, because he
refuses to accept the responsibility for devel-

oping those areas. Instead, he sits back and
wishes.

If my friend will go with me from the Soo
to Sudbury, if you like, and I'll show him

community after community where the

average age of the people is ever-increasing.

Why is that happening? Because the young
people in those communities have moved.
And why have they moved? I am talking
about in proportion to other areas—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Does the hon. mem-
ber know of any country in the world where
that is not happening?

Mr. Deans: What is not happening?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the hon. member
doesn't mind me interrupting—

Mr. Deans: I mind, but I will listen.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Where they have
this kind of influx into the big cities and

away from the northern part, the eastern

or the western part of the nation, the prov-
ince, the community or whatever it is. It is

one of the sociological problems every coun-

try suffers.
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Mr. Deans: Okay, I understand what the

minister is saying. But I suggest to him that

those problems could be dealt with by this

government. It has had 30 years in which
to come to grips with economic disparity.
But in the last two years alone, it has en-

couraged major development in the Niagara
Peninsula which, if relocated in northern

Ontario, could have provided the economic
stimulus that is required to ensure oppor-
tunities for the people of the north. Then
the minister's suggestion that they would
have had to build houses in Moosonee might
have been valuable.

Mr. Stokes: Read "Sibir" by Farley
Mowat.

Mr. Deans: It might have been valuable.

Nevertheless, I am going to go back to the

housing policy.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: May I interrupt the

hon. member on this point? I won't if he
doesn't want me to.

Does he not realize that one of the com-

plaints and one of the major factors in the

slow development of serviced land, housing
and so on has been red tape that has built

up over the years precisely because of the

d'^sire and the need for the kind of planning
he is talking about—economic planning, geo-
graphical planning, transportation planning,
environmental planning.

The complaint is—and it was bound to

come—that one has to go to so many differ-

ent areas or departments of government to

get an approval for anything that it has
become almost impossible to build; and
when you do build it has become so costly
because of the tremendous delays. That is

the dilemma facing a modem civilized so-

ciety and a government that is attempting to

do proper planning.

All the member is really proving, with

great respect, is how difficult it is for any-
body doing a job on housing to be right
in any instance at all. Whatever he does, he
is bound to be wrong. He either plans too
much or doesn't plan enough. He is building
in the wrong places. He isn't building
enough in the right places, he should be

going up north or coming down here where
there are a lot of people.

If I were in the opposition, perhaps that

is the way I would develop my argument
too—either too much planning and therefore

red tape, or not enough planning and people
coming into the urban areas.

Mr. Deans: That was a rather lengthy

interjection. Nevertheless, let me say to the

minister that that may well be true of the

private sector; it may be that the small

builder finds that the red tape of govern-
ment is overburdening, that the delays

brought about by government intervention,

necessary or unnecessary, are adding to his

costs.

Mr. Singer: No question about it.

Mr. Deans: But what, pray tell, are the

Tory members doing? They are the govern-
ment. How is it that this government, if

it recognizes that as having been a problem,
has been incapable for the past 10 years
of solving it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are doing it.

Mr. Deans: It is doing it? By setting up
a Ministry of Housing? It is not doing it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Sure we are.

Mr. Deans: How is it that this government
has been incapable on its own initiative of

developing housing? If a private developer
finds he can't compete or he can't get in

because of government red tape there are

only two ways to solve it. The government
is either going to cut the red tape, which
it hasn't done, or it is going to involve it-

self in the development of housing. The
kind of housing-

Mr. Singer: It did in Malvern; it did very
well in Malvern; 20 years.

Mr. Deans: Yes, and it is doing the same

thing in Saltfleet.

The private developer isn't building the

kind of housing that I am talking about.

Therefore, he isn't geared by red tape; he

isn't held up by delays. He's not in the

field.

Mr. Singer: There is no serviced land to

build on.

Mr. Deans: He is not in the field.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are doing it.

Mr. Deans: The government is doing it

and doing it so inadequately and so pitifully
that it doesn't even begin to meet the need.

Mr. Singer: Three hundred houses in Mal-

vern and 4,000 applicants.

Mr. Deans: Good Lord. What does one
do? The fact is that the government doesn't

seem to understand that housing should have
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been, over the years, one of two or three

priorities. In the two priority areas that I

mentioned—two of the four—in cost of ac-

commodation and in cost of living, this gov-
ernment has done virtually nothing to try

to resolve those two difficulties.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is entirely

wrong.

Mr. Ferrier: Right on.

Mr. Deans: There has been litde, if any,
initiative in the area of cost of living.

Mr. Singer: No matter what the govern-
ment has done, it has not been effective.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Very effective.

Mr. Deans: There has been a minimal

effort, both in terms of trying to understand
the need and in trying to cope with it. I

get the government coming to me and say-

ing, "The first thing we do is we ask the

municipality to conduct a survey." After the

municipality has conducted a survey—no, the

government asks the municipality to begin
the initiative; the municipality has to re-

quest a survey. I am sorry; it has to request
a survey.

Mr. Camithers: What is wrong with that?

Mr. Deans: After it has requested a sur-

vey, the survey vdll be done; and then
that will be analyzed and then the govern-
ment will take a look at its financial position
and decide whether or not it has any money
with which to proceed. And then—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We have never said
that at all. The hon. member is using his

imagination.

Mr. Deans: I am not using my imagination.
I am not using my imagination because I

have seen the minister stand in this House
and say that the reason he couldn't proceed—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The minute a survey
is completed and the need is shown we go
to work building.

Mr. Siokes: Sit down. The minister has not

got the floor.

Mr. Deans: Am I going to be interrupted

by this buflFoon every time I say something?

Mr. Speaker: I would expect so.

Mr. Deans: You think so?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: All I am saying to the minister

is this: That he has stood in his place in the

Legislature, and he has said, "We would
like to do more but we don't have the

money. We can't do everything."

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I have never said that.

Mr. Deans: The minister has said he can't

do everything and he wishes he could do

Hon. Mr. Grossman: On a point of order,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Singer: It is not a point of order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is a point of order.

Mr. Singer: Get on with the debate.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I have got up in this

House on numerous occasions and said that

this government has never refused the money
for housing.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I object. This

member has accused me of misleading the

House and that is out of order. Mr. Speaker,
I object. I ask for a ruling. The member has

accused me of misleading the House and

that is obviously, by the rules, out of order.

We dealt with that last night. I ask that it

be withdrawn.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Is that out of order?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister did so ac-

cuse the hon. member for Wentworth of mis-

leading the House. I think the hon. minister

should withdraw that statement.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, if that

is out of order of course I will withdraw it.

Let me put it another way.

Mr. Deans: No. Wait a minute.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): That's it.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Keep
it clean now.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth has the floor.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I had the floor all

along but this fellow keeps getting up and
downi. One would swear he was going to

be the Minister of Housing or sometning the

way he is defending the policy.

Mr. Stokes: He is up and down like a

yo-yo.

Mr. Reid: He is on his way out.
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Mr. Deans: What then happens is that the

government has to make a determination as

to whether or not it is going to move into the

field. Once it has made that determination,
it takes it years to get going and by the

time it finally gets the housing built, the

people who needed the housing have either

moved or died and that's the difficulty.

Now, the minister knows and I know-

Mr. Stokes: And now for the second point.

Mr. Deans: The minister knows and I

know, Mr. Speaker, that a sizable portion of

the people of the Province of Ontario are

paying far more for accommodation than

their income provides.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Merits.

Mr. Deans: Okay, merits. And the minister

knows and I know that that section of the

population can be easily identified. And the

minister and I both know that there is no

place in the private sector where that need
is about to be met. Here we go, shaking
heads again. But the minister and I both
know that the private sector is either un-

willing or unable to provide accommodation
for the low, low-middle and for senior

citizens.

Mr. Stokes: They don't want any part of

the government's proposals.

Mr. Deans: Therefore the initiative to pro-
vide housing in those areas must out of

necessity come entirely from the government
and when it begins to build 50 or 100 units

or a 200-uiiit apartment building in an area

where the need is 1,500 or 2,000, it is playing
games with the people of that area. When it

refuses to build in accordance with what it

knows to be the need and it proportionately
diminishes the need in order to save itself

the cost of development, then there is some-

thing wrong with the policies of the govern-
ment, let alone the policies of the housing
administrator who at this point is this

minister.

So unless the minister is prepared to alter

the entire approach of this government to-

wards the provision of housing and to put
it on two bases — one, the ability to pay,
which is absolutely essential for low, low-

middle, and senior citizen groups, and sec-

ondly to initiate policies which, taking into

account a negative income tax calculation,
will ensure that everyone in the Province of

Ontario is treated equally with regard to

basic shelter costs—then the setting up of
the Ministry of Housing will fail just as

the minister has failed over the years in

providing housing for the people of the

province.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon. mem-
ber wish to enter the debate? If not, the

hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. minister

will wait a moment. I thought I did give
sufficient time.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I

thought they were rotating, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: So did I. And no members
had risen in their place.

Mr. Lewis: All right. Then I will be

pleased to rise and ask my colleagues to

deal with another matter while I am speak-

ing.

Mr. Speaker: In the circumstances, the

hon. member for Scarborough West has the

floor.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Programme known
as fill.

Mr. Lewis: No, as a matter of fact, it

isn't a programme known as fill. I have a

wide variety of things I want to say about

the Ministry of Housing. I had wanted to

say them after my colleague from Ottawa
Centre (Mr. Cassidy) had spoken. Unfor-

tunately, he can't speak today. He is not

here so I will begin the matters that I want
to deal with now.

We are of two minds in the caucus about

whether or not to support the Ministry of

Housing bill. I think on balance, as the

debate evolves and unfolds for us, we may
well to decide to come down against it.

Because although the Ministry of Housing
as a general idea is an engaging idea, the

fact of the matter is that the government
is presenting us with a bill which is so

hollow, so superficial in its clauses, so lack-

ing in substance and definition, without any
accompanying documents about what the

government intends to build, and where, and
in what number, and who the new minister

will be, that we are really quite fearful if

we lend ourselves to the endorsement of a

ministry, we are lending ourselves to the

endorsement of the policy that has failed so

profoundly for Ontario over the last 10

years.
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Now, as I say, Mr. Speaker-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we frankly haven't re-

solved it. It is a matter of discussion still

in the caucus and clearly the member will

hear our resolution very early in the week.

But the Ministry of Housing as it now
stands is a simple extension of the kind of

appartus we have had under the Minister

of Revenue. It gives nothing more than a

new name to a perpetuation of the old fraud,

and I am not sure that that is sufficient

justification for supporting it. If in the

course of the debate anyone on the govern-
ment side can give us some indication of

government housing policy, that might be

attractive to us, but there is absolutely

nothing that we have heard over the last

several weeks which can give us any such

comfort.

Mr. Speaker, we have made it clear—and

we are going to deal with it in some detail

—that this caucus is very disturbed about

the Comay report. We think it is a bitterly

disappointing document, that it serves the

private sector, that it will not result in a

substantial increase in housing in the Prov-

ince of Onario and that it is wanting on so

many counts it amounts to a public disgrace

that the government spent as much money
as it did to have people, supposedly with

expertise, work for so many months and to

produce a document which says so much of

the obvious.

I can t imagine that any more insubstantial

document could have been produced by a

group supposedly with some knowledge and

authority in the field. So we want to deal

with many of the particulars in the Comay
report, and that is something I am going
to do, and my colleague from Ottawa Centre

will do, in no uncertain terms.

Second, Mr. Speaker, we want to deal

in general terms with the constant underly-

ing assumption of the government and of

the Comay report, that the private sector

can do the job. As I stand here and echo

the words of my colleague from Wentworth,
the private sector cannot do the job; the

private sector has failed lamentably to do

the job, and the refusal of the government
and of the Comay report to say they have

failed and to say, therefore the pubhc sector

will take control of the housing market and

produce enough houses for Ontario and the

private sector will fill the occasional gap,
rather than vice versa, its refusal to do that

dooms housing in Ontario to a continued

record which is, frankly, dismal.

Third, Mr. Speaker, we want to deal with
the whole area of land acquisition, or, more

notably, it's absence in the province. There
was some vague generality in the Comay
report about 300,000 acres needed over the

next 10 to 20 years in the 20 major urban
centres of Ontario, and some vague generali-
ties about the cost that might be associated

with the purchase of that land; but no in-

dication, I may point out, Mr. Speaker,

exactly what was to be purchased, and when,
and in what amount. In the final analysis,
the Comay report defaulted as the govern-
ment has defaulted.

When I asked the Premier a few days

ago in this House about the $20-mi]lion

land acquisition programme which had been
mentioned in the budget of 1972, he got to

his feet and said rather proudly that he

recalled that had to do with the Niagara

Escarpment and not with land acquisition
for housing purposes. So I went back to the

budget and I read the paragraph carefully
and I will put it on the record on Monday
afternoon, but I would like to tell you, Mr.

Speaker, that housing was specifically men-
tioned in the paragraph.

It was quite clear that much of that money
was planned for public development of

housing and related needs and that recrea-

tional land was mentioned en passant. In

fact the $20 million, much of which was

designed to be used for housing in the

Province of Ontario, has gone down the

drain. As a matter of fact, the land acquisi-

tion development corporation, or whatever it

was called, has been abandoned entirely and

the $20 million used for other things; be-

cause when the chips are down, the Tories

will not purchase from the developers, at

their cost plus carrying charges, the thousands

of acres of land which we must have in

the private sector in order to build houses.

You have had a standing offer over there

of $100 million to be expended over the

next five years from the federal government
and to this day you are still negotiating
that programme. You can't stand up in this

House now—and I don't see why we should

support your blessed bill until you do—and
show us how many millions you have ap-

plied for Ontario. Presumably if it's SlOO

million for all of Canada, then $40 million

of it has application to Ontario.

The question is, how much have you
asked for, for what purpose and to what

end? Why do you people dilly-dally when-

ever it comes to public land acquisition?

The truth is, Mr. Speaker, that around pub-
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lie land acquisition, as we will further docu-

ment, you have again defaulted.

Let me go further, Mr. Speaker. We want
to deal, fourth, with the whole question of

low-rental or geared-to-income housing, be-

cause here the government's performance is

catastrophic. I am working from memory,
but if memory serves me, you built 20,000
units in 1971; you built something in the

vicinity of 13,000 units in 1972; and I think,

on the basis of ministerial pronouncements,

you are going to build something around
that in 1973. Well, if you only have 13,000
units of socially assisted housing in 1973 in

tlie Province of Ontario, without being un-

charitable I say to the minister, it's a good
thing that the portfolio is being shuffled,

because frankly—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Why does the mem-
ber say that?

Mr. Lewis: Frankly, I don't have any
reason why, except that the minister has

commitment to housing at all, none at all,

certainly not to socially assisted housing,
and that will be further documented.

Fifth, Mr. Speaker, we want to deal with
the whole HOME programme and how that

has evolved and the demand related to what
the government is providing. My senses tell

me, my antennae tell me, even while I look

at the Speaker and the minister, that we
are approaching 1 o'clock and I therefore

move the adjournment of the debate.

Mr. Lewis moves the adjournment of the

debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, before
I move the adjournment of the House, I

would like to say that on Monday we will

be dealing as number one with item 11.

There is also another one I intend to call,

the Gasoline Tax Act.

Mr. Singer: Four.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: What is it?

Mr. Singer: Four.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, that's right, nos. 4
and 11. I think because of the absence of

one of the other ministers, due to illness,

following that we will deal with the esti-

mates of the Provincial Secretary for Re-

sources Development.

Mr. Deans: We are not going back to this

bill?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,

just before the adjournment, I take it we are

not going back to the Ministry of Housing
bill on Monday and that there are only going
to be the two items of bills on the order

paper before the estimates, is that correct?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, I think that would
be correct, Mr. Speaker. Unless there are

other bills that will be printed on Monday
that will be available, if the House so agrees;
otherwise it will be as I have called it now.
I should say further that on Tuesday, because

of the requests that have come to me, I

would be inclined to continue with the bud-

get debate. We will not go on with the

housing bill because the Minister of Revenue
will be absent on government business.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Meeting with the

housing authorities.

Mr. Lewis: That's nice. That's good.

On a point of order, Mr. Speaker, I have
been in contact with the House leader re-

lating to matters which arose during the

question period. I want to acknowledge that

he indicated to me that it was the intention

of the government to give notice of motion

on Monday in the matters related to the

Hydro dispute. I have tabled a motion with

the Clerk of the House today which we
would like to have on the order paper but

we obviously will take a good look at the

government motion when it is introduced.

I am simply following through on what we
announced and what the House leader was

good enough to convey to me.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes, Mr. Speaker, that

is correct. We anticipate the production of a

motion on Monday.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1:05 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: We have a large group of

visitors in the west gallery. These are the

wives of the governors and regents attending
the annual meeting of the American College
of Chest Physicians.

WITHDRAWAL OF WORDS

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, in the light of a misinterpretation
which has been put on an interjection of

mine last Friday, I should like to record to

the leader of the NDP (Mr. Lewis) my
apology and, heeding the request of the

member for York South (Mr. MacDonald)

voluntarily withdraw the words, "because you
subscribe to the ideology of communism."

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion ) : What was the misinterpretation?

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

ENVIRONMENT MINISTRY
REORGANIZATION

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, before the orders

of the day, I would like to make a statement

concerning the reorganization of the Ministry
of the Environment.

With the integration in April, 1972 of the

Department of the Environment and the

Ontario Water Resources Commission, it be-

came evident that some realignment of our

structure and operations would be desirable

to provide the best possible service to the

public. We were especially concerned with

integrating the policies and procedures of the

various disciplines of environmental manage-
ment into a more cohesive whole and with

establishing a strong field structure to bring
our services closer and more available to the

people of Ontario.

With this in mind, we established a task

force on reorganization in November, 1972
to examine the role of the ministry and to

develop a revised structure that would meet
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these needs. As a result of this examination

of the ministry's role, the concern of the min-

istry has been defined as the overall protec-
tion of the natural environment to prevent

degradation by man's activities.

These are our goals: To ensure proper
control over the emission of contaminants into

the natural environment for the purpose of

achieving and/or maintaining predetermined
standards of environmental quality.

To ensure that proposed programmes,
projects, policies and legislation in Ontario, or

affecting this province, incorporate the neces-

sary environmental safeguards through in-

volvement of this ministry in all aspects of

provincial land use planning.

To foster the improved management of

waste and water to achieve a more eflBcient

use of natural and material resources.

Where the above measures are not suffi-

cient, to develop specialized techniques for

the restoration and enhancement of environ-

mental quality.

We looked at reorganization of the min-

istry in terms of the best way of accomplish-

ing these goals.

We have now established the form this re-

organization will take and the appropriate

changes to our headquarters and field struc-

tures will begin in April, 1974.

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to advise the

House that in addition to more precisely

defining the ministry's role, the revisions to

its structure are being accomplished with no
increase in staffs, and, in fact, the senior

(Executive level will be reduced from six to

four.

I'll summarize the major changes we in-

tend to make:

First we will establish four major divisions

and a policy secretariat, all reporting to the

deputv minister. The divisions of environ-

mental planning and assessment, of field

operations and of utility and laboratory serv-

ices, will be headed by assistant deputy min-
isters and the finance and administration

division will be headed by an executive

director.

The field operations division will be re-

sponsible for policy implementation. This in-
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eludes the environmental protection activities

like our abatement programmes and com-

plaint investigations, the regional environ-

mental assessment activities, and the regional

operations of sewage, water and waste facil-

ities. Regional oflBces and associated local

offices operated by this division will be the

prime contact points with the public for the

ministry.

We are establishing six major regional
centres. In northwestern Ontario, in north-

eastern Ontario, in southwestern Ontario, in

the west-central region, in the central region
and in the southeastern region.

These regional headquarters will be sup-

plemented by at least 23 local offices across

the province.

These local and regional offices play a key
role in making the ministry conveniently
accessible to municipalities, the public and all

the organizations and people who are in-

volved in, or affected by, our services.

While regional offices are predominantly
concerned with delivery of services, each

regional office will have a regional director,

a strong base of administrative support, tech-

nical expertise and as much authority and

responsibility as we can delegate in regional
and local matters.

The ministry has a staJBF of approximately
2,000 people. Under this new structure, about

1,100 of these will be in the field operations

division, and this number could increase if

we find that more responsibilities can be

delegated to the field.

To permit the development of integrated
environmental policy alternatives on a prov-
ince-wide basis, we need a high level of ex-

pertise concentrated in one division. This

division, envirormiental assessment and plan-
ning, will operate under an assistant deputy
minister and vdll be entirely separated from

responsibility for policy implementation. It

will be responsible for the operational per-
formance audit of the ministry's programmes,
the investiprative work into the assimilative

quality of the ambient environment, and in-

vestiejation into new methods of treating

pollutants before they are discharged into the
natural environment.

Four branches will contribute to the re-

sponsibilities of this division. The air quality
branch will be primarily responsible for the

development of environmental standards as

they relate to the ambient air. The compo-
nents of this branch will come from the

assessment portion of the air management
branch, our top experts in air quality.

The water resources branch will consist of

a merging of the head office assessment activ-

ities of the present water quality and water

quantity management branches. This branch

will be responsible for establishing overall

water quality and quantity standards for

multiple use, and will be staffed with our

best experts in this area.

The pollution control branch will have re-

sponsibility for the development of all emis-

sion standards. The activities of the present

sanitary engineering, industrial waste, private
waste and water, waste management, air man-

agement, and pesticides control branches, in

developing abatement standards are being

merged into this branch. Also in its sphere is

research into new treatment techniques.

The new environmental approval branch

will draw together all ministry approvals
which have been in the past fragmented

throughout the ministry. This will permit an

individual or organization to seek and receive

a single approval from the ministry rather

than several from various branches. Also

within this branch, environmental impact as-

sessment activity will be closely aligned with

the formal technical approvals.

Both the utility and laboratory functions

of the ministry are technical support func-

tions either to this or other ministries. In

themselves they do not initiate programmes
or projects, but rather respond quickly and

efficiently to demands which come from out-

side this new utility and laboratory division.

The laboratory branch will support both

the head office assessment and planning divi-

sion and the field operations division. While

recjional laboratories will report to their re-

gional directors, the laboratories branch will

still be responsible for establishing overall

analytical techniques.

The project co-ordination branch will bring
a project management concept to apply to

the development of water and sewage treat-

ment facilities. The utilities functions are

being realigned from the present structure

of project development, construction and

operations branches. Proiect operations will

be one of the responsibilities that shifts to

the field, closer to the municipalities and

individuals served by the utilities.

The project co-ordination branch will be

responsible for ensuring that all aspects of a

project are undertaken right from the initial

contact to the completion of the project.

These projects—water treatment and sewage
treatment works—are not only the essential

means of providing potable water and proper
treatment of municipal effluent for the com-
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munities they serve, but also a major instru-

ment in pollution control and abatement.

We have financed and constructed 418

projects serving 241 municipalities. In the

1973-1974 budget alone, $97 million in pro-
vincial funds is set aside for capital expendi-
tures on municipal treatment works.

Since the OWRC began in 1957, certifi-

cates have been issued for municipal water

and sewage treatment works worth more than

$2.6 billion. The development of sewage
treatment, in particular, serves not just the

people of Ontario, but Canada and the US.

It is a key part of the Great Lakes cleanup

programme to which we are committed along
with Canada and the US.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Like re-

serve mining, for instance.

Hon. Mr. Auld: A third branch in utility

and laboratory services is utility support ser-

vices to provide both technical and admin-

istrative support to the building and operat-

ing of sewage, water and waste works. These

activities have been carried out as part of

the function of the present branches of sani-

tary engineering, financial services, project

operations, project development and project
construction.

A number of operational support functions

which relate to the field activities which are

too specialized to delegate to the regional

offices, will be assembled to form the special
services branch.

The finance and administration division

will be a central agency supplying services

to the entire ministry. It will consist of five

branches: Financial management; administra-

tive services; legal services; personnel; and
information. A programme analysis office and
an audit office will also be responsible to this

division, which will be headed, as I said

before, by an executive director.

A substantial amount of research has been
conducted in the past by the ministry using
our own staff and facilities. We will continue

to put the scientific talent we have assembled

to good use in the reorganized ministry.

For some time now. Environment Ontario

has been associated with various universities

across the province, providing funds for them
to conduct specific research programmes.
This year, for instance, we have invested

$250,000 in air management research,

$100,000 in pesticides, $20,000 in waste,
and $300,000 in water research, and these

programmes are under way in almost every

university in Ontario. This association with

the universities is valuable to us and we in-

tend to continue with grants for specffic re-

search projects.

And finally, the ministry policy secretariat.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They have abolished that,

I understand.

Hon. Mr. Auld: This secretariat will assist

in the evaluation of policy proposals and the

specialized evaluation of issues which may
be required by senior management. The sec-

retariat will also be responsible for the ex-

tensive intergovernmental work done by the

Ministry of Environment on environmental

quality agreements. This includes such areas

as the Canada-Ontario agreement on water

quality, the International Joint Commission
and the Stockholm conference, to name a

few.

This is a major reorganization of this min-

istry's structure and it will involve realign-

ment of personnel and procedures. It won't

be accomplished overnight but I can assure

you, Mr. Speaker, and all members of this

House that we are determined to carry this

out with no interruption of our services to

the public.

We passed through the changes involved in

the formation of the Ministry of the En-
vironment in April, 1971, and were successful

in maintaining business as usual throughout
the period of transition. I am confident that

we will do the same thing this time.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): That's what
bothers us, that it's business as usual.

FORUM ON YOUTH

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Portfolio):

Mr. Speaker, I wish to inform the House
that the Ontario Youth Secretariat will host

a conference entitled "Forum on Youth" be-

ginning on Nov. 6 and continuing to Nov. 9,

in Toronto. The conference will be attended

by representatives from all of the provinces,
the federal government and the territories.

The purpose of this meeting will be to pro-
vide a forum for the discussion of youth-re-
lated issues, especially employment oppor-
tunities for young people.

I am confident that the conference will

shed some new light on youth concerns and
that new approaches to these concerns will

be the result.

Representatives of the private sector, both

business and labour, will contribute their in-

sights to the discussions. In addition, a group
of young people will present their views on
the relationship young people see among
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employment, education and government pol-
icies.

Although the conference will encompass
wide-ranging discussions, it will be physically
small. Each government is sending two or

three representatives.

It is hoped that the selected group of dele-

gates will enjoy a frank and beneficial dia-

logue.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): And
selective dialogue—very selective.

INDUSTRIAL TRANSIT CONFERENCE

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I should like to advise the hon. members of

an event in this government's transit pro-

gramme tomorrow at the Ontario Science

Centre. Representatives of industrial firms

from all parts of Canada will attend the

Canadian Industrial Transit Conference.

The objectives of that conference are:

1. To inform the industrial sector as to the

role and functions of the Ontario Transporta-
tion Development Corp.

2. To explain the province's transit pro-

gramme and its relationship to the Ontario

Transportation Development Corp.

3. To explore ways in which the private
sector can participate in the provision of

transit facilities; and

4. To reinforce this government's commit-
ment to transit itself.

Hon. members will recall that last May I

first indicated the government's intention to

involve the private sector in the transporta-
tion initiatives undertaken by Ontario. Since
then the response from the business com-
munity has been overwhelming not only from
firms in Ontario but from all parts of Canada.
To date over 150 companies have expressed
keen interest in becoming actively involved
in the programme.

Mr. Speaker, I am also pleased to be able
to inform the House today that Mr. Ralph
Rowzee, chairman of the board of Polysar
Ltd., Samia, will be the chairman of the
board of directors of the Ontario Transporta-
tion Development Corp.

Mr. Rowzee brings to this position many
years of experience from his association with
an internationally renowned corporation in
the fields of research and development, mar-
keting and production.

I expect to be announcing the names of
the other directors very shortly.

I also wish to note, Mr. Speaker, that a

representative from each caucus has been
invited to attend the conference at the
Science Centre tomorrow. A special briefing
on the industrial programme and on the
Ontario Transportation Development Corp.
will be arranged for those other members who
would like to be made aware of the im-

plications for their own constituencies.

CONFERENCE BACKGROUND PAPERS

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, on
behalf of the Treasurer (Mr. White), I beg
leave to table three background papers,
statements on Management of Growth,
Housing and Land Use and Urban Trans-

portation, which he presented to the National
Tri-level Conference in Edmonton today.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

PSYCHIATRISTS AND OHIP RATES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the
Minister of Health, Mr. Speaker. What is

he going to do about the situation in the

Kitchener-Waterloo area where all of the
certified psychiatrists have agreed, unilaterally
but collectively, to raise their rates to

$40 an hour, which is above the OHIP
payment of $27 an hour, so that in that

area no one can be admitted to the

psychiatric beds in the public hospitals

through the advice and service of a

psychiatrist who is receiving and acting un-
der the OHIP programme and working for

the OHIP fee?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):
Mr. Speaker, in that particular hospital this

won't have any effect on the patients be-
cause the psychiatrists in that hospital are

paid on a special basis. These psychiatrists
do look after the care in the hospitals, too.

What they are referring to is a matter of

their private practice; but as the Leader
of the Opposition knows, 90 per cent of

the physicians in the province accept 90

per cent of the OMA tariff as full payment.
There is still 10 per cent of the doctors

who opt out of the programme, some of

whom accept the 90 per cent as full pay-
ment and some of whom don't. In this par-
ticular case, they not only don't, but they
have reserved the right to overcharge the

patients. At the same time, they have stressed
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that any patient who is not in a position to

pay for the extra fees won't be expected

to do so.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on!

Hon. Mr. Potter: Well, the member asked

me, so I'm telling him.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If that is a justification

then it is an inadequate one.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come off that nonsense!

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Is the minister prepared to con-

tinue heading up the administration of a

programme which is going to see whole
communities deprived of physician services

simply because the OHIP fee is not going
to be acceptable, or is he going to bring
in a programme whereby specialists* services

are going to be made available by law and

by requirement at the OHIP fee level?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I think I

can say that I am prepared to continue to

administer a programme that is going to be
in the best interests of the people of this

province. It*s been my objective to develop
the best health care programme possible,
and that's exactly what we are going to do.

We have no intention of passing any legisla-

tion that is going to tell any doctor in this

province where he is going to practise or

that he has to practise within the pro-

gramme.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): It

sounds like a conflict of interest.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is the

minister prepared to assume then that it is

on a basis of charity that people in the

Kitchener area are going to get the services

of certified psychiatrists at the OHIP level,

and that it is only at the judgement of the

doctors concerned and not the full responsi-

bility of the Medicare programme and

specifically the Minister of Health?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, Mr. Speaker. I

think the programme is working very
efficiently.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is not.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Maybe the Leader of the

Opposition thinks that, but he doesn't know
a hell of a lot, does he? Mr. Speaker, the

programme has been working with the

option for a physician to decide whether or
not he is going to operate within the pro-

gramme or outside of it. It has been work-

ing quite efiBciently. I haven't had any com-

plaints from any citizens in the Kitchener-

Waterloo area—
Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is getting one now.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): The minister is

joking.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —that they have not
been able to obtain the service that they
think they should have. If anybody has this

type of information, I'd like to have it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Here it comes.

Hon. Mr. Potter: But there is no sense in

somebody just standing up in this House
and saying this is no good or that's no good,
without even knowing what he's talking
about.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It isn't any good. The
minister should be ashamed.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
of the minister: Would he be good enough to

tell the House what he intends to say to the

Academy of Medicine in Kitchener on Wed-

nesday night? That's the first question.

Secondly, would he be willing to open that

meeting to the press, which has now been
denied them?

Thirdly, does the minister not think there is

clearly a crisis in the whole medical delivery

system in the Kitchener-Waterloo area, first,

with respect to the use of Chargex cards

which undermines OHIP; and then with the

withdrawal of certified psychiatric specialist
services which undermines OHIP; and also the

apparent opting out of OHIP by an unusual

percentage of practitioners in the Kitchener-

Waterloo area?

Doesn't he think he should confront the

profession there before his plan in that section

of the province is destroyed?

Hon. Mr. Potter: As to the first question,
Mr. Speaker, my speech to the Academy of

Medicine will be made available on Wednes-

day night for anybody who wants it.

As to the second question, it is not my
meeting. I have been invited to speak to the

Academy of Medicine. Whether or not they
want the press there is their decision not

mine.

Thirdly, Mr. Speaker, I am not prepared to

admit that there is a crisis in the Kitchener-

Waterloo area until I have more information

on it.
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Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Supple-

mentary question, Mr. Speaker: Is the minis-

ter prepared to accept the continuation of the

complete opting out of an entire group, so

that with respect to one specialty there is no
alternative within the Kitchener-Waterloo

area?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I am as con-

cerned as anybody is about an entire group
opting out. Certainly we'll do everything we
can to make sure that the services are made
available to the public. My main concern is

that the services are available, and we will

certainly do all we can to see that this is

done.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): A
supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: I think there have been suffi-

cient supplementaries. There have been three

supplementaries, which is reasonable.

INVESTMENT OF OMERS FUND
Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Premier.

(Is he aware that the Ontario Municipal
Employees' Retirement System funds, amount-

ing to $154 million, will be reinvested on
Dec. 31, 1973, in debentures of the govern-
ment of Ontario for a period of 40 years, pay-
ing between five per cent and 6% per cent?

Does he believe that he is serving the best
interests of those people who depend on the
revenues of that investment and who are ask-

ing for an improvement in their pension plans
when in fact their premium payments are
used to subsidize the financial standing of the
Province of Ontario and to the detriment of
their own position?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): A good
question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would be
delighted to get some more information on
this for the Leader of the Opposition,
although I am not familiar with the exact
amounts or what the purchases of the deben-
tures are to be.

I would only liken it, partially at least, to
the policy of the government with respect to
the investments of the teachers' superannua-
tion fund, where as a matter of policy over
the years we have consistently been purchas-
ing debentures. I think the teachers have
argued on occasion that the return has been

less than investments might have obtained

elsewhere. At the same time, Mr. Speaker, I

think they are aware, as we are, that the

total benefits under the teachers' superannua-
tion plan are those that—

Mr. Lewis: It is OMERS, not the teachers.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I am just saying with

respect to the teachers' superannuation that

there, where we do invest, the benefits are

negotiated with the profession from time to

time and to a certain extent we are substan-

tial partners in whatever increase in benefits

occurs.

With respect to OMERS, I shall investigate
this and get a statement either from the

Treasurer or the Chairman of Management
Board for the member for Brant on Thursday.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary:
Wouldn't the Premier consider that this is a

matter of urgent necessity as far as policy
review is concerned? The way things are

working now, any improvement in pension

payments seems to come as a matter of

largesse from the government, which operates
the pension programmes, and normally re-

quires a special payment from the taxpayers

through the consolidated revenue fund to

provide for such a payment. In fact, if it

were established on a different economic

base, then it would be possible to improve
the pension funds as a right rather than as

a favour. Surely it is a matter of policy
concern not only for OMERS but, as the

Premier indicated, the teachers' superannua-
tion fund and other public pension funds.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, I can't

discuss OMERS with the same knowledge
as I can the teachers' superannuation fund.

With great respect, as it relates to the

teachers' superannuation fund, which was
mentioned in the supplementary question, I

think that could be debatable in that the

taxpayers, either through the province or

through the municipalities, are contributing
a great deal of the funding going into the

teachers' superannuation fund. So I think

that is an area that can be debated, can be
discussed.

As it relates to OMERS, Mr. Speaker, as

I say, either I, the Chairman of Management
Board or the Treasurer shall have information

on Thursday.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of a sup-

plementary-

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have a supplementary?
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Mr. Lewis: Since it has been authoritatively

predicted that the loss to the municipal em-

ployees by way of retirement benefits will be

roughly in the area of $400 million if the

present percentages apply over the 40-year
debentures, and since it is now clearly a

matter of public policy that has to be altered

in the provincial and municipal fields, can

the Premier make a government statement

before the resolution dealing with this sub-

ject, which lies in the name of the member
for Sudbury (Mr. Germa), is debated in this

House two weeks from today?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I said to

the member for Brant that I would have a

statement either from myself, the Treasurer

or the Chairman of Management Board for

Thursday. Now whether the member will find

this statement adequate in terms of the dis-

cussion that would take place under the

member for Sudbury's resolution on the

order paper, I can't honestly say, but cer-

tainly we will have a statement for the

House by Thursday.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-

Mr. Singer: Would the Premier not agree
that if the return from investment is five

per cent for $79.8 million of this fund and
6V2 per cent for about another $70 million,

the beneficiaries of the plan are going to have
less money available to them than if their

moneys were invested in debentures or money
securities bearing interest at the current mar-

ket rate, which is 8%, 9 even 9% per cent?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't pre-
tend to have the same expertise in mathe-

matics as the member for Brant, which has

been demonstrated here from time to time,

but on this simple equation I will agree that

whatever sum of money one mentions, if the

rate of interest is 5^A or six and if money can

be invested at 7% or eight, there would be

a one or two per cent difference in whatever

moneys are earned in whatever plan. That

much I understand.

Mr. Singer: Right. And who should get
the benefit of that?

Mr. R. F. Nixan: The Premier's arithmetic

is improving.

Mr. Good: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: I think we must alternate.

The hon. member for Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): A supple-

mentary of the Premier, Mr. Speaker: In his

statement to the House, would he consider

reimbursing the fund for those revenues which
have been lost on account of this low interest

rate going back to the year 1963?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I reallv don't

think one could count on that. My statement

certainly won't contain any reimbursement. I

shall endeavour to have as comprehensive
statement as possible for Thursday.

Mr. Germa: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: No, the hon. member has one.

I think in fairness the hon. member for

Waterloo North should have the last supple-

mentary.

Mr. Good: Supplementary of the Premier.

In view of the fact that changes in the

OMERS Act two years ago, I believe, required
that the province borrow monev from the

OMERS fund at the rate at which the prov-
ince borrows, which I believe is somewhere
around nine per cent, can the Premier inform

the House whether this also applies to monev
which comes up to maturity for reinvestment?

I believe there is $150 million coming up for

reinvestment in December. Will the province
have to borrow this at the going borrowing

rate of the province?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm not sure

whether the legislation provides for matters of

reinvestment of this kind. I shall have that

included in the information for Thursday.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-

position? The hon. member for Scarborough
West is next.

WAGE RATES AT BORDEN PLANT

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour, Mr. Speaker.

Is the Minister of Labour aware that at the

Borden's plant in Ingersoll, Ont., a was^e offer

was made on Sept. 6, 1973, providing all

employees, male and female, with a $12 a

week increase in the next contractual offer;

then a strike followed and during the course

of that strike, which still persists, a letter

went out again over the signature of the

manager of the same plant on Oct. 9, 1973.

offering an increase to the males in the work

force of up to $13.20 a week, and offering a

decrease to the women in the work force

down to $10 a week; since this is a clear and

explicit violation of the Women's Equal Em-
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ployment Opportunity Act, will the minister

undertake to intervene directly?

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour): Yes,
Mr. Speaker. On the first part of the question
I must tell the hon. member that I wasn't
aware of it; this came to my attention today
as a matter of fact. However, I'm sure the
hon. member will be pleased to hear that the

parties are meeting today with a mediator
from our staff. Obviously this question of
differential will be discussed. There is no
doubt in my mind that any differential solely
based on sex is illegal. However, at this time
I'm waiting for more details, more facts be-
fore a decision can be made.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: Knowing that
the mediator is meeting vdth the parties
today and knowing there are many other
rnatters in dispute, like recall and seniority,
I'm asking the minister a separate question.
I'm asking the minister—will he directly inter-

vene with the company on the matter of this

quite extraordinary and—in writing—explicit
discrimination against the women in the work
force? Never mind equal pay for equal work,
but the simple matter of discriminating
against the women in the work force in order
to increase an offer to the men. Does the
minister not think that he himself should
proceed as though I have just now filed

the complaint with him in the House?

Hon. Mr. Cumdon: By all means, Mr.
Speaker. The minister is always pleased to
look into these complaints, and once I get a
full report from my mediator I'd be glad to
follow through.

Mr. Lewis: And report back?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: And report back.

FORUM ON YOUTH
Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Minister without Portfolio in charge of the
Forum on Youth. Out of curiosity, how are
the youth delegates to this major forum being
selected?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, to the hon.

member, each government issued an invita-

tion and selected the delegates itself.

Mr. Lewis: How then has this government
selected its delegates?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: The youth secretariat
will be hosting the convention.

Mr. Lewis: Will be hosting it?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Hosting the convention,

yes.

Mr. Lewis: Which youth is this govern-
ment sponsoring and on what grounds?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, we just

have the one group of panelists of youth
from the province. We have one who has

been involved in Experience 73, we've
selected one who is working on an LIP grant
and we've selected two other students at

large.

Mr. Stokes: Is it being done on a geo-

graphic basis?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: No, this was not, Mr.

Speaker. This was done because these people
were available and we knew of their ex-

perience in these different activities.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker. Does the minister mean there will

be only four young people representing On-
tario at this major forum?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: This is not a major
forum. It is not for the youth. It is for

governments who have been involved with

youth programmes across Canada and it is

an opportunity for them, Mr. Speaker, to

get together to discuss the ways of providing

employment opportunities for young people.
An exchange of ideas.

Mr. Stokes: Is the minister suggesting
that-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: I concede.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Stokes: Supplementary: Is the minis-

ter saying that she is going to sponsor a

convention or an inquiry into the needs
of youth without having any youth par-

ticipation?

Mr. Breithaupt: You get the best answers
that way.

Hon. Mrs. Birch: Mr. Speaker, this is a

forum on youth and it is to involve people
who are involved with youth across Canada

including the federal government.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But is the minister not

including youth?

Interjections by hon. members.
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Hon. Mrs. Birch: But there will be a

panel of young people. It is a very small

forum.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It must be very basic.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister holding it in

her oflBce?

Hon. Mrs. Birch: No, I'm not, Mr. Speaker.
There will be only some 30 or 40 people in

attendance, but it is, we thought, a valuable

opportunity to exchange ideas.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: The government may exchange
all the ideas it wants, but may I suggest it

not announce them officially?

REMOVAL OF SAND FROM DUNES
IN PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY

Mr. Lewis: May I ask the Minister of

Natural Resources, what is the state of the

government's, I guess it would be expropria-
tion proceedings, where Lake Ontario

Cement is concerned and the Sandbanks, or

has any money been paid? Where do we
stand?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural

Resources): Well, Mr. Speaker, this is a

matter that I believe is with the Attorney
General and possibly should be directed

to him for a reply.

Mr. Lewis: By all means. Can I ask the

Attorney General whether the Province of

Ontario has yet paid any money to Lake
Ontario Cement in, I think, the intended

expropriation proceedings? Where does the
matter stand?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): The
expropriation proceedings are going ahead.
So far as I am aware, no money has yet
been paid but the property has been ex-

propriated. As announced by my colleague,
the Minister of Natural Resources, the gov-
ernment has control of it.

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supple-
mentary, the property has been expropriated
but the government has attached no dollar

value to the expropriation as yet?

Hon. Mr. Bales: It is just a matter of

finalization. Once the expropriation takes

place the government then has control. The

compensation has to be finalized, valuations

made.

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary
question, Mr. Speaker, would the Attorney
General tell us what the province's offer for

the expropriation of Lake Ontario Cement's
leasehold was?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I don't have that informa-

tion at the present time.

Mr. Renwick: Would the minister get it for

the House?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I will inquire into it.

Really, the expropriation takes place under

my colleague's jurisdiction but I will look

into it.

Mr. Lewis: Which colleague?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Natural Resources.

Mr. Lewis: Well, he just-

Mr. Stokes: One dollar.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a last supplemen-

tary, is the Attorney General aware that Lake
Ontario Cement's profits doubled in the first

nine months of 1973 compared to 1972, and
that all they paid for the lease was $1? Just
how much is he prepared to offer and how
much of the public money is going to bail

this company out? I'll ask the Minister of

Natural Resources if you think that is more

appropriate, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Stokes: I think he should double it.

Give them $2.

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I would
be only too pleased to get a full report on
this and report to the member.

Mr. Renwick: By way of a supplementary
question, is the Minister of Natural Resources

saying that he is not aware of the offer made
by his ministry to Lake Ontario Cement?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

think it is fair to say that there are many
actions going on within the Ministry of

Natural Resources on land acquisition.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on. The minister

knows what he is doing. Just how much are

they getting from him?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Certainly I can't keep

my finger on every little item. I'll get a

report.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

Did the hon. member for Scarborough West
have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: No.

ALLEGED SHORTAGE OF LABOUR

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Labour.

Is the minister aware there is a shortage of

carpenters, tinsmiths, plumbers, bricklayers
and farm labour in many parts of the Prov-

ince of Ontario? What programmes has he

got to train people in diese trades; or has

the minister any programme, or any pro-

gramme to announce, to increase the number
of people in these trades?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, in

answer to the hon. member, I would think it

fair to say there is a shortage of tradesmen

at this present time. If I can speak for my
own area, where as members know we have

had a high rate of unemployment for some

years, I find that all tradesmen are working
as of a couple of weeks ago. So I think, gen-

erally speaking, there is a shortage of trades-

men.

So far as the rehabilitation or retraining of

tradesmen is concerned, as members know
this programme has been taken out of the

Ministry of Labour. It comes under the Min-

istry of Colleges and Universities. I under-

stand they are taking a good look at it.

Mr. Haggerty: That's a great place for it

to be.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

SUNDAY TRUCKING LICENCE

Mr. Cerma: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Provincial Secretary for Resources De-

velopment: I would ask the minister if he is

aware of an application by Alltrans Express
Ltd. before the Canadian Transport Commis-
sion for licence to truck on Sunday between
Montreal and Vancouver, using mostly High-
way 17? Is his ministry going to file an

objection to this licence?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): I am not,
Mr. Speaker. I'll take the question as notice.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME EXTENSION

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the

Premier. In light of the recent announcement
of the Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough)
concerning daylight saving time, is it the in-

tention of the government to implement day-

light saving time this year; or to continue

with daylight saving time, rather than im-

plement it?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I wonder, Mr. Speaker,
whether the hon. member means by way of

legislation or what have you? As I under-

stand it, daylight saving time will cease, as

it has traditionally, next Sunday. I haven't

heard of any change from that.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-

dale.

MEDICAL SPECIALISTS' FEES

Mr. Dukszta: I have a question of the

Minister of Health, Mr. Speaker. Is the min-
ister aware that all anaesthetists in North
York General are now bilhng patients di-

rectly; and that patients who are unfortunate

enough to end up in North York General

Hospital and need anaesthesia, like after an

accident, will now have no option and will

have to pay at least 15 per cent extra for

this needed service? And if he is aware of it,

what is he going to do about it?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I am
aware of it, and this is a matter which we are

trying to resolve. It may be necessary to

make amendments to the Public Hospitals
Act, but one way or another we must be
sure that opt-in physicians' services are made
available to people in the hospital.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
If the minister is making opt-in services

available in the case of anaesthetists in the

North York General, why is he prepared to

do nothing about the case of the psychiatrists
in Kitchener?

Hon. Mr. Potter: If and when such

changes in legislation are brought in, Mr.

Spe^er, it will involve all practitioners, not

just anaesthetists.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Does the

minister not recall making a similar statement

about the situation in North York, having to

do with the anaesthetists, about 10 months

ago? He expressed his concern at that time
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and has done nothing, precisely nothing, from

that time until now.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes we have, Mr. Speaker.
I think at that time I made the statement that

I was contacting, through the Ontario Hos-

pital Association, all of the hospitals and ask-

ing them to be sure that as a matter of fact

they did have opt-in physicians on staff.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Did they answer the

minister's letter?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Some areas they have co-

operated in this manner; and in areas where
there is lack of co-operation, or where the

fact was that they were unable to get

physicians prepared to do so, they haven't

been able to get it to work. But at any rate,

now we have reached the stage where we
feel that we must consider some type of

amendment to the Public Hospitals Act

which would in fact say to the hospital
boards of governors they must see that these

services are made available to the public.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister said he was

considering the amendments 10 months ago.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary: The minister

means he is going to amend the Public Hos-

pitals Act to provide opt-in services for peo-

ple who, unfortunately enough, find them-
selves in hospital, but he is not prepared
to provide equal services to the community
for people who cannot get opt-in physicians
or specialists in a variety of services outside

the hospital. That is what he is saying.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No Mr. Speaker, what
I am saying is that we are going to apply
to in-patients what is already available to

out-patients. Patients who are not in hospital

today have the option of deciding whether

they want to go to one doctor or another,

knowing that he is an opt-in or opt-out

physician.

Mr. Lewis: Not if one wants a psychiatrist
in Kitchener.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Because there aren't any.

Hon. Mr. Potter: What we are saying is

that we want to make sure that the patients
admitted to hospital have the same option.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

LAW REFORM COMMISSION

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Attorney General. Could the

Attorney General tell us what progress is

being made by the Law Reform Commission
with their report on the functions of the

courts, which I understood was to have gone
to the printer about last May and which
hasn't been made public as yet?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member may recall, at the time that I dealt

with my estimates last spring, that I advised
that the first volume had been received and
that there would be two additional volumes.
One further volume has been received and
the third and final volume, they advise me,
should be available by the end of the year.
I am proposing to make a statement in the
near future in reference to the general matter,

Mr. Singer: By way of supplementary,
would the Attorney General be prepared to

make available to us those volumes that have

already been received, so that we could at

least become aware of the thinking of the

Law Reform Commission and be prepared
to debate this issue when it is formally

brought before the House?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, it is my
proposal and intention to make those two
volumes available when I make my state-

ment.

Mr. Singer: When will that be?

Hon. Mr. Bales: As I said, I anticipate

making it in the near future.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-
wich-Riverside.

MOTOR VEHICLES IDLING IN
BUILT-UP AREAS

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of the Environment, regarding the prolonged

idling of motor vehicles in built-up areas.

Has the minister given thought as to how
legislation against this could be enforced

satisfactorily in Ontario?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Burr: When can we expect some legis-
lation of this kind?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I don't know, Mr. Speaker,
because the more we look at it the more
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difficult it becomes to try to work out some-

thing that is enforceable.

Mr. Burr: Supplementary: Would the min-
ister not agree that this prolonged idling is

the most unproductive form of pollution that

we have, and that in view of the energy
shortage it should be dealt with?

An hon. member: Some of the best men
are wasting time here as provincial secre-

taries.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Is he talking about in

here?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The Premier

is back in his league.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

KITCHENER-WATERLOO
OKTOBERFEST

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations.

Has the minister received a letter, a copy
of which has appeared in the Kitchener-

Waterloo Record, from the German-Canadian
Business and Professional Men's Association

with respect to certain events that took place

during our last Oktoberfest; and is the min-

ister prepared to make any reply to that

letter at this time?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): In response, Mr.

Speaker, I wish to advise the House that I

have received a letter. It was delivered to

me after the opening of the House today,

apparently containing a copy of the open
letter which was published, I believe, on Sat-

urday in the Kitchener-Waterloo area. I am
looking at the generalities contained in that

letter. I think the first thing for me to do
would be to find out if the allegations are

in fact correct. Many, I know, are in error.

I will respond in the appropriate way.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

NATIONAL TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): I have

question of the Premier.

In view of the announcement over the

weekend that Ottawa is contemplating the

establishment of a transit development cor-

poration and of a new story to the effect that

Ontario is willing to co-operate, is the Premier

willing to indicate what may be in the cards

in terms of a national body to incorporate
the provincial one or to work closely with the

provincial one?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I just noticed

the press report today where the minister, I

believe Mr. Basford, made some observation,
I assume at the tri-level conference, that the

federal government was prepared perhaps to

assist or get into the urban transit field. From
our standpoint, I can't comment other than to

say we would be prepared to co-operate be-

cause initially, if memory serves me correctly,
we approached the federal government when
we were starting our own consideration of a

transit programme and a development cor-

poration, and, for one reason or another, there

was no great interest on the part of the

federal government.
I don't say they were disinterested, but

perhaps they felt it wasn't an appropriate
field for them. Since that time, quite

obviously, there has been a growing interest

in transit generally. I think the federal gov-
ernment has recognized probably that what
Ontario is doing here is providing a very sub-

stantial degree of leadership in the field of

transit development, and now perhaps it feels

that the time has come for it to participate.

I think it is also fair to state, Mr. Speaker,
that we have sensed a growing interest on the

part of our sister provinces. I said in a certain

southern city a week ago at a press confer-

ence—and I was not being facetious—that per-

haps we would be considering altering the

name of our own corporation, because the

name "Ontario Transportation Development
Corp." hasn't the same degree of acceptance
east or west of Ontario that we might think

it has here in our own province.

Mr. Singer: That may be appropriate.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the mem-
ber for Downsview is asking me whether our

transit programme, and what we're trying to

develop, has interests beyond North America,
I would answer yes, it has a very significant
interest beyond North America, and I know
that he would be delighted to have that in-

formation.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: He could call it the "Black

Forest Transportation."
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Mr. Breithaupt: He could not call it Okto-

berfest.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Oktoberfest? The member
wants me to use the word "Oktoberfest"? No,
we won't use the word "Oktoberfest" in the

transit development.
I would suggest to the member for York

South, Mr. Speaker, that when we get more
details as to the degree of the federal involve-

ment, how they see this developing, certainly

the government here would be quite prepared
to sit down and discuss it with them. No

question about that.

Mr. Singer: Could the Premier make about

10 shares available to Mr. Basford?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the member
for Downsview, in a supplementary question,

is asking whether we would make 10 shares

available to Mr. Basford. I would doubt that

we would make them available to Mr. Basford

personally. I just don't know what the per-

centage or the price would be, but it's quite
obvious now, to us at least, that the federal

government at long last, at long last, is recog-

nizing that Ontario has moved well ahead of

it and it now wants to participate with us.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

member for Port Arthur.

CHARGE TO LIBRARIES
FOR ONTARIO GAZETTE

Mr. Foulds: A question of the Minister of

Government Services, Mr. Speaker:
Has he received representation from the

Minister of Colleges and Universities (Mr.

MacNie) about the practice that is now being

adopted by his department in charging
libraries for the statutes in the Ontario

Gazette? Does he realize that, aside from the

riding of Thunder Bay, this works a particu-

larly unfair disadvantage on small libraries in

northwestern Ontario?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): No, I have not received any repre-

sentation, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister considering reversing his policy
of charging these libraries for the Ontario

Gazette for the statutes and adopting his

former policy of giving them to the libraries

free?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, the policy

regarding charging for the statutes is set by
Management Board and not by my ministry.

We're carrying out the policies of Manage-
ment Board.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thunder

Bay.

Mr. Stokes: A supplementary—really I think

it should be directed toward the Speaker, but
I guess we're not allowed to ask him a ques-
tion: Is it not true, Mr. Minister, that the

distribution of Hansard is entirely the pre-

rogative of the Speaker of the House, and if

he authorizes the distribution to libraries then

the ministry automatically accedes to that

wish?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I thought
we are talking about statutes rather than

Hansard. As far as the distribution of Han-
sard is concerned, Mr. Speaker, I believe

that is your prerogative.

Mr. Speaker: If I were permitted to reply

I would say, "Yes, I do distribute them."

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, since the

Gazette is the main way of keeping the

people informed with regard to regulations

that often get missed and have a vital affect

upon the lives and business and everything
else of the people of this province, would
the minister raise with the Management
Board the proposition of rescinding that

directive, because it seems to me he is de-

feating what has been his professed overall

objective of the widest possible circulation?

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I believe the

policy is that these documents are made avail-

able to a certain group of libraries. I can't

just find the right word at this particular

moment that describes them—

Mr. Foulds: Depository.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Depository libraries, would
that be it? They are supplied with these docu-

ments as they come out. But to my knowl-

edge, not all libraries request them or want

them.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-

loo North.

POLLUTION MONITORING AT
DOUGLAS POINT

Mr. Good: I have a question of the Minis-

ter of the Environment: Has the minister

done anything to make the air management
branch responsible for air pollution from

Douglas Point rather than referring these

complaints just to Hydro itself?
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Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we are re-

sponsible to see that Douglas Point meets

the requirements of the province as far as

ambient air quality is concerned, although
it's somewhat complicated by the fact that—

as the hon. member knows—the Atomic En-

ergy Control Commission has certain stand-

ards of its own.

I'm not really sure that I understand the

hon. member's question. We are involved

and we inspect there and we check their

emission. In fact, not too long ago we had
our mobile laboratory around in the area

checking the air standards outside the peri-

meter of the plant to see what the results

were on the ground.

Mr. Good: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
of the minister. Is it not true that any com-

plaint to the air management branch—and
I believe the closest office is in Barrie—is

referred back to Hydro to be dealt with? As
a second part of the supplementary: Does
he now have a programme to control the

sulphur contaminants either from the heavy
water plant, or from the burning processes?
Is there any ministerial programme, or minis-

terial order in effect as far as Hydro is con-

cerned at Douglas Point?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, it is true

that complaints are referred immediately to

Hydro at Douglas Point unless we happen to

have somebody there at the time that day.
But they are also followed up by our own
staflF as soon as they are able to get there.

In answer to the second question: There
was a programme put forward for approval.
It's subsequently been revised because more
leaks with hydrogen sulphide were experi-
enced than was originally anticipated. The
last report that I saw on the subject was
about 10 days ago and the date that the ad-
ditional equipment is to be in operation, I

believe, is sometime around the end of

November.

Mr. Good: One final supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: I think one more would be
reasonable.

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. If the
ministerial order is not complied with by
that date, will action be taken against On-
tario Hydro?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we'll see
what happens in the next-whatever the pe-
riod of time is.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
view.

SHELTERS FOR PARKING ATTENDANTS

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the hon. Minister of

Government Services. Now that the parking
around the building has been brought into

some semblance of order, is the minister

planning on appropriate shelters for the park-

ing attendants for the coming winter?

Mr. Lewis: He knows he's been resisting
that for years.

Hon. Mr. Snow: Mr. Speaker, I'll look into

this matter.

Mr. MacDonald: Winter is just around the

corner.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Attorney General.

Mr. Speaker: I'm sorry. Did the hon. mem-
ber for Huron-Bruce have a new question?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I'll put it in as a new question then.

Mr. Speaker: Is it on a different topic?

POLLUTION MONITORING AT
DOUGLAS POINT

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, somewhat different.

I have a question of the Minister of the

Environment. Does the ministry have its own
monitoring equipment at Douglas Point?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we have

monitors, as I recall, in the town. Hydro have

supplied the equipment within the plant it-

self, which we check. It is similar to what
we require other industries to do. Hydro
put in the monitoring equipment and we
check the readings.

Mr. Good: Better get cracking. Don't leave

it all to Hydro.

Mr. Gaunt: As a supplementary: Has the

air pollution index ever exceeded the allow-

able amount on any occasion?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Not outside the plant,
Mr. Speaker. I can't say what the readings
have been within, because that's not within

our jurisdiction. It's what gets outside and
affects other people. As I think I told the

hon. member privately a while ago, we
have equipment which will measure

hydrogen sulphide as low as two parts per
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billion. However, we've never been able

to get a reading in the surrounding area.

As I think I mentioned in the House before,

the nose is more sensitive than the most

sensitive equipment that we can acquire.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS
TO LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, my question is

of the Attorney General.

Is he aware of the growing concern in

Metropolitan Toronto about the failure of

maintenance in apartment buildings and
the rising rents in the Metropolitan area as

reflected in the legislation and planning com-
mittee of Metropolitan council? Is he con-

sidering any amendments to the Landlord
and Tenant Act with respect to the tenant

advisory bureaus or with respect to the

grant of authority to the municipality of

Metropolitan Toronto to provide for licens-

ing of apartment owners and the control of

rising rents?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I have had

meetings with some groups of tenants. These
matters were mentioned but there were some
other matters of a technical nature that they
were concerned about—the rights of sub-

tenants, for example. Those matters are un-
der consideration at the present time with
a view to amendments to the Landlord and
Tenant Act. These other matters are also

under consideration.

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary,
is the Attorney General specifically consider-

ing grant of further authority to tenant ad-

visory committees and further grant of au-

thority to he municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto to provide a system of licensing
apartment owners for the purpose of pro-
tecting the tenants against failure to provide
adequate maintenance and rent?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Licensing doesn't come
within my area. On the matter of advisory
bureaus, there hasn't been a great deal of
use made of the provisions of the legislation
in that regard. I will look at it but I don't

anticipate any immediate change in their

authority.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary: Would the Attorney General
really expect that much use would be made
of the toothless and useless advisory boards
which have no power to do anything?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I think

greater use could have been made of the

powers than the municipalities have.

Mr. Lewis: Come on. They are irrelevant,

completely irrelevant.

Mr. Singer: We told the minister at the

time he brought the bill in that it was no

good.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR
UNORGANIZED COMMUNITIES

Mr. Stokes: I have a question of the

Premier. Is the Premier in a position to

state now what action he might take to

assist in a financial way the many un-

organized communities across the province
which pay taxes directly and indirectly,

into the coffers of the province without

getting anything by way of services or

financial assistance in return?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'd be

quite prepared to get as much information

as possible for the hon. member. I assume
what he is saying is that there are a number
of people or companies in the unorganized
townships who are paying, in some way or

other, taxes to the federal or provincial

governments and what he is saying is that

there is not a substantial degree of pro-
vincial services being provided. I think if

perhaps he could become more definitive,

if he'd like perhaps to correspond and write

me directly on those services or the lack

of them, to which he is referring, I could
then more appropriately answer. But, in

general terms, I shall endeavour to get as

much information for him as I can.

Mr. Stokes: As a supplementary, maybe
I might be able to refresh the Premier's

mind. I sent him several schemes that people
in unorganized communities would like to

undertake and I want to draw his attention

specifically to one that I spoke of. That is,

water services to the town of Armstrong
where the coliform counts are so high that

there is danger of an epidemic.

Does the Premier not recall that I brought
this to his attention and to the attention of

the Minister of the Environment and thep ro-

vincial Treasurer? Does he not recall that
the Treasurer indicated that there were some
excess funds in the federal capital works

project and he suggested he might use these
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funds? Tm just wondering if the Premier
is prepared to undertake that kind of a
commitment to unorganized communities?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, the hon.
member is referring to a specific situation at

Armstrong to which, quite frankly, Mr.

Speaker, I would personally like to find some
solution. I assumed that the member was talk-

ing in general terms as they relate to general
policies in the unorganized townships. With

respect to Armstrong that is something about
which personally I am sympathetic.

Mr. Stokes: The Premier asked me to be

specific.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, and that one, I think,
is a very good example. If the member has
other specifics, if he would let me know what

they are, we'll certainly take a look at them.

Mr. Speaker: Time for oral questions has
now expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northumberland): I have
the honour to present a report on the mining
industry, prepared for the select committee on
economic and cultural nationalism by Messrs.
Kates Peat Marwick & Co., which I now
table. Copies for all the hon. members are

being placed in their postal boxes today.
This is one of six similar studies, Mr.

Speaker, which have been completed or are
in the process of being completed. The first

study, which dealt with the advertising
agency business, was released July 10, 1973.
We expect that the additional studies will
follow within a few weeks.

The standard design of the studies has been
to compare the performance of selected firms
to determine if there are difi^erences in the
behavioural characteristics of the firms, con-
nected with, or attributable to, Canadian or

foreign ownership and control.

The mining industry study covered five

corporations involved in mining and process-
ing of metal ores. Information was also sought
from the executives of other mining com-
panies and from labour leaders, consulting
firms, metal fabricators and suppliers to the

mining industry. The study of the five firms
is set against the background of information
about the industry.

I wish to emphasize that the study does not

purport to be a comprehensive survey of
firms in the mining industry, but rather it is

a selective study designed to add by that

technique to the body of knowledge about the

industry in Canada already accumulated in

other studies. The study covered a number
of questions including labour relations, pur-
chase of machinery and engineering services,

opportunities for Canadians in management,
decision making with regard to exploration
and development, processing in Canada,

financing, pollution control and management
attitudes to possible government measures to

increase Canadian control of companies in the

mining industry, and other government
measures.

Even a brief summary at this time would
not do justice to the report which is approxi-

mately 100 pages long and I commend it to

you for detailed study. You will note that the

report itself contains a chapter of summary
conclusions and an examination of policy con-

siderations based on the findings. It is fair to

generalize that the report discloses a number
of matters which require continuing atten-

tion and improvement of strength in the

Canadian mining and related industries.

The select committee is continuing its

evaluation of the results of several studies by
Messrs. Kates Peat Marwick & Co. and of

other information acquired by it through
briefs, presentations and staff studies. The
committee will report its findings and recom-
mendations at a later time.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, before the orders

of the day, on a matter of order, or House

business, can I ask the House leader whether
it is his intention to file notice of motion re-

garding the contempt material contained in

the Hydro select committee report before 5

o'clock today, or has he already filed it?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, in reply,
I have to say that we are considering at this

particular moment whether we will file a

motion or not.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, I think the

House now deserves—certainly, if the minis-

ter will forgive me, I deserve—a public ex-

planation of what his change in attitude is

between the debate which took place on the

Hydro report Thursday of last week and to-

day. The House was given a commitment-

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): They read
the report in the interval.

Mr. Lewis: The House was given a com-
mitment that a motion would be introduced.
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If a motion is not now to be introduced by
government, if government will not even put
it to the vote, which seems to us to be the

right of the Legislature, then I would ask

the minister to call immediately the resolu-

tion which we have on the order paper

dealing with the contempt matters flowing
from the Hydro report. Surely we deserve

an explanation of his retreat on this?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: There is no retreat,

Mr. Speaker. I simply say that if the hon.

member shows a little patience, I will have

an answer for him at 4 o'clock.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 149, An Act to amend the Conserva-
tion Authorities Act.

Bill 185, The Co-operative Corporations
Act, 1973.

Bill 186, An Act to amend the Personal

Property Security Act.

Bill 188, An Act to amend the Mortgage
Brokers Act.

CORPORATIONS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 198, An Act to amend the Corpora-
tions Act.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I don't
know whether or not the bill should carry,
Mr. Speaker. This is one which refers to

two sections; the one which is naturally con-

sequential upon the Co-operative Corpora-
tions Act, and the second one deals with the

question of fire and mutual insurance, to

which my colleague, the member for York

South, wishes to address himself.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Un-

wittingly, he doesn't know how much I want
to address myself.

Primarily by way of clarification, the leader
of the New Democratic Party and I had the

pleasure of meeting—well I don't know
whether it's a pleasure—we met with a num-
ber of farmers from south of the city of

Ottawa who had suffered severe storm dam-

age this year. One of the comments they
raised with us was the question of certain

insurance policies which were available not

including cover for what might be conceiv-

ably envisaged here as weather insurance.

What I wanted to say, Mr. Speaker, is

really a question, but it is so fundamental to

the whole purpose of a bill which is relatively

small in its encompassment: Is the purpose of

this bill to make certain that this kind of

general insurance will include weather and

therefore will provide an opportunity for self-

protection for people such as the farmers in

eastern Ontario who were struck this past

summer?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Yes, Mr. Speaker.
There are 16 companies in Ontario writing
farm insurance and I understand they've all

been underwriting such insurance, that is fire

insurance, for almost 100 years, if not in

excess. Permitting the amendment to go

through will allow them to have the addi-

tional power of underwriting weather insur-

ance or frost insurance under the existing

rights that they have under the Corporations
Act. It is not specifically stated right now,
and there are those who hold the view that

they can't write weather insurance because

they don't have the legislative authority.

Therefore, this legislation will enable those

who are already in the business to have that

legislative authority and underwrite weather

insurance.

Mr. MacDonald: By way of clarification—I

recognize, Mr. Speaker, that we are on

second reading, but as far as I'm concerned

there is no need to go to committee if we
can get clarification on this—does this make
it mandatory that if one is provided the other

will be provided? Or does it just provide
the legislative power for them to do it if

they so wish?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The latter suggestion
is the correct view, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wisli

to enter this debate?

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speak-

er, just on a matter of clarification? Does

section 2 have any bearing on the re-

insurance provisions adopted by the various

companies?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think not, Mr. Speak-
er. Perhaps the member might give me a

moment. I don't think it does.

Mr. Speaker: Did any other members wish

to enter this debate?

not

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, it definitely does
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Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I

would like to enter it for a moment, Mr.

Speaker, and speak on second reading as it

were, and then, like everyone else, ask a

question to avoid committee. I'm not sure

that the minister is aware of the extraordinary

destruction that was caused by the weather

damage in the belt around Marionville, near

Ottawa, or of the number of farmers who
had not experienced comparable damage be-

fore, and were not insured for such weather

damage and suffered pretty grievously as a

result. My colleague and I visited a number
of farms in the area where entire barns had

been destroyed, as had been the crops in the

field. Well for the crops there is some in-

adequate crop insurance, but for the bams
there was no available insurance at all. The
farmers were pretty embittered, feeling that

they should have been covered.

Surely it makes some sense, in the exten-

sion of fire and related insurance, to include

weather insurance as mandatory in those sec-

tions of the province designated within this

or another Act as being susceptible to that

kind of weather damage. There has been a

pattern established now in many parts of

Ontario where weather damage is a serious

hazard. If we are going to extend the insur-

ance, then surely it would be logical to make
the weather damage coverage mandatory so

that the farmers are protected.

That leads me to the question I wanted to

ask: Can the Superintendent of Insurance tell

the minister, and the minister tell us, what
the increase in premiums for the farmers

likely will be when weather damage is in-

cluded in the package?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Before the

hon. minister replies, I should like to deter-

mine if any other members wish to enter the

debate on second reading. If there are no
other contributions in that respect the hon.

minister may now reply.

Hon. Mr. Clement: In response to the

matters touched upon by the leader of the

New Democratic Party, may I make it clear

that weather insurance is offered by commer-
cial carriers at present, and has been for some

long period of time, as an option. It is not

mandatory; it is a permissive thing. It is an
additional risk, and the farmer is at liberty
to select or reject it as he sees fit.

This legislation will pertain only to farms'

fire mutual insurance companies, which were

originally set up for fire protection only but

would like to have this option available for

their insurers.

Insofar as the premiums are concerned,

that is, what would the cost of this be and

would it relate, I think the question was, to

the geographical area or to the history of

risk, I don't have those figures available but I

can and shall obtain them and get them back

to the hon. member if he would like them.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, could the bill

go into committee, having regard to the in-

formation which the minister indicates he is

going to obtain for the House?

Mr. Speaker: That depends, of course, on

whether or not the bill carries.

Mr. Renwick: Oh.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Renwick: Could it go into committee

of the whole House in view of the informa-

tion which the minister is going to obtain?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister then has

the privilege of indicating whether it goes to

a standing committee or committee of the

whole House.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The burdens of my
office are lonely, Mr. Speaker. I'll opt for

committee of the whole House.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole

House.

GASOLINE TAX ACT, 1973

Mr. Walker, on behalf of Hon. Mr.

Grossman, moves second reading of Bill

177, The Gasoline Tax Act, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Kitchener.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Just a

few comments on this bill, Mr. Speaker. I

congratulate the ministry in finally pulling

together these various sections that have

appeared in various other statutes with re-

spect to provisions concerning gasoline tax.

There is one particular thing on which I

would like to have some clarification from

the parliamentary assistant in his remarks,
and that is with respect to the provision
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of some consideration for the small retailer,

who as I understand it has to pay his re-

tail sales tax w^en the gasoline is delivered

to his pumps but of course doesn't recover

some of that tax until the gasoline is sold

gallon by gallon. In addition, of course,

there is some shrinkage by evaporation in

the tanks, so the retailer also may well be

committing himself to pay tax on gasoline
that he is never able to handle. I am think-

ing that those two areas which are par-

ticularly of concern, I believe, to the

average service station operator should be

clearly spelled out by the parliamentary
assistant.

I think if provisions are available for the

payment of that tax on a fair basis, so that

the retailer does not have to advance a

substantial amount of money on a large tank-

ful of gas as his working capital involvement,
then we would be better serving the many
independent individuals who are leasing
service stations and who, heaven knows,
have enough to put up with the require-
ments that they have to enter into various

promotional programmes without any real

say in their involvement in them. I think

that if some provision could be made in this

one particular area, it would certainly benefit

the retail dealers.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speaker,
we will not dally over the bill. It should

go to committee, because it is that kind of

bill. It deals with internal administrative

matters of various kinds, some of which one

may have misgivings about as to following
the rule of law in its import. But as for

a central thrust or principle, the bill is

totally lacking.

Mr. Speaker: Any other members wish to

participate? If not, the hon. member for

London North may respond.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Speaker, I will be indicating that I'd like

the bill to go to the committee of the whole
House, immediately following second read-

ing, if that is the wish of the House.

With respect to the question raised by the
hon. member for Kitchener, I would in-

dicate that the decision to abandon the

payments comes from the Treasurer (Mr.
White) and was indicated in his budget, I

believe, in 1972 or 1971. In any case, that
is something far beyond the scope that I

have presently before me. I would merely

indicate that it is not unlike the retail sales

tax in some respects, in that the person-

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): There
should be a rebate there.

Mr. Walker: —the person who has the

use of these funds has made use of them in

the past. There are significant periods of

time when this money is in the hands of

those who are doing the collecting.

With respect to the retailer directly, this

is a relatively short period of time. As I

understand the situation, gasoline turn-over

occurs within a period of a few days, and

very seldom beyond a week for the actual

tank truck, so we are talking about a limited

period of time. Presumably, his payment is

made in cash or credit card. The cash would

probably take the form of cheque, and often

by the time the cheque is cleared the actual

gasoline is retailed to the individual con-
sumers. Credit cards, of course, become in

fact the cash used to pay for the gasoline
and the rent or the expense or burden there

is borne by the major refiners. In turn, they
have some benefit of upwards of $5 million

to $7 million per month at their disposal.
So I don't feel there is any significant con-
cern or alarm in respect to the member's

question.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Do I understand the bill is

to go to committee of the whole House?

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The sixth order, House
in committee of the whole.

GASOLINE TAX ACT, 1973

House in committee on Bill 177, the

Gasoline Tax Act, 1973.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 177, the Gasoline Tax
Act, 1973. Any comments, questions or

amendments on any of the first five sections?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): I have
some questions with respect to section 2.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 2?

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Chairman, as I indicated, there will be
amendments to certain sections of the Act,
section 11(1), section 11(4), section 11(5),

and section 18(l)(b). They are relatively
minor in nature.
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Mr. Chainnan: How about section 7?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Will copies
of those amendments be made available to

us?

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 2

then?

The hon. member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: I would appreciate hearing
from the parliamentary assistant as to what
calculations have attended with respect to the

setting of this tax at the rate of 19 cents? We
are aware that this, of course, was made a

matter of budgetary policy in the changes
that were announced in the most recent

budget. Can the parliamentary assistant advise

us as to the total revenue which is expected
from this tax—I don't recall what the dollar

figure is for this year—and what is the increase

oi that revenue above last year's rate?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the revenue for

1973-1974 from the gasoline sales tax is $462
million estimated. Revenue for the year
1972-1973 was $427 million.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Chairman, in relation to that particular

matter, does the parliamentary assistant have

any figures as to the percentage of the tax

collected from small boat owners since the

imposition of the tax in that area?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, on the $462
million anticipated in the year 1973-1974, I

can indicate that that is a net figure. A
further $16 million would be forthcoming but
rebated to a classification of individuals,
which would include farmers for their off-

highway use, and fishermen and so on.

Directly for farming and fishing in the year
1972-1973, $11,834,000 is the expected figure.
I do not have a direct breakdown for com-
mercial fishermen.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, I am not

speaking of fishing or commercial fishing. I

am speaking of the tax that is applied against
the owners of small pleasure craft—yachts,
outboards and so forth.

Mr. Walker: In the year 1972-1973,
$224,100.

2?
Mr. Chairman: Anything further on section

The member for Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Chair-

man, I should like to move an amendment on
section 2.

Mr. Chairman: All right. Proceed.

Will the member move the amendment
first of all? Then I'll put it. ^

Mr. Germa moves that section 2 of Bill 177

be amended by adding thereto, as subsection

4, the following subsection: "Subsection 1 is

subject to such readjustments to said tax as to

effect a position of parity in the price of

gasoline as between northern and southern

Ontario purchasers."

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, I think adoption
of this amendment would give recognition to

a vital complaint that we in northern Ontario

have on the cost of transportation, and

specifically the price of gasoline. Within the

19 cent tax levied I think there is ample room
to make an adjustment to give some parity to

the price of gasoline as between north and
south Ontario. I fully understand that the

taxes collected are a major source of revenue
as far as construction of highways is con-

cerned. However, I do not think the cost

benefit to the people in northern Ontario is

relative to the price we're paying for gasoline.

We have talked strenuously in this House
about the variation of gasoline prices. We
have long been told that transportation cost

is one of the vital things as far as moving the

gasoline up there, but we have since had in-

formation which indicates that the eight or

10 cent spread in gasoline prices is not neces-

sarily chargeable to transportation.

1 think it is the responsibility of govern-
ment to see that the people who live in the

north should have certain amenities to allow

us to live in a fashion equal with our southern

neighbours. The distances we travel and the

roads we drive on are certainly not compar-
able.

There's a lot of evidence that people who
live in northern climes should receive special
consideration. I could quote you one example.
A northern allowance is paid to teachers who
work in northern Ontario in our community
colleges. Northern Ontario teachers get $50 a

month northern allowance.

I think granting this special adjustment to

every citizen in the north would compensate
for higher costs in all fields. They have more
miles to travel. They bum more fuel because

of the weather conditions and yet the roads

they drive on are really not adequate to the

prices they pay.

I would ask the parliamentary assistant to

consider some way of readjusting the tax

charged to those people who live, say north

of the French River. That's where the gate
is across Highway 69. I closed it when I
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came out of northern Ontario this morning.
There's a big gate there.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Too
bad it wasn't closed before the member got
out.

Mr. Germa: I think everyone who lives

north of that line is subject to special con-

sideration—because we do have a problem
up there. We have gasoline at 68 cents a

gallon—that's in the area where I live. It

increases the further north you go. By the

time you get up to Moosonee—as the member
for Thunder Bay (Mr. Stokes) will tell you—
you can pay as high as $1.75 for a gallon
of gas. I think there should be some amelio-

ration of the price that we pay for transporta-
tion up there. I think this is one thing that

could be accomplished quite readily. I think

what you would have to do is take an aver-

age price of gasoline in the various areas as

compared with a norm in the southern part
of the province and dictate a price structure

for that area.

Mr. Eaton: Dictate?

Mr. Germa: I'm sure you are aware that

we've accomplished this for the price of

beer. We had certain districts where beer
was blocked off at a certain price. Of course
that worked to our detriment. We had a

higher-priced block in the north. I don't

know why that was. But I would say that

it's not impossible—it has been done in other

areas. You could have a block price, say for

the mid-north, and another block price for

the northwestern part of the province. There
has to be some way to ameliorate this dis-

crepancy in gasoline prices across the

province.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Is there anything further

on the amendment? The member for Kit-

chener. On this amendment?

Mr. Breithaupt: Yes, Mr. Chairman. It is

really the same point. I am wondering why
the member for Sudbury has not included
subsection 2 with respect to some balancing
off of aviation fuel taxes. It would have
seemed to me that the aviation requirements,

particularly in northern Ontario, would be

worthy of some consideration. I don't know
whether the hon. member is prepared to

include, in his amendment, both subsections

1 and 2. He may see his way clear to do
that.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): He certainly
would.

Mr. Breithaupt: I am wondering if that is

worthy of consideration, so that if it is the

decision of the government to attempt to

balance these tax requirements, dependent
upon the needs of certain parts of the prov-
ince, they would at least have the oppor-
tunity of doing both. But while the member
for Sudbury perhaps gives that some con-

sideration, I had only one question to ask

the parliamentary assistant on subsection 2

of this section.

I am wondering what the parliamentary
assistant can tell us about the opportunity
that certain aviation fuel users would have
to obtain their fuel elsewhere at possibly a

lower tax rate; shall we say inside the borders

of neighbouring states, or in the provinces
of Manitoba or Quebec? Is there, as a matter

of fact, any reciprocity, concerning the tax

collection policies in this particular area,

with neighbouring provinces and states? One
would think that if it was worthwhile—and
it may indeed not be—for an aircraft to take

on a large amount of gasoline in a neighbour-

ing state or province that had a lower or

no aviation tax payable, this could be a sub-

stantial benefit for someone who is in fact

using that gasoline within our province. If

there is some kind of reciprocity, or if our

taxes are sufficient to have a balance so

that persons would not be tempted to avoid

the tax, then I'd be interested in hearing
whether that has been given any considera-

tion?

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, in response to

a request whether I would be willing to

include subsection 2, I would have no ob-

jection to further amending this amendment

by making it read: "subsections 1 and 2 are

subject to
"

etc.

Mr. Chairman: All right. The amendment
is so noted. It will read "subsections 1 and 2

are subject to such readjustments" etc.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, to answer the

questions; first those of the hon. member
for Kitchener; I would indicate there is a

good reciprocity existing, particularly in the

area of the gas tax. With respect to aviation

fuel, in the Province of Quebec aviation fuel

bears three cents per gallon, identical to

Ontario. In the Province of Manitoba it

bears two cents. However, through our reci-

procity, we make the necessary arrangements
to collect the appropriate tax.

The only time we have any extensive rela-

tions is with the Province of Quebec in

respect of gasoline. The difference is a net

of about $2.5 million in the reciprocity. We
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collect for them and they collect for us.

The net difference to Ontario is about $2.5

million; $3.5 million is received from Quebec
and $1 million is sent by Ontario. We do not

have that problem with Manitoba, as you
must appreciate the vast region of north-

v^^estem Ontario.

In any case, the peculiarity of this par-
ticular Act as it now stands is the establish-

ment for the first time of a category called

"importer," which allows us to place upon
the importer—or as you described, the person
who may acquire a large amount of aviation

fuel in a neighbouring state or province—
we place upon him a burden of paying or

remitting the actual tax to the Treasurer of

the province in the amount that this province
itself applies.

This new category will provide the neces-

sary check to what was an omission under

the previous arrangements, which as you
well know were somewhat voluntary and on

a one-month basis. So we really see no par-

ticular problem in that aspect.

With respect to the member for Sudbury
and the comments raised relevant to altering

the charging section of the bill, if I can call

it that, section 2 of the bill. Where there

would be an additional arrangement for

achieving what you refer to as parity be-

tween northern and southern Ontario, using
the French River as a grand divide, we are

into an area that is strictly the domain of

the Treasurer. It is strictly a policy matter

and it would not be appropriate to deal with
it in this particular statute unless the Treas-

urer were to make appropriate suggestions
in his budget that would so alter the situa-

tion.

As I understand it, it's strictly a matter of

economics in any case. There is the question
of transportation cost and there is the ques-
tion of sale. My suspicions are that in a num-
ber of the outlets in northern Ontario the

volume of sale is not of sufiBcient magnitude
to maintain the service station in a reasonably
competitive position. So there is an addi-

tional charge there that does not relate di-

rectly to the costs involved, either the costs

of distribution at the retail level or the cost

of distribution from its importation, I be-
lieve that Manitoba supplies the majority of

northeastern Ontario—pardon me northwest-
em Ontario—and that parts of eastern Ontario
in the far north are supplied from the Prov-
ince of Quebec.

There are transportation costs. In my
opinion it is a question of economics. As to

whether or not it will be altered, that is a

proposal the Treasurer is going to have to

wrestle with or implement within his own
budget.

However, I realize there are other moves
that the Treasurer has taken in an attempt,
shall we say to destroy the disparity between
the northern part of Ontario and the southern

regions of Ontario. I am thinking of the

most recent budget and the 10 per cent tax

stabilization programme and other pro-

grammes.

My suspicion is that the point is well re-

ceived by him. I do not think it would be

appropriate under the Gasoline Tax Act to

make the amendment which would accom-

plish the purpose you are attempting.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The parlia-

mentary assistant has, in fact, contradicted

himself unknowingly. He said that it is in-

appropriate for him to accept my colleague's
amendment because it is a policy matter.

Then he proceeds to apologize for the Treas-
urer (Mr. White) and say that as a matter of

policy the Treasurer has recognized the dis-

parities between northern and southern On-
tario by implementing the so-called extra

assistance on the tax stabilization plan.

Man, you can't have it both ways. If it is

the government's policy which has already
been decided by the Treasurer—and you use
the tax stabilization plan as an indication of

that policy—there is no reason why, in this

bill you or the Minister of Revenue (Mr.

Grossman) can't be consistent with that and

accept my colleague's amendment. The argu-
ments that my colleague puts forth are very
forceful and they affect the consumer directly.
It is the little guy who has to drive his car a

long distance and has to drive it extra dis-

tances.

He doesn't have the advantages of the GO-
Urban transit systems that you talk about so

grandiosely down here, yet you have the gall
to run those newspaper ads about the GO-
Urban transit system in northern Ontario

newspapers. Surely this is one way in which
you can make an adjustment for the people
in northern Ontario?

I support my colleague's amendment in the

strongest possible terms. The parliamentary
assistant's reply or attempted rebuttal is

specious, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud-
bury.

Mr. Germa: If I could just make one more

point in rebuttal of the parliamentary assist-

ant's statement. He implied that because of

volume in southern Ontario the garages can
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therefore reduce costs. He is implying that

we do not have big garages up north. There

are small garages in southern Ontario which

do not have the volume you are talking

about, yet their prices are consistent with the

rest of the market across the southern part

of the province.

Quite the reverse is true, say in the city of

Sudbury which I know intimately. There are

some large pumping stations there which

pump gallonage equal to a station in the

south, and yet we don't get the benefit of

volume. The benefit is not passed on to us,

so your argument just doesn't hold water. If

it is volume which determines price, there

are places in northern Ontario which have

volume.

We have been told that it costs only one

cent a gallon to ship gas up there, and you
have not explained the 10 cent discrepancy
between the price of gasoline in Toronto,

say, and the price of gasoline in Sudbury. I

can account for one cent on freight rates, but

I can't account for the other nine cents. No
one has ever been able to account for that.

I stated earlier that you have accom-

plished equity prices in the case of alcohol.

This is the most ridiculous thing I ever

heard of. Alcohol is not subject to the

vagaries of the marketplace; it is a com-

plete luxury, a total unnecessity in our life.

Here is something that we rely on, which is

a necessity, and you have not seen fit to

put in a block price system or a controlled

price system as you did for the price of

booze or the price of beer. This is what I

find strange.

When we're passing legislation we are

passing policy, and if your ministry or your
minister has considered this, he must have
discussed it with you. If he is concerned
about us in the north, that we should have
some adjustment in our life-style, I don't

see why it isn't appropriate to accept the

amendment. There are precedents set for

block-pricing of goods. We've already had
it for many years.

Mr. Chairman: The member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, the amend-
ment put by my colleague from Sudbury
and seconded by the member for Lakeshore

(Mr. Lawlor), is made for the purpose of

again reinforcing with the ministry the essen-

tial necessity of an equitable tax structure

in the Province of Ontario if the government
will not move to a unit pricing basis for

gasoline products uniform throughout the
whole of the province.

Equity in a tax system cannot be hidden

by simply making it a flat rate per imperial

gallon tax. The fact of the matter is that

to the extent that the tax per gallon is

charged to anyone in an area who is paying
more for gasoline than in southern Ontario

means that that person is paying more tax.

That is regressive for the reasons given by
the member for Sudbury.

I share with the member for Port Arthur
the thought that the suggestion the types of

garages in northern Ontario are distinct

from the variety of types of garages and
service stations in southern Ontario is a

specious argument; because that is not

what provides for the lower price for gasoline
in southern Ontario.

The price of gasoline is determined by the

major oil companies. What we're trying to

say to the government is if it will not put
in, on a basing point system a total unit

price across the province with respect to

gasoline products, then we are suggesting
that it at least recognize the inequity of

this tax by providing for the kind of adjust-

ment which is involved.

The reason my colleagues had to put the

amendment, of course, was simply to make
the point, because the bill does already pro-
vide the authorization for the ministry, if

it chose to exercise it, to make exactly the

kind of adjustment to which my colleagues
refer. I am speaking specifically, Mr. Chair-

man, of the provision in section 31 permitting

regulations to be made by the Lieutenant

Governor in Council. There is immense
freedom for the ministry to make this kind

of adjustment when one looks at item (g),

"exempting any class of persons from the

payment of the tax imposed by this Act;"
and item (e), "excluding products from the

Act."

More important, item (h) says: "Providing
for the refund of the tax paid under the

Act, or any portion thereof, to any purchaser
or class of purchasers and prescribing the

records and materials to be furnished upon
any application for a refund." Item (i) says:

"Providing for the refund of tax in whole
or in part owing to special circumstances

and prescribing the terms and conditions

under which such refund may be made."

It seems to me to be perfectly clear that

if the ministry as a matter of policy had it

in its heart to make an adjustment in favour

of persons in northern Ontario who are

paying a regressive amount of gasoline tax

because of the higher price, it lies within the

competence of the ministry to do so.
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At this point and on this bill we don't

have to get into a discussion of the economics

of the oil industry—not that they are all that

difficult for people to understand. But we
certainly can ask the government to put
itself on the line with respect to an equitable

gasoline tax, which is hidden when it says

it's a flat rate tax per imperial gallon.

Our position has been perfectly clear on
this point for some considerable time. In

this bill we want some indication from the

ministry that it is giving consideration to an

alleviation of imposition of the burden of

the gasoline tax without commensurate
benefits to the people in northern Ontario.

We of course welcome the proposed amend-
ment which the member for Kitchener has

suggested, to include as well the aviation

fuel in the amendment, proposed by my
colleague, the member for Sudbury.

Is the ministry in a position that it can
make any kind of indication of commitment
to this kind of adjustment and to this kind

of determination to eliminate the inequity of

this tax as it is presently imposed, because
on the indication from the parliamentary
assistant will depend whether or not we will

divide the House on this particular amend-
ment.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): I would
like to speak on this amendment also. I have

spoken in this House many times before, Mr.

Chairman, on the inequalities of costs be-
tween southern and northern Ontario. As a
matter of fact, in the budget debate this year
I spent the bulk of my speech speaking about
this very thing and pointed out the difference

in the cost of gasoline in northern Ontario as

opposed to southern Ontario.

You may recall, Mr. Chairman, indeed I

am sure you do, I pointed out that in north-

western Ontario in particular most of our

gasoline came from refineries in Manitoba,

Winnipeg, specifically, and that most of the

gasoline came out of the same barrel in effect

but was given different names. Gulf, Texaco
or what have you. Perhaps the odd amount
of gasohne was given some refinement of

some kind, but in most cases it came out of

the same barrel; it was the same gasoline. Yet

even between two different products—be-

tween let us say Gulf and Texaco or Sunoco—
the price differed itself. The fact remains,

however, that regardless, we pay a premium
of at least 10 cents per gallon more for gas-

oline—to say nothing of heating oils and

other things—than in southern Ontario.

I am not so sure, quite frankly, that I can

entirely agree with the amendment as sug-

gested, because I think that to a large extent

it is not government's function in this par-
ticular instance to modify the price of gas-
oline. Rather I think that it's government's

responsibility to ensure that the gasoline com-

panies are not gouging the people of northern

Ontario, where they feel they have a captive
market.

Mr. Foulds: If they had to pay the differ-

ence, they would make sure-

Mr. Paterson: The gouging is along High-

way 401.

Mr. Reid: I would say to the minister that

perhaps, as has been suggested by this party
on many occasions, a prices and wage review

board might be the vehicle in which we
could have the prices looked at carefully and
the full glare of public opinion and knowl-

edge brought to bear on the question.

Quite frankly, I like the idea of the gov-
ernment taking cognizance of the fact that

we in northern Ontario pay the same taxes—

in this particular instance the gasoline tax—

and yet do not receive commensurate benefits

with the people in southern Ontario. I don't

want to repeat the whole speech in regard to

the medical services and the education we

get in return for our tax dollar, as compared
with southern Ontario, but I would say that

it might be a very first hesitant step for the

government to indicate to the people in

northern Ontario that they appreciate the

contribution that the northern economy
makes to the province, and that the govern-

ment, in a small way, is going to accept its

responsibility for the services that the

northern taxpayer does not receive for his

dollar, by reducing this particular tax to a

more reasonable figure for people in northern

Ontario to balance out the cost of gasoline in

this particular instance between the north

and the south.

While I don't think this is going to solve

the complete problem, I think it would be a

first instance where the government might at

least recognize the fact that northern Ontario

pays 10 per cent to 20 per cent more, not

just for gasoline but for most of their goods
and services. In that respect, I think I will

support this amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments on

this amendment? I will place the amendment
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then. Those in favour of Mr. Germa's motion

will please say "aye."

Those opposed, will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

Shall we stack this along wdth possible

future amendments?

Mr. Renwick: No, Mr. Chairman, we'd

like to call the vote now if we may.

Mr. Chairman: Call in the members.

The committee divided on Mr. Genua's

amendment to section 2 of Bill 177, which

was negatived on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 28, the "nays" are 44.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost.

Shall section 2 stand as part of the bill?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Chairman, on a point of order. I think that

when the chairman—he is the chairman, isn't

he?-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Yes.

Mr. Lewis: —of the Ontario Northland

Transportation Commission interjects in a

vote of that kind-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Lewis: You don't know my point of

order yet, I haven't finished it. Nor could

you possibly surmise what I am about to say.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order.

Mr. Chairman: Point of order.

Mr. Lewis: When the chairman of the On-

tario Northland Transportation Commission

interjects in this House in a way which de-

fends the high cost of gasoline in the north,

it seems to me that is a conflict of interest, a

serious conflict of interest.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Such a situa-

tion has not been considered as a conflict of

interest in the past.

Any further comment, question or amend-
ment on a later section of this bill, up to and

including section 10?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Section 5.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 5?

The hon. member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: What is the reason for section

5?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Sit down
while you are ahead.

Mr. Lawlor: It is a new section which

wasn't in the previous legislation, and after

all we make everybody under the sun liable

one way or another; the importers are intro-

duced in section 4 and the retailers who are

collectors in section 3. Since the moneys
obtained in this particular way come largely
and overwhelmingly from the retailers, why
do we slip the purchaser in there for special

liability?

If the collector slips up and doesn't collect

the money, does this mean that this goes on

for six years under the limitation section in

this legislation, or does the limitation section

apply to this particular situation? And how
do you propose to make it effective by way
of running after a purchaser in order to

collect tax which for some reason or other

wasn't paid at the time?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, section 5 en-

sures the continuous liability of the purchaser
for the tax until the tax is paid. It draws its

relationship to an earlier section in the Act,

section 2(3), which indicates that a purchaser
other than an importer shall pay the tax im-

posed by this Act at the time of the purchase
or delivery, as the case may be.

This is to cover the situation where credit

may be granted to ensure in effect that there

is a continuous liability on the purchaser to

pay the tax. For instance, if there were a

credit card, one could say that the obligation

to pay the tax is not necessarily the paying of

the tax at the time the purchase is maae. This

continues the liability until the tax has been

satisfied by payment by the purchaser, and is

in line with our constitutional obligations.

Mr. Lawlor: Again though, have you had

practical instances of persons seeking to use

the credit concept on an extended basis and

somebody slipping out of paying the tax?

Mr. Walker: We think that an argument
can be made, and might well be satisfactorily

made in the case of a credit card, that where
there is default on the credit card or on

some form of credit, the tax originally having
been paid, the retailer then becomes respon-
sible for holding that tax. The fact of the

matter is that the purchaser may not in fact
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have paid the tax at that time. This corrects

that situation by merely nailing down possible
abuse of the loophole.

Mr. Lawlor: Is there actually any par-
ticular case where this has happened?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Chairman, if I

may interrupt for a moment, I have an im-

portant message that was given to me by
the Premier's (Mr. Davis) oflBce. I would like

to inform the House that the Egyptian auth-

orities have announced a ceasefire along the

Suez Canal. The announcement was made by
an Egyptian oflBcial and went into effect at

12:52 o'clock, p.m., eastern daylight time.

Mr. Germa: What have you got on Nixon?

Mr. Chairman: We will wait for the bul-

letin from the parliamentary assistant.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the experience
of the Ministry of Revenue relates to a bad
debt situation where there have been in-

stances of difficulty in collecting the tax; in

fact, there have been instances where this

has been claimed. This satisfactorily gets
around the issue and makes the purchaser
liable until he has satisfied the tax by paying
it.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): One ques-
tion, and correct me if I am wrong in my
assumption that it has something to do with
the credit card.

I have had complaints from retailers about
accounts that are paid for by way of Chargex
credit cards. When they take these accounts
to their bank for collection, I believe the
bank charges five per cent for collection on
the total amount of the bill, which includes
the sale price of the article or the list of
articles as well as the particular tax. So in

effect what you've done is you've denied the
retailer the opportunity to be reimbursed for
his collection of the sales tax.

I fully understand, it is a little bit

different with gasoline, but I'm just wonder-

ing is it legal for a bank to charge the
retailer for the collection of the retail sales

tax, when in fact you deny the retailer the

opportunity to be reimbursed by the govern-
ment for the collection of that tax. In respect
of any gasoline sales that are paid for by way
of a credit card, what the government is

doing is charging the retailer through the

banking system, or through Chargex, for the
collection of the retail sales tax.

I've already written to the minister for an

interpretation on this and I haven't got it as

yet, and that was maybe about three weeks

ago. Would the parliamentary assistant care

to comment on the legality of a bank or

Chargex charging the retailer a commission
or a percentage, which is five per cent on
the retail sales tax over and above the cost

of the article itself? It seems to me there is

a little bit of incongruity in the thing and
I would like him to comment on it.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, my suspicion
is that it is not unlike the conditional sales

contract that a person may sign for perhaps
a used car or a new car. Then that piece of

paper is sold or peddled to someone who is

prepared to pay that man cash. In effect

the retailer receives cash, although mind you
at a discounted amount. I think it is analo-

gous to the conditional sales contract as it

relates to Chargex applied to the retail sales

tax itself, and it applies to the credit cards

that relate to the gasoline tax.

Mr. Stokes: But, in effect, in that instance

the bank is charging retailers for the collec-

tion of the retail sales tax when they do it

directly on behalf of the government. They
submit it at their own cost and they don't

get any collection cost. They don't get any
administration cost or postage and they have
all of the problems that a retailer has to go

through on behalf of the government to

collect the tax. There is no reimbursement
to the retailer. In this case, the government
is allowing the bank or Chargex to get a

percentage.

Mr. Paterson: For handling paper.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, for handling paper. You
are denying the retailer something that a

bank or Chargex is allowed to do, and it

seems to me to be in contradiction.

Mr. Walker: In effect it is the signing of

a piece of paper. It is a merchandising
device by which the retailer receives cash

back and the company which gives him the

cash makes a charge for the collection. It is

strictly a contractual arrangement that is

made between the retailer, and let us say
the bank. In the case of Chargex, I believe

there are three or four banks involved. In

fact credit card companies go on ever further

and charge interest on overdue accounts. I

suspect that may fall into the category to

which the member is making reference. I

understand that one of the most lucrative and

profitable parts of their business is the in-

terest they charge on overdue accounts. How-

ever that is an aside.
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The retailer assigns to the bank an account

for so much money without regard to any
distinction among the merchandise or the

taxes that are charged. This is strictly a

merchandising device and is his own ar-

rangement. I see in no way any involvement

of the government of Ontario.

Mr. Stokes: Except that it involves retail

sales tax.

Mr. Walker: It may well involve it, but
from our point of view we are satisfied in

the collection of the tax and the manner in

which it is provided to us. If there is some

illegality, that is an issue as to the contract

between the merchandiser, the retailer, and
the person who gives him the money, in

the case the member is referring to, the

Chargex people, the bank, American Ex-

press or whatever it might be.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 stand as

a part of the bill. Agreed.

Any further comment, question or amend-
ment on any section up to and including
section 10? Section 6, the member for

Waterloo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): The
matter of appointment of collectors for the

gasoline tax is a matter spoken of before. I

presume the majority of the tax is collected

by the six or seven major oil companies. The
major oil companies do not remit their tax

to the government until the 20th of the

month, following their delivery to the re-

tailer. I don't know what percentage, but
the bulk of the gas that is delivered to

retailers is paid for by the retailers by cer-

tified cheque or cash at the time of delivery.

The complaint of the gasoline retailers

is simply this: They pay the 19 cents-a-

gallon gasoline tax on any deliveries made
during that month, particularly during the
first few weeks of the month. They pay this

at the time of delivery. The oil company
then has the use of that money for the rest
of that month and until the 20th of the

following month.

When you look at the amount of revenue
derived from the gasoline tax—$462 million
—and consider that the money is held an
average of 25 days by the major oil com-
panies, you would have to say that major
oil companies must be financing a large part
of their operations with money which right-
fully belongs to the government and which
has been paid by the gasoline retailers.

I don't think it is a very satisfactory
situation. I don't have a solution that would

probably be as simple to operate as this. But
I think something should be done so major
oil companies won't be holding such large
amounts of money for such long periods at

the expense of the motoring public and
the retail gasoline operators. It is the retail

operators who are paying this gasoline tax

in advance.

Now I understand the operators are given
allowance for shrinkage and evaporation.
We are aware of this. But they do not get

any interest on their money. The operators

get no interest for the 25, 30, or 50 days
the oil companies have the money before

they pay it to the government. And we
are talking about $462 million.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, in answer
to that question, relative to the individual

retailer. Of the 18,000 retailers in Ontario,
about 6,000 receive their gasoline by con-

signment. So, that problem, in effect, is

resolved. They do not pay, of course, until

the gasoline is actually dispensed from their

service stations.

For the other 1,200 retailers, we should
note that most of the gasoline turnover in

Ontario occurs within a week. My suspicion
is that a retailer's cheque doesn't even
clear the bank by the time he has sold his

gasoline. So, in efi^ect, the retailers prob-
ably have their gasoline tax deposited in

the bank before their original cheque is

actually cashed. It works out. There is a
little bit of leeway on both sides—in effect

a balancing factor.

The member's second point was relative to
the large oil companies. There are, I believe,
six companies which account for about 86
per cent of the gasoline handled in Ontario.
And a study was done on this matter to

determine precisely the best date, for all

parties, for the province to receive this

money.
To preface these remarks, may I say that

the gasoline tax is the most inexpensive tax

to collect. It costs the province 13 cents per
$100 to collect. For any other tax, it costs

something approaching 75 cents, on average,
per $100 to collect. So it is to our advantage
to have the gasoline tax collected in this way.
We receive the benefit in our overhead, so to

speak. The large oil companies are the ones
who provide this answer.

Now, each oil company is holding in its

account something approaching $5 million
to $7 million per month. We are talking
about $40 million per month coming in, so
those six or seven large companies have up-
wards of $5 million to $7 million in their
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accounts, which they are holding for a pe-
riod until the 21st of the month following
the month of receipt.

All right. Taken at face value that's a

significant amount of money on which to re-

ceive benefits. However, what must be offset

against this is the question of credit cards.

Almost all gasoline—not almost all, that's an

improper assessment, but a significant por-

tion—I would say well over 50 per cent of

the gasoline retailed in Ontario is retailed

by means of credit cards, in which case 30

days means cash. In effect, they are financing

the receipt of that through that means as

well.

Mr. Good: The dealer is financing that, not

the supplier.

Mr. Walker: The credit card is used as

cash by the dealer immediately to provide his

supplies of gasoline. It becomes cash the

moment he turns it in. The person who bears

the burden in the credit card game is Shell

or Esso or whoever. By the same token, these

companies are using the 30-day cash bit and

they are financing the collection when they

do not, in fact, have the money.

It generally wdtks out to being not a bad
date. It's very close to being right on. There

are offsetting factors against it all. Given all

the considerations, the province felt that the

21st was the most accurate date. In other

provinces the date ranges, I believe, from

the 15th of the month until about the 27th

or 28th of the month following, so we are

generally norm.

Mr. Good: Thanks, Mr. Chairman. I ap-

preciate the figures. It would undoubtedly

appear that even if half the business is done
with credit cards each of the six major oil

companies has $3 million that doesn't really

belong to it as working capital all the time.

If, by your figures, they normally have about

$6 million each, or $40 million a month
comes in they have $3 million working capi-
tal for which they don't have to pay a nickel's

worth of interest.

While it does simplify it as far as the gov-
ernment is concerned, it does create prob-
lems. A lot of the gasoline dealers operating

stations, for whatever company it happens to

be, have seen the company opening up a

new station a block down the street. They
say: "There's my gasoline tax money helping
to finance the company to open up compe-
tition against me."

This is happening all over. The fact that,

through your taxing system, the major oil

companies each have cash-on-hand operating

capital of about $2 million or $3 million at

all times is certainly not in the best interests

of the retailers and the motoring public.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 6 stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: I just have a couple of ques-

tions, Mr. Chairman. One of them has to do

with collection. I take it that there were six

major ones contributing about 86 per cent of

the money, but you do indicate that some
retailers are also collectors. I would like a

little clarification on that, particularly with

reference to subsection 5, as to members of

the House being collectors.

I can imagine a fair number of members
of the House might be on the retail end of

this, but I would doubt sincerely whether

they would rise to the position of collectors

of the tax. I would like the minister to direct

his attention to that particular aspect.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, there are

a:bout six refiners in the province, all of

whom are collectors. There is an additional

number of wholesalers—I believe approaching
40— who are also collectors. The wholesalers

and the refiners are the collectors.

The wholesalers are individuals such as

Arrow gasoline and Supertest, which is now
BP, and Essex Farmers and so on. They're
wholesalers, who of course do not refine.

They buy their gasoline from other bodies,

including refiners within this province, refin-

ers outside the province, and in fact they
sometimes import the gasoline directly. These

people are collectors.

In the past there have been collectors. This

Gasoline Act has established a collector sys-
tem which has been quite successful for over

40 years, and in the past there has been a

member of this House who has been a col-

lector.

Mr. Lawlor: One further question: I take it

that no stipend is paid to collectors for the

collections?

Mr. Walker: That is correct.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 6 stand as

part of the bill, then?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Chairman, if I may, I don't want to con-

fuse this issue, and I certainly don't want to

embarrass my hon. friend, but I think a point
has been missed here in the discussion. This

has to do vdth the independent wholesalers

of gasoline. Some of them, I would imagine,
are tax collectors, but a great many of them
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are not, and we are dealing with 14 per
cent of all sales of gasoline.

The reason I mention it is because a small

wholesaler, let's say, who sells in the neigh-
bourhood of 5,000,000 or 6,000,000 gallons
and is not a tax collector, is paying 19 cents

a gallon tax on this gasoline at the source, to

the major oil companies. Now he has got

shrinkage. He has evaporation. And there is

the difference in temperature, because most
of the gasoline is bought at 60 degrees; and
in the winter you can imagine you don't get

your product, if you get it by tank car, at 60

degrees. So there is quite a loss there for

independent wholesalers of gasoline. I would

like, some day, to see something done to help
these people.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 6 stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I must say
that I am ignorant about this procedure
which is reflected in the remarks that have
been made on this section of the bill.

When you put the point of collection of

the tax that far back from the ultimate con-

sumer who is supposed to bear the tax, aren't

you in grave danger of having somebody
challenge your collection system as going to

the root of the tax and making it an indirect

tax rather than a direct tax, and therefore

beyond your jurisdiction to collect, having
regard to what the Minister of Labour has

just said? That in fact the tax to some extent

is being borne by a person other than the

ultimate user of the gas. And while it may
be hallowed by tradition to do it this way,
and it may be more eflBcient, that doesn't

alter the fact that you may be verging upon
levying an indirect tax, which you are pro-
hibited from doing.

Mr. Walker: We are in the area of con-

stitutionality, and it is very diflScult to give
a very succinct answer without a very

thorough review. However, the legal people
within our ministry have reviewed the matter
and are satisfied that the entire Act is satis-

factory from a constitutional point of view,
and does not infringe upon any of the so-

called indirect taxation prohibitions found
within the BNA Act.

The member for Stormont has raised the
issue of the independent wholesalers, and
there are perhaps in this province 100 or so

who fall within that particular category.

Mr. Good: What about them; the small

wholesalers?

Mr. Walker: They could be appointed col-

lectors, but it is at the discretion of the

ministry as to whether they would be ap-

pointed collectors. It must be appreciated
that some of these people are not the ones
with whom there would be a great rapport,
so to speak, between ministry and the indivi-

dual.

Some of them who fall within that category
are tank truck operators and all they have is

a tank truck, yet they may well have a col-

lection amounting to $50,000 per month. If

there were 2,000 gallons in an average tank

truck, on one load of gasoline the gas tax

represented there would be $3,800. So you
can see it wouldn't take very many truck-

loads before we would have a significant
amount of money, from a taxation point of

view, at 19 cents a gallon.

Mr. Good: Three hundred and eighty dol-

lars.

Mr. Walker: Well, $380 then. What's a
zero?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 7.

Mr. Chairman: Section 7, the hon. mem-
ber for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I would ask
the parliamentary assistant to pay particular
attention to what I am going to say, because
the point is picayune.

Subsection 2, of that section:

Notwithstanding subsection 1 and not-

withstanding the provisions of the Statutory
Powers Procedure Act, 1971, the minister

may suspend or cancel the appointment of

any collector forthwith where the collector

has failed to remit the tax that he has
collected or any tax that is payable by him.

Shouldn't you have just a word or two extra

in there saying, "or any tax that is payable
by him as a collector"? It is a technical, legal

point I am making, but my reading of it is

that it is thrown too broadly. If he owed

property tax, or if he were indebted in any
way—for instance, for income tax—then on a

strict reading of this section, he could be

subject to cancellation—a very serious matter
in some instances, I would suspect.

So I would ask you to consider inserting
the words, "as a collector," because that is

what you are after, isn't it, and nothing else.

It is not any other tax that he may owe; it is

this very tax in question. I'm prepared to

move an amendment to that effect, but I

thought maybe the minister would accept
this.
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Mr. Walker: It takes its meaning, of course,

from subsection 7(1), parts (a) and (b), which
indicate that it relates to contraventions of the

Act. The Act, of course, is the Gasoline Tax
Act and part (b) relates to the person who
has not delivered or sold for resale in Ontario

any gasoline or aviation fuel for a period of

three months. So I think there is a relation-

ship directly to subsection (1) of the same

bill, but I have no significant objection to

including the words proposed by the member
for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor moves that subsection (2) of

section 7 be amended by adding the words
"as a collector" after the word "him" on the

fifth line of the said subsection.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, before the

motion is put, I must say that this section

has caused some concern, because as you
can see it provides for immediate cancellation

of the right to be a collector, and in effect

there is no particular appeal procedure that

is permitted by it.

I have a proposed amendment which will

now have to be slightly altered in view of the

member for Lakeshore's point of view, but
I would move that subsection (2) of section 7
of the bill be deleted and the following sub-

stituted therefor—

Mr. Chairman: Order please. I'm just not

sure whether these fit in or not. In view of

the hour perhaps we might have a break and

you might reword your amendment so that

perhaps they could fit together.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, could I make a

suggestion? If we are going to adjourn, per-
haps the minister could take his amendment
and that of the member for Lakeshore, put
them together and bring them back when
the bill is called again.

Mr. Chairman Will that be satisfactory?

Mr. Walker: Yes, that will be satisfactory.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the
chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report progress
and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Mr. Riddell moves second reading of Bill

109, An Act to amend the Highway TraflBc

Act.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. The name of this bill is An Act to

amend the Highway Traffic Act; however, the
real subject matter contained in this bill is

the safety of Ontario's school children. This
bill concerns itself with Ontario students who
travel by school bus and, largely as a result

of the centralization of our school system
into county school boards, well over half a
million of Ontario's school children do travel

by school bus.

To my mind, Mr. Speaker, students who
travel by school bus deserve special attention

from the government. These young people
are really involuntary passengers. They need
to go to school, and the school bus is the

only means by which they can get there.

Since they are involuntary passengers, the

government has a special responsibility to en-
sure that all possible steps are taken to en-
sure their safety. The safety of our children

cannot be overemphasized. Surely there could
be no more precious cargo than Ontario's

students. What other of Ontario's natural re-

sources needs and deserves more protection
and the kind of protection that Ontario's

government can provide?
Action is needed now to protect these stu-

dents who travel by school bus. Some of the

required action can be provided by legisla-
tion, and it is to that end that I am bringing
forth this bill. However, some of the re-

quired action cannot be brought about by a

private member's bill, so I can only mention
those aspects today in the hope that the

government can be prevailed upon to shake
off its lethargy and apathy in this area and
take the required steps.

This bill addresses itself to the two major
areas where safety demands legislative action,

the school bus driver and the school bus
itself. The most important figure in the safe

transportation of students is the operator of
the school bus. He has the onerous respon-
sibility of driving a busload of children to

and from school every day in a wide variety
of weather conditions, often over hazardous

highways in difficult traffic conditions. Be-
cause the safety of the students depends on
how well this individual can shoulder this

responsibility, the selection and hiring of

school bus drivers should be guided by legis-
lation and not left to the particular mood
of the individual doing the hiring.
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This bill would require that any individual

aspiring to be a school bus driver would not

only pass the regular test set by the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications for

school bus operators but that the applicant's

police and driving record should be absolute-

ly clear of any offences casting doubt on his

abilities to handle this task. In addition, in

order to get a school bus driver's licence,

apart from a chauffeur's licence, an applicant
should be required to take a compulsory
defensive driving course administered by the

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions and the Ontario Provincial Police.

A similar course on highway safety and

emergency first aid should also be compul-

sory. It is interesting to note, Mr. Speaker,
that according to an article in the November,
1972 issue of the magazine, "Ontario Traffic

Safety", 80 per cent of the traffic fatalities

in the United States is due to failure to stop

bleeding at the scene of the accident. There

is mounting evidence that those drivers tak-

ing first aid courses are more safety conscious

and therefore less accident-prone.

A school bus operator's licence should also

need to be renewed every year and the

driver's operating ability and knowledge of

defensive driving and highway safety should

be tested before granting a renewal.

Of course, Mr. Speaker, one of the major
problems facing the school bus operator is

that of maintaining order on the vehicle.

Improper behaviour on the part of the pas-

sengers can distract the driver and thus en-

danger the lives of everyone on board. We
must, therefore, ensure that the operator is

properly knowledgeable in how to maintain

order. For this reason, the bill would require
that as a prerequisite to obtaining or renew-

ing a school bus operator's licence that the

applicant undergo a course and pass a test

in practical child psychology.

While on this topic of maintaining order
on the bus, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

recommend to the government some further

action which is not specifically called for in

this bill. School bus safety patrol programmes,
such as are now sponsored by the Ministry
of Transportation and Communications, have
been demonstrated time and time again to

be extremely effective in assisting the driver

to maintain discipline. They include seeing
to it that children board and leave the bus
in an orderly and safe manner; ensuring that

the students cross the highway safely; and,
in the event of an emergency, helping the

driver to prevent panic and possible further

injuries. This programme should be much

more widespread than it is now and I would

hope that the Ministry of Transportation and

Communications, together with the Ministry
of Education, will undertake to establish such

programmes throughout the province.

Now, Mr. Speaker, having described the

measures that I think must be taken to en-

sure the competence of Ontario school bus

drivers, I would like to deal with the safety
of the school bus itself. Despite the fact

that today in Ontario over half a million

students travel to and from school by bus,
the buses are still as archaic and ill-designed
as ever. Just consider the inside of a school

bus.

Where the law requires that private auto-

mobiles must be equipped with protective

padded seat backs, the school bus is equip-
ped with a rigid steel bar that runs across

the back of each seat back at just the right

height to mutilate the face and teeth of a

child thrown forward by a sudden stop or

collision.

The law also requires that private auto-

mobiles be equipped with seat belts. While
seat belts are probably not appropriate for

school buses—due to the immature pelvic
development of children and the pragmatic
observation that school children would prob-
ably not wear them even if they were pro-
vided—the passenger department can never-

theless be made safer. Padded arm rests

could be provided to ensure that the child

is restrained within the passenger area. This

feature should be combined with automobile
dash type padding in the passenger area and
on seat backs. The passenger will thereby
be held in the passenger seating area and
the passenger seating area will be fully

padded. In this way the school bus passen-

ger will have as much safety protection as

the law now demands for a passenger in a

private automobile.

In addition to these interior requirements,
the structural design of school buses should
be carefully laid down. Very much is out-

lined in the standards drawn up by the Cana-
dian Standards Association.

Mr. Speaker, may I briefly comment on
three experiments that were conducted at

the University of California within relatively
recent times. An interest to researching
school bus safety was prompted by the fact

that by 1967, 30,000 school bus accidents

were occurring each year and several thou-

sand injuries were sustained as a direct re-

sult of these accidents. Actual traffic situa-

tions with a moving bus preceded each ex-

perimental setup with anthropometric dum-
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mies. The purpose of the three experiments
was to determine the collision performance
of school buses within a well set up, well

thought out experimental environment. As a

result of the experiments there is a docu-
mental evidence of crash performance, a sum-
mation of standards for bus bodies and in-

teriors and a rehash on the effectiveness of

safety equipment.

Mr. Speaker, permit me to briefly outline

these experiments. The first was into head-on
collisions. School buses are exposed to the
same hazards of driving as automobiles.

Therefore, what parts of the interior and
overall design of the bus are hazardous in

a collision? The setup is a large field, where
two school buses, one late model and one
older model, collide at 30 mph.

Recorded action in a two-second impact:

Bumper on the old school bus is higher;
the bus overrides the new one and passen-
gers are thrown forward, violently, into the
seat backs ahead. Passengers are flung like

missiles over the back of seats. Chassis at-

tachment on the new bus fails. New bus
underrides the old one to the extent that the
floor pan under the driver buckles. Doorway
collapses, making rescue attempts difficult.

The summation here, Mr. Speaker, is that
bus design is inadequate, escape routes are
too few, and school buses need four exits

of standard design and location.

The second experiment, Mr. Speaker, had
to do with the rear-end collision. The pur-
pose of this experiment concerned the dis-

charging of passengers in a stop-and-go
situation.

The setup: A rear-end collision with
sedan travelling 60 mph.

Recorded action: Sedan underrides the
bus as far back as the instrument panel. The
possible injury suffered by the dummies is

whiplash. Bolts in the bus body sheared
under the force of impact. The bus, weigh-
ing 17,500 lb, travelled one-half the length
of a football field because of impact. Frame

fastenings on the bus sheared; 106G acceler-

ation recorded on the equipment in the
dummies.

The summation here said whiplash is the

most serious possible injury in this situation.

Every passenger in a low-backed seat suf-

fered this injury. The sedan underrode the

bus because of bumper height difference, so

bumpers must be standardized to prevent
this. Frame fastenings in the bus body need

improvement.

The third experiment involved the side-

impact collision. The purpose here is to

simulate a possible collision occurring in an

intersection, thus the side-impact collision

and the testing of restraint systems designed
to prevent passengers from hitting the sides.

The test: a new sedan travelling at 60 miles

per hour hits the school bus.

Recorded action: In l/20th of a second the
front of the sedan underrides the bus and

disintegrates. In 2/ 10th of a second, an un-

expected near roll-over of the bus. Passengers
are thrown through the roof boards. The

emergency escape side window flies open,
allowing possible ejection. Bodies are thrown
from side to side in the bus. Two restraining
devices work—padded armrests and high back
seats. The strong but flexible glass stayed in

place.

Summation: The bus interior needs to be

thoroughly redesigned. Injury-producing rigid
structures in the bus must be changed. Lap
belts are valuable only if coupled with high-
back, padded seats. Seat back height must
be a minimum of 28 in. Strong but flexible

glass keeps arms in. And the glass should

remain in place.

Their conclusion, Mr. Speaker, was that

safety regulations must be uniform, design
criteria must be uniform, and bumpers of all

motor vehicles must oppose one another to

prevent underriding. There must be no stand-

ing in the aisles and no improvised seating.
Seats must be designed for maximum safety
with a minimum height of 28 in.

Strict regulation of school bus design, how-
ever, is not enough. Mechanical failure due to

sloppy or infrequent maintenance must also be

guarded against. A study of fatal school bus
collisions conducted by Harvard University
revealed that mechanical failure was the most
common single cause and was named in 50

per cent of the accidents investigated. The

Ministry of Transportation and Communica-
tions assures us that a mechanical fitness

certificate for school buses must be filed twice

a year.

But is this really sufficient? We still read

reports in the press of mechanical failures en-

dangering children's lives. For instance, when
a bus carrying 34 students on an excursion
had its rear wheels fall off, the cause was

put down to bearing fault. On another oc-

casion, a mother was most concerned because
the bus in which three of her children were

riding did not have properly-functioning
brakes. Then there was a reported incident

where the rear signal lights of a bus were

inoperative for seven months. I feel that there
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is a desperate need for the Ontario school bus

mechanical fitness certificate not only to be

upgraded and made much more stringent, but

to be required at least four times a year.

Smrprise, random spot checks by Ministry of

Transportation and Communications inspec-
tors should also be carried out to keep every-
one on his toes.

Mr. Speaker, I should like to mention one

more feature of the bill before concluding

my remarks. This particular feature draws to-

gether the requirements for knowledgeable,

competent bus drivers, and a safe interior.

Unfortunately, school buses in Ontario are

often overcrowded to the extent that children

must stand in the aisles. As a matter of fact,

under present Ministry of Transportation and

Communications legislation, a public vehicle

may carry standing passengers as long as they
do not total more than one third of the total

number of seats provided.

Mr. Speaker, I contend that this is very

dangerous when applied to school buses,

especially considering the irresponsible nature

of children. But apart from this fact, there

is also the very obvious danger of the

standees. To illustrate my point, I draw your
attention to a bus-train collision which oc-

curred in the State of New York in 1972. Five

children were killed. Those five were among
seven children who were standing. The other

two standees were so badly mangled that

they had to undergo various amputations.

This bill, therefore, provides that a school

bus operator has the right to refuse to move
a bus if he feels that the vehicle is unsafe,

unfit, or overloaded. He should then report
his action and his reasons to the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications, and to

the relevant board of education.

As a matter of interest, Mr. Speaker,
students in the riding which I represent have

petitioned the Huron County Board of Edu-
cation to supply more buses because the

overcrowding now permitted in the school

buses is beyond their comprehension. Un-

fortunately, the school boards must abide by
the regulations as set out by the ministry, but

they are certainly not pleased about the

regulations permitting students to stand in

the aisle.

Mr. Speaker, I would like at this time to

outline the recommendations pertaining to

bus safety, as suggested by the Niagara School

Bus Safety Committee.

The recommendations include:

Speed limit: There should be no exemp-
tion with regard to speed limit and motor-

ists must halt for a stopped school bus

with red lights flashing in either direction.

Signs: The posting of provincial, regional
and municipal roads with warning signs
similar to those currently in use in the

Province of Nova Scotia. Signs are 36 by
48 in. carrying black letters on a reflec-

torized white background. Each sign

states, "It is illegal to pass a stopped
school bus in either direction when red

lights flashing."

Lights: Installation on school buses of

four flashing amber lights, two front and
two rear, situated between the red flashers

but not next to them. Amber lights to be

not less than seven in. in diameter and
hand operated by the driver. The lights
when in operation permit the motorist to

proceed and pass with caution. This would
eliminate some trafiic problems for the

impatient motorist.

Penalties: The present paltry sum of

$20 upon conviction of passing a stopped
school bus with lights flashing and the

loss of four points is obviously no deter-

rent and in no way balances the potential

danger to youngsters. Therefore, a fine

of $200 with a loss of six points is recom-

mended upon first conviction. Upon a

second offence and conviction, a fine of

$500 plus loss of licence for 30 days; and

with third offence and conviction, a

suspension of licence for six months with

no privileges.
Identification of motorist: At present it

is necessary to definitely identify the driver

of a vehicle which passes a stopped school

bus. The bus driver is unable to identify
the motorist because of his or her respon-

sibility to the children. The recommenda-
tion is that the licence number and descrip-
tion of the vehicle should be suflBcient

to place charges; or, if unknown, the

identification of the driver alone; or a

combination of the two.

Routes: Children should be picked up
and dropped off on their home side of

heavy traflBc roads when at all possible,
even if this involves a longer ride.

Guards: Should all other preventive
measures fail, mobile adult guards could

be employed to safeguard the children

on elementary buses. These adults or

mature high school students would: First,

maintain discipline on the bus to avoid

driver distraction; second, assist driver and

children in the event of an emergency on

or outside the bus; third, assist the chil-

dren in safely crossing the highway after

traflBc is stopped; and fourth, identify

motorists and their vehicles who illegally
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pass a stopped school bus with red flashers

activated.

Publicity: More numerous safety cam-

paigns should be emphasized periodically

highlighting school bus safety. That is,

safety campaigns of Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board and presentations on television

regarding Department of Highways snow

plows, both of which are efi^ective.

Further to the recommendations suggested

by the Niagara School Bus Safety Committee,
the Consumers' Association of Canada had
the following recommendations:

That the guidelines to govern the safety
of school buses should be uniform through-
out the province; that the safety of school

buses should be the combined respon-
sibility of the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications and the Ministry of

Education; that there should be set up
a system of investigation of all school
bus accidents to pinpoint the area where

change is needed.

Mr. Speaker, there is a crying need for action
to improve the safety of our school buses.

We, as legislators, have an unshakable re-

sponsibility to take steps to satisfy that need.
Mr. Speaker, there can be no more important
task to come before this Legislature than to

protect the safety of our children. I feel

confident that this House will face that

responsibility and legislate this bill into law.
Thank you.

An hon. member: It shall be done.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Parry
Sound is next.

Mr. L. Maeck (Parry Sound): Mr. Speaker,
I rise to speak on this bill, probably the
main reason being that I have been a school
bus operator for the past 15 years. I am not
now. I have been an operator and a driver.

I think I know the dangers involved in the
school bus operations and I really agree with
the hon. member for Huron in most of the

things that he says in his bill. There are a

few exceptions, and I would like to go
through his bill section by section if I may,
and point out what I feel is wrong with
the bill and also what I feel is right.

On section 1 of his bill:

The first part of it down to subsection

5(c), is already in force; it is already part
of the legislation of this province. Clause

5(c), where he talks about the driver hav-

ing a clear record of any oflFences committed
under this Act or the Criminal Code, leaves
a lot to be desired, because someone could

be convicted under the Highway Traffic Act

of overloading or many other minor offences,

which would have no bearing at all as to

whether he would be capable of driving a

school bus or not, so I therefore reject that

particular section.

Subsection 5(d), dealing with practical
child psychology, is a good idea, but I don't

know if it is as practical as it appears to be
in the bill. I have, in the course of my 15

years as a bus ov^mer and operator, had

many drivers working in my employ and I

found that when it comes to hiring people
it really doesn't matter how many courses

they have had, it is common sense that really
dictates whether that man is going to be a

good driver and is going to be able to handle

students and children.

I have had school teachers who drove for

me on a part-time basis who were not able

to handle children in a school bus, and I

have had almost illiterate people, who could

do no more than read and write their own
name, who were quite capable of keeping
good order on a school bus, so I don't think

this is the type of thing that can be legis-
lated.

Subsection 5(b) deals with the chauffeur

having to be examined yearly and pass a

test yearly. Under the present legislation each
school bus driver does take a retest every
three years. At the same time, in our present

legislation, I believe our operators' and
chauffeurs' licences are renewed automati-

cally every three years, and really, I feel that

this is sufficient. To put a driver through a

test every year is demanding quite a bit,

because most of these drivers are part-time
workers, they are not full time drivers.

The next subsection, 5(c), deals with the

driver being able to report to the ministry
if his vehicle is unsafe, and I submit, Mr.

Speaker, that that particular section is al-

ready covered in the Highway Traffic Act
under section 55(1), in which "every con-

stable and every officer appointed for the

purpose of carrying out the provisions of this

Act may require the driver of any motor
vehicle to submit such motor vehicle, to-

gether with its equipment and any trailer

attached thereto, to such examination and
tests as the constable or officer may consider

expedient." In subsection 2 of that same sec-

tion, "where any such vehicle, equipment
or trailer is found to be in a dangerous or

unsafe condition, the constable or officer

making the examination or tests may require
the driver of the vehicle to proceed to have
the vehicle, equipment or trailer, placed in

a safe condition and may order the vehicle
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or trailer to be removed from the highway,
and may prohibit the operation of the ve-

hicle or trailer, on the highway, until the

vehicle, equipment or trailer has been placed
in a safe condition."

So it simply means that if someone is

driving a school vehicle that is not in good
condition he simply has to call the nearest

policeman and have it inspected, as the law

stands right now.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Does
the member think these buses are safe then?

Mr. Maeck: Yes, I do, and I am going to

produce some statistics on it after a while.

The next section that I would like to deal

with is section 2, subsection 6(c), which
is a new section, and this has to do with

the padding of seats. I agree with this sec-

tion wholeheartedly. I think that the backs
of the seats should be padded and that they
should be a proper height, because if there

is a sudden stop there are many injuries,

particularly around the heads of the students,
because of the fact that there is no protec-
tion at all on the backs of the seats at the

present time.

This is optional equipment and can be

purchased by the bus operators, but most
bus operators refuse to do this. They buy
the bus as-is from a bus lot and since it is

not standard equipment the padding is not

on them, but it is available at the present
time and I would certainly agree that it

should be mandatory that they should have
to have it.

The other section is subsection (d) of

section 2, which deals with inspection four

times a year. At the present time school

buses are inspected on or before Aug. 31
or Dec. 31. That is twice yearly. In addition

to that, they are inspected twice yearly by
the PCV inspectors, so that is really four

inspections a year.

I was interested to hear the member for

Huron speaking about a bus that the rear

wheel fell off. This has happened to one of

my buses and they were regularly inspected.
This is the type of thing that could not be
found, even if a mechanic inspected it for

mechanical fitness, because it is something
that is inside the mechanical part of the

rear end and when you ask the mechanic
to make a mechanical fitness test of a bus,
this part is never examined. Mechanics in-

vestigate the brakes, the tires, and that type
of thing, but they do not tear the vehicle

completely apart. And that is what they

would have to do to be able to find that

particular fault in a vehicle.

I'd like to speak just a little bit about the

safety patrols. These are, in my estimation,
the basis of a very good safety programme.
And I recommend them wholeheartedly. But

again I don't think they can be legislated
because I know of many people who have
school bus routes of 50 miles or more in

length. They are carrying 50 or 60 children

in rural areas where they pick them up one
or two at a time. And if you were to stop a

bus long enough for someone to get off that

bus, walk across the road, and escort a

student back to the bus, you would be put-

ting another 50 or 60 minutes on that bus

route. And some of the buses are already

leaving at 7:30 a.m. to get to their schools on
time.

So I agree with the safety patrol concept,
but I don't think it can work in all cases. I

think that particularly in the northern,

sparsely populated areas, some of our students

would be leaving at 6:30 a.m. And while I

feel it is a good programme, I don't think it

could be put in effect right across the

province.

I wanted to just talk about the—

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member's time has

expired.

Mr. Maeck: Already? Pardon me. Could I

have a minute or so?

Mr. Speaker: I could squeeze 30 seconds

m.

Mr. Maeck: I just want to read a few
statistics regarding safety patrols.

Mr. Speaker: I can squeeze about 30
seconds in.

Mr. Maeck: I just wanted to get into the

record the fact that school buses have the

lowest percentage of accidents of all vehicles

on the road. And I am not referring to

American statistics. I am referring to statistics

from our own province: Highway Traffi?

Collisions, 1972.

There were 621 school bus accidents in

1972. In 597 of those accidents there were
no apparent defects in the buses themselves.

So that means 3.8 per cent of the buses in-

volved in accidents had defects.

In passenger cars, it was 6.16 per cent.

In tractor trailers, 12.95 per cent. The total

overall was 7.87 per cent. So school buses

are still the safest vehicles on the road.
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on
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I'll not impose
1 your time any longer.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sudbury.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
I am very pleased to participate in the de-
bate on Bill 109. And I think the bill is quite

important. It concerns a lot of people. I

would like to read a few statistics into the

record so we will understand the enormity of

the situation we are talking about.

From the 1971-1972 figures we find that in

that year there were 549,313 miles per day
travelled by school buses; there were 14,068
routes in operation; there were 545,000 pupils
carried daily; and there were approximately
20,000 bus drivers in the Province of Ontario
in that year. Also in that year, Mr. Speaker,
we spent better than $56 million on busing
our students to school, so it is a tremendous

problem and it is a growing industry.

This all came about rather suddenly; the

restructuring of our county school system and
our district school system, and bigger and
more elaborate schools cause our bus routes

to become longer and longer. And I think we
can readily expect that the number of miles

travelled, the number of students, and the

number of dollars spent, is going to continue
to increase as we continually consolidate our
school services to our children.

Notwithstanding the fact that there are

problems, Mr. Speaker-I have had certain

complaints—I think that this piece of legis-
lation we have today would do very little

to solve the problem. I think what we are

faced with now is that we have legislation
which is not being enforced. A piece of legis-
lation or regulation not in force is just as bad
as having no legislation or regulation at all.

So, while I am in sympathy with what the
bill says, and I went through it quite closely,
I don't see very much merit in doing a thing
twice or in doing a thing over again which
has already been done. And this would be

precisely what we would be doing.

I have some other figures here on school
bus injuries, and I'd like to make a com-

parison to tell the House what has been

happening in the past seven or eight years.

I have here figures for the years 1963-1964.
There were 192 school bus accidents, which
resulted in five deaths and 13 injuries in

crossing the road; 64 injuries in the bus; and

eight other injuries, for a total of five deaths

and 85 injuries—a rate of two deaths and 34

injuries per 100,000 students carried daily.

In 1971-1972, even though our student

population had risen from in the neighbour-
hood of 245,000-

Mr. Maeck: It was 154,500.

Mr. Germa: All right, our school bus popu-
lation had risen from, in 1963-1964, 247,606,

to, in 1971-1972, 545,046 students. When
you compare the fatality and injury record

between that interval of time-1963- 1964,
1971-1972—you will see that there has been
a noticeable improvement, and I think the

longer we stay with the school bus system,
I think the more we are refining it. If we
could convince the government to enforce

the regulations, I think a lot of the problem
would go away.

I will give you the figures for 1971-1972,
so you may make a comparison. In this year
school buses had 508 accidents, resulting in

nine injuries to pupils crossing roads; 153

injuries and one fatality to pupils in the bus;
one death and 19 injuries in other categories;
for a total of two deaths and 181 injuries.
That is a rate of 0.4 deaths and 33 injuries

per 100,000 students.

I will remind you what I said earlier about

1963-1964. The rate then was two deaths

per 100,000 students and now we have our

death rate down to 0.4. Of course, any
death rate is too much and that should not

cause us to be lax in the pursuit of our goal
to not have any deaths whatsoever. But I

can see that there has been a noticeable

improvement and it's probably coming from

experience that we have gained in the past

eight years.

When I look at the bill, Mr. Speaker, I

think what has happened here is probably

through the inexperience of the member for

Huron, or maybe he did not check into the

regulations and see just what was available

by way of regulation and legislation right
now. In looking at section 1 of the bill,

I can readily see that there is enough power
in the regulations now to cover his three

points which in (a) call for a 21-year-old
driver holding a chauffeur's licence; and the

regulations are even more powerful than

what is recommended in the new legislation.

I would like to read section (c) of the

regulations as they presently exist:

No person shall operate a bus unless he

proves that he is competent to drive a

school bus and passes such tests as are

required to be taken for the purpose and

the minister endorses his licence for the

operation of a school bus.
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This is a powerful clause. The minister, by

interpreting this, could dictate that a school

bus driver has to stand on one leg for 24

hours and then stand on his head for half

an hour. That could be provided in the

regulations.

I don't know how you can say anything
more strongly than that. All it would ac-

complish is to take it out of regulation and

put it into legislation. As I said earlier, if

the government is not enforcing regulation
it is probably not prone to enforce legis-

lation either. I think nothing would be

gained by transferring it from one page to

the other.

There is a new section which I find very

offensive, clause (c) of this bill, having to

do with a person who has been convicted

under the Criminal Code. I don't know what
a conviction under the Criminal Code would
fiave to do with his ability to drive a bus.

I know a very respectable person in mv
town; he is president of his legion and

quite a prominent person. He was running
a Mickey Mouse lottery on behalf of the

Canadian Legion one nigjht and he got

picked up for running an illegal lottery. He
was convicted under the Criminal Code. This

implies that this very respectable person and

do-gooder in his community is not a quali-

fied person to drive a school bus. I would
bave to reject that out of hand and I would

say that any conviction-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): It shouldn't

he in any of our statutes.

Mr. Germa: No. I think that the modem
trend is to try to assist a person once he
comes out of a penitentiary. I think he has

paid his debt to society. That has been said

a thousand times.

Mr. Lawlor: It can never be said too

often.

Mr. Germa: Yes, well, I'll say it again.
The person, once he is released, has paid
his debt to society and should not be further

penalized by being prohibited from driving
a school bus. I think that would be going
a little bit too far. As for subsection (d)

of section 1 calling for practical child psy-

chology, defensive driving and highway
safety, the minister already has that kind
of power under regulations. He can prescribe

any sort of test as required. As I said be-

fore he could demand that the bus driver

jump up and down for four hours just to

test his pulse or something like that. He
could very well test him as far as his ability

to handle children is concerned or his defen-

sive driving. He's got all power there to do

anything he wants. I think we do not need

page 1 of the bill; we already have everything
there.

Now, on examination in respect of the

operation of a motor vehicle.

Mr. Speaker: I'd say the time is up. We
might squeeze another 30 seconds or so. The
time has expired.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Speaker, to sum up on

this, I went through all of the bill just as

closely as I went through section 1 and the

only new thing in the bill that I can see,

which is not already written either in regu-
lation or legislation, is the school bus patrol

system. As was indicated by my friend to

the left it is a little bit impractical to expect
a patrol system over a 50 or 60-mile route.

I would have to take his recommendation
as an experienced school bus driver that it

is imDractical. To all intents and purposes,
Mr. Speaker, while the subject under dis-

cussion is worthy of discussion, I think the

bill would not accomplish anything that we
haven't got right now.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): So the

member is not supporting it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Speaker, I gather from the

previous speaker's remarks that he and his

party are not prepared to support this bill.

Mr. I. Deans: (Wentworth): It is not a

party matter. It is the private member's
hour.

Mr. Reid: Well, the previous speaker then

is not prepared to support this bill. And, of

course, it is his prerogative. Obviously, the

idea of the private member's hour is to focus

attention on a matter that is of particular
concern to the private members. And this is

what the member for Huron has done in

what I consider one of the most full and

complete speeches on any particular topic
I have heard in this Legislature in some
time.

While, Mr. Speaker, this is a matter in

the private member's hour and therefore

supposedly of particular interest to some

private members, I suggest to you that it is

important to the Legislature as a whole and

certainly to the province as a whole. It was
the Legislature, through the Ministry of

Education in particular, which brought about

regional school boards. And this, in fact,
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probably doubled or tripled the number of

students who have to take buses to reach

the schools. As the Consumers' Association

of Canada tags it, they are "reluctant pas-

sengers" or "involuntary passengers," and

they number close to 500,000 people.

Now, one of the objects of my colleague's
bill was simply to underline the fact that

many of these matters relating to school bus

safety are not, in fact, enshrined in legisla-
tion. And I would suggest to you, sir, that

this matter is one of such import that the

rules and regulations should be legislated,
so that they will be all collected in one

place, and have the force of legislation

passed by this Legislature, the highest court

in the province.

Some of the failings regarding school bus

safety result from the fact that the regula-
tions and standards are so spread out. Some
are found in legislation dealing with public
vehicles, some in regulations pertaining spe-

cifically to school children, and so on. I think

if nothing else, it is incumbent upon the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions to bring these matters into one place
and enshrine them in legislation.

Now, Mr. Speaker, it is obvious that the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions has been dragging his feet in regard
to doing anything constructive about school

bus safety. I am sure most members have
heard of Mrs. Stauffer of the Consumers'
Association of Canada. She has particular

responsibility within that organization for

school bus safety. This association has been

pushing school bus safety for a long time.

I doubt whether there is a member in the
House who doesn't have school buses in his

riding. Often, Mr. Speaker, on my way
around my riding I will come upon young
children, five-, six-, seven-years-old, waiting
for a school bus. And I must say, Mr.

Speaker, that sometimes this happens at 7,

7:30, or 7:45 a.m. Sometimes in the dead of

winter. Now, I had the opportunity, if that
was what it was, to walk a mile and a half

through those snow drifts. They get deeper
the older I get. But I must say I am glad
that I don't—and hopefully my children
won't—have to wait in the dark, in 40 below
zero weather at 7:30 a.m. for a school bus.

But if they have to do this—those unfortu-
nate children—surely it is incumbent upon
us to make their ride to and from school as

safe as possible.

I think my colleague's bill can be broken
down primarily into three sections: One,
dealing with the safety and competence of

the driver of the vehicle; two, the safety of
the bus, mechanically and otherwise, the

safety factors of armrests and headrests and
also the safety of the road; and, three, the
laws and regulations pertaining to the opera-
tion of the vehicle and the operation of that

vehicle on the highways and byways.

I have one particular item I would like

to raise with the House. At present, there

is a 35 mph limit on school buses, in that

if the bus is travelling in an under-35 mph
zone, other public or private traffic, either

behind or coming towards the school bus,
is not required to stop. On the highways,
as we're aware, if the school bus is stopped
to discharge passengers or students, then

traffic coming before or toward the bus is

required to stop. I would suggest to you
that this also should be enshrined in legis-

lation, that when the school bus is stopped
with its lights on within towns or villages,
all traffic coming toward or behind the

school bus be required to stop.

There is a very dangerous psychological
problem here, Mr. Speaker, as I see it.

Many of the students are very young. They
know when they're discharged at their home,
at their farm, or wherever they live, as long
as it's outside of a town and the speed limit

is over 35, that oncoming and following
traffic will stop, which will allow them to

cross back and forth across the road. How-
ever, when they get into a town or a village,
where the speed limit is under 35 mph, this

particular regulation does not apply. The
children cannot always make that distinc-

tion and there's a false sense of security
built up in them to the extent that they
think that they are as safe as they are when
they're discharged at home. I would think,

Mr. Speaker, that this is something that

could be enshrined in legislation as a pro-
tection for the students.

Going back to Mrs. Stauffer again—and
as my ex-colleague from Sudbury used to

say, Hansard, that's S-t-a-u-f-f-e-r—their par-
ticular concern was the design of a safe

vehicle and a safer seating system and what
is going to cost the most. The CAC sug-
gets the prototype should be built that would
include all these mandatory matters, such as

my colleague from Huron has outlined. An-

other matter that the CAC is pushing and
which I think merits consideration is man-

datory emergency courses for school bus

drivers. Surely this seems to be most logical,

Mr. Speaker, in that if indeed there is an
accident due to an act of God or highway
conditions or driver incompetence, the
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driver himself should be trained in emer-

gency first aid procedures so that those stu-

dents who may be injured can be looked

after.

Mr. Speaker, I don't want to go over my
time in case there are other members who
wish to speak. I would just reiterate that I

think it's extremely important that the mat-
ters relating to safety, particularly of the

defenceless part of our society, young stu-

dents, be enshrined in uniform legislation
across the province, so that all can under-

stand it and so that these involuntary pas-

sengers will be protected. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Algoma.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Mr. Speak-
er, I would like to make some comments on
Bill 109, an Act to amend the Highway
TraflBc Act with respect to clause 5a, which

says:

No person shall operate and no person
shall employ a person to operate a motor
vehicle when operated by or under con-
tract with a school board or other author-

ity to transport children to and from
school unless the operator

(a) is 21 years of age or over.

I was wondering in this particular case now
that the laws are such that one is responsible
at 18, where once it used to be 21, if this

has any effect on this clause. Perhaps it

hasn't; it's probably still 21 for a chauffeur's

licence. The clause continues:

(b) holds a chauffeur's licence;

(c) has a driving record clear [I must

agree with some of the other members
who referred to this particular clause] of

any offence committed under the Act or

under the Criminal Code.

I think I have to agree with the members
that it might make it a little difficult. It might
be a fellow who is very competent but who
has somehow committed some act, some of-

fence under the Criminal Code.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Drunk

driving?

Mr. Gilbertson: I was wondering—this

might be just a litde bit difficult. We would
like to see everybody so that they would
never commit a criminal act. For instance, it

is so easy just to stick your foot down on the

accelerator and get over the speed limit and
be pulled off for speeding. I don't know
whether or not that's ever happened to any
of the members.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): The member
knows all about that.

Mr. Paterson: Did he get a ticket this

weekend?

Mr. Riddell: Impaired driving or careless

driving?

Mr. Gilbertson: I am starting to fly now.
I have taken off.

Section (d), proves that he is competent to

drive a school bus and passes such tests or

courses in (i) practical child psychology—I

don't really know. I think that might be ask-

ing a little too much because it is different if

one was involved continually but while he is

transporting to and from school it might be

asking a little too much to have him take a

practical child psychology course.

Of course, defensive driving is something
that every driver almost instinctively does.

There is one thing that I might mention that

is very pertinent; that is knowing when not

to go on a highway with a school bus—in

stormy weather and when it is slippery. This

is something that I think we could alalyse
a little more and make sure that a driver or

those who are in charge of operating buses

know when to go and when not to go.

Highway safety, of course, is something
that we are all aware of and we agree with

the member. I must say that I compliment
the member for Huron for taking the time

to look into this. He is a rural member and
has been in contact with education and in-

volved very much in schools; being a rural

member, perhaps he has driven school buses.

I agree with the idea of making seats so

that there is nothing that will—if we can pro-
tect a child from getting hurt, in case they
do have an accident, by making better seats

in these buses—upholstered better—I will

certainly agree with that. I think that is a

good point.

Something else is that if the bus is over-

loaded there might be times when one, two

or three children may not have a place to sit.

I don't know sometimes what we do in that

particular case, but it mi^ht mean adding
another bus or some additional facility—but

when do we step in on that? If the bus can

carry 40 passengers and has 41, do we have

to have another school bus?

Mr. Riddell: Sometimes it is a case of re-

scheduling the bus route.

Mr. Gilbertson: Perhaps that might be a

good answer. I could comment maybe a little

further here, I think, on page 2:
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—shall submit to an examination in respect
of the operation of a motor vehicle each

year he applies for the renewal of his

chauifeur's licence.

I don't really think it is
necessary. I think,

perhaps, clause (2) on page 2:

(2) Where an operator refuses to operate
a vehicle under subsection 1, he shall re-

port forthwith to the
ministry.

(a) that he has refused to operate the
vehicle; and

(b) the reasons for his refusing to operate
the vehicle.

I think that is a good part there. Sometimes
a person who has a contract might have 20
or 30 buses, and he may not be just aware

*A J
^ ^^® ^^ ^°"^® particular thing wrong.And I think that it is very important that a

driver should take a stand and say: "Well I
am not going to drive that bus under those
conditions.

'

So that is a good point in the
bill.

That is about all I would like to say on
this. I still compliment the member on taking
the time to introduce this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I am going to
be extremely brief in regard to the bill.
I don't want to leave the impression
with you, sir-though I am sure you would
not have drawn the impression-that we were
opposing the bill. We simply wanted to point
out to the member for Huron that there were
already sufficient means within both the

regulations and the Highway Traffic Act to
have accomplished what he was suggesting
had the government had the ambition and the
desire. It is not the fault of the member for
Huron that he didn't know that. He is in-

experienced in the House. One might have
thought the member for Rainy River could
have helped him, rather than being negative,
and could have suggested to him that those
matters were already in the bill.

But to the government I want to say that
it is time that it revised the way in which
it put into force the regulations and the Act

already in existence. There is no doubt
that much of what is being said here this

afternoon should have been taken care of

years ago. The whole matter of whether
there is insufficient padding on the seats,

whether or not the buses are safe, whether

they are overcrowded or not, are all pro-
vided for in the existing regulations. The

whole matter of the testing and retesting of

drivers, the type of buses that can be used,

the colour of the equipment in the buses—

the provision is there in the regulation now
to have accomplished everything that has

been suggested by the member for Huron.

So it is not a matter of whether we agree
with him or disagree with him. It just seems

a shame that we should have to stand in

the Legislature year after year and ask the

government to enact things which are so

obviously necessary. I think that that is

what my colleague, the member for Sudbury,
was driving at. It seems pitiful that we
should take an hour of the time of the

Legislature to try and bring to the govern-
ment's attention things which the govern-
ment knows full well—if it is capable of

understanding its own legislation and regula-

tions—ought to have been done by it without

this kind of prodding.

Of course, the member for Huron is right
in raising these matters, but the difficulty is

this: We cannot every year begin to debate,

over and over and over again, the kind of

changes that have to take place in order

to bring the existing regulations up to date

in terms of what is required in the province.
I am going to say that I think the govern-
ment should be ashamed of itself. I think

the government members ought to bring to

the government's attention the fact that they

find it wrong that the government hasn't

acted appropriately. And I think if they did

that they would probably be doing more

of a service to the children of the Province

of Ontario than they would if they debated

this matter again in the Legislature during

the next session.

Mr. Speaker: I declare the private mem-
bers' hour to have been completed.

Clerk of the House: The sixth order.

House in committee of the whole.

GASOLINE TAX ACT, 1973

( continued )

House in committee on Bill 177, the

Gasoline Tax Act, 1973.

Mr. Chairman: We were in the process
of studying this bill when we last sat on it.

We will resume this at 8 o'clock.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

GASOLINE TAX ACT, 1973

(concluded)

House in committee
Gasoline Tax Act, 1973.

on Bill 177, the

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock

we were about to consider a replacement
amendment, if I can put it that way, for two
others which had been partially entered in

the debate before. We'll call on the parlia-

mentary assistant to place the new amend-
ment.

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Chairman, when we recessed we were about
to discuss an amendment to section 7(2) of

the Act, which I personally found a little bit

disappointing because it had no particular

appeal procedure in it. I am proposing a re-

wording and, in consultation with the hon.

member for Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor), we
have come up with an amendment. It also

encompasses his amendment, which he was
about to put prior to the recess.

Mr. Walker moves that subsection (2) of

section 7 of the bill be deleted and the

following substituted therefor:

(2) Notwithstanding subsection 1 where a

collector has failed to remit the tax that he
has collected or any tax that was payable by
him under this Act at the time and in the

manner demanded of him, the minister may
by notice in writing to the collector and
without a hearing suspend forthwith the ap-

pointment of the collector and the notice

shall state the failure of the collector for

which his appointment is suspended and the

minister shall within 15 days of the service

of such notice of suspension hold a hearing
to determine whether the suspension of the

collector's appointment should be rescinded

or whether the collector's appointment should

be cancelled.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Monday, October 22, 1973

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, before that carries I'm sure the time

has been well spent on it; but does the parlia-

mentary assistant have a copy of that amend-
ment as finally agreed upon?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the clerk has

retrieved one from the waste basket, which

he'll send over for immediate use.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): That's

what happens to the member's amendments.

Mr. Renwick: I was rather afraid that's

where it deserved to go.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): While the

member for Riverdale is having a look at it,

I'd like to ask the member a question or two

concerning the gasoline tax rates and the

costs, particularly in northern Ontario.

The present Treasurer (Mr. White), at that

point the Minister of Revenue, indicated that

the government had done some studies in

regard to the cost of gasoline across the

Province of Ontario. Has the parliamentary
assistant any figures that would indicate

whether it's the wholesale gas companies that

are causing the high prices or is it the re-

tailers at particular locations who have upped
the prices with the attitude that theyll get

everything the traffic can bear?

Mr. Walker: This answer, of course, has

some relationship back to the earlier amend-

ment proposed by the member for Sudbury

(Mr. Germa). It relates to the actual dealer

price—shall we say f.o.b. at the outlet—the

dealer price as he receives his gasoline. This

does not include the 19 cents per gal. pro-

vincial tax. I must thank the member for

Hastings (Mr. Rollins) who obtained this in-

formation for me. I place great value on it

and there is no doubt in my mind that it is

very accurate.

The dealer price at Sudbury, for instance,

is 32 cents per gal. This is regular gasoline.

Mr. Reid: That's delivered at Sudbury?

Mr. Walker: Delivered at Sudbury, 32

cents. In Toronto, by contrast it's 29.4 cents.

In Sault Ste. Marie, it's 30.7 cents-now I

believe gasoline from Sault Ste. Marie comes
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in from Duluth. The price at Barry's Bay is

33 cents. In Hearst, it's 35.3 cents. This is all

for regular gasoline.

In Samia, it's 29.4 cents. The refinery is

directly at Samia, of course—29.4 cents per

gal. In Sault Ste. Marie, as I indicated, it's

30.7 cents, so the discrepancy appears to be
from point to point.

Mr. Stokes: How about Thunder Bay?

Mr. Walker: Sorry, I don't have Thunder

Bay with me here. But the price per gallon

appears to be not many pennies apart. My
suspicion is that Thunder Bay might be
somewhat higher than, perhaps, Sault Ste.

Marie is, in contrast to Sarnia.

Mr. Reid: But the point would be then
that the local retailers who are causing the

high prices are getting the high prices rather

than the companies who are wholesaling to.

them.

Mr. Walker: My suspicion, for what it's

worth, is that it's whatever the market will

bear. If the retailer can get 49 cents per
gal. they'll put a price on at 49 cents. If

it's $1.75 at Moosonee, as I believe, the
member for Thunder Bay indicated, then
that's the price that people will have to pay,
for whatever my considered opinion is worth.
That's a price put on by individual dealers.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): No, have you
checked that?

Mr. Walker: Yes.

Mr. Deans: Have you checked that out?
Because let me give you an instance of why
I'm asking the question.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We've been
over this.

Mr. Deans: I just want to ask one question.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Deans: But I haven't asked a single
question and I want to ask one.

Mr. Walker: Ask away.

Mr. Deans: Have you spoken to the in-

dividual retailers? It was my understanding
two weeks ago, at least in the Shell Oil

chain, they all received a notice to raise

their prices two cents a gal. They all received
that. Now you might say to me that they
should take that out of their margin. That,
in fact, that was only at the wholesale level

from the refinery or from the company to

the distributor.

But the fact of the matter is that in most
of the operations the margin is already
small enough and, if you were to take that

out of the margin, there would be no margin
left. My understanding of the way it operates
has been that the company has informed

the retailer when to raise and drop his price.
That's certainly true in the area I represent.
It may not be true in Thunder Bay, and

my colleague no doubt can tell you about it.

Mr. Walker: I don't dispute that, Mr.

Chairman, and it may well be that in some
cases with individual lessees the larger oil

companies dictate what the ultimate price
will be—you shall raise it or lower it.

However, as I understand it that affects

their margin of profit. When I say their

margin of profit, I'm referring to the in-

dividual dealers' margin of profit, rather than

the price received for that gallon of gas
when it is purchased from Shell Oil or Esso

or whoever it may be.

Mr. Deans: I believe you to be labouring
under a misapprehension.

Mr. Walker: I would like to clear that up.

Mr. Chairman: We have just carried the

amendment to subsection 2. Does the hon.

member for Riverdale have any comment?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, I am quite happy to

have the amendment to subsection (2) car-

ried, so long as it doesn't preclude me from

asking the parliamentary assistant about add-

ing an additional subsection to that section

to make it perfectly clear that the pro-
visions of the Statutory Powers Procedure
Act apply with respect to the hearing under
the section. The reason I say that is that

certain statutes make that kind of provision
while others appear not to.

I don't think in the nature of the arbitrary

right given to the minister here there should

be any confusion, but that the appropriate

provisions of the Statutory Powers Procedure

Act would apply with respect to any hearing
under the section. With that in mind, I

move that section 7 be amended by adding
a new subsection (4) as follows:

Sections 6 to 16 and 21 to 23 of the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act, 1971,

apply with respect to a hearing under this

section.

There's no magic in the language, Mr. Chair-

man. I took it directly out of the Game
and Fish Act which is now in committee
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and which we will be considering. I believe

the sections are the appropriate ones but

the substance of my point is made.

If counsel to the ministry has some other

variation with respect to the appropriate

sections, then it could be dealt with at a

future time. I think that it's absolutely essen-

tial to make certain that the carefully

thought-out provisions of the Statutory

Powers Procedure Act do apply to this hear-

ing.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if

we might just delay this matter and if we

may go on to other matters while we check

out the section. I do not have the benefit

of the sections of the Act before me nor

the effect of the proposed amendment by
the member as it relates in this particular

case. Perhaps we could delay this matter until

we've had an opportunity to check out

sections 6 to 16 and 21 to 23 to which the

member has now made reference.

Mr. Renwick: If that were agreeable, Mr.

Chairman, we could simply stand that sec-

tion 7 down and proceed with the bill.

Mr. Chairman: I will place the amend-

ment, first of all, so that it will be on

record.

Mr. Renwick moves, that a new subsection

(4) be added to section 7 as follows: Sec-

tions 6 to 16 and sections 21 to 23 of the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act, 1971, apply
with respect to a hearing under this section.

We will just hold this in abeyance then

until we have it resolved.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Just let

me say one word about that, Mr. Chairman,
about this business of the new idolatry that

exists in this Legislature. We all bow down
before the brazen calf. The McRuer report
is not an all-encompassing omniscient docu-

ment. This particular section is directed to

people who have not remitted a tax, a very
pointed specific situation. The money has

not come into the Treasury. It is, in a wide
sense of the term, trust funds. I think you
should move in on its suspension. How can

you go through processes of hearings and
a lot of jabberwocky when the money isn't

coming into the till?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, in respect to

the amendment to subsection (2) I originally

proposed, encompassing the member for

Lakeshore's point that we earlier discussed,
the fact here is that a collector, if he is

fired from his job, so to speak, or if he is

turfed out as a collector, finds himself in a

relatively difficult position in this province,
in that in spite of his rather large acquisi-

tions of gasoline he may be in a position

where he must pay absolute cash for it.

This is taking away a rather significant right

which, I think, is protected by the proposed
amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Which proposed amend-
ment? The one that was just passed, do you
mean, or the one that Mr. Renwick gave?

Mr. Walker: To be quite truthful, Mr.

Chairman, I believe it's the one that was

passed earlier.

Mr. Chairman: Section 7(2). Is that satis-

factory to the member for Riverdale, in

which case he would be withdrawing his

further amendment?

Mr. Renwick: No, I don't agree, because

of the reason the parliamentary assistant

stated: That his amendment provides for

immediate authority in the minister to can-

cel in order to protect the public purse-
in the manner the member for Lakeshore

would like to see. But once that was done

and the minister is required to hold a hear-

ing, I think we should make certain that

the hearing is held in accordance with the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act, as we have

done in a number of other cases. Because

it touches upon not just a collector earning
a living from collecting a tax, because in

many cases the collector is a person in-

volved in the business itself. And the point
the parliamentary assistant made seems to

make my amendment even more necessary.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I just might
add a general comment without having the

precise sections 6 to 16 before me. As I

understand the situation, there is not an Act

within this province, unless it so specifically

states, that rules out the use of the Satutory
Powers Procedure Act. In other words, I

believe it to be all-encompassing and ap-

plicable to all of the so-called statutory

powers and procedures that legislation may
provide.

The original section 7(2) indicated that it

was "notwithstanding the provisions of the

Statutory Powers Procedure Act, 1971, the

minister may suspend." The motion that I

put forward would eliminate those words,

"notwithstanding the provisions of the Statu-

tory Powers Procedure Act." In other words,
the effect is in the reverse. And it seems to

me that the member for Riverdale's position
is accommodated. In addition it would throw
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into question other parts, other powers or

other procedures within the entire bill which
do not bear direct reference to the Statutory
Powers Procedure Act.

Mr. Renwick: Shall we stand it down until

we have had a chance to consider it?

Mr. Walker: I would appreciate that, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-

ments, questions or amendments on sections

8, 9, or 10? If not, the parliamentary assist-

ant has an amendment for section 11.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, there are a

number of amendments to this particular
section 11. Section 11 is the assessment

section. And it relates to the minister being
able to apply an assessment not dissimilar

to the retail sales tax. I have an amend-
ment with respect to section 11 (1) as

presently printed in Bill 177 before us.

Mr. Walker moves that section 11 (1) of

the bill be struck and the following sub-

stituted therefor:

Where any person fails to make a return

or remittance as required under this Act

or the regulations or if his returns are not

sustained by his records, the minister may
make an assessment of the tax collectable

by such person or of the tax interest, or

penalty payable by such person, as the

case may be, for which he has not

accounted.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?
The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: As it read originally it made
sense. As it reads now it has a perspicacious
element of senselessness.

Take the phrase, "for which he has not
accounted." That's perfectly legitimate as

the section previously read, it has to do
with an assessment. It has to do with

moneys that he collected and for which he
is liable to account. But "or of the tax,"

surely he can't be held accountable for the

coimting of the tax? The "interest or

penalty." Is he going to assess the penalty
against himself?—"payable by such person as

the case may be . . . for which he has not
accounted." He has not accounted for his

own penalty. The language is wrong. You
are trying to squeeze in something here
which you haven t properly adapted to the

legislation and it just—it's more than awk-

ward, it's ungrammatical; and that, in my
lexicon, is a cardinal sin.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Chairman, perhaps the parliamentary assist-

ant could advise us how his wording is in

fact an improvement over what we have

there now.

Mr. Walker: The purpose of the amend-
ment is to allow the assessment on not only
the amount of money owing but the interest

and the penalty as well; and it was not

there before. This encompasses interest and

penalty as part of the overall amount owing.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Lawlor: You don't care about the

language.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Look, we know
what we are doing.

Mr. Lawlor: What a legislator. I hope
the judges rule this one out.

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary assistant

on subsection (4).

Mr. Walker: I have a further amendment,
for the benefit of the member for Lakeshore,
to subsection (4) of section 11.

Mr. Walker moves that subsection (4) of

section 11 of the bill be struck out and the

following substituted therefor:

The minister may, at any time he con-

siders reasonable, assess or reassess any
tax collectable or any tax interest or

penalty payable by any person under this

Act.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Mr. Deans: Why were you hiding this

afternoon on second reading?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Chair-

man, can I speak to the amendment? As I

hear the amendment read, this gives the

minister the power to do it any time. Now
surely that's a pretty serious burden on

someone who might want to believe there's

some finality in his assessment, unless of

course there is fraud.

Mr. Walker: Well there is a limitation

period of six years.

Mr. Singer: No, no; you are doing away
with the limitation period. The minister can

assess at any time, is what you say. And
we write in the limitation period. You are

writing an unlimited limitation period into

this statute the way it's written.
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Now the theme in the federal Act is that

after—what is it three, four years? I've for-

gotten—the assessment is final unless there

is fraud. If there is fraud then there's power
to go back as far as you need to. But the

way you've written it here no one has any
reason to believe, if they've acted in what

they think is an honest way, their assess-

ment is in fact final. Surely there should be
some limitation period written into this,

unless there is fraud.

Mr. Walker: Well section 25 of Bill 177,
Mr. Chairman, indicates an information in

respect of an offence against this Act shall be
laid within six years of the time when the

matter of the information arose. So there

is a limitation.

Mr. Singer: No, but we are not talking
about laying a charge. What you're saying
in this section is there can be a reassessment

at any time the minister deems proper. Now
you could reassess and demand payment
without laying an information for misfeas-

ance.

What I'm suggesting to you is that you
work that wording over a little more care-

fully and say that unless there has been
fraud you can't go back and reassess, say
after three years or four years or five years.
I think the person who has to pay the taxes

is entitled to believe that after a reasonable

lapse of time there is finality, unless he has
been dishonest.

Mr. Lawlor: As a matter of fact, Mr.

Chairman, it goes further than the hon.

member has just mentioned. It's the infor-

mation may be laid within six years of the

time—that's when the matter of the informa-
tion arose—at any time, 30 years from nowl
Then they've got another six years on top
of that in which to lay the information.

Mr. Singer: You can go back forever.

Mr. Breithaupt: In this situation, Mr.

Chairman, I think the parliamentary assistant

should remember that he's dealing with the

chap who is running a corner service station.

He is not dealing with someone who neces-

sarily has tax lawyers and accountants avail-

able to him.

Mr. Walker: Well he has paid his tax. He
doesn't make his return—the service station

man doesn't make a return.

Mr. Breithaupt: So you have no return
at all? Then to what group of persons alone
would this particular matter apply?

Mr. Walker: First of all, Mr. Chairman,
we are talking about collectors, refiners and
the like, and they are required to make the

returns. The amount of money may approach
$7 million. It is not likely that it would go
beyond six years without us catching onto

the $6 million owing. The arbitrary assess-

ment provision is in all of the tax statutes

that the province has had and—

Mr. Singer: My quarrel is not with arbi-

trary assessment, my quarrel is with the

timing-

Mr. Walker: That's right.

Mr. Singer: —which should be reasonable,
unless there has been a dishonest transaction.

Mr. Walker: But it relates back to section

1, where the person who fails to make a

return or a remittance under the Act is going
to be caught reasonably quickly. The normal
audit period is three years. Some audits are

far more quickly done than that; sometimes

they are on a one-year basis. The minister

may make the assessment of the tax col-

lectable, and similarly, he may assess or re-

assess in this case.

Mr. Singer: That's my very point. We are

dealing with different kinds of things. I

think one must reasonably assume that if a

taxpayer—whether he is a big refinery or

something else—has acted in what seems to

be an honest way, the government can't go
back on him forever.

Mr. Walker: This man isn't a taxpayer.
This is money that he holds in trust for the

province.

Mr. Singer: Well, yes. He holds it in trust

and he says: "Here you are, Province of

Ontario—here is the money I honestly be-

lieve I owe you and here's my cheque." And
10 years later somebody poring through the

figures says: "Aha, they left off $100,000."

Now, unless that error has taken place be-

cause of some dishonesty, I would think It

is unfair to expect that those people should
be forced to keep their records forever—
which is in fact what the government is say-

ing to them. After a reasonable time has

elapsed they should, unless there is fraud

or dishonesty, be able to believe that their

assessment has been a final one.

That is the theme in the federal legisla-

tion, the Income Tax Act. And I don't see

why this government can't buy that concept
because it is only reasonable to deal with

honest taxpayers in that way. People make
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mistakes, yes; but the federal government
can't go back forever unless it has some
evidence of dishonesty, false returns or de-

liberate concealment—that sort of thing.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, in section 25,

I think, a limitation period applies. In addi-

tion, here is the section of the Act that re-

lates to the retaining of records for collectors,

importers, wholesalers and retailers. And the

fact is that we are talking about money that

this man holds in trust for the public of

Ontario. The hon. member was saying that

he should have a windfall for that reason. I

am sorry, I just can't buy that.

Mr. Singer: Oh, I am not suggesting he
has a windfall at all. What I am suggesting—

Mr. Walker: It's money he holds in trust

for us.

Mr. Singer: No, what I am suggesting is

that if he believes he has put in trust all

that he is required by law to do, and if he

pays it over to the government, and if by
some honest reason there has been an error

or someone 10 years later thinks there might
have been an error, it is unfair to allow the

minister to come back and say: "Aha, some-

body made a mistake a long time ago. I am
not suggesting you were dishonest. You were
careless or you misinterpreted what the

statute says and we are now going to assess

you and you now have to answer for an
event that took place 10 years ago."

Mr. Walker: Well, it wouldn't have to

apply after 10 years, Mr. Chairman. Section

25 rules that it's a six-year limitation period,
and it is dated from the time when the re-

turn would be forthcoming. I don't see how
you can apply 10 years there.

Mr. Singer: I think as the member for

Lakeshore pointed out a moment ago, the

information must be laid within six years from
the time the offence becomes known to the

minister—which could be six years after the

10 years.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Which could

be 16 years.

Mr. Singer: Yes.

Mr. Walker: No, Mr. Chairman, my read-

ing of it is that there is a six-year limitation-

Mr. Singer: From the date on which the

offence becomes known to the minister.

Mr. Walker: —from the time when the

matter of the information arose. I think it is

somewhat different than when—

Mr. Singer: It is not the date of the offence,

though.

Mr. Walker: Well, it says here "when the

matter of the information arose", and that,

in my reading, suggests that it's the time the

return was eligible to be returned. And that's

the six-year limitation period. In addition to

that, the assessment has a further check and

balance in the proposals of other sections of

the Act which allow for appeals to other

tribunals.

Mr. Singer: But how can we appeal on

records that have been destroyed?

Mr. Walker: That is why we have a six-

year limitation. Incidentally, the records

would not be destroyed by the province.
There is a provision within the Act that re-

quires those who wish to dispose of their

records to make application to the province
and receive the authority to do so.

Mr. Lawlor: You're wrong, you're wrong
and you're wrong.

Mr. Walker: Perhaps you can tell me
where I'm wrong.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

All those in favour of Mr. Walker's motion
will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I have one
further amendment; it again relates to the

question of interest and penalty.

Mr. Walker moves that subsection (5) of

section 11 of the bill be amended by adding
after the word "or" in the ninth line these

words "of the tax interest or penalt)\"

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section as

amended stand as part of the bill?

Section 11 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-

ments, questions or amendments up to section

17?

The member for Lakeshore, which section?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 14, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Chairman: Is there anything before

section 14?

The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: The parliamentary assistant

and I had a bit of discussion about this sec-

tion before dinner relating to the apparent
intention to take the divisional court out of

the picture, which one normally would have

thought would be the very court that was

designed to handle such forms of appeal.

Apparently the motivation behind it is that

there isn't being submitted to the court the

kind of material that would normally be

available to the court arising out of a hearing;

therefore, a new initiatory proceeding is

launched in the Supreme Court of Ontario. 1

still find it very strange. The notice of appeal,
as you call it, in this section, at least sets

forth grounds, reasons and argumentation;

surely, at that stage, having gone before the

minister and the appeal coming from him,
some form of transcript or some form of

memorandum would be available to the

court: and this very court, which we erected

three or four years ago to handle statutory

appeals of all kinds, shouldn't be excluded.

In any event, I would like to hear more
about the rationale of this subsection.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, section 14 is

the appeal to the Supreme Court of Ontario,
and it draws direct relationship to the pre-

ceding section, section 13, which is the appeal
to the minister. If there is an assessment in

section 13, the appeal may be made by
launching within 90 days of the mailing of

the assessment a notice of objection; then

there is a procedure by which it*s served

upon the minister by registered mail and,

upon receipt of it, the minister may make a

decision. He may reconsider it, reassess it,

vacate it, or confirm or vary it. From that,

then, comes the appeal of section 14. Section

14's 11 sections generally parallel the pro-
visions of the Retail Sales Tax Act and

generally parallel the provisions of the

Corporations Tax Act.

Specifically, in section 14(1) the words were

put in to make it very clear that it was not

the divisional court of the Supreme Court
of Ontario appeal court procedure that would
be available in this case. It is meant to

have a trial de novo, a trial from the be-

ginning, rather than to have the divisional

court merely sit upon the evidence that it

may or may not have before it. It's the

intention to create an action in the courts,
to create a trial at this point, as you'll see

by section 14(8): "Upon the filing of the

material referred to in [the preceding sec-

tion], the matter shall be deemed to be an
action in the court."

The Judicature Act does say, in effect, the

Supreme Court of Ontario is equivalent to

the divisional court. We wanted to make it

very clear in section 14(1) that the appeal
would be made to the Supreme Court of

Ontario to hear it as a trial de novo, and
not to the divisional court which would

merely entertain the evidence it had before

it. It is at this point in time we wish to

create an actual trial on the issue of the

assessment.

Mr. Lawlor: I have a further section. I

want to talk about subsections (5) and (7).

Mr. Renwick: May I speak?

Mr. Lawlor: Sure.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I only want
to draw to the parliamentary assistant's at-

tention that any appeal to the Supreme
Court of Ontario is, by nature of the expense,

prohibitive for the ordinary taxpayer. When
we were debating the Corporations Tax

Act, 1972, in the Legislature and on one

or two other occasions we have tried to

impress upon the ministry the importance
of an inexpensive appeal procedure covering
all of the taxes which are levied by the

province—something in the nature of a tax

appeal tribunal which will permit a speedy,

inexpensive, efficacious way of dealing with

questions which a taxpayer may have about
his assessment but on which he cannot
afford the luxury of taking the matter to the

Supreme Court of Ontario.

I would hope that once again the minis-

try would try to give consideration to the

fact that there is no speedy method of

appeal in the Province of Ontario regardless
of the wide range of taxes which are levied

through this ministry and which are pre-
dominantly the responsibility of this minis-

try to collect. I would suggest that you
could save a great deal of time; you could

have anomalies within the taxing structure

of the province drawn readily to your atten-

tion; problems dealt with efiiciently and

well, which otherwise will be left hanging
with disgruntled taxpayers who are not pre-

pared to pay the cost of an appeal to the

Supreme Court of Ontario.

I would hope that you would conceive

and bring in a bill dealing with a tax ap-

peal tribunal procedure which would alleviate

this kind of problem for the ordinary tax-

payer.
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Mr. Walker: In reply to the member's

point I can only indicate that there is a

very speedy appeal to the minister in the

first instance under section 13.

Mr. Renwick: He is the one who makes
the assessment.

Mr. Walker: Right. The appeal is there

and at least the points and arguments can

be made and the minister may well vary
or alter it because he, too, is not likely to

be inclined to go to court unless the case is

a reasonably strong case in this particular
situation.

Section 14, of course, sets it out for the

Supreme Court and we are talking about

moneys between $50,000 and perhaps $7
million. That is one month's collection;

there may be more months* collections. That
is the type of money we are talking about.

It seems to me that the Supreme Court of

Ontario should have jurisdiction in making
rulings in this very area.

However, the member did raise one point
and I think it should be mentioned that

there is at present within the ministry an

attempt to produce a uniform Procedures
Act—it's basically now in the mill — under
which all remedies and penalties would be

appropriately spelled out for all statutes

within this omnibus bill. I suppose the bill

isn't omnibus but it covers all the Acts which

may be deemed to be taxing Acts. You can
rest assured that before that particular uni-

form Procedures Act is vetted it will be

carefully scrutinized by all parties to ensure
that there are the remedies available; that

the remedies are as inexpensive as possible;
and that the public are receiving the ap-

propriate protection they deem.

Mr. Renwick: I think, Mr. Chairman, with-
out labouring it, it is absolutely an essential

condition with respect to the levying of taxes

in this day and age. Most of the tax problems
that the taxpayer has do not involve questions
of right or wrong or of avoiding the tax or

evading the tax. They have to do with

questions of accounting for tax under very
technical statutes which the Supreme Court
of Ontario, with the greatest of respect, is

not competent to deal with.

For example, the member for Stormont

(Mr. Guindon) raised a very important point
this afternoon. Collectors in situations such

as he referred to, are, in fact, paying tax

on gasoline which they receive, which ulti-

mately they have to collect from persons to

whom they sell it. Yet through spillage and

shrinkage and other acts of nature, it never

reaches an ultimate consumer. Yet he, the

middle man, as collector for the government,
must collect that tax.

Now, that kind of problem can be solved—
not at the ministerial level, or it would have
been solved by now; but at a tax appeal
tribunal level where that kind of anomaly
can be ironed out in a way which will pro-
vide equity to the taxpayer, and at the same
time protect the very necessary revenues of

the province.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comment on

section 14? The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 14, subsection (5).

Now, my point here, again, is fairly technical

and it may not be all that incisive. I felt

the best way to approach this is by reading
the section:

An appeal under this section and all

proceedings thereunder are, upon the ex-

piration of 60 days, or from the day the

appeal is instituted, null and void unless

security for cost of the appeal has been,
within the same period [60 days], paid into

court in such sum, not exceeding $400, as

the minister requires . . .

and then jumping down to subsection (7)

it says:

After the service on him of a notice of

appeal under this section, the minister shall

with all due dispatch serve on the persons

appealing and file in the Supreme Court

where the notice of appeal was filed a

reply to the notice of appeal admitting or

denying . . .

Technically, isn't it true, that taking those

two sections in conjunction, the minister,

having the wide discretion of "all due dis-

patch," could delay sujfficiently long in his

reply, that the mandatory 60-day period
within which the payment into court is

requisite, could go by? At which time, under

subsections (5), the whole process becomes
null and void on your own wording.

In other words, you are placing within

your hands the instrument whereby you may
defeat a perfectly legitimate appeal by a

simple failure or refusal to do a particular act

within a certain time limitation, which binds

only one side and doesn't bind yourselves.

Surely there ought to be a greater parity

between the Crown, on the one side, and the

taxpayer, or the persons who has collected

the money, with respect to the discretionary

elements of timing here? Surely, it ought not
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to be placed in the hands of the Crown by
a process of sheer delay to undermine the

very appeal function itself!

You may say it will never do that, but you
are a lawyer. You know as well as I do that

statutes are not written to confirm you in

sanctimony. What they are written for is to

prevent abuses and to foreclose the possibility

of abuses as far as human intelligence can go.

I suggest that in these two sections you
haven't done that, and that you have left a

considerable gap. People may curse you and

say, "all due dispatch in this particular thing
meant 61 days and youVe left me out of

court."

But that doesn't do that particular indi-

vidual any good at all under the circum-

stances. You have effectively undermined his

appeal.

Do you see the virtue of my remarks? Do

you think that we might come together with

some way of rectifying that situation?

Please don't do what the minister whom

you are representing would unquestionably
do—place his hands over his breast, throw his

arms akimbo, toss his head to one side like

some renegade Presbyterian and say that we
would never dream of such a thing. That's

not the answer I want to hear.

Mr. Walker: The person on whom the

assessment is served, who chooses to appeal
within his 90-day period and who presumably

appeals, has 60 days to file security for costs.

The minister must advise as to the actual

amount of the costs. However, we do have a

limitation in that it does not exceed $400,

and presumably the individual, not hearing
from the minister on the 59th day, would

apply $400 to the Supreme Court, thereby

covering the costs, because as we know the

minister cannot cause it to exceed $400.

However, if there is an amendment that

the member would like to conceive that

might accomplish that end, I would not be

reluctant to see that incorporated.

Mr. Lawlor: We could approach this pos-

sibly from two angles. One would be to

amend subsection (7), which says "shall with

all due dispatch." Instead of "all due dis-

patch" we could place a time limitation in

there, where he must make this disclosure

or provide this information. I would suggest

maybe he would be prepared to accept a 15-

day period, which would leave plenty of time

in which to do this. I know the Crown doesn't

want its hands tied in that particular way,
but on the other hand-

Mr. Walker: That's a bit tight. We might

enlarge it to perhaps within 30 days.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Chairman, could I speak
somewhat on the same matter? Why is it

necessary to have a security for costs? The
tax becomes payable on the assessment. It's

due and payable, as it is under the federal

Income Tax Act. If an aggrieved taxpayer,
or someone who thinks he is aggrieved,
wants to avail himself of the appeal proce-

dure, why can't you leave the costs to the

discretion of the courts? Why should you
place an extra burden in front of him? He
is liable for the tax. If he wins the appeal
then presumably he should get costs against
the department.

I don't see any reference to that. Why
don't you just leave the whole question of

costs to the discretion of the appeal body?

Why do you need security for costs?

Mr. Walker: Security for costs, Mr. Chair-

man, in this particular case, it is fair to say,

parallels, as I indicated earlier, the retail

sales tax provisions and the court tax provi-
sions and in these cases we are often talking

about far larger amounts of money. The se-

curity for costs provisions, as I understand

them, are basically to destroy attempts for,

I suppose, frivolous actions, although that

may not be absolutely applicable in this case.

I presume they are there to cover the costs

should the trial judge ultimately rule against
the person raising the objection.

The amount, in terms of money, of what

we are talking about—between $50,000 and

perhaps $7 million in one month—does not

seem large. It does seem consistent with

general Supreme Court levyings of cost, so

to speak. I do not find the amount to be

overly significant and it is within the discre-

tion of the minister to fix it at a rate which

would seem appropriate. This gives him dis-

cretion up to a limit of $400.

In respect of the member for Lakeshore's

point, I think 15 days is a bit tight.

Mr. Lawlor: Would you go for 25 days?

Mr. Walker: The minister may be in

Yugoslavia or some place for a week and

miss the date. It seems to me perhaps a

reasonable amount of time avoiding the

words "with all due dispatch" might be ap-

propriate. If you are prepared to put an

amendment for one month, I think we could

probably live within a month.

Mr. Lawlor: I shall so move, Mr. Chair-

man.
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Mr. Singer: Let me belabour this a little

longer, Mr. Chairman. I don't see what solace

you get out of forcing somebody to put up
to $400 by way of security for costs. The

liability for the tax continues and the tax is

due in accordance with the terms of the

assessment.

Conceivably the appeal tribunal could up-
set the assessment and there would be a

refund. Conceivably the appeal tribunal

could confirm the assessment and there will

be no refund, but the liability still continues.

Would it not be suflBcient for the day,

notwithstanding what you have in any of

your other taxing sections, the Corporation
Tax Act, or the Sales Tax Act that you re-

ferred to, wouldn't that be sufficient? Can't

you embark on something new? Can't you
trust the appeal tribunal? You are going into

the Supreme Court of Ontario and if the

judge comes to the conclusion that the

appellant's appeal is frivolous, then the judge

surely could be counted on to levy costs

against the unsuccessful appellant.

What do you add to this statute except to

place one extra nuisance burden in favour

of someone who is appeahng by saying there

should be security precautions? The general

principle that runs through our law about

security for cost is that the law requires it

as against someone who is a stranger to our

community, who is a foreigner who comes
from somewhere else where you can't

readily get at him. People dispensing gaso-
line are presumably in Ontario and with

reasonable assets. If they want to go on

appeal, why shouldn't they go on appeal
and run their risk as to be awarded costs

by the court?

Mr. Renwick: If it was the minister who
had to pay for security costs-

Mr. Singer: Yes, because he wouldn't pay.

Mr. Chairman: Are we going to have an
amendment for that or—

Mr. Renwick: It sounds like it.

Mr. Walker: We are in the interesting

position, Mr. Chairman, of having the matter

raised by the member for Lakeshore before

us and the altogether separate matter raised

by the member for Downsview.

On the question of cost, I am prepared
to accept your amendment to delete that;

I think the arguments are sufficiently telling
and in view of the fact that the so-called

taxpayer or the tax money trustee has to pay
his assessment I think warrants in this case

the necessity for security precautions being

ignored. I'll accept that one.

We do have some problems with respect
to altering the words, "with all due dis-

patch," in view of the fact that it takes-

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Before we

get on with that, do I understand that there

is—

Mr. Walker: I am getting a bit confused

here, Mr. Chairman, but perhaps if the mem-
ber for Downsview wishes to make his

motion, I will accept the motion and then

we could go on to the member for Lake-

shore's point of view.

Mr. Singer moves that subsection (5) of

section 14 be deleted.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, therefore my
point, "with all due dispatch," goes out the

window. As far as I am concerned, you can

leave it now.

Mr. Chairman: All right. Shall section 14

as amended stand as. part of the bill?

Mr. Singer: As amended?

Mr. Chairman: As amended, yes.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry
there are other subsections of section 14

I am a little concerned with. As a matter of

fact, there is just one, that is subsection (12).

Mr. Walker: Excuse me, of course, con-

sequent with the deletion of subsection (5)

should be deletion, of course, of subsection

(6) which should be incorporated in the

member for Downsview's motion.

Mr. Singer: Right. And if the Chairman
would be good enough to add subsection (6)

to what I have just written out.

Mr. Chairman: So understood, subsections

(5) and (6) both shall be deleted.

Mr. Singer: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: All right then, will the

section as amended by fliose two deletions

then stand as part of the bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Yes?

Mr. Lawlor: Subsection (12), which would
now I suppose be subsection (10), says:

No assessment shall be vacated or varied

on appeal by reason only of an irregularity,

informality, omission or error . . .
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And as I indicated to the member earlier,

I think it is too broad, the business of

"error on the part of any person in the

observance of any directory provision of

this Act." If the hon. member tells me
that last phrase, "in the observance of any

directory provision of the Act," covers the

point that is of concern to me—if the Supreme
Court of Ontario finds that an error has been

made, this phrase says that no matter what
that error is, the court has no authority to

amend or vary that error. And I say the

error may be the very thing in question
before the court.

Say an erroneous assessment has been
made. The man owes $15,000 more than

he—or they claim that he owes $15,000 more
than he actually does. But the Crown comes
in and says that this is an error. Therefore,
the court, by the literal reading of the

statute, by the golden rule—nothing to do
with Moses, by the way—by the golden rule

of the English law, has no status before

that court. It's simply error.

I think that an error of substance, such

as one having to do with the very amount
in question, ought to be taken into consid-

eration in this context. That particular kind

of thing should be left open for the court

to adjudicate.

I have spoken to the member about it.

He doesn't seem to be particularly moved

by my pointing this out earlier—I think it

should be on the record in any event. And
I'd be most interested after the dinner hour
to find out if there has been any change
of attitude on this thing.

Mr. Walker: We haven't in any way addi-

tionally moved, Mr. Chairman. I feel that

in fact subsection (9) as it stands printed
in the bill, which would probably end up
subsection (7) with renumbering—subsection

(7) adequately covers the points raised by
the hon. member. The court may dispose
of the appeal if it wishes by doing just about

anything.

I don't think there is a thing that is not

included in subsection (9). It can dismiss

it. It can allow the appeal. It can allow

the appeal and vacate the assessment, vary
the assessment, restore the original assess-

ment or even refer it back to the minister

for reconsideration and reassessment.

In subsection (12), which would be re-

numbered as (10), the point raised by the

hon. member really relates to minor techni-

cal problems, irregularities that may occur
within the actual pleadings and it is that that

the section is particularly geared for. I see

the overrriding subsection (9) disposing of the

matter in its entirety and not in any way
restricting the courts. There is no substantial

matter that could in any way cause the court

to vacate its jurisdiction.

Mr. Lawlor: I will not fight the hon.

member to the bitter end.

Mr. Chairman: Any comment, question, or

amendment on sections 15, 16, or 17?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 16.

Mr. Chairman: Sixteen. Anything before

16? The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 16(l)(d):

If during the course of an audit or exam-
ination it appears to him that there has

been a contravention of this Act or the

regulations [this is to the minister] seize

and take away any or all of the record

books, accounts, vouchers, letters, tele-

grams and other documents and retain

them until they are produced in any court

proceedings.

Again, my problem has to do with what you
haven't said rather than what you have.

Suppose there are no court proceedings? In

that particular context, at which point do

they get their papers and everything back?
You haven't made provision for that. You've

only made provision for one contingency. The
other obvious contingency is that you've
seized everything and you've got it in your

possession, but you don't take court proceed-

ings. Therefore, you say you're under no

obligation because nothing is provided for in

the statute.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I don't appre-
ciate the member's point. I wonder if he

could restate it?

Mr. Lawlor: Well, you seize and take all

these documents of various kinds and retain

them. And you retain them until they are

produced in any court proceedings. And my
question is, suppose there are no court pro-

ceedings, how long do you retain them then?

Where is the provision for that?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, section 16, the

investigation section of this bill, is almost

entirely consistent with other sections of

other Acts—namely, section 26 of the Retail

Sales Tax Act—and is generally in line with

the Corporations Tax Act that we presently
have.
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Mr. Lawlor: You must have shoved that

Retail Sales Tax Act through at 3 o'clock in

the morning. It is just the same.

Mr. Walker: And in reading the debate at

that time I don't recall the member for Lake-

shore raising that point.

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, I remember it well.

Mr. Walker: I think it was very early in

the afternoon.

Mr. Lawlor: It was 3:30 a.m. when I said

it, I could hardly—

Mr. Walker: This was the beginning of the

session, I think. In any case, Mr. Chairman,
it seems that the ministry would hardly be
inclined to retain records should the situation

produce no particular court case. And in

any case, there are other provisions within

the bill which allow us to provide copies to

a person who has supplied these records. Or,
for that matter we could retain copies of the

documents and return the originals.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 16 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 16 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anything on section 17?

Section 17 agreed to.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 29.

Mr. Chairman: The parliamentary assistant

has an amendment for section 18.

On section 18:

Mr. Walker moves that clause (b) of sub-

section (1) of section 18 of the bill be
amended by inserting after the word "tax" in

the fifth line, the words "interest and penalty
or any of them."

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section as

amended stand as part of the bill?

Section 18, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section

29? The hon. member for Lakeshore.

On section 29.

Mr. Lawlor: On section 29, I would just
like to explore with the deputy the clause

that states:

Where, owing to special circumstances,

it is considered inequitable that the whole

amount of interest imposed by this Act

be paid, the minister may exempt a per-

son . . .

What does he envisage? Why did they go
to the trouble of placing this clause in the

statute? When would it be inequitable?

Mr. Walker: It would be inequitable, Mr.

Chairman, when, for reasons beyond the

control of the collector, it is impossible to

bring these items to account. For instance-

postal strikes, or distances between the ac-

counting office and location of the sale to

a consumer. Collectors, wholesalers and re-

tailers are agents of government, and to

charge interest on funds which may not have

come into their possession or be brought to

account in time for that normal remittance,

would be unduly harsh.

There is also the case where small dis-

tributors pay tax to another province which
is due to Ontario, and we are obliged to

await settlement until the completion of the

interprovincial audit.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

part of the bill?

Section 29 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comment, ques-
tion or amendment on a later section of the

bill?

Mr. Lawlor: Section 30.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Lakeshore.

On section 30:

Mr. Lawlor: Section 30 I find to be

hilarious. Subsection (2) of section 30 says:

Notwithstanding any other Act, but

subject to subsection 3, no person em-

ployed by the government of Ontario

shall be required, in connection with any

legal proceedings . . .

to give evidence, to produce any records or

to do a great many things. Then it goes on

to say that doesn't apply if there is criminal

proceedings or proceedings in a civil trial—

I'm sorry—or proceedings in a quasi-criminal
offence under this particular Act, an Act of

the Legislature, or in proceedings relating

to the administration and the enforcement

of this Act. In those proceedings the pre-
vious sections don't apply.

My question, of course, comes to be, why
bother doing it at all? You say that no
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person employed by the government shall

be required to give evidence, and then go
along and say that in the bulk of cases—
or the only conceivable cases I can think

about in which evidence would be required—
they are obliged to give evidence. You say
on one hand, "No." You say on the other

hand, "Yes." I think you mutually wipe out

the meanings of these sections.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I don't feel that

they are wiped out. There may be a bit of

verbosity on the part of counsel who drafted

these. However, I think it may well be ap-

propriate. There are certain proceedings
where the confidentiality that normally
exists—and may I say that this is lifted

directly from the Gift Tax Act—that there

may-

Mr. Lawlor: That must have been 4:30
in the morning.

Mr. Walker: I think that was 3:30 that

same afternoon—just when the Legislature
opened.

There are certain proceedings where,

quite obviously, the confidentiality cannot

apply and those are the very obvious ones
mentioned in paragraph 33, parts (a), (b)
and (c) where there is a criminal proceed-
ing. Obviously, the confidentiality should
not apply there, nor with respect to an
offence under the Act of this Legislature or

proceedings relating to the administration or

enforcement of the very Act that weVe just

passed, hopefully.

Mr. Lawlor: Where else do you think it

would be used?

Mr. Walker: But generally speaking, in all

other cases, no doubt confidentiality should
be the rule of the day, and that is precisely
what the section is geared for.

Mr. Lawlor: I think it is a screwball sec-

tion.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comments, ques-
tions or amendments in a later section of

the bill? If not, we shall refer them back
to section 7, where we had deferred on the

amendment that Mr. Renwick had moved,
that section 7 be amended by adding a new
subsection (4) stating that section 6 to 16
and 21 to 23 of the Statutory Powers Pro-

cedure Act, 1971, apply with respect to the

hearing under this section.

Any comments on that?

Mr. Walker: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I now
have before me the Statutes of Ontario 1971

and the Statutory Powers Procedure Act.

The new amendments as proposed by the

member for Riverdale provide for a hearing
—pardon me, I should say the amendments

provided by me provide for a hearing—and
the fact of the hearing makes the entire

Statutory Powers Procedure Act applicable
in accordance with the terms of that Act.

The Act, in fact, because there is a hear-

ing, comes into play. It would be redundant
to refer now to the Statutory Powers Pro-

cedure Act, otherwise we would have to go
through every hearing bit within this par-
ticular Act and, likewise, amend other Acts

that are similarly struck. The Statutory
Powers Procedure Act is to be all-encompass-

ing, as I understand the situation, and ap-

plicable wherever there is a hearing. My
proposed amendment in 7 (2) incorporating
the amendment of the member for Lakeshore
sets up a hearing. Now the Statutory Pow-
ers Procedure Act comes into play.

I think that any additional amendment
would be redundant.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I am simply

delighted and I'm sure he'll speak to his

colleague, the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Bernier) and alter the other bill which
is before us. Because my understanding of

it was there was no need to refer, or to

incorporate by reference that Act into this

bill. But the procedures of other ministries

of government in this leaves the question.
Sometimes reference is made to it. Some-
times reference is not made to it. I agree
to withdraw the amendment, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Will the member for River-

dale — it is understood that the proposed
amendment is withdrawn, then.

Shall the bill as amended be reported?

Bill 177, as amended, reported.

'Hon. Mr. Guindon moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry.

I am not sure that you approved section 31

of the bill. I don't recall that being made.

Mr. Chairman: It was, because I asked if

there were any comments, questions or

amendments in any later section of the bill,

and there were none, so it's carried.

Mr. Walker: Thank you. It is all-encom-

passing.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.
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Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of the whole House reports one bill with

certain amendments and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 177, the Gasoline Tax Act, 1973.

Clerk of the House: The 21st order. House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF LABOUR

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister have

an opening statement?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Chairman, it is a pleasure for me today
to present the 1973-1974 estimates of the

Ministry of Labour.

I would like first to extend to the staff

of my ministry a word of thanks. Their dedi-

cation in administering our programmes has

helped us to continue to move forward in

our service to labour and management in

this province.

Before proceeding with these estimates,

Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment

briefly on some of the recent developments
within our ministry.

As you are aware, the Labour Ministry
has undergone a substantial reorganization,
which I think has been of considerable

benefit to Ontario's labour force. We are

now able to focus more directly on the

immediate needs of Ontario's work force-

occupational safety, human rights, employ-
ment standards and the promotion of peace-
ful industrial relations. In giving greater

emphasis to these activities, I believe that

we have made substantial gains in meeting
the special challenges which the work place
presents.

The collective bargaining process received

considerable criticism in the last year, and I

feel that this was due, to some extent, to the

fact that during 1972 we experienced several

major disputes. I would be less than honest
with you if I did not admit that those were
difficult periods for my ministry. Neverthe-

less, I have no doubt whatsoever in the

soundness of our collective bargaining

system.

I believe that management and labour will

continue to find their own solutions to their

own problems, as they have done in the past.

Experience has shown that this results in the

most satisfactory agreements. Government
can assist, but it is the parties who ultimately
must act.

But enough of past history. I have dis-

tributed to all members a descriptive sum-

mary of the activities of my ministry. While

I do not intend to detail all of these services

for you, there are several programmes which

I would like to stress at this time.

Our research branch is continuing its pro-

gramme to provide the government, the

Ministry of Labour and the public with in-

formation and studies on manpower trends,

industrial relations and several other areas

of concern. The branch has several other

complex and important analyses under way
for industrial relations and safety sectors of

the ministry. I can go into further detail on

these projects later on in the discussions on

this section of the estimates.

In addition to its research programmes, the

branch has one of the most extensive libraries

of labour-oriented material in this country.

It also maintains a collective agreements

library containing most agreements reached

in industries with 200 or more employees.

Members of the House will recall that the

employment standards branch this summer
launched a survey of the tourist industry in

northwestern Ontario to ensure that Indian

people, working on a seasonal basis, were

receiving wages and other benefits to which

they are entitled under the Employment
Standards Act.

Over a period of two weeks, the team of

employment standards officers visited practi-

cally every tourist camp in the northwest,

from the 53rd parallel, 80 miles south of

Hudson Bay, to the Minnesota border.

In the sweeping survey, I understand they
found tourist operators were generally living

up to the standards set by the Act. Only a

few operators had failed to meet their obli-

gations. The project resulted in an additional

$4,500 being turned over to employees in

the area.

The second ongoing programme is con-

centrating on more effective enforcement of

the equal pay for equal work provisions of

the statute.

A newer service, which we have just estab-

lished, is the employment adjustment serv-

ice. This programme is beginning to develop
an effective linkage role among the various
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and provincial level which relate to employ-
ment. The employment adjustment service

will bring the existing government resources

together in order that they can most effec-

tively assist those workers affected by econo-

mic and technological change. In addition the

service will be looking at the employment
needs of various sectors of our society and

the present capacity of government in the

private sector to meet those needs.

Mr. Chairman, one of the areas of great
concern in the ministry is the safety of our

working people. As you know, the ministry
carries forward a comprehensive programme
against accidents in general industry and

construction, utilizing not only inspection and

enforcement, but also research and education.

The Labour Safety Council, our advisory

body on all matters relating to the safety of

working people, is continuing its studies of

safety legislation and programmes. Composed
of representatives of management and labour,

it makes recommendations to me and the

ministry on improved safety methods.

This year, the construction safety legisla-

tion was amended to place the primary re-

sponsibility for safety inspection with the

provincial government. Previously the in-

spections were the responsibility of the

municipalities.

The new Act is part of the continuing
effort of the government of Ontario to im-

prove the quality of life for citizens of the

province. There are both humanitarian and
economic considerations for this. There are

about 40 fatalities and 15,000 lost-time

accidents every year in Ontario's construc-

tion industry. These are disturbing statistics.

The construction safety branch is devel-

oping an efficient mobile staff that can deal

with any type of situation or construction

project. Each of six regions of the province
will have a regional engineer, supervisors
and a team of inspectors. EWstrict offices have
been established in Thunder Bay, Sudbury,
Kitchener, Hamilton, Toronto, Kingston,

Ottawa, London and Windsor.

During the past few weeks, we have car-

ried out an educational programme in several

large municipalities to inform employees and

employers of the changes in the new Act.

In the industrial safety field, the Loggers'
Safety Act has been turned over to the in-

dustrial safety branch to administer along
with the Industrial Safety Act. Over 62,000
inspections were made under both Acts last

year. A new programme has been drawn up
for this year to improve the inspection serv-
ice with higher concentration on industries

that are either more hazardous or have a large
number of accidents. The branch is this year

placing greater emphasis on a consultative

and educational approach as opposed to the

traditional enforcement orientation.

Recently Mr. Chairman, the Premier (Mr.

Davis) appointed a co-ordinator of women's

programmes, Ethel McLellan. Mrs. McLellan
is now a member of the Ministry of Labour
and will be responsible on a province-wide
basis for the promotion of equal opportuni-
ties for women. As a result of the appoint-
ment of Mrs. McLellan and the establish-

ment of the Ontario Status of Women Coun-

cil, the focus and setting of the women's
bureau has changed course. The bureau will

continue for the time being to administer the

maternity leave provisions of the Employ-
ment Standards Act and will maintain its

counselling service for women. Particular

emphasis is placed on stimulating long range
career planning among female students and
close liaison is maintained with guidance

personnel in the schools and teachers col-

leges.

Since the beginning of the current fiscal

year, the Ontario Human Rights Commission
has expanded its complaint base through the

complete incorporation of complaint handling
in discrimination cases involving sex and
marital status and the incorporation of the

officers who formerly handled these cases in

the women's bureau.

Thus far, this fiscal year, compared to the

same period last year, the commission has

experienced an increase of 69 per cent in its

formal caseload. The commission's function

of community problem-solving has demanded
increased attention by staff. This is a reflec-

tion of the increasing need for the commis-
sion's services in the area of intergroup ten-

sions. •

We now have in Ontario a radically altered

social composition resulting from increasing
and cumulative immigration and changing
expectations and aspirations among the min-
orities. Increasingly, Ontario is becoming a

collection of minorities rather than a society

characterized by a dominant majority and
this has led to the emergence of human rights

problems among a variety of groups rather

than on a majority-minority basis.

The increase in this aspect of the commis-
sion's work can be seen in the fact that in

1964 there was one incident which required
the commission to act as an intermediary to

defuse a tense community situation compared
to 66 friction-laden situations in this last

fiscal year. The resources implications for this
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development are reflected in the commission's

multi-year plan.

The past few months have been exceed-

ingly busy for our conciliation and mediation

services and the results of this activity have

been reflected in the actual industrial rela-

tions conflict, measured, at least, in terms of

numbers of strikes and man-days lost.

There were 173 work stoppages in Ontario

during the first nine months of 1973, a slight
increase from 159 work stoppages for the

same period of 1972. However, the number
of man-days lost decreased 25.5 per cent

from 1,667,605 in 1972 to 1,242,600 in 1973.

The ministry's conciliation and mediation

services branch has undoubtedly played a

most significant role in the improved picture.
The branch has been extremely busy and its

caseload is very heavy. In the first six months,
the branch handled over 600 more disputes
than in the same period last year.

Mr. Chairman, I would Hke to make special
note of the work done by the branch in

assisting management and labour in the con-

struction industry to work out settlements

with only minor disruptions in the industry.
We had anticipated considerable diflBculty
this year in the construction industry as over

200 pattern-setting agreements came up for

renewal. You will recall that a year ago I

established the construction industry review

panel to assist in the improvement of labour
relations in the construction industry. It has

been working and it is still working to find

solutions to industrial relations problems. The

panel is currently engaged in conducting a

study into the cyclical nature of the industry.

Explanatory material for the estimates, pro-

viding a statistical and descriptive summary of

the ministry's functions and activities up to

the end of the fiscal year 1973, has been dis-

tributed to each of the members. It should

provide the answers to many of the factual

questions about the ministry and its various

programmes.

Mr. Chairman, these are some of the cur-

rent programmes which you will be asked to

approve, programmes which are representa-
tive of our desire to find new approaches to

the challenges of the work place.

And now I welcome your comments.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Mr. Chair-

man, it is a pleasure to take part in the
estimates of the Ministry of Labour. In my
opening remarks I am not going to touch

upon the Workmen's Compensation Board, as

I presume, as in the past, we will set aside a

certain day or a certain period during which
we will consider the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board. I trust that is a nod in the affirm-

ative from the minister, just so that we under-

stand that if we pass these estimates we still

have a chance to speak about the Workmen's

Compensation Board.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Make sure.

Mr. Reid: The minister is nodding, that is

correct?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Pardon? I didn't hear.

Mr. Deans: I think he was nodding asleep.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, if I may
respond to the member's suggestion, I think

it has been the custom in the past—although,
as you know. Workmen's Compensation Board

moneys are not taxpayers' moneys—to give
members some time to question the operation
and management of the board.

Mr. Reid: That is fine. I would like to con-

gratulate the minister—possibly the only nice

things I will say for a while about him and
his department — about the booklet. I just
received mine a few minutes ago. My mail

got held up somehow. I think it is an excel-

lent idea; the explanatory material and the

way the booklet has been set out. I spent a

half an hour trying to add up the number of

employees in the branch and have given up.

Perhaps the minister could provide that in-

formation.

The minister spent a good deal of his

opening remarks talking about the concilia-

tion and mediation aspect of the department,
and just to show the minister I have read his

explanatory material I draw his attention to

page 26. The first paragraph says:

The successful operation of the system is

predicated on the assumption the parties
themselves will work at the job of resolving
their own differences. This means, in the

final analysis, that both have to be willing
to compromise their positions in order to

move to a meeting of minds. It is quite
fallacious to suggest that a mediator "set-

tles" a dispute or that the government
"settles" a dispute. Only the parties them-

selves can settle a dispute.

In the next paragraph, I would draw to the

minister's attention to where it says:

The branch handles a volume of about

1,700 disputes and conciliations in a year.

During the fiscal year 1972-1973, 1,670
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collective agreements disputes were in con-

ciliation. Of these, 768 were settled by
conciliation officers.

I gather from that, Mr. Chairman, that the

person who wrote the first paragraph didn't

write the second.

However, Mr. Chairman, I wish to touch

briefly on four or five topics in my opening
remarks, the first being that of the minimum

wage. The minister spent most of his time-

nay, all of it, I would say—talking about his

department and what it did and left out a

lot of what it didn't do. Most of what the

minister's department deals with are disputes
in one aspect or another between manage-
ment and labour, and by labour I mean in

most cases unionized labour. But no one

speaks very loudly for that part of the work-
force that is non-unionized and does not have
the power to fight for itself.

As a matter of fact, our friend Ed Finn
and other people who write on these matters

in the papers describe the disputes between

management and labour in the collective bar-

gaining process as a "power struggle, an eco-

nomic struggle between labour and manage-
ment. By labour and management, they mean
unionized labour and management. The poor
fellow who is non-unionized and has to

struggle along on the minimum wage has no

strong voice and is not even able to partici-

pate in the power struggle.

It is interesting to note, Mr. Chairman,
that Ontario, the richest province, the most

highly industrialized province, the one with
the highest volume of employment, the one
with the greatest range of employment op-
portunities, does not lead Canada in provid-

ing the highest minimum wage.

Alberta, for instance, has a minimum wage
of $1.90; in British Columbia it is $2 at

present, rising to $2.25 on Dec. 3 of this

year and to $2.50 in June, 1974. Manitoba
has a minimum wage of $1.90; in the North-
west Territories it is $2; and in the Yukon
it is $2. Ontario, of course, has a minimum
wage of $1.80. Other provinces are below this,

although Quebec is rising from $1.70 to $1.80
in November, to $1.90 in May 1974, and to

$2 in November, 1974.

Mr. Chairman, I think we should spend
some time talking about the minimum wage
in the Province of Ontario. I won't repeat all

the arguments about this province being the

richest, the most highly industrialized and so

on, but surely we can do better than $1.80

per hour.

It has been pointed out in one of the news-

paper editorials that the head of a household

with two children—a family of four—working
a 48-hour week, will only bring in, over the

period of a year, approximately $172 more
than a family of four on welfare. That, of

course, doesn't take into consideration the

taxes and other expenses he might have to

pay going to work and so on.

I think we can assume that in the Province
of Ontario we still have what I might refer

to as the work ethic; that if people have a

choice, they would rather work than not work.

I think most of us would agree that those

people who are on welfare are the unfor-

tunates of society, mainly those who are not

able to help themselves or to support them-
selves because of disability, broken homes or

mental or physical incapacitation.

But I think most of us would also agree
that those people who do put in a 40- or 48-

hour week are entitled to a reasonable living
standard. And in the Province of Ontario we
find that there are approximately half a mil-

lion men and women who are working at

this minimum wage, and therefore cannot

provide a decent living for their family. The
minister shakes his head. I gather that he
means "no" to that, but we will hear from
him later.

In one of the minister's publications, one
of the few emanating from his research direc-

tory, I saw one study that dealt with five

selected industries and the effect of the in-

crease in the minimum wage on those parti-

cular industries. As I recall, the study seemed
to indicate that the main efiFect was in the

needle trades, where most of the people em-

ployed in that industry were women, a num-
ber of whom were working to supplement
their husbands' incomes. I would think a lot

of their husbands were on the minimum wage
also.

Now it has been pointed out that even if

we raise the minimum wage to $2.75 for a

40-hour week, we wouldn't be that much
ahead of what we consider the cutoff be-

tween the poverty line and those who are

doing slightly better than that. I don't think

I'm in a position to go that far, Mr. Chair-

man, but I would suggest—

Mr. Deans: Woe betide that you should

go that far. I mean, after all, that may give
them enough to live on.

Mr. Reid: What I would suggest is that we
have to consider what is going to happen to

those marginal jobs that the minister talks

about, but I'd like to hear exactly what mar-

ginal jobs we are talking about. How many
people are going to be affected?
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The minister has a vast array in his re-

search department, 16 people who have back-

grounds in economics, statistics and Lord
knows what else—but surely in this province
we can afford a great deal more than we're

giving.

I would say that a minimum wage of $2.25
is still not being overly generous in this day
and age and particularly with the inflation

that we have, a large part of it caused by
this government and its retail sales tax in-

creased to 7 per cent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): A 40 per
cent increase.

Mr. Reid: A 40 per cent increase. Now, if

you were to give those people on the mini-
mum wage that kind of money-

Mr. Deans: Four thousand six hundred a

year.

Mr. Reid: —that would certainly be some-

thing. I'd like to know from the minister if

there's really anything that would prevent
him from raising the minimum wage to $2
by the end of December and to $2.25 by the
end of March.

Mr. Deans: Lack of desire.

Mr. Reid: Surely in this province we can
afford that at the very least. And I would like

to know—and not just be given vague reasons,
which we heard in response to questions re-

garding the minimum wage last week.

Let's have some hard facts and figures as
to how many people are going to be affected.

What might it do to certain industries such
as the tourist industry, the needle and thread

industry, and so on? How many people will

be affected?

And I would also add that from what I've
seen of the minister's own study, small and
restricted as it was, the increase in the mini-
mum wage really didn't cause any great dis-

ruptions in the number of people employed
or laid off.

I'd like also to mention just briefly the

four-day week. I hope that we can get into
some kind of policy discussion with the min-
ister, because sometimes he's hard to draw
out on these matters, but in the minister's

study in regard to selected characteristics of

compressed work schedules in Ontario—for
those of you who don't have an economic
background, that means a shorter work week,
one way or another—report No. 3, July of
1973.

^

Mr. Deans: Do you support that? Will you
support that?

Mr. Reid: I certainly will. I think we
should start with members of the Legislature,
as a matter of fact.

Mr. Deans: I thought some of you were

already on it.

Mr. Reid: Some of whom?

Mr. Deans: I thought some of you were

already on it.

Mr. Reid: According to the minister's own
report there are certain advantages of the

compressed or shorter work week among
which are improved employee morale and
better equipment utilization, happier em-

ployees, better production, more efficient use

of equipment.
The main disadvantage seems to be one of

fatigue, that in compressing the work week
to 40 hours—a four-day, 10-hour-a-day week
—it causes a certain amount of fatigue, but

again it may be something that employees
can get used to.

What bothers me about this particular re-

port is the comment on page 11 that says:

In reviewing the advantages and dis-

advantages, it should be remembered that

all the responses shown were made by
management.

The question that I'd like answered is—why
werent employees consulted, first of all?

Secondly, did it have any effect at all on

employment levels in those particular firms or

industries?

Mr. Deans: Maybe you could first of all

get to a five-day, 40-hour work week. Even
that would be a step in the right direction.

They are still working on a 48-hour week.

Just begin with a 40-hour week.

Mr. Reid: That would certainly help. You
see, this is the problem and this is where you
people get stuck with your union friends.

They are not concerned about the 40-hour
week.

Mr. Reid: I'd rather be stuck with my
union friends than my non-union friends.

Mr. Reid: It's the poor fellow who doesn't

have a strong union behind him to get these

benefits for him who becomes unstuck. And,
again, I think this is where the minister and
his department fall down.

Also with regard to this, Mr. Chairman,
I'd like to ask the minister for his considera-
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tion and ask his research people if they have
considered this. If so, I'd certainly be inter-

ested in seeing it.

With regard to lowering the retirement age
from 65 to 60, the minister may say this is

not in his competence or in his jurisdiction.

But I wonder how many jobs would be

opened up if people were able to retire at

age 60? How many jobs would be created;

how many employment openings would there

be; and how much job dissatisfaction among
those people starting at the bottom rung
would be dissipated, if people could take

their retirement at age 60 and so open those

avenues and those jobs for younger people,

people on their way up the employment lad-

der, who because of seniority and other pro-
visions such as that are not able to move into

these positions of competence and responsi-

bility?

Mr. Deans: Maybe the member could even

get the federal government to pay CPP and
OAP at that time.

Mr. Reid: I think if we can try to handle
this thing we can come up with all the

economic reasons and justifications that we
want. This is something that the minister

should be considering. I must say often I'm
at a loss to understand what the minister's

priorities are or what the priorities of his

department are.

Another point I want to make, and which
has been made to the Liberal caucus on a

number of occasions, is the very lengthy time

it often takes for an arbitration decision to

be handed down once the arbitrator has met
with those concerned in the agreement. I

haven't had an opportunity to check all the

cases that were raised with us. The one that

particularly sticks in my mind was the hospi-
tal dispute in which it was over a year and a

half, and at that point they had still not had

any decision from the arbitrator as to the final

decision that he was going to make.

There are other examples given to our

caucus, some of which I have noted. I won-
der if the minister can give me any good rea-

son why these arbitrations of disputes should

go on so long without a solution to them one

way or the other?

I'd also like to know what the minister's

approach and what his department's ap-
proach is to the problem—problem perhaps
isn't the word—to the situation involving
national unions versus international unions.

I'm not completely convinced that inter-

national unions are a big bogyman and
bad for the Canadian economy. I think they

have their good points and their bad points.
I wonder if this government, which is sup-

posedly so concerned about economic nation-

alism in Canada and in Ontario, has any posi-
tion vis-a-vis national unions as opposed to

international unions, and if there is any as-

sistance given to the union which is trying to

promote an all-Canadian union?

Mr. Chairman, I just want to make a few
brief comments about women in the labour

force and make a comment on how vigorously
or not the minister is pursuing this particular

item, which I think is very current and which
is very important in our society today. Women
are now a permanent and essential part of

the Ontario and Canadian labour force. The
old standby, stereotyped way of thinking of

a typical working woman as a marginal
worker, young, single and only out looking
for a husband is a myth. I might add that

part of this was written by one of our female

researchers, but I do agree with that senti-

ment anyway.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Is the

member in the market?

Mr. B. Cilbertson (Algoma): Are they after

the member?

Mr. Reid: I'm in the market for a work-

ing woman, I'll tell the House that.

In 1972, Mr. Chairman, there were

1,169,000 women in the Ontario labour force.

In other words, one out of every three

workers in Ontario is a woman. This is a

substantial increase from 10 years ago, when
women in the Ontario labour force numbered
692,000, or 29 per cent of the total.

The average working woman in 1972 in

Ontario was 37 years old. About 30 per cent

of employed women are under 25 years of

age; 40 per cent are between 25 and 44; and
30 per cent are 45 or over.

There has been a marked increase over the

last decade in the labour force participation
of married women. In 1962, 57 per cent of

women employed in Ontario were married.

By 1972, the married women's share of the

female labour force had increased to 61 per
cent. In 1972, 39 per cent of all wives in

Ontario were in the labour force, an increase

from 27 per cent in 1961 and 15 per cent
in 1951—a significant social phenomenon,
I would say.

In 1972, 39 per cent of all employed wo-
men in Ontario were supporting themselves

because they were either single, widowed,
divorced or separated. Many women are

forced to work in order to support husbands
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who are unemployed, disabled or still at

school. Many wives are also forced to work
in order to supplement their husbands* low
incomes—again, the minimum wage.

The 1969 Statistics Canada income esti-

mates indicate that the average income for

Canadian men was $5,559, and slightly more
than one-quarter of these men were earning
less than $3,000. The average for women, of

course, is correspondingly lower.

I might add at this point-and I will get
into this in more detail later—that women are
often discriminated against, particularly in

the way of fringe benefits and particularly
in those cases in regard to pensions. They
often have to serve longer and retire earlier

before they can draw a pension, which is

usually lower than the pension for a man
doing the equivalent job.

Women who are family heads are ex-

tremely disadvantaged. In 1967, 36 per cent
of all families headed by women were at or
below the poverty line. Welfare is often the

only alternative for women in these circum-
stances.

The primary reason for women earning so
much less than men is that generally they
are concentrated into low-status, low-paying
jobs. Occupational distribution figures for
Canada clearly show that women show up in
clerical and service industries. Women are

typecast into typically female occupations—72
per cent of all clerical workers and 59 per
cent of all service workers are women.

Mr. Chairman, I have some information
here on a survey done by the Metropolitan
Toronto Board of Trade in September, 1972,
which was described as confidential and only
for the use of the Board of Trade. These
figures showed gross discrepancies in the

average weekly salaries of male and female

employees in various industries. Because of
these differences it is no wonder that the

study is confidential.

I will give you just three or four examples
from this. In the retailing industry an inter-

mediate clerk, male, receives $120; the fe-
male receives $98, only 81 per cent of the
rate for the man doing the same job. In

publishing, an intermediate clerk receives

$110 if a male, $94 if the employee is a

female, or 85 per cent of what the man
receives. In the professional class a junior

clerk, if a male, receives $105; if a female,
$88, or only 83 per cent of the salary that a

a male in the same occupation receives.

Besides that, Mr. Chairman, we know that

the discrimination actually exists, but within

his department, under the Employment Stand-
ards Act and under the women's bureau, the

minister has machinery to investigate these

matters. In particular, he has people within
his branch whose duties, I understand, are to

go and audit without warning books and
accounts of different firms and businesses. I

am informed that they have done very little

of this in the last year; probably only enough
firms have been audited, it is my under-

standing, that can be counted on both hands.
In any case, they have not pursued this

responsibility vigorously, and as a result,

women in particular are being discriminated

against in the matter of pay because this

ministry has not taken the initiative and
carried out its responsibilities.

Mr. Chairman, we'll get into these matters
more in detail as we go through the various

estimates. I just want to make these few

preliminary opening remarks and suggest to

the minister that we would like to see his

department take the initiative in these matters
and become more active rather than reactive.

The minister, or his employees, admit to this

themselves on page 34 of the explanatory
material in describing the employment ad-

justment service. The booklet reads, and I

gather with the minister's imprimatur:

The employment adjustment service is

being established as a branch within the

ministry. It differs from many of the other

legislative activities in that its approach is

essentially pro-active rather than reactive.

We on this side would agree, Mr. Chairman.
We would hope that the minister would be-

come more vigorous, more active, rather than

reactive, in carrying out his responsibilities

to this Legislature and the people of Ontario.

Mr. Gilbertson: You don't really believe all

that, do you?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to add my
support to the period of time tacked on to

the end of these estimates so that we can

have a discussion of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board. We were promised this last

year, but if you can recall, at that time, in

early June, the Workmen's Compensation
Board members were occupied with other

matters. We didn't feel, in the final analysis,
that we could accommodate them. However,
this year I think it's important, particularly in

the light of the report on the Workmen's

Compensation Board, the change in the per-
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sonnel that has occurred and some of the

suggestions which all members would have

on how it should be operated.

I would just like to mention one thing at

this time, in case for some reason they should

become occupied in other ways again and it

would not be convenient for them to come
before us. They should make information on

complete case histories available to any group

acting on behalf of an injured workman.

I had the experience just last week of going
before the Workmen's Compensation Board
with a case that I had been asked to pick

up on the weekend from a student legal aid

group in Windsor. This group had acted on

this workman's behalf and found that at the

last moment they couldn't come down and

represent him.

I hadn't investigated the case myself, so I

had to go on data which they had collected

laboriously over the course of almost a year.
As it turned out, their data was wrong on at

least two key counts. Not so much wrong,

perhaps, as incomplete, which changed the

whole tenor of the case and the way in which
ic would have been argued on the basis of

the data presented—in terms of what the

board had to show in opposition—was com-

pletely wrong.

So tl e case, in the way it had been pre-
pared, and in the way in which it had been

presented before the local tribunal, was in-

correcdy turned down at that level. It's in-

teresting to note that the board asked: "Why
didn't you and the injured workman's con-
sultant"—who handed it over to the student

legal aid society in Windsor—"approach the

case from this angle?"

They indicated what could be done for the

workman. And the point was, in spite of

repeated letters, first from the injured work-
man's consultant, then from student legal aid,

there was no way that the board was co-

operating in providing the information which
would have pointed the way quite clearly as

to how this workman could be helped.

You and I, Mr. Chairman, or other mem-
bers of the House, can, when we have a

Workmen's Compensation Board query, simply
phone the board and say, "Send us a sum-

mary of the person's case." If that had hap-
pened in this case it would have been quite
clear how the workman could have been

helped.

The board, at least over the past year of its

operations, has taken the view, or appears
very much to have taken the view, that it

will not pass on that type of information to

groups in society which have organized them-

selves to help injured workmen. That should

change; and I might just remind the minister

—he is probably as aware of it as I am—that

the Unemployment Insurance Commission for

example, has in Toronto alone, I believe over

300 categories of groups, of which MPPs are

one and MPs are another, which can phone
on behalf of people having problems with

unemployment insurance and receive the same
treatment that an MP or an MPP would get
in terms of service and replies.

I'm not suggesting there would be 300

groups in the city of Toronto area capable
of helping injured workmen in the problems
which they have, but surely there are a few.

An injured workmen's consultant, or a student

legal aid branch of the university, or groups
such as that, when they request information

should readily be provided with the same in-

formation on a workman that we can get. If

that simply requires a letter from the work-

man authorizing that group to so have that

information released to them, that should be

all that's required to release that information.

I think that would go a long way, right

away, if that policy was implemented, to-

ward injured workmen receiving help in pro-

ceeding against what they think is an in-

justice.

In this particular case the man, although

injured in 1946, had never really been told

what the state of his health was deemed to be.

He assumed he had a blinded eye and he
was deemed to have eight per cent vision in

it. He didn't even know that.

I hope we have a full and complete discus-

sion, Mr. Minister, of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board and how we would hope it

would operate in its changing format and
with its changing personnel.

I want to say a few words, perhaps dwell
at some length Mr. Minister, on the sorry

plight of workers in hospitals and homes for

the aged in this province—sorry of course, in

relation to their salaries and their fringe
benefits.

Their problem, Mr. Minister, is one of

poverty. And this poverty has become a way
of life for thousands of these hospital and

homes-for-the-aged workers in the province.
When the working poor are mentioned—as
we've heard already in the discussion of the

estimates tonight; and hear constantly

throughout the estimates of the Ministry of

Community and Social Services, the reason

they can't increase benefits is because of the

working poor in this province—we are also

talking, quite clearly, about hospital workers.
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If it weren't for the hospital workers' dedica-

tion, their conscientiousness in their work

beyond the call of duty many of them, and

that their pride and self respect won't allow

them to do so, they would be better off, many
of them, on welfare.

The Economic Council of Canada recently
set a poverty line for a family of four at

$5,900, which the special Senate committee
on poverty looked at and said was too low by
$600. So we have a statement from the

Senate committee on poverty that the poverty
line for a family of four is in the vicinity of

$6,400 or $6,500. And there are tens of thou-

sands of full-time hospital workers in this

province, most of whom have families, who
earn less than this established poverty line.

The average male base rate, in a category
which includes cleaners, porters and general

servicemen, is in the vicinity of $5,500, with

basic rates as low as $5,000. The average
female rate is in the vicinity of $4,700 with

basic rates as low as $3,800. Both of them
are well below the poverty line, which in any
event is set at the minimum subsistence level.

Mr, Deans: That's really shocking; in the

Province of Ontario, youVe got to admit.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We are talking about a

single person, though.

Mr. Deans: Yes, but damn it all, they have
to eat too.

Mr. Bounsall: Only some of them are single

people. Many of them are personnel with
families. Not all of them can manage, be-

cause of their family, to have the husband
and wife working. So in many cases we're

talking about hospital workers where this is

their sole income. And many of them are

immigrants and new Canadians caught in this

situation.

McRuer in his report on civil rights said

that if any group of workers is denied the

right to strike—as hospital and homes-for-the-

aged workers are—then they should be com-

pensated for it. In other words, great care

should be taken, perhaps in legislation as

well, to ensure that they receive, in the way
of fringe benefits and salaries, compensation
for this lack of freedom. And the reverse

obviously has occurred for hospital and

homes-for-the-aged workers in Ontario. In

comparison with municipal workers and

school employees, they have consistently

fallen behind since the Hospital Labour Dis-

putes Arbitration Act went into operation in

1965.

Mr. Deans: And the government and the

ministry have been told about it time after

time and they do nothing.

Mr. Bounsall: Their position has consis-

tently deteriorated, Mr. Minister. In 1964, the

last year of free collective bargaining, the

average base rate in the leading hospital in

five cities was $24 less than the average

municipal base rate in those same cities. By
1972, the differential had risen from $24
to $47.50. That is, in eight years under the

operation of the Act, the hospital workers

and homes-for-the-aged workers, were twice

as far behind as previously. And on a per-

centage basis, the hospital workers still earn

35 to 60 per cent less in those five largest

communities, on the average, than do com-

parable municipal workers doing the same

type of jobs. So their sorry position is obvious.

Part of this is in the operation of the

arbitration Act itself—in the inbred compari-
son that occurs in determining in arbitration

what hospital workers should be paid. Their

salaries are by and large compared not with

municipal workers nor with employees doing
a similar job in our school systems, but with

other hospital workers. That's no way to

make a comparison aimed at seeing that their

financial situation is adjusted properly and

that they are compensated—and in no way
are they compensated—for the denial of their

right to strike.

However, there is one other point that's

interesting when one comes to look at hos-

pital workers' salaries. The wage levels in

the provincial hospitals, the psychiatric hos-

pitals, have tended historically to a certain

extent—and thank goodness for the workers,—
that they have to be based on the average of

the wages in comparable occupations through-
out the entire work force, and wages have

tended to keep pace with other rates in the

community. Of course, the general hospital
worker rates have fallen behind.

I can cite one comparison: At Toronto

General Hospital, which is one of the highest

paying hospitals in the province, the average
of the starting rates for seven different job
classifications for 1972 was more than $17 a

week less than the average starting rate for

the same seven positions in the Ontario psy-
chiatric hospitals. That is a differential of

almost $900 a year between one of the high-
est paid general hospitals in our province and

the rate which is applicable throughout all

the Ontario psychiatric hospitals.

In addition, of course, the psychiatric hos-

pital workers make the same pay irrespective
of their location, be it St. Thomas or Smiths
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Falls or what-have-you, whereas the general

hospital workers earn, on the whole, on the

average much less than the Toronto General

worker. The differential, therefore, between

those workers and the psychiatric workers is

much greater than $900 a year.

When one looks again at some of the com-

parison figures, one finds unconscionably

large variations among the non-government

hospitals across the province.

In 1972, taking one classification, male

cleaners, the average in five hospitals in

Hamilton was $5,833; five hospitals in Ottawa

$5,277, almost $600 less; four hospitals in

Sudbury $5,044, almost $800 less than the

average for that classification in Hamilton;

and four hospitals in northeastern Ontario

$4,663, $1,170 less than the average in

Hamilton.

One might say there must be some ex-

planation for the disparities in these averages
but they are not based on cost of living dif-

ferences because cost of living differences of

that magnitude or in that direction do not

exist among the four areas I have mentioned.

In fact, Sudbury, which is almost $800 less

than Hamilton, has the second highest in-

come level in the Province of Ontario. If one

was using the average community wage as a

criterion, Sudbury should have been higher
than Hamilton, not $800 less.

With respect to hospitals in the same city,

one can get variations of $10 to $15 a week

throughout all classifications. I think these

disparities are indefensible.

We could say, "What can be done? What
should the ministry do?" I have a few sug-

gestions to the minister which I think are

very important or this situation of poverty for

our hospital workers is going to continue and
dissatisfaction become more widespread than

it is.

The first important thing I think that must
be done is the establishment of province-wide

bargaining for hospital workers — no matter

how complicated it might be to get oJff the

ground initially. If not province-wide bar-

gaining, there must be at least regional bar-

gaining or a movement to regional bargain-

ing as the first step or the one step between
that and province-wide bargaining. This

would at least eliminate the vast disparities.

Province-wide bargaining occurs in five of

our provinces in Canada, British Columbia,
Alberta, Saskatchewan, Quebec and New
Brunswick. Province-wide bargaining is estab-

lished here for the Ontario Provincial Police

and for the Hydro workers and appears to

work to the satisfaction, by and large, of all

concerned. I would urge, therefore, that prov-
ince-wide bargaining to eliminate this type of

disparity among all hospital workers be the

immediate goal of your ministry.

The second point that I'd like to mention
would be to remove hospital workers' salaries

completely from the restrictions of the hos-

pital budgets.

An Hon. member: Hear, hear.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Absolutely

right on.

Mr. Deans: Get rid of that ridiculous ceil-

ing that you established that sets the wages
down in an inflationary period. Don't just sit

there and look at it.

Mr. Bounsall: However bargaining is done

with hospital workers, it would work best on

a province-wide basis that the bargaining
should be done with the salary payroll com-

pletely independent of the local hospital.
That is, the hospital receives its budget after

agreement has been reached as to the salaries

its workers are going to receive, and that

apart from paying it out on a local basis,

which is probably still a good way to ad-

minister the salary, that salary is set and the

individual hospital administrator does not

have a say in the salary of the hospital work-

ers there. There is no question, with only a

five per cent increase allowed by the Minister

of Health (Mr. Potter) in hospital budgets
this year, that it certainly affected and put
an upper ceiling on what hospital workers

could get from their hospital administrator,

whether or not that was right. Hospital wages
and salaries take up 70 per cent of the oper-

ating costs of a hospital. Then you have the

Minister of Health going around to hospital
workers saying, "Well, look, you know, if you
want to economize a bit you are not limited

by any five per cent. A five per cent increase

limit to hospitals really does not say that

you're limited to five per cent." The hospi-

tals, he said, are spending too much money
on other things. But he has not told the ad-

ministrators of the hospitals that they must
take that attitude, and you've then got less

than a five per cent increase proposed in

this year because of the tightness in the

budget by hospital administrators all over

this province.

Mr. Foulds: How can you put up with such
discrimination forced on you by one of your

colleagues?

Mr. Bounsall: This is a year where the

consumer price index has risen by approxi-
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mately seven per cent and food prices by
close to 15 per cent. Believe me, on this

small a salary food costs take up a large pro-

portion of the hospital worker's budget. I

would hope, Mr. Minister, that you would
use the good graces of your oflBce when you
talk within the cabinet to argue for removal
of hospital workers' salaries from the budget
restrictions that any hospital would have
laid on it.

What happened this year, under the five

per cent restrictive guideline, which hospital
administrators told all hospital workers and

negotiators were told couldn't go above?
You saw negotiations broken off immediately
you got to the mandatory items and arbitra-

tion needed to proceed. It has proceeded in

virtually every contract situation.

Mr. Minister, I can see only one alterna-

tive to achieving the proper level of hospi-
tal wages other than this plan, and I don't
think that in the long term it is nearly as

acceptable. That would be to allow a much
higher percentage increase to be established
in hospital budgets, like seven or eight or
nine per cent—but that just further escalates

the health costs unnecessarily, I believe—or
to dictate to the hospitals what their figures
and their scales might be with whatever

budget restriction is placed on them by the
Minister of Health. I don't think it makes
very good sense to force other economics on
them. Let's take the whole salary situation
and the whole settlement of salaries out of
the hands of the local hospitals.

We have the Ontario Provincial Police and
we have Hydro workers agreeing to a prov-
ince-wide contract, all with identical salaries.

In government psychiatric hospitals, irrespec-
tive of where they're placed, the workers are
all paid identical salaries. It should be done
in the non-government hospital area. That
designation of them is rather an anachronism
now when most of their support and funding
comes purely from the government. Some
means must be found to remove hospital
workers from hospital budget restrictions and
to pay them a wage equal or better than the

permanent workers in other government juris-
dictions because they've had the right to

strike denied them.

There were some amendments made to the

Hospital Labour Disputes Arbitration Act last

December but in the long run it did very
little, however to shorten the delays in hospi-
tal decisions. If the minister has some specific

examples or some average examples of

shortened arbitration decisions since Decem-
ber, I would be interested to hear them. In

looking at the Act and how it normally
operates it did eliminate seven days between
the no-board report and the beginning of

arbitration and it removed the conciliation

stage, which wasn't being used anyway. Apart
from that, there's not much direct time-

shortening that can be seen.

The minister was allowed to issue what-
ever order he considered necessary to ensure
a decision without delay, but this assumes
that the minister is going to fire an arbitrator

if he doesn't move along or to harry him
into giving a decision. I don't think that's

really the way the minister, or any minister,

would see himself operating with respect to

an appointed arbitrator. It puts the minister

in an awkward situation.

Mr. Foulds: This minister is always in an

awkward position.

Mr. Bounsall: True, the award could auto-

matically take effect within five days of the

decision being handed down, but it's appro-

priate only in the exceptional case where the

management has refused to execute the

agreement.

There are a couple of other things that

concern me about the proposed fiat of the

compulsory arbitration Act under which hos-

pital workers must work. There's the limit

of the agieement. A two-year limit has been

placed on the term of the agreement, begin-

ning with either the date of the notice to

bargain or the determination date of the

previous agreement, but this applies to situ-

ations where the award is handed down more
than a year after the expiry of the previous
contract.

This provision, allowing a two-year period
to be back-dated to the notice or the deter-

mination date, really takes place when a full

year has gone by before the award comes
down and has the effect of spreading a one-

year increase to hospital workers over a two-

year period. It's that type of thing which had
led in the past to the present economic hard-

ship position, particularly relative to workers
in other comparable jurisdictions.

If they're not past the one-year situation,
the duration of the award according to the

statute is one year from the date the decision

is rendered, whereas, at least under the old

Act, as the minister knows, before he amend-
ed it last December the duration could have
been—it usually wasn't in those cases, but it

could have been—one year from the expiry of

the previous agreement, rather than one year
from the date of the rendering of the decision.

In addition, in terms of arriving at regional
bargaining or province-wide bargaining or
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bargaining on a trial basis within a given

county or a given region established by the

Minister of Municipal Affairs, with the date

one year from the time the decision is ren-

dered, this tends to have the effect of

spreading the dates of agreements all over

the calendar. Of course, again there is no

guarantee of retroactivity and in many cases

a worker gets a one-year wage increase

spread out over a period approximating two

years.

In speaking of the hospital workers in this

way, most of the things I have said, if not

all, apply also to the registered nurses in this

province. Of course, they do make a salary
that is higher than hospital workers of the

category I have been mainly referring to, but

in no way do they make a queenly sum-

Mr. Foulds: Or even adequate.

Mr. Bounsall: Or even adequate, right.

Certainly, on the average, it is lower than
the salary of most people trained at the post-

secondary education level for the same period
of time it takes to train a registered nurse.

Mr. Foulds: Good point.

Mr. Bounsall: The third thing that needs
to be done, I would say, is to repeal the

Hospital Labour Disputes Arbitration Act, to

re-establish free collective bargaining and rid

them of compulsory arbitration. If province-
wide bargaining is established and if the base

and incremental pay rates are established at

least equal to or more than equivalent work-
ers in other jurisdictions, we might consider

that compulsory arbitration is acceptable. But

only if those two conditions are met, can you
really sit down and say hospital workers are

happily being employed in this province with

this Act hanging around their necks.

Mr. Foulds: And only if the ministry's pol-

icy continues to be enlightened.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes. I would say that this

Act needs repealing. As I say, we might look

at it if those two other important considera-

tions occur in this province; but it needs

repealing not because workers in hospitals or

homes for the aged are strike-happy—far from

it—but because, with a very few exceptions,

compulsory arbitration as we have known it

has led directly to their current poverty situa-

tion. It has been the arbitration Act and the

arbitrations thereunder that have led to this

worsening of the situation since it was

brought in—and the changes of last December
have done very little to alleviate it.

Looking at the strike situation, and we
have argued this situation in the House many
times before, there have been more strikes,

illegal though they are, in Ontario, since the

Act was introduced than there was before

the Act was introduced. There are provinces
in this country in which hospital workers still

have the right to strike—British Columbia,
Manitoba and Nova Scotia—and none of those

provinces has had strikes in recent years.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Quebec.

Mr. Bounsall: I didn't include Quebec.

Mr. Foulds: For a very good reason. They
are sharper than you are.

Mr. Bounsall: There are three provinces
where they have the right to strike, and
there have been no strikes in recent years.
There is no reason to assume, with free col-

lective bargaining taking the place of com-

pulsory arbitration, that a good solution

would not be arrived at.

One newspaper account always comes to

my mind when I talk about hospital workers'

salaries, Mr. Chairman. It is a report I read

in a Toronto newspaper two or three years

ago that put the point of the hospital worker

very much in focus. It said that the city of

Toronto pays more to the people who look

after the animals in the Toronto zoo than

hospital workers are able to earn in our

hospitals to take care of people. I think that

is a disgraceful situation, and there are a lot

of things—I have mentioned three—we should

do to ensure that hospital workers are not in

their current situation.

I want to touch on another point, perhaps

very briefly; a spokesman for the Liberal

Party talked on this, and I had great diflBculty

following him. There is no legislation in this

province, Mr. Chairman, that prevents some-

one from working a three- or a four-day week

per se. The Employment Standards Act simply

says you cannot work more than eight hours

a day or 48 hours a week. Without the per-

mission of the worker, this doesn't preclude a

three- or a four-day week being worked if

the worker and the company wish to work

it, but what is important here is a reduction

of that 48-hour work week to a 40-hour week

in this province, so that no one can be re-

quired to work, unless he so agrees, more

than eight hours a day or 40 hours a week.

That is a very key provision as far as I

see it. We are not the first province to imple-
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ment that. If we implement it, we are lag-

ging behind other provinces in Canada by
not having a 40-hour week on our provincial

statutes, and this has very great effects in

those industries which have workers being

required to work a lot of overtime. And it's

this provision in the Act, at 48 hours, and

an interpretation by the labour relations

board, that has caused so much concern and
dissatisfaction in areas of the province.

As you know, Mr. Minister, the Act says

that no worker will be required to work more
than at the present time, eight hours a day or

48 per week. We would very much like to

see that reduced to 40. But an interpretation

by the board has stated that unless that pro-
vision occurs in the contract—if it's an or-

ganized area—or a reference is made to volun-

tary overtime in the contract, the bargaining

agent has agreed beforehand, without ever

mentioning it, that any amount of overtime

can be asked of the employee.

It's a very weird decision, as I see it,

from the board. One of the most twisted,

involuted I have ever seen. And it has direct-

ly led to the inclusion of voluntary overtime

as a major bargaining point in the UAW
contracts which are coming up around this

province. Chrysler went on strike with this

being one of the main stumbling blocks; it

wasn't a long strike—it only lasted a week—
but by far and away, this was over voluntary

overtime, so that no worker could be forced

to work over 48 hours a week. Not having
mentioned it in the contract before, they were
deemed to have agreed to any amount of

overtime. It was a key provision. And in many
other fronts they sacrificed a lot of things
which would normally be mentioned in the

contract to get that provision in.

The Ford Motor Co. in Oakville, as you
very well know, is a company which has

consistently, over the last five or six years,

in spite of the Ontario statute which says,

"You are not required to work more than 48,"

required its workers, because they didn't have

it in their contract, to work many, many more
hours than that.

It's very unusual for a Ford worker to

easily get Sunday off, as well as to work any
less than 10 hours a day at the Ford Motor
Co. Their contract is coming up. I don't be-

lieve it is signed yet. This is still the major

stumbling block, and there may well be a

long strike at the Ford Motor Co. at Oak-

ville, because of this interpretation by the

labour relations board of this particular

statute.

Now, any reasonable man, I think, would

say that if there is an Ontario statute, and
it doesn't specifically say it must be covered

again in the union contract, the statute would

supersede the contract. But it appears, from

your interpretation, not to be the case.

Mr. Chairman: Would the hon. member for

Windsor West find it a convenient time now
to break off at this point?

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, I can break off right at

this point, Mr. Chairman, if you wish.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House begs to report progress
and asks leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Which one

will we start with tomorrow?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House, I

would like to announce that tomorrow we will

start with item No. 5. Then if we were to

conclude that debate before the bell, so

tomorrow we would return to the considera-

tion of the estimates of the Ministry of La-

bour. And then on Thursday I would hope
that we would proceed with the items on the

order paper, Nos. 6, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and

not necessarily in that order.

Mr. Speaker, I move the adjournment of

the House.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Before you

put that, if I may, Mr. Speaker, would it

not be more convenient not only for the hon.

minister, but particularly for the hon. minister

and his staff, and the rest of us, if we were

to proceed right into these estimates and

clean them up tomorrow, if possible, rather

than go into the budget?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I think not.

I think the arrangement for the fifth order has

been made and announced. I think prepara-

tions—as far as I understand it—in that re-

gard have been made, and I feel duty-bound
to call it that way.
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Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker, I Mr. Deans: Okay,
just want to clearly understand. Does the hon.

i. , ,t7 1 1 ^ i

minister intend to proceed all day with the ,^°''-
^'- Winkler moves the adjournment

budget debate? o^ t^^ House.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, if there are

sufficient speakers, yes. The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

NATIONAL TRANSIT
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

Hon. W. G. Davis ( Premier ) : Mr. Speaker,

yesterday during the question period I was
asked a number of questions by the hon.
member for York South (Mr. MacDonald)
who, I am sure, will be here very shortly.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): I am
sorry.

Hon. Mr. Davis: That's a very colourful
suit. The questions were concerning the in-

volvement of the federal government in the
Ontario Transportation Development Corp. I

would like to report today, Mr. Speaker, to

the members of the House that my colleague,
the Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr.
Bennett), met with eight federal ojQBcials

yesterday who brought with them the mes-

sage from the government of Canada that

Ottawa would like to enter into discussions

as to the appropriate ways to participate with
Ontario and the other provinces in develop-
ing a Canadian transit industry.

I am particularly pleased at the govern-
ment of Canada's reaction to our initial pro-
posals and I am gratified by Mr. Basford's

acknowledgement of our leadership and con-
tribution in the transit field. I would Hke to

state that the government's position remains
the same: That we are seeking opportunities
for all parts of this country to participate in

the development of a transit industry and
will co-operate to the fullest extent to ensure
this national approach is taken.

Mr. Speaker, earlier this year Mr. Bennett
had several conversations with, and made
representations to the Minister of Industry,
Trade and Commerce in Ottawa, the Hon.
Mr. Gillespie. At that time we set out our
position and our expectations as to the ac-
tions of the Ontario Transportation Develop-
ment Corp. We agreed yesterday to discuss
the matter further with Ottawa.

Tuesday, October 23, 1973

There are two basic issues as we see them

initially. First, the method of involvement by
the provinces and the federal government in

an urban transportation development corpora-

tion; and second, our own commitment to

Ontario municipalities to provide an inter-

mediate transit facility. Any agreement that

is reached with the federal government must

carry with it a timetable which allows us to

meet our commitments to the municipalities.
We welcome the federal statement of interest

in our programme and are hopeful because
of Mr. Basford's statement that "the launch-

ing of consultations (between the provinces)
at this time seeks to build on the initiatives

taken in recent months by the Province of

Ontario, whose leadership in the field has

become the envy of authorities everywhere."
That is a quote from Mr. Basford, not my
own terminology.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And where he also says,
and I am quoting again: "... too often in

the past our governments have been in com-

petition with one another in their attempts
to cope with important problems which have

national, regional and local facets . . ."—we

hope this will lead to a positive and co-

operative effort in the transit field.

Mr. Speaker, we are very sincere in stating
that Ontario will enter into these discussions

in an attempt to develop a strong co-

operative transit sector in this country.

ASSISTANCE TO PUBLISHING
INDUSTRY

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, a brief

statement on the publishing industry. I

should like to advise the House of further

action being taken by the government with

respect to the recommendations of the royal
commission on book publishing. This action

will afford additional assistance to the pub-

lishing industry in Ontario, including authors,

and will provide an added stimulus to an

industry which makes a crucial contribution

to the overall cultural development of this

province and Canada.
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Hon. members will recall, Mr. Speaker,
that the royal commission, which was ap-
pointed in December, 1970, had a broad

mandate to study and make recommendations
on the publishing industry. In response to

the commission's interim reports, a number
of measures have already been taken to pro-
vide assistance to the industry, including
financial assistance through a loan plan ad-

ministered by the ODC, with the government
subsidizing the interest on these loans; and
the Paperback and Periodical Distributors Act

which limits non-resident ownership in busi-

nesses that provide paperbacks and period-
icals for retail sale.

A careful study of the royal commission's

final report which was issued in December,
1972, has now been completed. The study,
undertaken by an interministerial committee,
was co-ordinated by the Ministry of Colleges
and Universities.

Mr. Speaker, in assessing the royal com-
mission's recommendations, we have been

conscious of the fundamental importance to

the cultural life of this province of a healthy,
Canadian-owned book publishing industry.
We have recognized that the industry pro-
vides a medium of enormous influence for

the expression of those traditions, ideals, in-

sights, values and aspirations from which the

fabric of our cultural life is woven.

For these reasons this industry must be
considered in the context of Ontario's overall

cultural mosaic, not in isolation. You will

recall, Mr. Speaker, and I am sure the mem-
bers will, that the commission itself took this

broad view.

We have also been guided by our desire

to avoid duplication of existing programmes;
to use existing government structures; and to

stimulate the maximum amount of industry

self-help with the minimum of government
intervention.

Mr. Speaker, in the area of trade, or

non-educational publishing, government assist-

ance is currently provided to publishers,

journals and periodicals, industry organiza-
tions and individual writers through the

grants programme of the Province of Ontario

Council for the Arts. It is our intention,

Mr. Speaker, to provide now additional

funds to the arts council to enable it to

expand this programme.

With respect to the publishing of educa-
tional books, we believe it is of vital im-

portance to ensure a continuing supply of

Canadian books that meet the needs of the

students of this province. Consequently, we
will establish a learning materials develop-

ment fund in the Ministry of Education.

Commencing in the fiscal year 1974-1975,
this fund will be used to stimulate the de-

velopment of books and other learning
materials as well as to assist in the produc-
tion of these materials.

Financial assistance to the publishing in-

dustry will continue to be provided by the

ODC through the existing loan plan, and
will be based in each case on an assessment

of a reasonable expectation of performance.

Within the framework I have outlined, the

Ministry of Colleges and Universities will

develop the government's response with re-

spect to the commission's more detailed

recommendations.

In conclusion, Mr. Speaker, I should like

to reaffirm the government's commitment
to maintaining a viable Canadian publishing

industry in this province and to emphasize

again our determination to ensure for the

people of Ontario that this industry is

capable of continuing to make a contribution

to our education system and to our culture.

The government's response to the interim

and final reports of the Royal commission

on book publishing point the direction and

provide a foundation for these aims to be
achieved.

ONTARIO YOUNG TRAVELLERS
PROGRAMME

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, I'd like to announce today a

new programme of financial assistance to

help classes of students in grades 7 and
8 throughout northern Ontario to visit the

provincial capital. This programme is called

Ontario Young Travellers and will make it

considerably easier for students, located long
distances from Toronto, to spend at least two

days in this city and to benefit from the

unique educational and cultural facilities

that are available here.

Classes of grade 7 and 8 pupils in schools

located north of a line running from
Mattawa through Callander and along the

French River will qualify for subsidies in

this first year of the project. The subsidies

in the Ontario Young Travellers programme
are based on the estimated bus transporta-
tion costs from the school to Toronto, and
the greater the distance to be travelled,

the greater the subsidy. Students from schools

located more than 600 miles from the city

will receive extra funds to compensate for

the fact that they will have to have over-

night accommodation on their way to and
from Toronto.
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Under this new programme, a class of

32 pupils from Thunder Bay, accompanied

by the teacher and two other adult

chaperones will receive a subsidy of about

$1,800 for the 1,700-mile round trip. The

same-sized group visiting from Kapuskasing,

which is a round trip of just under 1,100

miles, would receive about $800.

The subsidies are not intended to pay
for the entire cost of the trip, Mr. Speaker.

As with students from southern Ontario who
visit the provincial capital, classes will be

expected to raise their own funds to pay
for accommodation, meals and admissions.

Mr. Speaker, the Ontario Young Travellers

programme is a pilot project to which we
have allotted up to $100,000 for the present

school year. We believe it will help en-

rich the education of many hundreds of

northern Ontario young people by sig-

nificantly reducing the financial barriers

which have traditionally prevented them

from visiting our capital city and, perhaps,

Mr. Speaker, in particular this Legislature

which will be a required part of visits un-

der the Ontario Young Travellers pro-

gramme.
Last year, almost 50,000 Ontario students

visited this Legislature; about 300,000

toured the Ontario Science Centre; 165,000

went to the Royal Ontario Museum; 88,000
learned about outer space in the McLaughlin
Planetarium next door; and 12,000 visited the

Art Gallery of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, these and other educational

facilities are within relatively easy reach of

about 80 per cent of Ontario pupils. The
Ontario Young Travellers programme is for

the 20 per cent who are not within easy
reach of these facilities.

We expect, Mr. Speaker, teachers to tie

in the visits with their classes' regular

studies in such subjects as history, geography
and social studies. My ministry will provide

practical assistance also in helping classes

arrange itineraries and other details.

Schools and school boards in the north

will receive full details within the next few

days about the Young Travellers programme,

including instructions on how to apply for

a subsidy. Applications for subsidies will be

treated in the order in which they are re-

ceived.

Mr. Speaker, this programme is a major

step in helping to reduce the long distances

in miles between the citizens of the north

and the capital city of their province. It

is another tangible reflection of the govern-
ment's willingness to act upon the particular

concerns and needs of northern Ontario,

and I am sure that the programme will be

enthusiastically endorsed.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Why
didn't the secretary in charge of youth (Mrs.

Birch) make the announcement instead of

the announcement she made yesterday?

PROPOSALS ON MUNICIPAL
FINANCING

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, on

behalf of the Treasurer (Mr. White), I wish

to table a position paper on public finance

which he presented to the National Tri-

Level Conference in Edmonton yesterday.

The proposals in Ontario's paper repre-

sent a major policy initiative by our govern-
ment and I draw the attention of members
to the three important undertakings which
the Treasurer is making concerning municipal

financing in Ontario:

1. Ontario pledges that financial transfers

to local governments will grow at the same
rate as its own total revenues;

2. Ontario undertakes to increase munic-

ipal borrowiing capabilities and adoptions
are now being examined with the Municipal
Liaison Committee and

3. Ontario promises that new federal un-

conditional grants and tax sharing to Ontario

will be passed through to local governments
dollar for dollar.

I repeat, we will increase provincial grants
to municipalities by 100 cents for every new
dollar of federal unconditional grants and

tax sharing.

This is part of our continuing and acceler-

ating programme of local government reform.

The Treasurer is inviting federal and munic-

ipal delegates at the conference to support
this approach to more equitable revenue

sharing.

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): A
real leader of the Ontario government, a real

leader.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

PROPOSALS ON MUNICIPAL
FINANCING

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): I would like to ask a question of the

Chairman of the Management Board, Mr.
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Speaker, relevant to the statement that he

just tabled on behalf of the Treasurer.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): This should
be good.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is it implied-

Mr. Roy: This should be good.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Turn around and tell him to shut

up.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is it implied in his state-

ment that if the federal government were to

respond to this invitation to increase un-
conditional grants to the municipalities
through the provinces, the province in turn
would remove the conditions from its grants
which are presently being paid to the munic-

ipalities? Secondly, does the government still

maintain its position enunciated about six

months ago by the Treasurer, that the gov-
ernment of Canada should cut its income
taxes by a cool billion dollars at the same
time as calling on the government of Canada
to increase its support of municipalities?

Mr. Yakabuski: Money coming out of their

ears.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Those questions are

germane to the statement that has been made
and I will await the return of the Treasurer
to answer them.

Mr. Lewis: It is beyond this minister's

capacity to reply. That's what those state-

ment are. He doesn't know the answers.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, if you
would allow me to direct the questions to

the Premier since the Chairman of Manage-
ment Board feels they are germane—surely
they must have been discussed at Manage-
ment Board, or certainly in the Premier's

presence before the decision was made—could
he perhaps respond to the question?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, perhaps the
member for Brant might just repeat the

questions briefly so that I can respond
accurately.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): The Premier
wasn't listening, eh?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Didn't he pay attention?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I was listening to the
member for Ottawa whatever it is who was
interested in his leader's question.

Mr. Roy: I'm always interested.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker-

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Does the
Premier not know where Ottawa East is?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Now I know what the

question was, I will deal with the subject

part of the question first.

Mr. Lewis: They are dropping out at one
a day.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I notice the member
for-

Mr. Lewis: Whoever wins it will be by
default.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I notice the member for

York Centre (Mr. Deacon)—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —isn't here. Maybe he is

having a press conference for the same pur-

pose.

Mr. Lewis: How would the Premier know?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I notice in the press he
has 400 delegates committed. Having gone
through that experience, the member might
convey to him he should be very cautious

in his analysis of what the outcome will be.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would be satisfied to

win by 8.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly. Listen, one is

suflBcient.

Mr. Lewis: Even 44.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Forty-four was more than

sufiicient. I forget what I was going to say,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A germane answer to a

germane question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, it wasn't. It was a

germane question. The answer may or may
not be germane. I would only say, Mr.

Speaker, the Treasurer has indicated to the

Tri-Level Conference two things: First, that

the Province of Ontario is prepared—and I

think this came as a pleasant surprise to the

municipal delegates—if there are uncondi-

tional grants made available to the munic-

ipalities from the federal government, to en-

sure these would be passed through to the

municipalities. There would be no question
of this taking place.

On the other question as to whether or not

our own grants would become less condi-

tional I would say, Mr. Speaker, that if the
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member for Brant will recall the Treasurer's

budget speech, he stated, I think, a number
of specifics where deconditionalization was

already taking place-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is almost 15 per cent

of the total—less than dramatic.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and areas where he

would be discussing with the Municipal Liai-

son Committee further deconditionalization

of grants.

I think it is fair to state in answer to the

member's question that, as a general policy
—and there will be some exceptions to this

I am sure—we wish to have unconditional

grants to the municipalities.

As far as the latter part of the question is

concerned, as to the substantial revenues

available to the federal government, which
are not being used, perhaps, as wisely as we

might if we had the funds available to us, I

don't think the Treasurer's position has

changed on that issue very much.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: For clarification on this

germane matter then, the Province of On-
tario calls for a substantial increase in the

payments from the government of Canada

directly to the municipalities as well as a

billion-dollar decrease in federal revenues to

spur economic activity?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, yes, I think

the Province of Ontario is suggesting to the

federal government that one way to rational-

ize the tax problems of Canada—and we have
made this position known now for a period
of years and will continue until there is a

rationalization—is that there should be fed-

eral moneys made available to the provinces
to pass on to the municipalities.

As to the exact amounts the Treasurer has

suggested by way of reduction in taxation, 1

can only say, Mr. Speaker, it is obvious to

us that there are very substantial revenues

flowing into the federal Treasury which, il

passed on to the provinces, we probably can

utilize more in the people's interests than is

at present being done.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Wouldn't the Premier

agree—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I can only make this ob-

servation in answer to what I am sure will

be a supplementary question: Why the mem-
ber for Brant is taking up the case for the

federal Grits at this precise moment, when
they aren't helping him an awful lot for this

Saturday and Sunday, I can't understand.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would consider their

assistance under these circumstances to be

the kiss of death.

Hon. Mr. Davis, Mr. Speaker, does the

Leader of the Opposition want me to answer
that? I agree with him.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask the

Premier a further question in this regard.
Since the taxing authority of the government
of Canada raised 40 cents out of every dollar

that is presently spent by the province, how
can this administration recommend to the

government of Canada that it both reduce its

tax levels and increase its expenditures?

Surely there is something approaching irre-

sponsibility in trying to have both sides of

that question at once.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can only

say the member for Brant certainly has be-

come more moderate in the last 48 hours.

Two days ago he wouldn't have said "ap-

proaching irresponsibility." He would have
said it was irresponsible.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is because the Premier

is so friendly today. He is not foreboding.

Mr. Lewis: He is the soul of reason.

Hon. Mr. Davis: He is the soul of reason.

I would only say this, that what we have
been asking for is a rationalization obviously
of the tax structure.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: For them to collect more

money for this government.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think it is obvious to us

once again that one can suggest that another

level of government take a look at its prior-
ities. Within the context of the total revenues

flowing to the federal government, they could
in some reassessment of priorities—and we
would be delighted to help them in assessing
them—decide that more moneys could be pro-
vided to the provinces to assist the municipal-
ities.

EXPORT BY HYDRO
OF ELECTRICAL POWER

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a jFurther question
of the Premier, Mr. Speaker.

Was he consulted by Ontario Hydro before

it made a submission to the National Energy
Board requesting permission to increase the

export of electrical power to the United States

by one-third? Does he agree with the con-

tention of Ontario Hydro that this should be

done; or does he feel that the basis of the
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exportation of coal from the United States

to Canada, where we bum it and suflFer the

problems of the eflfluents produced only to

ship back the clean power, is something less

than in the national and indeed the provincial
interests?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think that

question would be more properly directed to

the Minister of Energy who has been dealing
with this in some detail.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, with your

permission, I would do so.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): The answer to the first part of the

question is yes, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The government was con-

sulted?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We were consulted.

We did not actually have to be, because this

is merely an expansion of an existing permit
which runs out in 1975. I think there is some

feeling, on the part of Hydro and Hydro's
lawyers and on the part of the government's
lawyers, that really the change in the permit
wasn't all that necessary. It's a technicality

relating to the equi-change. In lay language,
the original permit, which now goes back to

1961-

Mr. Lewis: To 1964.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Ten years, I think

was the total permit. The original permit
said you can export "X" and you can import
"Y." It has been interpreted by the board,

rightly or wrongly, that "Y" has to come off

"X." We would have said that "X" stays as

it was. This is part of the argument before

the board, but it is not perhaps the only argu-
ment.

In reply to the second part of the question,

yes, were very conscious of the fact of the

environmental concerns. The fact is that the

history of interchange of power between
Canada and the United States is a long one,

particularly between the US and Ontario

Hydro. Up until a few years ago, I'm told,

we received more hydro, particularly during
the winter months, such as in December,
from the United States than we shipped back
to them during the summer months. There is

no question that there is some power shortage
in the United States. There has been a short-

age there this summer, while we have had a

very good summer in terms of high water.

One of the few benefits of high water is

that our dams have worked well and Hydro

production therefore has been up. And the

outstanding success of Pickering has made it

possible, with permission, for Ontario Hydro
to export more power at a very good price,
I might say, which lowers the cost of power
or has the effect of reducing the cost of ever-

increasing electrical power to the consumers
of Ontario.

We are not unmindful of the environmental

arguments. They are very much to the fore-

front and certainly before Hydro renews its

application and starts on a new permit, which
would presumably be sometime before Jan.

1, 1976, those implications will have to be

very carefully thought through.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have two supple-
mentaries. Can the minister indicate to the

House what the increased importation of coal

would be to meet this new commitment, if it

is granted? Secondly, did Hydro cost the

environmental damage that would be expected

by burning this additional bituminous fuel

and compared with the expected $4 million

increase in revenue that would be associated

with it?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: If there is an environ-

mental problem, of course, the coal-fired

plant just doesn't run. So it is not necessary
that the coal-fired plant is continually mon-
itored by the air management people of the

Ministry of Environment, if there is a

problem. Provided the other power is avail-

able in sufficient quantities then Lakeview is

reduced to practically nothing. So in that case

there can be no environmental damage. On
the other hand I am quite well aware of the

arguments which are being made by Pollution

Probe and others in the hearings which began
today.

We gave full notice of Hydro's application
in my speech to the directors of the Canadian

National Exhibition two months ago. We said

that Hydro was making this application be-

cause, quite frankly, we welcomed debate on

this rather important matter and I hope the

board gives it a full hearing. I think perhaps
it is not so important in terms of what

happens to this permit, which only has an-

other year to go. But it is very important I

think in terms of Ontario policy and national

policy for the future.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-

position—of the New Democratic Party.

Mr. Lewis: All right. No, you needn't go

any further, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: I move his salary be
reduced.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Is

it not true that in order to maintain the

allowable limits imposed by the Ministry of

the Environment, it will be necessary to

incur additional expense? And has Hydro in

any way calculated that expense? Is there

any reason to believe Pollution Probe is

wrong in its argument that it may cost more
to contain the pollution than it would to

profit by the further export of power?
And secondly, if we do enter into the

further export of power, to what extent does

that lock us in to the North American market
in terms of those who receive the power for

the future?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, I can only say

again in reply to the first part of the leader

of the New Democratic Party's question that

if there is an environmental problem on a

particular day—and there are problems on a

number of days because of the inversion or

whatever the technical terms are—then that

plant is not fired up and not used, or just
a small fire is kept going so that it can be
turned on.

In the long run, of course—in fact, in the

short run—what Hydro would like to do,
with the blessing of the Ministry of the En-
vironment and of the government, is to con-

vert Lakeview to either oil or gas. Hydro has

made plans to use both oil and gas, and
both plans have been somewhat aborted in

the last six months.

Gas perhaps would have been preferable
as gas is being used at the Heam plant and
there are plans to connect the two plants so

that the gas could be moved back and forth,

depending on the environmental conditions.

But we would be much happier getting a

greater supply of gas and as my friend from
Windsor would know, there has been talk—

and serious talk—about it. We would like

to get adequate supplies of gas tied down
to use at the J. C. Keith generating station

in Windsor. But in the present uncertainty
we cannot count on that gas, nor in terms

of oil, for there are problems today, so we

go on burning coal.

The second part of the question was as

to whether this locks us in. No, the permit
runs out and that is it and there would have
to be renewal of the permit. Hydro have

said, and I would agree, that we would not
be locked in beyond 1975, nor are we locked
in today. If they want power and we have

it, we don't have to sell it to them.

On the other hand, as I pointed out, and
as I think the chairman has said, in the

past we have been damned glad to get their

power and if we can do them a favour at

this moment then we are very happy to do it.

Particularly if we can make a profit by doing
it.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Thank you.
Can the minister indicate how Hydro arrived

at the cost of the export power? Is it higher,
for instance, than the cost of power to our
industrial users?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes, it's much
higher. I can't give the figures; I'd be glad
to get them for the member.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

LAND FOR CONVENTION CENTRE

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Natural Resources, if I could
catch his attention for a minute: What is the

status of his intention for the leasing of con-

servation land acquired by his ministry for

the building of a major convention centre

in or near Westport? Where does he stand?

Hon. L. Bemier (Minister of Natural Re-
sources ) : Mr. Speaker, I don't have the infor-

mation at my finger-tips, but I would be

pleased to get the member a report on this

matter.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, if in

fact we are leasing public land from an
intended conservation site to a private con-

cern for a convention centre, when the min-
ister replies, can he give the House some
idea of the initial cost of that land to govern-
ment and of the intended cost of the Lemoine
Point Provincial Park, which was turned

down by the government, as a way of com-

paring the two?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, I will en-

deavour to get all the details I can from the

powers that be in the conservation author-

ities, and when I do have that I will report
to the hon. member.

EDUCATION GRANT CEILINGS

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Minister of Education: Am I to under-

stand that the figures which were used in
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the last day or two in the discussion with

the chairman of the Metropolitan Toronto

school board about ceilings for Metro are in

fact the same figures that the minister orig-

inally announced in August, I believe?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, Mr. Speaker, they are

exactly the same figures.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
How does the minister then justify the in-

creasing gap between the per-pupil grant
allotted for elementary school pupils and for

secondary school pupils? I believe the gap
this year is $547, whereas last year it was only
$500. How does this jibe with his claim about
educational equality?

Hon. Mr. Wells: I think that my feelings on
this have been expressed many times. I believe

that there is a need for increased resources

at the primary level-

Mr. Foulds: Why doesn't he do it?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Indeed, in our ceilings the

increase in amount per pupil was 8.41 per
cent for primary and 7.09 per cent for

secondary, and there is a determination to

change the level.

I think what the hon. member has to realize

is that the gap between the present element-

ary ceilings and the secondary ceilings is

perhaps larger than it should be if we were

comparing apples with apples. In other words,
there used to be secondary academic, sec-

ondary commercial and secondary vocational

ceilings, with the vocational and business ceil-

ings being much higher than the academic
ones. So the gap between the comparable
primary and secondary ceilings is not as great
as the $500-plus that the hon. member indi-

cates.

There is a gap, but our determination this

year was to give proportionately a greater
percentage of their increase to the elementary
schools; this is a continuing concern and one
that will be met in future years.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
But is the minister not aware that he is basing
it on a percentage of the lower amount that
is now in existence, so that unless he increases
the percentage enormously, he will not in fact
make up in hard dollars the gap that exists?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Of course, I think my
friend is arguing from a wrong premise. Actu-

ally the argument is not what the gap is; it is

how much money do they really need for

primary education and how much should it

be increased. Let's forget about what the gap
is between the ceilings.

Mr. Foulds: Well, a supplementary then:

Let's talk about the secondary situation-

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member may
ask a question.

Mr. Foulds: May I ask a further supple-

mentary?

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary question,

yes.

Mr. Foulds: Is the minister aware that the

secondary programme—and in one school as

an example, Oakwood Collegiate—is suffering,
even allowing for his increases? For example,
is he aware that the art teacher had to spend
$168 out of her own pocket for supplies? Is

he aware that there are no textbooks at the

grade 10 level for biology?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Foulds: Is he aware that there are 60
students in a grade 13 class who were refused

a geography class-

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Foulds: —because there was no teacher

available? Is he aware-

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member is

out of order.

Mr. Foulds: Is he aware that there are 41

students in a class-

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member is

out of order. The hon. member will please
be seated. The hon. member has directed his

question; the hon. minister may now respond.

Mr. Lewis: It's a good thing we are bring-

ing more northern students to Toronto to

witness the way those southerners hoot at a

northern member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I will tell

you what I am aware of, and that is that I

went down to Malvern Collegiate last night.
I had had letters from people down there

deploring the fact that there were classes of

40 or more students and so forth, so I did a

little research before I went. You know, I

couldn't find a class of 40 students at Malvern

Collegiate. In fact, my research showed me
that 179 classes in Malvern have 30 or fewer

pupils; only 93 classes have over 30 and 38

is the largest number in any class. That's

what I found down there.

I also read in the paper today and read in

this survey done by the Scarborough schools
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that the average class size in Scarborough is

26. So I suggest that people get some of the

research and look at what's really happening
before they make off-the-cuff statements.

Mr. Foulds: Would the minister

answering my question about—

Mr. Speaker: Order.

mind

Mr.
the-

Foulds: —Oakwood Collegiate and

Mr. Speaker: Order. Three supplementaries
is reasonable. There have been three supple-
mentaries which is reasonable.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: There have been three supple-
mentaries which is reasonable. The hon. mem-
ber for Scarborough West.

CEILINGS FOR MINISTRY
EXPENDITURES

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have a new but
related question of the minister. Is the minis-

ter prepared to indicate the ceilings he will

put on the expenditures within his own minis-

try, or which he would wish to apply to the

bureaucracies associated with the school

boards throughout Ontario, rather than for-

ever imposing them on the teachers and the

classrooms within his jurisdiction?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Not on the teachers.

Hon. Mr. Wells: First of all, Mr. Speaker,
the ceilings are not imposed on the teachers

and the classrooms.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: The ceilings-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: That is the resulting effect.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Is my friend saying that

he doesn't beheve that the local school

boards should have any say in this; that he
doesn't think that they can set their prior-
ities?

Mr. Lewis: I am saying that the minister's

ceilings are undermining the quality of edu-
cation in the Province of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Well, I would com-

pletely—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I completely deny that

and I let the member-

Mr. Lewis: Well, I'm sure the minister

does. But in terms of what it is doing within

Metro, it cannot be defended.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I'd like to tell the hon.

member-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Why doesn't he look

very carefully into the spending—how about

looking very carefully into the spending esti-

mates of our ministry compared with other

ministries? Take away the amount that is in

our budget for the general legislative grants
where we don't deny we put more money—in

fact, we're proud of the fact that we put
more money in the general legislative grants.
But if he looks at the actual administration

side of our ministry the member will find

that our complement hasn't increased. He'll

find that our complement hasn't increased.

He'll find that-

Mr. Lewis: It depends on how the min-

ister uses his money. Depends how he dis-

tributes it.

Hon. Mr. Wells: —within a complement
freeze we are opening a new facility in

London and I'll just stack that up against
what a lot of school boards are doing.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

CLOSURE OF CHEESE FACTORY

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of

the Minister of Agriculture and Food: Is he
aware of the closing down of the cheese

factory in Plantagenet and can he indicate to

the House the reasons for that and what will

happen to the farmers who are aflFected?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, I am aware
that there will likely be a closing of the

Plantagenet factory but that was done as a

voluntary decision of the owner. It was not

forced on him in any way, shape or form and
no regulations—contrary to what remarks the

press carried, which I think were attributed

to the owner—no regulations whatever either

of this government or the Ontario Milk

Marketing Boad forced the closing of that

factory.
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I'll be pleased to get the details of it. I

don't have them at my hand, but I am aware

of the situation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: If the

minister is getting the details, will he examine

carefully the indication in the area that the

owner of the cheese factory was not given a

suflBcient quota to buy the milk that would
mean an economic operation?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He had the same per-

centage of quota as any other processor of

industrial milk. He had the same percentage,
even including the large factories in eastern

Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But the minister is going
to give us a report on this matter?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, per-

haps the minister could relate the fortunes of

this little cheese factory to the fortunes of

Granby in Quebec and of Kraft and Ault in

Ontario—Ault being the company that bought
his quota—and indicate to us why it was
not possible for him to survive, if it was a

voluntary closing?

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: No further questions.

Mr. Speaker: There are two ministers who
have replies to questions asked previously
which I think we should now deal with. The
hon. Minister of Labour has a reply to a

question asked previously by the member for

Scarborough West.

WAGE RATES AT BORDEN PLANT

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Yesterday the hon.

member for Scarborough West asked a ques-
tion concerning a dispute at the Borden plant
in Ingersoll. I am pleased to advise the hon.

member that an agreement was reached at

10 p.m. last evening. I understand a memo-
randum of agreement will be submitted to

the membership for ratification. There will be
no differential in pay for male and female

employees. This was a misunderstanding
which was brought to the company's atten-

tion and I wish to thank the hon. member
for drawing my attention to this matter.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Natural
Resources also has an answer to a question.

REMOVAL OF SAND FROM DUNES
IN PRINCE EDWARD COUNTY

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, yesterday
the leader of the New Democratic Party
asked for information on the present status

of the expropriation of the lease held by the

Lake Ontario Cement Co. of the 16.02-acre

portion of the bay-mouth bar between Lake
Ontario and the West Lake, containing ap-

proximately 1,800 acres and known as the

Sandbanks.

Following the announcement of the inten-

tion of the government to expropriate the

leasehold interest, the legal section of Gov-
ernment Services commenced expropriation

procedures by serving on the company and

publishing in the Picton Gazette for a period
of three consecutive weeks commencing on
March 28, 1973, the notice of intention to

expropriate.

No request for a hearing on this subject
was received and on June 19 the certificate

of approval to expropriate was signed. The

expropriation documents were signed in late

August. During these periods there has been

negotiation with the company in respect of

the amount of compensation for the leasehold

interests conducted by the solicitors for the

government. These discussions have not been
conclusive and recently counsel to act on be-

half of the government has been appointed.
At the present time counsel is being briefed

on the history of this matter and the issue

involved in compensation. Following this,

thev will negotiate with the company and on

their advice an offer of compensation will be
made.

It is premature to speculate on the out-

come of these events but in the event com-

pensation is not determined by this method,
the statutory provisions of the Expropria-
tion Act will govern further proceedings
in this matter.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
if I may; since it was settled in June and it

is now October, why can the minister not

tell the House what the government is offer-

ing? He must know what the government
has offered and what the company has

turned down. Now, what is the government

offering for this piece of property?

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, if I may
just briefly reply to the member's questions.

If he had been listening he would have

noted that the matter is under negotiation

right now—
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Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): The re-

quirement is for the minister to make an

offer.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: —and these are very
delicate negotiations and it would not be
in their interest for me to advise him.

Mr. Lewis: What does the minister mean
"delicate"?

By way of supplementary, he indicated

in his answer that the government has been

meeting with the company over a period of

time, making offers which were clearly un-

acceptable to the company because the gov-
ernment had to appoint counsel. Now, if

that is the case, could the minister kindly
tell us—after all, it is a public responsi-

bility; a public act he is engaged in—how
much he is offering Lake Ontario Cement?
What has the company turned down?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, the mem-
ber has twisted my words. I said the gov-
ernment has taken on counsel.

Mr. Lewis: I said that.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: We are briefing coun-
sel on the whole aspect of compensation.
The negotiations will continue—

Mr. Lewis: The government has to make
an offer.

Hon. Mr. Bernier: —and we are dealing
with a very delicate matter. It may well

be that it will go to the Land Compensation
Board.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, by way of supplementary, is the
minister not aware that the Expropriation
Procedures Act specifically provides that

within a fixed time after the notice of ex-

propriation has become final, the government
is compelled to make an offer and to supply
to the person whose property is being ex-

propriated a copy of the evaluation report?
If the minister is not aware of that, would
he inform himself and tell us whether or

not the government has observed the pro-
visions of the Expropriation Procedures Act?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

must tell the member that I am fully aware
of what he has just brought to my attention,

but I would say to him that the matter is

being discussed and the matter of compensa-
tion is being discussed and it will go

through the proper channels.

Mr. Lewis: The minister knows this com-

pany is ripping the government off and he

is sitting by and observing it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Does the hon.

member for Scarborough West have further

questions?

Mr. Lewis: I haven't asked any questions.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West is quite correct. The Speaker

apologizes.

Mr. Lewis: I will accept your apology.
That's two in a row.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville .

SCHOOL BUS LEGISLATION

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I have a question of

the Minister of Education. In light of the

unfortunate school bus accident in the Essex

county area this morning, when a bus ran

into a truck in the fog and in turn was hit

from behind by another vehicle, does the

minister plan on introducing some type of

legislation that would give the bus driver

permission not to operate at a time in which
either the highways are unsafe because of

fog, ice or snow conditions, or give that

authority to someone else so that the bus
driver would not be on the road and sub-

ject to the difficulties he was confronted

with this morning?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, I'd have
to give that matter consideration. That would

certainly be something that I and the Minis-

ter of Transportation and Communications

(Mr. Carton), who has responsibility for

legislating a lot of the regulations governing
school buses, would have to think about.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Essex-Kent.

Mr. Ruston: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary:
Would the school board not have the au-

thority now to make rules and regulations
to restrict the use of buses at dangerous
traffic times?

Hon. Mr. Wells: Yes, I would think so,

Mr. Speaker. I think that that school board
at this present time could run its bus system
as it so desires, and if it felt that conditions

were such that it didn't want to pick the
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children up this morning because of these

conditions, it could so do.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Wentworth.

GOVERNMENT-OPERATED AUTO
INSURANCE

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): A question of

the Minister of Consumer and Commercial
Relations: Can the minister indicate whether
his interdepartmental committee has reported

yet with regard to publicly operated automo-
bile insurance in the Province of Ontario,
and whether he*d be in a position soon to

announce the introduction of such auto in-

surance in this province in order that the

people of the province may benefit, like other

provinces?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): I have not re-

ceived any report to date, Mr, Speaker. I m
anticipating that I should have a report dur-

ing the next four to six weeks.

Regarding the latter part of the question,
I will defer any answer on that until I have
a chance to consider it very seriously.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent
was next.

DEATH OF YOUTH ON ELEVATOR

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations: With regard to the

youth crushed in an elevator here in the city
of Toronto, is the minister anticipating any
changes in the design so that youngsters are

unable to ride on the tops of elevators in

apartment complexes?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I under-
stand that every elevator has a point of entry
and exit in the roof to allow maintenance

people to get up to carry out periodic in-

spections. As I understand from my reading
of this unfortunate incident in the press,
these young people got up there for a thrill

or something and were riding on the roof,

which of course resulted in the young lad

being crushed when the counterweight came
down. I heard this morning that unfortun-

ately he had died as a result of his injuries.

No, I'm not aware of any legislation that

we can pass that will prohibit this. We can

pass regulations saying, "Thou shalt not ride

on the roof," and it doesn't mean a thing. If

young people are going to go on frolics of

their own such as this, unfortunately, inju-
ries will occur.

The only other alternative might be some

type of locking system to the hatchway that

could only be opened by experienced and

qualified service personnel. On the other

hand, in the event of fire or something simi-

lar happening while people are in the ele-

vator, this would create safety problems in

allowing people egress from that elevator in

an effort to escape.

I anticipate that I will receive a report
in due course from the director of technical

standards on it. It is a very diflBcult thing. It

is also a rather unusual type of occupation
for young people, but it demonstrates how
their imaginations work and how they will

look for ways to engage in these activities.

Mr. Deans: Is it not possible, from the

point of view of general safety, to have a

mechanism whereby once the hatch is opened
the elevator cannot be moved until the mas-
ter control has been reoperated?

Mr. Renwick: Reactivated.

Mr. Deans: Reactivated, thank you.

Hon. Mr. Clement: This may be some kind

of an answer to it. I'm not that familiar with

the operation of elevators. I do understand
that when they are doing periodic inspections

they do them on the roof, watching the ac-

tion of the cables and so on passing through
the pulleys on the top of the car. So there

may be some type of locking device that

could be unlocked by qualified service per-
sonnel.

May I point out that there are about

23,000 elevators presently in use in this

province and we tend, I think, to dwell on

the unfortunate incident—which we should,

and I'm not minimizing it—but we overlook

the millions of people transported daily by
elevators throughout the province in safety.

Mr. Deans: Just one final question: Does

the minister recognize that such a mechanism

being attached would also be a safety fea-

ture? In the event that people did in fact

have a fire and have to use the hatchway,
it would eliminate the possibility of the ele-

vator being moved inadvertently.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: What about the doors for

getting out?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.
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MINIMUM WAGE LEVELS

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Mr. Speak-
er, I have a question of the Minister of

Labour. In view of the fact that a report

just published within his own ministry indi-

cates that there is no measurable effect on

employment in the province by raising the

minimum wage, will he give his considera-

tion to raising immediately the minimum

wage to $2.50 an hour?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I have

already answered a similar question. I said

that I would make a statement in due course

as soon as possible concerning a raise in the

minimum wage. As the member knows, this

is government policy, and once it has been

approved by government I will make the

announcement in the House.

Mr. Laughren: Supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: Does the minister have any research con-

trary to that contained in that report from

within his own ministry?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, this is

the first time I've heard that by raising the

minimum wage we're not losing any jobs.

Mr. Laughren: The minister is the one

who said that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No.

Mr. Foulds: His own ministry tells him
otherwise.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It is quite a fact, and

I give this as an example. The member has

just quoted the figure of $2.50 as a minimum

wage. He can imagine a small employer or

a family business where there are, let's say,

20 employees. If he were to increase it to

$2.50 an hour, this would cost them over

$22,000 a year. Many of them don't make
that as a net profit-$40,000 a year.

Mr. Laughren: The work is 'subsidized.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The Minister of Labour
has to work on both sides and assess the

situation. Then he will make the announce-

ment here as to what the minimum wage
will be.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East.

HIRING REHABILITATED CRIMINALS
AS POLICEMEN

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Solicitor General. As head of all the

police forces in the province, I wonder if

he subscribes to and agrees with the recom-
mendation of the chief of police from Ottawa
that efforts be made to hire rehabilitated

criminals for police forces? Does he agree
with that?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, first of all, I must correct the hon.

member's impression. I am not the head of

all of the police forces of the Province of

Ontario.

Mr. Roy: The minister stood in this House
and said he was the big boss.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: We can go into the

philosophy of that at some other time.

Mr. Reid: Now we can rest easy at night

knowing that.

Mr. Deans: Don't be diverted by the truth.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I was very interested

in Chief Seguin's proposal. At this time, I

won't make any comment one way or the

other.

Mr. Roy: I expected that.

Mr. Foulds: That is the wisest thing the

minister has ever done in this House.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: A job for the member's
brother-in-law?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: However, I will say
this to the hon. member that I have felt

that in the past the requirements for admis-

sion to work within the police force have

been altogether strict. By this I mean that

the tradition has been, on dealing with ap-

plications to the police force, that almost

nothing has ever been forgiven. I think my-
self that there is some place between the

non-forgivable attitude of the past and per-

haps the very forward position of Chief

Seguin. I don't know whether he has drawn
the lines as to past behaviour, but some-

where in between there may be an oppor-

tunity for the police forces to take a new
look. It may be the task force will be making
some comment in this regard.

Mr. Roy: Just one quick supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: Has the OPP made any eflFort

in this direction of hiring people who are

rehabilitated, people who have had minor

offences? Has the force, over which surely
the minister has jurisdiction, made any effort

in that direction?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Yes, Mr. Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park.

PLAYING BACKGAMMON IN
LICENSED PREMISES

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): I have a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): How was
the wine yesterday? Good?

Mr. Shulman: They didn't give me any.
Can the minister explain what his ministry
finds particularly sinful about the game of

backgammon that prompted him to have his

inspectors from the Liquor Licence Board go
to Pip's restaurant and threaten to remove
their licence unless they stopped people play-

ing backgammon in the restaurant?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It was Sunday, wasn't it?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I find nothing repre-
hensible about that particular pastime, Mn
Speaker. The liquor licence regulations say
that no gambling, drunkenness or disorderly
behaviour will be permitted in any place
licensed under the Act. I presume that the

inspectors regarded this as a gambling activ-

ity which is prohibited under the Act.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Can the minister explain the dif-

ference between this wicked game of back-

gammon on the one hand and the game of

pool which is allowed in some of his licensed

premises?

Mr. Roy: Pool?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think the member
will find that the Liquor Licence Act merely
reflects the admonitions contained in the

Criminal Code dealing with gambling. The
definition of billiards is not included as a

gambling activity in the Criminal Code. It is

a permitted activity. For that reason-

Mr. Singer: Three-card monte?

Hon. Mr. Clement: —I think the member
will find that it won't permit three-card

monte. I say that out of deference to my
friend from Downsview, having known his

proficiency in that particular pastime.

Mr. Singer: I was merely helping the min-
ister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Nor will it allow a

game called fan-tan—

Interjection by hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —or any game in which
a rake-off is taken by the operator.

An hon. member: He knows all about that.

Mr. Shulman: By way of supplementary:
Is the minister—

An hon. member: He ought to know.

An hon. member: Did he ask Mr. Taylor
about that?

Mr. Shulman: —of the opinion that back-

gammon is either a gambling game or a

game in which there is a rake-off?

Mr. Roy: What is it?

An hon. member: A game of chance.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, Mr. Speaker, I do
not have that opinion about that particular

game. If it is not gambling as is set forth in

the Criminal Code-

Mr. Singer: It must be drunk and dis-

orderly.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —then I can see noth-

ing against it.

Mr. Shulman: The minister's inspectors
see something against it. They don't under-

stand what the game is.

Hon. Mr. Clement: They are not as char-

itable as I am in these matters.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Nor does the leader of the

NDP know what it is.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

FERTILIZERS FOR ONTARIO FARMS

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Minister of Agriculture and
Food. I'm glad to see him back and looking

reasonably fit.

A question, Mr. Speaker, near and dear to

the heart of the cabinet concerning fertilizer

and the shortage thereof although that is not

related to the cabinet; there is no shortage
over there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member must

keep his ears open this weekend.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's the minister in

charge of production.

Mr. Reid: Has the minister any pro-

gramme to ensure that the farmers in the

Province of Ontario will be supplied with

adequate quantities of fertilizer—not ground-

up Hansards, I trust—particularly those areas

in northern Ontario that are neither fish nor

fowl when it comes to the southern market

or the western market?

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): Send

the cabinet up there again.

An hen. member: Wait for the Liberal

convention.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I appreci-

ate the warmth of the welcome back. With

regard to matters pertaining to fertilizers, I

always looked on my friends in the opposi-
tion as being the chief suppliers of that in

the province.

Mr. Reid: We're quality, not quantity.

Mr. Roy: Quit polluting the air.

Mr. Ruston: Get back to the question.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Now that we have
learned that we have a responsibility in this

regard-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —I am happy to advise

my hon. friend that I have already discussed

the matter with my federal counterpart, the

hon. Mr. Whelan. We discussed it, as a mat-
ter of fact—

An hon. member: Does the member for

Brant remember him?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —as late as this morn-

ing again—

Hon. Mr. Winkler: That's the big ball.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —on another issue and
while we are concerned, we have been as-

sured by-

Mr. Foulds: I am sure it was a congenial

meeting for both of them.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —the National Fertilizer

Institute of America, which does supply a

good deal of the product for Canada, that

there will be adequate supplies of fertilizer

for next year.

We do share the concern, however, that

my hon. member has expressed, and it is a

very valid concern, that there may be short-

ages of certain products. We are particularly
concerned with anhydrous ammonia and nit-

rogen fertilizers, but I think the matter will

work out satisfactorily. We are keeping right
on top of the situation.

Mr. Reid: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The time for questions has

expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The first order, resum-

ing the adjourned debate on the amendment
to the amendment to the motion that this

House approves in general the budgetary
policy of the government.

BUDGET DEBATE
( continued )

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough Centre.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre): Mr.

Speaker, resuming where I ended on June 8—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Drea: —there are a number of things
that have happened in the interval which I

am going to comment upon today, not the

least of which is the events that are forth-

coming this weekend.

Certainly, since two of the remaining con-

tenders for the Liberal leadership are mem-
bers of this House, I would like to say in a

non-partisan moment that I wish them the

best of luck. I say that very sincerely. I think

political conventions are a great manifesta-

tion of the human spirit.

I think at this particular time, when there

is a great deal of cynicism about politics,

none of that having been caused north of the

49th parallel, that such public participation
in political life will give everyone a shot in

the arm regardless of his own personal beliefs.

I do wish them the best of success on the

weekend.

I may come back to some of the things
that have gone into the way they have shaped
this weekend, Mr. Speaker, but in any event

I just want it to go into the record that I

wish them both the best of good fortune.

Mr. Speaker, when I spoke on June 8, I

made certain remarks about the Premier of
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this province (Mr. Davis). They may have
been uttered by me, but they echoed unani-

mously the sentiments of the caucus of our

party. Mr. Speaker, on that occasion, I said

—on page 2882 of Hansard:
I am not going to try and convince you that the

Premier and I do see eye to eye on all political

matters, but I'm here to tell you something else.

When it comes to personal integrity; when it comes
to leadership; when it comes to the courage that is

needed to lead a political party in these troubled
times—there is no one in the Dominion of Canada
who has the same stature as the Premier of this

province . . .

Mr. Speaker, I said it then and I say it

again today. I added at that time that I was

going to tell you why, Mr. Speaker, and I

am glad to continue those remarks this after-

noon.

First of all, Mr. Speaker, there is the ques-
tion of leadership and the tremendous chal-

lenges that imposes upon a government. I

am going to start on the front bench of this

party on my left and I am going to go
right across again. I am going to give chapter
and verse-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt); Do a job
on them!

Mr. Drea: —about the leadership that we
are providing, the legislation that we are

introducing and the studies we have started

to anticipate the problems of the future.

There is one thing in this government that

we do not stand for: We are not going to

govern from crisis to crisis, from dilemma to

dilemma. We are going to govern in an

orderly, stable way, which is our mandate
from the people of Ontario. They want a

tough government; they want a decisive gov-
ernment—and they're getting it, particularly
in the field of energy.

A year ago at this time, even the phrase

"energy crisis" was totally unknown in this

province. Perhaps some particular people in

the petroleum industry were talking about

this, but their words were somewhat suspect;
we thought they were merely attempting to

lobby against those who were so concerned
about the environment that they did not want
expansion of energy sources.

Unfortunately, the energy crisis is upon us.

But the only place in the Dominion of

Canada, indeed the only place in the entire

furisdiction of North America, that seems to

be able to roll with the punches—and many
of them are unexpected—in the energy field,

to have a contingency plan, to be able to go
forward and, indeed, even to show some of

the leadership that has been so sorely lacking,
has been in our new Ministry of Energy.

When we talked last June about the estab-

lishment of that ministry, such things were
mentioned as the Organization of Petroleum

Exporting Countries raising its rates and the

tremendous impact that this would have upon
Canada. We in Ontario have been prepared.
That, I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, is lead-

ership. You know, I am now at the point
where I am seriously suggesting that each

day in here we collect a dollar a member so

that we could send that day's remarks of the

Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough) to

Ottawa by messenger so at least somewhere
in Ottawa on that day they will have some
idea of what the energy crisis is about and
what they can do about it.

Because, you see, over and over again it

has been the policy of and the studies done

by our Ministry of Energy which emerge as

the national policy.

We were the ones who were talking about

the pipeline from Toronto to Montreal to

destroy the old so-called national energy

policy. Now who is it that has taken up that

challenge? The national energy people say
that yes, the old oil policy is gone. There is

no longer that line between American imports
and western Canadian oil that used to exist

in the Ottawa Valley.

But when they did it, they did it with

such blunderbuss inefficiency they threatened

their own friends in the Province of Quebec.
Here was the Liberal Party in Ottawa sand-

bagging Mr. Bourassa's government by say-

ing, "Yes, sir, we are going to build the oil

pipeline into Montreal," when here was that

poor Liberal, the fellow who goes to Ottawa
all the time and says, "Guide me, guide me,"
and what did they do to him?

He had a superport going to be built that

would have given him employment, that

would have given him an edge perhaps in an

election that may well decide the future of

that province in Canada. And what did they
do to him in Ottawa? They hit him right
over the head. And who was it that had to

come to his aid and get him out of that

dilemma, that if he believed in Canada he

had to go for a new form of national oil

policy at the cost of thousands of jobs in

his own province, which God knows they
need very desperately? It was this ministry,
Mr. Speaker.

We came up with the idea that the pipe-

line concept did not have to be a fixed and

a permanent and a physical thing. We said in

Ontario that we are perfectly agreeable in the

interests of one Canada and in national unity
that that pipeline could be a non-physical
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thing. If you could work out a marketing

arrangement, so that the national supply and

the stability of the source and the price was

guaranteed then we didn't see why you
couldn't bring in your crude oil to a super-

port that would provide many, many hun-

dreds of jobs that are very desperately
needed in Quebec.

So we are the party in this province that

believes in national unity, that is willing to

sacrifice and be flexible. And we understand

the problems there are in other provinces.

We're not the people going around beating
our chest and saying, "Here is the ultimatum,

take it or leave it." We are the people who
are talking about compromise and common
sense.

T^he Minister of Energy in this province
understands the needs and the aspirations of

certain nations overseas and he also under-

stands the needs, the problems, and the re-

quirements of the Province of Alberta. This I

suggest to you, in very, very difficult and

complex times like this, is the kind of leader-

ship that should be emanating nationally. At

least one of the great benefits of the location

of Ontario is that when the Minister of

Energy speaks in Toronto, since he appar-

ently has to carry the load for the whole

country, Ottawa at least is close enough to

pick up the message within a day or two.

I suggjest to you, Mr. Speaker, that that is

the kind of thing this party has been doing
since we received the mandate in October

1971, because as I said, we do not believe in

groping from crisis to crisis and limping from

disaster to disaster. We have a plan, we know
what we are doing, and yet we are flexible

enough that we are responsive to human
needs.

Mr. Speaker, in the earlier sessions of this

Legislature there have been a great many
derogatory remarks aimed at my friend

and colleague, the Minister of Labour (Mr.

Guindon) in this province. It has been said

over and over again that we are not doing

anything for working people. One particular

critic of his, very unfairly—but then he
does it to everybody else so I suppose the

track record remains intact—has been saying
that we care so little about organized labour

or the working man of this province that we
do not mention it in the Throne Speech.

Mr. Speaker, we do not regard the work-

ing men and women, whether they work
for hourly wages or whether they work for

weekly or monthly salaries, as something dis-

tinct and distinctive from the rest of society.

We in this party regard them as the people
we are doing things for, and that is why

we seldom segregate them into convenient

little niches. We do not believe in the class

struggle in this party; we do not believe

in class labels.

After all, we are the people who in the

last 30 years have made this into the prov-
ince of opportunity. We cannot have a

province of opportunity when we have

artificial restrictions placed upon us by virtue

of where our fathers were bom or where
our fathers worked or the way in which we
speak this language.

But to come to the specific details of the

Ministry of Labour. First of all, despite the

opposition of some municipalities, we have

passed something that the labour movement
of this province has been seeking for some
time and that is the Construction Safety Act.

I know that things like this somehow do
not elicit the prominence in the news-

papers that other matters do, but I don't

think there has been anything closer to

the hearts of those people in this province
who worked very hard and very long, often

in very uncertain conditions, certainly many
of them bordering on what laymen might
indeed call hazardous. They do this because

this is their work; this is their trade; they
are very proud of it. I think if one looks

across the countryside of this province one

can see the accomplishments that these

people have brought to the province.

We wanted a safety Act that would em-

brace the whole of the province. We do not

believe that you should be safe on a high-

rise building in Toronto because it is in-

spected but 25 miles outside of Toronto,

because of the inability, probably financial,

maybe in the field of experience, of an

inspector from a smaller municipality he may
not take the same precautions or see the

same danger signs as one of the experienced

urban ones. This is why we have taken over

the safety in the construction field.

Now, for the first time anywhere we can

say that the same conditions and the same

high standards of inspectors are going to

apply throughout the province regardless of

where the job is. We are not going to have

these terrible little accidents out in places

that were never seen before in a news-

paper dateline. Their sole claim to fame

has been that there was, there have been,

some unsafe practices in construction and

a number of people have died or, what is

probably worse, have been severely or sub-

stantially maimed. That is an accomplish-

ment of the Minister of Labour of this gov-

ernment.
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There was tremendous opposition from mu-

hicipalities because they didn't like losing

their own empires. He rode over that

opposition in the interests of the many tens

of thousands of men who go out every

morning before dawn, because construction

workers go early and they come home late.

Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you that many
of the people who are going to live to

an old age and be happy and prosperous in

this province and bring up their children,

some of those would have left widows, they
would have left orphans were it not for the

foresight, the determination and the in-

tegrity of the Minister of Labour. I think

that that speaks a lot more than five or

six lines in a Speech from the Throne or

in some other kind of speech.

Secondly, Mr. Speaker, I would like to

point out to you that in the field of labour

with one almost awesome crunch we have

transformed an institution that was becom-

ing so incredibly bureaucratic that it verged
upon the inhuman, into a very human in-

stitution. That is the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board.

I have done appeals at the Workmen's

Compensation Board as, undoubtedly, have
most of the members in this House. I sug-

gest I would not have believed the changes
that have been wrought had I not appeared
for an appeal previous to the change in ad-

ministration at that board. I think the Min-
ister of Labour in this province deserves

tremendous commendation and public appre-
ciation for the almost overnight transforma-

tion.

It wasn't just the Minister of Labour say-

ing that there had to be some changes made.
He went to the right man and he gave him
a blank cheque and those changes started

to be made from the moment that the hon.

Michael Starr—and I refer to him as honour-

able; I think he was probably the finest

Labour Minister that this Dominion ever

had. In any event, we have the hon. Michael

Starr now as chairman of the Workmen's

Compensation Board. Mr. Speaker, for those

members who may not believe the changes
that have been wrought, I suggest they go
down and take a look at that building. Take
a look at the resurrection of the human

spirit, not only among those who are appeal-

ing and not only among those who are ap-

pealing on their behalf, but indeed among
the employees of that institution—because

now people come first. All the other trap-

pings of bureaucracy, including some that

quite frankly not only annoyed or irritated

but even frightened me, those have gone.

It is now an institution concerned with the

livelihood of people; but the Minister of

Labour in this government was not content

with that. The Minister of Labour has al-

ready gone further. He is starting to look

into new approaches to workmen's compen-
sation in this province.

I think that that alone indicates the type
of concern that not only he, but this govern-
ment have for people who find themselves

in very difficult circumstances caused by
conditions beyond their own control. After

all, Mr. Speaker, when a man is injured or

a man reaches the point—because of some-

thing that happened to him in the course of

his employment—when he can no longer
work and he is no longer self sufficient, at

that moment the economy does not stop and

inflation doesn't stay away from his door.

Job opportunities are being eroded, and

I have pointed this out many time before.

Light work is almost non-existent in this

province because it has either been auto-

mated or has just passed completely out of

existence. Those conditions do not take into

consideration that he is the unfortunate vic-

tim of something happening to him on the

job. But I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, the

Labour Minister of this province is taking

that into account.

I suggest to you that the changes that have

been made in the physical and the human

approach by the Workmen's Compensation
Board are just the beginning. I think those

changes alone should bring the same type of

prominence to my hon. friend from Cornwall

as did the writing of the original Workmen's

Compensation Act in this province by Sir

William Merritt.

Again, Mr. Speaker, in this session we have

heard a great deal about the fact that the

province is doing very little about consumer

protection. I must say that last February I

made a speech outside the House when I

said that for all practical purposes there was

no real consumer protection in this province.

Mr. Speaker, we have changed that in a

very few months.

From that position, which I think was a

very valid posture last February, we are now
on the threshold of bringing in within the

next 12 months the toughest, most compre-
hensive and most effective and enforceable

consumer legislation anywhere in the world.

We are going to do it in three steps and

all of these steps reflect the concern of the

minister that two things happen—one, the
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consumer be protected; second, that the busi-

nessman, particularly the small businessman,
not be so immersed in coping with rigid
enforcement and all kinds of rules and regu-
lations and red tape that he is virtually either

put out of business or he has to raise his

prices to bring in skilled help to deal with

these impositions the government has placed

upon him.

In the first place, our Fair Practices Act is

going to get rid of the crooks—and that will

be coming in very shortly. In the second

place, our green paper on warranties com-
mits the minister to bringing in legislation
within one year.

That green paper on warranties, Mr.

Speaker, is a rather intriguing departure from

the norm in this province. For years in On-
tario we have been going outside to look at

other people's legislation, particularly in the

field of consumerism or in financing. I sup-

pose that perhaps that's a throwback to the

days in this province when we felt ourselves

not to be part of an independent nation but

as part of the British Empire. After all, with

the Sale of Goods Act before the turn of the

century we took the English legislation; we
tried to do nothing on our own. We merely

copied it and presumed that if it was good
enough for them, it would meet the needs of

the consumers and the vendors in this prov-
ince.

Again, the stimulus for a great deal of our

original consumer legislation in this province
in the latter part of the 1960s comes primarily
from the United States. Again, the US had
been experimenting and we were going to

take the cautious course, letting them do the

pioneering and then taking the parts of theirs

that worked without the inhibitions of the

parts that had proved costly or not too work-
able.

Mr. Speaker, I'm proud to say, as a mem-
ber of this House and as a member of this

party, that in our green paper on warranties

it is we who are paving the new ground. It

is we who are pioneering. It is very interest-

ing to see the commentaries upon this green
paper, because we see people from England
coming over here to look at what we are do-

ing. They are coming from Australia to look
at what we are doing. They are coming from
the United States, not because they want the

book—we will mail them a book—but what

they want to find out is, where did we get
the talent and the thinking that could produce
this kind of a discussion paper and so very
clearly chart the course, not only for this

province, but indeed, for other jurisdictions
across this continent. They wish to know how

we can come up with the type of legislation
that will protect the consumer, give the con-

sumer a fighting and a fair chance in the

marketplace and yet, at the same time, not
so drastically affect and financially penalize
small business that we wind up doing exactly
what we didn't want to do, combining busi-

ness to the point where the consumer is deal-

ing with only three, four or five.

I think that that alone is an accomplish-
ment for any government, that we can pro-
duce the kind of thinking that people are

willing to travel a third of the way or half

way around the world, not to read the end
result, but to see the people and take their

ideas back home so that they can stimulate

their own kind of warranty legislation.

I think it is also particularly significant,
Mr. Speaker, that this green paper on warran-
ties goes into an area that we, as Canadians,
should be very concerned about. What really
are the rights of Canadians when so much of

our trade deals with international corpora-
tions—that's a polite expression for American

companies? If the American companies are

setting guarantees and warranties and policies
for their own country, for their own law and
for their own market, where does a province
like Ontario, with seven million and some odd
thousand people compared to over 220 million

people in the most lucrative marketplace in

the world, begin to try to set its own
standards?

I think that is why they are coming to see

us, Mr. Speaker, because every country has
this problem with the multinational corpora-
tions. But again, who is doing something
about it? It is the government of this prov-
ince that is doing something about it, just as

we are doing something about the environ-

ment.

It's very easy to say that you don't have
to worry terribly much about the environ-

ment any more, that the energy crisis, which
I spoke on a few moments ago, has really

clipped the wings of the environmentalists. I

suggest to you, in some places that may be

very true; certainly not in the orderly stable

progress of this government towards not only

maintaining the environment, towards making
sure that there are no further unwarranted
intrusions upon the ecological balance in this

province and certainly making sure that the

bad things that we have rolled back will not

only be rolled back but we will actually im-

prove over and over again upon the environ-

ment that we have saved.

In the last four years, we have either spent
or committed in subsidies for water, or sew-

age treatment—a very unromantic subject.
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one that people now, in this province, take for

granted—ahnost $126 million; 254 water and

sewage projects have been subsidized to date

and each and every month there are five new
ones.

Mr. Speaker, I suggest to you that this

record of saving water, of dealing effectively

with waste, both natural waste and industrial

waste, of coming to grips with the problems

placed upon the ecological balance by great

urbanization, by modem consumption and,

indeed, by modem manufacturing and re-

source development, shows that we are light

years ahead of places that have much more

money, that have much more of a problem
and won't even face up to it. Yet, Mr.

Speaker, it keeps coming back again and

again: "What are you doing about the en-

viroimient?"

Mr. Speaker, I think what this govemment
is doing about the environment speaks for

itself. I know there are problem areas. I

know there are areas where it is going to

take a lot more work and a lot more money
before we effectively come to grips with

the real situation, but I suggest that across

the countryside of this province even the

layman can see the improvements that are

being made.

One can tell by flying that there is a great
deal of difference between the north shore of

Lake Erie which is ours, and the south shore

which is that of the United States. One can
see it on the rivers and in the streams of

eastem Ontario. I suggest that members cross

over one of the two intemational bridges
across the St. Lawrence into the State of

New York. One can look at rivers in sub-

stantially the same geographic area with sub-

stantially the same flow, serving substantially
the same number of people. Mr. Speaker, the

difference on the New York side is appalling.

After all, they have three times as many
people as we do. They have a budget which
is far in excess of ours; they have almost
unlimited financial and economic resources in

that state, along with the immense resources

of the American federal govemment. Mr.

Speaker, one can see on one side of the

river, on ours, what we are doing as a gov-
emment of Ontario and so can the people
who are living there, because we are sub-

sidizing it. People in the municipalities

through their taxes and so forth are also pay-
ing but we are rolling back the tremendous
inroads that were made into our environment
at a time when we thought that progress,

development and expansion were the gods by
which this province would develop its own
destiny.

We know now that that is a faulty premise.
We are concerned with the quality of life

because I think we all agree that that is the

most important thing. Again it is this govem-
ment, like the three preceding Conservative

governments in this province, that has gone
out, looked at the situation, raised the money,
provided the subsidies and provided the

leadership. Without us, Mr. Speaker, I sug-

gest to you, Ontario would be in the same

position as many other jurisdictions where
all they can really hope for is that the rain

somehow raises the water levels enough so

that whatever is happening to them goes over

to somebody else.

I think our concern with the environment
has gone right down through the building of

subdivisions and all of that. We don't hear

about people with their septic tanks being
flooded out in an urban area. We read about

this all the time in the United States. We
don't read about massive erosion because the

people who are building or contracting didn't

take the proper steps. We don't hear about

people literally being gassed or affected

dramatically by fumes as we do in other

jurisdictions.

As a matter of fact, these are horror stories

to the people of Ontario. They can honestly
do something that I don't really think we
should too often, they can say, "Thank God
I live in Ontario where we are meeting these

challenges, where we are meeting these

needs." I suggest to members again that this

is leadership.

It is the same leadership that I talked

about back in June when I said that the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions (Mr. Carton) was far in advance of

anyone else in this country with our pro-

gramme of urban transportation. At that

time there were hoots and hollers and jeers

about the Toonerville Trolley and all of

this and yet, Mr. Speaker, what do we
come down to this week? The federal gov-
ernment is going to set up an almost exact

duplicate of what the Province of Ontario

has. But we went to them in the spring
and we said, "Will you participate?" They
told us, "No." They said we were away
off in the future; not now, it was not prac-
tical. It is now October and they want to

climb aboard. Now, where is the leader-

ship?

One has to base leadership and the ability

to govern on what the record shows. The
record shows that this govemment, de-

partment by department, concept by concept,

programme by programme, originates them.

We get them going and then other jurisdic-
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tions take advantage of the pioneering work

that we have done. I have no quarrel with

that.

Perhaps this is the real role of this prov-

ince in the Confederation of Canada. Per-

haps this is the justification of our steward-

ship because we inherited a great deal

in Confederation and we inherited a great

deal in natural resources. Maybe this is our

role. At least, Mr. Speaker, let those who
are mooching off us and taking advantage
of our brains and our talent give us some

credit now and then instead of saying silly

things that we are far, far in advance of our

time and there is no practicality. Then you

pick up a newspaper five or six months later

and you find in the very back, one little

paragraph that reports that once again
Ottawa or some other jurisdiction that mock-
ed us not so many months ago now wants

to get aboard and thinks that this is a very

practical concept and that the first thing

Ontario should do is give up the one that it

started and should join too.

Mr. Speaker, I don't know how much

longer this government can go on inviting

people to participate and being ridiculed,

and then being told seven or eight months

when we go to the expense, the time and the

efl^ort of setting up our own programme or

our own development corporation, as we
have done, that no matter how much we
have spent it is our sacred duty because they
now find out that we were right to go ahead

and let them in. Quite frankly, I wouldn't

blame the Minister of Transportation and

Communications in this province if he told

the federal government to take its trans-

portation development company and try to

operate it in some other province and keep
out of our hair. After all, they were pretty

fast with their mouth a little while ago
when they sent us packing and said that we
had no future in this.

They now want to take advantage not

only of the creative ability and the leader-

ship that got us started in this but they liter-

ally want to take over the whole thing, and
whatever money there is to be made out of

it, they have every intention of putting into

the federal coflEers. Incidentally, that must
be a great shock to those across the way
because they have been telling us—and I

notice it hasn't emerged in the last couple
of days—about how our GO-Urban plan
is doomed; that it is not going to go any-

where; that it is something that is very

futuristic; and that certainly no other prac-
tical people on this continent want to be-

come involved. Then yesterday they were

kind of agreeing with us, that maybe we
have to change the name and maybe we have
to take Ontario out of it because now that

the concept is so wide and so broad that

we are going to be dealing in a number
of jurisdictions, perhaps the word Ontario

might just limit us a bit.

I also haven't heard anything about the

Toonerville Trolley lately or the Third
Avenue El or a few of the other derogatory
things that were said some months ago.
Now that Ottawa is into the game, apparently
GO-Urban is here to stay. The only thing
that this government has to do now that

Ottawa is in it is to turn it all over to them.

Well, not on your life!

I suggest to members that I could go
through many more departments where the

type of thing that we are doing in an-

ticipating, as well as human beings ever

can, the problems that affect us at this par-
ticular time in the history of this country
and the development of this province is

being copied elsewhere. For instance, we
have taken advantage of the provisions by
the federal government that we can do some-

thing about the inroads of succession duty
upon not only family farms but small

businesses. I think that this has been a great
concern to very many people in this province.

I want to be quite frank with you, Mr.

Speaker, I believe in succession duty. I don't

believe in the transmission of wealth by in-

heritance, except within reasonable grounds.
One of the problems with succession duty in

this country is that it has led to the demise

of many family-owned businesses and cer-

tainly was on the verge, because of their in-

creased value as land more than farms, of

really destroying family farms and turning
them into some kind of agronomic or indus-

trialized farms. This is a system that may be

somewhat popular in eastern Europe and

Russia and China but it is one that has failed

pretty miserably to provide either food for

people or a sustenance for those who work on

farms.

I think that this government has met this

thing. Provided the farm is being passed on

within the family and is going to be oper-

ated, we have done as much as we can within

the grounds of taxation to ensure that the

family farm remains as an entity. I don't think

we are so concerned that a farm remains as

an entity per se but we are concerned about

the family farm, as I think everybody in this

House is, regardless of their political beliefs.

This is one thing we agree on.
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I think also there is another thing that we

agree upon—at least by and large—and that is

the difficulties of the family firm. If the family

has built it up, when it comes to the point of

the succession duty, or someone is looking
ahead in an orderly way towards settling their

affairs prior to their departure from this

world, there can be problems. One of the

easy ways the Americans and the conglomer-
ates have been picking up small businesses,

particularly in the communications field, has

been through the death duty.

At the same time, I don't think that you
can say that a small business really has the

social impact of the family farm. And it would
have been very easy for us to opt out by say-

ing the family farm is the very basis of

society, but for small business there are

adjustments and there are other things that

can be met; but we didn't do that. We have

now set up provisions—I certainly don't think

they are perfect, but at least they are a start

—toward alleviating the impact of succession

duties on family businesses.

I think this will do two things. One, it will

stop the spread of the conglomerate, par-

ticularly down into the medium and the small

business type of operation. And I think if we
do stop the spread of the conglomerate the

economy will be better for it.

Most important, I think this will stop the

inroads of the carpetbaggers from the United
States who are so available with a cheque for

the family business upon the demise of the

owner, or at the time when the owner is try-

ing to put his affairs in order. The carpet-

bagger comes up from south of the border
and he has the cheque there to pay those

succession duties or the anticipated ones. I

think that this is a step—it's not going to solve

the whole problem—but at least it is a start

towards keeping small- and medium-size On-
tario businesses, particularly, in family hands.

It will allow people to develop a business

without coming to the end of the line. And
that really is the only accomplishment of

developing a business—of providing employ-
ment, of paying taxes, and a good number of

other things for the community. It is not to

leave your widow with such an inordinate

amount of succession duty that she literally
has to sell out without any regard for the

future of the employees, the community or

anything else. And she has to do it very
hurriedly.

So I think those are another two examples
of the way that we are going forward. And
as I say, they are not perfect. I think there is

going to have to be a lot of changes in them
because conditions change. Conditions change

very rapidly these days. They change faster

than the ideas of men. But, to provide leader-

ship, Mr. Speaker, you have to stand for

something. You have to believe in something.
You have to have principles to which you are

going to hold firmly.

Now you would never find anybody in this

party, Mr. Speaker, making such a remark

that when they were asked why they were

something that they gave this quote:

Why would anyone want to be leader of

the Liberal Party in Ontario? Liberals

don't even know why they are Liberals

any more.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): I wouldn't

bet on that.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, that wasn't made

by a member of the House, but I think it is

pretty symptomatic of those who would say
that you don't have to believe in anything

anymore. As long as you just roll with the

tide and see what the opinion is, see the way
the votes are being counted—as long as you
do that, you are really meeting the demands

that are placed upon those who place them-

selves in the public arena and ask for a man-

date from the public to govern.

Frankly, it frightens me that somebody who
is running for leader would say, "Why would

anybody want to be leader? Nobody knows

why they are anything anyway." That is not

in this party, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Gaunt: The member must be kidding.

Mr. Drea: We believe in things. Well,

could the member tell me something he be-

lieves in?

Mr. Gaunt: I sure can. Has the member

got a couple of hours?

Mr. Drea: I listened to the member the

other day and I didn't hear very much.

Mr. Gaunt: The member's hearing isn't

good, that's the problem.

Mr. Drea: I listened to the great debate

last night. I even turned off the football

game, Mr. Speaker. There was George
Blanda going to kick from about the 45. You
know he is an old fellow, but he was really

streaking out there. He is older than I am,
Mr. Speaker. He was going to kick, and that

was very interesting. They didn't think he

could make that kick. But I loyally said:

"You know, if I switched from channel 7 to

channel 9 I'll see a great political debate."

My wife said: "You're nuts."
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My wife was right, I am nuts, I changed
the dial. There we are and we go through the

thing, and 25 minutes later, I am saying,

"They must believe in something." But they
believe in nothing. I should have stayed with

George Blanda, at least he can kick. The
ball went up in the air and, as I see in the

paper this morning, it went through and
then another fellow kicked it. I should have

sat there and watched.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): He's got one lead

of his antenna hooked up to a windmill and
the other to a manure spreader; that's what
is wrong at his place.

Mr. Drea: No, no. Never use rural jokes
on urban members, because they miss the

member on them.

Hon. C. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): They are confusing.

Mr. Gaunt: We'll explain them.

Mr. Drea: Very confusing. As a matter of

fact, I don't even have to have an antenna;
if my friend lived in an urban area, he would
know there is such thing as cable. So that

destroys the whole impact of the joke.

Mr. Gaunt: We are prepared to educate
the member.

Mr. Drea: Oh, I am sure that he would
love to educate me.

But, Mr. Speaker, I think it is a very
valid concern when people say they don't

believe in anything, that they like each other,
that they do a lot of things and so on. You
know, it is a pretty sad day in this province
when a field goal kicker for an American

team, who is away over his prime and has
hair greyer than me, is a bigger attraction.

You don't see any competition from American
football games when this party has a conven-
tion or we are deciding policy, Mr. Speaker,
and indeed that may be the reason why we
have been around here for quite some period
of time.

However, I didn't mean to digress—

Mr. Gaunt: Pride cometh before a fall, you
know.

Mr. Drea: Yes, that is quite true. I have
this nice headline here—well, I won't read it.

I am being peaceful; I could read it, but I

won't. I really meant what I said, and I wish

everybody the best of luck on the weekend.

Mr. Speaker, I would like to mention one
more point before I conclude and that is I

would like to say something about my own

borough. We have the Minister without Port-

folio in charge of the Youth Secretariat (Mrs.

Birch) here today, and she comes from that

borough-

Mr, R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Burro? Is

that a donkey or what? Is the member speak-

ing about donkeys when he says "burro"?

Mr. Drea: Borough.

Mr. Ruston: Oh, donkeys. He is speaking
about donkeys, is he, when he says "burro"?

Mr. Drea: Well, in view of the reception
the borough of Scarborough gave my friend

when he was on a committee, I really think

he should withdraw that remark.

Mr. Ruston: Oh, he is speaking about

Scarborough? That's different.

Mr. Drea: Yes.

Mr. Ruston: I'm glad he changed the sub-

ject.

Mr. Drea: I said I was going to. In view
of the nice time my friend had, I really
didn't think he wanted that left on the rec-

ord.

Mr. Ruston: Very good.

Mr. Drea: Mr. Speaker, I would like to

say a couple of things about Scarborough and
about the possible impact of certain decisions

that are going to be made in the future by
this government.

Mr. Speaker, we have been confronted
with the Comay report on housing. The

advisory task force took a long look at

housing in this province, both public and

private, the supply and the demand, and a

great number of factors; and they have come

up with a report.

The reason I think that those of us who
live in Scarborough and who represent Scar-

borough are somewhat concerned is that once

before, at a particularly decisive time in the

evolution of housing, Scarborough was
conned into accepting what was known as

its social responsibilities.

In the late 1950s we were conned into

the position that, since other municipalities
couldn't or wouldn't take National Housing
Act mortgages, we should take them. This

led to a great proliferation of single-family

housing in what was then the township of

Scarborough, and is now the borough of

Scarborough, and has left us with a very
inverse tax rate of residential to industrial.

This Comay advisory task force report con-
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tains certain implications about crash pro-

grammes that should begin immediately.

Mr. Speaker, once before, Scarborough was
conned into what was called accepting its

social responsibilities, and that led to a great
proliferation of public housing. I have no

quarrel with the concept of public housing
but I suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, as has
been said many times in this House, that one
of the difficulties with public housing in the

Metropolitan Toronto area has been that

Scarborough got far too much of its share.

This dense concentration in fact led to some
social problems and, indeed, eroded the ac-

ceptability of what otherwise should and
would have been a very good social pro-

gramme.
Here we have a person in an advisory

position to this government—indeed, he is

more than that for the coming few weeks,
because until there is actually a Minister of

Housing appointed, he is virtually an acting
Minister of Housing. In his report he is

suggesting that people have no rights to

decide the type of housing that goes into the

neighbourhood. I'm here to tell you, Mr.

Speaker, that if a developer can't ram some-

thing down a neighbourhood's throat neither
should the government of Ontario or any of

its deep thinkers. When people invest in a

neighbourhood I think they have the right
to decide the type of building that will go
up.

I am not one of those who say that unless

you make a certain amount of money or you
have this type of prestige or status you
shouldn't be allowed to live in a neighbour-
hood. I don't believe in ghettos for the
millionaires any more than I believe in

ghettos for the poor, but I think it ill be-
hoves a non-elected person to start trying
to give penny lectures to people that they
have a duty to accept what is thrust upon
them.

Nobody in their right mind these days
would say that you have a duty to accept
what a developer wants to do. You have
every right to oppose it, to change it, to

modify it or to do anything else to it. By
the same token, I certainly would rue the

day where you are going to get people who
push buttons telling people in neighbour-
hoods what they must accept as their social

duty.

I don't think there is such a thing as a
social duty. I think there is an obligation
that you make your community the best
that you can, but I suggest to you that you
can't make your community the best possible

when your own views and those of your
neighbours are being eroded by someone
who hasn't even been in there, but it looks

good with the coloured pencils and the vari-

ous colours on a piece of paper. I would also

hate the remaining land that is left in the

borough of Scarborough to be put to use in

an immediate crash programme.
To be quite frank about it, Mr. Speaker,

I see very little wrong with the 45-ft height
limits in the city of Toronto or the 40,000-ft

space, because after all it is a means of hold-

ing back permission to build until the type
of building that is proposed really comes
before the council. There are going to be
dozens of exemptions to that 45-ft holding by-
law. I think that basically it's a very good
thing. I suggest to you that with Toronto

decentralizing—which is what they are doing,

they are limiting their growth downtown—it

would be very, very precipitate for some
adviser to this government to think that they
are going to pick up their density by ram-

ming every bit of highrise and everything
else possible on the few remaining building

spots in the borough of Scarborough.

I know that our mayor and our council

have expressed some views about this and
I think it is something that the new Minister

of Housing and this government should con-

sider very, very deeply before committing
themselves to the type of programme that

will affect the last really still-to-be-developed
sections of Metropolitan Toronto. However,
in light of the other things that I have said,

that we have constantly met the challenges
in this government, I am sure that the new
minister will do that.

Mr. Speaker, since I would like to end
on an optimistic note, and I suppose that

this could be—I hate to say a conflict of in-

terest because, as you know, I am back in

the academic world, but I don't teach grad-
uate students so I suppose that I can do

something with this—

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Can the

member tell us about his academic experi-
ences?

Mr. Drea: The member can come to my
lectures every Wednesday and Friday if he

wants.

Mr. Stokes: I have never been able to find

out where they were or what they were

about.

Mr. Drea: I will drive him there. I would
like to show an example of the political
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dinosaur to my class and I would love to

have him.

Mr. Stokes: Would I get equal time?

Mr. Drea: He can have all the time he

wants. In any event, Mr. Speaker, what I

wanted to comment upon was the programme
just announced by the Minister of Colleges
and Universities (Mr. McNie) concerning
1,000 scholars to benefit from our new
$3 million graduate scholarship programme.

Mr. Speaker, the measure of a government
is its concern about those who are incon-

venienced, either temporarily or somewhat

permanently, by changing times that they
could not foresee. They were caught up in

programmes that met original needs but

somehow the world or the community
changed and these people are redundant.

We hear about this all the time in the field

of industrial employment, where automation

has made obsolete jobs that were once secure

and safe and has turned the people out into

the unemployment lines. I get very con-

cerned about that and rightfully so. I think

it's because we can see that the people who
used to go into that factory and used to

come home with a pay cheque and the satis-

faction of having done work are now reduced
to unemployment.

I think it is a little bit different in the

academic field because somehow it is very
hard to feel an excessive amount of concern
for someone who is in graduate school. After

all, very few people do go into graduate
scholarship, therefore it is somewhat different

to understand the concern about these

people; that they have gone through four,

five, six or seven years and at the end of

that time they can't find employment. Or

they are finding the costs of such programmes
steadily increasing and are unable to pursue
really their abstract and other work which
is so essential in the academic field, I sug-
gest it takes a government that is concerned
about the people to come up at this time with
a $3 million programme for scholarships.

It would be much easier, Mr. Speaker, for

a government that was only concerned about

popular acclaim to throw that $3 million
around in a very visible way so that we could

get all kinds of acclaim. It takes real courage
and real determination and, above all, an
interest in what is really happening to our

young people to provide this kind of a pro-

gramme at a time when it will not be visible.

It probably will never be terribly appreciated
by a great number of people but yet will do

the job and meet the needs that are present
now. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Huron.

Mr. Riddell: Mr. Speaker, after listening
to the lengthy "dessertation" on the part of

the member for Scarborough Centre-

Mr. Drea: Dissertation.

Mr. Riddell: Yes, that is what I said,

wasn't it?

Mr. Drea: The member said "dessertation."

Mr. Riddell: Pardon me.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): He
desecrated it.

Mr. Riddell: In trying to separate the

wheat from the chaff, I would be inclined to

think the Minister oJF Agriculture and Food
(Mr. Stewart) should be spreading more of

the fertilizer that he referred to earlier on
the government side of the House and let the

opposition drive for a while.

I am very pleased to have the opportunity
to add my comments to the debate on the

budget.

The increased sales tax has been in force

for several months now and has proved to be
an extra burden on the already overburdened
consumer. In the first five months of the

fiscal year, April 1 to Aug. 31, Treasury col-

lected $498.2 million from the retail sales tax.

It is generally acknowledged that this form

of taxation is regressive over the entire in-

come span. The Ontario consumers, especially
those people with low incomes, large families

or fixed incomes are the ones who have been

suffering as a result of the two per cent in-

crease in the sales tax. The consumer is being
burdened with increases in food, housing and

clothing and an extra two per cent in sales

tax is Ontario's contribution to his miseries.

Canada has the dubious distinction of hav-

ing the highest rate of increase in food prices

among eight leading industrial nations ac-

cording to the latest comparison by the

Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development. In June, Canada's food prices

index had jumped 14.1 per cent in a year, a

rate of increase greater than any of the other

seven countries cited. The other countries

surveyed were the United States, Japan,
France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands and the

United Kingdom.
The consumer price index in September

showed that food prices in Canada had risen

16 per cent over the last year; housing rose
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7.1 per cent; clothing, 5.4 per cent; trans-

portation, 3.9 per cent; health and personal
care, five per cent. In light of all the infor-

mation we have on the ever-increasing con-

sumer price index, the government has shown
little or no concern for the average wage-
earner whose income is not increasing accord-

ingly. Instead of adding two per cent to the

sales tax, the government could tax the excess

profits made by large food chains who seem
to be doing extremely well despite or perhaps
due to the excessive increase in food prices.

In an editorial on Oct. 4, the Globe and
Mail said:

It can be said without the possibility of

refutation, however, that no single thing
has produced such an immediate and per-
vasive effect on inflation in Ontario as

the two per cent increase in the sales tax.

The exemption was continued on food. Pet
foods were exempted but the massive things
—not excepting clothes for children, grown
larger than the government allows—the
sales tax increase at once reduced the pur-
chasing power of a dollar in Ontario by
two per cent.

Not only is the provincial government
collecting two per cent more sales tax since

the last provincial budget, it is collecting it

on prices which have risen dramatically in

the ensuing months. It seems unlikely that

Queen's Park needed the extra money. Hav-
ing taken it, can it spend it on services that
would be more essential to Ontario citizens

than clothes for adolescents and adults, the

light bill, the heat bill, the telephone bill,

rising rents and food that is still dramatically
high despite the seasonal August dip?

This government suffers from lack of

planning in other areas as well. One of the
most important ministries and one suffering
most from the lack of clear direction is the

Ministry of Health. The 'Minister of Health
(Mr. Potter) has made so many mistakes that
I wonder why he is still in that position.
Had he been working in private industry, he
would have been fired months ago for in-

competence. Unfortunately, it is the people
of Ontario who are suffering due to his

mistakes. The Health Ministry is one of
the most serious ailments of this government.
One of Mr. Potter's most famous blunders

has been in dealing with the dentist-denturists

controversy. A year and a half ago, a bill

was introduced which would have allowed
denturists to deal directly with the pubhc,
ignoring the advice of a task force which
recommended exacdy the opposite.

A seven-man committee was set up to

draw up standards for licensing denturists.

Four months later, the government contra-

dicted itself once again. The Minister of

Health rejected the advice of the committee
as well as the principle of the original bill

by introducing new legislation prohibiting
denturists from dealing with the public. A
new dental worker was introduced, instead—the denture therapist who could work
only under the supervision of a dentist.

It has been almost a year since the in-

troduction of that legislation and denturists

are still dealing directly with the public in

open violation of the law. Not only are they
providing low-cost dentures for citizens of

Ontario who are crying out for their services,
but they also have the support of many
physicians and dentists.

To date, according to the Denturist

Society of Ontario, about 700 doctors are

providing the denturist people with cer-

tificates of oral health. These certificates are

presented to the denturist who is then assured
that the patient's mouth is healthy before
dentures are fitted.

This denturist-dentist controversy has

proven to be a great source of embarrass-
ment for the government. The original bill

which would have allowed denturists to

deal directly with the public was a good
bill and deserved the support of the Legis-
lature. However, it seems that the minister

was not strong enough to stand up to the

pressures of the Ontario Dental Association.

Dentists did not want another dental worker
to deal directly with the public. The minister
made his now famous flip-flop and changed
government policy accordingly.

The Denture Therapist Act is now law
but there are hundreds of denturists break-

ing that law. So far there have been no
prosecutions. I wonder why? Could it be
that the government recognizes its error

and is afraid that arresting denturists will

be the oil added to the fire that sets off a

major conflagration?

The government has only two choices. One
is to change the law. However, this second

flip-flop would surely be the end of the
minister. The other choice is to enforce the
law and prosecute the denturists who are

now practising openly. This would surely
cause a great outcry from the thousands of

patients who are getting low cost dentures
from these people.

So for the Minister of Health it is a

choice of the devil or the deep blue sea.

And, in the meantime, the government is
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spending thousands of dollars on the train-

ing and licensing of denture therapists who
will probably be defunct as soon as den-

turists are licensed, which seems to be the

only answer to this problem. This is just

another example of the waste and mis-

management typical of the Tory government.

We were given another insight into the in-

effectiveness of the Ministry of Health to

administer $2 billion of public money when a

senior ofiBcial of the ministry came to the

Leader of the Opposition (Mr. R. F. Nixon)
with some important documents. I am refer-

ring to Dr. David Kinlock who left the minis-

try last March after being publicly em-
barrassed by the minister.

In a letter to the Leader of the Opposition
he stated:

A combination of a well-intentioned but

poorly informed and impetuous minister, of

an entrenched senior bureaucracy resistant

to change and of an environment within the

ministry that is hostile to integrity, imagina-
tion and initiative does not augur well for

intelligent administration.

By now everyone is familiar with Dr. Kin-

lock's constraint package that was supposed
to save the government $50 million but only
succeeded in embarrassing the government
once again when Dr. Kinlock revealed how
this constraint package was abandoned.

The minister has been promising a con-

straint package to try to limit the soaring
costs of health care for many months. In last

spring's session the phrase used most often by
the minister was, "I will be introducing a
constraint package very shortly." Months have

passed since then. Health care costs keep
rising and we are still waiting for some guid-
ance from this government.

Mr. Speaker, it is interesting to see how
the government has changed its priorities.

Previously health and education were top
priority but this has now shifted toward

transportation. The government has intro-

duced spending ceilings for schools, causing
a great many innovative programmes to be
cut from curriculums.

The Metro Toronto Board of Education,
which at one time was the pride and joy of a

former Minister of Education, now the

Premier, is suffering the most from the spend-
ing ceiling. All the special programmes started
in his era as minister are being crucified by
the cutback. Many of the smaller boards
which never had special services are not upset
because they are less of a loss.

The government realized that most boards
could not live within the ceilings last year

and raised ceilings 7.9 per cent this year.

However, this raise in ceilings is not enough
to cover all the expenses incurred last year.
I agree that money must be spent to solve

Ontario's transit problems but not at the ex-

pense of the education of our children.

Millions of public dollars are being spent on
a slick new transportation system which will

not be ready for 10 years, while traffic and

public transit problems get worse every year.

I believe this is going to be one of the

major issues for the government in the next

few years. It had better start preparing some
answers now.

Another facet of the Tory bureaucracy that

fascinates me is the number of task forces,

commissions, committees of inquiry, explora-
tion teams and so on and so on which have
been set up since the last election. For ex-

ample, in the Ministry of Industry and Tour-
ism alone, eight exploration teams reported to

the minister last year. Incidentally, none of

these reports was made public.

I would like to see a list of all the reports,

green papers and statements produced by the

government and its committees in the last two

years with a breakdown of the costs. I think

we would all be startled with the results of

such a tabulation.

However, I must admit it is a good way of

rewarding Tory supporters or unsuccessful

Tory candidates, such as Barry Lowes, who
has worked on several reports. Has the gov-
ernment considered recycling the paper used

so that the reports whose recommendations
are rejected are not a total waste?

Mr. Speaker, there are a number of matters

which concern me pertaining to the agricul-
tural industry in Ontario. But owing to the

fact that we have yet to consider the expendi-
ture estimates of the Ministry of Agriculture
and Food and in view of the fact that time is

at a premium I will refrain from making any
further comments on the budget. I will gladly

relinquish the House time to other members
who wish to participate in this debate. Thank

you.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Sandwich-

Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, an hour or so ago I was asked to

participate in the budget debate. At first

I thought I had no material prepared, but

then I recalled that I had prepared some re-

marks for the estimates of the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development (Mr.

Lawrence) and of the Ministry of Energy
without having had any opportunity to make
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use of them. I read them over and found
that most of the remarks are still quite perti-

nent, and I think important, and all the

problems involved are still with us. There-

fore, Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to have the

opportunity this afternoon to speak, pro-
vided that the Gaunt virus, which I share

with the member for Huron-Bruce, does not
intervene.

Seldom does a week go by without a head-
line proclaiming the energy crisis. Of course,
this isn't a crisis for us, for you and me, be-

cause we have not yet had our heat cut off

for 24 hours in mid-winter and we have not

yet had our electrically operated sump pump
rendered inoperative with a consequent flood-

ing of our basement, causing damage to our

furnaces, our washing machines, our dryers,
our rec room furniture and all the other ex-

pensive articles that we keep below ground
level. Energy shortages happen to other

people, not to us.

Nevertheless, the problem in Minnesota
last winter may have drawn the energy crisis

closer to our attention and more forcefully
than would otherwise have been the case.
The fuel supplies of that state's biggest air-

port were reduced to a one-day margin and
plans were announced for street lighting to
be turned off^, for power cuts in factories and
schools and for suspension of bus service.

Fortunately, a period of mild weather oc-
curred rescuing most of the state from many
inconveniences and disasters of at least a
minor nature.

At Kennedy Airport, New York, jet fuel
was rationed to the planes of several major
comoanies and petroleum companies cut back
on deliveries. Denver saw scores of schools
closed for lack of heating fuel and in Louisi-
ana gas rationing caused a layoff of thousands
of employees and threatened the state sugar
crop because of a cutback in the delivery of
fuel for the mills.

In time of trouble many people start to
ask questions. In Minnesota and elsewhere
throughout the continent, the questions be-
ing asked included the following:

First, to what extent has the waste of
fossil fuels by the United States in the non-
war in Vietnam contributed to the shortage
in Minnesota and elsewhere? Second, is this
an artificial shortage to justify price increases
by profit-hungry private oil companies?
Third, should the energy industry be nation-
alized so that with the profit motive elimin-
ated, conservation of unrenewable fossil
fuels could become a feasible government
policy? Four, should rationing of gasoline be
considered now? Five, should rationing of

electricity be considered now? Six, should

governments introduce an excess tax to deter

the excessive use of our fuel resources?

To the two problems that were gradually

recognized in the late sixties, pollution and

overpopulation, is now added a third and

equally serious one, the exhaustion of the

earth's energy resources. Even if the earth's

population could be immediately stabilized

or actually reduced somewhat and even if

pollution could be reduced to tolerable limits

overnight, we could still be faced with the

unavoidable problem of trying to lengthen
the period of years during which our energy
resources will serve us and our children and,

also, with the moral question of distributing

and sharing fairly the earth's resources.

Making our resources last indefinitely

may be impossible. Distributing them fairly

will be even harder, for the recorded history
of man is mainly a sordid story of savage
wars fought in disputes over the earth's

gradually revealed treasures; namely, land,

water, precious minerals, food, oil and even

simple living room.

Nevertheless, just because the problem
may defy solution we have no excuse for

turning a blind eye to it. Put concisely,
the energy problem is how to supply the

demand. A partial solution, obvious but un-

palatable, is to reduce the demand.

There are at least three reasons for our

energy shortage: First, the lack of overall

planning. Second, waste. Third, the irrespon-
sible promotion of energy used and the

irrational price structures of the vested in-

terests. I should like to discuss each of these

as briefly as possible.

First, the lack of planning. The United

States has 64 federal departments and

agencies involved in the field of energy—
64, Mr. Speaker. All of these have some

responsibility for making decisions, yet no
one individual, no one department, can be

considered in charge.

There is no comprehensive plan, or policy,

unless maximum production, maximum con-

sumption, maximum economic growth and

maximum profit can be said to be the creed

which all still believe in. Canada and On-
tario may not have as many ministries in-

volved in the energy field but long-range

planning appears to be almost non-existent.

Second, waste. More than 50 per cent of all

energy produced is wasted in one way or

another, even assuming that no uses to which

energy is put are in themselves wasteful. It

would be difiicult to convince the fuel con-

servationists that many electrical gadgets—
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for example, tooth brushes, hair brushes, and
electric knives—should not be termed ex-

travagantly wasteful in view of our limited

resources. Even so, 50 per cent of all energy

produced is wasted in service demand. The
services themselves may be totally useless.

Electrical energy represents a waste of 70

per cent of the oil, gas or coal from which
it is made, the waste taking place during
the conversion and transmission processes.
Electrical energy produced from falling

water, from the sun, from tides and winds
is the best kind because it uses infinitely

renewable resources that would otherwise

be wasted.

Passenger transportation by train is six

times more efficient than by airplane in terms

of fuel consumption. In other words, air-

planes are six times as inefficient as trains

for transporting passengers and yet we en-

courage this wasteful form of transportation

by building more and larger airports to

accommodate more and larger airplanes in

order to use up our energy supplies more

rapidly and more inefficiently. At the same

time, the railway companies are trying to

discontinue passenger train service.

Travel by train is 2% times as efficient

as by car in terms of fuel consumption yet,

until recently at least, we have been building

expressways which simply encourage greater
use of automobiles and accelerate the de-

pletion of the earth's fossil fuel resources.

Five persons driving to and from work in

five automobiles may do so because they
find this individually more convenient,

although more expensive. But five men driv-

ing to work in one car are being really good
citizens from a conservationist's point of

view and save themselves money at the

same time.

Electrically-heated hot water uses up
twice as much energy as does gas-heated
hot water. On the other hand, the gas stove

in the average kitchen wastes one-third of

its fuel just keeping the pilot lights burning.
One wonders whether Ontario's new energy
tsar will recognize the facts of the energy
crisis and take steps to eliminate much of

this waste.

Third: Promotional propaganda by the

energy industry. Almost everybody, at least

in North America, is to blame for wasting
the earth's fuel resources. Of course, we can
all transfer the blame to the energy industry
because it has persuaded us, with the help
of the advertising industry, that better living

depends on more use of more products, tools,

equipment, machines; in fact any kind of

gadgets that use up the earth's limited

supply of energy.

Of course, we are never reminded by the

advertising industry that the storehouse of

energy is limited, at least insofar as fossil

fuels are concerned. We as individuals may
find excuses for being misled by the propa-
ganda of the energy industry. The energy
industry, however, has no such excuse, be-
cause it has for years known that accessible

oil and gas reserves have been dwindling
rapidly and that suitable hydro sites are
scarce.

Despite this knowledge, the industry has
used every technique of the advertising media
to promote increased use of oil and gas.
This behaviour, of course, is what one would
expect from private enterprisers who will con-
tinue to make handsome profits as long as

their oil and gas resources last, until the

last well goes dry and the last light bulb
bums out.

It is strange, however, that the Ontario

Hydro-Electric Power Commission, a pub-
licly-owned enterprise whose aim is maximum
service without profit, should have followed
the same pattern and still be following it,

urging the public to live better electrically

despite the growing difficulty of providing
sufficient electricity.

In a west coast American city—San Fran-

cisco, I believe—something is being done to

encourage car pools. At a certain toll bridge
no charge is made if a car contains a mini-

mum number of passengers, I'm not sure

whether this is four or five.

Monetary inducements in the form of in-

creases or reductions can be used to con-

serve fuel. Ontario Hydro and its local util-

ities have long had a policy of encouraging

consumption by discount rates for volume

users; and of encouraging by special rates

electrical heating of apartment buildings. If

these practices were ever justified it is time

now to review them.

Decorative lighting of office buildings is no
doubt pleasant to most people, but is it

necessary all night and every night? Is it not

time to ration electricity for such purposes?
Could we not schedule decorative lighting
for hours or periods when it is least wasteful?

Could we not restrict Christmas lighting to

a one-week period?

According to Peter Buckley, the senior

Canadian Press correspondent in Washington,
25 per cent of all new office buildings in the

United States will be both heated and cooled

by electricity. Because most of these will be

faced with glass, the two temperature control
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systems will be constantly at war with the

climate outside and with each other inside-

cooling the sunny south side or warming the

cool north side; sometimes doing both si-

multaneously. One wonders whether this is a

technical triumph or an unforgivable blunder.

The people of Ontario and of other prov-
inces and states in the US, with their loom-

ing shortage of energy resources, are very
much in the position of passengers on a

pleasure cruise chartered to remain at sea

for two months. At the end of one month,
the captain, representing the leader of our

government in this allegory, discovers that

he has supplies of food and drink—in other

words, energy resources—for only one more
week. Obviously, he should inform the pas-

sengers that an immediate rationing system
must be started. But remember this is a

pleasure cruise on which the affluent pas-

sengers have become accustomed to every
convenience. They will resent going with-

out. They will resent inconveniences. They
may even throw the captain overboard.

By rationing, all may survive the remain-

ing month but, by continuing to insist on full

plates and full glasses, the captain can pro-
vide one more week of carefree affluence.

Although a rumour has been heard that the

ship's larder is low, everyone assumes that if

there were any cause to worry the captain

would, of course, have told them long ago.
The captain, however, is due to be picked
up by helicopter—otherwise known as an

election or a resignation—in two or three

days' time and replaced by another captain.
Let the new captain worry about the immi-

nent shortage that will bring grief to all on

board.

This is another way, Mr. Speaker, of say-

ing that the government of Ontario, as well

as all others in North America, must face

up to the fact that the earth's unrenewable
fossil fuel resources are being squandered
at an unforgivable rate, and that it is time

for everyone to stop the waste.

It's up to the Premier to start telling the

people that they have a moral duty to use

public transit whenever possible; to tell the

people that aeroplane travel is scandalously
inefficient, and that even though some of

them as individuals may be able to afford

that kind of transportation, mankind cannot.

It's up to the Ministry of Energy to ex-

plain that there is only a limited, although
as yet unknown, amount of energy available

to us from fossil fuels; that for every unit

of this we squander on our power lawn-

mowers, our air-conditioners, our two dozen

electrically-operated household gadgets, that

precise amount will someday be unavailable

to our grandchildren for some badly needed

purpose. What that personal crisis for our

grandchildren may turn out to be we can

only guess—an operating-room emergency; a

heatless home in mid-winter; an auto acci-

dent caused by a traffic light failure. But of

this we can be sure, the price of our frivolous

use of energy now will be paid dearly by
someone else, our children or their children,

many years hence—not too many years hence.

As yet, very few of us know, realize or

believe this—even fewer will admit it. It is

up to the Minister of Energy to let the people
know. He may decide to break the news

gently by beginning by ordering lights in

office buildings to be turned off between 7

p.m. and 7 a.m. He might urge parents to

restrict their children's TV viewing to an

hour a day which, incidentally, Mr. Speaker,

might be a great blessing eventually to the

children. He might even turn off at night the

440 lights in the tunnel running from the

Whitney Building to the subway at College
and University; at least during the hours the

tunnel doors are locked and nobody can pos-

sibly use it.

It's up to the government to take the lead

and to let the people know how serious the

energy problem is becoming, I'm sure that if

the people know the truth they will respond.
There may be even unexpected dividends.

Rationing and sacrifice have a more binding
and uniting force among human beings than
has the wasteful selfishness engendered by
affluence.

A word about airports and aeroplanes. Ac-

cording to the United States annual trans-

portation statistics in the mid-1960s, railroads

are 15 times as efficient as trucks for moving
freight and 18 times as efficient as aeroplanes
for moving freight. This, of course, is from

the point of view of the energy consumed.
From the point of view of convenience and

speed, in the eyes of the very few human

beings affected, trucks and aeroplanes can

compete. The time has come, however, for

humans to sacrifice a little convenience in

order to conserve fuel for later use by them-

selves and their descendants.

These figures do not tell the whole story.

The cost of building highways and airports is

high, just from the energy expense aspect.
Destruction of arable ground is a further

"resource expense."

The present congestion at airports could

be reduced, as well as the need for airport

expansion, if short flights—let us say those
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under an hour and a half—were eliminated or

curtailed. Aeroplane travel is too "energy ex-

pensive" to be further encouraged.

The uprooting and levelling of commu-
nities and the destruction of our best farm-

land is unforgivable when one considers that

we are merely pandering to the convenience

of a relatively few individuals at unjustifiable

expense in terms of the earth's fossil fuel

reserves. Shortening the journeys of a few

people of our generation will seem a poor
excuse to our grandchildren, or even our

children, when they are faced with unheated
homes or lack of food because we, in the

1970s, greedily used up their fuel supplies
and paved over their arable lands. There will

never be a better time than now to become
conservation minded.

One way to make our energy resources last

longer is fairly obvious: Let us use less. One
use that we could reduce greatly without any
harm or loss to ourselves is lighting. Lighting
or illumination accounts for almost 25 per
cent of all electricity sold in the United
States. In New York City, according to Con-
solidated Edison, 65 per cent of all electricity
sold is used on illumination. The large
amount of commercial space accounts for the

larger than average percentage in that city.

Who sets the lighting standards? In the

United States, at least, the Illuminating En-

gineering Society sets the minimum lighting
standards. These become the standards that

are followed by electrical engineers in the

designing of light fixtures for schools, office

buildings and other structures.

In New York City, the board of education's

manual for school planning called for 20
fcs, that is foot-candles, in classrooms in

1952. Just 20 foot-candles. In 1957, this was
increased to 30 foot-candles. This indicates

an error of 50 per cent that had been over-

looked or had gone unnoticed for decades.
Is this really credible, Mr. Speaker, that an
error of this magnitude could have been
overlooked for so long? And yet in 1971 the
recommended light level was 60 foot-candles,

triple the amount that was satisfactory 20

years before.

These changes resulted from the Blackwell

study, which contended that efficiency in per-

forming visual tasks was in direct proportion
to the foot-candle level of diffuse, undiffer-

entiated light. It has become an assumption
of the lES, therefore, that contrasts in light
levels are bad and that a comfortable light
environment should not vary by more than
25 per cent. This is an assumption for which
there is no physiological or even psycholog-

ical supporting evidence. On the contrary, it

has been shown by laboratory tests that

white, shadowless surroundings result in

short-term aberrations, hallucinations and ex-

treme mental discomfort.

Tests at the University of Minnesota in

1938 and at San Jose College in 1968 con-

cluded that a light level between three and
10 foot-candles is adequate for efficient read-

ing and that efficiency does not increase at

higher levels, but rather that fatigue in-

creases. The Minnesota tests concluded that

10 to 15 foot-candles should provide hygienic
conditions for normal eyes reading legible

print. Fine print requires 20 to 25 foot-

candles.

Why, then, do we overlight our homes, our

buildings and our schools?

Recently a lighting fixture advertisement
in a construction industry magazine recom-
mended minimum lighting levels of 90 foot-

candles throughout all new office buildings,
not as a requirement for efficient perform-
ance of any kind but merely for the cosmetic
effect. Those influenced by this new attitude

forget that the original increase in standards,
however inaccurate and unjustified, was set

for work areas. The new attitude ignores
work efficiency and is based on aesthetics.

One of the most wasteful uses of energy
is electric heating, where that electricity is

created from oil, gas or coal. Where the

electricity is created from hydro or other

sources, of course, this is not the case. Oil or

gas furnaces operate at 70 or 80 per cent

efficiency, but electric heating of a home
utilizes the original fossil fuel at an efficiency

rate of only 30 per cent. If the electricity
were provided by water power, wind power,
solar power or geothermal power, this would
be a diflFerent matter, for it would not be

depleting the earth's fossil fuel supply.

However, we cannot do our reckoning in

this way, now that our hydro-electric capac-

ity has been almost reached in Ontario and
other forms of power—wind, solar and geo-
thermal—are being ignored and undeveloped.
The Wall Street Journal last September car-

ried an item to the following effect:

Critics say illumination in many build-

ings is greater than needed. That's the

claim anyway of a small band of archi-

tects, environmentalists and experts in the

the fields of vision and lighting. They say

that most modem-day buildings, including

schools, factories and office buildings, have

far more electric light than they need, in

some cases 10 to 20 times too much, and
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they blame the lighting equipment makers
and the power companies.

Perhaps I should mention that the greater
the amount of interior lighting in summer,
the greater the amount of heat people feel

must be got rid of by the ubiquitous air

conditioner. Consequently, if we are using
up to 20 times more illumination or foot-

candles than necessary in our lighting, we
are automatically using up additional energy
to rid ourselves of the extra heat generated,
a vicious circle of unpardonable extrava-

gence, for which eventually our descend-
ants will pay.

There is another method of conserving
energy, that is, by increasing the insulation

used in all homes and other buildings. Cali-

fornia has a new regulation which will go
into effect on Jan. 1, setting a minimum in-

sulation regulation for all residences. In-

creased insulation reduces heating bills in

winter and air conditioning bills in summer.
This means that in both winter and summer
conservation is being practised as a result of
increased insulation. Ontario can establish

similar standards for all homes, old and new.

The next paragraph, Mr. Speaker, was
written before the Treasurer (Mr. White)
made a similar suggestion last spring. How-
ever, it is here and I'll present it to you. An
educational programme could be used to

appeal to citizens to lower their thermostats

one or more degrees and try to adjust to a

slightly lower temperature in winter. Like-

wise, in summer an appeal could be made to

air conditioner owners not to turn on their

equipment until the temperature reached some
two or three degrees higher than they had
done in the past. In other words, let us start

a "Save A Watt" campaign in Ontario similar

to that initiated by Consolidated Edison in

New York State. The Utility Consumers
Council in Missouri has launched a similar

educational campaign, employing bumper
stickers with the words, "Kill-a-Watt-Save
Power."

In the United States, electric heating for

homes and other buildings is promoted by
private power companies that are interested

primarily in profits without regard for deple-
tion of the earth's energy resources. But why
Ontario Hydro should be allowed to behave
in this way is hard to understand. This is a

question for our Provincial Secretary of Re-
sources Development or perhaps what we
need is an additional provincial secretary, one
for resources conservation.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): God knows
we don't need any more of those. We've got
too many now.

Mr. Burr: Perhaps we should change the

one to the other.

Mr. Roy: Give something to the member
for Carleton East (Mr. Lawrence).

Mr. Burr: The electrical power companies
are not the only ones with a self-serving in-

terest in electric heating for homes and other

buildings. The speculative house builders can

save the cost of furnaces or boilers, as well

as the cost of space in which to house the

furnaces or boilers and the cost of the

chimney, by installing electric heating instead.

With these costs eliminated, a builder can

compete more easily against other builders

and/or make a greater profit. The initial cost

of the house is reduced, but the drain on our

natural resources makes the electrically heated

home an expensive one for society.

What will be the policy of the Ontario

government on conservation of energy? Will

the government take measures to reduce the

demand for energy, or will it continue to

close its eyes to conservation? The growing
popularity of electric heating in New York

City accounts in large measure for the James

Bay project and the haste with which all

objections to it are being brushed aside. Will

New Yorkers have enough electric power to

enjoy air conditioning, as well as all the other

electrical devices that modem technologists
have invented for them and Madison Ave.

has convinced them they must have? Or will

the 6,000 native Canadians in Quebec be
allowed to retain and enjoy the lands they
and their ancestors have possessed for so

many years?

Mr. Speaker, I do have some other points
but I think I have used a fair share of the

time, so I shall relinquish the floor to the

next speaker.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I want to speak particularly this afternoon on
a matter related to my riding of Riverdale.

It is a matter which I am very much con-

cerned about.

I attended this morning at the executive

committee of city council, and I trust that

somewhere along the line my remarks will

get to those members of the government who
are responsible for orderly planning and de-

velopment, because I want to say to the gov-
ernment, Mr. Speaker, and I want to say it in

no uncertain terms, that the shambles created

in my riding at the comer of Pape Ave. and
Gerrard St. is due in essence to the total
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failure of the planning policies of this govern-
ment with respect to the authority which they

grant to the municipal councils throughout
the province.

I want the House to know that there is a

site in my riding which is equivalent to a

demolished site during the last war or to some
of the sites we see on television Mdth respect
to the late war in Vietnam. The site was de-

stroyed because the government persists in

permitting demolition permits to be granted
in the first instance to destroy an area. Sec-

ondly, because the government has failed to

deal with the requirements of development in

a city such as the city of Toronto and more

particularly in the area which is of concern

to me, my riding.

Let me just refresh the memory of the

House. I spoke about this matter a year ago,

thinking that perhaps in the interval there

would be some way in which the duly-elected

city council of the city of Toronto would be
able to control a development in that area

until such time as it was decided what was
the best use for a particular plot of ground
in my riding.

I may say that the divisional court of the

Supreme Court of the Province of Ontario
issued a decision last week. The divisional

court was composed of the Chief Justice of

the High Court, Mr. Chief Justice Wells and
Mr. Justice Wright and Mr. Justice Holland.
This hearing was on Oct. 14 and it was re-

ported in the press last week. The divisional

court has ordered the city of Toronto, subject
to a review of the plans—but for practical

purposes I think the game is over—to issue a

building permit for a shopping plaza at Pape
and Gerrard St. in my riding.

The applicant is Cambridge Leaseholds.
The applicant has pretty carefully stated that

that shopping plaza, of the extent and size

which they conceive for this area, will require
a catch basin, which I think is the term they
use, of about 100,000 people.

You can recognize, Mr. Speaker, that if

Cambridge Leaseholds considers that they
need 100,000 people to make this economical-

ly viable in my riding, it will attract traffic

and people into that riding which will have
a disastrous effect upon the core of ward 8
and a disastrous effect on the adjoining ward
7 and the adjoining ward 9, which is the

area extending from the Don River through
to Woodbine Ave.

It is extremely difficult to get across to the

government any sense of urgency with re-

spect to the extreme difficulty under which

city councils operate. The city council of

Toronto operates in trying to devise a new
development policy, let alone a new housing
policy, for the city of Toronto. We all know
that this council was elected by the people
in Toronto for the purposes of developing
such new policies. In order to provide itself

with breathing space in which it could de-

velop such policies, the city of Toronto has

tried on a number of occasions to pass bylaws
for holding purposes. The bylaw was passed

by the city of Toronto—which I'll come to-

affecting the area in my riding for a holding

purpose, because it was also in conformity
with the official plan, until it could decide

what to do.

I'm speaking, Mr. Speaker, about 9.2 acres

of land at the corner of Pape Ave. and
Gerrard St. on the southern part of the Cana-
dian National Railways tracks which run dia-

gonally through the riding of Riverdale and
for practical purposes cut it in two. Along
the tracks Consolidated-Bathurst had a plant
which had been there for many, many years.
When the official plan for the city of Toronto

was adopted it was agreed in the official

plan, as part of the principles embodied in

the plan, that that area of the city would be

zoned low-density residential area. That has

been the zoning of the area but because

along that railway track Consolidated-

Bathurst and a certain number of other

factories had their plants—many of which

are now closed and have relocated in other

places—that area was zoned C-1.

Now, when Consolidated-Bathurst decided

to close that plant and shut it dovm com-

pletely, they sold the property to Bramalea

Consolidated Developments Ltd. Bramalea

Consolidated was pursuing the project to de-

velop a highrise development in the area,

and would have required a rezoning in order

to achieve that purpose. Therefore, the city

council of the city of Toronto had some

leverage to determine the nature of that

development and to reach agreement with

Bramalea Consolidated as to the kind of de-

velopment, the density that would be per-

mitted, and the facilities around it, and to

conduct various studies with respect to the

impact on the educational facilities, on the

parkland facilities, on the traffic facilities and

on the other facilities of the community of

Riverdale.

The city had some leverage. It also had an

opportunity—because of a decision of the

court of appeal or the divisional court in

another matter-to hold public meetings at

which people could express their views in

the community in accordance with the poli-

cies stated by this government of community
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participation in planning and development.
Various meetings were held and various dis-

cussions and so on took place. But Bramalea

Consolidated, for whatever reasons motivated

them, decided that in all likelihood they
would not be able to achieve the kind of

highrise density rezoning of that area which
would permit them to carry out their plans
the way they wanted to carry them out.

So on Jan. 22 of this year—I make a special

point of that because when I read the divi-

sional court's decision to issue a building

permit, you will recognize how important
that date is—on Jan. 22 of this year, un-

known to anyone, Bramalea sold the property
to Cambridge Leaseholds Ltd. Cambridge
Leaseholds is engaged in developing shop-

ping plaza complexes of immense size and

having immense effects upon the surrounding
areas. Cambridge Leaseholds happens, there-

fore, to fall within the present zoning if one

stretches one's imagination—and apparently
one has to have an imagination in order to

envisage the kind of complex which Cam-

bridge Leaseholds is intending to build in

that area, having regard to the actual desig-
nation of the area with respect to C-1.

I am going to read C-1 at some length
and then ask colleagues in the Legislature
to ask themselves whether or not they would
have ever anticipated that a shopping plaza
without anything more—an extensive shop-
ping plaza with an immense complex of

buildings—would be permitted by this par-
ticular C-1 designation for the area in my
riding.

The 400,000-sq ft plaza is believed to

be the only project of its type to be built

in a downtown area in Canada. The 9.5-

acre site was formerly occupied by a

factory building. The land was acquired
last fall—actually in January of this year—
from Bramalea Consolidated Developments
Ltd. of Toronto.

The centre will house two department
stores. Simpson-Sears of Toronto will oper-
ate one, covering 125.000 sq ft; a major
discount operation will take up 60.000 sq
ft; there vdll be a 30,000-sq ft Miracle
Mart food store and a 17,000-sq ft junior

department store. The two-level plaza will

have 50 smaller stores facing an interior

courtyard.

That is the extent and size of the shopping
plaza which is going to be placed right in

the heart of an area which, under the official

plan of the city of Toronto, is designated for

low-density residential accommodation — let

alone the effect it will have upon the com-

mercial operations on the Danforth and
on Queen St., which will be seriously
affected by the impact of this particular de-

velopment.

But that kind of development is apparently

permitted even though the designation as a

C-1 permits the following matters.

Public: A defence project, a police sta-

tion, a fireball, a government office, munic-

ipal baths and swimming pools, public
commercial scales.

Residential: a hotel, an apartment hotel,

one or more dwelling units in the upper
portion of a C-1 building.

Recreational: a place of amusement,
commercial baths, swimming pool, a pri-
vate club, a commercial club, an athletic

field other than in a public park, a tavern,
a public house, a YMCA, YWCA, YMHA,
YWHA, a community centre.

Stores: a retail store, a sample or show-

room, a delicatessen shop, a box lunch

shop, a caterer's shop, a bake shop, an

eating establishment, an auctioneer's prem-
ises, a commercial lending library, a pawn-
broker's shop, a photographer's shop, a

secondhand shop, a tailor's shop, a pet
shop, a sales or hire garage, workshops, a
dressmaker's shop, a motor vehicle repair

shop class A, a locksmith or gunsmith shop,
a shoe repair shop, a taxidermist's shop, an

upholsterer's shop, a laboratory class A, a
custom work shop, a private commercial

garage.

Office, studios, etc.: a business office, an
office building, a film exchange, an ai-tist's

or photographer's studio, a motion picture

studio, a commercial school, a clinic, an
undertaker's establishment.

Service shops: a service and repair shop,
a barber's shop, a ladies' hairdressing
establishment, a massage parlour, a dry
cleaner's distributing station, a spotting and
stain removing shop, a drycleaning shop, a

laundry shop, a shoeshine shop, an auto-

mobile service station, a parking lot, a

parking station, a taxicab stand or station,

a car washing establishment, a cold storage
locker plant, an animal hospital, a dupli-

cating shop, a printing plant in which there

are not more than 10 persons employed.

Miscellaneous: an airport, an airfield,

private commercial scales, market garden-
ing and any use that is accessory to the

foregoing.

Apparently the genius of the lawyers who
support the developers and work for them is

sufficient to enable them from that delinea-
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tion of uses to permit the introduction into

my riding of that kind of a complex without

any study having been done whatsoever with

respect to its impact.

Let me make this point perfectly clear: It

has divided the residents in the Riverdale

area into almost opposing camps apart from
those who do not choose to take sides about

the issue. It has done it because the people
feel totally helpless in order to understand

and to participate in the replanning of that

area of ground for purposes compatible with

the maintenance of the community of River-

dale of the nature as described in the oflScial

plan.

The effect of it has been that the whole
area of which the substructure has been
under attack by the immense pressures of re-

development and for a long, long time the

whole of the area will be changed because
of this particular activity. And I assure the

government that it must bear the full re-

sponsibility for the inability of the city coun-
cil to do anything about that particular prob-
lem.

Now one doesn't have to go too far to

find one of the government booklets about
"Three Steps to Tomorrow," a community
planning primer, issued by the community
planning branch of the Department of

Municipal Affairs, which sets out why people
plan, why they want to plan, why people
plan their own individual lives to the extent
that those of us who are capable of doing
so are able to.

And then it goes on to talk about munic-

ipal plans. Let me just read what is supposed
to take place in an area which is involved in

planning the ongoing life of its own com-

munity.

I don't know what page it is on, but I'll

find it:

The first step in the planning process is

the survey. This is the study to determine
the human, economic and natural resources

and the existing or potential problems of

the study area. Since the study involves

collecting and evaluating much technical

mformation, it is best done by profes-
sional planners. The resulting study pro-
vides the planning boards and the planners
with knowledge of the community today
upon which they must base their work and
recommendations about the course the

community should take tomorrow.

There is no such survey in the riding of

Riverdale and it's not possible to get one

because of the order of the divisional court

requiring the issue of the building permit.

Once the survey has been completed and
the problems and assets of the community
are understood, the next step is to consider

community goals. In effect it is now time

to think about the kind of community
that you and your neighbours and your
children will want and need. For this rea-

son an opportunity must be made for you
to state your view.

There are two types of goals to be
considered: general and particular. What
do we mean when we say that we want
our community to be a good place to live

in? Do we want or need to improve the

quality of our residential and commercial

areas or do we consider them to be good
enough now? Do we need more parkland,
more roads, more schools, more public
utilities? Do we want to allow people
to construct new buildings wherever they

please or do we want to encourage a

pattern of development that will benefit

the whole community both now and in

the future?

And it goes on at great length to set out

the particular goals:

The basic question is what particular

patterns of land use and standards of de-

velopment will most enable us to achieve

our general goals?

And it goes on to explain that council must

decide on steps to improve, or remove, de-

terioration to prevent it from spreading to

other houses or residential areas. It goes on

to point out:

If council decides to permit develop-

ment it must then select, in relation to

the pattern of existing land uses, the best

uses to allow. As an added precaution, it

may also decide to take steps to remove

the flooding problem where that is applic-

able.

Then it goes on to explain the time to get

involved.

Each decision leads to further questions.

Finding the best answers is the core of the

whole planning process. The difficulties in-

volved in doing this should not be mini-

mized. There will be many different

opinions about what is good for the com-

munity and how it can best be achieved.

Here again, the public should become

deeply involved in this stage of planning.
All opinions should be heard. There should

be open meetings to explain proposals to
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the public to get their reactions about the

manner affecting them.

For more information read "The Three
Rs of Citizen Participation" produced by
the community planning branch.

There has been no community participation
of any effective nature whatsoever in the

riding of Riverdale with respect to what is

taking place on that particular site, which
will have a dramatic and traumatic effect

upon the heart of that area of the city.

One could go on at great lengths because

then it gets on to the questions of the official

plan: "An ojfficial plan is a statement of policy
for the future r^^owth of and development
of a community"—and the official plan of the

city of Toronto says that this is to be a low-

density residential area, to preserve that kind

of community which exists there.

Then, of course, we come on to the ques-
tion of amendments to the official plan and
it sets out what must be done there. And
then great stress is placed upon the fact that

"we must distinguish clearly between the offi-

cial plan and the zoning regulations which
are to implement the official plan." That's

exactly what the city of Toronto has en-

deavoured to do.

What it did was to rezone the area for

a period of six months, subject to the ap-
proval of the Ontario Municipal Board, as

low-densitv, residential area; that is, the 9.2

acres. That bylaw hasn't been approved by
the Ontario Municipal Board because they
haven't been able to get there because of

the court proceedings which have been

broueht at every conceivable stage of the

matter by Cambridge Leaseholds.

This is the point which is of such great
concern to me. When one reads the decision

of the divisional court, and when one reads

the summary of what has taken place up
to now, one realizes that the divisional court,

the Supreme Court, and judges of the court

had no real understanding of the kind of

problems which are involved when they
insist on siding with the developer and when

they insist on not taking into account the

importance of the community planning
process and when they appear to have little,

if anv, respect for the city council of the city

of Toronto. I'll come back to that in a

moment or two.

I just want to say that the Law Reform
Commission made a report on the question of

development control. The government adop-
ted tlds report and it is the government's
failure, by adopting this report, which has

led to our problems, because the recom-
mendation of the Law Reform Commission
with respect to this matter of development
control was that:

A thorough review and study of the en-

tire process of planning in Ontario, in-

cluding a review of the function of official

plans and zoning bylaws should be under-
taken by the Province of Ontario with the

assistance of professional planners, archi-

tects, economists, sociologists and persons

engaged in municipal affairs as well as

lawyers.

That is very nice of them; apparently no

people—just professionals.

No third level of development control

should be introduced into the existing

legislation until such time as the review

recommended and item one has been com-

pleted and such a third level should be

employed only if then found desirable.

The rate of change in contemporary
society has special significance with respect
to the matters dealt with in this report.
The commission makes these recommenda-
tions believing it has found acceptable
middle ground between the legitimate

rights of the private developer and the

broad concerns of the public benefits

through the processes of government.

Well, who ever heard of balancing off the

public interest against the rights of private

developers?

The city of Sault Ste. Marie tried to get
an amendment to the private bill governing
the city in order to deal with this problem
and they quoted from the late Prof. James
Milner who had been hired by the Law
Reform Commission to put forward sort of a

study paper of tentative proposals, because

he was the recognized authority on the whole

question of land use planning and develop-
ment procedures in the province. And Milner
had this to say:

There is no fundamental right to develop
land and if there is the Planning Act

clearly takes it away from individual de-

velopers. For a variety of reasons affecting

many aspects of the public interest of

which the developer's business interest is

a part, but only a part, a council may in

a political decision, subject to the pro-
cedural safeguards, confer the privilege of

development. It comes to the developer as

a privilege and only after the council has

taken account of the great complexity of

the public interest.
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And that philosophy is the philosophy which

should be embodied in the legislation of the

government of the Province of Ontario and

should be now enforced in the province in

such a way as will permit the city council of

the city of Toronto, which is completely

hamstrung, from planning and deciding over

a period of time with adequate study and

adequate community participation what

should be done with that 9.2-acre piece of

land which by historical happenstance years

ago was designated for a C-1 purpose be-

cause Consolidated-Bathurst at that time

owned it. When the official plan was con-

structed and when the C-1 designation which

I read out a few minutes ago was spelt out

council never dreamt that that would permit
the introduction, without further thought or

further study, of a shopping plaza—as has

been indicated in that note from the Globe

and Mail to which I referred, it is the first

time in the downtown part of a major urban

area.

When I read the decision of the divisional

court and had occasion to attend this morn-

ing at the executive committee of the city of

Toronto to speak of this matter, and when I

had occasion to read the submission—if I can
now find it—of the city solicitor of the city

of Toronto, recommending in the face of

these obstacles that this decision of the divi-

sional court should not be appealed because

it would appear to him that it would not be

possible that they could win the appeal and
that the matter would have to go to the

court of appeal of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker, I can't seem to quite locate

that particular piece of paper. I wish I did

have it, but it will not prevent me from

dealing with the other aspects of this prob-
lem that I wanted to deal with. I am sure it

is down amongst my other papers. I think I

can pick up the substance of reasons why he
said that there should be no appeal to the

court of appeal in the Province of Ontario.

This is the third application. The city at

the present time has been successful on two
matters and those two matters are under

appeal by the developer to the court of

appeal of the Province of Ontario. This is the

third application, and they lost this one and
the building permit is going to be issued.

The executive committee for the city of

Toronto is going to adopt the recommenda-
tion of the city solicitor because it doesn't

believe there is any point in taking it to the
court of appeal because the city thinks it

will lose. And the reason the city will lose

is because the planning procedures as pres-

ently embodied in the laws of the Province

of Ontario pending this distant review which
has been authorized by the Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs

(Mr. White), and which is under way and
which will take some considerable time, puts
the city council of the city of Toronto in

the position where it cannot effectively deal

with this kind of problem.

I happen at the moment to be focused on

my own riding, but you cannot read the

Toronto newspapers without recognizing that

what I am saying applies not only to this

site, but time and time again to every step

which the elected representatives, the city

council of the city of Toronto, is faced with

in trying to control development.

Everyone knows that that height bylaw
has been a matter of continuous comment in

the press ever since it was passed in an en-

deavour to try to control for a short period
of time the nature and extent and kind and

quality of the development—not to prohibit

development, but to provide the proper kind

of quality of development.

And, unfortunately, the Supreme Court of

Canada a while back, because of the state

of t^ e law which we have inherited, decided

that any application came from its date, and
if it bore a date prior to that of any effective

action by city council, it was the private

developer who got the benefit of that earlier

date.

As the member for Sault Ste. Marie

(Mr. Rhodes) and others who have had mu-

nicipal experience know very well, it is

much easier for a private person to make
a particular application on a particular date

than it is for a municipal council to go

through the democratic processes of organiz-

ing its affairs and passing a particular bylaw
or taking a particular step or adopting a par-
ticular procedure. But the Supreme Court of

Canada, in its wisdom, apparently has de-

cided that no, the application date will

govern.

By a vote of 17 to one, the cit>' council

of the city of Toronto, on March 29, 1973,
rezoned the 9.2 acre site from commercial

to low-density residential use for six months
while city planning staff studied the area.

I am sorry, that was early on the morning
of March 28 that that was passed.

That didn't stop the developer. That day,
the developer applied to the court. In fact,

he had applied and in a display of bad faith

that was incomprehensible, they appeared
before council that night and did not dis-

close to council that they had made an ap-

plication to the courts that very day with

respect to this matter. And we are supposed
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to give the private developer some kind of

credit for acting in good faith, when the

divisional court of the Province of Ontario

on this application had the temerity to say
that the city council of the city of Toronto,
in passing that bylaw, was not acting in good
faith.

The second application—let me just put
this:

On June 27, 1973, our brother Hughes
heard an application to quash bylaw 7973
of the respondent municipahty enacted on
March 28, 1973, which purported to

change the then-existing permissive zoning
of the applicant's land to a residential

zoning under which the shopping centre

could not be built.

On July 5, 1973, our brother Hughes
dismissed the application, reasons unre-

ported. His order has also been appealed
to the court of appeal for Ontario.

In other words, Cambridge Leaseholds lost

before Mr. Justice Hughes and they are ap-

pealing to the Supreme Court of Ontario on
the validity of the bylaw.

Now listen to this: "On the first applica-

tion, Mr. Justice Osier dealt with another
matter with respect to the matter"—and I

will come back to try and explain the tech-

nicalities without getting bogged down, but
I want to read this next paragraph because
it refers to what Mr. Justice Osier did and
what Mr. Justice Hughes did. On the appeal
from Osier J, reversing Osier, upholding the

city, the divisional court awarded the city
no costs to "reflect our view of the appellant
city's conduct." And Hughes J—Mr. Justice

Hughes—did the same because of his opinion
that the applicant "had been badly used by
the city of Toronto."

Can you understand the kind of impasse
that we are faced with when the city of

Toronto cannot in a court, in the Supreme
Court of Ontario, even get its costs when
it is successful because of statements such
as this that the court deems to look down
its nose and to reflect upon the city council

of the city of Toronto which, in good faith,
in public, hearing delegation after delega-
tion—and that meeting went on for some 16
hours continuously, if my memory serves me
righdy—and passing a bylaw and then to

have the divisional court of this province
have that to say about the elected repre-
sentatives of the city?

How on the application that the city has

lost at the divisional court, and reflecting
the same attitude the judgement of the court

says:

The then existing bylaws and those per-
sons assuming to speak on behalf of the

respondents, encouraged it [the applicant]
to proceed and to engage very substantial

assets and credit in the matter.

What a subterranean statement! What a

statement of absolutely no credence coming
from a court of law! It is inconceivable be-

cause the city council acts through the coun-

cil, the council generally acts on recom-
mendation of the executive committee, and
the executive committee did not under any
circumstances encourage Cambridge Lease-

holds.

But what the courts understand is that

the applicant has made all of the rounds.

It bought the property. Apparently Brama-
lea gave up some time in the fall of 1972

and then it started to negotiate with Cam-

bridge. Cambridge must have made the

rounds of the various government depart-
ments—and the member for Sault Ste. Marie

and the other members with municipal

experience know what that is. They make
the rounds of the departments. They assess

their chances of getting through, and when

they find by their duly elected council of

the city of Toronto that they can't get

through and they go to the court about it,

the court has the temerity to say this:

—those persons assuming to speak on be-

half of the respondents encouraged it to

proceed and to engage very substantial

assets and credit in the matter.

Well, it's the city council that can only

presume to speak, and can speak, for the

people involved in the areas which are af-

fected by this kind of development. So

what, in substance, the divisional court held

was that the city wasn't acting in good faith.

The bylaw which the city passed was upheld
and not quashed by Mr. Justice Hughes,
and will not take effect until the Ontario

Municipal Board approves of it. Because

that is the way the city council wanted to

proceed, then I imagine that as a matter of

law it quite likely had to be done that way.
But in the interregnum before the Ontario

Municipal Board could deal with that mat-

ter, the developer was able to stickhandle

his way through the ancient, technical, legal
doctrines applicable to this kind of an ap-

plication; lose two of them which are before

the court of appeal; take the third one and

have the building permit issued to it.

The building permit will—on the advice

of the city solicitor of the city of Toronto
—in all likelihood in due course be issued.

The complex will be built; there vdll be
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no planning study; there will be no consid-

eration as to whether it was the best use

to which the land could be put; there will

be no attempt to have community participa-
tion in the planning of that project. There
is no one that I know of in Riverdale riding
who is not prepared to simply say: "We
are prepared to await proper study of the

project—proper study of what the best use

for that property is."

Certainly there will be diflFerences of

opinion. But I can assure you if the plan-

ning processes—as we have believed them to

be, in accordance with that booklet to

which I just referred—were carried out, that

the people in the long run would accept a

decision as to whether or not that was the

best use. My guess is that it may well be
that a shopping centre may be one of the

alternate uses which would make very good
sense. Maybe not on that size or scale, but
that would have to be balanced off with
the need for maintaining the quality and
nature of the neighbourhood as designated
in the official plan of the city of Toronto.

What I have tried to express, in a very
disjointed way, is my immense concern about
what is happening to my riding, about the

shambles which exists and the incapacity of

the higher courts of the Province of Ontario
to even remotely understand what the gov-
ernment is trying to do and what we in this

Legislature are trying to do. We have had

ample examples of it — the little jigsaw-
across-the-checkerboard problem with respect
to the titles of land devised for the purposes
of defeating the planning laws of the Prov-
ince of Ontario—all of this gobbledygook
with respect to the way in which the city
has acted and the way in which the weight
is always given to the private developer,
because he's the one who can plan in what
is called a business efficiency sense. It is

not possible in community planning with

participation which is a sensitive, sophisti-
cated procedure which we are only begin-
ning to know how to deal with. It takes a

considerable amount of time and it takes

the participation and the good will of very
many people.

I'm simply saying I don't know what the
answer is. My guess is, if I understood
what the executive committee is giving con-

sideration to—You know what they are prob-
ably being driven to? An application to the

Province of Ontario to give them authority
to expropriate the site. They don't have
that authority at the present time. There

may be some diflFerence of legal opinion as

to whether or not that's possible.

Or they may be forced into trying to

negotiate another deal such as the one that

was negotiated at Dundas and Sherboume—
that pressure cooker negotiation with the

Minister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman) acting
in his capacity of being the person who is

in charge of Ontario Housing Corp.—under
immense community pressure in order to have
that development done in conjunction with
the Ontario Housing Corp.

How ridiculous can our plaiming processes
be if the elected representatives sitting on
the council of the city of Toronto and the

executive committee of the city of Toronto
have to go in that kind of a roundabout way
and to give and waste their time trying to

negotiate that kind of deal? Because you
know and I know how long it will take be-
fore they would ever get authority, if they
need legal authority, to expropriate that

property.

You and I know as well how difficult it

will be to negotiate with Ontario Housing
Corp. and meet the legitimate concerns of

the people in the area because there is al-

ready a substantial Ontario Housing develop-
ment immediately to the north of the site

under consideration. And in a low-density
residential area, they are not particularly
anxious to see a very dense Ontario Hous-

ing development occupying not just a few
acres to the north, and integrate into the

community, but an increase of some 9.2 acres

in density. You can understand that kind of

problem.

That is what the city council of the city
of Toronto, the executive committee, has to

fool around with. You read in the newspaper
that it takes them a lot of time to get any-

thing done these days. You can all under-

stand why it takes them so long, because they
have not been able, under the laws of this

province with respect to the plarming pro-
cedures to develop anything in the nature

of a new development policy.

And they have their problems as well.

They have their internal divisions. They have
the old block of old developer people that

dominated that whole operation under the

last council. The new council, many of them,
are becoming familiar with it, but they don't

have hard and fixed views. They try to look

at each project and make their own assess-

ment of what is the valid and proper step to

take in order to try to find their way to a

new development policy for that part of the

city of Toronto.

I'm simply saying that we can't allow the

luxury of ancient court theories to dominate
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the planning process. I think it is equally
ridiculous when the Law Reform Commission,
which has done some very good work in latter

years, although it will have to do a lot of

good work before I will ever forget that first

report that indicates that the law respecting
the rule against perpetuities was a matter of

urgent importance in the Province of Ontario

and issued their first report on that topic.

They've come a long way since that time.

But the whole attitude that, somehow or

other, there is a weigh scale and that on the

weigh scale the private developer has an

equal place with the public interest with

respect to the kind and quality of develop-
ment which will take place is an attitude of

mind which has to be reversed and which
this government can only reverse by clear

concise planning laws and clear, concise

regulations.

Because, again, we lawyers read the

checkerboard decision, and it was a great
little game. You made your little chart on the

paper and you figured out whether it was

okay to do it this way and then—what was
the next example they gave?—and all of the

rest of it to find out which way you managed
to come up right and to have it successful.

Then you had the court, with that delightful

language, something about the antiquity of

the conveyancer's art.

We are not interested in the antiquity of

the conveyancer's art. We are trying to plan
the orderly development of the Province of

Ontario, and we all share that view. But

every single time that we delay, then we
reach situations where the fait accompli is

irreversible.

That is what is going to be the case in my
riding of Riverdale. I am quite certain that

members sitting from other urban centres
are going to be faced with the same kind of

problem, because the game will be over by
the time the new planning and development
controls are granted to the municipal coun-
cils in the Province of Ontario. No question
about that!

What have we got in Riverdale? I thought
I would at least be spared the full impact of
the extension of the Gardiner Expressway,
but no, they have decided if they are going
to build it they are going to build it right

through Riverdale, right through the CNR
tracks which run right through the middle
of the city. They are going to destroy, I forget
how many houses—600 or 700 houses—most
of them in the riding of Riverdale. They are

going to put this shopping centre right in

the centre of Riverdale.

As my friend, the member for Beaches-
Woodbine (Mr. Wardle), well knows, we have
three of the major sources of pollution in the

city of Toronto on the southern part of the

riding of Riverdale. I am not talking about
Canada Metal. That is an industrial plant.
I am talking about the Hearn plant and two

sewage disposal plants. If you have noticed

a strange smell in the area around the

Parliament Buildings in the last 24 hours, that

is generally the smell which permeates the

southern part of the riding of Riverdale and
has for many, many years.

What I am saying to the House is that one

of the few areas where people of relatively
modest economic means can still maintain

private ownership of their own home under

an adequate rehabilitation programme is in

the riding of Riverdale. If the government
wants to destroy that then continue to delay
on the introducing of the planning project
and leave the decisions to be made by the

judges of the Supreme Court of the Province

of Ontario, leave the decisions to be made by
the members of the Law Reform Commission

who have no sense of the urgency of the

problem, and leave the decision to be made

by those who support, as the member for

Downsview (Mr. Singer) does, an outmoded

philosophy and who try to cloud it under

the proposition that somehow or other we
must be governed by laws and not by men.

I have never heard such facetious nonsense

spoken about a topic of such immense im-

portance. The fact of the matter is it is

perfectly clear that the laws passed by the

elected council of the city of Toronto are

ineffective to prevent the destruction of the

riding of Riverdale.

The substructure is already shaky. The

speculative buyers are in there. You can go
to street after street to see this. You would

have to be a magician and you would have

to spend all your lifetime to figure out the

changes in the ownership of properties in that

area and the speculative buyers who are

buying up the property for the purpose of

ultimately destroying the area—and not so

ultimately. I am simply saying, Mr. Speaker,

that I am glad to have the opportunity to

have a forum such as this

Mr. Stokes: What about the Design for

Development?

Mr. Renwick: —where I can at least get rid

of some of my frustrations, if nothing else,

about what is happening in that part of the

city of Toronto.
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I want to say this to the House that I

feel immensely defeated by it, I think it is

extremely diflBcult for people in public life

to find that they have practically no leverage
of any kind to be able to prevent what is

happening in my riding. I think it is shock-

ing. I think the whole planning process as it

relates to the riding of Riverdale is a total

shambles. I would venture to suggest it

would be better to carve out the riding of

Riverdale and remove all development re-

strictions and just let it go. Otherwise, the

government is making a folly of citizen

participation and planning; it is making a

folly of representative municipal government;
and it is making a folly of the attempt by the

people in the city of Toronto, when they
elected that council, to get new development

policies, let alone new housing policies or

some control over the way in which the city

is going to develop.

And all the time they are losing. They are

losing everywhere. They are subject to no-

thing but criticism in the media and else-

where for the number of hours they spend at

their work and for the time they spend try-

ing to meet delegation after delegation. Why?
Because they haven't got the proper tools

and instruments that will allow them to go
about their business in a conciliatory, sophis-

ticated, intelligent way. And their business,

which the people in the city of Toronto gave
to them, is to provide a third level of

development control that will be effective

and maintain the quality of life in the city

of Toronto.

I've gone on at some length. Thank you,
Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the debate.

Motion agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The 15th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF LABOUR
(contintied)

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West, I believe, was completing his remarks,
was he not?

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Thank
you, Mr. Chairman. I have just one other

topic I'd like to touch on.

The labour critic of the Liberal Party in-

dicated in his remarks that he would like

the minister's opinion on Canadian unions

vs international unions. I would be very sur-

prised if the minister's opinion had changed
at all from what it was in the estimates of

last year, when he said it was a very ticklish

subject and one he felt was best left to the

unions themselves. The minister also was
sure that the unions could best solve any and
all of their problems by themselves when it

came to internal matters.

I must say I agree with the minister's at-

titude on this, and I would say further that

there will be no great urge for Canadian
workers to move from an international union
to a Canadian union or to form themselves
into a purely Canadian union as long as the

workers are employed in a branch plant of

an international corporation. Only when and
if Canadianization of industry occurs will it

make any sort of economic sense for the

workers to belong to a union existing only
in Canada.

The other important point I want to make
here is that the sole criterion of a union
should not be whether it is a union that

exists in Canada only or is part of an inter-

national union, but whether and how well it

serves the members that it was elected to

represent.

An hon. member: Surely the member
doesn't believe that.

Mr. Bounsall: Most certainly I do. That's

the criterion: We look at the union and say
if it is good or bad. The criterion should be

solely whether or not it is serving the mem-
bers it represents. And it would be presump-
tuous for any outsider to tender advice to a

group of workers as to who would best rep-
resent them. It is their choice and if they
feel that that particular union, be it inter-

national or Canadian-based only, is the best

representative for them, it is their decision

and not one in which an outsider should

tender any sort of advice. I would conclude

my opening remarks there, Mr. Chairman,
and I am content to make other remarks to

any individual sections when they come up.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister wish

to reply?

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour): Yes,

Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a few
comments on the remarks which were made
by the two members opposite. First, perhaps
I should preface my remarks by expressing

my appreciation to the labour critics from
the Liberal Party and the NDP. As you can

imagine, sir, the Labour portfolio is one that

is very demanding for the staff, and, at times,

for the minister; so one can appreciate when
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the criticism is as constructive as it was yes-

terday. This, of course, does not preclude a

good debate. We've had some heated argu-
ments before, and I'm sure we will have
others in the future.

The Ministry of Labour deals in very sen-

sitive areas. Whether it's labour relations,

whether it's the Employment Standards Act,

the Human Rights Commission or occupa-
tional safey, you can imagine that these are

areas which are very sensitive at all times.

The fact that these two members have pre-

sented, as far as I am concerned, very con-

structive criticism, makes the dialogue much
easier. I think it puts the minister in a posi-
tion where he can see on both sides and

perhaps come up with the best of program-
mes. I wanted to pay this tribute to them.

The hon. member for Rainy River (Mr.

Reid) asked a number of questions. I think

he wanted to know the number of staff of

the Ministry of Labour. I have it here,

bro'^en down according to the different pro-

grammes or branches. The total staff on Oct.

23 was 680 people.

My hon. friend also referred to the mini-

mum wage, and this, of course, is a very

topical subject; a question was asked today
in the question period and some time ago.
I can assure my colleagues in the Legislature
that I have given serious thought to it. I

have spent a number of weeks already on
this very point of setting a minimum wage.
I can say at this point that, no matter what,
I think the Minister of Labour is fair game
when it comes to discussing the establishing
of a minimum wage.

You can make, in fact, two good argu-
ments, depending on which side you are on.

I can assure you that in some parts of this

great province of ours there are areas where
the increase in minimum wage certainly hurts.

It's costing jobs. I've said it before and
there's no question about it; it's costing jobs
in two ways. First, people who have to go
out of business. Some might say they're

marginal businesses and perhaps they're
better off being out of business. Well, I don't

buy that. On the other hand, you also have
the potential jobs that could have been made
available to many people but which will not

come about because of an increase in the

minimum wage.

Nonetheless, I think it is my duty as Min-

ister of Labour to see that the minimum

wage is fair.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): What do

you mean by fair?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, that's a decision

that will have to be made by cabinet, as I

said. I have a number of proposals and we
hope to come up with something that's rea-

sonable. There's nothing I would like better

than to raise the minimum wage if I were
sure that other people in other brackets

would stay where they are, because otherwise

there is an inflationary component in the

minimum wage. I think everyone wiU agree
with this. By raising the minimum wage, this

is what we call compression. I would like

to do this, but you will find out by experi-
ence that after six months or a year, within

a year, there is decompression. You have to

raise all your wages on top of it. There's no
doubt in my mind that there is an inflationary

component in the minimum wage. Nonethe-

less, I hope that I will be able to make a
statement to the Legislature within the next

few days. We want to give employers a

chance to adjust themselves to what is going
to take place, I would presume early in the

next year.

Reference was made also to a certain con-

fidential study by the Metro Toronto Board
of Trade in relation to discrimination be-

tween male and female. In fact, I'm not

aware of this. I think if there was discrimina-

tion based solely on sex, the law is quite
clear—it's illegal, and I'm sure if they would

apply to us we would be only too glad to

investigate.

So far as the national and international

unions are concerned, my hon. friend from
Windsor West has answered for me.

Mr. Reid: You are still ticklish, are you?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, no, I am not

ticklish at all. My position hasn't changed.
This is a matter to be determined by the

union members, of course. We don't ask

management whether they are internationally
owned or what. I don't think it is an area

where the minister should get involved at all.

We leave it to the union.

I can give you as an example a small

Canadian union bargaining with a large
multinational company; there is no way I

think that they could bargain in good faith.

I don't want to get into this; my position
hasn't changed.

So far as the position of the Ministry of

Labour is concerned with the unorganized,
that is another reason we certainly impose
a minimum wage which, by the way, is

strictly a minimum. It is not anything that

we recommend; it is simply to stop the ex-

ploitation of workers in this province. If you
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compare our minimum wage over the years
with other provinces, other Legislatures and

jurisdictions, you will find that we have been,

by and large, a leader in this regard. Now
you cannot compare two provinces in Canada.
I think if over 50 per cent of the people in

Ontario lived in Metro Toronto, perhaps we
could take a second look.

Many people would like to compare On-
tario and BC but I don't think you can make
a comparison. I think you have to look at the

BC regulations which make an awful lot of

exemptions that we don't have here. The
minimum wage is strictly to stop the exploita-
tion of workers. I think in this regard we can

say that it is one the of responsibilities of

the Ministry of Labour to make sure that

there is no exploitation.

Now, as to the number of people working
at minimum wage; it's diflBcult to find. The
last statistics that I have been provided with

go back to April, 1972, and we find that at

that time there were roughly 56,000 people
working at the minimum wage of $1.65. Now
this figure could include, of course, students

and beginners, for whom the minimum wage
was below $1.65.

With reference to the Employment Stand-
ards Act we do, as you know, make a lot of

audits and spot checks. The hon. member for

Rainy River wanted to know how many of

these had taken place. The last figures I

have are for 1972-1973, last year. We've had
9,316 complaints which have been checked,
of course, and we also have done some
routine spot checks to the tune of 3,709; for

a total of 13,025 investigations by the branch.

As to the amount of money collected we
have this divided according to whether it is

a violation of the minimum wage or unpaid

wages or overtime. I can give you a break-

down. Insofar as the minimum wage is con-

cerned we have collected $145,000 and that's

for the fiscal year 1972-1973; in unpaid
wages $630,000; in overtime $528,000; in

equal pay for equal work $37,000; in vaca-
tion pay $568,000; in termination pay
$209,000; for a grand total of over

$2,120,000. As you can imagine with the

staff that we have and the complement that

we have, I think we can say that our people
have been very busy. We've acted on every
complaint plus over some 3,100 spot checks
that we have made ourselves.

The hon. member also wanted to know
what were the priorities of the Ministry of

Labour. I think, in all fairness, one of my
priorities is to humanize the work force. I

said this in Windsor on Saturday and I

mean every word: To humanize the work
force.

I think the time has come when people
won't accept rigid orders from top manage-
ment that have to be obeyed right down to

the bottom. I think there has to be more

dialogue, more linkage, more liaison. And
I think we have to address ourselves to this

very important problem.

Improving the quality of life is, of

course, you might say, like motherhood. In

my role as Minister of Labour, and during

my term of ofiice, I would like to humanize

the work place.

There was a time when the banker's

decision was nobody's but the banker's

business only. There was a time, also, when
industrialists could tamper with the environ-

ment, and this was no one's business—but

no more today.

I think in all fairness a worker who has

worked for 30 or 40 years of his life is

entitled to something more than just a liveli-

hood, and this I put in the context of

humanizing the work place. This is one of

our priorities.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor - Walkerville):

What does the minister mean by "humaniz-

ing"?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: To make it a better

place to work in for the workers. We
mustn't forget that human dignity has, at

times, anyway, in my opinion been for-

gotten. Any worker, irrespective of who he

may be, because of his colour, race, creed,

or anything, is a human being who should

be looked upon as a dignified man. We
should work to promote this, and this is

what I call humanizing, making the working

place a better place to work in.

Mr. B. Newman: Are you referring to

conditions of work or are you referring to

change?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: To everything that

has to do with making this place a better

place for the worker.

We've also been asked about reducing
the retirement age from 65 to 60. We have

never set a retirement age. This is a matter

determined by private agreement between

the employer and the employee. If we were

to move into this regard we would have

to amend the Human Rights Code, which

prohibits discrimination in employment be-

tween the age of 45 and 65.

I think this pretty well covers some of

the questions asked by the hon. member.
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He has referred to the delays in hospital
awards. We made amendments last year,
which have helped some, but we are still

not satisfied. We are studying, trying to find

a way of, perhaps, improving the system of

awarding these awards by arbitration boards.

It's not easy when you're dealing with two
or three people.

If I may make a suggestion, if the two

parties would give us more than one nomi-

nee, if we had two or three nominees, this

might help to expedite these awards. But I

cannot say the system is perfect. Nothing is

perfect, but we are working toward that

end.

I would like to refer to the hon. member
for Windsor West. He, too, has made some

very good comments, particularly in his

presentation of the plight, as he called it,

of hospital workers. Along with my col-

league, the Minister of Health (Mr. Potter),
I had the opportunity of meeting the union

representatives. We've discussed this. I don't

quite accept the fact that because of a

ceiling of five per cent the board of a hos-

pital is prevented from giving a better

salary to employees.

Mr. Bounsall: I don't either, but that's the

story of their negotiations.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes. As a matter of
fact I know of 10 or 12 awards which have
been in the neighbourhood of eight to 10
per cent, and perhaps a little over 10 per
cent increase during the year. I don't have
them with me. I'll provide them with the
awards.

I have a letter here which was sent by
the Deputy Minister of Health to all ad-
ministrators of public hospitals. I'll read it

to place it in the record. The letter is dated
Aug. 13, 1973. It says:

To administrators of public hospitals:

From time to time questions are put
to the ministry as to the relationship be-
tween hospital salary levels and the
amount available to hospitals under their
annual global budgets. Some time ago rep-
resentatives of CUPE met with the min-
isters of Health and Labour and their
senior officials to discuss 1973 wage rates
and the increases which were available for
salaries and wages in 1973 over 1972 with-
in the global budget. I believe it is clear
to all hospital people that the increase in
the global budget in 1973 over 1972
raises the total amount which is available
to the hospital with which to manage and
operate for 1973.

[There is no direction from the Ministry
of Health as to how that total budget shall

be disbursed. This is a matter which is

entirely up to the local board of directors

and the administration of the hospital.]

This means that if a hospital should pay
a higher price in 1973 than it did in 1972
for one type of goods or service, or if the

volume of one type of service or another

should increase materially, the hospital

cannot expect any more funds beyond the

approved total budget for 1973 because of

any one large increase.

It is, therefore, up to the hospital to

manage within the total global budget. For
1973 the hospitals' global budget base is

five per cent greater than 1972. The hospi-
tal has this total amount for 1973 cost of

wages, goods and services purchased and
is to handle all these matters within the

total increased global budget. The minis-

try recognizes this responsibility does re-

quire some freedom to adjust expenditures
and stafiiing so as to operate within the

approved total budget. This flexibility is

quite permissible provided the ministry is

,Q;iven advanced notification of any changes
in levels of patient care.

We hope this information will be help-

ful to you. Yours sincerely,

S. W. Martin.

I put this letter on the record to show that

there is flexibility within the total global

budget. Nonetheless, I think my good col-

league from Windsor West will be glad to

hear that I intend to pursue it and, as a

matter of fact, I propose to attend meetings
with my colleague, the Minister of Health,

fairly soon to see what can be done in this

regard.

I think the other night he referred briefly

to the question of overtime. Unfortunately,
Mr. Ghairman, I didn't have enough informa-

tion. If my hon. friend wants to, perhaps we
can get together shortly and go over this.

T didn't really have enough information to

make a really good response to this question.

Perhaps another reason as well is that as you
know some negotiations are going on now
and perhaps it would be better if we get

together on this and talk about it and see

what can be done.

With reference to the time lapse in the

Question of hospital arbitration, in 1969 the

average was six months and that's the time

lapse before you could get the award. In

1970 it was 6.1 and in 1973 there has been

quite an improvement. It is 4.8 months; that's

the time lapse.
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Mr. Reid: That is an average you are talk-

ing about?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes. The time lapse, on

average.

Mr. Reid: Which means that there is a

number of them that are much higher than

4.1 or 6.1?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The number of hospital
settlements in 1973, and this covers 200 or

more workers, the number was 54; the em-

ployees covered numbered 19,659, and the

average annual increase in wages was 9.3

per cent of these awards. That is information

I just received from my staff.

Mr. Reid: Do you not think that that is too

long? Four months? Six months?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, I have already
said this, Mr. Chairman; we are trying to

improve and we did improve some last year.
I think we cut down by a week. But, again,
we have encountered some problems. Al-

though it is better—It has improved—it is still

not what I would like to see it and I suppose
what my hon. friend would like to see.

This, Mr. Chairman, concludes my remarks

at this time but I think that during discussion

over the votes we probably will have to come
back on this.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Well, we call those the

general remarks and the response of the

ministry. We will call vote 2001. Perhaps
it is hardly worthwhile getting started, any-

way.

Mr. Reid: We could call it 6 of the clock.

May I just ask, Mr. Chairman, are we going
to go through each vote on 2001—1, 2, 3 and

so on individually—or may we range freely

over anything under vote 2001?

Mr. Chairman: We might clarify that now.

Is it the wish of the committee to do it item

by item in this one vote? There are eight
items.

Mr. Reid: May I suggest, Mr. Chairman,
that because of the fact that we have a com-

mittee going on downstairs and members are

coming in and out, that we range freely over

vote 2001, hopefully sticking to one topic at

a time. But if other people come in they will

have an opportunity to speak on anything
under that vote.

Mr. Chairman: Is this the wish of the

committee? Okay.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF LABOUR
( continued )

On vote 2001:

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6, we
had just called vote 2001, and there seemed
to be general agreement that instead of doing
it item by item, that you would range over

the entire first vote. Are there any comments?
Vote 2001.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr.

Chairman, I was wondering under research

what the minister has involved with that?

Does that have to do maybe with the recent

report on the minimum wage and its effect,

or what future might be in labour negotia-
tions and so forth? Could you explain what is

in that?

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour):
Yes, Mr. Chairman, we have a number of

major projects under way in the research

branch. I can perhaps list some of them.

For wages and hours of work, we have
seven projects, as a matter of fact. I can
name them: the employee attitudes toward

compressed work schedules, the daytime re-

quirements for evaluating hours of work

standards, a survey of wages and hours in

low-paying industries, a survey of the family,
and economic characteristics of low-wage
workers. We have a survey to determine
where low wage workers in Ontario are em-

ployed. We have a survey for part-time em-

ployment, employment status of taxi drivers.

In the field of safety, we have the charac-

teristic of construction accidents occurring

during the fiscal year 1973, and the develop-

ing and implementing of information systems
for planning and evaluating safety pro-

grammes.
In labour relations, we have eight projects

under research: the duration of grievance
arbitration, the employment patterns in the

construction industry, the hospital wage
trends under collective bargaining, maternity
leave under collective bargaining, experience
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under the revised Hospital Labour Disputes
Arbitration Act, the union trusteeships in On-

tario, the analysis of collective agreements in

public service industries, and the barriers to

organization of employees.

In employment adjustment and manpower,
we have four studies presently: the forecast-

ing of summer employment opportunities for

students, the development of an information

system for monitoring mass terminations of

employees in Ontario, the identification of

persons who are disadvantaged in obtaining
and holding employment, and a survey of

students' summer employment experience in

1973.

I understand we have two other projects
under contract—by an outside firm, I believe.

Pay for equal work; there is a study on that,

too.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

Mr. Chairman, I wanted to ask the minister

if he has implemented any studies concern-

ing conditions of work in foundries? The
minister may be aware that the life expect-

ancy of a foundry worker, I understand, is

somewhat lower than for an ordinary indus-

trial worker. In fact, in the US in negotia-

tions, they have asked industry to consider

the retirement of a foundry worker after 25

years rather than 50 years because of the

hazards involved in long-time work in the

foundry process. I am wondering if the min-

ister has implemented any studies concerning
health hazards even though he may say it

may be the responsibility of the Ministry of

Health. When it comes to retirement benefits,

however, I would assume that it might be

part of your responsibility.

I ask you, specifically, Mr. Minister, if you
have looked into the high mortality of the

foundry workers as well as the effects on
those working in forge and stamping manu-

facturing operations, the effect that this could

have on their physical health and, likewise,

any benefits that they may have as far as

workmen's compensation is concerned?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: To my knowledge, we
have no special study dealing with health
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hazards in foundries. I know that we have an

inspection, of course, through the occupa-
tional health branch of the Ministry of Health

in this regard.

I've only had one experience, myself, with

one firm. They were complaining about the

heat during the summer and that it was

affecting their health, so we had an inspector
from the occupational health branch call in

there and I never heard from them after-

wards. It may be a good idea for me to

check into it, perhaps, a little more. But to

my knowledge we don't have that many com-

plaints.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Minister, do you con-

sider it, possibly, a responsibility of yours to

protect the worker as far as health hazards

are concerned? Now, I made mention of

foundries. You can also have the same prob-
lem, I understand, with workers in the

asbestos industry as well as workers in the

metal industry where beryllium is used to a

great degree and the effects that this may
have on the individual, the cancerous effects

of some of these coatings that are used on
metals and with which the individual has to

work.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, well, it is cer-

tainly a concern. My concern, of course, as

Minister of Labour, is anything that happens
to workers. Of course, we are very much
involved in the cases of accidents in indus-

try as well as in the construction industry.

However, when it comes to health hazards,

well, we leave it to experts. We don't have
these experts in our ministry but we have
a close rapport, or relationship, with the

Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) and it is

left to his ministry pretty well.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on the

research item before we swing to another?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): I apologize
to you, Mr. Chairman, and to the minister

for being two or three minutes late. I must

say that in being late I don't think that I

furthered the cause of legislative labour
relations this evening.

I took the subway up from downtown and
waited at the bottom of the Queen's Park

property for some time, trying to get across

the traflBc which was lined up for blocks.

I finally made a mad dash in the hope of

getting here on time. Unbeknownst to me,
they are paving the road around Queen's
Park Cres., and I happened to tread right

through the new paving. There were two

people, hiding in the bushes, almost keeping

an eye on it to see that John Q. Public

did not walk across this new paving. I must

say they had a few choice words to say and
I was tempted to say, "My name is Fern

Guindon, Minister of Labour, and send me
the bill."

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): It wasn't the mem-
ber for Grey-Bruce (Mr. Sargent), was it?

It must have been the member for Grey-
Bruce.

Mr. Reid: Instead, I said, "I'm Stephen
Lewis and to hell with you." For that rea-

son, Mr. Chairman, I wasn't here.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Tell us, what did the

member for Grey-Bruce say when he walked
out of the bushes?

Mr. Reid: They'll have company.

Mr. Chairman: Meanwhile, back to the

items.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, I want to bring
to the minister's attention which, really, is

the purport of my entire thrust—as one of

the NDP members said, one's thrust in

regard to these estimates, very badly stated,

is that this party wants to see the Minister

of Labour take an active part in the labour

problems facing the Province of Ontario,

rather than a reactive part, as the minister

in his explanatory material admits to himself.

I think one of the most likely areas where
the minister has a possibility of doing this

is within his research department.

As I read the explanatory material and
look at what the Ministry of Labour pro-

duces, it's mostly a reactive type of opera-
tion that the research department conducts.

The first thing mentioned is the library—
the information they collect, collate and
make available.

Now it seems to me that the initiative in

these matters should come from the Minis-

ter of Labour, and through his research

department, in particular: I'm happy to see

on the last page of the explanatory material,

as I mentioned last night, the employment
adjustment services. I think this is where
the whole thrust of this department should

be. But I would suggest two or three par-
ticular areas of research that would be of

great benefit to the labouring people, and
the province as a whole, that the minister

could carry out.
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The first, really, is the minimum wage,
and we've discussed this briefly. The minis-

ter didn't give us any cold hard facts about

what the trade-off between unemployment,
businesses and a higher minimum wage
would actually be. He indicated that yes,

indeed, there would be unemployment and

a few marginal industries would be put out

of business because of raising the mini-

mum wage.

The minister didn't care to comment on the

fact that perhaps some of these industries are

exploiting the people they have working for

them if, indeed, they're paying them the

sums they should be under the minimum

wage.

As I indicated last night, many of these

people working a 48-hour week are taking
home less money than they would on welfare.

A family of four receives less money on the

minimum wage than a family of four on wel-

fare, for whatever reasons they're on welfare.

These aren't my figures. The minister didn't

care to discuss in hard, cold facts what the

trade-off, in effect, was.

I referred obtusely to the long-run impact
of the 30 per cent revision in Ontario's mini-

mum wage on five industries. Those five in-

dustries are of marginal and peripheral im-

portance perhaps. I don't mean to denigrate

them, but to the economy as a whole I think

they can be considered as such—shoe fac-

tories; luggage, handbag and small leather

goods; hosiery mills; children's clothing and
foundation garment industries.

I would say, without casting any asper-

sions, that these, generally, are the kind of

industrial outputs that we usually consider

sweat shops. The people work hard; they
work long hours and receive a minimum

wage. As I read this report of the minister,

generally speaking, the conclusions are, if

I recall correctly, that the people involved

are marginal females, in the work force to

supplement their husbands' incomes, perhaps,
but who are not dependent on this kind of

wage for their entire income, or to make a

living. In effect, there was very little effect,

really, on the numbers employed in the work

force, and the wage increase was used as an

excuse for increasing the price of products by
manufacturers in the long run.

If this is true, and this applies across the

economic spectrum of the province as a

whole, there really isn't much left of the

minister's argument that we're going to put
a number of people out of jobs.

If the minister can substantiate to this

House by fact and figure that X number of

people, X number of businesses are going
to go out of business, then I say it's incum-

bent upon him and his ministry to prove to

this House why the minimum wage should

not be raised; why people shouldn't be

brought to a wage on which they can live

with dignity above the poverty line, as set

down by the Department of National Health

and Welfare and the Economic Council of

Canada.

I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the minister

hasn't done this. He has spoken in platitudes

—people will be unemployed "if'—but surely
he has an economic graph somewhere, or he

should have if he does not, that will indi-

cate to the Legislature what the trade-off is

between a higher minimum wage and the

unemployment which it may or may not

generate.

I suggest, Mr. Chairman: this is one item

that hasn't been thoroughly researched by
his research department, and something that

is of paramount interest to all the members
of the Legislature and the people in the

province as a whole.

I repeat, it's the people who aren't union-

ized, who aren't organized, who are getting
the dirty end of the stick on these matters,

because they aren't able to have any eco-

nomic clout or power in bargaining with their

employers.

I'm not really concerned, as some of my
friends to the left are, and that's a gratuitous
comment that I'll take back—but I'm not

concerned about the United Steel Workers

of America, about the United Automobile

Workers, about the employees who work for

Boise Cascade in Fort Frances, the Pulp,

Sulphite Workers, and the Machinists.

I am not concerned about those people,
when it comes to the estimates of the Minis-

ter of Labour. I'm concerned about the

people who do not have that organization,
that union clout, behind them to say to the

management of the company: "We need more
to make a decent living." It seems to me that

this is really the prime responsibility, or

should be, of this ministry and of this

minister.

As I suggested last evening, Mr. Chairman,
I think there should be no problem in raising

the minimum wage to $2 by the end of this

year and to $2.25 at the end of three months,
to give people the time to

adjust.
But I do

not think it would have that deleterious effect

on employment standards in this province.
And I can say that as gratuitously—without

any economic background and no facts and

figures or statistics—as the minister can say
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it would have, without the corresponding
figures. But surely, people are entitled to a

decent living wage and they are not getting
it at $1.80 an hour.

That is one thing, Mr. Chairman, that I

think the minister could take into considera-

tion as a prime project for the research de-

partment. It's more than this paltry effort,

I might say, that we all received lately,
which I read two weeks ago but which

really—you know, I have six years of training
in economics and I don't pretend to any
professionalism, but surely the minister, with
the resources of the entire civil service and
his research department, could come up with

something a little more comprehensive than

this.

There is a second thing, Mr. Chairman, in

regard to research that I would like to put
to the minister. Allow me to become—as the
member for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) did, and
I am sure we are all entitled — a little

parochial. I come from northwestern Ontario.

Most of the industry in my constituency is

in single-industry towns. They depend on

mining, they depend on lumber or they de-

pend on pulp and paper, with a peripheral
tourist industry which, to be quite frank,
does not employ very many people on a year-
round basis. They are primarily one-industry
towns.

We have had a strike in the town of Fort

Frances, as has Kenora in the riding of the
Minister of Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier).
Kenora's was completed about a week ago
but ours is continuing. We have had a strike

in the town of Fort Frances since July 3.

This is Oct. 23. The entire economy of that

town and that area depends upon the pulp
and paper mill in Fort Frances. The entire

economy of Kenora depends primarily on

pulp and paper. The entire economy in Ati-

kokan, which is also in my riding, depends
upon the iron mines there.

It seems to me that one of the prime con-
siderations for research would perhaps be the
effect of a strike on a one-industry town. I

have yet to see anything—any kind of demo-
graphic study—on a strike as it affects a one-

industry town, or even the economy of a

one-industry town, anywhere in the Province
of Ontario. I feel very deeply about this, Mr.
Chairman, because it is not only destroying
the economic base of the town, but it is

destroying the community and it's tearing it

apart, because there are no other buflFers in

the town to absorb the shock of a strike.

There are no other economic factors that

can absorb the eflFect and provide employ-

ment and the opportunity for people when
they do go on strike.

It is black and white. There is no alter-

native. You are either on strike or you
aren't, and everybody suffers — the man on

strike, his family, his children, the merchants
in the community, the company itself, and
the whole area—not just one town but the
whole district that depends upon that par-
ticular mill or that particular mine for its

livelihood.

It is not just an economic deprivation that

sets in, but there is a psychological depriva-
tion that goes much deeper and much fur-

ther than even the economic deprivation.

Surely the minister and his department
should be studying matters of this kind.

There are members throughout this chamber
who have these particular problems.

It is maybe not so important in a city rid-

ing, where a strike in a particular firm,
Artistic Woodwork for instance, is perhaps
very important for those people who are in-

volved, but the community as a whole can
absorb the shock and can provide other op-
portunities. The rest of the community goes
on living, working, providing jobs, and mak-
ing payrolls. The economic flow of life con-
tinues. In a one-industry town this is not so.

The complete social and economic fabric of

a community that depends on a one-industry
town comes to a complete standstill, and
there is no answer.

I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that this is a

matter that should be of prime import to the

minister and his research department. These
are matters which I think are of concern to

members, whether they represent a riding
like my own or some other riding. These are

matters in which the minister should be in

the forefront, in the van leading the way and

saying to his people, "Look, the object of

government is to try to ameliorate or keep
down the flames or to smooth out the dis-

ruptions, whether economic or social, in the

body politic. We want to meet these prob-
lems before they actually arise. I want this

department to be an active department
rather than a reactive department."

There are many other topics, Mr. Chair-

man, that I could suggest as worthy of re-

search, but I don't want to get into specifics.

I want to try to impress upon the minister

a philosophical point of view, that his re-

search department should not be one of col-

lecting and collating past, dead facts.

Certainly they are important. They are im-

portant to show what has happened in the

past and show the guidepost to the future.
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With all due respect to the minister and
his department, they have not been pointing
in the right direction. They seem to be

merely a library, which is the word that's

used time and time again in the minister's

own words.

It shouldn't be just a library. It should be
a vital organization looking ahead, looking
into the future, something that can say to

the people of Ontario, "Look, we think tiiese

are going to be the problems in the future

and these are the solutions that we think that

we have derived from our research to handle
them."

Mr. Chairman: On the matter of research,
before the minister replies-

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Still

on research, if the minister would like to

reply-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. Bounsall: I'd like to ask the minister

specifically what is the status of various

projects that were under way, which we
heard about in the estimates of last year
over a year ago, and about those that are

about to be undertaken? I heard his list

of research projects as I was coming into the

House, and I wondered what happened to

one project, the impact of the 1970 changes
in the Ontario Labour Relations Act. I'd

like to know the status of that. How close

is it to completion and in essence has it

been published?

There are two others that were about
to be undertaken, if not started, a year ago
last June—the obstacles to employee organiza-
tion and the effects of bargaining structures

on the levels of conflicts and the results.

I'm interested in those three because all of

those studies, which were said to be under

way or about to be under way a year ago
in June, could lead to results which could
find their way into legislation.

There must be some recommendations for

change if you looked at the impact of the

1970 changes in the Ontario Labour Re-
lations Act; or some disadvantages found
if that study is published that would cause

the Act to be changed, improved and so on.

The same with the other two. What
obstacles are there to employee organization?
The preamble to the Ontario Labour Re-
lations Act encourages collective bargaining
as the best means of employee/employer
relations in this province. If there are ob-

stacles the results of that study could find

their way easily into changes in the legis-

lation; and the same with the effects of the

bargaining structure on conflicts or the solu-

tion to contracts.

In that answer from you that I'd like to

hear on those three areas of research investi-

gation I'd hke to see it tied in with the

information services. If these have been

done, I'd like to know who becomes aware
of them. I'd like to know who becomes
aware of them. This might deal directly
with the way your information services

branch operates because I've heard reference

tonight to the publication of a booklet on

the effect of the 30-cent increase in the

minimum wage, which I have as yet not

received either at my home or in my of-

fice. Presumably I may well have to go
down to the library to get it.

If that is the way your information serv-

ices make known the results of your re-

search endeavours in your department, there

is something sadly amiss with the ministry's
attitude to having its laboriously gathered
research studies made available to the pub-
lic. If the booklet isn't made available to

the members of the House, or made avail-

able only on a very spotty basis, how on

earth is the public going to find out these

results short of coming in and using the

library?

I know that that also is of some concern

to the minister in terms of the number of

people who do come down and use the

library. The use of it is not what you call

overly to the great regret of the minister,

I think, and anyone who has heard about

how well stocked this library is, but where
are these three studies?

Have they been published? If they were,
how on earth would we ever hear of them,
because certainly, based on the impact of

the 30-cent-increase booklet, some members
of the House at least have certainly not

received that publication?

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps the minister would
like to reply to the present comments?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, of

course, the research branch in our ministry

plays a big role. I make no apology for the

research branch that we have in this Ministry
of Labour. We have a staff of 46 people.

It's true we have a library; we are very

proud of it. The library contains some

7,000 collective agreements with a lot of

back-up material which is available to the

public. Everyone is welcome. We have

tables and we do get a number of people
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coming in every day plus an average of 15

calls a day about collective agreements. So

this is public.

When it comes to research, I've listed some
25 projects under way. This is something
to be talked about. I imagine next year if

we were to have other projects, the mem-
bers opposite would think about another

project for research. There's no end to it

really. We think that our branch has done

everything it could possibly do in the field

of research and from year to year we change
the areas which need to be researched.

The question of minimum wage: That's

an ongoing programme. I've really been after

the branch to tell me how many employees or

workers who are on the minimum wage are

married with a family. There is no way I can

get that. I think we are trying now with the

federal government to get those statistics. I

contacted other jurisdictions in other prov-
inces and it is the same thing. There is no

way that we can get those figures. It would
be very helpful, indeed, if I could get this

but we just can't.

All of our research, of course, or most of

our projects are on an ongoing basis and

every time we publish or we have a report
we make a copy available to every member.
I certainly apologize if the member for

Windsor West didn't get a copy. Every mem-
ber of the Legislature was sent a copy of

this report. It is not a secret report or any-

thing of that kind.

Mr. Reid: It just arrived yesterday. It has

been in the library for about three weeks.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It came out in August,
1973. We got it from the press last week. I

know that you didn't have much notice, but
I didn't have much notice either. I mean

everything is made public; it is sent to the

members. Every member gets a copy of it. It

is a fact that in this report they claim you
can't see much of an impact from the in-

crease to the minimum wage. They are talk-

ing about a minimum wage of $1.30; now
we're talking in terms of $2.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): They are

talking about the change. It is the change
they are talking about.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: And this, of course,
could bring about—I'm sure it will aflFect—

Mr. Reid: This is history.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: When you are doing
research you can't research for the future.

You have to base yourself on statistics, on
facts.

Mr. Reid: You are 50 cents out.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It is bound to be

history in a sense. But there are data in here

which could be helpful to the minister and

certainly, when we set the minimum wage—
I could take backup material about that

thick about the minimum wage and we com-

pare with other jurisdictions.

Mr. Reid: Now, you said no comparison
with other jurisdictions.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, we compare. We
look at their minimum wages well.

Mr. Reid: You said no comparison.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, don't compare-

Mr. Reid: You said that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I think we can really

profit from the experience of other jurisdic-
tions and I think it is only fair.

Mr. Laughren: So could the workers.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: As I told you this

afternoon, this is a matter to be announced

shortly. No one knows as yet what this is

going to be but the announcement should
be made fairly soon.

Mr. Laughren: We can imagine what that

will be.

Mr. Reid: Possibly there won't even be
one.

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): If

it goes up to $1.80 all of the merchants will

fold up in Fort Frances.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I was suiprised the

other day to get from the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett) that there

are more people employed by small businesses

in this province than by large employers.

Mr. Laughren: That is the minister and
the chambers of commerce.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: They are the ones who
are being affected. If I were to quote your
figure and I know it—take an employer, say,

employing 25 people; if I were to use your
figure tonight, this would cost this employer
$25,000 in the first year. Can he afford to pay
$25,000 more when his net profit is less than

$20,000?
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Mr. Reid: What is your definition of a

small employer?

Mr. Laughren: What is the percentage
increase?

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): You seem to

overlook that.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: These are the things
we are up against but hopefully we will come
to a happy medium. Mind you, there is

nothing that I would like more—nothing I

would prefer than to be able to say the

increase in the minimum wage is to $2.50 or

$2.75.

Mr. Laughren: You and the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr.
Brunelle).

Hon. Mr. Guindon: If I could—but I don't

think it can be done. Now with reference-

Mr. Reid: Could I interrupt the minister at

that?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, sure.

Mr. Reid: I think the minister is doing all

that he can and that it is the Management
Board of Cabinet that is holding these

matters back. We, as members on the op-
posite side, cannot make a judgement on this

information given to us; nor do we have
the research facilities available to us to be
able to say, all right, if we raise it 20 cents,

10,000 people are going to be laid off.

The minister says he has those figures at

his fingertips. We would like to hear them.
We are reasonable people. If 10,000 people
are going to be put out of work because we
raise it a quarter or 50 cents or 75 cents, I

thin': most of us are willing to accept the
word of the minister that that is so. But my
original point was that these are the people
we should be concerned about—not the
United Steelworkers of America nor the
United Automobile Workers. But we would
like to know.

On the basis of this document, there
would seem to be little reason for not rais-

ing the minimum wage by 50, 60 or 70 cents.

We realize what the trade-ofFs are. We real-

ize that some people may be laid off. We
realize that some marginal businesses may
cro down the drain. But we have to consider
that the e are 56,000 people—using the min-
isters figure—who are working on a minimum
wage and who are very little above the
Stan 'lard that they would be receiving if they
\voe on welfare. And surely a person who

puts in a 40- or 48-hour work week, who
has to pay taxes besides that, is entitled to

a little more than that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, to my knowledge
no government or ministry of labour, no
matter where, can get those figures really
for sure, in spite of the research. And the

hon. member certainly can't make a judge-
ment. I would suggest that he visit the tour-

ist resort operators up in northwestern

Ontario. He will get the answer there.

Mr. Gilbertson: And the small grocery

stores, the gas stations.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: He will find out, for

instance, that we have lost a number of

jobs for students over 18 years of age because
the cut-off mark for the minimum wage was
18 and over. We have lost some jobs. We
have had a number of complaints. That's in

an area you can find. And it is mostly in the

service industries, like drycleaners, restaur-

ants, service stations—these are all marginal.
And I can understand why. You see, certain

staff—in a service station, for instance—are

paid for the whole day but there are times

when there is just no work for them because

there are no customers coming in. We know
by their financial statements.

Mr. Reid: You can make exceptions.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We can make excep-

tions, but—

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): You are

talking about gas.

Mr. Reid: May I make a suggestion to the

minister: that a married man with a family
receives $2.50 per hour; a student or a sea-

sonal employee, someone who wants to get
in the labour force, perhaps receive $2 an

hour? We realize these problems and we are

not trying to be unrealistic, but surely they
are entitled to a decent standard of living.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It sounds good but it

doesn't work. I mean, whose employer will

pay $2.50 when he can get a student or a

single man for, let us say, $1.80 as it is

now, or $2? You know, it sounds good, but

it just does not work.

Mr. Reid: If he employs him the year

round, he has to.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: As I said this after-

noon, this is strictly a minimum—nothing that

we encourage, far from it. And thank God
we have a great many good employers who
are paying much more than that.
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Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): And a great

many good unions that maintain that, as

well.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Tell me one

employer who raises his wages voluntarily.

Name me one.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Oh, there are some.

I can name the member some who are em-

ploying the handicapped — people who are

deaf and dumb—and they are paying more
than the minimum wage.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Dofasco.

Mr. Germa: Because they are producing.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, naturally, they
expect something for their salary. But this is

being done in the business world today. I

think it is quite understood.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I wanted
to ask of the minister if the department has

implemented any studies concerning the ef-

fect of the recent wage negotiations won in

the auto industry by the Chrysler workers.

Now they will be able to retire after 30
years of service with a pension of some $700
a month. Naturally, not all of them will be
able to get that $700 after 30 years of serv-

ice. According to Canadian and Ontario

pension laws, they may get that $700 a

month if they are 55 years of age.

I would suggest to the minister, as an

aside, that he speak with his colleague, the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-
lations (Mr. Clement), and have any legis-
lation that maintains the age of 55 reduced
to 50, so that the auto workers are able to

take full advantage of any of the salary and
benefits awards that they may have won
through the process of collective bargaining.
If they were able to win an agreement on
$700 a month after 30 years of service from
their employer, I think they should be en-

titled to receive it after the 30 years of ser-

vice, rather than waiting until they are 55

years of age, or if they take that pension
earlier, having it deducted to the extent of

eight per cent for each year they are under
55 years of age.

I only make that suggestion as an aside

to you, Mr. Minister, but I'm wondering if

the ministry has implemented any studies as

to the economic impact of the $700 per
month pension won by the auto workers?

Not for one minute am I saying that they
are not entitled to it and should not receive

it. I think that they may have set the pattern
for other negotiations in other fields than
the auto industry, but there will be some
economic impact, because this really amounts
to approximately $4 an hour and your mini-

mum wage is only $1.85 an hour today, so

you can see it can have a real effect. I would
like the minister to answer that.

Maybe I should put the other two issues

to the minister now. Has the department
tabulated various types of jobs that may be
reserved or set aside for the handicapped?
We know the diflSculties the handicapped
have of getting employment because of their

handicap. Maybe the ministry could say the

handicapped should be given first preference
to certain types of employment.

I did mention to the Minister of Natural

Resources that possibly the individual collect-

ing money at the entrance to a provincial

park could be a person who suffers from some

type of physical handicap. I mention this so

that at least these handicapped persons have

some avenues of employment, rather than

being relegated quite often to accepting

municipal welfare.

I would like the minister to reply to the

handicapped issue that I bring up and also

to the studies concerning the "30 and out"

agreement that was recently won by the

Chrysler auto workers.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: With reference to the

auto workers, I don't think we have any

study on this. I wish the hon. member would
tell me exactly what aspect of it he would
want us to study and perhaps we can have a

project for next year. I'd be glad to look

into it further. I know that the problem you
referred to a moment ago was related to the

Canada Pension Plan, which doesn't come
under us.

Mr. B. Newman: No, no, it is legislation

that is controlled, I understand, by the

Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Re-

lations that has a direct bearing on it, and I

understand also that the federal legislation

can be interpreted so that the worker may
retire after 30 years of service, regardless of

his age, without any penalty. The provincial

legislation has either not been interpreted in

that fashion or it has that penalty of eight

per cent a year if the employee is under 55

years of age. It's 55 years of age and under.

In other words, if he were 50 years of age
and retiring after 30 years of service he

would get only 60 per cent of his pension
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benefits, rather than the full 100 per cent

or $700 a month.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes, Mr. Chairman,
that's an area that I suppose we could do
more research on and we'd be glad to get

something on this for next year. I'd be glad
to recommend it and see what we can get

along those lines.

With reference to jobs for the handi-

capped, I'm sure my hon. friend would be

pleased to know that I have already con-

tacted the Minister of Health. We are trying,
both of us, to get some programmes going
which will give preference in some areas to

people with handicaps.

Mr. B. Newman: Has the minister con-

sidered maybe asking industry to set aside

some percentage of the number of jobs that

they have and assigning these jobs to the

handicapped, allowing them to find the best

place in which they could place the handi-

capped individual?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I'm sure industry could

be approached. Of course, we cannot compel
or force them, but I would think you will

find a good reception by and large. As I said

earlier, I know in the private sector, particu-

larly with smaller employers, that this is be-

ing done right now. But the idea of ap-

proaching larger industries is certainly a

good one.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): On
the same point, is the minister not aware
that in the United Kingdom this preference
for the handicapped is legislated? Approxi-

mately three per cent of the workers be-

tween 18 and 60 are handicapped, and by
law each company is supposed to hire about
one in three. Since it has been done there,
and it seems to be working out well, you
could follow that procedure here.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Chairman,
the hon. member is quite right; it is a fact

that three per cent of the work force in

British industry are handicapped. For all I

know, it could be three per cent now or more
and we wouldn't even know about it, but
we'd be glad to look into it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to ask the minister about the subject that

the member for Windsor-Walkerville was

discussing, the pension and its benefits, par-

ticularly as it applies to those who receive

survivor benefits.

In many instances where a person has
worked in industry for a number of years,

say 10, 15 or 20 years, when that person
passes on only a little bit remains for the

survivor; in some cases it is sliced from
100 per cent down to almost 20 per cent.

In his research, I wish the minister would

give consideration to dealing with survivor

benefits on this particular point.

Another point relates to larger corpora-
tions such as firms in the automobile indus-

try, the International Nickel Co. and a few
others that have very large and very good
pension plans for their employees. A large
amount of that money is being exported to

the United States, but I think it should
remain here in Canada to perhaps help

develop resources in Canada or even in

Ontario. Perhaps the minister might look

into that.

Has the minister any research on the

matter of disability pensions, similar to

what they have in the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board? Has he given any considera-

tion to doing thorough research into the

matter of all the contributions an employee
makes to certain pension and disability
schemes?

In some cases employees are paying into

a sickness and accident benefit scheme in

industry, and they are paying through life

insurance for some protection. If they have

automobile insurance, they are also protected
there in case of injury; and they are pro-
tected through the Workmen's Compensation
Board. Even the Unemployment Insurance

Commission now gives you that protection to

employees in Canada.

I wonder if the minister would do some
real research in this area and come up with

a programme so that a person would be

protected, regardless of where he is injured.
I recall that this was a pet project of the

member for Niagara Falls, who moved a

private member's bill on this subject about

two or three years ago. As our Liberal

critic says, my friends to the left did not

support it, but I thought it had good merits

at that time. There should be a combina-

tion of all these different programmes and
what an employee contributes to them.

I think what is required here is one good
programme for disabled and handicapped

persons in the Province of Ontario. I think

the idea has great merits, and I wish the
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government would do some real soul-search-

ing on this matter and come up with a

programme so that if a person is injured he
is covered regardless of where the accident

happens.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, with
reference to survivor benefits, I'm sure the

hon. member is aware that I have appointed
a task force which is looking into this. Per-

haps it is more directed toward discrimina-
tion between males and females but certainly
it is looking at this matter of pension. By
and large, of course, anything that has to

do with pensions comes under the Pension
Commission more so than under my minis-

try.

I could perhaps inform my hon. friend as
well that there is a federal-provincial com-
mittee working on income security. They
just started a few months ago, I guess, and
we have no report as yet, but they are look-

ing into those matters as well.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Al-
goma.

Mr. Haggerty: If he had permission he
would put on a programme of his own in
research. You are dealing with the labour
force in the Province of Ontario and this is

the most important thing that you—it is under
your branch.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: You have to be careful
of duplication. I think their work will be
studied very closely by our ministry but until
we get an interim report or something we
will wait to see if it is satisfactory or not.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, would the
minister not agree that the input would be
from the labour force in the Province of
Ontario? And this is where it should come
from, through your ministry.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes, the input comes
from us to the committee.

Mr. Haggerty: But from the labour force
itself in the province. I am talking about
labour, the persons employed in labour in
Ontario. That is where the input should be
from.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: The input comes from
the Ministry of Labour, through our re-
search branch and every resource that we
have available, to this committee. We will
be very close to it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Algoma.

Mr. Cilbertson: Mr. Chairman, while we
are on this subject, I was quite interested

in hearing the comments from the member
for Rainy River and from the member for

Windsor West, I believe it is. I come from
an area which is made up of small towns;
it is rural.

Mr. Reid: And one bridge.

Mr. Cilbertson: The whole area is made
up of small businesses; restaurants-

Mr. Laughren: Conflict of interest here.

Mr. Cilbertson: —gas stations; the small

grocery store.

Mr. Reid: Maple syrup.

Mr. Cilbertson: —the pancake house-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cilbertson: In these rural areas there

are times when there are people available

for work and it could supplement the family
income. They would be glad to get a chance
to come out and work and earn a little bit

to supplement-

Mr. Laughren: In respect of wages, of

course.

Mr. Cilbertson: I am sure that the raising
of the minimum wage would have an ad-
verse aflFect, a serious adverse affect on many
small businesses. I think that the member for

Rainy River certainly should be aware of

this. Even though he lives in the great city
of Rainy River, there must be an awful lot

of rural area in which he has people who
are going to be affected by this.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He was aware of it. He
was being very naive.

Mr. Reid: Yes, and I was in business, too.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: And look what happened.

Mr. Reid: They were making more money
than I was.

Mr. Cilbertson: I would say that there are

many farmers, too, who could hire some

young fellows, perhaps dropouts from school

and so on, who do not have transportation
to get to the big cities to look for work.

Mr. Laughren: You are one of those em-

ployers.

Mr. Cilbertson: They could be employed
and at least earn something. They would be

happy to do it. A lot of these farm kids who
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have grown up don't want to go on welfare

and they don't mind working for a lower

wage if it helps to supplement the family
income at home.

Mr. Beid: How do you raise a family on

$1.80 an hour?

An hon. member: How would you know?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It helps.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The hon.

member for Algoma has the floor. Everybody
will have an opportunity.

Mr. Laughren: You will be proposing la-

bour camps next.

Mr. Gilbertson: I'm sure that we have to

look at both sides of the picture. I know very
well that it will have a very serious adverse

affect if the minimum wage is raised to $2.

Mr. Reid: Two dollars?

Mr. Chairman:
Nickel Belt.

The hon. member for

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to make some comments that will perhaps
spill over from research into information

services, if I might at this time. I understood
we were discussing the entire vote.

Mr. Chairman: We were trying to concen-
trate until now on research. It may be pretty
well explored.

Mr. Laughren: When I was contemplating
how I should address the minister this eve-

ning, it occurred to me that this minister
is remarkably like the Minister of Com-
munity and Social Services, in that they
both rely to a considerable degree on their

own personal popularity with the opposi-
tion to dilute some of the attack. But there
is no question but that both ministers rely
on the perpetuation of myth. With the

Minister of Community and Social Services,
it's about the working poor and those people
on welfare, and with the Minister of Labour,
it's about the problems of the small business-

man as opposed to the needs of those people
who are working on the minimum wage.

Really, it's the stance designed to pre-
serve the status quo and not to change
anything meaningful at all. What you're

really doing, Mr. Minister, by your stance
with the minimum wage and by playing off^

with the Minister of Industry and Tourism
and the Minister of Community and Social

Services, is preserving, as much as you might

hate the term, a class system in this prov-
ince.

Mr. Haggerty: They preserve that look

and talk to the unions.

Mr. Laughren: They are preserving the

class system by dividing the working poor

against the welfare. That's how you create a

class system and how you perpetuate a class

system and I'm sure you wouldn't object
to that, either, because your thoughts are

very similar.

I think that the information services branch

of this ministry should have, at least, a

meaningful role to play in getting informa-

tion out to those people in the province,
the labour force that doesn't understand its

rights and is indeed exploited.

In other words, what I am saying, Mr.

Chairman, is that it's time that the Ministry
of Labour started doing something for

labour and not to it and I think that the

information services branch is a logical

vehicle to disseminate information to the

public and yet it's not doing it.

Surely, for example, one of the first

priorities of the information services branch

of this ministry should be to explode the

kind of myth that is currently held out there

in the public and those myths are held, at

least, partly because the Minister of Labour

will do nothing to explode those myths.
And he has ample support, as you can tell

by the interjections from his backbenchers,

to preserve the status quo. So, when I hear

the member for Algoma get up and com-

plain that raising the minimum wage to $2

would wreak hardship upon the small busi-

nessman, I know where his heart is—it's

right vdth the rest of the Tory party in

this province.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):

We would hope so.

Mr. Laughren: You really caimot separate,

Mr. Chairman, the Conservative Party in

this province from the perpetuation of a

class system. It's too bad, you know, be-

Mr. Gilbertson: That's a lot of nonsense.

Mr. Laughren: Of course, you want to

believe it's a lot of nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: How many small business-

men have you talked to?

Mr. Laughren: You are a walking example
of the class system in this province.
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An hon. member: A waddling one over

there.

Mr. Laughren: A waddling example, yes.

Mr. Gilbertson: I have a big heart and

you know it.

Mr. Germa: It's as hard as a rock. The

biggest hard heart in this House.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, I'm sure

I can tell by the look on your face that

even you don't believe that the member
for Algoma has a big heart.

Mr. Gilbertson: You've tasted some of my
maple syrup, haven't you?

Mr. Laughren: The problem is that man-

agement is represented in the cabinet of the

Conservative Party in Ontario. Management
is represented directly by the Minister of

Industry and Tourism, but indirectly by all

the other ministers in that cabinet.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: So is the small business-

man.

Mr. Laughren: Who is a small business-

man?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He's represented in the

cabinet.

Mr. Laughren: He's represented by the

Minister of Industry and Tourism and I'm

suggesting to you, Mr. Chairman, that no-

body is representing labour in the cabinet.

Certainly, not the Minister of Labour when
he sits there with a $1.80 minimum wage
in the province. He surely does not claim

to represent labour, or speak for labour in

the cabinet.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: How about the small busi-

nessman who hasn't got organized labour?

Mr. Laughren: It would be very nice if

the minister would, although I must admit
that I have my doubts about having a watch-

dog for labour that can neither bark nor
bit. Maybe labour is just as well off without
that kind of watchdog in the cabinet so

that there are no pretences, anyway.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: You don't really think you
represent labour, do you?

Mr. Laughren: I certainly represent labour

a lot more than the Minister of Labour
does. The Minister of Labour has done
more to labour than for labour in this prov-
ince.

An hon. member: At least we were there.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: But they still vote for us.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: I can tell you, Mr. Chair-

man, that who speaks for labour in this

province is not the cabinet and not the

Minister of Labour, but rather the unions in

this province. They are trying to do some-

thing, anyway. For example, the Canadian
Union of Public Employees and the Canadian
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and
General Workers, with the publication of

three booklets, have done more for the cause

of labour in this province than this minister

or ministry has ever done. They recently

published three booklets: "Everything That

You Should Know About Strikes—But They
Were Afraid To Tell You"; "The Futile

Search—Is Anything Better Than Collective

Bargaining?"; and "Ten Labour Myths."

I'd like to outline to the minister through

you, Mr. Chairman, some of those myths—
because I am sure that the minister regards
these myths as though they were truths

carved in stone. That is the minister's atti-

tude toward the myths that the public holds

about labour.

He is at least partially, if not in the

majority sense, responsible for those myths

being perpetuated out there.

It is time that the Minister of Labour

started speaking for labour.

I'd like to point out to the minister what

some of those myths are. He could then

indicate to me in his reply which of the

myths he regards as just that, and which ones

he regards as being the truth:

"Myth No. 1: Unions are always making
unreasonable wage demands."

Mr. Chairman, I wonder if he really thinks

that the workers at Dare, the workers at

Artistic, the workers at Texpac, the workers

at the Sudbury Star in Sudbury are making
unreasonable wage demands? I'd like to hear

the minister's response on that. I'd like to

know also how he knows what is reasonable.

Does he know the productivity of the com-

pany? Does he know the costs of the com-

pany? And if he doesn't know that, Mr.

Chairman, how does he know what is a

reasonable wage demand?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: "Myth No. 2."

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Is that the member for

Scarborough West's (Mr. Lewis) quote?
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Mr. Laughren: No, these are from the

Canadian Union of Public Employees and the

Canadian Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen
and General Workers. These are the myths.
These are the myths that you are perpetuat-

ing in the Conservative Party in this province.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Baloney!

Mr. Laughren: These are the myths. "Myth
No. 2: The right to strike should be replaced

by compulsoiy arbitration." Now, there is a

myth that we know that the Minister of

Labour believes in. We saw his actions last

spring with the elevator operators.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Certainly.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: He doesn't seem to realize

that compulsory arbitration does not work

anywhere and when the closest thing to a

Conservative Party in BC, the Social Credit

Party tried it-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: —the number of mandates
lost to strikes jumped from 407,000 in 1968
to two million in 1970. That's what compul-

sory arbitration does. It doesn't stop strikes,

it just makes them illegal.

Mr. B. Newman: Didn't Barrett use it in

BC?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He can't answer that.

Mr. Laughren: "Myth No. 3: Labour-

management conflict can and should be re-

placed by labour-management co-operation."
Mr. Chairman, does the minister really think

that you can have labour-management co-

operation without having at least a beginning
of industrial democracy in the work place—
a beginning by giving labour some kind of

say in the operation of the plant in the kind

of products that are turned out?

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Oh,

you sound like a school teacher; come on.

Mr. Laughren: The member for Sault Ste.

Marie would not even understand what the

term "industrial democracy" means. He still

believes in the kind of elitist system we've

got in this province.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: That's a hypocritical stance

you are taking.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: You can sure tell, Mr.
Chairman-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: —when you are getting to

the heart of the Tory party, can't you? When
you talk about women's rights in this Legis-
lature and when you talk about the myths of

labour, that's when they get up on their hind

legs.

Mr. Rhodes: You don't know the first thing
about it.

Mr. Laughren: And that's no answer.

"Myth No. 4: All labour disputes are strictly

economic in origin."

Mr. Chairman, if the minister believes that,

let him ask the Minister of Education (Mr.

Wells) why the teachers in this province are

very upset right now—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Laughren: —by the impending legis-

lation that that minister is going to introduce.

An hon. member: It sounds like a conflict

of interest.

Mr. Laughren: It is because you are taking

away from those teachers the right to afi^ect

their own environment. That's why it's not

economic in origin.

"Myth No. 5: Unions are selfishly pre-

occupied with their own interests and neglect
the poor, the old age pensioners and the

unorganized workers outside their ranks."

I can tell you, Mr. Chairman, if the

minister believes that myth, he should first

look to his own legislation and the kind of

pro-management legislation that exists in

this province and the kind of restrictions

there are and obstacles there are to the

formation of a new union.

If he really believes that it's the unions'

responsibility to organize the poor, why does

he not introduce legislation to make it that

when a new union is formed, that that group
of employees immediately assumes the con-

tract of a similar sector in that part of the

industry?

"Myth No. 6"—that the Tories perpetuate:
"The public is the innocent victim of strikes

and isn't even represented at the bargain-

ing table."

I would suggest, Mr. Chairman, the minis-

ter should think about what the govern-
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ment is supposed to represent when it gets
involved in conciliation and arbitration. I

would ask him also, Mr. Chairman, does the

minister really think that the public would
work for the kind of conditions that most
strikers are protesting? The reason they are

on strike is because of the conditions and
the public wouldn't put up with them any-

way. And the minister helps to perpetuate
that myth. But he has lots of help in the

backbenches. I notice the anti-labour mem-
ber for Timiskaming is flexing his muscles
over there.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Why
doesn't the member mind his own business?

Mr. Laughren: He is the prototype of the

anti-labour Tory.

Mr. Havrot: The member should just mind
his business. He is just a mouthpiece for

the unions, not the working men.

Mr. Laughren: "Myth No. 7: Strikes are

excessively costly and cause irreparable harm
to the economy."

That is just simply not true, Mr. Chairman.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: Industries have every op-
portunity to stockpile, and indeed they do,
and to assign overtime work after the
strike is settled. And I might quote, Mr.

Chairman, from the report-

Mr. Rhodes: You be nice to the minister

now.

Mr. Laughren: "Forty-six man-days lost

for every 10,000 workers is far from a crip-

pling number." As the federal task force
on labour relations pointed out:

Production loss because of work stop-

pages does not approach that caused by
unemployment or sickness. Some econom-
ists estimate that more production is lost

from colds and hangovers than from
strikes.

If this minister thinks that indeed strikes are

excessively costly, then perhaps he should
do something about making a better labour-

management environment in the province.

"Myth No. 8: Unions are becoming too

powerful."

That is the most commonly held myth.
I would just quote one short quote that
I hope will let the minister see clearly that
it is not true. Even these self-evident truths

are not discernible to the member for Timis-

Even if the combined assets of all unions

in Canada and the United States were
added up, the total, $1,158,492,000, al-

though a substantial sum, is still less than

the assets of one corporation, Inter-

national Nickel Co.

An hon. member: They pay no tax, either.

Mr. Laughren: Inco doesn't pay any tax;

that is correct.

"Myth No. 9: Union-won wage increases

are the chief cause of inflation, so inflation

can only be curbed by some form of wage
control."

I would like to quote from this excellent

report again:

The main reason why unions are charac-

teristically always blamed for inflation is

that they go after income gains for their

members so very much in public. Other

groups are able to do much the same

thing more quietly, sometimes almost un-

noticed by the public. But collective bar-

gaining is and probably always will be

one of the noisiest economic processes
known to man and this makes unions espe-

cially vulnerable to being designated as

major social and economic scapegoats.

I really do wonder, Mr. Chairman, if the

minister thinks that union-won wage in-

creases are excessive, what he thinks of pay-

ing a legal counsel for a select committee

$75 an hour or, for that matter, paying select

committee members $50 a day.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: I would quote from the

Organization for Economic Co-operation and

Development:

Wages rates in Canada have lagged be-

hind advances in production and profit.

The current strong acceleration of pay
rates constitute simply a catching up with

vast increases in output and corporate pro-
fits.

That is from the OECD, a highly recog-
nized organization—and not a Tory tool, I

might add.

"Myth No. 10: Workers in unions are

pushed around and dictated to by autocratic

labour bosses."

This is the typical reaction of the member
for Welland South. This really is a joke com-

pared to the kind of exploitation of manage-
ment with its boss-servant relationship. And
those people who espouse that myth, Mr.

Minister, are probably, indeed, bosses them-

selves.
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Mr. Rhodes: Is that a Canadian publica-
tion?

An hon. member: Turn it into USA.

Mr. Laughren: Your specious questions are

irrelevant — to the member for Sault Ste.

Marie.

Mr. Rhodes: Is it a Canadian publication?

Mr. Laughren: Of course it is a Canadian

publication.

Mr. Havrot: Approved by the Canadian

headquarters in Washington.

Mr. Laughren: As a matter of fact, these

articles were printed—and, Mr. Minister, you
probably should be made aware of this—

in the Labour Gazette, which as you might
know is a publication of the federal Depart-
m nt of Labour. When was there anything
like this printed in a provincial magazine
that attempted to destroy some of the myths
you indeed, are attempting to perpetuate?

I don't think, Mr. Minister, that I need
to go on any more about the myths. I just

feel very strongly that the role of the infor-

mation services branch should be exploding
those myths and not perpetuating them, as

you and your colleagues are doing. It should

not be left up to the Canadian Union of

Public Employees and the CBRT. They dis-

grace your information services branch with

their practice. You really have abdicated

your responsibility to labour.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Is that a myth, that unions

discipline their members who forgot to vote?

Mr. Laughren: That is a myth.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That's a myth?

An hon. member: Have you got any cases?

Mr. Laughren: I would really like to know
whether the minister does believe that those

are myths or whether he sees some of them
as truths. I would be interested to know that.

And I really wonder why the information

services branch, aside from putting out use-

ful publications like that, does not document
the anti-labour practices of some companies
in this province. Certainly if they do they

keep it very internal.

And I would like to point out some com-

panies that, indeed, do practise anti-labour

activities. And some of them will be known
to the minister because the three that I want
to deal with in some detail are—Well, I guess

they are inseparable, anti-labour, pro-Tory,

P'o-management organizations.

The first one is, of course, the Sudbury
Star. The Sudbury Star, Mr. Chairman, is the

flagship of the Thompson newspaper chain.

And they represent the Tory force in the

Sudbury area, such as it is. And they, at the

same time—and that is why I say it is in-

separable—represent the anti-labour move-

ment, if it is to be called that.

But they have had some help, too. They
have had the Ontario Labour Relations board

on their side in attempting to break the new
union in the Sudbury area. And you have to

admit, Mr. Chairman, it takes a lot of nerve

to try to break a union and to carry on anti-

labour practices in a union town like Sud-

bury. But they are trying it. And to date they
are getting away with it.

Mr. Haggerty: You're still buying their

paper though.

Mr. Laughren: There is no paper, Tm
proud to say, in Sudbury right now.

Mr. Rhodes: You're proud of that because

you're picking up the Globe.

Mr. Laughren: And it would be nice to see

if the minister would encourage Richard

Grange and his gang of—what do you call

them, the strike-breakers—Canadian Driver

Pool—to come to Sudbury some time in their

strike. Perhaps you could encourage them to

come up there and see what happens, Mr.

Minister.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: He has been out of

business for a year.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): They are

only advising management.

Mr. Laughren: That is all. They are just

advising now. The problem with the Sud-

bury Star, Mr. Chairman, was that back in

the spring, seven months ago, when the

Northern Ontario Newspaper Guild was being

formed, the management of the Sudbury
Star fired four employees who were leading
the drive to organize that union. And to this

date, despite meetings all summer with the

aid of the minister—and I'll put the word
"aid" in quotes if I may—those men are still

out of a job. And since then a fifth man has

been fired as well.

The minister, I am sure, will use the argu-
ment that his people had to go on holidays,

and that the counsel for the union had to

go on holidays. But the real problem is that

there were not enough people to step in

when his men did have to go on holidays.
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In a letter to the subscribers, those men
out in strike in Sudbury said it much more

eloquently than I ever could, and I quote:

We would rather work for wages and
lead normal lives than walk around our
struck plant carrying signs. But unless

management badgering and cruelty stops,
unless our fired members are reinstated,
there is more dignity and self-respect on
the sidewalk than inside the plant.

I wonder, Mr. Chairman, if the minister

understands that kind of feeling on the part
of strikers.

The Sudbury Star is not an extreme ex-

ample of a pro-Tory, anti-labour establish-

ment in northern Ontario. We have our

share of them, and we have our share of

them in the lumber business, too. The mem-
ber for Algoma would appreciate this, I'm

sure. I could list you some names, Mr.

Chairman: Martel Lumber Co., Chapleau
Lumber, Cormack Lumber, Island Lake Lum-
ber; companies that—

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): What was
the name of the first one—Martel?

An hon. member: Oh, the member for

Sudbury East (Mr. Martel) has a lumber

company?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, that's one of his holding

companies.

Mr. Laughren: —make a farce of this prov-
ince's labour legislation. And I could give

you examples. For example, the Martel

Lumber Co. in Chapleau—despite the stupid
remarks of the Tory backbenchers—at that

company there is no job security-

Mr. Renwick: He will be surprised if he
finds that the member does own them.

Mr. Laughren: —no seniority rights and no

pensions; safety rules and regulations are not
in force; and union supporters are fired when
they attempt to form a union. So much for

your legislation. There has been built up
in that company a distrust of fellow work-
ers, too. Because they know that when the
vote was taken and the union was defeated,
if the word got back to the boss that one
of the workers had supported the union or

voted for it, that fellow is down the road
the next day. And all for $2.70 an hour,
Mr. Chairman—$5,600 a year, which is con-

siderably less than the poverty level of

around $6,400-$6,500 for a family of four.

Mr. Gilbertson: Does the hon. member
ever talk to the fellow who has to meet the

payroll?

Mr. Laughren: The fellow who has to meet
the payroll has all the friends he needs in

the Tory party in this province. No, I'm not

worried about him.

Mr. Rhodes: Who are your friends?

Mr. Laughren: My friends are the work-

ers, who are being exploited by your friends.

That's who my friends are.

Mr. Rhodes: What happened?

Mr. Laughren: I'd like to give an example,
Mr. Chairman, of another lumber company,
and I wish the minister would think seriously
about this company and what they're doing.
At the company—it's called the Island Lake
Lumber Co.—these are the conditions of

work.

The men work from 7 in the morning
until 6 in the evening, five days a week.

Now, if you add that up it comes to 55

hours but, of course, they get an hour off

for lunch and that takes it down to 50

hours—still two hours above the maximum
of 48 at regular time. But the Island Lake

company has got a way around that. They
give them a 15-minute coffee break twice a

day for which the workers are not paid.

That's your employment standards in this

province, Mr. Minister—a 50-hour week and

they don't pay their workers for the coffee

breaks.

I really wonder if the minister is capable
of understanding the kind of atmosphere
that exists in a company town like that where
the intimidation is real. The workers know
that there's intimidation. The boss knows
there's intimidation, and they know what

happens if they step out of line. That kind

of intimidation is compounded by this minis-

try for failing to tell workers in those kind

of situations just what their rights are. I

would be very surprised, Mr. Chairman—

although I'd be delighted—to learn that the

ministry had ever sent anyone into those

lumber camps to indicate to those workers

just what their rights are. Within the last

year, when there was an attempt at union

organizing at the town of Island Lake, the

word got out that there would be free beer

for a day if the union vote was lost.

Mr. Rhodes: What happened?

Mr. Laughren: The vote was lost and there

was free beer for a day.
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Mr. Rhodes: You mean they bought them

for a free beer?

An hon. member: They were bought for a

free beer.

Mr. Laughren: That is exactly the kind of

attitude, Mr. Chairman. The member for

Sault Ste. Marie believes that the working
man can be bought for a glass of beer. He
obviously doesn't understand what exploita-

tion and intimidation are, does he?

Mr. Rhodes: You said that, not me.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, there is no

understanding in that party as to just what

intimidation means in a lumber camp.

Mr. Rhodes: You stood there and said it,

not me.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: They have no concept of

the kind of environment, or atmosphere, that

exists in a company town like that.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, do something about that caterwauling
over there.

Mr. Laughren: They are totally incapable
of understanding intimidation unless they
are the cause of it.

An hon. member: They're the experts in it.

Mr. Laughren: Then they revel in it. Other
than that they are totally incapable of under-

standing what an atmosphere of intimida-

tion is.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Allow the

member to continue and complete his re-

marks please. We are on the item of research.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: We are doing the whole
vote, at this point, yes.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you for correcting
that, Mr. Chairman. I should say, Mr. Chair-

man, that the position of the minister on the

minimum, wage, as well, is intolerable. When
I read the report to which my friend from
Windsor West referred—the long-run impact
of the 30 per cent revision in Ontario's

minimum wage on five industries—I was sur-

prised that the minister was still able to

stand up in this Legislature and express con-

cern about employment in the province if

the minimum wage was increased. And then,

to compound his felony, he indicates that,

yes, that was only to $1.30.

Mr. Chairman, surely if the minister has

read it, he knows they are talking about the

effect of a change in the minimum wage,
not on an absolute increase, surely. And
whether the increase is from $1 to $1.30 or

from $5 to $5.50, it's the change that counts.

The authors of the report are quite candid

in expressing that they have no idea what

raising the minimum wage would do to em-

ployment in the province.

Mr. Renwiek: That is right. It is analytical

construction, not a forecasting future.

Mr. Laughren: And when I see the minis-

ter duck that question about the minimum

wage and pass it to the Minister of Industry
and Tourism who then, in turn, passes it to

the Minister of Community and Social Serv-

ices, I know that the circle is complete and

we really do have the Tory party in perspec-
tive. That's what they believe in—that you

keep the working poor divided from those

people on welfare and by that you maintain

the status quo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Any other remarks or ques-
tions on this section?

Mr. Reid: Well, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, you will scarce

believe or credit this but the member for

Algoma has provoked me and in his—

Mr. Gilbertson: I have done it again.

Mr. Reid: —usual obstreperous way has

forced me to rise once again to my feet to

say a few choice words.

Mr. Gilbertson: And take a little interest

in the small businessman.

Mr. B. Newman: And words of wisdom.

Mr. Reid: You know, I would just disre-

gard the speech we have just heard because

it's a favourite socialist trick to set up a

straw man and then knock him down.

Mr. Laughren: The minimum wage is a

straw man?
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Mr. Reid: And you know, I'm not sure

really what point he was trying to make,
probably Brownie points, with Mr. Stanley
Little and the people he represents, which
I suppose is fair ball. And that's fine.

Mr. Renwick: It is a lot more coherent than
the Liberal-Labour policy of Peter Heenan
that the member spouts.

Mr. Reid, I don't think, Mr. Chairman, that

it adds to the tenor of the debate to set up
these kind of straw men and then beat them
to a pulp and then jump up and down on
what little is left of them.

Mr. Lawlor: Get on to Algoma.

Mr. Reid: But the member for Algoma has

really provoked me because, really, what he

said, basically, was two things: No. 1, you
don't understand what the minimum wage
is all about because you've never been in

business, which is a favourite Tory trick and
a straw man in its own right.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Reid: I want to tell that particular
member and through you, Mr. Chairman, the

minister, two things: that I have been an

employer-

Mr. Gilbertson: You have been in the

teaching business and you know it. That is

your experience.

Mr. Reid: Don't display all of your ignor-
ance at once. All right? I was in a business
when I became a member of this Legislature.
The people who were working for me were

making more money than I was. Due to my
activities in this Legislature on behalf of
the people I represent, I was forced to

get out of that business because I could not
do it justice and I was losing money. All

right?

Now, most of us are in that position and
we could be making more money doing
something else. And most of us, or many of

us, have been employers at one time or an-
other so that we realize the circumstances
that people live under. So, you know, really,
I wish the member would not use that as an

Mr. Lawlor: There is a straw man for you.

Mr. Reid: Secondly, I think the member
for Algoma has been in this position himself
and this is something that the people on my
left don't understand. I've had jobs that
would put most of you to shame.

Mr. Laughren: Oh, stop it.

Mr. Gilbertson: Tell us about them.

Mr. Reid: This is the reason that I am so

concerned about the minimum wage. I

worked as a labourer. I had a Bachelor of

Arts degree and I worked as a labourer eight
hours a day for $1.90 an hour, and I worked
with people who had to raise a family on

$1.90 an hour. This is four or five years ago.
How those people could raise a family on
that is beyond me because I had a problem
living on that $1.90 an hour. On some days
when the weather was bad we didn't work
and we didn't get paid.

Surely, Mr. Chairman, I say through you
to the minister, people in that condition, who
are the bread earners of a family, are en-

titled to more than $1.80 an hour—at least

$2.25; and it should be $2.50 by the end of

the next year. If the minister wants, he can

make all those particular specifications—part-
time labourer; under 18; gas station workers;

students; whatever he wants. If a person is

working on a job on a year-round basis surely
he is entitled to a living wage on which he
can support his family in reasonable dignity.

I'm a little tired of listening to the kind

of gratuitous comment that comes from those

benches opposite. I'd tell you about another

job I had but I try to stick that in the back
of my mind but it bothers me—

Mr. Gilbertson: You haven't suflFered too

badly. You haven't sufi^ered.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Neither have

you.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Allow the

member to continue.

Mr. Roy: Stay on the syrup.

Mr. Reid: Do you think the member has
been in the maple syrup again tonight?

Mr. Roy: I think he's been in the syrup.

Mr. Reid: Maybe that is why he's provoked
me. Let me put it this way; I've been on
both sides of the coin and I know what the
situation is.

Mr. Gilbertson: You and I both.

Mr. Reid: I don't think that you or any-
body else should try and con this Legislature
with that kind of gratuitous comment that

you put forward. I don't think the minister

should try to do that.

I want to make one other comment; it was
touched upon briefly by the member who just
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spoke. Something else that I neglected to

say when I first rose on research concerns

Driver Pool and those kinds of related inci-

dents. There have been enough of them in

the Province of Ontario so that your people
should be aware of the consequences, and
I'm still disappointed that the minister has

not brought in legislation to ban that sort

of activity.

I say to him that there is no room in the

Province of Ontario for that kind of opera-
tion. It is not sufficient, for this party, for

the minister to say they've been out of busi-

ness for a year. They can be in business next

week, next month, with no problem at all.

There are all kinds of ways around the pres-
ent regulations and so on. What this Legisla-
ture needs is a strong and firm bill outlawing
those kinds of labour practices in the Prov-

ince of Ontario.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Reid: Right. Mr. Chairman, we could

spend the entire estimates on this particular
matter. I would like to ask one question in

relation to the actual money that we are

voting. I'd like to go on to the Labour Safety
Council if I might.

I understand that the Labour Safety Coun-
cil is more or less a volunteer organization

composed of labour and management, and
c>^ aired, I understand, by the director of

safety and the deputy minister. These people
serve in a voluntary capacity without being
paid other than, I would think, their lawful

expenses for travel, room and board and so
on.

If that is so, I wonder at the cost of

$133,000. I ask this question because I al-

ways like to ask a question concerning
money at least once during the estimates:

What does the $133,000 cover? Second, can
the minister give us some specific examples
in which this council has made recommenda-
tions that have, in fact, been accepted by the

Ministry of Labour?

Mr. Chairman: Any other questions or re-

marks on this?

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, I'd like the
minister to reply to the member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, the minister.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Pardon?

Mr. Chairman: Do you wish to reply to

the member for Rainy River?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, I'll reply to both

members, Mr. Chairman. First of all, I'd

like to get right down to business because
we have been wandering in the last half

hour or so. I certainly don't want to com-
ment on some of things that have been said

by the member for Nickel Belt. I think he

has exaggerated his case so much that per-

haps he's lost credibility.

Mr. Roy: Not with the NDP.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: In any event, I would
like to make sure, for the record, that the

Minister of Labour, of course, has no myths.
The Minister of Labour has to have credi-

bility. He is not taking sides and never will.

I'm in the very fortunate position that I

have never been a union card bearing mem-
ber and I have never belonged to any man-

agement organization of any kind. I am like

the member for Rainy River, although I don't

want to cry on your shoulders. I have had
all these experiences and 1 would think per-

haps 90 per cent of the members here had
the same thing at one time or another, so

I'm not going to go over this. But my role

as Minister of Labour-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —has to be right down
the middle. I have to have credibility from

both sides and I think I have.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Allow the

minister to continue.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I think I have, because

I too represent a city which is highly or-

ganized, the city of Cornwall. We have all

kinds of unions and I have been testing our

constituents in our elections more than once,

in five elections. So I think I have credi-

bility with the unions.

*Mr. Renwick: What percentage did you

get in the last election? I have forgotten
since the last time you told me.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Oh, that is a good

question, really. Over 60 per cent. Incredible.

I knew my hon. friend from Riverdale would

remind me.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, I am glad you
mentioned this, because really I think I've

been very harsh on management on oc-

casions and I suppose at times too the same

thing is happening on the labour side. That's
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the job that I have to fill in my capacity

as Minister of Labour.

When we are talking about information

services, and this is the subject of our dis-

cussion, we are spending $340,000 in pub-
lications of all kinds. We do make all

these publications available to the general

public. I suppose we could print more but

it would cost more money. We think this

is sufficient. In addition, last summer, through
the youth secretariat, we contributed $87,000

for the SPIEL programme, which hired some

36 students in order to give out information

throughout the province. I think the pro-

gramme has been very successful. I had the

pleasure of meeting this group of young
students before and after their assignment
and I think it has been a very valuable pro-

gramme which I hope will be continued.

The hon. member for Nickel Belt also

referred to what my role should be in labour-

management relations. He probably wasn't

here this afternoon but I made it very clear

at the weekend that I believe in humanizing
the work place. I believe in this and I wall

work toward doing this. I have a number
of amendments I want to bring, but they are

not ready at this time. If you only knew
the time that we have spent in looking at

the different Acts in the department. I had
more time in the last six months. We didn't

have as many strike situations or crisis, as

we did the first year, so I've been taking a

good hard look at the Employment Stand-

ards Act and other Acts as well. These

amendments will be brought to you a little

later.

The member referred to the Sudbury Star

case. I don't want to comment on this, be-

cause this case, I understand, is still referred

to the OLRB, but I've been keeping the

member informed on what was going on by
letter.

Mr. Laughren: Seven months.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I know. The member
for Sudbury also showed a great deal of con-

cern in this matter and we have kept him
informed.

With reference to the member for Rainy
River and the Labour Safety Council, the

money is being spent. As you know, we have

a staff of seven people and they do research

of their own. You were wondering if we had

implemented some of their recommendations.

I think in this Construction Safety Inspection
Act they have been very helpful to me and

certainly have made a great input.

Mr. Reid: What is the money for? What
is the $133,000 spent on?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The staff of seven

people and research. We also have informa-

tion services through this association.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland

South, first.

Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to add a few comments to the minister's re-

marks about labour-management and, per-

haps, influence some government decision or

body that would assist him.

The member for Nickel Belt mentioned

the problems of strikes in Ontario and

perhaps in Canada; he said that perhaps
there was no economic setback by having
the number of strikes and the man-day
losses throughout these strikes. I suggest that

the minister should be doing some research

on this; he should be following the principle

that is followed in Japan where management,
labour and the government sit down and set

guidelines on where they are going and how

they are going to get there. They have such

a programme there and there is no unem-

ployment in Japan like there is in Ontario

because they have set guidelines there to

make sure that employment is there.

This has been an exceptionally good pro-

gramme in Japan and I feel that they have

outstripped us in employment. In fact, if we
as Canadians want to be competitive in the

world market this government, along with

the federal government, is going to have to

move in that direction. And if the strikes do

continue in the Province of Ontario and

throughout Canada we are not going to re-

main competitive. The facts bear that out.

And I would like to see the minister, perhaps,

do some more research in this and sit down

and discuss these matters with the federal

government.
There was one good suggestion that came

out of the Woods task force and I have

suggested it before to the minister. I think

that this govermnent should be adopting
that recommendation—that is the establish-

ment of an income and cost research board.

I think wdth this high cost of living-the

inflationary costs that are upon us now—the

government should be moving in this direc-

tion to help labour and management and

government know where they are going.

If you don't have some research board set

up on this basis, then I think it has been a

complete loss to the Canadian market. And I

would like to see the minister, perhaps, move
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in that direction that perhaps maybe he

should send a delegation to Japan to see how

they function as a team.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): The
select committee.

Mr. Haggerty: Because surely we do not

know where we are heading here in Canada.

One minute unemployment is way up, and
the next six months we have enough employ-
ment that people are crying for labour. They
are, right today, and they don't seem to be
able to find the type of person they are look-

ing for.

Maybe I could be very critical of the

educational field in this part here. Every
time you pick up a newspaper—I know in

particular in my area, for example, that Fleet

Manufacturing, which builds airplane parts
or components for these giant jet aircraft,

is talking about going to Europe to bring
in specialized labour.

Mr. Laughren: We heard that story about
the farm labourers.

Mr. Haggerty: And yet Welland County
South Board of Education, particularly in the
town of Fort Erie, has one of the best equip-
ped schools to deal with this type of indus-

try. They have all types of machines there

—lathes, milling machines, drill presses. They
have everything there to teach the young-
sters who come out to be able to walk into

the field of employment. But, for some rea-

son, we don't seem to have that type of skill

coming out of these schools. Now, I think
we can be, we should be, very critical of the
educational part of this. We are not training
sufficient personnel.

Mr. Laughren: What does the member
think education is for?

Mr. Haggerty: I can remember years ago
that when you stepped out of school you
were ready to walk into the labour force, and
you were accepted. But today you can come
out with grade 12, grade 13 or two years of

college, and still not have sufficient skill to

walk into a job in industry. Perhaps I

shouldn't criticize the minister on this par-
ticular part, but moving the trades—particu-
larly the apprenticeship—from the Ministry of

Labour to Universities and Colleges is, I

think, the worst mistake that has been made.
Because there is no contact between the col-

leges and labour on what is required in the

type of personnel that should be trained for

industry today.

But we go to Europe and bring in addi-

tional workers, when there are all kinds of

persons here today who perhaps are looking
for the job if they had only been trained

into it. I am very critical of the Ministry of

Education, and even the Ministry of Labour,
that they haven't looked into this matter to

see that these persons are trained. There are

persons coming out of school today who can't

even pick up a square or a handsaw. And as

much as I hear from my left here about the

cost of building homes, I will tell you that if

some of them were taught how to handle

those tools in school they wouldn't have to

go out and hire contractors to come in and
build those homes.

Mr. Laughren: The member doesn't want
an educational institute; he wants a trade

school.

Mr. Haggerty: A good, old-fashioned trade

school, that's right. And if you follow—

Mr. Laughren: Why don't you talk to—

Mr. Haggerty: And if you follow the prin-

ciples established in Europe, this is what they
are. When those youngsters come out of

school at 16 years of age they are ready for

the work force. There are jobs there for

them. We don't even turn out bricklayers

today here in our school system. We have
to import that special type of person with
skills.

Mr. Laughren: Maybe we could start that

here.

Mr. Haggerty: That is what I am saying.
We should be training these persons for

these jobs, and we wouldn't have to be look-

ing for the imports that come in here.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Haggerty: There would be enough of

them, perhaps, who would be trained who
would come off the welfare rolls and get

working. I would like to have the minister's

comments on that, and—

Mr. Laughren: Have you talked to the

member for Timiskaming on education?

Mr. Haggerty: —and see what he has to

say on it.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I,

too, wish I could find an easy solution to

labour disputes. I think this would be very
welcome. But so far, as you know, our policy
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—and I for one finnly believe in it—has

favoured the collective bargaining process.

I have said so many times from the very day
I accepted this responsibility and I still be-

lieve in it. I think if the parties smarten up
they can find a solution to their problems.
Of course, we are only too pleased to help
and assist when we are required to, bringing
the expertise that we have in our ministry.

Now, more and more, both sides, labour

and management, realize that perhaps strikes

are not the answer. They are costly for both
sides. They hurt both sides as far as I am
concerned. Recently there was a convention
in the US—which I did not attend, but I saw
a report—where they were talking about vol-

untary arbitration. Now this has been thrown
around for a long time, voluntary arbitration.

It could be one way, but apparently we have
to wait-

Mr. Haggerty: Union leaders in the States

want to abolish strikes,

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: We will see how
things develop. But I think when both par-
ties can resolve their problems it is by far

the best solution that we know of at this

point in time.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel
Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I did want to ask the minister if he does not

agree that his information services branch
could not be used in those company towns.
I am not talking about large company towns
like Oshawa or Sudbury, but some of those
small towns where there is only one em-
ployer and every working person in the town
is employed by that employer. Those lumber

("ompany towns that I named—particularly
the Island Lake company—are an example.
There are others up there. Does the minister
not see that there is a need for information
to be disseminated in those towns, telling
those workers just what their rights are? Be-
cause they truly are being intimidated by
their employers.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Chairman,
that was the purpose of the SPEIL pro-
gramme this summer—sending these—

Mr. Laughren: Wasn't that for student

employees?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, they were stu-

dents.

Mr. Laughren: I'm talking about families.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, they were students,
who were well briefed on what the depart-
ment has to offer, and about the services;

who went all over, mostly in northern On-
tario. They might have missed a town or

two, I can't say, but this is something that

we can, perhaps, pay more attention to.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, something
that's always bothered me, as far as labour

negotiations are concerned—and this prob-

ably comes more into the research side than

information—is the volume of work that's

placed upon the negotiating table.

Over the past 25 years I haven't seen

that your department has done any research

other than to try and lift the load of what
is a negotiable item. You just stated, your-

self, that you believe in the voluntary bar-

gaining process—but at no time have you
ever determined what are bargaining items.

You have determined what things you can-

not bargain on. In the case of the latest

confrontation in my city—in the Sudbury
Star-1 see that 262 demands were made

upon the employer. Now, do you not feel

that your department should be responsible
for removing many of those demands from

the bargaining table? Or, are you going
to leave everything up to the negotiating
table? I don't think it's the proper place
to discuss things like jury pay, where the

toilets are going to be placed and where

you're going to have a lunch room.

Why should the union be involved with

human rights such as these? Every human

being should have these things written into

legislation for him. We should not have to

negotiate for dental plans, health care plans,

and all these other nitpicking, Mickey Mouse

things in the collective agreements.

Two hundred and sixty-two items on the

bargaining table are too much. This is

what is going at the Sudbury Star tonight.

This is why those two parties couldn't settle

it. And why are there 262 items? Because

of neglect by your department for the past

25 or 30 years. I haven't seen anything
taken off the bargaining table in my whole

entire work life of 36 years.

I was unfortunate enough to be under the

Mining Act, in a mining company, which

is even a worse mess than what you have

going for you. But through the initiative of

the Ministry of Labour, I would like to

see probably 200 of these items removed by

legislation. I think there should only be
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two items on the bargaining table—wages
and working conditions. Everything else

should be supplied by legislation.

Have you done any research on this? And,
if so, are you making any progress? Do
you intend to do anything to relieve the bar-

gaining table of this terrible weight of nego-
tiable items?

And I can refer to the specific case of

Chrysler recently, which had to go on strike

to protect workers from compulsory over-

time. This is slave labour.

Why does a man have to stand on a picket
line to protect himself from being a slave?

I was subjected to that same pressure myself
in the mines, where I was afraid to go home
after 10 hours for fear I got fired. And you
know damn well we're subject to firing.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, there's

no question that when you have too many
issues on the negotiating table it's not help-

ing. We've had a number of cases—not only
the case of the Sudbury Star. We can only
advise, or give the benefit of our experience,
but these matters are for the parties them-
selves to decide, and I think my friend from

Sudbury will find that the two parties are

becoming more and more responsible in

this field.

As you were saying, I notice in some of the

cases where there are well over 200 or so

issues, you're so far apart when you start

that your chances of getting a settlement

are very remote. But again, in my opinion,
this is a matter for the parties concerned
to settle between themselves.

As for research, perhaps it might be help-
ful to see what more can be done along
those lines.

Mr. Germa: Mr. Chairman, surely the

minister, as he scrutinizes contracts, must
come across a common item which goes
right throughout the whole bargaining pro-
cess. If one issue is coming up time after

time after time, and disrupting a collective

agreement, why don't you remove it by
introducing legislation which will resolve that

one particular problem? You'd have to go
through this process 260 times.

But there must be some common theme
which is running through all these negotia-
tions. One common factor, and I can just cite

one—the struggles I had to go through and
the wages I had to give up to get jury pay,
as a worker at International Nickel Co. We
negotiated for 25 years to get myself a wage
when I had to go and serve on the jury.

Now, why should I have had to sacrifice

wages in order to get my wages raised to a

proper level when I had to go on jury pay?
When I had to go out on a jury, I was cut

to $6 a day. I had to give up my $25 a day
to serve my province. Why was that not

introduced into legislation; why did I have
to negotiate that stupid item? 1 had to trade

off wages in order to get this corrected where

you could have corrected it by legislation.

Mr. Lawlor: Surely he is right on that.

Mr. Germa: That is only one simple little

item you could have done.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: These questions are

contentious and that's the reason why they
come up from time to time. Can you imagine

eliminating an issue or a demand, for in-

stance, that one of the parties doesn't agree
with? We are then taking sides.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, but on an issue of that

kind there is no question about that. That's

an imposed responsibility.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, I, too, feel

that it is rather appropriate in discussion of

the estimates maybe to query a monetary
figure or two. Under this general vote 2001,
there are two figures which rather interest

me and of which I would like an explanation.

One is the rather large decrease in the

systems and data processing section of in ex-

cess of $250,000 in the estimates for this

year as compared to those of last year.
There is nothing in the description of the

branch that would indicate there was a large
decrease in staff. During late 1971 or early
1972, there were some programme shifts

out of the ministry into other departments,
but I would not have thought it would have
resulted in this large a saving in this section.

The other section about which I would like

a detailed explanation of the actual figure
amount is in the first sub-vote, the main

office, which has gone up by some $89,000.
I don't see on the notes accompanying it a

written explanation that this would come
from a large addition of staffs. There are only
nine in total. The estimates of last year were

very close to what the actual expenditure
was in the year previously. I'd like an ex-

planation of this large increase.

I know by and large, some of the duties

of the main office are concerned with general
overall policies and thrust. The minister's

priorities which he states are to humanize
the work force may well be one of the main
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items of discussion centering on the per-
sonnel of the main office. If it's for requiring
extra staff and so on to arrive at some

policies in the area of humanizing the work

force, I would be glad to hear that that is

the reason for increase. But the increase at

the moment rather surprises me.

Just while I am on the topic of humaniz-

ing the work force, I would be very much

disappointed if, in humanizing the work

place, you were not making some pretty firm

recommendations across the province as to

temperatures at which workers are forced

to work in many industrial locations, and
the general working conditions re tempera-
ture, humidity and air pollution. One of the

ways in which the work force can be quite

quickly humanized is by giving them some
decent working conditions. As well as hav-

ing the explanation of the financial amount
under the main office, I'd be interested to

hear just what in your planning you are

doing to humanize the work force, and if

this indeed means speaking to the industry
and employers in this province with respect

particularly to temperatures and saying that

they should air-condition their plants as well

as their offices. I would be interested also

in what other changes in working conditions

you tend to propose in the work place.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, in con-
nection with item No. 8, which deals with

systems and data processing, there are two

charges amounting to $195,000 which will be
recoverable from the Ministry of Consumer
and Commercial Relations and one of

$115,000 from the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities by $115,000, which makes up
the difference of $310,000. These pro-
grammes have been taken over by my
ministry.

Mr. Bounsall: Is that still a catchup from
that transfer?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes.

With reference to item No. 1, the differ-

ence between the estimates of 1972-1973 and
1973-1974 has to do with a youth project in

the amount of $142,000 that is included in

the 1973-1974 estimates.

Mr. Bounsall: Which project is that?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: It is handled by the

youth secretariat, but the money comes from

my ministry. You must have something like

this in Windsor, where young people are

encouraged to set up small businesses to

achieve personal satisfaction or at least to

give them the experience of being in business.

It's called the Junior Achievement pro-

gramme.

Mr. Chairman: Anything further on vote

2001?

Vote 2001 agreed to.

On vote 2002:

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2002, the occupational

safety programme. The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

wonder if the minister can explain what the

money is spent on and how it is co-ordinated.

It is explained partially in the explanatory

material, but since we are spending close to

$4 million on safety, I wonder if he can

explain the co-ordination between construc-

tion safety, industrial safety, workmen's

compensation and the Labour Safety Council,

which we spoke about in the first vote? I

would just like to say, by way of explanation,

that I am not entirely satisfied with this

particular branch of his department. I have

complained on various occasions to his de-

partment about matters that have been

brought to my attention, mainly by working
people. I have asked for inspectors to come

down, and I find that in the majority of cases

—not all of them, but in the majority of

cases—the safety inspector has contacted the

plant management ahead of time and said,

"We are coming down on Tuesday morning
and we would like to investigate so-and-so."

Maybe I am being unfair to the safety

inspection branch in this regard, but these

are matters that stick in my mind. They are

usually brought to me by a workman or by
the union. I ask for an inspection; the inspec-

tor goes in the plant, usually forewarning the

company, and returns to his office to write a

report. He doesn't go near the union, which

usually has initiated the complaint; he doesn't

ask to be accompanied by a union steward or

the president of the union, so that he could

say, "Look, this is what we are concerned

about." That's one problem.

The other problem that I have personally.
Mr. Chairman, is that around 40 per cent

to 50 per cent of the people I deal with

concerning the Workmen's Compensation
Board are people who have been injured in

the woods. They are loggers; most of them
are old-time loggers from the days before the

power saw and so on came along—although
I read in one of my local papers this week
that a person operating in the woods almost

cut his leg off with a power saw. But a large

part of the cases that I deal with in terms of
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compensation are people who have been

injured in the bush. They mostly have back

accidents; and I've also dealt with the Work-

men's Compensation Board in trying, quite

frankly, to have the penalty assessed against

a company reduced because it seems unfair.

I wonder in particular, because this seems

to be, at least in my riding, a majority of

cases, what emphasis is put on woodlands

safety?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, we
have a number of safety programmes, of

course. The hon. member referred to WCB.
I would have preferred if he had waited with

his comments until we deal with the Work-
men's Compensation Board. But in any event

I'll try to describe the programmes that we
have in the safety field.

We have two safety branches, the indus-

trial safety branch and the construction safe-

ty branch. In both branches we do the

inspection and the enforcement. That's where
most of the money is spent. Of course, deal-

ing with Workmen's Compensation Board, it

has to do with accident prevention pro-

grammes; and I think the member referred

to the Labour Safety Council as well, which
is strictly an advisory body to the minister.

Mr. Reid: I think, Mr. Chairman, what I

would like to know is—I raised this in the

estimates a year or two ago and I'm not

sure if the minister was the minister then—

but the point is, specifically, the situation

when a member, or a union, asks that a

safety inspector come into a plant because

they feel there is an unsafe practice or un-

safe situation that is not according to the

regulations and rules.

I say to the minister, on numerous occa-

sions to my knowledge it has happened that:

(a) The company was told, or notified, or

alerted, whatever words you'd like to choose,

before the safety inspector showed up; (b)

when the safety inspector does appear he

goes around the plant, usually with man-

agement personnel; and (c) he retires back

to his home base and writes his report; and

(d) he does not go anywhere near the union

or the union steward or anyone to say:

"Where is this problem you contacted us

about?"

I would admit that there is, perhaps, a

lot of crying wolf in these matters, but I

wonder if the minister could describe for the

House the particular way the safety people
operate when they're asked to come into a

plant or industry or into the bush and investi-

gate a complaint, no matter where it comes

from; and whether or not they make periodic

inspections without prior notice to the com-

pany.

To save the minister and all of us time,

the argument or the explanation that I've

been given before is: "In some plants we
have to give the company time because they
have to set up somebody to go around with

us and show us these things, and they have

to have notice to make these provisions." I

reject that completely. There's always some-

body that's available. Surely the safety of the

workers is paramount, the safety of the plant
or industry is paramount and these should be

on-spot inspections, without any kind of prior

notice, so that a proper job can be done.

I think we're all aware, and all of us have

had the situation where the company has

been alerted. They clean up the whole opera-
tion. The inspector comes in and he says:

"My, this is a very safe plant and everything
is in order." And he goes back and the plant
deteriorates again to the point where it can

cause serious safety hazards to the employees.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, Mr. Chairman,

really, we would destroy the whole purpose
of inspection if there was to be a warning
given to the employer. There is no such

warning. As a matter of fact we had an

understanding with the Ontario Federation

of Labour as to how we should proceed in

these cases. Mind you, if you have heard

rumours to that effect, or if you have in mind
a case that you think should be investigated,
we would be only too glad to do it; but it is

certainly not the practice and it has never

come to my attention.

Mr. Reid: I don't want to beat this horse

to death, but is it the practice of your inspec-
tor to contact the union or the person who
asked for an inspection? Is it the practice of

your people to contact that particular person,
either before or during the inspection or

even after and say: "Where is this problem
that you are concerned with? Let's go down
and have a look at it." Or is this done post
facto and a report handed down; rather than

taking that person and saying: "You made
the complaint. Show me what you have in

mind or show me what the problem is"?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No. In the kind of cir-

cumstances as explained by my friend, it is

the practice to communicate with the com-

plainant and investigate both sides.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.
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Mr. Boimsall: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I remember in the estimates of a year ago,
Mr. Minister, we spent quite some time

talking about the possibilities inherent in the

Construction Safety Act and its amalgama-
tion with the other two Acts into the one

Act, and the provincial safety inspection that

would then result. Looking at the explanation

provided by your ministry, I wonder whether
it was written just a few days ago or is it

somewhat out of date? Do we have only 19

construction safety oflBcers on a provincial
basis at the moment, or is it considerably
more? How is the programme working?

We all looked forward enthusiastically to

this programme. Everyone speaking on it

thought it was a good idea to ensure that

construction safety inspection was much more
uniform across the province. What can you
report on it now that the Act has been in for

a while?

The only negative thing I have heard is

that some of the municipalities and bargain-

ing agents in municipalities are a bit con-

cerned over your method of hiring people
for this position. It appeared as if you were

requiring background qualifications and stan-

dards in excess of those of the construction

safety personnel you already had on staff.

I'd be interested in your comment on that

aspect of it.

Are you setting very high background or

educational requirements, higher than those
for people you had previously had on staff?

Where are these people receiving their train-

ing? Or are you taking people and giving
them a thorough training programme within
the ministry in order to have them carry out
their duties?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes Mr. Chairman, that

is a good question. As you know I had a great
deal of interest in the amalgamation oJF the

Construction Safety Act last year, a step
which we have taken. I would say, gener-

ally speaking, that so far it is working out

very well. We don't have only 19 inspectors,
we now have 85. We may be short by 10.

We may need or require 10 more construc-

tion safety inspectors later on.

They have been upgraded. We have given
them a three-week course for upgrading their

qualifications. As you know, under the new
Act their mobility, I think, is another aspect
which has been very helpful. Inspectors can
leave Toronto and go on a job in eastern

Ontario or northern Ontario. We feel that is

very helpful in this field.

So far, on average, we do about 1,100

inspections per week; and by the end of the

year we think we should have 100,000 inspec-
tions done by our own inspectors. To put it

briefly, I think it is working out very well.

Mr. Reid: I hate to reiterate, but I wonder
if the minister could indicate what specifics
his department, under this vote, is taking in

regard to logging operations? As I said, I

only brought up the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board peripherally to indicate to the

minister that a large number of the people
I deal with in regard to Workmen's Com-

pensation have been hurt in bush operations.
It seems to me that one of the highest inci-

dences of industrial accidents is in the bush,
and I wonder if there is any specific pro-

gramme the minister has. I know what he
is doing now, but I wonder if he has any

thoughts as to how he can improve this

situation?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes. I am sorry, Mr.

Chairman, I know the hon. member men-
tioned the Loggers' Safety Act a while asjo,

and I forgot to mention it in reply to his

question. As you know, this programme has

been shifted from the old Department of

Lands and Forests to the Ministry of Labour.

As it is now, it is with the industrial safety

branch for the present time, but our plan is

to hire more staff within a year and perhaps

get the inspection done by people from

Natural Resources.

Mr. Reid: To have what done by people
from Natural Resources?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The inspection. We
will supervise and enforce it, but because of

their practice of doing it over the years that

is what we have in mind right now. So far

this year this was done through our industrial

safety branch.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor

West.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, Mr. Chairman. Speaking
on the industrial safety section of this vote,

the Industrial Safety Act, as you probably are

aware, is still causing a lot of problems
around the province. The Act does not, in

its operation, appear to be as it is written or

give the protection that the Act implies. There

are just three sections of the Act I would
like to refer to and have a look at the situa-

tion that results from those sections.

Section 31, subsection 1, it would appear,
is fairly straightforward: "Where a person
has cause to believe that a machine, a

device—" and I like this language in the

Act! I am certain if it is revised you could
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come up with something better than this:

"—or thing, in or about an industrial estab-

Hshment is unsafe, a person shall not use or

operate the machine, device or thing, or cause

that machine, device or thing to be used or

operated." This seems quite clear, that if an

employee, in his opinion, thinks that a ma-

chine, device or whatever it is he is working
on appears to be unsafe, he can refuse, and

has every right to refuse, to operate that

machine or thing.

Subsection 4 of that same section 31:

"Where an employee does not use or operate
a machine, device or thing on the grounds
that it is unsafe, he shall report the circum-

stances to his employer." Fair enough! "And
he shall remain in a safe location near his

work station during his working hours unless

otherwise directed or agreed to—" there is

where the bit of softness comes in "—unless

directed to or agreed to by his employer."

The problem here is that the employer
might direct him to directly return to work.

There is where the problem comes. One
section of the Act says he can refuse to

operate it if he feels it is unsafe; another

section says he has to stay in the work area

unless otherwise directed. That direction

might be simply: "You have to go right back
on it." And the employee may still feel, quite

justifiably in many cases, that that still is an
unsafe operation; particularly when, in the

Act—section 24, subsection 5—he feels he has

some protection. An employer, under that

section, shall not discharge or discipline or

threaten to discharge or discipline, an em-

ployee because he has sought the enforce-

ment of the Act or its regulations. So he feels

from that section that he has a right to say it

is unsafe, if he feels it is unsafe, and he
can't be threatened with discharge or disci-

pline.

The situation across the province is not as

implied in the Act. When you read the

result of virtually any of the Ontario region
conferences of most industrial unions, they
contain a resolution to be forwarded to the

Ministry of Labour, or directing their oflBcers

to deal with the Ministry of Labour on what

they feel is an unsatisfactory situation with

respect to this Act.

That is, whenever one of their employees
gets upset or up-tight about a particular
machine or working condition and does not
want to work there, he's directed back. If he
doesn't go, he's discipHned. That discipline

usually takes the form of being discharged
for a day or two, or laid off for an indefinite

time.

I believe there must be a clearing up of

this Act. It can be done in several ways, pos-

sibly. This Act must be cleared up so that

the workman does not find himself in the

situation of being forced to go back on a job
which he deems to be unsafe.

I can give you a specific example, Mr.

Minister. It arose at Stelco this past May I

believe. An employee became convinced that

the equipment he had to work with, which I

believe involved contacting the grates around

the base of a furnace, was not adequate to

do the job and that particular job was unsafe.

He declared the situation—as he has a right
to under the Act—an unsafe place and an

unsafe condition and refused to work on it.

He was ordered back to the job by a super-
visor at Stelco. He refused to go and was

discharged.

Subsequently, a grievance was filed over

this whole thing. But meanwhile the man who
replaced him on that job lost four fingers at

that location in that job three or four days
later. The job, in fact, was unsafe; yet the

initial worker was discharged—I think it was
a specified period—because he refused to work
in that location.

This Act should provide protection for

workers, and it appears not to do so. There
are several things that could be suggested to

improve the Act, which desperately needs

improving when we get situations of that

sort.

The onus should be on the employer at

some point to prove safe conditions. This

might be with a safety officer employed by
the employer in the plant to inspect it and

declare it okay. Or, if a worker is ordered

back to work, the order should be in writing.

I believe section 169(16) of the Mining Act
is somewhat superior to this Industrial Safety
Act in that respect. It at least requires that

the worker needn't return unless he receives

specific instructions in writing from the super-
visor to use or operate the machine. That's

in the Mining Act. The Industrial Safety Act

doesn't require it in writing.

A copy of the order could, for example, be

sent to the industrial safety branch of your
ministry to show that a dispute had arisen. If

a worker then refuses at least he's been able

to indicate his complaint on the basis of the

order to return to work which has been re-

ceived by your branch in writing.

You simply can't have this situation where
an employee gets up-tight about a particular

safety situation and refuses to go in and per-
form the operation. In spite of the Act saying
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he can't be discharged or dismissed, all that

happens under this Act is that the super-
visor can come and say: "Go back there." If

the worker doesn't, he is disciplined.

There must be some way of putting all this

on a more formal basis—bearing in mind the

Stelco accident. There must be some way of

very easily and quickly ensuring that any sup-
posedly unsafe condition—because it's only an

allegation at that point—but supposedly un-
safe condition becomes safe; or it's explained
to the employee that it is safe in a way that

he understands and so that he feels secure
about going back into that location.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, the
member is making a very valid point. I have
received a number of complaints over this

legislation. I have even met a delegation and
we had a very lengthy discussion about that.

I promised them at the time that I would
refer this matter to our Labour Safety Coun-
cil, which I did. It is my understanding they
are making recommendations now, which will

require an amendment to section 24 sub-
section 5 and which will correct that.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, that is the
section which speaks about the employer not

being able to discharge or discipline, or
threaten to do either. By your indication that
is the section that might be changed, it sounds
as if the only kind of change on that would
be to weaken it and further strengthen the

employers' hand in terms of being able to

not only threaten but in fact discharge and
discipline, if that's the section that's about
to be changed. It is the other sections that I

think need changing in terms of getting—

Hon. Mr. Guindon: There is a new subsec-
tion too.

Mr. Bounsall: Pardon?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: There is a new subsec-
tion too.

Mr. Bounsall: There is to be a new sub-
section? That strengthens it or weakens it in

terms of threatened discharges?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: That will correct the

problem that you mentioned.

Mr. Bounsall: Well we'll look forward to

seeing what it is when it comes out, because
this has become a problem throughout the
work force here in Ontario.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Just three other comments. I

have a note here that I made some time ago,
I think last June when I was going through
the estimates, that says the number of claims

—and by claims I imagine I meant claims to

the Workmen's Compensation Board—went up
by 10,000 more claims this year than there

were last year before the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board.

That's the figure I got. Probably I checked
that figure and used your own figures. Per-

haps I'm wrong in that, but if I am correct,

obviously then there is something radically

wrong with our safety programme if the

number of claims before the Workmen's

Compensation Board went up by that much.

I wonder if the minister has available to

him, by figure or by information, from those

gentlemen in front of him, the number of

claims that have gone before the Workmen's

Compensation Board in the last two or three

years?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I don't have the figures
off the top of my head and I'm sure that

when the Workmen's Compensation Board
comes up before the House that this question
could be asked again.

Now, I'm not surprised that the number of

claims would increase, because the work force

is increasing from year to year and I happen
to know by memory the amount of the claim

benefits for the last fiscal year, which was
around about $170 million. So there is nothing
really unusual in the fact that the claims

have increased but to that extent I can't say
for sure.

Mr. Reid: As a matter of fact, now that

the minister says that, I recall that the 10,000

figure was his own. I believe he used that

figure when he was announcing the increases

in benefits under Workmen's Compensation.
I'm not speaking about Workmen's Compen-
sation as such, I'm just indicating that if the

number of claims has gone up that much in

a year, although we have a work force of

X thousands of people more than we had
the year before, it seems to me that maybe
there is something more we should be doing
in the industrial relations programme—or
rather the occupational safety programme—in

regard to safety.

Again, I hate to be parochial in this, but
it is a situation that I think would obtain

across the province. In one of the industries

in my riding they are using chlorine gas in

their industrial process. I'm quite concerned
that these tank cars of industrial gas are sit-
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ting in the yard of the company. I'm not

sure what safety measures are being taken
to ensure that these cars do not explode.

I've approached the Emergency Measures

Organization, but due to problems of the

strike and so on these matters have not yet
been resolved. The company, I know, is con-

cerned about protecting these cars so that

they do not explode. I do understand that if

there is a leak, or the cars explode, and the

wind is blowing the right way in relation to

the position in which the cars are located,
I would imagine it could wipe out a quarter
of the town, either on our side of the border
or on the American side of the border. I

wonder if your inspectors are cognizant of

this specific case.

Secondly, what is the general policy in

regard to matters of this kind? For instance,
if a company is dealing with poisonous and
noxious gases or chemicals and if these chemi-

cals and gases are in a position where they
constitute a great danger to the general

public, is it a necessity that your ministry be
notified? Does the ministry send an inspector
down there and say: "You have to do this,

that and the other thing to protect the public
and the workers in this particular plant or

industrial location"?

Mr. Chairman: That's air pollution. It

would come under Environment.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: With reference to the

number of claims, I don't have the statistics

from the construction safety branch, but

figures from the industrial safety branch indi-

cate that the number of accidents has been
reduced from 61,000 in 1971-1972 to 55,000
in 1972-1973. Again, I don't have the con-

struction figures; I will try to get those for

the member tomorrow.

With reference to the specific case of a

company that is guilty of releasing poisonous

gases or chemicals, I think perhaps one or

two ministries are involved—the air manage-
ment branch of Environment, for example,
as well as occupational rehabilitation in

Health, more so than our ministry—but I will

find the answer for the member tomorrow.

We are very concerned about safety. As
the member knows, we spend a great deal of

money and we take this very seriously, both
in industrial plants and on construction sites.

As a matter of fact the minister was on the

job today with his hard hat.

Mr. Bounsall: Hard head.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to discuss some of the problems
related to construction safety and industrial

safety-

Mr. Chairman: Will there be further dis-

cussion at any length on vote 2002?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): We could go
on for at least half an hour.

Mr. Chairman: Well perhaps it is hardly
worth starting.

Mr. Haggerty: Do you want me to con-

tinue?

Mr. Chairman: We will hear your com-
ments tomorrow, if you will.

Mr. Haggerty: Tomorrow?

Mr. Chairman: Thursday; or the next time

the order is called.

Mr. Haggerty: All right then, I will have

the floor at that time.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-

mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: The committee of supply

begs to report progress and asks for leave to

sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore I move the adjournment of the House, I

would like to call the order of business for

Thursday.
The first item will be No. 4 on the order

paper, and the second will be committee of

the whole House in consideration of bills 101,

174 and 198; to be followed by item No. 10,

Bill 200, and item No. 11, Bill 201. I would

expect that on Friday we might return to

the consideration of the estimates of the

Ministry of Labour.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): May I just ask

one question? There is not much left on the

order paper, quite obviously. How soon does

the government House leader expect to be
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able to indicate how much legislation is Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment

forthcoming? of the House.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I made
some predictions at the opening of the House.
I will stand by those predictions; and that

legislation will be before the House very soon.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 p.m.,
o'clock.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our visitors today in the east

gallery are students from Henry Steet High
School in Whitby, and Conestoga Community
College in Waterloo; and in the west gallery,

students from John Diefenbaker Secondary
School in Hanover, and Our Lady of Annun-

ciation School of Oakridges.

At 3 o'clock, we will be joined in the

gallery by students from St. John's College
of Brantford.

TRI-LEVEL CONFERENCE

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental Affairs): Mr.

Speaker, I should like to report briefly to the

House on the second national Tri-Level Con-

ference held in Edmonton on Monday and

Tuesday of this week, at which I represented
the Province of Ontario.

The general theme of the conference was
"The Management of Growth," and we dis-

cussed housing, land use, urban transporta-

tion and public finance in this context.

Ontario's position papers have been tabled

in this House.

Of particular importance, I think, was our

position on public finance, in which we made
the following three commitments:

First, we will take steps to increase the

credit capacity of Ontario municipalities,
and later this afternoon I shall be providing
an answer concerning the Ontario Municipal

Employees' Retirement System which is one

of the possibilities to be explored.

Second, we have informed Ontario muni-

cipalities that provincial assistance to local

governments and local ratepayers will grow
at a rate not less than the growth rate of

Ontario's total resources.

Third, and perhaps most significant, we
have promised that new federal unconditional

grants and tax sharing to Ontario will be

passed through to local governments dollar

for dollar.

Mr. Speaker, I was gratified by the strong

support of the Ontario municipal representa-

tives, led by Mayor D. G. Newman, chair-

man of the Provincial-Municipal Liaison

Thursday, October 25, 1973

Committee, for our three-part pledge. The
national municipal delegation also welcomed
this initiative and put forward a proposal for

a tri-level task force to study revenue shar-

ing which we representing Ontario, strongly

supported. Unfortimately, the federal dele-

gates did not accept this proposal and it

was not adopted. A more general tri-level

task force study of public finance was agreed

to, however, and I am tabling the terms of

reference for that study now. We will par-

ticipate fully in this study and the resulting

report will be considered at the 1974 Tri-

Level Conference.

It was at the insistence of Ontario and

the municipal delegation that the conference

was open to the media. I was glad of this,

Mr. Speaker, because only by media coverage
of intergovernmental meetings such as this

can the people of Canada be aware of the

risks inherent in the refusal of the federal

government to decentralize money and power
in Canada. Through these meetings, sir, I

think we can demonstrate the logic of our

decentralized approach to the management
of urban growth through the Design for

Development programme. We are hopeful

that, with the task force study of public
finance as a foundation, we can make more

progress on resolving the mismatch of reve-

nue and expenditure responsibilities among
the three levels of government. I expect that

the next national Tri-Level Conference will

be largely devoted to this subject.

As I made clear at the conference, Mr.

Speaker, progress on the financial front is

crucial to the further success of Ontario's

efforts to manage urban growth for the

benefit of its citizens and those of all of

Canada.

DEVELOPMENT OF DOWNTOWN
BLOCK BY OHC

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):

Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to advise the

House that Ontario Housing Corp. is proceed-

ing with the development of 181 units of

rental accommodation in the downtown To-

ronto block bounded by Baldwin, Beverley,
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Cecil and Henry Sts., commonly known now
as the Hydro block.

The architectural firm of Diamond and

Myers, which proposed six alternatives for

redevelopment of the block, has been re-

tained by OHC to proceed with plans for

the development of 48 dwellings in 26 exist-

ing houses, and 93 in a new 3V^-storey build-

ing for a wide range of age groups including
senior citizens.

This proposal will provide a variety of

rental housing accommodation ranging in size

from bachelor apartments to six-bedroom

units for large families. In addition, 40 hostel

units will be provided in the new building
and some 8,500 sq. ft. of commercial space
in existing structures.

Hon. members will recall the land was

originally acquired by Ontario Hydro as the

site for a highrise transformer station. Neigh-
bourhood opposition resulted in the cancella-

tion of that plan, and it was neighbourhood
co-operation which contributed in large
measure to the proposal evolved by Diamond
and Myers.

It should be noted that current zoning per-
mits two times coverage of the site while this

proposal calls for 1.6 times coverage, and
the height of the new building is just 39 ft.

Numerous meetings were held in connec-
tion with the development of the proposal,
and in this respect tribute is due to those

citizens, including members of the Hydro
block working committee and the Hydro
block steering committee, who contributed

their time, energy and ideas to this concept.

As a result, we have what I hope will be
the forerunner of public housing develop-
ments in other neighbourhoods and other

communities where a blending of old and
new housing will serve to make public hous-

ing a more acceptable form of socially as-

sisted housing. I discussed this proposal yes-

terday with Metro Chairman Paul Godfrey
and some of his officials, the Hydro block

steering committee and members of the
Chinese community. From their reaction I

can only conclude that we are on the right
track.

One might say we have reached another

plateau in the long development process. We
will need the co-operation of all levels of

government to bring this proposal to a physi-
cal reality. For example, OHC will require
concessions from the city of Toronto in rela-

tion to setbacks, open space and parking re-

quirements. Diamond and Myers have started
to develop plans to the stage where we can

apply to the city for this relief.

The next major step, Mr. Speaker, is the

presentation of the proposal on Nov. 1 to a

meeting of the social services and housing
committee of Metropolitan Toronto.

With the co-operation of all concerned, we
hope it will be possible to start the renova-

tion process within a matter of three to four

months and to start on the new building in

the spring.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): That turned out better than the minis-

ter expected a year or two ago.

FULL-TIME ENROLMENT IN
COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, I would like to

advise the House of the preliminary figures

for full-time enrolment in the province's col-

leges and universities.

Preliminary full-time enrolment figures for

the 22 colleges of applied arts and technology
show an increase of about 10 per cent or

4,003 for diploma and certificate programmes
in applied arts, business and technology. In

addition, some 7,668 diploma nursing stu-

dents across the province have been trans-

ferred to the colleges this year from hospital

schools of nursing.

Total full-time post-secondary enrolment

at the colleges, including nursing students, is

now 50,534 or 30 per cent above last year's

38,863. Enrolment in adult training and ap-

prenticeship programmes is up one per cent

to 16,103, compared with last year's 15,935.

With respect to the universities, full-time

enrolment in Ontario's universities has in-

creased by 3,815 this year for an estimated

total of 138,245; this three per cent rise com-

pares with last year's enrolment increase of

one per cent. Undergraduate enrolment is up
3,728 to 124,940, and the number of gradu-
ate students this year has increased by 177
to 13,305.

University figures include graduate enrol-

ment at the Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education, and full-time enrolment, except
for 353 transferred diploma nursing students,
at Ryerson. These preliminary figures may
change slightly when final data on registra-

tion become available.

Mr. Speaker, the hon, members should
note that the preliminary figures I have pro-
vided refer only to full-time enrolment. As

yet, we do not have an estimate of part-time

enrolment, but these figures will be provided
to the House as soon as they are available.
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Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Would the

minister comment on the attrition rate?

CONSUMER PRODUCT WARRANTIES

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, at

the time of the release of the green paper on
consumer product warranties, I indicated that

every effort would be made to bring those

in my ministry involved in the development
of the final policy decisions into direct con-

tact with the views of consumers, retailers,

manufacturers and the many others who will

be affected throughout Ontario.

Copies of the green paper have been dis-

tributed widely throughout Ontario as a

result of the excellent co-operation we are

receiving from organizations such as the

Consumers Association of Canada (Ontario

Branch), the Ontario Chamber of Commerce
and the Canadian Manufacturers Association.

A second printing of the document has

already been required and requests are still

being received on a daily basis.

I would like today to inform the House of

the schedule of public hearings to be held
around the province in order to facilitate

receipt of briefs and submissions. They are

Nov. 15, Thunder Bay; Nov. 16, Sault Ste.

Marie; Nov. 19 and 20, Toronto; Nov. 21,

Windsor; Nov. 22, London; Nov. 23, Hamil-

ton; Nov. 26, Ottawa and Nov. 28 and 29,
Toronto.

Mr. Speaker, these are the meetings that

have been arranged to date. As I previously
indicated, if sufficient interest is shown in

any community in Ontario an official of my
ministry will attend to receive local submis-
sions.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

PSYCHIATRISTS AND OHIP RATES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I would
like to put a question to the Minister of

Health regarding the situation raised earher
this week concerning the psychiatrists who
are opting out of OHIP in the Kitchener
area. Has he seen the statement made by Dr.
Donald Geiger, the hospital chief in the
Kitchener area, who told the hospital com-
mission meeting that the six psychiatrists
were forced to take this action because they
were unprepared to submit false claims to

OHIP as was apparently the standard pro-
cedure in other centres?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health):

No, Mr. Speaker, I haven't seen that state-

ment. I was in Kitchener last night, as the

hon. member knows. I had discussions with

the psychiatrists involved at the time and
the reasons they gave me had nothing what-
ever to do with the administration of the

programme. It was a matter of their own fee

structure that should be discussed with the

OMA. Certainly there wasn't any problem as

far as I could determine, and I don't think

that there is any problem in dealing with the

psychiatrists there that we can't work out to

the satisfaction of everyone.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: If I

bring this matter to the minister's attention

and send over the information, wiU he under-

take to look into it, because it alleges that

psychiatrists in other centres are putting false

billing forward so that they make up for the

inadequate payment, according to them, that

is guaranteed, or is available, under our

present system?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I would be delighted, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West). A sup-

plementary, if I may: Is the minister pre-

pared to go as far as he strongly implied in

his speech last night to charge doctors who
opt out of OHIP entirely and bill beyond the

fee schedule for the use of the hospital facil-

ities?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I don't think that I im-

plied that I was going to do that, Mr.

Speaker. In fact, I know damn weU I didn't.

Actually, I raised the question as to how far

any physician wants to opt out of the pro-

gramme.

Mr. Lewis: Why not?

Hon. Mr. Potter: The member has it in

front of him. I don't need to tell him.

Mr. Lewis: That's why I asked.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): It is how far

the government is prepared to let them opt
out.

Mr. Lewis: By way of a supplementary,

perhaps the minister can explain to me what
he means when he says:

Do you want to be so independent of

our plan that you would be prepared to

pay for the use of the hospital facilities the

plan provides? The system is there to take

or reject. It is not there for you to help
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yourself to the bits you like. You can t have
it both ways.

I'm sorry, I read into that the implication
that the minister might conceivably move to

that recourse as a way of deahng with the

problem of jettisoning OHIP and charging

beyond the fee schedule. Was that an idle

threat or is he moving in that direction.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I'm certainly not moving,
Mr. Speaker, but I feel that this is a matter

that requires a great deal of thought. I

threw it out with the idea that it would be

given thought. I'm sure it is being given

thought because I certainly am giving it

thought.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): I'm

sure, too.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): I have
a supplementary, Mr. Speaker, of the Min-
ister of Health. Since the charge dealt with
the unauthorized biUing by psychiatrists in

other municipalities for consultations with

family members as well as with the patients

themselves, and since the OHIP schedule

does not provide fees for billing of consulta-

tions with family members, is the minister

aware that payment has been made in other

centres to psychiatrists for charges made for

consultations with other than the patient?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I think I've

already answered the Leader of the Opposi-
tion and he has sent over the information to

me.

Mr. Good: He didn't get an answer back.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

MECHANICAL FITNESS CERTIFICATES
FOR AUTOMOBILES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions. Is he aware of the serious situation in

the province concerning the awarding of

mechanical fitness certificates for automobiles

by hcensed mechanics, and the indication

that in many areas of the province these

certificates are available on a black market
for a direct charge? Is he aware also of the
indication that the lack of administration at

the ministerial level in this has resulted in as

many as one million motor vehicles operating
on the roads of this province carrying

mechanical fitness certificates which should

be false?

Mr. Deans: Surely he is aware of that.

We have been telling him for the last two

years.

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): Mr. Speaker,

firstly, last year there were some 800,000
in total so the figure of one million is not

really correct. However, be that as it may,
I have been aware of it, quite candidly,
for some time.

I learned through the practice of law
one day that one could, in some cases, come
in with a certificate of mechanical fitness

signed in blank and I was aghast that this

could happen. I am sure that it happens
in a very few cases, percentage wise—per-
haps five per cent. In any event we are

taking steps to remedy this and some months

ago I brought forth a policy that I now
have before the government which I think

will tend to correct the situation.

As I have pointed out on many occasions,

regardless of what you may bring in by
way of legislation you are still dealing with

individuals. If people are going to be prone
to the kind of thinking that finds devious

ways, by fraudulent or other methods, to

circumvent the law this is most difficult to

correct. However, I have the policy before

the government, one that I think will correct

it.

The difficulty, Mr. Speaker, with respect to

the mechanics themselves, is that until I

bring in this new legislation they, in fact,

have nothing to lose because the certificates

they are granted as mechanics are cer-

tfficates of competence. They are not cer-

tificates that relate to their integrity. There-

fore, there is nothing that the province gives
them that can be taken away and I am
in the process of introducing a system that

I think will correct this.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker,
a supplementary on this: I wonder if I

could ask the minister why he has pro-
crastinated so long in this field because

obviously he and his officials are aware of

the problem. I wonder if the minister who
mentioned a figure of five per cent is aware
of the survey done in the Ottawa area which
seems to indicate that one out of six cer-

tificates for motor vehicles, is in fact, a

fraud and a sham. As well, I wonder if

he is aware of the survey which indicated

that there is a thriving black market in
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this and that in fact, a certificate was given

for a motor vehicle which had no motor in it.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): It doesnt

have to have a motor in it.

Mr. Roy: I put it to the minister, know-

ing of this abuse, what possible excuse does

he have for not having brought in legisla-

tion before?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Very simply, Mr. Speaker,
as I say I became aware of this and I had
a policy which I was preparing at the last

session. I am bringing it forth at the very
earliest possible time.

I would suggest to the hon. member that

if a car has no motor in it, I really can't

see what harm it can do.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, if I might ask the

minister a supplementary: Is he aware that

his colleague, the Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations is so concerned

about this that he is quoted in the Ottawa

papers as saying that he is for stiffer fines,

discretionary jail terms and removing
mechanics' licences and that, in fact, if this

ministry does not act on this, he's going to

move in. Is the minister afraid of losing
his job?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Is the minister aware of

that?

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): A
supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Speaker, could the minister

tell us whether it is true that a used car

dealer can sell a car without a mechanic's
licence and without plates? Is that true?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, Mr. Speaker, if there

is no certificate of mechanical fitness it

cannot be sold with the plates; it is sold

without the plates. Before they can obtain
the plates they must have a certificate of

mechanical fitness.

Mr. Burr: Does the minister intend to

remedy this situation?

Mr. Speaker: I think there have been
sufficient supplementaries. There have been
about five supplementaries. The hon. Leader
of the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: To the Minister of-

Mr. Roy: The minister didn't answer my
question.

Mr. Speaker: There have been about five;

that is sufficient. Five is sufficient.

Mr. Roy: He didn't answer my question.

Mr. Speaker: No further supplementaries.
He did answer to the extent he was due.

Mr. Roy: You are letting him get away
with that. He's getting away. He's slipping
out on us.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Why doesn't

the member have a special debate at 10:30?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I must point out-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A very good idea.

Mr. Speaker: I must point out to the hon.

member that the minister need not reply, or

he will reply as he sees fit.

Mr. Roy: We'll meet at 10:30 Tuesday
night, next week.

Mr. J. E. BuIIbrook (Sarnia): The minister

may choose the weapons.

INCREASES IN FEED PRICES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Minis-

ter of Agriculture and Food: Does he agree
with the strongly stated contention of the

federation of agriculture that profiteering in

the commodity futures market has been a

direct cause of the increase in feed prices to

the farmers reflected in the high cost of food

to the consumers?

Has he consulted with his colleague, the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-
lations to see what might be done through
the Ontario Securities Commission at least to

bring about some order in this particular

branch of the market which is falling into

the old-fashioned procedures characteristic of

the robber baron days?

Is he prepared to recommend as govern-
ment policy some immediate changes which

will bring this matter under control?

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Did the

member for Brant speak to Ottawa about it?

An hon. member: Is anyone going to be

put in jail?
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: And what about the

member for High Park (Mr. Shulman), who
made 1,200 per cent on his barley futures

purchase?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He says he is keep-

ing prices down.

Mr. Lewis: Why is the member attacking
the member for High Park when he is not

here—that poor fellow.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): He is never

here.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): We would never

have an opportunity on that basis.

Mr. Lewis: Just like the members opposite

—only when he is away.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He had to pay for his

wine.

An hon. member: He is watching the ticker

tape.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Better bring a ticker

tape into the House.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: The government is panic-
stricken when he is here and they go after him
when he leaves.

Hon, W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): I was about to suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that perhaps the member for High
Park might be in a better position to answer
those questions than I.

Let me say, first of all, that I have had
discussions with my friend and colleague, the

Minister of Consumer and Commercial Re-

lations, concerning the futures commodity
market. I am not sure whether or not the

operation of the commodity markets has had
an effect, such as described by my hon.

friend, referring to the federation of agri-
culture statement. I think it would be diflB-

cult to prove, but I—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the minister agree
with Mr. Shulman, then?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am not sure that I

do at all.

Mr. Lewis: I think so. I think the minister
and the member for High Park are hand-in-
hand in this one.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Unfortunately, he has
all the money in his hand; that is the sad

part of it.

Mr. Lewis: I don't doubt for a moment
the two members are working the same field

on this one.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: A great millionaire

socialist—running the whole show.

Mr. Lewis: He and the minister are shar-

ing the ploughing of commodity futures.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But let me say this,

that the commodity futures market operates
out of Chicago and out of Winnipeg. There

is no commodity market that I know of in

the Province of Ontario.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: None that afi^ects our

beans?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: And so we cannot deal

with those matters here, as such.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Our soya beans are be-

ing bought and sold by these people.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am sure that neither

the member for High Park nor his leader

would wish us to prohibit dealing in such

commodities by Ontario citizens-

Mr. Lewis: I don't know; I am not sure.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Better have a look at

it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —when they are dealing
in Winnipeg and Chicago; which are the only
two commodity markets that I know.

Mr. Lewis: I don't really know, but if it

wasn't for the member for High Park the

bottom would drop out of the agricultural

economy.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Oh no, we talked about

fertilizer yesterday.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker. I didn't catch all the words of the

minister. Is he saying that when the farmers

sell their soya beans for $3 and find that

they have to buy them back after they have

been treated to the tender mercies of the

commodity futures dealers at something like

$12 a bushel, in fact this has nothing to do

with the cost of food and that he is not

sure that there should be controls on this

market?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, of course

it has a very definite effect on the cost of

food; but I am saying that when the com-

modity market operates in Chicago and in

Winnipeg, there is nothing that this govern-
ment can do about it.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: They are our beans; they

are in our province.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Certainly they are our

beans, produced in Ontario. In fact, Ontario

produces 95 per cent of all the soya beans

produced in Canada, perhaps even more.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But why should all the

profit go to Forest Hill Village in Toronto?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There is no way, and

my hon. friend knows that. He is only trying

to make political hay for his own advantage.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I will tell the minister

what I am trying to do, as a supplementary.
Isn't the minister aware that I am trying to

protect the farmers and the food consumers
—and the minister is shirking his job? The
minister is trying to protect the member for

High Park.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, I have a supple-

mentary. Is the minister saying there is no

way to limit the profits that the member
for High Park is making in this field? I am
asking him that. Does the minister mean
the member for High Park makes his second
million this way, and there is nothing the

government can do about it?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South): He
will give it all to the NDP.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): Just to

salve his own conscience.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It is not the way of

dealing with commodity markets, my hon.

friend.

We cannot preclude Ontario citizens buy-
ing futures on the commodity market, unless

the United States government closes com-

modity futures markets to outsiders.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Well Mr. Speaker, if you
will permit one supplementary further—and
then I will desist on this. Has the minister

got a legal opinion on this matter, since

the constitution gives us jurisdiction on prop-
erty in Ontario and surely the property is

in Ontario and he is part of the government
of Ontario?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): They
should be able to do something.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: And they should be able
to take some action.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: With great respect,
Mr. Speaker, I haven't got a legal opinion
on that, but I'll get it. And I'll say this—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —if my hon. friend will

just give me the time to answer: He knows
full well that the commodities future on

soya beans, if he wants to use that com-

modity as an illustration-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Barley, wheat, oats.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —is centred in Chicago.
There's no question of that whatever.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: And the futures dealing
on that market may affect the price of our

commodity here.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We grow them here. We
use them here. But Chicago controls them!

The minister should be ashamed to say so.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: My hon. friend is say-

ing things here to deflect the argument.
There's no question about that at all.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: He knows full well that

there is no way we can control the com-
modities market, based in Chicago and re-

flected in Winnipeg—and my hon. friend

knows that full well.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister should be
ashamed to say so!

Mr. Speaker: Order. Does the hon. Leader
of the Opposition have further questions?

Mr. Lewis: I want to ask—

Mr. Speaker: Is this a supplementary?

Mr. Lewis: Well, I'll ask it as a new ques-
tion or as a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Well, the Speaker is enjoying
it too. Go ahead with a supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: The member for High Park

is in Mexico City; given the debate, I'll wire

him to stay another week.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Wfll he accept that

advice?

Mr. Lewis: I want to ask the Minister of

Agriculture, out of interest, if he is accepting
the contention of the member for High Park,

on a point of personal privilege some days
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ago, that trading in commodities futures in

fact stabilizes the agricultural market for the

farmer?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, he's doing a favour

for everyone.

Mr. MacDonald: And for the industrial

purchaser.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister accepting that

or not?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Quite frankly, I think

that the commodities market—and this is only
a personal opinion; I don't think there are

facts to back it up—but I believe, quite

frankly, that commodities futures dealings
have adversely affected the prices of com-

modities, escalating the prices beyond all

realism.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West has a new question?

TRADE MISSION TO SOUTH AFRICA

Mr. Lewis: Yes, Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Premier: Will the Premier accept the

submissions made to him by the United

Church of Canada, the Anglican Church of

Canada and the Young Women's Christian

Association of Canada, through their Ontario

division, to suspend the present intended mis-

sion to South Africa and re-evaluate Ontario's

policy within the appropriate policy review

secretariat?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think that

the Ministry of Industry and Tourism (Mr.

Bennett) has information relating to this

matter—not as it relates to the policy or

philosophical problem involved but as it re-

lates to the actual figures. As far as this

government is concerned, we haven't made

any determination to reconsider the trade

mission. But perhaps the hon. member would
like to direct the question as to the practical

implications of the trade mission to the Min-
ister of Industry and Tourism at the appro-

priate time.

An hon. member: He did.

Mr. Lewis: Well, I take it I am to set up
the Minister of Industry and Tourism; far be
it from me—does he want to reply to my
question about whether there is any further

information on the trade mission, its constitu-

tion and its intention?

Mr. Deans: Just make sure your two col-

leagues sit quiet while you are talking.

Hon. C. Bennett ( Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, first of all, I have
not been aware of the letters from the three

groups that the member speaks of.

Mr. Lewis: I have them in front of me.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The ministry this morn-

ing raised the subject of trade missions, and

particularly the one to South Africa, with the

Resources policy field people and reviewed

the background of the substance of our trade

missions in various parts of the world. After

the facts, the figures and the reasons for our
trade missions were presented to the Re-
sources field, I had the concurrence of that

group of knowledgeable and intelligent

gentlemen that we should proceed with the

trade mission to South Africa on Oct. 31.

Mr. Lewis: If I may, Mr. Speaker, by way
of supplementary, the Premier implied that

the minister had facts and figures-

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): And in-

formation.

Mr. Lewis: —some data. Could he provide
those to the House?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, on the

trade mission going to South Africa, we have

eight firms from the Province of Ontario, all

of them dealing in commodities that are of a

non-military nature.

Mr. Lewis: I am sure.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: They are dealing in

commodities which we believe will improve
the quality of life not only for people in

South Africa but indeed for the people in the

Province of Ontario by creating employment
here.

Mr. Deans: Which people in South Africa?

Mr. Renwick: Where are the facts and

figures?

An hon. member: Yon are the ones who
wanted us to keep quiet. Now, why don't

you keep quiet?

Mr. Renwick: The only figure the minister

has given us so far is "eight."

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, before we
undertake a trade mission in this world we
consult with the federal Department of In-

dustry, Trade and Commerce and review

with them the need of products—
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Mr. Renwick: He's not giving facts and

figures. This is an apology.

Mr. Deans: Don't you wish you had—

Hon. Mr. Bennett: After we have done

that, we work with their organizations; and,

in the case of South Africa, we worked with

both of their trade offices. Very clearly, we
are going there because there is an imbalance

of trade between Canada and South Africa

and there are a great number of industries in

this province which have indicated potential

markets in that country.

For example, in 1969, exports from this

country to South Africa were $78 million. In

1972, the exports dropped to $43 million.

Mr. Lewis: Good. That is excellent.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: In the same time frame,

imports from South Africa to Canada were

$46 million and last year it improved its

position to $59 million.

We think there is an obligation on this

government to facilitate and help industries

which feel there is a potential market for

them in this country or any other country.
We intend to continue with the trade mission

that we have established and which will

leave this province on Oct. 31.

Mr. Lewis: Has the minister any facts or

figures at all to oflFer the Legislature based on
the experience of Ontario as to numbers of

products and as to dollars, export and import,
sufficient to legitimize a trade mission which
is obviously offensive to a wide range of per-

fectly acceptable international and national

associations, and obviouslv cannot help but

work to the detriment of the majority popula-
tion in South Africa? Will he again reconsider

in the light of the submissions made to him?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I again

repeat the government's position and, very

clearly, the position of the Minister of In-

dustry and Tourism: We believe that it is in

the common interest of this province not only
to make a buck but to improve the quality
of life for us here in Ontario-

Mr. Lewis: At whose expense?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Let me say that trade,
Mr. Speaker, has a great influence on im-

proving relationships with countries around
the world and it has never been proved
that because one isolates a country from trade
with another there is anything to be gained
by the country that is either being isolated

or is in the isolating position.

Mr. MacDonald: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: When this issue was considered

by the policy secretariat this morning, in-

cluding a representative of the Ministry of

Labour which has jurisdiction over the

Human Rights Code, was there any dis-

cussion as to whether or not that trade

mission was in violation of the objectives

of the Human Rights Code?

Mr. Lewis: The fact is it leaves it in

tatters.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I will

allow that a question in regard to the

Human Rights Code is one that should

properly be answered by the Minister of

Labour (Mr. Guindon). It is not an item that

is taken under consideration, sir, when de-

ciding on trade missions to any country.

Mr. Lewis: Sure, it's just dollars. That
is all that interests this government.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: While the NDP leader

might say it's just dollars, sir, it has a

rather significant bearing on the economic

position of the Province of Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: Well, it isn't worth it.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: It's fine for him to sit

and say-

Mr. Lewis: It is not worth it to sell one's

soul for that kind of claptrap.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: It is fine for the leader

of the NDP to sit there and say that it is

only dollars and that we have no other con-

cern. Sir, if we were to deal with only
those that we considered to be friends of

the Province of Ontario, or believe entirely—

Mr. Renwick: We are not talking about

that.

Mr. Lewis: We are talking about South

Africa.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Will the members let

me finish my statement if they will have the

common courtesy? Sir, if we should decide

to trade only with those countries that we
think are of the same political philosophy
as we are, that's fine, because it doesn't

seem to sink in with the NDP. It doesn't

seem to sink in.
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Mr. Renwick: Sit down. This is getting

repetitious.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The member should

stay seated. That's fine. He asked the ques-
tion and I shall answer it. That's okay. I

shall handle the question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Renwick: Sit down. We have better

things to do.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: That obviously wasn't

the member's opinion when the question was
asked.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Sir, as far as we
are concerned it is in the common interest

of this province to deal with other countries

and if we should follow the advice or the

suggestions of those in opposition, we would

eventually find ourselves trading with a very
select group of people around the world.

We trade with Communist countries and
find it economically beneficial to this

country and this province. In dealing with
South Africa we certainly see that there are

potential benefits for both countries and
this province.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. There has been a

reasonable number of supplementaries. There
have been about six supplementaries.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: The member for Renfrew
South went too far once this session. He
had better watch himself.

ADDITIONAL REVENUES FOR
MUNICIPALITIES

Mr. Lewis: I have a question, Mr. Speaker,
of the provincial Treasurer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask him whether his

comments in Edmonton meant that all the

additional revenue which is received from
the federal government by way of a tax-

sharing rearrangement, forgetting uncondi-
tional grants for a moment, that any
additional points on income tax or other tax-

sharing sectors will go in total to the

municipalities of Ontario with the province

simply as a funnel?

Hon. Mr. White: All revenues which we
obtain as a result of federal tax abeyance
or federal grants provided those are un-

conditional and provided there are not con-

current costs inherited by us, will go to

the municipalities or the municipal rate-

payers, as decided upon by the province in

co-operation with the municipal liaison com-
mittee. Of course, this is a dramatic offer

and one which the Ontario municipalities
were very excited about. The national mu-
nicipal delegates were extremely interested,
I think, one could say, in the initiative we
took.

A couple of things should be made clear

in elaborating on this promise. First of all,

we insist upon retaining our constitutional

power which includes the distribution of

these funds to municipalities or to their

ratepayers. This aspect is agreed to by the

members of the municipal liaison committee,
and I think quite well understood by muni-

cipal representatives across the country.

The other thing is that no such promise
could be made in perpetuity, so if there

were a three-way arrangement it would be
for a finite period of time. I really don't

know at this juncture whether that will be
two years, 10 years or something other than

that.

TORONTO LAND ASSEMBLY

Mr. Lewis: Thank you. I have a further

question of the provincial Treasurer. What
is he doing about the request from the city
of Toronto to use $1 million for land banking
purposes with, I presume, provincial permis-
sion?

Hon. Mr. White: We are acting upon
suggestions and requests made to us by cer-

tain Ontario municipalities through the pro-

vincial-municipal liaison committee, that the

municipalities be given the right to assemble
land for residential purposes.

This matter came before cabinet, I think

two weeks ago yesterday, at which time cabi-

net decided that we had no objection in prin-

ciple to such a move. The practical applica-
tion has been referred to an inter-ministerial

committee which is examining certain recom-
mendations of the Comay report. We are

also asking the Ontario Municipal Board for

its comments, having in mind that this would
in some way alter the debt maximums estab-

lished for the municipalities.
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We are working up these details and we
will have some kind of reply, no doubt,

before the session is over.

Mr. Lewis: Before the session is over? By
way of supplementary, the provincial Treas-

urer realizes, of course, that if the federal

government supplies $9 for every municipal
dollar coming, which is the present equation,
that gives the city of Toronto $10 million

to invest in major land banking within the

city. Presumably, that is something which the

provincial government would want to facili-

tate, yet the government has had the request
for a number of months, I gather.

Hon. Mr. White: The request has come
to us in recent months. I think we've acted

fairly expeditiously on it, in getting this

policy determination and in getting a work-

ing committee to come to grips with the

details.

The connotation of the phrase, "land bank-

ing," disturbs me very much, because we are

faced with certain critical, short-term hous-

ing problems. The implication in the words

"land banking," that land be acquired to be

saved for some use in some future date, I

think is to be avoided.

The purpose is to put together a parcel
of land for rezoning—

Mr. Lewis: Immediate use.

Hon. Mr. White: —servicing and sale for

residential purposes. We have tried to use

the words 'land assembly."
I think it is moving ahead rather quickly.

Mr. Lewis: No further questions.

Mr. Renwick: By way of supplementary
question, Mr. Speaker, is the minister giving
consideration to authorizing the municipal-
ities to incorporate and own the kind of

non-profit corporation which is referred to

in section 15 (1) of the National Housing
Act, having regard to what appears to be
the opinion of the city solicitor for the city
of Toronto, that the municipality of the city
of Toronto does not have the authority to

own such a corporation, and therefore is

precluded from taking the benefit of this

part of the National Housing Act?

Hon. Mr. White: This is one of the possi-
bilities being explored, because if a muni-

cipality did indeed buy a piece of land for

subdivision and sale, it would add to the

debt of the municipality. But the incre-

mental debt would be quite different from
debt incurred to build a bridge over a river,

let us say, in that there would be an off-

setting asset, and that that asset would be

disposed of, presumably in a short-term

context.

Whether it be handled through some form
of municipal corporation, with a separate set

of books, or whether it be handled as part
of the consolidated accounting records of the

municipality, there will have to be a separate
evaluation. And in this respect we must have

the advice of the OMB.

There are a number of complicated possi-
bilities open to us, each of which, I suspect,

might introduce new risks insofar as muni-

cipal ratepayers are concerned. I myself, and

the government, have no objection to this

proposition in principle. I am alarmed, how-

ever, that municipalities see this as either

a way in which to garner windfall gains for

their community at large or, alternatively,

a very appreciable source of funds for keep-

ing mill rates down.

The experience in other provinces is some-

what instructive. We got some information

in Charlottetown in August. We have more

recently polled them, asking for precise

figures. The experience has been that cities-

like Saskatoon—who have got into land as-

sembly, do sell at the market. They have,

naturally, in a rising market experienced cer-

tain windfall gains which they have used—

as I mentioned a minute ago—to either

expand their expenditure of programmes or

decrease their mill rates.

The reason I am a little bit alarmed at the

optimism which comes into these conversa-

tions from the municipal side is that whereas

the municipalities would have greatly benfited

in the last few years because of the steeply

rising land prices, there is absolutely no

assurance that these prices aren't going to

break a month from now, a year from now,
or five years from now.

I really don't fully comprehend the conse-

quences insofar as the municipalities and the

ratepayers are concerned, if land that they

buy for X number of dollars an acre now
turns out to be worth one-tenth X dollars per

acre, one year, or two, or three from now. It

is just not quite as simple, I think, as many
people believe it to be. And that is why we
are proceeding in the way that I described

earlier.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister mean land

will drop in value?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): What
does that mean?
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Colleges
and Universities.

Mr. Renwick: Supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. There are very
few moments remaining. In view of the

length of the answer, I thought perhaps there

wouldn't be supplementaries.

Mr. Stokes: We have 11 minutes left.

Mr. Speaker: But I will not cut it off. If

the hon. member has an important supple-

mentary, he may proceed.

Mr. Renwick: My supplementary question
to the minister is: Do I take it from what
the minister has said that it is consistent

again with the statement he made earlier

about the tax abatement going to the munic-

ipalities, that this government will not allow

the municipalities to deal directly with

Ottawa, even for the purpose of having the

benefit of funds available under the National

Housing Act?

Hon. Mr. White: That's correct.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Kent.

ALLEGED SHORTAGE OF LABOUR

Mr. Spence: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Colleges and Univer-
sities. Is the minister aware that there is a

great shortage of carpenters, bricklayers,
plumbers and tinsmiths, in many parts of the

Province of Ontario? What programmes has
the minister introduced to train more people
in these trades to alleviate this drastic

shortage of tradesmen?

Mr. Speaker: I seem to recognize the ques-
tion as a direct repetition of one asked at the

last sitting. It may not be.

Mr. Spence: Mr. Speaker, I asked the

Minister of Labour, and he referred me to

the Minister of Colleges and Universities.

Mr. Speaker: I accept the hon. member's

explanation. It is quite in order.

Mr. Roy: We haven't had the answer.

Hon. Mr. McNie: Mr. Speaker, may I take

the question under advisement?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He wants to talk to the

Minister of Labour.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Park-

dale.

PROVINCIAL PRE-AUDIT

Mr. J. Dukszta ( Parkdale ) : I have a three-

part question of the provincial Treasurer, Mr.

Speaker. When will the provincial pre-audit,
which is a part of the provincial audit, be

phased out? Second, will the audit clerks on

the pre-audit be relocated to the minister

when the phase-out of this pre-audit occurs?

And the third part: What effort is the man-

agement making to relocate the clerks?

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I really didn't hear

the question, but from the words that filtered

through I think I am going to have to take

it as notice.

Mr. Dukszta: Shall I repeat it?

Mr. Stokes: Too much flak on the min-

ister's right there.

Hon. Mr. White: If the hon. member
would send it to me, I'll get a reply for him.

Is this the time for me to provide—

Mr. Speaker: I was just going to call the

hon. the provincial Treasurer to provide the

answers to questions previously asked.

Hon. Mr. White: Thank you, sir.

INVESTMENT OF OMERS FUND

Hon. Mr. White: A question about our

plans affecting OMERS was asked in my
absence by the Leader of the Opposition,
and I have an answer for that question now.

Mr. Lewis: That's a statement.

Mr. Renwick: The minister seems to be

giving a statement.

Mr. Good: He is making a statement.

Hon. Mr. White: It's not a statement at all;

it's an answer to a question. I'll read it if the

members wish.

Mr. Speaker: I consider an answer to be

no more than between two and three minutes.

Mr. Stokes: How could he be asked a

question in his absence?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Only the questions
are statements.
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Hon. Mr. White: Prior to the inception of

OMERS, most of the municipalities and their

local boards in the—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Order, order.

Hon. Mr. White: —province did not pro-
vide pensions for the retirement of their

employees. Generally—

Mr. Roy: He is giving us his biography.

Hon. Mr. White: —municipalities that did

offer pension benefits under separate munic-

ipal plans-

Why are some members so terrified of get-

ting the facts about these matters?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Because the Treasurer
is so hopelessly slow. If there are any facts,

he is not reading them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. White: Try to keep your cool;

try to keep your cool.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Listen, the Leader of the

Opposition only has two days before the

reaffirmation of faith.

Hon. Mr. White: Yes, try not to get too

twitchy.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It's that Pearson bow tie.

Hon. Mr. White: We'll all hope he'll come
back.

Mr. Roy: I thought the Treasurer said he
was going?

Hon. Mr. White: Generally, municipalities
that did off^er pension benefits under separate

municipal plans provided only minimal pen-
sion coverage for their employees. As a result,

when OMERS was first established, it was

widely accepted and has grown extremely
rapidly over the past 10 years.

When OMERS was formed, the actuaries

determined that to meet future benefits for

municipal employees on the scale then pro-
posed, a return of five per cent on invested

funds would be required.

Debenture instruments were created by the

province to meet this requirement. The in-

struments comprise five per cent bonds to be
issued each year for all contributions re-

ceived up to Dec. 31, 1973. At that date
the various debentures would be converted
to one debenture with a five per cent coupon
maturing Dec. 31, 2013.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: God! Forty years!

Hon. Mr. White: Such instruments were
not then available on the market. Therefore,
the province agreed to make a long-term
interest-rate commitment, which enabled

OMERS to offer an attractive benefit pack-

age and enabled the actuaries to certify the

actuarial soundness of the fund to the year
2013.

Mr. Singer: At five per cent, they're all

heart.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I was all heart

then.

Mr. Singer: Yes, yes. That's why he is

renewing it.

Hon. Mr. White: In 1968, in line with

rising interest rates, the government raised

the rate of interest to be paid on debentures

issued to OMERS between Jan. 1, 1968, and
Dec. 31, 1969, from five per cent to 6% per
cent. These debentures were to mature on
Dec. 31, 1973, with automatic renewal to

the year 2013 in accordance with the original

legislation.

As members are aware, interest rates con-

tinued to rise and, in 1970, in order to enable

the OMERS board to provide improved bene-

fits to contributors, legislation was enacted

to permit the issue of debentures to OMERS
bearing an—

Mr. Roy: Amen.

Hon. Mr. White: —interest rate based on
the weighted interest rates of Ontario and/ or

Ontario-guaranteed provincial debentures

issued in the domestic market.

Since 1967, the OMERS board has signifi-

cantly improved the range of future benefits

payable to current contributors, while, at the

same time, preserving the long-term financial

soundness of the fund.

The point at issue now is whether or not

the $154 million in debentures, whose term

and rate were designed for the benefit of

the plan and set in legislation when the

fund was originally established, should be

subject to renegotiation. Had interest rates

declined instead of rising, the matter would
never have been raised.

The present legislation required the above
Ontario debentures to be extended for a
further 40 years on Dec. 31, 1973. The rates

of interest involved are five per cent on

$74.2 million worth and 6.5 per cent on

$79.8 million.
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I want to assure the members that the

government is concerned that the fund be

operated in the best interests of the con-

tributors. The current legislation has been

under review by the government since Jan-

uary of this year. I myself have had a

number of meetings with Treasury officials,

the OMERS board and municipal representa-
tives since my first formal meeting with the

board of directors on May 18, 1973. Amend-
ments to the OMERS Act, which will be

submitted to the Legislature in this session

have been formulated in conjunction with

the OMERS board, and after several discus-

sions with the Provincial-Municipal Liaison

Committee's fiscal arrangements subcom-

mittee.

The improvements to be submitted to

the Legislature provide for the conversion

of the $154 million of debentures due on
Dec. 31, 1973, to debentures based on
the provincial bond rate of interest payable

during the years 1963 to 1969, inclusive.

The bonds will have terms of from 20 to

26 years, as compared with the present

40-year term, and will carry coupons rang-

ing from 5.36 per cent to 8,06 per cent.

An additional interest payment totalling

$8.1 million for the years 1963 to 1969,
which would have been paid if current

practice had applied to OMERS from its

inception, will also be credited to the fund.

When compounded semi-annually at the

current rate of interest of Ontario deben-
tures—about 8.5 per cent—all of these im-

provements will provide approximately $280
million in additional funds to OMERS over
30 years.

These amendments will maintain the finan-

cial soundness of the OMERS fund and
should enhance the pension benefits of mu-
nicipal employees.

In addition to the above legislative pro-

posals, a study group comprising OMERS
and Treasury ofiicials is being formed to

consider the future investment programme
of OMERS. It will report by Jan. 15, 1974.
One area it will examine is my proposal,
announced in Edmonton on Tuesday, to

channel part of the funds into municipal
debentures.

The OMERS board, which comprises
representatives of municipal employers and

employees, as well as Treasury represen-

tatives, is to recommend proposals for future

board, with a view to increasing its in-

reduced government membership on the

board, with a view to increasing its in-

dependence over a period of time.

Mr. Speaker, these changes are in keep-
ing with one of our principal objectives in

establishing OMERS, which was to make
the municipal public service more attractive

to prospective employees. I am convinced
that these improvements to the system will

contribute to our efforts to strengthen the

resources available to local governments to

manage their own affairs.

Mr. Lewis: We said it was going to be a

statement.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What was the ques-
tion?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. Before the

minister proceeds, I would like to say that

in my opinion the answer given truly was a

ministerial statement.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member for Brant
asked for it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I asked the Premier.

Mr. Speaker: The excessive time amounts
to approximately four minutes. I will there-

fore extend the question period by four

minutes.

Supplementaries will now be in order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary on
that answer—and I hesitate to say for

clarification—but somewhere in there I got
the impression that the government policy
was changing, that it would be announced
in legislation and that in fact these funds
would be invested at something over eight

per cent for the good of those people pay-

ing the premiums.

Mr. Lewis: And over the interim period.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, sir, I mentioned the

range of interest to be paid on those funds

paid into OMERS in recent years.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. White: And that averages 6.9

per cent, which is the rate of interest that

they or any other citizen would have got
if they had bought those bonds at the time

of issue. I think that is a good square deal

and so does the OMERS board. I don't know
whether they are here today or not. We tried

to get some of them in the House for this

important announcement—

An hon. member: That was the answer to a

question.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): They're be-

hind the minister.
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Hon. Mr. White: Oh yes? Good. Well,

we are glad to have them here.

As far as future investment is concerned,
that will be at the rate of interest which

prevails and which at the present time is

about 8.5 per cent.

An hon. member: Pretty good, isn't it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury was on his feet first with a supple-

mentary.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): Mr. Speaker,
a supplementary of the Treasurer-

Mr. Lewis: This is the man who changed
it. Look at him. That's the fellow who did

it single-handedly.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Germa: In the minister's statement,

Mr. Speaker, I didn't hear anything about

allowing the municipalities to use the fund

as a source of borrowing. Would he also con-

sider that in his amendments which he is

proposing?

Hon. Mr. White: That was covered. There
are pros and cons, of course, with respect to

this and other matters, so it is one of the

matters to be reported upon by the study

group which I informed the House was being
established this week. I think our nominees
are known now—three from Treasury and
two from the OMERS board. It will report
on Jan. 15, 1974. This is one, and perhaps
the most important area, which they will

deal with.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North, a supplementary.

Mr. Good: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Would it not be simpler to tie the interest

rate of the reinvested money to the provin-
cial borrowing rate the same as the govern-
ment does for newly accumulated moneys,
instead of having to renegotiate every time

money comes up for renewal?

Hon. Mr. White: If I understand the ques-
tion, this is what we are proposing to do,
with whatever improvements and modifica-

tions may be recommended by the study

group and accepted by the government.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of sup-

plementary, could the minister explain why,
in dealing with OMERS he starts oflF with a

five per cent debenture and then proposes to

throw in on top of it some adjustment, which

will bring it closer to the prevailing rate, in-

stead of as in his normal borrowing when he

goes into the market he borrows all his money
at the prevailing rate. Why doesn't he do the

same thing for OMERS? Why doesn't he bind
himself at this point to what the govern-
ment's average rate of borrowing is on the

open market?

Hon. Mr. White: That's exactly what we're

doing.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister may now
provide the answer to a previous question.

Mr. Roy: Ask it again tomorrow.

An hon. member: That is right.

Mr. Speaker: Order. I believe the hon.

minister has another answer.

Mr. Roy: Is that another statement?

Hon. Mr. Davis: It is another answer, Mr.

Speaker.

REHABILITATION FUNDS

Hon. Mr. White: The following questions
were asked by the member for Ottawa Cen-
tre (Mr. Cassidy) of the Minister of Revenue

early this week and he has referred the

matter to me.

Mr. Speaker: There are 2% minutes remain-

ing.

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I don't care if I

never answer tliem.

Mr. Roy: The Treasurer should learn the

rules.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): On a

point of order, Mr. Speaker, perhaps the

Treasurer could treat this as serious.

Hon. Mr. White: These are not statements;

they're short answers.

Question No. 1: When does the govern-
ment expect to sign an agreement with the

federal government for rehabilitation funds?

Answer: A draft federal-provincial agree-
ment for a neighbourhood improvement pro-

gramme has been completed and was for-

warded to the Hon. Ronald Basford on

Oct. 21, 1973, for his approval. It's largely

within the context of this NIP programme
that the new residential rehabilitation pro-

gramme is expected to operate. Therefore, as

soon as the federal government approves this
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draft proposal, an agreement can be signed.
I am hopeful that this agreement can be

finalized in the next two or three weeks. I

should point out that six projects costing an

estimated $4.2 million will proceed in four

municipalities, namely, Hamilton, Sault Ste.

Marie, Toronto and Ottawa, under special

arrangements, prior to the signing of the gen-
eral agreement.

Question No. 2: When does the government
expect to issue guidelines to municipalities as

to how they can apply these funds?

Answer: Assuming the agreement is signed
in November, 1973 I'd expect the criteria

for selection of NIP areas should be con-

cluded in the next few weeks, and certainly

by the end of December, 1973.

Question No. 3: How much does the minis-

ter expect will be available next year under
that programme?

Answer: The federal government has al-

located a total of $6.5 million to Ontario

for the neighbourhood improvement pro-

gramme and $4.2 million for the rehabilita-

tion programme in 1973. In 1974, $19.5 mil-

lion has been set aside for NIP. However, no

figure is yet available for Residential Re-

habilitation Programme. These should be
viewed as preliminary figures since CMHC
has stressed that additional funds will be
made available if they're required.

Mr. BuUbrook: We are not going to take

the rap for that.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Your friends in Ottawa
will.

Mr. Speaker: The oral question period has
now expired.

Mr. Singer: Not the oral answer period,

though.

Mr. Speaker: Including answers.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government
Services): Mr. Speaker, I beg leave to present
to the House following reports:

'The Public Service Superannuation Fund
Statement of Funds and Report of the

Audit for the year ended March 31, 1973.

The Settlers' Loan Commission financial state-

ment and report on the audit for the year
ended March 31, 1973; and the Commissioner
of Agricultural Loans financial statement and

report on the audit for the year ended
March 31, 1973.

Mr. Handleman from the standing social

development committee reported the follow-

ing resolution:

Resolved: That supply in the following
amounts and to defray the expenses of the

Ministry of Community and Social Services

be granted to Her Majesty for the fiscal

year ending March 31, 1974:

MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AND
SOCIAL SERVICES

Ministry Administration

Programme $ 7,741,000
Assistance and Rehabihtation

Services Programme 398,817,000
Children's Services

Programme 63,985,000

Community Services

Programme 13,188,000

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

ASSESSMENT REVIEW COURT ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Assessment

Review Court Act, 1972.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, at the present time the assessment

review court is required to hold its sittings

in each municipality, large and small, in

which an assessment is appealed. Section 2
of the bill amends the procedure to allow for

consolidation of several appeals in more
centralized and convenient locations through-
out the county or region, so that the public

may be more efiFectively and efficiently served.

GASOLINE HANDLING ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Gasoline

Handling Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, the major
eflFect of these amendments is to extend pro-
vincial licensing requirements to persons not

now being licensed. At present it is necessary
for operators of service stations, marinas and
bulk plants and for persons who transport

gasoline, to obtain licences under the Gas-

oline Handling Act. We are recommending
the extension of this licensing requirement to

contractors who install, repair or service gas-
oline handling equipment.
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The province already exercises supervision
over the design and manufacturing of such

equipment. These registrations would be

carried out by the energy branch of the

Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Re-

lations in the same way as the issuing of

operators' licences is presently done. No in-

crease in the staff of the energy branch

would be necessary.

Finally, amendments to section 9 of the

present Act would clarify and strengthen the

legislative authority of the government to

make regulations related to the handling of

gasoline.

RACING COMMISSION ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Racing
Commission Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The min-

ister is incorporating Secretariat?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Syndicating!

Mr. Lewis: There is a commodity future

for you.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Right.

Mr. Speaker, Td like to inform members
of proposed amendments to the Racing Com-
mission Act. The present Act does not spe-

cifically allow the Ontario Racing Commis-
sion to delegate its licensing and disciplinary

powers to its own or the racing association

officials. However, since it is practically im-

possible for a quorum of commission mem-
bers to attend every race meeting in Ontario,
officials such as stewards and judges must be

employed to expedite licensing and disciplin-

ary matters according to established rules

and regulations.

The present system which is now being
given legislative authority is understood

and accepted by those involved in racing.
The amendment will also guarantee indi-

viduals the right to appeal any decision of

the delegated person to the racing commis-

sion.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The fourth order;

resuming the adjourned debate on the motion

for second reading of Bill 183, An Act to

establish the Ministry of Housing.

MINISTRY OF HOUSING ACT
( continued )

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, I had been in the process of making
a couple of preliminary comments—about six

or seven minutes' worth of comments on

Friday last—and I'd now like to launch into

the body of my remarks on this bill.

I think that the NDP caucus would choose

to oppose the creation of this ministry as a

simple extension of existing and totally

faulted housing policy, unless we can receive

from the minister in his reply—and we are

quite prepared to accept that in good faith,

depending on what he puts to us—some sense

of the substance of what the new ministry of

housing will do; some undertakings and some

particulars which will flesh out a bill which

is notorious for its superficiality and its lack

of substance.

If I may point out, Mr. Speaker, this

debate is almost a lament for this minister.

I don't know whether he expects to succeed

himself. Alas, I suspect that from his point

of view he has been o'er run by time, and

that some younger, more eager, more assid-

uous colleague is going to be appointed, or

annointed, to the post of Minister of Housing.

So this is very much a swan song for the

member for St. Andrew-St. Patrick (Mr.

Grossman). I think most of us will be

astounded if he retains the portfolio. It brings

to this debate a certain degree of nostalgia,

at the very least.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): It is done,

in reality.

Mr. Lewis: My colleague from Ottawa
Centre will write the finale to the political

career of the minister in this portfolio. He
will do the definitive job. I am merely going
to offer some reflections on the nature of

housing in Ontario and some of the defaults

or deficiencies as we see it.

There is something poignant about the

minister presiding over the elimination of his

empire. He stands in his place to answer

this debate, to say in effect to the House:

"This is it; I've had it; I am found wanting
on all counts." The indictment from the

Comay committee is total.

I weep for him. Of course I do. He can

wring his handkerchief, but the tears are

mine. I really feel it is a kind of sad spec-

tacle, that this man who has served nobly,

if not well, finds himself in the position

of departure.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): An epitaph?

Mr. Lewis: Well, it is, I suppose, an epi-

taph; although merely to a momentary part
of the man's political career. I am sure he

will go on to more glorious triumphs-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Greater services.

Mr. Lewis: —such as the Ministry of the

Environment, or something of that kind; but

out of the field of housing, certainly.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What will we do if they
make him minister?

Mr. Lewis: Minister of Housing?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He'll make all those

speeches again about how awful the Leader

of the NDP is.

Mr. Lewis: If they make Allan Grossman
Minister of Housing, then they've lost the

government.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Look at the

member for Wellington-DuflFerin (Mr. Root)
and the member for London North (Mr.

Walker) sitting behind.

Mr. Lewis: Well, as a matter of fact-

Mr. Bullbrook: They have a "lean and

hungry look."

An hon. member: That's got to be the

member for Wellington-Dufferin who's "lean."

Mr. Lewis: There have been many rumours
about the successor for the Ministry of Hous-

ing. Certainly the member for London North
has been pre-eminent in the rumour mill;

and his Cheshire cat-like, anxious grin sug-

gests to me that the word may be out.

I may also say that we have heard that

the member for Brantford (Mr. Beckett)

might be the new housing czar; and indeed
it has even been suggested that the mem-
ber for London South (Mr. White) might
shift to the Ministry of Housing where his

contentious and cantankerous spirit wouldn't
be quite so much in evidence. I suspect that

none of those will occur; that the member
for Wellington-Dufferin will, in fact, be the

choice, and that all of this speculation can
be consigned to history.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): One thing
we know, it won't be from that side over
there.

Mr. Lewis: The member is quite right.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The member for York
North wins all these things.

Mr. Lewis: I know that by the end of

this I will have returned to a certain degree
of vitriol, but the reason I feel a little gentle
to the minister at the beginning is that I

got a most extraordinary letter from him
within the last 48 or 72 hours.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: "Dear Stephen."

Mr. Lewis: No, he is the only member
of the cabinet who calls me Steve. He crosses

out "Dear Mr. Lewis" and writes in "Steve."

When he said "Dear Steve," he pointed
out that I had sent him a letter about a

particular matter on June 20, to which he
hadn't been able to reply until Oct. 17—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He's very busy.

Mr. Lewis: —through a series of re-

markable mishaps within his own ministry.
The letter was so penitent—it was so out of

character it was so repentant—it talked

about unconscionable delays, that my heart

positively melted. I thought what a

terrible comedown this transfer of authority
must be that the minister had mellowed so

with one letter. I must say that it was a

letter of extreme good grace; I felt it

answered my questions and I wasn't really

much offended by the delay. But I couldn't

believe his tumbling over himself to

reinstate his reputation in the eyes of the

opposition.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Because I don't often make those mistakes.

Mr. Lewis: I know that he wanted to

read that letter into Hansard at some point
to show his generosity of spirit when we
were tweaking him in the House and I

thought I would try to pre-empt that by
doing it in advance.

Some general observations, Mr. Speaker,
about housing in Ontario. I think that un-
der this minister's stewardship, and gener-
ally in the last few years in Ontario, there

have been four major characteristics.

First, the government simply hasn't built

homes for those in need; homes for those
in the low income and middle income

categories. After all these years we are
still desperately behind, so that when the

advisory task force on housing policy—the

Comay task force—was finally initiated and

finally reported several months later, even
it was able to talk about a crisis. Even it

was able to suggest that one-sixth of the
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population in Ontario does not have access

to adequate housing.

As a matter of fact, those figures of the

Comay report are preposterous, because in

order to accept them one would have to

accept that a large nimiber of people in-

cluded in the other five-sixths, who pay up
to 40 or 50 per cent of income for shelter,

can be considered to have adequate housing.
The figure of need is much more in the

vicinity of 30 to 40 per cent, or more than

the one-sixth which the task force suggests.

Suppose, for a moment, the task force is

right. Then, after all these years of the

Ontario Housing Corp., and all of the things
it has pretended to achieve, to be thus

found wanting on the basis of its own task

force committee suggests what is notably
true in this province about housing. That
is that the government has never had a

housing policy worth a damn, and that in

fact it has never built for low income or

low middle income groups the kind of ac-

commodation which is required.

Second, Mr. Speaker, rather than im-

proving the status of those in lower incomes,
the paucity of housing has been aggravated.
The government, the ministry presided over

by this member, has allowed a shortfall, in

the area of geared-to-income housing in

particular, which is indefensible. It is prob-
ably one of the few jurisdictions in Canada
where the numbers of units built for low
income families is actually in a state of
decline year by year.

Now, overall, of course, the minister will

say that Ontario has built more public hous-

ing or grander public housing or better pub-
lic housing than all other jurisdictions in

Canada combined. One would almost hope
so. This is, after all, Ontario.

It is worth noting that the figure of 20,000
in 1971 had dechned to about 13,000 in

1972, and probably will decline to about

12,000 in 1973. And that, at a point when
the need for geared-to-income units is so

desperate to have a decline, suggests that
the government doesn't understand what
housing is all about.

As a matter of fact, it's more than that. It

suggests that government policy is an ele-

mental denial of the simple rights of people
in the province to have adequate shelter.

In the Windsor Star of Tuesday, Oct. 23
of this week, there was a massive article—a

major article occupying the whole front page
of, I guess the second edition—called "Hous-
ing-The Need Is Fantastic". The article,

acting on complaints submitted to the Star

Alert of Windsor, documents, chapter and

verse, the needs in Windsor; the delinquen-
cies of the authorities in Windsor; the inabil-

ity of the Ontario Housing Corp. to respond
to demand or to need; the crisis in the city
of Windsor, which continues to persist des-

pite the fact that for the 10 years I've been
in this Legislature, Windsor's needs have
been put to this minister by members of the

opposition day in and day out. But again,
the shortfall is massive.

I would also point out, as the third point,

that when the government moved to an at-

tempt to set up the HOME programme—the
Home Ownership Made Easy programme-
that also, while worthwhile in conception,
has been pitiful in execution. I may again

point out, Mr. Speaker, that in my own com-

munity of Scarborough we have had the

spectacle over the last month to six weeks
of some 30,000 applicants for 274 units in

the second phase of the Malvern project.

Now, if a shortfall of 29,700 doesn't speak
volumes to the minister, I don't know what
does. I think the total of those who are actu-

ally involved in the draw for these houses—
I guess the OHC is drawing from about

10,000 specific applications for the 274

houses; but the newspaper reports made it

clear there were some 30,000 families that

wanted to become part of the HOME pro-

gramme.

I may say, Mr. Speaker, that I met famil-

ies in my own constituency service centre on

Sunday afternoon who, had they not visited

me, would never have put in their applica-
tion. Word spread like wildfire through the

Scarborough community that there was no
sense going; that the lineups were around

the block and outside the municipal build-

ings; that, in fact, if they didn't get there by
four or five in the afternoon they couldn't

get their name in at all unless they came
back the next morning, and most of them

worked; and that because there were 20,000
or 30,000 people already on the list for a

lottery it didn't make any sense for them to

make application.

The sense of despair about finding ade-

quate accommodation on the part of middle

income earners knows no limits within the

Province of Ontario and is especially aggra-

vated by the pathetic response of the HOME
programme, which should have been one of

the ways to rescue the housing situation in

the province.

Mr. Bullbrook: The concept of a lottery is

a tragic thing.
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Mr. Lewis: Well, the concept of a lottery

for housing—I mean it is enough one has a

concept of a lottery for land, the auctioning

off of public land by the Ministry of Natural

Resources so that professionals from southern

Ontario can pre-empt lots which people in

northern Ontario would choose to have. But

the prospect of a lottery for housing is so

perverse one would not think it possible in

1973 in Ontario.

It's a better methodology than having a

friend who is a developer and getting a

HOME lot that way, but that the govern-
ment should have to have a draw for hous-

ing entitlement is as eloquent a- commentary
on the failure of its policies as anything any

opposition member could say.

The fourth point I wanted to emphasize in

the general observations, Mr. Speaker, is the

simple one that the housing shortage and
crisis is not merely confined to Metropolitan

Toronto, metropolitan Windsor, Ottawa or

Hamilton. It is increasingly true of the 20

major urban centres across the province, and

especially true of a great many small rural

centres where even the Comay report, in

describing the need for senior citizens' hous-

ing, low-income housing and middle-income

housing, says: "Housing has come to a halt

in such communities"—and I remember the

phrase "to a halt."

It may give the minister some pride to

have housing come to a halt in a large num-
ber of communities within the province, but

again one wonders how he presided over this

disintegrating empire with such equanimity
and with such little feeling for what was

objectively true in Ontario, that we were
forever falling behind in the housing market.

Mr. Speaker, the government handling

throughout the years-and I am making these

overall comments now, because after all this

is the last time the minister will speak be-

fore us in this portfolio—the government has

been handling this housing matter for the last

several years with a remarkably cynical

manipulation of people and media.

Since we are talking about it for a moment
let me tell you, Mr. Speaker—I might as well

voice one of my frustrations—I can't believe

the way the media of this province have
been manipulated by this government and
this minister—and Stanley Randall before him
—on every housing pronouncement. Nowhere
has the media of Ontario been more un-

critical, unthinking and •

easily deluded than

in their swallowing, holus-bolus, every hous-

ing trifle that comes by way of an announce-
ment before the orders of the day or by way

of intervention in a bill from this minister,

from his predecessor, from Macaulay or from

any of those who have engaged in the grand
charade of housing by headlines for a decade.

I don't know why this is so. I often say
to myself that perhaps it is explained by the

sense of the news media, particularly the

print medium, that there is such anxiety out

there in the community and such a vdsh for

adequate accommodation, that they should

dilute the anxiety or reinforce the wish by

putting every single housing announcement

into the inflated headlines which accompany
it.

But I must say that the ministry has been

well served by as uncritical and subservient

a media interpretation as I have ever seen

on any matter in this House. There is no

other matter that is so quickly emblazoned

in the press as a housing pronouncement. Let

me give a recent example. There is the

Comay report. There is a press conference.

The Premier says: "We will build a million

units over 10 years." The Toronto Globe and

Mail: "A MiUion Units over 10 Years, Says
Davis"—and everybody else picks it up.

Well come on. If we buflt only a million

units over the next 10 years, we would be

falling below the present annual production.

What is true, of course, is that to promise a

million units for the next 10 years is to con-

sign Ontario by the year 1983 to the most

critical housing shortage of its contemporary

history—and nobody says that. Everybody just

gets sucked into the proposition diat some-

how the figure of one million has a felicitous

enough ring about it that it is thrown into a

headline.

We must be building over 100,000 units

this year. As a matter of fact, what did we
build last year, 112,000 or 120,000 units?

Even then it was patently ridiculous—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It was 103,000 units.

Mr. Lewis: We built 103,000 in 1972? I

presume the minister's projections for 1973

will be a little beyond that.

Well, if we are going to remain at that

stagnant level for the next 10 years, then it

means the government has effectively opted
out of building houses—and yet it becomes

something worthy of applause.

I remember that budget pronouncement,
Mr. Speaker, about spending $500 million,

creating more than 32,000 jobs, I think—and

I don't know how many hundreds of thou-

sands of units we were going to build. That

housing pronouncement, after endless, relent-
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less hammering away by the opposition, grad-

ually was exposed as the fraud that it was
when it was made, causing everybody on the

front benches much embarrassment. But then

the minister was quite cynical about the em-
barrassment because the manipulative use of

figures had satisfied it for him.

I remember the announcement of the

rental certificate programme; it was going to

solve the housing need. So what has hap-
pened to the rental certificate pronounce-
ment?

I remember the announcement of the

HOME plan. Remember when the HOME
plan came into being in 1967. The Toronto

Telegram, which once again devoted the

major story to the announcement of the

HOME plan. It had a story by Peter Thurling,
who was then sitting in the press gallery at

Queen's Park, saying:

His target [That was Stanley Randall.]

is to put 20,000 lots on the market in the

first year of the new programme alone.

That was in 1967-20,000 units. And then

the minister in his statement, or the Premier—
I am not sure who it was—it was the accom-

panying news release, it was pointed out

that:

Since the lot leasing programme was
introduced in 1967, OHC has marketed

13,050 serviced building lots in 42 munic-

ipalities.

That's an average of approximately 2,000 a

year—and the government promised 20,000
in your first year.

There isn't an area of housing policy where
this government hasn't failed. There isn't an
area where its predictions haven't collapsed.
And it persists in them, like the Premier

(Mr. Davis) standing up in answer to a

question about how many additional serviced

lots Mr. Comay will be able to put on the

market over the next year, over and above

anticipated housing starts, and the vague
generality "about 30,000 to 40,000 units."

We'll believe it when we see it.

The government may increase the housing
output in 1974, although I wouldn't bank
on it for one. But it always trades on the

public anxiety for cynical political purposes
where housing is concerned. And that is

a fairly bitter way of doing it. When the

government can't handle it that way, then it

easily and willingly spreads the blame to the

federal government and to the municipalities.
About the federal government this govern-
ment says it never releases funds quickly

enough. And about the municipalities it says

there is so much red tape in the process,
and that the initiation for the project has to

come from them. This government says that

despite its great willingness, it has been in-

hibited in what it wants to achieve.

Well, about the federal government, I ask

the question again: The federal government
has offered $100 million for Canada for the

next five years—and on a simple pro-rated
basis that means roughly $40 million for

land assembly for Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: Every year!

Mr. Lewis: Every year. Now what is our

plan for Ontario? How is it that with all

the intellectual expertise, with all the creative

capacity of this government and its civil

servants, how is it that to this day it does

not know how it is going to use that $40
million? And it will be $200 million within

the five years.

This government talks with such ease

about land banking and land assembly. It

hasn't the slightest intention of proceeding
in a serious way about land assembly. And
its refusal to respond to the federal govern-
ment's initiative is yet another example of

that; and its playing off of the municipalities
one against the other is yet another example.

So there .is stratagem A. This is to attempt

cynically to manipulate media—which this

government has done with enormous success

—and play on the fears and anxieties of

public need and public demand, which it has

done with enormous success.

And when that strategem runs out, there

is stratagem B. This is to abuse the federal

government or to abuse the municipalities.

And when that strategem runs out, it

resorts to stratagem C. If he will forgive my
saying so, this is the most congenial stratagem
for the minister, because it involves seeing

conspiracies all around him.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: May I—

Mr. Lewis: He is the minister who always
talks about the same faces in the crowd. As
a matter of fact—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the hon. member
doesn't mind, so I can answer him later

in my reply.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If he can tell me—I

am a little puzzled by his statement that

we are playing off municipalities against each

other. If he'll enlarge on that I'd be very

pleased.
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Mr. Lewis: I mean simply that the minister

has moved around the province always talk-

ing about the municipalities having to ini-

tiate the OHC studies and the need for imits,

and if they don't initiate it then this govern-
ment can't build it and can't get into it. And
when he is within Metropolitan Toronto, he
is well aware that Scarborough has a greatei

degree of geared-to-income housing than

other municipalities. And he is forever talk-

ing as though the municipalities alone were

responsible, or as though the municipalities
were chiefly responsible, when it isn't the

federal government, for the housing shortage.

When all of those excuses disintegrate,
when the minister can't turn to them any-
more, when he hasn't any other headlines to

announce—I suppose he always will—then he

goes to that stratagem which, as I say, is

most congenial, and he finds a new scapegoat.
And the scapegoat for the Minister of Rev-
enue—and also Minister of Housing for a
few additional short days—has been the
citizens' groups. That's the new scapegoat. A
shoddier and shabbier contrivance we haven't

seen in a long time.

Suppose there are some citizens' groups
who object to geared-to-income housing? Ob-

viously it's wrong and obviously they deserve
to be rebuked. But what does that mean in

the context of the overwhelming numbers
we're talking about?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Would the hon. mem-
ber rebuke them?

Mr. Lewis: What does that mean?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Would the hon. mem-
ber rebuke them?

Mr. Lewis: Would I rebuke them? Sure, I

would rebuke them. Of course, I rebiJce
them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Would he rebuke
them publicly?

Mr. Lewis: I rebuke any group that resists

geared-to-income housing on the simple
prejudiced reason of not liking low-income
earners.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Oh, that's the old

scapegoat.

Mr. Lewis: That's obviously it. Ill tell

you—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's a scapegoat.

Mr. Lewis: What does the minister mean?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Those are the few
additional words.

Mr. Lewis: I may say to the minister that

all he was able to point to were 12 projects.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Two thousand units

in Toronto.

Mr. Lewis: Twelve projects. I want to tell

him something about that, because I'm wait-

ing for his estimates. We've been doing some
work on those 12 projects, very clearly, and
I want to tell him that there are a number
of municipal people in Scarborough who
don't know what the hell he is talking about.

They don't know what the projects are that

he had in mind. They don't know who the

citizens' groups are that he enumerated. I

have a feeling that under a pretty merciless

examination, which is what my research de-

partment is now engaged in, we're going to

be able to show that many of those 12 proj-
ects are in the imaginative mind of some of

those who advise the minister.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is ridiculous.

Mr. Lewis: It's not ridiculous at all. Okay,
2,000 units—he needs to build an additional

100,000 units per year in this province over

and above the 100,000 he now has. Don't

talk to me of 2,000. Don't talk to me of the

citizens' groups who have stood in the way
of 2,000 units. Talk to me about the govern-
ment's inability to build the other 98,000.
That's what I want to hear from him as

minister.

He hasn't been stopped by citizens' groups.
He is so frustrated by the folly of his own
housing policy that he erects a straw man
and then he flagellates it publicly when it

may not even exist.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Why call

it a housing policy when there is no policy?

Mr. Lewis: I suppose there is no policy. I

want to tell you something, Mr. Speaker,
some of those citizens' groups have legitimate
anxieties. I have anxieties about the way this

minister builds public housing. I have

anxieties about the way he has destroyed

geared—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now he is getting—

Mr. Lewis: I have anxieties about the way
he has destroyed and undermined much that

is important about geared-to-income housing,

by: (a) Persisting in building housing
ghettos for low-income earners; and (b) re-

fusing to provide the kind of services and
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amenities which those occupants deserved

from day one.

I can understand some of the anxieties in

the community. When I drive along Kingston
Rd., going further east out in my own baiU-

wick of Scarborough—I can't remember where
it is, Kingston and Galloway or whatever—I

frankly get kind of depressed when I see one

of the minister's most recent experiments in

geared-to-income housing, which so carefully
isolates and demarcates those who are in low-

rental. When I go along Kingston Rd. from

my own home in a westerly direction and
look at the north side of Kingston Rd. be-

tween, I guess it's Markham and McCowan,
I feel similarly distressed by the way in

which he has managed to create an identifi-

able geared-to-income complex. When I take

the taxi in, or when I drive in with friends

from the Timmins airport, and I pass that

public housing development stuck as a clump,
an identifiable clump, of buildings on the

road to Timmins, I feel a little depressed that

this is what we have to resort to in the

Province of Ontario in the 1970s by way of

geared-to-income housing.

I may say, Mr. Speaker—and I want to say
it very, very carefully so that the minister

understands it.

No. 1: Any housing complex is obviously

required in this province, but we can't seem
to get over the Ontario Housing insistence

on building isolated conglomerations, which
isn't the way one builds public support for

geared-to-income housing. I must also say,
Mr. Speaker, that the way in which OHC
came so late to the recognition that people
required more than shelter, that they required
some supporting services, has, seriously, done
much to undermine public confidence in

geared-to-income housing. So I'm not sur-

prised at some of the citizens' groups. Some
of the citizens' groups come to that out of

sheer perversity.

On the corner where I live—I seem to be

drawing some examples from Scarborough;
I'll draw a very particular one—on the
corner of Markham and Parkcrest Dr. or
Parkerest Rd. or whatever it is I live on—
I guess it's the northeast comer of Parkcrest
—there is a building to go up. I think the

borough of Scarborough lost its fight in the
courts for down zoning, and that an apart-
ment building of roughly 10 stories in height
will be built right there. There is already
one on the northwest comer.

I very much hope that it will be geared-
to-income housing. I very much hope that in

the developers' need for money they will

at least have to come to the minister and say:

"In return for 25 per cent of the units

we'll use your money to build our private

profits." I very much hope that will be true.

I have no doubt that it will be resisted

fiercely in the neighbourhood, and I abhor
the reasons for its resistance, when and if

that comes about. I don't like those kinds

of reasons, because they are obnoxious and

repugnant in every sense.

I also worry a bit about the way in

which we have been forced, as a matter of

social policy, to build these identifiable

structures in parts of urban Metropolitan
Toronto which are not congenial and helpful
locations for people to live in highrises or
in maisonettes or whatever. We've been
forced to this extreme by the short-sighted-
ness of the policy over the last 10 years.

So I just cannot accept and I don't con-

sider significant the whole argument about
the citizens' groups. The government in-

vited the opposition by its policy and it is

building a red herring in the absence of

any other policy.

I want to know about all the units OHC
hasn't built not the handful of units which
citizens' groups may or may not have ob-
stmcted.

Mr. Speaker, we come to the simple
proposition of what should be done. What
should be done? It was Mr. Comay, in his

task force report, who said on page 29:

The task force concludes that two things
have been happening in Ontario over the

last 10 years, slowly at first and more
rapidly recently. [I found this part of the

report hard to believe but I'U read it

anyway.l

First, a declining proportion of house-
holds can manage to provide housing for

themselves without assistance of any kind.

[That will interest members. They wouldn't
have known that.]

And second, the amount and kind of

assistance required both by moderate in-

come families and by the poor is in-

creasing and changing.

I'm certainly glad we had the Comay com-
mittee sit eight months to put that revela-

tion on paper.

My colleague from Ottawa Centre will

enumerate more specifically than I some
of the propositions which we would embrace
in this caucus; but let me tell you, Mr.

Speaker, there are two fundamental positions
which must be completely reversed in the

government mind, because if it can't re-
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verse these two fundamental propositions
it will never have an adequate housing

policy in Ontario.

Fundamental proposition No. 1: The

government has to abandon its reliance on
the private sector.

Fundamental proposition No. 2: It has

to have a massive acquisition by the public

purse of existing urban land.

Those are the two propositions which will

save Ontario in the housing crisis. Not all

the announcements in the world, not all the

new joint programmes with the federal gov-
ernment in the world, not all the citizens'

group raillery in the world will have any-

thing but a touch on the periphery of those

two propositions.

What is so depressing about the whole

business, Mr. Speaker, is that the Comay
task force, as far as I'm concerned—no, as

far as we are concerned—abdicated its credi-

bility in our minds by the kind of position

that it took on these subjects. On the reli-

ance on the private sector let me quote to

you from page 4 of Comay, under the title

"Basis for Recommendations."

The task force report says:

The task force implicitly acknowledges
the current majority view that the supply
of housing is primarily undertaken by the

private sector as a normal production pro-
cess carried out for profit, and the public
sector's main responsibilities are that part
of the process not served by the private
market.

Why the devil, I ask, does the Comay task

force have to accept the majority public
view that the supply of housing is primarily
undertaken by the private sector, and that the

public sector need only get into that part
of the process not served by the private
market?

Why does the Comay task force have to

reinforce the one proposition which is doing
more damage to the production of accom-
modation in Ontario than any other proposi-
tion you can name? And it isn't enough for

them to throw it into the basis for their

recommendations. On page 11, they say, un-

der housing development programme guide-
lines:

(a) Restoring the effectiveness of the

private market to the extent most practical
in the provision of housing.

It is not item d, or e, or f; it is item a.

Since when do we have to further rein-

force the private sector when they failed us
all these years? You don't have to be a

socialist to understand the failure of the

private sector in the housing field. You don't

have to hold any dogmatic views, any credo,

any ideology. All you have to do is look at

the waiting lists. All you have to do is look

at the crisis. All you have to do is look at

the interest rates. All you have to do is look

at the numbers of low and middle income
earners who want shelter and you know that

the private sector has failed you.

It helps to have a social philosophy to put
that in perspective, but I'm not asking that

of the minister. I'm just saying to him that

that was as bitterly disappointing in the task

force report as any part of it.

Then they came to page 46 in the task

force report, if that wasn't enough, and they

pointed out—this is a delicious quote:

In normal conditions the private sector

has shown itself to be efficient and flexible

in the production and distribution of land

for housing at a reasonable cost, given

adequate public support.

What kind of vacuity is that? In what nor-

mal conditions has the private sector shown
itself up to be efficient and flexible in the

production and distribution of land for hous-

ing at reasonable cost? What kind of clap-

trap is that in an authentic and authoritative

report? Where has the private sector shown
itself to be so useful?

I notice that little addendum, "given ade-

quate public support." Given adequate pub-
lic support, which means roughly 100 per
cent of funding, the private sector can botch
it up less dramatically. But what is this little

paean of praise to the private sector?

Then they go on to say:

Recent experience has shown that a

higher level of public involvement may be

required for the industry to regain its abil-

ity to work at optimum efficiency.

Since when is the housing debate in Ontario

about more support for the private sector to

increase its optimum functioning?

You see, the Comay report and the gov-
ernment have it all wrong—all wrong—and

they are destining housing to a permanent
position of crisis in this province. They say:

the private sector first and the public sector

to tie up the loose ends, or to patch up the

sieve. That's wrong.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Have I said that?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, the government has said

that for years. That is its whole philosophy.
The public sector builds 13,000 units, the

private sector builds 86,000 units. That is
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ridiculous. If the government wants the

private sector to build 86,000 units in 1972,

then it has the public sector build 50,000,

60,000, 70,000, 80,000, 100,000 units in

1972. But it doesn't have the public sector

relegated to a role v^^hich is inconsequential

and it doesn't accept task force reports

which say the private sector is where we

put our emphasis yet again. It just won't

work. It is as critical a fault in the docu-

ment and in government policy as you can

possibly find.

As if that wasn't bad enough, on page 92,

on the purchase of public land, which is the

second major point which has to be dealt

with, in point (d) under "Guidelines for

Housing Programme," while conceding that

land supply should be given a major em-

phasis, which the Comay report obviously

does, it then says:

Public land acquisition for strategic

intervention in the market should be sub-

sidiary and should be used when the

private market is unable or fails to meet

established provincial housing goals.

Well, the private market has failed. This

isn't in dispute; it isn't a matter of con-

tention. You don't move into public land

acquisition as a strategic intervention, as a

last resort. You move into it as a primary
economic tool for ordering social priorities.

You use public land acquisition as your

strategic intervention, to give substance to

your conviction that what you need is a

public sector in housing not the reliance on

the private sector. What the Comay task

force fails to see and what the government
fails to see means, frankly, that this housing

ministry will simply perpetuate everything
that is wrong with housing in Ontario; that

this housing ministry has clearly been fashion-

ed as a natural extension of all that is

wrong.

The minister has obviously accepted what
is in the Comay report on these counts, be-

cause it reflects government policy. It is a

simple extension of government policy. In

fact, the advisory committee talks about the

need for 300,000 acres of land in the 20

major urban centres in Ontario over the

next 20 years, and then says maybe they
should buy about a tenth of that-30,000
acres. They point out that that would cost

them $5 million to $5.5 million from the

province for the first five years and $1
million to $1.5 million for the province for

the next five years; meaning a total pro-
vincial outlay of $35 million over 10 years.
The government is going to spend $35
million on a magnetic air cushion ride at the

Canadian National Exhibition in 1975, but
the Comay task force can't bring itself to

expend a greater amount of provincial money
to provide housing for people in this prov-
ince over the next decade.

If you ever saw twisted priorities in your

political life, then that's it. You know the

additional funding you'll get from the federal

government, but you know that the pro-
vincial government has to step in and spend
sums greatly in excess of $35 million.

As a matter of fact, I cannot imagine why
the projections would lead them to only
one-tenth of the land which they themselves

say is critical land. I guess it is all part of

this general philosophy, shared by the task

force and the ministry, that you can't inter-

vene in the private sector; that you can't

take the land away from those developers;
that when the chips are down the speculative

holdings must continue to exist; and when
the chips are down we'll only do what can

be considered marginal.

Well that's a tragedy. The whole policy
and the whole Comay task force is a

tragedy.

I know that on housing it is diflBcult

to generate a political debate. I know that

on housing it is difiBcult to generate the

kind of public response one wants, because

so many people are intimidated and fearful.

Those who need housing are desperate and
line up for Malvern home lots. Those who
are in geared-to-income housing are afraid

to rock the boat lest someone take offence

and turf them out. Those who are on low
incomes or middle incomes feel kind of

helpless about the whole business. Those

who are now housed in one kind of accom-

modation or another wish to view that

accommodation as reasonable, because they
are frankly fearful of what else to expect.

And so we have had this debate by head-

lines rather than by substance.

While failing on a number of fronts,

the Comay report did at least set out a

number of the deficiencies. The very great

pity of that task force was the way in which
it succumbed on the two fundamental

propositions: One, succumbing to the private

sector; and two, succumbing to such a

pathetic acquisition of public land in the

face of such a major housing problem.

Mr. Speaker, there are a number of other

considerations which follow, as it were, by
way of a policy. I think there are six

propositions I would like to raise.

One, we in this party think the govern-
ment should assume control of the urban
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land market for housing needs; that that is

a provincial government responsibility. That
means that of the 300,000 acres we are

talking about, 100,000 to 150,000 of that

will have to be purchased by the public
sector over the next several years, not paying
inflated speculative prices but paying the

original price for which the land was pur-
chased and carrying costs and not a penny
more.

It means that only by controlling the land
market for the development of housing in

a very serious way—not a tenth but a third

to a half—can we drive down the adjacent
development-held land and begin to intro-

duce rationality into our housing policy; and

begin to build houses in suflBcient numbers
that the needs will begin to be satisfied. And
surely that is the only way.

What does that mean for the province?
It may mean $100 million to $150 million
instead of $35 million. Let me say, Mr.

Speaker, that the way the revenues of the

province are increasing as a result of the
increased sales tax alone, we could begin
seriously to put aside that kind of money
for housing. The refusal to do so is yet
another recognition of the social priorities
of the government.

The second point is that in order to fight
the capacity of land values to rise, we should
institute a 75 per cent capital gains tax on

speculative land profits over the next several

years. It would be introduced this year or

next year and would be applicable imme-
diately to discourage speculation in land, so
that we begin to acquire land for the original

price and we don't have to pay all of the
inflated values.

The minister may ask, which original price
and at which time? Well, the government
acquires land all the time. Sometimes it does
it by expropriation. Sometimes it does it at

market value. Sometimes it freezes the land
and purchases it at the price at which it was
frozen. Sometimes it will turn the clock
back. The government has every conceivable

weapon in its arsenal to bring that land into

the public sector.

Land assembly, to use the Treasurer's (Mr.
White) words, or land banking, to use the
current phrase, is the only answer to building
the number of units we need. Then the
minister won't have to run around Metro-

politan Toronto talking about the 2,000 units

that the citizens' groups prevented him from

building. That won't occur, because we'll

be building 50,000 units on some land at

the periphery of an urban centre which the

government will have acquired. And the

minister won't worry about the desperate and

cynical little battles over perverse minds or

with people who object without grounds—or
with grounds. He won't have to fight that

battle. He'll be building so many units else-

where that it won't be a desperate proposi-
tion for him.

Third, Mr. Speaker, we have to introduce
a tax credit system in the Province of On-

tario, as a simple extension of existing policy,
so that people who have mortgages and peo-

ple who enter into mortgages in the future

can have a rebate, a credit of a kind, that

will bring the effective interest rate down
to six per cent for those on incomes under

$8,000 and to no more than eight per cent

for those on incomes up to $12,000, because
at some point we have to do something
about the interest rates which are being
charged.

Fourth, Mr. Speaker, as an interim and

emergency measure, it is very obvious that

the government should consider rent control

and bring in legislation to effect rent control

in certain communities where tenants are

being gouged out of their tenancy. The report

completely cops out on rent control. The

report on rent control is a pathetic document.

They didn't really examine it very seri-

ously. They find it wanting on spacious prop-
ositions. There are arguments I have heard
erected against rent control which, while I

would differ with them, I can have respect
for them. The way the Comay report deals

with it is reaUy quite gratuitous. On page
26 it says:

Rent control should not become part of

provincial housing policy but as a matter
of priority the government should examine
the residential rental market, rent scales,

construction impediments and methods for

assuring the required supply and reason-

able cost of rental housing.

What does that indicate? That the govern-
ment has done none of that up until now?
Is that what it indicates? That it has never
cared about rental housing?

Why the bold assertion that rent control

should not become part of provincial housing
policy? One would have thought from a fairly

strong assemblage of people that one could
have a well-argued case against rent control,
if that was the considered opinion. Like so

much else in this report, it consists of pre-
dictable generalities which a pretty sophisti-
cated adolescent, 17 or 18 years of age,

reading all the briefs that have been pre-
sented over the last five years to government,
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could have handled almost as well—with not

quite the same elegance of language perhaps
but quite the same perceptions of the

problem.

Mr. Cassidy: Equally elegant.

^
Mr. Lewis: Maybe equally elegant, because

there is a lot of this which is almost as

circumlocutory as are my speeches.

Mr. Cassidy: As the minister's.

Mr. Lewis: I move to point five, Mr.

Speaker, the Ontario Housing Corp. This

fond child of the Minister of Revenue is

raked over the coals in the report, the On-
tario Housing Corp. As a matter of fact

section 156 says, at the end of it, and just

listen to this for a comment:

It is clear that since it started operating,
OHC's activities have shown program-
matic and geographic trends which do not

relate either to established provincial

policies and priorities or to comprehen-
sively identified needs.

That is about as total a discarding of OHC
as I have read from a government report.
What precedes it, of course, is the simple
assessment that OHC has not done its job,
and that is not really surprising. Where is the

comment about OHC and the—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member is look-

ing for the uncomplimentary ones.

Mr. Lewis: No, as a matter of fact, I'll tell

the minister something. The Comay report
was probably less flattering to OHC than to

almost any other aspect of government policy
but it was the only part of the report that 1

was able to read which had not a single
recommendation. Everything else has recom-
mendations.

On the thing which follows from OHC,
protection of home purchasers and tenants, I

see four recommendations; tenants rights, five

recommendations; rent control, a recommend-
ation; condominium sales, two recommenda-
tions; Ontario Housing Corp.—after making
that kind of sweepingly critical statement—not
a single recommendation to the government.
It is the only section of the report, where it

undertook that kind of analysis, without a

recommendation.

I don't know whether the task force felt

that it couldn't tread on the toes of the min-
ister or whether it thought it would be
offensive to enter right into his bailiwick and

say: "This is a lousy corporation and we
suggest you scrap it." Maybe it thought the

new Ministry of Housing was a suflBcient re-

sponse and it leaves it at that. But I would
want to point out that the brainchild of the

minister is hardly dealt with in velvet gloves

by the task force.

The final point, of course, is that there has

to be some way of streamlining much of the

regulations for development that exists in

various municipalities. There obviously has to

be an infusion of money for servicing, but

we refuse to accord that section of the ad-

visory task force report the same kind of

priority they give it. Because you see the

task force is tinkering at the edges.

What the task force is saying to the gov-
ernment is: "We're going to make a lot of

criticisms; we don't think you've had a very
successful provincial housing policy. We'll

throw you a few accolades here and there to

dot the landscape which the Premier can

extract for adulatory quotations. We reaUy
feel that you have a near crisis in housing
for a sixth of the families in the province,
but when the chips are down we're not pre-

pared to take the surgical intervention neces-

sary to save the crisis which exists, to retrieve

the crisis and to turn it into something posi-
tive."

And those two surgical interventions are to

recognize the priority of the public sector in

the housing market and to recognize the need
for public land acquisition for the housing
market.

Without that the government has nothing.
Without that it toils, it toils at the remnants,
it plays games with housing, it makes new
announcements, it forever inflates those pro-
nouncements.

And whfle it may give the minister some
satisfaction to rattle off the figures of X thou-

sands of units built per year, or how many he

has in prospect or how he averages out on
an annual basis the starts for the month of

October 1973, I think it should give him

very little satisfaction when he looks at hous-

ing policy in this province overall.

There are many areas where we can level

serious economic and social criticism to this

government. There is not a single area of

social pohcy in Ontario which is a greater
and more explicit disaster for those who wish

to benefit from it than the absence of an

adequate housing programme!
I'm quite deliberately staying away from

reading into the record all of those individual

cases of which the minister is aware and of

which the tenant placement oflBcer of the

Ontario Housing Corp. is aware—cases of
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families desperate, beaten, destroyed by the

absence of adequate shelter; while we talk

about 181 units to be built where the Hydro
tower was supposed to go in downtown
Toronto, or we talk about another 274 units

of the HOME programme in Malvern, or we
talk about approving $1 million for the city
of Toronto after six months or a year, or we
talk about a few million dollars more for

rehabilitation of existing housing. But never
do we talk in this House—never—about a

serious strategic intervention by the public
sectorl

Never do we talk in this House about

200,000 units a year for five years. Never do
we talk in this House about the expenditure
of $150 million for a public land acquisition
over the next 20 years. Never in this House
do we talk about human priorities in those

terms, but we hear ad nauseam of the

$1.3 billion which the Ministry of Transporta-
tion and Communications will spend to allow

the Tories to survive in 1975 on a GO-Urban
transit system.

That they are prepared to allocate so little

for a social priority and so much for a self-

infatuated plaything is a commentary of the

way in which those people direct their policy
and it is precisely why we are going to vote

against the bill; because there isn't a thing
in any clause of this bill and there is not
a single suggestion in anything the Premier
or the minister said following the task force

report, including the appointment of Mr.

Comay himself, which suggests that the gov-
ernment is prepared to do a serious recon-
struction job in the provision of housing to

fill desperate needs in this province.

Mr. Speaker: Anyone else wish to speak?
The hon. member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I think it sig-
nificant in this debate, which I presume the
minister will close off after I'm concluded,
that—let me see now, there are one, two,
three members, apart from the minister, who
come from the cities where the housing
problem is concentrated in the province to-

day. The minister himself is here. He has to

be here because of the bill. His parliament-
ary assistant is here, presumably because he
is hoping that he might get the job of Min-
ister of Housing in a few days.

Although the bill was introduced in the
name of the Premier, the Premier has ab-
sented himself, indicating the priority he
gives to the question of housing. He has left

the bill creating the Ministry of Housing to

be presented by a discredited minister who is

leaving the housing field, whose record is

clearly being commented upon by the gov-
ernment in not allowing him to keep on in

the housing field.

Now, frankly, I agree with that judgement
by the government that this minister should
not take over the Ministry of Housing. I agree
with that in view of his record in the hous-

ing field over the last few years. I think it

is an insult—

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): How does the member know
he isn't going to be the new Minister of

Housing?

Mr. Cassidy: Well-

Hon. Mr. Stewart: How does he know it?

Mr. Cassidy: I will watch very carefully.
I don't believe it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: But the member is say-

ing he isn-'t. How does he know it?

Mr. Cassidy: And if he is made the Minis-
ter of Housing, it will also indicate the kind

of priorities that the government gives to

housing, because this minister obviously
doesn't understand what has to be done in

the housing field any more than the entire

government.

Mr. Lewis: Well, we don't know. He may
be the minister.

Mr. Cassidy: Maybe he will be the minis-

ter. Let's face it, with the kind of powers
that the minister is going to have according
to the bill, we may as well not have a Minis-

ter of Housing. It is simply a matter of win-
dow dressing which is being put forward by
the government and nothing more.

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): This member
always looks at the worst side, doesn't he?

Mr. Cassidy: You know, there is some-

thing about those guys, about the people on
that side of the House, Mr. Speaker, who get

awfully bashful when an issue comes forward
in the House which hits directly at the inter-

ests of the Conservative Party.

Mr. Gilbertson: The member is so pessi-
mistic.

Mr. Cassidy: Now, why didn't the member
for Algoma get up in order to talk about
this? Why didn't the member for St. David
(Mrs. Scrivener) or the member for Dover-
court talk about the problems.
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Mr. GObertson: There are no housing prob-
lems in Algoma riding.

Mr. Cassidy: There are two Toronto mem-
bers here, there are three Toronto members
here who have tremendous-

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): I am very con-

cerned with it too, and don't you forget this

government is doing
•

something for people in

housing in Toronto.

Mr. Cassidy: This government is not doing

anything for people, if you judge by the—

Mr. Speaker: Order. Will the member for

Ottawa Centre get back to the principle of

Bill 183.

Mr. Cassidy: I am talking about the prin-

ciple of the bill, Mr. Speaker, and I am
talking about the point that this government

puts private interests first; this government,

specifically, puts developers first when it

comes to matters of housing.

That is why the people on the govern-
ment side are so bashful, you know. They
are rather shamefaced about this. They don't

really like the fact that the government has

given in, has caved in to the Urban Develop-
ment Institute.

They know in their heart of hearts that is

one of those sacred areas that you don't

touch and that is why they don't have the

duplicity to actually get up. They sit back,

or, in fact, they absent themselves from the

debate. They try to pretend that housing is

not a priority issue in the province. They try

to leave it to Bill, or leave it to Allan or

leave it to some other minister who will

carry the can.

The very simple truth, Mr. Speaker, is

this: The Urban Development Institute, the

developers, land speculators and land holders

in the major urban areas of the province, are

dictating the housing policy which is being

adopted by the province.

They have indicated the fact that the

Ministry of Housing will be weak and inef-

fectual; they have dictated the way in which
the Ontario Housing Corp. has oriented its

policies to benefit developers and builders

first, and maybe in the process, and inci-

dentally, to benefit a few people who are in

desperate need of housing.

The word has come down to the Tories

not to rock the boat too far—only do what
is absolutely necessary to make some people
out there believe the window dressing, be-

lieve the whitewash job, believe that this

government cares.

There is a direct link, Mr. Speaker, be-

tween development interests and the Conser-

vative Party. It is of long standing, and it has

become much stronger over the last two or

three years with the rise to power, within the

party, of an urban, hip, slick, technologically

oriented leadership which has lost touch com-

pletely with the traditional rural and small-

town roots of the Conservative Party. And
that's why we get this kind of bill and this

kind of inadequate attention to the question
of housing.

Mr. Speaker, the evidence is absolutely

overwhelming; you can look in the Comay
report, you can look in all sorts of other

things about the fact that Ontario doesn't

have a near crisis, doesn't have a potential

crisis, doesn't have a problem that it has to

worry about five or 10 years ahead. It has

a problem now and it is a problem in hous-

ing which is getting worse and worse and

worse. The other day—this was back in

1972 and of course things have become much
worse since then—the president of the

Toronto Home Builders Association indicated

that the average income in Toronto was

only enough for the home buyer to buy the

lot at prices that then prevailed, around

$15,000 a lot—those prices have gone up
since then—but no place to actually put his

head, no shelter, oh no. With the kind of

costs being imposed for land in Metro Toronto

a year ago the only thing a person on an

average income could afford would be to

buy the lot, and not the house.

The Urban Development Institute in a

brief this year indicated that only four per
cent of income earners in Metro Toronto

were able to meet minimum income require-

ments for a new detached house in Toronto.

Maybe it was 11 per cent, they weren't

quite sure, but all the same, a minuscule

proportion of the people in the Toronto

area, where the incomes are the highest in

the province, were able to afford a house

within their income according to NHA
requirements. It used to be 25 or 30 per cent,

possibly more, back in the early 1960s. That

is an indication, Mr. Speaker, of the way
in which the housing situation has got worse

and worse and worse.

Across the province now the average price

of homes is up to $32,000, which means

that the cost of supporting those homes,

even after a $5,000 or $6,000 down payment,
is in the range of $250 to $300 a month.

For people without a down payment it is

in the range of $300 to $350 a month.

That means that anywhere you go in the
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province, if you want to buy a home you
have to have an income in the range of

$12,000 or $13,000 and up. If it is in the

Toronto area, you are talking $16,000 or

$17,000, because the average price of homes
here is now up to the $40,000 mark.

What does this mean, Mr. Speaker? What
does this mean in terms of people? The

Comay report estimated—wrongly, we believe

-that 300,000 or 400,000 families in the

province were paying an unreasonable por-
tion of their incomes for housing and had a

housing problem. Those figures are grossly

underestimated, Mr. Speaker. They said that

a fellow with a family of three or four

kids and an income of $3,000 or $4,000 a

year, who was paying $80 to $100 a month
in rent, or paying a quarter of his income in

rent, did not have a housing problem.

Well, I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that

if you are trying to live on $275 a month
gross, or about $220 net, and you have to

pay $80 or $100 in rent, you sure do have
a housing problem. Your home is a slum,
because that is all you can afford, and your
family situation is in grievous economic
risk because there simply isn't enough in-

come to support a family like that after

you have paid the cost of housing.

If you are in that kind of income range,
the Comay report, the government's re-

searchers, said that even if you were pay-
ing 40 per cent of a $3,000 income to

own a home of your own, you were not in

need of housing. That is total rubbish, Mr.

Speaker. That means if you were paying
$1,200 out of a take-home pay of about
$225 a month and were left with $125 a
month to pay for all of the other necessities

that you would require for that home,
to support the family and so on, that you
weren't in housing need.

Up in Ottawa about a year and a half

ago the students at the Carleton University
School of Social Work did a survey of the
shelter costs of families on welfare, and
I will read this into the record, because I

think it is very significant. These are low-
income families. If they had one member
in the family, if they were single-person
families, they paid 57 per cent of their

average welfare cheque on rent. If there
were two people in the family it was 53
per cent; if there were three people, it

was 53 per cent; if there were four people,
it was 45 per cent; if there were five people,
it was 45 per cent; if there were six people
it was 37 per cent; if there were seven

people it was 35 per cent; if there were nine

people it was 31 per cent; and if there were
10 people it was 30 per cent.

Of the inadequate kinds of incomes being
provided under the provincial welfare

scheme, this was what people were actually

paying for their housing costs. And it isn't

just welfare people who have this kind of

problem, Mr. Speaker.

In my service centre in Ottawa, day after

day and week after week, I have phone calls

from people saying: "What can I do? My
rent is going up by 40 bucks a months. I

can't afford to hang on. I am a senior citizen

and I can't pay what the landlord requires
and I can't get into any kind of housing."

People have come to me who have incomes
even of $400 and $500 a month, but they
look at what is available in housing and they
simply cannot find anything which is within

their means. It just isn't available, Mr.

Speaker.

When the Comay commission made its

estimates, it made them on 1969 figures, and
it ignored the fact that housing prices and
costs have been escalating at a ferocious rate

over the succeeding three years. When the

Comay commission made that report it

ignored the fact that while on average we

may not be badly housed in Ontario, when it

comes to the margin we are in deep trouble

and there is no sign that the government
activities are going to get us out of that

trouble.

The margin is people on welfare; the

margin is people on low incomes; the margin
is the sons and daughters of cabinet min-

isters, Mr. Speaker, and all sorts of other

young people. They are in trouble if they
can't get very substantial economic support
from their parents, or they can't rob a bank,

or in some other way raise a very substantial

down payment in trying to buy housing.
That's true, Mr. Speaker. Young couples,

couples with kids, find that the cost of a

home in Metropolitan Toronto is $35,000,

$40,000 or $45,000.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale ) ; I think the

member for Timiskaming (Mr. Havrot) is

upset.

Mr. Cassidy: The member for Timiskaming

probably lives in an igloo and wouldn't

understand this kind of thing.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson ( Victoria-Haliburton ) :

I wouldn't suggest that's the reason to rob

a bank.
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Mr. Cassidy: Some people are just about

that desperate. What would the member do?

What would the member for Victoria-

Haliburton do if he had to sleep in an auto-

mobile in Sudbury or in Toronto because he

could not afiFord and could not find decent

housing? That is the situation of families

right now.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: What would the member for

Victoria-Haliburton do if he were told that

he and his family could move down into an

emergency shelter, but that his furniture

could not be taken there and he and his

family would be separated? What would the

member say if he were told, as families are

told in Ottawa, that in an emergency hous-

ing need they would be put into a hotel

smack-dab in the middle of the red-light
district of downtown Ottawa where their

teenage daughters will be accosted and asked

by men if they will go and sleep with them?
Does the member really believe that we don't

have a housing problem when that kind of

problem occurs in our major cities?

Mr. Gilbertson: We had better clean up
Ottawa.

Mr. Cassidy: Look, we had better clean

up the housing situation—that is a much more

important question than whether or not there

are men looking around for women down in

the red-light district.

There is no reason why the housing policy
of this minister and this government should

force families to be separated, should force

families to rob their children of their child-

hood, should force families to put their

daughters in jeopardy-

Mr. Gilbertson: If it is that bad, why is

everybody pouring into these places?

Mr. Cassidy: Why? Because of the policies
of this government. We have been through
that debate already.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): That was the

stupid question that was asked the last time

we debated this.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deans: Order nothing; that kind of

question is ridiculous.

Mr. Gilbertson: They are pouring in from
all over the world.

Mr. Cassidy: Of course, it is a ridiculous

member who doesn't understand.

If the member would do something with
his government about their economic devel-

opment policies, then we wouldn't have quite
the housing crisis we have in cities like

Toronto, Ottawa, Hamilton, London and
Thunder Bay. These problems wouldn't exist

in the same degree.

But the fact is that this government co-

operates with the private sector when it

comes to location of industry and jobs; the

goverrmient co-operates with the private sec-

tor when it comes to the question of who
will run the housing market. The government
turns a blind eye to the failing of the private
sector, and yet somehow believes that the

pubhc sector is inadequate and shouldn't

even be allowed to do the job.

Let me just tell you, Mr. Speaker, that

in Ottawa average rents for two-bedroom

apartments are now up to about $180. It is

not possible for a family earning less than

$10,000 to get a decent apartment on less

than 25 per cent of their income. And they'll

pay 50 per cent of their income for a two-

bedroom apartment, which is inadequate for

a family of more than one or two kids. Even
if it is adequate for a family of that size,

they will pay 50 per cent of their income
in rent on an income of $5,000. Yet, Mr.

Speaker, something like half of the taxpayers
in Ottawa in 1970 had an income of $5,000
or less.

The government sweeps it all away, pre-
tends it doesn't exist. The government gets
Mr. Comay to cook up figures that say that

a family owning a home and paying 40 per
cent of their gross income—47 per cent

or 48 per cent—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is an awful

charge to make against Prof. Comay and his

whole committee. It's terrible.

Mr. Cassidy: It's terrible but it's true.

The research produced by the Comay com-
mittee indicated that a family paying 40 per
cent of gross income—46 per cent, 47 per
cent or 50 per cent of net income for home

ovmership, was not in serious housing need.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's not saying
much about Colin Vaughan, Donna Gamble
and all of the other people, including Prof.

Comay—

Mr. Cassidy: Colin Vaughan was so re-

volted at the way in which the Comay task

force went, that he wrote a minority report.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What kind of a minor-

ity report?
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Mr. Cassidy: He wrote a minority report
that said the public sector had to be pre-
eminent—and he rejected completely the

recommendation—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, read it into

the record—go ahead.

Mr. Cassidy: I will when the times comes,
Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's a nauseous thing—
and the hon. member knows it.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, the minister's
comments are so typical of the way in which
the government blusters and shouts about the

housing question. My leader has already
talked about the kind of record that the
Ontario government has got.

The headlines have come thick and fast:

The HOME programme-20,000 were prom-
ised in a year; 2,000 a year have been built.

Stanley Randall promised Chapel Glen back
in 1967 and got himself elected on the

promise—the units were meant to be there
within a year; it took four years before they
came along. Stanley Randall promised $50
million in second mortgages back in 1969;
not one penny was spent, Mr. Speaker. The
following year, in the budget speech, the
same $50 million was trotted out again as

part of a programme that would include

guaranteed loans as well as direct lending;
not one penny was lent in guaranteed loans,
Mr. Speaker—and it all comes directly out
of the government purse.

In 1971 the government promised half a
billion dollars for housing—a programme that

collapsed within 24 hours under public
scrutiny. The government promised 30,000
units of additional housing under that half-

billion-dollar programme—but housing starts

of OHC went up by a couple of thousand
units in that particular year.

The government makes a great play about
the rent-supplement programme. We checked
today, and less than 2,000 families are living
in private accommodation under the OHC
rent-supplement programme-and that's after
that programme has been in force for years.

We asked what was happening with the

integrated housing programme, again an-
nounced with great fanfare by the Minister
of Revenue at a banquet in Ottawa a few
months ago. OHC doesn't know how many
of these units have been commissioned or

agreed to. They cant even give us the

figures-that's the success of that particular
programme when it comes down to action.

The government talks and talks and talks

about its record, and yet the number of

housing starts fell from 8,000 in 1971 to

2,000 in 1972. OHC becomes obsessed with

starts without regard to the kinds of needs

that people have, while the xjcaiting list con-

tinues to lengthen—and starts are the least

important indicator of the kind of housing
needs that exist among families with low

and moderate incomes.

All that the minister can do is lash out

at citizens' groups in the municipalities and

say they are to blame. In fact, Mr. Speaker,
it is this government that is to blame for the

mess we have in housing.

Let me tell you, Mr. Speaker, that when
the Premier says, "We'll build a million

units over the next 10 years," he'd better

go back to some of his housing experts
because whatever the number of houses we
need over the next 10 years, it sure is an

awful lot more than one million. The Dennis

report, based on the best information that

was available, suggested that Canada would
need about 2% million housing units over

the next 10 years and that something over

50 per cent of those units were going to

be needed in the Province of Ontario alone.

That is 1.3 million units as an absolute

bare minimum, Mr. Speaker, in order simply
to ensure that our basic housing needs are

met.

A housing start which the minister thinks

is accomplishing something in the housing
field is often a recreational housing start.

It is a cottage built by one of the upper
income groups in this province who hap-
pened to have bought a house some time

ago and therefore is paying only 10 or

15 per cent of his income on his first home.
Therefore he can afford the cost of a

recreational home in Muskoka or North Bay
or some other part of the province.

When we talk about 1.3 million units

needed over the next 10 years or 130,000 a

year, even that is undercounting, Mr.

Speaker. We should probably be talking
about more like 150,000 units a year or 50

per cent more than the Premier declared to

be the government's target in his bold kind
of declaration the other day.

The Ontario Housing Corp., far from in-

creasing its concentration on the families

whose need is becoming more and more
desperate every day as the Comay report
itself indicates, is switching the emphasis
to the point where over the next three years
half of the OHC programme, which is

smaller than it used to be, will be devoted
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to moderate income families and only half

will be devoted to those on low incomes.

Given the present level of the programme
devoted to families on low income, that is

completely ridiculous.

The OHC intervention in the market is

getting smaller, Mr. Speaker. A couple of

years ago it accounted for about 12y2 per
cent of housing starts in the province. But
in 1972 it was down to six per cent and
there has been no appreciable change in

that kind of ratio sense—six per cent of the

housing starts in the province to accom-
modate the needs of a group which the

Comay commission puts at one in six which

realistically is more like one in three of the

residents and families within the province.

For one-third of the province, the gov-
ernment of the Province of Ontario, under
the Tories, thinks that it can get by with
six per cent of the housing starts, and even
those are inadequate because of all the

social problems that have been created by
the OHC's policies.

Frankly, Mr. Speaker, we are fed up.
We are fed up with the kind of non-per-
formance that we've seen in the housing
field by the government. We are fed up with
the sea of words, the torrent of headlines

and the lack of any meaningful action. Even
the Comay commission report itself, Mr.

Speaker; it really had a couple of purposes.

Maybe the government thought that it could

get some useful advice from Mr. Comay
and the other people who were appointed
to the task force. Maybe that is the case.

I don't know. But in political terms it seems
to me that there were a couple of other

much more pressing requirements that the

government laid down from the Comay
report.

First, the government wanted to give
the illusion that it was doing something
about housing and therefore it sent the

Comay committee across the province to

talk to people and somehow provide an

escape valve, a safety valve, for the pent-up
frustrations and feelings that people had
about housing.

Second, because of its commitment to

developers the government didn't really want
to move very fast. Therefore, if it could

give the illusion of action by establishing
the Comay task force it could buy another

eight months of time in which little or

nothing would happen in the housing field.

It is certainly true that little or nothing
has happened in the housing field over that

eight months.

I want to tell you, Mr. Speaker, that the

Comay report which, among other things,
recommended the establishment of the

Ministry of Housing which we are debating
today, is a bitter disappointment to those

of us who thought that, thanks to what we
thought was a cross-section of membership
on that committee, maybe it would come up
with a good report. There are the contents

of a good report there if you take certain

selected paragraphs. The only problem is

that for every paragraph which would make
up a good report there is a contradictory

paragraph that completely negates that

kind of thrust in this report. This is why
we consider the report is so fuzzy and so

incoherent and so incomplete.

We are really dismayed. We're really dis-

mayed at the fact that the task force com-

pletely ignored the development industry's
share in creating the housing crisis. It didn't

see that there was any problem there. We
are astounded that there were no proposals
to curb land speculation.

We are amazed at the fact that there was
no serious analysis of the rental housing
market, when tenants are a third of the

population of the province and more than

half of the population of major cities like

Toronto and Ottawa. And we find it aston-

ishing that the Comay committee wouldn't

study housing costs and that their only
recommendation there was that the govern-
ment should give priority to a comprehensive
review of housing costs. What on earth were

they doing over the eight months that they
were actually at work? What on earth were

they doing?

They copped out on every issue. They
refused to look at the private development
industry. They refused to look at some of the

major components. They called for study
after study: "Study the rental market. Let's

see why there are constraints on housing
production. Let's see what is happening
here." They told the government to do all of

these things when they should have done
them themselves if they were to come up
with a meaningful report.

I contend, Mr. Speaker, that the eight
months that the Comay committee laboured

was a sufiicient time for them to have done

meaningful research in these areas if they had

not either blindfolded themselves or been

ordered by the government to whitewash, to

ignore certain sensitive areas such as the

developers' contribution. Here we have a

housing crisis, one major element of which

is the escalation in housing costs, and the
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Comay committee says, "Let's have a com-

prehensive review of it" and nothing more.

Mr. Speaker, when it came to recommend-

ations, there were some interesting comments
in the Comay committee's report, but if you
look at the major areas you find that there is

no attempt to give precision to those

recommendations except to say that there

ought to be further study. Anywhere where
there are specific recommendations in the

Comay committee's report, in general they
have been rejected except in one area, and
this is where, as my leader has been saying,
we consider that both the Comay committee
and the government are fundamentally wrong.

They are fundamentally wrong, Mr. Speaker,
in contending that the private sector can

solve Ontario's housing problems.

I want to say a word about this, because

as housing critic for the NDP I happen to

consider that there is a role for the private
sector. I will even go so far as to say that

the fact that the most efficient building in

the province takes place in Toronto is some-
what of a tribute to the kind of conditions

that prevail in this private sector when it

comes to actually building housing, but when
it comes to the land development process,

you can forget it. That same industry which
can make per-square-foot housing construc-

tion costs in the city of Toronto and its

surrounding townships or boroughs, the low-
est in Ontario, has also succeeded, when it

comes to development, in making the cost of

land higher than in almost any other city in

the world, certainly in Canada and even in

Canada and the United States.

Isn't it clear to the government from that

just how fundamentally wrong they are in

saying that the private sector can run the

land market? Because this is where the crux
of this whole debate runs. The government
says: "Well, we will sweeten the pockets of

our developer friends by servicing land and

letting them take the profits which are gen-
erated by the public sector."

We disagree with that. We think it's wrong
and whether or not the private sector can
build houses adequately, we do not believe
that they can develop land adequately in any
area where there is planning and where there
is the kind of rapid growth which is being
encouraged by the govenmient.

The government is not about to abandon

planning, although it is certainly talking
about shaving it at the edges. It is the

opinion of people who have looked at this

question that where you have planning, you
can't also rely on a free land market. If the

government wishes to abandon totally its

commitment to planning, then maybe its

commitment to the private sector would
work.

But the minister knows, the Premier knows,
the members of the government know, that

the public of the Province of Ontario would

simply reject an attempt by the government
to abandon planning standards that had been
elevated in this province over the last few

years, inadequate as those standards may
have been. Even if they are inadequate, at

least the government has been trying. The

public won't tolerate their being rejected.

Therefore, if you are going to have planning,

you have got to have public control of the

land and development process.

That is where the Comay committee is so

fundamentally wrong; that is where the gov-
ernment is so fundamentally wrong. We don't

understand why the government can't accept
even the limited recommendations of the

Comay committee — that land acquisition
should be subsidiary. If you accept that,

maybe you will spend $3 million or $4 mil-

lion a year. The government can't even bring
itself to that. Not even to that, Mr. Speaker.
It simply fiddles and faddles around on this

question.

But when it comes to helping the de-

velopers, that is another story, and Eli Comay
and his people are running around the prov-
ince right now, trying to plug in a sewer here

and sort out some red tape there, and so on,

in order that developers can continue to sell

lots at $15,000 and $20,000 each. Well, mi-

raculously the Comay report somehow man-

aged to ignore the fact that we have suffered

the most extraordinary land speculation in

Ontario than anywhere in the country, and

possibly anywhere in the continent. Land

prices have sky-rocketed, Mr. Speaker. And

yet, after eight months' study, and after

being told about this by the public again
and again, the Comay committee somehow
didn't recognize that speculation was even

a problem.

The report ignores the need to bring mort-

gages within the reach of the average On-
tario resident. The recommendations on mort-

gages have no force, no credibility at all,

and they are not specific in any way. They
simply tell the government that maybe it

would be nice to have some kind of an

outfit which might give a few people on low

incomes some mortgage support. This is an

absolutely flimsy recommendation. It simply
doesn't respond to the needs of tens or

hundreds of thousands of Ontario residents
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who are on low and moderate incomes and
who simply can't hack mortgage money at

10, IOV2, or 11 per cent with the kind of

prices now being charged.

Mr. Speaker, the Comay committee simply

copped out when it came to another area

of extreme interest and concern to the private

development industry. That was in the area

of tenants' rights and of rental control. I want
to read you a bit about that because of the

extraordinarily convoluted arguments the

committee went through when it discussed

the questions of tenants. In the first place,
it rejected security of tenure but then turned

around and said that the landlord and tenant

tribunals should aim to provide tenants with

greater security of tenure by requiring land-

lords to show just cause for eviction. Does
that mean that a tenant ought to be protected

against eviction or not? The Comay report
does not make it clear. On rent controls it

gave this classic example of confused, mis-

guided and irrelevant thinking:

Without general price controls it is not

desirable to introduce rent control. Tem-

porary rent control is seldom feasible and
even as a temporary measure, it is not a

practical method for achieving a greater

supply of rental accommodation at a fair

price.

Well, in all of the arguments that I have ever
heard about rent control, Mr. Speaker, I have
never heard anybody argue that the purpose
of rent control is to achieve a greater supply
of rental accommodation. The real purpose
of rent control is to assure tenants they are

fairly dealt with and to equalize the relation-

ship between landlords and tenants—a rela-

tionship which is currently grossly unequal.
It is certainly unequal when a landlord can
raise the rent on a 40- or 50-year-old building
by $50 a month, with absolutely no require-
ment that it be justified. And the tenant is

powerless to do anything about it. That kind
of victimization is encouraged and permitted
by this government; a government which
refused back in 1968 or 1969 to tackle rent

control as part of Landlord and Tenant Act
amendments and which has, to this day,
refused to move.

It's surely obvious that if you're concerned
about the supply of rental accommodation,
you act on the supply side. It is equally
obvious, from the experience in Quebec
which has had rent control now for 20 years,
that it is possible to have a workable rent

control scheme and still have an adequate
supply of new housing units coming on the

rental market.

The minister may have some horrible ex-

amples from me. That's fine. I suggest that

he start close to home—in our neighbouring
province, where a rent control scheme has

worked adequately for 20 years and is now
in the process of being broadened to cover
all rental accommodation within the prov-
ince. If it can work in Quebec, with that

province's economic conditions and social

structures and so on, it can surely work in

this province. But no, the Comay committee
threw a red herring about general price con-

trols and another red herring about the

supply situation, and then, without any fur-

ther study-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I think that

we should restrict the debate to the principle
of the bill before the House rather than a

debate on the Comay report. It seems to me
that the hon. member has been speaking at

great length on the Comay report rather than
the principle of the bill. I just suggest to

him that he should try to keep right to the

principle of the bill, which is simply to estab-

lish the Ministry of Housing.

Mr. Cassidy: That's correct, and I'm lead-

ing up to the final recommendation of the

Comay task force, which was to establish

a Ministry of Housing. And, if you will bear

with me, it will all come through in the full-

ness of time.

I'm sure that the Speaker is aware that this

report was the basis on which the govern-
ment accepted that it would have a Ministry
of Housing. Therefore it's necessary to ex-

amine not only the government's housing

policy up to date, but also its promises about

future housing policies, many of which are

also—

Mr. Speaker: Of course, I think those

matters could better be discussed after the

housing ministry has been established.

Mr. Lawlor: That's too late.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, there is no

housing ministry. There are no housing esti-

mates. There is no ministry responsible for

housing at this time.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member will

attempt to restrict his remarks to the prin-

ciple of the bill before us.

Mr. Cassidy: The Speaker knows that I'm

always aware of his sensitivities in these

matters and that I'll certainly do my best

to-
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Mr. Speaker: Did the hon. member for

St. David wish to—

Mrs. M. Scrivener (St. David): Yes, Mr.

Speaker. I'm calling the member for Ottawa
Centre to order in connection-

Mr. Speaker: Is this a point of privilege?

Mrs. Scrivener: —with his comments on
the-

Mr. Speaker: Is this a point of privilege-

personal privilege or some such thing?

Mrs. Scrivener: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I'm rising
on a point of personal privilege.

Mr. Speaker: All right. We'll listen to it.

Mrs. Scrivener: The member for Ottawa

Centre, in his long diatribe, has been making
a number of comments about the content of

the report of the Ontario advisory task force

on housing policy. Mr. Speaker, I was going
to raise this a little later, but since you
have already called the member to order on
this point I would like to point out that he
made a particular remark and proposed that

the chairman of the task force on housing
had falsified figures in that report at the

request of the government.

Mr. Cassidy: This is amazingi

Mrs. Scrivener: Mr. Speaker, I and mem-
bers of the task force on housing were very
familiar with the figures-

Mr. Deans: On a point of order-

Mr. Speaker: I'm going to hear the mem-
ber out.

Mrs. Scrivener: —contained in that report.

Mr. Renwick: It is not a privilege.

Mr. Speaker: I am going to hear the mem-
ber out!

Mrs. Scrivener: Mr. Speaker, I submit that

this is not so and that I wish that the member
would withdraw those remarks.

Mr. Deans: That cannot be privilege.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has raised

what she thought was a point of privilege
in which there were certain allegations

against the content of the report of which she
was a member. That, it seems to me, is a

valid point for her to raise on behalf of the

committee if allegations were made. Now,

if there is some point of order, I'll listen to

that.

Mr. Deans: On a point of order. Mr. Speak-
er, it is my understanding of a point of privi-

lege that it must be some matter not directly
dealt with in the Legislature;—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: So it is a point of

order.

Mr. Deans: —that the only matters that

can be dealt with are matters which refer

directly to an hon. member outside of the

Legislature; and that a member, if he dis-

agrees with another member's statement, has

an opportunity to rise in the House and

debate the point.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is not a dis-

agreement.

Mr. Speaker: This is not a point of order

at all.

Mr. Deans: That is a point of order and

that's your ruling!

Mr. Speaker: It's the Speaker's discretion

to rule on these things.

Mr. Renwick: Well, Mr. Speaker, on a

point of order, then.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Renwick: My point of order is that

the Speaker took it upon himself a few days

ago to refresh the minds of all of the mem-
bers including, I assume, the member for St.

David—on exactly what a question of privi-

lege was.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: She said it was a

point of order and not a matter of a point
of privilege.

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member for

St. David had a valid point to raise.

Mr. Deans: But not in that way.

Mr. Speaker: It certainly wasn't a point of

order.

Mr. Cassidy: I will reply to that point,
Mr. Speaker. The member for St. David is

asking us to believe that she and the other

members of the task force really believed that

people paying 45 to 50 per cent of their net

income on housing, as home owners, didn't

have any housing problem. All I can say is

that it's inconceivable to me that anybody
who knows anything about housing would

put that down with a straight face, unless
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there was some kind of direction to do so.

Maybe there was no direction, may be they
made a grievous mistake, but all the same-

Mr. Speaker: Well, the hon. member of

course is debating. He is debating what the

hon. member has said.

Mr. Cassidy: All right. I want to go on,

Mr. Speaker, because I don't think that is a

particularly relevant kind of question.

Mrs. Scrivener: I'm sorry, Mr. Speaker, but

whether it is a point of order or a point of

privilege-

Mr. Dean: It is neither a point of order nor

a point of privilege.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, can I have the

floor, please?

Mrs. Scrivener: The member for Ottawa
Centre has made an allegation against the

chairman of the task force and against the

members who signed that report, and I would
like those remarks withdrawn, please, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Cassidy: I'm making an allegation

against the member for St. David too, and
that is that she is stupid.

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northumberland): The
member is rude,

Mr. Speaker: Order! The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre may not make allegations

against another hon. member. He knows that.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay.

Mr. G. Nixon: Retract it.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Apologize.

Mr. Rowe: This is getting very rude.

Mr. Cassidy: I want to deal now with the

response of the government-

Mrs. Scrivener: Mr. Speaker, I haven't had

your ruling and I haven't had a withdrawal.

Mr. Speaker: I don't think there is any-
thing to withdraw. The hon. member for St.

David has made her point. I do not have the

wisdom of Solomon to determine whether or

not the allegations made were actually alle-

gations, whether they were right or wrong.
The hon. member for St. David has made her

point. It appears on the record. I see nothing
further to be done. I can't direct any with-
drawal of anything that was said.

Mr. Cassidy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

want to deal now with the government's
response to the Comay report.

The fundamental recommendation in the

Comay report was that there should be a

Ministry of Housing and that the Ministry
of Housing should have some powers. The

response of the government has been to

create a Ministry of Housing in this bill, but
one which has no powers.

It is a very simple situation, Mr. Speaker,
that when the Comay committee came to

consider the government organization for

housing, they felt that the ministry ought to

have the power to ensure that the things tliat

needed to be done in housing could and
would be done.

If we read the report and we are not quite
sure what they wanted to have done in

housing, at least it comes through loud and
clear that they wanted a ministry that would
be effective. What do we get? We get the

Premier holding a well publicized press con-

ference, to talk about the government's
commitment to a high priority for housing
and about the government's general support
of the Comay committee's guidelines for the

future development of our role in the housing
field.

But what do they pluck from the report?

They pluck the things that benefit developers
—and they don't go any further. The Urban

Development Institute has been saying for

years; "Give us more services—cut down the

time for approvals"; and that is what the

government is doing.

We have a housing action group which
Mr. Comay is directing—and I talked with

the member of the staff of that group today.
I don't mean to harass him, because I know
he is working under the direction of the

government, but I think the list of priorities
that he gave to me is rather significant. The
first thing that the housing action group is

doing is to look at problems raised by devel-

opers. That is where they are starting in

their role as the apparatchiks of the housing
system in Ontario. They are looking at where
the shoe squeaks and at what developers
are complaining about and are trying to bull-

doze local municipal councils or other people
to accept in order to get those roadblocks

out of the way.

Mr. Speaker, the Premier has said in the

House that the government would push
ahead with more detailed study of the re-

maining recommendations in this report. That

meatis, I presume, that when it comes to

warranties, to OHC leases, to giving greater
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security of tenure to tenants, to special

housing measures for the handicapped,
roomers or people like that, to the land ac-

quisition programme and the other areas

mentioned in the Comay report—these get

second, third, fourth or no priority from the

government. The specifics are lacking in

what the government has been saying; and

the specifics are lacking, Mr. Speaker, in

what the government has put forward in this

particular bill.

I want to talk a bit about the bill, be-

cause there is a very instructive comparison
between the bill and the government's plans
and between what might have been done

and in fact is being done in other provinces.

The Comay committee recommended, on

page 105, a number of alternatives, includ-

ing a minister to be a spokesman for hous-

ing—we have got that now, I suppose—with
a co-ordinating group; the attachment of a

minister to TEIGA in some way or another;
or a Ministry of Housing unattached to any
existing policy field or to TEIGA.

The committee said in paragraph 349 that

a Ministry of Housing, Planning and Local

Government, or some similar name, should

be established outside of the existing policy
field and separate from TEIGA, but includ-

ing the responsibilities for urban and re-

gional planning and local government serv-

ices which now reside within TEIGA. It

said that the ministry should be given a

major voice in cabinet decisions, presumably
through membership on the Policy and
Priorities Board. And then it goes ahead to

talk about the various divisions which would
be created.

Well, what do we get? The task force

warned that if a Ministry of Housing were
attached to TEIGA, one aspect or another

of provincial policy would tend to be em-

phasized at the expense of the others. This

arrangement might lead to a more active

programme, but not necessarily to the co-

ordination of related programmes.
We have been given a ministry which ef-

fectively has little or no power. We have
been told that some time it will take over

responsibility for local plans administration.

But nothing more—it will certainly have

nothing to do with planning on a broad

scale, certainly nothing to do with local gov-
ernment, certainly nothing to do with any
of the other powers which were recom-
mended.

One assumes that the ministry will take

over the Ontario Housing Corp., but it is

not clear from the bill. And that's because

the bill does not make any of the necessary
amendments to the OHC Act or other Acts

which will be required in order to bring
OHC under the umbrella of the Ministry
of Housing. But that has been promised.

And when you look where the money
comes from and where the real say in mu-

nicipal development and municipal control

stays—within the Treasury department itself

—then you can see just how ineffectual this

particular ministry has been.

The Minister of Housing will sit on a

cabinet committee along with the Ministers

of Revenue, Government Services, the Man-

agement Board and the Treasury. That kind

of co-ordination may have been long over-

due, but the Ministry of Housing itself has

got so little power that one cannot see what
the use is of having it in this present, trun-

cated and ridiculous form. That is one of

the reasons why we are so dissatisfied with

the bill.

Mr. Speaker, just have a look at the bill.

It is the kind of bill that could have been
written by a first-year law student upon
examination of one or two similar bills in

the deep and distant past. Because it is a

bill that says nothing. It says there should

be a ministry of the public service to be
know as the Ministry of Housing. The minis-

ter will preside over it. The minister is re-

sponsible to administer any Acts assigned to

him by the Legislature and this Act—which

says nothing. And we have not been in-

formed yet, given the fact that no govern-
ment members have entered the debate,

whether it will have any responsibilities at

all.

There will be a deputy minister. The

spending will be paid out of the consoli-

dated revenue fund up until next year when
the ministry will have its own estimates.

And then you get to the guts of the bill;

Objectives of the minister. I want to read

these into the record, Mr. Speaker.

The minister or deputy, subject to direc-

tion, shall

(a) Make appropriate recommendations to

the government of Ontario on policies and

objectives on housing and related matters,

with regard to the short-term and long-
term housing needs of the people of On-

tario.

(b) Make recommendations for the effec-

tive co-ordination of all housing and re-

lated matters within the government, with

a view to ensuring the consistent applica-
tion of policy.
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(c) Advise and otherwise assist the gov-
ernment in its dealings with other govern-
ments regarding housing and related mat-

ters.

(d) Advise and otherwise assist local

authorities with regard to realizing the ob-

jectives of the government of Ontario for

housing and related matters.

When you pierce through those words, Mr.

Speaker, and I say this to the minister too,

what you find is that there is not a single
ounce of power being given to the ministry.
Not an ounce. It is not even told to carry
out policies and objectives or to co-ordinate

housing and related matters. No, it advises

the cabinet, it makes recommendations to

the government and then hopefully, the gov-
ernment, the cabinet, and other ministries

may act on that.

But there are no teeth in this ministry
at all. It isn't even a co-ordinating ministry;
It is some kind of advisory ministry. God
knows if it even controls Ontario Housing
Corp., let alone any other body of govern-
ment.

Mr. Speaker, it just so happens that the

British Columbia government—having had an

acting Minister of Housing for some time in

Lome Nicolson, who was a Minister without

Portfolio—is now moving to set up a Ministry
of Housing. And I think the contrast be-

tween the British Columbia bill, which I

have here, and which is now, I believe,

awaiting second reading in the BC House,
and this particular bill, is very instructive.

Among other things, it might tell the minis-

ter and his Premier how this job can be

done, how it should be done and how social-

ists would get about and do it.

The purpose and functions of the Depart-
ment of Housing, according to the BC bill,

are to "supervise, acquire, develop, maintain,

improve, and dispose of housing in the prov-
ince, or to perform other such duties and
functions as may be assigned by the Lieuten-

ant Governor in Council." And then it states

that with special powers for any purpose
related to housing, the—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Was that "as assigned

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council"?

Mr. Cassidy: It says, "or to perform such

other duties and functions as may be assigned

by the Lieutenant Governor in Council."

Hon. Mr. Grossman: So, what's new?

Mr. Cassidy: The powers are there.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Assigned by the

Lieutenant Governor.

Mr. Cassidy: No, it says that the purpose
and functions of the department are to

"supervise, acquire, develop, maintain, im-

prove, and dispose of housing in the prov-
ince." That is without qualification in the

sense of having to run to the cabinet, which
is the way the minister's ministry is going to

have to work.

His ministry won't even be able to run to

the Ontario cabinet and say: "Can we please
do something?" His ministry is going to

have to run to cabinet and say: "Would you
please do something? Would the Ministry of

Transportation and Communications kindly
not build that highway there or kindly build

one there? Or the Ministry of the Environ-
ment kindly build a sewer here or a trunk

line there?" That is the way this new minis-

try is going to have to operate and that is

why it is such a ridiculous proposal.

For any purpose relating to housing, ac-

cording to the BC bill, the minister may
enter, on behalf of the Crown, into any
agreement of a general nature with the fed-

eral government, any municipality or any
person or agency on behalf of such govern-
ment or municipality. That particular power
of agreement with the federal government
or municipal governments, happens to be sub-

ject to cabinet approval in BC, which is fair

enough.

Then it says:

For any purpose relating to an acquisi-

tion, disposal, or development, the minis-

ter may enter into any agreement with a

municipality or vdth any person or agency
on behalf of such municipality.

Then on direct entry into the housing field:

The minister may advance from the

fund any moneys he considers necessary
for any purposes related to housing.

In other words, the Minister of Housing in

British Columbia is going to have financial

clout to match the duties he is being given.

4. The minister may advance moneys to

any housing co-operatives or other group
of persons incorporated for the purpose of

assisting in the creation of housing and to

any municipality for the purpose of assist-

ing in the creation of a specific housing

development.

Co-ops and municipally sponsored housing

projects are specifically included in the BC
bill.
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With the consent of cabinet, for any pur-

pose related to housing, the minister may
create corporations with such powers and
duties as he considers advisable or approve
any corporation and give it such powers
as the minister considers necessary.

In other words, not only housing corpora-
tions; if the BC government or the EC hous-

ing minister finds that it is being held to

ransom
by a particular group of subcontrac-

tors, if trie supply of certain materials for

housing is inadequate, it can go in and get rid

of that bottleneck with the powers being
given it in this particular bill.

Now it is clear that these powers extend to

land. I would remind the hon. members that

the British Columbia government has already
moved in in order to ensure that through the

British Columbia Land Commission there will

be public control of the urban market, rather

than the cave-in to the private sector which
we are seeing here in this province.

The bill which we have before us is a dis-

grace because it doesn't give any powers to

the ministry to do any of the things that

need to be done.

I wanted to talk at some length about the

whole question of land. I don't think I will.

I think I'll skip through it with fair speed,
Mr. Speaker. We have said and we insist, as

my leader has already stated, that until there

is public control of the land market in major
urban areas like Metro Toronto and the

Toronto-centred region and other big cities

of Ontario, this ripoff by the developers will

continue and it will be encouraged by the

kind of policies that the government has

adopted. This isn't just a socialist kind of

panacea that we are putting forward. It is a

point of view which is now accepted by al-

most every authority in housing in Canada,

apart from the government of William Davis.

Just to take an odd example from the city
of Oakville, which people know is not exactly
on the barricades of revolution, the social

planning council of Oakville in a brief to the

Comay task force urged in as tough language
as one can have heard anywhere in the prov-
ince that there be public land banking on a

very substantial scale, and that this be done
in order to stop the kind of ripoffs which are

heing given and put into developers' hands

right now.

A former developer, Rod Sykes, the mayor
of Calgary, and a former vice-president of

Marathon Realty, which is a big CPR sub-

sidiary in the land business, says large scale

expropriation of land is needed in Metro

Toronto to keep housing prices from soaring
even higher.

The Ontario Housing Advisory Committee,
whose membership includes a fair number of

people from the Urban Development Insti-

tute, the Housing and Urban Development
Association and other organs of the land

development and building industries—in fact,

the Housing Advisory Committee basically

represents the industry and not the public-
recommends land banking, even though they
are rather more qualified about it than other

people.

The entire Provincial-Municipal Liaison

Committee, all of whose members sit month

by month with the Treasurer, supported the

brief that was presented by Art Eggleton,
executive alderman of the city of Toronto,
at the Provincial-Municipal Liaison Commit-
tee on Sept. 18, 1973. They advocated public
land banking and, specifically municipal land

banking, something which they have still not

got permission for from the cabinet.

They say that they want to stabilize and
reduce land prices, and you can do it through

public land banking or land ownership. You
can reduce housing prices specifically for

people on low and moderate incomes with

public land ownership. You can provide suit-

able sites for social housing with public land

ownership. But you can't do it so long as

you rely on the private sector, the way this

government is intending to do.

They want to ensure the development of

planned, balanced and integrated new com-
munities in neighbourhoods. You can't do it

without public land ownership. They want to

provide a supply of land for innovative hous-

ing. You can't do it without public land

ownership. They want to permit increased

planning control in strategic locations through
the exercise of ownership. In other words,
without public land ownership you can't

doit.

I'll give you an example right now of

where we differ from this government. It so

happens that the people of Ontario own 55
acres of land down in the Metro Centre site.

People say that claim is subject to the

lawyers and so on. They may be right. I

think the court would establish that Ontario

has the right to that land and that the rail-

ways are squatters and do not have a right
to that land which they are seeking to de-

velop in the Metro Centre project.

One would have thought that, given this

resource of land which is worth anywhere
between $1 million to $5 million an acre,
the government of Ontario would have gone
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forward from the very first day to establish

its right and to ensure that Metro Centre

was developed on the grounds of social need

and economic eflBciency, and not on the

grounds of individual profit for a couple of

developers, CN and CP.

But has the government done that? No.

Every time we ask about those 55 acres of

land, Mr. Speaker, we are told, the solicitors

in the Attorney General's department are still

looking at it, and we haven't got an answer

yet. What on earth holds them back?

Mr. Bullbrook: Is it the member's propo-
sition that we build public housing on land

worth $1 million an acre?

Mr. Cassidy: It is my proposition that the

land down there in Metro Centre should be
used for social need and for grounds of

economic efiiciency. Given the kind of trans-

portation problems that Toronto is going to

have, it may be that that public sector in-

volvement in Metro Centre would be used
to scale down the development for a very
considerable period of time, because Toronto

simply can't take that kind of growth.
Neither the downtown nor the peripheries
can take the consequences of the enormous
flows of people and of the expansion of the

Toronto region even further and at an even
more rapid rate.

The municipalities, Mr. Speaker, urge
upon this government that one-quarter to

one-third of development land in or around
cities should be publicly owned. That is

something the government is simply unwill-

ing to accept.

Then Douglas FuUerton, chairman of the

National Capital Commission, a Liberal gov-
ernment appointee

— but this government
doesn't disagree with Liberals on this kind
of thing, until it comes to a man like Mr.
FuUerton—argues very specifically that land
values are created by the public, therefore

they should accrue to the public and there-

fore there should be public land ownership
or very substantial land banking. The pres-
ent system, he says, is manifestly immoral,

unjust and unfair to society.
i? ; H

I sat the other day, Mr. Speaker, on a

panel with a fellow named Stanley Hamil-

ton, who is a developer's real estate expert
if you will. He does studies for the Urban

Development Institute. He is a very nice

fellow, even if I disagree with him on a

number of points. During the course of his

remarks, he pointed out the experience of

the city of Saskatoon, which has had public
land ownership for the last 20 years and a

history of public land involvement which

goes back to before the first war.

Lots for housing in Saskatoon are run-

ning around the $3,000 or $4,000 mark. Sas-

katoon has got an exceptionally high stan-

dard of planning. The market value of land

has kept at that figure of $3,000 or $4,000
because of the fact that there is very sub-

stantial public involvement. The government
has been able to acquire land as it needed
it for figures of between $200 and $500 an
acre.

Now why can't we do that up here? What
do we have? We have a government which
is deliberately setting out to service land

when it knows that most of the development
land around cities is held by half a dozen

major developers, whether it's Toronto or

Oakville or Hamilton, London, Windsor or

Ottawa. We have a government which sim-

ply refuses to take any action to protect the

public against speculation when it's acquir-

ing the land, as down in the Haldimand-
Norfolk project. We have a government
which is simply lining developers' pockets
and nothing more. We have a government
that is unwilling to accept that there are any
social priorities which should govern that

kind of land development, but which be-

lieves that this should still be a matter for

individual profit.

I can tell you, Mr. Speaker, that the

policies of servicing land and then seeking

voluntary price control being sought by the

housino; action group is to extend only to

from 10 to 50 per cent of the lots that are

being created, or the units that are being
created under that programme. The people
there, under Mr. Comay, confess that they
don't know what they would do if developers
and land owners refused to go alon![T with

the voluntary price control programme the

government is talking about.

Mr. Speaker, my leader has already talked

at fair distance about what we would do with

this whole housing thing, and 111 try and be

very brief about that. We believe that the

Ministry of Housing, as proposed now, is in-

adequate. The minister cannot convince us

that the government really means business

about housing unless he has a procjramme
that will include public control of the land

market and include very substantial funds

and powers being used to ensure mortgages
that will be at prices the people can afi^ord.

Maybe I'll talk about that for a minute:

We are saying that for people with incomes

under $8,000 a year there should be mort-

gage money available at six per cent or less.
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For people in the so-called moderate income

range-from $8,000 to $12,000-there should

be mortgage money available averaging about

eight per cent. We believe it can be done at

reasonable costs within the province right

now. And we believe that the provincial

government should also be pressuring the

federal government in order to get the federal

government to ensure financial institutions

provide mortgage funds at prices the people
can afford.

We want to see that initiative taken by the

government. We want to see a capital gains
tax of at least 75 per cent on speculative land.

We want rent controls. We want disclosure

of land holdings and other corporate involve-

ment by the corporations involved in the

housing market. We haven't seen that, Mr.

Speaker. You know, if you go around to a

registry ofiBce and pay your dollar to try to

find out, you find that the whole land market

is a tangle of phoney and dummy corpora-
tions—of deceit and deception which is en-

couraged by the government and by its

friends.

Mr. Speaker, we suspect that the new

housing ministry, in addition to taking the

kinds of powers that have been taken by the

Minister of Housing in British Columbia,
should also include a resumption of most of

the powers of the Ontario Housing Corp.
Within the ministry, these can be effectively
co-ordinated with the other elements of

government housing policy. We believe it is

possible for the government of the Province

of Ontario to get directly into the mortgage
field, through the Province of Ontario Savings
Bank. We'd like to see that initiative as well.

These are the kinds of areas we would like

to see tackled by the government. But to

create a ministry which doesn't even have the

responsibility to co-ordinate—forget it. It

won't work. It is simply window dressing,
Mr. Speaker, and we will oppose it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Speaker, I rise to make a few comments

concerning Bill 183, an Act to establish the

Ministry of Housing. I would like at the

outset to bring to the attention of the House
an editorial that was published in my local

newspaper. As well, more than likely, the

contents of it were spread throughout the

length and breadth of this province. This

deals directly with the establishment of the

ministry and some of the faults as a result of

government policies in the past. It is dated

June 21 of this year and it is entitled "Flex-

ible Pragmatism":

The immensity of Ontario's housing
crisis, the skyrocketting real estate prices,

the housing shortage, became much more

apparent through the recent remarks of

the former Premier, John Robarts. Yet

there he was attacking most outspokenly
the housing policies of the federal and the

Ontario government—the same provincial

government he had inherited from Leslie

Frost and that he had handed down as

a legacy to William Davis. Mr. Robarts'

breach of party solidarity can be seen as

only one thing—a deep-rooted conviction

that there is something drastically wrong
with the present housing policies and
that some measure equally drastic must

be applied to remedy these wrongs.

Mr. Speaker, I hope that the introduction

of this bill. An Act to establish a Ministry
of Housing, will once and for all, eliminate

the government's past policies of housing by
headline.

You can recall, Mr. Speaker, back in 1962

—if you were in this House, but those of

us that were can—when the ministry ex-

pounded a multi-million dollar programme
to alleviate housing, to overcome the prob-
lems associated with housing. You can like-

wise recall in 1967 a repeat of exactly that

same thing, housing by headline. Then this

happened again in 1969 with that super-

salesman, Mr. Stanley Randall. This govern-
ment, has built houses by headline rather

than attempt to solve the needs of the resi-

dents throughout the length and breadth of

the province. There is an article by George
Ort and Ron Steele in Tuesday's newspaper
in the Windsor area, the Windsor Star. I

won't read the whole article, Mr. Speaker,
I'll only read just a few comments. The head-

line itself is extremely significant. "Housing
—the Need is Fantastic."

We in the Windsor area have had gov-
ernment housing. We have appreciated the

fact that Ontario Housing has come in and

partially alleviated the needs for housing.
But they haven't come close to meeting the

demand. In fact it is only recently that we
have found the needs for the senior citizens

dropping sHghtly. That was as a result of

the opening of senior citizens* housing in

the Fontainebleu area.

Mr. Speaker, the local paper operates a

column called: "Windsor Alert," a sort of

a column in which they troubleshoot. People
who have various types of problems will con-

tact the editor or the newspaper and they
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have someone who will attempt to solve the

problem for them. In the article we have
the following comment:

More than 100 families have come to

Star Alert in six months, all in desperate
need of housing. Many have been on the

waiting list over two years.

As for those that have come to see me, Mr.

Speaker, I can tell you that some of them
tell me they've been on the waiting list over
six years. Surely that speaks in itself for

the lack of concern on the part of the min-

istry in providing housing to those who can-
not go into the commercial market to take

care of their needs.

The column says: "The Windsor Star has
the names of five US families living in tax-

supported housing and working in Detroit."

The article makes mention of a mother
who had contacted Star Alert. It says: "The
mother, despondent by her plight, has talked
of suicide."

Mr. Speaker, the few comments that I

have read out of the article certainly would
convince you that the need in the Windsor
area is absolutely unbelievable. When the
article says: "The Need Is Fantastic", it

speaks for itself.

As a follow-up to the article of Oct. 23,
there was an editorial in yesterday's paper
of Wednesday, Oct. 24, which I won't read
into the record, except simply the headline
of the editorial, because the minister can
familiarize himself with it by either my
passing the editorial to him or having his

own officials provide him with it. The edit-

orial heading says: "Housing Authority
Needs A Cleanup."

The headline speaks for itself, Mr. Speak-
er, I will pass this now to a page, and she
will then bring it to the minister so that he
can familiarize himself with it.

One of the problems in the local area,
Mr. Speaker, is the fact that we have the
Windsor Housing Authority and we have the
Windsor Housing Co. When a senior citizen

or any one wants housing they don't know
who to go to in an attempt to resolve their

problem. I always inform them to see both
bodies.

This shows you, Mr. Speaker, where the

ministry in the past has failed in its respon-
sibilities, and where I hope as a result of

the introduction of the Ministry of Housing
Act the problems will be progressively les-

sened and possibly eliminated completely
within the foreseeable future.

Many of the senior citizens who have dif-

ficulty getting housing, Mr. Speaker, will
never have the opportunity to get into gov-
ernment geared-to-income housing. We hope
that they all live long enough. Unfortunately,
things being as they are, some of them will

never be able to wait out the time.

To illustrate the tremendous need, Mr.

Speaker, in January of this present year there

were requests for 1,184 senior citizens' hous-

ing, 949 family units; for a total of 2,133

housing requests. In February, the senior

citizens went up to 1,206; in March 1,238;
in April to 1,250. In May it dropped to 1,220;
in June it was 1,238; in July 1,189; in August
1,239. In September, as a result of the open-
ing of the housing on Rivard St. in the

Fontainebleu area, 400 and some people will

be accommodated and the requests for senior

citizens' housing will drop to 840.

One of the things that disturbs me, Mr.

Speaker, concerning the requests for housing

by the senior citizens, is that so many of

them have applied. The housing authority
in the city of Windsor is so occupied and
so busy and so understaffed it cannot even

investigate whether some of the requests are

as urgent as one would believe.

For example, in January there were 995
of the 1,184 requests for housing that were
not investigated. No one has looked into the

problem as to whether these 995 needed

housing. That had progressively increased

to March when it peaked at 1,010 senior

citizens' requests for housing which weren't

even investigated. As a result of comments
made—or I think maybe it is a result of com-
ments made in the House on April 10—the
authorities in Windsor did look into the

problem, and after looking into the prob-
lem investigated the various requests. In

June of this year only 640 of those who
have requested housing have not had their

requests investigated.

I've only mentioned senior citizens' hous-

ing so far, let me turn to family housing.
The need for family housing continues. As

long as there is a fairly good level of em-

ployment in the community one is always

going to find people from other parts of the

province, from other parts of Canada, gravi-

tating to the city of Windsor where gener-

ally, if they are working in the auto industry,

they will make a living wage. As a result

of that they come with their children. They
have to find housing. They go to the com-
mercial market and in the period between

renting their place and actually getting

employment they have to pay the top dollar
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for housing accommodation. Quite often they
can't find it even close in the city and have

to go well out into the suburbs.

In January of this year there were 944

requests for family housing. That figure

dropped approximately 50 for the first four

months and after that progressively reduced

itself so that in September 826 families still

required housing.

Now, as of Sept. 19, there are 1,666 re-

quests for both family and senior citizens'

housing; and many of the family requests
have not been investigated. So you can see,

Mr. Speaker, that the housing authority in

the city of Windsor really doesn't know
whether those who have requested housing
are in the dire condition that one might
think they are. Myself, I think they are in

extreme need. The number of requests that

I get from residents for both family housing
and senior citizens' housing would actually

astound many members in this House.

In the provision of housing in the com-

munity, Mr. Speaker, it isn't necessary to

come along and put everything in the one

location. The planning director in the city

makes mention that, rather than concentrat-

ing solely on the development of new hous-

ing, there is an alternative that can be used.

And that is the rehabilitating of many of the

older homes.

Sometimes a request for senior citizens'

housing is from a family which lives in a

substantial home but are too old to main-

tain that home and would like to put it on
the open market and get into some other

type of accommodation. It is difiicult at

times to get into other types of accommoda-
tion. As a result they struggle on in this

home, allowing it to deteriorate to the point
where maybe the market value of the home
has depreciated a little too drastically. And
it frightens them a bit.

I think, Mr. Speaker, that if rehabilita-

tion was undertaken by this new ministry
on a little more vigorous plane, then pos-

sibly some of the housing plight in the com-

munity could be lessened. We will not

eliminate the need for housing solely by
rehabilitating, but it is one method of pos-

sibly answering part of the housing problem.

Now, there is not only a housing shortage.
There is also the fact that the size of the

units that are being constructed in many
cases, both in the commercial and the gov-
ernment housing, is not sufficient to accom-
modate the families. An editorial back in

December, 1972, mentions two kinds of

shortages:

The housing shortage that has plagued
most cities isn't only in the number of

units needed, it is also in the size of most

dwellings that are being built. In earlier

days, even though much less affluent, most

Ontario houses had more than enough
room for the family. They also had a

spare room. This was reserved for guests
and usually was the best furnished bed-

room in the home. In case of need, it

could accommodate an aged parent.

Now, possibly there wouldn't be the need

for as many senior citizens* housing units

in some communities if the homes were built

so that aged parents could be accommodated.
I am not saying that it solves the problem,
but it can lessen some of the demands for

senior citizens' housing.

Now in the community there was an or-

ganization by the name of the Windsor
Coalition for Human Development, which

was provided, through a LIP grant, funds

to redevelop or repair homes of individuals

who are on fixed or limited incomes. Un-

fortunately, there wasn't any sizable financial

input from the provincial government. Yet

were the province to come on and subsidize

an organization such as this, it would elimi-

nate some of the social problems and provide
decent housing accommodation to many of

the elderly who are too aged to repair their

own homes or who don't have the financial

wherewithal to repair their homes. You
would not only be doing them a service, you
would be doing the housing market and

yourselves a service. In yesterday's paper I

noticed that city council added another

$3,000 to the Windsor Coalition for Human
Development and as a result it is going to

be able to continue its work for a short

period of time. The coalition has applied
for a $30,000 LIP grant and that should be

forthcoming. But I think provincial author-

ities, seeing such an organization attempting
to help the province solve housing problems
should get behind them financially and as-

sist them to alleviate those problems.

Mr. Speaker, the minister is fully aware

of the next issue that I am going to bring

up: Elizabeth Gardens in the city of Wind-
sor.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It doesn't belong in

this bill.

Mr. B. Newman: I know it has gone. My
only reason for reintroducing this at this

time, Mr. Speaker, is that the problems
which confronted the minister in the de-

velopment of Elizabeth Gardens, should have
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been a lesson to him. We hope that he will

hire a resident inspector, in communities

where sufficient housing is being constructed

at a given time, to see that the housing
meets Ontario Housing standards.

Spiros De Bono, who wrote the articles on
Elizabeth Gardens, certainly deserves the

commendations of this House for his work
in pointing out to the government and the

public some ways of overcoming sloppy con-

struction, keeping contractors on their toes,

seeing that only materials and so forth which
meet the specifications are used, and ensur-

ing that the workmanship meets with Onta-
rio Housing standards. And I hope that the

minister, as a result of the Elizabeth Gar-
dens condominium project in Windsor, will

see to it that such a mess doesn't happen
again.

Mr. Speaker, the Comay Task Force did

meet in Windsor — it was the first city in

which it did meet. That, I would think, was
the result of the efforts of one of the repre-
sentatives of the Comay Task Force, Donna
Gamble, an active, live-wire citizen and a

concerned individual.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member for Ot-

tawa Centre says she was manipulated by
the Premier of this province.

Mr. B. Newman: Well, he can say what
he wishes. I happen to know Donna Gamble
and 1 know that she would not be mani-

pulated by any politician, let alone by Mr.

Comay. She is a lady of extremely high
character and she calls the shots as they
are. She doesn't hesitate to speak up if she

doesn't agree with a certain thing and feels

that it is wrong.
In fact, Mr. Speaker, I want to read into

the record a few of her comments when she

presented a brief to the Task Force in Wind-
sor. She was one of the members of the

Task Force. And at that time she was

speaking on behalf of the residents of On-
tario Housing Corp. and the Windsor Coun-
cil of Citizens Groups. This council pri-

marily involve citizen groups formed in

Ontario Housing projects throughout the

community. Now I am quoting from the

article:

The Ontario Task Force on Housing, was
bombarded with complaints Tuesday night
that Ontario Housing Corp. units are too

expensive, poorly constructed and main-

tained, and lack many facilities for com-
fortable living.

Leading the attack on Ontario Housing
Corp. was the Windsor Council of Citizens

Groups which prepared a 15-page brief on
behalf of residents living in 1,274 Ontario

Housing Corp. units scattered throughout
the city.

The spokesman, Mr. Charles Freeman,
called for [here is what he suggested! a

reduction in rent from 25 per cent of the

gross rent to 20 per cent of the net in-

come, and an increase from $2 to $5 in

rent adjustments for the nimiber of children

living in a unit.

Mr. Freeman told the task force, meet-

ing at the Holiday Inn, that the present

system discourages a family from trying
to improve itself because even a child's

part-time income is used for rent cal-

culations.

He said there was no incentive for a

family to leave public housing. He said

the situation was worse for a woman
receiving mother's allowance or someone
with a disability pension because as much
as 50 per cent is deducted for rent pay-
ments.

Attempts to obtain a satisfactory solu-

tion to the problem from either of the

provincial departments involved has been

unsuccessful and there are as many as

50 per cent of the residents in some devel-

opments receiving social assistance.

Now, the article goes on, Mr. Speaker.
I won't read much more of it but the few

comments I intend to put on the record,

Mr. Speaker, I will do immediately. Mr.

Freeman speaking again, said:

The question of utility payments should

be standardized across the province, be-

cause now some people pay and some

don't, even though they may be in similar

'accommodations .

In other words, he is maintaining that an

individual in Ontario Housing sometimes

pays utilities and other times they don't pay.
I won't bother reading any of the other

comments, Mr. Speaker. The minister is

fully aware of all of them.

I would like at this time to bring to the

minister's attention the approach that Mr.

D. Wurtelle, Ottawa's Commissioner of Com-

munity Development, made in Ottawa on

Oct. 22 in 1972. He said that he favoured

integration of public housing tenants. In

other words, he is saying that there are often

too many housing units in a given location

and they should be dispersed throughout the

community.

Mr. Speaker, I would like, at this time,

to talk on a topic that I have spoken on for
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years and years. It goes back some six or

seven years and concerns the rental subsidy

plan. I have brought this to the attention of

the minister time and time again in an at-

tempt to alert him to changing the policy
on the rental subsidy.

I still maintain, Mr. Speaker, that the

rent subsidy programme is not satisfactory at

all. A long term arrangement with either a

private individual or a corporation is required
before those accommodations are leased on a

rental subsidy basis.

Mr. Speaker: Can the hon. member assure

me that this is part of the principle of the

bill to establish a housing authority?

Mr. B. Newman: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I am
referring to—

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Lack of

powers set out in the bill, right?

Mr. B. Newman: That's right.

Mrs. Campbell: That's right.

Mr. B. Newman: I am referring to the ob-

jectives of the ministry as far as the principle
of the bill is concerned, hoping that the

minister will understand that he has certain

authorities and that he includes in his

authority the idea of expanding on what the

Comay task force report refers to as rent

subsidy, rent supplement.
I hope that the minister will realize that

many senior citizens are satisfied to live

where they are but can't aflFord to live in

that location because of the high rentals.

Were the minister to subsidize the rental, he
would not, perhaps, have to build as many
highprice apartments or as many senior

citizen accommodations, because those people
would remain in the community. We would
have fewer social problems. We would have
a more satisfied citizenry.

I hope, Mr. Speaker, that the minister will

take a more serious look at the rent subsidy

programme and not only provide rental sub-

sidies for those that are over 65 and living
in private accommodations, but to the many
who may be on old age assistance, who may
be handicapped, who may be receiving social

and family service benefits, who are not living
in geared-to-income housing but are livin<];

in private accommodation, because really,
Mr. Speaker, the ministry is discriminating

against individuals.

We hope that when this Act passes the

Legislature the discrimination against an in-

dividual simply because he has to find private

accommodation is wiped out. I can't see why
an individual who is subsidized to live in

housing accommodation should be treated

any differently than an individual who lives

on the same income and gets the same type
of financial assistance from either federal

and/or provincial government. He should

have his rent at the same level. To put them
at that same level, the Ministry of Housing
here would have to provide some type of

rental supplement.

I don't think it is necessary, Mr. Speaker,
for the minister to have long-term leases. The

investigators from the ministry could look

into each individual case, judge it on its own
merits and then provide the subsidy.

The last topic I wish to make comment on,

Mr. Speaker, is mobile housing. The Comay
task force does make a bit of mention con-

cerning mobile housing. I have in the past,

spoken at some length about mobile housing,
because in my estimation it is not the answer

to the housing problem, but it can lessen

some of the pressures on housing.

There is no use Duttino; our heads in th'^

sand and thinking that people are not sjoin^r

to live in mobile homes. They are groine to

continue to live in mobile homes because the

cheapest kind of housing they can afford to-

day is the mobile home.

When we look at our neighbours to th^

south of us and see the really unusual

developments as far as mobile housing; i-^ con-

cerned, we can rest assured that a lot of

those developments are going to sneak into

the Province of Ontario, and we have sjot to

be a little more prepared for them than we
are today.

The Comay task for'i^e on housing does

make comment concemins; mobile housing?.

Those comments are contained on page 59
in the report. However, I am verv disap-

pointed that the recommendations don't com-

pleted cover the problems that the individual

who lives in mobile housing is confronted

with today. I will read into the record the

recommendations of mobile home operators

in Essex county concerning the problems they
are confronted with.

The two recommendations in the Comav
task force are that the province should

develop suitable standards for mobile house

development on a permanent basis in urban

muniripalities. As it is today, many of the

mobile homes are scattered out in the farm

land, far away from the developed areas.

There is no need for all of them to be out

that far. There is no reason why they
couldn't be, if not on the outskirts of the
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city right in the city itself. I'm quoting from
the report:

These standards should include location

and performance specifications and suitable

tax arrangements, and should distinguish
between permanent and transient mobile

homes.

[And the second recommendation.]

Upon formulation of such standards, the

province should not allow municipalities
to exclude mobile homes *as a permitted
use under zoning bylaws.

Mr. Speaker, the people who are in mobile
homes are not living under any legislation of

the provincial government. They don't know
where they stand. They are charged a flat

fee in some areas by the municipality, a sort

of tax rental fee; in other municipalities they
are not. I think there should be some set

standards developed by the government to

take care of the mobile housing situation.

The mobile home problem is not growing
less. It seems to be becoming aggravated and

getting a little more serious each day. In fact,

only last night I received a call from a home

concerning an individual living in the Maiden
Hill Estates, now called the Maiden Hill

Residential Community, where simply be-

cause he had complained to the manager of

the mobile development and asked for certain

things to be done he was given his notice to

move out.

Where does a man move a mobile home
today? He can't get into any mobile park,
because the mobile parks have been

developed in some areas as little fiefdoms

and no one can get in. You've got to buy
your mobile unit from the operator of the

park. You can't leave, you've got to sell it

back to the operator of the park; or you can't

remove the thing because who is going to

take it. There are such limited numbers of

mobile home parks throughout the province
that a fellow finds himself in a really em-

barrassing position when it comes to selling
his unit.

Back in the earlier part of this year—I

think it was in March, Mr. Speaker—I met
with a group from the Lucier Estates Home
Owners' Association. In the discussions with
them a Richard Stanutz presented me with
the recommendations of the homeowners of

this association. They recommended that first

the Ontario government, along with the

federal government, take a long hard inten-

sive look at bringing into effect legislation
that mobile homeowners desperately need,
such as a Landlord and Tenant Act that

would give them some type of protection.

They want this as quickly as possible; not in

the distant future.

A second recommendation was that Central

Mortgage and Housing get involved by mak-

ing low cost mortgages available for mobile

homeowners. I know this doesn't involve the

ministry but it is one of their recommenda-
tions.

They recommend that before a mobile

park is set up, all plans must be submitted

to the government for approval. They also

recommend that government either start its

own parks or make government grants avail-

able to those wanting to provide a decent

place for mobile homeowners to live. They
went on:

5. That all distributors in the business

of selling these units must be government

approved and meet the laws, we hope, that

are put into effect regarding the service

and the sale of mobile homes.

6. We recommend and acknowledge that

rules and regulations are a necessity for

the general well-being of mobile home
estates. However, these rules and regula-
tions should not be forced on the people
but put to the majority of the residents to

decide what rules they see fit to live under.

After all, we are the people who are sup-

posed to be living in a democracy and not

a dictatorship.

Mr. Speaker, there are only a few more

recommendations and then I will have com-

pleted my remarks.

7. We recommend that we should be

entitled to full police protection as other

homeowners are in all respects of the law.

8. We recommend that the government
take a serious look in regard to rents

charged, and enforce some type of rent

control.

9. We want to be treated as regular
homeowners. We are not gypsies or no-

mads as many people have the impression
that we are.

10. We would like to ask why the gov-
ernment seems to be dragging its feet in

all of the above areas we have listed. It

appears to us that at the present time the

government seems to think that if they

ignore us, we will go away.

11. We would like to know what will

happen to us if the community decided

they didn't want us and put the 60-day
trailer limit into effect? Where do wo go?
What do we do then?

12. What would happen to us if th-^^

owner ever decided to sell his land to
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another individual or party and they de-

cided they didn't want a mobile home
park but wanted to go into housing or

apartments? Where would we go, and
what would we do?

Those are the recommendations of that

group, Mr. Speaker.

I hope that the comments I have made
in the debate on second reading of this bill

are taken into consideration by the minister

and, in some instances, put into practice.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sand-

wich-Riverside, does he wish to proceed?

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Yes,
Mr. Speaker. The principle of Bill 183 is the

establishment of a full-time Minister of

Housing who will give his undivided atten-

tion to the housing needs of the people of
this province.

The bill has one attractive feature that I

have unearthed, Mr. Speaker. You have
heard all the other unattractive features, but
there is one in section 7(b) which provides
that the new Minister of Housing "shall

make recommendations with a view to en-

suring the consistent applications of policy."

Reference has already been made to the
article appearing in the Windsor Star of
Oct. 23, by George Ort and Ron Steele, the

authors of the Star Alert column. It stated

that consistency in application of policy
seems to be lacking throughout the province.

Consistency in policy throughout the province
is highly desirable in such matters as the
merits of the point system as a means of

preventing favouritism, nepotism and poli-
tical influence.

There are rules about pets, the proper
mixture of different kinds of families, wheth-
er father-led or mother-led, whether self-

supporting or on pubhc assistance. The Star
Alert column stated:

The Star has the names of five United
States families living in tax-supported
housing and working in Detroit. Some
appear to have waited no longer than
three weeks after coming to Windsor for

such housing. Mr. Ruta said there are
United States citizens in the authority's

housing, but he does not know how many.
The question of nationality is not raised on
the application form. Apparently the appli-

cation form should be revised by the new
minister.

There are many United States citizens

living in Windsor and they are most wel-

come. We are very pleased to have them

living amongst us, but when 832 Windsor
families are seeking shelter in an Ontario

Housing project—and have been seeking
shelter for many, many years—then how can
we justify the admission of citizens from

Michigan after a waiting period of three

weeks—as has been suggested in the article.

There were 1,239 senior citizens seeking

housing from the Windsor Housing Author-

ity on Aug. 15, 1973. Thanks to the opening
of a senior citizen highrise in the Fontaine-

bleu area of Windsor, there are now only
875 as of Oct. 17. Almost 400 senior citi-

zens have been made happier because of

this new building, but there are stiU over

800 who are unhappily awaiting accommo-
dation that they can afford.

We do not know how many homes were
made available by these almost 400 senior

citizens who moved into Fontainebleau. How-
ever, there seems to have been, by a chain

reaction, a certain supply of low-cost hous-

ing made available to the public. In May of

this year there were 896 families seeking

housing from WHA, but on Oct. 17 this

number had been reduced to 832, a reduc-

tion of 64 families.

I think it is fair to assume that providing
low-cost housing for senior citizens opens

up a certain number of relatively low-cost

homes for the general public. On the basis

of this recent experience it may be that 20

per cent of the senior citizens who are thus

housed make available accommodation to

those seeking low-income housing.

The point I wish to make, Mr. Speaker, is

that although Windsor has 2,300 units of

public housing from the Ontario Housing
Corp., over 800 senior citizens still want
low-cost housing and over 800 families still

want low-cost housing. I wish merely to put
this on the record for the new Minister of

Housing, whoever he may be.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member have
further remarks?

Mr. Burr: No.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

Hon. M. Birch (Minister without Port-

folio): Mr. Speaker, I would like to draw
to your attention this evening that very fine

group of young ladies in the gallery. They
are the Markham Bluffs softball team which
won the Albert Campbell series, a team
that I sponsored and I think they've done
a remarkable job.

Mr. Speaker: Before we proceed, I think

we should indicate too that in the east gal-

lery tonight we have members of the 52nd
Toronto Boy Scout group.

MINISTBY OF HOUSING ACT
(concluded)

Mr. Speaker: At the supper recess we were

debating second reading of Bill 183. The
hon. member for Sandwich-Riverside (Mr.

Burr) has completed his remarks, I believe.

The hon. member for St. George is next.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thank you.
Mr. Speaker, I have reviewed this bill, and

particularly that portion of it which deals

with the objectives of the ministry, and I

am appalled to think that this government
should have laboured so long and produced
such a squib.

I have been involved, deeply and per-

sonally, in housing matters since 1958, and
it's interesting today to listen to the debate
in the House on the question of land bank-

ing. I very well recall—as evidenced by an
article by Al Baker of the Globe and Mail

in, 1 believe, February of 1971—that, at the

city, I moved by way of resolution that the

city seek the power to engage in land bank-

ing for housing purposes.

I regret, Mr. Speaker, that I voted alone

on that occasion, but I have every reason

to believe that if I were back in that gov-
ernment today I would not be alone. It's

sad to note that in all of these recommenda-
tions the thrust of this government toward

housing, the commitment toward housing for

the people of this province, is to make ap-

propriate recommendations, to make recom-

mendations, to advise and otherwise assist.

Thtjrsday, October 25, 1973

And if we narrow down the thrust of this

legislation, that is precisely what it is. It

gives no thrust whatsoever to initiation, it

gives no commitment to the resolution of

these problems.

In fact, paragraph D of section 7, seems
to me very impertinent about its obligations
to municipalities. It has not seen fit, as I

read this bill, to put the planning function

with housing, which then would give me
some reason to believe there was a commit-
ment to planning housing across the province.
And so we see once more that the govern-
ment is engaged in that paralysis which re-

sults from the diffusion of powers and the

diffusion of responsibilities.

The present minister responsible to the

House for housing matters has continuously
and continually belaboured municipalities for

their unwillingness to engage in housing.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue)
When did I do that?

'Mrs. Campbell: Many times the minister

has done that. He spoke specifically about

Malvern in this House and lambasted Scar-

borough for it—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Get the documents.

Mrs. Campbell: He has certainly blamed
them and he has also blamed citizen groups.
The city of Toronto led this coimtry in the

provision of public housing and I, for one,

am very proud that it was done as the

result of a referendum which was a commit-

ment of the people of this dty to the needs

of those less fortunate. And then, we con-

tinued in the field and we produced houses.

Yes, if I were asked about it today, I

would say there would have been many
things that would have been changed in the

housing we provided. But at least Toronto

was prepared to learn about housing matters

and to make mistakes, as I believe we really

did. Nevertheless there was housing in

Toronto for this housing corporation to pick

up from the city, because of the New Demo-
cratic mayor of the city at that time who
wanted to wash his hands of housing respon-
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sibility. I am rather proud that I was not

party to that decision.

I believe that this province, together with

the federal government, should be funding

housing, but I cannot join with the New
Democratic Party in asking that you do the

land banking in the urban centres. I prefer
that the urban centres be given the oppor-
tunity, with funding by you and the federal

government, to provide housing where they
want it and where their planning considera-

tions and the aspirations of their people
dictate.

Now, why has there been some reluctance

to engage in the area of public housing?
Well, for one thing, experience has made
it abundantly clear that when any munici-

pality or government provides public housing,
it tends to attract to that centre, people who
are not natives of that area. And that creates

pressures on the local municipality.

Mr. Speaker, one of the things that we've

just gone through in the department of wel-

fare, which has now another name, but not

another function, is the indication by that

minister that the municipalities must, indeed,

pay for the supplementary assistance to

people within their borders. And they do it

alone, vdthout this government's financial

participation.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Shame.

Mrs. Campbell: There are many communi-
ties in this province that can't afford to pick

up that kind of cost; certainly not for more
than the people who are native to their city.

And then, of course, there is a municipality
within Metropolitan Toronto which has cer-

tain bylaws, which are the most restrictive

bylaws that I have ever seen. And why?
Because they cannot afford to build schools.

They are deliberately trying to curtail the

number of children that they will have to

service in a school. And the school costs—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now the member is

blaming the municipalities.

Mrs. Campbell: I am not blaming the

municipality. I am saying that the costs of

education, the costs of providing schools, the

costs of servicing of land and the costs of

giving a human kind of content to delivery
of services to the poor are very real concerns

in the municipality. If you want to have

public housing in a municipality, those are

the concerns you have to talk about first.

Mr. Singer: Right.

Mrs. Campbell: And there are many munic-

ipalities which have only one industry and

they don't know where they are going to

raise funds for any of these additional costs.

Surely it is a function of this government—
nowhere expressed in this bill—to work to

assure those municipalities that they will

have industry to take up the slack of new

people coming in because of the provision
of housing.

I am saying to the minister, Mr. Speaker,
this is not a fault of the municipalities; it is

a realization of their responsibilities and their

capabilities in raising tax revenue to support
this additional cost.

This government is prepared to advise

and otherwise assist local authorities and
other persons involved in local planning
and development of housing with regard
to realizing the objectives of the govern-
ment of Ontario for housing and related

matters.

Nowhere does it suggest that they should

be assisting the local people in their planning
to provide the kind of housing their people
want. Where, here, is there provision for any
innovative services in the field of housing?

Mr. Singer: None.

Mrs. Campbell: If we wanted to look to

Europe and to other parts of the world for

innovative housing, what are the procedures
to make appropriate recommendations, to

advise and otherwise assist?

If you are committed to the needs of the

people of this province for housing, you have

to have some teeth in this to allow you to

initiate, to have funding to initiate-

Mr. Singer: Right.

Mrs. Campbell: —and not just to make
recommendations. You are no further ahead.

We have to consider the older people in the

community. And let me tell you that the

record in this area would not be very good
if it weren't for the fact that Metro has been

providing the senior citizen housing and the

homes for the aged in this area.

Just look at this government's record in

the field. It is true that it has placed some

elderly people in public housing, and it has

done it behind the back door because of

Metro's thrust in this field. It hasn't come out

with a policy for the senior citizens or the

aged on its own.

I am wondering why the minister today, in

his announcement of his new project, told

this assembly that he had cleared this matter
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with Mr. Godfrey and the Chinese com-

munity, and that therefore they must be

going the right way? I personally would
rather have heard him say that he cleared

it with the Toronto government, since it will

be in their bailiwick. Perhaps he has, but I

didn't note the reference in his speech.

It may be that he cleared it with Mr.

Godfrey because he came out for the first

time and acknowledged some content for

senior citizens in the new project. Perhaps it

was a matter of funding that he was discuss-

ing, but it wasn't clear in his statement. I

don't think Mr. Godfrey controls the planning
of the city of Toronto yet, and I trust the

time will never come when he does, or

when Metro has that kind of control over

the city.

Then there is the matter of those who are

disabled in this province, and on this point,
Mr. Speaker, I have to say that when it was
drawn to the attention of the Ontario Hous-

ing Corp., it has undertaken to ramp the

sidewalks at Moss Park. I say again, surely
this is a token service to people in this com-

munity and the community across this prov-

ince, people who very seriously need special
consideration in the housing field. This has

not been taken into consideration by the

government to date, and I suppose we will

be in the same position with the estimates

of this ministry as we have been in the

Ministry of Community and Social Services,

where the minister (Mr. Brunelle) comes and

says, "I am sorry, we are doing the best we
can with the little money at our disposal."

Mr. Speaker, in 1958 this might have been
an acceptable bill. I have to say, reluctantly,
it seems to me that I have to support some-

thing which is so meaningless and so tooth-

less, in the hope that as we proceed with the

estimates of this ministry we may be able to

infuse some life, some meaning, some action,

some direction and some commitment. I don't

know how else you can do it.

Mr. Speaker, in my particular riding I am
in constant correspondence with Mrs. Betty
Meredith-Niddrie. Almost daily there are

many letters going out to her concerning

people who have not been able to get into

housing.

There is one other matter which is caus-

ing me concern. For the most part, it seems
to me that Metropolitan Toronto has been

relatively clear of what I would call preju-
dices and discriminations, but I have to say
that, even in this, the housing policies that

are now in eflFect are breeding some of the

anger and frustration which leads to this very

situation. I have people writing to me who
have been on a housing list for two years.
And they find that someone coming newly
into the country is in housing after three

weeks. Now I don't think they should feel

this way. It is obvious those coming in have
no housing at all, and that those who are

here at least have a roof over their heads.

But the whole thing wouldn't arise if there

were not so much competition for the meagre
amount of housing we have currently. And I

have to charge those who purport to have a

housing commitment with a very real

responsibility for the thinking which is

developing and which I dislike as much as

any member in this House.

Then I would like to know where in all of

this, except perhaps by recommendation, we

get to the root of that very issue of rent-

geared-to-income housing. And I have heard

the explanations why someone receivihg $121
a month pays $43, or in another project

$44.25 because of cable television, while

those in receipt of $170—and I am taking
both of them prior to any increases—pay
$33.25 or $40 in respect of housing develop-
ment. And I point out that to call it rent

geared to income is farcical.

And then we come to the matter of any
social services. To the best of my knowledge,
Mr. Speaker, it was Toronto's thrust that at

least prevailed upon this housing corporation
to provide space in buildings for such needs

for people as daycare. But nothing other than

the bare space was provided at that time,

Mr. Speaker. And now the daycare services

are operated on—the LIP grants having given
out—they are now operated on a fee for ser-

vice through Metropolitan Toronto again.

Where in this bill is there assurance that this

ministry will be concerned about the social

needs of people in the communities? Or will

we be again going from ministry to ministry

to ministry to try to resolve the multiple

problems of people?

Mr. Speaker, I wish all the government
members could have been at some of the

great conferences I have attended. The whole

matter of housing was discussed at those

conferences. I honestly believe, in looking
across at the government side, that it has to

be a lack of experience, it has to be a lack of

real knowledge of the thinking across the

world in this field that would lead any

government to produce this kind of a bill

and consider it acceptable to those who are

deeply concerned in this veld.

Mr. Speaker, thank you.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Essex-

Kent.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr. Speaker,
I'd like to speak very briefly on this bill.

It really is rather a weak bill, but I think its

intention, if carried out properly, could do a

good deal to assist the housing situation in

Ontario.

And living in a rural-urban area, and

seeing our problems, I can imagine how
much worse it is in the city. And knowing a

little about these problems, I can see that

there is great need.

I noticed in the Comay report one partic-
ular area of interest—non-urban housing. To
overcome some of the diflBculties concerning
non-urban housing, the task force should

review—the government should review—ser-
vice requirements for rural areas to allow

non-urban standards in suitable cases such
as septic tanks and other short-term mea-
sures in order to increase the supply of rural

houses.

Now, there is a great need in a lot of

the smaller towns in Ontario for better hous-

ing. One of the things that has really caused
the shortage of housing in these areas is the

actions of the government of the last few

years. In the laying out of plans for sewage-
disposal systems in many of the towns. I

can think of one or two in my own area

where, after about five or six years, the

shovel finally went in the ground to put in

the facilities. In that time, housing was so

scarce that if anybody could find a lot, the

price went up to three times what it should
have been. Lots were just not available and
the demand put the price up at a terrific

rate.

In the background report on housing I

notice on page 24 it says about the supply of

land: "The shortage of serviced land is the

single most important factor in the high
cost of lots and the consequent escalation

of house prices."

Now, if this government had acted with
haste in recent years when these towns and

villages requested sewage disposal systems
to see that these facihties were put in, the

number of lots available for building would
have been doubled and tripled.

I know that in the town of Essex, where

they obtained, finally, a sewage disposal
there have been about 100 homes completed
or started just in the last few months. Many
young families are moving into these homes
under the National Housing Act. They can
finance their homes under the Act with sew-

age disposal installed in the town. Many

young couples are both working—because the

high price of homes makes it necessary. This

is not necessarily so in some cases in and
around the city of Windsor where we do
have a fairly good wage scale. But in the

rural areas where there is need for homes—
and when we say, rural, we mean rural-urban.

These areas are small villages and towns
where some service such as piped water and
so forth is already in. With the proper sew-

age treatment installed privately, this could

be an opening for new homes to go on—and
not necessarily what we call "ribbon devel-

opment."

'I can recall just a few years ago where
one of the councils asked for a change in its

plans to zone an area around the village-
one of the villages—I think to zone another

100 or 150 acres residential from agriculture.
The township accepted it and the Township
Planning Board accepted it. But when they
came here to Toronto, the Municipal Affairs

department turned it down.

What they were doing, mind you, was

prohibiting people from buying lots so they
could build and own a home. They also

were creating high prices for the ones that

were available.

Now, an area where this minister should

be very active is in senior citizens' houses.

We have some in some of these towns of

5,000 population or under, but very few.

People who have been bom and raised in

an area should have the right to find a senior

citizens' home there because they would
like to retire in that area. Building many
more of these housing units for senior citi-

zens, would then make many of the homes
that they are occupying available for the

younger families.

In many cases, one or two people are liv-

ing in a large seven- and eight-room house

now and they are expensive to keep up. It's

a higher cost. Senior citizens' units would
make a lot of homes available for the younger
families coming on.

As to the cost of building, we hear the

Conservatives in Ottawa always saying they
should take the sales tax off building mater-

ials. I think that's been a hue and cry from

Stanfield for two or three years. The federal

Liberal government has not seen fit to do this.

I think that there are certain building mater-

ials that should be exempt from the sales

tax.

Look at what this government did just

last April when it raised the sales tax to

seven per cent. Take an article or a building
material that was $100 at cost or at the
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manufacturer's price. If you add the 12 per
cent federal sales tax, that brings it up to

$112. Then the dealer or distributor would
have a markup of roughly $35 which would

bring the retail price of the article up to

$150. Adding the 7 per cent Ontario retail

sales tax on top of that brings it up another

$10.50. So what we end up with, on a basic

article that cost $100 to manufacture, is

sales tax totalling $22.50. So the cost that

the governments have added to buildings is

extremely high. It is 22.5 per cent in taxes

alone.

It is really no wonder that housing is ex-

pensive. One of the things that our new
minister should be recommending is that

exemptions for certain building materials be

allowed. This is an area which really needs

serious consideration because the cost is just
unbelievable. When one just looks at it in

one particular item and then figures the total

cost of the house—the building material

alone, I suppose, might be $10,000 or

$12,000-you are talking a couple of thou-

sand dollars in taxes. That is really un-

believable and it is really sharheful.

Mr. F. A. Burr ( Sandwich-Riverside ) :

That is added to the mortgage.

Mr. Ruston: That is added to the mort-

gage. And if you are paying 9.5 or 10 per
cent interest on top of that, you can imagine
what that is going to cost you over a period
of 30 years. So this is one area that really
needs attention. As much as the bill says

very little in it, we have to assume that

whoever takes over the position as minister

will have a little bit of gumption and a little

bit of foresight and will make some proper
recommendations and see that the govern-
ment carries them out. Thank you, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate in the debate on second read-

ing of this bill? If not, the hon. minister.

Mr. Singer: No potential minister? All

these people hanging in the background.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Which one is

it?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): This is

Grossman's swan song.

Mr. Singer: They are all afraid.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It may be my swan

song, but the hon. member obviously will

never have an opportunity to be in a posi-
tion to sing a swan song.

Mr. Deans: Tell the truth. It is the mem-
ber for Wellington-DuflFerin (Mr. Root),
isn't it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If I were leaving

today, I would have been through 13 years
and three ministries, which isn't bad. So the

hon. member better not try to beat that.

Mr. Singer: —swan song.

An hon. member: Don't let the swans
honk at you.

Mr. Cassidy: Look what a disaster he
made of the most recent one.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Prices

were a lot lower when he was at the liquor
board.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, what a

great to-do about a bill which everyone here

knows perfectly well is designed to go as

far as possible to fill the gaps which we
hope we are going to be able to fill in the

future.

Mr. Cassidy: Is that as far as the minister

believes he can go?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Obviously, the hon.

members opposite were sincere about all

the objections they were making and the

gloomy picture they painted about the ter-

rible housing situation in this great prov-
ince of ours. If they were sincere about it,

they would appreciate the fact that it's an

important enough job to assign to one min-

ister exclusively—not to a minister who has,

in fact, two ministries under his responsi-

bility. I was only in the job five or six

months when I recommended to the Premier

(Mr. Davis) at that time that there should

be a minister whose sole responsibihty was

housing. I think that was fairly obvious to

everyone and it was fairly obvious to the

Comay commission.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Come on,

that Revenue-

Mr. Cassidy: But not the powerless kind

of pipsqueak the government will have under
this bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, of course,

the new Act by itself, no matter what it

contained, won't produce by itself—

Mr. Lawlor: That Ministry of Revenue

thing isn't big enough for him.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —it won't produce by
itself one house.
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Mr. Lawlor: Come on, a man of his

statural

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We know that. The
Act by itself won't. It depends upon what
the intentions of the government are and
what it puts behind it by way of law; what
it puts behind it by way of policy and what
it puts behind it by way of money. We
know that; of course we do.

Mr. Deans: What can we use to make

judgements? Past performance?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, first of

all, there is the understanding, the recog-
nition on the part of the government that

it is important enough, as I say, to have
the sole and exclusive concern of one minis-

ter. That is the way it should be.

We haven't really stayed to the principle
of this bill which is the advantages or dis-

advantages of a Ministry of Housing or what
the Ministry of Housing is supposed to have
as its responsibilities. We have gone far

afield but that is all right. Housing is of

interest to everyone and I'll do my best

to answer those questions which have been
raised by the members opposite because they
are entitled to get answered whatever ques-
tions they have raised.

Insofar as concerns the inadequate job, as

they keep referring to it, which has been
done by this government through OHC, they
know perfectly well that it depends on what
context you are using the term "inadequate".
If they mean that we haven't provided all

the housing that we could use, it is inade-

quate.

Mr. Deans: In the context of the need.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't know any
jurisdiction in the wold, socialist or capitalist,
which has done a better job than the Prov-

ince of Ontario in this respect.

Mr. Deans: The minister doesn't?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, in

1971-

Mr. Deans: That's pretty weak applause.

They don't believe it.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): The member knows
it's true.

Mr. Deans: They couldn't believe that.

They couldn't believe that.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member can't

refute that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: In 1971, Mr. Speaker,
the total of housing starts in all of Canada
was 233,653, of which Ontario alone pro-
duced ahnost 90,000.

An hon. member: Is that all?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That 90,000 in the

following year, 1972, produced almost 103,-
000 starts and the whole of the country was

249,000.

Mr. Deans: How many did the govern-
ment build?

Mr. Cassidy: And how many did OHC
build in 1972?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Cassidy: The family housing went
down.

Mr. Deans: How many did the government
build?

Mr. Singer: Why does the government have
about 30,000 people apply for a sweepstake
for 200 houses?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member-

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We'll go into that.

Mr. Singer: Yes, yes.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
knows what the answers are, but I am going
to put them on the record.

Mr. Singer: Oh, please do.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He has them in his

mind; he knows perfectly well what the

answers are.

The hon. member for Wentworth — he

started, I think on Friday—in his comments

kept talking
— I took him to task at the

time-

Mr. Deans: A long time ago.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He'll forgive me; I

interrupted his speech at the time. I took

him to task for—

Mr. Deans: Interrupted it? The minister

spoke more than I did.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —what he kept refer-

ferring to as the need for planning, planning
and more planning and more planning. I will
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tell him right now as I tried to tell him
the other day—quite frankly, I said it publicly
at the meeting of the Association of Ontario

Housing Authorities—planning is fine and we
need it but the problem is, like most things
in housing, you are going in one direction

and you find, because you are going in that

direction—in this case it is planning—you've

gone so far in planning that you've built up
a morass of red tape which now we have to

cut through. The more planning you are

asking for, of course, there is going to be

more red tape. It is impossible to create

planning without red tape. Of course, what
does planning mean?

Mr. Deans: No. That is only impossible
in a simple Conservative mind.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's planners studying
a situation, writing reams and reams of docu-

ments-

Mr. Renwick: That is what planning is all

about.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Boy, oh,

boy, what about the land use legislation?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Those recommenda-
tions are put into legislation. Legislation re-

quires civil servants to carry it out. We build

up a bureaucracy to carry out-

Mr. Lewis: Come on. No wonder we never
build houses in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —the planning, and,
of course, that has created a lot of the red

tape which we are now trying to cut through.

Mr. Singer: Too many civil servants.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: One of the methods
that we are employing—

Mr. Cassidy: The minister is beaten be-
fore he starts. That is his trouble.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —is through the

medium of a Ministry of Housing.

Mr. Lawlor: Why doesn't the minister plan
to cut the red tape?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That Minister of

Housing will have, as one of his greatest

responsibilities, the reduction of the amount
of red tape.

Mr. Singer: How many civil servants is the

minister going to fire?

Mr. Cassidy: Which has been created by
a Conservative government in 20 years.

Mr. Lawlor: This is not a swan song.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes, because the Con-
servative government has been doing a lot

of planning.

Mr. Lawlor: This is not his best effort. I

hope this is not the end of his ministry.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As Time magazine
says—I am sorry I don't have the quotation
here; I think it was just last week—Ontario
is the best planned community in Canada.
There was some more.

Mr. Cassidy: We are disappointed.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Really? Time magazine said

that about the minister?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: The member shouldn't

forget it. I think he said that, too; didn't he
see him? It's not what he said.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It must be true, if

Time magazine said it.

Mr. Lewis: Time magazine?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We are not bad guys,
that's what it said.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Singer: This is not one of the minis-

ter's better speeches.

Mr. Deans: He means well.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for Scarborough West also made
some reference—I have a difficult time read-

ing my own writing, and this was some time

ago, three or four hours ago—

Mr. Lewis: I will remind him.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister's hand quivers
when he transcribes his comments.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He made some refer-

ence to the fact that the decline in houses

for those of low-income has been greater
here than any other province, I think, or any
other jurisdiction in Canada, or most other

provinces, I can't recall the exact terminology.

Mr. Cassidy: I was careful; I was careful.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: I would say—well,
the hon. member is not usually very careful—
I would say if that is the case—and I haven't

checked—if that is the case, I would say it

probably is due to the fact that if you don't

go up very high you can't be climbing very
far. We have had a tremendous amount of

public housing as against any other province.
The hon. member knows that.

Mr. Lewis: Of the 13,000 units in this

province, that is not very much.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I will read him the

statistics shortly and I will read him the

statistics insofar as they relate to some of

the other jurisdictions they are bragging
about because it so happens they happen
to have an NDP government. We will talk

about that.

Mr. Lewis: Somewhat smaller population.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And the hon. member
knows perfectly well, of course—and he tried

to deal with this in a very shrewd political

way. But, really, it is a little bit corny, too,

because it is not that shrewd. All politicians
are dealing with the backlash against public

housing in the same way. They are always

saying-

Mr. Cassidy: Some politicians are always

creating it, like the minister.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —we have heard it

before: We agree with public housing; we

agree with the philosophy; we agree with

all that, but knowing, perfectly well that

back in their constituencies there is a great
backlash against public housing-

Mr. Lewis: The minister's kind of public

housing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —that they can't give
the impression that they are in favour of

what the government is doing now. So they
are, in principle, in favour of it but they say
it is the kind of public housing you're doing.

Mr. Lewis: That has a lot to do with it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, it has.

Mr. Deans: If you are going to build bar-

racks you have—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: But the hon. member
knows perfectly well it isn't quite as simple
as all that. The hon. member for St. George
touched upon it very briefly. But I don't

think the hon. member appreciated that she

was expressing, in fact, the dilemma that any
government has which has a large public

housing programme as we have. She touched

upon it. She said, "If we in Metropolitan
Toronto had the experience—" I am para-

phrasing the hon. member "—knowing now
what I do know, we wouldn't have built the

way we did." Well, of course, we know that.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is still building
that way.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are building with

all of the facilities, all of the community
facilities, all of the social facilities, that we
are able to build, having regard for the cir-

cumstances in that particular situation.

Mr. Lewis: I am not disagreeing with that

proposition.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, all right, I know
the hon. member-

Mr. Lewis: I am saying, don't attribute

the shortfall to the backlash. That is 2,000

units, and I cut them in half for hyperbole.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well 2,000 units in

one year in Metropolitan Toronto is exactly
50 per cent-

Mr. Lewis: I am talking about 50,000
units.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —of what Metro has

asked us for each year. It makes a great gap,
a great hole, in the amount of housing that

we need.

Mr. Lewis: No, no.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course it does,

and—

Mr. Cassidy: You need to contribute 60,000.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —the hon. member
knows perfectly well. As a matter of fact,

it is not just about housing. One can

almost tell, one can almost gauge the degree
of success you have in any programme by
the degree of backlash you have, because you
don't get any backlash if you don't have any
success.

Mr. Deans: That's nonsense. That's abso-

lute hogwash.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now he used a little

bit of—I think the hon. member used a

little bit of what he called hyperbole-

Mr. Lewis: I don't use hyperbole.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —it is exaggeration if

it is said on this side; it is hyperbole if it is
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over there—when he talked about some

30,000 applications for those 300 houses that

we had available in the second phase of

Malvern.

Mr. Levi'is: There were 30,000 who waited

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There weren't 30,000.

Mr. Lewis: There were 10,000.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There were slightly

over 9,000.

Mr. Lewis: There were 30,000 who wanted

it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: How does the mem-
ber know that?

Mr. Lewis: From the lineups.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He counted the line-

ups? There were no 30,000 hned up. That

is not only hyperbole, that is sheer exag-

geration; in fact, it is imagination.

Mr. Lewis: Ten thousand actually regis-

tered.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As a matter of fact,

I will tell the hon. member I would be

surprised if only 30,000 people wanted those

houses.

Mr. Lewis: Precisely the point.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It would be foolish

if everybody didn't want them because they
were a damn good buy; why wouldn't they
want one?

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Indeed, a lot of those

people who applied are going to be dis-

qualified because they already are in a home,
own their own house-

Mr. Singer: Shame on them.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —but they know that

that's a good buy. And that's the next prob-
lem we are going to have. I tell the hon.

member quite frankly the next problem we
are going to have: We appreciate the fact

that what has been happening is that there

are people who own homes now, who find

they can sell them for a good price and get
into one of these homes which is a pretty

good buy. So we are going to have to put
on some more qualifications that are neces-

sary, such as if you own a home now you
can't get into that, and the next thing we
will have to—and that's the problem with

governments being in anything—we are going
to have to say something like-

Mr. Singer: More civil servants.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —you have to be mar-
ried. And then we are going to have to say:

you have to be married and have a child.

The first thing you know I suppose we're

going to get pairs of homosexuals who say,
"We are married." We are going to have
trouble with that.

Mr. Renwick: It is a damn shame that all

these people create these problems.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's the sort of

thing you get involved with. If you are a

private-

Mr. Deans: All I hope is that he is not

the Minister of Housing with that attitude.

Mr. Lewis: He is unbelievable.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We have to think

about these things.

Mr. Lewis: The minister can substitute

the lottery, if nothing else.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And, of course—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, Mr.

Speaker, we weren't unmindful of the fact

that because we are attempting to bring in

some kind of regulation, some kind of system
which would relieve the hon. members of

all the pressures, where people thought they
could use influence to get into some of these

houses under the HOME plan—in order to

relieve that—and in order to make sure that

there was no speculation; and in order to

make sure that somebody wasn't using their

influence vsdth a builder. There was only
one solution to it—and that would be to

have the kind of a draw we brought in.

When I brought it in, of course, they all

applauded but I wasn't kidding myself. We
knew perfectly well-

Mr. Deans: I didn't applaud.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —that the obvious

thing to do is what I would do if I were
in the opposition. Exactly what they did, I

don't blame them for it; but it points up
the diflBculties you have in this field.

Mr. Singer: The minister didn't have

enough houses, that's why.

Mr. Lewis: The minister has a good op-

position mentality.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: Obviously, the mem-
bers say, it only highlights the fact that we
didn't have enough housing.

Mr. Lewis: That's true.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, of course, we
don't have enough houses and we never

have said we had enough houses. I doubt if

we will ever have enough houses, because

so long as this is the kind of province it is—

Mr. Lewis: So long as we have a govern-
ment like this.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —a dynamic province,
where there are thousands of people coming
into it, not only from abroad, but from
within Canada, we will always have people

coming in—as they say in Parkinson's law—to
take advantages of the houses that are avail-

able and we'll always have somewhat of a

shortage.

Mr. Cassidy: That's such claptrap.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's a matter of degree.
And we are trying to fill that gap as much
as we can.

Mr. Cassidy: What about the millions of

Ontario people who haven't got houses?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And of course, I think

the Comay report did refer to that. It wasn't

just a matter of people being very badly, as

we used to know it, in need of nouses.

Mr. Lewis: One-sixth.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As I mentioned a
moment ago, one of the factors that go into

the reasons for the housing shortage is, of

course, immigration. This is something over
which we have no control at all. Then there

is migration from other parts of the country
over which we have no control.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And, of course-

Mr. Lewis: If it isn't citizens* groups it is

immigrants. If it isn't immigrants it is the

federal government. If it isn't the federal

government it is red tape.

Mr. Speaker: Orderl

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Comay also pointed
up, which we all know, that it's also a
demand for a higher standard of living on
the part of everybody in the province—and

that's fine. That's fine, except that it

creates—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's part of the prob-
lem. People are getting married today-
young couples want to move right into a

house.

Mr. Singer: Getting married — what will

they think of next?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This is creating part
of the problem, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is exaggerating.

They are not getting married.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: The minister has eviscerated

all my arguments; he can go on to the next

one.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Not yet. More to

come.

Mr. Lewis: Not yet? How will we stand it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
castigated us the second time for not using
$100 million available for land banking.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He's entirely wrong,
of course. I've told him before, we will use
our share. As a matter of fact, the hon.
member knows perfectly well that for north

Pickering alone we will be able to use more
than our share.

Mr. Lewis: That's not for North Pickering,

surely.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Aside from that—

Mr. Lewis: Surely that's not for north

Pickering.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: But aside from that,
Mr. Speaker, we will use it for land banking-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And the hon. member
must know too, because we have mentioned
some of the figures in the past, we have a

large land-banking scheme. We have already
over 19,000 acres and there are thousands
more being assembled.

Mr. Lewis: Of what? For what purpose?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, it's land. It's

for housing.
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Mr. Lewis: Well, what is the minister go-

ing to do with it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, the last—I can

tell the hon. member—
Mr. Singer: Should be housing a lot of

people.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I can detail the

19,000 acres.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There is 5,000 acres

which weVe just recently finished acquiring
in the Ottawa district. The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre knows that perfectly well.

Mr. Singer: Should be housing a lot of

people.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Very quietly pur-
chased for the purpose of land banking—and
this is going on all across the province.

Mr. Lewis: What is the minister doing
with the federal money?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Using it.

Mr. Lewis: For what?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We are going to be
land banking-

Mr. Lewis: What is the minister doing with
it?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I've just told the

member—where weVe just acquired 5,000
acres-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The federals are part-
ners in a good portion of that as well.

Mr. Lewis: What about the money which
Basford has given this government?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I suggest the hon.

member wait for the estimates. Well get all

of those details for him.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All right. I tell you
what we*ll do. If the hon. member likes, HI
give it as an answer before the orders of the

day. I'd be very pleased to do it.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, please do. As a matter of

fact, many would like to know.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And, of course, you
know the hon. member is suggesting that we
have sort of hypnotized the media. All of a

sudden, the Minister of Revenue has got that

charisma to the point that the whole press
across this country is hypnotized by his trem-
endous personality and enthusiasm.

Mr. Lewfe: No, they are catching on to

the minister. Today, as he departs they are

catching on to him. Look at the press gallery.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Then what is the

member complaining about? If they are not

there, what is the member complaining
about?

Mr. Lewis: The only time the minister

achieves activity is at his departure.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Then what's the hon.

member complaining about? In other words,
what the hon. member is saying is that every-

body is wTong but the NDP.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He's saying the press
across the country and in this province are

saying that we are doing a fairly good job

on housing, and he doesn't like that idea

because it must be wrong.

Mr. Deans: They are wrong. They have
been taken in.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Again, there are a

couple of members opposite who have

spoken—

An hon. member: Too much.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —about how we have

been playing one municipality against another

and how I've been blaming municipalities. I

don't know where that comes from. I'd like

somebody to document it.

The only time I recall mentioning the

municipalities was when we were talking
about the Malvern development. I pointed
out that one of the factors—and I pointed
out at that time that it was only one of the

factors—was the resistance by the municipal-

ity. I pointed out that the federal govern-
ment was responsible to some extent, that

we were also responsible, and that part of

the problem was precisely the red tape that

has been built up.

I also pointed out that I could understand

that one of the probable reasons the munic-

ipalities were objecting was precisely what
the hon. member for St. George mentioned

—the services a municipality was required to

put in to serve such a huge area. I pointed
out that something must be done about that

—and I said that publicly. I haven't blamed

municipalities at all. I never have.
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I've asked the hon. members opposite if

they can document that. If they can bring
forward any instance where I have blamed
the municipalities, I would be pleased to

have it, because I don't think they could find

it. There just is no such instance. I have
been very careful in every instance, because

it is the only honest thing to do. All jurisdic-
tions are responsible to some extent for the

situation we find ourselves in, of not being
able to control more land, not having assem-

bled land years ago, etc. But I've never

blamed anyone in particular.

Mr. Cassidy: Give us some reasons to sup-

port the bill.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, I'm giving the

hon. member the answers to the questions he
raised. If he had stuck to the principle of

the bill, then that's what we'd be talking
about now. The hon. member raised these

questions, and if I ignored them, he would

say it is a rather cavalier way to treat the

members of this House. If an hon. member
raises questions, he is entitled to the answers.

That's the way I've been brought up in this

House.

Mr. Deans: Well, answer them for good-
ness' sake.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Let's get back to citi-

zens' groups. In the instance of those 2,000

units, the hon. member wants some proof
of that figure. He says some members of the

Scarborough council don't know about them.

I'm rather surprised. All they have to do
is to go to Metro. It's the Metro corporation
we've been dealing with.

Mr. Lewis: Well, the minister is wrong on
his facts.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, I say the hon.

member is wrong on his facts-

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and I'll get that

information for the hon. member too.

Mr. Lewis: On a point of order. The minis-

ter made the announcement on a Friday
morning. The morning after, I happened to

be in a meeting in Scarborough with repre-
sentatives of every single level of govern-
ment, including the mayor, all his controllers

and representatives from every single ward.
I specifically raised what the minister said

in the House the morning before—the mem-
ber for Scarborough East (Mrs. Birch) was

there, and so was the member for Scarbor-

ough Centre (Mr. Drea)—because I was sur-

prised by it. And no one around that entire

table at any level knew what the minister

was talking about. I pursued it, but no one
knows what the minister is talking about. So
I don't know what his staff is doing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, they

might not have admitted that they knew it,

or maybe they really didn't know—and I'm

not surprised by that either.

Mr. Lewis: Come on. They are the repre-
sentatives-

Mr. Cassidy: It's a delusion in the minis-

ter's mind.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, if the hon.

member will give me a chance, I'll explain
that to him. One of the problems we have
had in Metropolitan Toronto is that every
site, every building and every design for any

public housing project in Metropolitan To-

ronto first has to be approved by a committee
of the metropolitan council. After having
some of the local representatives call OHC,
and obviously they did not know about some
of these projects, on investigating, we found
out that they did have a committee on which
were represented the school boards, the

planners and other representatives, who were
civil servants of metropolitan council, and
that there was apparently a gap in the

communications. At our request, metropoli-
tan council then decided to put, I think, two
elected representatives on that committee
because it was obvious some of the boroughs
did not know that this was being dealt with

at the metropolitan level.

That is not our fault. Housing in this area

is a responsibility of the metropolitan council.

That is what our people were dealing with.

Mrs. Campbell: No, sir, senior citizens—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member
should get the terms of reference of Metro
council. This is exactly the responsibility that

has been assigned to them as far as this

government is concerned.

Mr. Cassidy: Seldom have we heard any-

thing so misleading.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: In any case, to get
down to that, all of those projects have been

placed before the metropolitan council. In-

deed, shortly after the last election, one of

the mayors of one of the boroughs, a newly
elected mayor, called me and told me he
knew nothing about a project going on in his

municipality, I pointed out to him, exactly
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as I am pointing out to the hon. members

here, what the system is. He said, "I didn't

know that. Thank you for telling me." Two
days later he gave a statement to the press

as if he had not even heard from me.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: What an ungrateful—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He said, "They never

let us know anything about it." I guess he

made the mistake of calling me first. He
should have made the statement first and

then called me. I guess he hadn't learned

that trick yet.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, let me
make it quite clear to the hon. members
here that I don't intend to be an apologist
for Comay or his task force.

Mr. Lewis: No, I should think not.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't need to; it is

not my responsibility. The hon. members are

trying to hit this government over the head
with the Comay report for two reasons, both

contradicting each other: one because it

hasn't said a thing, in their words-

Mr. Lewis: Not by way of solution.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —the other reason that

it is critical of OHC.

Mr. Lewis: The analysis has momentary
interest when it is critical of the government.
Where it is critical of the government, it has

merit.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's the point. It is

nice work if you can get it.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the minister accept a

question?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the hon. member
doesn't mind, I think he has done enough
damage for himself.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister accept the

guidelines of the Comay report?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Go ahead. I took my
good pills today.

Mr. Cassidy: Does the minister, like his

Premier (Mr. Davis), accept the guidelines of

the Comay report because, if so, he surely
can't duck criticism of Comay and of the

government's remarks?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What part of the

report?

Mr. Cassidy: The guidelines proposed by
the Comay report.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The Premier has

pointed out what we accept by way of gen-
eral principles in the Comay report. That is

what the Premier has said, and we have

accepted those guidelines. That doesn't mean
we accept it chapter and verse. We don't

guarantee to do that with any commission or

committee which is reporting to us on any-

thing. We take from it what we think is for

the best.

Mr. Lewis: The government accepts the

recommendations because it agrees with them.

It rejects the analysis because it is embar-

rassing.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member for

Ottawa Centre doesn't do himself or his party

any credit when he makes personal attacks

upon people like Prof. Comay. When he
reads Hansard, he is going to be sorry he

said it. He shouldn't have done that. Prof.

Comay is a very distinguished citizen in this

particular field and a very capable one who is

recognized internationally. To suggest that

he was taking his lead from the government
or was being controlled by the government
or indeed that any of the other members were
is just plain utter nonsense. He was suggest-

ing that Donna Gamble could be controlled.

He was suggesting that Colin Vaughan could

be controlled by the government. It is just

plain utter nonsense.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): It isn't

utter nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: As a matter of fact,

I am going to read to the hon. member what
Colin Vaughan said. He said that Colin

Vaughan had presented a minority report
which was critical of the Comay report. I am
going to use Colin Vaughan's words to con-

tradict what the hon. member's philosophy is

with respect to the private sector. Here's what
he said and I am not taking it out of con-

text; I am just not reading this whole report.

Mr. Lewis: We happen not to agree with

Colin Vaughan on this.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He says: "Except for

one major point of disagreement this is a

minority report [that's his own report] which

concurs with the general findings of the task

force"—

Mr. Lewis: Right.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: He goes on:

—but which suggests that the successful

implementation of the recommendations
will depend largely on both emphasis and

interpretation. [Of course.] Both the task

force report and experience suggest that

the present crisis in the cost of housing
results from too little government interven-

tion and not too much. [Listen to this.]

The widely recognized role of government
is to set overall economic and social policy,
to influence the private sector to meet pub-
lic goals, to regulate performance of the

private sector and to allocate suflBcient

public funds to meet the objectives.

Mr. Lewis: Colin Vaughan is a sophisti-

cated, intelligent Liberal.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes, but he said,

"Don't buy that—"

Mr. Lewis: The minister didn't have a New
Democrat on that group. He didn't have a

socialist view of housing policy in that group.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: "—don't nationalize all

the land across the country."

Mr. Lewis: Why did the government put
these Liberals on it?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Foulds: There aren't any Liberals in

the House so why is the ministry quoting
them?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He said:

Rather than expecting government to in-

tervene only where private industry leaves

off, it could be more easily demonstrated
that the public would expect government
initiative with private sector involvement in

a joint programme.

Which is precisely the policy of this govern-
ment.

Mr. Lewis: We could go much further than
that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He went on, "Private

involvement would be limited only by its in-

ability to meet social goals in any part in the

programme."

Mr. Foulds: Complete inability is com-
plete-

Mr. Lewis: Vaughan goes a step further
than the committee but he didn't go all the

way.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes, he did. For in-

stance, he said, "The province's HOME pro-

gramme is at this time bringing housing on to

the market in the Toronto area at a construc-

tion cost of $16,000 and $21,000 per unit

with—*'

Mr. Lewis: Again, he is right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: "—an added land

rental of between $40 and $70 a unit per
month. These homes are becoming available

when the average price of a new house in

Toronto is $39,000." Of course, he doesn't

agree with the NDP. Anyone who knows

something about it, aside from reading books-

Mr. Lewis: No, any one who knows the

housing shortage—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and is interested in

a particular ideology, knows that one is not

going to resolve the problem with socialist

philosophy. It has been tried.

Mr. Lewis: Of course we are.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It has been tried. It

has been tried all over Europe.

Mr. Lewis: Only by major application is

the government—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: And they haven't done
as well as we have.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: If the government makes Colin

Vaughan the Minister of Housing, we will

support the bill.

Mr. Speaker: The cut and thrust is getting
a wee bit excessive.

Mr.' Lewis: There is no cut and thrust.

There is just shabby—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, there is

no reason I should stand up on the basis of

supporting this bill to defend the philosophy
of rent control or defend the philosophy

against it but it has been mentioned.

I must tell the hon. members that in this

particular difficult task of trying to find ways
and means of getting more housing at lower

cost, one looks for all kinds of things. I must
tell the hon. members that I was rather

tempted with that at one stage. One gets
home one night and says, "To hell with it.

There is only one answer to this thing and
it's rent control". Then, the next morning
one thinks it over; reads some more about it;

and remembers his own experiences during
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the period of rent control—because I am a

little over 30 and I remember the experiences.

I must say that when I was doing some

reading, I read a statement on rent control by
a world authority on rent regulations I am
sure the hon. members will appreciate the

bona fides of this person, Prof. David Don-
nison. If the hon. member hasn't heard about

him, I will give him the bona fides. He took

a degree in philosophy, politics and economics
at Oxford University in 1950.

Mr. Lewis: That's it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Wait a minute. I will

give the next one.

Mr. Lewis: No, it is of no consequence.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Then he taught at the

universities of Manchester and Toronto until

he went to the London School of Economics
in 1956. There are some great people we
know who went to the London School of

Economics.

Mr. Lewis: That's a terrible-

Interjections by hon. members:

Mr. Cassidy: When he got to discussing
that statement, he admitted—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He has been professor
of social administration there since 1961. Prof.

Donnison's interest in housing led him to

the membership of the Central Housing Ad-

visory Committee and the Milner Holland

committee which reported on London's hous-

ing problems in 1965. He is also a vice-

president of the London rent assessment

committee.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister would be devas-

tated by his assessment of—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He recently worked
as a consultant for the United Nations Eco-
nomic Commission for Europe, making a

study of housing policies in European coun-

tries. There's a lot more, but those are his

credentials. He puts it in better words than

I think anyone else can. He says this about
rent regulations:

Governments should always seek other

and more direct routes to their ends before

resorting to rent control.

Mr. Deans: Right, before rent control.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. members
would do well to listen to this. I know they
know more than I do but they could also

learn a little bit.

Mr. Cassidy: In other words, if you have

done something 10 years ago—

Mr. Lewis: The minister had better stop

now. Here comes—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He says:

Since the supply of housing in the inner

city is inelastic in the short run, that is,

unresponsive for a while to changes in

price, and since tenants have more votes

than landlords, it is always tempting to

impose rent controls as a temporary solu-

tion to urgent problems. Their most de-

structive effects appear much later, and the

longer controls continue, the harder it be-

comes to eliminate them, for the good
reason that the immediate affect of freeing
rents will generally be even worse. An
industry which has grown unprofitable,

whether through price controls or for other

reasons, does not shed its least efficient

producers. It is the most efficient who go,

leaving in their place the ineffective and
the unscrupulous.

Thus governments should first consider

what they can do through subsidies-

Mr. Lewis: We don't disagree with that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: To continue:

That is, rent allowances for private as

well as public housing tenants; public pro-

vision, that is, by building or acquiring
'houses; giving greater security of tenure;

selective extension of opportunities for

access to owner-occupied or public housing,
that is, mortgage loans for those who really

need them, higher priority for unmarried

mothers or other groups-

Mr. Cassidy: But the minister is not doing

any of these things.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: We certainly are.

—who may be excluded by public hous-

ing managers—[which they are not in this

province, of course.]

Mr. Cassidy: They are. They are.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: To continue:

—policies that may give higher incomes

to the target groups, that is, through better

job opportunities, subsidized public trans-

port or larger family allowances and pen-
sions.

Mr. Lewis: We would have leaped across

the chamber and—

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Lewis: If the minister were doing any-

thing, all that would be valid.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: These are very over-

simplistic solutions. The hon. member knows
that perfectly well.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: Why did the minister waste

the time of the House?

Mr. Lewis: The minister knows he is not

winning this debate.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member doesn't

think I'm winning?

Mr. Lewis: He will win the vote because
he goes with the headwind.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'm doing my best.

The hon. member invited me to answer.

Mr. Lewis: He is not answering the ques-
tions.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I've got them all

written down. That is what I am answering.

An. hon. member: No. He cannot read his

writing.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Does the minister agree with
Donnison?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member has
asked me to do what I can to convince him
that this is a good bill and to vote for it.

Mr. Lewis: Why won't the minister tell

us what he is going to do with the Comay
report?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: He started out at the
outset by saying, "We are going to vote

against this bill unless you can convince us
to do otherwise." I am doing my very level
best.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Oh good. We wanted the minis-
ter to tell us what he was going to do with
the Comay report.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I may not be capable,
but ni do my best. Will the member let

me try? I know the hon. member is a rea-
sonable man.

Mr. Lewis: Indeed!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am sure I can appeal
to his reason. That is what I am trying to do.

Mr. Lewis: All right, he has convinced me.
I'll hsten to the next phase.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I'm going to ask the

members to do a little bit of research.

Mr. Deans: I want to know if the minister

agrees with Donnison?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Do I agree with him?
I would say that he has pretty well convinced
me at the moment.

Mr. Deans: How long ago did he say that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, not too long

ago, I don't think. Does the hon. member
feel that his views might have changed,
because I'll write to him and find out?

Mr. Deans: No. I think he has held those

views for years-

Mr. Cassidy: That is right.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: So the minister has just dis-

covered Donnison?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister has the

floor.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

members have given some rather strange
reasons as to why they don't think this new
bill will do the task.

Mr. Deans: We have no confidence in the

minister or the government.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: They say that the bill

really says nothing.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It doesn't give any

authority, and so on.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member may
be surprised that this is patterned almost

word for word on the Ministry of Energy
Act. The hon. members had absolutely no

objections.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I don't know why the

hon. members are laughing. I can only pre-
sume they think that energy isn't important,
because the suggestion isn't why should they

compare it-

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The point is that the

authority, the kind of structure that is needed
to start up a new ministry, is almost word
for word what was used in the Ministry of

Energy Act, so the hon. members either feel

that energy was of no importance-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: And you have these major
recommendations to government from the

Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough) before

they are to go with—

Mr. Speaker: There is no point of order.

There is no point of order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member has

a statement from the Premier. The Premier

gave a statement in the House on first read-

ing. On the day of first reading he gave a

statement to this House as to precisely what
was intended. Of course, there will be all the

powers needed for the Minister of Housing-

Mr. Lewis: To do what?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —to do all of those.

As a matter of fact, the hon. members obvi-

ously—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All of those Acts for

which I answer in this House-

Mr. Lewis: He must be leaving!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —including the Hous-

ing Development Act, including—

Mr. Lewis: The minister lacks the joie de

vivre, the—

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Management): The mem-
ber said he was going to be quiet. He said

he was going to be quiet.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: I was, for a minute or two.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: One minute.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order! This is approaching
grave disorder.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Let me tell you, I

never have that joie de vivre.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister has the

floor.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Have I?

Mr. Lewis: It is a sad day. It is a sad day.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: All of the Acts under
which the Ontario Housing Corp. gets its

powers will, of course, be transferred to the

new ministry. One of them is the Housing
Development Act, which has all of the au-

thority which the hon. members are concern-

ing themselves with. So I give the members
the assurance that this—

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —Housing Develop-
ment Act will be transferred to the Ministry
of Housing and that they'll have all the power
they need.

Mr. Cassidy: That is the first complimentary
thing the minister has said.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. members
know perfectly well that all of the neces-

sary powers will be given to this ministry.
It's all contained in section 7—
Mr. Lewis: To do what? To do exactly

what?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —of the bill. It has all

the powers that it needs.

Mr. Foulds: Except for housing some young
people which should be the responsibility of

the youth secretariat.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Does the hon. member
want me to tell him how many thousands

upon thousands of student housing units we
provided?

Mr. Lewis: No, we've heard that before.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course they have.

They don't want those things. They don't

want to talk about those things. They want
us to talk about those places where we
haven't quite succeeded 100 per cent.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: The minister has 30 seconds.

Now tell us.

Mr. Foulds: And don't prolong it.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am trying to cut it

short, but I don't like to have any member
opposite feel badly because I ignored some of

his questions, because I feel every member
is just as important as the other. The hon.

member for Windsor-Walkerville (Mr. B.

Newman) is always so—

Mr. Cassidy: The minister has skated care-

fully over the question of land.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —very concerned about
the people in his constituency. He brings in

some really specific matters which really don't

belong in discussion on this bill. We are deal-

ing with the principle of the bill, really. He
talks about the headline of how OHC needs
to clean up—and I read part of it; it was sent

over to me—and I think the hon. member
talked about somebody waiting for two years
and somebody else walking in a few weeks
later and getting public housing-

Mrs. Campbell: I mentioned that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member for

St. George, sorry. Of course, I shouldn't have
to repeat this, because I know the hon. mem-
bers know the reason for that. You could

get yourself placed on the OHC list today and
have the top number of points. You may have
125 points, which I think is the highest that

you can be expected to get—well, I shouldn't

say 125, how is somebody going to get 126—
say you had 120 points and you are next in

line as far as they can see today. Tomorrow,
when there is a vacancy, someone else has
turned up whose urgency is much greater,
and obviously that happens quite often, quite
often.

Mrs. Campbell: It wouldn't if the minister-

Hon. Mr. Grossman: In addition to which
there are some instances where someone
whose application has been in for a year or
even longer has been offered accommodation
but doesn't want it in that particular area.

There is nothing wrong with that. At first

I was somewhat incensed when I learned
about that. I said, "Why shouldn't they take
it wherever they can go?" There are good
reasons, in many instances, why they can't.

In the first place, some would feel completely
out of this world to be sent somewhere out
in the suburbs, away from downtown, and
vice versa. There are all kinds of reasons for

that. But we are constantly faced with this

kind of charge that somebody has been on the
list a long time and that they shouldn't have
had to wait after someone else who has just
come in and, perhaps, got on the list a few
months ago.

If I may, I think I've dealt with everyone
except the member for St. George.

Mr. Lewis: Ottawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Tell us why the government
is in the pockets of the developers.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Perhaps I could deal

with the member for Essex-Kent, as his is a

simple answer. The hon. member for Essex-

Kent has referred to the sales tax, and why
we don't exempt the sales tax on building
materials. I thought I had explained this to

the House before; maybe I've explained it on
other occasions. Certainly, as the Minister of

Revenue, that did take a great deal of my
interest and, on the face of it, it appears to

be a logical thing to exempt building materials

if you are trying to push housing, which we
are attempting to do.

The fact is, we haven't found a way by
which we can reduce the purchase by the

amount of the sales tax and make sure that

that benefit is passed on to a potential

purchaser.

Mr. Deans: The government should build

the houses itself.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: If the hon. members
can come up with a formula we should be

very glad to listen.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's easy to say "come
on."

Mr. Foulds: The minister has just rejected

our formula.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Yes. Just give us a

formula by which we can make sure that the

sales tax exemption is passed on to the pur-
chaser and does not just provide an additional

profit for the builder on the developer.

Mr. Foulds: Let the government build the

houses itself. Of course, the Tories would just

escalate the prices as the developers do.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member's answers
are so simple that they absolutely astound

good common sense, really they do.

Mr. Cassidy: There are a few simple
answers that are pretty good common sense.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I should tell the hon.

member, too, that she said the city of Toronto
led in the field of public housing. I should

tell her that I'm very proud to have been a

member of the council at that time, long be-

fore the hon. member was in it. I felt the
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same way when we took over Regent Park.

I thought about that; because Regent Park

at that time wasn't getting some of the com-

munity facilities it needed.

Incidentally, it wasn't Metro that led the

pressure for that. I'm advised by my people
that actually what happened was that we
were trying to get the federal government,
w hich has to share 50 per cent of this respon-

sibility, to provide us with daycare centres;

to provide the cost of its share of daycare
centres. It refused for a long time. As soon

as it gave us the okay, we went through all

of our projects, and are doing what we can

to provide them with all of the facilities that

we feel they need.

Regent Park was one of the first. I think

there is something over $4 million put into

those facilities for Regent Park. But, what I

was going to say-

Mrs. Campbell: What about Alexandra

Park?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —was when I took over

this post about 2^ years ago, one of the first

places I visited of course, was Regent Park.

T thought, here we are concerning ourselves

about huge multiple projects-multiple hous-

ing unit projects—which really we were trying
to get away from.

I think there are about 2,000 units in Re-

irent Park; something around 2,000 units. And
I thought how proud we were the day we
opened Regent Park. It was the very best.

I can only repeat to the hon. members
that it is very easy after one has got some

80,000 built—and the pressure was to get them

built; to get a roof over somebody's head-
it's very nice for the members now to say,

"You should have thought about that 15 or

20 years ago." Twenty years ago nobody
thought about it; they thought the best thing
to do was to give them housing. And that was
the right thing to do.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister has only got

56,000 units, by the way.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Let the members tell

somebody who is living in a slum, "I'm

sorry, we can't give you a public housing unit.

We can't build it yet because what we're

doing is concerning ourselves with the ameni-

ties; with daycare centres and community
centres and all that."

Mr. Singer: Oh, come on!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: So that person stays in

the slums until we are ready to plan that—
we're not ready.

Mr. Cassidy: But the government is neither

building the housing nor—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The thing was to pro-
vide them with housing and we provided thou-
sands upon thousands of units for people
and that is why you'll find very few slums in

Ontario cities.

Mr. Cassidy: Nonsense!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Very few slums. We
have one of the best situations in the world,
in respect of that, and one of the reasons is

we have provided housing for thousands upon
thousands of low income people who would
be living today in slums, terrible slums.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Now, I'll just deal, if

I may—the hon. member also raised the ques-
tion of why, when I made the announcement
about the Hydro block, I didn't refer to the

Toronto government. Again, I say we have
to deal with the Metro government. In

respect of this particular project being in

the city of Toronto, we have dealt with the

city because on the steering committee, which
has been working with us for a number of

years, are two aldermen for the city of

Toronto. They know all about it; they have
been kept up to date with it; they've had
their input in all of the considerations. They
are well aware of it and there was no need
to do that.

Mrs. Campbell: I'm glad of that.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The hon. member also

said that we'll probably give an answer like,

"We're doing the best we can with the little

money at our disposal." I never said that.

As a matter of fact, the hon. member will

recall I have always maintained that never,
since I've been on this job, have I asked -the

Management Board for money for housing
and been refused. This government has

always given a top priority to housing, and
I have never been refused funds by Manage-
ment Board.

Mr. Cassidy: But the minister has under-

spent his budget year after year. He spent
less than he was allotted.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I think we should get
this on the record too: The hon. member
also talked about discrimination in respect of

somebody being on the list for two years
and somebody getting in after three weeks
in this country. My non. friend can't suck

and whistle at the same time, I'm afraid.

What he has to do is make up his mind as
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to whether there should be a residency clause.

Practically every municipality in this province
has a residency clause of one year. We think

that's a good idea, if only to keep people
from running toward the municipality that

doesn't have a residency clause and to create

some balance across the province so that one

municipality isn't getting a lot of people who
are going to take advantage of a rather liberal

housing policy.

When we suggested to the city of Toronto
about two years ago, I think—as a matter of

fact, I believe it was in our annual report
to Metro—that they consider having a resi-

dency clause of one year, they refused. They
have to live with this. The reason they have
to approve of this is because they are paying
a share of the subsidy. That's the policy of

this government; it may not be of the new

Ministry of Housing, I don't know.

As it is now, the policy we have been fol-

lowing is to deal with each municipality, to

respond to their requirements for a survey
of the housing they need in that community.
And before we go ahead we must get their

approval, because we feel that since they're

going; to pay a share of the cost, they are

entitled to have some say about it. That's the

reason why you could have this particular
situation.

Mrs. Campbell: If we had enough houses,
then we wouldn't have—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, of course—if we
had enough housing! That's such a simplistic

approach. If we had enough housing for

every—

Mr. Singer: That is what the whole debate
is about: to get enough housing. What is

simplistic about that?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It's estimated that

there are 50,000 to 60,000 people coming
into Metro alone every year; and, having
regard for these problems over which we
have no control-

Mr. Cassidy: They certainly do.

Mrs. Campbell: They do have!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Over people coming
into Metro?

Mrs. Campbell: Why are they coming here?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Because it's a tremen-
dous province, and a tremendous city.

Mr. Deans: Why doesn't the government
balance the economy a bit?

Mrs. Campbell: Why don't they see that

there are opportunities elsewhere in this

province?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Let me tell the hon.

member. That's another simplistic thing I

thought about when I first came in. One of

the things I thought about very early on was
mother-led families.

Mr. Cassidy: We don't mean that. We mean
the jobs that create the housing needs.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: One would think that

a mother-led family would be better off in a

small town, or village, rather than being
downtown in a big city.

Mr. Cassidy: That's another red herring.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I said once before, in

Ottawa—and the hon. member probably read

it—that we can do all the planning we want,
but people do what they want. We can't tell

people where to go. We're still living in a

free society-

Mr. Deans: It's funny, when there are jobs,

people go there.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Does the hon. member

suggest that we start to build someplace
where there appears to be no need for hous-

ing at the moment?

Mrs. Campbell: That isn't what I said.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That we give up the

priority of the areas where the pressure is on
and build 10,000 houses in some other com-

munity in the hope that if we put up 10,000
houses and an industry in that community,
that the people will rush to that community?
That may look good on paper, but we're

dealing with human beings.

Mr. Cassidy: If the jobs are there, the

people will go.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Even the sociahst

countries, even Russia—and the hon. members
have heard this before, but they've repeated
a lot of their statements, so I'll repeat this:

Even socialist Russia, where one needs docu-

ments to move from one city to another, has

been trying for years to control the popula-
tion of Moscow and has been unable to do
it. If in a totalitarian state—where, incidental-

ly, they don't believe in human rights either—

Mr. Deans: The minister doesn't have to

whisper. It's okay.
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Hon. Mr. Grossman—if they can't do it,

how can one suggest that in a free society?

It's an impossible task.

Mr. Cassidy: We might look at Britain and

the success of the new towns.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, in clos-

ing-

Mr. Burr: How do those Detroiters get into

Ontario Housing?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: There are inade-

quacies, of course, in our housing programme;
and we attempt to resolve the problem as

best as human beings can with all the facili-

ties at our command. There are still some

problems to be resolved. Certainly a more

efficient job can be done-

Mr. Cassidy: The minister doesn't believe

there is any problem, in other words—and
that is nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —if it's put in the

hands of a minister who has no other re-

sponsibility but housing. That seems so sim-

ple, such an obviously intelligent thing to

do, that I just can't see how anyone could

possibly expect the pubHc to understand the

reason for voting against such a bill. And I'm

sure by now I've convinced the NDP that

they should go along with this bill.

Mr. Cassidy: Because a minister without

power is useless.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 183.

The House divided on the motion for

second reading of Bill 183, which was ap-

proved on the following vote:

Ayes
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Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The second order,

House in committee of the whole.

MINISTRY OF HOUSING ACT

House in committee on Bill 183, An Act

to Establish the Ministry of Housing.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any comments,

questions or amendments on the first nine

sections of this bill?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Section 4,

Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before number 4?

The member for Ottawa Centre on section 4.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I am not quite

sure how to handle this. I am just beginning
to write out amendments because I hadn't

expected that the committee stage would
come at this point in time.

The fundamental point that we have been

making about the Ministry of Housing bill,

in response to one or two comments by the

minister, is that the bill is inadequate be-

cause the powers of the ministry are inade-

quate.

The government has deliberately chosen

not to accept the recommendation of its ad-

visory task force on housing and give the

ministry sufiBcient powers to do an effective

job in the field of housing.

Perhaps the amendments that I have are

simply to substitute in the bill the relevant

clauses from the EC housing Act. Obviously,
I will give the words and not simply refer to

that, but this would be our intention in order

to indicate our belief that while we want a

Ministry of Housing, we want one that would
be effective. I think that was quite clear in

the second-reading debate.

It wasn't that we haven't been advocating
the ministry for years; it is the fact that this

ministry is simply a joke, the way it is put
forward.

I would like to ask specifically, before

moving an amendment, of the minister: What
are the Acts that will be assigned to the

ministry? What functions will be given to the

ministry when it is set up which are now in

other departments? How quickly does he

anticipate the ministry will be in operation?
If he could answer those questions, please.

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr. Chairman, the Premier (Mr. Davis) made
all the commitments he is prepared to make

during the introduction of this bill at first

reading. The Premier has already said that

he will name the new Minister of Housing
very shortly, immediately after the passing of

this bill and it is the Premier's intention that

the new minister shall be party to the con-

siderations which go into the kinds of duties

which the goverment feels should be assigned
to a Ministry of Housing.

I can assure the hon. members that all of

the powers, and additional powers—I think I

can say that in general terms—all of the

powers now in the hands of OHC and the

minister responsible for OHC, and any addi-

tional powers which are deemed advisable

and some which have already been pointed
out by the Premier, will be given to the

Minister of Housing for the purposes of car-

rying out the aims of this bill as outlined by
the Premier.

Obviously, the hon. members must appre-
ciate that there is no intention to reduce the

powers of the new ministry, reducing powers
which are presently in the hands of OHC.
Obviously, the intention is to give him more

powers so that he shall be in a position to co-

ordinate some of the things which, presently,
I am not in a position to do.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, the minister failed to

answer the direct question: Which Acts will

come under the minister, since Acts are

referred to in this particular section? Putting
it another way, why does the minister charg-
ed with taking this bill through the House
have such an inadequate knowledge of what
is going to happen with this Ministry of

Housing?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, I don't

have all the knowledge. I am not able to

foresee what the new Minister of Housing
will want in respect of his power. There may
be some views I may have; there may be

views that the Premier may have; there may
be views my colleagues may have; there

may be views the Minister of Housing may
have, which may not necessarily be consistent

with each other and those things have to be

ironed out after we have the Minister of

Housing.

I think the hon. member can see the

validity of that and the logic in that, when
you are starting a new ministry, not to pre-

empt some of the considerations which the

new minister should have.

This House will have ample time to dis-

cuss the powers which are transferred to the

new minister or new powers which are given
to him when they are announced in the
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House. They will have all the time in the

world to criticize him or agree with him.

The point is, at this particular stage, in

my view, and in my experience here, I would

say it is wise to leave some of those things
for discussion with the new minister. That is

the way I would want it if I were going to

become a minister of a new ministry. I would
want to have something to say about the kind

of powers and the way I am going to be
able to operate under the new ministry.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, we would
contend that in fact broad powers should

have been given to the ministry in order to

enable it to proceed with the job at hand

straight away. What we are being told by
the Minister of Revenue is this: That the

government doesn't even know what new
powers or what powers the Ministry of Hous-

ing ought to have; that despite the fact that

it was crystal clear the day the Comay task

force was appointed that there would be a

recommendation for a Ministry of Housing,
that no work has been done over that period
of time within the government to establish

what kind of powers ought to be within the

ministry in order to prepare for the receipt
of the Comay report and in order to act

promptly on it.

It leads us to ask: Well, what kind of

priority does this government really give to

housing when we are in the position that

after almost a year, when we are debating
the creation of the Ministry of Housing, the

government, through its spokesman, says it

does not know what powers that ministry
will have? That is ridiculous!

The new minister, in other words, will

come into power and will sit around for a

few months deciding what powers he ought
to have, rather than concentrating on what
we think is important—using the necessary
powers in order to ensure that the things
needed to get housing on the ground are

done.

What kind of situation are you putting us
in? What kind of priorities have you got
when you can have a minister who sits

around advising the cabinet and wondering
what priorities he should have?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Obviously, Mr. Chair-

man, I am sure the hon. member knows that

is not going to be what the minister is going
to do, be sitting around advising the govern-
ment. The minister is going to have specific

powers.

I was trying to avoid getting down to all

the specifics because all the specifics can't

be given to the hon. member. For example,

part of the duties of the minister responsible
for housing are those we have in the Housing
Development Act, which I already mentioned,
the Ontario Housing Corp. Act, the Elderly
Persons Housing Aid Act, and, of course, the

Ontario Student Aid Corp. Act and sections

of the Planning Act.

I can't tell you at this time what sections

of the Planning Act are to be transferred. It

may very well be decided after the estab-

hshment of the ministry that one or two of

these Acts, for example, may be combined
into one. It may be decided, and probably
will be, that further Acts may be established

to go into this ministry and I can't tell the
hon. members at this date what section of

the Planning Act because obviously, as I said

earlier, the new minister should have some-

thing to say about that.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Chairman, can I ask the minister: This new
ministry, I take it, will come within the

Social Development policy field when it is

established?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The intention now
is that it is not going to be in any of the

policy fields at all.

Mr. Lewis: What?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It will be—well, the

hon. member shouldn't be surprised. It was
pointed out in the Premier's statement when
he accepted the Comay report. It is going to

be in with the Treasurer (Mr. White); with
the—I am trying to speak from memory. The
Treasurer, the Minister of Revenue, the

Minister of Housing, the Chairman of the

Management Board (Mr. Winkler), and the
Minister of Government Services (Mr. Snow),
are going to be in a special committee.

Mr. Lewis: Well, can you explain to me?
Isn't that a—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: No.

Mr. Lewis: No, you can't. Well, I can't

either. But doesn't that speak volumes to

you? Doesn't that tell you tiie way in which
the government is, in a sense, downgrading
this ministry as soon as it institutes it?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): No, no.

Mr. Lewis: Sure, because what ministry
has a greater social development relevance
or dimension than the Ministry of Housing?
Why do you throw it in with Management
Board and Revenue and TEIGA, and there

it gets sort of lost as another isolated min-
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istry? If you are serious about it, you put it

in the policy development field where it is

appropriate.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, I can give the

hon. member some reasons why it is—

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): An

orphan.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —logical to put it in

with this grouping. Government Services has

something to do with the acquisition of land-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on. Government
Services and Housing?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It has expertise in

this field. As for the Chairman of the Man-

agement Board, certainly it is important to

have him in our discussions-

Mr. Lewis: Why? He is House leader. That
is his only importance.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —having to do with

housing. That is where all the dough comes
from. Certainly TEIGA is going to have some

planning functions and also has to be re-

sponsible for funds. The Minister of Revenue
is included for the same reason—having to do
with funds, taxes.

Mr. Lewis: But you know, none of those

ministries has anything to do with people,
if you will forgive my putting it that way.
They are not direct-line ministries having to

do with people the way Community and
Social Services is, the way Health is, the

way Education is, the way Universities and

Colleges is. Those ministries have to do
with figures and abstractions and quantums.
That's what those ministries are involved in,

with revenues. This ministry is involved with

the production of housing for people, and
unless you put it in the Social Development
policy field, then it means from the moment
it's instituted you have downgraded its status

again. I don't understand why we are going
through this ritual of a ministry, when it—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Or should it be in

Resources?

Mr. Lewis: No, it shouldn't be in Re-

sources, nor should Labour be in Resources,
because again you don't understand that

ministries that have to do with services to

people should be in one policy area. Labour
shouldn't be in Resources—except that, like

the good Marxist you are, you view labour

as a resource — and Housing shouldn't be

lumped in with Revenue and Government
Services, because Housing is the same thing.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: No, but if you are

going to argue you have just as good an

argument against—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We allowed
the question as a matter of interest, and it

has really nothing to do with section 4.

Mr. Lewis: No. Okay, I am sorry, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 stand as part
of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I have another

question of the minister, and I think this is a

serious question, too.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): I hope it

is better than the first one.

Mr. Chairman: On section 4?

Mr. Cassidy: On section 4, yes. I was glad
that after about four sets of questions the

minister finally gave us the preliminary list

of Acts which will be administered by the

new Ministry of Housing. I really wonder

why he couldn't have come out with it at

first, rather than coyly seeking to conceal it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I couldn't remember
all the names of the Acts at that moment.

Mr. Lewis: I think he is coy.

Mr. Cassidy: However, there is a very
serious question here, and that is, how will

policy directions of the minister—if he is

capable of giving any—be transmitted, carried

out and implemented by the Ontario Housing
Corp., which is the only repository of any
kind of power in the field of housing which
will come under the control of the Ministry
of Housing?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That's very simple;
the Minister of Housing will lay down policy
for OHC, the same as the minister responsible
for OHC lays down policy now on behalf of

the government.

Mr. Cassidy: Can the minister be more

explicit? When he lays down policy, does

that mean that the minister will be able to

be involved in specific projects which are

being entered into by the OHC, or only lay
down general policy guidelines?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I didn't say "guide-
lines," I said "lay down policy." This is

really what a minister is supposed to do in

any ministry anyway, even when he doesn't

deal with a commission or Crown corpora-
tion. He lays down policy for his ministry.
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His deputy minister carries out that policy
with the staff. That's really all he is sup-

posed to do. Of course, every minister gen-

erally gets involved in some phase of ad-

ministration by the very nature of the com-

plexity of ministries today, but in theory that

is all a minister is supposed to do, lay down

policy of the government and see that it is

carried out. Insofar as OHC is concerned, the

minister responsible for OHC lays down the

policy of the government to OHC, and sees

that it is carried out. Of course, he gets in-

volved in some aspects of perhaps secondary

policy, if I may put it that way.

Mr. Cassidy: Will the minister and his

deputy minister be able to administer the

Ontario Housing Corp., in other words? Is

that correct?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The intention is that

OHC will remain as a Crown corporation.
Whether there are going to be any changes
in respect of the relationship between any
additional powers given to OHC, or some

changes in the powers of OHC, that's a

matter which is another one of those matters

which is going to have to be decided after

a Minister of Housing is appointed, so he can,

in fact, have some input into those decisions.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 stand as part
of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: In other words, once again
the government hasn't given serious con-

sideration to what it wants to do. It is simply

putting this up as a piece of wallpaper to try
and indicate—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, with

all due respect to the hon. member, we could

spend another two or three months straight-

ening all of those things out, getting it all

done before there is a Minister of Housing,
which would only delay the establishment of

a Ministry of Housing and the appointment
of a Minister of Housing, and then be in a

position where the new Minister of Housing
may decide, "You have made a mistake in

my view," and then start to unscramble some

eggs. I think this is the best way to do it.

Put it in general terms and all the rest will

flow from that after the Minister of Housing
is in.

Mr. Cassidy: My point is, Mr. Chairman,
all of this should have been done years ago.

An hon. member: Oh, nuts!

Mr. Cassidy: We should have had a Minis-

try of Housing five or 10 years ago—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: —at the time that the Ontario

Housing Corp. was created.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: That's when we should have
had a ministry of housing, and now the

government is coming along at the very last

minute and creating this ministry.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: The member should
let them know at home that he voted against
the Ministry of Housing.

Mr. Cassidy: I voted against this govern-
ment's non-ministry of housing because it has

no power.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Ministry of Agricul-
ture and Food): He voted against it. He
can't get out from under that.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Let the word go back

to Ottawa that he voted against it.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Chairman, I apologize to

the minister that I don't have copies of the

amendment. I hope that the clerk is able to

read it.

Mr. Cassidy moves that section 4 of the

bill be renumbered 4(a) and that a new sec-

tion 4(b) be added as follows:

4(b) The purposes and functions of the

department are, under the direction of the

minister, to supervise, acquire, develop,

maintain, improve and dispose of housing
in the province or to perform such other

duties and functions as may be assigned to

it by the Lieutenant Governor in Council.

Those in favour of Mr. Cassidy's motion?

Mr. Cassidy: I wanted to speak to that

after putting it. The purpose of the amend-
ment is crystal clear. It is to give the Ministry
of Housing the necessary powers to do the

things that need to be done in the province.
The wording in this particular case is drawn
from the British Columbia bill. I think that

we are agreed that when you talk about

housing, the word can be extended to include

land, as the BC bill does. If not, then in fact

a new definition would be needed at the

beginning of the bill. I won't go into that

because obviously the principle of what we
are trying to do in this amendment is pretty
clear. Mr. Chairman, we want a Ministry of
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Housing that works. The government does

not want a Ministry of Housing that works.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We are being

repetitive of the principle of the bill.

Mr. Cassidy: All right. Well, let's have a

vote on that, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Cassidy's motion—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, I must

speak to this amendment so there will be no

misunderstanding. This amendment is a com-

plete redundancy. The Housing Development
Act—which, as I just told the hon. member,
will be part of the ministry—is almost word-
for-word that the hon. member says. These

powers are already there.

Section 2 of the Housing Development Act
states:

The Lieutenant Governor in Council may
(a) guarantee moneys loaned to person to

be used in the construction of a building

development; (b) advance moneys or guar-
antee moneys loaned to any building deve-

lopment corporation to undertake a building

development; (c) advance moneys or guar-
antee moneys loaned to persons to acquire
'and rehabilitate housing units; (d) advance

moneys or guarantee moneys loaned to any
municipality to acquire, demolish and clear

dwelling units on land in the municipality
that caimot reasonably be rehabilitated for

housing purposes; (e) make grants in aid of

any housing development.

—and so on and so on. We have all of these

powers already in the Housing Development
Act.

Mr. Chairman: I will place the question.
Those in favour of Mr. Cassidy's motion-

Mr. Cassidy: No, there is a point there.

The Lieutenant Governor in Council, accord-

incj to the Housine; Development Act, can do
all of those things by advancing money to

other people. But there is no power there in

that particular Act for the direct acquisition,
the direct supervision, the direct development
and other things. These powers are needed
too.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr. Cas-

sidy's motion will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost and the section

carried.

Section 4 agreed to.

Any comments, questions or amendments
on a later section of the bill?

Mr. Cassidy: Section 7, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 10?

Mr. Cassidy: Seven.

Mr. Chairman: Seven? The member for Ot-

tawa Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: I have an amendment to

section 7. It is a long amendment-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Cassidy: —and it is not yet written out.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. We have run

out of time.

Mr. Cassidy: That is what I was about to

suggest.

Mr. Chairman: You don't need to suggest it.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, is it an

appropriate occasion to move a motion to

extend the time, if it's agreeable?

Mr. Chairman: Do we have the unanimous

support of the House to extend the time to

complete this bill?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Yes, go
ahead.

Mr. Chairman: Okay. The member for Ot-

tawa Centre on section 7. Does section 7

stand as part of the bill then?

Mr. Cassidy: No, Mr. Chairman, I have an

amendment to section 7. I wonder if I could

have the consent of the House to read the

amendment and not to transmit it to the

Chairman in writing because it is a rather

long amendment?

An hon. member: Sure.

Mr. Chairman: I can't very well place it

without having it written.

Mr. Cassidy: I thank the members from
the rump. The amendment is that section 7

be amended by adding after subsection (d)

the following words:

(e) for any purpose related to housing,

subject to the approval of the Lieutenant

Governor in Council, may enter on behalf

of the Crown in right of Ontario into any

agreement of a general nature with the

government of Canada or with any munici-

pality or with any person or agency on
behalf of such government or municipality;
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(f) for any purpose relating to an acquisi-

tion, disposal or development may on behalf

of the Crown in right of the province enter

into any agreement with any mimicipality
or with any person or agency on behalf of

such municipality;

(g) may advance from the consolidated

revenue fund any moneys he considers

necessary for any purpose relating to

housing;

(h) may in such manner and subject to

such terms and conditions as he may pre-

scribe, advance from the consolidated reve-

nue fund moneys to any housing co-opera-
tive or other group of persons incorporated
for the purpose of assisting in the creation

of housing and any municipality for the

purpose of assisting in the creation of a

specific housing development;

(j) may for the purposes of supervising,

acquiring, developing, maintaining, improv-
ing or disposing of housing, with the con-

sent of the Lieutenant Governor in Council,
create corporations with such powers and
duties as the minister considers advisable

and approve any corporation and authorize

it to exercise such powers as the minister

considers necessary.

Mr. Chairman, that amendment is drawn
from the British Columbia Act. I know that

the minister is going to get up and say,

"But, look, we've got these powers in the

Housing Development Act, and the Ontario

Housing Corp. Act, and other places like

that."

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is probably
where British Columbia got them from.

Mr. Cassidy: A number of those powers
exist. Certain ones of them do not exist. For

example, right now, this government is drag-

ging its feet over giving the power of land

banking to the municipalities. The Treasurer

says we will look at it with interest. The

municipalities are desperate. They can see

no action coming out of the province and

therefore they want to go it alone. They are

unanimous about this as far as the big cities

are concerned, and the government doesn't

move.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is in the Act now.

Mr. Chairman: It is already covered in

section 7(c). As far as the rest of the pro-

posed amendment is concerned, much of it is

out of order because it specifically directs the

allocation of tax moneys.

Mr. Cassidy: No, it doesn't, Mr. Chairman.
It gives the power to do so.

Mr. Chairman: I rule that it does, because
I distinctly heard that the dispensation of

funds was mentioned.

Mr. Cassidy: It said he may advance funds.

It didn't say the advancement of funds. There
are no funds mentioned.

Mr. Chairman: I declare that part of it out

of order. Much of it is covered in section

7(c) I notice. Is there anything that is not

covered?

Mr. Cassidy: Let's have a look at 7(c), Mr.

Chairman. That is ridiculous. With great

respect, 7(c) states that the minister or the

deputy minister may advise or otherwise

assist the government of Ontario in its deal-

ings with other governments.
What is at issue, we contend, is that the

powers ought to exist in the ministry. The
Chairman has ruled that this amendment is

out of order. I would just like to put on the

record the fact that the government has

rushed into committee stage with the amend-
ment. Okay, we don't have amendments writ-

ten down for you to look at. I could strike

two or three clauses out of this and make it

in order.

I shall put on the record the fact that the

ministry as it stands is weak and powerless;
that section 7—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. That has

been discussed.

An Hon. member: You're talking to the

gallery.

Mr. Cassidy: Section 7—

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. I have called

the member to order. His remarks are out

of order at this time. Will he please take

his seat?

Mr. Cassidy: Okay, on section 7—

An hon. member: Sit down.

Mr. Chairman: I have ruled those remarks

out of order.

Mr. Cassidy: Then we propose to oppose
section 7 because the power-

Mr. Chairman: All right, those in favour of

section 7 standing as part of the bill-

Mr. Cassidy: I believe I have a right to

speak to that.
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Mr. Chairman: If it is in order. You may
continue if you continue your remarks in

order.

Mr. Cassidy: All right. We find completely

unsatisfactory, Mr. Chairman, the fact that

whoever takes over this Housing portfolio will

be put in a position of only making recom-
mendations to the cabinet.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Read section 16 of

the Housing Development Act.

Mr. Cassidy: Section 7 says: "The objec-
tives of the minister refer specifically only to

the advisory power," and nothing else.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The Housing Devel-

opment Act does exactly what the member
has asked for.

Mr. Cassidy: The objectives of the minister,
Mr. Chairman, are to make recommendations

here, make recommendations there. Advance
funds? Okay, the minister can do that under
the Housing Development Act but the powers
to act and intervene directly just plain aren't

there. We will oppose section 7, Mr. Chair-

man.

Mr. Chairman: The question is, then, shall

section 7 stand as part of the bill?

Those in favour of section 7 standing as

part of the bill will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."
I declare section 7 as part of the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-

ments, questions or amendments on a section

before section 10? The hon. minister on sec-

tion 10.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Chairman, this is

really a housekeeping one:

Hon. Mr. Grossman moves that section 10
of the bill be amended by inserting after

"each" in the first line the word "fiscal" so
that section 10 will now read:

The minister, at the close of each fiscal

year shall submit to the Lieutenant Gover-
nor in Council an annual report upon the

a£Fairs of the ministry and shall then lay
the report before the assembly if it is in

session or, if not, at the next ensuing
session.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions
or amendments on a later section of the bill?

Shall the bill, as amended, be reported?

Bill 183, as amended, reported.

Mr. Cassidy: Why don't we go to third

reading? The minister is in such a hurry with

the bill.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the commit-
tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports one bill with a

certain amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

Clerk of the House: Bill 183, An Act to

establish the Ministry of Housing.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, on a point of order, surely, it is not

necessary to go ahead with this tonight? It's

10:40. It's past the hour for adjournment.
We agreed, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): The mem-
ber asked for an extension.

Mr. Cassidy: We agreed, Mr. Speaker, to

an extension of time in order to have the

committee stage finished. We also accepted
that there would not be divisions at the

committee stage in order to—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: —expedite the business of

the House. How long does the government
intend to continue with this farce? The bill

can pass third reading very simply tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The point of order

raised by the hon. member is that the House
should not sit beyond this particular point.

My recollection was that the motion was that

the House can continue to sit beyond the

normal closing hour of 10:30.

Mr. Singer: At the member's suggestion,

strangely enough.

Mr. Speaker: It's not unusual, after a bill

has received approval through committee, that

the bill be given third reading. I see nothing
out of the ordinary in this. Nothing whatso-

ever.

Mr. Singer: A very sound ruling, Mr.

Speaker.
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Mr. Speaker: Those in favour of third read-

ing of Bill 183 please say "aye."

Those opposed, please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to; third reading of the bill.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-

fore I move the adjournment of the House I

would like to say that we will proceed with

the consideration of the estimates of the

Ministry of Labour.

On Monday, we will deal with the legis-

lative items, Bills 101, in committee of the

whole House, 174, 198 and, if they are com-

pleted, we will continue with items 4, 6, 7,

8, 10, 11, 12 and 13. That will be on

Monday.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:40 o'clock, p.m.

ERRATUM

No. Page Cd. Line Should read:

105 4614 2 45 Mr. Deans: I'd rather be stuck with my
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

HALDIMAND-NORFOLK
REGIONAL GOVERNMENT

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I see the Treasurer just

coming to his seat, I would like to ask him
one or two questions pertaining to develop-

ments that have been experienced in the

Haldimand-Norfolk area.

First, is he aware of a substantial public
resentment of the manner in which the

Haldimand-Norfolk bill was presented to the

House and called for second reading on the

very day it was first printed?

Second, is he aware that a large number of

residents of the area have signed a petition,

which I would like to present to him now

through a page, and ask for his comments

about the imposition of regional government
under those circumstances?

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of

Economics and Intergovernmental Affairs):

Mr. Speaker, in the unlikely event this is the

hon. member's last day as the Leader of the

Official Opposition, may I say how much I

have enjoyed his questions.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There are 300 names on

that petition, I would like to know if the

Treasurer is going to answer each one of

them individually.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Don't

worry, he will be back here Monday.

Hon. Mr. White: We have never had a

regional government come into being so

amicably as this one. As the hon. member

may know, the Ontario Municipal Board in

many years of experience has concluded that

petitions are very easily obtained.

Friday, October 26, 1973

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This was not obtained;
it was forthcoming.

Hon. Mr. White: I think this in itself

would not prove the residents in that part of

Ontario are particularly opposed to regional

government, certainly the knowledgeable
ones; including members of the joint com-
mittee and including the members of the

Haldimand county council who voted 15 to

one in favour of regionalization; and the

members of the Norfolk county council, who
I believe voted unanimously in favour of

regional government. Certainly the people
familiar with the facts are very much in

favour of what we've done.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: By way of supplemen-
tary, surely the minister is aware that the

vote of the county's council was on the basis

of the date of implementation? The minister

really gave them no choice. He said: "Do

you want it Jan. 1 or June 1?" The usual

compromise was the result.

Will the minister explain his position
vis-a-vis the ministerial orders which have
been controlling development in the areas of
most of Haldimand and Norfolk now for

many months? Is he prepared to lift those

orders immediately upon the assumption of
local responsibility by the regional govern-
ment? More directly, is he going to allow the

regional government that is established to

have the final decision in the selection of the
new town site which it is proposed will be

necessary in the Nanticoke area in the im-
mediate future?

Hon. Mr. White: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

the vote last July did not relate to the timing
of regional government. The l5-to-one vote

in Hddimand county council, I think it was
in July, dealt with whether or not to recom-
mend regional government. They did have a

more recent vote, I think in September,
"

con-

cerning the date. Haldimand county council

preferred July 1 and Norfolk county council

preferred Jan. 1, and it seemed not unreason-

able to me to split the difference 50-50, as

we did indeed in the bill when we named

Apr. 1.
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In so far as the ministerial orders are con-

cerned, they will stay in place until there' is

appropriate planning control, including suit-

able bylaws. I would like to take the min-
isterial orders off just as soon as possible, but
I'm not going to do so until the regional

government, with the area municipalities, has
decided exactly how that land is to be zoned.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a further sup-

plementary, with your permission Mr.

Speaker. No decision has been made and no

working papers are being prepared on the

alternative between the two sites which seem,

really, to me, more closely parallel since the

site recommended by the government is now
largely optioned by private interests? Inter-

estingly enough, it just doubled the price,
or perhaps close to tripled the price on the

optioned sites in Townsend.

Hon. Mr. White: Sir, I have warned the

developers and speculators that they should
not prejudge the location of this community
based on what is purely and simply a report,
as opposed to a government policy decision.

There are 710,000 acres in Halidmand-
Norfolk. A new town, presumably, would

occupy about 12,000 acres, which is to say
1/70 of the total or thereabouts. There are

lots of possible townsites there.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is the

minister indicating that it's quite possible
that neither of the two proposed sites will

in fact be used; and is he further indicating
that it will be his decision when the town-
site is accepted, because it will be largely

government money used to buy the land?

Han. Mr. White: What I'm saying is we're

going to let a small group of people raid the

not public purse in this province. That's

point No. 1.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):
That's a change.

Mr. Roy: That's sort of a change in policy,
isn't it?

Hon. Mr. White: Point No. 2, the location

of the townsite will depend, in part, on the

preferences of the regional council, but since

it is provincial money we must retain the

final responsibility for its location, after some

open public process probably utilizing the

new Ontario Planning Development Act.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The final responsibility is

the minister's?

Hon. Mr. White: That's right.

AIR MANAGEMENT BRANCH
INSPECTOR

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question of the Provincial Secretary for Re-
sources Development in the absence of the

Minister of the Environment (Mr. Auld). Is

he prepared to comment on the information

that is flowing from the hearing on the dis-

missal of one of the air quality inspectors
associated with the situation in the Sudbury
area, which indicates that the whole basis

of the control of air pollution seems to be
the acceptance of the statements of the

polluting industries themselves that they are

coming beneath the limits set by the min-

istry rather than the independent examination

of the situation by the ministry? Surely this

is a situation that cannot be accepted? We
have seen the situation applies also with On-
tario Hydro, where rather than the air man-

agement branch having the main responsibil-

ity, it simply accepts the readings from the

polluting agency, in this case Ontario Hydro.
In the first case, it is International Nickel.

Can the provincial secretary comment on

that?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Not in de-

tail, Mr. Speaker. I think the particular

hearings are still in progress, and I know
that the deputy minister is very concerned

with the kind of evidence that is coming
before him.

In so far as Hydro are concerned, I would
think they would be in a different position,

vis-a-vis the public and their responsibilities,

than a private corporation. Beyond that, I

don't think it would be appropriate at this

time to say anything further in the absence

of the minister himself, or in the absence

of the culmination of a very difficult hearing.

STRIKE AT ARTISTIC WOODWORK
CO. LTD.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Min-

ister of Labour: Has he got anything further

to say about that situation at Artistic?

We keep reading about it from day to day,
and the minister seems to be becoming the

ogre in the whole thing. Surely he can come
forward with a position that would mean that

the authority and the responsibility of the

Ministry of Labour in this government are

going to be brought to bear to bring some
suitable and just solution to a situation that's

pretty ugly.
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Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Mr.

Speaker, a similar question was asked of me
by the member for Scarborough West (Mr.

Lewis) at the time. I'm sorry if I have left

the impression that I was a fat-head, because

indeed I don't think I am. I know the mem-
bers opposite know it; I know the union and

management know it-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): A "fat-head"?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Did he say "fat-head"?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: A fat-head, yes.

Mr. Deans: No one here said that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I've seen that some

place—in some paper.

As my hon. friend will realize, a labour

dispute is caused by two parties—we need

two parties to cause a labour dispute-

Mr. Roy: That's all-important.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): It takes

two to tango.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We don't settle strikes

ourselves; we need the assistance of the two

parties. We are quite prepared to assist the

two parties in this question-

Mr. MacDonald: When the issue has re-

solved itself and they don't need the min-

istry's help.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Our officials are will-

ing to get in touch with the parties. How-
ever in the last few days, and perhaps in

the last two weeks, the feelings have been

running so high that we know by experience
that no productive meeting could take

place. I would only hope that both sides

would become cool, calm and collected; and
I am sure we can have a productive meeting
very shortly.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Is

the minister standing by his statement made
last week that he will do nothing as long
as municipal politicians are involving them-
selves in the picket line? Is he still sticking

by that rather strange statement?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, Mr. Speaker, I

don't think that's what I said; that's cer-

tainly not what I wanted to say if that's

the way it has been interpreted.

Mr. Deans: That's what the minister said.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, I just suggested
that perhaps it would be much easier for

us to work with the parties if there were
no politicians around—

Mr. MacDonald: What is the minister?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —irrespective of who
the politicians might be.

Mr. Deans: Is the minister involved at

this point in meeting with either or both of

the parties simply to determine why feelings
are running so high? And doesn't the minis-

ter feel that it might be advantageous if his

department were brought up to date on the

reasons the dispute has become so nasty,
so that they could then begin the process of

arbitrating it to a conclusion?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I'm kept
informed on a day-to-day basis, and I am
at present reviewing the whole situation.

Mr. Deans: Well, when he says he is kept
informed on a day-to-day basis, does that

mean the minister's officials are in fact meet-

ing with the parties at any point to discuss

the reasons why we're having such a great
deal of difficulty in having a resolution

reached in this dispute?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: My officials have been

meeting with people in this respect, yes.

Mr. Deans: They have? Well that's a step
in the right direction.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of

the Opposition have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: What about the New Demo-
cratic Party? The hon. member for Went-
worth.

CLAIMS PAYMENTS BY FINANCE
AND INSURANCE COMPANIES

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

have a question for the Minister of Con-
sumer and Commercial Relations.

Has the superintendent of insurance

brought to his attention the resolve of the

recent superintendents of insurance conven-

tion, which indicated that accident and sick-

ness companies in the Dominion of Canada,
some operating in the Province of Ontario,
are paying out only approximately 50 per
cent of their premium income on claims?

And is he prepared to take some action to

ensure that either there are premium re-

ductions or there are additional benefits made
available?
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Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Yes, Mr. Speaker,
the superintendent has reported that to me,
and steps have already been taken by the

superintendent in meeting with both the

finance companies and insurance companies

involved, and very positive direction given
to them along those lines to make sure that

people are not paying premiums more than

those which are actuarily sound.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): When
are they going to do that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I hope this practice

will stop forthwith. If it doesn't, then we
will legislate to make sure it stops forthwith.

Mr. Deans: By way of a supplementary
question, when the minister indicates that

discussions have taken place, what is the

nature of the discussions and what kind of

suggestions have been made by the super-
intendent of insurance to the companies in-

volved, and what checks are there to ensure

that the companies are responding favourably
at this particular point?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The hon. member
probably appreciates, Mr. Speaker, that I

have not been present at any of those dis-

cussions. I am advised by the superintendent's
oflBce that he has met with representatives
of the two industries involved and has asked
them for particulars of a new rate structure

to be confirmed by our own actuary and the
staff of the superintendent's branch; and

pending receipt of those figures, and their

approval, I have nothing further to report
at this time.

But I am concerned about it and I

presume the member is concerned. I share
that concern. I don't like it.

Mr. Deans: We can then reasonably ex-

pect a report to the House at some point
on the outcome, can we?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes. I think that is a
fair statement.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): A supplementary,
Mr. Speaker, of the minister: In his investiga-
tions into this situation is he also looking at

the income from reserves of the companies
and its relationship to the ability of a com-

pany to lower premium rates?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I understand this is a

matter which is constantly monitored, Mr.

Speaker, by the superintendent's office. Not

only does a company derive income from the

payment of premiums but it also derives in-

come from the investment and reinvestment

of premium funds. A good substantial portion
of those premium funds does, in fact, belong
to the participating policyholders of that com-

pany and is repaid to them in the form of

dividends or in reduced premiums on their

annual payment of insurance premiums.

Mr. Roy: Take that down.

Hon. Mr. Clement: In so far as any current

study that is being conducted or anything

along those lines is concerned, I am not aware
that anything additional is being done, other

than the constant monitoring of that type of

investment programme conducted by the

various companies.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Is the minister aware,
or is it true, that the superintendent of in-

surance or someone from his agency has sent

a letter out to the insurance agents advising
them not to help their clients expedite claims

of under $100?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Advising them not to?

Mr. Foulds: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am not aware of any
practice. I would not agree with that state-

ment just on a general business basis. I don't

know what advantage would accrue to any-
one sending out a letter telling them not to

co-operate with the very people they are in

business to serve.

Mr. M. C. Germa (Sudbury): To boost

profit!

Mr. Foulds: Could the minister check that

out and find out if it is in fact true?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I'll check it out.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

LAND USE STUDY

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, I have a question
of the Minister of Natural Resources. In light
of the recent report of the select committee
on economic and cultural nationalism deal-

ing with land use in the Province of Ontario,
does the minister feel that it might be pos-
sible for the Province of Ontario to take

advantage of moneys similar to those being
taken advantage of by the Maritime provinces
for the purpose of establishing an inventory
of foreign as opposed to nationally-owned
land in the Province of Ontario; and also for
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the purpose of setting up a proper land regis-

tration procedure in the Province of Ontario

in order that there can then be a continual

inventory maintained of the land in the prov-
ince?

Hon. L. Bernier (Minister of Natural Re-

sources): Mr. Speaker, I might say that I have

just had an opportunity to briefly glance

through the select committee report. I find

some of their recommendations very interest-

ing and very intriguing, but before I would

commit ourselves to go in any specific

direction I think we would have to give that

report and the recommendations further

study.

Mr. Deans: Is the minister aware of the

recent agreement between the Maritime prov-
inces and the federal government whereby
the federal government is paying 75 per cent

of the complete land inventory of the Mari-

time provinces? If he is, does he feel that

source of funds might be used by the Province

of Ontario to do something along the same
lines in order to establish a land registration

programme in this province?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, in co-opera-
tion with the federal government, through the

ARDA programme, we have completed a very
intensive inventory study, dealing particularly
with agricultural lands throughout the entire

province. On top of that, following that re-

port and that study, we are doing work within

our own ministry to complement that study
wit"h a further land inventory.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Would the minister

not agree that when there are funds and
assistance available from the federal govern-
ment to provide the very data he needs in

order to assess the merits of the recommenda-
tions the committee has made about land use

and land ownership, he should proceed imme-

diately with such a study so he is in a position
to make recommendations as to what action,

not just studies, he is going to take?

Hon. Mr. Bernier: Mr. Speaker, I have just

pointed out that we have taken advantage of

those funds.

Mr. Deacon: Only in respect of ARDA. The
minister hasn't done it completely.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): No, that doesn't mean a

thing. The member is simply using ARDA as

a lever.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Why
doesn't the member for York Centre listen?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The man to lead On-
tario!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITY OF
HAMILTON-WENTWORTH

Mr. Deans: I have a question of the pro-
vincial Treasurer.

Does the provincial Treasurer feel it might
be possible either to amend the legislation

or by regulation to make it possible for the

new regional municipality of Hamilton-

Wentworth to re-establish citizen participa-
tion at the committee stage in order that they
can meet the objectives, both of their local

politicians and of the local citizens who have
asked for that?

Hon. Mr. White: Indeed it is possible to

amend the legislation. Whether it is wise in

this instance or not, I really don't know. The
matter has never been brought to my atten-

tion before.

Mr. Deans: We are in the process of bring-

ing it to the Treasurer's attention now.

Is the minister then aware there is a grow-
ing feeling among the elected people at the

civic level and among the citizens who for

years have served the communities well with-

out remuneration, that there should be some
amendment made to permit them to continue
with citizen participation at the level that

had previously been in effect, in the com-
mittee structures of the new regional munic-

ipality?

Hon. Mr. White: No, sir, I am not aware
of this. As I said earlier, I have never heard
it before, but if my very dear friend Mayor
Copps has this point of view I would be
more than delighted to consider it. We want
to accommodate the wishes of the people cer-

tainly.

Mr. MacDonald: All Liberals?

Mr. Deans: I can assume from that answer
that the Treasurer is prepared to do that,

can I?

Mr. Turner: That is what he said.

Mr. Deans: That is not what he said.

Mr. Turner: That is what he said. Certainly
it is.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: The new John White!

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Wentworth have further questions?

Mr. Deans: No. I have other questions, but

I haven't got the right ministers.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

ST. JAMES TOWN EVICTION ORDER

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Revenue. Could he advise this House as to

whether Mr. Davies and Mr. Szasz are em-

ployees of Meridian supervising the public

housing in St. James Town or employees of

Ontario Housing Corp.?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
The two names the hon. member has men-
tioned are unfamiliar to me, at least at this

particular time. I know another Davis. What
is the other name? I didn't hear it.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Szasz.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, I would like to get

up on a point of order and ask you, Mr.

Speaker that you advise the member for

Timiskaming (Mr. Havrot) that pennants and
such other objects are against the rules of

this House to be displayed in this House,

especially when they are offensive.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mn MacDonald: The relations within the

Liberal Party are so palsy-walsy that pen-
nants are deemed to be offensive.

Mrs. Campbell: Is the Minister of Revenue
aware of the fact that his employee, Mr.

Wallace, has taken the position that he can-

not change, alter or countermand the order

by these two men, who are employees of

Meridian, of the eviction of a tenant at 200

Wellesley St? This is creating tremendous
concern in that project that the minister him-
self has been made aware of the situation and
has apparently done nothing about it? Could
we have the comments of the minister?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I would say that I'm

not aware of the situation of which I'm sup-

posed to be aware according to the state-

ments and question of the hon. member.

Mr. Deans: Why is it the government is

never aware of anything?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am not familiar with
the circumstances and not familiar with the

names of those two gentlemen, at least, not

off the top of my head. I'll look into the

matter and report back to the House.

Mrs. Campbell: A supplementary: Could
the minister undertake at least for the time

being this order of eviction will not stand

until such time as he has been able to look

into the matter?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Well, Mr. Speaker-

Mrs. Campbell: The name—if I have to—
is Mrs. Webb, 200 Wellesley St., apartment
425.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Mr. Speaker, obvi-

ously it would be foolish for me to give a

commitment about a matter with which I'm
not familiar. I'll find out as soon as I can;
the hon. member has apparently pointed out

what she considers an urgent situation-

Mrs. Campbell: It is an urgent situation.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —and if it's as she has

said—it would apparently be an urgent situ-

ation—I'll have some information about that

on my desk very shortly. I'll do what appears
to be the right thing to do.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Welling-
ton-Dufferin.

PRICE OF BEEF CATTLE

Mr. J. Root (Wellington-Dufferin): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question which I think is

of great public importance and that is in

relation to the beef industry. As we know, at

the Ontario Stockyards the price for top cattle

has dropped almost 20 cents a hundred. At

the same time, the price for feeder cattle is

remaining at about 60 cents a pound; for

finished cattle it is about 45. Money at the

bank is costing about nine cents, and unless

something is done it's going to have very
serious effects on the consumer in the com-

ing months. I'd like to ask the Minister of

Agriculture and Food, has he had any com-
munication with Ottawa-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): This is en-

joyable.

Mr. Root: —to endeavour to find a solution

to this problem? We know they put an em-

bargo on our cattle going to the United

States. We know they have allowed American
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cattle to come in here without tariff for many
months. Has the minister had any communi-

cation with Ottawa to solve this problem?

Mr. Roy: Right on.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): I just

happen to have the answers.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Got to watch those

Yankee cattle.

Mr. Roy: Does the minister feel terrible?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, the ques-
tion the hon. member has raised is of very

great urgency to all of us.

At the time the Prime Minister of Canada
called the Ministers of Agriculture from

across Canada to the conference in Ottawa
on Sept. 26, at which the federal Minister of

Agriculture acted as chairman, we were ad-

vised that the federal government was con-

cerned, because the matter was raised.

The suggestion was made that because of

the holdback that had taken place in the

United States on beef for a number of weeks,

resulting in several packing plants closing in

the United States and at least 50 per cent

of the kill in the United States dropping off,

there would be an onslaught of those cattle

to the markets whenever the ceiling was re-

moved, which happened on Sept. 10. The 16-

day interval that had taken place indicated

there would be a very depressed cattle market
in the United States. The fact that the federal

Minister of Finance had unilaterally with-

drawn the tariff on cattie and beef coming
into Canada last February—without request
from anyone that we are aware of and with-

out any knowledge being given to anyone
that this was being done or that it was neces-

sary to do—had left the door wide open. As

my hon. friend from Wellington-Dufferin has

so well said-

Mr. Roy: The minister is exaggerating now.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —the export control was

placed on beef while the door was still left

open for cattle to come here and to be

slaughtered in this country, but they could

not be sold back to the United States be-

cause the export control went on.

It left Canadian cattle feeders in the posi-
tion that their market was denied, other than

through the regular channels that beef had
been moving out. But the door was still

open; beef poured in here and as a result we
suggested, at that Ottawa conference, that

there be a temporary import surcharge placed
on beef and live beef slaughter cattle com-

ing into Canada by the federal government.
It was very obvious that a slowdown was

taking place in Canadian markets because the

American market was so much lower than

ours and those cattle were pouring in.

The federal minister suggested that per-

haps this was a point worthy of considera-

tion. He was watching it but no action was
taken and as of this day, a month later, Oct.

26, no action has yet been taken. The result

is that over 50 per cent of all the cattle killed

in Canada are American cattle, and in On-
tario 86 per cent of the beef used, either

killed or sold over the counter is American
beef. To my way of thinking this is a posi-

tively atrocious situation which can be laid

at the doorstep of the federal goverimient
and no one else. We have asked that this

surcharge be placed on—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister won't take

any responsibility himself. He just plays poli-

tics.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: You bet we take re-

sponsibility when it is ours to take, and if my
hon, friend who defends his counterparts in

Ottawa-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He is definitely irrespon-

sible. He wants to attack every time. He is

most of all irresponsible.

Mr. BuUbrook: That's 10 minutes!

Hon. Mr. Stewart: If the Leader of the Op-
position for very obvious reasons wants to

take that responsibility, let him do it. I am not

afraid to stand up in this House and say that

I took the position on Sept. 26 that there

should be an import surcharge placed on

beef. Now, let him stand up, if he wants the

cattlemen of this country not to take a loss

of 20 cents a pound—$20 a hundred-

weight-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'm a cattleman just like

the minister.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's what has hap-

pened, and it has been done at the cost of

the Canadian cattlemen across this country,

every dollar. That's where it's gone.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: This is a speech, not an

answer.
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Hon. Mr. Stewart: To my mind, it is grossly
unfair.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister had better

talk to his counterpart in Ottawa.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I have had contacts with

the federal minister and we have tried to get
the matter resolved. I am hopeful that there

will be some action taken at the federal level

that will not force the breaking of our cattle-

men across this country and the leaving of

feed lots empty from one end of this country
to the other.

Mr. Roy: He has just addressed the House
for 10 minutes.

Mr. Speaker: I will add two minutes to the

the question period. I think the answer was
excessive by about two minutes. I've timed

it.

Mr. MacDonald: Was that a ministerial

statement or a speech?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like a supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker, if I may. Can the

Minister of Agriculture indicate what pro-

grammes he is putting forth in his responsi-

bility as Minister of Agriculture in Ontario to

assist in the support of beef prices at a fair

and justifiable level, when yesterday in this

House he said there was nothing whatsoever
he could do to control the levels of feeds, par-

ticularly soya beans, barley and oats, which
are grown here and fed in this province and
he said it's the responsibihty of the govern-
ment of the United States? What is it that he
does and what can he do here?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I am willing to answer
that question. I am willing to answer that

question, but I don't want any time limit

placed on it, Mr. Speaker, if I may.

Mr. Speaker: I regret that I must place
a time limit on it, if it is too long.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: If my hon. friend wants
to use this House to pitch for his nomination

speech tonight, let him do it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: As I understood it, my
hon. friend a while ago said that he wanted
to remain as a backbencher in the Liberal

Party but not its leader, and who knows that

he will reach his goal; who knows?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: What the Liberals

need is a convention every month.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I think, Mr. Speaker,
with great respect, that my hon. friend, the

Leader of the Opposition-

Mr. BuIIbrook: Don't give us that "great

respect" stuff.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —has cheapened his

position as Leader of the Oflficial Opposition

by trying to make a political issue out of a

serious matter to the beef cattlemen of this

country.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The member for York
Centre just lost it.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Will the minister answer

the question?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There's no question that

just happened. We have-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I am not cheapening it

when I get after the Minister of Agriculture
and Food.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, that's all right.

We have done everything we can to expand
the beef-cow herds in this province and we
have made a pretty successful job of it. But

there's little satisfaction, Mr. Speaker, in my
hon. friend suggesting that we are doing

nothing, when in fact the government of this

country, the government of Canada, which he

supports and which our friends over there

keep in oflfice, according to the admission of

one of their leaders-

Mr. MacDonald: Who voted for the cor-

porations tax?

Mr. Roy: What has the minister done?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —says that they don't

care what happens to the beef industry in

this country and they let these cattle pour
in from United States.

Mr. Roy: What has the minister done?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Two loads of cattle

arrived in Canada yesterday weighing 1,500

pounds average at 28 cents a pound bought
in the United States. If the members opposite
think that's supporting the beef industry in

this country, they have got another think

coming and they had better tell their federal

counterparts—
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Mr. Roy: Answer the question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: There is little satisfac-

tion in us increasing the beef-cow herds in

the Province of Ontario, as we have done

substantially by the thousands in the last two

years, if we are not going to have anybody
to feed the beef and when we find silos half

empty across this province because farmers

liave no confidence in the future of the beef

industry when they see these imports from

the United States. There is nothing we can

do to stop those cattle coming in here, other

than to plead with the federal government, as

we are doing on a daily basis, to try to get
them to take some effective action.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The member knows full

well, as I do-

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —that international

trading is a federal responsibility.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr.. Speaker: The hon. member for York

South.

HYDRO LINES AND
NIAGARA ESCARPMENT

Mr. MacDonald: Thank you, Mr, Speaker.
I have a question of the Minister of Energy
with regard to Hydro's ball park figure that

the cost of burying six miles of high voltage
lines along the Niagara Escarpment from
Rattlesnake R. to Mt. Nemo is $83 million,

"give or take 15 or 20 per cent."

Mr. Haggerty: That is the way they oper-
ate, give or take.

Mr. MacDonald: Since this figure has been

challenged by experts on a panel at a meet-

ing last Monday, would the minister in-

dicate whether or not this is being reviewed

by Hydro and what excuse there is for

a practice that has all the earmarks of

over-estimates in order to undercut the

public demand for more serious considera-
tion of environmental matters?

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Mr. Speaker, I think very simply
the answer is that no one knows at this

point, that it is a ball park figure. Nowhere
in the world is there that kind of technology
to bury that size of line. That's a stab at a

figure; I don't think it's precise. Whether
it is even within 15 or 20 per cent, it is

going to need a staggering amount of money
to bury 500 kv lines; and the technology
at this moment, as I understand it, simply
isn't available anywhere in the world.

The Howlett report to the Solandt com-
mission I think concedes that point and

says that by 1982 certain lines should be
buried. That's where I believe the figure
comes from.

But aside from the cost to the power
users of the province

—whether it is $83
million or $63 million or even $43 million,
the cost for six miles is staggering—Hydro's
much more serious reservation to that, as

I understand it, is that they cannot feel

confident that by 1982 the technology will

be available. Their best guess is that the

technology for that kind of high voltage
transmission system to be buried is prob-

ably the end of the Eighties.

Mr. MacDonald: Just by way of clarifica-

tion, do I take it from the minister's reply
that the absence of technology means that

it is not possible at this stage—and as the

minister implies, even on into the Eighties
—to come to any more precise assessment

of costs?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: That is Hydro's
opinion as I understand it, but that is one
of the things the Solandt hearings are all

about. I think Solandt or Howlett have re-

tained some experts of their own and that

is one of the things that should come out
in the public hearings. The good Lord knows
that Hydro and this government and every-

body else in the province would like to

be able, hopefully at a reasonable cost, to

find some way to bury high voltage lines.

But I don't think it is available at this

moment.

I think I can say on behalf of Hydro, that

if a way is found at a reasonable cost, they
more than anyone else will say, "Alleluial

Let's get on with it."

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Wouldn't the minister think it is

the responsibility of Hydro, or those people

giving information to the commission, to

emphasize the fact that the technology is

not available and that it really isn't a cost

matter that is keeping Ontario Hydro from

going forward with burying cable? Surely
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he is aware of the very strong feeling of

people, who are prepared almost to pay
any price to get those cables underground
under certain circumstances, and that the

information that came out of those hearings,
that in fact there is a price tag connected
with it, is misleading, since there is no way
to bury those cables at the present time.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I don't know how
the Leader of the Opposition can twist

what I've just said around for his own pur-
poses. But the fact is that—

An hon. member: Oh, come on!

Mr. P. J. Yalcabuski (Renfrew South):
It's that kind of morning.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): It's that kind of year.

HoiL Mr. McKeough: —I'm not aware
of what the member for York South was
referring to specifically. The Solandt hear-

ings are still on; I'm sure the points that
have been made here this morning will be
made at the hearings. They may well have
been made at the panel discussion the other

night, for all I know. But to imply that

Hydro is saying one thing and not passing
on something else is just completely in-

accurate.

Mr. Deacon: Supplementary, since this

government of which the minister is a

part-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mrs. Campbell: Could the rabble please
stop, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: Will the rabble please stop?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: Since this government, of

which the minister is a part, thinks: it is

worthwhile to expend $20 million in develop-
ing new technology and building a kiddy-car
line around the Exhibition, would it be worth-
while for him to introduce a programme to

develop new technology so we can make sig-
nificant advances in burying these high-volt-

age cables and not have to wait until 1983,
and so we can provide some estimate of a

reasonable cost for this type of very important

programme?

Mr. Stokes: That's sound.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): The
member has got charisma! Those guys are all

wrong.
An hon. member: He reads the Globe and

Mail.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I am
satisfied that Ontario Hydro and agencies

throughout the world are devoting a good
deal of time, effort and attention—and money
—to this rather vexing problem. The answers

simply are not going to come overnight, no
matter how much money is poured in. Tech-

nology is something that takes people, time

and money. But I suppose more than anything
else it takes time. And certainly Hydro and
others are interested in finding solutions.

In terms of the preface to the member's

question about a kiddy-car fine at the Cana-

dian National Exhibition, I can only say that

the members opposite are going to live to

regret those remarks—just as they are re-

gretting the remarks they made about

CANDU and what Ontario Hydro has done

at Pickering.

Mr. Deacon: By way of a further supple-

mentary, would the minister answer my ques-
tion and tell us to what extent Ontario

Hydro—

An hon. member: They didn't applaud him.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Which Hydro?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deacon: —is providing a programme
of research and that it is not just relying on

technology being developed in other parts of

the world?

Hon. J. W. Snow (Minister of Government

Services): Hydro have a programme of re-

search. They developed CANDU.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Hydro has, I think,

an outstanding research programme in this

area and in many other areas. It is the kind of

research programme that brought CANDU
into being-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's federal!

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —and the hon. mem-
bers can rest assured that these problems will

be solved by Ontario Hydro.

Mr. Roy: They did a good job on that

building as well.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Natural

Resources has the answer to a question pre-

viously asked.
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LAND FOR CONVENTION CENTRE

Hon. Mr. Bemier: Mr. Speaker, on Tues-

day the hon. member for Scarborough West
asked me a question regarding leasing prop-

erty at Westport for a convention centre.

I would like to advise that my ministry

purchased 63 acres of hillside and beach area

in 1966 at a cost of $5,125 to preserve the

scenic beauty and to provide public access

to Westport mill pond. The local municipal
council is interested in obtaining part of this

property with the intention of allowing de-

velopment of a recreational complex. The
council has met with my ministry staflF but

no commitment or decision has yet been

made. Our decision on this matter will depend
on the nature and the extent of the proposed

development, and the effect of the develop-
ment on the scenic value.

I might add, Mr. Speaker, that we have a

policy in respect to management of acquired

land in the interim between acquisition and

its development for purposes intended, which

includes revenue-producing uses such as rent-

ing on a short-term basis for purposes that do

not or will not conflict with the ultimate

intended use.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Revenue has

information pertaining to the question asked

this morning by the hon. member for St.

George.

ST. JAMES TOWN EVICTION ORDER

Hon. Mr. Grossman; Mr. Speaker, this case

appears to be one of those difflcult cases

where the family—it is too bad the hon.

member for St. George mentioned the name.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, I'm sorry I had to do.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It is unfortunate; we

try to avoid that.

Mr. MacDonald: Except where it serves the

minister's purpose, and then he uses names

readily.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I will give as little

information as is necessary to avoid saying

things that perhaps we both would be sorry

for saying, but as much as will perhaps satisfy

the hon. member that we have done every-

thing we can.

Mr. MacDonald: Give it to her privately.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: This property is man-

aged by Meridian for OHC; it is private man-

agement. These gentlemen mentioned by the

hon. member are not employees of OHC.
This family has found it very dijfficult to

adjust to living in that project with other

people, according to this report. There has

been a tremendous amount of antisocial be-

haviour. Apparently they have called in the

social agencies for assistance—well, one social

agency, if the hon. member wants to put it

that way.

Mrs. Campbell: One member—

Hon. Mr. Grossman: I am advised that

they haven't been able to be of any assist-

ance. In cases like this, where it is felt that

everything has been tried and—

Mr. Bullbrook: Speak to her outside the

House.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: —nothing can be

done, before an order is issued to vacate,
these cases all go before the board of direc-

tors of OHC and OHC investigates them. In

this case the board has approved an order

to vacate the premises.

Now I don't know if there is anything
else I can do. If the hon. member wants
some more details, I don't know whether
we'd be permitted to do it. I am saying
that to protect myself just in case, because
she may be asking for information we are

not entitled to give her. Perhaps we'll get
some more details later.

Mrs. Campbell: I would ask, Mr. Speaker,
details of how to—

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Sud-

bury.

INVESTMENT OF OMERS FUND

Mr. Germa: Thank you, Mr. Speaker; I

should like to direct a question to the pro-
vincial Treasurer, and I would seek clarifica-

tion regarding his statement on the OMERS
fund yesterday.

Is it his intention to reissue the debentures

at the average rate which applied in 1963

and successively to 1969?

Hon. Mr. White: I think I am correct in

saying that we will issue debentures pre-
dated to the time that the money came into

the fund at the rate of interest prevailing at

that time.

I am sorry, I am not 100 per cent sure

of this technicality. There is a possibility

we might issue one debenture dated Jan. 1
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at the average rate of return, which is 6.9

per cent. I think I had better check that and
let the member know.

Mr. Germa: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
still in reference to the statement from yester-

day: Is the $8.1 million compensation pay-
ment the sum of the diflFerence between the

going Ontario interest rate and five per cent

for the year 1963 to 1967, and the difference

between the going rate and 6.5 per cent for

the year 1968-69?

Hon. Mr. White: Yes it is.

Mr. Germa: Would this be compounded
interest?

Hon. Mr. White: As far as I know it is, but

I'll check that too.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre—Ottawa East, I am sorry.

Mr. Roy: Yes, yes. Please, please.

Mr. E. M. Havrot (Timiskaming): Cry-

baby.

Mr. Speaker: There are two minutes re-

maining.

Mr. Roy: Okay, I'll just, with my usual

brevity-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Speaker: This is an extended question

period.

BOMBING INCIDENTS

Mr. Roy: To the Solicitor General, Mr.

Speaker:
I wonder if the Solicitor General might

advise the House, in the light of the bomb-

ings that are going on across this province—
we have had three in the Ottawa area and
we have had an attempted bombing in the

Toronto area just in the last few days—is his

special investigation team, CISO, looking into

this question; and can he advise the House
whether there are Mafia elements involved
in this or what is it? Can he report on this?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I am unaware, directly, of the Ot-
tawa situation. With respect to the—

Mr. Roy: He is not aware—

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —incident in the Metro-

politan Toronto area, I know that the Metro-

politan Toronto police force has the matter

in hand. There is a very thorough investi-

gation going on and so far as we can tell,

there is not present the element to which
the hon. member has referred.

Mr. Roy: May I ask a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: The question period has ex-

pired.

Mr. Roy: Just a quick supplementary?

Mr, Speaker: The time has expired.

Some hon. members: Sit down!

Mr. Havrot: Sit down, crybaby.

Mr. MacDonald: The member is being
offensive.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. Roy: Do I have to bring the—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 18th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF LABOUR
(continued)

On vote 2002:

Mr. Chairman: Estimates of the Ministry

of Labour. We were on vote 2002 when we
rose last. The member for Welland South.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Mr.

Chairman, I believe I had the floor last when
we adjourned the other night. I am con-

cerned about this particular vote dealing with

the occupational safety progranmie that the

minister's department is handling here for

the workers in the Province of Ontario. I'm

a little bit amazed at the number of acci-

dents that have occurred in the past year in

industry.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. There's too

much background noise really to hear the

member speaking.

Mr. Haggerty: There has been a general
increase year after year. We can look at the
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legislation that the government has presented
to the House in the past. There are a num-
ber of Acts. Here's one here, An Act to

amend the Industrial Safety Act, and an-

other. An Act to provide for the Protection

of Persons in Industrial Establishments. We
could go on and on and list a number of

them. There's the Construction Safety Act.

They've all been helpful, but we have not

gone far enough to reduce the number of

accidents in industry in Ontario.

I have a pet bill that I have had on the

order paper for two or three years now, and
it has never been debated in the House in the

private members' hour. When I look at this

bill, it's a very reasonable bill. It has quite a

bit of substance in it. This is my thinking and
I believe there is substance there. The intent

of the bill is that the government would
establish safety committees throughout in-

dustry in the Province of Ontario.

I wish to read section 3 of the bill into

the records here. Perhaps other members
would like to hear it and maybe add a few
comments:

Every safety committee, upon the re-

quest of the minister, shall advise him re-

specting the safety of workers in the in-

dustry which it represents, and without

restricting the generality of the foregoing,

inquire into and advise him upon any laws

respecting the safety of workers in in-

dustry, with a view to improvement, clar-

ification or extension of existing laws or the

enactment of new laws, or inquire into and
advise him upon any matter designed to

co-ordinate the functions of all bodies con-
cerned with the safety of the workers.

The intent of the bill is that every industry
shall establish a safety committee which shall

have equal representation from both em-
ployers and employees. I think this is im-

portant, that labour has some voice in safety

throughout Ontario, under the conditions that

many workers are subject to.

If I can recall the Mining Act that was

passed here some two or three years ago, it

listed a number of amendments. I believe

that there were some 600 clauses in it. Of
those 600 or so clauses, there were about
400 clauses in that bill that were actually

permissive legislation. Much of it dealt with

safety in mines and smelters in Ontario. For

example, upon the thinking of a single per-

son, if he didn't like to have hand-railings

along the side of a stair-head or stairway,
then it wasn't required if the mining in-

spector said so.

This is what I find lacking in industry to-

day. There is no input from the employees
in any industry in Ontario. There may be
some safety committees in certain industries,

but they have no actual voice in saying what
the safety regulations or what the safety view
should be in that industry. I know the min-
ister in his ministry has a certain group of

appointed officials there who deal with this

particular aspect. There are persons that he

appoints or there are some from labour.

There may be heads of unions sitting there

to raise some of the problems that exist in

the industry today, but that's not going far

enough. The input should come from the

worker himself. He is the man who is on the

job; he knows when a condition arises where
it is not safe to be working under that con-

dition. There is no one who will listen to

him. The foreman is the most important per-

son in that industry. Usually it is reported
to him, but that is as far as it goes because
his hands are tied too.

It was interested to read an article put out by
the accident prevention organization, which
is doing an excellent job of informing the

employees and industry on the problems that

exist in accident prevention throughout On-
tario. There's one paragraph here, and it's in

quotations. It deals with the principles of

loss control by Frank E. Bird, Jr., director

of the International Safety Academy: "The

ignorance of the function of management, of

its work, of its standards and its responsibili-

ties, is one of the most serious weaknesses

of an industrial society and it is almost uni-

versal."

You can see, just by reviewing that quote,
that there is a serious problem in industry

today. The worker has very little chance of

having any voice in safety matters which do
affect his life. You can go through reports

year after year and see the number of deaths

that have occurred in industry.

I can recall one particular one in the city

of Welland. I believe it was at Atlas Steel

where a tank had blown up. They still don't

know what the cause was, but iiiere was a

fatal injury there and a couple of non-fatal

injuries.

This is the problem, until this government
moves in some direction to give that em-

ployee that right, which is his right right-

fully, and some voice in the say of safety

matters concerning his type of employment.
I feel that this government has not moved
in that direction and until it does the num-
ber of accidents, the loss of man-hours

through injury, the loss of full employment
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to these persons, the loss through death will

continuously spiral year after year. Of course,

the cost is borne by the consumer—by every-
one—and this could, and I'm sure does,

amount to millions of dollars a year.

I would hope that the minister would give
consideration to this particular bill. It may
not be what he is looking for but I think

the intent is there. One of the amazing
things about this particular bill is it will

cost the government not one penny but it

can save the people of this province—and
the workers in this province—millions of

dollars a year with their input. Until labour
has that input and some say in the type of

safety requirements, these things are going
to keep mounting year after year.

I don't know how the government is going
to stand the cost. I know the minister is

sincere in this and I wish he would move
in this direction. The most important thing
is that it gives co-operation from all em-

ployees and employers. This is lacking in

industry today. This would open the door.

I would hope that the minister, from the

number of years I've spoken on this, would

really give serious thought to moving in this

direction. Like I said, it would not cost

one penny but it's going to save some lives.

I had an incident not too long ago where
a person was employed in a certain industry
in Ontario, in a quarry operation. For ex-

ample, he was treated in a sanatorium in

St. Catharines, the Shaver Chest Clinic now,
I think it is. It's one of the best there is

in the Province of Ontario. For about six

years this person was being treated for an
industrial lung disease. In all that length
of time he still continued in that operation
around the quarries, particularly around the
crusher. There is quite a bit of dust and
pollution in that particular area.

About three months ago he died of

silicosis, and yet had that man been re-

moved from that environment, no doubt
he'd be still living today. Now it is a

battle with the Workmen's Compensation
Board to see that his wife will have some
survivor's benefit out of it. I doubt it. But
that's how serious that is in the Province

of Ontario.

If there had been a safety committee

there, this would have been brought to its

attention. I'm sure this person could have
been placed in some other type of work
aroimd that plant. He could have been
even out on the highways flagging traffic or

something like that. But still it would have

given him another two or three years of

life.

And these are the problems that exist

in industry. I know, Mr. Chairman; I've

worked around them so I know the conditions

that many men are asked to accept in in-

dustry. Many of them are not safe; not
safe at all. It is a big chance and a big
gamble.

Every time a person climbs up on steel

he may have a safety belt there, but many
times he has to stick his neck out to tie

a choker cable on a 4 x 4 maybe. The risks

will be there until you bring in a bill

similar to this to give that worker some
voice to say, "You'd better bring in addi-

tional safety equipment in here before I risk

my neck."

I could go on and on, Mr. Chairman,
about some of the conditions that exist. If

you go into some of these bills, much of it

is permissive upon the say so of some in-

dividual who's been appointed through the

minister who can say, "I don't think it's

necessary that you have to have certain safety

protection there." He's probably a person
who's been behind a desk all hds life; he's

never had to go out and work in industry.

But I say this, with all the new chemicals

that are being applied in industry today
in Ontario and the work environment that

many persons are subject to, I would hope
that this minister will bring in a bill that

will give the working labour class in the

province some say in their work environ-

ment.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Mr. Chair-

man, I just want to reiterate some of the

remarks I made earlier and bring to the

minister's particular attention one particular
case again.

I don't want to be parochial about this,

but in one of the industries in my riding

they are using chlorine gas and other gases
in the manufacture of a pulp and paper
product. These tank cars are parked in the

yard of the company in question and we
have endeavoured to arrive at some
rationale by which we can protect not only
the workers in that particular plant but the

town as a whole. They tell me that if the

wind is wrong, half or all of the town of

Fort Frances, in this particular case, or half

or all of the town of International Falls,

Minn., can be wiped out depending on

which way the wind is blowing.
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We have been working through the

Emergency Measures Organization, which I'm

sure the minister will recognize is probably
the least line of defence in dealing with

these matters. I feel personally that this is

far from adequate. Those tank cars have been
there for probably a year now and we have

yet to come up with some kind of scheme or

plan or operation which those people who
work in the plant themselves are satisfied

with, or even management is satisfied with.

It strikes me as passing strange, as a matter

of fact, that your ministry would not have
been on the spot to say: "Look, you have to

follow this, that and the other procedure to

ensure not only the safety of the people who
work in the plant but the health and wel-

fare of the town as a whole."

May I again ask of the minister if this is a

matter of reaction on the part of the min-
ister or his ministry? Are you called in at

the behest or bequest of the union, or is the

ministry aware of these matters and do your
ofiicials go in and say: "All right, look, we've

got a x>otentially dangerous situation here and
this is the way you people have to handle

it to minimize the danger to not only your
employees but the public at large"?

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the concern of

the members for Welland South and Rainy
River on these questions of safety. I can
assure them that I share the same concern
from day to day as the Minister of Labour.

We have, as you know, two strong, well-

organized and eflBcient safety associations.

The Industrial Accidents Prevention Associ-

ation is for the industrial plants and the Con-
struction Safety Association of Ontario covers

the construction industry.

I meet with them fairly regularly every

year, and I'm really impressed by the work

they are doing. As suggested by the member
for Welland South, of course, the employees
are well represented. As a matter of fact, the

rank and file employees in the unions all over

the province are represented by safety associ-

ations. I'm amazed—and perhaps I could pay
tribute to how well organized they are and

how seriously they take their job of accident

prevention.

I will never be satisfied as the Minister of

Labour as long as there is one fatality in this

province. We have to keep working and

knocking our heads together and find better

ways every year to prevent accidents both in

the plants and on construction sites.

I note that in 1972 the total number of

fatalities was just about equal to those in

1969—there were 44, as a matter of fact. In

1971 there were 41—so there had been an

increase of three. As I say, I'm not satisfied

until we can possibly come up with a record

of no fatalities at all.

This requires from both the workers and

management, constant attention to the pro-

gramme of safety—I think it was mentioned

by one of the speakers that an employee in

one particular plant was suflFering from sili-

cosis. I think it would be his prerogative to

go to management about it, according to the

regulations here of the Industrial Safety Act

of 1971. He could certainly have gone to

management and insisted on having some-

thing done; or got in touch with our ministry

at any time.

Mr. Haggerty: The employee doesn't know
that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The employee doesn't

know?

Mr. Haggerty: No. He is not informed.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, he should be.

Really, today they are very well organized in

almost every plant—and especially in the in-

dustrial plants. But in any event, I suppose
there are cases of this type in our great, large

province. I know in one particular area, for

instance, where our inspector requested the

use of safety jackets because employees were

working on a bridge over water. Some of the

workers didn't want to wear them. They pre-

ferred to quit their jobs first. So you can

imagine it's not always that easy, but steps

are being taken.

I work closely with these associations, I

can assure you. Even as recently as Monday
I met with the directors of the Construction

Safety Association, and we are trying to find

ways and means to better our programme.

As you will recall this year we amended

the Construction Safety Act, which I think

was a great step forward as well, giving the

responsibility of inspection in the construction

industry to the provincial government. It has

been quite a debate as you can imagine, but

I think our programme is coming along quite

well. We are retraining and upgrading our

inspectors. This is what labour and manage-
ment both wanted, as a matter of fact. I

think eventually we will be able to show

improvement in this regard but I do share

the member's concern.
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Mr. Haggerty: Mr. Chairman, may I just
make a few inquiries of the minister? He
mentioned that employees are knowledgeable
in some of these regulations. I have to ques-
tion that. As I said, I have worked in

industry and I have been on union safety
committees and so forth, and I will tell you
this. When the minister's inspectors come into

a plant, they never go to the safety commit-

tee; they go directly to management. This is

the point I am saying to you. Where there

is a safety committee there, then they should
be making those trips through the plant, too.

I can be very critical of this. I can tell you
instances where you could always figure that

somebody was coming through the plant be-

cause there would be a good housecleaning
job done the day before, and everything was
found to be just perfect and the inspector
would walk out satisfied. But if he had gone
to the safety committee through the union
or a person appointed to it, he would have

got a different story, and that's what's lacking.

In this one particular instance in which I

mentioned this quarry operation, there was
no union there. Some of these unions too

couldn't care less about what the conditions

are. These union organizers are not inside the

plant; they are sitting in an air-conditioned

office. As long as they can get the $5 or $10
a month dues, they are happy. I wish the

minister would give consideration to this point.

Will he also give consideration to removing
the sales tax from safety equipment? I am
talking about safety shoes that certain em-
ployees have to buy, and gloves and things
like this. This is important to them. If you
can knock off seven cents or 10 cents or

whatever it will be why-

Mr. Raid: On a dollar.

Mr. Haggerty: On a dollar it means quite
a bit when you have to go out and buy a pair
of coveralls which today cost about $12 for

a good pair. You can work in certain in-

dustries in the Niagara region and in one

day they are eaten up by acid, but they are

protective equipment. I suggest that the min-
ister give this consideration.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, I don't
know if I was quite clear in my remarks
previously, but the Construction Safety As-
sociation of Ontario and the Industrial Acci-
dent Prevention Association both promote
union-management committees all over the

province.

I remember the time when the hon, mem-
ber brought in his private member's bill. I am
not saying there is no merit in it at all, but

we feel this is being done now to a very large
extent. Nonetheless I will be glad to bring
this to their attention again and to see if

something further can be done along those

lines.

As to exempting safety equipment, safety
shoes and all that from the sales tax, I have
no responsibility in this regard. I am not the

Minister of Revenue (Mr. Grossman). I know
many plants in many areas in which the cost

is being shared by employers. In some other

plants it is being paid by the companies. I

wouldn't have any authority in exempting
sales tax on these goods.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, I don't want to

harp on this but the minister has not answer-

ed my particular question. Let me make it

specific: What action does his department take

when he knows that in an industrial endeav-

our there are noxious gases used in the proc-

ess, particularly in pulp and paper? But

what specific action or steps does his ministry

take? Let me put it in a series of questions,

Mr. Chairman.

Does the company, or industry, first of all,

have to notify the minister if it is using gases
that could be potentially dangerous to not

only the workers but the community at large?

Is the company under any kind of regulation

that requires it to notify the Minister of La-

bour and its safety branch?

Secondly, if so, what then are the steps

that the minister and his safety branch take

to ensure the well-being of the workers on

that job and the community at large, regard-
less of whether the minister is notified or not?

Thirdly and specifically, does the minister

or his safety branch send an inspector down
and say: "Look, you have to comply or fol-

low the certain regulations, or the certain in-

structions, to ensure the safety of the workers

in this plant and the community?"

Can the minister be specific and tell me
how he goes about these matters; whether or

not there are specific rules and regulations

within his ministry in regard to dealing with

noxious gases that could be quite harmful to

communities?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Chairman,
in cases of health hazards we, of course,

immediately call on the occupational health

representatives of the Ministry of Health—
not having the expertise in this field our-

selves. We get in touch with them imme-

diately. In the case of gases, as he has sug-

gested, we also contact the Ministry of the

Environment at once and our people work
with its people. There is no question about
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it. We have such reports. When it comes to

our attention, then our own inspectors will

make repeated inspections in the area until

the whole problem has been cleared.

Mr. Reid: I don't want to be parochial
about this again, but in the case of the

Ontario-Minnesota Pulp and Paper Co. at

Fort Frances, chlorine gas tank cars are

parked within the limits of the industrial

complex in that town. I have tried, and the

EMO has tried, and the company itself has

made attempts to come to some rationale to

minimize the danger of having those tank

cars full of chlorine there. But I am in-

formed that there is a possibility that if

something goes wrong, and the wind is blow-

ing the wrong way, that half the town, or

the whole town, would be wiped out.

The minister says in his remarks, and the

minister chooses his words very carefully: "If

we are informed," or "if we are notified."

What I would suggest to the minister is

that he, either by Act or regulation—prefer-

ably Act—bring before the Legislature legis-
lation requiring that his ministry be notified

beforehand that an industrial endeavour is

going to have chlorine gas, or any other gas
that may be a potential disaster to a com-

munity. His safety branch should be notified

and his inspectors go to that particular com-

pany and say: "Look, we have laid down

regulations, or law, in regard to the way in

which these chemicals must be treated."

The kraft mill that was built at Fort

Frances has, I understand, three or four, and
sometimes more, chlorine gas tank cars

parked beside it. If anything goes wrong, it

could wipe out not only the employees in

that industrial complex, but half the town.

I must say that I don't think it is suflBcient

for the minister to say, "Well, we participate,
and if we are notified or we're called, we'll

do something about it."

I think it requires a specific initiative on
the part of the Minister of Labour, through
his occupational safety branch, to ensure that

all possible safeguards are taken in this

matter.

Again, I don't want to be parochial, but it

comes immediately to mind and I'm sure

it has application across the province. First

of all, has the minister been made aware of

the situation in Fort Frances regarding the
kraft mill? And, second, what particular ini-

tiatives or attempts has his department made
to ameliorate that situation to ensure the

safety of the workers at that plant and the

people in the community at large?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, I per-

sonally wasn't aware of this situation in Fort
Frances-

Mr. Reid: I don't expect the minister per-

sonally to be aware—

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No. I'm sure my senior

officials were; there's no doubt about that.

In order perhaps to explain further what I

have said, in the case of hazards involving
chlorine gas, as the member has mentioned,
the onus—and we insist on this—the emphasis
is placed on the employer to notify the

ministry. However, if we ourselves detect a

possible source of danger, he can rest assured

that we will act very quickly.

It is the responsibility of the employer, if

he knows that there could be some hazards,
to let us know and then we will act. Mind

you, this is not unique to Fort Frances. I can
remember a similar accident a few years ago
on the railroad track in my city, Cornwall,
which cost the lives of animals. Fortunately,
no human beings were affected, but it was

quite dangerous for a number of days as a

matter of fact.

The hon. member probably has been

through all the regulations, and there are

quite a number of regulations covering those

situations; but there too we work very closely
with the industry and any word of possible

danger we would get from anyone would
receive attention immediately.

Mr. Reid: Well, I don't want to beat this

horse to death, but I am less than satisfied

with the minister's remarks. Perhaps I'm

wrong when I say that the minister's depart-
ment has been noticeably absent up until

this point. The minister says it's a require-
ment that the company notify the ministry.

If this is so, and the company has notified

his ministry in this particular case, there has

been very little done about this particular
situation.

The Emergency Measures Organization
was taking steps to see what kind of opera-
tion it could set up in case something went

wrong with these gas tankers. But the min-

ister's department, to my knowledge, has

been noticeably absent in this regard. While
I don't want to dwell on my own particular

riding and this particular case, I would like

to know specifically what action his depart-
ment takes.

Those chlorine gas tankers are stilL sitting

there. We've had a strike in that particular

community for almost four months now. But
this situation with the chlorine gas has existed
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for over a year; and to my knowledge, which

may be deficient, this department has not
come down and said to the company and to

the safety council of the mill, "Look, this is

what we have to do to ensure the safety of

the workers in the plant and the community
at large."

I would like to know—and I'm going to

keep after the minister until I know—speci-
fically what steps the industrial safety branch
takes in these matters. I'd also like a com-
mitment from the minister that his people
will go and look at the situation in that

particular instance and come up with recom-
mendations. And I would hope that this is

being done all across the Province of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, this of

course, is a very specific case. I may not be as

familiar vdth it as I would like to be. I will

assure the hon. member that before the day
is over I'll get the director of the branch and

give him all the details, tell him exactly
what has taken place and what we anticipate.
We will give him all the co-operation we can.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2002. The member for

Windsor West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Yes, Mr.

Chairman, one aspect of provincial construc-

tion safety inspection is starting to concern
me. I have some questions in my mind about
it. When the Act was passed, it combined the
three Acts into the one and provincial safety

inspection was brought in. This was applauded
by and large because we all knew of the dis-

parities that were occurring in the province
with respect to safety inspection.

The particular example which I have

quoted so often is the North York vis-a-vis

Toronto situation of two or three years ago,
where you had three times the amount of

construction starts in North York that you had
in Toronto, but only half the number of safety

inspectors.

Now that we have provincial-vdde safety

inspection, how is your ministry to know and
how are we to know its effect, relative to

what took place before provincial safety in-

spection came in? And not so much uniformity
of safety inspection, because I think that will

occur rather naturally, but whether there vidll

be as many or more or fewer inspections
around the province than occurred before-
hand.

What I'm asking is if you are already pre-
paring or will prepare tables for future
reference—and fairly accessible to any mem-
bers—of the number of construction-site starts

around the province, the value of the con-
struction and the number of inspections that

occur around the province so we can see some
ratio of inspections to construction starts, or

inspections per dollar value involved?

Unless we have this sort of data—wide-

spread as it is—I don't see how we are going
to be able to say in the future, particularly
relative to the year in which provincial safety

inspection came in, whether or not we are

doing an effective job. And as the years go
on and the probable need to expand that staff

arises, we will particularly need to see those

comparative figures. Are you planning any-

thing in this field, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I

don't think I could guarantee or give any
indication that we are going to have more
inspections, but we are certainly going to

have more effective inspections. Municipal
representatives of the province, by their ov^m
admission at a meeting I attended, said that

only in about 40 or 60 per cent of the cases

at the most were inspections really adequate
before. Because of this new Act, which came
into effect last year, certainly they are going
to be far more effective.

Now, as far as the numbers, I don't know.
I can't guarantee it, but I'm sure we prob-
ably will have just as many, but they are

going to be better—better inspection and more
effective. As to keeping tab of all the numbers
of inspections, I imagine we keep these in our

records—the number of sites that have been
visited—all the records that we can possibly

keep in this programme.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, Mr. Chairman, just to

continue on this topic. I agree with the minis-

ter on this. I know you are interested in see-

ing that there is adequate safety inspection in

the province in order to cut down on the

accidents and the disruptions that occur in

the construction industry. I have two interests

here.

If you are doing a good job, as I think you
very much want to do in this area, you'll

always be able at any time to convince the

public that you are doing that job. And also,

from my point of view, I'd like to be able to

assure myself that a good job is being done.

What I'm saying is, somehow gather informa-

tion together—it needn't be in a large table

but some way in which you can show clearly,
to the public and to other jurisdictions when

they want to see what Ontario has done in

this area. This is the best way to do it and
the figures will show that we are doing a

good job.
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I urge you to publish something, at least

on a yearly basis, to show what sort of job
is being done in this area. I'm sure that in-

spection is better in many ways than what's

been done in the past. I'm sure you want to

do a good job. What I'm saying is be pre-

pared to blow your own horn on this a bit and
also satisfy us that this is taking place.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I wanted to ask

several questions of the minister and then

make several recommendations.

May I ask if the ministry is considering

setting health standards in industry, so that

when the temperature within a plant passes

beyond a certain level an automatic cessation

of operations in the plant is possible? I know
the minister is aware of the problem of the

Chrysler workers in Windsor where they
walked out after the temperatures became

abnormally high during the summer months

during a heat-wave period. As a result of

their walking out, the American head offices

disciplined a large number of their employees
and had to withdraw the discipline action as

a result of the strong stand that the union

took on behalf of their workers. The com-

pany head office in Detroit withdrew that

and as a result resolved that small problem.
However, the problem of heat still remains.

I think, Mr. Minister, some type of heat

standard should be set so that when temper-
atures pass a given point then the operations
should either cease or should be suspended.
That, I think, should be on consultation with

the union itself. If the union itself thought
that its members could safely work under

such heat conditions then I would think that

that would be quite all right. Would the

minister care to reply to that?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, there is only a

general requirement in our regulations. There

is no specific temperature maximum in de-

grees of Fahrenheit stated. I remember last

year we did get one case and that's probably
the one that you are referring to. That's the

only time that I've heard about it since

assuming my responsibility in this ministry.

I note here in the regulations there is

nothing really except to say here, subject to

subsection 2: "Enclosed workplaces shall be
at a temperature suitable for the type of

work performed and not less than 68 degrees
Fahrenheit."

Mr. Haggerty: What is suitable? Define
suitable—below zero?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I suppose there must
be a reason because some people have more
endurance than others depending on the in-

dustries. That doesn't mean though that it

should be intolerable; it might be in some
cases, but by and large we've had very,

very few complaints. It would appear that

both labour and management in these cases

have been getting along fairly well. To my
knowledge so far in the last 18 months I've

had only one complaint.

Mr. B. Newman: Would the minister then

care to consult with both management and
labour in an attempt to arrive at some satis-

factory resolution of that type of a problem,
because we can rest assured that next summer
we're going to have heat waves in the city of

Windsor, and if the Chrysler plant is in oper-
ation that same type of problem may arise.

I think by consultation between both bodies,
the problem could be fairly easily resolved.

I also wanted to ask of the minister if he

requires corporations to provide his depart-
ment with the list of the chemicals that are

used in the manufacturing processes and the

health hazards that an individual may be

exposed to as a result of handling the chem-
icals or working on machines where there

may be some sort of exposure to the chem-
icals?

And would the minister also inform me if

there are tables and lists of neutralizing

agents that could be readily applied in case

of contact with some of the chemicals?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, of course, we
don't deal on a plant-by-plant basis, but I

understand the companies themselves have

to let us know when they are using a danger-
ous gas or whatever. They have to let our

ministry know about that.

Mr. B. Newman: I wanted to come back,

Mr. Chairman, but my colleague has some

questions bearing directly on this.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

think what the member for Windsor-Walker-

ville is trying to convey to the minister is,

does the ministry have a complete catalogue
of all industrial chemicals that are used and

the type of neutralizer required in case of

accidental contact with any chemical or any

gas?
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It's not good enough to say that manage-
ment has this information. I think every em-

ployee should have knowledge of what could

happen if he walked into a particular plant.
There are many persons employed in industry

today who are not employees of a particular

plant, but are skilled tradesmen, such as

millwrights, who move about from one plant
to another or from one industry to another.

Now, does this ministry have a complete

catalogue of all industrial hazards, such as

gas, chemicals and so forth?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Well, the Act sets out

specific protective measures that must be
taken when toxic substances are present. I

am also informed that the ministry inspects
to see that these steps are taken. Apparently
there is something about this in section 82
of the Act.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I want to

bring to the minister's attention a copy of

an article that was published in the Detroit

^'"ree Press on May 14, 1973, and written

by Mike La Velle. He is directly involved

in labour and writes fairly incisive and con-

structive criticisms of work and work oper-
ations.

His article is entitled "Health Hazards Take

Huge Industry Toll." Naturally I'm referring
to the United States and not to Canada, but
if we divide by 10 then the tolls would be
about equivalent:

Between 14,000 and 15,000 workers die

each year as a result of work-related ac-

cidents.

The occupational safety and health
branch of the [US] Labour Department
points out that a number of chemicals and
other substances, some widely used in in-

dustry, can cause cancer.

Many workers in manufacturing plants
continue to be exposed to these chemicals.

The Oil, Chemical and Atomic Workers In-

ternational Union says that "each passing
work day without regulatory intervention

increases the number of employees who will

be effectively exposed to these chemicals
and who subsequently may develop can-
cer.

The minister must see that exposure to vari-

ous types of chemicals, as a result of manu-
facturing processes, may have not only a
serious effect but may be fatal for the indus-
trial worker. I'm quoting now:

Dr. John Zalinsky came up to us in De-
troit, and told of 30 cases of chronic beryl-
lium diseases caused by exposure to "safe"

levels of beryllium dust. He was told by
the company that if he published this ma-
terial in medical literature that he would
have to look for another job.

These are quotes from a Ralph Nader report,

the last paragraph. So you can see that the

problem is serious, I think, Mr. Minister. May-
be it is not as serious in Canada as it is in

the US, but you can rest assured it will be-

come more serious in Canada. I bring that

to the minister's attention, not attempting to

get a reply from him but hoping that his

officials will look into the problem related to

the use of chemicals.

The other question that I wanted to ask

the minister relates to an injury on the job as

the result of either lack of saftty or so forth.

The individual immediately, or generally, has

a report filed with management. I am won-

dering, Mr. Minister, if it shouldn't be policy

on the part of the government that the em-

ployee be given a copy of any report that is

ever submitted by management to Workmen's

Compensation or to any other body so that

he, himself, has these reports when applying
for compensation or in an attempt to appeal
before the board. Too often his mind becomes

a little hazy hours after the accident or in-

jury and he can't quite recall exactly what

he may have said or what he may have sign-

ed. Would the minister care to reply to that?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: In some cases now,
some companies do give a copy to the injured

workman. However, if you will recall, the

task force does recommend giving all infor-

mation to the employees.

Mr. B. Newman: Right. Good. Thank you,

Mr. Minister. I think that will resolve that

problem. The other one that I wanted to

bring to the minister's attention v/ould prob-

ably come under construction safety. Back in

1966, on BobLo Island, there was a fatal ac-

cident on one of the amusement rides. As a

result of that fatal accident, the city of Wind-

sor set up its own standards of safety con-

cerning amusement rides. I am just wonder-

ing, Mr. Minister, whose responsibility is it

to see to this? Is it the Ministry of Labour's?

Is it one of the other ministries of sovern-

ment? Exactly who would be responsible to

see that these amusement rides, as they have

been transported from one area to another

and set up, are absolutely safe? And that the

youngsters and older folks who enjoy the

pleasures of that amusement ride are perfectly

safe when they get on the ride?

I would like also to bring to the minister's

attention that on BobLo Island, as a result of
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this accident, the management themselves do

a very strict inspection. Their rides are per-

manent in nature and, as a result, may not be

as hazardous as are those that are moved
from one small community to the second, to

the third. It isn't good enough to have the

community inspected because some of the

smaller communities don't have the knowl-

edgeable individuals who could look at it and

certify that the ride is absolutely safe.

On BobLo Island, even though it's a Cana-

dian island, the amusement rides are operated
and the island generally is operated by
Americans. The amusement rides conform to

the Michigan carnival-ride safety code even

though Michigan has no jurisdiction over it,

but at least there is a code for this type of

apparatus. I would strongly suggest to the

minister that the ministry, or some ministry
of government, set up a carnival-ride safety

code, not only for the rides but likewise for

the various electrical wires that we find lying
on the ground from one piece of equipment
to the second and back to the transformer. I

understand that there is quite a hazard in

some areas, not only from exposure but also

from the fact that one may trip over the

wiring as it lies on the ground. May I have
a response from the minister?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, our

ministry is responsible for occupational safety
whether it is industrial or construction safety.
The case the member was referring to has to

do with public safety. With the restructuring
of government, this programme has been
taken out of our ministry and transferred to

Consumer and Commercial Relations.

Mr. B. Newman: Fine. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2002.

Mr. Reid: Let the member for Wentworth

go ahead.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): No, I insist

you go ahead.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview,
then.

Mr. Reid: Well, all right.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman,
on this matter, it has always worried me
considerably that the attitude should be that

the pubhc should pay for the oversight of
industrial safety. All right, we should set up
codes; I agree with that. But when it comes
to the carnival owner, should he be looking
to the Minister of Labour to make sure that

he is complying with the Act or the standard

or whatever it is that his equipment is safe?

It seems to me that the onus should be in

large measure upon the owner of the equip-
ment, whether it is factory or construction

paraphernalia or whatever it may be.

That is where the onus somehow ought to

be, whereas we have tended to think that

we've got to appoint more and more and

more inspectors paid out of the pubhc purse
to make sure that the employers are toeing

the line and doing the job correctly. I think

this is the wrong emphasis. I realize that the

compensation payments which are demanded
of accident-prone employers are a deterrent

that perhaps helps to make them look at

safety and at what ought to be done. The

fact is that while very often the worker is

careless and reaps the result of that careless-

ness in an industrial accident or an accident

on an amusement lot or wherever it may be,

yet much of the carelessness is on the part

of the employer who looks to the government
to make sure that the site is safe.

I don't think that should be. I am wonder-

ing just what the minister is doing, because

I suspect he is very much aware of this and

is very concerned about it. I am wondering
what he may be doing in order to impress

upon the employer that the responsibility is

his and whether legislation should not be

slanted in that direction, rather than having
the feeling everywhere that we have got to

have more safety inspectors and we've got to

make sure that the public purse is being
raided in order to make sure that everybody
is safe.

In my work in my riding, I have a great

many construction workers. I have a constant

stream of men who have been injured on the

job and so often we have to fight with em-

ployers because they say the accident didn't

happen. In an instance just a couple of weeks

ago where a man was injured, be said he was

injured on the job. The doctor said he was

injured and should not work. And yet the

employer—this is a case mainly of small

employers, of people on construction sites and

people with small plants—said he wasn't hurt

on the job.

Fortunately in this case, the employee had
a witness. When I dealt with the minister's

department they went to see the witness.

They got the facts and then they confronted

the employer and the employer had to admit

that hkely the accident did occur. As a matter

of fact, the employer was at the site when
the accident occurred but he was still deny-

ing it.
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This is the kind of emphasis that I think

ought to be given. I'd Hke the minister to

tell us what is being done to lighten the

burden on the public purse and to shift the

emphasis in large measure to the man who
is ultimately responsible. My experience is

that in so many cases, particularly with small

firms and subcontractors on construction, they
are trying to shave the expenditure by going

easy on safety procedures and the result is

that somebody gets hurt.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: A very good point,
Mr. Chairman, and really I have to agree
with the member. As a matter of fact, we
have two new Acts shifting this onus on to

the employer and I think it's a step in the

right direction. But there are two new Acts—the Construction Safety Act as well.

Mr. B. Newman: But there have to be
standards set by your department.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: You are not referring
to the case that you mentioned a while ago?
I mean standards over all of the province?

Mr. B. Newman: Yes, but there should
be different standards for different types of

equipment that may be used.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, they are in the

regulations as well, I am informed.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Yes, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The minister with his usual affability has
charmed us again this morning, but he hasn't

really given me an answer to the question
that I raised before. He has told me that

he will look into this particular situation

in Fort Frances, but I want to put two
questions to him in regard to safety, which
I think should be one of the paramount
priorities of his ministry.

I'd like him to tell me specifically what
the situation is—and the member for Windsor-
Walkerville raised this also, and it is the
concern of all of us—what are the specific
measures that his ministry takes in regard
to chemicals and gases that are used in the
industrial process? I want to know specifically
if his ministry is notified by the company
and if an inspector goes down and says,

"Look, you have to do such-and-such and
such-and-such."

The other thing—and I don't want to

reiterate this ad nauseam, but it's been
brought to my attention on too many
occasions, I think, for it not to be a reason-

able request—when a union in particular
notifies your safety inspection branch that

something is wrong, I am informed that

your inspector will come down. I realize that

we are isolated, relatively speaking, but

your safety branch will come down sometimes
a week after^ the problem is raised with
them.

I'm not so sure that they should jump
every time somebody raises a complaint, but

very seldom, if ever, does your safety in-

spector contact the union and say, "You take

me around the plant and show me what the

problem is." If they cry wolf then the safety

inspector can write a report and say, "I've

been contacted and they are just trying to

create problems," but I don't think that is

the case in 99.99 per cent of the cases.

But I'm told—and I'm told not just by
the union, but I'm told by management—
that the safety inspector contacts the com-

pany beforehand and says, "I'm going to

be down there Wednesday and I want to

look at such-and-such and I'd like somebody
from the management side to take me around
and show me this particular problem." Well,
we are all human and it's just a natural

reaction that they are going to clean up
that particular problem before the safety

inspector gets there.

I know that the ministry does on-the-spot

examinations, but the previous minister ad-

mitted to me that the inspectors notify the

company, because sometimes the company
has to appoint a man to go around with him
and they might have to revise work schedules

and so on to make this easier for the com-

pany. I say that's nonsense. I also say that

that is not carrying out the functions of

the safety branch of the minister's depart-
ment.

I would like to know just what procedures
the safety inspectors follow; how many on-

the-spot checks without prior notification

do they do in a year; and what procedure
do they follow and is it a prerequisite that

they contact the union or the safety council

of the mill, or the union that raised the

initial complaint?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, when
we get a specific complaint, whether it is

from the union or management, naturally the

inspector will contact the one who has made
the complaint. In the case of a union or an

employee, they'll contact them.

They like to be independent as much as

possible. They walk in and make their own

inspection. But if we have a complaint from
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any employee, naturally the inspector will get

in touch with the employee.

Mr. Reid: Well that hasn't been the case.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: To go back to your
first question, concerning the chemicals. I

haven't answered that to your satisfaction.

It is not an easy one to answer, because I

don't yet know all the regulations in the book.

The requirements on environmental hazards

are in the sections 76 and 89 of the regula-

tions; and I'll provide you with a copy.

Mr. Reid: We have a situation in Fort

Frances—and I may be wrong; maybe your

deputy minister can correct me—but to my
knowledge there has never been anyone from

your branch who has gone there and said:

"Look, we have a situation here that is poten-

tially hazardous and this is the course you
have to follow."

Now, if that has been done, the company
has never communicated that to me, and the

union has never communicated that to me. I

think the company is searching for a solution,

and this strike has interrupted that particular

process. But as far as I know, the most strik-

ing fact in this whole matter is that your

ministry has been noticeably absent in this

whole affair.

I'm speaking from the specific to the

general—I realize that. This may not be the

logical way to go about things, but on the

other hand this situation could prevail right
across the province. I would like to know
what initiatives your ministry takes in these

matters?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: You are dealing with a

very specific case; no one seems to be familiar

with it. I think I've offered for you to meet
the director.

Mr. Reid: I don't want to get parochial and

just talk about my riding. It seems to me that

if this is happening in my riding, then it is

happening in others.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Because chlorine gas is

being transported on highways and on the

railroads, then it becomes a public safety
matter more so than industrial and construc-

tion. But I think by discussion—and I would
like to be in on the discussion as well with

the director—perhaps we can find a better

way.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. I have very little

to say about it, except there are a couple of

points that bother me. Well, I suppose to

begin with I should say that the workplace
is a hell of a lot safer today than it was 20

years ago; and I think we all understand that.

A lot of that is the result of the Ministry of

Labour.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): Is that a

hyphenated word?

Mr. Deans: Yes, of course it is. That is a

hyphenated word.

A lot of it is the result of the eflForts of

the Ministry of Labour. But I've got a rather

uneasy feeling about construction safety in

particular. It is easier to identify the problem
in a plant than it is to identify it in the con-

struction field. In construction it is because of

the nature of the work, and because of the

transient nature of the employees in many in-

stances and because of the fact that em-

ployees are eager to get work—because it is

very easy to be out of work in the construc-

tion industry for long periods of time for no

apparent reason.

There is a tremendous reluctance on the

part of construction employees to really
talk about safety on the job. I am particularly
concerned about accidents which have oc-

curred over the last while which I think

were probably avoidable; accidents which

were related to the use of and the initial

construction of the hoists and elevator shafts

used to transport men and materials within

the buildings that are being constructed, as

they are being constructed.

I had reason to know of a circumstance

where, in spite of the fact that the Ministry
of Labour was made aware of the inade-

quacy of the hoisting mechanism; in spite

of the fact that the inspector inspected it

and declared that it wasn't fit for use, another

inspector was called in and, vdthout any
work having been done, it was passed.

Now, there is something wrong. I am not

saying there is something wrong throughout
the ministry and I don't want to leave thai

impression, but somewhere in the ministry
there is something wrong.

That's one instance, there are others, but

it seems to me, as I look at it that the oppor-

tunity to influence certain people seems to

be there and the industry seems able to

exert undue influence on certain people in

order to get satisfactory results—satisfactory

to their way of thinking.

I don't know how you are going to en-

courage the average guy who lays bricks or

the average guy who puts in pipe or is per-
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haps an erector to come and tell you about
the problems. I don't know how you are

going to do that because they, frankly, don't

feel that they have any protection. They
don't feel, in spite of the best intentions of

the ministry, that the protection that they
are given is nearly adequate enough.

I don't know how you cope with a situa-

tion where a man knows full well that the

job site is unsafe—not the entire site but

certain aspects of the job site are unsafe—
and he also knows that if he goes to the

Ministry of Labour it will send an inspector

who, doing his job to the best of his ability,
will come to a conclusion that the man is

right and will take the appropriate action to

correct it, or may find out within a short

period of time that something somewhere
said by somebody to somebody has altered

the perspective of the inspector. I don't know
how that man is ever going to be able to

come back and report other unsafe situations.

I can appreciate that in the construction in-

dustry there is often a language problem. I

think to some extent that may be a part of

the difficulty; that again, in spite of the best

efforts to make the provisions of the law
available in a number of different languages,
it isn't yet getting through. That's, perhaps,

partly the union's fault and partly the fault

of the individual worker.

It must be shared by the ministry to some
extent but I know that the men feel, and
I think correctly, that when they bring a

matter of safety to the attention of the

ministry, it begins to spell the end of either

their employment at one point or at least

their chances for any advancement within

the company in which they are operating.
Now that's not true of every company, ob-

viously, so that kind of a blanket statement

is tough to hang. I know it to be true, never-

theless, that a man or a woman who comes
to the ministry and complains about an un-

safe situation in a company, after having

gone to the management of the company
through his immediate supervisor and, per-

haps, going beyond that to the general fore-

man and has been unable to reach some

satisfactory arrangement as to the correction

of it, is supposed to go to the Ministry of

Labour, but his job is in jeopardy. And if his

job isn't in jeopardy, certainly his oppor-
tunities are in jeopardy from that day forth.

The company has absolutely no use for any-
one who demands safety.

Mr. Young: And he thinks, even though
it is not true, that they are.

Mr. Deans: Now, my colleague says—and
this is the important part—even although it

may not be absolutely true and followed,

many of the people in the field believe it

to be true. I don't know how we are going
to correct that, because it is something that

will be corrected only by pretty firm action

on the part of the department—not only by
enforcing its own law but also by making
public the enforcement of the law.

That is the important part: Given the

nature of the construction industry, where
men move from one part of the province to

another, it is quite possible that by the time
the correction is made, the people who had
been there would never really realize that

it happened; and with that in mind, they
don't think the department is doing its job

properly.

I think it is going to be necessary for the

department to spend a great deal more effort

in publicizing its resolve to enforce safety in

the industries, whether they be manufactur-

ing or construction, but at the moment con-

struction—to enforce the safety aspects of the

Act. It is so easy for a person to be bullied

out of insisting, and it is too dam late once

he is dead to say we wish he had.

I'd also like the minister to comment, if

he would, on the relationship between the

lAPA, the Industrial Accident Prevention

Association, and the department. He will

recall the discussions that went on a year

ago during the Workmen's Gompensation
Board hearings about the use of the ministry

inspectors by lAPA and the close relationship
that seemed to have developed. Fine, I am
not quarrelling with that; except it brings
about the problem that was raised by my
colleague from Rainy River.

It is a very difficult thing to serve two

masters; and the lAPA, in spite of its best

efforts, is primarily an employer organiza-
tion. As an employer organization it has

access to whatever is being done by the

department inspectors, and therefore has

a certain amount of influence because its

co-operation is always sought and required
in order to effect any meaningful changes.

I am of the mind, quite frankly, that the

lAPA function should be purely one of

advice, as opposed to involvement itself.

From the point of view of the WGB, which
I don't want to get involved in at present,
I think there is a great problem in trying
to hide—and it is a natural thing—in trying
to hide any of the industrial accident prob-
lems that arise.
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Many companies, quite frankly, know full

well that there is a safety problem. They
run the risk of injuries—and the men run

the risk of injuries too, but for the reasons

that I expressed—and the problem then be-

comes that when a man is injured in a

situation which the company has been aware

of, they then move heaven and earth to keep
that person oflF the WCB roll.

They provide them with anything they
can. They will bring them by taxi to the

job. They will sit them in the office with
their feet up. They will give them anything
at all to keep that from becoming a matter
of public record. They do this for two
reasons. One is obviously their rating with
the WCB, which is affected if the accident

rating is too high; and the other is that they
haven't taken the appropriate action to

correct safety problems within the plant or
on the construction site.

I frankly wish that the minister had three
or four times the amount of money and
staff that he currently has in this field,

because I think this is the one field in which
the greatest advancements are required in

industrial matters at this point. We seem
to be able to resolve strikes, though it takes
a while, in spite of what is happening at

Artistic. We seem to be able to get a
better employee-employer relationship with

regard to collective bargaining. But this one
area alone is not yet up to 1973 standards

only^ because, I think, that the emphasis
hasn't been sufficient. If the minister could

provide on a uniform basis with sufficient

staff and money the kinds of things which
are done on an individual basis and a narrow
basis in some industries, then I think the

workplace could be a lot safer, the Work-
men's Compensation Board costs reduced and
the benefits to the worker and his family
greatly enhanced.

I suggest to the minister that fear is the
main problem. The one problem I allude
to and the one I want the minister to think
about it is whether or not the job is being
done always within the terms as set out,

particularly on construction sites.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I certainly was in-

terested in the comments of the hon. mem-
ber for Wentworth. I think it was a day
or two ago that I said that during my term
of ofiice I would like to humanize the work-
place. One of the primary questions is the

question of accidents and safety in both
industrial plants and construction. The first

step was taken last year when we introduced
construction safety inspections.

Mr. Deans: It took a long time to get that

off the ground.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: It did, yes; it took

a long time, but we eventually got it, and it

is giving the Ministry of Labour powers
which we certainly didn't have before. It

gives us the opportunity to go right to top

management. Unless you have the co-opera-
tion of top management and the union, you
can't go too far. Now that we have this Act
administered by our ministry we can go to

top management and say, "Look here now,
you have to do this and you have to do that

or else we will put a stop order on the

job," which, as the member knows, could

cost thousands of dollars a day. So this in

itself has been a great improvement.

The member referred to lAPA. I have a

great deal of admiration for the Industrial

Accident Prevention Association of this

province. The dedication of these people
is incredible. We insist on having top man-

agement—not just a man from the middle
executive echelon, but the top man, the

president if we can—there to see what is

being done. The same thing happens with the

labour groups. I have been impressed with

them. I have had the occasion of meeting
quite often at least the union secretary.

Their job is that of educators. We are the

enforcers; they are the educators. The same

thing goes for the Construction Safety
Association. I had lunch with them on

Tuesday. They are also the educators in

the construction industry. They realize that

they have responsibilities.

Mr. Deans: There are a lot of small oper-

ators, though, who fall well outside the

sphere of influence of the people who are

in that organization.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: It could be a small

operation that has not been contacted or new
people moving in. The member has stated

quite rightly that perhaps the language prob-
lem in some areas is a difficult one. The fact

that we have new immigrants too coming in

with new methods and new ways of seeing

things is not helping. By and large, the two

safety associations are doing a great job in

the field of education, even though the safety

record is far from being what I would like

to see. There is nothing I would like to see

more than no fatalities at all in the construc-

tion industry. Unfortunately, this is not so.

I think we all have to strive and work hard

to come to this stage if we can possibly do

it some day.
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Mr. Deans: Let me just give the minister

an example of a problem. It ties into the

Workmen's Compensation Board which I

don't want to get into. Because of the method
of operation we find that what would nor-

mally be acceptable in the plant in terms of

safety, because the employer is so worried

about his accident rating as applied to WCB,
he has people back to work before they
should be at work. That is going to be met

partly by your six-week extension, and eventu-

ally hopefully by a longer extension.

I will watch that with interest, because

up until now you have had people back to

work who weren't fit to be there and who
were working in an atmosphere which was

maybe not absolutely safe, but was safe

enough for a person with all his reflexes. We
have found that men were going back on

something called light duty and that that

light duty required them to be in an area

that was dangerous. I think anyway the re-

sult of that has been that many accident

situations have been brought about, that many
injuries have been prolonged as a result of

it, and that many people have suffered in-

juries which resulted in payments long, long

past the time when they should have been

well, simply because they went back to work
too quickly.

The extra few weeks at the one end would
have made a heck of a lot of difference at

the other end when they were finally cleared

and fit to do their job. I think that has been
one of the major problems—if not major, one
of the problems—that has arisen, and I think

that the minister should be particularly aware
of that.

The other thing I want to say is about the

lAPA and the Construction Safety Associa-

tion. I don't doubt for a moment that the

presidents of the companies want safety—you
know, I really don't. I am not at all sure,
in spite of their best efforts, that that mes-

sage is necessarily passed on through the line.

You can stick a sign up that says, "Don't

smoke, it is unsafe," you can stick up a sign
that says "Pick up your litter or somebody
will trip." The fact of the matter is that the
man who is on the floor of the shop should
feel that that is a requirement of employ-
ment—that it is not something he does inci-

dental to his employment, but is a require-
ment of his employment and if it means a

reduction in his output in order to be safe

then that is to be accepted and congratu-
lated by the company involved, and we
haven't got to that point yet in the Province

of Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes, well, in this par-
ticular case it is the foreman who really has

the responsibility.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. Bounsall: There are just two small

areas I would like to mention on this vote,

Mr. Chairman.

First of all, in order that we might com-

pare in future years how we are progressing
in construction safety and inspection and in

the accidents that occur in the province, can

you tell me—I assume you have the figures—
the number of fatalities that occurred in the

year 1972 in the industrial sector and in the

construction sector in the province, and what-
ever figures you might have for 1973 already?

The other point that I wanted to bring up
is when, Mr. Minister, are you going to bring
the Mining Act and the safety sections of thai

Act under this ministry? When are you going
to bring the Mining Act and its safety pro-
visions under this ministry?

Here you have a situation where you have

safety consideration for all of the people in

the workplace across the province except
those workmen involved in mines. Some of

the considerations which you must be de-

veloping, some of the procedures which you
must have, a lot of the expertise which you
have developed in both construction safety

and industrial safety could be very helpful to

workers in the mining industry and yet they
are sort of removed to one side. If the safety
of all workers in this province was under your

ministry, particularly as the Workmen's Com-

pensation is as well, I think this would be

much, much preferable. When is it going to

be and are you pushing hard to get it there?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: On the first question,
Mr. Chairman, fatalities in industrial accidents

numbered 76 from April 1972 to March 1973

—that is industrial. In the construction field

we had 44 fatalities in 1972. I don't have the

figures in construction for 1973 yet.

With reference to your suggestion of trans-

ferring the inspection of mines under the

Mining Act to the Minister of Labour, of

course, this is a government decision. If I re-

call correctly, it was decided at the time by
the government that it would stay with

Natural Resources for a period of one year
with reassessment afterwards. That's where

the matter rests now but it's not under the

Ministry of Labour; it's under Natural Re-

sources.
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Mr. Bounsall: I hope you are interested in

pulling the three occupational areas together
under one safety section which would mean

moving the mining to your ministry. I hope
that you are pressing that point if you—

Hon. Mr. Guindon: This being a govern-
ment decision, if it's ever decided to do this,

we would be only too glad and we think that

we could offer the expertise and the skill to

do it.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St. George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr. Chair-

man, I would like to ask the minister what
the experience has been with reference to

those tunnel workers; first, as to the accident

rate since the regulations were changed; and
second what improvement has been made in

the matter of caisson disease and other re-

lated diseases? Is there ongoing consideration

of this matter and is the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board now recognizing caisson

disease without the diflficulty that it had be-

fore?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: To answer your first

question, we haven't had more than one

fatality per year since the regulations have
been changed. I remember seeing in the back-

ground material that I get from the ministry
a tremendous change for the better.

Now, in the case of caisson disease, or

bends as we call it, I think your question
was whether the WCB—your question was
about bends and if improvements have been
made along those lines as well and if they are

covered by the Workmen's Compensation
Board.

Mrs. Campbell: Readily now; it used to be—

Hon. Mr. Guindon: A discussion? At one

time there was, yes, but I think this has been

resolved for quite some time.

Mrs. Campbell: Is there an ongoing study?
I understand that it is actively under study in

California on an ongoing basis and I did want
to know that we were doing the same.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, according to my
chief inspector, we keep in touch with all

those studies but really here we have had

very few cases in recent years. A great im-

provement.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. Young: What I want to say is in con-

nection with the second item of the vote, Mr.

Chairman. Is that permissible at the moment?

Mr. Chairman, through you to the minister,

we have heard quite a lot of discussion in

the House about Artistic Woodwork in the

last week or so and the minister has main-
tained that the police are there to maintain

law and order on the picket line. We accept
his point of view although there is some argu-
ment as far as this is concerned. We accept
that he is sincere about this point of view,
that's my point.

But last week on one of the television

stations there was pictured an incident on the

picket line in which a group of men were

wielding 3-ft. wooden clubs on somebody
opposed to them. The question at first was
who was wielding the clubs, the strikers or

someone else? The assistant manager of the

plant evidently was among this crowd because

the next night he was interviewed and ad-

mitted that he was there and the pictures
show him there. When the discovery was
made that the television cameras were on

this group they immediately filed into the

door of the factory proving, of course, that

they were not members of the picket line.

They were people from the factory itself.

I wonder if this incident has come to the

attention of the minister, since it was for

two successive nights on television, and, if so,

has an investigation been conducted as to

what the police were doing when this club-

bing was taking place? And, secondly, who
was doing the clubbing? Has there been an

organization hired or people hired by man-

agement to perform this duty, or was it

simply a case of arming certain of the em-

ployees of the plant to do this particular job?
I wonder if the minister would comment on
what actually happened and what the cir-

cumstances were around this incident, which
was portrayed on the television channels on
two successive nights.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, we all

know by now that this is a very nasty situ-

ation which has taken place in recent weeks.

I have been contacting my officials daily.

It is unfortunate when you get into a

labour dispute where emotions run so high.
And there again I am not taking sides one

way or the other. It is probably on both sides

—that's why you have a labour dispute.

We find it impossible and not in the best

interest at times to call meetings.

I didn't want to mislead the House when
I referred to this the other day. I just wanted

to say that as Minister of Labour I haven't

any magic wand that I can go out there and

wave and say it is all over. It doesn't work
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that way. The parties have to solve their

problems.

Granted, we'd be glad to offer them our

services and our skills, our expertise, our

patience—everything that we can possibly
offer. But the parties finally have to settle

the problem themselves. And it isn't done

when you have situations arising as we have

seen in recent weeks because of emotions.

All I was suggesting is to let the thing

quiet down so that we could perhaps call

some productive meetings. If you call a

meeting too soon, a meeting which produces
no results at all, you will just delay the final

settlement of the dispute. That's all I was

referring to.

I would hate to comment right now on this

situation. Naturally the police have their own
work to do. But I wouldn't want to comment

right now, because I would hope that within

a few days this situation could be resolved.

Mr. Chairman: I am wondering—the mem-
ber for Yorkview. I think this would be better

discussed under the next section, part 3; if

there are any further questions on this.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2002 carried?

Vote 2002 agreed to.

On vote 2003:

Mr. Chairman: Your question now is in

order.

Mr. Young: All right. Mr. Chairman, re-

garding what the minister has just said, I

can appreciate that there are times when one
should not be too aggressive in trying to find

a settlement. There are also times when
aggression is needed and where the minister

can move in with some hope of success.

However, there are two aspects which I again
want to bring to the minister's attention.

Certainly a company is not bargaining in

good faith when it insists on the management
rights clause, which it is insisting on. Sup-
posing they did sign an agreement on this

basis, management could then set up a regu-
lation which in effect says: "You can't

belong to a union if you are going to work
here." Of course, the union members then
would have to agree to that and abide by it.

So it's leaving two great "rights" in the hand
of management. My contention is that man-

agement is just not bargaining in good faith

in this case. In that respect, perhaps long
ago there should have been some interven-

tion.

But I want to reiterate the second ques-
tion. If, in fact, the police were there to main-

tain law and order, what were they doing
when the clubs were being wielded by the

management side? Certainly they've been very

quick to move in on the people who were

banging the sides of the cars who were try-

ing to interrupt the scabs coming into the

plant. This incident was highlighted on a

television broadcast two nights in succession.

But the questions remain as far as the work-

ers are concerned and the general public. If

the police were there to maintain law and

order, how was it this thing could go on

until the television camera spotted it. When
that happened, people disappeared inside the

plant without any obvious police interven-

tion. This is the question that I'm raising

with the minister and perhaps he hasn't the

answers now.

It may be he hasn't but certainly it seems

to me that this is a point which he should

raise with the chief of police in the Metro-

politan Toronto area and find out what did

happen at this time and is this kind of thing

continuing? This is the question, I think,

which must concern this House and concern

this minister.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Oh the first question, Mr.

Chairman, of course the question of wheth-

er the company was or was not bargaining
in good faith, is before the Labour Relations

Board now and I will certainly not comment
or make any attempt to comment on that.

With reference to the police force which
was called in on this strike, I am not that

familiar about what has taken place. I am
one of those members who never watches tele-

vision, I very seldom do, I don't like watch-

ing news.

Mr. Young: Maybe the minister could get
that tape and have a look at it?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Possibly, perhaps if I

could get it. In any event, this would not

come under my responsibility, of course; it is

the responsibility of the Attorney General or

Solicitor General. Again, if I can be of any

help—there is nothing that I would like better

than to walk in right now if I knew I could

be helpful, or if any one of us could. But
I know by experience that this is not the ap-

propriate time, the climate has to be much
smoother, much better.

All I am saying, in fact, is you cannot

solve a strike when these emotions are run-

ning so high and uncontrolled, perhaps for

good reason at times. Even so, you cannot

come to a conclusion or settlement in these

conditions. I would hope if everything would
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stay quiet that we would do our utmost to

bring about a settlement or assist to bring
about a settlement very quickly.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further discus-

sion on this section?

Mr. Reid: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: I don't wish to prolong the de-

bate on the safety programme but I do feel

that it is probably one of the more important

aspects of the minister's department. Coming
from the riding I do where a large part of the

population is engaged in the pulp and paper
industry and therefore the cutting down of

trees-

Mr. Chairman: To the member for Rainy
River, if this is a matter of safety, we did

carry that section. We are now on section

2003.

Mr. Reid: I am sorry. I want to say some-

thing about industrial relations and safety. I

want to speak specifically, and I raised this

in my opening remarks to the minister, with

regard to the arbitration part of his pro-

gramme.

As I said in my opening remarks, and I

won't go through the whole thing again, basi-

cally we are concerned about the amount of

time that an arbitration award takes from the

time an arbitrator is named to the time the

final award is announced. The minister gave
us some facts and figures and statistics in

which the average award was handed down
in, I believe, 4.1 months. I have information

before me, particularly relating to the hospital

workers, in which some of them have gone
well over a year, a year and a half.

It seems to me that there is really no
reason why these arbitration awards should

take that long to settle. It causes, as I am
sure the minister is aware, a great rift be-

tween management and union and the people
who are directly affected and gives the

Ministry of Labour a particular odour of

procrastination in hoping that probably the

problem will resolve itself before the arbitra-

tor has to make an award. I would hope that

^perhaps this morning we could get a com-
mitment from the minister that, in fact, the

arbitration awards will be handed down in a

reasonable time, hopefully within a period of

two to three weeks after the final sitting or

hearing or whatever you want to call it.

It calls to mind, for instance, the elevator

strike. As I recall, I tried to have an amend-
ment inserted in the bill that a decision

would be made at a certain time after the

final hearing was held. So I would like to

hear the minister's views on whether he can

reduce the average of 4.1 months even

further? Then I would like to ask him some

questions concerning his panel of arbitrators

and the status of that particular group of

people.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

There is no doubt—I am of the same opinion,

too—that the awards take too long. We
would like to take every step possible to

speed up these awards. But in the case of the

elevator strike which the hon. member men-

tioned, it took quite a while; it takes time

to appoint a chairman and then for the

parties to come up with nominees. But in this

particular case—and I suppose there are many
different cases—once we had gone through
all the hearings, the nominee for the union

resigned before the giving of the award. So

we had to find another nominee—and that

takes time.

Mr. Reid: To go through the whole process
all over again?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Right. And in this

particular case management did the same

thing. I think in all fairness we should have

had another nominee. So we had two new
nominees. Most of the time it is not caused

by the chairman of the board, but by the fact

that these people, who are very busy in the

first place-

Mr. Reid: Including the chairmen of the

boards.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, the chairmen,
too. Yes, they are very busy people. Many of

them are on the bench or retired from the

bench but still busy people.

But it is in the field of the hospitals that

I find it takes long to get awards from an
arbitration board; and we took a step last

year which improved some by a month. That
is still far from the 4% months that the mem-
ber suggested. And we will be looking to see

what improvement we can make from now

Mr. Reid: Well, Mr. Chairman, I would
like to pursue this a little further. As the

minister is well aware, my colleague from St.

George was on a list of arbitration personnel;
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and I believe in his explanatory material he

mentioned there were 44 approved and 15

apprentices, if that is the word.

I don't want to sound like a female

chauvinist pig, but how many females does

the minister have on his arbitration panel at

the moment? Obviously the ministry felt that

there would have been a conflict of interest

in the case of the member for St. George,
who I am sure was probably one of the best

arbitrators they had, but how many females

are there?

In his explanatory material the minister

says that some of the other arbitrators are

sitting in with those on the approved list to

get experience. It seems to me, Mr. Chair-

man, that one of the problems with the

lengthy arbitration cases is not the union and
the management particularly, but the fact

that the chairman is an outside person who
has other duties and responsibilities. He is

either engaged in the legal profession, in

management or in union work; whatever, but
he cannot devote full time to this.

Perhaps it would be possible for us to have
a standby list of arbitrators who can devote
their full time and attention to these matters

so that we don't have this 4.1-month or 6.2-

month delay between the actual case happen-
ing and the award being handed down.

I wonder if the minister has any specific

plans or ideas to shorten that time, because
it does cause a great deal of concern; and
it seems to me there really is no reason for it.

So I ask him the two questions: Can he

give us some background on the panel of

arbitrators? Has he any women in mind, be-

cause I think the presence of the fairer sex—I
mean as arbitrators—might quieten down
somewhat what otherwise might be a very
emotional, tense, frictional atmosphere. Can
he tell us what specific plans there are?

Can he not give directives to his arbitra-

tors and say, "Look, youVe heard the evi-

dence after the last hearing from both sides.

I want a decision on this within two or three

weeks." Surely that kind of quiet time is

sufficient for him or her to ponder the issues

in relative quiet, give it the attention it

deserves and come up with an aswer that,

hopefully, will never . be completely pleasing
to both sides, but at least they'll have a

decision one way or the other.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I find, generally speak-
ing, that this is one of the reasons why it

takes so long to get awards from an arbitra-

tion board. When we have to appoint a chair-

man of the board, he has to be acceptable to

both sides, and that takes time. We have to

contact the union side, the employee side,

and the management side and this takes quite
a bit of time.

Mr. Reid: But not a year and a half.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Not a year and a half.

In some cases we can hardly find them, be-

cause even before they are appointed by the

Labour-Management Commission, they have
to be approved by both sides. In fact, the

minister has nothing to do with the appoint-
ment of arbritrators.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): There are

always two sides.

Mr. Reid: I realize that, but can you not

direct the arbitrators by saying to them,

"Look, after you've compiled the evidence,
we want a decision within three weeks"?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It would be going

quite far for the minister to go and directly

say "look here" to them. They are respon-
sible people and we expect them to act

responsibly.

Mr. Reid: Not when they take six to eight
months to hand down decisions after the

hearings have been held. That is not respon-
sible.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I think the hon. mem-
ber is exaggerating a bit there. It is not only
the time of making the award but it's the

question of the hearing and all this. There

are no two cases alike. But in any event we
are aware of this.

The member referred to the appointment
of women as arbitrators. It is a fact that

we had the hon. member for St. George as

an active member of the board at one point
as an arbitrator because of her involvement

in another field. She's not the only one. As
a matter of fact, we have two other members
who are no longer active but they haven't

been dismissed. They are still on the list and

some day, hopefully, they might be able to

act.

We have only two women members as

arbitrators. As you will recall, I wrote a

number of letters to possible women candi-

dates for arbitrators. I think I wrote to 30

people from all over Ontario inviting them
to act as such. Over half of them didn't

want to act or were not interested, while

others did make an application, but so fai

we have two women on the board.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.
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Mr. Bounsall: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I feel that the guiding principle that in-

fluences, or should influence at least, this

whole industrial relations programme as we
have it is the preamble to the Labour Rela-

tions Act. I quote from that because I want
to make continued reference to it for the

next few minutes:

It is in the public interest of Ontario

to further harmonize relations between em-

ployers and employees by encouraging the

practice and procedures of collective bar-

gaining between employers and trade

unions as the fully designated representa-
tives of employees.

Mr. Chairman, when I read this section I

read it as clearly saying two things: that you
and the ministry are encouraging, and this

whole programme that we have outlined

under four separate votes here is encouraging
collective bargaining between employer and

employee when that collective bargaining
situation is set up as a result of having an

employee representative, a bargaining agent
or a union; but also I don't see how you can

read that preamble to the Act under which

this whole programme operates and not get
the feeling that this programme should be

encouraging the setting up of collective bar-

gaining between employers and employees.

I don't mean that this programme or the

ministry should be selecting a particular bar-

gaining agent for employees. If you believe

that it is in the public interest for collective

bargaining to take place, then surely you
must believe that there should be the setting

up of that collective bargaining, and that

workers should be represented, no matter

what their area of endeavour, by a group
which can then bargain collectively with

management.
In this respect, I don't believe the Ontario

government or this ministry has ever studied

unorganized labour in this province to see

where it lies. I have searched in this area for

studies of this sort, even to determine the

general characteristics of unorganized labour.

I really feel the preamble of this Act under

which the whole programme should be oper-

ating gives you some thrust in the direction

of helping to see that collective bargaining

is set up. I see no studies on it. In trying

to do a little determination myself on who
is unorganized the only way you can get at

it is by looking at who is organized.

I realize the difficulties. If you want to

speak to a group of unorganized people they
are not a group. Who do you speak to? But

it is this group which is most disadvantaged
in our entire work force here.

By having a look at who is organized to

determine who might be unorganized, two or

three facts emerge, as far as I can see. The
white collar industries, of course, are the least

well-organized. I am going to come back to

that area later, but that stands out in Ontario

as being the area in which there is the

greatest lack of collective bargaining. Then,
of course, small firms are less likely to be

organized than larger ones, as are seasonal

ones. In fact, there may not be that much
need for seasonal organization in this way.

Now, one other thing is that in looking
at some federal statistics—again on the or-

ganized, so you can by difference gather some
statistics on unorganized workers and compare

provinces—again what is so often the case

seems to emerge about the Province of On-
tario. I'd like to see your ministry maybe
organize some of these statistics, but Ontario

ranks seventh in the provinces of Canada in

percentage of large-firm office employees be-

ing organized. In other words, there are a lot

more white collar workers organized in other

provinces than there are in Ontario.

Ontario is fifth in percentage of large-firm
non-oflBce employees organized. So even in

the area of non-ofiice, non-white collar

workers, Ontario ranks only fifth in Canada in

percentage of workers organized. Yet there is

a clear indication in the preamble to the

Labour Relations Act that this is in the public
interest of Ontario. As far as I can tell, again,
Ontario is fifth taking into account all em-

ployees, except agricultural employees—it is

fifth in the percentage of non-agricultural em-

ployees organized.

So Mr. Chairman, I am urging the minister

to really take a look at the unorganized areas

of the province if he can—and it is difficult to

identify them, because they don't have organ-
izations—and assist them where he can, be-

cause it is in the interest of Ontario that

collective bargaining take place.

One group of them is in fact easily identi-

fiable and that is the white collar workers,

and there is a fairly new organization in the

Province of Ontario called the Association of

Commercial and Technical Employees, which

is trying to organize the white collar worker

in the province. They have been bedevilled

by long delays before the Ontario Labour

Relations Board in their organizational work.

The procedure of the board for certification

of white collar groups is a chaotic one. The

board doesn't have procedures developed.
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I must admit—and I am sure the Minister

of Labour will also admit it—that the Labour
Relations Act, in the way it is written and

phrased and in the intent behind it, has an

industrial slant to it; it has a blue collar slant

to it. There aren't enough provisions in the

Act or the Act was never written with the

intent of the white collar workers in this

province being organized or being in a situa-

tion to bargain collectively with their em-

ployers. I can't give you detailed suggestions
as to how that Act might be rewritten in

terms of making it more white collar oriented

but as you read the Act and deal with it,

you see a blue collar orientation throughout.

Something must be done in this area.

The cases which the Association of Com-
mercial and Technical Employees have taken

before the board—some four in all—have all

resulted in one thing being done, which indi-

cates that certainly the Labour Relations

Board has never confronted many groups
other than blue collar groups. In each case it

has set up and appointed an examiner; in

other words it has admitted it has no back-

ground knowledge of what the heck to do
with applications from areas involving white
collar workers.

One of the disadvantages of that, as well,
is that the board has put no time limits on
the examiners to report back to it, so you
have these long delays developing. In one

particular case, the company was even given
time to argue the conclusions—what the board
should conclude—as a result of the examiner's

report, introducing a further delay.

What I am saying is that the minister must
be interested in seeing that white collar

workers are not hindered in their organiza-
tion in this province. The way the Labour
Relations Board has viewed it is that it doesn't
have the expertise within itself to rule on
white collar workers. It has appointed ex-

aminers; the examiners have taken quite a

long time to come to recommendations with

respect to the area and then the board allows
either side, for that matter, to come in and
use up more time by arguing how the board
should decide on the recommendations of the
examiners.

The delays come in the examination part
and I think, very quickly, the board had
better develop within itself some expertise in

dealing with who should be certified, who is

eligible and who is not eligible for these white
collar groups which are growing up in the

province. The board does have some criteria

and I think that if it just took these and

applied them to the white collar area, the

same as it does in the blue collar area, it

may well not need to use examiners further.

For example, a very simple criterion: Can
the person hire or fire? Can the person give
or take away salary increases? Two pretty
basic things which can be applied to the

white collar field. Or how many people did

he actually have authority over in terms of

being able to change their working conditions

or perhaps fire? If the board applies those

criteria it shouldn't need to have the long

delays in determining who is eligible and
who is not eligible, and bringing in ex-

aminers to look at it.

It is well known in the white collar field

and in the secretarial field that one of the

techniques used by management with respect
to white collar employees is instead of

giving salary increases or to allow them to

give smaller salary increases, they give titles.

You have a maze of titles which don't mean
a darn thing. This is well known and any-
one on the Labour Board shouldn't take any

length of time in these sorts of cases to de-

termine what is, in fact, a sham title and
means nothing in terms of the authority that

that white collar worker has over other em-

ployees. The board members should be

able to spot phoney titles in the white collar

area as we move from one white collar area

to another. I believe that one of the criteria

the board has used in determining whether
or not an employee is eligible, is whether
or not an employee is in a confidential

situation.

Now, really Mr. Minister, that is one of

the most ridiculous criteria you could ever

apply to any sort of group. It could be

argued that virtually every job in the white

collar field, has some "confidential" parts to

it. But that is part of the job; and it has

nothing to do with management. If part of

anyone's job has a confidential nature to it,

and that person does not go along with that

confidential part of it, if that person betrays
that particular confidential trust, then you
fire the person.

It's not part of any managerial aspect of

that job. If it requires confidentiality, and

they don't exercise it, you get rid of them.

And that doesn't make them in any way
"managerial."

In the same sense, you would fire a work-

man on an automobile assembly line if he

repeatedly could not do his job in terms

of correctly putting the wheel on the car.

You get rid of him in the same way you
would get rid of someone who, as part of

his work requirement, had to keep some
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matters confidential. And it has nothing at

all to do with whether or not they are in

the management sector or otherwise. So, if

that sort of a thing is holding up the board,

they had better consider crossing out "con-

fidentiality" as a criterion.

In fact, there is a computer company,
Comteck Group International Ltd., which
deals almost exclusively with payrolls. It is

trying to argue that all of its employees
are "confidential." What sort of argument
is that? All employees of the company
happen to deal with payrolls involving other

companies and that's why they are using
those computer facilities. It's completely
ridiculous that the company should argue that

none of its employees should form themselves

into a bargaining unit because they are all

"confidential" and dealing with payrolls.
That's no criterion whatsoever.

Being "confidential" is part of each em-

ployee's work requirement, and you let them

go if they are not. It has nothing to do with

being managers or non-managers, or having
the power to hire or fire, to give or take

salary increases, or to change working con-

ditions, just because they happen to be deal-

ing with information which is not confidential.

There was one other area, Mr. Chairman,
I was about to go on to; but this might be a

natural break at this point.

Mr. Chairman; Yes, I think it would be

logical to break there.

Mr. Reid: I realize we are going to ad-

journ, which is the next motion, but I won-
der if I could bring to the attention of the

House that there's a very unique individual

present today in the Legislature. As you
know, Mr. Chairman, I'm the sole member
of the Liberal-Labour Party in the Province

of Ontario, on the provincial level; and here

with us in the House today is the sole fed-

eral member of the Liberal-Labour Party,

John Reid, MP. He has a certain intimate re-

lationship to the member for Rainy River.

Mr. Chairman: That's a welcome extended
to both our unique gentlemen, then.

Mr. Bounsall: You each have one sup-

porter.

Hon. Mr. Guindon moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply reports a certain resolution and
asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Be-

fore the adjournment of the House, Mr.

Speaker, I would like to inform the members
that the order Monday will be the same as

was scheduled by the House leader last

night.

Hon. Mr. Guindon moves the adjourn-
ment of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Today we are favoured with

guests in both galleries who are students

from Lord Lansdowne Public School of

Toronto, In the west gallery, we have the

Acton Progressive Conservative Ladies' As-

sociation from Acton.

Statements by the ministry.

Oral questions. The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

[Applause]

ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION
FROM METAL COMPANIES

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Mr. Speaker, I forgot what I was

going to ask.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Back

in the club.

Mr. D. J. Wiseman (Lanark): Long may
he reign.

Mr. J. A. Taylor (Prince Edward-Lennox):
As Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It was an easy victory
with the help I got from the other side

there.

I'd like to ask a question of the Provincial

Secretary for Resources and Development in

the absence of the Minister of the Environ-

ment (Mr. Auld) pertaining to the Canada

Metal Co. Ltd. decision over the weekend,
which is of great importance for the people
in the area and across the province.

Can he explain why there was such a

delay in reaching the decision to shut down
the operation of the Canada Metal Co. Ltd.?

What is the implication of the appeal against
the stop-work order coming from the Min-

istry of the Environment? And what has the

government decided to do about the 200

people who will be unemployed, pending an

improvement in the situation or possibly

Monday, October 29, 1973

pending a complete shutdown, if the plant
can't be made environmentally acceptable?

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): Mr.

Speaker, I think I would allow the first part

of the question to be held, if I might, until

the detailed steps, timing and reaction of the

Ministry of the Environment can be spelled

out by the Minister of the Environment.

Also with regard to the court proceedings
which started this morning and, I believe, are

continuing this afternoon, I don't know, and

perhaps even the minister himself at this

point would have diflBculty in assessing, to

what extent his reply might or might not

involve the question of what is sub judice in

the hearings themselves. I believe it is a

simple injunction which might not curtail

discussion in this House. Be that as it may,
I think that the legal advice which the min-

ister will want should cause us to delay
until he can reply. Beyond that, I would

expect he can respond in detail tomorrow
when he is in the House.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That wasn't very helpful
but I would like to ask a supplementary. Can
the provincial secretary indicate to the House
if he or his colleague, the minister, has been
in contact with the envirormiental oflBcials

on the information pertaining to the Toronto

Refiners and Smelters Ltd., which medical

authorities have also indicated are polluting
to the extent that it is injurious to the health

of the local population?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Yes, I have, Mr.

Speaker, but it has been primarily related to

the litigation which commenced this morning
and which, as I said, is continuing this after-

noon. I would hesitate, and I think the

Leader of the Opposition would understand

why, to purport to deal with the statistical,

scientific and medical matters involved with-

out knowing whether or not some of those

aspects may be sub judice.

Mr. Lewis: I have a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker. Given the incredible laxity of the air

management branch in this whole squalid

episode, is the minister prepared to allow a

public inquiry into the operation of that
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branch, conducted independently of the Min-

istry of the Environment; and also, flowing
from it, a revision of the Environmental Pro-

tection Act which would allow either stop-
work orders or interim orders to be applied
on immediate evidence rather than after a

three-year wait?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, I think

the breadth of the question itself underlines

the fact that anything as fundamental and as

significant as a public inquiry or rewriting
of the Act will have to be a matter of govern-
ment policy and not mine or that of the

Minister of the Environment.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr.

Speaker, I have a supplementary question.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. The hon. mem-
ber for Ottawa East has a supplementary.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): I would like

to ask the minister a supplementary. As the

policy minister and as a lawyer, in relation

to his tribunal which holds hearings—for in-

stance, the hearing that is being held now
in relation to a threat or some compensation
to one of his officers—does the minister not

find it redundant or doesn't it frighten him a

little bit to think that the hearings officer

is the one who initiates the investigation
and sits as a hearing officer and that there

is no transcript of these proceedings? Would
he look at that question and would he con-

sider making changes there?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: It depends what kind

of a hearing the member is talking about. I

understand the one that is progressing at the

moment is essentially a ministerial and in-

ternal hearing. I would question whether or

not one would want a transcript as it is not

a public trial. Insofar as the other hearings
of the assessment board itself are concerned,
as I understand it, they are fully open and, I

believe, do have transcripts of die evidence.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary question, as far as I could

understand, the minister didn't answer that

part of the question of the Leader of the

Opposition relating to the responsibility with

respect to the employees in that plant. Is

there a responsibility on Canada Metal to

continue to pay the employees in that plant
while it is under the stop order issued by
the Ministry of the Environment? If not,

will the minister take steps to see that the

men are paid who are working in that plant
and have now lost their jobs?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Speaker, I will

ensure that the matter is looked into. From a

legal point of view I simply don't know, but

I will see that either the Minister of the

Environment or myself has the answer to that

question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I would like

to put a question to the Premier pertaining
to this same matter.

Does it not concern him that after, I be-

lieve with his direct involvement, a bill called

the environmental bill of rights was intro-

duced into this House two years ago, its ap-

plication in this effect has been so lax that

three people are in hospital, even though the

Minister of the Environment and his min-

istry have said that everything possible was

done to protect the citizens in the area; and

that it wasn't until reports of the high lead

levels were flown from the laboratories, I

believe in New York, that the stop-work
order was issued?

Surely would he not accept a personal re-

sponsibility for this matter since he described

the legislation as a bill of rights, when in fact

these people are now in hospital and the

bill has not protected their rights or even

their safety?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
I recognize the rhetorical nature of part of

the member for Brant's question.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Does the Premier re-

member how rhetorical he was when the

government introduced that bill?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I wasn't rhetorical at all

when I introduced the bill.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: He certainly was.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier is almost never

rhetorical.

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I am never rhetorical,

or very rarely. The member for Scarborough
West is quite right. I would just make this

observation, Mr. Speaker, that no, I don't feel

any personal responsibility. As far as the

government is concerned and as far as I am
concerned, the legislation is there and the

ministry has the responsibility for its imple-
mentation.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, but the air management
branch is hopeless.
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Hon. Mr. Davis: If there have been

things that should have been done, I am
sure the minister will be aware of them
and inform the House. I think it is fair

to state, Mr. Speaker, that when the bill

was introduced—and I said it then and I

say it now again today—when one looks at

this on any sort of comparative basis, that

legislation probably is as advanced as you
will find anywhere in this country.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It is not a case of

whether it is advanced or not; it is not

working.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recognize
that nothing is as good as everybody would
like it to be. I am quite prepared to ac-

knowledge that in the field of government
legislation in this day and age improvements
can always be made. Whether, in fact, the

legislation poses a problem or whether there

are technological difficulties-

Mr. Lewis: No, there is a failure of nerve;

that is what there is.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —I quite frankly don't

know. I think it is a question, Mr. Speaker,
for the minister, if he will, to deal with

in this House tomorrow, because I regard
it as a serious problem and one that has

to be met.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a supplementary.
On a matter of administration at the highest
level—and I mean at the Premier's responsi-

bility—does he not recall shifting responsi-

bility for the air management branch from
the Ministry of Health to the Department
of the Environment as it then was and

initiating this entirely new approach which
was supposed to bring the branch up to

the needs of the modem community? This

was not many years ago; it was just months

ago; but in fact those people are sitting

there with the same attitude that they have

always had and allowing industry to call

the shots. Specifically, that's the problem.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, with great

respect, that is not the problem and I would

only say-

Mr. Roy: It's just not good enough.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —to the member for

Brant that if he is opposed to the air

management branch being in the general
administrative responsibility of the Ministry
of the Environment, let him say so.

Mr. Lewis: No, it's the failure of com-
mitment by that branch.

Hon. Mr. Davis: To me, it makes a very

logical place for that area to be administered

and that's why it was transferred from the

Ministry of Health to the Ministry of the

Environment. I think, Mr. Speaker, there

is no question that is what should have
been done.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: If you will permit a

final supplementary, Mr. Speaker, surely the
Premier understands that the problem is

not where the branch is situated—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, why did the hon.

member raise it?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I raised it because it

was the Premier's job as the chief adminis-
trator of the province to put it in an area

where it was going to work. It doesn't work.
It's dangerously ineffectual and it is the
Premier's responsibility—not of the minister,
who is not here, and not of the head of

the air management branch, but of the

Premier, who reorganized the whole adminis-

trative procedure and lost the need for an
effective branch in the process.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, with great

respect, I think the Leader of the Opposi-
tion, as he is wont to do, is attempting to

have things both ways. I think quite frankly
the administrative area of responsibility isn't

really the relevant concern-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's unfair!

Hon. Mr. Davis: The concern is whether
the branch is being administered properly,
wherever it is located. That has to be the

issue.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, a question of

the Premier, by way of supplementary: Does
he not realize that what's happened in the

transfer of the branch to Environment in

the case of Inco, in the case of Dofasco, in

the case of Canada Metal, and in the pend-
ing case of the Niagara Refiners and Smelters,
is that in fact the ministry has developed
a cordial working relationship with industrial

polluters around the province which allows

them to draw back and to hide their find-

ings every time the public interest is

threatened? And "shouldn't he step in to

rectify that?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I don't ac-

knowledge that at all. There is no question
of the air management branch developing any
cordial relationship with anybody that is not

in the public interest—
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Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on. Speak to my col-

league from Sudbury.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and I deny that com-

pletely.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): They
have had it traditionally—

Mr. Speaker. The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a question of the

Provincial Secretary for Justice. Can he ex-

plain to the House the legal status of the

stop-work order in face of the appeal brought
forward by Canada Metal Co.? Is there any

question that work can proceed in the face

of the appeal that has been brought for-

ward or can we rely on the fact that the

pollution has been stopped, however be-

latedly?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Mr. Speaker, I have listened to this

discussion with some interest. As far as I am
concerned, the Environmental Protection Act,
and particularly the section dealing with the

stop-work order, is effective. I don't know
on what ground the company is appealing
that order, but certainly from the informa-

tion that we have there were sufiBcient

grounds to issue the order.

Tm not sure what will happen as a result

of the appeal, but the particular section has

been used on at least four other occasions

and has been upheld by the court; and I

assume it will be done so in this case.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Can
the minister explain to the House what ad-

vice has been given to the legal counsel

representing the Ministry of the Environ-
ment in this appeal? Are they taking part in

the hearings at the present time and what
instructions have they been given?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, there are
law oflBcers of the Crown seconded to the

Ministry of the Environment. I would assume
that they are defending any appeal to this

stop-work order. However, if there is any
particular information the hon. member
would want regarding who was acting for

us, what people and what procedure, I would
suggest he ask the Attorney General (Mr.
Bales).

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would prefer, if you
will permit a further question, Mr. Speaker,
to ask the Minister of Labour what the legal
situation is of the 200 employees who have
been dispossessed by the stop-work order?

I hope the Premier won't say we are trying
to have both sides of it, but there is a com-

munity concern on both sides. What does the

law say about the rights of these people as

far as their continuing pay is concerned now
that their employment has been stopped by
order of the government?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): I

will be asking my senior officials to look into

it, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Roy: He hasn't done so yet?

Mr. Speaker. Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: No.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: I have two further questions
relating to this matter.

First, a question of the Premier: Is he
aware of any eflFort having been made over
the past couple of years in the midst of this

continuing controversy to relocate the plant
in the process of controlling some of the lead

pollution and maintaining the jobs?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am person-

ally not aware of it but I shall endeavour to

find out for the leader of the New Demo-
cratic Party.

Mr. Lewis: Thank you.

May I ask the Minister of Health, why is

it necessary to go to the United States to

look into the dangers for individuals in levels

of lead? Why have we not got that kind of

testing facility in the Ministry of Health to

be available immediately to the Ministry of

the Environment?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): It

is a good question, Mr. Speaker. I think we
have got it. As the hon. member is aware,
the director of this particular branch of in-

dustrial medicine has been running a pretty

good show and I can't quite understand why
they were sending these to Boston but I will

check and find out for the member.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, is it

the minister's understanding that through the

entire period of time when the air manage-
ment branch had indications of high levels

from its secret report that it never attempted
to undertake any health tests through this

ministry?

Hon. Mr. Potter. No, it is not my under-

standing, Mr. Speaker. I didn't know of that.
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Mr. Lewis: Did it in fact? Does the minis-

ter know whether it did attempt to get health

tests done through this ministry?

Hon. Mr. Potter: The branch wouldn't
have be^n involved with these tests that were
done by the local medical oflBcer of health.

My ministry has an ongoing evaluation, from
the industrial standpoint, by testing the

specimens from the employees in the plants,
but the local health unit and the medical
officer of health are responsible for the local

citizens and we don't become involved in that

at all. The tests the member is referring to

were done by the board of health and the

medical officer of health.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

supplementary question, do I take the min-
ister's reply to mean that he had no informa-
tion in the Ministry of Health relating to the
lead oxide content in the area of the Canada
Metal plant?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, what I said was that

from an industrial standpoint, our people are

doing the tests on the employees of the plant
but we don't become actively involved with
the citizens themselves. This falls within the

jurisdiction of the local health unit.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, by way of a

further supplementary question, will the Min-
ister of Health tell us now to what extent,
if any, he had any information with respect to

the lead oxide in the area surrounding the
Canada Metal plant either on the ground,
affecting people's health or in any other way?
Also what, if anything, he did with that in-

formation when it came to his department?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, he is ask-

ing whether I had any particular information
or whether the ministry had; of course, it

would be very difficult for me to say what
any particular individual in the ministry had
at any particular time.

Mr. Lewis: It's been going on for two years,
for Heaven's sake.

Mr. Roy: After all, he is only the minister.

Hon. Mr. Potter: We have known for some
time of the potential health hazards because
of certain plants. As I told members earlier

this is being assessed periodically by the min-

istry to determine what effect it is having on
the employees. I also told members that it

was the responsibility and the function of the
local health unit and the medical officer of

health to do the necessary studies as far as

the private sector is concerned.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): But he
works for the minister.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A supple-

mentary?

Mr. Speaker: Yes, I will permit one more
supplementary.

Mr. Deacon: In view of the fact that a

member of the minister's staff has attended

meetings considering the problems at National

Lead Refineries or whatever that one is at

the bottom of Dufferin St.—

An hon. member: Bathurst St.

Mr. Deacon: —Bathurst St.

Mr. Lewis: That's Niagara.

Mr. Deacon: Niagara? At the time it was
disclosed that the lead levels in examinations
of local residents in that area were at a dan-

gerous level and the ministry took no steps
to support the requests of local residents who
emphasized the need to shut down that plant
and keep it shut down; how can the minister

say that his people have not been involved in

these local health matters, beyond employees?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Roy: Take it under advisement.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Certainly I am not saying
that we haven't been involved. What I have
said is that the responsibility from the stand-

point of the citizens concerned is the reason

we have a local health unit and the reason

we have a local medical officer of health.

Mr. Lewis: Come on! The minister has a

ministry there and this is just another ex-

ample—

Hon. Mr. Potter: This is just another ex-

ample, Mr. Speaker, that we are continually—

Mr. Lewis: It is another example of com-

plete failure on the part of two ministries.

Hon. Mr. Potter: We are continually being
told-

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —we should leave this

responsibility in local hands.

Mr. Lewis: The minister is not being told

this on matters of health. He is not being
told that.
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Hon. Mr. Potter: As soon as we do it, the

opposition members come back and say why
doesn't the government do something about it?

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The min-

ister's involvement is his responsibility. He
took it over.

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour almost as a matter of curiosity: Was
the Minister of Labour ever informed at any
time by oflBcials of the Ministry of Health,

in conjunction with his Industrial Safety Act,

of the lead levels for the workers within the

plant and were those workers informed offi-

cially by his ministry of the danger?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I couldn't

speak for all of my officials. I can speak for

myself; it hasn't come to my attention per-

sonally.

Mr. Lewis: It hasn't come to the minister's

attention! Does that tell the minister there is

a shambles over there about this problem? I

have a question-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: We've got the Ministry of En-

vironment, the Ministry of Health, the Min-

istry of Labour; and no one is responsible.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

TRADE MISSION TO SOUTH AFRICA

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Provincial

Secretary for Resources Development: When
he made "his decision to continue with the

Ontario trade mission to South Africa, and

given the reference to non-military usage of

the Minister of Industry and Tourism (Mr.

Bennett) the other day, (a) did he know
that Ward Leonard of Canada Ltd., 98 per
cent under American ownership, and Perfec-

tion Automotive Products are both listed in

either the Canadian defence products cata-

logue or the Canadian defence commodities

catalogue; (b) did he know that McPhar

Geophysics has been receiving unclassified

contracts for defence equipment through the

Canadian Commercial Corp. under the

Canada-US production sharing arrangements
as attested to in a letter from the Ministry
of Trade, Industry and Commerce in Ottawa
to those researching it; (c) did he also know
that McPhar Geophysics is a subsidiary of

CIL, in turn 73.4 per cent owned by the

British company ICI, whose subsidiaries are

in direct munitions manufacturing in the Re-

public of South Africa? And if he had known

all of that about three of the eight companies
that are going, might he have reconsidered

his decision?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: My answer, Mr.

Speaker, is no. Second, I think one would
have to see what the particular trade activ-

ities are of these companies before one would
know whether or not the points being made

by the hon. member are relevant.

Mr. Lewis: Fine. I ask by way of supple-

mentary, since the secretary considers it

important, what are the trading intentions of

these companies—all of them engaged in some

aspect of defence commodity and production
in the past—in their trip to South Africa? He
must have considered that when he made his

decision.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I didn't make a de-

cision on which companies would possibly go
there.

Mr. Lewis: The minister's colleague said

it was discussed.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I can rely on my col-

league who said that these were matters not

involving defence. The facts that have been

put forward by the member as I say, Mr.

Speaker, don't necessarily mean that the visit

of their representatives is in any way relevant

at all.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): He said

they were all defence companies.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: I think that the min-

ister himself can respond to what particular

interest these particular companies have. I

think the hon. member wall know as well as

anyone that in a vast spectrum of activities-

Mr. Lewis: Of course, but the minister

doesn't know and I don't know for sure.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: The minister can

answer to that.

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the

Premier, Mr. Speaker. In the light of the fact

that some of these companies he is sending
over have at one time or another been in-

volved in unclassified contracts for defence or

have been listed in the defence production

guides or catalogues, does he not think it

inherently unwise to continue to pursue this

kind of a trip to South Africa? Can I not

appeal to him, almost personally, to suspend
this particular trip and take a look again at

the policies and the companies that are

involved?
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am always

prepared to take a look at most things. I

think what would be relevant here would be
whether or not the companies that the mem-
ber lists are, in fact, going to that particular

country with the thought in mind of trading
in something other than peaceful commodi-
ties.

Mr. Lewis: We'll never know.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Now, if the member
would like me to inquire as to whether it is

the intent of those three or four companies
that their presentation to the people in South
Africa is for the sale of non-controversial

material, I'd be quite prepared to ask the

minister to find this out for him.

Mr. Lewis: I am sure they won't say so.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think they might.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): The
Premier trusts too much.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I have a certain amount
of faith that the member doesn't have, I

agree.

Mr. Foulds: In his friends?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, in people in general.

Mr. Lewis: One doesn't take chances in

a situation like this. What the Premier and
I consider non-defence may be considered

an offensive use for the South African gov-
ernment.

STRIKE AT ONTARIO^MINNESOTA
PULP AND PAPER

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the

Minister of Labour. Is he aware of how
critical the situation is at the Ontario-

Minnesota Pulp and Paper plant, at which
the strike persists well into its fourth month
between the machinists and the Boise

Cascade ownership. Is he aware that the

point of contention is a matter of the com-

pany insisting that the workers work on
three statutory holidays, Easter Sunday,
July 1 and Labour Day? Doesn't he think
that it is time for serious ministerial inter-

vention, because the tensions within the com-
munity are now certain to mount?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I

am very much aware of what has been going
on at Fort Frances because I have been in

close touch with my officials and because a
local member has kept me informed. For

some time now we have had one of our very

top oflBcials meeting with the parties. And,
as my hon. friend knows, a memorandum
was presented to the membership on the

weekend. I understand it has been rejected

overwhelmingly by the membership.

Mr. Lewis: Eighty-nine per cent.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Right. I am expecting
a report from my oflBcial; from this report
I would like to analyse the reasons for the

rejection and, following this, see what
further assistance we can give.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: Does the

minister not think that the company's retreat

on the number of statutory holidays it pro-
vided the machinists before, amounts to

bargaining in bad faith when it turns the

clock back that way? Does he not intend

to step in to defend the Ontario Labour
Relations Act in this situation? And doesn't

it strike him as ironic that the company
will close the plant down for 120 days in

order to fight about three days' work on

statutory holidays?

Mr. Foulds: Which they agreed to in the

last round.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, I am
expecting this report, and from the report
I will see what action we can take.

Mr. Cassidy: What about the reaction?

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?
If not, the hon. member for Ottawa East.

HIGH-SPEED CHASES INVOLVING
UNMARKED POLICE VEHICLES

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Solicitor General. I won-
der if the Solicitor General would agree
to undertake to advise police departments

right across the province that they should
not get involved in high-speed chases with
unmarked police vehicles? And would he
not agree that the risk involved of death
and injury, not only to the participants but

people who may be watching or in the area,

is such that it is not worth the risk? Would
he not consider that?

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I would be very pleased to obtain

from the police their rationale for carrying
on this kind of activity and bring it to the
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attetitibn of th^ hon. member, and then

perhaps be in a position to pass judgement.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Is the minister not aware of a decision by
a coroner's jury back in September in

Ottawa wherein the use of unmarked police
vehicles was rapped, that they had serious

reservations of this? Is he not aware of that?

By the way, has the minister ever had an

original idea since he has been Solicitor

General?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Roy: I am sorry.

Mr. Lewis: Why did the member preface
it with "original"? Why did he use the

adjective?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, the

opposition continuously go out on a limb.

They have an argimient or a proposal, and
then they shoot it down themselves by
getting involved in personalities.

Mr. D. R. Timbrell (Don Mills): Has the
member started the next leadership cam-
paign already?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I am willing to a
match-

Mr.^ Roy: What does the minister do?
Doesn't he hear about these things?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I am willing to match
my list of initiatives at any time with the
hon. member.

Mr. Roy: Show me on one finger!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: May he, as the saying
goes, live so long-and be so long in the
House.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): We could put
both lists on the back of a postage stamp.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, the judge-
ments of coroner's juries are always to be
taken into consideration. I shall be pleased
to get the rationale of the other side to

justify the situation.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, you should live so long!

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York-
Forest Hill.

RYERSON RADIO STATION

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): A
question of the Minister of Colleges and
Universities: Is the minister or the govern-
ment planning any action in the matter of

the Ryerson radio station CJRT, which

appears to be dying every day?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. J. McNie (Minister of Colleges and

Universities): Mr. Speaker, the answer is yes.

Mr. Givens: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Would the minister mind telling the House
what he is planning? This matter has been
a bone of contention for many months.

An hon. member: In the fullness of time.

Hon. Mr. McNie: I am getting all kinds

of advice over here, Mr. Speaker. Somebody
said, "In the fullness of time." I think that

is a pretty good answer.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): It's a ter-

rible answer.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Hamil-

ton Mountain.

DIAL-A-BUS SYSTEM

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications: Will the min-
ister explain why a dial-a-bus programme
has not been initiated in the Hamilton-Went-
worth region?

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West):
Windsor.

And

Mr. Foulds: And northwestern Ontario.

Mr. Roy: Good question.

Mr. MacDonald: They don't know whether
it is going to succeed, that's why.

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Transporta-
tion and Communications): Mr. Speaker, the

answer is very simple. This is a rather unique
experiment-

Mr. Lewis: It is either unique or not

unique; it is not "rather unique."

Hon. Mr. Carton: —in north Metro; and in-

sofar as Hamilton is concerned, I think the

experience of some of the other cities in

Ontario would stand it in good stead.
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Mr. L. A. Bralthwaite (Etobicoke): A sup-

plementary: Would the minister explain, inas-

much as Rexdale, and particularly Etobicoke,
is having a great deal of trouble with transit

facilities, why the dial-a-bus system isn't ex-

tended to the north Rexdale area? I think we
need it more than the area north of Spadina.

Mr. Deacon: Good question!

An Hon. member: A good question, yes.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for Downs-
view (Mr. Singer) won't agree with that.

Mr. Bralthwaite: Oh, come on.

Mr. Deacon: What about that $20 million

they spent on that kiddy-car system.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member's leader is

now in favour; I heard it.

Mr. Roy: Why doesn't the Premier take us

on?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier is full of

initiative.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. minister has the

floor.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I would point out, Mr.

Speaker, that this is in fact an experiment,
that the boundaries that were determined,
were determined by my ministry ofiicials in

conjunction with the TTC, and they have cer-

tain criteria in delineating the boundaries for

the experiment. I am sure that the hon. mem-
ber will realize that it is going into opposition

territory, so politics had absolutely nothing to

do with the delineation of boundaries. It is an

experiment. They have chosen the areas that

will determine how the dial-a-bus will pro-

gress in the next few years. One could say,

Mr. Speaker, that we should have the dial-a-

bus in all areas. I agree with the hon. mem-
ber, it would be a good thing to have in all

areas, but this is an experiment.

Mr. Haggerty: I think the ministry's adver-

tisement says "in every municipality."

Mr. Bralthwaite: A further supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: In view of the fact that the GO
station promised for Rexdale is going to be

delayed for some months, would the minister

consider extending the plan to include the

Rexdale area? I'd appreciate it if he'd check

with his officials to see whether the whole

system couldn't be extended. I am certain

that it would make the test a lot more vaHd.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well, Mr. Speaker, de-

pending on the results of the experiment, I

am sure that there will be extensions, and I

wiU take the hon. member's question into

consideration. I think it will be extended; I

think the results will prove that it should be

extended, and that will be one area that will

be looked at.

Mr. Braithwaite: Could the minister tell us

anything about the GO system?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside.

ACCIDENTS INVOLVING
IMPAIRED DRIVING

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, a question of the Provincial Secre-

tary for Justice: In view of the increasing loss

of Hfe caused by impaired driving, what
plans has the Provincial Secretary for Justice

whereby this trend may be reversed?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Well, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Bounsall: PoHcy question.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Stop drinking;
outlaw booze!

Hon. Mr. Kerr: My colleague behind me
says stop drinking, lliis may be one of the
answers.

Inteq'ections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: What are the minister's

plans to achieve that objective?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I think we should have
less comment from certain people who want
to reduce the mandatory suspension period
that we have in eflFect in this province and
is now subject to some judicial review. I

think another way would be for the courts

to utilize the provisions of the Criminal Code
and the Highway Traffic Act and impose
stifFer sentences.

Mr. Lewis: Now we know why he is a

policy minister.

Mr. Roy: Well, a supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside has a supplementary.
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Mr. Burr: Is the Provincial Secretary for

Justice aware of the report by the deputy
chief coroner for Ontario caUing attention to

the effectiveness of spot-check programmes

by police at high-accident areas and times

that are being conducted in the United

States? And could he tell me—this is a second

supplementary—what is the fine for driving
while under suspension for impaired driving?
Is it any more than going through a stop

sign as a rolling stop?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, regarding the

first part of the hon. member's question, as

he knows many municipahties in Ontario

utilize the spot-check method. This is done

particularly during the festive season, starting

about Nov. 15 and continuing until the end
of the year. There has been some comment
and criticism of that, but I agree with the

hon. member that it works.

Regarding driving while a person's licence

is under suspension, this is considered to be

a serious offence by the courts; it usually
amounts to a substantial fine. I have known
cases where people have served a short

period of time in the local hoosegow as a

result of that, and it usually means a much

larger and longer suspension of licence.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

East.

Mr. Roy: I wonder if the minister, apart
from the fact that he's talked about stiffer

fines in this area, would consider suggestions

by many groups that as part of the sentence

which is permitted under the Code, there be

treatment and counselling centres for these

drivers so that through education the govern-
ment might provide more assistance for what
is basically a social problem?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: This, Mr. Speaker, is under

study at the present time. I think the hon.

member may be aware of the Phoenix experi-
ence. Instead of a heavy fine, people are

required to attend four or five sessions with

a doctor and a psychiatrist. In the event that

they do attend the sessions the fine isn't im-

posed; if they miss a session, it costs X
number of dollars. So, there is some incentive

to attend these clinics; the programme is

successful. We're looking at the same thing.

Mr. Speaker: One more supplementary;
the hon. member for Wentworth.

Mr. Deans: I wonder if the minister would
clear up one vague area in the application of

the law as it exists today, and inform the pro-

vincial judges that they should lift the li-

cences of the people who are convicted im-

mediately upon their conviction; rather than

leaving the ambiguity which presently exists

where they are able to walk out of the court-

room with their licence and are never sure

whether the licence has been lifted or not.

Mr. Roy: That is not the judge's fault.

Mr. Deans: That is what I say, clear it up.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: This was a matter that was

discussed, as the hon. member knows, about a

year ago.

Mr. Deans: That's right; I raised it then.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The confusion is because

of the amendment to the Criminal Code

whereby the suspensions aren't necessarily

automatic under the Highway Traffic Act. Be-

cause of that situation, and the appeal that

exists at the present time, there is some con-

fusion in some courts. I know that the Attor-

ney General had indicated—to the Crown at-

torneys and possibly the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications as well, I

don't know—that the practice should be the

same in all courts. The Crown attorney should

see that upon a mandatory suspension the li-

cence is picked up at the time of conviction.

Mr. Renwick: That used to be the case.

Who changed it?

Mr. Deans: Why don't they do it?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

INTERMEDIATE CAPACITY TRANSIT
SYSTEM

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Mr. Speaker,
I have a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications in regard to

his "little train." Have his officials determined

the amount of electricity, per passenger, that

his new Krauss-Maffei system is going to re-

quire; and how does that compare with the

per-passenger quantum of electricity that's re-

quired for the present subway system?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, there has

been a study and energy was one of the cri-

teria that was used. I don't know that it has

been boiled down, as the hon. member puts

it, to the amount of energy per passenger. But

I will get the figures for the hon. member. As

I say, this was one of the criteria which was

used in the evaluation of the three systems.
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Mr. Reid: Supplementary, if I may, Mr.

Speaker: Is it not a fact that originally when
the proposition was put to the ministry, the

ministry was told that the quantum of elec-

tricity required would be almost the same as

required by the subway system; but in fact

the new system is going to require six to

eight times as much energy as we're presently

using to move people by subway?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I recollect

that the way it was put to me was that the

total energy consumption of the complete

system would be less than one per cent of the

output of the station down here in Toronto.

Mr. Cassidy: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa

Centre, a supplementary.

Mr. Cassidy: Would the minister confirm

th:it his officials are now beginning to esti-

mate capital cost of the Krauss-MaflFei system
in operation at something like double the $10
million a mile that was originally estimated?

Mr. Lewis: The minister had better con-

firm it.

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay is next.

PREMIER'S VISIT TO NORTHWESTERN
ONTARIO

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

would like to ask the Premier if he has any
new ideas or concepts as to how to get north-

western Ontario rolling again in view of the

first-hand information that he got over the

weekend in Thunder Bay. Specifically, what
is the government going to do about the

town of A-mstrong and what is it going to do
about the condition of the roads in north-

western Ontario?

Mr. Lewis: Was there a reaction to the

Premier on Saturday?

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: A good one.

Mr. Lewis: The whole community has

abandoned him.

Mr. Foulds: The Premier has just made my
seat safe.

Mr. Lewis: Even the media saw it as one

of the great put-ons.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I must confess I mfssed

the member for Thunder Bay at the public

meeting on Saturday.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): The Premier

didn't miss anything.

Hon. Mr. Davis: It was a very excellent

meeting and some of his constituents were
there.

iMr. Lewis: It was a disaster for the

Premier; that's what it was.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, I would doubt that

very much.

Mr. Lewis: It was a personal disaster.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The people from Arm-

strong who visited us, Mr. Speaker, were con-

cerned not just about the present conditions,

but about the closing of the base. I made it

quite clear to the people who came from that

community that I personally was very sympa-
thetic and that the government would make

every effort to see what means could be
found to alleviate the situation that is being
caused by the federal government's decision

to close the base with what I think is insuf-

ficient notice.

My recollection from the representations

they made to us was that the base was to

close in September, 1974. To date no thought
has been given by the federal authorities as

to what alternatives might exist. I think it is

fair to state that that is the basic problem
of Armstrong in that, from the information

I received, the base probably represents about

two-thirds to three-quarters of the total eco-

nomic life of that community. Quite obvi-

ously, its closing will have a very significant

effect on the payrolls of the personnel in-

volved.

Mr. Speaker, I would say to the member
for that riding that I think the other prob-
lem that was mentioned to me is also rele-

vant. It is great to say, "We will move you
to some other community," when in fact you
sense the community may not exist. The
market value then for any residential prop-

erty there is almost nil because who would
want to move in and buy it? It is great to

say, "We will move you to some other com-

munity in Canada and pay your expenses."

When you have to buy a house and when

you can't sell your own, in my view, Mr.

Speaker, this is not an appropriate procedure.
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I say to the member for Thunder Bay I

was delighted to visit with his constituents.

I undertook, in speaking to them, that we
would see as a provincial government if

there were any programmes that we could

develop to assist them, because I think their

plight is serious. I think it is significant, and
I don't want to be partisan here, Mr. Speaker,
that it was created by another level of gov-
ernment.

Mr. Lewis. The Premier will never get the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions to go on another one of those junkets.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

ASSISTANCE FOR SPORTS
PROGRAMMES

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister

of Community and Social Services. In view of

the fact that the sports and recreation branch

put forth the policy at a sports and recrea-

tion conference last February in London that

its thrust would be toward multi-sport pro-

grammes and grassroots assistance to sports

programmes through county or regional
councils, why is the government reneging on
this policy and giving a disproportionate
amount of money to game projects and pro-
vincial sports bodies, instead of to the grass-
roots regional bodies?

Hon. R. Brunelle (Minister of Community
and Social Services): Mr. Speaker, what was
said at that conference still holds true. This
is the area in which we are moving, not only
in sports and recreation but in other areas,
in order to involve the local community. At
the same time, as the hon. member knows,
there are, I believe, 57 sport bodies in the

province, and we still think that it is desir-

able and worthwhile to fund these sport

organizations. But as time goes on, it is our
intention to give more and more assistance

locally to the communities. This is our in-

tention.

Mr. Good: Supplementary: Is it not—

Mr. Speaker: I regret to say that the time
for oral questions has expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

PRIVATE HOSPITALS ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves first reading of bill

intituled An Act to amend the Private Hospi-
tals Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, this is an
amendment to the Private Hospitals Act
which will restrict the licensing of private

hospitals in the future.

ANSWERS TO WRITTEN QUESTIONS

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

the orders of the day, I'd like to table the

answers to questions 22, 25 and 27 currently
on the order paper. (See appendix, page
4866.)

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
ACT

Mr. Rhodes, in the absence of Hon. Mr.

Bernier, moves second reading of Bill 202,
An Act to amend the Ministry of Natural
Resources Act.

Mr. Speaker. The hon. member for River-

dale (Mr. Renwick).

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Is the

minister downstairs in committee?

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): No, he is

fogged in at Dryden.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): What is hap-
pening?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, on the

basis of that question asked by the member
from his seat, on a point of privilege I might
say that the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Bernier) is fogged in at Dryden. Im-

mediately he arrives we will inform the

House so the committee proceedings may take

place.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, on that point of

privilege or order or whatever it may be—

Mr. Stokes: Information!

Mr. Lewis: Information; can I ask the
House leader whether it would be possible
for him to introduce a motion giving us an
extension of a day or of a time block when
this kind of thing occurs which can't be

prevented? We're trapped into the time limit
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of Nov. 12 for the committee sittings. If we
lose the day because the planes don't take

off from Dryden—or even the afternoon—it's

another three or four hours of estimates'

time we've lost through no one's fault or

intent. Could that be added on at the end of

the number of days?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'll have to discuss it,

Mr. Speaker, but I will not object to that,

particularly when it's the fault of something

beyond our control. But my message tells

me he'll be here very shortly.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
the bill, for practical purposes, provides for

the appointment of a mining and lands com-

missioner and deputy mining and lands com-

missioners. I would assume that unless there

is some other significance to the bill, and

unless the parliamentary assistant fails to

give us an adequate explanation of it, the

best place to deal with the bill would be in

committee of the whole House.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Speaker, I would like to make a comment
or two on it.

I understand there is to be more than one

person acting in the role of mining com-
missioner. I think it's about time the min-

istry gave pretty serious consideration to

moving these people into the north of the

province where all the mining activity is

taking place rather than having them sta-

tioned down here at Queen's Park.

I would hope that when these extra ap-

pointments are made the government will

move this mining commissioner, and those

oflBcials along with him, out of Queen's
Park into one of the mining communities

in northern Ontario. I don't think it matters

which of the mining communities, but there

are big ones there. I think it makes very

good sense to have the north as the centre

of government activity related to the mining

industry and the officials involved in this

kind of thing—in hearings and all that type
of thing—living right there in the commu-
nities and much more aware of what the

local people who are actively engaged in

mining are thinking, than to have them
down here in Toronto as has been the case

in the past.

So I would hope the government would
see that that is done, if at all possible. I

see no reason why it can't be, and the par-

liamentary assistant, being a northerner him-

self and living in a town that is intimately
involved in mining activities—perhaps in a

processing sense but still very intimately in-

volved—should be very partial to this and
should be able to twist the minister's arm
and get a favourable decision for this loca-

tion and for all the hearings to be held there

in the north.

Mr. Speaker. Any other members wish to

participate? The hon. member for Welland
South.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker. In this party we concur

with the bill and, as the previous speaker

just mentioned, the main concern is that of

decentralization of your offices here at

Queen's Park. Much more authority must lie

with those people, particularly in northern

Ontario, with the type of business that is

carried on in the mining industry in northern

Ontario. They must have more say and more

voice in mining matters, and particularly I

guess when it comes down to mining safety

and matters of that concern, these people are

entitled to this right.

I hope that by this decentralization there

will be more co-operation between those com-

munities in northern Ontario, and I think

this is what is lacking. The parliamentary
assistant to the minister is concerned as well

with the movement in northern Ontario—

the talking and the pushing for a separate

province which I can't quite agree with.

These are things that I think the minister

should be concerned about, and he should

listen to those people in northern Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-

der Bay.

Mr. Stokes: Mr. Speaker, just very briefly

on this Act to amend the Natural Resources

Act, I want to associate myself with the

remarks made by the hon. member for Coch-

rane South in suggesting that a good deal

of the activities of this ministry more appro-

priately should be conducted in the north.

The government is forcing people who have

to deal with this ministry to travel to Toronto,

at considerable expense to themselves, when

a good deal of this activity could appro-

priately be handled in the north.

It is true that a good many of the head

offices of the mining companies are centred

around here, in that cavern down on Bay
St., but I don't see any reason why that

should be the case at all. I think there is

only about one of the mining companies oper-

ating in the north with its office right on

the site or close to the site. The vast majority
of them, I think you will agree, are located

down here on Bay St.
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I think that trend should be reversed. One

way in which you can reverse it and provide
more job opportunities in the north is by

locating the ministry's offices up there, as

well as the offices of the mining and lands

commissioner, and this will be an incentive

to these mining companies to keep their head

offices, where the decisions are made, up
where the resource is.

Another area I would like to discuss very

briefly, Mr. Speaker, is a much closer liaison.

I notice there are deputy mining and lands

commissioners. Now responsibility for most

of the Crown lands in the province falls

within the purview of this same ministry,

although another branch of this ministry. I

would like to appeal to the parliamentary
assistant to the Minister of Natural Re-

sources to undertake to see that wherever

any mining activity takes place and wherever

any land comes within the purview of this

particular commissioner, or deputy com-

missioner, that there is full and complete
consultation with other branches within the

same ministry to see that there are no

environmental conflicts; to see that, whatever

is done by way of maximum and optimum
use of land, there aren't any obvious con-

flicts, whether they be environmental or

otherwise.

There hasn't been that close relationship

between the former Ministry of Lands and

Forests and the former Ministry of Mines,
and even now the government is having a

great deal of difficulty melding the two of

them together into one ministry under the

aegis of the Ministry of Natural Resources.

Until an announcement made very recently

by the minister that there would be a

mines presence in most of the district man-

agers* offices one would actually think they

were, for all practical purposes, two separate

departments of government.

We do have the assurance of the minister

that there will be persons capable of handling
questions of a mining nature in all of the

district managers' offices which have just

been created under the major reorganization
of this ministry. I think that it's very im-

portant there be complete open and frank

discussion between the two branches, one

responsible for lands per se and the other

responsible for mining lands. One way in

which the government can do this is by
locating either the commissioner himself or

the deputy commissioner in the north, where
the action is, so that there is complete open
and frank discussion between all of the

ministry personnel responsible for and in-

terested in the wise and optimum use of

lands to keep any confficts, whatever their

nature, to a minimum. I hope the par-

liamentary assistant will pass those re-

marks on to his minister. Thank you.

Mr. Speaker: Do any other members wish
to participate? If not, the hon. member for

Sault Ste. Marie may respond.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault St. Marie): Mr.

Speaker, the main principle of this bill is

the appointment of the mining and lands

commissioner and provision for his jurisdic-

tion.

Under the Mining Act, an official known
as the mining commissioner is appointed.
The mining commissioner has jurisdiction,

holds hearings and makes decisions in respect
of quite a number of matters—the deter-

mination of extent of exemption of land

from staking, the waiver of endorsement of

recording of claims and licences, the ex-

tension of time and relief from forfeiture

in respect of assessment work, jurisdiction

over liens for wages, orders providing for

the granting of rights and easements over

other lands, such as butting easements, tail-

ings, deposit areas, etc.; awarding com-

pensation for damages to surface rights
where mining rights are staked and the

surface rights are held privately; and

liability for acreage tax.

There are appeals from his decisions, with
one or two exceptions, to the court of appeal
and on to the Supreme Court of Ontario
in appropriate cases. There are a number
of functions in other branches of the ministry
which could be adequately dealt with by
an official such as the mining commissioner,
and the bill provides for the appointment
of such a commissioner, who will have the

present jurisdiction of the mining commis-

sioner, and such other authorities, powers
and duties of the Minister of Natural Re-
sources as are assigned to him by regulation.

We've adopted this approach in order

that we can assess the appropriateness of the

exercise of this type of power by the com-

missioner; and where the procedure proves
to be satisfactory the matter can be, in

subsequent years, confirmed in the legisla-

tion. We contemplate that such matters as

applications for a quit claim, letters patent,

decisions on the question of forfeiture of

leases, sales and other titles for breach of

condition, the right to obtain Crown lands,

notices and warrants for unauthorized

occupation of Crown land and compensation
for double, inconsistent or deficient grants;
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will all be transferred to the new com-

missioner.

The bill provides for such matters as the

powers and duties of the commissioner and

authorizes regulations establishing practice

and procedure.

Secondly, in the course of the recent

reorganization of the government and the

implementation of the principle of decentral-

ization, the number of field ofiBces of the

ministry has increased. These oflBces deal

with the broad spectrum of activities admin-

istered by the ministry and, to control and

direct the variety of activities of the ministry,

the local offices were placed under the juris-

diction of a district manager. A number of

provisions in the statutes and the regulations,
and of course other legal documents, have

reference to the district official by his former

name; to update these provisions the bill will

change the name of the district forester to

the district manager.

Mr. Speaker, on the point raised by the

members for Cochrane South, Welland
South and Thunder Bay concerning the activ-

ities of the mining lands commissioner out-

side of the city of Toronto and his being
located in the north, I would draw to your
attention the Mining Act which, in section

146(3), already provides that the commis-
sioner "shall select"—it doesn't say "may," it

says "shall select"—

as the place for a hearing such place as he

considers most convenient for the parties in

the county or district, or one of the coun-

ties or districts in which the lands or

mining rights affected are situate, unless it

appears to him desirable that the hearing
should be in some other county or district.

I think the practice has been, and certainly
I think will be with the establishment of

deputy commissioners, to actually go into the

specific area to hold the hearing and make it

much more convenient for people to be there.

I think the point is well made by the mem-
ber for Thunder Bay who does recognize
that most of the head offices for the large

mining companies are located here in To-
ronto. Of course, there will be many hearings
held here—where it will involve their cor-

porate lawyers and people within their

companies-

Mr. Ferrier: It's time the lawyers went

up, too.

Mr. Rhodes: —the disputes will be here.

They are here in Toronto and this is where
the hearings will be, but there is nothing at

all to prevent the commissioner from holding
his hearings in other parts of the province;
and it would be hoped that's what he would
do.

I don't know whether you would gain a

great amount by simply establishing an office

per se when you would then perhaps have
to have that commissioner travelling down
here to Toronto, either with his deputies or

by himself, to hold hearings here. A great

many of them are held here because this is

where the people are and this is where, if

you like, the action is many times.

Mr. Stokes: We are trying to reverse the

trend.

Mr. Ferrier: We want it up north now.

Mr. Rhodes: The other aspect of it is that

I think with the reorganization within the

ministry, and with the establishment of this

particular mining lands commissioner and

putting the deputies into this particular area,

we will in fact be giving the members exactly
what they want, and that is a better rapport
between the mining industry and the use of

land.

I think that rapport has improved con-

siderably with reorganization. Rather than

having the two separate ministries you now
have them together as one and there is an

interchange of idea and thought, particularly
in the lands division which now handles all

aspects of land and the use of land within

the province, in particular the Crown lands.

So the mining lands commissioner as is pro-

posed in this particular Act, I think will

accomplish exactly what the members want
to accomplish and have that interchange of

ideas, of thought and the dialogue between
those who are interested in mining and those

who are interested in lands, because he really
will be handling both aspects of it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Renwick: Committee, please.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Mr. Renwick: Yes.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Clerk of the House: The second order.

House in committee of the whole.
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CONSUMER REPORTING ACT

House in committee on Bill 101, An Act
to control the Storage and Supply of Per-

sonal Information for Rating Purposes.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 101, An Act to control

the Storage and Supply of Personal Informa-
tion for Rating Purposes. Are there any
comments, questions or amendments on any
section of this bill; and if so which section?

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Chairman, I

wonder if I might make a statement before

we proceed with discussion on this particular
bill.

I thought I'd comment briefly on the

matter raised in committee by the member
for Lakeshore (Mr. Lawlor), in regard to the
inclusion of the provincial government in this

legislation. That is, whether it should be
included along with credit reporting of per-
sonal information and reporting agencies.

I've given this matter serious consideration

and have been exploring the ramifications

of such a move on such agencies as the

Ontario Provincial Police, and government
departments such as the retail sales tax

branch.

While I'm still inclined to personally accept
the change proposed, it is clear to me that

further detailed study will have to be made,
which may not be completed before the end
of this particular session. It is my personal

hope, therefore, that we can proceed with
the bill, as I think there is some urgency
in bringing it into force.

I will, however, give a personal commit-
ment to see that the study is completed at

the earliest possible time and to either bring
in amending legislation or an explanation
of my position to the members of this House.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore,
on this section?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Just to com-
ment on that, Mr. Chairman, if I may. I had
an amendment prepared to alter paragraph
(i) of subsection (1) of section 1, to include

precisely that, as the minister well knows—
namely to include government and govern-
ment agencies within the ambit of the legis-
lation.

However, I would think there would be no

necessity to pursue the matter with the

understanding that the minister brought for-

ward today that he will personally study
the matter in depth and will come back to

the House—perhaps not in this session but

in the following session—with justification if

he doesn't intend to do so, and hopefully
with a wording that would commend itself

to the House at that time.

There are ramifications, Mr. Chairman, to

the thing—which I quite confess I haven't

really worked out. I notice in the Manitoba
Act the government has taken out an ex-

clusionary clause—I think it is section 2. I

thought that was a mistake. If one looks at

section 10 of this legislation, if the govern-
ment is seeking a personal report—say it is

going to hire somebody on its staff—and it

goes to an agency in order to get their

background and material, it should in gen-
eral, and I think the minister well agrees with

this, be subject to the same nostrums and the

same safeguards; and the individual ought to

be as much protected with respect to the

government in this regard, in respect to

hiring say, as anybody else in the community.
I think that kind of extension would be per-

fectly legitimate.

In the other area, I think it is section 8, it

makes adequate provision for the parameters
within which they must work as to all the

various purposes for which credit reports
would be obtained. But again it struck me
there may be a dijfficulty with respect to

police matters, at least in obtaining reports
on a person and disclosure of files.

True, I think the Act is clear enough that

certainly the police officer would not have

to disclose information in their files other

than the very information that it was per-
missible to disclose in the ambit of this

legislation.

Nevertheless, to make assurance doubly

sure, and going against my grain, which is

pure liberal in this regard, a little delay in

bringing about a just result can be swallowed.

Mr. Chairman: The member for River-

dale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, referring to item (b) of subsection (1),

of section 1 and particularly item (j) of

subsection (1) of section 1, I wonder if

the minister would explain why he persists

in the view that a private business enter-

prise should be permitted to collect informa-

tion, "other than credit information about

a consumer's character, reputation, health,

physical or personal characteristics or mode
of living or about any other matter concern-

ing the consumer"?

What justification does he have for per-

mitting and legitimizing the collection of
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that kind of information by a private business

enterprise?

Hon. Mr. Clement: You are referring, I

take it, to the personal information section

under (j).
I didn't catch the member's

comments. He is talking about personal in-

formation? Am I correct?

Mr. Renwick: Yes. I will repeat them if

the minister would like.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sorry. I just

didn't hear the member.

Mr. Renwick: My question to the minister

is why does he persist in permitting a private

organization to collect about the citizens

of the Province of Ontario, in their roles

as consumers, information other than credit

information; that is about a consumer's

character, reputation, health, physical or

personal characteristics, mode of living, or

about any other matter concerning the con-

sumer? What is the minister's justification

for persisting in this offensive view of the

necessity of having that in this bill?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman—and
I thank the hon member for repeating that

question to me—I don't wish to take the

position or to have the hon. member under-

stand that my position is that I persist in

allowing this to occur. It is a recognition
of something which in fact has been with us

since time immemorial.

There are agencies which collect only
credit information—and I know the hon. mem-
ber is not turning his mind to that—and
there are those that collect personal in-

formation. And, I suppose, there are those

that collect both types. It is an industry
which has operated for many years, and I

suggest to this committee of the whole
House that in many instances it is of some
real value to the person seeking that par-
ticular type of information. I suggest that

personal information pertaining to health

or to things physical is certainly very im-

portant to the actuarial science when com-

piling and developing statistics on the rates

that should be charged for people about
to purchase life insurance.

Now we must make a philosophical de-

termination early in the game. We would
have to decide to regulate that which is

already being conducted, which is the avenue
we have followed; or we must decide, if

it was found to be ofiFensive, to absolutely

prohibit the gleaning of this type of in-

formation—and I think this is the matter

to which the member for Riverdale turns

his mind.

I would suggest that it is not improper to

gather personal information, as long as the

person, the subject matter of that particular

investigation, has available to him that in-

formation so he in turn can see what the

people in this type of business are saying
about him and disseminating to those who
make inquiries about his lifestyle.

If we found that type of information

gathering so offensive that we could not and

would not permit it, then potential em-

ployers who wished to hire someone in a

position of trust, handling vast sums of

money, would have no information about the

applicant in whom they were interested.

I, as a practising lawyer, do not want

to hire anyone to look after my books un-

less I know his reputation, firstly, as to his

ability to handle the job; and secondly as

to his integrity. I don't want to hire a

convicted embezzler to handle the trust

funds which are deposited with me by my
clients to be properly monitored and ac-

counted for.

Now if we decide in our wisdom that we
find it so offensive we should have no per-

sonal information about anyone, then I

suggest to you, Mr. Chairman, that we
would be leaving ourselves wide open for

great abuses by that small segment of the

population who would move in quickly to

take advantage, knowing full well that we
could obtain no personal information about

them.

If that is considered persistence on my
part, then I presume I must be tagged with

that particular label. I suggest it is not per-

sistence, but a recognition of the practical

aspects of day-to-day commercial life as

to people who are applying for life insurance

and as to people who are applying for cer-

tain types of employment. Now that is the

reason I took that particular position before

the standing committee when this matter

was discussed.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I want to

point out to the minister that, apart from the

philosophical or political or business practice

requirement, what you are doing with this

bill for practical purposes is permitting Retail

Credit to collect piles of information with re-

spect to individuals on an ongoing basis and

on a permanent basis, which can then be

made available by that retail credit company
to persons who are authorized to get it under

the Act.
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My point specifically is that, apart alto-

gether from the principle of the question of

the right of a person, of a citizen, to be let

alone, the Retail Credit Co. in Canada—apart
altogether from the fact that it's a subsidiary

of the large United States corporation—con-

ducts for all practical purposes most of that

investigative reporting operation.

We have got to be perfectly clear that

we are, by this bill, granting Retail Credit

that opportunity. The minister's response to

my question was it has always been done.

The second one, as I understand it, is that it's

necessary for the insurance business; and

thirdly, that it's necessary in order to protect

employers from hiring convicted embezzlers

to look after their bookkeeping and their ac-

counts. I assume that also means for the

purposes of the insurance business, because

I assume that most employers use bonding

companies for the purpose of bonding em-

ployees in that kind of situation.

I think the minister is fully aware that it

is possible to so narrow the scope of those

special requirements to protect the individual

against the kind of encroachment which this

bill persists in granting; but this bill doesn't

have any narrow purview at all. This bill

permits Retail Credit to collect that kind

of individual information about which there

would be a hue and cry in the Province of

Ontario if you suggested that the government
of the Province of Ontario could collect that

kind of information. I am saying that you can-

not, by legitimizing an existing practice, make
that practice acceptable.

I want to make the distinction perfectly
clear to the members of the assembly and in

the committee that we are not talking about

the credit bureau as such; we are not talking
about those who are engaged in credit oper-
ations. There is ample evidence in the

speeches and articles written by Mr. Milton

Pearson of the Associated Credit Bureaus of

Canada, who is the general manager of that

organization, and in the various addresses

which he has given and in the remarks which
he made before the committee, that they are

not concerned with investigative reporting in

that sense. They are—I think it's not putting

any words into their mouths—quite happy to

say that their business is concerned with

credit information of the factual nature which
is set out in item (d) of the bill.

If the minister needs me to corroborate

that, I would certainly refer him to the No.
1 issue of the Canadian Banker for 1973,
in which Mr. Milton Pearson expresses his

views about this whole question of credit

reporting. He clearly distinguishes the busi-

ness of the member bureaus of that associ-

ation which are engaged in factual credit

reporting. I have no quarrel with that. It's a

matter of reputation.

I find it offensive as a philosophical matter;
I find it offensive as a political matter; I find

it unsubstantiated as a business requirement;
and I find it extremely offensive when I note

that the one company which does the great
bulk—and when I say the great bulk I mean
in excess of 90 per cent—of the business is the

Retail Credit Co., organized in the United
States and having a multitude of subsidiary
bodies operating in the Province of Ontario.

An article, written by John Adams, which

appeared in the Globe and Mail in 1971,

dealing with the extension of retail credit by
the buying up of companies in the credit re-

porting business in Canada, simply said that

Setting up and maintaining credit his-

tories on individuals is only a sideline for

Retail Credit. Its main business is making
and selling so-called investigative reports
to insurance companies.

These investigative reports are major
factors influencing whether people seeking

life, health, casualty and other forms of

insurance are able to get it. This kind of

investigative reporting, often called snoop-

ing since it sometimes involves collecting
information on the personal habits and be-

haviour of a person from neighbours and

fellow workers, has been a principal cause

of consumer criticism of all kinds of credit

agencies.

Together with its subsidiaries, Retail

Credit Co. [that's the United States com-

pany] employs approximately 15,000 peo-

ple, including 7,000 full-time field investi-

gators and 4,500 part-time ones.

During a civil court action in the United
States in the past year, the company was
described as the dominant force in the

making and selling of investigative credit

reports. Through its subsidiary, Retailers

Commercial Agency of New York State, it

controls about 90 per cent of investigative

reporting in Canada, industry sources said.

That subsidiary opferates in both Canada and
the United States, whereas Associated Credit

Bureau conduct about 90 per cent of the

credit history business, in its limited sense, in

the country.

So, when I use the term "persist," I mean

exactly that. The minister is granting Retail

Credit the benefit of a legal status which
it never had heretofore by legitimizing for

us its right to collect that kind of information.

Philosophically, and as a legal matter, I am a
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person who believes that the question of the

right to be left alone and the right to

privacy is one which requires urgent study

by the Law Reform Commission of the Prov-

ince of Ontario in order to establish a right

to be left alone as part of the law of the

Province of Ontario; and then, as is the case

with all such basic rights, to carve out such

limited, and specifically limited and deline-

ated exceptions, as are necessary because of

some overriding public interest.

That covers the philosophical and legal

part of it. The report in Great Britain sets

out in one of the appendices the question
of the present common law with respect to

the right to privacy. That's the way it should

be done and that's what's wrong with the

bill, and that is why it is such an offensive

bill. If you want to legitimize intrusions on

persons' privacy in the province, then surely

to God you have got to be more careful than

to do it in the way in which you are doing
it in this bill.

I'm not suggesting for a moment that a

person is not entitled to some kind of protec-
tion against hiring the convicted embezzler,
without the bonding of an insurance com-

pany, in order that he can perhaps repeat
the fraud upon the person who has employed
him. That's not the specific kind of problem
that I'm relating to or concerned about, be-

cause the minister knows as well as I do

that the great bulk of embezzlement and

fraud instances which occur, in so far as they
result in convictions, are not by persons with

previous records. It would be quite possible,
with the specific handwritten consent of the

person who is making the application for a

particular job which has a fiduciary aspect

relating to funds of an employer, to give his

consent to an examination of whatever public
records there are with respect to his criminal

record. That should be quite clear, that

criminal records are the same as other

records, they can be part of the public record

for a limited period of time. That would

solve that problem and would avoid the

problem that the minister is referring to.

So far as the insurance industry is con-

cerned, the great bulk of life insurance is

now written with respect to group insurance.

Individual life insurance contracts that need

to have a medical examination and some

kind of additional reporting in order to

justify the insurance company issuing insur-

ance policies, again could be carved out as

an exception—but a very limited exception,

because in my view the life insurance indus-

try is still operating in the last century so

far as the need for these reports are con-

cerned.

Each one of the specific instances which
the minister gives has a narrow validity and
a narrow relevance, but by using those in-

stances he cannot justify authorizing and

legitimizing Retail Credit collecting informa-

tion of all kinds about citizens of the Prov-

ince of Ontario with respect to their char-

acter, reputation, health, physical or personal
characteristics, mode of living or any other

matter concerning consumers.

The other point I want to try to put to

the minister, even at this last minute in the

bill to put it into perspective, is that it is

not a necessary part of the credit-granting in-

dustry. That's obviously clear from what Mil-

ton Pearson has said with respect to the

organization which he heads, but it is par-

ticularly clear when one looks at the extent

to which consumer credit has grown over the

past few years.

And I can refer the minister—I doubt if he

has seen it—to the commercial letter of the

Canadian-Imperial Bank of Commerce of

March and April, 1972, dealing totally with

the immense growth of consumer credit, and

particularly with respect to the role of the

institutional lenders. For practical purposes,
it states that the responsibility for the market

finance function has largely been transferred

to institutional lenders, certainly in the major
field of consumer reporting. That was in

1972, and it gives the figures with respect to

its growth. There are later figures which I

happen to have picked up from time to time

in the course of this debate which deal vvdth

the present situation with respect to con-

sumer credit.

On Nov. 24, 1972, there was a Dow-Jones
Service report that consumer credit outstand-

ing on the books of selected credit holders

in September, 1972, totalled $11 billion, up
1.9 per cent from August and 16.8 per cent

above a year earlier. Chartered banks' per-
sonal cash loans totalled $6.82 billion, up 2.6

per cent from the previous month and 23.8

per cent above a year earlier. Life insurance

companies* policy loans rose fractionally from

August to $793 million, up 1.7 per cent

from a year earlier.

Personal cash loans under the Small Loans

Act totalled $388 million, down 1.6 per

cent from the previous month and 14 per

cent less than a year earlier. Sales finance

and consumer loan balances totalled $997
million on credit sales, up one per cent from

August and 11.3 per cent above a year

earlier; and there was $1.17 billion out-
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standing on personal cash loans, up fraction-

ally from August and 13.4 per cent above
a year earlier. That's Nov. 24, 1972, re-

porting on the increase from 1971 to 1972
with respect to outstanding consumer credit.

The point I make, of course, is that the

marginal loss of the companies which are

granting that credit is so small. The reason

it's so small, which the minister doesn't

appear to understand, is because the ordi-

nary citizen of the province applying for

credit tells the truth on the application with

respect to the information asked about him;

gives the information which he is asked to

provide and is honest about it, either be-

cause he is honest in any event or because
his honesty is reinforced because he wants
to protect his credit reputation in any event.

The major source, as anyone knows, of per-
sons using consumer credit is young families

in most instances and the Bank of Com-
merce letter—that commercial letter—indicates

that quite clearly.

Yet the minister says there is this bad

group, this small group. It's like that small

band of revolutionaries which travels around
the world fomenting trouble. It's so small

you can never really ever find it and isolate

it. Yet the minister is saying that because of

that small group we're going to authorize
Retail Credit, and legitimize Retail Credit,
in persisting in the kind of investigative

reporting which has come down through the

ages and is no longer necessary except in

very limited instances and cannot in any
way be equated with, so as to over-ride the
fundamental need of establishing, as the law
of the province, the right of a citizen to be
let alone.

I go on to the later figures which I have.

Reporting in January, 1973, the consumer
credit outstanding in January totalled $11.64
billion, up 18.3 per cent from a year earlier;
and again it gives all of the same type of

figures to which I referred somewhat earlier.

Just recently this year, Canadian consumer
credit outstanding on the books of selected
credit holders in August, 1973, totalled $13
billion, up 19.7 per cent from a year earlier.

It again gives the breakdown of those

figures.

In the light of that perspective I find it

—and I use the term again—ofi^ensive that

you will be legitimizing the Retail Credit
Co. operation in Canada and legitimizing it

in such a way that you will never ever be
able to touch it.

I remember, Mr. Chairman, there was
another bill—before the minister was here.

a few years ago—dealing with Retail Credit

and the same kind of pressure was put
on the government and we met their re-

quest. I'm simply saying that for the pur-

poses of this section of this bill, I have
stated my philosophical, legal, political, per-
sonal concern about the bill. I'm not speak-
ing about those matters any more. For the

purpose of this bill, I'm saying that you
are enshrining in a statute of this province
the investigative reporting function of Re-
tail Credit without adequate thought, with-

out adequate response, without any
adequate concern of the interest of the

citizen of the province. It is typical of this

government that when Retail Credit and

equivalent companies raise their finger with

you about their business practices, you say
we must adapt a whole bill in order to

accommodate them. I therefore move, Mr.

Chairman, that the term "personal informa-
tion" be deleted from section 1 of Bill 101.

Mr. Chairman: You could just vote against
the subsection.

Mr. Renwick: I don't want to vote against
the subsection because it appears in two or

three places and unless there is some over-

riding rule I would like the motion put
positively, if I may.

Mr. Chairman: It would then read, of

course, just "information," which doesn't—it

isn't proper.

Mr. Renwick: No, Mr. Chairman, if I may,
in section 1, subsection (1) there appears the

phrase "personal information" in more than
one place and there appears a definition

"personal information"; I want to delete

item (j) and I want to delete any further

references to it.

Now, I may not have drafted the amend-
ment all that elegantly, but I want the

amendment put positively and not left

hanging in the air as having been a vote

against the section. I am not voting against
the section, I am voting against including
the definition "personal information" in that

section of the bill.

Mr. Chairman: I will place it this way,
because I see it appears differently. It was

my understanding you were discussing sub-

section (j), and if you delete those words
out of there it doesn't really make gram-
matical sense.

Mr. Renwick: Well then let's delete the
whole of clause (j) and the words "of personal
information, or both" where they appear in

clause (b) of subsection (1).
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Mr. Renwick moves that clause (j) of sub-

section (1) of section 1 of the Act be deleted,

and that wherever the words "personal in-

formation" appear, those words be deleted

as well from section 1 of Bill 101.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, may I speak to

the amendment? I won't speak at great length
on this matter. My colleague and I made our

position abundantly clear with respect to per-
sonal information.

One of the chief causes of my concern—and
I would ask the minister to address himself

to the same proposition—was many weeks ago
last spring when this legislation first came in,

and even prior to that time. Once upon a

time I read a book by George Orwell called

"1984," which has profound implications for

legislation of this kind.

Secondly, I read the great authority on the

subject, Westin, who has a very ample chap-
ter on this very point. I don't think my col-

league and I have been successful in getting
our message through. We have said enough,
we have said it as well as we know how; it

still seems to somehow fail.

If you look at Westin, and take the time,

you will see that it is not just the question of

the garnering in of all kinds of private infor-

mation. It has become a major industry in the

United States employing literally thousands of

agencies and tens of thousands of human
beings; and governments are equally involved

in this particular process on a magnificent
scale. It is one of the most dangerous things
with respect to the undermining of democracy
possible in the world today.

It is given an exponential power by the

introduction of the computer into this market.
The computer—and Westin goes into it—is

just the omnivorous maw for information that

is played into this thing day after day.

What was it—over 100,000 reports go out

per day to the United States; and that is

multiplied yearly.

This information is retained through the

computer on pieces of tape and on microfilm,
so small that you could print the whole Bible
in a few square inches.

The industry prides itself, as industries do,

upon its ability to garner the information and
to beat the competitor in getting more detail

and more nice facts and more intimate detail

and doing a great deal more than the next
firm over about the intimate details of all

our personal lives. It is in a business and it

can charge higher fees to the people who sub-
sc ibe to its services because it can precisely

supply more and more information with re-

spect to you and me.

Now that is what is going on. It is mon-

strous; and the possibilities of the thing are

even worse—and as I say Westin describes it.

Now I would ask the minister to go at least

this far with us on this particular one. A few
moments ago he said he felt there was a great
deal of virtue in the fact that the govern-
ment itself should be subject to its own legis-

lation in this particular regard. We well agiee.

And we know that the matter hasn't been

explored in its depth and ramifications as it

should be and as it should have been, if I may
say so, before the legislation was ever intro-

duced. But we have come to this latter day
without that, so the minister has committed

himself to making this exploration and offer-

ing the legislation if it seems feasible as a

result of that process. Why won't the minister

do the same with us under this particular

head, about this personal information thing,

against which we have almost had to launch

a crusade in order to make our point apparent
and to drive it home. As I say, so far as I

can see, we have failed miserably.

Why won't the minister give us some com-

mitment today that this matter is not going
to be left here; that it is going to be sub-

jected to further intensive, penetrating studies

on the very things we have been speaking
about? Because there is infinite virtue and

merit in the oncoming times, in the next few

years—and right now—in this very esoteric

field. People just don't know that they are

under constant investigation. They don't rea-

lize the penetration of the octopus, how the

little tenacles reach in. We all seem to think

that this is all done very quietly, but it's a

very vast industry at the present time.

If the minister would give us some indica-

tion that he would be disposed to refer the

matter of personal information to the Law Re-

form Commission or to some study group or

body that he would appoint; that they would

work at carving out some kind of concept

of personal privacy for this modern and future

world in which we live; then, having that

core of personal intimacy and privacy pre-

served, certain inroads or incursions could be

made into it from any number of directions.

There are legitimate areas in which the

insurance industry specifically—let's say in life

insurance—has to have information over and

above anything required by a credit agency
or most other agencies seeking personal in-

formation. There are areas that could be

designated, explained, worked out, described

and set down in black and white. Sections of

the Act then could be amended to provide
that the insurance industry in the area of

casualty insurance could determine whether
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a man had a death wish and was particularly

susceptible to hairpin curves and would place
his life and that of others in danger and had
done so, that he had an occupational hazard

in this regard. Or with respect to mental ill-

ness in an individual, this could be deter-

mined by way of asking the neighbours
whether he was dancing on the lawn last

night or that kind of thing.

In other words, what we are saying is that

it should be specified, it should be carved out.

If a certain kind of industry needs a certain

kind of information, so be it. But not the

holus-bolus, sweeping gesture that the min-

ister makes in this legislation where, as I say,
he sprinkles a little holy water over the in-

vestigative procedures that are going on at

present. It hasn't been worked out in this

particular regard, and I for one would be

most pleased if I could extract from the min-

ister some kind of understanding as to the

well thought out and worked-through con-

cept about where the legitimacy of personal
information sources resides.

That's what the legislation must eventually
do; and that's what we will come to. But as

things stand it may lie fallow for a long time

because of the impact of other legislation

going on. And I want a spotlight directed on
to this particular area and kept there for the

next period of time so that it is not washed

away and forgotten—all this interrogating, all

this spying, all this snooping that goes on
behind our backs and unbeknownst to most
of us in this House.

That is the danger that we face. It is a

profound danger in terms of future human
liberty and this government, of all people,
with its particular susceptibility to this and
with the whole McRuer report behind it to

preserve personal liberties in a vast area

which most other jurisdictions in the world
haven't got around to doing yet; this govern-
ment, having certain sensitivities in this par-
ticular area, of all people, ought not to prove

bankrupt or defunct in this particular regard.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.
Renwick's motion?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I really don't

believe the minister is that lacking in percep-
tion about what we have been talking about
now over, indeed a period of some weeks,
last spring as well as this fall.

I want to draw his attention to an address
which was given by Mr. R. P. Henderson, the

vice-president and general manager of North
American operations of Honeywell Informa-
tion Systems of Waltham, Mass., which he

gave to the Royal Canadian Institute at the

University of Toronto on Nov. 25, 1972, not

quite a year ago. He states that he is de-

lighted to have been invited by the institute

and thought that he could possibly make a

positive contribution to an understanding of

some very complex issues. He refers to the

fact that he had become very interested in

the whole issue of computers, privacy and
social responsibility over a long period of

time.

He is an expert in the field, because I think
it must be fairly well recognized and ac-

cepted that Honeywell Information Systems
is one of the largest of the information system
manufacturers in the world and does business
not only in the United States but in some
50 other countries. He states in the course
of his remarks that the unprecedented effi-

ciency of the computer in storing, processing,

manipulating and disseminating information
has created central, highly-detailed and easily
available dossiers on millions of individuals.

I want to read this one paragraph to you:

In considering the problem that arises

from keeping computerized records, many
people use the words "privacy" and

"security" interchangeably. In fact there
is a great deal of difference between the

two, and different parties must be respon-
sible for each.

In his widely read book [to which my
colleague the member for Lakeshore has

referred] "Privacy and Freedom," Prof.

Alan Westin described privacy as the claim
of individuals, groups or institutions to

determine for themselves when, how and
what information about them is communi-
cated to others.

In relation to computers, security is the

means taken to ensure the privacy of the

information once it is contained in a data
bank. Privacy is a legal, political and

philosophical concept and its guarantee

properly belongs in the domain of govern-
ment. Security is a matter of equipment
and technique which is the province of the

computer manufacturer. The users of com-

puters should assume responsibility for

both privacy and security.

The address is well worth a full perusal by
the ministry, because the ministry has fallen

for the argument that in some way or other

we are not in a position, because of some
historical tradition, to create a new right, a

civil right, a civil liberty. We are, of course,

able to do that if we want to do it and if

the government has the perception and un-

derstanding of the problem that will permit
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it to be done. In the age in which we are

living and which this government pays so

much attention in other fields, the techno-

logical developments related to this field of

information storing, dissemination and collec-

tion are so great that by the time the ordinary

procedures of the common law will get
around to protecting that right it will be too

late, because in the Province of Ontario—
the minister knows this as well as I do—the
courts rely on the Legislature of the Prov-

ince of Ontario in this day and age to make
the kind of decision which is required with

respect to protecting that right.

I want to say to the minister that if ever

there was an occasion where I would be in-

clined to filibuster the minister's bill, it is

on this bill. I don't intend to do so; I've

made my points. I think you are just totally

wrong.
I cannot conceive that the officials in your

ministry on whom you rely for advice are

so subservient to a past business practice,
which has no validity other than the extreme
vested interest which is vested in that busi-

ness, and that they would have this much
influence on a government which in so many
other areas has been careful, cautious and

thoughtful about the protection of civil liber-

ties and the whole question of the kinds of

protections which the society needs and
which are reflected in the royal commission,
of Mr. McRuer and which have been adopted
in so much of the legislation.

You've got a blind eye. The bill is offen-

sive, the bill is wrong-headed and the bill

reflects a stubborn decision which can only
lead me in my private moments to question
your motives, because otherwise I can't deal

with the motives publicly. I think the sub-

servience of this government to the vested

interest of the Retafl Credit Co. in this situa-

tion is one which one day will cost you
dearly.

It is extremely difficult to get questions
of civil liberties before the public in the

Province of Ontario. I suppose it always
has been. Certainly, so far as we in this

party are concerned, the kind of society that

we believe in has as a correlative and sub-

stantial part of it the right of citizens to be
let alone. If a right has to have limited excep-
tions carved out of it, fine; well and good,
carve them out. But don't go about it this

way. You are generally right; but when you
are wrong you are totally wrong, and you
are totally wrong in this bill.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister have
a reply to the amendment?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman. I have noted with interest the

comments from the two members opposite,
the member for Riverdale and the member
for Lakeshore, both of whom I enjoy debat-

ing with and exchanging ideas with. If I

understand their argument, and God knows
if I don't I should because they've made it

very, very clear, both here and before the

standing committee, what their position is.

Their position is this: Go ahead with the

credit information gathering, don't legislate

whatsoever on the personal information gath-

ering, conduct a study and one, two, three

or four years later, we can come along with

some-

Mr. Renwick: No. Now be fair; not two or

three or four years later, but now.

Hon. Mr. Clement: This is how I under-

stand it. They have stated here today that

we are trying to make legitimate the Retail

Credit Co. or that type of industry. I question
that statement because you can only make

legitimate ^hat which is already illegitimate

and right now there is no legislation, that I

am aware of, dealing with the conduct of this

type of industry. This is the guts of the

whole bill. It is an effort to put forward rules

and regulations for the gathering of this in-

formation and for making it available to the

target, the person about whom the informa-

tion has been gathered.

As the law in this province stands at this

very moment, if an agency called me about

anyone I could, for any personal reason, valid

or otherwise, describe that person as intem-

perate, dishonest and all kinds of things that

have no basis in fact. If either of those mem-
bers opposite happened to be the target of

that information there is no way they could

find out what I have said about them; they
could in no way obtain that information.

With the bill, without getting into the

details of it, they know as well as I that if

I wish to say that the member for Riverdale

is intemperate and I wish to say other things
not credible to his character I, as the speaker
of those words, must bear the brunt in a civil

action for slander. In my example, which I

hope the hon. member realizes is just pulled
from the air, I probably might have a perfect

defence.

Mr. Renwick: As usual, you are extremely
accurate.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am advised by my
staff in relation to one of the comments near

the end of the observations of the member
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for Riverdale, that the committee on banking
and currency of the US Senate specifically

questioned the validity of personal informa-

tion gathering businesses to ascertain if, in

fact, they really contributed any worthwhile

value to society. Their conclusion was that

they did. They dealt specifically with the

information provided to potential employers,
landlords, bonding companies, mortgage com-

panies and insurance companies, not with life

insurance only but with auto and other forms

of general insurance.

I cannot stand here and prognosticate that

this is the end all and be all in the gathering
of personal information and really that is all

we are talking about here today. This Act

may well need amendment with our experi-
ence in hving with it. I suggest to the mem-
bers opposite and the other members of this

House that it is better to have this legislation
and control the conduct of these companies
than it is to have no legislation and look
into it at some future time.

I respect the member for Renwick—for
Riverdale; is it Toronto Renwick or Toronto
Riverdale? I will have to look at the card;
Toronto Renwick—I respect the member for

Riverdale's views on privacy and I share
them insofar as privacy of the individual is

concerned, but not to the point whereby
insurance companies would, holus-bolus, have
to insure every applicant who came iDefore

them, whether or not that applicant be on a
stretcher with terminal cancer. The increased
cost of assuming every risk would eventually
be shared by all insureds and all consumers
would not benefit from that. They would
suffer the opposite fate. I carry no torch for

any of these companies.

I recognize that there are valid points of

philosophy in the minds of the two members
opposite but I also recognize from a practical
point of view that if something isn't done it

won t get better. We are moving in that
direction with this legislation to regulate the

gathering and the dissemination of personal
information. I remained adamant in commit-
tee, before the standing committee, and I will
remain adamant here in this House in not

giving qualified privilege to any of these
institutions. If they gather lies about any
person, they must stand behind them or
suffer the civil consequences. That is the
balance which I hope will keep them in line.

I don't think I have any other matters to

mention on this, Mr. Chairman. I do say in

passing that the member for Lakeshore said

that he and his colleagues had not been suc-

cessful in getting the message through. They

are getting the message through but I am
not reading it.

You, sir, suggested that you have come
this latter day and I think of that phraseology
"latter day" and I almost appended the word
that follows naturally, being a Latter Day
Saint. Then I was jerked back to reality and

realized that that must be some form of

blasphemy when you use that phrase. But, in

any event, I do appreciate your position; I

recognize it as being a valid position in your

minds, but I do not recognize it as being
a practical position. Hence I must maintain

my position that we must have this legisla-

tion to regulate this personal information type
of industry.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I have a few
other points related to the same matter. The
minister's argument is that he is not going to

grant them a qualified privilege, so to give

them the benefit of a qualified privilege in the

law of defamation. That is, of course, the

position as it presently exists, so the sugges-
tion that the Retail Credit Co. is now oper-

ating in some way outside the law is not

correct; it is subject still to the same compul-
sions that anybody else is with respect to the

dissemination of information.

Our argument has never been that some
distant time, like two, three or four years,

with the intimation that somehow or other it

is going to be longer than that, is the time it

takes. If Retail Credit has been permitted
to carry on its business in the Province of

Ontario up to now, then it is no reason why it

can't carry it on the same way as it has

up to now for another one-year period. And
there is no reason, having regard to the studies

which have been done in the United King-
dom under the—what is it, the report?

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): Come on

Pat, come on, quick, quick.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Liquor Control Board.

Mr. Renwick: The report dealing with the

privacy in the United Kingdom, the chairman

of the committee—his name escapes me at

the moment, but—

Mr. Lawlor: Younger?

Mr. Renwick: —in the appendix to that re-

port, I think it is appendix J, there is a

complete statement of what they believe to

be the law of England with respect to the

right to privacy.

The law of the Province of Ontario is not

all that much different, and the Law Reform

Commission, if given the priority to do it.
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could produce the kind of report and, if

necessary, have the kind of public hearings

that might provide some useful basis as to

whether or not it should or should not be

established as a law here. I think it is not a

fair appreciation of the position of my col-

league and myself that we are talking about

some indefinite time in the future. It's just

not so.

Mr. Lawlor: Younger.

Mr. Eenwick: Yes, the Younger report in

the United Kingdom.

I am going to send over to the minister,

because I am not going to read them into

the record, the definitions contained in the

Oxford dictionary of the words character,

reputation, health, physical, personal, char-

acteristics, mode, and living, so that he can

understand the full broad scope of the precise

words which he has used in the definition of

personal information. I hope he'll put that

away in his archives at some point in time,

because the magnitude and the scope of the

definition of personal information thrown into

this bill, without any conception or recogni-

tion of the problem which it creates with

respect to civil liberties and individual rights

in this province, is in my mind, a total abdi-

cation of the authority of the ministry.

Let me point out, if I may, Mr. Chairman,

because it is so directly related to this matter,

that the person who can collect the infor-

mation about a citizen—Retail Credit is, after

all, a corporation so it can't walk around and

collect it, so it has got to hire people to go

out and collect the information. And do you
know the only qualification that the minister

believes is necessary to authorize an indivi-

dual to be employed by Retail Credit to en-

gage in this kind of snooping is that an ap-

plicant is entitled to be registered and to

have his registration renewed as a personal

informative investigator, except where his

past conduct affords reasonable grounds for

the belief that he will not carry out his duties

in accordance with law, and with integrity

and honesty?

There isn't another field in the Province

of Ontario that that is the qualification for

carrying on a business operation. In the

Securities Act, the Real Estate and Business

Brokers Act and the Mortgage Brokers Act,

at least some element of competence or

qualification is required for it. Not in this

case. Anybody and his brother can become
a personal information investigator and

carry on the investigations under this Act.

I want to make another point, Mr. Chair-

man, regarding personal information: Not

only should the matter be referred to the

Law Reform Commission but it should be
referred with an addendum to deal with it

with respect to the Human Rights Com-
mission of the Province of Ontario. Because

if ever there was a law that provides for

discrimination, not on the basis of the ex-

cluded items under the Human Rights Code
but discrimination in an equally invidious

sense, we have it with the personal informa-

tion provisions of the bill.

The personal information provisions of the

bill—that is, the information about a per-
son's character, reputation, health, physical
or personal characteristics, or mode of living,

or about any other matter concerning the

consumer—can be used in connection with a

tenancy agreement. It can be used in connec-

tion with employment. It can be used in

connection with underwriting insurance. And
factual information about a person's past
can be used in such a way on an investi-

gative reporting basis as to amount to a

discrimination against the citizen.

The minister sits in a government which

says, for example, that if a person is con-

victed and sentenced, and serves his time

or pays his fine, he has fulfilled his obliga-
tion. And yet for certain purposes this

would be a legitimate justification for that

person never obtaining employment in many
cases except as a hand-out.

What conceivable basis would a company
like Cadillac Development have to obtain

a personal information report on me if I

were going to make an application to rent

an apartment in their building? It would be

quite obviously clear that whether or not

I can pay my rent is a legitimate matter

of concern for the landlord; and that's

amply provided in the definition of credit

information. But the personal information

report is none of his business, so far as I

can see, and it amounts to an immense in-

trusion upon the freedom of people to move
and live where they wish to live in the

municipality of Metropolitan Toronto and
in the other urban centres in the Province

of Ontario. And yet this bill permits the

landlord to get that kind of report for this

kind of a purpose.

Then the minister has a clause where

nobody could understand its ambit: if it is

intended to be used "to determine the con-

sumer's eligibility for any matter under a

statute or regulation where the information

is relevant to the requirement prescribed

by law." I would like the minister to list

the statutes and the regulations of the Prov-

ince of Ontario where this information is
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relevant to a requirement prescribed by
law. It's about time we had a look at them
if that's the kind of information which is

necessary or required in any sense. And it

goes on to say:

(vi) otherwise has a direct business need
for the information in connection with a

business or credit transaction involving the

consumer, or

(vii) intends to use the information for

updating the information in a consumer

report previously given [to someone else].

Now, those are in addition to the very

legitimate credit part of the consumer report.
I don't think anyone would object to a bill

limited to credit information and a report
on credit information to be included in a

consumer report, intending to "use the in-

formation in connection with the extension of

credit or the purchase or collection of a

debt of the consumer to whom the informa-
tion pertains," because, again, that's the

factual information set out in item (d) and
is totally distinguished from the definition

set out in item (j).

You see, Mr. Chairman, the fallacy of the
bill and what the minister's advisers—and I

am looking over your head, Mr. Chairman, at

them—ought very well to know, that what
they have done is to define consumer re-

port to include credit information or per-
sonal information or both; and then they
have tried to make that all right by listing
the purposes which are set out in clause

(d) of subsection (1) of section 8—and I

itemized some of them.

The fact of the matter is that the purposes
set out in clause (d) of subsection (1) of

section 8 are so broad in their ambit, that
it would be impossible to ensure that the

continuing privacy of an individual would
be limited to those uses.

The question of security of information
is one that the vice-president of Honeywell
referred to as an extremely difficult topic
to cope with; and this government hasn't
even given two or three minutes thought
or consideration to the ramifications of that

part of the bill.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I simply want to

make certain that the record is perfectly clear

about the stubborn refusal of the government
to alter its views.

You see, Mr. Chairman, they fell into a

trap, and they have lulled the people of the
Province of Ontario into a trap. And they
have done it two ways. The problem arose

in the United States of America because of

the inaccurate information on the files. And
everybody was lulled into a sense of a great

step forward and an advance, if only the

information on the files was available for

inspection and inaccuracies could be cor-

rected. And that's the way it went forward,
and that's the way it was carefully structured

so that it would go forward. But nobody
understood very clearly that it was to be
wide open for Retail Credit and similar com-

panies to collect any and all kinds of informa-

tion about an individual and have it on the

files.

And the minister's predecessor introduced
one bill and this minister introduces a second
and a third bill, and everybody thinks: "Oh
well, we have got to get one. Let's get it.

It must be pretty good, after all these fits and
starts of the ministry."

The minister's sole argument, when it boils

right down to it, is that it is better to have
it accurate and available—even though they
can collect all kinds of information—than to

have the matter studied and preclude Retail

Credit from carrying on business, except in

a very narrow and limited field and only
after adequate study.

I am going to deal now, because the min-
ister said it two or three times when my
colleague and I raised this argument, with
the two, three, four and—

Mr. Chairman: Order please. With respect,

may I point out that the comments are very,

very general and we are back really, I think,
to the principle of the bill. I think it has

been out of order for quite a little while.

I think we are dealing with clause
(j)

of

section 1 (1); and we should confine our

remarks more closely to that in committee.

Mr. Renwick: I appreciate your allowing
me to go on when I was out of order, Mr.
Chairman. As far as I'm concerned, until

I'm called out of order I will consider myself
in order, but I'll bring my remarks to a close.

The question of accuracy has allowed the

minister to create the impression in the Prov-

ince of Ontario that his bill is a step forward.

His bill is, in my judgement, the most de-

structive of civil rights in the Province of

Ontario that has come out of this ministry.
He cannot claim that it's going to take an

endless amount of time, because we've sat

and waited patiently for the government to

bring forward the work of the McRuer com-
mission. That took a considerable period of

time and this government was prepared to

wait until that was done before it corrected

any number of abuses and practices which
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had grown up over the years and which were

quite legitimate because there was no law

regulating them. The government didn't hesi-

tate to change them when the time came. I'm

saying to the minister that it's not two, three

or four years; it's about one year and it's

worth doing and the minister should do it.

Mr. Chairman, I have completed my re-

marks, all of which, I'm glad to say, I think

were in order.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, the subject
matter upon which we're dissertating is per-
sonal information, and I shall confine my
remarks within the area. I'm sure you will

forgive me if I say that you might agree
with me that the minister is not an obtuse

man. As a matter of fact, I'll go this far and

say he seems to me one of the few cabinet

ministers over there who understands what
I'm talking about when I stand up to speak
on occasion—that is, by and large.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You transmogrify me.

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): It doesn't

speak well for him.

Mr. Lawlor: Therefore, not being really as

stupid as the others or an obtuse man on

principle, why does he resist what we've
asked for? We know your bill is going to

go through this afternoon. You're going to

drive it through. You're committed to it now.
I think you're weary of the thing, and if

you're not you ought to be, and therefore

you're going to let it pass into law. In my
personal appeal I would ask you not to pass
into law without giving some adversion to

the study. We are of the opinion that it

would take a little while at the most. The
Law Reform Commission will be free in a
few weeks. It will be through with that major
work that has gone on on the report of the

court, I would trust. That will come down
before Christmas and we can get to work on
that. That particular report has been a long
time coming but we'll see how it comes out.

The amount of time spent may be forgivable.
They could then turn their attention to this

matter because they've taken out a lot of

underbrush.

This is an area having peculiar piquancy
for them. There was a study of privacy com-
menced at Queen's University under a young
professor, having largely to do with elec-

tronic eavesdropping and that sort of thing
but never zeroing in on this very area. They
have it.

I think that we've made some headway,
but you sit there passive and quiescent.
You're going to put it through. You make
no adversion to the business of putting the

matter under an intense spotlight and making
some kind of analysis so that, maybe not you,
but future ministers in that particular de-

partment would come forward with legisla-
tion amending it. Why not get started now?

The legislation legitimatizes which, in

effect is what legislation does, it places its

hand on and gives confirmation to existing

practices which may be very questionable
were they not given the ofiicial cognizance
that this sort of thing does. That's what you
do in this circumstance. And you're going to

be visited, in my opinion, very shortly in

regard to this matter. So why not anticipate

that, as a wise minister should, and launch

this study?

You know, the real danger of personal in-

formation was shown very particularly in the

United States when the governmental agen-
cies all got together in Washington one

afternoon and said: "Let's pool the informa-

tion from Health, Education and Welfare,

from the Defence Department, from Trans-

portation, from the Civil Service. Let's bring
it into one great maw."

The senators upon hearing that and being
asked to present legislation to set up the

computers, refused. They kept it truncated.

They kept it separate and diverse. And all

the technocrats, all the boys that want to

know evervthing about everything, have been,

to that degree, frustrated in the United

States. That was a highly beneficial move.

Because then we saw the gut reaction—the

sense of fear of what is really involved in

this thing—the pooling of an infinity of in-

formation about individuals—was central to

their minds.

It is not now central and has not been

central, to your mind or to those of your

people. They are enamoured with their legis-

lation and they point to other jurisdictions,

that seems to give them some kind of

refulgence. They say: "We can't be all that

wrong if British Columbia and Manitoba have

passed it. The law school professors haven't

raised their voices very loud." I think you can

be that wrong because these people are also

concerned with short-sighted and short-term

gains in this particular area. There was no

necessity for it and there is no reason why
we can't, at this late stage, after even the

horse is out of the bam, at least try and re-

capture the beast, put it back and also put a

little hay in there for it to eat.
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Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Renwick's motion will please say "aye." Those

opposed will please say "nay." In my opinion
the "nays" have it.

May we stack this for any possible future

amendment in this Act?

Call in the members.

Order, please! We have one amendment
to dispose of. Mr. Renwick has moved—

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): What
do you mean "dispose of"? The word is

"consider."

Mr. Chairman: Consider. It's been con-

sidered. Mr. Renwick moves to delete section

l(l)(j) of Bill 101; and in corollary with

that to delete the words "personal informa-

tion" wherever they appear in section 1 of

Bill 101.

The committee divided on Mr. Renwick's
motion which was negatived on the following
vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 13, the "nays" are 58.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion de-

feated, and the section carried.

Any other comments, questions, or amend-
ments on a later section of this bill?

The member for York Centre.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Section

10.

9.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 10.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, just one point on section

Mr. Chairman: Section 9. Anything before

section 9? The member for Lakeshore on
section 9.

Mr. Lawlor: On page 7, Mr. Chairman,
paragraph (f) reads: "Information regarding
any judgements, collections or debts that on
their face are statute barred . . ."

I missed that in committee. I don't know
what you mean by "on their face." Could

you explain that to me, please?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, that

would mean at first blush or just by virtue
of what is contained in the document. It

might appear, for example, a document might
show a date which at first blush might be
well outside the limitation period. However,
there may be knowledge pertaining to that

document that is an acknowledgement of it

and in fact has revived it so it is not statute

barred. Perhaps the member who has raised

the question will recall the discussions before

the standing committee on this particular

point. I think, as I recall the old bill, I don't

have a copy before me, that it said: "Infor-

mation regarding judgements, collections, or

debts that are statute barred." And that in

fact is a judicial decision—a finding whether
a document is statute barred or not. I now
have the old Act before me. The old Act,
Mr. Chairman, says:

Information regarding any judgements,
collections, or debts that are statute barred

unless it is accompanied by evidence ap-

pearing in the file that recovery is not

barred by the expiration of a limitation

period.

Some members of the committee found that

offensive. They said obviously it would not,

from that wording, be statute barred. It

either is or it is not. And for that purpose
someone moved the amendment that the

words "on their face" be added to indicate

that there might well be other documents

available that would revise the information.

That's the best recollection I have of the

discussion—because as it is written it is a

contradiction. I says that "are statute barred

unless it is accompanied by evidence that

recovery is not barred."

Then, how could it be statute barred? So

for that reason someone moved the amend-
ment. It was acceptable to the committee.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

•

part of the bill?

Carried.

Section 10. The member for York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I'm concerned

that in this legislation there is no protection
for the person who has had a report done on

him, a consumer report done on him, there

is available at the present time the right of

a consumer reporting agency to pass out that

report to anyone else without any consent.

For that reason I move that section 10 be

amended by the addition of a new subsection

(5) which reads as follows:

No consumer reporting agency shall

divulge to other credit grantors or to a

consumer reporting agency any informa-

tion as to transactions or experiences
between himself and the consumer except
with the written consent of the consumer

at the time of application.
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Maybe that wording isn't exactly right, Mr.

Chairman, but I would ask the minister to

consider this. I am in agreement with his

previous argument that it is necessary to have
consumer reporting under regulation of some
sort but I also feel that he must assure those

who have reports done about them that those

reports cannot be freely distributed once

they have been prepared. They can only be

available to those who have written consent.

They can only be given to those for whom
written consent that they may be divulged
has been obtained.

Mr. Chairman: There is already a sub-

section (5).

Mr. Deacon: I am sorry. I should have read

the bottom line "and that the subsequent
subsections be renumbered accordingly."

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, in order

that I understand the amendment proposed

by the member for York Centre, is the in-

tent of your amendment that a credit report
can only be obtained on any consumer with

the consumer's consent, with his expressed
consent? Is this the import of your amend-
ment?

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, the import of

my amendment is that if a consumer report
has been obtained for, say, a life insurance

policy application and, at the time of the

application, the consumer gave consent for

a report to be done about his personal back-

ground and all this information we have been

arguing about this afternoon, I want to be

sure that the only one to whom that report
can be divulged is the party that is going
to be granting the insurance or making the

decision at that time—or whatever else the

report is being prepared for. That the report

may not be divulged to another customer of

the consumer reporting agency without the

written consent of the consumer. That is,

in effect, what I want to be sure of.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps I should place the

motion now.

Mr. Deacon: I am sorry my writing is so

awful.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I would ask

your leave and indulgence to submit a

further amendment on the very same point.

Mr. Chairman: Do you mean to this

amendment or is it a new amendment? We
can't have two amendments on the same

thing.

Mr. Lawlor: It is an amendment written

straight as an amendment, not as an amend-
ment to the amendment. In any event, if

I may read it into the record.

No person extending credit to a con-
sumer shall divulge to other credit grant-
ors or to a consumer reporting agency
any information as to transactions or experi-
ences between himself and the consumer

except with the consent of the consumer
or his referral, unless he notifies the con-

sumer in writing at the time of the applica-
tion for credit that he intends to do so,

and that the subsequent subsections be
renumbered accordingly.

Mr. Chairman: It seems to me the intent

and almost the phraseology are too similar.

Mr. Deacon: Except for a few exceptions,

my friend's amendment is—

Mr. Lawlor: Except mine is somewhat
wider: it says "no person." I think the

amendment of the member for York Centre
has to do with credit reporting agencies giv-

ing this information.

Mr. Deacon: I would be agreeable to with-

drawing my amendment in favour of that of

the member for Lakeshore if he would insert

the item about "by notice in writing." I

don't think such information should be passed

along without written consent.

Mr. Lawlor: Good, I'm quite prepared to

do that. That tightens it up quite a bit.

Mr. Chairman: Will the member for York
Centre withdraw his amendment?

Mr. Deacon: I withdraw my amendment.

Mr. Chairman: The amendment is with-

drawn. Will the member for Lakeshore read

his as he wishes it to be placed?

'Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, strike out the

words on the sixth line of the amendment

beginning "unless he notifies the consumer
in writing at the time of application." I

think you can take out the whole thing
about the application for credit, for he
intends to do so.

Mr. Lawlor moves that a new subsection

be inserted in the bill after subsection (4)

of section 10, to be known as subsection (5),

as follows:

(5) No person extending credit to a

consumer shall divulge to other credit

grantors or to a consumer reporting agency,

any information as to transactions or experi-
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ences between himself and the consumer,

except with the consent of the consumer
or his referral.

And that the subsequent subsections to be
renumbered accordingly.

Mr. Lawlor: Just one point, Tm sorry:

"except with the consent of the consumer in

writing."

Mr. Deacon: Or his written consent.

Mr. Lawlor: Or his written consent.

Mr. Chairman, as a matter of fact, the
clause is simply a reduphcation of a clause
which was already in the legislation earlier,
and which for some mysterious reason in the
throes of controversy, with all the heat and
purblindedness that goes into that thing that
takes place down in committees of this

House, therefore got excluded by the more
obtuse, benighted and threadbare of Conser-
vative members. In other words, the indus-
trial spokesmen prevailed upon them.

But I don't think the minister—and this par-
ticular clause came under some fire in the

press-I don't think he really intended that
it be deleted. As a matter of fact, scribble
as I can and scrawl as I may, I tried to
write down what the minister had to say
about the clause.

He said: "People cannot be too fast and
loose with their neighbours' character"—that
was one of his little phrases. Then he said:
"If I were to say something uncharitable
about someone, it would be an irrespon-
sibility if I were not made to stand behind
it"-or words to that effect. That's what I

felt about it too.

The argument was that if some landlord

gets a call and is asked, "What was your
last tenant like?" then he makes these dis-

closures off the cuff. But this is preventive
of his making such disclosures, which haven't

got validity; and he really should keep his

mouth shut unless he is prepared to back
it up.

In that particular context I think it is an
extension of the principle of the legislation
itself in order to make a contribution to

public morality, to slander, to gossip, to

bantering about in an easy and off-hand way
other people's reputations in the community.

So again we are trying to move in on the

business of personal disclosure of personal
information by way of hearsay, irresponsible
slander and just cheap gossip, and to bring
some kind of quietus to that particular area.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

have a response?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
There was some lengthy discussion before

the standing committee, as has already been
referred to by the member for Lakeshore,
and the section was deleted by the commit-
tee at that time. The diflBculty in accepting
the amendment put forward by the hon.

member is this: It does stop the exchange
of credit information, which is the very pur-
pose, I would suggest, behind the amend-
ment, and is a cost saving to the consumer.

Here is the situation as it works down in

my area—and I think it is probably a pretty
standard type of pattern across the prov-
ince. The builders' exchange in St. Catha-
rines has, as I understand it, a committee

dealing with the credit of its members and
other contractors and subcontractors through-
out the area who are working in that par-
ticular area. It's kind of a co-op sort of

thing. And if a member of that organization
wishes to obtain some credit information on
a builder or subcontractor, he need only call.

It is invariably given to him in an oral form.
On receipt of that information he decides
whether the subcontractor is worthy, wheth-
er he should use him on the subcontract.
If we impose upon industry as a whole, in-

cluding that type of industry, the onus of

running around and getting the written con-
sent of everybody with whom they wish to

have dealings, I can see great difficulty

arising.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): There
is no problem there.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Why not?

Mr. Cassidy: Surely the number of sub-

contractors is limited enough that they can

be asked to sign when they put in their bid

for the subcontract? There is no particular

problem there.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, this may very
well be true. But if you know anything
about the tendering business you know that

very often tenders come in half an hour or

threequarters of an hour before the close.

You haven't got time, if that consent has not

been attached, to get in touch with a sub-

contractor, obtain his consent, and then call

your organization to get credit information

about him.

Mr. Cassidy: That is an absurd reason to

justify leaving this in for every consumer.
It really is obsolete.
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An hoD. member: Oh come on.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The matter was de-

leted by the committee at that time. I

should point out to the House that there

was another amendment moved at that time

as well as the amendment to delete. I stated

tothe committee that I found both amend-
ments acceptable. And I used this wording.
I said: "I dont care which amendment you
take. I find both of them acceptable."

Of course, it was reported in the press as:

"I don't care which amendment you take."

The press didn't bother reporting the ad-

dendum. I had some questions directed to

me as a result of my seemingly—as the press

told it—careless disregard for the section. But

in many instances the consent will be there.

Because a credit applicant when asked by a

credit grantor for references, will divulge
those other business houses with whom he

has done business. He will, in fact, direct

the new credit grantor to his old business

associates in order that an up-to-date record

may be obtained. So at this time I oppose
the amendment in view of the committee dis-

cussion which convinced me that section

should be deleted.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I was won-

dering if the minister would consider a re-

vision of that amendment by putting in the

words: "No consumer reporting agencies
shall divulge to other parties, or to a con-

sumer reporting agency, any personal infor-

mation." This would make it clearly one that

applied only to personal information. That
is the particular area of concern we all have

—privacy and individual rights.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): You
didn't have that concern in the last vote.

Mr. Deacon: Well, with all due respect
to the member for Thunder Bay, we did

have concern about that because we felt

there should be legislation on the books with

regard to personal recording agencies.

And, of course, the diflBculty is this darn
Act should not have covered both credit in-

formation and personal information. They
are two separate problems.

Mr. Lawlor: That's right. That is the point.

Mr. Deacon: And what we are trying to

do here is to ensure that there is proper

protection for the public, for the consumer

with regard to personal information. And I

certainly would ask the minister to consider

a slight change in this amendment which
would cover the point he is bringing out.

When it comes to credit information and

the builders* exchange, or some other organ-

ization, that isn't of as great a concern to us.

In fact it isn't of concern to me. I am greatly
concerned about permitting a personal report
about myself or any other individual—where

we have given consent to have that report

done because we want to purchase something
—to be available on file that anyone else can

get without gaining my consent, or the other

individual's consent. So I would ask the

minister, Mr. Chairman, to consider a slight

amendment which would make it clear that

we are not talking about credit informa-

tion here-we are talking about personal

information.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): That

should eliminate his objections.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have an

answer?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, may I

direct the attention of the member for York

Centre to section 8, which I suggest sets forth

very specifically the type of information

which the consumer reporting agency can

provide. Now, there is some question about

the consent of the consumer which I suggest
is dealt with in item 8(l)(b). It specifically re-

lates to the consent; it relates to court orders;

it relates to orders made under the Act. And
item (l)(b) says: "they shall not knowingly
furnish any information except—" and then

jumping over to item (d): "in a consumer

report given to a person who it has reason to

believe—". And then it goes through the seven

different items that restrict the use of the

information. I, with greatest respect, suggest
that it is surplusage. I am sympathetic, and

understand the hon. member's submission,

but I do feel that it has been covered under

section 8.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I'm afraid I

don't agree that having a section which says

that "who may obtain such information" is

sufficient protection here. Because it says it's

got to be furnished to a person who it has

reason to believe intends to use the infor-

mation in connection with the extension of

credit or the collection of a debt of the con-

sumer to whom the information pertains.

Well, how are we going to be assured of

that? Under this clause there is all kinds of

latitude for getting personal information

which they have no right to obtain. Why
should they have the right to get that without

the consumer's written consent? I submit the

minister has not told us of any reason that

the suggested amendment would not be com-
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pletely acceptable if it pertains only to per-
sonal information. So would the minister

please give us a reason why it is not accept-
able if it's restricted to personal information

only?

Hon. Mr. Clement. Personal information,
in many instances, is very pertinent. If I am
going to lease to you an apartment, I would
like to have a litde knowledge of your life-

style. You may be a marijuana smoker and a

pipe-dreamer and a heroin user, and if I

know that in advance I am not going to rent

to you—unless, of course, I had some reason

to think that the report was wrong. And the

guarantee to the consumer is this: His file

IS fair game; if there is any information con-

tained in there that isn't true, he will obtain

the remedies that are available to him in an
action for slander or libel, as the case may be,
or both. As the law stands today he doesn't

have that information available. He can't see

It.

These agencies are, I suggest, going to be

very, very careful with any information, be it

credit or personal—particularly personal in-

formation, because if it's incorrect then, I

suggest, they are going to be liable for civil

action because you can use their own files in

essence against them. If it is correct you have
no defence. And if I enquire about you and
there is information in a file that says you are

a marijuana user and you have been con-

victed three times in the last four years, I

would want to know that.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I submit

again to the minister that there is no reason

why, when the consumer has gone to you
to rent that apartment, and he wants to rent

it, you can't say: "Well, fine, but I want to

have personal information about you from
a consumer reporting agency. Would you
sign this written consent?" And then it

would be available to the landlord.

I still don't think there's any inconvenience
caused- at the same time, there is tremen-
dous protection given to the consumer which
is not now in this bill—and I think it is

essential that this be in the bill. We are

wasting our time bringing this bill in unless
this amendment is passed, because the whole
purpose of this Act is to give personal pri-

vacy, and it just isn't in the bill.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Even the
minister should see that.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): The
member for Ottawa East is trying for the
front benches again.

Mr. Roy: My friend is awake. I thought
he was sleeping.

Mr. Lawlor: Again, and again, as the

member says—I mean, it's pettifoggery, it's

fallacious-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Lakeshore
has the floor.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Lawlor: What's the diflBculty?

Mr. Roy: He's just waking up the member
for Sault Ste. Marie.

Mr. Lawlor: At this stage, there's no
point in introducing legislation, which is

largely preventive of litigation; then, as the

way out or as an escape hatch, to turn at

this time of the day to say, "Well, we must
revert to actions and defamation and slander
and protect themselves that way." This is a

large loophole that the minister has opened
in the legislation, that credit people can ex-

change this information quite freely among
themselves without adverting to or turning
to the person about whom they are convey-
ing the information for his permission, or
at least for his consent to so doing.

The minister simply has let the pigeons
loose and left the cages open in this whole
vast area, and he undermined his own legis-
lation at that very time. He said that in

committee. I thought the minister basically

agreed with that in committee, that the two
sections he was talking about were alterna-

tive forms of amendment. But to allow the
section to go down the drain! His own mem-
bers, thought the minister indicated that

when he said he didn't seem to care one

way or the other whether the legislation
passed. I took it at that particular stage that

the minister had grown weary of his own
creation, and was about to commit an act
of infanticide.

Mr. Renwick: We thought the minister
was going to withdraw the whole bill.

Mr. Lawlor: Precisely. This was too

much; so, passing his hands across his brow
and closing his eyes, the minister said: "Oh,
wipe it out. Let's get on to the next sub-
section." But now, having had a weekend
in order to restore his energies, why doesn't
the minister stick to his legislation? The
minister put that in there with damned good
reason at the beginning. He knew that it had
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force and effect. He knew that it was re-

garded as beneficial to the consumer not to

allow this information to be so easily trans-

ferable among these agencies. With that

very thing in mind, suddenly the reversal

comes—based, I suggest of them downstairs,

on a total misunderstanding of what the

legislation was supposed to achieve.

It is no answer to send people to the

courts. Unless a person has $2,000 dangling
from his back pocket, which he has nothing
else to do with—he wouldn't even dream of

using it to take a trip, for instance—and
would rather give it to the legal profession,
then he would be a fool to go to court in

these matters.

Mr. Renwick: He couldn't get to court

for $2,000.

Mr. Lawlor: On a slander action? It

would probably cost a good deal closer to

$5,000. And the difficulties of his particular
kind of proceeding are notorious to the law
as being just about as hard a kind of case

as you can fight. Anybody who would take

it to court in order to enforce his rights be-
cause his name was being slandered would
be a damned fool. This legislation was sup-
posed to obviate that difficulty, but it

doesn't—and it's a sellout to that extent.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, would the

minister make some comment to us to give
us some reason why that personal informa-
tion provision would not carry his support?
His arguments have just not been pertinent
to that matter—and it's so vital.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deacon: The only thing I regret about
the last two or three days that I have had is

that my voice has gone so that I can't

emphasize this point. But my gosh, man, you
have been working on this thing for three

years, and here you are coming through with
a bill that is meaningless. Why can't you get
into it, and recognize this and admit it, or

change it according to this amendment?

Mr. Roy: Good point.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sympathetic to

the man who advised me had lost his voice.

Mr. Deacon: I am sympathetic to the poor
guy who isn't going to be protected by this

bill.

Mr. Rhodes: He needs some credit help.
He needs some credit help.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It has been suggested
over here, in view of what has happened in

the last few days, that perhaps you might
require some credit assistance. But, having
obtained a credit report from you, or on you,
under the old system, I am sure that it is not

required.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Roy: How about a collection to help

pay the hotel bill?

Hon. Mr. Clement: The member for York
Centre brought up the question about what

happens if the man is denied the advantage,
and I direct his attention, of course, to sec-

tion 10(6) where it says: "If a benefit is

denied to the consumer,"—then it spells out

what has to be done in his favour.

Now, I was persuaded by the standing
committee that if this section stood, all kinds
of terrible things would happen, and that

there was no adverse action in favour of the

consumer, if the section was deleted. I still

have that view.

Mr. Lawlor: I don't know who persuaded
you to that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I do not see why the

arguments demonstrated by the two persons
who directed their attention to it here this

afternoon should change my position. Credit

information, any information, is important. If

someone does adversely suffer, then, of

course, they have the remedy under the Act.

Now, my friend from Lakeshore tends to

pooh-pooh that. He doesn't have to; if the

information is not correct there is a procedure
whereby it can be corrected. If it is com-

pletely slanderous or libellous against him,
then of course, he can seek the remedy of the

court. But if we make it a condition that

every piece of credit information must have
the consent of the consumer, it will just tie

up the whole industry completely for the

reasons I outlined earlier.

Mr. Deacon: Oh, Mr. Chairman, the

minister hasn't been listening. We are saying
we would like to have this amendment

changed so that it is specifically only for

personal information. My gosh, we are talk-

ing about privacy of people's personal in-

formation, not about the credit information.

And this bill is ignoring that. The minister is

ignoring that in his argument. The committee

may have said to him there are all sorts of

complications in credit reporting when this

is done; but we are not talking about credit
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reporting. We are talking about personal in-

formation. Now, why won't the nlinister deal

with that in his argument, instead of con-

tinually coming back to the complications of

the builders' exchange in St. Catharines?

Come on, let's hear it. What are you going
to do about it?

Mr. Lawlor: Shape up, Mr. Minister.

Mr. Deacon: Why don't you deal with the

matter? This is a personal information matter
on privacy we are talking about.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Because the people
who attended from your caucus made such a

valid argument down there I have accepted
it.

Mr. D'^acon: Well, I certainly haven't

heard that from anyone else.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, you weren't at

the committee meeting.

Mr. Rhodes: And you missed a lot of

caucus meetings, too.

Mr. Lawlor: Now, that's a piece of slander.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): That's slan-

derous too.

Mr. Lawlor: And if he wasn't protected bv
the- It is not true! People from your caucus
were so silent as to be non-existent for most
of the time!

Mr. R. F. Ruston CEssex-Kent): I voted for

one of the member's amendments in com-
mittee.

Mr. Lawlor: Why don't you? I mean, I

want the whole thing, of course, but not even

having any predilection that this is likely to

come to pass this afternoon, I will go for that

half a loaf. I mean that personal information

thing. Will you insert the words "personal
information"? If various suppliers of goods-
subcontractors—want to get on the telephone
and say: "Shall we give it to Gerry, or Tom
or Dick, how is he?"—well, what they are

talking about is, can he pay? All right, that

being the particular position, fine. But you
wouldn't want them getting on the telephone
and circulating personal information in this

particular way, without the knowledge of and

approval of the individual who was being so

treated. If we insert the words "personal in-

formation," would you go for it at that stage?

Hon. Mr. Clement: You are a very charm-

ing fellow.

Mr. Chairman: Any further discussion?

Those in favour?

Mr. Good: The minister is about to say

something.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I am sorry
that I was not present at that committee

meeting. I am not a member of that com-

mittee, but I would have been present had
I been notified of the meeting that was held

the day immediately after this session re-

sumed. Unfortunately, I didn't see the notice

for it posted and I was involved elsewhere.

But I really feel, and I'm sure my colleagues
in this party all feel very strongly on this

issue of personal privacy
— of information

about ourselves as persons rather than as

credit risks—being protected.

The minister should, in all fairness to the

people of this province, state why there is

any reason this bill should be destroyed by
not approving that amendment; the amend-
ment is restricted only to personal informa-

tion that we are talking about. The minis-

ter surely is not going to destroy his credi-

bility in this regard by leaving this bill as is,

without any teeth in it to protect the real

essence of what we've been after in the

legislation now before us.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I think

we may be tilting at windmills. If I recall

the discussions down there pertaining to this

particular section, the input from the in-

dustry and from the members of the com-

mittee who were present on that occasion

was to the effect that this deals with the

obtaining of credit information. They would,
in no instance, require any personal in-

formation. This is the point that was made
down there which led eventually to the

deletion of the whole section. I'm just

going by memory because it was some weeks

ago; but they felt that it didn't apply insofar

as personal information is concerned. I am
not, by any stretch of the imagination, try-

ing to minimize your concern, or my friend

from Lakeshore's concern, on the use of

personal information.

Mr. Deacon: Why do you put this clause

in? Why don't you put in an amendment?

Hon. Mr. Clement: It was the opinion of

the committee at that time that it was

better to remain silent on it.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, remaining
silent is absolutely counter to the argument
that we supported the minister on in the

last vote. He said that it's important that
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we have something on the books and we

supported him on that. The reason we
supported him is that we felt that he would
have enough common sense to approve a new
subsection (5) here. It did restrict itself—

and I think his point is well taken—to per-
sonal information. But there's nothing else

at this time in this bill that prevents in-

formation being passed about people and
their personal life and affairs. It's been col-

lected for a specific purpose which was quite

legitimate, but the individual about whom
the information has been collected should

not have to be concerned that that informa-

tion can go beyond the party to whom he

gave written approval. There is just no

argument that the minister has given that

meets this point.

I think the minister is very derelict unless

he gives us a reason against adopting this

amendment, when it would be restricted to

only personal information. The mover of

the amendment has agreed that that ad-

jective can go in there. That minister should
consider that it's not a matter of credit

information we are wanting to restrict at

all. It's only personal information. So would
the minister put it in, because this is the

time that it has to go in. Here in commit-
tee is the last opportunity the minister has

to save this bill from being a useless piece
of paper.

Mr. Lawlor: Surely, Mr. Chairman, the
minister has already conceded the main

point. He said in committee that it was
deemed that it would not cover personal
information. This was well understood on

any construction of the subsection. I remem-
ber a conversation of that kind. I certainly
didn't accede to it. I thought the section

should be retained. When it was deleted

entirely I said—and again may I repeat, it

was deleted because of a misunderstanding,
whose source was yourself. When you fel-

lows down there in committee wink at the

Conservative members they don't know what
is in the legislation. To imagine they do
would be really pushing it. If you took
them out in the hall and interrogated them
about what bill they were talking about
that morning, they wouldn't be able to tell

you—any time of the day or night.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: And so in these committees,
when the minister winks at one of the lead-

ing members of the committee they all bow
their heads and, like the sheep that they
are, they all move out to the corridor follow-

ing one another's tails. Now this is what

happens in committee. And the minister

winked on that occasion. He may not have

wished to do so. I don't think he did. But

they all took it that he did—that he didn't

care one way or the other whether the

section stayed in or not—and out the section

went. If he had done so with every section,

my word is that he could have got every
section deleted from the Act and he would
have had very little left at the end.

Mr. Deacon: It has nothing left in it now
as far as we are concerned.

Mr. Lawlor: But this is driving a great

wedge. Now, if the minister already con-

cedes that personal information isn't what
was meant, then why not make it more
than clear? Because legislation can't go
before courts to be construed, or to be inter-

preted by the community, which isn't fairly

clear on its terms. I think the word has

to go in to make it that clear. If he thinks

it is already there, then why not just move
one inch and say: "All right, I will concede

that the word 'personal* might be in it." It

would give a full swath to the credit informa-

tion field, but at least this personal stuff

would be protected.

Hon. Mr. Clement: May I point out, Mr.

Chairman, that the amendment as proposed
—and I take it it is still in the form that

Mr. Lawlor—

Mr. Lawlor: Except the word "personal."

Hon. Mr. Clement: Except the word

"personal" before the word "information" in

the third line. The amendment would be to

the effect that if one credit grantor was di-

vulging credit to another credit grantor, it

would have to be upon the consent of the

consumer.

Mr. Deacon: With regard to personal in-

formation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: We are dealing now
with personal information, and we didn't

make that distinction as I recollect, in the

committee.

Mr. Lawlor: If they were divulging per-

sonal information they would have to get

the consent.

Hon. Mr. Clement: May I point out that

in the very first instance, when Mr. Con-
sumer goes to credit grantor A, there is some

type of consent one way or the other ob-
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tained and Mr. Consumer knows that. Then
later on—X number of weeks, months or

years later—if that copy of that credit in-

formation which was consented to is being
delivered by credit grantor A to credit

grantor B, then, as I understand it, you are

just duplicating it. The consent has already
been given.

I am hearing today for the first time a

discussion—and an interesting discussion and
a valid one—on the question of personal in-

formation. As I recollect, in that committee
we just talked about any information.

Mr. Renwick: No, I moved an amendment

limiting it to credit information.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Pardon me?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I didn't

mean to interrupt. I moved an amendment
in committee limiting it to credit informa-

tion, but that was voted down. But I don't

want to interrupt the argument. If you are

prepared to give way, I would like to facili-

tate it.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, may I just

go over it again and give an example of

what I am talking about? I apply to rent

an apartment from you. You say you want
to get a personal report about my back-

ground, and I say: "Well, I want to rent

the apartment and if that is the condition

under which I am doing it, okay." I sign
the consent and a personal reporting agency
will come in and get all the information and
make a report to you.

Now, what I want to be sure of is that

some other party—say an insurance company
—can't get a report on Deacon without my
consent. At the present time, even though
Deacon isn't even asking for life insurance

the company can get that information. It

can get that personal report. There is no
reason that I can see why any party would
be inconvenienced if there were in the law
a condition that that personal report can be
obtained only if I give my written consent.

I urge the minister that this protection to

personal privacy be put in our law as fast

as we can get it in. Because at this time it

is possible for a personal report to be ban-
died about once we've given that first con-
sent and there is absolutely no privacy. It

isn't a problem about a benefit being denied
that I'm worried about here. It's privacy I'm
concerned about. If a benefit is denied I

have the right to go and check into that

report to be sure it is fair and just and that's

fine. But I still say, Mr. Chairman, that the

minister should consider this amendment as

adjusted in here to be sure it's applying only
to personal information, so that I and other

people in this province can be assured of

their privacy as to personal information.

That we can be certain it is not possible
for information about individuals to be sold

by consumer reporting agencies to anyone
who might want it.

They might be legitimate operators, but

they might like to find out about me for

some reason—a job that somebody is con-

sidering offering me or something of that

sort. I don't want anybody to get informa-
tion about my personal life unless I have
consented to it and unless there's a specific
reason I consented to it.

So I hope the minister will not let this

bill go down in the ash can as one of the

disgraceful pieces of legislation this govern-
ment has been involved in. The ash can is

already full of disgraceful legislation. Let's

not let this bill be just another poor piece
of legislation this government has introduced.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, the
member makes a good point. I have pointed
out why the committee, as I recollect, turned
it down. They said consent has to be given
in the first instance so why make it hard for

the industry? Why make the industry keep
running around to get consents? The point
being made here today is restricting it only
to personal information. Right now I'm just

considering whether, from a practical point
of view and from a philosophical point of

view it might not be acceptable. Personally,
I find it very acceptable. I am not trying to

be obtuse, or adamant, or stubborn, or any-

thing else, I'm just trying to consider it while
I'm hearing the points made by the member
for Lakeshore and the member for York
Centre.

But I think it was Mr. Pearson who stressed

that if credit bureaus had to keep getting
consents for the use of the same report it

would be ridiculous—because consent had
been obtained initially. And so I'm turning

my mind now to this personal item. I'm not

loath to accept it but I would like to con-

sider it. I'm not prepared to say I'll accept
it out of whim, because I want to think about

it. And I don't mean think about it for a

week, I mean for a few minutes. And for the

first time in my life, the member from River-

dale won't get up and talk, ordinarily I could

count on an hour's consideration.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Let's make it

6 o'clock and then you can think about it

over supper.
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Mr. Chairman: Shall we place the motion

now?

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, may we ask

that perhaps this be put aside—this particu-
lar motion? There are other sections I want
to talk about before we are finished here.

Two hours rather than a few minutes would
be adequate, I'm sure.

Mr. Chairman: I missed the proposal from
the member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: I am suggesting that we set

this aside for the moment until we finish the

bill and then come back to it.

Mr. Chairman: I'll just hold it then. Any
comment, question or amendment on a later

section of the bill?

Mr. Deacon: Yes, Mr. Chairman, in section

13.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before 13?

Mr. Lawlor: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman,

may I interject? I just want one word with
the minister, if I may, on the word "benefit"

in that section. We've had an extensive cor-

respondence with I suppose the leading

authority in Ontario on this whole subject.
Prof. Ziegel of York University law school.

He has followed this debate extensively

throughout, written all kinds of letters to the

newspapers in the course of our considera-

tions and, as the minister knows, has written

as late as Oct. 23 a further letter on a point
that he is very much concerned about. That
is the definition of the word, "benefit."

I personally don't feel all that strong on
that thing. I would permit the term to be

construed by the courts. I think benefit is

fairly clear, but I do have a high respect for

the professor and if he thinks it should be I

would like to know what the ministry thinks

about it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, Mr. Chairman,
Prof. Jacob Ziegel of the faculty of law at

York did take time and trouble to communi-
cate with me by letter, dated Oct. 23. I think

he sent copies to other members of the com-

mittee, certainly to one or two who men-
tioned it to me. If I may read, so that the

members assembled might have again the

benefit of his thoughts on this word, he said:

The operative word "benefit" is still left

undefined nor does the subclause make it

clear whether the benefit is one for which
the consumer must have applied or whether
this is an immaterial factor.

At committee, the member for Lakeshore, I

believe, touched on this thing. When one

starts to get into the definition of a benefit,

it is really a very difficult thing to define

for the purposes of this Act. Sometimes it's

like grabbing a bubble. We think we have it

in our hand and yet it escapes us.

We were of the view, as I recollect the

discussions at the committee, Mr. Chairman,
that the word "benefit" should be defined by
the court and not detailed here by the Act

itself. The wording says: "Where a benefit is

denied to a consumer." I presume that it

means a benefit in his eyes. I don't think

there's a consideration of any third party's

interpretation of the word "benefit."

The clause says "where a benefit is denied

to a consumer or a charge to a consumer is

increased either wholly or partly because of

information received from a consumer re-

porting agency," and so on and so forth, then

the consumer must be notified.

I am open to suggestions. I would like to

see the drafting, and I think this is the very

point that the member for Lakeshore

touched on. He says he doesn't feel too

strongly about it, but we should not over-

look the fact that Prof. Ziegel has indicated

some concern.

I am inchned, and I think the members
of the committee at that time when we were

considering it were inclined, to leave it as

it is. We feel that, should the matter ever

be litigated upon, the court would have no

difficulty in interpreting whether something
is a benefit or not and it would be a sub-

jective and not objective test—subjective in

the mind of the consumer on that particular

occasion. In the long run it may be a bless-

ing in disguise that credit was denied to

him as he didn't get into debt.

But it's a subjective test in each individual

instance. That is the difficulty in trying to

interpret it here, because the legislation

must be objective. I would suggest to the

members of the House that the matter be

left where it is. But I do appreciate the

matter being drawn to my attention by Prof.

Ziegel and referred to by the member for

Lakeshore here today.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, an example

given me was of a person applying to be a

lodger in a house. The landlady said, "I

would like to get a reference from where

you have been before." She contacts the

previous landlady and the previous landlady

says he kept his room like a pigsty and was

often abusive and this sort of thing. So she

denied the benefit. Would that landlady be
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one who should be reporting within 60 days
to the consumer that benefit was denied be-

cause of a personal, informal inquiry be-

tween herself and the previous landlady? Is

she covered under this situation?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, the

section itself says that "where a benefit is

denied to a consumer or a charge to a con-

sumer is increased either wholly or partly
because of information received from a con-

sumer reporting agency or a person other

than a consumer reporting agency," then the

user of the information, that is, landlady
No. 2, must notify the consumer within 60

days and so on. Landlady No. 2, that is,

the one who is renting the vacant room to

you, may come to the conclusion that land-

lady No. 1 is a consumer reporting agency.
She may come to that conclusion and notify

you, the aspiring tenant, of the reason for

the refusal. If she gets that information

from a consumer reporting agency, there is

no problem. If it's someone other than a

consumer reporting agency, she would have
to disclose that.

One of the things that was very, very

deeply discussed at committee was making
available the source of that type of informa-

tion to protect the ultimate consumer. If

you look on page 9 under section (a), you
will see the words "and source" were ex-

pressly inserted in that section.

If a benefit is denied then the information
must be conveyed to the consumer. And it

may be true that he doesn't want to follow
it up any further.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, is it practical
for us to expect a person like that landlady
to notify me when I didn't get that room
from her that she didn't lease it to me due
to the fact that she got an infonnal ac-

count? She may not even know where I

finally got a room. She may not even have

any contact with me at all. How can she
be liable for what this law calls for?

It seems to me very impractical to have
it apply to a person other than a customer

reporting agency. I can't see how this makes
sense at the present time because of the
nature of a situation I've described to the
minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The consumer I pre-
sume—we are using you as an example; I

hope you don't mind being bandied around.
You have told us about renting this room;
you are a bad housekeeper and you have
told us about a lot of your weaknesses here

today. I'm sorry to keep dwelling on them.

Presumably, when you went to rent the sec-

ond room the woman would say, "Where
do you live now?" if she was curious. If

she didn't care she would say, "It is $10 a
week" or whatever it is and take your money
and so on. She has to know where to con-
tact landlady No. 1 and presumably you
would give landlady No. I's name and
address for a reference if she required refer-

ences. Otherwise how would she know un-
less you happened to come from down the

street and she knew that you lived three

houses from the comer?

Mr. Deacon: Maybe I'd better explain the

example again. I have gone to the landlady
to see if I can rent a room I saw for rent.

She said "I want some references." I don't

have a place, I'm living in a hotel, so I

give her a couple of references and she

phones the first one. The first one says, "He
is a sloppy person. He has parties and has
all kinds of things going on. He's not a

very good roomer."

I check with her and she says "I'm sorry,
I can't rent you the room." I go off^ and
I find somebody else who doesn't care about

a reference and I finally get a room. Under
this legislation that landlady somehow would
have to find out where I now live and notify
me within 60 days that my benefit of being
able to get that room was denied or she'd

be breaking the law. I think this is ridicu-

lous.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You are turning your
attention, I take it, to the practicalities of

it; not the theory but the practicalities of it.

Mr. Deacon: Right, the practicalities of it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: If I was advising her,

sight unseen, I'd say "Send a letter to Donald

Deacon, General Delivery, Toronto," if I

didn't know where I could locate you.

Mr. Deacon: I don't know about this law
and it doesn't matter to me because I've

already got a room somewhere else.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It doesn't matter to

Mr. Deacon: It doesn't matter to me but

the fact is the landlady is still subject to the

law and she has contravened the law if

she doesn't notify me.

Hon. Mr. Clement: She must act reason-

ably under the circumstances. She doesn't

have to hire an investigation agency to locate

you and spend $1,500 to pin you down
in another rooming house across the city.
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Mr. Deacon: But under the Act as it now
stands I think she does.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't think she does.

It says she:

shall deliver to the consumer at such time

that the action is communicated to the

consumer notice of the fact [and so on]

of the nature and source where the in-

formation is furnished-

Mr. Deacon: Within 60 days.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, it says:

within 60 days, if it is other than a con-

sumer reporting agency.

If she uses reasonable means to locate you
—I don't mean that she has to hire Pinker-

tons—and is unable to locate you, I suggest,
in the first place, how is she ever going to

be charged under the Act?

You aren't even going to be interested. If

you are you would say, "How come I got
turned down?" and she would say "Glad

to see you. Where are you living now?"
Then she could send you the notice. I don't

think you need have any real concern for

the practicalities of it. If you don't hear

from her within a few days that you've been

accepted, let's put it that way, then you are

going to complain?

If you go to the registrar and complain
that you didn't get this report there is an

onus on her to demonstrate to the registrar

that she acted reasonably. If she said "The

fellow left no address. How can I get the

report to him?" I don't even think that she

would be subject to prosecution.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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APPENDIX

(See page 4838)

Answers to questions were tabled as

follows:

22. Mr. Burr—Inquiry of the ministry:

Re the acquisition of properties between

Dougall and Howard Ave. for the E.G. Row
Expressway: 1. What were the original esti-

mates for costs other than the land itself

(recorded on p. 5739 of Hansard Dec. 14,

1972) and what were the actual payments?
2. What legal costs were borne by the pur-
chasers? 3. What realty commissions were

paid by the purchasers?

Answer by the Minister of Transportation
and Gommunications:

As stated in Hansard, recorded on p. 5739,

dated Dec. 14, 1972, the city of Windsor has

purchased or expropriated 21 parcels of land

between Dougall and Howard Ave.

The city of Windsor, by agreement, nego-
tiated the settlement of the compensation

paid for the acquisition of these lands and all

related costs. It is to be noted, with the

introduction of the Expropriations Act in

December, 1968, many items which were

previously not compensable must now be in-

cluded as part of the overall compensation.

Since the city of Windsor is responsible for

the acquisition of the property requirements
for the E. G. Row Expressway and negotiated
all settlements, the city, therefore, is the

authority to supply the information requested.

The ministry approved the payment of 75

per cent subsidy in accordance with the agree-
ment between the ministry and the city.

We have been advised that as of this date

(June 19, 1973) two property owners of the

original 21 have not accepted the compensa-
tion oflFered.

27. Mr. Burr—Inquiry of the ministry:
How many workers at the Ganadian Johns-

Manville Go. Ltd. in Scarborough have died

in the past two years from asbestos? How
many workers have gone on workmen's

compensation because of asbestos? Gould
statistics for the whole period since the open-

ing of the plant in 1948 be obtained?

Answer by the Minister of Health:

Deaths during 1971 and 1972: In this

period there were six deaths known to us.

Four of these men died of cancer of the lung,
one died of bronchopneumonia and one of

septicemia which was considered unrelated

to occupation.

During 1971 and 1972 six cases of asbes-

tosis were recognized by the Workmen's

Gompensation Board.

Deaths prior to 1971—two; one due to

cancer of the lung, one due to right heart

failure secondary to asbestosis. Previous to

1971, 12 cases of asbestosis were allowed by
the Workmen's Gompensation Board.

The answer to question 25 was made into

a return.

No.
108

Page
4720

ERRATUM

Col. Line Should read:

1 56 board membership. This could result in
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

CONSUMER REPORTING ACT
(concluded)

Mr. Chairman: Order please. When we
rose at 6 o'clock we were considering Bill

101, and section 10 in particular. Does the

hon. minister wish to make a comment on
this?

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Now. Now.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Chairman,
the part—and 111 share this with the House
now—that stuck in my craw was not the

philosophy of limiting, or accepting the

amendment as to personal information. It

was the amendment as it was put before

the House. I would like to share with the

members at this time the concern that

was in my mind.

The proposed amendment read as follows:

No person extending credit to a con-

sumer [that is, a credit grantor and a con-

sumer] shall divulge to any other creditor

grantors or to a consumer reporting agency,

any [and it was suggested] personal in-

formation, as to the transactions or experi-
ences between himself and the consumer.

And then it sets out the exemptions.

Now the part that bothered me at that

time, and I will confess I hedged a bit be-

cause I was concerned about the wording,
was that if I had accepted the amendment
as it stood, then—and I am paraphrasing;
no credit grantor shall divulge to any other

credit agency any personal information as to

experiences or transactions between himself

and the consumer—you could have a credit

grantor being called by another credit grantor,
who says: "What is your experience with

Mr. Consumer?" He says: "Well, I can't tell

you anything about what happened between
him and me in our personal dealings, but
I know he has a general reputation as a

drunkard. He has all kinds of bad living
habits."

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Like what?

Monday, October 29, 1973

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, like belonging to

the Liberal Party. Things that do him no
credit.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: But you see, under
the amendment as proposed, he cannot

divulge any personal information between
himself and that person. But anything be-

yond that, his general reputation, he can

disclose. So this is the part that has really

stuck in the back of my craw.

I would accept the amendment, and I

think the mover of that amendment was the

hon. member for Lakeshore—

Mr. Roy: With the help of the member
for York Centre (Mr. Deacon).

Hon. Mr. Clement: With the help of the

member for York Centre-

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): A
minimum amount of help.

An hon. member: Hardly noticeable.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would accept it if

it were drafted this way—I didn't have an

opportunity over the dinner hour to meet
with the member for York Centre who, I

understand, was meeting with some of his

creditors:

No person extending credit to a consumer

shall divulge to any other grantors or to a

'consumer reporting agency any personal
information respecting the consumer, except
with the consent of the consumer or on

[inserting the word "on"] his referral.

And then the balance of the amendment to

go as drafted.

So that the credit grantor is thus limited;

he cannot give any personal information

respecting the consumer. And we can see it

was restricted before, just arising out of his

relationship with the consumer. This way
it would be a broader limitation, that he

can give no personal information to another

credit grantor respecting that consumer.

Now, I did have an opportunity to speak
to the member for Lakeshore and, while I
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can't speak for him, he <lid indicate that

he found that totally acceptable.

Mr. Lawlor: I do.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this—

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre); Mr.

Chairman, I would just-

Mr. Chairman: The member for York
Centre.

Mr. Deacon: —like to say that I am really

most impressed by the readiness of the

minister to accept an amendment which I

think will make his bill much more effective

and much more in line with what we

originally understood it would provide.

Mr. Chairman: I'll just place the motion
then so that it will be in order.

Mr. Lawlor moves that a new subsection

be inserted in the bill after subsection (4)
of section 10, to be known as subsection (5)
as follows:

Subsection (5)—No person extending
credit to a consumer shall divulge to

other credit grantors or to a consumer

reporting agency any personal information

respecting the consumer, except with the

consent of the consumer or on his refer-

ral-

Mr. Lawlor: Should that not be "written

consent of the consumer"?

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, there is a

problem here. We are talking about the—

Mr. Chairman: Well, I haven't quite
finished yet.

Mr. Deacon: Oh, pardon me, sir.

Mr. Chairman: It continues:

—unless he notifies the consumer in writing
at the time of the application for credit

that he intends to do so.

And that the subsequent subsections be re-

numbered accordingly.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, my concern
about that is that it just talks about "no

person extending credit to a consumer." I

thought that this was being reworded so that

"no consumer reporting agency" would be
included.

Mr. Chairman: No, it says: "To other
credit grantors or to a consumer reporting

agency."

Mr. Deacon: Yes, I realize it is a matter

of passing information to a consumer report-

ing agency, but I am concerned about a

consumer reporting agency not being cov-

ered by this insofar as it is divulging in-

formation to others about the personal
information of an individual that it has

gathered in connection with a previous ap-

plication, where it has got a written consent

from that individual to get that information,

and therefore has the information on file,

and when a new customer of the consumer

reporting agency comes along, asks for in-

formation, it can give it out. It must be
covered in this bill, in this amendment.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, Mr. Chairman,

the consumer reporting agency is restricted

by section 8 as to the target recipient of any
credit information or any personal informa-

tion. And I suggest, with respect, that it is

already covered in that section. The other

section that we are just dealing with, the

amendment, goes to the root of credit

grantors—Eaton's and Simpsons—wherebv I

go into Eaton's and have an account there

and then I go, we'll say, to another maior
retailer like Simpsons, and they ask me for

the name of a reference with whom I've

done business previously. They pick up the

phone and call across the street. And we're

restricting the people across the street from

giving anv personal information pertaining
to me, unless, of course, they have my con-

sent to do so.

So section 8 sets out the restrictions on
the consumer reporting agency. This section

we are just dealing; with now, beingr section

10 (5) as renumbered if the amendment
should carry, deals with credit grantors.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I'm still not

in agreement with the minister with regard
to this section 8, in what it restricts. It does

mean that a consumer reporting agency
must be aware of whether a person has

okayed the use of information in connection

with extension of credit, or it's all wasted
in that section 8(d) (i), (ii), (iii), (iv),

(v). But that is not stopping what we're

really trying to stop here. That's the passino;

of personal information from one agency to

another when the individual about whom
the information has been gathered doesn't

know about it.

I want to be sure that when I have au-

thorized an agency, when I'm seeking some
sort of right from them to grant, or to get
some life insurance, or whatever it might be,

I've given a written consent to them to get
a personal report on me. They've gone to
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a consumer reporting agency. The consumer

reporting agency gets the information about

me, then has it on file. If another consumer

reporting agency covered by this bill under

section 8, or a person the agency thinks it

has reason to believe intends to use the

information in connection with entering into

a renewal or a tenancy agreement or some-

thing of that sort, why should that person
who says he wants the information in order

to enter into a rental agreement with me—
what assurance do we have that that person
has any right to get a copy of that personal

report? Why should he have the right with-

out my written consent?

That's whv I would ask the minister to

add, after "no person extending credit to a

consumer," the words "or a consumer report-

insj agency," so that we ^vill definitely re-

strict the consumer reporting agency to

divulging information only to its client who
has authorized it to gather the report. And
that client already has a written consent

from the individual, the consumer, to have
the report prepared.

I submit to the minister and I submit to

the member for Lakeshore that the present

wording doesn't cover that point.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, turning
our minds and attention for a moment to

section 8, agency A has consumer information
about me and it stores it. It has obtained it

at the request of a retailer. Subsequently,
consumer reporting agency B is asked to ob-
tain information about me and it consults

with its colleague or competitor, agency A,
As I understand the suggestion of the mem-
ber for York Centre this should not be done
without my written knowledge or consent.

All right.

Now, before A can give any information
on me—and I've consented to A getting in-

formation on me—and I don't think this is a

subjective thing. I don't think that when a

person goes to a retailer he says: "Yes, you
can get a credit report from me as long as

it's from this firm and not from this one."

This will probably put the retailer on notice

that for some reason I don't want them to

consult with agency B. Once agency A has

accumulated some information on me. with

my consent, that information is retained in its

files. If A or B, I suppose, transfers a copy of

that information to agency B there is an
onus on A to make sure that B is entitled to

that information under section 8 of the Act.

Mr. Deacon: That section is not tight

enough.

Hon. Mr. Clement: But I would think

somebody in firm A would have to say to the

caller or the writer of the letter from firm B:

"What do you want it for?" And satisfy
themselves that it falls into one of those

categories. Because if it didn't fall into one
of those categories firm A is subject to the

sanctions in the Act, and so is firm B under
subsection (2) of section 8. They can only
obtain it for one of these purposes set out in

section 8(1), and therefore both of them are

running the risk of losing their licence.

I have already consented to the informa-

tion being obtained by the one firm, and if

the same copy of that information is being
handed over to another firm I see no objec-
tion from the consumer's point of view. I ob-

viously have indicated when I applied for

mv second credit extension, or whatever it

mieht be with the second firm, that yes, I

have borrowed money from such-and-such a

firm or I have had credit extended to me by
such-and-such a retailer. That second mer-

chant would get in touch with the first, who
would say it was done bv the credit bureau

or whoever it happened to be. And the

second merchant's credit agency would ob-

tain the information from the first, so—

Mr. Deacon: Let's get away from credit.

Let's get back to personal information. That's

the focus of the thing we are talking about.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have consented to

personal information being obtained from the

first firm. If there is no addendum to that in-

formation then it doesn't really make any
difference, as I see it, which firm has it. If

any adverse action results from that second

search, then of course I have my remedies

under the relevant section here in the Act.

But I think we have got to look at it in terms

of what the restrictions are to the consumer

reporting agency and what we have to do

with credit grantors. I suggest that with the

amendment proposed jointly by the member
for York Centre and the member for Lake-

shore—if you both take credit for it, that's

fine—we have covered both of those con-

tingencies.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I am afraid I

am not a lawyer, I am not sufficiently learned

in the law to work out wording of this sort.

But it just doesn't come through to me at all

that this amendment covers the basic point I

was trying to get covered.

That is, if I go to a life insurance company
and I apply for an insurance policy, I am

quite prepared to sign a written consent to

have them gather personal information on me
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if they consider that necessary to assess the

risk they are taking in putting a policy on

my life. But I don't want another life insur-

ance salesman to be able to go to this com-

pany and say he wants to find out about
Deacon's background because he has been

talking to me on the telephone and has an

appointment to see me about putting a policy
on my life.

Actually, that insurance company doesn't

even have to say why it wants the informa-

tion. They can just draw the report from the

consumer reporting agency. Yes, they have

the right to, because it says here—

Hon. Mr. Clement: What purpose do they
want it for? Look at the section.

Mr. Deacon: That's right. It says here:

"intends to use the information in connection

with the underwriting of insurance involving
the consumer."

It is right there in section (d); and they

say that's what they intend to do it for.

Now they may have no good reason to think

that I really want to take out insurance with

them, even though they have an appointment
to see me. But they have the right to that

information because they intend to use it in

case they happen to get me to buy a policy.

They have the right, under this Act as it

now stands, to get that information.

I am saying to the minister that this

should not be possible. We should not allow

any agency, any insurance company, anyone,
to get that personal information without my
written consent. Section 8 does not cover

the matter, and unless the minister intro-

duces the additional words of this amend-
ment he is still leaving it open for a con-

sumer reporting agency to pass along in-

formation that it has on file to anyone who
meets the conditions under section 8. And
we have no way we can do anything about

it. We have still not retained the informa-

tion in the original file for the exclusive use

of the original customer of the consumer

reporting agency, whom we authorized to do
a personal report.

So I say to the minister that we have

got to have those additional words to take

care of it. I don't know what the member
for Lakeshore has to say on this but I can-

not see that we are covering the points
without those extra words.

Mr. Lawlor: I'm inclined to agree with

you. The minister has a good point and it

probably is true what he says, but I would
think it's most unwarranted. If we have it

within our power to placify a peradventure

of a doubt by simply wording it a little

better along the lines that you have indicated,
then why in the Lord's name don't we do
so? I think you are going to have to have
some kind of wording along the lines that

no person extending credit to a consumer
shall divulge to other credit grantors or to a

credit reporting agency any information, nor
shall those credit reporting agencies inter-

nally among themselves do that kind of

thing.

You may say that is covered by section

8. I think on a stretching and a very tight

interpretation of section 8 you may be right.
But I say for all the trouble it takes, why
not clarify the point and make it permanent?

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, since the

minister really intends to meet that require-
ment that the personal information is only
available, not just to the agency but to their

customer who originally got the written con-

sent, this legislation should ensure this in-

formation cannot be passed to anyone else

without the written consent of the person
who originally applied.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, if I

agree to somebody taking action in this whole

area, and I don't know the name of the man
who will be gathering it and I don't know
the name of the man who will be storing

it, but I know the name of the company
with which I intend to do business if credit

is extended to me, then I consent to them

obtaining everything they want to find out

about me, including credit standing and per-
sonal information.

So I say to the retailer: "Yes, you have

my consent." As a result of that, the wheels

start to turn, information is gathered and
is stored in a file somewhere. That, I pre-

sume, is what it's all about. The merchant
extends credit to me and I am happy. I

have not been adversely affected, no benefit

has been denied to me, I have achieved

what I was out to seek and the retailer is

happy he has made a deal.

Mr. Deacon: That's right. That's credit

only.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No. There could be

personal information in there too.

Mr. Deacon: No, not personal.

Hon. Mr. Clement: All right. I may want
to go and work for some firm and I give con-

sent to their obtaining personal information

on me. Let's restrict this to personal informa-

tion, okay. They take that information and it's
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stored somewhere. I don't even care who
did the report. I know I got the job and
I am just happy as the proverbial pig. Does

it really matter to me that someone I don't

know can look at that information and sell

it to someone else?

Again, I don't know. If I am not adversely
affected by any stretch of the imagination.
I couldn't care less, because it doesn't really

matter. The whole nub of the legislation is

the saying of things about people which
are not true or can't be substantiated. That's

the whole nub.

With the greatest of respect, I say that if

there is any breach of this section 8, then

not only is the donor agency in breach of

the Act but the donee is in breach of the

Act. Both of them are taking a chance on

losing their licence and paying fines up to

$25,000, if they are a corporation, all because

of this one bit of information.

You use the example of an insurance

agency. One of the things that people want
to know on a credit rating or a personal
information rating is how current is the

report. You won't find the London Life

Insurance Co. relying on a report of personal

history about you that's a year old. You

may have developed some kind of terminal

disorder in the meantime. If they are going
to sell you anything, they are going to get
an up-to-date report on you. They are not

interested in the good old Don Deacon they
knew back in 1972. They want to find out

about the new vibrant Don Deacon in 1973.

They are going to order an up-to-date report,
and before they do business with you, you are

going to consent to it. I really can't see

where it makes one bit of difference.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I agree with
the minister. It doesn't make one bit of

difference to have those words in this Act,
because they will get consent if they are go-

ing for a new bit of insurance and they want
an updated report. What I am saying is that

regardless of whether my personal informa-

tion report is like St. Peter's, beautiful, I

really don't want information about me that

has been gathered in connection with some-

thing for which I need to have it gathered—
a special reason for which I have agreed to

have it done—I don't want to have that in-

formation allowed out of the file in which
the agency has gathered it. I don't want it

released to anyone other than the customer

of the agency to whom I originally gave
authorization.

I think it's very important, if we are

recognizing personal privacy and we are

trying to protect the rights of individuals to

personal privacy, that it not be possible for

reports to be legally passed from one agency
to another without my written consent. I

think this is basic to this whole bill and I

am disappointed we still haven't got that

through to the minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It hasn't got through
to the minister because you keep moving an

amendment about every 10 minutes. I say it

is covered by section 8.

To bring this to a head, I have accepted
the amendment as agreed upon by my friend

from Lakeshore and perhaps moved by the

member for York Centre—I forget who did

what. I say this is off the point the member
for York Centre raises, and I am not marking
it. I can appreciate his position, but I say it

is already covered in section 8 of the Act and
it is just redundant to put it in whatever
section we are dealing with—section 10(5)
I believe it is.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, is the minister

saying that he will not accept those extra

words in there to make it clear?

Mr. Lawlor: Just one other point: Do you
insist upon retaining the words at the end;

"Unless he notifies the consumer in writing
at the time—"

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Oh, yes,
he would have to do that or Imperial Oil and
Gulf would be very unhappy. We have letters

here telling how unhappy they would be.

Mr. Lawlor: I think I would like the clause

to end at the word "referral," because the

rest of it is an overriding clause. It says
whether he wants to or not, you have ob-

tained his consent. But his consent may not

mean anything at all, because it can be
overridden by notifying the consumer at the

time that the intent is to do so. I don't think

that's quite what I want. I would be infinitely

happier if it ended, "with the consent of the

consumer"; and let it go at that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I suggest
the referral is certainly much more than even
an implied consent. If I go to you for credit

and you say: "Who can I contact to see if

your credit is good?" I say: "The Canadian

Imperial Bank of Commerce, such and such a

branch, but don't you dare call them."

It just doesn't make sense, as far as the last

clause is concerned, to put in "unless he noti-

fies the consumer in writing at the time of

application." If you don't want it, then you

just say: "No dice. I didn't realize you were
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going to do that and I don't want you to do
it." They say: "Fine, the deal is off." And you

say: "Fine"; and you walk away.

So there are really three avenues open. The
consent of the consumer; or his referral, and

presumably he gives as references people or

firms with whom he has done business and his

business relationship has been good. Thirdly,
if he doesn't expressly consent, if he says:

"I have no references," they say: "Then we
are going to get a credit report on you." And

you say: "Oh, no, you're not." And they say:

"Fine, there's no deal." And you say: "Fine;"

and you walk away from it.

So there are three variations open; and the

member for Lakeshore has a knowing smile

and he recognizes it.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I shan't be-

labour this much longer. I think the minister

is dead wrong on the point. I don't think

he has three separate distinct alternatives.

I think there is an overriding clause here,

whether or not he gives his consent. If this

notice is given then he may divulge the in-

formation as he sees fit, provided he tells

them he is going to do so; and that's all

there is to it. He may say: "I refuse to do

this." He says "That's beside the point. The
section reads so and so,"

I am afraid—but I shan't push it any fur-

ther; I have won a smidgin, just over the

horizon slightly, of a concession by the min-

ister. I think it is the best you are going to

do. I think the minister is wrong on this

issue, but I am not going to spend the rest

of the night fighting him.

Mr. Chairman: Shall I place the question
then?

Mr. Renwick: I'm not going to fight with

the minister tonight either, but I want him
to know that what the member for Lake-

shore says is perfectly right. The "unless"

clause means that Imperial Oil and Gulf, in

accordance with the letters which they sub-

mitted to the committee, will be able either

to incorporate in their form a consent or

incorporate into their form a notice. If they

incorporate the notice, it doesn't matter

whether they get the consent of the person
or not. It is just that clear.

And of course they'll give the notice. If

you want to deal with Imperial Oil, as pre-

sumably some people want to, and Gulf Oil,

as presumably some people want to, then

they are not going to delete it from the form
which the credit grantor uses.

What is wrong throughout the bill about
the way in which you have proceeded, is

that the printed form will govern. The per-
son who doesn't comply with the printed
form put out by the credit grantor is out

of luck, because everyone knows that all big
corporations standardize their forms and you
do not alter them. The minister knows that;

he doesn't need me to impress it upon him.

Of course it is the very point that we were
worried about with the original subsection

(5) of section 10.

Mr. Lawlor: I'll take a moment to insist

upon the centrality of the issue here. Surely
it should be within the competence of the

individual whose personal information is

being reported to credit grantors or to con-

sumer reporting agencies, as to whether or

not he wishes this. If he says "no," that's

the end of the deal; no credit. Great, he

knows that. Surely it should be within his

legitimate privilege, and it can't be over-

ridden simply by the reporter saying "We
are giving you notice that we are going to

report to so-and-so and, therefore, whether
or not you intend to subscribe and put your

signature onto that, we don't care. We feel

quite free to bandy about this information."

This is personal information. It is the very

thing we have been talking about; nothing
to do with the credit side of the thing.

Surely his consent is a legitimate sine qua
non to the divulging of this information, and
it should terminate there. If he doesn't want
to give his consent that is the end of the

deal. Why do you repose this residual power,
this final power, to override his consent in

the hands of the individual seeking personal
information and divulging personal informa-

tion to any number of agencies?

Since you have substituted the word "per-
sonal" the additional clause there is not

necessary, considering the very fact that it

is personal. If it were credit I would say
there is possibly a legitimate reason for that

overriding provision, but not as it stands.

Mr. Chairman: I will place the question
then. Those in favour of Mr. Lawlor's mo-
tion will please say "aye."

Mr. Renwick: You have got him in a trap
here.

Mr. Chairman: I'm sorry.

Mr. Renwick: You've got him in a trap
here.

Mr. Lawlor: Did you want me to vote

against my own motion?

An hon. member: Move your own motion.
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Mr. Lawlor: I have moved my own mo-

tion, that's the trouble.

Mr. Renwick: Never mind, if you are never

in a worse trap-

Mr. Rhodes: You haven't been in a trap
since the day you were nominated, come on.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I move an

amendment to my motion to the effect that

the words starting with "unless" on the third

line up from the bottom be deleted.

Mr. Chairman: I don't know how you move
an amendment to your own motion.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, unless

either of the two individuals involved is con-

cerned about the role that history shall find

when writing their biographies, why don't

I move the motion? We can all indicate why;
and then you can move an amendment to it

and we will get around this hurdle.

Mr. Renwick: That would be fine.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Would that be fine?

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Would you
accept the amendment?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I want to make it per-

fectly clear that I*m not trying to assume any
credit for the discussions which originated
with the member for Lakeshore and the mem-
ber for York Centre. I wouldn't want to

have it said that I was trying to steal their

thunder.

Mr. Renwick: You can't place a motion
until my friend from Lakeshore withdraws.

Mr. LawJor: I withdraw. I capitulate.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Do you mean your
motion or from the assembly, sir?

Hon. Mr. Clement moves subsection (5)

read:

No person extending credit to a con-

sumer shall divulge to other credit grantors
or to a consumer reporting agency any
personal information respecting the con-

sumer except with the consent of the con-

sumer or on his referral, unless he notifies

the consumer in writing at the time of the

application for credit that he intends to do
so.

And that the subsequent subsections be re-

numbered accordingly.

Mr. Lawlor moves an amendment that all

words after the word "referral" in the third

line from the bottom be deleted down to

and including the word "so."

Mr. Chairman: We will vote on the amend-
ment to the amendment, first of all then.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Can the

minister agree to the amendment as amended?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to move an amendment to the amendment
to the amendment, if I may, to delete all

the words immediately prior to the words,
moved by my colleague from Lakeshore,

"except with the consent of the consumer
or on his referral," so that the clause will

stop with the word "consumer."

Mr. Chairman: You are getting me kind

of confused now. You better have something
in writing. That's too much, I better have
it in writing if you want me to read it.

Mr. Renwick: I think perhaps I could help,
Mr. Chairman by saying: "No person extend-

ing credit to a consumer shall divulge to

other credit grantors or to a consumer report-

ing agency any personal information respect-

ing the consumer." That's where I would
like it to stop. My colleague is prepared
to accept "except with the consent of the

consumer or on his referral," and the minis-

ter wants "except with the consent of the

consumer or on his referral unless he noti-

fies the consumer in writing at the time

of the application for credit that he intends

to do so."

Mr. Chairman: We will place the amend-
ment to the amendment to the amendment,

then, first.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of that

amendment-

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Deacon: Is it possible to make an-

other amendment to the amendment?

Mr. Chairman: Oh, I think we are getting
too complicated here because we won't know
where we are at.

Mr. Deacon: I would move an amendment
that the words "or a consumer reporting

agency" be added after the word "consumer"
in the first line.

Mr. Chairman: Well, I think it is getting
too emasculated. We could deal with that
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after the amendment to the amendment to

the amendment here.

Mr. Deacon: Okay.

Mr. Lawlor: I am sure that's not what the

member means.

Mr. Chairman: Before we place the first

motion.

Mr. Lawlor: Have you accepted that

motion, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Renwick's?

Mr. Lawlor: No, the member for York
Centre's.

Mr. Chairman: Not yet, no. Those in

favour of Mr. Renwick's motion to amend
the amendment to the amendment will please
say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."
In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

I declare Mr. Renwick's amendment lost.

Now well place Mr. Lawlor's amendment
to the amendment, which was deleting all the

words after the word "referral" up to and

including the word "so."

Those in favour of Mr. Lawlor's motion
will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."
In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

I declare Mr. Lawlor's amendment lost.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I move an
amendment-

Mr. Chairman: All right, now, we can ac-

cept the amendment.

Mr. Deacon: —that the words "or a con-

sumer reporting agency" be added after the

word "consumer" in the first line.

Mr. Renwick: There is another amedment.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Deacon's amendment
would then read: "No person extending credit

to a consumer or a consumer reporting

agency—"

Mr. Deacon: Nor any person-

Mr. Deans: No consumer reporting agency
nor any person extending credit-

Mr. Deacon: I should put the words as,

"no consumer reporting agency nor any per-
son extending credit to a consumer." So
I'd have to reverse the amendment to make
it clear.

Mr. Chairman: Is that clear then?

Mr. Deans: It not only makes it clear but

it makes it sensible.

Mr. Lawlor: What is the wording?

Mr. Deans: "No consumer reporting

agency—"

Mr. Chairman: We'll ask the member for

York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: "No consumer reporting

agency nor any person extending credit to a

consumer shall divulge to other credit

grantors—" The words, "No consumer report-

ing agency," will be inserted at the beginning
of the first line.

Mr. Chairman: How would it read then?

Mr. Deacon: It would read: "No consumer

reporting agency nor any person extending
credit to a consumer—"

Mr. Chairman: Is that clear?

An hon. member: Yes.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.

Deacon's motion will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost.

Section 10, as amended, agreed to.

Mr. Renwick: Well, the minister steam-

rollered it through again.

An hon. member: "Super Snoop."

Mr. Deans: Why do you want people to be

allowed to snoop into other people's private
business?

Mr. Chairman: Now, the member for Lake-

shore on section 12, was it?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, the section-

Mr. Renwick: We are happy with the law

of defamation the way it is.

Mr. Stokes: Yes, "Snoopy" Clement.

Mr. Deans: You know, this is your down-
fall. You realize that? You were just begin-

ning to make headway and here you are on

the way down.

Mr. Lawlor: Subsection (6), which is now
subsection (7) in the enumeration-

Mr. Renwick: John T. "Snoopy" Clement.
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Mr. Stokes: "Super Snoopy."

Mr. Lawlor: The business of benefit. The

present clause reads:

Where a benefit is denied to a consumer
or a charge to a consumer is increased

either wholly or partly because of infor-

mation received from a consumer report-

ing agency or a person other than a con-

sumer reporting agency, the user of such

information shall deliver to the consumer
at the time such action is communicated to

the consumer notice of the fact . . .

The offending wording is "or a person other

than a consumer reporting agency" supplying
this information.

Mr. Renwick: Here's a perfect picture of

a personal information investigating officer.

Mr. Lawlor: Before dinner, we referred to

a letter from Prof. Jacob Ziegel, a very short

letter of recent date, Oct. 23; the minister is

aware of a previous letter where this subject
is dwelt on at much greater length and, I

think, with a good deal of sense. The letter

from Ziegel of Oct. 9 says:

Th'^ subsection as it is presently worded
would apply to any person who has denied
a benefit, regardless of the source of the

adverse information and without respect to

f^he question of whether the benefit denier

is in the business of conferring benefits of

that character or not.

This means that the subsection would
annlv to a large ranjre of persons of everv

description, to whom this fact would not

he apparent, and who may therefore be
actingf in violation of the Act. Obviously
this possibility should be avoided.

Let me illustrate: Many lawyers inter-

view students for possible articling posi-
tions. Frequently the lawyer will contact

the student's teachers—

You can see this comes very much home to

Prof. Ziegel.

Frequently the lawyer will contact the

student's teachers or other references in

order to obtain some information about

the student. If the lawyer subsequently
declines to offer the position to the stu-

dent, it would not ordinarily occur to him
that he must give reasons for his refusal,

much less that he must disclose the fact

that his refusal was wholly or partly based
on some adverse information he may have
'obtained from some third parties.

What is true of the fairly sophisticated

lawyer is that much more true of such

persons as landladies of rooming houses,
the owner of a cottage who wants to lease

it out for the summer, the small store-

keeper who is seeking some temporary
help. In the light of these possibilities,
I think it is desirable that the subsection

should be more carefully circumscribed.

A number of alternatives suggest them-
selves: (a) to restrict the subsection to

benefit deniers who obtain adverse in-

formation from consumer reporting agen-
cies; (b) to restrict it to those benefit

deniers who are regularly in the business

of seeking credit or personal information;

or (c) to restrict it to the denial of credit

benefits. The latter solution is adopted
in section 615(b) of the Fair Credit Report-

ing Act. [That is the American statute.]

None of these alternatives is perfect but

alternative (b) is probably the most prac-
tical since persons who are regularly in the

business of obtaining credit or personal

information, can reasonably be expected to

familiarize themselves with the statutory

requirements.

And (b) again is:

To restrict it to those benefits deniers

who are regularly in the business of seek-

ing credit for personal information.

I am most interested in learning from the

hon. minister as to what the justice of these

remarks is. Surely it is couched in much
too broad terms as it presently stands. The
denial of a benefit with the genius of this

legislation—such cretinous genius as it bas-
is concentrated upon the head of these report-

ing agencies, particularly.

Why do you shove in "or a person other

than a consumer reporting agency"? Do

you really intend that? Is that the weight
of your legislation? Don't you think in terms

of administration only, in terms of seeking to

abide by the legislation as it's passed, that

you are multiplying difficulties?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I think

that the abuses that we have all considered

and discussed over the past few months

relating to basically incorrect information,

fallacious information about people's personal

lifestyles, doesn't necessarily emanate 100

per cent from a credit reporting agency. The

agency is merely, in most instances, regurgi-

tating information that it has obtained about

the consumer and gleaned from the individual.

I think we might well consider for a

moment the fact that maybe the consumer

reporting agencies are not to blame about

this type of abuse in any way whatsoever,
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but that we, as individuals, are really respon-
sible for the slanderous things we say about
our fellow man.

I recall discussing this section in commit-

tee, and I am sure the member for Lakeshore
recalls it very well. It was a lengthy discus-

sion which resulted in the amendment in

subsection (8) of that section saying, all right,
let's find out the source. Let's make it manda-

tory that the source of that information upon
request be submitted to the consumer who
has been adversely affected. And yes, I think
it was emphasized by the member who has
raised the point here this evening; and prop-
erly so—and quite properly so.

Mr. Renwick: Right.

Hon. Mr. Clement: And we reflected that

in the amendment, which really has to in-

clude the words "other than a consumer-

reporting agency" at the top of page 9, or

it might not make sense.

Therefore if we say something adverse to

our fellow man and we say it to a credit

investigator, or personal information investi-

gator, then we had better be prepared to

stand behind it. Maybe this legislation will

direct our attention to the fact that often
in our day-to-day activities we are far too

glib and far too gratuitous in offering com-
mentaries on our fellow man, dealing with
his character, his ability to perform his work,
his personal lifestyle, and so on.

The agencies really don't make this up,

they gather it from people like you and me,
\\'ho are just a little too free with our com-
ments regarding the target of that investi-

gation. And I think that if we are prepared
to say something about our fellow man, then
we had best be prepared to disclose it when
the source is being offered up upon request.

Now, I may say something that is-

Mr. Lawlor: They are excellent words. I

wish you had applied them. The second one
was just what you were fooling around with.

Mr. Deacon: Right.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I accept your amend-
ment almost word for word—and then you
want to change it.

An hon. member: Do you want it amended
again?

Mr. Lawlor: I had to capitulate on a
fundamental point.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I think
that we have to make the Act extend beyond
the credit reporting agency or the consumer

reporting agency to hit those individuals who
are very quick to criticize without any real

basis for that criticism.

If I describe someone in this House in

terms that are not very beneficial to them,
and it's the truth, I can say anything, and
I am protected outside this House. The
truth is a perfect defence. And if I say

something that is not true, which is adverse
to any member of this House or any other
citizen in this province, I had better be pre-
pared to stand behind it or suffer the con-

sequences for it.

Mr. Lawlor: You have convinced me. I

commend you. I bow down. You have got
my blessing on this particular one.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't take that lightly
and I hope that Hansard makes a particular
note of that.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I admire the
minister's semantics and my friend's al-

legiance to Jacob Ziegel, neither of which
I am sharing at the moment. This is what
makes it ridiculous because the semantics
won't allow it to work in any event. Because

you only have to give notice of a benefit

being denied to a consumer, or a charge to

a consumer being increased, either wholly
or in part because of information received
from a consumer reporting agency, or a per-
son other than a consumer reporting agency.

That's the only fact. It's not the fact of
the benefit being denied which allows the

person to say: "Why did you deny me the

benefit?" But it is only if the person who
denies the benefit is prepared to say: "I'm

denying you this benefit because of informa-
tion which I have received, either from a

consumer reporting agency or from a person
other than a consumer reporting agency."
And in most situations, no one will ever say
that that's the reason they're denying the

benefit. Unless, of course, it's a straight
credit transaction in which case they'll be

dealing only with credit information.

The example cited by Prof. Ziegel con-

cerning the lawyer who consults with law
school teachers and others about whether or

not he's going to hire a particular person as

an articled clerk, or as a lawyer with his

oflBce, is always going to say: "I did not deny
you the benefit of working for me because of

any information which I received. I got all

the information which I needed from several

applicants and I have made my assessment

of them and I have selected one of them."

As a lawyer who wants to hire somebody
I'm never going to put myself on the line
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about the question of whether or not he

was denied employment because of specific
information received from someone else. I

think the introduction within the semantic

game that's being played of the words "and
source" was a very definite improvement and

protection in the bill. But I still think that

as long as you persist in dealing with the

personal information question, you are going
to drive it underground.

That's where it has always been. And that's

where it's going to remain until you make it

perfectly clear that a person has a right to

be left alone. And if that privacy is to be

invaded, it can only be done upon the writ-

ten consent, handwritten consent—not type-
written notice consent—but the handwritten

consent, of the person about whom the in-

quiry will be made. Until you do that, the

bill will continue to be fatally flawed.

Mr. Chairman: Shall subsection (7) of sec-

tion 12 stand as part of the bill then?

Agreed.
I believe that there is someone who wishes

to make a comment on a later section. On 12?

Mr. Lawlor: The latest section I want is

section 25.

Mr. Chairman: Oh. Is there anything be-
fore 25?

Mr. Deacon: I have section 13.

Mr. Chairman: Section 13, the member for

York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I think
a very important, additional provision I

would like to see in section 13 is one to

provide for publication of instances where

reports have to be corrected at the direction

of the registrar of the tribunal.

Mr. Deacon moves a new subsection (5)
of section 13 to read:

Where the registrar directs or the tri-

bunal orders that a personal report or per-
sonal file be amended, the registrar or the
tribunal as the case may be shall cause
notice of the amendment to be set out in a

publication of the tribunal available to the

public in such manner that the nature of

the amendment is set out without the sub-

ject being readily identifiable by members
of the public.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, the reason that
I would like to see this sort of provision set

out in here is that although in some cases the

report may not contain information that is

defamatory in nature, it can still be just plain

inaccurate. I think it is important that the

public and those who employ these agencies
be aware of agencies which are careless and

sloppy and continually having to have re-

ports corrected. I think this is one way to

be sure that the public has an assessment of

the best agencies available to provide accur-

ate reports. It would be a very important

discipline to put upon the whole industry.

If the tribunal has publications that dis-

close its findings in other matters, this ad-

ditional information would be made available

to the public in assessing what agency to

employ for the purpose of obtaining these

reports. The public will have some basis on

which to make a judgement. I would appre-
ciate the minister's comments on this.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, under

our ministry Act it is mandatory that deci-

sions of the tribunal be published. So the

gist of the amendment suggested by the

member for York Centre, as I would gather

it, is that it pertains to the right of the tribu-

nal to withhold identification of the offended

consumer.

Mr. Deacon. Provided that the director

publish any directives in the publication as

well.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The subsection reads:

Shall cause notice of the amendment to

be set out in a publication of the tribunal,

available to the public in such a manner
that the nature of the amendment is set

out without the subject being readily iden-

tifiable by members of the public.

I would like to think about that one for a

moment because I think I could argue either

side of it. This is the sort of thing that comes

up when courts and tribunals decide some-
times to hold matters in camera. Although
most of us are generally against that type
of hearing, there are certainly many instances

that come to mind when it's in the best

interests of the people involved that they not

be disclosed or described to the public and
held up to further ridicule, or loss of reputa-
tion.

Mr. Deacon: Maybe if I could say a few
further words while the minister is thinking
about it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I would like to

think about that if I could.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I have come
across many situations where there have been

inaccuracies, and they have been corrected.

But, what bothers me is that the companies
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concerned still don't have any sense of guilt

or worry about the fact they did have to

correct them. It doesn't seem to hurt their

business.

I feel there should be some method

whereby those who employ these agencies
can be given some indication of which ones

are sloppy in their investigatory work and
those which take pains to be sure it is

accurate.

It certainly is not sufficient to rely upon
any action that the consumer who is affected

by this may have to take on his own behalf.

I think it is important that we try to get to

the source of this misinformation and it

would certainly have an adverse effect on the

consumer reporting agency's business if it

continued to be lax in the carrying out of its

work.

In this way those who employ these

agencies would have ample opportunity, by
watching these tribunal reports, to be notified

of agencies which are continually making
reports of a nature that would cause those
affected to go to the tribunal or to the
director and have them corrected.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Can the hon. member
tell me if there is anything in the Manitoba
Act similar to this?

Mr. Deacon: I got that from one of the-
I can't tell what legislation I got that from
but I did get the-maybe that is one of my
original items in my bill. I have always felt

that would be an important discipline, Mr.

Chairman, to place upon business at any
time—the disclosure of performance.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would think-and I

am thinking out loud on this, Mr. Chairman—
that the whole tenor of the Act might well be
destroyed-I will argue the other side of the
coin now—if the person wished—or made
application that they not be identified.

I could foresee that the agency, if it was in

breach of the Act and had, in fact, committed
something against your good name, might
well be the appHcant that the matter going
before the tribunal not be disclosed insofar
as your name is concerned, making that move
in an effort to mitigate any damages which
might flow from a civil action resulting from
its negligence or wilful neglect.

By the same token, I can see your position
in that you don't wish to have completely
erroneous information disseminated on any
broader scale than has already been done,

resulting in some kind of adverse effect on

you.

I would be inclined to think that it should

be the type of thing that can only be done
on the application of the consumer. I don't

think it should extend to the agency. I am
not thinking of the agency having its name-

withheld. I am thinking of the agency—again,
if you can go along with me—trying to miti-

gate damages which it sees flowing from a

civil action by asking the tribunal not to use

your name.

I think that by the use of the names of

the consumers and having it done on an open
basis, as is done in our courts, the effect

might be much more of a deterrent to those

agencies which were inclined to be a little

bit neglectful of their obligation to the

consumer.

I am still of an open mind with respect to

the drafting. I don't prefer it but I go along
with the philosophy that you have put for-

ward on it. To tell you the truth, it has not

crossed my mind. I am not prepared to accept
it in this form, not because of the philosophy
but because of the wording.

I would like to propose this to the member
for his consideration: That we let the Act

proceed without that and I would give him
an undertaking to present an amendment,

perhaps after the first of the year, along
those lines. I think it is a serious considera-

tion and I can see some advantages flowing
to the consumer who has been really de-

graded in error or through a wilful or malici-

ous act on the part of someone and there it

is out, published with your name. I think it

has real merit, I really do.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. member wish

to withdraw his amendment then?

Mr. Deacon: Yes, I will withdraw the

amendment, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: All right. Thank you. The
amendment is withdrawn.

Any other comments, questions, or amend-
ment before section 25 then?

The member for Lakeshore on section 25.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I want to move
an amendment. I want to add to section 25

a subsection (2).

Mr. Lawlor moves that section 25 be
amended by adding a subsection thereto as

follows: (2) "This section is repealed on July

1, 1975."

Mr. Lawlor: As the bill first came into the

House, Mr. Chairman, it had a date as of

July 1, 1974, and then in committee that

clause was struck out. I give the reason for
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its being struck out as straight attrition and
sheer fatigue. Now, we are refreshed we will

reinsert the section.

The idea of the section—if we take a look

at subsection (1), Mr. Chairman, it says:

Notwithstanding any provision of this

Act, a consumer reporting agency is not

required to disclose the source of any
information acquired before this Act comes
into force.

And what would happen, if that was left

just the way it is, is that all this personal
information that has been accumulated over

several generations now and which would, let

us say, at an extremity apply to people in

business—or at least perhaps the wealthy
young tyros, etc. of 16 years of age—that
information would remain in effect and could

be used until the time of this individual's

death as things presently stand. The infor-

mation is already on file and can be so used.

Any information that comes in of a per-
sonal nature subsequent to the Act coming
into effect, of course, is controlled by the

wording of the Act itself. So that, for a

period of, let's say, 60 or 70 years from

now, information presently highly suspect—
the very kind of information that the Act

comes into force in order to control and in

some cases to expunge—that very information

remains bandied about and utilized in full

into the indefinite future. And surely that

would be a mistake.

What is needed here is adequate time, an

abundance of time, if you will, Mr. Chair-

man, for the credit reporting agencies in

this province to cleanse their files, to go
through their files with a fine tooth comb to

find out which information falls within the

dimensions of this statute, what is legitimate
infoiTnation and what is not according to the

tenor of this Act and that which is not to

discard it, to get rid of it, to no longer use

it and that which is valid to sustain it. To

give them plenty of time to go through their

files and cull them out in this particular

regard I'm suggesting until July 1, 1975. That
is a very long time indeed, but one must be

generous in these matters in order to win
these amendments and I would hope that the

minister would accede to this particular

request.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have a

comment?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I want
to make it perfectly clear that the member
for Lakeshore doesn't have to work that hard
to win anything. When we discussed this at

committee, the amendment that he suggests
was in the draft. It did come out on that

occasion, perhaps for the reasons that he has

suggested, but upon reflection-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —I believe it to be in

the best interests-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. There is

quite a bit of background noise.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I believe it to be in the

best interests of the consumers of this prov-
ince-

Mr. Lawlor: On a point of order, Mr. Chair-

man. What the minister is saying is not

quite correct. What was in the Act was 1974,
not 1975.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sorry. Yes, the

date was different. Upon reflection it would

appear to me to be in the best interests of

the consumers to have that amendment in-

serted. I do apologize to the member about

the date. I overlooked that and I do consent

to the amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this motion carry
then?

Motion agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Now, back to section 22.

The member for York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: On section 22, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. The member
for York Centre.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, section 22 at

present sets out the problems in connection

with a person abusing credit information. Sec-

tion (c) says, "contravenes any provision of

this Act or the regulations." I would like to

have a subsection (d)—or maybe it could be
subsection (c); it might come in better ahead
of time—which would say, "Uses a threat of

an adverse credit report against a consumer
in order to pursue a claim for a debt."

The reason is that sometimes one who has
a dispute with a so-called creditor as to the

amount of a debt or it may be that the credi-

tor for one reason or another has been slow
in paying because of a dispute—maybe I will

read this: That they use the unfair advantage
of the threat of a bad credit report in order

to get the debt collected before the con-
sumer really is satisfied. He doesn't want to

have a bad report going into his honest credit

and therefore pays before he really is satis-

fied.
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We know that sometimes these credit re-

ports include uncollected accounts which are

uncollected mainly because there is a dispute
in question. I think it should be clear that

where there is a two-sided type of operation,
where the credit reporting agency is also a

debt collecting agency or has a relation to a

debt collecting agency, there should be no

possibility of abuse. I move that amendment.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister have a

comment?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would presume that

the threat would perhaps take the form of

tendering information to the agency which
was not really completely correct. That, of

course, is dealt with under section 21 about

knowingly supplying false or misleading in-

formation. If a consumer reporting agency
which also had a branch in the debt collect-

ing business said, "Even though you haven't

got satisfaction, if you don't pay it right

away we are going to hand this file over to

our colleague next door and show you as

a bad credit risk." I think that might well
fall within the purview of section 21.

There are some things rolling around in

the back of my mind about threats under the
Criminal Code at the same time, but they
may not apply in this particular instance. I

think it would be a definite abuse of the Act
for someone to make such an allegation, and
I think that the consumer would be very
foolish if he reacted on that basis and said:

"Oh, I don't want a bad credit report, I

therefore must pay it even though I'm not
satisfied."

I wonder if it is a very realistic situation,

something which in fact occurs? I know most
consumers I've dealt with, as a practising
lawyer, if they weren't satisfied it didn't
matter what anyone said, they were going to
resist the claim, and that is the long and the
short of it. And in fact in many instances they
did.

I wonder if the member could give me an-
other example of the type of threat; or have
I understood it fully, the threat of an adverse
credit report?

Mr. Deacon: The situation is that under
many difi^erent conditions having a good
credit record is very important to a company
in business, in building or something of that
sort. A bad report about having been a slow
payer could afi^ect that business very seriously
at certain times of the year, particularly if it

is a seasonal type of business. The threat of
a bad report could place great pressure on
settlement of a claim. I would think there are

times when a businessman would not be in a

position to fight it, because he says: "I've got
to get my goods in, my credit line has got to

be absolutely clear and I don't want to have
some sort of report coming in saying I'm

slow to pay. It could just stop goods being
delivered to me that ordinarily would be

shipped because my credit rating is first rate."

So I would feel this clause would make it

an offence to threaten an adverse credit

report.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River). It is black-

mail. You are leaving it wide open.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm advised this might
well be an offence under the Collection

Agencies Act, I'm not that familiar with the

Act, so I can't quote the section to the hon.

member.

I'm sure creditors have for years, tradition-

ally, tried to coerce debtors into paying by
using a series of ploys.

But let's just extend this for a minute, let's

say this situation occurred; it happened to

you and in the meantime you wished to make
application for credit to an agency. I think

you would disclose to that agency: "Now you
may get an adverse credit report on me aris-

ing out of my association with XY retailers,

but here is the situation. I bought goods,
here are the documents. I'm unhappy with

those goods, I do not find them acceptable.
This agency — a retailers' collection agency
and credit agency—is now using threats to

coerce me into paying. I resist that account.

I have merit in my claim, so I believe, and

although you may find an adverse report con-

tained in the credit reports on me, it is a

claim that I am resisting and I will not be
coerced into paying it."

I think this is the way it would happen
with most commercial houses. I'm not so sure

it would happen with an individual, who
might be intimidated by this type of action.

Mr. Reid: That is a naive point of view.

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, it is not naive at

all. I don't think it's naive at all, because
if they are going to use coercion and threats

they may well be in breach of some section

of the Criminal Code; and they would cer-

tainly be in breach of the Collection Agencies
Act. Now instead of duplicating are we go-

ing to triplicate this section by putting some-

thing along these lines in here?

Again I draw your attention to section 21.

That says: "No person shall knowingly sup-

ply false or misleading information to another

who is engaged in making a consumer re-
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port," And if that account is in dispute, then

it must be shown as such. They can't show
a disputed account as being one that has in

fact been acquiesced to by the consumer.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, is the minister

saying that right now a credit report has to

state in it, if it is a slow pay, that the

account is in dispute? I didn't realize that

was necessary. Do they have to do that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: No, don't let me mis-

lead you now. I say that under section 21 no
one can knowingly or falsely give incorrect

information to a consumer reporter or to a

person gathering information for a consumer

report. That's what I'm saying. Therefore, if

the facts were not stated correctly by the

creditor it's a breach of the Act. Let's say

you have the collection agency and the credit

reporting agency under the one roof and
I'm trying to collect money from you. I'm

just not getting anywhere so my great lever

on you is that you had better pay or I'm

going to tell the fellow in the next oflBce who
does credit reports for this city that you're
a bad payer. You have refused to pay this

thing; it's unpaid and you're just trouble
with a capital "T."

If I just hand that over to him without

disclosing what the difficulty is, then I'm

committing an offence under that Act. You
can soon find out because if you get an
adverse report on a subsequent application
for credit and the benefit is denied or an in-

creased charge is levied against you, then

you walk into that agency and you see what
I've said about you and the writ is issued.

Mr. Reid: Mr. Chairman, while what the
minister says has great validity, I think my
colleague's point is a good and valid one. We
are trying to draw into this bill the kind of

protection that we want to see for the ordi-

nary human being, the ordinary individual,
the ordinary wage earner. You can talk about
other Acts and other legislation that will

protect him but what the problem seems to
be is that the ordinary person on the street,
and probably 90 per cent of the MPPs for
that matter, don't understand under what
laws and what legislation they are covered
and under what legislation they have recourse
to the courts or otherwise.

The minister is a lawyer, he should realize
that for those of us who are not lawyers the
courts are something almost to be feared.

They're an expense. They're something for-

eign to us. They're very iffy things. It's

almost like rolling the dice at Las Vegas.
The only one who seems to benefit from

something being taken to court is a lawyer,
with all due respect to my legal friends in

the Legislature. I think what we should be

doing in this Legislature is bringing the laws

down to people so that they personally can

understand them and so that they do not

have to go to Vernon Singer, to Pat Lawlor,
or to John Clement and pay a fee, or re-

tainer-

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Through
the nose.

Mr. Reid: —or what-have-you to have the

law interpreted to them.

Mr. Deans: You can come to Jim Renwick
for nothing.

Mr. Reid: If we can provide laws in this

province which the ordinary person can pick

up and read and say "Look, it looks to me
that this letter that I received from this credit

company is saying to me, that if I don't pay
this, they're going to blackmail me with every-

body else that I have to do business with or

I have to draw credit from," then 1 can take

this and I can say to them: "Look, you are

blackmailing me and I can take you before a

court. I know my rights."

I think that it's almost a phrase that Eddie

Sargent coined that—

Mr. Deans: Eddie who?

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North):

Who's he?

Mr. Reid: —the problem with our laws in

this country is that they are all made by

lawyers and they are not comprehensible to

the ordinary man on the street so that he

can pick up the law and say: "I understand

what that means. I know and I can make a

judgement as to whether I should go and

get somebody professionally to carry this on.

At least, I can make a judgement and say:

'He's done me wrong, or he's threatening
> >»

me.

It seems to me that my colleague, the

member for York Centre, has raised a very

valid and a very substantial point, in that we

in this Legislature should be concerned about

making laws that people can understand. It

concerns me, coming from a riding where we

are not, quite frankly, well served by lawyers

or the legal profession because we are so

spread out and because—

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): You are

better off.
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Mr. Reid: No, the towns and communities
cannot support a lawyer. We do not have
what I would consider in many cases a dis-

advantage. But the ordinary citizen should
be able to understand the laws that this

Legislature passes, and I say to you that the
amendment that my colleague is proposing
works towards that direction.

The minister can say, "It's in another
statute. It's covered under other legislation,"
but the fact remains that they should be
able to understand the law, by reading it

themselves. The ordinary person is not goinsj
to consider other laws, other legislation. I

think it is incumbent upon this minister, who
is bringing in one of the most important
pieces in regard to civil rights in this prov-
ince in a number of years, to make it plain
for all the people of the province and to set

out their rights and their responsibilities
without having to refer to our high-priced
legal help. I would support very strongly the

amendment my colleague has raised.

Mr. Chairman: Those in favour of Mr.
Deacon's motion, will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "nays" have it. I declare

the motion lost.

Any further comments, questions or amend-
ments on a later section of the bill? If not,
shall the bill as amended be reported?

Carried.

Mr. Deans: No.

Mr. Renwick: No.

Mr. Reid; Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order, with all due respect, the minister was
about to rise and I think, for better or for

Mr. B. Gilbertson (Algoma): Oh, sit down.

Mr. Renwick: He was on the rise.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: Well, there is the member for

Algoma and the member for Ottawa East, or

Centre, or wherever he is from and—

Mr. Gilbertson: Both come from the same
kind of riding.

Mr. Reid: —for once in their life agreeing,
but, with all due respect, Mr. Chairman, I

think that your job is to make sure that every-
one in this chamber has the opportunity to

speak, and if—

Mr. Chairman: Order please, order please.
I looked up and there was no one rising. No
one—order please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The member
is out of order. The hon. member is out of

order.

Mr. Reid: The minister was ready to rise.

He is one of the few ministers who is willing
to engage in a dialogue.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The question

is, of course-

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I have a point
of personal privilege. I said before dinner to

the member for Sault Ste. Marie that there

weren't any Conservatives who understood

the legislation. There was one, namely, the

member for Sault Ste. Marie.

Mr. Chairman: I heard some "nays" when
I placed the last vote so I'll place it more

formally. The question is shall Bill 101 as

amended be reported?

Those in favour of Bill 101 being reported
will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

The committee divided on the question,
that Bill 101 as amended be reported, which
was approved on the following vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 47, the nays are 2.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion carried.

Bill 101, as amended, reported.

Mr. Reid: M. le president, for the benefit

of the House, and I am sure we are all con-

cerned, the Liberal Party in the Province of

Quebec has elected 97 members out of 110

and is leading in four seats.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reid: Monsieur Levesque has been

defeated. Canadian Confederation lives with

the Liberal Party.

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Meanwhile, back at the

ranch!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Roy: M. le president, je voudrais sou-

ligner que les Francophones, les Canadiens-
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Frangais, ont decide au Quebec de rester avec

le Canada et que le Parti liberal a encore eu

une grande victoire, et j'espere que tout le

monde ici est d'accord, que c'est bon pour la

population.

Mr. Chairman, did you get that?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, I got it, right here and

out here.

Interjections by hon. members.

CORPORATIONS ACT

House in committee on Bill 198, an Act to

amend the Corporations Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 198, an Act to amend
the Corporations Act.

Are there any comments, questions or

amendments on any section of this bill?

Mr. Renwick: On section 2 of the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2, the member for

Riverdale.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. J. R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Why
didn't the NDP applaud?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Why didn't we applaud?

Mr. Renwick: The minister was good

enough to provide us with a memorandum on

the question of the premiums charged under

mutual insurance policies, now that weather

insurance is included. I assume the minister

has a copy of the memorandum.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I

thought I had one. I can't find it, I keep a

big box full of bills here. I just couldn't find

it. I thought you might loan it back to me.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: All right, I think I can do

that, if I can remember it. The point of

concern to me is the premium rates which
are set out in the lower half of this memo-
randum. On a dwelling at $10 per $1,000;
on barns and so on at $39 to $45 per
$10,000; barns under construction, $90 per
$10,000; chattels except poultry, $12 per

$10,000.

I'd like to know whether or not those

relate only to weather insurance, and whether
the minister has any information as to what

an all-inclusive policy, an all-inclusive fire

policy which would include weather insur-

ance under the extended amendment which

is now before us, what those insurance pre-

miums would be? It seems to me that the

insurance rates being charged are going to

be quite high, if my reading of that memo-
randum is correct, and those premium rates

apply only to the weather insurance portion

of a fire policy.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I thank

the member for lending me the copy of the

memo that I sent to him the other day, or

to his leader. As I understand it, those rates

are only for writing, in addition to other

coverage, the weather insurance.

This legislation, of course, covers only

farm mutual fire insurance companies. Be-

cause the Act has been silent as to their

powers, they have been precluded from

writing that type of coverage in a blanket

coverage; fire and those sort of things, public

liability. All that we are intending to do, of

course, is to add that, so that they might, for

an additional premium from the farmer, offer

that as an option to the fire protection he

has. My understanding of this memo, which

I received from the deputy superintendent of

insurance was that it is the additional pre-

mium that would be charged.

Commercial companies have been writing

this type of insurance for a number of years.

I am sure the member is well aware of that.

Weather insurance, of course, is not man-

datory. It's an optional sort of a coverage

that some farmers decline to carry, others

insist on carrying it. We want to be able to

offer these companies the right to give com-

plete coverage to their clientele, and unless

we amend the Act to give them that right

then they are, I suppose to a certain degree,

being discriminated against in that we are

not allowing them to offer the same protec-

tion their competitors in the commercial field

are offering.

I may have gone the long route, but as I

understand this these are the weather insur-

ance prices that are offered, an average of

the prices that have been offered, or will be

offered once the legislation is approved, by
the farm mutual fire insurance companies. I

stress again that it's optional, the farmer

doesn't have to take it if he doesn't want it.

I don't know if I've answered your ques-
tion.

Mr. Chairman: Any other comment, ques-

tion, or amendment on any section of this

biU?
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Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 198 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports one bill without

amendment, and one bill with certain amend-

ments, and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I adjourn the House, I would like to inform

the House that tomorrow we will proceed in

the committee of the whole House with Bills

202, 164 and 174; and following that we will

have second reading of Bills 192, 193, 195,

200, 201 and 203. At the conclusion of these

considerations we will return to the estimates

of the Ministry of Labour; and also the com-
mittee considering the estimates of the Minis-

try of Natural Resources will sit tomorrow.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: The visitors today in both

galleries are students from Huntsville High
School of Huntsville.

Statements by the ministry.

ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION FROM
METAL COMPANIES

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, yesterday during
the question period many questions were
raised in connection with the stop order

issued to Canada Metal Co. Ltd. and Roto

Cast Ltd. located at 721 Eastern Ave., To-

ronto, which I would like to clarify.

OflBcials of my ministry were advised by
the Ministry of Health mid-morning on Fri-

day, Oct. 26, that they had been advised by
the medical officer of health for Toronto of

three extremely high blood lead levels. The

testing company in Boston had thought the

levels were of such importance that they
telephoned the medical officer of health,

rather than waiting to complete all the tests

and mailing the results.

After discussion with the Ministry of

Health it was decided that a stop order should

be issued and the company was advised by
telephone at 11:30 a.m. and the legal docu-

ment was drafted and served on the company
at 4:30 p.m. The company has t^en legal
action to have the stop order set aside and
this case is currently before the Ontario

Supreme Court.

The operations of this company were sur-

veyed in October, 1971, and the company
was advised that the lead oxide emissions

were in excess of those permitted.

Ambient air sampling conducted during
1972 indicated that suspended airborne lead

levels were below the provincial objective.

However, a survey of lead levels in vegeta-
tion and soil carried out during the 1972

growing season indicated higher than normal
levels. The ministry's health consultants were
advised of the levels found in the air, vegeta-
tion and soil.

Tuesday, October 80, 1973

During the summer of 1972 it is our under-

standing that our medical adviser discussed

with the medical officer of health of Toronto

our concern over these levels and the possible
health eflFects. These discussions stemmed
from findings in connection with Toronto Re-

finers and Smelters. Subsequently, earlier this

month a blood level survey was undertaken

by the medical officer of health.

The company submitted a control pro-

gramme to us in March, 1972, which was not

accepted. After much urging, approval was

given to a revised programme in March,
1973. However, during this period from

March, 1972, to March, 1973, the company
did reduce emissions by:

1. Ducting one uncontrolled exhaust to an

existing baghouse filtering system;

2. Reducing the production of lead oxides

by two-thirds until the new baghouse filtering

system was installed in September of this

year.

In addition the following work has been

completed:

1. They have installed a baghouse on the

calcining furnaces;

2. Paved all inplant routes and sweep them

daily;

3. Washed tires of all outgoing trucks.

The following work remains to be done

under a control order:

1. A roofed enclosure over the lead scrap

pile. This is held up because approval by the

medical officer of health has been deferred

pending the outcome of legal action with

Toronto Refiners and Smelters.

2. Control emissions from blast furnaces

charging and pouring operations by February
28, 1974. The Installation of the baghouse
and the stack to achieve this objective is

under advisement by the Toronto committee

of adjustment.

3. Control emissions from the alloying and

refining furnaces by Nov. 15, 1973, and this

is also held up awaiting the decision of the

committee of adjustment.

The above course of events does not, in my
opinion, indicate any laxness in enforcement

on the part of the air management branch.
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nor do they indicate any cordial working
relationships with industrial polluters.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Boy,
oh boy, they sure do.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): It sure

indicates they're not serious about protecting
the public.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I must stress that as soon

as we were advised of the medical findings

we acted immediately.

With regard to Toronto Refiners and

Smelters, and Dr. Parkinson s request for an

immediate closure, Dr, Parkinson has been

requested to provide our medical advisers

with the findings upon which he based his

opinion.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): That is not

so. I spoke to him this morning.

Hon. Mr. Auld. The Environmental Law
Association has also requested that this plant
be closed. The association will be advised

today that since the matter of stop orders is

being contested in the courts we cannot com-
ment on their request at this time.

Mr. Speaker, the problem of establishing

the hazard created by a specific source of

lead emissions to the atmosphere is indeed

most complex and I'm today initiating the

establishment of a working group of health

officials, engineers, lawyers and scientists to

prepare the entire case in connection with

specific sources of lead in the community
with a view to taking the appropriate action

under the Enviroimiental Protection Act.

Mr. Lewis: Today, a working group? The

government started in 1969.

TRADE MISSION TO SOUTH AFRICA

. Hon. C. Bennett (Ministry of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, regarding further

observations on the Ontario sales mission to

South Africa I would point out to the mem-
bers of this House that riormal business re-

lations between Canadian and South African

companies have existied for some years.

As with all countries, however, export per-
mits are required by the federal government
of Canada to prevent the exporting of stra-

tegic or military goods.

The Export and Import Permit Act, 1970,

specifically defines the goods which fall with-

in the terms of the export control list.

^Permits are required for goods which are

of a strategic nature; in short supply; or re-

lated to intergovernment commitment. That
is to say, some governments wishing to pro-
tect certain industries agree not to trade in

specific products.

Customs authorities at Canadian ports of

exit check shipments to all countries on

which this type of control has been imposed,
to ensure items being shipped do not fall

within restricted categories.

As the Premier (Mr. Davis) observed yes-

terday, what is relevant here is whether or

not the companies on the mission are, in fact,

going to South Africa with the thought in

mind of trading in something other than

peaceful commodities.

In this connection I would refer to state-

ments that three companies on the mission

have been involved in unclassified contracts

for defence or have been listed in defence

production guides or catalogues.

In fact, here is a detailed list of the prod-
ucts these companies will be offering for

sale in the Republic of South Africa:

Perfection Automotive Products (Windsor)
Ltd. will be offering automotive equipment
including:

(a) Heavy-duty rear-view mirrors for

trucks and cars towing house trailers; (b)

Heavy-duty suspension components including

springs.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: And (c) Hand-held spot

lamps.

Mr. Lewis: For what?

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: And (d) Under-hood
and trunk lamps; (e) Speedometer cables; (f)

Supplementary lights for commercial vehicles;

(g) Exhaust pipe repair kits; (h) Hand-oper-
ated carburetor choke conversion kits.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister know what

heavy-duty equipment is used for in South

Africa?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: In addition to the above,
Perfection will be offering a line of die-cast

small boat hardware.

Mr. Lewis: Does he know what it is used

for in South Africa?

An hon. member: Listen.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: McPhar Geophysics
Ltd. will be concentrating on the sale of a

new very
-
high

- resolution proton
-
magneto-

meter used—
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Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —for the mapping of

underground mineral deposits.

Mr. Lewis: Sure.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: This equipment is used

by surface survey teams. McPhar will also be

including other commodities that it manufac-
tures which are currently being exported to

South Africa which are used in the survey of

mineral rights. McPhar has confirmed that all

its exploration equipment is acceptable to the

Canadian federal government for the issu-

ance of export permits to South Africa.

Mr. Lewis: No doubt.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: McPhar also oflFers com-

plete mineral exploration services and will be

promoting these activities in South Africa,

Ward Leonard of Canada Ltd. has been
selected by the US parent company as the

sole source to develop and manufacture ad-

vanced solid-state theatre and TV studio light-

ing control equipment. It is responsible for

world-wide sales, including USA, of this

Ontario-produced equipment.

The South African television authority is

presently asking for bids on TV studio light-

ing equipment and Ward Leonard will be

submitting proposals for the supply of this

equipment during the mission.

Ward Leonard has an inquiry from an

agent in South Africa for the supply of sev-

eral thousand dollars worth of wire-wound
resistors. This market is presently supplied by
the Japanese. Battery-operated emergency
lighting equipment for hotels, factories, etc.,

will also be offered on this mission.

I would add that this mission will sell

on a company-to-company basis—not on a

country-to-country basis.

There is no ban, of course, on consumer
and normal commercial products and the fed-
eral government maintains large trade offices

in both Johannesburg and Cape Town to

facilitate the activities of Canadian business-

men in South Africa.

Many points of view have been expressed
about this particular sales mission. I acknpwl-
edge these views and appreciate the senti-

ments and arguments that have been given
for and against legal trading with South
Africa.

My ministry has spent a great deal of time
and looked at the situation carefully and I

am not convinced that anyone in South Africa

would benefit by calling off this mission.

May I also add, sir, that the Minister of

Industry and Tourism for Ontario will not be
on this mission.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION FROM
METAL COMPANIES

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I'd like to ask a

question of the Minister of the Environment

following his statement today.

Has he arranged for expert testimony to

be presented to the courts to counteract the

testimony given by Dr. Sachs, who was

brought in by the company concerned, which
indicated that no cases of lead poisoning
had been clinically observed except those re-

lated to eating paint chips, when the liter-

ature specifically refers to these cases of lead

poisoning and we have cases right here in

this city?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of the variety of witnesses that are

being called by the government solicitors. I

know that the director of our air management
branch is there this afternoon. I would as-

sume that the medical evidence that would
be made in support would be from the medi-

cal advisers of this ministry who are on the

staff of the Minister of Health (Mr. Potter).

I would assume that the medical evidence

which would be submitted would also be by
the medical officer of health of the city of

Toronto who was the one who in essence had
the blood testing done, and who, when he got
the results was in touch with the Ministry of

Health which, in turn, was in touch with us.

Mr. B. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Has the

minister any contingency plan in the event

that the court sets aside the stop order?

Mr. Shulman: May I have a supplementary
to the first question?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: This is a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-

position has a supplementary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In that case, are we go-

ing to have to fall back on what the minister

has announced is some sort of an investiga-

tive group to look into lead poisoning now,
which obviously is going to be of no use

whatsoever to the people who are presently
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affected by the increased lead concentration

in their own blood stream?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I prefer not

to be specific.

An Hon. member: That's true.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I would remind the hon.

Leader of the Opposition that at the present

time there is a control order which I have

indicated is in place. It gives certain dates

for certain things to be done. In the event

that the dates of the control order are not

met, or in the event that the ministry

should revise the dates in the control order,

then the position would be that if the firm

did not meet those dates, it would be in

contravention of the Act and we could

prosecute. As for preventing the operation

of the plant while appeal procedures and

what not might be going on, the only method
that we have is the method which we have

adopted and which is based on medical and

imminent hazard to health.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Has
the minister taken any steps to improve the

efficiency or at least the direct and separate

response of the air management branch,
in view of the circumstances which have
allowed this to go on for so many months
and years when there was every evidence

that contamination of a serious nature was

taking place?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as I in-

dicated, the ambient air quality tests which
have been conducted since 1971 and which
are still being conducted in that area in-

dicate that the levels in the air are below
the provincial objectives for ambient air

quality standards. However, the emissions

that go through the stack are above the

limits which we permit. I realize that that

may sound a little confusing.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, it does.

Hon. Mr. Auld: According to the ambient
air quality standards, which are based on
the medical advice that we receive and
which are accepted, I think, pretty generally
in North America, the fallout from the

chimneys of that plant in the area is not in

excess of those standards. The question

really I suppose, and I really don't want to

discuss this at great length while the matter

is before the courts, is, where is the source

of lead which has got into the blood stream

of some of the people in that area?

Mr. Shulman: May I now ask a supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker?

Mr. Speaker: Yes, I believe the hon.

member for High Park may now have the

floor.

Mr. Shulman: Is the minister not aware
that Dr. Jim Stopps, his chief environmental

health protection branch officer, said this

morning that they were not going to call in

any outside witnesses; and is the minister

also not aware that Prof. Bertram Carnow
and Dr. Julian Chisholm have both said

this morning they are prepared to con-

tradict the evidence given by Dr. Sachs, who
was brought in by the company yesterday?

Why in the world has the ministry not

called Dr. David Parkinson as a witness?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, the answer

to the first of those questions is no, I was
not aware of that. Secondly, I really don't

know what Dr. Parkinson or anybody else

might be able to say about the relationship

between a source and a result.

Mr. Shulman: They could counteract the

evidence yesterday by Dr. Sachs.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: Is the

minister in fact really trying to lose this

case? Is that his object-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: —in order to give himself an

opportunity to explain it as a problem in

the legislation? Is that why the minister is

not calling outside and independent medical

testimony?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, of course

not.

Mr. Shulman: He sure is trying!

Mr. Lewis: Why doesn't the minister get

expert medical testimony then from those

who have knowledge of it, independent of

his branch?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am not a

lawyer.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): That's

obvious.

Hon. Mr. Auld: We are being represented

by two or three of the senior people of

the Attorney General's office, and I am
sure that they are quite competent to call

the kind of evidence that they think would
be helpful.
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Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, on the

question that was asked, does the minister

not realize that the co-ordination of the case

is a matter of great concern? And does he

not realize that the minister's statement,

that he is not a lawyer, does not set our

minds at rest—
Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Foulds: He's a cabinet minister. He
is responsible.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: —because yesterday
when we were trying to get information from
the lawyers, they were waiting for him to

direct them?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, the three

solicitors who are involved—our own solicitor,

Mr. Mulvaney—

Mr. E. W. Mattel (Sudbury East): That's

a great help!

Hon. Mr. Auld: —Mr. Blenus Wright of

the Attorney General's ofiBce; and Mr. David
Bernstein of the AG's office—met with myself
and my staff to discuss the matter, and I

have every confidence in their legal compe-
tence.

Mr. Shulman: They won't even return the

phone calls from the people who want to

help them.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I have
a question of the Premier concerning any
events associated with the policy of the gov-
ernment of Alberta and the government of

Canada which may, in fact, be tantamount
to raising the price of gas and oil in this

province.

Has the Premier now abandoned any
thought of pursuing a legal case against
Alberta with regard to these increased prices,
and has he any way to protect the consumers
in the Province of Ontario with regard to an

agreement evidently that has been worked
out or is about to be worked out between
the province and the federal government?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
the Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough)
could really comment on this in greater de-

tail. The decision of this government was not

to proceed on the basis, as I recall it now,
of the consolidated application as to the con-

stitutional issue. The consolidated application

by and large turned out, I think, in a way
that the Province of Ontario found accept-

able; so the question of the constitutionality,
if I can use that term, became less relevant,

at least at this moment.

I think, Mr. Speaker, as far as any present
discussions between Alberta and the federal

government are concerned, Ontario is endeav-

ouring to find out as much information as

it can, and of course we will take whatever

steps we can if we find that there is a prob-
lem being created. But as far as the question
in the courts of the constitutional issue is

concerned, we have determined, for this

period of time at least, not to proceed with

it.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): A sup-

plementary question, Mr. Speaker. Who was
the mystery witness who called the Minister

of Energy and, on the basis of his call, the

constitutional case against Alberta was sud-

denly washed out? Along with that, was it

done in consultation with his $75-an-hour

energy adviser, Mr. Macaulay?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I can't

answer the first part of the question at all,

and I can only guess at the answer to the

second part of the question. I would think

that eminent counsel who was appearing for

the Province of Ontario at the hearing was

informed and consulted with respect to the

decision. I can't say, because I didn't consult

with him, but I think it is reasonable to

assume, knowing the gentleman himself rather

well, yes, that he was consulted with—with-

out any question.

Mr. MacDonald: The Premier doesn't know

who the mystery fellow is?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I don't know who the

mystery caller was.

Mr. MacDonald: Even though he made up
the government's mind to drop the case?

Who helped them to make up their minds to

drop the case?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I didn't know there was

a mystery man.

Mr. MacDonald: It was in the papers.
Doesn't the Premier read the papers?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Does the hon. mem-
ber believe everything he reads?
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speak-
er, in view of what the Premier has just

said, would he be prepared to provide for us

a report on just why the constitutional case

was abandoned, the form which it took—the

solicitor's report really as to the present
status of it—so we could see what the people
of the Province of Ontario are paying for

in this regard?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I'm not sure

that I'd be prepared to table that informa-

tion. I'm sure the Minister of Energy would

be delighted to discuss it with the member
for Downsview here in the House.

As I said, the results of the consolidated

application were by and large in the direction

that Ontario wished to see it go. There is

the question of the constitutionality of certain

issues. If the case as consolidated had gone
the other way, it was the intent of the gov-
ernment of this province to pursue it. As it

turned out it became unnecessary. And as

I say, at this moment and for this period of

time we are not proceeding with the con-

stitutional argument. This does not preclude
us from doing it at some other time.

Mr. Singer: Well, Mr. Speaker, by reason

of the fact we had no success at all in trying
to elicit from the government an opinion as

to the constitutionality of the government of

Alberta's action, and then one day we were
told there was going to be a lawsuit, and now
we are told that there is not, surely the

Legislature deserves, doesn't it, the confidence

of government insofar as its thinking is con-

cerned? After all, we are paying top legal
fees for top opinion; let's have a look at it.

Mr. Speaker: Question. Question.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I am sure

the hon. member for Downsview knows full

well the way that counsel handle these

matters in a strategic way, and the objective
of the Province of Ontario was met in the

decision on the consolidated case. If the

objective had not been met, then strategically,

yes, our counsel were prepared to take it on
the constitutional basis.

I think it is also fair to state, Mr. Speaker—
and I shouldn't be interpreting counsel—my
understanding is that they felt there was a

reasonable ground of success.

I don't think I can say to the hon. member
for Downsview that we had a legal opinion
in writing that guaranteed success on such a

controversial issue.

Mr. Singer: No. No. That's right. He will

now get one.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Quite right. So as I say,
the objectives we had in mind we achieved.

And I think we were relatively successful.

Mr. Singer: But all the Premier is doing
is talking in generalities. Can't he give a

point of view?

Hon. Mr. Davis: No, I can't say whether

or not at some point in time the constitutional

issue will in fact be tested. But we certainly
aren't precluded from doing so.

GOVERNMENT APPOINTMENTS
FOR JOHN ROBARTS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, with your

permission, I would like to ask the Premier

if the news that John Robarts is going to

head up a committee for the Minister of

Colleges and Universities (Mr. McNie) on

university education will mean that the

Premier has abandoned the questionable pro-

gramme of putting Mr. Robarts in charge of

the logging operations in Algonquin Park?

Or is it his understanding that he is going
to do all of these things, and maybe many
others?

Mr. P. J. Yakabuski (Renfrew South):
Isn't there enough trouble on that one?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Well, Mr. Speaker, I am
sure the hon. member for Brant would agree
with me that Mr. Robarts certainly would
have the capacity to do both, and several

other jobs.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Lewis: Oh no.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: And when are you going to

admit to that; that and Holiday Inn, and

Consolidated-Bathurst, and Abitibi? The
Premier is pulling him out of them. He is

pulling him out.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I say I

really think he does have the capacity to do
all of those things.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I would

only say as it relates to the legislation that

will be coming before this House to create
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the authority or the Crown agency in

Algonquin Park, there has been no finahza-

tion until the legislation is settled, of course,

as to whether Mr. Robarts will be appointed.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There was an announce-

ment from the Premier's oflBce. There was an

announcement from his office.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): The
Premier told us he would be.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier said Mr. Robarts

would be appointed.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I said, "whether he will

be appointed."

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Can the

Premier then indicate that the announcement
that came from his office originally—which

certainly sounded to be fairly definite; or at

least it came from the government—is now

being reconsidered either by the government
or more probably by Mr. Robarts?

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Cer-

tainly premature.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think I

have said both in this House and in public,

and I think Mr. Robarts has too, that this

matter will be considered and finalized when
the legislation is before the House or when
it is approved. I think it is also fair to state

that Mr. Robarts has expressed a very real

interest in this responsibility-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier announced
that he had accepted it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —and as I said in this

House I think he is eminently qualified as far

as capacity to do this job is concerned.

Mr. Cassidy: The Premier is rewriting

history.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Why doesn't the Premier save

John Robarts future embarrassment and an-

nounce his withdrawal now?

Mr. Breithaupt: Take it on the chin.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: Maybe this other com-
mittee is an alternative? That is the Premier's

first step.

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the Min-
ister of the—

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): The
Premier is providing him with a graceful

way out.

ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION FROM
METAL COMPANIES

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the Min-
ister of the Environment.

1. How does he explain, justify or defend
the findings that his ministry found on Nov.

3, 1971, lead levels and lead emissions in

violation of the ministerial requirements, and
didn't settle on a correction of those levels

until March 26, 1973?

2. How does the minister explain and de-

fend the fact that with any voluntary under-

takings which the company pursued in the

intervening time, his ministry found that by
Jan. 16, 1973, the company was four to six

months behind schedule?

3. How does the minister explain and de-

fend that on Feb. 2, 1972, the first batch of

phytotoxicology results on vegetation and soil

indicated excessive lead levels, and that virtu-

ally nothing was done from that day to this?

Finally, how does the minister explain and
defend that in early July the Ministry of

Health knew that the lead emissions were

dangerous to human health and that the pat-
tern of persistent collaboration with the com-

pany in refusing to take action resulted in the

stop-work order only this month?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I didn't have
an opportunity to write down all those ques-
tions but as far as concerns the fact of the

delay to which the hon. member refers about

the submission of a satisfactory programme
from the company—a programme satisfactory

to the branch—there was a great deal of ur-

gent discussion and engineering arguments,
I assume, on the methods that the company
proposed to use and our opinion of whether

those would be satisfactory.

I stress again the fact that while the emis-

sions coming out of the stack were in excess

of the standards which we set, the company
was in no different position from many other

companies in the province which started off

with existing equipment in excess of our

standards. In most cases, they were required

to submit a voluntary programme and did so.

In those cases where they didn't, we have put
an order on.

The one thing I would say is that until the

Toronto metal situation came up our people
were concerned about emissions but were not
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concerned about what has built up on the

ground over a period of years.

Mr. Martel: Probably somewhat slippery.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I understand Canada Metal
has been in that location for about 45 years.

Our job has been air emissions. I can tell

the hon. member that, again, it is easier to

be wise on hindsight; that kind of operation
when it was first established, I think in 1928,
was approved by the city and the health

authorities of those days. They, too, I sup-

pose, were not aware of the hazards of lead,

which sits in the ground and stays there. It

doesn't combine with anything and disappear.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's what they say
about mercury.

Hon. Mr. Auld: When we became aware of

the ground level problems around Toronto

smelters, we then resurveyed the area around
Canada Metal although we were not as con-

cerned because the closest residence, I think,

is something in the order of 100 ft away
rather than just over the fence, and it was in

the midst of a major industrial area. When
we felt that there was slippage-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Slippage?

Mr. Lewis: Slippage? The government knew
it was a disaster area from the outset.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —we sort of cancelled the

programme approval-

Mr. Lewis: Its own reports show it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —and put on a control or-

der, which is what is now the case.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister not realize

that the ministry, in toying with this problem
of the emissions since 1969 and the lead in the

soil since February, 1972, in effect effectuated

the shutdown of the plant. The fact that

200 men are thrown out of work is this min-

istry's responsibility and the playing of games
with the company for such a protracted pe-
riod of time without ever bringing the pollu-
tion under control directly resulted in the

necessity to close down the plant with 200

people thrown out of work. Surely the min-
ister sees that now, in terms of the func-

tioning of the branch?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, if I under-
stand the hon. member's statement, what he
is saying is we should have closed it down
two years ago instead of last week.

Mr. Lewis: No, I'm saying if the minister
had-

Mr. Foulds: If there had been remedial

action you could have saved the jobs.

Mr. Lewis: Does the minister not under-

stand that the imposition of remedial action

along the way could have prevented the

closing of the plant? It is his neglect which
resulted in the closing of that plant.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I don't ac-

cept that one little bit.

Mr. Lewis: The 200 workers involved un-

derstand it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: The remedial measures
have been on schedule and, in fact, if it

weren't for the problem that the—

Mr. Lewis: No, they haven't been. The
minister didn't have a plan for 18 months.

Hon. Mr. Auld: If the problem-

Mr. Lewis: The minister just didn't have
a plan.

Hon. Mr. Auld: If the problem with the

committee of adjustments gets resolved, the

company will meet the target dates, but I

have some question as to whether it may be
able to.

Mr. Breithaupt: When is the minister go-

ing to get the lead out of the plants?

Mr. Shulman: Just like Falconbridge.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary: May I ask the

minister whether there has been a study
made of the occupational health hazards in

this plant concerning the 200 men? What
effect has it on their health?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr, Speaker, I think the

Minister of Health could go into greater de-

tail.

Mr. Roy: No way.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Auld: My understanding is that

the lead levels of all employees who work
in a number of industries, dealing with vari-

ous products but including the lead industry,
are measured—I think it's monthly.

Mr. Haggerty: May I redirect that question
to the Minister of Health then?

Mr. Speaker: I think in the circumstances

it would be all right.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Mr.

Speaker, there are a number of lead plants
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in the province that the ministry monitors

monthly—the employees of these plants—1

mentioned this yesterday. And they monitor

the employees on a continuing basis to deter-

mine the concentration of lead in their sys-

tems.

Mr. Roy: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
of the Minister of Health: As Minister of

Health is he satisfied that there is really no

danger or threat to their health?

Hon. Mr. Potter: What was the original

question?

Mr. Roy. The question was: Is the minister

keeping an eye on the situation of the work-
ers in the plant? My supplementary ques-
tion is simply this: Is the Minister of Health

satisfied that there is no threat to their

health?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Seems they re better oflF when they're laid

off.

Hon. Mr. Potter: No. I have not had re-

ported to me yet, Mr. Speaker, any cases

of any dangerous levels in the employees in

any of these lead plants.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

STATUS OF WORKERS AT CLOSED
PLANTS

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Labour: How is he involved in the future job

problems of the 200 workers at the Canada
Metal Plant if the stop-work order is upheld
by the court, and the plant must, in fact,

be shut down permanently because its future

record will be like its past record? Has the

minister been in discussion with the workers
as yet?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Mr.

Speaker, I have sought advice from our legal

branch, and I am told that in cases of closure

which are caused by the impossibility of per-

formance, the employer is not obligated to

give notice to his employees, or pay in lieu

of notice. That is one opinion I got from my
legal officers; it is under the Employment
Standards Act.

Mr. Lewis: The minister means because of

a failure of will on the part of the Ministry
of the Environment-

Some hon. members: Nol

Mr. Lewis: Never mind "no". For four

years?

Mr. Martel: The response is obvious.

Mr. Cassidy: Right. You've got the desper-
ates and the working class. Is that right?

Mr. Lewis: The minister means there is a

hole in the Employment Standards Act so

wide that one can drive through, to the ex-

tent that those workers will be entitled

neither to notice nor termination pay if that's

what happens?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: That's the opinion I

got.

Mr. Lewis: That's the minister's legal

opinion? May I ask then by way of supple-

mentary, what has this ministry now done—
this is like the Acme Screw and Gear busi-

ness; there are too many holes in the Act-
can I ask the minister, what has his ministry
done in conjunction with the union local

representing the men about future job secu-

rity?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: As you will realize,

Mr. Speaker, this matter came up yesterday.
As I said, I have been given one opinion. I

am seeking for more opinions, but that is the

opinion I got today.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Would
the minister not feel that it would be incum-
bent upon him to see that the legislation is

changed, so that these people are not going
to suffer because of the close-down which
the community is demanding and should

demand?

Mr. Lewis: Can't do it.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The minister is always

open to improvements in his legislation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Improvements?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, improvements.

Mr. Lewis: Has the minister closed the

loophole found in the Acme case? Has he

closed that yet? That is exactly the same kind

of situation—or a very similar situation.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I think

I said more than once that we are reviewing
the whole Employment Standards Act.

Mr. Lewis: They are reviewing the issue!

Mr. Cassidy: Review, review, review.

Mr. Lewis: Will the minister, by way of

supplementary, undertake to maintain the
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wages of the workers involved—either this

ministry or the Ministry of the Environment

—during this period?

Mr. D. H. Morrow (Ottawa West): Aren't

they supposed to go to the unions?

Interjections by hon. members.

FORGIVABLE LOAN PROGRAMME

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of
the Minister of Industry and Tourism—I am
going to leave other subjects alone for a
moment: What is his ministry doing, now
that we are in the sixth year of the Ontario

Development Corp. forgivable loan pro-
gramme, when now finally after all these

years the last 50 per cent is to be forgiven
to all of those who benefitted from Stanlev
Randall's joke in 1967-1968?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, as you
recall, back on June 30 the forgivable loan

programme went out of existence in the
Province of Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: I know that.

Mr. MacDonald: Retroactively?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: But any applications
that we had in hand, either in the Northern
Ontario Development Corp. or the Ontario

Development Corp. will be given considera-
tion up until Nov. 30. If they can be brought
to a completion by that time they will be
honoured on a forgivable loan basis. If not,
the applications will expire and they can
make a new application under the OBIP
plan that is presently in existence. The terms
and conditions under which forgivable loans
have been given in the past will have to be
met by those companies that were in receipt
or are in receipt of the forgivable loan pro-
gramme.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, back
in 1967-1968, the ministry gave Allied Chem-
ical in Belleville a $500,000 forgivable loan.

Presubably the ministry has forgiven it at the
rate of one-tenth a year for five years. This

year the minister makes his final decision.

Is he going to take into account that his

initial press release premised the creation of

60 jobs over five years, but there are only
39 now employed? Can he also comment
when he replies on Mathews Conveyers in

Port Hope to which the government gave a

forgivable loan of $193,000 in 1967-1968,

setting a target of 140 new jobs in five years,
of which only 40 will be created? Can he

also report on Uniroyal, to which the gov-
ernment gave $135,000 in 1967-1968, provid-

ing a five-year job target of 78, of which only
five new jobs have been created?

Can the minister systematically go through
all the companies to which forgivable loans

were extended in the first year of the plan,
for which five-year job targets had to be met,

many of which will not be met? Will he
therefore recover the 50 per cent that is

due the government?

Mr. Stokes: And due to the taxpayers.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the entire

question will be taken under advisement.

ASSISTANCE TO PUBLISHING
INDUSTRY

Mr. Lewis: I have one question of the

Premier, Mr. Speaker. Are loans to textbook

publishers under his recent announcement

going to be available to American as well as

Canadian textbook publishing companies?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this hasn't

been finalized. My own personal point of

view would be to have them available only

to those which are Canadian-owned. I think

the leader of the New Democratic Party is

also aware that in the textbook industry,

which is only a part of the total publishing

industry, there are a number of firms that

are not Canadian-owned but perform a

necessary service to the school system. While
our desire is to have these funds basically

available to the "Canadian" publishers, we
have not yet determined that this will pre-
clude some form of assistance to those other

than Canadians.

I think what the member must realize is

that, while part of this funding will go to

support the actual publication of materials,

there is also the question of authorship.
The question of authorship can be made
distinct from the question of publication. I

think the question of authorship, very

frankly, is relatively easy to solve, because

by and large there has not been a problem
in getting Canadian authors.

Mr. Speaker, as soon as we have it in

more definitive terms, I will be glad to

enlighten the leader of the New Democratic

Party, but I would ask him to draw the

distinction as between the actual mechanical

publication of the material and its author-

ship, and the fact that there are firms that

are not totally owned by Canadians, which
are an important part of the industry, supply-

ing learning materials to the school system.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Could the Premier indicate to the

House whether he has rejected all the other

recommendations of the Camp commission on

book publishing? I suppose it shouldn't really

be referred to directly in that way. Is there

further consideration being given to the

recommendations that had come forward in

the interim report?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Yes, Mr. Speaker. Actually,

it should be called the Rohmer Commission,
if one is going to put a name on it-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Rohmer, right.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —so there will be no
confusion in this House, because I am sure

there are some members opposite who don't

want certain recommendations in the Camp
commission report rejected—and I would
think that might apply on this side of the

House, too—which we will be discussing

fairly soon.

I would say, Mr. Speaker, that my state-

ment, I hope, made it quite clear that we
were singling out some of the obvious areas

in the recommendations where the industry
itself wished to be informed, and we have
stated our policy on that. I think the

Treasurer (Mr. White) made it clear that

in the case of the main recommendation in

the Rohmer commission report related to

the method of financing the recommendations
in the report by a tax on periodicals, etc.,

this in his view would not be the appropriate

way to finance them. As the statement

indicated, we will be financing them in some
other form. As far as the other recommenda-
tions are concerned, these are under dis-

cussion now within the ministries. In my
view, as I said at the outset, when the re-

port was first tabled, I thought it was an
excellent report, and I would think by and

large most of the recommendations will be

implemented.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?
Then I think the hon. member for Downs-
view is next.

GOVERNMENT ACTION AGAINST
DOW CHEMICAL

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Attorney General. Could the

Attorney General give us an up-to-date re-

port on the progress of the action taken by
Her Majesty the Queen in the name of

the Province of Ontario against Dow

Chemical Co.? For instance, have the parties

to that action been determined? Has there

been a statement of claim? Has there been

a statement of defence? Have examinations

for discovery taken place?

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Very

interesting, and right below on the list is

Sargent vs. Singer.

Mr. Shulman: They are both proceeding
at the same rate.

Mr. Singer: That is possible.

An hon. member: Singer vs. Sargent's point.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, we filed with the defendant, Dow
US Inc., the American company, a notice of

discontinuance as a defendant in the action

and we have requested the statement of

defence from the other side.

Mr. Cassidy: That's a breathtaking speech.

Mr. Singer: Could the Attorney General

tell us whether the statement of defence is

in default at the time? The time has ex-

pired; is the delivery of it in default or not?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Robinette served

notice on them recently. At the same time

they received notice of discontinuance

against the American company.

Mr. Singer: By way of a further supple-

mentary: Could the Attorney General ad-

vise us whether or not Dow has stopped
the polluting that it was formerly doing
and whether or not there is continuing

pollution?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I could not

answer that question specifically. It would

require an answer from other technical

sources.

Hon. Mr. Auld: The answer is yes, they
have stopped.

Mr. Singer: They have?

Hon. Mr. Auld: A long time ago.

Mr. Singer: Oh!

FIRE HAZARD IN NURSING HOME

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Health. Is he aware
that there is a real fire hazard now in the

Preston Springs Nursing Home in Preston,
Ont.? The third floor of it is under the min-
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ister's care, being a part of Extendicare. Has
he been in touch with the Sohcitor General

(Mr. Yaremko) to do something about the

matter?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I didn't get the first part
of that question.

Mr. Dukszta: All right. Let me repeat it.

Is he aware that there is a real fire hazard
to the patients in Preston Springs Nursing
Home in Preston, Ont., the third floor of that

home being under his care? Has he been in

touch with the Solicitor General about this

fire hazard?

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Ask the

Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Does the member want
to ask him?

Mr. Dukszta: No, I want to ask the minister.

Hon. Mr. Potter: There have been some
problems here, Mr. Speaker, and for the past
several weeks we have been undergoing a
review of the situation. It is our intention

now to evaluate the reviews in light of the
standards which have existed for the opera-
tion of nursing homes in the province. As the

member knows, or may know, this particular
home has a dual function; one level is for

nursing home care and the other is for re-

tirement. We instituted new regulations a

year ago and this nursing home hasn't been
able to come up to the regulations. We are, at

the present time, discussing with them—

Mr. Good: Close it down.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Pardon?

Mr. Good: Close it down.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —whether or not the home
should be closed down or whether it can be
corrected.

Mr. Good: I will ask a supplementary after.

Mr. Dukszta: A supplementary: I know that
the minister is having a meeting on Nov. 7
but I was asking whether he has taken any
action about this fire hazard? That is very
specifically what I was asking.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I tried to

explain to the hon. member that we are deal-

ing with the matter and we are trying to re-

solve it; this includes the fire hazard plus
other problems that we have found in the

nursing home. We certainly will resolve it in

the very near future.

Mr. Good: A supplementary, Mr. Speaker:
Could the minister explain—I understand the
deficiencies in this home have been known to

his department for over a year—why action

has not been taken previously as was, for in-

stance, with three nursing homes in my rid-

ing which were closed down when they could
not meet the standards of the department
of one year ago? I understand he has been
aware of the deficiency in this particular case

for well over a year and no action has been
taken.

Hon. Mr. Potter: That's right, Mr. Speaker.
We have been aware of deficiencies in a

number of nursing homes and as I mentioned
in this Legislature before it was not our in-

tention to close any of the small operators
if we could, in fact, help them to upgrade
themselves and provide a service which they
have been providing for a good many years
and which is badly needed. I hope we won't
have to put people out of business and we've
been trying to encourage them to upgrade
their establishments. In cases such as this, if

we find that it is impossible to get them to

upgrade or if we find that economically it is

not possible, of course, it will be necessary to

close them out.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: It was the expressed
intention of the ministry to co-operate with

any member in whose riding a nursing home
was going to be closed down. Is this, in fact,

being done?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, Mr. Speaker. If any-

body gets in touch with me I'm always there;

either myself or my executive assistant is al-

ways very anxious to deal directly with the

members concerned.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Even the member for

Waterloo South (Mr. Renter)?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Even the member for

Waterloo South.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
East.

ACTIVITIES OF DENTURISTS

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, may I ask a ques-
tion of the Minister of Health? In view of

the fact that he is aware—and he made an

admission in the House just a few weeks

ago—that a large number of denturists are

still practising or dealing directly with the

public, and in view of the fact that in his
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press release of July 6, 1973, he indicated

that after examination in September it would

be unlawful to deal directly with the public
while not under the supervision of a dentist,

how many charges has the minister laid

against the denturists during the month of

October?

Mr. Rhodes: Look at the gallery!

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, I have

already told the members of the Legislature
that when I am prepared I will make a

statement to the House, and I am not pre-

pared to make it at this time.

Mr. Roy: Well, a supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: How can the minister possibly
tolerate having a law that he himself brought
into the House openly flouted in this prov-
ince? And is he aware of a directive sent by
the College of Physicians and Surgeons in-

structing all Ontario physicians—this was a

notice sent on Oct. 19—that giving medical

opinions about the oral health of a patient,
because they are giving an opinion in respect
of a patient's fitness to receive a dental

prosthesis, is not part of the practice of

medicine? Has he put pressure on the Ontario

College of Physicians and Surgeons or has the

dental profession done that?

Mr. Good: Somebody has.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): Talk to

the gallery!

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, first of all,

the hon. member knows that that particular
section of the Act has not been proclaimed

yet. I told him that I would not proclaim it

until the denturists had had ample oppor-
tunity to qualify, and I haven't proclaimed it

yet.

Mr. Breithaupt: Notice is out.

Mr. Roy: Well, how does the minister ex-

plain his press release of July 6 that said

in September it would be unlawful?

Hon. Mr. Potter: I said after the examina-
tions and after they had been properly qual-
ified, then we would be in a position to

proclaim the Act. We did not proclaim that

section of the Act.

An hon. member: Why doesn't the member
for Ottawa East do his homework?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Whatever direction came
out from the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons had nothing to do with me at all.

Mr. Lewis: The first part of that is valid.

Mr. Breithaupt: It is the minister's law.

Mr. Turner: Is the member for Kitchener
for him or against him?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park has a supplementary.

Mr. Shulman: Mr. Speaker, what right has

the College of Physicians and Surgeons to tell

doctors of this province that they may not

examine patients and give them certificates of
oral health? What right has the college to

tell me that I can't look at a patient and tell

him his mouth is healthy?

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : The
member should look at his own mouth.

Mr. Shulman: Well, will he interfere with
this stupid ruling that they issued yesterday,
because it is a stupid ruling?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River has a supplementary?

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Yes, a

supplementary, Mr. Speaker: Can the minister

then indicate to the House when he expects
these examinations will be completed and
that this part of the Act will be proclaimed?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Not at the present.

Mr. Reid: He has no idea? No idea?

Mr. Lewis: The minister is turning the law
into an ass, and he knows it.

Mr. Speaker: I think the hon. member for

York South had a supplementary.

Mr. MacDonald: No, not a supplementary.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lewis: Oh, come on. The minister is

making a mockery of his own legislation.

Mr. Speaker: A further supplementary?

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Speaker, for those

doctors who perhaps do not read Hansard as

carefully as they might—

Hon. Mr. Davis: Or some members.

Mr. Breithaupt: —does the minister not

feel that this kind of a notice is in eflFect a

presumption on the part of the average
doctor that this law is now in effect and, as

a result, that he is getting at the denturists

by the back door because he is apparently
unable or unwilling to deal with them in

accordance with his present statute?
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Mr. Roy: Just sit there! When asked em-

barrassing questions, just sit there.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I don't know what the

question is.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Put it in

simple terms.

Mr. Martel: Put it in monosyllables.

Mr. Breithaupt: The question is this: Since

many doctors possibly don't have the benefit
of reading Hansard and knowing what the
minister says the law is that has not yet been

proclaimed, does he not feel that this inter-

vention by the medical association is in effect

attempting to resolve for the minister a prob-
lem which he is not prepared to face head
on?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No, I don't think any-
thing of the sort, Mr. Speaker. I know for a
fact that a programme has been sponsored
by the denturists' association to encourage
their patients to go to physicians and dentists
where possible to get a clean bill of health.
This is a programme that they have started;
it wasn't sponsored by the doctors at all.

Mr. Shulman: Why should the college
interfere?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South has a new question.

FUEL COSTS

Mr. MacDonald: In the continued absence
of the Minister of Energy I have a question
of the Premier. The weekend reports with
regard to the prospective increase of the
price of gasoline east of the Ottawa Valley
line, because of the offshore hike in prices,
carried the suggestion that there would also

likely be an increase west of the Ottawa
line. Is the government intervening to inquire
as to why, when there has been no increase
and until there is an increase from our
sources in western Canada, this might be con-

templated? Secondly, does the Premier not
believe that this is conclusive evidence as to
the need for putting the pricing of gasoline
under the Energy Board, which he is con-

templating but hasn't yet done?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think that
the hon. member is fully aware that the
minister is studying the last part of that ques-
tion very carefully as a matter of significant

government policy and when that is resolved
the House will be informed.

As to the first part of the question, the

indication that the price east of the line of

the Ottawa Valley may be increased, the

implications for those of us who live west of

that line we are in the process of assessing,
Mr. Speaker. When there is some particular
information we will make it available of

course to members of the House, but at this

moment it is still, I think, somewhat specula-
tive.

Mr. MacDonald: Supplementary: Since we
have been paying higher prices in getting
our oil from western Canada traditionally
at the rate of $50 million to $75 million a

year in Ontario, what conceivable justification
could there be for an increase west of the

line when the source price still hasn't been

changed?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I guess the

justification in the minds of those who would
increase the price will relate to world market
conditions. This, of course, has been part of

the debate that we have been undertaking
now for the past five or six months. In my
view, it is an even clearer indication that

there should be a national energy policy.
It is almost impossible for this province

unilaterally to try to deal with this situation.

It's something that has to be resolved at the

national level.

I don't argue for a moment with the mem-
ber for York South as to the validity of the

point of view. I'm just saying to him, with

respect, that I think at least a part of this

resolution has to lie with the federal auth-

orities—not with a provincial jurisdiction.

LICENCE FOR LANDFILL SITE
NEAR MAPLE

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: I have a question of the Min-
ister of the Environment. Is his ministry

going to issue a licence to Waste Manage-
ment Inc. and two other companies for a

landfill site near Maple, Ont., to dump 50
million tons of garbage from Metro Toronto?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I have no

knowledge of an application received from
these firms for sites in that area. But if appli-
cations are received, the first thing that

would happen is that we would set a date
for a public hearing to determine the sort

of socio-economic views of the people in the

community. We would also require, of course,
from the proposer, details on what type of
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methods it was proposed to use. As far as

Maple is concerned, it seems to me that

there was one application in that area by
the local council—and that's the only one
that I have any knowledge of.

Mr. Gaunt: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker,
does the minister have any long-range plans
with respect to Metro garbage and its dis-

posal?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Well, Mr. Speaker, I

would be delighted to spend 20 minutes re-

minding the hon. members of the House
what we have in the works. There is the

"Watts from Waste" programme with Hydro
and Metro and Mississauga, and the experi-

mental plant—which we indicated when we
were doing my estimates—we propose to

build someplace where there is a large sup-

ply of material with which to experiment.
There is the programme with one of the

cement companies for burning total munici-

pal waste in the manufacture of cement.

There are also studies that we have going on
at the University of Guelph for the use of

municipal garbage with and without sewage
sludge for compost and as a fertilizer.

There is a whole list of things, but as far

as us being responsible for the disposal of

waste or the problems of Metro Toronto or

communities in the hon. member's area, I

think he knows that is a responsibility of the

municipality.

We have a programme, and I think there

are about nine areas taking advantage of 50

per cent assistance area studies so that a

number of municipalities can get together.
That is the extent of our financial involve-

ment with municipalities at the moment.

Mr. Gaunt: A final supplementary, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: We have exceeded the time

for questions.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Apps presented the annual re-

port of the Ministry of Correctional Services

for the fiscal year 1972-1973.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 101, An Act to control the Storage and
Supply of Personal Information for Rating
Purposes.

Bill 198, An Act to amend the Corpora-
tions Act.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Mr. Speaker,
on a point of order-

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. member has a

point of order he may raise it.

Mr. Roy: Last week, Mr. Speaker, in re-

sponse to a question-

Mr. Speaker: Anything that happened last

week cannot possibly be a point of order to-

day.

Mr. Roy. Mr. Speaker, on this point of

order, if you would hear me out, I put in a

motion to bring a minister back in the even-

ing. I want to withdraw that motion for

this evening. You will recall I had asked the
Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions (Mr. Carton)—I wanted to bring him
back, but the minister has given me com-
mitments. I do not feel I should bring him
back this evening.

Mr. Speaker: Is the hon. member refer-

ring to the provisions of rule 27(g), the late

show?

Mr. Roy: Right.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member wishes to

withdraw it?

Mr. Roy: That's right.

Mr. Speaker: I accept the withdrawal.

Mr. Roy: I thought you'd be pleased about
that.

Clerk of the House: The 4th order. House
in committee of the whole.

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES
ACT, 1972

House in committee on Bill 202, An Act
to amend the Ministry of Natural Resources

Act, 1972.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 202, An Act to amend
the Ministry of Natiural Resources Act, 1972.

Are there any comments, questions or amend-
ments on any section of this bill and if so,

which section?

If not, shall the bill be reported?

Bill 202 reported.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House reports one bill without
amendment and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading
upon motion:

Bill 202, An Act to amend the Ministry of

Natural Resources Act, 1972.

MINING ACT

Mr. Rhodes, on behalf of Hon. Mr. Bernier,
moves second reading of Bill 203, An Act
to amend the Mining Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
I wonder if the parliamentary assistant would
give us a brief explanation of the provisions
of this bill.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): This should
be good.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): This should
be interesting.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Mr.

Speaker, the principle of the bill is to name
the two officials referred to in the Mining
Act, which is amended to reflect their pres-
ent designation. These two officials are the
director of the lands administration branch
and the supervisor of the mining lands sec-

tion. The changes in the names reflect the

changes resulting from the ministry reorgani-
zation. It is merely a name change, which
gives them their proper titles as in the Act.

The remaining sections of the bill repeal
the sections that became obsolete with the
new sections that were added in the Ministry
of Natural Resources Amendment Act just

passed.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I appreciate
your allowing me to put the question to the

parliamentary assistant. The bill is largely

housekeeping. According to the notes, it is

ancillary to the bill that just received third

reading a few moments ago.

It might have been perhaps more conveni-

ent if we had had an opportunity to discuss

the two together. I'm sure that the parlia-

mentary assistant is aware of a certain level

of dissatisfaction in the mining community at,

let's say the submersion, of the mining office

in the coalition of the two old departments
in the present ministry.

I don't believe we can hold back the hands
of time. We on this side, of course, have
been pressing the government in every way
we possibly could to bring its various offices

togfether in some focus of responsibility. In

this case the Ministry of Natural Resources
has brought together many of the former

branches and two of the main departments
—actually three including northern aff"airs,

which we don't hear of any more—in this

particular procedure.

There is the feeling among those people in

the mining industry that the importance of

that industry is not recognized as it was by
the government, because of its submersion in

this overall ministry and because of the other

feeling that the decisions still are made on a

remote basis. Complaints have come to us as

politicians, in our various visits to the north

under many auspices, that neither the min-
ister nor the parliamentary assistant are

readily available, except on the phone from
their Toronto offices, and are not on the scene

where the problems actually are.

I don't believe I'm in a position to be per-

sonally critical of either of these people, who
seem to be pretty hard working men. But
the minister has his constituency in the west
end of the north section of the province; and
the parliamentary assistant has his personal
area of influence and interest around Sault

Ste. Marie; so there have been the feelings
that perhaps there should be a substantial

relocation of these offices in the northern

areas, with the headquarters of the mining
branch being in the north and not down here.

I realize, Mr. Speaker, that this is not

covered by the amendment put forward in

Bill 203, but since the bill is in conjunction,

according to the notes, with the Ministry of

Natural Resources amendment Act, I thought
it would be in order and appropriate to put
those views forward at this time.

Mr. Speaker: Any other members wish to

participate? The hon. member for Sault Ste.

Marie.

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, very briefly,

the whole idea is reorganization. The reason

for combining the ministries, which was
referred to by the hon. Leader of the

Opposition, was to put together the former
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Department of Mines and Northern AflFairs

and the Department of Lands and Forests

in order to overcome some of the problems
related to both aspects, and voiced by the

populace, that there was not co-ordination

of activity between those people who are

interested in the lands and forests activities

and those in the mining industry. By putting

them together, as I related the other day,

we are now getting a better understanding,

a better relationship and a more cohesive

approach to the problems.

In particular the creation of the oflBce

of mining lands supervisor is another step

in that direction. As far as being in the

areas where mining is taking place, all of

the new offices—and we have expanded
the number of offices in the ministry—all of

them now have people in each office who are

qualified to deal with mining problems. And

they will have a very real presence. The

city of Sudbury is well known as the mining

capital of this province, if not of the country,
and there is a very real presence of mining

people in that community to deal with those

problems.

So I agree with the Leader of the Opposi-
tion although his comments do not really

perhaps relate to this bill; this is just an-

other step in making that presence more
definite in the mining community. Instead

of having to go to different offices to get

information, there will be people in one main
office to deal with all of the problems.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 203. Shall the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading
upon motion.

Bill 203, An Act to amend the Mining
Act.

ASSESSMENT REVIEW COURT ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves second reading of

Bill 204, An Act to amend the Assessment
Review Court Act, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Speaker, this bill causes me some concern

in that we have had many discussions over

the years, particularly when the assessment

review court was set up, that it was creating
a judicial type of hearing for people to

appear before. It was almost making it im-

possible for people, without legal assistance,

to attend and present their case in appeal-

ing assessments.

Concern of people has been great in the

past number of years. They get their notice

on the assessment and it says the assessment

has come from a regional assessment office

which is outside their own community. When
they turn the assessment notice over they
find the appeal must be made to an assess-

ment commissioner in another municipality.
This is usually even more remote than that,

because the commissioner happens to be the

area director for the assessment appeal courts,

or the administrator who looks after the

appeals.

It is undoubtedly a source of concern,
when people in Waterloo, for instance, get
their assessment notices from Gait and find

they have to appeal their assessment to

Cayuga. And people say: "Where on earth

is Cayuga? I have to appeal my assessment

away down there." They find that the director

of the assessment appeal courts lives down
there, and everything has to be filed through
him back to the Hamilton office. And then

assessment review courts sit in the various

municipalities.

Now Mr. Speaker, what this Act wants to

do is eliminate the necessity to hold the

hearings in the municipality where the prop-

erty under review is situated, and allow

the court to be held in such places within

a county or district as the chairman from
time to time designates.

So, in a large municipality, a large region
or a large county, he may designate only
one central point in which the court will

sit. This will mean that in Bruce county,
as an example, somebody from Tobermory
may have to go all the way down to

Walkerton, or even still further south to

appeal his assessment.

Now I think this is just another step of

taking government and law and making it

more remote from the people. I don't know

why we have to get into such administrative

efficiency that we are taking things further

and further away from the people. It's all

right for a city, a city like Hamilton or

Toronto where people can get to one central

point in the city. But once you take a
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person's right to appe^ his assessment, first

of all out of his community to a central point
in the county or a central point in the region,

you are once again destroying that person s

faith in the democratic system by which he

feels he can be heard. Everyone feels he
can be heard best in his own little city hall

or his own municipal buildings right in his

own municipality.

I think this is just another means of trying
to bow to administrative efiBciency. We have
done so much of it through legislation in this

House in the last two years, and we are

once again taking this function one step
removed from the people. Unless the minister

has some very valid reasons and some very
valid explanations as to whether or not I am
interpreting this correctly—or gives me a good
reason to do otherwise—I would be opposed
to this bill.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): I am
very concerned about this bill, and it is as

much for what it should have said as what
it does say, Mr. Speaker.

I gather this is the sum total of the gov-
ernment's current reorganization of the assess-

ment review courts in view of the load that

they must be expected to bear at the time
the reassessment programme in the province
is under way. Fortunately for the minister

there is time for reconsideration, given the

announcement the other day by the Minister
of Revenue (Mr. Grossman) that the new
market value assessments will not be coming
into force in 1974, and not until 1976.

We know, Mr. Speaker, that that decision

by the government to postpone the market
value assessments was a pure political de-
cision. It was made because the government
was terrified of the reaction to the market
value assessments from the public before the
1975 election; of what would happen and
the reaction it would get. It knew, in fact,

that it might even lose the election on that

particular issue. So, like Richard Nixon, they
decided to put it under the carpet and to

leave it for two years.

In the meantime, Mr. Speaker, I would

say this to the minister; it is important that

if the government is intent on going ahead
with market value assessment, that it should
be-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. The hon. mem-
ber is not speaking to this bill.

Mr. Cassidy: Yes I am, Mr. Speaker. That
it should be—

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is not

speaking to this bill.

Mr. Cassidy: If you had waited for the

next words, Mr. Speaker, you would have
known that I was speaking to the bill.

Mr. Speaker: I'll wait for a few words.

Mr. Cassidy: All right. The operation of

the assessment review court—those were the

next words I had in mind, Mr. Speaker-
should be organized in such a way that they
can cope with what's going to be a very
severe problem.

In this particular case, it's quite clear that

by reducing the number of places in which
the assessment review court will sit from 900
or 1,000 across the province to a rather more
limited number, that is one small step toward

ensuring that the court may be able to handle

the job that is ahead of it. At least its mem-
bership will not have to travel incessantly
from place to place around the province.

Frankly, I don't like the way the bill is

framed any more than my friend from the

opposition party does. In getting around the

problem of an assessment review court sit-

ting in every municipality and hamlet across

the province, the minister has created a situ-

ation where people in the north may have

to travel hundreds of miles in order to have
an assessment review, bringing along with

them their counsel, evaluators, assessors, sur-

veyors and other people who may be able to

comment on the particular assessment that is

being appealed, and enduring tremendous

expense. That may be the case, too, in many
communities of 25,000 or 50,000 across the

province.

It seems to me that while not every village
needs a sitting of the assessment review

court, quite clearly any community of over

10,000 or 15,000 population should be

guaranteed that the assessment review court

will come to them, if they wish, and not that

they will have to travel lengthy distances in

order to attend at the sittings of the court.

It is quite clear though, Mr. Speaker, that

simply to make one minor change like this in

the assessment review court doesn't really
accommodate the problem. What we should

be looking at at this time is a programme
from the government by which the market
value assessments in different parts of the

province were coming down over a period of

years, and the assessment review court's func-
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tions were then programmed to deal with the

enormous volume of appeals which it is in-

evitably going to have from people who are

reassessed. The government can't deal with
it all in one year; it can't deal with it in one

year with this particular trifling kind of

amendment.

It is overpaying the assessment review court

members right now, in as much as they have
so little work to do because assessments have
been frozen, and effectively most people have

nothing to appeal. In a few years you will

go from starvation—from no work at all for

the assessment review courts—to an overload

of incredible proportions, because the govern-
ment is unwilling, unable, to set policy and
to plan in advance for this whole reassess-

ment operation. So we are as uncomfortable

with this bill, Mr. Speaker, as is the oppo-
sition party.

Mr. Speaker: Do other members wish to

participate?

The hon. member for Huron-Bruce.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr. Speaker,
I want to say a word on this bill.

We're opposed to the bill. I think, really,
it's an indication of the centralizing neurosis
that has aflSicted this government. I really
must say that because I feel it. I feel that

this is just a simple indication that this

government is continuing to centralize all of

these fimctions.

Efficiency is not the most important objec-
tive. Efficiency has to be balanced against
the matter of service; servicing the people
and providing a service to them that is rea-

sonably close and reasonably easily achieved.

In Bruce county, for instance, this year
we're now on market value assessment and
we had a modest number of appeals.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Very
small.

Mr. Gaunt: Yes, the Attorney General is

right. It was very small. But I suggest to

the minister that we're going to have a flood
of appeals next year because the weight of
taxation has now fallen on to the cottage
owners in Bruce county. I give you one

example.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Where
it should be, on luxuries. The member's
farmers are happy, aren't they? The farmers
are happy aren't they?

Mr. Gaunt: In the township of Huron, the

assessment was in a ratio of approximately

four-fifths to one-fifth; four-fifths being paid
by the farm people and the one-fifth being
paid by the cottage owners.

This year, under market value assessment,
it has reversed itself to the extent that two-
thirds of those taxes in that township are

paid by the cottage owners and one-third

by the farmers. Now that's a very dramatic
shift-

Mr. Eaton: The member is opposed to

that?

Mr. Gaunt: —in taxation, and I'm simply
making the point that given that situation,
there are going to be many, many appeals.
It's great for the farmers, and I'm not going
to be drawn into that argument at the

moment. I'm just saying that under those

conditions there are going to be many
appeals, a flood of appeals, next year.

As far as I am concerned, I think this

government has a responsibility to provide
a reasonable accommodation to those people
who want to appeal. In Bruce county, if this

assessment review court sits in Walkerton,
it's almost 90 miles from the tip of Tober-

mory to Walkerton, and in my view that's

a situation that can't be countenanced. If the

assessment review court sits in the centre

of the county it's still a 45-mile drive either

way-

Mr. Eaton: Where are the cottage owners

going to be driving from?

Mr. Gaunt: —and I submit to you, Mr.

Speaker, that it's still too far.

As far as I am concerned I think the min-
ister should reconsider this bill and take it

back to his cabinet colleagues and review

the matter, because I think this is very, very

important. It's one thing to bring in a policy
such as the minister has done with market
value assessment, but it's quite another

matter to make it easy and convenient and

provide availability for people who wish to

appeal under these circumstances. The gov-
ernment is coming in with a new programme
and it's making it more and more difficult

for people to appeal their assessment.

While I'm on that point, one can only

appeal his assessment if he has the backup
of experts. More accurately, I say to the min-

ister that you can of course appeal your
assessment by simply writing and saying you
want to appeal, but I'm talking about appeal-

ing successfully. If you're going to come up
against the expertise of the assessment peo-

ple in the assessment review courts you have

to almost go out and hire someone expert
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in the assessing field in order to counteract

the information that is put forward by the

assessment people. I feel totally uncomfort-

able with this whole setup, and I ask the

minister to reconsider this particular piece
of legislation.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? The hon. member for Essex

South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker, I too would rise in opposition to

this particular piece of legislation.

As my colleague from Huron-Bruce has

pointed out, in this forthcoming year there

are going to be many hundreds, and yes

many thousands of people appealing their as-

sessments, possibly for the first time, in the

areas of Essex and Kent counties, especially

along the shorelines of the Great Lakes, Lake
St. Clair, the Detroit River and Lake Erie.

AH these places have been inundated by high
water levels. Many of the people are per-
manent residents of the area; many live in

other areas-

Mr. Eaton: We'd have to hold the appeal
court in Detroit for some of them, wouldn't

we?

Mr. Paterson: That's right. But these people
are used to dealing with the local municipali-
ties and attending at the council chambers
there in respect to their problems in this re-

gard and otherwise; and I think it would con-

fuse and certainly complicate the activities of

the assessment review court to be centralized

in one specific municipality.

As I recall, having attended assessment re-

view courts in my own municipality, often we
would have 100 or 150 from one municipal-

ity. And as I look at Essex county in par-

ticular, with I believe 18 municipalities

fronting along the waterfront and residences

built side by side all along the waterfront, I

can envisage many thousands of these cases

coming before an assessment review court. I

feel more local hearings would facilitate and

expedite these very serious matters, which
these people possibly aren't yet aware are

going to confront them in relation to getting
their assessment reviewed, due to their pre-

occupation with damage that has been done
to their properties by the high lake levels,

and that it would add further problems to

centralize too much.

In this respect and with regard to the

other parts that have been mentioned by my
two colleagues, I would oppose this particular
bill.

Mr. Speaker: Any further participation?

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Mr. Speak-

er, I just want to ask a question of the min-

ister about the bill itself, which states: "The
court shall hold sittings at such place or

places—while the explanatory note says: "—in

a county to be held at one location in the

county." I would like an explanation of that

from the minister when he is replying.

Mr. Speaker: Any further participation? The
hon. minister may respond.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, I have care-

fully noted the comments from the various

members. I particularly refer to the remarks

of the member for Huron-Bruce. The object

of this is to give better service to the people.
Now I think we have to take a practical ap-

proach to it. In many places, or perhaps in a

number of places within a county, we may
find there are only one or two appeals in one

particular place. The member for Essex South

has just referred to the wording "at such

place or places—" and those are important

words, because there will not necessarily be

only one sitting within a county; it will de-

pend on the number of appeals and where
those appeals come from.

I have gone over this very carefully with

the chairman of the assessment review court,

and the objective is to centralize the hear-

ings as much as possible on the basis of

where the appeals come from. We have a

record each year as to how many appeals
there are in each place but, as the hon.

members know, the appeals must be filed by
the end of October and they must be heard

within a short space of time because the

municipalities want the rolls closed and final-

ized. The reason is that we have found that

in too many places there is an assessment re-

view court hearing for a minimal number of

hearings; they have to set that date, they
have the hearing, and hence they can't give as

good service as they might. If they could

hold hearings in various locations as need be
within the county or district or region ac-

cording to the number that have been receiv-

ed, then they can have a larger number of

those particular hearings and deal with them
more expeditiously. I hope they have always
dealt with them fairly and I'm sure they will

continue to do so, but in no way is this

established so as to impede the whole process
of assessment appeal.

This is not the only legislation that will

come forward in reference to this matter, but

I want this legislation to be in eff^ect this

year so we can deal with the appeals which

will be filed by the end of this month.
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I think it's a progressive arrangement, and

the chairman will give very careful con-

sideration in establishing the various places

for appeals within the county.

Mr. Gaunt: If they have to drive 50

miles, that's not providing very good service.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Well, in a number of

places they drive a fair distance, depending
upon the municipality.

Mr. Good: What kind of guidelines are

there for the chairman.

Hon. Mr. Bales: We give guidelines to

the chairman according to the number of

appeals. I'll have a full report on that so

we will know how far people have had to

go on an average.

The other sections are routine. Under
section 3, for example, the person employed
in the courts will be employed under the

Public Service Act.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 204. Shall the motion carry?

Those in favour of second reading of

Bill 204 please say "aye."

Those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered
for third reading?

An hon. member: Committee of the whole
House.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House.

Agreed.

Clerk of the House: The 4th order,
House in committee of the whole.

ASSESSMENT REVIEW COURT ACT

House in committee on Bill 204, the
Assessment Review Court Act, 1972.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 204, An Act to amend
the Assessment Review Court Act, 1972.

Any comments, questions, or amendments to

any section of the bill and if so, what
section?

The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): The mem-
ber for Ottawa Centre was particularly
anxious to ask a couple of questions, but

pending his arrival I would ask the minister

if he presently makes available case histories

or precedents on assessment reviews so that

the principles of assessment as determined by
the courts and as this court will run, will

be available to the general public?

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General):

Really, with due respect, Mr. Chairman,
that question does not relate to the bill

before us.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister is setting up a
more central function with an assessment
court in operation, and I simply want to

know how it operates. Are the cases that

are going to come before this court to be
available for public perusal?

Hon. Mr. Bales: There is no digest of

the decisions.

Mr. Lawlor: Does the minister not think

that might be a commendable practice, par-

ticularly in this intricate area of law?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Chairman, the hear-

ings are open to the public. As you know,
there is an appeal beyond this body to

two other levels and there are certain key
decisions from time to time. Those decisions

are reported, of course. As you know, we
do have reports on the significant decisions

of the Ontario Municipal Board.

Mr. Lawlor: I appreciate what the minister

is saying. I wouldn't think it would be any-

thing very elaborate in this particular re-

gard. But why wait until we get to an

appeal? Why wait until you get to the

higher levels? Why don't we know the

operative functions and rationale of the

cases as they are presented down below,
because they probably won't go beyond
that?

Most people going to those courts don't

use lawyers. I can tell you the legal profes-
sion is not, generally speaking, clued in as to

how to handle the cases that are being pre-
sented to them. They may go off on some
elaborate treatise on the laws of assessment.

They are forever changing, particularly if

there's a new blue book out on the whole

theory, as it grows out of the new market
value assessment concepts.

By the way, these are held very close to

the chest. They are very esoteric documents.

It's very hard to come by the so-called man-
ual. And the manual hasn't got any validity

as far as the higher court is concerned.

Therefore, right from the very beginning, it
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would be a great assistance to the operating
bar and to the layman coming in there.

What does the layman know about his as-

sessment? The only thing he could possibly
think of is that the barn next door is assessed

for less. But all the other principles that

operate with respect to the utilization of

land, its proximity to highways, and the vari-

ous things that may affect its valuation are

unknown to him. He doesn't know how to

handle the case. I say the legal profession
doesn't know much more than the man who
is coming before the court. I think he's left

high and dry. I think most people sit in those

courts quite blank.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. We're sup-

posed to be discussing this bill clause by
clause. I can't relate that to any particular
clause. Which section are we supposed to

be dealing with?

Mr. Lawlor: I would just say one more
word. I have to prevail upon the minister to

give that some thought. I think there's real

validity in what I'm saying on this score.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-

ments, questions or amendments?

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Yes,

might I ask a question, Mr. Chairman, of the

minister?

Mr. Chairman: On which section?

Mr. Paterson: On section 1 or 2—it relates

to the mechanics of how this is going to work.

Formerly we had the hearing in each munic-

ipality. In combining them, has the minister

determined the mechanics of which appeals
are going to be heard first, in which munic-

ipality? Or is it strictly up to the officer in

charge of that particular court?

Secondly, I just wondered, if he could
comment on the fact that in my particular

riding I have five municipalities that are on
the new assessment basis and six that are on
the old. I am just wondering, is this going to

add any confusion to the hearings at all, Mr.
Minister?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Chairman, I think as

I indicated before, all of the appeals must be
in by Oct. 31. At that point in time the pre-
liminary plans will have been made, because

they know what appeals are coming in. But
once all appeals are all in, then they deter-

mine when the hearings shall be held. With
reference to the matter that you particularly
raised concerning your own municipalities,
I'll gladly take it up with the chairman and
get you specific information.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, in relation to

that too, I wonder if the minister could at the

same time find out the volume of appeals
that are coming in from the lakeshore prop-
erty owners? I believe it should be quite

heavy although the owners may not be

sophisticated enough to know—they should
know—to get those appeals in. I'm sure it's

going to cause a great difficulty.

Hon. Mr. Bales: I will get that for you as

well.

Mr. Paterson: Fine.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-
ments, questions or amendments?

Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 204 reported.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment, and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READING

The following bill was given third reading

upon motion:

Bill 204, An Act to amend the Assessment
Review Court Act, 1972.

PROTECTION OF CATTLE ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves second reading of

Bill 192, An Act to amend the Protection of

Cattle Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speak-

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): The
farmers' friend.

Mr. Lawlor: Somebody has to do these

things.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber is so right.

Mr. Lawlor: As the hon. minister knows
we don't let Acts slip by without a comment.
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particularly an Act as auspicious as this par-
ticular one.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: This bill repeals the authority
of a county council to prohibit by bylaw
service fees for unregistered bulls. Now, if

that isn't a matter of some consequence, let

me tell members—I mean the progeny

sequence.

Listen to this—this is horrendous. The Act,

by the way Mr. Speaker, is unconsolidated. It

means it wasn't picked up into the statutes

of 1960 and 1970. We have to go back to

1950 to catch it, and there are a few of

these dangling participles around.

The second thing this bill does is it repeals
the authority of a council by bylaw to estab-

lish in a county-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lawlor: —to establish the county as

"A Better Bull Area." And that is a matter

of moment, too. I trust the minister himself

comes from a better bull area?

An hon. member: Don't be so sure.

Mr. Lawlor: I would think he has all the

lineaments of a better bull area-

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Does

the member know what it means?

Mr. Lawlor: —but I regret, I regret exceed-

ingly, that I do not come, as far as I know,
from a better bull area.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Don't bet

on it!

Mr. Lawlor: But the better bulls-this place
is a better bull area, let me tell you!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): We have

better bulls today.

Mr. Eaton: Take the member for Ottawa
Centre-

Mr. Lawlor: I would like to know from the

minister, without forcing this thing onto
committee of the whole House as far as I

am concerned, as to how many areas have

been, over the life and span of this legis-

lation, designated as better bull areas and
how well has it worked? I mean, isn't it a

shame this afternoon, as in the case of the

Warble Fly Act, to see such a monumental

thing pass out of our visage-

Mr. Eaton: A sign of progress.

Mr. Lawlor: —just like a twinkling of

smoke? No more better bull areas in the

Province of Ontario. I can see the slow dis-

integration of the Tory party. This is an

omen! Writing on the wall! Daniel come
to judgement!

Mr. W. Hodgson: The harm the minister
has done to his party-

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to participate in this bill?

Mr. Eaton: The member for Ottawa Centre
has some bull in him.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, I think the
member for Lakeshore has very rightly com-
mented on the bill and the fact is that the
Conservative Party is clearly losing touch
with its traditional rural roots. When it goes
to the point of taking this kind of power
away from the municipalities it shows that
it's becoming an urban party, a party in

which the Minister of Agriculture and Food
has very little to say. He can't even keep
these sections of the legislation in force-

Mr. Eaton: The member doesn't know
what he is talking about.

Mr. Cassidy: —which have been with us
for such a lengthy period of time, since 1937
or before. It is clear that the urban powers
are running rampant over the traditional agri-
cultural base of the Conservative Party.

Mr. W. Hodgson: That won't do it any
good in rural Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: I would like to congratulate
the minister, though, in that he has man-

aged to stay the hand of the Premier (Mr.

Davis) and the others in keeping the first

two sections of the Act, which protect the
owner of a cow, against illicit intercourse
I think it is, on the part of any stray bull

which may happen to be running up or down
the local lanes. It is a credit to the minister

that he is able to keep this minimal amount
of protection.

Mr. Lawlor: Controlling promiscuous bulls,
too.

Mr. Cassidy: That's right.

Mr. Lawlor: And not the better ones, by
the way.

Mr. Eaton: I wish we could control the

member's bull.
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Mr. Cassidy: We deplore the evidence thai

the minister is losing ground, week by week
and month by month, to his urban colleagues,
but we are glad that a certain amount of this

noteworthy legislation has been kept in force.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):
We can see the member is from an urban
centre.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any further partici-

pation in this bull—bill? If not, the hon.

minister.

Mr. Cassidy: He didn't know we knew so

much about it.

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food). Mr. Speaker, I am not so
sure we haven't heard enough bull already
today, as a matter of fact. I think the sections

are self-explanatory. In so far as it's virtually

impossible to enforce sections 3, 4 and 5,

they are not longer applicable at all. As mem-
bers know, cross-breeding has come in and
there are, virtually many bulls being used

throughout the province and throughout Can-
ada that are not pure-bred or registered and

yet they are extremely valuable bulls in the
matter of production of beef for human con-

sumption.

I would suggest that since these sections
are redimdant, we should pass the Act and

carry on.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of Bill 192.

An hon. member: Okay-

Mr. W. Hodgson: We missed that member.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: The members for Ot-
tawa Centre and Lakeshore have-

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member wish
to participate?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Yes I

do, if I might Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Well, I think really, the hon.
minister has replied—

Mr. MacDonald: Okay.

Mr. Speaker: But I think-

Mr. W. Hodgson: Let him speak.

Mr. Speaker: —I'll permit the hon. member
for York South to participate.

Mr. W. Hodgson: Let him take a smack at

it. See if he knows what he is talking about.

Mr. MacDonald: I was just a little curious

as to the government's procedures in this bill,

because the minister is leaving only two sec-

tions of the Act. It is so inconsequential that

apparently it didn't get included in the Re-
vised Statutes of 1960 or 1970, so one has

to go back to 1950, and my intrigue—this is

for the benefit of the hon. member for York
North—my intrigue is aroused by the fact that

I discover that the only two sections left

are sort of killjoy sections, and I can't see the

Minister of Agriculture and Food playing this

role.

Mr. W. Hodgson: The hon. member is

against that is he?

Mr. MacDonald: No. All the minister is

doing is leaving some scope—no, rather he is

trying to eliminate the scope for what might
be described as illicit love affairs in the bovine

world.

Mr. W. Hodgson: If the member hasn't

any more intelligence than that he had better

sit down before he gets into deep water.

'Mr. MacDonald: The hon. member feels

at home when we are dealing with bulls does

he?

Mr. Speaker, the only two sections-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. MacDonald: Mr. Speaker, the only two
sections left of the Act are these, and I think

it should be put on the record.

Section 1: The owner of any bull found
off his owner's premises, not confined or

led by an attendant, shall be guilty of an
offence and on summary conviction shall

be liable to a penalty of $25.

Section 2: Where a cow is got in calf

by a bull running at large, the owner of

the cow shall be entitled to recover the

full amount of actual damage or loss sus-

tained by him from the owner of the bull-

In short, I repeat, it is just an effort to

cripple illicit love, promiscuity in the bovine

world.

But more seriously, what is the point of

maintaining the Act? Why does the minister

leave it as the remnant of a statute that is

way back 20 or 25 years in our books?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The Act goes back
much further than that and those two sections

are most important today. While my hon.
friend and I would share the fact that the il-

licit love affairs, or the gleam in the eye you
know, shouldn't be prohibited even in the

bovine world, nevertheless the owner of the
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female which might have had that illicit re-

lationship might very well not be able to sell

the offspring of that relationship as a pedi-

greed animal and it could be a very valuable

animal.

There have been perhaps more court cases

fought on section 2 of this Act than anything

else that I know of in rural Ontario, outside

of municipal drainage. That really—

Mr. Gaunt: And the Line Fences Act.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: And the Line Fences

Act, my hon. friend from Huron-Bruce re-

minds me, is another contentious issue. But

we feel that sections 1 and 2 should be left

as some protection for the pure-bred breeder

who might be next door to a pure-bred

breeder of a different line of cattle; and so

we think that should be retained.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Agreed.

HUNTER DAMAGE
COMPENSATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves second reading

of Bill 193, An Act to amend the Hunter

Damage Compensation Act.

Mr. Speaker: Mr. Stewart moves second

reading of Bill 193. The hon. member for

Huron-Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Speaker, we agree with

both these bills, 193 and 195. I say both

because they really are complementary bills

and perhaps should be dealt with at the

same time.

Bill 193, and Bill 195 more particularly,

is an Act to change, in effect, the appoint-
ment of the ag reps as valuators under the

Hunter Damage Compensation Act. As I

understand it the ag reps at the moment
have to be named by the minister in order

to become evaluators under this particular
Act. These two bills simply make it an ex

officio appointment and do not involve the

minister or the Lieutenant Governor in

Council. In that sense it is just a matter of

streamlining and updating the particular pro-
cedures.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for York
South.

Mr. MacDonald: I really just have a

comment by way of a question to the minis-

ter. I didn't realize, and I can't see in the

Act why the two of them are necessarily

tied in. It is true Bill 193 authorizes that

the agricultural representatives or his assist-

ant shall be ex officio a valuer for the pur-

poses of the Act, namely the Hunter Damage
Compensation Act. What exactly is the sig-

nificance of Bill 195 in terms of the pro-
cedure of appointing the ag reps or their

assistants? That's really my question.

Mr. Speaker: I should point out to the

hon. members that Bill 195 has not been
called. However, since there has been some

very brief mention of it and since the hon.

member for York South has raised it, I

think the hon. minister may respond on

both bills, if this is agreeable.

Are there any other members wish to

participate in the debate? If not, the hon.

minister then may respond on both bills.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, the hon.

member for Huron-Bruce is quite correct.

The Hunter Damage Compensation Act is

simply making it possible for ag reps and

their assistants to be ex officio valuers for

purposes of the Act. Previously we have had

to draft a special order-in-council for every

agricultural representative who provides the

service of a valuer under the Act. This is

just a part of their function.

I am told, and I don't have my legal

advisers here from the ministry, but if I

am incorrect in what I am saying now, I

hope the gentlemen under the gallery will

correct me in my reply to my hon. friend

from York South about Bill 195, which
amends the Agricultural Representatives Act.

Sections 1 and 2 of that Act provide that

the Lieutenant Governor in Council, upon
the recommendation of the Minister of Agri-
culture and Food, may appoint as ag reps

persons who have graduated and so on.

As I understand it. Bill 195 now simply

provides that these persons will be appointed
under the public Service Act and not neces-

sarily by the ministry, in the same way as

any other civil servant who may go out to

be a director in the Ministry of Health or

the Ministry of Transportation and Com-
munications or whatever the job might hap-

pen to be. He will simply become a civil

servant the same as any other appointee. The
two are tied together because when you ap-

point them ex officio to do this job it is

necessary to appoint them under the Public

Service Act rather than under the Agricul-
tural Representatives Act, as is the case here.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.
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Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered

for third reading?

Agreed.

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the hon. minister

would now like to move second reading of

Bill 195.

AGRICULTURAL
REPRESENTATIVES ACT

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves second reading
of Bill 195, An Act to amend the Agricul-
tural Representatives Act.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, before com-

menting on it, could the minister explain,
since I couldn't find-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. There is some
procedural problem here. The minister has
moved second reading of Bill 195. There
was debate on second reading. I understood
that we permitted debate on it. Therefore,
the motion is shall the motion carry for

second reading.

Mr. Cassidy: I understood that Bill 195
was being considered separately. Is that

correct or not?

Mr. Speaker: No. We specifically and

clearly indicated we were dealing with them
together when the hon. member for York
South got on his feet and the hon. member
for Huron-Bruce as well. We specifically
said that we were dealing with both of them.

Mr. Cassidy: Okay. I gathered there was
something along that line; but on a point of

order, Mr. Speaker, at the time Bill 193 was
being considered, Bill 195 had not been
called for second reading.

Mr. Speaker: I think perhaps the hon.

member is right. I was trying to be co-opera-
tive with all the members, but I'm going
to grant a special favour for the hon. member
for Ottawa Centre and he may now speak to

it.

Mr. Cassidy: I appreciate that. Before 1

speak, may I address a question to the minis-
ter? He'll have to realize that we are learning
very rapidly about agricultural questions.

Among the urban members on this side of

the House, apart from the member for York

South, there are a few things we have to

learn.

Am I right in understanding that under the

present Act the agriculture representatives are

order-in-council appointments or something
similar?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: May I read, Mr. Speak-
er, for the benefit of my hon. friend, from
the Agricultural Representatives Act, chap-
ter 13? This is from the Revised Statutes of

Ontario, 1970.

Mr. Cassidy: Of which there is no copy
at the back.

it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Well, I happen to have

Mr. Cassidy: I see.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I'll read it.

Mr. MacDonald: A pre-emption of our only

copy.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: That's right. I am read-

ing from sections 1 and 2, as indicated in

the bill which we are now discussing. Sec-

tion 1 reads:

The Lieutenant Governor in Council,

upon the recommendation of the Minister

of Agriculture and Food, may appoint as

agricultural representatives persons who
have graduated from a university or agri-

cultural coUege approved by the minister

with a degree of Bachelor of Science in

Agriculture, and every such agricultural

representative shall be paid out of the

moneys appropriated by the Legislature

for purpose of this Act.

Section 2 reads:

The Minister of Agriculture and Food

may appoint assistants to agriculture rep-

resentatives and may employ such clerical

and other assistance as he considers neces-

sary for purposes of this Act.

Mr. Speaker, in line with what I said earlier,

the new bill simply says:

Sections 1 and 2 of the Agricultural

Representatives Act, being chapter 13 of

the Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1970, are

repealed and the following substituted

therefor:

1. In this Act,

(a) Agricultural representative means a

person appointed under the Public Service

Act to carry out the duties of agricultural

representatives for a county, provisional

county, district municipality, regional

municipality or territorial district in On-
tario.

(b) Assistant agricultural representative
means a person appointed under the Pub-
lic Service Act to assist an agricultural
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representative in the carrying out of his

duties.

As I understand it, as I explained earlier,

Mr. Speaker, it was a technical matter. We
were advised by the law oflBcers of the

Crown that it was necessary to amend the

Agricultural Representatives Act as I have so

indicated in order for the Hunter Damage
Compensation Act appointees to be ex of-

ficio appointees for valuation purposes.

Mr. Speaker: The motion is for second

reading of bill-

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member spoke and

resumed his seat. He has had his turn.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, I did

ask the Speaker if I could address a ques-

tion to the minister-

Mr. Speaker: Which you did do.

Mr. Cassidy: —before he made his remarks.

Mr. Speaker: Which you did do.

Mr. Cassidy: Before addressing any re-

marks to the—

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member had his

opportunity to speak. I reopened it for him,

just for him. He spoke on this reading.

Mr. Cassidy: I will abandon any attempt
to speak, Mr. Speaker, I will point out-

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member is—

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: All right, I will listen to it.

Mr. Cassidy: On a point of order, Mr.

Speaker, I will point out that at the time
an effort was made to combine the two bills

I was going to the back in order to get a

copy of the Act from the Revised Statutes
of Ontario, 1970. Unfortunately that volume
was not there at that time. The 1960 statutes,
in fact, covered the point and I could have
made the speech on the basis of the 1960
statutes had I known there had been no

change in the succeeding decade.

However, during that time we got into this

business and the Speaker is now ruling that

I should not comment on the particular bill.

In the fulness of time, it probably doesn't

have too much significance that a house-

keeping amendment which is desirable is

passed, but it is a comment on the way
in which this House carries out legislation

and on the services that are available to

the members of this House, Mr. Speaker,

including the fact that one can't even get
a ready copy of the up-to-date legislation
in order to comment on it.

Mr. Speaker: The member is quite out of

order at the present time. Now, I must

point out to him that in order to accom-
modate the hon. member for York South, who
also came to the chambers and thought that

the debate was still open—it hadn't been
asked if any members wished to speak—I

provided the hon. minister an opportunity
to respond, but as a courtesy to the hon.

member for York South I did permit him
to speak with the unanimous agreement of

the House.

I did extend a further courtesy to the

hon. member for Ottawa Centre to direct a

question. I reopened it. It had been com-

pleted. I permitted him that courtesy of

directing a question. Now surely he does not

expect to reopen the debate again? The hon.

minister has responded. The hon. minister

has responded to the comments.

The motion, therefore, is for second read-

ing and I put that motion to the House. Shall

the motion carry?

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered

for third reading?

Mr. Cassidy: No.

Mr. Speaker: Those in favour of the bill

being ordered for third reading?

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, to committee

of the whole.

Mr. Speaker: All right, the hon. member,
as I sensed—therefore the bill will go to

committee, the committee of the whole

House.

Mr. J. Riddell (Huron): The member for

Ottawa Centre is persistent isn't he?

Clerk of the House: The fourth order,

House in committee of the whole.

AGRICULTURAL REPRESENTATIVES
ACT

House in committee on Bill 195, An Act

to amend the Agricultural Representatives
Act.
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Mr. Chairman: Bill 195, An Act to amend
the Agricultural Representatives Act. Any
comments, questions or amendments to any
section of the bill and, if so, what section?

The member for Ottawa Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): On sec-

tion 1, Mr. Chairman, if I could possibly
insert one or two comments into the record

which I was prevented from making by the

Speaker a moment ago. I apologize to the

minister that the proceedings of the House
had to be distrained for a second while the

Speaker was replaced by the chairman of

the committee.

Obviously, there is no particular objection
on our part to the fact that the agricultural

representatives will now be appointed under
the Public Service Act. It's a bit troubling
that this comes about only by happenstance
that the agricultural reps will be valuators

under the Hunter Compensation Damage Act

and therefore for some reason have got to

be appointed under the Public Service Act.

Apparently there was the possibility of

patronage, which existed before when the

minister himself could make these appoint-
ments.

Frankly, while I have great respect for

the minister, it does concern me that scat-

tered through the legislation there are a
number of provisions like this that probably
pertain to the minister and certainly pertain
to the cabinet as a whole. The appointment
of bailiffs, court clerks, sheriffs and people
like that is one very notable example of a

tradition of patronage which survives in the

government in 1973. That is the case in this

particular bill, which we are superseding at

this time, that there was the possibility of

patronage.

I suspect, knowing the minister, that more

regard was paid to the competence of the

people appointed as agricultural representa-
tives than to other considerations. But the
fact that the possibility was there and that

the possibility may be in other Acts admin-
istered by this particular minister, frankly
disturbs me. That's the point I wanted to

make before the House.

The government is prone to say that these

things have all gone out, that they are things
of the past and so forth; yet these relics

keep on pressing in on us and so manage
to exist. So I would ask the minister, are

there other appointments within his depart-
ment which he still has the power to make?

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. That really
has nothing to do with this particular bill

or with any particular section.

Mr. Cassidy: I think it does, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: No, it doesn't.

Mr. Cassidy: It's certainly within the broad

meaning of this particular clause.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

Tell us how well they do it in the other

provinces.

Mr. Chairman: It's a general discussion

question. I rule the question out of order.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister certainly is free

to answer the question, and perhaps he could

answer it-

Mr. Chairman: The question is out of

order.

Mr. Cassidy: —and why, if so, he doesn't

bring them all into the Public Service Act

at this time?

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-

ments, questions or amendments?

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

wish to reply?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Chairman, the

comments by my hon. friend are so com-

pletely ridiculous and out of date they don't

require an answer. To me, it's absolutely

astounding that the time of this place can

be taken up by such inconsequential gibbery-

gabble as I've heard this afternoon.

Mr. Cassidy: Make no mistake.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Even
the member for York South is embarrassed.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald ( York South ) : The
member's own riding association has to clear

the appointments before they are made.

Mr. Chairman: Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 195 reported.

Mr. Chairman: Will the hon. minister move
that the committee rise and report?

Hon. Mr. Stewart moves that the commit-
tee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.
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Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

THIRD READINGS

The following bills were given third read-

ing upon motion:

Bill 192, An Act to amend the Protection

of Cattle Act.

Bill 193, An Act to amend the Hunter

Damage Compensation Act.

Bill 195, An Act to amend the Agricultural

Representatives Act.

Clerk of the House: The fourth order,
House in committee of the whole.

GAME AND FISH ACT

House in committee on Bill 164, An Act to

amend the Game and Fish Act.

Mr. Chairman: Any comments, questions
or amendments to any section of this bill and,
if so, which section? The member for Lake-
shore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Let me
say a word or two about section 4—

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 4?
\11 right. The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 4 has reference to the
issuance of certain licences.

Any person who applies in accordance
with this Act and the regulations for

(a) an angling licence;

(b) a licence to hunt game; or

(c) a licence referred to in section 76,
and who meets the requirements of the

Act and the regulations . . .

I just want to point out to the government
and to the member for Sault Ste. Marie, who
is

substituting for the minister, that this talks

about the regulations, and the regulations
under this Act are quite elaborate, at least in
some points—we will come to it in a
moment-as to what or what not may be
licensed.

Some of the things, Mr. Chairman, which
may be licensed and are concerned in the
regulations are only briefly mentioned in the
section itself. But under licensing there at
least 40 separate and distinct areas, some of
which involve crucial aspects of people's live-

lihoods. The requirements of the Act as to

granting these licences are terriby defective—

completely out of line, as a matter of fact.

McRuer says about a section of this kind:

A prime source of justified dissatisfac-

tion with the type of administrative action

which I shall shortly specify, is the failure

to develop standards sufiiciently defined

that decisions will be fairly predictable
and the reasons for them will be under-
stood. This failure can and must be remedi-
ed. It is essential for the guidance of

licensing agencies that the government pol-

icy be reflected in the legislative definition

of the standards-

You just simply can't enunciate standards in

this particular way without writing in a gov-
ernment definition of those standards.

—of the standards required to enable a

person to obtain and retain a licence. While
in most areas a rigid and exhaustive code
cannot be laid down for the administration

of a licensing policy, and it is necessary
to leave to the licensing tribunal the power
to exercise a well-informed discretion, the

scope of the policy should be made clear

in the defined standards. The licensing

legislation in Ontario leans much too

heavily in favour of unfettered discretion.

Again, precisely as the Act presently stands,

even with the elaborate provisions, unfettered

discretion is the name of the game and the

rule of the day; and this legislation is defec-

tive in this particular regard.

What do you mean, "who meets the re-

quirements of this Act"? What specific re-

quirements are you thinking about?

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie): Mr.

Chairman, in this particular section it is a

matter of a person who meets the require-
ments for the hunting, angling and dog lic-

ences—requirements such as age or as in the

case of hunting, a certificate of a course in

safe gun handling, or the person was a previ-
ous licence holder for hunting, and he has

paid the required fee as set out in the regula-
tions. Once he has met these basic require-

ments, then, under this particular amendment,
he is entitled to, and must be given a lic-

ence; that is as a right, once he has met
these particular requirements. And they are

pretty basic, there are none that I think would
be an area of disagreement.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I won't labour

the point at issue on this particular section.

When we get to section 5 I have an amend-
ment to that section.
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Mr. Chairman: Anything further on section

4? If not, shall section 4 stand as part of the

bill?

Section 4 agreed to.

All right, we are now on section 5.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 5 is a very long sec-

tion, Mr. Chairman. It covers a good deal of

ground. It sets up the Game and Fish Hear-

ing Board. And it gives mere lip service to

the requirements of the McRuer report. This

particular minister, curiously enough, arro-

gates to himself final functions, in almost all

his legislation. It's a peculiarity of the man.
As a matter of fact—and I include his parlia-

mentary assistant, so that he can forewarn
him and forearm him against his inherent

attraction of power; he makes Bourassa look

almost like a Democrat—this is true all the

way along the line. And this is true about

your legislation. You set up a board of five

members, who are supposed to have certain

review powers. But where do you impose
the final authority, complete and utter discre-

tion without appeal? You do that in the minis-

ter. The board exercises a most negligible
function.

Under the situation you have here, you
would be just as well not bothering to ap-

point a board at all. You give the window
dressing to McRuer, but your whole thrust

and purpose is quite contrary. Let's see a few

things that McRuer would say about this

legislation.

In subsection (2) of the bill, you say "an

issuer of a licence may refuse to issue a

licence, where the refusal is reasonably neces-

sary for the achievement of the purposes of

the Act." And you know where to find what

you mean by "reasonably necessarj'." There
are no objective criteria. There is nothing laid

down to determine. That's the job of legisla-

tion. That was what the McRuer report was
all about.

We will prove to you in a few moments
what good legislation is under this particular
head. Under 36(c)(1): "The minister may can-

cel a licence where the continued existence

of the licence is not in accord with the pur-

pose of the Act."

Then he has further powers of cancella-

tion in the next subsection of the Act. And
nowhere are determined and clear criteria

laid down. McRuer, 1105, says:

The subjective expression of licensing
standards should be used only where abso-

lutely necessary and not as a protection

against interference by the courts. Ideally

legislation should establish licensing
schemes wherein licence can be refused or

revoked only on the basis of objective

grounds clearly set out in statutes.

However, if all licensing legislation were

required to obtain this ideal, much of its

effective purpose would be frustrated.

Nevertheless legislation can tend toward
such an ideal if in conferring a discretion

it contains statements of objective factors

that shall be taken into account in the ex-

ercise of that discretion. The Civil Aviation

Licensing Act, 1960, of the United King-
dom provides a good illustration of how
this can be done in an important licensing

field.

I took the liberty of bringing along a copy
of that British statute in order to point out

very briefly what they mean. In subsection

(2) of that legislation, which deals with

people making application for flying licences

in the United Kingdom, where they go be-

fore a board and that board has final au-

thority, or at least it is subject to the courts,

but the minister doesn't arrogate to himself

the final power. They say in subsection (2):

In exercising their functions under this

section the board shall consider in par-

ticular, first, whether they are satisfied

having regard in particular to his ex-

perience and financial resources, subject

to subsection (4), to his ability to provide

satisfactory equipment, organization and

staflBng arrangements, and having regard
to any contravention that may occur.

The second thing, to take into account

provision made or proposed to be made
against any liability in respect of loss or

damage to persons or property which

may be incurred by way of the process
or the kind of work being done.

That is taken into account.

Third, any unfair advantage of the

applicant over other operators by reason

of the terms and conditions of the licensing.

There could be wide powers of discretion

here where the minister is going to cut a

fellow off who is totally dependent upon
employment, say, in the lines of trapping,

etc.; or fur or in matters of the garnishing
of fur or in trapline licences; or in the type
of licence called a resident trapper's licence;

or a licence to possess pelts; or in the area

of resident fur dealers; store licences; travel-

ling fur dealers licences. There is a tre-

mendous number, a wide range—tanner's

licence; fur farmer's licence; a fur farmer's

export licence; regulated hunting camp
licence.

In the regulations I say there are at least

these 40 categories: an export permit for
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moose; licence to sell brook trout or rain-

bow trout for human consumption; licence

to sell for human consumption brook trout

and rainbow trout taken from waters outside

Ontario; the thing goes on; to take bull-

frogs for sale or barter; licence to keep a

wolf in captivity. Everything you can con-

ceive of with respect to animals is covered

under a licensing provision which many
people rely upon for their livelihood. If those

licences are not forthcoming or those licences

can be arbitrarily cancelled at the whim of

the minister then, indeed, the situation on

employment and the sense of security that

people possess who are in these trades or

these ways of making a living are surely

endangered.

Back to the criteria which this section

talks about but doesn't supply. Another
criterion would be the existing or potential
need or demand in that particular area. Or,
in the case of the service proposed, the

adequacy of any similar service authorized

by a minister.

Then the next, about the seventh criterion,

any question of wasteful duplication of, or

material diversion of, the service in any way.
Then the capital or other expenditure reason-

ably incurred or any financial commitment
or commercial agreement reasonably entered
into in connection with that. Nowhere here
does the minister even advert to the possi-

bility that trappers and people in fur farm-

ing businesses might have a very substantial

investment in that business and the degree of

that investment might be some criterion as

to whether or not the minister is going to

cancel the licence or the board can call

it in to question.

The board in this particular setup, inci-

dentally, as is being done throughout these

Acts proceeding from this minister, hasn't

final authority. All it can do is act as an

intermediary body which reports to the min-
ister who harnesses to himself and clasps to

his breast with hoops of steel, as Shakespeare
would say, this very special power. The

jealousy of the thing, in terms of his arbitra-

ment goes beyond anything that McRuer
would possibly recommend.

Why do the song and dance? Why pre-
tend? This legislation and the section I'm

talking about particularly are a fandango.
The government puts on a show and there is

no substance; it is all shadow, and it goes
directly contrary—I could spend a good deal
of time in this section, chapter 75 of McRuer,
as to the criteria of grounds, meaning, pur-
pose and everything with respect to licensing
statutes. The minister pretty well traduces

them all in the course of bringing forward
this legislation.

He talks about proposing judicial power
contrasted with administrative power in a
tribunal. He says in chapter 10, "We state

that judicial power"—and by the way this

tribunal has both, as most tribunals do—
"should appropriately be exercised by impar-
tial bodies, independent of political control.

In their decisions they should strive to be

just, in the same sense that justice is done in

the courts."

He even says that this kind of legislation—
without criteria, without ground rules being
set down, lends itself to considerable political

patronage. And the real fear always in this

kind of legislation—where the question of a
man's livelihood is involved—is that he needs
the licence, and it may be suspended or it

could be cancelled. He is subject to the

whim of the minister and subject to the

political patronage that we are writing into

the legislation. And that is a dangerous thing.

Now, how would one overcome this partic-

ularly vicious practice that the legislation
catches up and gives some simpering respect-

ability to? The only way which I could see,

and this is largely in consultation with the

member for Riverdale, who did the great
bulk of work on this particular subject, is by
moving an amendment to section 36(d) of
clause 5 of the bill. That, Mr. Chairman, is

on the third page. And the amendment is

going to go to two subsections. I may as well

put them both in now; I don't think there is

any harm in that, subsections (2) and (3).

Mr. Rhodes: Section 36d?

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, 36d on pages 3 right at

the top.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): "D" as in

donkey.

Mr. Rhodes: Right on.

Mr. Lawlor: "D" as in donkey, yes.

Mr. Chairman: Perhaps I had better place
these amendments.

Mr. Lawlor moves that section 36d of

clause 5, of Bill 164, be amended as follows:

Subsection ( 2 ) by deleting the words "and
shall report thereon to the minister."

Subsection 3 by adding thereto the words
"and may direct or refuse to direct the

issuance of the licence or carry out, or refrain

from carrying out, the proposal to cancel the

licence as the case may be", and by deleting
subsection (4).
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Mr. Lawlor: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As
to the first amendment, it is obviously di-

rected to the thrust of my remarks as to

reposing arbitrary powers in the minister. If

you are going to set up a board let it exercise

itself. Let it put some muscle into the board.

It is a five-member board. I would think that

in that way they could spell each other off,

so to speaic, and that the element of gross
discretion, or the element of whim, would not
be as tough in the case of the board making
these decisions as it would be with the min-
ister taking upon himself that particular task.

If he wants this board, I suppose—if you
want to amend it so that an appeal could go
to the minister, that would be in order. If the

appeal goes in that particular way, as the

hon. members probably know, they do not

usually go to the courts.

If the minister, in other words, in his

political capacity has the final say, that is

where it resides. It would be unwise in most
instances to take a ministerial discretion away
from him unto higher judicial tribunals. The
executive branch of government has its plen-

ary purposes, too, but why start there? Hav-

ing set up the board and gone to the trouble
of introducing this legislation, let the board
make new determinations. If an appeal has to

be taken, then it can be taken on reasonable

grounds to the minister who, in turn, I think
should give reasons, and should pubHsh those

reasons, so that it is clear to the public, clear

to us all, that he is exercising a judicial
discretion in an impartial way.

Nothing in this legislation, as it presently
stands, requires this. It can be all kept under
his hat and he can say whatever he wants,
and whatever the reports say, he can ignore.
He is under no kind of overall responsibility
or sense of natural justice in the operations.
I find this legislation most

irritating. The
other ministers don't do it. Oh, once in a
while the Minister of Agriculture and Food
(Mr. Stewart) does, but he thinks he knows
more about agriculture than anybody else

in the province anyway. But very seldom
does even he do this. He has a sense of

gravity and balance that seems not to be

possessed by Natural Resources. That is one
of the natural resources he ain't got.

The whole section as it presently stands

reads:

Where an applicant or holder of the

licence requires a hearing of the board
in accordance with subsection 1, the board
shall appoint a time for and hold the hear-

ing.

That is as far as we want to go. We don't

want "and shall report thereon to the min-

ister."

We don't want the board reporting thereon

to the minister. Let the board have its hear-

ing. If you want to appeal to the minister

in subsequent sections, so be it. One can't

prevent that; that is the constitutional system
in this country. But we don't want the board

simply to have a hearing, send the report
to the minister and make no determination,

though setting forth its reasons admittedly.

Incidentally, those reasons are not avail-

able to the poor devil of an applicant who
is being done out of his livelihood. When the

matter reaches the minister, he doesn't know
what the reasons are. You give no grounds;
neither are the ministerial reasons ever men-
tioned. Where reasons are mentioned, they
are not available to the person about whom
they are supposed to be reasoning. I think

it is quite clear, as you read subsection 3

in conjunction with subsection (9), that that

is the case, but we will come in a minute to

subsection (9). I would ask the parliamentary
assistant to give this consideration.

As for subsection (3), it reads as follows:

The report of the board shall contain

a summary of the facts presented at the

hearing and its opinion on the merits of

the issue or cancellation of the licence, as

the case may be, in light of the facts and

in view of the purpose of this Act, together
with its reasons for its opinion.

Mind you, those reasons are given to the

minister only, not necessarily to anybody else.

It may be given to somebody else, but not

necessarily to anybody else. We want to add

to that clause by adding the words—this is

what the board may do—

And may direct or refuse to direct the

issuance of the licence or carry out or

refrain from carrying out the proposal to

cancel the licence, as the case may be.

And we want to delete subsection (4).

Subsection (4) says:

The minister, after receiving and con-

sidering the report of the board, may direct

or refuse to direct the issuance of the

licence or may carry out or refrain from

carrying out his proposal to cancel the

licence, as the case may be.

We want to give that power, which is pres-

ently to be given exclusively to the minister,

to the board and make the board a viable

entity, give it real work to do, make it dis-

cretionary and give it decision powers. These
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decision powers are hedged about with a

certain amount of care as to what it may or

may not do. On that particular ground, then

the legislation would be somewhat more pal-
atable than it is at the present time.

I would make mention also of subsection

(9) which says:

An applicant or holder of the licence

who is a party to the hearing under this

section shall be afforded an opportunity
to examine before the hearing any written

or documentary evidence that will be pro-

duced, or any report the contents of which
will be given in evidence at the hearing.

With regard to the words "will be given in

evidence at the hearing," there is nothing
here to guarantee that the report in question
will be given in evidence at the hearing. In

that particular regard, I would think that

maybe you intended that but very often

in drafting legislation omissions of that kind

are made. I suppose if what you really did

intend is that the report would be available,

then I think you should say so in that many
words and get the thing out from under the

table and settled as to its worth.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for being so

patient. I assure you that the particular

section does offend us. It offended the mem-
ber for Riverdale (Mr. Renwick) very pro-

foundly indeed and I think we are going to

take a fairly firm stand on this one.

Mr. Chairman: We are discussing an

amendment to section 36d. The member for

Port Arthur.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur). I would

just like to speak very briefly, Mr. Chairman,
in support of the amendment put forward

by my colleague from Lakeshore. There's a

principle here that I think we must under-

line and that is that justice must not only be

done, it must be seen to be done.

In situations such as this, where a small

licence-holder can have his livelihood de-

stroyed by the minister, it seems to me that

it's only fair that the report or the judge-
ment on which that licence is cancelled or

withdrawn, be made available to him.

I think, also, it is important that if we
establish boards such as outlined in these

subsections of the legislation that, in fact,

we do give those boards genuine and real

work to do. If we are just setting up a

dummy board to have appointments made to

it from backbenchers of the government for

extra remuneration so that we can fill in their

spare time, then we might as well just have

left the power with the minister in the first

place.

Here, the board doesn't really seem to have
the authority that is implied in the legisla-

tion. We are trying to give that board the

discretionary and real power as outlined by
my colleague from Lakeshore.

The ultimate authority, of course, does rest

with the minister. But, through the mecha-
nism suggested in the amendments put for-

ward by this party, the decision by the minis-

ter would be an open one and one that was
based on public knowledge of the reasons for

that decision.

I am afraid that it is very current in many
areas of the north; it is current in the public
consciousness that licences of many kinds

are awarded at the whim of the political

patronage of the present government.

We would hope that that is not so and
one way that this government could, in

fact, make it more apparent that it is not so

is by accepting the amendment that we have

put forward.

In other words, my colleague from Lake-

shore—probably unbeknownst to the govern-
ment—is trying to rescue you from your own
political folly and trying in some way to

establish in the consciousness of the public
that decisions with regard to licences such
as these can be made and should be made
on fundamentally sound grounds, grounds
that have to do with the viability and the

validity of the licence being issued in eco-

logical terms, in commercial terms and so on,

not on political terms.

If you strengthen this board and if you
make its decision public, as suggested by my
colleague, so that the person concerned has

this evidence, he, at least, will feel the com-
fort that the decision was made on legiti-

mate grounds. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Chairman, on this amendment, before I pro-

ceed, might I clarify, through the minister,

as to whether this Act applies in any way or

not to the commercial fishing licences that

are issued in this province?

Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Speaker, the hearing
board applies specifically to the commercial

aspects of fishing and trapping.

Mr. Foulds: That is the essence.

Mr. Paterson: Yes, well in this regard, Mr.

Chairman, it specifies an angling licence and
nowhere can I see the word "commercial."

Because of the fact that the commercial fish-

eries, the viable units, the large units, in fact,
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the most important commercial fisheries are

located along the north shore of Lake Erie,

this bill is of particular concern to me and
the many hundreds of commercial fishermen

and shipowners who, during the 10 years I

have been in this Legislature, have come into

a situation where the government, prior to

this time, did issue commercial fishing

licences, which in eff^ect are worth many
thousands of dollars to shipowners and their

crews.

In the past many of these licences were

granted on the basis of some political patron-

age—I believe. I don't think that's happened
in the past 10 years. With the change in the

policies of the ministry, the studies that have

been done on the ecology of Lake Erie, and
the importance of commercial fishery, I don't

think this has been the case recently.

I know that when crew members decide

to go into business for themselves—certainly
in the past eight years I don't believe any
new commercial fishing licences have been
issued for the Lake Erie fishery—they have

to purchase an existing licence. There have

been some exceptions in relation to night
lines. I know of one instance where a person
who was with the Department of Lands and

Forests for many years, was granted a very
nominal gill net licence out of compassion.

The part that bothers me, in this regard,
is that the minister must set policy and

priorities in relation to this major fishery.

The ecology of the lake is changing from
time to time. As I see it, there is a possi-

bility that the number of licences now
existing should be restricted. Perhaps a

licence should disappear when a ship is

taken out of service. But on the other hand
we are faced with the fact, Mr. Chairman,
that the federal government has a subsidy

programme for the building of ships in our

province. And many of the commercial
fishermen with small net capacity or small

licences are buying these larger, more

sophisticated ships, using much more mesh.
And in fact they are doubling and tripling

the limits of one particular licence they have
held over a number of years. This, in one

sense, is defeating the intent of the recom-
mendations of the ministry itself.

The amendment brought in by my col-

league from Lakeshore, has some merit and I

believe I can support it, with the exception
that under subsection (2) I feel that a re-

port has to go to the ministry so that the

ministry is fully aware at all times of any
decisions, relating to the commercial fishery,

which could be significant in terms of the

number of tons of fish taken in the overall

policy of the ministry. This is my one area

of concern in relation to the amendment.

The board that has been set up certainly

should be fully aware of the ways in which
the ministry wishes to deal with the com-
mercial fishery, and the continuing ecological

change. Specifically, I am speaking of Lake
Erie and Lake St. Clair and elsewhere, and

hopefully, it would follow out the directions

of the ministry and his key advisers.

The only other consideration is that I

don't want to see the political liability of the

ministry itself eroded or shifted off on to this

advisory committee. For the policies of the

department in relation to commercial fish-

ing and angling and the other matters re-

lated in this section, ultimately the minister

must be politically liable, at the end. I

trust that, with these remarks, the minister

can reply to these suggestions.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, just in direc-

tion from the hon. member for Essex South,

it's not so much that I'm worried about the

actual words, "shall report thereon to the

minister." They may report, if they please,

and probably the minister should get a

report.

But what we're directing our attention to,

of course, is that the report to the minister

is the decisive document and then the minis-

ter, in his sole, exclusive possession really

makes the determination.

This other group is only a fact-gathering

body. It's not really performing any crucial

or valuable function that might not be per-

formed by some secretary who tried putting
the facts together. So the role of the board

is a rather diminutive and really very

secondary one.

It's the gist of the thing about having to

report to the minister which, in effect, says

they have, themselves, no discretion, no

power in the last analysis, and that irks us.

We think that the board should have a

power and a function and should operate
in that particular way. Again, just to revert

for a moment to McRuer, he says:

Although licensing tribunals that make

policies should be under government con-

trol they should act independently in the

sense of being impartial in the administra-

tion of declared policy.

It's this impartiality that we are seeking

to reach and which, on the surface, is being

brought into being in this province but,

in effect, is being subverted by the very

legislation that gives the pretence.
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There's a kind of hypocrisy in all this and

it carries it much too far. Therefore, the

thrust of the amendment, if you can coun-

tenance them—and I wonder whether the

parliamentary assistant, even if he were

persuaded of the validity of the remarks

being made under this head, really would

have the temerity to adopt them and alter

the legislation along lines that would be in

line with civil liberties and with the defence

of the right of a person to carry on a mode
of life and of livelihood such as McRuer
seeks to protect in the legislation.

It presently doesn't do so and, if you
were persuaded of this I have my gravest

doubts that you would put your political

neck in the string, so to speak—no noose,

just string.

In other words, there may be a certain

amount of waste of breath in standing up
when the minister, himself, for reasons be-

yond his control, I'm sure—such as being

fogged in constantly—can't attend upon the

House. Just what would be the scope and

powers of a representative of a department?
As a fledgling, or neophyte, younger mem-
ber of this House, without the experience of

some of us older people, he was probably

very timid about exposing his flanks.

Mr. Foulds: I should hope so; especially

with a flank such as he has.

Mr. Lawlor: I vdsh the minister would
•consider it. He sees, I'm sure, the strength
of the argument and the force thereof, based

upon the stuffs that you spent about $3
million trying to find out. Why don't you
put it to work in your own legislation?

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, if I might

clarify my remarks to the member for Lake-
shore through you. The intent of my thinking
was that this Game and Fish Hearing Board
could act on making recommendations among
themselves and deciding as to what licence

could be transferred to another person.

(But
I don't feel that they can accept the

responsibility. It's the minister who must have
the responsibility as to whether additional

licences in the area can be added, specifically

in the commercial fishing areas. I think that

responsibility is entirely different. Certainly,

the Fish Hearing Board can act independently
as to whether my friend here can g.t the

licence, or my friend here can get the licence.

This is of no consequence to myself as to who
gets the particular licence and I think they
can make a fair judgement in that regard. But
if there is a decision to alter the policy of the

ministry I think the minister must be ulti-

mately responsible.

Mr. Lawlor: How about the cancellation

of a licence?

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, I must say I have been listening to

this debate with a great deal of interest. I am
a little intrigued as to what exactly are the

functions of this board, when there is such

a limited authority for it and the retention—I

would think significantly-^of so much of the

power with the minister.

I rise chiefly because, by strange coinci-

dence, there is a relationship between what
we are talking about here and an earlier bill.

In that one, the parliamentary assistant inter-

jected, I think seriously and perhaps a little

naively, that it isn't possible that patronage or

political factois would be playing an excessive

role. I want to tell him a story. I told it in

this House before his arrival.

A few years ago, a constituent of mine call-

ed up with regard to his application for a

permit to issue hunting licences. The hunting
season was about to open and there had been
no action, no decision at Queen's Park. So

he got in touch with me to find out what the

score was. I began to check around the de-

partment and I discovered that the applica-
tion was lying in somebody's desk. There

seemed to be a little bit of a fuss at the other

end of the telephone when I inquired and

found it was lying in that desk and why—it

was a top civil servant, I have forgotten ex-

actly at what level. However, a few days

afterward, my constituent happened to meet
a well-known Conservative who had been ac-

tive in the Conservative association up to

then. He was relating his complaints to this

person and said that he had spoken to me.

The man said, "Well, what are you bothering
with MacDonald for? He has nothing to do

with it. You should go to Bill Beech." Bill

Beech was the defeated Tory candidate. And
do you know what the answer was, my friend?

The answer was the application for the per-

mit to issue a licence was lying in a top civil

servant s desk until it had been cleared by
the local Tory association. And they couldn't

move until it had been cleared by that associ-

ation.

The same thing is clear, if I may revert

briefly, to many of the appointments in the

Attorney General's department that you spoke
rather derisively of when it was raised by my
friend from Ottawa Centre (Mr. Cassidy).

That's the kind of thing.

I come back to this bill now. Within the

four corners of this bill, you set up a board.
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True it has fact finding powers. There may
be some value in the minister having a board
with the capacity to get those facts. But why
not let it make the decision. Why then, having

gathered the facts, is it all neatly and cozily
held within the power of the minister? I ask

whether it isn't to protect a patronage system
which—let the parliamentary assistant not try

to deny it—exists, and it is tied in with the

local Tory association, and he knows it.

I have no further comment if he doesn't.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Go ahead.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): Mr.

Chairman, I do follow with some interest the

comments made by the member for York
South. It would appear to me in this basic

section that we have a board which hears

references resulting from the minister's de-

cision. Then the board's result is in turn sat

in judgement upon by the minister. This

seems to be a rather curious circle to me, if I

am reading the section correctly. I find, basi-

cally, we have Caesar sitting in judgement
upon himself.

If the minister decides that a licence is to

be refused, then the board can make a hear-

ing as to whether that refusal is valid. But

then the decision of the board goes back to

the minister, the man who made the decision

in the first place. I find that rather curious.

It seems to me that if the minister was to be
the final decision-maker from the decision of

the board, then he should certainly not have
the power or influence to put his own views

before the board in advance of the board's

own decision.

Now, I follow the views of my colleague
from Essex South who commented that there

should be, likely, an elected office-holder with

some input in this matter.

I think that that could be done quite

logically if the authority for the issuance of

licences was vested in this board.

There then should be an appeal to the

minister, and—after that point—provisions for

appeals from the decision of the minister

either through the courts, through the cab-

inet, possibly or whatever third structure

might be useful and might be thought reason-

ably to be independent and able to decide

these matters on their merit.

In this, I must agree with my friend from

Lakeshore, because he sees, as the member
for York South has seen, that many of these

situations where we all join hands and go
around again to decide who will get what,
can lead to abuse. The member for York
South has cited an instance which he has

shown, possibly without question, to be one
in which these powers could be, or have

been, abused.

I put it to the parliamentary assistant that

the kind of setup you are dealing with here—
where the minister goes to the board and the

board goes to the minister—is more likely to

be open or to be presumed to be abused than
a simple clear framework.

Now even if that framework does include,
as it no doubt will, a commitment for some
political decision rather than those of com-
mercial or ecological ones—as the member for

Port Arthur has suggested—then we may have
to accept that as a fact of life.

But, surely, I believe it is too much to

accept as a fact of life the situation where
Tweedledum and Tweedledee will give things
back and forth to each other until a matter
can possibly be resolved in another form.

The resolution of that matter, unfortunately,
in some questioning circles could be one of

the bases of political patronage.

If it is not the case, then I believe the

framework should be set up clearly to show
that that kind of situation cannot develop.

But if you are prepared to allow yourself
to be possibly abused by putting in a frame-
work that can likely lead to compromise, then
we give you fair warning.

We encourage you to change that setup so

that the kinds of problems which may well

develop or may well be presumed to exist,

do not arise in the first place.

I think that you can usefully accept this

amendment with the caveat that my col-

league has mentioned concerning the need
for some involvement by an elected official

so that the matters are not entirely removed
from the commitment to decide important

things within the legislative framework.

I think with that caveat the amendment
that is suggested will not only make the

report open and the hearing a sound one, but

will also allow the decision-making process to

be dealt with openly and clearly so that

reasons are given for the way things are done
and the matter is not batted back and forth

like a badminton bird in order to allow time

to be wasted and other influences at least to

be hinted at, if they are not in fact there.

Mr. Chairman: Before we continue the dis-

cussion there is a matter I have to bring to

the attention of the House.

On behalf of the Speaker, I am to inform

the House pursuant to the provisions of

standing orders 27 and 28 that the hon. mem-
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ber for Ottawa East (Mr. Roy) has today
filed notice that he is dissatisfied with the

response of the hon. Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter) to his question concerning An Act to

license Denture Therapists. He intends to

raise the matter this evening on the adjourn-
ment of the House. The late show will

continue.

Now back to the bill. The member for St.

George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Speaker, there prob-

ably couldn't be anyone in this House less

knowledgeable on this subject than I am,
therefore, my questions, I am afraid, are of

a very elementary nature. As I understand
the legislation, I have to understand the func-

tioning of this board in order to follow

through on the matter of the amendment

proposed which, at the moment, seems to

me to be a very proper one.

May I just put the matter as I see it?

You have the minister involved in the be-

8;inning, and then you have something in

between which does something—presumably
it's a fact-finding body—and you proceed
from there to return to the minister for his

final conclusion. In between times, readino;

both subsections (5) and (6), it seems to me
that we compound the problem by the fact

that the board may specify persons to be
added as parties without any indication as

to what criteria would be used and then

you get the fact that the minister may also

be heard at the board.

How in the world can a board really func-

tion if it is left in this morass with the

minister instituting the matter; the minister

appearing before it either personally or by
counsel; the board being left to specify the

parties without—as I know at this point in

time; as I understand—any criteria; and then

havin^f the matter reported back to the

minister who has been the initiator of the

matter and a witness? I don't understand it.

I cannot even think that the amendments
that are before us are clear enough from my
point of view to resolve the matters of sub-

sections (5) and (6).

Mr. Foulds: Withdraw the bill.

Mrs. Campbell: I say to you, in my view
and with respect to those who obviously
know more about it than I do, I would rather
see this bill return to be considered, if such
could be the case, rather than proceed with
an amendment which doesn't, in my view
and with respect, take all of those elements
into consideration. If someone can clarify for

me this unusual procedure I'd welcome it

but since I am allergic to fish, I'm afraid

I know very little about the matter.

Mr. Lawlor: The only time the minister

ever backed down was when he met a

grizzly bear in the dark.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I think the

point can be simply made in that, in this

instance, by setting up the board and having
the minister's involvement the way you do,

you have the minister—to use a criminal

court analogy—as the Crown attorney, as the

witness, as the judge and as the jury. How
can one person possibly—

Mrs. Campbell: Plus he also lays the in-

formation.

Mr. Breithaupt: He lays the information as

well and he also sits as the court of appeal.
How can you possibly have one man cover-

ing those five facets and ensure that a bal-

anced and reasonable hearing results?

An hon. member: He may be the real

culprit.

Mr. Lawlor: He may be the culprit as well.

Mr. Chairman: Does the parliamentary as-

sistant wish to reply?

Mr. Lawlor: On a point of clarification, Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: The fact of the matter is that

the minister doesn't initiate the proceedings.
He's not the prosecutor. He's all those other

things rolled into one which is the way he

likes to be; like a possum, you know, all

rolled into one.

Mr. Foulds: And there are plenty of rolls

on the present minister.

Mr. Lawlor: It is initiated by the person
whose licence is cancelled or the applicant

who is refused a licence. He carries it before

the board but the fact is there are no grounds
or any rules or parameters or anything else

one can talk about to guide him in this

particular task.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, that's true.

Mr. MacDonald: How is the parliamentary
assistant going to defend the indefensible?

Mr. Chairman: Do we have a response?

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Speaker, if I may first

of all deal with the amendment to subsection

(2 ) as proposed by my hon. friend from Lake-
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shore, to delete the words "and shall report

thereon to the minister."

I could not find that particular amendment

acceptable in that I think that it's only right
this board should be reporting its findings to

the minister. The minister, after all, is in-

volved in the management of the resource.

He is involved with the action that will be

taken and he obviously should have the

benefit of the report.

The member's amendment to subsection

(3) is simply to allow the board to make the

final and binding decision on any hearing that

might be held by it. I don't really think that

is acceptable, because we are not dealing
with a private function. If I may use the

analogy that was used by the hon. member
for Lakeshore, we are not dealing with the

issuing of a flying licence and the question
of the equipment involved and the safety
factors or all those other factors.

This bill deals with a public resource, a

resource that can be depleted by improper

harvesting. It is a resource that must be

managed by the minister. It is the responsi-

bility of the minister to manage that resource

on behalf of the people of Ontario.

Mr. Lawlor: It has nevertheless to be done
on known principles.

Mr. Rhodes: The responsibility is still the

minister s to manage that particular resource.

I don't think it is acceptable that this par-
ticular decision be left in the hands of the

board.

Mr. Lawlor: Why don't you give objective

grounds for refusing it?

Mr. Rhodes: The board can hold its hear-

ing, can determine the facts and make its

report to the minister; but the minister still

must retain the final decision. We are talking
about a resource that can well be depleted. I

think the hon. member for Essex South per-

haps understands it as well as anyone does,

but he points out there are times when it is

to the benefit of the industry, or to the

benefit of the province or to the people of the

province, for the minister to be in a position
to cancel a licence or to refuse to issue a

licence. If a particular resource is being

depleted and there is a danger that that par-
ticular resource, be it fish or be it game, is in

danger of being removed from the commer-
cial aspect, then he should have that author-

ity, and must have that authority, to stop
that.

Mr. Lawlor: Or if his eyes are light blue.

Mr. Rhodes: The objective ground for re-

fusal is the very point that was used by the

member for Lakeshore. These are objective

grounds for refusal, the grounds that he has

the responsibility to protect that resource; so

the amendment is not acceptable on those

grounds.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Rhodes: The board is saying that if

a person is going to have his licence can-

celled for a violation of some kind, or if he

has applied for a licence and it is not going
to be issued for whatever reason that indivi-

dual has the right to be heard by this board.

He has the right to place his case before that

board. He has the right to present all evi-

dence on his own behalf and has the right to

hear evidence which may be presented against
him. I think he is being given an opportunity
to defend his particular position.

Further on in the Act it states that if it is

a simple violation of a particular portion of

the Act, for example if he is not using the

right size of nets or he is using the wrong
fish pot, he has the opportunity and the time

to rectify that without even having to go to

the hearing. The board is there for the sole

purpose of providing an area of hearing for

the individual albeit the final decision will

rest with the minister. I suggest that is only

right and proper, because we are dealing
with a public resource and not simply a

private operation within this province.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Rhodes: Yes, we are dealing with the

livelihoods of people, exactly right. The live-

lihoods of people who are presently in the

industry and the livelihoods of people who
will be coming into that industry; and you
leave that responsibility with the minister;

it is his responsibility.

Now I have a point to make with my
hon. friends opposite as well. It seems to me

every time something along these lines comes

before this House the only thing that you
can hang your hat on is to jump up and

yell "patronage".

Now I am not going to question, at all,

the knowledge that the hon. member for

York South may have about patronage. I am
sure he is much ahead of me. And I don't

know the hon. member for Port Arthur's

knowledge of political patronage. But ob-

viously he has become more aware of it in

his short length of time here than I have.
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If that is the only argument you have-
that of political patronage—I completely

reject it; toss it aside completely.

Mr. Chairman: Shall I place the question?
Yes, the member for Lakeshore?

Mr. Lawlor: Just one word on this. The

point I was seeking to make is that the whole

power and plenitude of McRuer is completely
waylaid and misinterpreted. It just don't get

through!

Just to take two seconds. He recommends,
at page 1006, that where power to licence

is conferred, the purpose of the power and
the grounds upon which it is to be exercised

should be carefully determined, then ex-

pressed in the legislation with as much clarity
and objectivity as possible. And that you
wholly failed to do!

Then he goes on: "If a large measure of

discretion is intended to be vested in the

licensing tribunal, safeguards surrounding the

exercise of this decision should be estab-

lished"; as in the case of that British statute

of which I spoke.

I just use it as an example to show how
it is done when it is done well, and I use

your legislation as an example of how not
to do it and how to do it damn badly. To
come in and pretend that you are fulfilling
this particular purpose, to say that you are

safeguarding livelihoods and vested rights
and investments by people in an industry,
and in some amorphous overall way you are

protecting the environment and scarce re-

sources is just purblind nonsense.

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, on the issuing
of a licence for commercial purposes, be it

fishing or in the harvesting of game in the

case of trappers, how can one possibly lay
into legislation in black and white, how can

you possibly lay in a criterion of when that

resource is depleted and when it is not?

That has to be a discretionary decision.

It has to be a decision that is made by peo-
ple working in the field, people who are

aware of what is happening in a particular

industry. They are the ones who must make
the decision when we reach the point where
the resource is being depleted to the point
where the licence must be cancelled for

the continuation of that resource.

This is what has to be. You cannot lay
down in legislation that when we reach a

certain number of fish in any particular lake

we are going to stop it. It must be a dis-

cretionary matter when it comes to the can-

cellation of a licence or the issuing of a

new licence.

Mr. Lawlor: I would think there is no
difiicult at all in having provisions, if you
really wanted to do it, as elaborate as those

of the civil aeronautics code in Britain with

respect to the matter.

If you are dealing with trapping, then you
would have to designate the areas, say what
kind of animal they would be trapping, in

what quantities, where the trap lines may
be laid, and the competition in the area. If

you are dealing with fishing, the same thing
would apply.

You have here the regulating of hunting
camp licences; there would have to be con-
sideration of the investment individuals have
made in that, the length of time involved,
their kind of experience—dozens of things
would be laid down. Again, none of which

you have done.

Now you may say, laying your hand over

your breast: "Oh, of course we would con-

sider all these things." The fact of the matter
is that I think there is a damn sight better

chance of the tribunal considering at least a

few of them than of the minister who re-

ceives a report and who is left in a position
of totally ignoring even that, and simply
saying: "Well, John Blast-the-Door was an
old friend of mine up in White River, and

by George he is going to have those trap-
lines this winter."

Mr. Chairman: The member for St. George.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, again I am
always impressed by the fact that when we
are dealing with a matter of human life and
human lifestyles, we do rest a certain respon-
sibility in a board such as the Ontario Munic-

ipal Board. When it comes to this, I don't

understand^and I would like clarification-

why it is so vital that a board should have
no function at all except to be an inter-

mediary.

I would also like tq know where in this

particular legislation one meets this case that

has been referred to earlier, of someone who
has the power to issue licences, not refusing
a licence but simply sitting on an applica-
tion. At what point does the applicant have
a right to be heard? I would like those

things clarified, if I might Mr. Chairman:

Mr. Foulds: Mr. Chairman, the one thing
the parliamentary assistant has not come to

grips with in the debate is the civil-liber-

tarian argument put forward by my colleague
from Lakeshore. He has neatly avoided that,

and he has not at any time answered how
we protect the individual whose livelihood is
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at stake. All we are asking him to consider,

and to consider seriously, is that the deci-

sions which are made with regard to licences

are made on just and fair grounds, and that

they be seen to be just and fair grounds.

Nothing in the present bill requires that

the individual who has had his licence can-

celled should get a full copy of the report
of the board, with its recommendations to

the minister. That seems to me to be a

fundamental flaw in the legislation. It betrays
a fundamental flaw in your thinking about

legislation. And I would plead with the par-

liamentary assistant to answer that civil-

libertarian argument put forward by the hon.

member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, I think I can

answer it very briefly. I don't really believe

the issue in question is the rights of the

individual per se. I think it is rather a

question of whether a person can harvest

a public resource. That is the question.

Mr. Deans: What is this harvesting non-

sense?

Mr. Rhodes: Well, the hon, member for

Wentworth, I am sure, is aware of what

harvesting a public resource means.

Mr. Deans: I disagree with the legislation.
It doesn't mean what it says.

Mr. Rhodes: I am sure, even though you
are urban-oriented, you know what "harvest"

means.

Mr. Deans: I know what you mean by it,

but that is not the same.

Mr. Rhodes: As I said, I think the easiest

way to explain this is to say that what is

at issue is the question of the harvesting of

a public resource and whether a person can

or cannot do that. I don't really believe it

is an issue of civil rights, albeit that is the

question you are trying to bring into this

area and work into your arguments at every

given opportunity-

Mr. Lawlor: McRuer brings it in.

Mr. Rhodes: —but it's not really there.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?

Those in favour of Mr. Lawlor's motion

will please say **aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion, the "nays" have it.

Shall we stack this with any possible future

amendment to this bill?

Mr. Lawlor: It is the only amendment I

have.

Mr. Chairman: Well, shall we clean off

the bill and then come back to it?

Any further comments or questions on a

later section of the bill?

Mr. Paterson: Section 6, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: Section 6?

Mr. Paterson: There are two subsections in

this particular section, Mr. Chairman, and
subsection 1 authorizes any municipality to

pass a bylaw for issuing and fixing the maxi-
mum number of licences to hunt during the

open season.

I just wonder, Mr. Chairman, if the min-
ister could explain to me whether this par-
ticular subsection would allow a municipality,
such as the township of Pelee Island, to

declare itself a game farm for the purpose
of year-round hunting or for hunting in spe-
cific months of the year for varying purposes.

This has been talked about from time to

time. I realize there are special situations

relating to this particular municipality in my
riding. I wonder if this interpretation would
allow the facilitating of such a move, should

the township council and the residents in

that area deem it wise to become what they

envisage as a game farm for extended oper-
ations over the normal limited number of

days for hunting of, say pheasants or rabbits.

Secondly, in this particular section I would
like verification of subsection 5: "The minister

may exempt from the operation of subsection

1, lands that have been entered into an

agreement with—". Is this in fact an inter-

pretation that a person who has entered into

an agreement with the Ministry of Natural

Resources for the management of a woodlot

or reforestation for a 50-year period can be

exempted from the provisions for hunting
on those particular lands?

Mr. Rhodes: Mr. Chairman, section 39 of

the Act does now permit the minister the

authority to authorize a municipality to pass
the bylaws within their own corporate bound-
aries to control small game hunting and the

issuing of a number of licences. This par-
ticular amendment is simply eliminating one
of the licences that is involved as far as

section 6 is concerned. Right now the licences

that would be required would be the regular
small game licence—the township licence

that would be authorized by the minister.

Then within that area there would be an

area over which the ministry has control. It

would require another licence for that.
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All we are doing here is to eliminate the

need to have the three licences. The town-

ship licence would not be required to hunt
in that particular controlled area. We are

simply saying in that particular amendment
that rather than three licences, you can get

by with two.

I am sorry, I don't think I fully appre-
ciated the last part of the member's question
as it related to the exemption. I am sug-

gesting to him that the minister is authorized,
under section 39, to do what the member
suggests might be done, say on Pelee Island.

If it is part of an organized township and
there is a regular council, then they can re-

quest the minister to authorize this special
control. I did miss the second part, I am
sorry.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, if you will

permit, the second part of the question is

in relation to subsection 5 here. If an owner
of a parcel of land has entered into an

agreement, I just wonder what the deter-

mination of the word "agreement" is. Is this

an agreement with the Ministry of Natural

Resources pertaining to the management of

a woodlot, or is it some other type of agree-
ment you are referring to as it relates to

limiting this authority of a council on the

landowner and the ministry?

I am trying to get at the bottom of the

term "agreement". I just don't understand
what the ramifications of that particular
word are. Is this a management agreement
on the land? What type of agreement are

you referring to in this particular section?

Mr. Rhodes: I am sorry, I don't think I

can answer that at this time.

An hen. member: Here comes the answer.

Mr. Foulds: We will pause for station

identification.

Mr. Chairman: We will wait just a mo-
ment.

Mr. Rhodes: I am advised that the agree-
ment is not a reforestation agreement or

woodlot agreement. It is a wildlife manage-
ment agreement under section 6 of the Act.

It would be a wildlife management agree-
ment that would be entered into.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 6 carry?

Section 6 agreed to.

On section 7:

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Mr.

Chairman, this section 7 repeals subsection

(2) of section 47, which was a protection
section for small game. The exclusions from
the protection section are now repealed.

They dealt with the European hare, the

varying hare and the snowshoe rabbit. This
now means these animals will no longer be
able to be taken and sold commercially.

My question is, is the ministry planning
and are they authorized to make regulations

regarding these animals? Is the ministry con-

templating putting . out regulations regarding
bag limits on these European and snow-
shoe hares?

Mr. Rhodes: Yes, the regulation in fact

already is in effect in the case of the Eu-

ropean hare. In April of 1973 a bag limit of

six European hare was established. No bag
limit was established for the varying hare

because that species is very prolific, to say
the least. There are a lot of them. But there

is a bag limit on the European hare.

For the benefit of those who don't know
the difference between a European and a

varying hare—and I was one—the European
hare is a jackrabbit and a varying hare is a

snowshoe. It took me a month to find that

out, but now we all know.

Mr. Foulds: And you are from the north,

John?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: This section is encourag-
ing to many of us who have had comments
from constituents, involved in various fish-

ing and wildlife clubs. They have said this

has been of particular concern to them.

They have seen the commercial develop-
ment which removes whatever sport is in-

volved in doing-in rabbits of various kinds

across our province.

There is one thing which should be called

to the attention of the ministry. Since these

commercial rules have now been stopped,
and since there is a segment of our popula-
tion which enjoys rabbit purchased from
commercial butcher shops, I would think

that the ministry should publicize the situa-

tion so some of the innocent purchasers
would be protected from any problems oc-

casioned by the vendors, either butchers or

commercial persons who acquire these rab-

bits and are not being punished.

Mr. Foulds: They are called rabbit

hawkers.

Mr. Breithaupt: Now perhaps I have not

made myself all that clear. I think publicity
should not only discourage persons from
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buying, but also encourage rather stringent

measures against those who sell and who
flout the law.

Perhaps the parliamentary assistant can

advise us what penalty provision will exist

and whether these provisions will exist only

for the vending, or for the purchase and the

possession of these animals as well?

Mr. Rhodes: First of all, Mr. Chairman,
the sale will be permitted where a licence is

considered appropriate. There can be a

licence issued for the sale, so there could be

legal sale of this particular species, provid-

ing that it's done under licence.

Now as far as the penalty is concerned, I

cannot say at this time. I'll have to find that

information for you. But I do know there will

be both a possession and a bag limit penalty.

That's part of the amendment stipulates

possession and bag limit. The possession of-

fence of the statute contains the word,

'Tcnowingly possess.*' I think that would an-

swer your question as to what the specific

penalty is. But they can be sold, as I say, by
licence.

Mr. Chairman: Sections 7 and 8 agreed to.

On section 9.

Mr. Foulds: I notice that actually the only

change in your substitute subsection is the

amendment of the phrase "public zoo" to the

phrase "a zoo operated by a municipality."
Could you explain why? Are all of the public
zoos in Ontario operated by municipalities?
Are you going to get into difficulty with

future Legislatures if in fact you have an

analogous situation where the Art Gallery of

Toronto becomes the Art Gallery of Ontario

and a municipal zoo such as Toronto's be-

comes so important it is considered of suf-

ficient importance to become a provincial zoo

with provincial funding? I just don't under-

stand what led you to make this particular

change.

Mr. Rhodes: Yes, Mr. Chairman, I think

the problem here was simply to prevent
someone saying it is open to the public there-

fore it is a public zoo. What we are attempt-

ing to do here is prohibit this from happen-
ing. A person can keep animals in captivity

if he is properly licensed to do so. That gives

the ministry control over these people.

The municipalities are exempt from the

licensing. It gives us a more definite point of

view as to what is a "public zoo"; it is one

run by a municipality. Others could be

licensed, but we prevent the problems—like

services stations having caged black bears,

and this sort of thing.

Mr. Foulds: Yes, I understand. You have to

have a licence then.

Mr. Chairman: Any further questions or

comments?

Mr. Foulds: Yes, one further question on
that section. What are the scientific and edu-

cational purposes in the second phrase in

that clause: "that have been allowed in the

past?" Give us some indication of what

happens here.

Mr. Rhodes: My understanding is that this

is for educational institutions where they may
be studying wildlife. It may not necessarily

involve what I think is going through your
mind—the dissecting of same. It's for the

study of wildlife the retaining of wildhfe

for study purposes at an educational or a

scientific institution.

Mr. Chairman: Any further questions or

comments on this bill?

Mr. Foulds: Just one quick question. Go
ahead.

Mr. Chairman: Yes, the member for Essex

South then.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, in section 10

there is an inclusion that would allow the

regulation, restriction, or prohibition of blinds

and decoys. I think this is complementary to

the Environment Protection Act that was
carried in this House a few weeks ago. In

the past, Mr. Chairman, there has been a

great deal of controversy, especially in built-

up areas of my particular riding.

I recall specifically the municipality of

Kingsville, which is noted for being on the

fly-way route for the Canada goose. In the

flats in Lake Erie the hunters put up blinds

for several thousand feet, both in the munici-

pality of Kingsville and in the adjoining

township. Unfortunately, in many cases they

tended to abuse their privileges in this re-

gard. In many instances they did not re-

move these blinds from the water at the end

of the season. The wooden posts that were

driven into the lake were a danger to pleas-

ure craft and other navigation in that par-

ticular area. They were also an eyesore in

this resort community. I know from traveling

along the St. Clair Parkway and elsewhere

in the province you would see abandoned

blinds.

I think this is a good inclusion in the bill.

No doubt there will be a nominal licence for
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a person wanting to put a blind out in a

specified area, and some discretion can be

used by Ministry of Natural Resources officials

as to where these are going to be placed.

Hopefully it will also ensure these will be

removed at the end of the hunting season, so

that they are not a source of danger to pleas-

ure craft and water skiers. This is a good
move on the ministry's part.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Port

Arthur.

Mr. Foulds: Just very quickly, Mr. Chair-

man, I would like to endorse the sentiments

of the member for Essex South in this regard.
I gather there has been considerable abuse

of both blinds and decoys. I wonder if the

parliamentary assistant could quickly and

briefly indicate to the House what tenor—I

know that you can't indicate to us directly
what the regulations will be—but could you
indicate to us the tenor of the limitations you
see, particularly on the use of blinds. Is it

the term in length of time; is it the scope
of them in geographic length and so on?

Could you briefly outline the thinking the

ministry is doing at the present time so that

we have an idea of the regulations that will

be forthcoming under this subsection?

Mr. Rhodes: No, Mr. Chairman, I am
afraid I couldn't. We are waiting for this

legislation to come into effect and then the

regulations themselves will be brought into

being. I can't give you any indication.

I am sure the comments of the hon. mem-
ber for Essex South, along with yours, have

indicated concern that these will be things
that will be looked at by the ministry. I

might just say that this is here really to

have uniform regulations on migratory birds.

The federal government has said: "You are

the only province which hasn't taken it

over. Will you take it over?" We have said:

"We certainly want to get along with our

federal colleagues and we'U take it over."

Mr. Foulds: You are diff^erent from the

Minister of Agriculture and Food.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): He is

trying.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor - Walkerville):
Mr. Chairman, I wanted to ask the member

piloting the bill through if he has consid-

ered the introduction, as an amendment to

section 10, of the banning of the use of

lead shot so that during the hunting season

shotgun pellets will no longer be allowed to

be manufactured of lead. I have noticed

that in the State of Wyoming, the repre-

sentative, Tino Rongallio has introduced a

very tough bill which would forbid the use

of lead shot "on any land which constitutes

a habitat of waterfowl."

In the Legislature during the last couple
of days we have discussed the effects of

lead poisoning in manufacturing processes
here in Toronto-

Mr. Foulds: They just lost that case too.

Mr. B. Newman: I am simply bringing to

the members' attention now that in the United

States, effective for the 1975-1976 waterfowl

season there will be a nation-wide ban on

the use of lead shot. I would think that if

it is going to be legislation in the US it

merits consideration on the part of the minis-

try here to forbid the use of lead shot and

require it to be either plastic or of some
other type of non-poisonous, or non-accumu-

latively poisonous, substance.

Mr. Chairman: Any comment from the

parliamentary assistant?

Mr. Rhodes Mr. Chairman, I think the

member has raised a very interesting point
and one that is very worthwhile of consid-

eration. I am assuming this certainly can be

considered. Section 10, as you realize, is

the authorization for the development of

regulations and I see a lot of merit in what

you are proposing. I'd be pleased to bring

that to the attention of the ministry officials

to include that, possibly, in regulations in

that particular section.

Mr. Chairman: Any further questions and

comments to the balance of the bill? We do

have the amendment of the member for

Lakeshore to be voted on now.

Order please!

We have an amendment by Mr. Lawlor

to deal with. Mr. Lawlor had moved that

section 36 of clause 5 of Bill 164 be amended

as follows:

Subsection 2, by deleting the words "and

shall report thereon to the minister" and

subsection 3 by adding thereto the words

"and may direct or refuse to direct the

issuance of the licence or carry out or

refrain from carrying out the proposal to

cancel the licence as the case may be" and

by deleting subsection 4.
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The committee divided on Mr. Lawlor's

amendment which was negatived on the fol-

lowing vote:

Cleric of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 30, the "nays" are 48.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost.

Will the bill be reported?

Bill 164 reported.

SUCCESSION DUTIES ACT

House in committee on Bill 174, An Act

to amend the Succession Duties Act.

Mr. Chairman: It being now 6 of the

clock, I will now leave the chair and we
will resume at 8.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8:05 o'clock, p.m.

SUCCESSION DUTY ACT
( continued )

Mr. Chairman: When we rose at 6 o'clock

we had just called Bill 174, An Act to amend
the Succession Duty Act. Are there any
comments, questions or amendments under
this bill? If so, which section.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Yes, Mr.

Chairman, I have some comments and an
amendment on section 6.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 6?

The member for Riverdale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I know the bill has been to standing
committee and it is an extremely technical

bill-

Mr. Chairman: Which section are you on?

Mr. Renwick: —I would ask the parlia-

mentary assistant, who I assume has charge
of the carriage of the bill in the House-

Mr. Chairman: Order please. May I ask

which section you are on?

Mr. Renwick: Section 2.

Mr. Chairman: Section 2.

Mr. Renwick: I would ask the parliamen-

tary assistant whether or not he has anything
further to add in connection with the inter-

spousal exemption which is provided in sec-

tion 2; and the change in the exemptions
provided for dependents having regard to the

comments which were made both on second

reading and in committee of the House. Is

he intent upon providing for a total inter-

spousal exemption, regardless of the fact

that the level of succession duty is such that

we are now only talking about very wealthy
families in the Province of Ontario?

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Yes
Mr. Chairman, I would indicate there is no

change in that as stated by the Treasurer

(Mr. White) in his budget statement sub-
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mitted on Apr. 12 this year. The budget posi-
tion does not change—the interspousal trans-

fer is abolished by this bill.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 2 stand as

part of the bill?

Section 2 agreed to.

Anything before section 6.

Mr. Renwick: You were on section 5 were

you?

Mr. Gaunt: I was on section 6.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): With

respect to section 3, Mr. Chairman; this says
members of the family of the deceased no

longer require supervision or control over
their opening of safety deposit boxes-

Mr. Walker: Excuse me, I believe that is

renumbered section 4 (1).

Mr. Breithaupt: Oh, it is, is it? The section

does deal with the matter of safety deposit
boxes which are in the name of the other

members of the deceased's family, unless the
boxes were held jointly with the deceased.

I'm wondering if the parliamentary assis-

tant can advise us as to what the experience
of the ministry has been with respect to

these boxes? Have there been a large number
that have had to be involved because of the

{)revious procedure, or have the former pro-
visions been so easily avoided because of the

use of other names, corporate names that

could not be traced and so on, that you are

actually making the law somewhat more
realistic and enforceable?

Mr. Walker: Section 4 (1), Mr. Chairman,
deals with safety deposit boxes and abolition

of the requirement that the family safety

deposit boxes also be sealed upon the death
of the deceased. This recommendation comes
from the advisory committee on succession

duties and the Smith committee. We felt it

incumbent upon us to introduce this amend-
ment. In view of general, overriding factors,

it seems strange that we would seal the

safety deposit box of a person merely be-

cause he happens to be the brother of the

deceased. That brother may be an estranged
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brother who perhaps has not talked to or

seen the deceased in years, and yet we may
well have a seal put upon the safety deposit
box. I think the reasons are very clearly
there. It is just reasonable to do it. It would
be unreasonable to continue with the present

practice in our opinion.

Mr. Breithaupt: It is more of a nuisance

than it has been worth.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 4 stand as

part of the bill then?

Mr. Walker: As a matter of fact, I am not

sure that there has been any realistic value

ever ascribed to it.

Mr. Chairman: I recognize the member
for Dovercourt.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): Mr. Chairman,
we have jsjuests from the Dovercourt riding

here tonight in the east gallery. They have
come down to see how we operate in the

House tonight.

Mr. Chairman: Anything before section 6?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, on section 5,

the parliamentary assistant well knows, and

we all well know ,
that there are very

wealthy members of the community in this

province who operate farms. Any questions
I have are directed toward the incorporation
of a farm as defined in section 5 of this bill,

which will become section 17 (a) of the Suc-

cession Duty Act.

I would like to clarify and elucidate

whether or not what in fact the parlia-

mentary assistant has fashioned is purely of

benefit to the wealthy hobby farmers of the

province. I refer particularly, Mr. Chairman,
to the definition of a farming corporation
which is shown on page 5 item (c) of section

17 (a) in the bill which I have before me.
It has in item 3 the provision: "Which con-

tinues to carry on the business of farming
in Ontario through the employment of mem-
bers of the family of the deceased actually

engaged in the operation of the farm."

Will the parliamentary assistant explain to

me what is meant by the phrase "continues

to carry on business through the employ-
ment of members of the family of the de-

ceased actually engaged in the operation of

the farm"? What does the member of the

family have to do in order that you will

make certain that you are not allowing this

to be used as an escape hatch from succes-

sion duties by the hobby farmers in Ontario?

Mr. Walker: Sir, I wonder if the member
would give me the section? It is a very com-

plicated bill to find the section.

Mr. Renwick: I am referring to section 5

of the bill which provides for a new section

17 (a) of the Act. On page 5 of bill 174

which I have in front of me, it defines the

term "farming corporation." Has the parlia-

mentary assistant found that provision?

Mr. Walker: Yes, by the amended bill

under section-

Mr. Gaunt: Section 6.

Mr. Renwick: Oh, I am sorry.

Mr. Walker: Section 6 (c), farming cor-

porations?

Mr. Chairman: It is page 5 in the new bill,

I might point out.

Mr. Renwick: Page 5 in the new bill? It

is page 5 in the bill I have.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I have found
the section now. I wonder if the member
would be kind enough to rephrase his com-
ments.

Mr. Renwick: I certainly will. Item 3 of

the definition of "farming corporation" pro-
vides that one of the characteristics of such
a corporation must be that it: "Continues to

carry on the business of farming in Ontario

through the employment of members of the

family of the deceased actually engaged in

the operation of the farm."

To what extent is the Treasury of the

Province of Ontario protected against the

hobby farmer where one member of the

family purports to manage the farm? He can
be almost an absentee manager; he can be
a weekend manager of the farm. Is that a

person who is a member of the family of the

deceased actually engaged in the operation of

the farm?

What I want the parliamentary assistant to

do is put on the record of the Legislature
the kind of employment which will make
certain that the Treasury of the Province of

Ontario will not lose succession duties be-

cause this section is used as an escape hatch

for hobby farmers.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I would draw
the hon. member's attention to the amended
Act, reprinted as amended by the admin-
istration of justice committee. That definition

was specifically dealt with in that committee.

An amendment was made to section 6, as
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it was then renumbered, to delete the final

words in paragraph 4—that would be para-

graph 4 found in the new bill on page 6.

That deletion, amended by the administration

of justice committee, deleted the words: "And
whose chief occupation was farming through-
out that year/'

Those very words are specifically for what

might be referred to as Bay St. farmers. In

fact, not only can I give no assurance to

the member as to what he now is requesting,
but the Act specifically excludes the words
which might have given some assurance to

the member. The amendment to the Act
allows for the so-called Bav St. farmers, but
that word is probably reflective of only a

certain number of the entire category in-

tended to be included.

It also includes the hobby farmers or the

marginal farmer. The marginal farmer is the

farmer who perhaps finds it necessary, be-

cause of the straits of his economic sitTiation

on the farm, to go over and perhaps drive

a school bus, as many of the rural people do
to maintain the existence of that farm.

The whole scope and purpose of the Treas-

urer's budget of April 12, and the recom-

mendations in respect not only to the farming

corporation but the farm lands was to main-

tain land in farming. In fact maintaining that

land, even if it does provide a benefit to the

so-called hobby farmer or the Bay St. farmer,
is particularly helpful to the marginal farmer,
and we feel the benefit is warranted.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I have the

amended bill in front of me and I don't want
to be sidetracked from the point which I

am trying to make. So far as I can see, the

amended bill did not alter the definition of

farming corporation. Am I correct in that?

Mr. Walker: That is correct.

Mr. Renwidc: And the third element of the

definition, in order that a corporation may
qualify as a farming corporation, is that it

must: "Continue to carry on the business of

farming in Ontario through the employment
of members of the family of the deceased

actually engaged in the operation of the

farm."

Am I to take from what the parliamentary
assistant says that the Treasury has no regard
for whether or not this is an escape hatch

for the hobby farmer, so long as it is bene-

ficial to the legitimate farmer in the province?
If that is the case, then you have answered

my questions and I will sit down.

Mr. Walker: Well, that is the case.

Mr. Renwick: Then I won't sit down; I

have changed my mind!

What you are saying then is that any
member of the family may be partially em-

ployed in something which could be called

being actually engaged in the operation of

the farm, and the wealthy man who can
afford the hobby farm would be entitled to

the benefit of this kind of provision in the

Act.

You know what I mean about the wealthy
man. How about the wealthy man who buys
the development land on the periphery of

the city of Toronto, in the Metropolitan area

of the city of Toronto—

An hon. member: Morty Shulman!

Mr. Renwick: Well after all, Morty Shul-

man used to support your party; the great
bulk of the hobby farmers in Ontario support

your party.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): He went into the

futures market. He's not farming anymore.

Mr. Renwick: Well I can understand. The
Minister of Agriculture and Food (Mr.

Stewart) appeared to be in cahoots with the

member for High Park about the futures

market.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: If you can believe that

it's that way; but it's a one way street. It

isn't this way.

Mr. Renwick: Well, all I'm saying is that

the one way street, this way of the hobby
farmers, is an extremely narrow alleyway and
there are very few who make it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We'll see about that.

Mr. Renwick: And we are very particular
about those who do.

But, Mr. Chairman, I take it from what
the parliamentary assistant is saying that

the government, in guise of protecting the

farmer of the Province of Ontario, has in

fact created a loophole for the person whose

principal business is not carrying on farming
but who can manage to have one of the

children of the deceased person engaged in

some kind of a managerial function which
will satisfy the Treasury that the corporation

qualifies for this forgiveness of succession

duties on the farm, which means in most
cases a very substantial piece of real estate

in the environs of Metropolitan Toronto and
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in the environs of most of the major urban
centres in the Province of Ontario.

If that is the case, then I would like to

consider introducing an amendment to the

provisions in the bill to tighten it up.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the provision
of the budget was such that the intention

was to maintain lands in farming, and that

feature has been maintained. We see no
distinction between the hobby farmer and
the marginal farmer.

in this province there are many marginal
farmers. The distinction cannot be ade-

quately made, in our opinion, and accord-

ingly the hobby farmer is accommodated
under the section of the Act.

Now any size farm can be incorporated;
the family must, however, continue to op-
erate the farm by being a shareholder.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Renwick: Are you on the same section?

Mr. Gaunt: I'm on the item just above.
It's section 6 but it's just above. Do you
want me to continue to?

Mr. Renwick: Would you mind doing that

while I write out my amendment?

'Mr. Gaunt: No, no; not at all.

There is one very serious shortfall in this

bill with respect to this particular section

in my view. I think the minister has over-

looked it. I think he may have considered
it but set the possibility aside for one reason
or the other.

The whole intent of this particular section

of the bill is, as stated in the budget, if I—

An Hon. member: What section?

Mr. Gaunt: I'm talking about section 6,

clause 17a; that's the new section. I propose
ultimately to add a new section (v); (iii); (iv)

and (v) just before (c). There's clause 17a
with (b) "fanning assets" means—and there
are (i), (ii), (iii), (iv); and I hope to add a
new section (v) to that particular section of

the bill.

As I was saying, the whole intent, as I

recall the Treasurer's statement at the time
he gave it, was to make it easier for farms
to transfer from one generation to the other.

I think the Treasurer made that point on
more than one occasion. But as far as I am
concerned the way the bill is drawn at the

moment it really won't accomplish that

purpose; at least not as effectively as I think

it should. Now for example, if a farmer
has farming assets, if he has assets in his

farming operation of, say, $50,000 — which

really is unnecessarily low today because

many of these farming operations go as

high as $150,000 to $200,000 in total assets

without being incorporated, so that $50,000
is really low. But for purposes of my
example, let's say the farmer has assets of

$50,000. He's getting on in years and he
wishes to transfer his farming operation to

his son. He knows his estate will be exempt
from the first $50,000 under the province's

gift tax provision; he knows about this bill,

so there is no doubt about that first $50,000.

Incidentally, I would have thought the

Treasurer would have introduced a com-

panion bill with respect to the gift tax, but

perhaps that's going to come in at a later

date, presumably it will.

Mr. Walker: It will.

Mr. Gaunt: It is so stated.

But in any case, he says I am getting on in

years, I want to transfer my farming opera-
tion to my son. He knows about this bill; he
knows that upon his death that $50,000
exemption stands.

However, he decides to do it another way,
because the son wants to have title to that

farm and that farm operation. He is not

going to hang around there for years waiting
iFor the father to die in order to take advan-

tage of this particular provision. He wants to

get the operation in his name. And so the

father says: "All right we'll do it this way.
I'll sell the farm to you and I'll take a

$50,000 mortgage on the balance."

Mr. H. Worton (Wellington South): Or a

promissory note.

Mr. Gaunt: Or a promissory note.

Now under the terms of this Act that

mortgage is not considered as a farm asset

and will not therefore, be considered as part
of the $50,000 tax-free gift. I suggest to the

parliamentary assistant that it should, be-
cause really, the way the bill is drawn at the
moment there is absolutely no encouragement
for the son to stay at home.

What this bill does, in effect, is encourage
retention of the ov^mership by the father until

his death. The son is placed in the position
of hanging around until the father dies in

order to take advantage of these provisions.

That's too uncertain. Very few young
people are going to do that today. They
simply are not going to stay at home on the

promise of the father that when he dies
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everything is going to become the property
of the son.

I've seen it happen too often where young
people stay around home on the promise that

when the father dies, when the owner of the

business dies, everything will be theirs. For

some reason or other, the old gentleman gets

a little senile, he gets a little upset-

Mr. Worton: Mad at the government.

Mr. Gaunt: Any number of things can

happen and he decides that he doesn't want
to do that and he wills it to someone else

who really hasn't had any part of the farm-

ing operation over all these years. So the

people who have made the contribution over

the years are out in the cold; and this bill

is aiding and abetting that kind of situation.

You are just encouraging that type of thing.

I put it very seriously to the parliamentary
assistant that this bill has a very definite

shortcoming in that respect. Any intelligent

son with any gumption can hardly be ex-

pected to stay on the farm anticipating being
left the farm on the death of his father. He
is not going to do it—for 10 years, 20 years,
25 years. He is simply not going to do it.

The inclusion of forgiveness of debts related

to the purchase of the farm property by a

member of the family would encourage
fathers to turn over their farms to their sons

during their lifetimes rather than on their

deaths. This is the only kind of long-term
estate planning that makes any sense.

The son, of course, is anxious to secure

ownership as he is going to continue to be

engaged in farming. If he's going to stay on
the farm he doesn't want to stay around as

a hired hand. He wants to get ownership of

the farm, and the logical way to do that,

under the provisions of this Act, is for the

father to sell the farm to the son and take a

mortgage or a promissory note on it. But if

he does that then he's caught with this bill.

As a matter of fact, this bill flies in the

face of the policies put forward by the Minis-

ter of Agriculture and Food and every ag
rep in the Province of Ontario over the past
five years. All the farm management courses

that have been sponsored by ODAF over the

past five or six years have stressed the need
for long-term estate planning on behalf of

farmers. This has been the subject of com-
plete courses when farmers have been en-

couraged to plan their estates over a period
of years while they're still living rather than
will their property on their death.

I wish my friend, the Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food, were here to support my case,

because under the circumstances I can't

understand why the government, as a matter
of policy, hasn't seen fit to incorporate that in

this particular bill.

I make a final point before I sit down and
move my amendment. I'm going to get into

this further, but I make the final point to

the parliamentary assistant that the amend-
ment that I'm proposing in a minute does not

confer a new benefit; it does not confer a

new benefit. It is just doing the same thing
as is proposed in the bill only it's doing it

during the life of the father. There's no
benefit passed along through the amendment
which I propose, and under those conditions

I hope the parliamentary assistant would give
it consideration.

I'm going to move the amendment. It's an
amendment to section 6, 17a(b) and I add
a new section after (iv) which will become

(v) and the amendment is as follows.

Mr. Gaunt moves that section 6 of Bill

174 be amended by adding to 17a, under
subclause (b), the following: (v) A mort-

gage, or note secured by a mortgage where
the security for such obligation is property
described in subsection 17(1 )(b) (i), (ii)

and (iii) of this section, and where the

mortgagor or borrower is a member of the

family of the deceased as described in 17(1)
(f) hereof.

Mr. Gaunt: The intent of that particular
amendment is to indicate that a mortgage is

to be considered as a farm asset under the

terms of this Act and thereby the provisions
of this Act, namely, the $50,000 gift, on the

death of the father will become payable even

though it is a mortgage.

I think that's reasonable, I think it makes
sense and I hope the parliamentary assistant

would accept that.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I assume the

farmer from Downsview will be quiet now for

a few minutes.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): I haven't

said a word all night.

Mr. Renwick: You said "carried" just then.

Mr. Singer: Oh, do you agree?

Mr. Renwick: No; although I think that

having looked at the amendment proposed by
the member for Huron-Bruce, I can say that
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we are in agreement with it. I am not sug-

gesting for a moment that there aren't prob-
lems with estate planning for farms where
there is more than one child in the family,
as to who is to get what. This is a separate

problem from succession duties, but so far as

the Succession Duties Act is concerned it

can at least not inhibit adequate estate plan-

ning with respect to the family farm which
has a multiple family. I don't think the

amendment I am going to propose is at all at

odds with that.

I am going to propose this, if I may, as a

subamendment, so that we can deal with this

section 6 as a whole. Through this amend-
ment I'll try as best I can to highlight and
to close the gap which would permit the

hobby farmer to have the benefit of this for-

giveness operation at the expense of the

Treasury of the Province of Ontario.

I am not talking about distinguishing

hobby farmers from marginal farmers, I am
talking about distinguishing farmers from

hobby farmers; that is a man whose principal

occupation is not farming, his principal occu-

pation and income-earning capacity is directed

to some other activity but he happened to

have been wealthy enough to acquire valuable

land, usually in the environs of a metropolitan
or other urban area for development poten-
tial, and he can carry on a farming operation,

usually an efficient one.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, on a point of

order. I wonder if I could suggest to the
member for Riverdale that the two amend-
ments be separated. What he has said up to

this point seems to make sense, but could the

two amendments not be dealt with separ-

ately? The one moved by the member for

Huron-Bruce first, and then the one by the

member for Riverdale, so that the two argu-
ments won't get confused. I am not taldng
exception to what the member for Riverdale

is saying.

Mr. Renwick: I am quite prepared to do

that, Mr. Chairman, so long as I am not

caught in the trap that the amendment passes
the-

Mr. Chairman: As I understood it from

your earlier remarks, your amendment was

going to be to subsection (c), was it not? A
definition of a farming corporation?

Mr. Renwick: Subsection (c).

Mr. Chairman: That is separate from this

one. So it will not be eflFective.

Mr. Renwick: Well, it was on the same
clause. I will be quite happy to await the

outcome of—

Mr. Chairman: I think we should get the

answer and deal with this. We will be willing
to take your amendment to the next subsec-

tion after that.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I want to ask
the member for Huron-Bruce, so that we in

this party understand precisely what he is

talking about. Under his proposed amend-
ment, it would be possible for the owner
of a farm, having incorporated, to sell the

farm to his son and to take back a mortgage.
This would be an asset of the farming cor-

poration, so the farming corporation would
not own a viable farm but would own as its

principal asset the mortgage on the farm
which is carried on by the descendants of

the deceased person. Is the amendment say-

ing that therefore they would be still en-

titled to the forgiveness provisions over a

25-year period?

Mr. Gaunt: That's right.

Mr. Renwick: Well certainly we would
support such an amendment. I assume the

merit and rationality of it would appeal to

those government members that are here,
and I assume it would pass on a voice vote.

Mr. Singer: Obviously.

An hon. member: Carried?

Mr. Walker: Not entirely, Mr. Chairman.

Speaking to the amendment put forward by
the member for Huron-Bruce, the first point
to make is that the mortgage-back principle
is to some extent accommodated by the pro-

posal in the budget which, as the member
pointed out, allows for a $50,000 once-in-a-

lifetime gift in a farming situation. To recall

the budget, the Treasurer indicated on Apr.
12, 1973, that in respect of a once-in-a-life-

time gift a procedure will be developed to

permit a once-in-a-lifetime $50,000 exemp-
tion on a gift of an interest in a family farm

by a farmer to his children.

That is the first thing that is available to

the farmer in his estate planning. In addition

to that, the farmer would have the oppor-
tunity of writing down a mortgage, if he
chose a mortgage-back approach, at the rate

of $2,000 per year under the regular gift

arrangements. If it were jointly given to

children it could be written down more,

$2,000 for each one of them.

In addition to that we think the amend-
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ments to the Act as proposed by the Treas-

urer basically call for totally new thinking
in estate proposals. Estate planning in this

province has gone through a significant

change in the most recent years. Estate tax

itself, of course, has been abolished by the

federal government. Succession duty has

gone through tremendous changes; the inter-

spousal change for example. No longer is the

farmer having great concern about the ques-
tion of perhaps a farm that might be worth
mo e than—well it was increased to $500,000

just a few years ago—now it is completely
abolis' ed from an interspousal point of view.

Certainly estate planning has to be rethought
out there.

W? th'nk that with respect to the mort-

gage question, the farmer now will be able

to say: "I won't go that route. Instead I will

make some other arrangement. The arrange-
ment will be that I want my son to carry
on with this farm when I am through. I am
70 yea'^s old now; so that is in the next 10

years or so or whatever it might be." In that

case duty would be forgiven at the rate of

one-twenty-fifth per year all the way along
for 25 years, so long as that son or that fam-

ily continues to farm that particular farm.

What it will bring about is a total rethinking
in his estate planning.

We think this is the approach to take

rather than considering the mortgage-back
approach. The mortgage-back principle had
some attraction to it and the problem was

chiefly administrative in attempting to dis-

tinguish it from other mortgage-backs that

were done as forms of investment. Frankly,
it would be very difficult, from an adminis-

trative point of view, coming to a conclusion,
one being, on the one hand, in distinguishing
estate planning and the other being, from an

investment point of view, using farming lands

and farming assets as a security for his in-

vestment.

The administrative difficulty, according to

the people within the succession duty branch,
is horrendous. For those reasons, plus the

fact that this new estate planning approach,
by m^ans of the l/25th which we consider
a much more adequate proposal—this l/25th

forgiveness per year—would adequately or

would appropriately accommodate the farm-
er's estate planning. We see the mortgage-
back principle as not being that sufficiently
valuable a tool in his estate planning when
these other tools are available to him.

Mr. Worton: Mr. Chairman, the issue here
I think—and I raised this on second reading
when the minister was here and we have had

correspondence with the minister's depart-
ment—the issue here is security. It's a case,

I think, as Mr. Gaunt has raised it, that the

farmer reaches the age of 65 and he has

a son who says: "Dad, I am going to get
married and I am going to take over the

farm and I want to have some security that I

am going to be able to keep this farm, bor-

row or expand the farming operation. So
the dad takes a mortgage or promissory note

that can be forgiven at the time of his death.

I think my friend, the member for Downs-
view, raised an issue. Most of the farmers

in my area are pretty sensible, but it could

be that a farmer becomes a widower and the

son is working away with him on the farm.

Then the farmer meets some charming young
nurse who says, "Well, we are going to get
married." Then all hope of the son getting
that farm is gone because of the nice girl.

Mr. Breithaupt: Someone like the Minister

of Agriculture and Food.

Mr. Worton: I think I said that in the

earlier debate on second reading and I be-

lieve you should accept this amendment,

I think the only way—if you are going to

continue with your policy, as you mentioned,
in the budget, of keeping the young man on
the farm and giving him encouragement to

expand and to continue on from father to son

—is to accept this amendment. I don't think

it is fair to do it any other way.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Chairman, if I may, I think

my friend, the member for Wellington South,
is absolutely right. There is a question of

security here. The son isn't going to stay
around and work along because he-

Mr. Walker: Married the nurse.

Mr. Gaunt: Well, leaving the nurse aside,

he is just not going to do it because he can't,

really, be part of the operation unless he has
the ownership of the farm. He can't go to

the bank and borrow money because he
doesn't own anything. The ownership resides

with the father.

Mr. Singer: But suppose the father just

gets grumpy.

Mr. Gaunt: The father may get grumpy, he

may change his will 20 times before he dies.

So that, really, although the parliamentary
assistant made the point that the mortgage-
back principle was very cumbersome from an
administrative point of view, quite frankly I

can't see that it is any more cumbersome
than what the minister called his other

arrangement.
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I am not sure what these other arrange-

ments are. I would like to have them,

specifically. I'd like to know how the father

can really accomplish the kind of thing that

we are talking about here in some other

fashion.

You mentioned the gift tax, the once-in-

a-lifetime gift tax of $50,000.

Mr. Singer: Gift tax exemption.

Mr. Gaunt: Gift tax exemption. But I think

that is really inadequate from the point of

view of what we are talking about here.

Mr. Walker: If you want to keep the

farmer on the land, the young farmer on the

land, surely these other tools, for instance,

"Son, I am going to write my will and

you're going to get the farm"—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Walker: That is the first point.

Secondly, "Son, we've got the farm valued

at $70,000 and here is $50,000. In effect, I

am going to give you, whatever it is, a five-

sevenths share of this farm, so here is your
$50,000 once-in-a-lifetime gift." Surely that

is the security that is going to keep him on
the farm.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Kitchener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, there are a

number of things that I think have to be said

now that the parliamentary assistant has

raised a few of these points.

The first one: He talks about—and the

word he used was "horrendous"—the require-
ments of checking through these various

estates and ensuring that things have been

properly attended to. But surely nothing will

be more horrendous, to use his own word,
than the fact that he will be keeping these

files open for 25 years.

There aren't all that many farms that are

likely to be involved. But there could be
some sizable estates—a farm of several hun-
dred thousand dollars—that would continue.

The only thing we are asking is that the son,
the person whom you say you want to benefit,
has the same right, as a result of forgiveness
or a loss of taxation responsibilities for the

mortgage or the promissory note, as he would
receive under your present and proposed
legislation—the section in this Act.

You've talked about the $50,000 once-in-

a-lifetime situation and you've talked about
the gift benefit. But neither of those two are

the points that we are concerned with right
now. As my colleague, the member for

Wellington South, says, we're concerned with

the matter of security.

Mr. Walker: Fifty-thousand dollars is a lot

of security.

Mr. Breithaupt: I must say that the thought
crossed my mind that possibly the hon.

member for Middlesex North (Mr. Stewart)
or some other of the farming members
on the government side of the House might
well not get involved with the nurse that we
are talking about. But as the only farmer I

know at all closely is the hon. member for

Brant (Mr. R. F. Nixon), I realize my leader

would never get grumpy but possibly one of

these other gentlemen might. They might
decide in the last instance to leave their

assets to a home for crippled and aged ox-

cart drivers, and as a result this benefit that

was hoped for by the son is not going to

make it. This person that you say you are

concerned with, the one that is going to be
the beneficiary, is not going to get the

benefit.

But you can be assured that you are going
to have problems. Your agricultural repre-
sentatives are going to have to go around the

province very quickly with new kits to advise

farmers that they are a few years too late in

their plans. They have now got to change
things around once again through estate plan-

ning in order to ensure that the benefits you
say you want actually get passed on.

Surely you are able to have the best of

both worlds if you accept the amendment that

my colleague from Huron-Bruce makes. If the

idea of the family farm is important, then

you have been able, first of all, to encourage,

by estate planning, that some farmers might
now be in process of forgiving a promissory
note or forgiving a mortgage-back. What you
can do is make sure that those who now get
on these plans do not lose what would other-

wise be the expected benefits—the kind of

benefits you are trying to put in here.

If there is to be a planning programme and
if you are serious about this forgiveness in

order to encourage farms of substantial value

to remain and be encouraged and developed

by the younger members of the family, then

what you can do is reinforce that encourage-
ment by allowing this similar forgiveness
situation to apply where certain other pro-

grammes have already been begun. Those

programmes have been begun because the

ministry has encouraged them in estate plan-

ning. They've been begun because your min-

istry says that the family farm is important.
You would be able to tie the two things
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together and clean up this area pretty well if

you acxiepted the amendment of my colleague.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I think these

debates tend to get out of perspective. I think

it's only in a marginal sense that succession

duties prohibit a person from carrying on a

family farm. I think the other problems—the

estate planning problems, the value of the

farm, the desire of the person to stay in

farming—are all very important factors and

much more important ones.

But given the situation where the farmer

and his family wish the farm to continue as

a farm—so that you've ruled out all these

other questions—and they want to have an

effective method for doing that which will

continue the incentive of the son to carry on
the farming business and at the same time

provide adequately for the father withdraw-

ing from the farming business over a period
of time, then it is not the province of the

Succession Duty Act to foreclose that option.

That's all the problem is. It isn't that this

is the best way or that's the best way, be-

cause it is a situation where people should

have options available to them.

One of the options may be the one which
is reflected in the draft presented by the

parliamentary assistant. One of the other

options which obviously appeals to people is

that presented by the amendment by the

member for Huron-Bruce. There may very
well be other options.

But vidthin that limited framework, it

seems to me that it is not the province of

the Succession Duty Act to rigidly determine

the method by which it will be carried out

and to prevent adequate planning. All that

the Succession Duty Act should properly do
is impose duty on arrangements, whatever
the arrangements may be, that are made by
persons with respect to property passing from
one to another on the death of one person,

leaving it freely up to them to determine the

method by which the transfers take place.
Otherwise you make it unrealistic and rigid
and you don't foster, in the limited extent

that the Succession Duty Act can, the policy
which the government espouses.

I am not going to argue with you that one
is more perfect in a given situation than the

other is, but that all situations are not alike

and that persons should be allowed the

option. If the option makes sense, and the

Treasury is not affected by it, then its emi-
nent reasonableness would appear to me to

merit consideration. It is on that basis that

we would suggest that the matter be dealt

with. If the parliamentary assistant feels that

he's not in a position to accept it now, we
suggest he stand the bill down and give
consideration to a very valid amendment
which has been put forward to accomplish a

very legitimate purpose.

I agree with the member for Kitchener—it

just doesn't make sense to talk about the ad-

ministrative problem. Even in the restricted

succession duty oflBce as it exists now, they
are quite competent to deal with the admin-
istrative problems of following the succession

duty law and making it applicable to any
number of diverse situations. As the member
for Kitchener says, you are already imposing
an administrative burden on the succession

duty oflBce to oversee a period of 25 years
of forgiveness of the succesison duty, if one

accepts the principle of forgiveness—and we
have very real questions about that because

you are really talking not about forgiveness
of duty, but the provision of liquidity. There
are very few farmers that I know of who
would be at all interested in having a lien

on their farm for 25 years at the behest of
the government of Ontario.

For practical purposes, as soon as they can
raise the money, they are going to pay it off,

and they are not necessarily going to wait
out the 25 years. They are going to treat it

as a flexibility and liquidity rather than as

a forgiveness of duty. And it is not going to

necessarily ensure that the farm is going to

stay in farming, because a few years hence

they may very well want to sell it, get out
of farming, pay off the duty and go about
their other business.

But within that very limited context, the

amendment proposed by the member for

Huron-Bruce makes eminent sense. It is not

asking a great deal of the government and
would provide a certain degree of flexibility

which would permit adequate family plan-

ning and estate planning in this kind of par-
ticular situation

The strange thing is that the Succession

Duty Act has always been deficient in pro-
visions respecting the passage of familv

farms from one generation to another, be-

cause it has never had available to it the

t'-ust concept, which is available for estates

of persons in an urban surrounding, whose
assets are stocks and shares and bonds of

corporations and who can provide a method
of passing on their estate minimizing the

duty and maximizing the benefit that their

heirs accept. But that trust provision has

never been really applicable to an ongoing
business, whether it is a family firm or
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whether it is a family farm. Is it possible
that the parliamentary assistant can consider

this amendment or are we in a rigid format

where this bill must be pressed through at

this time?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, from the ad-

ministrative point of view, the problem is

not related to the diffculties with the one-

twenty-fifth principle, because it is the obli-

gation of the taxpayer to prove each year

why the one-twenty-fifth forgiveness of duty
should be applied in his case. It's a relatively

minor administrative matter from that point
of view. The administrative difficulty arises

in distinguishing the mortgage-back approach
from the true mortgage-back approach, at-

tempting to accomplish what has been set

forth in the budget here, and on the other

hand the sheer investment mortgage. That is

the real difiBculty which our people say would

be, to use the word offered by the hon. mem-
ber for Kitchener, "horrendous."

I do have to concede the point that it

would, no doubt, reinforce the principle of

the budget, and that is to allow the con-

tinuance of the family farm. However, we
are satisfied that there are other tools avail-

able in the person's estate planning, and that

the changes in the succession duty matters

have been so significant in the last few years
to warrant the farmer to reconsider his posi-

tion from an estate point of view. We feel

that in light of the companion recommenda-
tion of the $50,000 once-in-a-lifetime gift

that will be coming in in due course—I sus-

pect about the first of the year or, perhaps,

shortly thereafter—and in view of this new
approach—using the forgiveness principle on
the family farm of one twenty-fifth per year
—there are enough tools available to accom-
modate the ends of the farmer in this case.

And. again, this estate principle we have

been discussing, of course, is available to re-

tain the farm in farming and, hopefully, by
the family. We think the tools are available

and satisfactory.

However, I would like to point out that

the Treasurer has assured us that the mort-

gage-back principle was not within his con-

sideration during the period of the budget
making, and this is an extention to it.

He is prepared to take another look at the

administrative point of view and, perhaps
in a future budget, this can be accommo-
dated if he deems it appropriate. But for the

time being we feel the tools are adequate,
the purposes can be accomplished for that

number of farms in Ontario which would
fall into that category.

For that purpose we are prepared not to

allow the bill to stand down, rather to press

forward to defeat the amendment if we can.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Chairman, the hon. mem-
ber for Riverdale is quite right. The amend-
ment is really leaving the options open. It

provides an alternative. The parliamentary
assistant says, "Well, there are other alterna-

tives that are workable and satisfactory."

He mentioned the matter of the will. But a

prospective beneficiary is never sure of what
he is going to get in the will.

Mr. Walker: What if he gets a $50,000

gift?

Mr. Gaunt: Well, the fact of the matter is

that he-

Mr. Walker: That is enough to secure him.

Mr. Gaunt: But he is not sure.

Mr. Walker: You don't want to write a

will 10 years before-

Mr. Gaunt: The father can say he is going
to do this and this and this in his will, and
then tomorrow, because of some circum-

stance, he may change his mind, and he goes
to his lawyer and he changes his will.

Mr. Walker: Well, surely that is his right.

Mr. Gaunt: And the entire situation can

be reversed. There is no such thing as an

irrevocable will.

Mr. Walker: Well, I would not want to

take away a person's right to give the land

as he sees fit.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Or if

he sells it-

Mr. Walker: It is his land.

Mr. Breithaupt: That is the whole point.

Mr. Gaunt: But, Mr. Chairman, the parlia-

mentary assistant is missing the point. The

purpose of this legislation is to facilitate the

transfer of a family farm from one genera-
tion to another.

Mr. Walker: I am not missing the point
at all.

Mr. Gaunt: And when we get into the dis-

cussion about the fact that it is his land and
he can do what he wants with it, that is

really not within the confines of this legisla-

tion, at all. He has already decided what he

wants to do with it.
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Mr. Walker: It is to keep the land.

Mr. Gaunt: And what I am saying-

Mr. Walker: Well, in effect you are pro-

bating a will before the death.

Some hon. members: Oh, come off it!

Mr. Gaunt: Not really.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South):

Sounds like a high school debate.

Mr. Gaunt: The parliamentary assistant

says, "Well, we are prepared to take another

look at it from the administrative point of

view" or at least the Treasurer is, and he

may, if he can see his way clear in a future

budget, bring in a possible amendment or

suggest a possible amendment to this pro-
cedure to accommodate what we are trying
to do here.

But I suggest that now is the time to do

it, not two, or three or four years hence.

Now is the time to do it. We are putting

through this bill. It is a new concept. It is

a good concept. And let us do it right when
we are doing it.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?
Those in favour of Mr. Gaunt*s motion will

please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay."

In my opinion the nays have it.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): On a point
of order, Mr. Chairman, I want the record to

show that the persons who voted "aye" num-
bered 17, those who voted "nay" numbered
8. You said the "nays" had it. You are either

deaf, dumb and blind or this is a nut house.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. This is not

a point of order in the first place.

Mr. Walker: We spoke a little bit louder.

Mr. Chairman: Number one, it is not the

job of the chairman to count.

Mr. Shulman: You can listen. You are not

deaf, too.

Mr. Chairman: Number two-

Mr. Shulman: Are you deaf as well as

blind?

Mr. J. P. MacBeth (York West): Awfully
tough to listen to you.

Mr. Chairman: I am sure the member will

agree the legislation is not passed on who

can make the most noise. Shall we stack

this?

Mr. Shulman: This place is a complete
waste of time. Votes don't mean a thing in

here.

Mr. Chairman: Call in the members.

We have an amendment by Mr. Gaunt to

section 6 of the bill, which is 17a of the Act,
subsection 1, where a new subsection (v) is to

be added as follows:

A mortgage or note secured by a mort-

gage where the security for such obligation
is property described in subsection 17a—

(1), (b), (i), (ii) and (iii) of this section and
where the mortgagor or borrower is a mem-
ber of the family of the deceased as

described in 17a—(1) (f) hereof.

The committee divided on Mr. Gaunt's

motion, which was negatived on the follow-

ing vote:

Clerk of the House: Mr. Chairman, the

"ayes" are 26, the "nays" 44.

Mr. Chairman: I declare the motion lost.

I think the member for Riverdale had an
amendment.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, really, there aren't that many people in

the chamber.

Mr. Shulman: On a point of order, Mr.

Chairman, is it proper for a member to poll
a vote on both sides of the motion and
have both votes counted?

Mr. Chairman: I am not aware of that

happening.

Mr. Shulman: You are not aware of that

happening?

Mr. Chairman: No member should vote

twice. I am not aware of anyone who did.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The member
for Riverdale, I believe, had an amendment.
Are there any other comments, questions or

amendments to a later selection in the bill?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, while we are

on this particular clause, which is section 6

of the Act, I would say that the member for

Huron-Bruce raised a very valid point. There
is no doubt that this will be given very, very
serious consideration in the relatively near

future-

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Walker: And I can say, Mr. Chairman,
that the problem that confronts us—

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Walker: The problem, of course, Mr.

Chairman, was the wording, but on another

occasion perhaps some accommodation can

be made. These implications will be looked

at very seriously.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale,
I believe, on a later subsection.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I really don't

think that the parliamentary assistant-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Renwick: —can con us by saying that

he is going to look into the ramifications of

it. The ramifications are perfectly clear and

they were put in rational discussion. What
it means is the Tory party is so rigid it can't

accept any kind of a reasonable amendment.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: You are the the last

man to say that.

Hon. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary for Resources Development): You have
had more amendments than—

Mr. Renwick moves that item (c) of sec-

tion 17 a of clause 6 of Bill 174 be amended

by renumbering sub-items (2) and (3) and

(4), and inserting therein a new section (2)

as follows:

(2) which is managed on a full-time

basis by the deceased at his death or a

member of the family of the deceased at

his death.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, the point is

very simple. We want to make absolutely
certain that legitimate farming operations are

entitled to the benefit of the exemptions

provided in the bill. But we want to ensure

that the hobby farmer, that is the person
whose principal occupation is elsewhere, and

who happens to operate a farm, is not to be
able to use this as an escape hatch at the

expense of the Treasury of the Province of

Ontario.

The amendment simply provides an ac-

commodation for the amendment from the

member for Huron-Bruce, had it been ac-

cepted, on the basis that the person who

manages the farm at the date of death must
be the deceased person, and that he must
do it on a full-time basis or that a member
of his family must do it on a full-time basis.

Otherwise, as everyone knows, it is quite pos-
sible to operate a farm on an absentee mana-

gerial basis and still claim the farm is en-

titled to the benefit of this exemption.

Now it may be, as the parliamentary assis-

tant indicated earlier, that the purpose of the

amendment was really not to protect the

legitimate farm operation, but to provide
exactly the kind of escape hatch to which
I have referred. The amendment to the

definition of a farming corporation, adding
the additional item, incorporated in the

amendment I proposed, is simply to tighten
that up and to make certain that it is a

full-time farm, and that the person who is

managing it is there on a full-time basis. I

would ask the support of the parliamentary
assistant to accept that amendment in all its

physical rationality.

An hon. member: Ignore it. Ignore it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Essex South.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Chairman, the member for Riverdale has put
forth an amendment that I think is well

intentioned, but I would draw to the atten-

tion of him and the other members of the

House that I feel that there are three classes

or types of farmers in our province.

Certainly I agree that a full-time bona
fide farmer should have the advantage of this

particular clause. He should have the ad-

vantage of all the farm grants and so forth

that are available to anyone owning a farm;

similarly in relation to assessment and so

forth. A full-time bona fide farmer unques-

tionably should be entitled to these particular
benefits.

But, and I will speak specifically of Essex

county, there are two other types of farmers

—and I think this is where the member for

Riverdale possibly is getting into a little

difiiculty. I'll grant that we do have a limited

number of straight hobby farmers. Possibly
I might fall into this classification. Personally
I don't think that I, as a hobby farmer, be-

cause I earn the bulk of my income else-

where; in fact, I lose money on the farming

operation as such, not on purpose but un-

fortunately—should get the benefits of the

reduction in assessment on that property. I

personally don't feel that I should get any
benefit from any of the capital grants, gaso-
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line tax rebates or anything in this manner.
In fact, I have never claimed any of them,
nor will I claim any of them specifically as

long as I am a member of the Legislature-

Mr. Good: Nor has any member in this

party claimed a capital farm grant.

Mr. Paterson: —although I am entitled to

them.

An hon. member: You are not the only one.

Mr. Good: That's right.

Mr. Paterson: However, there is a third

classification of farmer.

Mr. Good: No member in this party has

ever claimed a farm capital grant.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): The embalmer's

grant.

Mr. Renwick: Well, if you are entitled to

it, you are entitled to it. Don't make a virtue

out of it.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: George Drew gave his

baby bonus back.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Paterson: Well, there are principles in

this which I wish to uphold.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Some of us

have integrity and principles.

Mr. Paterson: Mr. Chairman, the point I

want to make is in relation to this third class-

ification of farmer. I will use a rough figure
of 2,000 farmers in Essex county. Possibly
there are 700 full-time bona fide farmers,

possibly 100 hobby farmers and the balance

of over 1,000, or well over 50 per cent—
and I would guess close to 80 per cent—of
the farmers, as a result of rising farm costs

over the past few years, have turned to other

methods to earn their income. They may be

driving a school bus; in fact, this could be
their principal source of income.

Particularly in Essex county the great bulk
of these people are members of the United
Auto Workers working in auto plants and

making many thousands of dollars. This is

one of the problems, Mr. Chairman, I want
to relate to this particular amendment. These

particular people can derive the benefits of

all these capital grants and so forth. But as

far as the full-time bona fide farmer is con-

cerned, they are possibly a thorn in his side

because they really don't have to depend on
their farming income to make a living. They
are growing cash crops that they can handle
in a couple of weeks in the spring and a

couple of weeks in the fall while continuing
to work—in the auto plants in this particular
case—and earn substantial incomes.

I just can't rationalize in my own mind
whether many of these people—who through
economic necessity have had to turn to this

occupation and in view of increasing costs on
farms—may now leave these industries to go
back to full-time farming on the family farm,
which may be a century farm, and eventually
turn the property over to their sons.

It is in this one area that I question the

definition of what was termed in the amend-
ment "a hobby farmer." I think there should

be further clarification relating to a part-

time farmer, based on all the ramifications

I have tried to enumerate in this situation.

Certainly I feel the intent of the hon.

member for Riverdale is good. I have no

hesitation in accepting it as it applies to full-

time farmers. But there is another type of

farmer who, through economic pressures, has

been forced into deriving his main income

from another source. Now this amendment

might jeopardize his position for any future

consideration.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: I just want to say that as far

as I am concerned I support the intent of

the amendment. I can see what the amend-
ment is trying to achieve, and I agree. I

think any hobby farmer, anyone who has a

substantial income from some other source,

and is using a farm property with which to

lessen his burden of taxation, should not be

given any undue advantage. And the way
the Act is written now, such a person would
have an undue advantage in passing a farm
from father to son.

I also subscribe to the point raised by my
colleague from Essex South. There is no

question that there are many part-time
farmers in Ontario who have, for one reason

or another, decided to seek off-farm employ-
ment in order to keep the farm going and
to make an adequate living. This amendment
may catch some of those people.

However, I think a lot of those people-
not all, but a lot of them—are younger
people. They are people attempting to get
a start in farming. They do so by seeking
extra income. So they take an off-farm job
in order to supplement their income. They
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do this during a period in which they are

trying to get capital and resources built up
on the farm to the point where they can
make an adequate living working it.

What I'm really saying is that many of the

part-time farmers, to which my colleague

referred, are younger people. They are

people who would not be caught by this

amendment if they lived to the three score

years and 10 allotted.

So 1 support the intent of the amendment.
If the parliamentary assistant is good enough
to accept it, maybe he could add an adden-
dum to it which would cover the problem
my colleague is concerned about, and which
I am concerned about, because I know there

are many farmers in Ontario who are in that

position.

But I think we have to insert this type of

amendment to get at the abuse that could

and would take place with hobby farmers

passing their farm operations on to their

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Mr. Chairman, may
I ask a question? Do I judge from the re-

marks of the member for Essex and my hon.

friend that really what they wish is the cer-

tification of farmers? This is what would
seem to me to be one of the great problems.
We've been fooling around with it, I judge,
for a generation. The problem is—and my
friend in the NDP, the member for River-

dale, would recognize this because he used
to be, and I guess both of us used to be

lawyers—whether or not there should be a

certification of farmers.

I would ask both of the last two speakers
whether or not the response is that distinct

from the hobby farmer, the part-time farmer,
an ] the farmer working in the automobile

plant; then there is the farmer who is the

farmer's farmer. Is there any way out of the

arguments they have expressed? I only ask

this because I am not a farmer myself, but
an observer. Are they asking, as the Ontario

Federation of Agriculture has asked, for a

system of certification of farmers as such?

Mr. J. P. Spence (Kent): Mr. Chairman,
I just want to endorse the secretary in his

statement this evening. I want to say those

farmers who make their entire living through
agriculture should be given every considera-

tion.

Agriculture has become a two-industry

occupation. There are some who are in it

part-time. I would say that those who make
their entire living in agriculture should be

given every consideration because those are

the men who are dedicated, those are the

men who have sacrificed and made a success

of agriculture and should be given every
consideration.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Are you asking for

statutory recognition?

Mr. Spence: I would say those who make
their livelihood. Those who are—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: No, but written into

law.

Mr. Spence: —making their living tlirough

agriculture entirely instead of moonlighting.
Is that right?

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Yes, but should they
be recognized in the law of Ontario?

Mr. Spence: All across the province. I

admire those individuals.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Yes, but should they
be recognized in the law of Ontario?

Mr. Spence: I would say so. Those who

give all their time to make their livelihood

out of agriculture should be given every
consideration because those men sacrifice so

much and deprive themselves of so much. I

would say, Mr. Minister, you must consider

those men. They are dedicated, I will tell

you, at great sacrifice, and you should give
them first consideration.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: The amendment as offered here

gives us clear indication of why we have

to have a decisive decision on the report
of the farm committee on farm classification.

The committee was supposed to have

reported in October. If they don't report

tomorrow, they have missed the deadline.

I appeared before that committee when
it came to the county of Waterloo for a

hearing. There is a great deal of dissatis-

faction as to who is a farmer, who is a

hobby farmer, who is a part-time farmer.

Until this is resolved and enshrined in

legislation, we are going to have this prob-
lem with our farm grants programme. We
have it in our farm tax reduction program-
mes where there is wholesale abuse of the

farm tax reduction programme by people

building $100,000 homes in a rural—agricul-
tural setting and getting 25 per cent of their

tax rebated. This year they are going to get
100 per cent of their tax rebated. Abuses

wholesale.
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Now we come to another statute were we
still don't have a clear definition of what is

a farmer and who should be entitled to this

concession and if the rebate is required.

The minister's statement says a succession

duty continues to have an undesirable impact
on small businesses, family farms and Cana-
dian ownership. This has an undesirable

effect but he doesn't say whether the un-

desirable effect is due to the loss of pro-
duction or a financial hardship.

Somewhere down the line, this government
has to make a decision, whether they are

interested in helping farmers through these

various programmes because they want to

encourage production of the farmers, or are

they just interested to help out because he

has had, historically, a low income over the

past years?

'Now, maybe it is a combination of both
but there is quite a different philosophy in-

volved as to what class of farmers you are

going to help with the various programmes.
Are you going to give a farmer his tax back

to help him financially or are you going to

give him his tax back to help him produce
more next year? I think that is strictly a

financial consideration.

This is an entirely different situation to

help keep the family farm in production,
and until we get the farm classification com-
mittee report and it's acted upon by the

minister, I don't think we can adequately
deal with these problems as they come up
from one bill to the next.

Here's another example where the intent

is so clear that there are people who shouldn't

receive this benefit We are all aware of this.

People are running farms where it just is

not practical, because their whole heart is

not in farming; their whole purpose is to

have a rural setting for their way of life

and the farm is secondary. It's a hobby
with them. And whether they lose or make

money, or contribute or don't contribute to

the farm produce in the country is not im-

portant. The important thing is the way
and the style in which they live.

Now, unless we can get this thing spelled
out clearly as to who should benefit and who
should not benefit from this we've got prob-
lems. I think we are finding it most difficult

to make up our minds on this amendment.
I agree with the principle of the member for

Riverdale, but I find it difficult to see wheth-
e- that will satisfy the class of person to

which it is intended.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I

could try to clarify—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Could we hold the

amendment for about six months?

Mr. Renwick: No, I think we would at

least like the record to show the points
which need to be considered.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: We've got them.

We've got them.

Mr. Renwick: No, you haven't got them,
because you haven't heard the answers to

the questions raised by the member for

Essex South and the member for Waterloo
North.

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: Oh, I think we under-
stand each other perfectly.

Mr. Renwick: If you want to stand up
and express your views, please feel free to

participate in the debate. And I think it is

most important that we do understand what
we are talking about.

1 think there is merit in and I don't think

I could answer the argument of the member
for Essex South, if we were talking about the

imposition of a tax. But when we are talk-

ing about the forgiveness of a tax, and there-

fore depriving Ontario of revenue it would
derive from the imposition of the tax as a

principle, the principle established in the

Succession Duty Act, you have a different

set of circumstances. The government has

chosen to deal with the question of lack of

liquidity, along with the forgiveness, over a

long period of time, of debt on farm opera-
tions passing from one generation to another.

I think it is necessary for other reasons,
to classify farms. I think you have to do
that. But you do not, at the time of death
Ox a given person, have to have a pre-exist-

ing classification into which he fitted in

order to levy a proper tax upon him. I want
to make the point, I don't use the hobby
farmer necessarily as a denigrating term at

all. Indeed, they—

Mr. Paterson: They contribute a lot in

many places.

Mr. Renwick: That's right. One of the

principal hobby farmers in the Toronto area

was instrumental in introducing the Santa

Gertrudis breed of cattle into Ontario. Prob-

ably no other person could have done that

over a period of time unless he happened to

be independently wealthy.

But there are others who fall in the cate-

gory of those who want a country setting
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and have a farm on the side and may oper-
ate it at a profit or at a loss, depending on
a number of factors. When you come to the

question of the part-time farmer, the man
who maintains the farm, but who, for eco-

nomic reasons, has left the farm and taken

up a job which provides his principal source

of income you have the kind of problem
which generally is taken care of by the

level of exemption in the Succession Duty
Act. That is, they are not likely to be at

the level, at the time of their deaths at

which taxes will be levied in any event.

The point which the member for Huron-
Bruce makes is perfectly clear. In many
cases, these are younger people and as they

grow older undoubtedly they will opt one

way or the other. They will decide to earn

their living principally from an industrial

occupation or an urban occupation, and/or

principally earn their living from the farm

operation and in that way it will tend to

solve itself.

Perhaps the parliamentary assistant at some

point, if the government thinks it is worth

looking into, would ameliorate the language
of my amendment to indicate the principal

occupation of the person should be farming,
or that he or a member of his family should
be principally engaged in managing the farm

operation, rather than language which I have
used in the amendment which indicates a

full-time occupation in managing the farm.

The Provincial Secretary for Resources

Development shakes his head. In the Income
Tax Act they do it every year, so I don't

think it is beyond the wit of the succession

duty office at the time of death—

Hon. Mr. Lawrence: But it is just as unfair

there. The Income Tax Act is not fair.

Mr. Renwick: Well, that's a different

argument.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, what we are

attempting to say in the amendment is that

the bona fide farmer in the Province of

Ontario, for reasons which the government
has put forward, will be entitled to the

benefit of the forgiveness of succession duties.

There is no excuse for the government of

Ontario allowing that loophole of forgiveness
of tax to be used by other types of persons
who do not fall within that category.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please. Will the

member bring his remarks to a close?

Mr. Renwick: It is not 10:30; there are

another 30 seconds.

Mr. Chairman: We have the late, late show

coming up.

Mr. Renwick: I don't intend to call a

division on that particular amendment. I

want to indicate to the government that I

think they have been sloppy or unclear in

the statement of what they have decided to

achieve by providing this forgiveness and that

it is wide open to abuse. I think it is un-

fortunate. I don't think for a moment that

the revenues of the province should be sub-

ject to that kind of depredation that that

amendment is designed to cut off.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. Will there

be further discussion on this amendment?
Could we put this to a vote before we rise

and report? There will be further discussion.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of the whole House reports one bill without

amendment and progress on a second and
asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Mr. Speaker: Before I entertain the next

order of business I beg to inform the House
that in the name of Her Majesty the Queen,
the Hon. the Lieutenant Governor has been

pleased to assent to certain bills in his

chambers.

ROYAL ASSENT

Clerk of the House: The following are the

titles of the bills to which His Honour has

assented:

Bill 101, An Act to control the Storage and

Supply of Personal Information for Rating

Purposes.

Bill 149, An Act to amend the Conservation

Authorities Act.

Bill 177, The Gasoline Tax Act, 1973.

Bill 183, An Act to establish the Ministry
of Housing.

Bill 185, The Co-operative Corporations
Act, 1973.

Bill 186, An Act to amend the Personal

Property Security Act.
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Bill 188, An Act to amend the Mortgage
Brokers Act.

Bill 198, An Act to amend the Corporations
Act.

Bill 202, An Act to amend the Ministry of

Natural Resources Act, 1972.

Bill 203, An Act to amend the Mining Act.

Bill 204, An Act to amend the Assessment

Review Court Act, 1972.

Mr. Speaker: In accordance with the

provisions of standing orders 27 and 28, I

now deem a motion to adjourn to have been

made, and in this connection—

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

you deem to have received that motion, may
I announce the business for Thursday?

Mr. Speaker: There is another matter of

business before we actually adjourn. I think

perhaps at the conclusion of the debate

which is to ensue at this moment it would
be appropriate to make that announcement.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, that will

take a while and I really don't want to stay

around as long as that.

Mr. Speaker: In accordance with the pro-
visions of standing orders 27 and 28, as the

hon. members have been informed earlier

today, the hon. member for Ottawa East has

served proper notice that he is dissatisfied

with the answer given to his question
directed to the hon. Minister of Health (Mr.

Potter) in connection with the Act to licence

denture therapists, and that he proposed to

raise this matter at the adjournment of the

House today. As I have deemed the House

to have had the motion to adjourn, the hon.

member may now speak to the matter for a

period of five minutes.

ACTIVITIES OF DENTURISTS

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. Once again I notice that the

minister in question is not here. I would
think he has good reason, because Mr.

Speaker, I suggest very respectfully—and I

say this to you in all sincerity—that follow-

ing my question here today, that subsequent
information and checking up on the informa-

tion has revealed that the minister has mis-

informed the House, has misled the House.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. I think the

hon. member knows that he cannot make
such allegations against the minister. The

hon. member realizes he cannot make such

allegations that the minister has misled the

House. If he wanted to indicate to the House
that he did it inadvertantly, that is one thing.
But to-

Mr. Roy: He probably has, through in-

advertance or stupidity, either way; but the

House has not received proper information.

Mr. Speaker.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: We don't take instruc-

tions.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Just

hsten.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker, in my question to

the minister, I asked him why it was that

when a statute was in force, such as the

Denturist Act, when the statute had provi-
sions in it for people who practise against
the Act, they were not being charged. And

part of the answer—I have it here in the

instant Hansard, Mr. Speaker—was he said:

"First of all, all hon. members know that

the particular section of the Act has not been

proclaimed yet. I told them I would not

proclaim it until the denturists had had

ample opportunity to qualify, and I have not

proclaimed it yet."

And subsequently in response to another

question I asked: "Well, how do you explain

your press release of July 6 which states

that the Act had been proclaimed?" The
minister replied again: "I said after the

examination and after it had been properly

quahfied, then we would be in a position
to proclaim the Act. We did not proclaim
that section of the Act."

Well Mr. Speaker, looking at the orders-in-

council from the Executive Council Office,

I notice that the first part of this Act, by an

order-in-council dated Feb. 28, 1973, pro-
claims certain sections of the Act to be in

force on Feb. 22, 1973.

A further order-in-council—and that's OC
1686 for 1973, dated June 27, 1973-pro-
claimed all further sections of the Act to

come into force on July 6, 1973.

In other words Mr. Speaker, all sections

of this Act are presently in force and the

minister has clearly stated that the Act had
not been proclaimed.

Mr. Speaker, apart from the fact that the

House has been misinformed by the minis-

ter, the fact remains that we have laws that

have been passed by this Legislature on the

statute books which have been openly flouted,

and we as members of the Legislature should

not tolerate this.
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It is one thing, Mr. Speaker to accept in-

competence from this mim'ster, and we have

come to accept it—but it is another thing to

be misinformed by the minister.

It is intolerable, Mr. Speaker, for this Legis-
lature to pass legislation after open debate—
and there was strong debate on this and
there were points of view which were op-

posite and the minister, after a vote, passed
this legislation. The legislation is now in

the books. If he did not want to enforce

this legislation, it was up to him not to pro-
claim certain sections of it.

And we see this happening regularly. For

example, in the Criminal Code we see that

when certain sections of the Code are passed,
certain sections containing certain mechani-

cal problems are not proclaimed. But in this

case the minister sought and had the Act

proclaimed. It came into force, the full

Act including section 16. The full Act is

presently in force, and yet the minister says
to us that the Act has not been proclaimed.

Now, Mr. Speaker, section 16 of this Act,

of the Denturist Act states—if I can just find

it here—that it is an offence for anyone to

practise. It says:

Everyone who contravenes any provision
of this Act and regulation is guilty of an

oflFence on summary conviction and is

liable to a fine of not more than $2,000
or to imprisonment for a term of not more
than six months or both.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member has about

30 or 40 seconds left.

Mr. Roy: This is a summary conviction,
Mr. Speaker.

By his own admission tliis Friday, the min-
ister has admitted that people are flouting the

Act and he is not doing anything about it.

And I say, Mr. Speaker, that the minister

is playing with the law and he invites groups
and individuals to disregard the law. He is

trying to get the College of Physicians and

Surgeons to do his work for him. I say, Mr.

Speaker, that this party will not be an

accessory to this type of conduct on the

part of the minister. Thank you.

Mr. T. P. Raid (Rainy River): The minis-

ter doesn't even know his o\mi legislation.

Mr. Speaker: Before I declare the motion
to adjourn to have been carried, perhaps
the House leader would now like to speak.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
On Thursday we will continue with the con-

sideration of Bill 174 in committee and then

proceed to items 11, 12, 15, 16 and 10.

I may have to make one adjustment in that

routine, but to the best of my ability that

is the way they will be called, to be followed

by the estimates of the Ministry of Labour.

Probably we will continue through on that

routine on Friday.

Mr. Speaker: I now declare the motion to

adjourn to have been carried.

The House adjourned at 10:40 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Today in the east gallery we
have visitors with us who are students from

St. Gerard Majella School of Downsview, and
in the west gallery students from the Earl of

March Secondary School of Kanata and also

the Lincoln Women's Progressive Conservative

Association.

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I am pleased to draw the attention

of the members of the House to a distin-

guished group of visitors in Mr. Speaker's

gallery. They are some of the members of the

praesidium and organizing committee of the

Second Ukrainian World Congress which
commences today. They have come from all

parts of the world, from such places as

Australia, Argentina, Great Britain, the Uni-
ted States, Canada and many other places.

I count it a privilege to welcome them to

an assembly of free men, the deliberations of

which are making Ontario such a good place
for their kin to live. I say to them not only
welcome and bienvenue, but also vitayemo.

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Mr. E. Sargent (Grey-Bruce): I have a

statement to make, Mr. Speaker, in regard to

a request from the hon. Minister of Energy
(Mr. McKeough). I am wondering if I should

give it when he is not here.

Mr. Speaker: I think perhaps if the com-
ments the hon. member wishes to make are

in the nature of a personal statement, it might
be appropriate at this time.

Mr. Sargent: Bearing in mind, Mr. Speaker,
that these remarks are about a page and a
half in length, I hope that you will allow me
to finish my remarks.

Mr. Speaker: Yes.

Mr. Sargent: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In

reply to a request from the member for

Chatham-Kent in regard to a statement that

I made in Zurich, to the effect that the real

Thursday, November 1, 1973

reason he resigned was not for a conflict of

interest in land deals in Chatham, but rather

to keep the lid on land deals in London

involving millions of dollars, as the minister

is well aware and possibly other members of

the Treasury Board, it is general knowledge
that there has been widespread discontent on
the part of builders, contractors and devel-

opers in the London area because of alleged
favouritism shown to a firm headed by Mr.

Matthews in the processing of subdivision

plans.

Mr. Donald Matthews, the present presi-

dent of the national Progressive Conservative

Association, from all appearances, in my
opinion, has enjoyed considerable inside help
from the minister who was in charge of the

Department of Municipal Affairs. I have met
with people engaged in the development field

in London and have had numerous discus-

sions with them. They claim that they had
to wait from two to three years for approvals
of subdivision plans, when Mr. Matthews was
able to get approval—

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,

on a point of order, I was hoping that the

hon. member for Grey-Bruce was standing

up-

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): To

simply apologize.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —to apologize for what

I think was a grossly unfair personal attack on

a minister of 3ris government, and when you
said that this would be in order I would

assume, Mr. Speaker, that you perhaps were

of the same opinion.

If the hon. member is going to indulge in

this kind of nonsense, this kind of statement,

with the Minister of Energy not here, I say

with respect, Mr. Speaker, not only is it not

in order, I find it intolerable. Mr. Speaker,

I would ask you to rule that what the mem-
ber is presently doing is not in order at this

moment, and that he should be asked to take

his seat and remain there.

Mr. Speaker: When the hon. member for

Grey-Bruce did rise in his place and request

permission to make a statement I immediately
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recalled the incidents to which I thought he
would make reference, and also the remarks

that were made in these chambers by the

hon. member for Chatham-Kent. At that time

I think I did indicate that I would reserve

any opinions or comments until such time as

the hon. member for Grey-Bruce was in the

chambers, as I did believe he was going to

make a personal statement regarding that

particular incident.

I must agree that I was listening very care-

fully and that up to this particular point his

comments, of course, were more in the nature

of an argument, with further accusations that

did nothing to clarify, in my opinion, any-

thing that had taken place in the past, and
about which incident I thought the hon.

member was going to speak.

I beheve he has simply used this occasion

to attempt to continue to make a statement,

which, of course, is not correct in the con-
text in which he was making it, and I would
ask him to refrain from any such sort of a

statement in the chambers. He could have

replied otherwise, I am sure, to the matters

before the House previously, but this, I

believe, is out of order.

Mr. Sargent: If that is your ruling, I will

not give my statement.

Mr. J. M. Turner (Peterborough): I guess
he won't.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I would hope not.

Mr. Speaker: That is the ruling, I might
say to the hon. member.

Statements by the ministry.

PAPER COMPANY EXPANSION
AT THUNDER BAY

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, it is a

pleasure for me to advise the House that the
board of directors of the Great Lakes Paper
Co. Ltd. has decided to proceed with a

$118 million expansion of its maufacturing
facilities at Thunder Bay over the next two

years. This is in addition to the $13.5 million

expansion and diversification programme
already under way.
The company's new expansion programme

will be integrated with its existing facilities

and involves the construction of a 250,000-

ton-per-year bleached kraft mill and the ex-

pansion of its stud-lumber capacity to a total

of 200 million board feet per year. Field
construction will start by June 1, 1974, pro-
vided that financial arrangements can be

completed before that date. It is expected
that salable products will be produced by
mid-1976.

The new kraft pulp mill will be capable
of using either softwood or hardwood and
assures more complete utilization of wood
resources. The mill will incorporate the latest

environmental control systems.

In total, more than 1,200 new jobs in the

company's mill and woodlands operation will

be created over the next two years, adding
a further $12 million to the company's annual

payroll. Currently the company's annual pay-
roll is $28 million, with a further $52 million

being spent annually on materials and other

non-capital items. This new plant will in-

crease to $125 million the amount the com-

pany will spend annually on wages and

materials, the bulk of which will provide
direct benefits to the economy of north-

western Ontario.

The wood supplies necessary for the ex-

panded production can be met from the areas

presently under licence to Great Lakes Paper
and will not in any way affect the present
commitments to existing sawmills in the

Lakehead area.

Mr. Speaker, hon. members will recall that

the two goals identified in Phase II of the

Design for Development: Northwestern On-
tario Region report were to concentrate on

growth centres including the Thunder Bay
area and, over the next 20 years, to create

4,000 to 5,000 new jobs in the pulp and

paper industry in northwestern Ontario. To-

day's announcement goes a long way toward

meeting those objectives as well as the ob-

jective of creating 8,000 new jobs in the

Thunder Bay area over the next 20 years.

Mr. Speaker, I am sure all hon. members
will join with me in welcoming this invest-

ment by Great Lakes Paper. It is a tangible

expression of the faith this company holds in

the future of this province and brings with

it significant economic benefits to northern

Ontario.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): But the

government wouldn't move Stelco?

FARM TAX REDUCTION PROGRAMME

Hon. W. A. Stewart (Minister of Agricul-
ture and Food): Mr. Speaker, I wish to an-

nounce the introduction of the 1973 farm
tax reduction programme, whereby this gov-
ernment will rebate 50 per cent of the net

1973 municipal tax bill on farm properties
in Ontario. This is the fourth year of this
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programme which in the previous three years

has benefited rural property owners to the

amount of nearly $50 million. This year the

rebate has been doubled from 25 per cent

in previous years to 50 per cent of the farm-

er's net municipal tax bill as announced by
the provincial Treasurer (Mr. White) in his

1973 budget on April 12, 1973. The intent of

the programme remains the same, to relieve

the tax burden on productive farmland in

Ontario.

This year, in administering the programme,
we are acting upon a recommendation con-

tained in an interim report from the farm

classification committee. We will be requiring

that all farm property owners file an applica-

tion form if they wish to claim the tax rebate.

In the past, this was required only of those

persons who owned farm property of 10 acres

or less.

The farm classification committee recom-

mended strongly that all property owners

should be required to apply for the rebate

and that in each case they be asked to indi-

cate a gross income of at least $2,000 from

that property. These application forms will

shortly be mailed to all owners of property
assessed as farmland. In addition to satis-

fying the minimum income requirements, the

property owner will be asked to certify that

at least 50 per cent of his current municipal
taxes have been paid, and to describe the

nature of his farm operations.

The farm classification committee felt that

by requiring an application form from all

farm property owners, regardless of size, we

would ensure that only land used for farm-

ing would qualify for the farm tax rebate.

We concur with this recommendation.

The government will also be appointing a

committee of appeal which will be available

to hear any appeals that may be filed with

respect to. the disposition of these applica-

tions. This committee; however, will not deal

with sii\i^vtipns wJiiere property owners feel

their lands are improperly, classified under th§

Assessment; Act /These cases will be referred

to the local assessment review court.

MILK PACKAGING I^ ONTARIO

Horn J. A. C. Aiild (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, I would like today
to release to the hon. members a summary. Oif

the report on milk packaging in Ontario

whi<^h . was 'produced by the solid waste task

force. The report confirms the action taken

by this government in banning the 3 qt non-

returnable plastic container and supports the

ban on the 3 qt paper carton which takes ef-

fect today. The many other recommendations

contained in the report will be reviewed.

I would also like particularly to congratu-
late the members of the milk packaging

working group for their extensive contribu-

tions which involved considerable time and

effort on their part. The chairman of the

group was Mr. R. C. Clarkson who did an

excellent job in co-ordinating the research

and proceedings of the project.

The active participants of the group were

as follows: Mr. J. W. Erwin, Retail Council

of Canada; Mrs. W. A. Brechin, Consumers'

Association of Canada (Ontario); Mr. G. E.

Crompton, Retail Merchants' Association (On-

tario) Inc.; I. A. MacDonald, Packaging As-

sociation of Canada; Mr. P. F. Love, Pollu-

tion Probe at the University of Toronto; Mrs.

R. L. MacMillan, Conservation Council of

Ontario; Mr. N. R. McLeod, of the Ontario

Dairy Council; Mr. H. D. Paavila, Canadian

Pulp and Paper Association; Mr. E. G. Sal-

mond, the Society of the Plastics Industry of

Canada; Mr. T. K. Moynihan, Du Pont of

Canada.

I am very pleased with this report and

believe it to be the most extensive study ever

to be undertaken concerning the packaging

practices of the milk industry. Although milk

packaging contributes only one-quarter of one

per cent toward Ontario's total waste, it

clearly indicates the need for industry and

packaging manufacturers to be conscious of

the effect packaging has upon our environ-

ment.

The report in full will be available upon

request from my oflSce as part of the com-

plete report of the solid waste task force,

which we expect to be available about the

eind of November/

ALLEGED Air POLLUTION FROM- ^^'

METAL COMPANIES
'

•

'

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, during the

question period on Tuesday, my ministry was

accused of being negligent in not calling ex-

pert witnesses during the hearings by the

Supreme Court at which the stop orders

served on Canada Metal Co. and Roto Cast

Ltd. were set aside.

I must stress that the legal issue before

the court was the validity of the stop orders.

The stop orders had to stand or fall on the

evidence available to the director of the air

management branch at the time he issued the
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stop orders. At that time, he had three high
blood-lead level readings of 222, 93 and 76

micrograms per 100 millilitres of blood. He
did not know anything about the personal

history of the persons having the high lead

levels.

Subsequent information showed that the

person with the 222 level was an employee
of a battery plant, who could have received

his contamination as a result of his work.
The 93 lead level was of a 20-month-old

child, who could have received his contam-
ination from eating paint particles or dirt,

which is a common source of lead contam-
ination in children. That leaves one 12-year-
old girl with a single reading of 76 micro-

grams out of a total samphng of 732 tests.

Dr. Henrietta Sachs appeared as an ex-

pert witness on behalf of the company and
she agreed that the three levels were unsafe
levels and an immediate danger to the health

of these persons. No amoimt of medical evi-

dence called by us could have changed the

factual situation as it was at the time the

stop orders, were issued.

Mr. Justice Keith has not yet issued written

reasons, but intends to give complete rea-

sons as soon as possible. The substance of

his oral reasons quashing the orders was that

this company had operated in the area for

the last 45 years and since there were only
three high blood levels in 732 tests taken,
and two of these levels were questionable as

to the source of the contamination, there was
no evidence that the activities of the plant in

question constituted an immediate danger to

the health of the residents.

His Lordship indicated that to single out
the plant as an immediate target was not

justified. In other words. His Lordship was
of the opinion that the director of the air

management branch should not have acted
on the information which came to his atten-

tion, but should have made further inquiries
as to the source of the high blood-lead level

before issuing stop orders against the com-
panies.

As a result of this decision, my ministry
will continue, through the working group that

was formed this week, to make further in-

vestigations in co-operation with the medical
officer of health for the city of Toronto.

Also, it is our intent to review the current

control orders on Canada Metal to ascertain

the possibility of advancing its schedule. How-
ever, this has been held up by the city of

Toronto's refusal thus far to issue a building
permit. This will have to be resolved prior
to any progress in this area.

RETIREMENT OF SYDNEY WINKLER
AS PUBLIC TRUSTEE

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, at the appropriate time in the after-

noon proceedings I will table the annual re-

port of the Public Trustee. I think it worthy
to note that the Public Trustee, Mr. Sydney
Winkler, retired yesterday after 35 years with

that office in this province.

At the time that Mr. Winkler came to the

office of the Public Trustee, the assets under

administration were about $6 million. The re-

port that I will table today notes that at the

end of the last fiscal year the assets under ad-

ministration were $99.3 million, and that there

were 24,294 estates under administration by
that office.

I am sure that the members of the House
will join with me in expressing appreciation
to Mr. Winkler for his services to the public
in this province, and to wish him long years

of happy retirement.

Mr. Frank Maher, who has been the Deputy
Public Trustee, has today assumed the office

of Acting Public Trustee in this province.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr. Speak-

er, may I just add a word to the remarks

that the Attorney General has made and join

with him in commending the excellent pub-
lic service that the retiring Public Trustee,

Mr. Winkler, has done over the years.

I have had the privilege of knowing this

gentleman personally and have worked with

him in a number of matters that occurred

from time to time in my practice. I know
that he is well regarded throughout the

whole profession, and on behalf of our party

we hope that he has many years of pleasant

and happy retirement.

MINIMUM WAGE LEVELS

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Mr.

Speaker, today I would like to announce

changes in Ontario's minimum wage.

Mr. Cassidy: Well, imagine that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Effective Jan. 1, 1974,

the general minimum wage rate throughout
Ontario will be $2 an hour. The minimum
wage rate for construction employees will be

$2.25, and the minimimi wage rate for stu-

dents will be $1.65 per hour. I am distribut-

ing to the hon. members an information sheet

which outlines the changes in the minimum
wage in greater detail.
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I know that some members will say we
have not gone far enough, that the increases

should be greater.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): That is true;

$80 a week is not much to live on.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Regretfully, this just is

not possible. Many factors must be consider-

ed in setting a minimum wage rate, including
the danger of creating unemployment by set-

ting an unreasonably high minimum wage.
Some industries such as the textile, tourist

and service industries cannot absorb great
cost increases and still remain competitive.

Mr. Laughren: So the workers will subsidize

them.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: In establishing the

minimum wage, we are fully aware of the

effects of inflation and the need for every

employee to share in the benefits of the gen-
eral growth of the economy.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): That's

sure going to help them overcome inflation.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, I wish to

point out that the minimum wage is continu-

ally under review and if circumstances so

warrant, I will have no hesitation in recom-

mending further increases in the minimum
wage.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister should have a

public review process.

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT
REVIEW

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Speaker, at this

time I would also like to announce proposed
amendments to the Employment Standards
Act aff^ecting statutory holidays, annual vaca-

tions and premium pay for overtime.

Mr. Laughren: Why not improved mater-

nity leave?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: The purpose of the

Employment Standards Act is to provide
protection to employees with little bargaining
power, and at this time this Act specifies

seven statutory holidays for which work per-
formed on a holiday must be paid at 1%
times the employee's regular hourly rate.

However, the Act does not require pay-
ment for the holiday when work is not per-
formed. As a result, some employees, espe-

cially in low wage industries are forced to

take a holiday and lose a day's wages. For
these employees, the declaration of a statu-

tory holiday is likely to be more detrimental

than beneficial.

I believe all of the members will agree
that employees are not only entitled to these

holidays but that the time ofiF work should
be without loss of pay.

Mr. L Deans (Wentworth): Absolutely.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Accordingly, amend-
ments will be introduced shortly which will

permit all employees to receive Good Friday,
Dominion Day, Labour Day and Christmas

Day as statutory hohdays with pay, and as

of Jan. 1, 1975, this provision will be ex-

tended to include New Year's Day, Thanks-

giving Day and Victoria Day.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): The minister is all heart.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: The straight-time pay-
roll cost increase for firms that are not now
giving such paid holidays will be approxi-

mately 1.6 per cent for the four paid statu-

tory hoUdays in 1974 and an additional 1.2

per cent for the three holidays added in

1975.

Further, Mr. Speaker, amendments will be
introduced to alter the present provisions re-

garding vacation pay so that an employee
will earn four per cent vacation pay from
his first day of employment rather than the

present two per cent for the first year and
four per cent for each succeeding year. This

will mean that each employee will receive

two weeks rather than one week of vacation

after one year's service.

Mr. Deans: The minister is really pro-

gressive today.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Finally, Mr. Speaker,
as of Jan. 1, 1975, all employees covered bv
the Act will be paid time and a half for all

hours worked in excess of 44 per week
rather than the present requirement of 48
hours.

Mr. Speaker, these measures will increase

the minimum standards of protection for em-

ployees in the unorganized sector of our

economy. These proposed amendments repre-
sent some major results of a general review

of the Employment Standards Act. I antici-

pate that further amendments will be forth-

coming.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Major
review?

Mr. Deans: What the minister means is,

it results from a major review.
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Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

MINIMUM WAGE LEVELS

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, a question
of the Minister of Labour, further to his

statement: With the announcement made

today, would it still be true to say that a

man with a family responsibility of a wife

and two children is still financially better oflF

in Toronto if he stayed on welfare rather

than to work for the minimum wage, or has

that anomaly, at least, been cancelled?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, in reply
to the hon. member, I think that one has to

establish, first of all, that the minimum wage
is not to be considered as an anti-poverty
device or scheme. It is strictly a protection

against exploitation of employees.

In the case that the member has just

submitted to me there is still a differential, of

course-

Mr. Martel: Two bucks an hour.

Mr. Lewis: That's some protection the

minister is giving them.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: -of $400 or $500 a

year. Betwteen $350 and $400.

Mr. Lewis: On what salary?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt has a question.

EMPLOYMENT STANDARDS ACT
REVIEW

; Mr*;- Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Speaker,
lihave a-question of the Minister of Laboujr.

Are, 'there going to be any provisions to

.maj^e sure that employees now working 48

.iJjoU'TS a week at. very low . "wage^ will .be
ensured that their take-home pay will not
be less when the number of hours drops

fe;44?v ;' ';;.; . ;"'.,
'

,.,.

H(yn. Mr. Guindon: As the hon. member Is

fiilly avy/are, I' imagine, we have otir in-

spectors^ going through it and we act accord-

ing to complaints under the Employment
Standards Act; we even initiate investigations
ourselves. So if the member knows of any
case where there has been injustice we will

be glad to hear about it.

Mr. Laughren: Will that be against the law?

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary question.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West has a supplementary.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, are supplementary
questions in order on any part of the

minister's statement, or just on the minimum
wage part of it?

Mr. Speaker: It seems to me that the

statement in its totality was subject to the

question. I think that would be in order.

Mr. Lewis: All right. Then by way of a

supplementary, while the minister is bring-

ing in amendments to the Employment
Standards Act, why was he not able to

bring himself to introduce an amendment
today providing protection to workers, both

by way of notice and termination payment,
should their plant suffer a shutdown as the

result of a stop-work order of a permanent
basis being imposed by the government
through the Ministry of the Environment?

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): They don't

have to. All they have to do is appeal.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, Mr. Speaker. I've

already addressed myself to that point. I

think the hon. member asked me a question

a couple of days ago.

Mr. Lewis: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I am presently re-

viewing the Employment Standards Act with

the hope of plugging the loophole.

Mr. Lewis: May I ask how the , minister

intends to achieve that, since it would

obviously be a very simple amendment in-

volved with defining termination? And could

he not, in fact, bring that amendment in?

Hon. Mi:, Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I don't

think it's all that simple. I'm giving it con-

sideration with my senior officials and, of

course, the questions raised *b^;'' my ' hon.

friend at this point are more' or less

. academip if he's referring to Canada Metal,

. as the employees have gone ba^k  to work.

Mr. Lewis: It's the implications.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Just the same, I cer-

tainly want to have a good hard look at it

with the hope of plugging the loopholes.

Mr. Roy: That is right. The minister keeps

losing his court cases.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.
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MINIMUM WAGE LEVELS

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker, on a matter of

clarification: The minister mentioned that

there was a differential of $400 to $500; I'm

not sure which way that is. Is it better to be

on welfare or is it better to be working
under the minimum wage?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, Mr. Speaker, I

think the advantage of $350 goes to the

worker, of course, but you are comparing
a family, a married man with two children,

as opposed to a single wage earner. I don't

think the comparison is quite true.

Mr. Singer: He might be supporting a

wife and two children.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: If you do have two
children the chances are that you may have
more than one wage earner. But again, it's

not an anti-poverty device or scheme. It's

strictly a protection.

Mr. Singer: Even three years ago it was
for the wage earner.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I didn't say it in my
statement, Mr. Speaker, but this is going
to be fairly costly to the small businessman-

Mr. Lewis: It is a protection racket, that

is what it is. It is not protection.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —and I think from
now on we should have concern for him.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION FROM
METAL COMPANIES

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask a question
of the Minister of the Environment further

to his statement. Are we to gather that he
now believes the stop order was issued in

error and, in fact, there is not a threat to

the health of the people living in the com-

munity around the Canada Metal Co. per-

taining to the effluent of lead from their

industrial operation?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as I said late

yesterday to the press, I think we acted too

rapidly. It is easy to be wise after the event.

Frankly, I would rather be accused accurately
of acting too rapidly than the reverse.

Mr. Lewis: It only took four years.

Hon. Mr. Auld: As far as the other part of

the question is concerned, it would appear
from the material which has been adduced
so far that there are many other sources

which might also be the cause.

I am not aware of the latest results of the

people who were tested, but I point out to

the hon. Leader of the Opposition that, as

we found out in the mercury situation, this

kind of testing is extremely difficult and has

to be very precise because of the minute

quantities that are involved. Generally a

series of tests is run because of slightly

differing results and because we are very
close to a borderline situation; so it may take

a little more time.

My guess is that we have learned a lesson

in this one, that we have got to have exhaus-

tive studies of people and their home en-

vironments before we can proceed. That is

going to cause us problems in the future

because people will say that there is an

immediate danger to health. This was the

advice we had from the medical people; I

think that they acted in good faith.

In effect, though, what the court said was
that we have got to show, without fear of

contradiction, that by far the most likely

place that the lead came from was a specific

plant. We have got to rule out lead in the

back garden, lead in pottery, paint on the

walls and that sort of thing. This is the kind

of work we are now doing and it is going
to take four or five weeks to do.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Is it

not true that the minister referred in his

statement to evidence from Dr. Sachs which
indicated that there was no known clinical

case of lead poisoning from any source other

than paint chips, which seems to be one of

her favourite hobby-horses, and that there is

competent medical evidence that lead con-

tamination can come from industrial sources?

Is it not further true that if the minister

believes the plant should have been closed,

as obviously he believed on Friday, he had
an alternative, through the public health re-

quirements and regulations of the Health

Act, that would have permitted his colleague,
the Minister of Health, to close down the

plant pending further studies?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, the point that

the hon. Leader of the Opposition raised is

not the legal question. We know that there

are lead emissions from Canada Metal. We
have a control order which they have been

meeting in the timed stages-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: So they say.
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Hon. Mr. Auld: —to stop those emissions.

We also have ambient air samples from the

ground, collected by a high-volume sampler
—the air above the ground, the air that peo-
ple breathe—which indicate that that level

is within the limits that we have set as

standard. So there is no hazard from walking
back and forth in front of the plant. In fact,

I don't know how we could prove one, be-

cause those are the records.

As for the Minister of Health, I under-

stand that he could have issued an order

under the Public Health Act. But I also

understand that there is some slight legal

difference, and it was felt by the Health

people and by our own people that we were
more likely to be able to make it stick under
our Act than their Act. However, I am also

informed by the legal people that because
the evidence he would have used as part
of his order was the same as the evidence

we used under our order, his order would
have been vacated in the same way that

ours was.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Very interesting.

Mr. Singer: And if that is clear, it is an

answer.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Speaker, perhaps I can put
a number of straight supplementaries to the

minister and perhaps he can answer them:
'

1. Now that we know that there are over

50 area residents whose blood levels tested

at above 40 parts per million, what follows

from within the minister's working group?
2. What is this working group? Can the

minister give us the names of these people
who have been brought together?

3. What is the minister going to do with

the plant now, since the working group is

prolonging it for another four to six weeks
at minimum?

4. Will the government, in fact, collaborate

with the city of Toronto in helping to finance

or otherwise to assist the relocation of the

plant?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No. 1—what was it?

Mr. Lewis: Forty parts per million, 50

people.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I understand—I haven't

seen the figures but they have been convey-
ed, I believe, from Dr. Moss to Dr. Stopps—
that in the first series of tests there are some—
I think he said six per cent—which are above
40, in the first lot of tests. These are the

people whom we are going to visit, see

where they work, see what the conditions of

their homes are and this sort of thing to

attempt to estabhsh that there could be no
other source. We want to find out, for in-

stance, how long they've lived there and this

sort of thing.

Mr. Lewis: Can the minister give us the

names of the working group he talks about?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Dr. James Stopps, MD, of

the Ministry of Health, who is chief of the

environmental health effects service; Dr. T.
W. Anderson, MD, of the school of hygiene
of the University of Toronto; Dr. George
Moss, MD, the medical officer of health of

the city of Toronto; Mr. H. Nelson, PM, oc-

cupational health protection of the Ministry
of Health; Messrs. Duncan and Shenfield and
Dr. Linzon of the Ministry of the Environ-

ment; and Mr. Blenus Wright, the senior

Crown counsel for the Ministry of the Attor-

ney General; and in addition Dr. Julian Chis-

holm of Johns Hopkins University will be in-

vited to act as a medical consultant to the

group.

What was the next one?

Mr. Lewis: The next one was the financing
and relocation of the plant.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Frankly, Mr. Speaker, I am
not competent to answer that. The-e is no

programme in the Ministry of the Environ-
ment that would encompass that kind of an

operation but I would say this—

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): It would
make sense.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Where is it going to go?

Mr. Lewis: That's something for the min-
ister to sit down and work out.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Does the city want to put
it somewhere else in the city?

Mr. Foulds: An industrial park?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Does the member want it

in Hamilton?

Mr. Lewis: What does the minister want?
Does he want to close the plant down ulti-

mately and throw the 200 employees out of

work?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I want compliance. I want,
as I have said many times, compliance with

our emission controls.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Auld: When we have that there

will be no further problem from that plant.
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Mr. Lewis: But the minister has had that.

Hon. Mr. Auld: We haven't because they
have a comphance dated Nov. 15 and Feb.

28 for the last two things that they have to

put on the plant, and the city won't give

them a building permit to build the bag-
house that they have to have. I am also

informed by my legal people that if we

prosecute them after Nov. 15 for not com-

pleting that part of our order the chances

are that it will be thrown out of court be-

cause they will use as an effective defence

the fact that they have ordered the equip-

ment, they have it ready to put in and they

can't get a building permit.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: I think there have been five

or six supplementaries. Does the hon. Leader

of the Opposition have further questions?

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR METROS
SOCCER CLUB

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I have a short question

of the Premier. Is it possible that he will re-

consider the cabinet's decision to withdraw

the financial support from the Toronto Metros

soccer club which has been an important

addition to this community, particularly in

bringing the Metro ethnic people, through
the sport of soccer, into more active partici-

pation in community affairs?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I assume

the head of the Metros soccer group, who
is well known to the Leader of the Oppo-
sition, has been in touch. As a matter of

fact, there has been no final determination-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Actually it has been the

Premier's supporters who have been in con-

tact, not my supporters who have been in

contact.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I see. There hasn't been
a final determination. I can only assume from

the question that the Leader of the Opposi-
tion would support continued government
support of the Metros soccer team.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, I would.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am delighted to have
that information..

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Has the

government withdrawn support and does that

mark the end of the Toronto Metros?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I thought
I said fairly clearly that the matter has not

been finalized.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition havQ further questions?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I believe he is kidding,

Mr. Speaker. No.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION FROM
METAL COMPANIES

Mr. Lewis: I have no questions on the

Metros soccer league. I want to come back

to the Minister of the Environment. Does it

not bother him that every time he seems to

want to launch a court action he is appar-

ently delimited by the way in which the

legislation is drafted? Is it therefore his inten-

tion to redraft section 75 or 76 involving stop-

work orders, and since the air management
branch managed not to control the company
for four years and then, according to the

minister today, inappropriately laid a charge
or asked for a stop-work order to be applied,

doesn't the minister think that the continu-

ing almost incredible concept of this particu-

lar branch warrants a public inquiry into the

whole operation of stop orders, cease orders,

and the way in which we deal with this kind

of company?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, in the first

place that same air management branch in

the space of five years has cut the pollution
level of Toronto by one half. I think that

speaks very strongly of the kind of progress
we have made. And this same progress has

been made in other parts of the province in

varying degrees, depending on what the prob-
lem was. I think that staff has done a mag-
nificent job.

And I don't think there is anything wrong
with the legislation either; or else we
wouldn't have achieved the land of water

cleanup and other pollution cleanup that we
have achieved in this province. We are 15

years ahead of any other jurisdiction around

us.

Mr. Lewis: Forgetting the staff for a mo-

ment, but looking at it in the context of the

Act, if things have been handled so "mag-
nificently"—to use the minister's words—how
can this fiasco have occurred where the min-

ister's own environmental ministry inappro-

priately applied a stop-work order unen-
forceable by the ministry's own legislation—
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and to this day the plant continues to pollute
and nothing has happened; we are still with-

out reconciliation?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, first of all I

would say that you learn by, experience. We
applied a similar stop order to a Toronto

smelting firm last year, and it worked.

Mr. Deans: Some people learn by experi-
ence.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Certainly. Are we going to amend

every bill every time we don't succeed?

Hon. Mr. Auld: It did. And, as I say, the

only thing I think we can be faulted on was
for being a little too enthusiastic-

Mr. Lewis: The parallel is not fair.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —and a little too speedy
rather than the reverse.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,

by way of a supplementary question: Do I

understand it that the Ministry of the En-
vironment or the government as a whole, in-

cluding the Ministry of Health, had no other

information with respect to the health effects

of the emissions from Canada Metal at the

time the stop order was issued, other than
the reports which came to the city medical

officer from Boston?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we have, I

suppose, a good deal of information. We
know what the emissions are at the plant,
we know what the air quality is in the area

because we are constantly sampling it, both
the fallout on the ground of all things that

are in the air and the actual levels of the

various things that you find in the air you
breathe.

We have that information—we've had it

for several years. In fact, we have done soil

tests in the area.

As I said in the House the other day, we
are learning a bit as a result of the case of

Toronto Refiners and Smelters Ltd. We
found very high levels of lead in the ground.
It had accumulated from a variety of sources-,

including one we assumed was Toronto Re-
finers. There was a great suspicion that over
a period of years kids who played in it—and

maybe ate some of it—were getting contam-
ination levels from it and also, perhaps,
from the air. We have that information.

But as far as the evidence is concerned,
on which the order was issued on Friday at

11:30 a.m., we had verbal communication. I

was in New York State and I received this

information by telephone. However, I am in-

formed that we had verbal communication
from the Toronto medical officer of health to

Dr. Stopps in the Ministry of Health, and to

us, that the preliminary report was in and
that there were three levels, 200 and some-

thing-

Mr. Lewis: 222, 93 and-

Hon. Mr. Auld: Whatever those three

were. And that is the information on which
we acted and that is the evidence which
Mr. Justice Keith, His Lordship, said was not

sufficient.

Mr. Renwick: But, Mr. Speaker, by way
of-

Mr. Speaker: Order. This has developed
into a debate on the original question, on
which there have been at least six supple-
mentaries. The new question has to do gen-

erally with the legislation, but we reverted

back to a debate on the original question—
which is out of order.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order, I don't know how you can judge my
next supplementary question to be—

Mr. Speaker: Any further supplementaries
are out of order.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order, the Canada Metal plant happens to be
in my riding and is a matter of immense

Mr. Speaker: The member is out of order.

The rules of this House clearly indicate the

Speaker shall determine when we have had
a reasonable number of supplementaries. We
have had more than a reasonable number.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, on a point of

order, the rules of this House are supposed
to be interpreted reasonably.

Mr. Speaker: I can only say to the hon.

member that I will continue in my efforts to

interpret the rules reasonably. The hon.

member is quite out of order.

The hon. member for Scarborough West.

Mr. Lewis: Can I ask the Premier, sir,

whether the government will be responsive to

the request by the city of Toronto to move
the plant, if that turns out to be the only

way to deal with the environmental pollu-
tion both within and without?
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Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I wouldn't

want to lead anyone astray because, as a

matter not just as it relates to the one plant
but as a matter of policy or principle, I think

this would be a very complex and difficult

matter, not just for the government but for

the municipality. I would not want to pre-

suppose any answer to this question without

any real study and very careful deliberation

on our part. Certainly, as far as the govern-
ment is concerned, we are as anxious as

anyone to see a solution to this problem, to

be helpful and to see just what the extent

of the problem is.

As I listened to the discussion here—and
I agree with you, Mr. Speaker, it was coming
close to a debate—I think there are other

facts that we must have available to us and
which the municipality must have. As far as

the government is concerned, we are pre-

pared to co-operate in any reasonable way
that we can to resolve whatever problem does

exist. To say that we would at this moment
in time, along with the municipality, agree to

finance a relocation, if one could isolate a

single industry in the Province of Ontario

and say that's the only one that would ever

happen and so on, would be one way of

looking at it; but I would have to say that

this is something the government would
have to consider in some depth before mak-

ing this kind of commitment.

I did have a request from the member for

Downsview that he would be dehghted to

have it on that piece of vacant land just
south of Eglinton in his riding, but I didn't

take that request seriously; so we won't con-

template moving it there.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill): The
Premier has never taken any of our requests

seriously.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I take some of them very

seriously.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Etobicoke had caught my eye previously.

PUP TRAILERS

Mr. L. A. Braithwaite (Etobicoke): I have
a question of the Minister of Transportation
and Communications, Mr. Speaker. In light
of the recommendations made by the

coroner's jury subsequent to the multi-vehicle

disaster of March 18 of this year on High-
way 400; and in view of the pup trailer

nine-car crash of last night on Highway
401 at Islington Ave. in Rexdale in my riding.

will the minister immediately ban all pup
trailers until their safe usage can be guaran-
teed to the public of Ontario?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): Mr. Speaker,
I will not immediately ban the use of pup
trailers.

Firstly, as I mentioned some time ago,

perhaps two or three weeks ago when this

matter first arose, the main thrust of the

suggestions by everyone concerned, in-

cluding the press, related to the pup trailers

in the petroleum industry. At that time, I

stated that it was not just the petroleum

industry, it was, in fact, all industries; in

other words, the lumber industry in the

north, the steel industry, the contractors'

industry, the gravel trucks. All pup trailers

are in the same category, and one just

doesn't ban pup trailers per se because of

one or two accidents.

I pointed out that there is a study which
has been undertaken by the petroleum in-

dustry because of the thrust at their particular

pup trailer situation, and their statistics prove
otherwise. At that time, I stated I couldn't

refute their statistics but I was examining
them. I also stated that I had had the

petroleum industry in and had certain com-
mitments made by them which they have
lived up to insofar as the present situation

is concerned.

I now relate my remarks to the members
from the north, and indeed to the whole of

this province, because we are concerned

with the cost of living. We are also con-

cerned with the safety aspect and I recog-
nize the member's very valid question. I

am concerned about safety. I am likewise

concerned about the costs of transportation
and about the cost of living for all the

people in this province. In all honesty, I

just cannot undertake willy-nilly to ban
the pup trailers.

On the other hand, we are examining it

and taking every precaution that we can. As
the hon. member knows, we did bring in

last session a regulation relating to the hitch

on the particular pup trailers. We are

adding the commercial inspection teams now.

They are being deployed throughout the

province. We are undertaking certain pro-

grammes as far as the ministry is concerned,
but willy-nilly to ban all pup trailers, no,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Braithwaite: Supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: If the minister will not ban the

trucks, at least for the winter when the
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weather is bad, could he tell this House what

steps he is taking to limit the hours of work

of the people who do drive these trucks so

that we don't have tired drivers?

Also, what steps is his department tak-

ing to check on the qualifications of drivers

of these trucks so that only professional,

well-trained people do drive them? Third,

could the minister tell this House what

steps his department is taking to ensure

that damage that could be caused when
the pup trailers are being driven empty-
on a return trip, let's say—is minimized?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, as far

as the hours of work are concerned, I would

suggest to the hon. member that this re-

lates to the Ministry of Labour more so

than my particular ministry.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): It is within

this minister's ability.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Insofar as the classi-

fication of drivers, Mr. Speaker, we will be

bringing in legislation this session, I trust.

There will be six different classifications of

drivers, and these will relate to the com-

petency of the particular driver for the cer-

tain class of vehicle. I suggest to the hon.

member that this, in fact, will go a long

way toward solving the problem of the par-
ticular competency of each driver.

Insofar as the minimization of the dam-

age that might be done by the sway of an

empty pup trailer, this is under study.

Mr. Braithwaite: There is a problem.

Hon. Mr. Carton: As a matter of fact the

whole issue of pup trailers is under study and
has been since last spring. I personally—and
I think everyone in this Legislature, and I

acknowledge this—when I am driving along
the highway and pass a pup trailer I really
don't feel quite as safe as if I am passing an

ordinary truck, and I wouldn't argue that.

But again, if one examines the statistics and
if one examines the accidents relative of that

class to the other classes of vehicles in that

full context, then again I point out that not-

withstanding the publicity, the attendant

press that goes along with every pup trailer

accident—and I think you will agree with
me—a person could have been killed last

night by a drinking driver, or there could

have been 10 accidents last night involving
a drinking driver and it wouldn't have hit

the press. Let one pup trailer have an acci-

dent and it is headline news. I also point
out to the hon. member that last night was
a very wet night, a very slippery night, and

I am sure there were many accidents across

this province.

Having said all that, I am concerned about

pup trailers. My ministry is concerned about

pup trailers.

Mr. Bullbrook: It is because of public

abhorrence of them that they are headline

news.

Mr. Braithwaite: A final supplementary,
Mr. Speaker: Inasmuch as it won't be long
before the roads will be much more danger-
ous than they were last night, can the

minister tell us how many accidents he ex-

pects to happen before this legislation will

be brought forward?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Braithwaite: In view of the gravity of

the situation, can the minister say with some

certainty when this legislation can be ex-

pected?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, all that I

can answer in regard to that question is that

there is a study being made and the proper
action will be taken at the proper time. But

again I point out to all the hon. members in

this Legislature, it is not simply a case of

zeroing in on one particular aspect of trans-

port in this province without having regard
to all other aspects.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Elgin.
The hon. member for Elgin.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Deans: Elgin? Who is that?

Mr. R. K. McNeil (Elgin): I have a ques-
tion. I would like to ask the Minister of

Agriculture and Food-

Mr. Stokes: Stand up.

An hon. member: Come on.

Mr. McNeil: Thank you.

An hon. member: This will be a put-up

job.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

PRICE OF BEEF CATTLE

Mr. McNeil: Will the Minister of Agri-
culture and Food explain to the House the

reason for the marked decrease in the sale

price of finished beef cattle on the markets of
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this province, and what steps are being taken

by the ministry-

Mr. Cassidy: In 10 words or less.

Mr. McNeil: —with respect to this particu-
lar problem, which is affecting the very
future and life blood of the beef industry of

Ontario?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The Liberal members
shouldn't start apologizing for their federal

friends again.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Mr. Lewis: Well, this is one answer that

isn't predictable.

Mr. Speaker: Order,

Mr. Lewis: We don't know what the min-
ister will say to this one.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please.

An hon. member: This is a rerun.

An hon. member: Put the boot to them.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Agri-
culture and Food has the floor.

Mr. Lewis: Come now, get worked up. Let
it go now.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Mr. Speaker, I frankly
confess that last week I was quite exercised

on the matter concerned when it was drawn
to my attention. Today, I feel-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: He can get exercised again.

Just think of aU those family farms closing
down.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Today I feel very

keenly, Mr. Speaker, that this is a matter of

very grave and serious importance.

Mr. Lewis: And the federal government
should do something about it.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I don't feel that it

really behoves my hon. friends opposite-

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —because they were

quite embarrassed with the real reasons why

the problem was before us, to have made
such a—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —joke of the whole

thing. They probably don't realize that the

fact of the matter is that there are a great

many beef-cattle feeders in the Province of

Ontario who are on the verge of bankruptcy
because of what has happened. There is no

apparent reason why this thing will not con-

tinue unless the federal cabinet took the

action this morning that I hope it will have
taken. In fact, I hope by now there will

have been an announcement that an import
surcharge will have been made.

An hon. member: No.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: We have been in con-

stant touch with the federal cabinet through
the Minister of Agriculture's office at Ottawa

urging that this be done. I know that he is

in complete sympathy with the proposal. We
believe that the Canadian Cattlemen's Asso-

ciation should have supported the imple-
mentation of the import surcharge earlier

than they did. A week ago last Sunday they
delivered a telegram to Ottawa asking that

it be implemented at the rate of three cents

on live cattle and six cents on dressed beef.

No action was taken last week by the federal

cabinet and I am not sure what action was
taken today. I do know that it was going to

be discussed in Ottawa this morning, or at

least it was supposed to be discussed at

federal cabinet.

If friends opposite have word that it has

been approved, I hope they'll say so because

to me, never before in the history of the

cattle industry-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: We don't get an imme-
diate report from every cabinet meeting.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): Call David
Lewis.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Never before—

Mr. Lewis: If the minister wants to know
what the federal cabinet has decided, ask

us, not them.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Did the member
call his father today?

Mr. Lewis: I'll call him.

Mr. Ruston: Call David Lewis.
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An hon. member: He's got something there.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, he can call father

later today.

Mr. Lewis: I'll call him.

An hon. member: Maybe there is a leak

in the cabinet.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Maybe he should take

a hand in this. Who knows? He might have
more effect than any of the rest of us. We
don't seem to have much effect and obviously
he keeps that bunch in power in Ottawa
and it's time he said something.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): A good
government deserves good support.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: I'd like to suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —in my opinion the

cattlemen of Ontario are facing a real prob-
lem. There are virtually no fat cattle moving.

People are calling me on a daily basis ad-

vising of the seriousness of the situation.

Thousands of fat cattle are backing up in this

province today, adding increasing costs on
a daily basis with the cost of feeding, and
with the problem of excess of fat which is

nothing but waste. For the life of me, I

cannot understand why an import surcharge
is not placed, on a temporary basis, against
fat cattle coming into this province and

against dressed beef coming into this province
until this glut of cattle in the United States

is cleaned up. May I advise the hon. member
for Elgin, who represents one of the large

cattle-feeding areas of this province, that

until that happens—

Mr. Cassidy: Put that on the record.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —our cattle are back-

ing up to such an extent that a great many
of our producers are in real financial distress.

Mr. Foulds: Some of the members of this

Legislature are backing up too much.

Mr. Stokes: A supplementary then: In view
of the dilemma that the farmer finds himself

in with low prices, why hasn't this been re-

flected in the prices to the consumer?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: It has been reflected

in the prices to the consumer, Mr. Speaker.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Cassidy: In no way near reflected.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: In this regard, I would

like to point out the decline in wholesale

beef from mid-August is 17 per cent.

Mr. Lewis: Right. The government pro-

vided subsidies.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: The decline in retail

beef prices from mid-August is 10 per cent.

I want to qualify that statement by saying-

Mr. Lewis: It is a decline for the farmer.

Mr. Cassidy: So is the farmer getting it?

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —that from June to

August the wholesale price of beef went up
19 per cent while the retail price of beef

went up 11 per cent. I think that that indi-

cates that the retail price of beef has main-

tained a reasonably level plateau.

Mr. Stokes: It should have gone down sub-

stantially.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: Ah, yes, but then if

that theory holds, why didn't it advance the

full 19 per cent between June and August,
which it did not advance? I think it's only
fair to point out to those who are very much
involved in the meat industry in this prov-

Mr. Roy: That's debatable.

Hon. Mr. Stewart: —and in this country
that they have not tried in any way to ex-

ploit the situation as we see it today. The
fact of the matter is that the packers who
are bringing in American cattle are in the

position that if they don't bring in American

cattle there are others who can go to the

United States packers and bring in dressed

beef. So, to be competitive, they have to

bring in those live cattle.

For the life of me, I don't know why, when
it was possible for the federal cabinet to be

called in the holiday season of this summer
for a special cabinet meeting on a Monday
in Ottawa to exercise export controls against
beef leaving this country, it isn't possible now
for them to do something to protect the beef

industry of Canada.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

FLEETWOOD AMBULANCE SERVICE

Mr. Deans: Thank you, Mr, Speaker. I

have a question which I would like to put
to the Premier, which may require action in
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both the Ministry of Health and the Ministry

of Labour. I put it to the Premier in this

way.

First, would the Premier require that the

employment standards branch of the Ministry

of Labour look into the firing yesterday of

two employees of Fleetwood Ambulance
Service in the city of Hamilton to determine

whether or not it is appropriate that em-

ployees should be fired for refusing to work
overtime for a rate of pay less than the

rate of pay normally paid for the normal

hours of work?

Secondly, would the Premier require an

inquiry in the Ministry of Health—the emer-

gency services branch under Mr. Brubacher

—to determine how it could be that the emer-

gency services branch could not get any

jurisdiction over the operator of Fleetwood

Ambulance Service, when the two employees
came down to the Ministry of Health to ask

if some appropriate action could be taken

with regard to the disparity in the wages
being paid, and before they got back to

Hamilton the information had been relayed
to the operator and they had been fired?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member for Wentworth would like to reduce

this to some form of documentation, and get
it to me some time later on this afternoon, 1

will undertake to get answers from the two
ministries or answer myself some time on

Monday. I really can't get them any sooner

than that.

Mr. Deans: Thank you. That's fine.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of the Environ-

ment has the answer to a question previously
asked.

Mr. Roy: He's had the floor all afternoon.

Mr. R. G. Eaton (Middlesex South): Too
bad. The member for Ottawa East wants the

floor.

Interjections by hon. members.

I Mr. Roy: Can he say it in 10 words or less?

DOFASCO EXPANSION PROGRAMME

Hon. Mr. Auld: If I have, Mr. Speaker, it

seems to have been by request.

Further to the question that the hon. mem-
ber for Hamilton East (Mr. Gisborn) asked

me on Oct. 16 concerning the expansion pro-

gramme of Dofasco in Hamilton, I'm advised

that the first stage of this expansion pro-

gramme will involve the installation of a

cold-rolling mill. Further steel-making facili-

ties of the expansion programme are in the

early conceptual stage.

While the ministry has been advised of

the plans, no detailed information has been
forwarded as yet as required under the En-
vironmental Protection Act or the Ontario
Water Resources Commission Act for

approval prior to construction. This expansion
will be evaluated against all current air,

noise, water and waste disposal legislation,
and no construction will begin until this

ministry is assured that there will be no sig-
nificant environmental impact.

There has been shown to be a dramatic

reduction in the emissions from steel-making

operations in the last two or three years. The
new control techniques that have been

adopted to achieve this can now more readily
be integrated into the design of a new plant
than of an existing one, and I fully expect
that these new controls will be incorporated
into the new facilities.

Parallel to this, as the hon. member is no
doubt aware, the Steel Co. of Canada has

made significant steps in the control of fluo-

ride emissions and shows promise of further

reductions with the introduction of new

fluxing agents in its processes and the use of

the basic oxygen furnace.

The emissions from Dofasco's operations
have been controlled by the use of water

scrubbers, and their contribution to the total

fluoride emissions is minimal.

Finally, the ministry will ensure that the

impact of any new installations extends be-

yond the realm of health aspects and gives
the people of Hamilton a standard of well-

being that they have learned to expect.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view is next.

TOWING AND STORAGE CHARGES
FOR STOLEN VEHICLES

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Solicitor General. Does he think

it reasonable that where the OPP have re-

covered a stolen vehicle, then have ordered

that it be towed to a place for examination

for fingerprints and subsequently it is stored

there, that the bill for towing and storage
should be sent to the owner of the stolen car

and not paid for by the OPP? Doesn't he

think that the OPP is being a little high-

handed, unusual and unreasonable in this

circumstance?
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Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, it may
be that the OPP are taking the financial con-

straint programme of this government very

seriously. I shall be pleased to look into the

specific matter and determine the actual cir-

cumstances and why the OPP made such a

decision.

Mr. Singer: Well, Mr. Speaker, by way of

supplementary, if the minister could ask his

deputy for a copy of a letter dated Oct. 30,

sent to Mr. John Kay by the commissioner of

the OPP, he would see the circumstances.

Mr. Speaker: Is there any further response
to that?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: No, sir.

Mr. Speaker: All right, the hon. member
for Riverdale.

ALLEGED AIR POLLUTION FROM
METAL COMPANIES

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of the Environment. Do
I take it from his earlier responses that in

the court hearing before Mr. Justice Keith on

Monday, the Ministry of the Environment
submitted no evidence and accepted the evi-

dence that was put forward by the applicant,

regardless of the fact that the ministry had
been engaged for at least three years in

accumulating information with respect to the

emissions and pollution caused by the Canada
Metal Co. plant?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, we had Dr.

Stopps available there as a witness. After the

comments of Dr. Sachs, who said in fact, as

I mentioned in my statement, that there was
no question that the lead levels of the three

people whose results had been received were
a hazardous condition, our legal counsel de-

cided not to call Dr. Stopps, who would

simply have reiterated the same thing.

The question on which His Lordship gave
his oral judgement, and I am anxious to see

the written reasons as soon as they are avail-

able, was that there was no direct relation-

ship proved between the people and the air

emission source of Canada Metal, if that sort

of makes it clear-

Mr. Renwick: We agree with the medical
evidence.

Hon. Mr. Auld: There was no point, in

other words, in bringing any further medical

evidence, because there was no medical evi-

dence that could say the lead found in the

blood of those people had come from that

stack.

Mr. Renwick: By way of a supplementary,

apart from the medical evidence question,

which we all admit is complex and difiicult,

why didn't the ministry at least submit to

the court the accumulated evidence with re-

spect to the pollution of the soil in the

vicinity of the plant, together with the other

evidence which had been accumulated by the

department over a period of time, which had

led to a control order being issued?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I wasn't

there and I haven't asked that question of

our counsel, but mv understanding is that

when the defence, if I can put it that way,
showed that the one with the highest level

of the three—the gentleman who works as a

janitor at the Prestolite battery factory in

Maple, I think it is—had an occupational ex-

posure to lead, and that the youngest child-

Mr. Renwick: I understand that; I under-

stand the medical evidence.

Hon. Mr. Auld: As a lawyer, this, the

medical evidence, was the only evidence that

was available. We have evidence—at least we
have reports on soil and all sorts of things,
but my understanding is that the order was

issued on the basis of the medical evidence—

the three people—and that was not sufficient

because of the other obvious possibilities.

Mr. Lewis: It is such a story of incom-

petence, it is really quite amazing.

Mr. A. Camithers (Durham): Just lost out

again.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired.

Mr. Roy: Not fair at all.

Mr. Speaker: Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Hon. Mr. Clement presented the annual

report of the Liquor Control Board of On-
tario for the year ending March 31, 1973.

Mr. R. D. Rowe (Northumberland): Mr.

Speaker, I beg leave to present a report on
architects and engineering consultants pre-

pared for the select committee on economic
and cultural nationalism by Kates Peat Mar-
wick and Co. Copies are being placed in the

postal boxes for the hon. members this after-

noon. This is one of six similar studies, Mr.

Speaker, referred to in my statement to the
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House on Oct. 22, when I tabled the report
on the mining industry.

The architectural and engineering consul-

tant professions are particularly interesting
because of their special importance in and
contribution to the cultural and intellectual

life of the country. In studying the archi-

tectural profession, the Kates Peat Marwick

study team was especially concerned to dis-

cover influences on design and other aspects
of activities of the profession which might
be inconsistent with Canadian values or in-

terests. The importation of design and other

architectural services is a particular aspect
of this.

With regard to engineering consultants, the

study was particularly directed to ascertain-

ing whether the engineering consulting pro-
fession has developed to the extent and with

the specialties appropriate to the importance
of Canadian resources and the value of con-

struction in Canada. It will be evident, I

think, that there is cause for some concern.

As I mentioned in my statement to the

House on Oct. 22, the select committee is

continuing its evaluation of the results of

several staff studies by Kates Peat Marwick
and Co. and other information acquired by
the committee through briefs, presentations
and staff studies.

Hon. Mr. Bales presented the report of

the Public Trustee for the year ending March

31, 1973.

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The third order, House
in committee of the whole.

SUCCESSION DUTY ACT
(concluded)

House in committee on Bill 174, An Act
to amend the Succession Duty Act.

Mr. Chairman: When we last considered

this, we were considering an amendment by
the member for Riverdale, I beheve. Is there

any further discussion on it or was the—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Yes, I

think the record shows quite clearly the

purpose for which the amendment was intro-

duced. I think that the parliamentary assis-

tant should certainly take it into considera-

tion, because the definition of a corporate
farm is much too broad for the purpose

of providing the kind of relief to persons

permanently engaged in farming and the

benefit of that section should not be extended

any further.

Before that particular matter is put and
so that the matter can be dealt with, I'd

like to ask the chairman whether or not

we are dealing simply with section 6, section

17a and could we deal with section 17b

as a separate matter?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, we can. This just

deals with this particular subsection.

Mr. Renwick: Well, then, I have no further

comments on section 17a, which is part of

section 6 of the bill.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. parliamentary
assistant have a response to the amendment?

Mr. G. W. Walker (London North): Mr.

Chairman, the amendment put forward by
the hon. member for Riverdale would add

a further meaning to the definition of

"farming corporation," which is found in

section 6 of the bill.

The amendment reads: "which is managed
on a full-time basis at his death or by a

member of his family at his death."

In this particular case, I would like to

point out, Mr. Chairman, that the main

thrust of the amendments to the Succession

Duty Act, as proposed in Bill 174, is to

maintain land in farming and not to keep

people on the farm.

This was clearly stated by the Treasurer

(Mr. White) in his earlier discussions and

in so doing the Treasurer was quite con-

cerned in keeping the land in production

and maintaining the family farm and the

attendant green space related to it, and in

not making it necessary to raise money for

tax purposes.

Now, if the government policy had been

to give a tax exemption to farmers, it would

have taken a simple legislative amendment
to create such an exemption. This was

not the purpose of the government. It was,

in fact, to keep the land in production as

indicated. This is being effectively done

because duty is now forgiven by the l/25th

principle.

Now, where farming ceases to be carried

on, you will see in other subsections of

17a the arrangement whereby there is a

demand that can be made immediately for

the unpaid or the amount of duty which is

unforgiven under the circumstances.
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It was not the intention of the Treasurer

to penalize the man because of attempting
to provide some kind of industrious activity.

I think we are talking here about the hobby
farm individual, or the person who has a

marginal farm. He perhaps operates a bus

in the morning and the afternoon and

operates the farm the rest of the time; and

by the combination of the two things main-

tains a viable unit. A number of people

employed in places like the Ford plant at

Oakville have these farms. The farms them-
selves are directly managed by them, but
their additional income is supplemented by
their earnings within the city.

These marginal farmers then would be
ruled out by the amendment proposed by
the member for Riverdale; and it is not

the intention to do this. To manage a farm
on a full-time basis could not be interpreted
as meaning that the person must be fully

engaged in management 24 hours per day.
With the type of arrangements and modem
communications that we now have, manage-
ment could occur with one or two hours

per day, perhaps by telephone or otherwise.

The member's amendment would be un-

satisfactory, Mr. Chairman, and accordingly
I reject the amendment.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, let me just

make a comment about it. Let's not draw in

the red herring of the number of members
of the United Automobile Workers of

America who are engaged in partial farm-

ing operations. That's not the point. The
minister knows it; and I don't hold any par-
ticular brief for that kind of argument.

What the minister is saying is that disguised
as a succession duty benefit, he is carrying
out an agricultural policy with respect to

keeping agricultural land in production in

the province. Well, if the minister thinks

that the Ministry of Revenue, by an amend-
ment to the Succession Duty Act, can make
up for the default of the government of

the Province of Ontario with respect to

agricultural land going out of production,
then he had better re-think the whole policy
of the government with respect to that

question.

What you are doing in this Act, directly,
is conferring a benefit upon wealthy hobby
farmers totally out of proportion to any
benefit which should be conferred under a

taxing statute which is supposed to be
equitable. That's the first point.

The second point is that if the minister—
and I only asked him if the ministry would
take into consideration bringing in at some

future time an amendment. But obviously
the minister, through the parliamentary
assistant, has closed the door completely. If

there was any flexibility in this government
—and the flexibility is disappearing com-

pletely—the marginal farmer, to whom the

member for Essex South (Mr. Paterson) very
properly referred the other night, can be
dealt with by changing the wording in my
amendment—not now, but when you are

giving it some honest, open, serious con-

sideration—to the person whose principal
business is farming.

It is quite easy to do that because you
have the analogy to a corresponding provi-
sion in the Income Tax Act of the Province

of Ontario and in the Income Tax Act of

Canada, which relates to a question of de-

termining the principal occupation of a per-
son who has more than one occupation.

I am not interested in getting into this

very narrow ground, which was perfectly
well answered by the member for Huron-
Bruce (Mr. Gaunt) the other night, about

such few people who oscillate between
whether or not they are deriving more money
from their farm in one year or more money
from their industrial employment in that same

year and oscillating between what the nar-

row marginal problem is with respect to their

principal occupation. All I am simply saying
is that it is improper for this government, dis-

guised as an amendment to the Succession

Duty Act, to permit wealthy men holding

large pieces of property in the environs of

Metropolitan Toronto and other urban areas,

for capital appreciation purposes, to be able

over a 25-year period to have the duty re-

ferable to that property reduced to notfiing,

so that the province and the revenues of the

province suffer from it.

It is patently clear that unless you accept
such an amendment, you might just as well,

instead of fooling around with it, repeal the

Succession Duty Act entirely as was your
original intention until the minister reversed

himself a few days ago.

Mr. Chairman: Shall I place the motion?

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Is the par-

liamentary assistant going to respond?

Mr. Chairman: It seems to me we have
been repeating the questions. Maybe the hon.

member wasn't here that night but there has

been lengthy discussion and responses.

Mr. Bullbrook: I don't really care one
tittle whether there has been a lengthy dis-

cussion or whether I was here or not—
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Mr. Chairman: If the member wishes to

contribute, that is fine.

Mr. Bullbrook: I am here now, with the

greatest respect, and I would like to know
whether the parliamentary assistant intends

to respond to the member for Riverdale? Are

you dealing with an agricultural statute? Are

you dealing with a taxing statute?

The amendment as put forward has many
holes but the fact of the matter is that the

principle put forward by the amendment is

a most significant and valid one. It should

not be the intention of this government,

through this ministry, to placate its own con-

science in connection with farming in the

Province of Ontario by letting speculators in

eff^ect absolve themselves of a taxing re-

sponsibility to the people of this province

through a progressive form of taxation.

Did the parliamentary assistant respond to

that before? He didn't when he just got up
this afternoon. This isn't an agricultural

statute. Let's talk about it from the point of

view of taxation policy, not whether or not

you want farming to continue on a particular

piece of land, and not whether or not this

amendment has holes in it. It is obvious that

it does and the member himself recognizes
that it does.

Mr. Chairman: Is there any further dis-

cussion?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, I would just

mention that if the member had had the

benefit of the arguments placed on Tuesday
evening last, I tliink he would have found

many of the answers that we had at that time.

The member wasn't here at that time and a

number of arguments advanced by the mem-
ber for Riverdale were advanced at that time

by him and by others within the House. This
is not an agricultural bill. It is not an attempt
to placate the farmers. What it is intended
to do is to maintain land in farming and that

is what the bill accomplishes.

Mr. Chairman: Ready for the question?

Those in favour of Mr. Renwick's motion
will please say "aye."

Those opposed will please say "nay.'*

In my opinion the "nays" have it.

I declare the motion lost.

Did the hon. member for Riverdale have
another?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, I have, on section 17b.

I am anxious to ask what may be for the

parliamentary assistant, and indeed for me,
a very technical question. If he cannot im-

mediately answer the question then perhaps
he would be good enough to make a note of

it and let me have a reply in writing from

the ministry in due course about it.

The question which I have is on this ques-
tion of a family firm, and the option which is

given to transfer 10 per cent of the shares of

a family firm to the Treasurer of Ontario in

satisfaction of the obligation to pay succes-

sion duty with a first refusal right to buy
them back at a later date if the ministry de-

cides to divest itself of them. I am very
curious about this particular point.

The Succession Duty Act, in section 5,

provides with respect to certain transfers, one

of which is "any property devised, be-

queathed, or disposed of to the Province of

Ontario is exempt" for two purposes: that

no duty shall be levied with respect to the

10 per cent interest, and that that interest

would not be included in calculating the

aggregate value of the estate for the pur-

poses of levying duty.

If I might use an example, if a family firm's

shares were held to be worth $1 million, and

they were able to satisfy, to the extent that

the proposed amendment applies, duty to the

extent of $100,000 by transferring 10 per cent

of the shares to the Treasurer of Ontario,
does that mean that the aggregate value of

that estate for duty purposes would only be

$900,000, and that hidden away in the tech-

nical language of the statute there has been
a double benefit conferred by permitting the

transfer of 10 per cent of the shares to the

Treasurer of Ontario?

I recognize, as I said at the beginning,
that that is a technical question and I would

certainly like to have a written answer if

you are not able to answer it at the moment.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, in a case where
there has been a gift of a 10 per cent value

of a business to the Crown, the tax effect is

to reduce the aggregate value of the estate,

resulting in a reduction of the rates on tax-

able succession. But this may turn out to be
of no particular use. Certainly there is no
double meaning that I can discover within it,

or double benefit conferred.

Let me give you an example of, let's say,

a $300,000 firm, where there is a 10 per cent

gift to the Crown. Let's take an estate of

$500,000 passing to two adult children. The

duty payable in that case, as calculated, would
be $106,650. Now if there were a gift made
of 10 per cent of that $300,000 firm, on that

$500,000 estate you would deduct the $30,000

gift, which would bring the readjusted aggre-

gate value to $470,000. The residue, of course.
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would pass on to the adult children. The rate

in that case would be 21.26 per cent and the

duty payable would be $99,922. The tax dif-

ferential between the two—in case one, where

there was no 10 per cent gift over to the

Crown, and in case two where there was—
on this $300,000 firm and on this $500,000
estate would be $6,728.

What does this mean in real terms? Of

course, it must be kept in mind that he has

to give the 10 per cent—which we have

valued in this case at $30,000—over to the

Crown. Therefore, there is a payment to the

Crown of two parts. The first part would be

the $30,000 gift over, the second part would
be the duty of $99,922. The total then is

$129,922. If the gift had not been made in

this case, and the payment of duty made
on the gross estate, and there had been no

adjustment in the aggregate value of the es-

tate, the duty would only have been $106,650.

In that case it would be ridiculous, of

course, to attempt to use this mechanism,
this gift, to provide a double benefit, if I can

call it that, to the estate. In fact, it would
be detrimental to the estate and in all the

cases that I have worked out, there would be

additional expense to the estate had they

given this 10 per cent benefit to the Crown.

Mr. Chairman: I thought we were on to a

difiFerent section (b). The member for Huron-

Bruce, I believe, was to bring up a point
earlier than that.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Yes, Mr.

Chairman, I have a problem with section

17a, subsection (5). This particular subsection

troubles me because, in my view, it prevents
the mobility within the farming industry
which I think it must have and will have to

have in the years ahead if we are going to

continue to have the efiicient farm industry
we have built up over the past few years.

With the ever-increasing demand for agri-

cultural land for non-agricultural purposes,
such as roads, greenbelts, power corridors,

industrial development and, the biggest cul-

prit of all, urban sprawl, I think it is es-

sential that a farmer have the election of

transferring from one farm to another farm,
when the sale of the first farm takes place
under duress, without suffering financial loss

under the terms of this Act.

As the bill stands now, it says:

If, while any part of the forgivable duty
remains unpaid and undischarged,

(a) farming ceases to be carried on by
members of the family of the deceased on

any part of the farming land; or

(b) the farming land or any part of it

ceases to be owned by members of the

family of the deceased or by a farming

corporation,

the part of the forgivable duty that is

unpaid and discharged at the happening
of any event referred to in clause a or b
of this subsection is, subject to subsection

(10) [and I'll come to that later on] pay-
able immediately upon the happening of

any of the said events, and until fully

paid bears interest at the rate applicable
to duty payable under the subsection (1)

of section 16.

This section is too loose and I come to sub-

section (10) where the minister has the dis-

cretion.

He has a discretionary power under sub-

section (10) to relieve some of the duty pay-
able in the event that a farmer moves from

one location to the other. As I read that

section, that's what it says.

For instance, if a farmer were farming in

one location for, say, 20 years, and his duty

payable—or, no, let's put it another way—
the forgivable duty amounted to $50,000.

Let's use that for easy figuring. The forgiv-
able duty amounted to $50,000 so that means

that he's got a forgivable duty of $2,000

per year for 25 years. At the end of a 20-year

period, he is pushed off that farm for one

reason or the other. Let's say the urban

sprawl has reached the point where he sim-

ply can't farm that farm economically any

longer and so he moves under duress. He has

still five years forgivable duty which makes

a total of $10,000.

The minister, under this subsection, may
come along and say, "All right, I guess

you did have to move. You really had no

other choice. I am going to forgive $5,000

of that total amount of $10,000, and you

pay the balance, which is $5,000." That's the

kind of discretion the minister has tinder

subsection (10), and quite frankly I don't

think it does the things that have to be done

or accomplishes the purpose that I hope
the ministry is trying to achieve in this

particular bill. It leaves it to the whim and

the judgement of the minister; and that's not

good enough.

There has to be greater mobility built into

the system. Otherwise, the minister is just

encouraging farmers to stick it out on a

farm, where the pressures and the economics

dictate that the farmer should move to an-

other location, but because there may be only
three or four years left before the forgivable

duty is completely discharged, he may be
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determined to stay in that particular location

even though all the other factors point other-

wise.

You are tending to lock farmers into their

present locations, thereby inducing inefficien-

cies into a highly efficient system. And I

say to the minister: give it more mobility,
remove the discretionary power from the

minister.

I can suggest to you, sir, how you might
do that. I think that you could take sub-

section (5) and simply amend it to read:

If, while any part of the forgivable duty
remains unpaid and discharged, farming
ceases to be carried on by members of the

family of the deceased, the part of the for-

givable duty that is unpaid and undischarged
at the happening of any event referred to

in clause (a) of this subsection is payable

immediately upon the happening of any of

the said events, and until fully paid bears

interest at the rate applicable to duty pay-
able under subsection (1) of section 16.

And you simply delete subsection (10) al-

together. I suggest to the parliamentary assis-

tant that is the way to correct that situation,

and I think he should give some considera-

tion to it.

I don't think that I will move that amend-
ment at this particular point in time, be-
cause I want to have a free exchange with
the parliamentary assistant. If there is some
point I have missed, I would like to hear
about it; but, as the bill stands now, that's

the way I feel about it.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the point of
the entire bill is of course not to retain a

person in farming but rather to retain that

parcel of land in actual production.

Mr. Gaunt: You are making my point.

Mr. Walker: Yes, and if an expropriation
for a road widening, say, comes along and
forces the person off the land, section 17b
(10) covers that situation.

Mr. Gaunt: But it's at the discretion of the
minister.

Mr. Walker: Well, in the case of a road

widening the arrangement can be made there
to pay the

expropriating amount over to the

ministry; some credit arrangement would be
made.

Now, I believe you were talking about the
roll-over principle, where the farm is perhaps
expropriated in toto for a cloverleaf, for

example, and in that case the land is taken
out of farming. Mind you, it was not actually

voluntariness on the part of the individual

farmer—he likely had very little to say in the

matter—but no doubt he received an amount
that was commensurate with the value of

the land and would permit the payment of

the unpaid duty at that time and still leave

him enough to certainly acquire another

farm 10 miles away or five concessions away
to continue his farming. So there would be
no particular problem, in our opinion, result-

ing from that aspect of it.

Subsection (10) does make that roll-over

provision if necessary, if it appears that per-

haps urban pressure forces a man off his

farm. It may just become impossible to main-
tain it because of taxes, or otherwise. And he
finds he has to go 25 concessions away and
there he carries on in the true circumstances

of a roll-over. Everything that he receives

from the sale of the farm is rolled right over

into the acquisition of a new farm.

In that situation, at the discretion of the

minister, the decision no doubt would be to

continue the forgiveness. But each situation

would have to be resolved on its merits and
looked into very carefully. The decision

would be based on the merits of the case.

That's why there is some degree of "loose-

ness"—as you refer to it—or discretion within
subsection (10) to permit just that situation.

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Chairman, the point that

I'm making is that the bill's purpose, as I

understand it, is to keep people farming.

Mr. Walker: No, it's the land in farming.

Mr. Gaunt: No, with respect-

Mr. BuIIbrook: That's what he says the

purpose is, but of course, it should be up to

the Minister of Agirculture—not the Minister

of Revenue.

Mr. Gaunt: With respect, if you're going
to deal with planning and land designations
in this bill, then tSat's quite a different

matter. If you're going to use this bill as a
tool for an official plan whereby you
designate lands to agriculture, to industrial

development, to housing—the whole gamut-
then that's quite a different matter.

But as I understood it, the initial purpose
of the bill is to facilitate the transfer of

family farms from one generation to another—
to keep the family farm in the family and
in production. The one follows the other.

If that is the purpose—and I gather it is—
then the sale price of the farm is really a
matter which is not relevant. That's between
the buyer and the seller and has nothing to
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do with the fundamental principle of this

particular bill. To say that the farmer is

going to get a good price for his land and
hence he could then ajfford to pay the duty
which would be levied under this bill and
still have enough money to go and buy
another farm someplace else, in a sense begs
the question, really.

What we're trying to do here is to facilitate

the transfer of family farms within the

family. Frankly, I don't see what difference

it makes if a farmer farms for 20 years down
near London, and then has to sell his farm
because the city of London says, "We want
that farm." And if he comes up to Wingham
and buys a farm just outside of Wingham, I

don't see what difference it makes. He's still

farming. He still intends to farm. Why
shouldn't the forgivable duty under this sec-

tion be applicable to him in his new location?

Why should he suffer a penalty for having
been pushed out and being stuck with cir-

cumstances which were beyond his control?

Mr. BuIIbrook: I want to join the debate
in this respect. I want to understand, Mr.

Chairman, if the parliamentary assistant is

saying to us now that the purpose of this

taxing legislation is to assure that the farm-
land remains as farmland.

That's what I understand the thrust of

his remarks to be. It has nothing to do with
the family. It has nothing to do with the

capital assets that are required to farm. It

has to do with the farmland.

Now, if you follow the logic of that; if the

ministry is only interested in the fact that the
land be farmed, then let's forget about duress.

Let's forget about expropriation.

Let's talk about farmer A having died,

leaving the farm to his children, and his

children decide to sell it to farmer B. The
land still is a farm and, if we adopt this

ministry's philosophy, since it still remains a
farm there should be no benefit; there should
be no discharge of the duty responsibility.
But, of course, there should be.

The intention is clear in the statute that

the children of farmer A pay that duty be-
cause they are no longer in the vocation of

farming. I can't follow the logic at all and I

want the parliamentary assistant to answer
me clearly, if he would. I mean no disrespect,
and I don't want any deflection at all. I want
to know, if the philosophy is that that land
be assured to be in farming, then what
happens if the children of farmer A sell it

to farmer B and the land remains in farming?
If we continue with your attitude in con-

nection with this statute—and it's only not

relevant to this particular query by my col-

league, but entirely relevant to the amend-
ment proposed before—if we follow that, if

this is the essence of this statute, this policy,
if I may digress, is absolutely ridiculous. You
don't develop land by using taxing statutes.

You've got a Provincial Secretary for Re-
sources Development (Mr. Lawrence). You've

got a Treasurer and a chief planner of

Ontario whose function it is to develop land

use.

The only thing we are concerned with in

this statute is the problem that faces people
who farm in connection with the application
of legitimate taxation policy upon them and
the problem that they have in continuing that

farm. The fact of the matter is that it isn't

a matter that this statute is for the purpose
of controlling land use. The statute isn't for

the purpose of assuring that the land be
farmed. If it was for that purpose, then the

children of farmer A can sell to farmer B,
and you have carried out your purpose. You
should not discharge the duty of the children

nf farmer A, if the philosophy and your logic
are correct, which I suggest to you they
aren't.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the policy of

the government, as embodied in the bill, is

to retain the land in farming and is not neces-

sarily related to keeping the people in farm-

ing. It happens to be in many respects a by-

product of it. I think the point that must be

appreciated is the discretion of the minister

within the confines of subsection (10) of the

Act.

Mr. BuIIbrook: That's a duress situation.

Mr. Walker: The words stated in the bud-

get policy statement were "bona fide". Where
a bona fide situation exists then the roll-over

principle would be applied. That is the point
I believe that the member for Huron-Bruce
is getting at, the question of the discretion of

the minister, and whether there should be
discretion or whether there should not be.

It is not very capable of being precisely
stated and, in that regard, discretion is ac-

cordingly warranted. Bona fide are the most

important words I think that can be taken

out of the term used in the budget state-

ment on April 12. If the bona fideness is

there—if that's the word—then the discretion

of the minister would be applicable.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Would you mind answer-

ing this question, please? I don't mean to be
offensive but I put this question to you and

you refused to answer it. If the policy of

this statute is to assure that the land remain
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in farming, if the children of farmer A sell

to farmer B, the farm land remains in farm-

ing. Would you please answer directly to me
in that situation why they should not be

forgiven their duty?

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, the policy

might better be stated in the negative.

Mr. Bullbrook: That's the way you've
stated it all afternoon.

Mr. Walker: You'll have to accept the neg-

ative, if you hear the answer. The negative
is that we do not want to see land that is

normally in farming lost as a result of suc-

cession duty. That's the stated purpose. That

is why there is the l/25th forgiveness of

duty and interest per year. That is the real

purpose of it, and that is the way it is

achieved through this bill.

Mr. Bullbrook: Most respectfully of course,

that isn't the purpose of it whether you state

is positively or negatively. You have not yet

responded to my simple exercise in example.
Do you realize that if you say the purpose
of the statute, either positively or negatively,
is to assure that that parcel of land remains

farm land, farmer B assures you that it's go-

ing to?

That isn't the purpose of the statute. The

purpose of this statute is to assure that, as a

result of the taxation of those farm assets,

that family is sterilized in its ability to con-

tinue the farming operation. That is the pur-

pose of the statute and that is why the

amendment previously put forward by the

member for Riverdale had validity and you
attempted at that time to transfer it to the

philosophy of the land.

I suggest to you quite frankly that you
are hoisted well at the present time. You
can't have it both ways. I just ask you to

admit that it has nothing to do with assuring
that the land remains farm land. It doesn't.

It has to do with assuring that the farmer's

family are not subject to taxation that would

deprive them of their ability to continue the

family farming operation. That is the essen-

tial distinction.

We get back to what happened before.

You open the door to the tax shelter for the

speculators who have nothing to do with

farming at all except that it is a whim and

fancy of theirs and you shouldn't permit that

in tax statutes. I am going to put it to you
directly: You can't have it both ways but

you are trying to have it both ways, and my
colleague's position in connection with this

is absolutely correct.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

part of the bill?

Mr. Gaunt: Mr. Chairman, would the par-

liamentary assistant talk to the Treasurer

about this to see—it's going to require just

a little more talk perhaps. I would hope that

the parliamentary assistant would undertake
to make some changes in that regard to re-

flect the comments that we have been mak-

ing.

With respect this bill is not a land-use tool;

it can't be. It can't be a land-use tool in the

sense in which you have described it. It is

a bill designed to permit the transfer of

farms from one generation to another and

as an ancillary thing, of course, the land is

therefore remaining to agriculture.

The primary purpose of the bill, I suggest
to you, is to transfer the family farm from

one generation to another and facilitate that

as easily as possible so that you are not

discouraging young people from staying on
the farm. I think it is as simple as that and
if you permit a mobility within the system,
as I have suggested to you, I think the bill

will be improved and it will accomplish

precisely what you want it to do.

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, we gave very
careful consideration to the remarks made

by the member for Huron-Bruce and this

has been discussed very thoroughly. We
know precisely what we wish to do in this

matter and the stated purpose is to ensure

that land that is presently in production,
that is presently in farming, is not lost as

a result of the problems of paying succession

duties by the successors in the estate. That
is the stated purpose of it; that is what is

accomplished.

The budget statement makes reference to

the words "a bona fide situation;" then the

roll-Over principle would have some merit

and that is contained in subsection (10).

Granted it is at the discretion of the minister

but in a case like this it cannot be precisely

written to cover all situations because the

speculation problem comes in so highly in

this area that it must be avoided.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further

comments, questions or amendments on a

later section and if so which section?

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterioo North): Yes,

the last part of section 6 dealing with the

family business duty. Have we come to that

yet, Mr. Chairman?

Mr. Chairman: Yes, you may proceed.
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Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Going back to the Treasurer's statement in

the budget, he said "Ontario succession

duties continue to have an undesirable im-

pact on small businesses, family farms and

Canadian ownership." Well, we have dealt

with the family farm situation in an un-

satisfactory manner, but I have a few re-

marks I'd like to make about the impact
of the succession duties on the family

business.

Now, many small businesses—and by a

small business I mean a business not offering

its shares to the public. It is a closely-held

unit usually within one generation of a

family—or perhaps a second generation and
it gets out to nieces and nephews—but a

relatively small, closely-held business.

In many instances, as the proprietor
reaches retirement age, his only course is

to look at the tax situation that would de-

velop at his passing. He decides: "Well, I

might better sell my assets at this point and

get out of business." And as has been ac-

knowledged by the Treasurer, quite often the

best terms of sale can be realized by sale

to foreign ownership.

To get around this and to keep small family
businesses within the next generation, the

Treasurer is offering certain considerations.

I submit, Mr. Chairman, that the considera-

tions offered by the Treasurer are not going
to accomplish what he thinks they are de-

signed to do; they are not going to be that

great an incentive. In fact, I don't think

they will be any incentive.

First of all, the bill is written so that

the percentage of the total duty payable,
which is represented by the value of the

shares of the company, can be dealt with by
this measure in one of two manners. If an
estate is—as the parliamentary assistant has

said before—worth $500,000 and the shares

of the family business are worth $300,000,
the tax on the $300,000 can be dealt with
in one or two ways as set out in the bill.

The first way is that they can, within six

months, elect to pay their duty in equal semi-

annual or quarterly instalments over a six-

year period. Now, the six-year period would
be fine if there were any forgiveness of in-

terest, but there isn't. Interest rates being
what they are, they are charged both by the

government and in other areas. This does not

result in any great incentive for the estate

to be paying the tax over a six-year period,
because they are going to have to pay interest

on it whether they borrow the money from
another source to pay the tax or whether they

defer the tax and pay the interest to the

government. The incentive has got to be

there to keep the business in Canadian hands.

Many small businesses have, over a period
of years, grown into large businesses. I think

it is a generally accepted fact that the back-

bone of the economy and of the country
has been the establishment of small busi-

nesses at the local level.

I can think of half a dozen in my own

community which have been sold to Amer-
ican interests in the last five or 10 years.
Where businesses have grown into sizable

holdings since the war, the tax would be

such that there is no alternative. If the busi-

ness had been retained until death, it would

be suddenly sold at the first oflFer—more or

less a distress sale—to pay the tax and un-

doubtedly the true worth of the shares would
not be realized.

So spreading the payment over six years
with interest is not going to financially bene-

fit the persons involved, other than tJbat the

business will not have to be sold immediately
to raise the money to pay the tax. You can

wait and get the best offer you can within

the first six months and then pay off the

tax. Many estates are in a position to borrow

money.
The second method is transferring to the

Treasurer the ownership of those shares as

are acceptable to the Treasurer which would

have a market value equal to the amount

of tax that would be paid by the business

portion of the estate. First of all, to ascertain

the market value of shares in a small com-

pany not offering its shares to the public
is going to be a very difficult situation to

begin with. We are assuming that perhaps
the person who is deceased had 51 per cent

of the shares in the small private company.
That is control of the company and the other

shares are relatively worthless.

Legislation in this province is still such

that minority shares in a private company
are practically worthless. It's the controlling

bundle of shares which has the value in a

small company not offering its shares to the

public.

In many small companies, family com-

panies particularly, there is no over-the-

counter market for shares. The articles or

bylaws of the company prohibit sale of the

shares outside of the family unit without

permission of the board of directors and

consequently the share value of these shares

for equity purposes would be very, very
small. Perhaps they would not even reflect

what the return of investment would be on
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those shares if, in fact, there was a market

for them. So we find the Treasurer is then

going to end up with a fistful of share cer-

tificates of a certain company which have a

questionable market value, if any, and he's

going to accept these.

The bill, Mr. Chairman, gives the Treas-

urer control over those shares. It gives the

minister power to delegate the management
and the complete custody of these shares.

I presume he could vote these shares, or his

delegate could vote these shares. In all prob-

ability these shares could be shares which

designate the effective control of that com-

pany. If the deceased proprietor had control

previously, the passing of these shares into

the treasury could deplete or decrease the

number of shares held by the estate, which

would put the effective control in someone

else's hands. In many instances I'm sure this

would happen.

The bylaws and articles of the company
prohibitin^i the sale of shares without consent

of the board of directors is overridden by a

section of this statute. The Treasurer is no

longer bound by the articles of the corpo-
ration and consequently he may, on six

months' notice to the family, say, "We are

eoing to sell the shares of that company."
This creates another problem, in my view,

v^'here it could very well bring an outsider

into a privately held company. It could

bring a competitor into a privately held

company. It could do all kinds of things if

a block of shares was held by the Treasurer

of the province.

Mr. Chairman, I submit that the two alter-

natives given in this bill to help a small

family business are not eoing to do one thing
to help retain the small family business in

Canadian ownership. They are still going to

be forced, with no alternative, to sell that

busine<?s before death in order to liquidate
the asset in such a manner that there will be

moneys available to pay the succession duties.

There is absolutely no incentive, there's no
forgiveness of duty, there is no forgiveness
of interest. If, as the minister has said in the

budget, he lumps in the same sentence the

familv farm and the family business—I'm say-

ing this is predicated upon the fact that

the Treasurer is concerned about the reten-

tion of the family business in the same
manner as he is concerned about the reten-

tion of the family farm—if he is truly con-

cerned about that, there should be the same

advantages and the same considerations given
to the succession duties payable on a small,

closely-held family corporation as there is

on a family farm. It is the Treasurer himself

who has lumped the two things together. He
has said, "We are going to look after both

of them." In my estimation he hasn't done

a thing for the person responsible for the

duty of a closely-held corporation.

I personally don't think that there are any
amendments to this section of the Act which

would improve it because I think the prin-

ciple is wrong. I think we have to create

some incentive if we want the family and the

small closely-held corporation to remain as a

unit and not lost, not sold—the control sold

to a foreign interest. We feel that to do

something for those people to retain the

operation of that business as a family unit,

you have got to take a different approach

entirely from what is in this bill.

I would just ask the parliamentary assistant

to answer one question. In the light of the

Treasurer's statement on page 29 of the

budget, where he lumps the family farm, the

family firm and small business together, why
has there not been some consideration—or the

same consideration—given to the small closely-

held family corporation as there is to the

family farm?

Mr. Chairman: May I just point out that

the parliamentary assistant may answer the

specific question. The remarks have certainly
been appropriate remarks for second reading
but not for committee of the whole House,
in my opinion.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I mentioned the

provisions of every section under this section

6 and my objections to them.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Sure.

Mr. Chairman: But they were very general
remarks. The principle of the bill was really
discussed in second reading. If the parlia-

mentary assistant has a brief comment, that's

fine.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): He was

very admirably—

Mr. Walker: Mr. Chairman, in defence of

the member, there are some very specific
sections to which he was referring. I would
like to reply to the points which are well

taken and the reason there is a distinction

made between the family farm and the family
firm.

The family firm situation was a
closely-

held company. The situation as it presently

exists, without consideration of this present
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bill before us now, is that the estate basically
has to ante-up the cash relatively quickly.

Mr. Good: Or borrow the money.

Mr. Walker: Or borrow it. Basically some

money has to be found somewhere to pay the

succession duty. By the amendments we feel

that this will be relieved significantly by
reason of the fact that there is a way now
of paying it over a period of seven years or

by arranging a transfer of an equitable num-
ber of shares to the Treasurer for whatever

purpose he may have—perhaps the Ontario

Heritage Foundation, or otherwise.

The member has raised the point of

whether it would be valid to avoid, for in-

stance, sale to a foreign company. I think in

that respect I would like to refer to the report
of the advisory committee on succession

duties tabled in the Legislature earlier in the

spring. It was chaired by Mr. J. Alex Lang-
ford, QC, with a number of people very well

versed in succession duties serving on that

committee. Perhaps the member will bear
with me for a moment.

If I can just refer him to pages 5, 6 and 7
of appendix C in that report; there was a

questionnaire sent out to 294 estates where
the succession duty people had levied duty.
Of the 294 questionnaires sent out, 197 were
returned, so there was a 67 per cent reply.
I think the results are really quite telling and

really would show the member that the points
that he has made perhaps should have been
altered. The questions asked on the question-
naire were as follows:

1. Were the shares distributed in specie
to the beneficiaries (or held in trust for

them)?

2. If the shares were sold:

(a) Were they sold primarily to raise

moneys to pay habilities payable at death,

including succession duties and/or estate

tax?

(b) If they were sold to meet liabilities

payable at death, were succession duties

and/or estate taxes a significant portion of

the total?

(c) Were they sold primarily to facil-

itate the distribution of the estate to the

beneficiaries?

I think those questions cover the point very
clearly. The answers were:

In 157 estates, out of the 197 reporting,
the shares of the family business were not
sold but were transferred to the benefici-

ary(s) or held in trust for them.

The shares in the family business in the

remaining 40 estates reporting were sold

for the following reasons [You might just
make a note of these points]:

(a) Primarily to raise money to pay
liabilities payable at death, including suc-

cession duty and/or estate tax, 12 cases

[out of the 40];

(b) Primarily to facilitate the distribu-

tion of the estate to the beneficiaries, 22

cases;

(c) Primarily as there was no one in the

family to efiFectively carry on the business,
six cases. [The total 40 cases].

Those were the situations where in 157
estates the businesses were not sold but were
transferred to the beneficiaries or held in

trust for them. These points relate directly
to the 40 other cases which may be in that

strange category. The report says:

In no case did the sale result in the

control passing to foreign ownership.

This is a questionnaire covering 294 dutiable

estates, where there are closely held corpor-
ations in Ontario. I think that the points are

quite telling. There were 40 that fell into

the strange category, so to speak. Of those 40,
12 cases were primarily to raise money to

pay liabilities payable at death, including suc-

cession duty.

That's the type of situation that can be
avoided by the amendments in part of section

6, which are related to 17b. Really, I think

it is a valid amendment to the Act.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, the point which
the parliamentary assistant has missed is that

prior to the business coming into the hands
of the estate is when your sales are being
made to foreign ownership. When a man has

reached retirement age, he says, "I have to

do something—"

Mr. Walker: But now with the changes
in the Act-

Mr. Good: "—to look after this succession

duty problem." It is before the estate is in-

herited. Estates aren't going to be seHing
their shares ofiF because, as I say, in many
instances these shares can only be transferred

to the family because there is no market
value. You can't sell a minority interest in

shares. About the only sales made will be a

controlling interest in those shares.

Mr. Walker: But surely now he will be

able to plan his estate properly.

Mr. Good: Well, to no advantage.
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Mr. Walker: He will not be obliged to sell

to foreign ownership.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

part of the bill?

Agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further com-

ments, questions or amendments on a later

section of the bill then? If not, shall the bill

be reported?

Bill 174 reported.

Hon. Mr. Guindon moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

without amendment and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

PENSION BENEFITS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 200, An Act to amend the Pension

Benefits Act.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Speaker,
I am going to be quite brief in my comments
with respect to this bill, since I am going to

ask that it go into committee of the whole
House because of the nature of the amend-
ments which are before us.

The reason I want it to go into committee
of the whole House is that it deals with two
basic matters. The first of them is the in-

formation which a person who terminates his

employment and goes into retirement is en-

titled to receive from his employer.

I am very much concerned about that, and
I want to have the opportunity in committee
to deal with that question on a more informal

basis. The bill seems to me to be strangely
deficient regarding the nature of the infor-

mation to be provided to an employee as well

as about the opportunity that an employee
may have to make certain that he is getting
his full entitlement and to get the answers
to any questions which he may care to raise

about it.

The second matter is one which always
concerns us, because we have had to fight

many battles over the years about the many
aspects relating to employer-employee rela-

tionships. It is the specific question of what

happens when a business is transferred from
one ownership to another ownership and the

whole question of successor rights.

As I read the bill, those are the two prin-

cipal areas with which the bill endeavours to

deal. I give the ministry credit that they are

attempting to answer some questions which
have arisen in connection with these prob-
lems. It would appear to us, subject to the

explanations given by the minister on second

reading and in committee of the whole House,
that they are not adequate to answer the

criticisms which have been raised.

It may be that since we have only rare

occasions to debate the Pension Benefits Act,

apart from the minister's estimates, it would

be possible to answer two or three more gen-

eral questions which may be asked by the

minister by my colleagues. But with those

remarks, and assuming my understanding of

the bill is correct, the specific questions can

be put in committee of the whole House.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Mr.

Speaker, while we have this Pension Bene-

fits Act here, I would like to hear the theory

of government insofar as uniformity of pen-
sion benefits is concerned.

There are efforts made here, and I don't

think they are necessarily successful, to pro-

vide some safety for trust funds. There have

been occasions, and I think the minister is

aware of them, when trust funds have disap-

peared and the people who were responsible
for setting them aside have vanished; while

the person who acted against the provisions
of the Act has committed an ofi^ence and so

on, it is small comfort to the individuals

whose moneys have been misused. The mon-

eys are gone, and even if the villain is caught
and punished, that doesn't restore pension

rights to those people who have paid their

pension moneys if the whole scheme has

gotten into difficulty. I would like to see

whether or not this minister has some new
theory about how that kind of protection

might be ensured.

One has to wonder, for instance, Mr.

Speaker, whether or not moneys collected

for pensions should be able to be paid into

a government kind of trust fund and adminis-

tered, and checked and audited and proper
rates of interest paid. One wonders, I sup-

pose, whether the government would do it

as well or better, because the munificent

rates of interest the government pays in the

pension schemes it already administered seem
to do something less than act in all cases for
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the benefit of the prospective pensioners.
There is the OMERS criticism that we have

talked about and the Treasurer (Mr. White)
has come along somewhat—not enough in my
opinion—after there was a great hue and cry.

But he didn't come across, interestingly

enough, of his own initiative.

There have been, and I am sure this

minister has seen them—I certainly have and
I have talked with concerned teachers—many,
many complaints about the administration of

the teachers* pension plan.

But as between the possibility of govern-
ment using these funds at less than the going
rate of interest and the funds disappearing,
there is no chance that they will disappear
if government is responsible. As between
other abuses that might take place, I would

opt in favour of the government taking over

these funds.

In addition, Mr. Speaker, it would seem

to me that surely by now in this province
we should have been able to work out some

greater uniformity of pension benefits and
that our legislation should go further along
these hues than it presently does.

By and large, there should be a series of

basic pension provisions that will apply any-
where in the Province of Ontario.

And similarly, by and large, Mr. Speaker,
there should be a series of statutory enact-

ments which would allow for real portability
of pension plans from industry to industry.

I think an employee should be entitled to

have some idea as to when there would be

vesting, that after he has worked X number
of years no matter where he works, whether
he works for the government of Ontario or

whether he works for the Clement Industries

in Niagara Falls, that the pension benefits

aren't going to be too different and that he
could move out of the Ministry of Consumer
AflFairs and into Clement Industries and get

substantially the same kind of benefits that

he has already paid into. And if there is an

employer's shares—and there should be—then
those moneys in trust funds should be able
to follow.

What is provided here, Mr. Speaker, are

a number of housekeeping amendments which

probably enable the administration of this

Act to carry on in a better fashion, but I

don't think the government has really come
to grips with the serious pension problems
that exist in the Province of Ontario and this

legislation brings us no closer to that point.

Hopefully, at this time, we can hear
whether or not the ministry has any theories

about uniform pension legislation throughout

the province, and adequate protection, be-

cause as I said, while there are protections

here, they are not sufiicient.

Maybe we can get some better ideas. May-
be there's something going on that the minis-

try hasn't told us about. But presently our

pension legislation leaves an awful lot to be

desired and the bill that the minister brings
before us really is not of much help to these

much more serious problems than the ones

he attempts to deal with.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Mr.

Speaker, I am concerned as well when it

comes to revisions for the first time in two
or three years.

The guts of the Pension Benefits Act, the

heart of the Act, lies in its vesting provisions
and very little is done here apart from guar-

anteeing that workers will at least get back

in dollars what they have put into the plan.

Up until now, under the present Act, they
could be in a position where they overpaid
for the benefits they would receive when

they were to benefit from vesting. But that

really is pretty small potatoes, Mr. Speaker.
It is not very much and I am concerned that

the ministry has missed its chance, if you

will, to respond to advice that it has been

having from all sorts of quarters about ques-
tions of this vesting provision which is so

central to the Act.

About a year ago, the Pension Commission
of Ontario issued a green paper in which it

tentatively threw up for discussion the sug-

gestion that vesting should take place about

the age of 40, rather than the age of 45, and

after five years' service rather than 10. That

was one means of protecting the employee
from losing his employer's contribution to the

pension plan, but it still would only apply in

certain limited kinds of cases and it still

certainly left the younger workers in a situ-

ation where they might move through a num-
ber of jobs and find in their middle years
that they had no pension protection, despite
the fact that they had been members in a

series of pension plans.

I'm not sure what stand the government
takes on this particular point. We would take

the view that, just as this particular amend-
ment suggests in a very limited way, the

money that is paid into a pension plan either

by the employee or by the employer is a

form of compensation. The employer's share

is a form of compensation to the employee
and it should therefore be the employee's by
right in some form or another. If that's the
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case then you can't have a legislative situ-

ation where, whenever a younger worker

changes jobs, he loses the benefit of that

employer's contribution and may or may not

get the benefit of his own contributions.

I think the minister is well aware of the

problems that do exist. Workers take out their

contributions in cash and then find later on

that they don't have a base of social security

built up for themselves, apart from the

Canada Pension Plan and the old age security

pension. I think he may be aware, too, that

some pretty valuable sources of funds for

public investment priorities are being lost

because of the present situation and that the

pension commission has never, because of

lack of direction from the ministry, used its

powers to set up an Ontario pension fund or

some similar kind of fund which would take

these vested contributions, would keep them
in trust, would ensure to employees that they
didn't run a risk from the possible bankruptcy
or abscondence of former employers, and
would also create a pool of investment capital

that could be used for public priorities.

When the minister comes to consider this I

think that he should also bear in mind the

fact that many employees are not too happy
at seeing vesting at too young an age, be-

cause of the feeling that they have that a

pension plan is a form of savings plan from

which they should be entitled to draw at any
particular time.

This, I think, has iiAibited this province
and I don t think that the government should

be quite as inhibited either by that feeling
or by the feehng that we have to wait for

Manitoba, Quebec, Alberta or British Colum-
bia to move. After all, most employee pension

plans exist in the Province of Ontario. That

is, the bulk of the ones in Canada, probably
half, are in this province and therefore it is

up to this province to take a lead.

It surely should be possible for employees
to benefit from the deferred compensation
paid into pension plans for them by their

employers through a form of vesting at a very

early age. If they want to take out cash then

maybe the option should be that they may
take out their own cash, but the benefit

should be that if they are willing to accept

vesting then they can take advantage of the

employer's contributions as well as their own.

I don't really know what the answer should

be. I do know that we on this side are con-

cerned that the government doesn't appear to

be trying to find the answers but is simply
fiddling around with small potatoes, fiddling
around with rather minor amendments to the

Act, rather than seeking to make any funda-

mental reforms or even seeking to enter into

a dialogue with employees, with employers,
with trade unions, I suppose with the pension

industry and with this chamber, about what
should be done.

It's clear that the Act, which was wel-

comed at the time it was first brought down
as some means of protection for older work-

ers, is inadequate right now. It's clear—and I

can't help agreeing with the member for

Downsview on this as well—that we should

have a means of portability across the prov-

ince which is as flexible as the portability of

pensions for civic employees, who may move

freely between municipalities, I think be-

tween hospitals and between the public
service of the province and I believe also the

federal public service. That's a fair amount

of mobility in the public sector and that

should be paralleled by the pension provisions
within the private sector.

It seems to me the pensions commission

has been waiting for a lead from the govern-
ment and not getting it. I hope that the

minister in this debate might say what kind

of response the government has; might try to

enter into this dialogue; might give the

House a commitment that, on top of these

particular rather trifling amendments, an-

other set of amendments to the Pension

Benefits Act will be prepared within the next

six or eight months—or that a green paper,
a blue paper or whatever colour the minister

would care to have it, putting forward gov-
ernment proposals will be published very

shortly for discussion with a view to going
ahead with legislation and major reforms in

this Pension Benefits Act within the year.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish

to participate? If not, the minister.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer

and Commercial Relations): Thank you, Mr.

Speaker. I have noted with interest the com-

ments of those members who have spoken
a few minutes ago.

I would like to draw to the hon. members'

attention that section 5 of the explanatory
notes is incorrect. I presume, Mr. Speaker,
that is why we are always admonished not to

rely on the explanatory notes and they, in

fact, form no part of the bill.

Section 5 of the bill-

Mr. Cassidy: We would have mentioned

it only we—
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Hon. Mr. Clement: —repeals section 22. I

am sure the member noticed it and I know
he overlooked it there. I am sorry about that.

Section 5 of the bill repeals section 22(l)(b)

of the present Act while the explanatory
note reads as if section 21(l)(b) is repealed.
I have not at this particular moment received

from legislative counsel the proper wording
for the explanatory note, but it will be forth-

coming. I thought I would point that out to

the members.

The purpose of repealing section 22(l)(b)

is to delete this provision from the Act

which requires only that a pension plan must

contractually provide that certain information

respecting the plan must be made available

to the members.

The member for Riverdale pointed out that

he is very much concerned about the rights
of the employee and will enlarge on that in

the debate in the committee of the whole

House. He also asked what happens when a

business is transferred insofar as the em-

ployee is concerned.

As it stands right now, as I understand

the Act, the money is paid out to the em-

ployee unless he has 10 or more years service

and has obtained 45 or more years of age.
One of the amendments contained in this

bill, Mr. Speaker, is that if a company is

sold to a successor company and an employee
of the original company remains on staff, his

service is continuous and his pension benefits

must continue.

The member for Downsview touched on a

very interesting question about embezzlement
or defalcation insofar as pension funds are

concerned. I guess there are two ways or

two points at which the funds could be im-

properly diverted. One is by the employer or

someone on his staff as the funds are col-

lected; at that point there is always a pos-

sibility of a theft or defalcation occurring. Or
when it is received by the trustee who is

seized—for the purposes of Hansard, it is

s-e-i-z-e-d; I noticed a comment the other

day when it came out "c-e-a-s-e-d;" someone

was "ceased" of it. It might be the same
result in the end. I don't know.

The trustee is seized with the responsibility
of managing the plan and investing, and at

that point there can be a defalcation ob-

viously if the funds come into the hands of

the trustee at that point. As far as the em-

ployee is concerned, it doesn't really matter

a great deal to him if his funds are stolen

or lost through inept investment programmes
because the end result would be that his

particular portion of the fund would be

diminished and he is a loser.

I look forward to debating this with the

member for Downsview to see what plans
or suggestions he might have. One always
has, of course, the possibility of a bonding

programme insofar as the employer is con-

cerned. Most of these plans are handled—a

good number of them anyway, if not all—by
a trust company and there seem to be cer-

tain safeguards at that point in so far as

defalcations are concerned. But it might be

that this House will have to consider the

bonding programme or some kind of—

Mr. Singer: Compulsory insurance.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Compulsory insurance

or stabilization fund; something of this na-

ture.

Mr. Singer: Or government acting as

trustee.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I noted those

comments with interest, and at this point I

would have to say that as a last resort I

would endorse that. First I would like to

consider the possibility of industry as a

whole looking into the problem and coming
up with alternatives that were acceptable to

government. If those alternatives were not ac-

ceptable, then to fill the vacuum government
might well have to step in and be the monitor

of these funds. But I have a certain built-in

hesitation to seeing government getting into

many more areas of business activity.

Mr. Singer: The government's track record

hasn't been so good.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It has been very good;
and we could handle it, I know, quite ade-

quately, but I certainly wouldn't want-

Mr. Singer: That is why the teachers are

so happy with it; and the OMERS people
are so happy with it.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): The

government is having trouble with OMERS.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't happen to be

among those members in the House who
would be a beneficiary of one of those teach-

ing superannuation allowances, but I certainly

wish I had an opportunity to participate; I

think it is a pretty good scheme. I have

handled a few estates of some secondary
school teachers and have been very impressed
with what I would presume would be a sub-

stantial sum to capitalize, that is what they
have been receiving each and every year.
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Insofar as a uniform pension plan is con-

cerned, my feeling is that it would be direct

interference, certainly at this time, with bar-

gaining between employees and employers
across the province. Industries have certain

unique problems, depending on geographic
and economic conditions, and I would be the

last one to want to see a government, uniform

pension plan devised that might not meet
the needs of all those who are participants

in thes3 plans. These are negotiable items,

usually, in collective bargaining arrange-

ments, and I don't think we would really be

performing a real service to the pension con-

tributors in this province if we stepped in with

a uniform plan.

The member for Ottawa Centre stated that

the employers' contributions are a benefit and
should not be forfeited when the employee
terminates employment, and I am inclined to

share that view.

As to the legislation, the amendments con-

tained in this bill, I have already touched on

those, about the continuity of employment if

the company is sold; company A is sold to

company B and the employee carries on.

Insofar as the dialogue with employers
and employees is concerned, I would like to

point out to the House that, I believe it was
last November, being the result of an ar-

rangement made or an instruction given by
my predecessor, a green paper was in fact

prepared and circulated widely to employers,
trade unions and employees. I read of it in

the media, and heard about it on the radio—
I saw nothing on television about it—inviting
comments. Wide distribution has been given
to the green paper, resulting in some 300

replies and briefs having been submitted to

the pension commission for its consideration.

These matters are now being considered by
the commission as a result of contributions in

the form of briefs and letters and comments

being sent in at the request of the commis-
sion. I will be in a position, eventually, to

report back to the House on the results of

the briefs. Perhaps, as the member for Ottawa
Centre has suggested, there might be some

change in the legislation at that time. So there

has been extensive dialogue between the com-
mission and interested groups in this prov-
ince.

Mr. Cassidy: The minister doesn't sound too

worried or urgent about it though.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well there are two

ways to approach a problem. You can rush

right in and run in all directions, or you can
stand back and you can look at all the facets

and then try and make a determination; and
I prefer the latter to the former.

Mr. Renwick: We try to take the middle

ground between the two approaches at all

times, which was what the member for Ottawa
Centre was trying to do.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I recognize that the

member is more to the middle and I am more
to one side. He and I have often had dis-

cussions on that.

Mr. Renwick: We'll let the minister desig-
nate which side he is more ojEF to.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Let me extend an in-

vitation to my hon. friend from the riding
of Toronto-Renwick. I have my oflBcials—

Mr. Renwick: It is catching. I am a little

bit worried that you think I have only one
constituent.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I know you have two,
but one is dead, so I didn't know where
that left you. But I do have my officials

here and in the interests of perhaps satisfying
some of the inquiries you touched on in your
comments, perhaps at the conclusion of this

debate you might wish to meet with them
briefly to direct some questions to them.

They can give you more technical advice

on it than I can. I extend that—

Mr. Renwick: I am rather looking forward
to a lot of technical information directly
from the minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: But you want it from
me. I didn't know you felt that way and
I am grateful. The briefs, it has been

pointed out to me, that have been received

as a result of the green paper published
last fall are being discussed not only by
our people within the parochial sense of the

province, but with the pension boards and

pension commissions in other provinces.

The question of portability and uniformity
cannot be confined to the borders of Ontario

but must hopefully be such that the porta-

bility features can be transferred from one

province to another.

Mr. Cassidy: But if they don't move, you
have got half the workers in Ontario—

Hon. Mr. Clement: If they don't move
then we will have to move alone, which is

so often the case. But we hope that this

will not be the situation in this particular
instance. Now those are the only comments
I have to oflFer at this time, Mr. Speaker.
Thank you.
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Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Mr. Renwick: Committee, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, Mr. Speaker.

VITAL STATISTICS ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 201, An Act to amend the Vital

Statistics Act.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North.

Mr. Good: There are several things in this

bill which concern me. First of all, I would
like to speak regarding the changes in the

definition of a still birth.

Having been involved in the funeral

business a great many years before I came
here, I remember well when the definition

of a still birth was changed from the product
of conception of over 28 weeks down to

20 weeks.

I think this was certainly a good move. It

meant that still births had to be registered
after 20 weeks of pregnancy rather than
28 weeks and it resulted, I think, in better

statistical information.

It also eliminated certain problems which
resulted when persons wished to follow

proper burial procedures.

Where registration takes place, this is

possible in a recognized cemetery. But it

is not always possible in some cemeteries
where there is no registration of the still

birth. Consequently, there would be no
burial permit available if there is no
registration.

This was a move in the right direction,
down to 20 weeks, and we find that all still

births are registered then.

Added to that, Mr. Speaker, we find

that a still birth means the extraction of the

product of conception either after 20 weeks
of pregnancy or after the product of con-

ception has obtained the weight of 500

grams or more.

We are getting into a delicate subject
here but one which I think has to be dis-

cussed. Five hundred grams, which is equal

to 1 lb 1.6 oz, is a pretty small foetus and
to have to register those that weigh 1 lb

1.6 oz is going to be a very difficult thing
to administer.

Let me point out, Mr. Speaker, that since

this bill was first introduced I have spoken
to obstetricians and gynaecologists and they
are concerned that this is going to put an
onus on the registration of still births that

are abnormally large in size after relatively
few weeks of pregnancy. It does not do

anything for situations, which I have been
told are quite common, where the pregnancy
stops after 16 weeks but the expulsion does
not take place until 20 weeks. If this were
an either/or situation, either weight or

time, it would eliminate the necessity to

register certain still births.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): At any
time within that period.

Mr. Good: Well, before I get to that, I

understand this is being brought about to

bring it in line with other jurisdictions. Why
this necessity results, I don't know. I beheve
that we are getting down at the lower end
of the scale in this matter. We are going to

find that the registration of still births is

going to be required a great deal more if we
just use the weight or the 20 weeks, which-

ever; if both had to be there, then of course

it would eliminate some registrations.

The way this Act reads now, if either one
of these conditions is met, then the foetus

must be registered as a still birth. I think

you will find that the statistics will probably
increase enormously. And you will find that

products of conception no longer will be able

to be incinerated in the hospital situation, as

they are now in many instances, because of

this 500-gram restriction that is imposed here.

What concerns me more than this is what
is going to happen to the products of legal-
ized therapeutic abortions. I have been told

by doctors that it is quite possible that the

products of legalized abortions will weigh
more than 1 lb 1.6 oz. Surely the minister is

not going to require the registration of the

products of abortions. I am sure the parents
and mothers involved would object very

strenuously to that.

I would like to hear the minister's replies,

especially on that point, because I do not

think it's feasible, where a therapeutic abor-

tion has been authorized by the abortion

clinic of a hospital, that the minister can
insist on the registration of that product of

abortion if it happens to weigh more than

1 lb 1.6 oz.
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I notice other minor changes in the bill,

Mr. Speaker, such as the one requiring a

charge by the department where the moQier

wants to file a statutory declaration of a

father who admits to the fathership of a

child.

However, in section 5 there is something
I feel quite strongly about and which I think

something should be done about. It relates to

the necessity for a legally qualified medical

practitioner to fill out a medical certificate

after a death takes place.

The Act has always said that the medical

doctor who has sufiicient knowledge of the

last illness "shall forthwith, after the death,

complete and sign a medical certificate of

death in the prescribed form,"

Wei], a problem has arisen from the word
'forthwith." As far as I understand, and we
have discussed this many times over the years
mth. the deputy registrar, Mr. Humphries—
and I don't know if he is here today; evi-

dently he is, I see somebody nodding—this
sentence has caused more trouble in the

funeral business than anything else.

I just checked with the board of admin-
istration last week and they teU me on the

average there is one complaint a day where
field directors are unable to get a medical
certificate from the doctor; not because he
refuses to sign it but because he is just too

busy to get around to signing it.

The Act goes on here to add insult to

injury and says that "the doctor shall deliver

the medical certificate to the funeral direc-

tor." The funeral director isn't interested in

having it delivered; he'll take a certificate to

the doctor and all he is interested in is that

'vhen he goes back the next day, it is signed.

Ninety-nine times out of 100 it is.

In due fairness to the doctors of the prov-
ince, they are generally very good—much
better than they were 10 or 15 or 20 years
ago. Every once in a while it takes a little

bit of shaking up of the medical profession
to impress upon doctors their obligations
under the Vital Statistics Act to assist in

getting death certificates signed.

Numerous instances have occurred where
a patient will die in a hospital and a doctor

has gone away for the weekend and has for-

gotten to sign the certificate. There is no
alternative then but to go through the messy
procedure of getting a coroner—and to make
a coroner's case you have to have an investi-

gation—all because the Act does not impress
upon the medical profession its responsibility
in getting certificates signed as soon as

possible after death.

I am sure the minister could substitute the

word "forthwith" with something more defini-

tive—either "within six hours" or "within 12

hours." You would have to make some allow-

ance in cases where an autopsy is held so

that the doctor would have the results of the

autopsy—perhaps allow the doctor 24 hours

after death. But I think there should be a

definite time limit on there, something which
would really impress upon them the import-
ance of getting the paper work looked after.

I know the doctors are bombarded with a

lot of paper work and they keep pushing it

aside. But this is something of importance that

should be done. It's been one of the major

complaints of the funeral business as long as

I have been associated with it. I think that

something should be done to tighten this up
in the Act. Sure, the Act has a punitive $100
fine—which I understand is a summary convic-

tion offence—but I don't think anyone had
ever pressed a charge of that nature anyway
against the doctor. I think something should

be done to rewrite this Act to put a definite

time period in, or give doctors an extension

of the time in cases where an autopsy is

being held.

The new section, subsection (5), now says:

No person shall make a copy or dupli-
cate of the medical certificate of death, nor

shall any person receive a copy of the

certificate . . .

I don't think this practice has been prevalent.

Many agencies will ask a funeral director

for a letter verifying death occurred at such-

and-such a time. For instance, the Canada
Pension Plan will accept that type of letter

as a proof of death, rather than waiting for a

certified copy of the death certificate.

Speaking of a certified copy of the death

certificate, Mr. Chairman, I think that in most
cases the municipalities do forward their

statement of death and medical certificate to

the registrar general on a weekly basis. Every
once in a while, though, you do hear of

cases where people have applied to the regis-

trar general for a certified copy of a death

certificate and find that it has never been sent

in by the municipality.

I didn't take the time to check to see whe-
ther there are legal requirements as to the

frequency with which a municipality deputy

registrar must submit his statements of death

and medical certificates.

The matter about the duplication I think

is covered also in the Coroners Act where it

makes it an offence for an unauthorized per-
son to give out information that appears on
a medical certificate of death. I think this is
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as it should be. The funeral directors in gen-
eral try not to use this information although
at times they are asked by families what was
the cause of death as it appeared on the
death certificate. No one would give any-
thing out in writing or in print that would
violate this new section of the Act and I

don't think it has been done to any great
extent that I have been aware of in the past.

The procedure, Mr. Speaker, whereby a
statement of death must also be filed with a

coroner's warrant in order to get a burial

permit, I think, is good. Previously burial

permits were being given just on the strength
of the coroner's warrant, you go through the

whole procedure as laid down in the Act, ex-

cept that the coroner's warrant, at a later

date, will be replaced by the coroner with his

medical certificate of death.

Two major points I feel strongly about that

perhaps the minister could correct are the

situation regarding still births and the matter
of the word "forthwith" as the time limit

given for a doctor to sign a medical certificate

of death.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to enter this debate? The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I recognize
that-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Speak-
er-

Mr. Speaker: The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: May I ask for your indulgence
in this regard? I haven't a great deal to say
about the bill except perhaps in the greater
niceties that may arise in committee where
we will ask that it go. In the area of the
international Hst of causes of death, I see

that the bill purports, I suppose, to alter the

definition of still birth in order to fall within
an international definition.

For instance, where the two conditions both
as to time and as to weight do not obtain, I

suppose that might be an abortion of a par-
ticular type which would also be registered
with the international list as a distinct form
of death as opposed to within the dimensions
of the Vital Statistics Act although I don't
see in this Act a rather elaborate categoriza-
tion of different forms of death in that way.
I wonder what the intent and purport of the

legislation is under that particular head.

Second, I think it is kind of a dirty trick

to take away from the physicians, who have
to register according to the international list,

the provision of the booklet containing that

list. I would like to know specifically why

the minister is depriving them of a benefit

which previously was very clear in the sta-

tute, in which subsection (3) of section 3

said, "For that purpose he shall supply free

of charge to every legally qualified medical

practitioner in Ontario a physician's pocket
reference book explanatory of the list."

Mr. Renwick: It sounds like penny-pinching
to me.

Mr. Lawlor: Yes, it seems rather narrow
and not necessary particularly if the minister

is making them abide by the terms of the

Act.

I think the role of coroners, and what they
are expected to do both with respect to the

certificate of death and with respect to no
certificate of death and warranting a burial,

can be better handled in committee.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other member wish
to enter this debate? The minister?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, first I

must pay tribute to the member for Waterloo
North who is certainly an acknowledged
expert in the field of death. I have heard
it said-

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): He has the minister all measured up!

Hon. Mr. Clement: —he is one of the

deadest people around here. Now I don'^

share that view.

Mr. Cassidy: That is pretty gratuitous, I

think.

Hon. Mr. Clement: He has, however,
touched on some matters that certainly do

require some explanation. He has suggested
in his remarks that the either/or approach be

used, that is, the term as to weeks, or the

term as to weight, but not necessarily both.

The difficulty, as I understand it, is that

in the one instance the criterion as to weight
is a matter of fact and in the other the

criterion as to the number of weeks of preg-
nancy is one very often of opinion. It is for

this reason that some four years ago the

World Health Organization adopted the 500-

gram measurement as a universal standard in

order to make this determination. I am also

further advised that in Australia right now
it happens to be 400 grams. Anything under
that weight is not recorded and for anything
over it is necessary to do so.

Most of the other provinces have adopted
the 500-gram standard and for this reason

we are following along the same line. The
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Dominion Council of Health has asked that

we adopt the 500-gram standard. Most of

the states in the United States are moving in

this direction. I think we are about the

second-to-last province in Canada to have the

500-gram definition.

I have before me, for the interest of the

member or any other members of the House,
a letter from the gynaecologist-in-chief of St.

Michael's Hospital written some years ago,
in 1968, pointing out some of the difficulties

that they run into under what is now the

current legislation dealing with the terms

of weeks, and requesting that the 500-gram
standard be adopted under the Vital Statistics

Act. We are talking in all instances where
the foetus is expelled and there is no visible

evidence of life. If there is any visible evi-

dence of life, regardless of the term of the

pregnancy or the weight of the foetus, if it

does indicate life, then it must be registered
as a still birth.

It would be necessary, Mr. Speaker, that

should an abortion be conducted any time

after the 20 weeks and the result of that

abortion be equal to 500 or exceed 500

grams, then it would have to be recorded as

a still birth. It would be our intention that

this is the way we interpret it. The member
has indicated some concern, as I understand

his remarks both in the House and in dis-

cussions we have had outside the House,
that this might throw out the validity of our

statistics dealing with still births. This is one

of the reasons why the World Health Organi-
zation has asked all countries and political
units within those countries which do register
births to use the 500-gram standard, so that

we reflect all these things in our statistics

on the annual basis.

The mention of the word "forthwith,"
also touched upon, has given rise to some
concern. As I understand the member for

Waterloo North's concern, there is some

question of delay and inconvenience in the

legislation as it stands with the use of the

word "forthwith." It is for this reason that

we have amended the section by allowing
another physician who was also in attendance

at the last illness to complete the document
instead of the last physician.

The word "forthwith" has been defined

judicially many, many times and is generally

interpreted by lawyers to mean within a

reasonable period of time under the circum-

stances. Each case is a little bit different. I

have some judicial definitions here and they
seem to boil down to that "forthwith" means
somewhat stronger than within a reasonable

period of time and implies as promptly as

the circumstances of the case permit.

I would be personally concerned if we
converted the word "forthwith" into a term-
certain like 24 or 48 hours. Parkinson's Law,
I suppose, applies to doctors as it does to

other individuals and if they thought they
had 48 hours or 24 hours, then they would
let the time expand to fill whatever would
be allowed. It is six and two threes as I see

it and, in most instances, bearing in mind
the number of deaths that do occur in the

province over a yearly period, the system

generally works quite well.

I am well aware that there are instances

which have been touched upon outside the

House to me by the member and it has been
drawn to my attention that there have been
certain inconveniences from time to time.

Insofar as the municipal registrars are con-

cerned, as I think has been pointed out by
the member they are under an obligation
to make their returns weekly to the Registrar
General and I am advised by him that they
have really very little difficulty in this regard.
The co-operation seems to work quite well.

The member for Lakeshore has drawn to

my attention, in his usual forceful way, the

fact that we are depriving physicians of cer-

tain rights; namely, the right to the medical

book which has been provided in the past
to physicians. The book itself, as I under-

stand it, was always printed and made avail-

able to the physicians by the federal govern-
ment at no charge and has been distributed

by us to the physicians in the province.

The federal government has abandoned

this programme, as I understand it, and

therefore, if we leave this section in the

Act, it would be incumbent upon us to

prepare the copy of the physicians' pocket
reference book on the international list of

causes of death and provide that at a cost

to this province.

Before bringing in this recommendation

that we relieve ourselves of this responsi-

bility, we have talked to the medical pro-

fession and they have indicated to us that

they are not really very interested in receiving
the booklet.

The certificate, itself, the medical cer-

tificate of death form—over on the back—
lists the causes of death in some kind of a

category form and these are sufiicient for

the purposes of the physicians

If it was ever demonstrated forcefully

that they truly did miss this publication and

required it, I would certainly undertake to
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consider very seriously their request in that

regard.

But I have talked to only one member
of the House of the medical fraternity who
indicated to me that his understanding was
that they just didn't use it very much and
I don't think they are really being deprived
too much.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall this bill be ordered

for third reading?

Mr. Renwick: Committee.

Mr. Speaker: Committee of the whole
House?

Agreed.

GASOLINE HANDLING ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 205, An Act to amend the Gasoline

Handling Act.

Mr. Speaker: The member for Waterloo
North.

Mr. Good: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

think in many respects this bill is very
good, Mr. Speaker. It is going to put licensing
controls not only on those who are selling

gas, operating service stations, operating
marinas, boat plants or transporting gas or

associated products, but it is also going to

license the people who are required to in-

stall these facilities.

I am particularly interested in the installa-

tion of underground storage tanks because
there happen to be manufacturers of these
in my particular area. I am told that the
method of installation will be set out in the

regulations which are authorized in this bill.

The types of tanks and the changes that will

be required by the regulations, will be con-
siderable that is somewhat different from
what we have now in that there are no
specific requirements comparable to the im-

provement in the underground tank storage
that is going to take place.

The main thing, of course, that we are

concerned with in the installation of un-

derground storage tanks is the possibility
of leaks from a contamination point of view,
contamination of the ground, and also leaks

in the tank from a human contamination

point where they get into wells and systems
within the area.

I myself have had one complaint in the

last six months where this has happened,
where leaks have occurred in service station

storage tanks and it is a pretty indefinite

science trying to trace the contamination of a

well at some considerable distance away
from a leaking gas tank at the nearest

service station. Presently, I understand it is

just a matter of persuading the major oil

companies that it is their tank that is the

offensive thing and they had better dig it

up and get it fixed.

Now we are going to embark into a

whole new system of underground installa-

tions and these will require a new type of

manufacturing as I understand it. There
will either have to be protective coatings of

epoxy, or coated tar, or the tanks will have
to be protected by an anodic protection
method which will mean that instead of

the tank rusting, a magnesium anode which
is installed with the tank will take the

electric current.

Eventually everything is going to corrode

underground whether it is protected by an
anodic protection mechanism or not. But
I feel that the major concern has got to be
a source of detection and a definite means
of pinpointing which tank the contamina-
tion is coming from. Whether this could be

accomplished with attachments to the

tank that could be monitored above ground,
I don't know.

But I feel that it is most important that

some means of detection be instigated and

provided along with the additional pro-
tection. If a tank at present lasts 10 years,
and under the new system is going to last

20 to 25 years, you are still going to have
the problem only at a later date unless there

is a detection method worked in with the

installation.

Section 5 of this bill, Mr. Speaker, deals

with the licensing of people who are in-

stalling, repairing or servicing or removing
the equipment of bulk plants at marinas and
service stations. Anyone engaged in the
business of installing and repairing will

have to come under this licensing arrange-
ment.

The manner in which an underground tank
is backfilled can have significant effect on
that tank as to how long it is going to last,

if we just take a brief look, Mr. Speaker, at

the whole procedure of how metal rusts

underground and we relate the corrosion to

the energy within the steel trying to escape,
so that the metal itself can revert back to

its original compound, which is really what
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rust and corrosion is. If this process is going
to be impeded by a magnesium anode which
will stop the electric current which is caused

by the metal wanting to go back to its

original compound, we will then find that any
difference in soil structure around the tank—
an air pocket, or gravel on one side and

ground on another side—will either hinder

or speed up the corrosion process.

So while it is great to license the people
who are doing this job, some kind of inspec-

tion should be provided so that when these

underground tanks are installed they are

installed properly to give maximum protec-
tion. Unless we incorporate within the Act
a system of monitoring for leaks we won't be

doing anything more than prolonging the

date at which the corrosion will take place.

The other point I want to make, Mr.

Speaker, is that with the introduction of

these new methods of gasoline storage, we
find that the manufacturers are going to have
to do considerable work within their plants
to convert from their present method of just

fabricating a steel tank. They are going; to

havp to do a considerable amount of struc-

tural change; new equipment, new processes
will have to be developed. So the other

concern is that a reasonable length of time

be given for this conversion within the plant
so it will not create a hardship.

Mv understanding now is that the time

has been prolonged from May, 1974, until

January. 1975. I think this is quite accept-
able to the industry if they are given a full

year for the installation of their new sand-

blasting equipment and their new epoxy and
tar coating systems which will have to take

place. All in all I think that while the in-

dustry does require a considerable amount of

time to convert to these new methods they
are all in accord with building a better tank

that will last longer underground. They will

even go so far as to support you on some
kind of detection method system which could

be incorporated into it.

So in all, Mr. Speaker, I think the amend-
ments in the Act are designed mainly for the

licensing of these people. There is a lengthy
section on appeal procedures which I am
sure some of the legal people will go into.

But I would support the changes in this bill.

Mr. Speaker: Any other member? The hon.

member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Speaker, what a weird

department. What a strange assortment of

garbage cans, grab bags, or whatever you
will, this minister has.

In going through the legislation this after-

noon he grants attention to some poor devil

who walks out with his hands still covered

in gasoline and delivers the still birth, hops
on his horse, under the auspices of E. P.

Taylor, and dashingly rides away. That is

the wide range of subject matters that we
will cover in the hours that we spend with

the hon. member.

Mr. N. G. Leiuk (Humber): A man of great

ability.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, he has certainly wide-

spread ability, and the spread is not getting

any lesser, is it?—the longer you sit there

I mean.

Mr. LeIuk: You have to go on a diet.

Mr. Lawlor: In any event, this is a case

of delegated legislation. The minister, having
so many chores to perform I take it, feels

that it is necessary to delegate off to some
subordinate oflBcial great responsibilities in

the field of gasoline and the handling of the

same, having to do with service stations,

marinas, buU: plants, the transportation of

gasoline. Also there are responsibilities hav-

ing to do with the installations and those

who contract to handle this particular kind

of technical chore. All of this has been

placed in the hands of the director, and
taken out of the hands of the minister.

I don't think we have any grave nostrums
under this heading. It is not like the legisla-
tion of two days ago where the Minister

of Natural Resources (Mr. Bemier) under the

Game and Fish Act arrogated to himself

certain functions in a most arbitrary way.
The minister has delegated out these par-
ticular powers under this bill. It seems to me
that ample and adequate provisions have
been made for appeal procedures; for the

way in which it gets before a judge; for

all the hedging and all the necessary furni-

ture to preserve the basic liberties. Persons

in this particular kind of work or industry
are protected in their livelihood in a way
that is not apparent in other legislation we
have seen before us recently. To that extent

and in terms of the elaboration of those

provisions and hedges and fences, it is, in my
opinion, all very much in order.

I suppose we do have to have—but I would
like to hear a little further justification for—

the very wide powers of provisional suspen-
sion granted to the director under section 9

of this bill. Without a hearing, he may move
in very quickly. I suppose the government

envisages concrete circumstances where this
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would be pertinent to the director's task-

where, if he couldn't wait upon a hearing
and the matter is of vital import, he simply

suspends the licence and has the hearing
afterwards.

This seems to be a failsafe provision of a

kind which has begun to appear in other

pieces of legislation largely within the com-

petence of this particular minister. He may
be enamoured of this particular kind of clause

or it may be simply peculiar to the type of

work that his ministry does. If there is de-

falcation of funds or there is something
radically wrong with the books, or some
matter of grave incompetence suddenly arises,

he feels he must have the power to move
in in what would otherwise, I think, be con-

sidered a very arbitrary way.
I think McRuer does give some grounds

for pause, if not of actual pulling back in

place of this statute, when he says at page
11(16):

y P^

The power to issue a licence and the

power to refuse to issue, or to revoke

one, are different matters. Subject to the

exception to which we shall immediately
refer, no official should have the power
to refuse, suspend or revoke a licence.

The one case he does make exception for is

the chief constable under the Municipal Act,
where a board of police commissioners, as

the licensing tribunal, may suspend a licence
in certain circumstances. He doesn't turn to

the kind of situation the minister has in mind
here.

Still, I didn't feel that these great tomes
should be allowed to ride on our backs and

weigh us down too much. I can see nothing
inherently wrong in the way in which it is

done. I am not the enemy of bureaucracies;
I do think that they have to be given guid-
ance and watched closely. But to think right
from the word go that they are necessarily
vicious entities is pushing it too hard, and

certainly not the experience I've had as a

legislator in this province.

Those are the basic, principal remarks
that I have to make. And again I would ask,
Mr. Speaker, that the matter be taken into

committee so that we can get into the nitty-

gritty.

Mr. Speaker: Yes. The member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Yes, thank you, Mr. Speaker. I wanted to

make a few comments concerning Bill 205,
the Act to amend the Gasoline Handling Act,

from a different point of view. I am looking
at the individuals who live fairly close to a

substantial gas station, and the punishment
that is imposed upon them as a result of not

developing a better method of filling a gaso-
line tank.

It is understood that there are more

hydrocarbons emitted during the filling of

one tank of gasoline than there are in the

burning of that tank of gasoline during the

operation of the car. Surely industry can

develop some type of filler nozzle that could

fit into the car's gas tank and be airtight
after a fashion—or that would at least re-

strain the emissions of pollutants into the air.

We talked today in the House, and for

the last week, concerning lead emissions in-

volved with a metals plant here in the city
of Toronto. The leaded gasolines likewise

have a substantial content of lead, so imagine
the individual who lives fairly close to a

good-size gas station and the amount of

lead fumes that he is subjected to. And he is

subjected to these fumes simply because the

industry hasn't developed a better method
of filling the tank with gasoline.

I would suggest to the minister that he go
after the industry so that that type of prob-
lem—that environmental pollution aspect of

the filling of a tank of gas—can be overcome.

Thank you, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Ottawa
Centre.

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. Speaker, this is an ex-

ample of the kind of regulatory legislation
we get in this House. The government comes
in and cuts its regulations exceedingly fine

as far as safety is concerned, and yet it

ignores the larger folly represented by the

gasoline distribution industry, which is

obviously covered in this Act as well. The

proposed amendment of section 6 suggests
that as long as an applicant complies with
the regulations—and I assume that means the

safety handling regulations—then he is en-

titled to a licence. The previous Act wasn't

that much different. I am not sure whether
that guarantee of a licence was there or not,
but I am sure it was administered in that

particular fashion.

In other words, as long as a gasoline
station is safe according to whatever the

current wisdom about these things happens
to be, then the government will issue a

licence. The consequence of that, Mr.

Speaker, is to be seen across Ontario in every
major urban community. I can show you any
number of street comers in the city of
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Ottawa and its suburbs where there are

three or four gas stations occupying the three

or four comers of major intersections. The

same is the case here in Toronto and in

every other community as well. We simply
have a wasteful, oligopolistic system of gaso-

line distribution in the province. And there

is obviously no commitment or even concern,

on the part of the provincial government to

do anything about it.

Now, I know it is a blinkered view on the

part of the government. The minister will

probably say to me, Mr. Speaker, that that

isn't the purpose of legislation in this place.

But I really wonder, when there are many
millions of motorists in this province buying

gasoline every day and who have, in the cost

of their gasoline, to pay for an inefficient

distribution system and for a concentration

of economic power which is almost without

parallel within the province.

We have a situation where there are eight

or nine or six or seven major oil chains

locked in competition; where they engage in

a form of price fixing in order to ensure that

they make a pretty substantial profit in the

distribution game or somewhere in the line

between the oil well and the gas tank of the

consumers car. Then they take those profits

and, in the interest of maintaining their share

of the market, they are constantly looking for

new service station sites which invariably

tend to be in the best and most valuable

locations.

Some years on, Mr. Speaker, those same

locations will presumably be developed for

other purposes with rather substantial profit.

I know that is part of the free enterprise

system, but I am afraid that rather pains

me as well. What pains me right now,

though, is that the over-provision of service

stations which exists under our distribution

systeiA ttt' this province has totally been

ignored' by the provincial government and is

totally i^OTfed
in this: particular piece of

legislatiort; Let's face it: 1 think it would

be possible to have a distribution system

whicjh would be perhaps one-half, ojie-th^rd

or even one-quart^?- tl^e, ;!ejj:terit of wh?i|, we

havcrtoday. ^
: .': , :>r -

Nbw, those various service stations that

exist il'ght -now, Mr. Speaker, are an evident

cost. We know that the cost of gasoline is

likely to be rising in coming months because

of the energy crisis. Some of those costs

could be offset if the hand of government
could be used to prevent the industry from

this kind of wasteful competition. It may
not be seen as being wasteful in their par-

ticular terms because they can see long-term
benefits from maintaining their market share,

from exploiting their oil and from the even-

tual gain on property which they have

locked up now and which they can afiFord

to support with the kind of price fixing that

goes on in the oil industry.

But all of this comes out of the bag of

the consumer. And for a minister who is

responsible for consumers as well as com-
mercial relations, we would have expected,

or I would have expected that there would
have been a certain amount of concern about

this.

I suspect that it is open to the minister,

under the regulatory power which is being

given in this particular Act, that criteria for

the addition of service stations might be
added. I think it might be open to the min-

ister to look seriously at a planned program-
me to reduce by half or even by two-thirds

the number of service stations that exist in

the major cities of the province. It would be

open to the minister to separate the distri-

bution of gasoline from its production, which

would be a major step, in order to improve
the competitive situation and to prevent this

kind of economic oligopoly that exists right

now.

I would welcome a statement by the min-

ister, even though I have very little hope
that it will get into this particular debate.

I would welcome a statement by the gov-
ernment that it has this kiad of concern to

protect the interest of consumers rather than

to allow the current proliferation of service

stations to continue.

I suppose one of the concerns, too, at a

time when the Premier (Mr. Davis) and

other people say that th^y are interested in

the quality of urban life is that when valu-

able street corner locations come' foiwafd,

the only people that sfeem -to be able to buy
therri are banks arid service stations; ' > '

- Mr. Speaker?^ I think: the^^lioilv. m^miber M
straying ,from .

the principlj^ jenvm(p?iate4; ip

this bill,:.' -:• ,/ ,..' ^^i.: -^V.- .,.-:,' -^ ,-•.;  

Mr. R.G. Eaton (Middlesex Sdiith):

What else is ne^;^? I-''

Mr. Cassidy: Mr. SpeJtkeTj the, bill does

give the 4ght to license service station op-

erations. I am suggesting that thp minister

and the government should
,
use that power

of licensing and look at the economic conse-

quences of the lack of any licensing which

goes on in that field right now. The only

purpose for licensing right now i? for safety
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and I am suggesting very seriously that the

purposes of hcensing could go much further

than that.

It may be that they should be delegated
to the municipal level rather than exercised

at the provincial level, since municipal

people are more closely in touch with local

situations. But this is a serious suggestion
and one that is designed to save consumers

many hundreds of dollars from their gasoline
bills. It would improve the planning of our

communities, and get away from the current

kind of oligopoly which is tolerated by a

ministry which can only concern itself with

safe handling.

Mr. Speaker: Does any other hon, mem-
ber wish to participate in the debate on this

bill for second reading? If not, the hon. min-
ister may respond.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I again
would like to pay tribute to my friend, the

hon. member for Waterloo North, who has

again demonstrated his knowledge on under-

ground matters. I commend him for that.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The methods of in-

staUing underground tanks, Mr. Speaker, has
been in the regulations since 1966 and there

are certain changes proposed in many of the
matters touched upon by the member for

Waterloo North. They are matters which
will be dealt with in the regulations.

He expressed some concern as to imple-
meriting regulations much too quickly so

that the industries involved in manufacturing
this equipment and storage tanks might be
taken by surprise or not have suflBcient op-
portunity to have their equipment ready. My
oflBcials have met with representatives of

these industries and the May 1, 1974, date

has been suggested and agreed upon by the

manufacturers. They can in fact meet that

deadline. We would certainly want them
to be able to comply with it because we are

not here to work any hardships on them. We
are here to cooperate with them.

The proposed amendment really doesn't

deal with additional licensing. I would hke
to point out to the hon. member that it

deals with the registration of contractors only
—the marina operators, the gasoline service

station operators and so on shall, of course,

continue to be licensed. The contractors

themselves will only be registered so that

we know who they are and where we can

locate them should the need occur.

The member for Lakeshore spoke on the

delegation of authority. I would point out,

and I am sure he is well aware, that these

decisions which will be made by the director

of the energy branch rather than the minis-

ter reflect the scheme set out in the Energy
Act in the McRuer Report of 1971. The
statute does deal with pubhc safety, as is

referred to in section 9, and we must have

these rights to move quickly to close up
and investigate in the event of this danger-
ous fluid escaping. We cannot make applica-
tion to the courts or hold hearings before

tribunals to determine if something should

be done about the leaking gasoline tank. It

is a very, very dangerous substance when
uncontrolled and we must be able to move
very quickly. That is the purpose, of course,

of section 9.

I bow to the knowledge of the member
for Windsor - Walkerville because I know

nothing about hydrocarbons. I know nothing
about the emissions of which he spoke and
I find it very interesting. I do know that

the question of filhng automobiles from the

commercial outlet is being studied by manu-
facturers of automobiles in the United States

and Canada today and, hopefully, this is

something that will be dealt with by, perhaps,
other autfiorities at some time in the future.

I wasn't aware of that and I am grateful to

him for drawing it to my attention.

The statute, of course, is a public safety
statute. It is not a commercial statute. We
are not trying to deal with methods of

distribution. Tlie member for Ottawa Centre

suggested that there is an inefficient distri-

bution system. But it is not a commercial

statute. I am not trying to deal with where
service stations should be located.

As a matter of fact, the matters that he

mentions—the locations—are solely within the

purview of the municipalities under section

354 of the Ontario Municipal Act. It gives
them the power to make bylaws respecting
the storage and handling of inflammable

materials.

In fact, in most municipahties, they have

a bylaw or a policy statement as to the

number of outlets and where they can be
located. It is one of those matters that,

hopefully, is already being looked after by
the municipalities. If it is not, then, pre-

sumably, they are not discharging the re-

sponsibilities which are upon them.

In summary, therefore, Mr. Speaker, it is

a bill that deals with the registering of con-

tractors who install gasoline-handling equip-
ment; it delegates certain technical functions
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now within my purview to the director of

the branch, and, thirdly, it clarifies the intent

of section 9 which prescribes those matters

which the Lieutenant Governor in Council

may make by regulation, and those regula-

tions, as anticipated, will be changed, pre-

sumably efi^ective May 1, 1794.

Mr. Good: It is too soon.

Hon. Mr. Clement: If it is too soon, as is

indicated, we will take a look at it again.
But my people have met with the contrac-

tors' association, the people who manufac-

ture the equipment, and have been given
assurances. I am advised that it is not too

soon. If it is too soon then we just have

to delay it. We are going to have to work
with these people and wish to continue to

do so.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Committee, of the whole?

Agreed.

RACING COMMISSION ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves second reading
of Bill 206, An Act to amend the Racing
Commission Act.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the motion carry? The
hon. member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
There are two things in this bill, one of
them rather more minor than the first, hav-

ing to do with the imposition of fines and
the power of the Racing Commission to im-

pose fines. I want to draw to the attention
of the hon. minister what is said,—and this

has great validity in my opinion—in McRuer
about this very thing.

In all other legislation, in the old days
before McRuer, there were fines imposed
by various levels of courts, particularly by
what was then the magistrate's court, in

which the informer laarticipated. He thought
that was, on the whole, a bad practice. In

any event, certain fines were levied and
distributed to various court ofiicials and to

a wide range of other individuals. He said

the general rule and the overriding maxim
in the matter of fines was that they should

go into the consolidated revenue fund of this

province, and at 913 he is very clear about
this:

As we said when discussing the earh'

history of the financial responsibility of the

administration of justice in this province,
a practice developed in the 19th century

whereby the fines were divided in many
cases between the informer and the munic-

ipality in which the offence occurred,
while in other cases the entire fine was

paid to the municipality. There are still

many statutes in force which provide that

fines recovered as a result of a prosecution
or for a provincial offence, are to be di-

vided between the informer and either the

province, a local municipality or some

other body, or are to be paid in full either

to the local municipality in which the

offence occurred or to some other body.

He gives a list of the statutes and goes on

at 914 to say:

Laws exist for the protection of the

state and its members and all penalties

recovered for breaking the law should be

paid to the state. We therefore recom-

mend that all fines imposed as penalties

for the contravention of all laws passed
under the authority of the provincial

Legislature shall be paid in full to the

province; that no person acting as an in-

former, prosecutor or in any other capacity

should be entitled to any share or portion

of the penalty levied.

It's curious that when one looks through the

fairly lengthy list of statutes he has, the

Racing Act does not fall within its dimen-

sions. The only thing I can think of is that

this particular statute has been overlooked

in this particular regard. In any event there

is no positive comment on it as to the

legitimacy and the sheer straight expediency
of permitting racing.

Since the government grants such substan-

tial sums for the maintenance of the Rac-

ing Commission—and the appearance of

Secretariat almost justified them, I suppose;
but that a creature of that kind should

arrive only happens once in a moon-stroke

—I would think that the minister would take

under advisement this whole business.

If he says that taking the fines away will

mean only that the provincial government is

going to have to give added levies anyhow to

the maintenance of the Racing Commission—
I think the principle then that has been

enunciated time out of mind in this House
is that a tax or a subsidy that is above

ground, clearly to be seen, is infinitely pre-
ferable to some side issue over here which
is done relatively under the table, or at least
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unbeknownst to the general public and to

this House as to what these fines and for-

feitures may be.

There is a point there which I am not

going to insist upon too much except in the

way of asking that the matter be surmised

and given advertence to, which may not

have been the case as the legislation formed
itself.

A far more serious matter has to do
with section 3, the role of the commission
and its delegated powers. These are very
wide delegations indeed and much to be
scouted I suspect, and it's our task to bring
these to the minister's attention. Read that

thing:

Rules for the conduct of horse racing
may be promulgated by the commission
under this Act, and the commission may
therein delegate to stewards, judges,

veterinarians, race track officials, race

association officials, licensing agents, or

ofiicers of the commission such of the fol-

lowing powers as the commission con-

siders expedient to hold hearings related

to the carrying on of its objects.

It's sloppy legislation. It's not well enough
devised. If the minister wants to grant powers
to certain . designated individuals, so be it,

it may be necessary, but what those powers
specifically are in a particular context ought
to be well set out and delineated.

The commission has extremely wide

powers under section 11, going from the

controlling and the regulation of race tracks

in Ontario at which any form of horse racing
is carried on down to "to require persons
licensed to operate racetracks to keep books
of account in a manner satisfactory to the

commission," and all the infinite variety of

thing's in between: Then, in particular, "the

hestrings^ will be conducted over the widest

possible iEange." In clause (1) it has powers

tQoT^iise
to grant any licence or to suspend

;0(r , JCfsvofe^- any; licence for . conduct that the

commission considers to be
, contrary to the

pi^bliQ . . interest." , Ancl, ( j ). deals with the

registration of coloiirs and file kind of hear-

ings that would take place there.

To fix,, and collect fees and other charges
for registration under clause (j). (1) To
make and promulgate rules for the con-

.
"duct of horse racing in any of its forms.

And it goes on in that particular vein. The
bill does seek to somewhat circumscribe it,

but then it goes on to say we are going to

have this wide range of individuals, some
of them knowing a great deal about lofty

horseflesh and being able to tell a two-time
loser at 300 yd without opening their eyes
and that sort of thing. But what type of

competence has this kind of person to hold
a hearing? And in a hearing, I suppose, is

envisaged all the ramifications of the Statu-

tory Powers Procedure Act; aU that goes into

the business of notices and of the way in

which the hearings are conducted and the

rules of natural justice that those rules seek

to embody. All this vast stuff which we
have gone to such great trouble to set up
in black and white is going to be delegated
to some steward. That's great!

I don't understand the legislation in that

light, nor the overriding necessity of such

wide powers of delegation. And it's under
this head that I previously referred to the

passage at 1116 in McRuer. But more per-

tinently, and more forcefully, is it effective

in this particular legislation, which quite

slights the whole intent and spirit of the

McRuer document?

Power to issue licences may be properly

delegated by a licensing tribunal to one
or more of its qualified officials with a

duty to conduct the necessary investiga-
tions and apply the relevant legislative
standards.

This bill again is completely lacking in stand-

ards as to what the rules or guidelines are

as to what must be weighed or not weighed
in this particular matter of what goes into

these hearings.

Such a delegation is essential to any
good licensing scheme where large num-
bers of licences are issued annually. [He
mentions as a footnote that] the number
of licences issued by the Metropolitan To-

ronto Licensing Commission was 70,000.

[There is a wide range of subjects, includ-

ing taxicabs, for which that type of li-

ceiii^e
is issued in Metropolitan Toronto.]

The power to issue a licence and the

power tojefuse to issue or to revoke one

are different matters. Subject to the ex-

ception to which we shall immediately
refer, no  official should have the power
to refuse, suspend or revoke a licence. In

all cases where the issuing official believes

that an application should be refused, it

should be referred to the tribunal to be
dealt with in accord with the procedures
that we shall later discuss.

The minister's manner of making provisions
for that last paragraph in McRuer is to say
that the aggrieved individual may, within
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a certain time limitation, make his overtures

by way of appeal to the Racing Commission

sitting en banc precisely as a body with the

extremely wide powers that it presently
holds.

It's going to take a good deal of con-

vincing to make me see the validity of that

whole setup and that this legislation in it-

self is really vital and necessary to the cause

of good racing in this province.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for River-

dale.

(Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, I only want to

add one comment and then to support my
colleague, the member for Lakeshore, on the

remarks which he made with respect to

section 3.

I just want to let the minister know
that we will ask that this bill also go into

committee. I do want to draw to his atten-

tion that at that time I would like to know
why it is necessary to add the provision that

terms and conditions may be imposed on

licences, which is part of section 2 of the

biU.

I think that when we're asked to deal with

amendments to the Act constituting the

Racing Commission, we have a very special

body which has responsibilities for honest

and properly conducted racing in the Prov-

ince of Ontario. Correlative to that is the

essential need to recognize that the immense

powers granted to that commission must be

dealt with fairly and they must be dealt with

in such a way as to ensure the protection of

an increasing number of people who earn

their livelihood through the operations of

the racetracks throughout the province.

This is of concern to us because it has

been the tradition for the Racing Commis-
sion to hold its hearings in camera. We
have no means of knowing the extent to

which injustices occur, from which appeals
are not taken, because of the costs which
are involved to the persons who are con-

cerned. Many of the people who work at

the tracks are persons who are not in an

economic position to enforce their rights or,

indeed, in many instances to be specifically
aware of them because of the minutiae of

the kind of regulations and the kind of

licensing which are required for anyone to

conduct any kind of economic activity within

the environs of the tracks. I think it almost

goes so far as to extend to being licensed

to shine shoes inside a racing track en-

closure.

I make those comments because I would

anticipate, and I am sure it will be at 8

o'clock tonight, that when the minister an-

swers we would want to know the precise
evils and the precise reasons why the minis-

ter wishes to provide the kind of powers
which he is granting in clauses 2 and 3 of

the bill.

With respect to clause 3 of the bill, it is

immensely diflBcult for us to find ourselves

able to vote for it. The provision with

respect to the delegation of authority—and I

am not going to recite it again because my
colleague has — is so broadly drawn and

covers such an immense area of the employ-
ment and economic life of such a large num-
ber of people that, unless there are com-

pelling reasons why the minister should

have introduced the bill, we are not pre-

pared to accept it. I would rather see the

Racing Commission enlarged, if that's neces-

sary, and the additional expense incurred for

paying additional commissioners and divid-

ing them into panels, rather than to have

them delegate to others the responsibilities

for making decisions which vitally affect the

livelihood of, as I said, a large number of

people.

What, of course, will happen here is that,

by extending downwards the level at which

decisions can be made, it will make it all

that much more diflBcult for the person sub-

ject to an adverse decision of a steward or

a racing association oflBcial, after having had

a hearing before that person—and I under-

stand that is the meaning of this particular

clause (a) of section 15, subsection (1)—then

to take a hearing beyond that oflBcial through
to the commission itself.

These are matters which are of the utmost

concern to us with respect to the delegation
contained in section 3 of the bill and with

respect to this immense power to impose terms

and conditions on licences issued by the

commission.

I find that there is nothing which I know
of which requires the rules for the conduct

of horse racing to fall within those rules

which require promulgation by way of regu-
lation under the Regulations Act of the prov-
ince. I may be wrong on that, and maybe
those rules do have to be published in the

Ontario Gazette, but I am not certain. I

would ask the minister if he would inform

us whether or not that is the case and, if

not, whether it should not be made a require-
ment of the Act, so that there is in oflBcial

public form a complete statement of the wide
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rule-making power granted to the commission Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Yes, Mr.

under section 3. Speaker, but in view of the hour—

As I said, Mr. Speaker, we'll ask that Mr. Speaker: I assure the hon. member
the bill go into committee. she will be called first when we do resume.

Mr. Speaker: Will there be further dis-

cussion on this bill?

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

RACING COMMISSION ACT
( continued )

Mr. Speaker: When we took recess for

the supper hour the hon. member for St.

George was entitled to the floor to speak.
As I understand it, we are to move to an-

other order of business. Perhaps the hon.

member would move adjournment of the

debate.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St George): Yes, Mr.

Speaker, it is my dubious honour to move

adjournment of this debate so that we may all

go into Labour estimates.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): I refuse to

accept any involvement because of proximity.

Mrs. Campbell moves the adjournment of

the debate.

Motion agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The 14th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF LABOUR
( continued )

On vote 2003:

Mr. Chairman: Are there any further dis-

cussions? The member for Windsor West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was on my feet

continuing this discussion when we broke

last Friday at 1 o'clock.

At that time, I was making the point that

if the ministry and the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Guindon) believe the preamble to the

Labour Relations Act—which is the Act

which really threads its way through this

whole industrial relations programme—that
it is in the public interest of Ontario to

promote harmonious relations between em-

ployers and employees by encouraging the

practice and procedures of collective bar-

gaining then the minister should do one

thing:

Thursday, November 1, 1973

I interpret this as a directive to the min-
ister that if he believes that collective bar-

gaining is the procedure that should be

encouraged between employer and employees
then he should actively encourage unorgan-
ized workers to become organized and in-

volve themselves in the collective bargaining
process. If the minister can't quite see his

way to doing this—and I am not implying
that he should go out and pick the bargain-

ing agents for employees; that is their right
and in their wisdom they will pick the one
which suits them the best—at least he

should make every endeavour to see that

their efforts in this regard are not thwarted.

I pointed out to him the very, very long

delays that are occurring on the applica-
tions of a white collar group, the Association

of Commercial and Technical Employees, be-

fore the Labour Relations Board in getting
decisions on their cases. These are cases

which inevitably get lost, Mr. Chairman,
before the board when one-third or more
of the employees have left the company by
the time the board makes the determination

on who is eligible to vote.

I made that argument last Friday on be-

half of white collar workers and their ef-

forts to enter into a collective bargaining

process.

There is one other area very closely re-

lated to this that bothers me quite consider-

ably, and that is how inadequate section 79

of the Labour Relations Act is in protecting

employees from dismissal or discrimination

on the grounds of engaging in union activi-

ties. The Act, section 79, is quite silent on

the question of onus. And our Labour Re-

lations Board has consistently ruled that

under common law, the onus is on the com-

plainant to prove that he was fired for union

activities.

It is almost impossible for him to prove

that he was fired for union activities, be-

cause all the company needs to do is plead
innocence of their involvement, shrug their

shoulders and say 'No'. It is up to the union

or up to the individual worker to prove that

that's why he was fired.

This is no way in which the minister or

the ministry can encourage collective bar-
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gaining in this province. They are almost

ensuring that they are discouraging the forma-
tion of collective bargaining units in this

province.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Check the

lumber camps.

Mr. Bounsall: There are five other prov-
inces in Canada in which, quite clearly, the

onus of proof is shifted to the companies
to tell the board in their areas why the em-

ployee was fired, and they must prove that

he was not fired for union activity. There's

the diflFerence between night and day in that

approach and in that hearing before the

board. This is what should be taking place
in the Province of Ontario. If the employee
was fired for good and sufficient cause—and
Lord knows, there must be enough inci-

dences around this province of that being
the case—then the company surely should
not be embarrassed or find it difficult to

prove before the board that this was in fact

the case, and that he wasn't fired for union

activity.

In the calendar year 1972, before the La-
bour Relations Board of Ontario, there were
208 cases of employees being fired for union

activity. Of these cases, only 16 were

granted by the board because of the onus

being on the employee to prove that he was
fired for union activity. Seventy-three of the
cases were dismissed and 115 were with-
drawn. I suggest that if Scottish law had
been applied, a great majority of these 192
cases would have been labelled not proven.
The onus would therefore have been the
other way and the employee would be re-

tained, because the company—I would think,
in most of those cases—could not prove that

he was fired for reasons other than union
activities.

That's a pretty sorry situation, Mr. Minister,
when an organizer trying to organize un-

organized workers — the minimum-wage
workers in this province

— find themselves
with 208 fairly strong cases and can only
be successful in 16 of them because the

law, or the interpretation by the board of

the Act, is such that there is no easy way
that they can win.

Let's have a look at the legislation in the
other provinces in which the onus is on the

employer. In the province of Quebec—and
I quote: "There shall be a presumption in

his favour that he was dismissed, suspended
or transferred because he exercised such"—
and by "such" it is meant lawful union
activities—"and the burden of proof that the

employee was dismissed, suspended or trans-

ferred for another good and sufficient reason,
shall be upon the employer." Very, very
straightforward in the province of Quebec.

In Nova Scotia: "The burden of proving
that there is no failure to comply with the

Act shall be upon the employer, or a person

acting on behalf of the employer." It is quite
clear the onus of proof is on the employer to

show that the employee was fired for good
and just cause and not because of union

activity.

In Prince Edward Island: "The burden of

proof that such suspensions, transfers, re-

fusal to transfer, layoff, discharge, change of

status, or refusal to employ or rehire, was for

good and sufficient reason shall be on the

person charged." So in Prince Edward Island

all you have to do is lay the charge that he
was fired for union activity and the company
would have to prove otherwise, and give
the cause for which that person was let go.

In Manitoba: "Every employer, or person
acting on behalf of an employer, who dis-

charges from employment, or who refuses to

continue in employment," and then words
which add up to "shall be guilty unless he
satisfies the magistrate or judge that he is

not guilty of the violation."

In Saskatchewan: "There shall be a pre-

sumption in favour of the employee that he
was discharged or suspended contrary to the
Act and the burden as proof that the em-

ployee was discharged or suspended for good
and sufficient reason shall be upon the

employer."

So here again, Mr. Minister—as so often

is the case, when you look at the Ontario
labour legislation—Ontario will not be break-

ing new ground if it has as one of its pro-
visions that the onus must be on the com-

pany. We have a sensible lead, we have
five other provinces in Canada in which that

is the case, and none of them is nearly as

industrialized as Ontario. Quebec comes close,
but we are still the No. 1 industrial prov-
ince in Canada and all of these other five

are less industrialized and they have better

laws and better statutes in this regard.

It is a very important area and, if you are

at all interested in promoting collective bar-

gaining in this province, you would ensure
that the employee does not have to prove—
of course, with all the records of his activi-

ties remaining in the company's hands—that
he was fired for union activities.

You would shift the onus to the companies
so that they have to prove that there was
some good and other cause why he was let

go. As I say, with all the records in their
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hands, the companies—if their case is just-
should have no diflBculty, or should suffer no

embarrassment by being asked to so do.

This is an area, Mr. Chairman, in the

Labour Relations Act, which I think it is

essential to change. A very simple phrase
would do it. It needn't speak to onus at all.

You could use any small section which the

other five provinces have in this area as a

subsection in section 79, and this would do

the trick. I would urge the Minister of

Labour to do that and make that change soon.

Turning very briefly to another area—the

whole area of the Labour Relations Board.

I dealt with their seeming inability to cope
with applications from white collar workers

in various insurance, bank and computer firm

situations in the province. I am starting to

see now why at the board there may well

be problems in this area. As far as I have

been able to gather lately, there have been

three or four senior personnel from that

Labour Relations Board who have left em-

ployment there and who have taken up other

positions related to labour board work. These

are men who have experience and a lot of

expertise. The reason for this, Mr. Chairman
—and this relates directly to the estimates-

is, I believe, that Ontario is still continuing
to pay only $24,000 to men of this calibre

on the Labour Relations Board.

In the Province of British Columbia the

pay range is now $33,000 to $42,000 for

members of their equivalent board, as com-

pared to Ontario's $24,000. We are not going
to keep and retain men capable and experi-
enced of doing the kind of judicial job that

that board is set up to do and does all the

time, at these low wages.
I understand there have been other

changes at the board. Board members used

to be allowed at least one outside arbitra-

tion per week. Not that many of them did

it. But it afforded them an opportunity to

augment their $24,000 salary. That has now
been cut down, I believe, to 15 a year. The
difference between 15 a year and the possi-

bility at least of 52 per year is enough, I

believe, to have caused some good men to

leave.

iSo I urge the minister, if he in any way
feels, as I feel, that the reason for good
and experienced men leaving the Labour
Relations Board is in any way associated

with salary, to raise those salaries, because
we are in danger of having the Labour Rela-

tions Board fall from one of the best judicial
bodies in the Province of Ontario, very ex-

perienced in dealing with labour relations

problems, down to a very ordinary board

making rather ordinary decisions. Delays take

place as they have to appoint outside exam-
iners to advise them because they don't have
the expertise within the board any more to

proceed and make the proper decisions.

I would hope that the ministry would in-

crease their salaries—increase them now. That

may attract some of those people back who
have left, or attract people with vast experi-
ence in the area who would now be willing
to join the Labour Relations Board.

As the estimates in this section proceed,
I am sure there are other speakers wanting
to talk about this whole area of industrial

relations. I'll be coming in with more com-
ments.

There is one other area, though which
we have mentioned here many times. I can-

not see why the Minister of Labour is reluct-

ant to write into legislation in Ontario, laws

prohibiting firms engaged in providing strike-

breaking services. The answer that the minis-

ter has given us over the past year is that

the one main company involved in such

things has gone underground. He hasn't

quite said it that way. He has said they
haven't operated in the field.

Mr. Laughren: They are advising—

Mr. Bounsall: He even made a slip once

and said all they are doing is advising

management.

Mr. Laughren: That is right.

Mr. Bounsall: Now, maybe that wasn't a

slip. I'd hate to see this Canadian Driver

Pool, or any of its personnel, in any manage-
ment advisory capacity in this province be-

cause that would only lead to further frac-

turing of labour relations wherever they turn

up. We don't want to be forever in the

situation that whenever a company decides

it is going to go into the field—be it Richard

Grange or somebody else—we have to seek

the help of the Ministry of Transportation
and Communications, to see whether the

trucks they use violate the Highway TraflBc

Act; or go to the Attorney General (Mr.

Bales) in hopes that he will assist in their

prosecution under various parts of the Act

or other statutes in this province, so that

they are harassed enough to go underground,
and only be advisers to management in this

province.

Rather, there should be a place right in

this Act where we say this kind of activity,

whether they violate another statute in On-

tario, or whether they violate a Ministry of

Transportation and Communications regula-
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tion, it's right here where they should be
disallowed from operating, or any sort of

activity that even remotely looks as if they
could be engaged in providing strike-breaking
services.

Mr. Laughren: Want me to name one?
Dare me to name one.

Mr. Bounsall: I don't need to mention

any firms. The firms are well known to mem-
bers of this House. Labour relations have
been severely damaged probably for years in

those locations because of the action of

strike-breaking companies. I'll simply mention

one, Dare Cookies, which is very dear to

my heart from that situation there—and in

terms of helping the workers it has been a

rather sad episode from beginning to end.
With that, Mr. Minister, I'll yield the floor for

the moment.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply before the member for Sarnia speaks?
The member for Sarnia, then.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Sarnia): I would have

appreciated it had the minister replied to

some of the comments of the member. Does
he wish to do it now?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Yes, Mr. Chairman.

First of all, I should preface my remarks

by telling you that since I have assumed
this portfolio I find that the field of indus-
trial relations is certainly a complex one, a

diflBcult one, but also fascinating. I find that

our labour laws are extremely complex, par-

ticularly for a minister who doesn't belong to

the legal profession. However, I would hope
that the lack of knowledge in legal-

Mr. Laughren: That's an asset.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —matters would per-

haps be offset by my desire to bring in com-
mon sense and, perhaps, the human touch.
I can recall, for instance, in one of the most
serious strikes we have had, that by estab-

lishing a rapport with both labour and

management—with a kind of trust and con-

fidence—that this goes a long way. As a

matter of fact, in this particular case, we
talked about everything but the issues. We
talked about sports; we talked about many
other things happening at the time, and that

created a good feeling. They got to know
the minister and I think they realized that

my job wasn't that easy. But I wanted to

be fair with both parties.

When we look at the overall situation in

Ontario at the present time I think we can

see ourselves that we've had a fairly good
year. One must consider that our work force

in this province is over three million people,
that in 1974 we have some 2,500 or 2,800
contracts to be renewed in the construction

industry alone, and that we've had about
seven per cent of the cases—labour disputes—
and most of them for a very short period.
I think it speaks highly of our professional
staff. They have done a good job in assisting
—because this is what we're providing, an
assistance to both parties. Settlements come
from the parties themselves. We provide the

expertise, the know-how, and we can only
assist.

I want to pay this tribute to my staff. I

think we've done exceptionally well when
we consider the labour unrest all over the

world, in other jurisdictions of Canada, and
in other countries as well. So I think we
can be proud of what has been accomplished.

My hon. friend from Windsor West has,
of course, mentioned the fact that organizing
the white collar workers is not an easy
problem and they have difficulty with the
Labour Relations Board. I have a few notes

here, which I will not read, but I am aware
that we have four applications by ACTE
before the Ontario Labour Relations Board
for certification in various establishments in

Toronto.

Local 1701, for instance, and the Canadian
Underwriters Association. In this case there
was a vote directed which the union lost

and the application, of course, has been dis-

missed. We also had Local 1703 and Under-
writers Laboratories of Canada where the

board certified the local with respect to two
units and directed that a vote be taken in

the third bargaining unit. Local 1703 lost

the vote and the application was dismissed
in so far as it related to the third unit.

Mr. Bounsall: But that's my point, Mr.
Chairman. It was 6V2 months after they
applied before they could get around to the

use of examiners for taking the vote.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: You spent quite a bit

of time on this. We had only four applica-
tions. Two of them were turned down be-

cause they lost the vote but we also had
Local 1704 and Comtech Ltd. where the

employer alleged that all of the employees
involved in the application were employed
in a confidential capacity in matters relating
to labour relations. This is one of the matters

being investigated by the examiner.

Of course, when we speak of confidential

capacity I think the board has already made
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a decision on this. For instance, if you are

dealing with a telephone receptionist, they
don't consider this girl as being in a posi-
tion of confidentiality. So there are distinc-

tions here which I think should be men-
tioned.

Another criticism of the hon. member
about section 79 is where he says that em-

ployees have been dismissed because of

union activity. I know that in five of the

jurisdictions in Canada the onus is placed
on the employer. At this time I wish to as-

sure my hon. friend, Mr. Chairman, that I

am looking very seriously at this and I hope
in the future—not too far away—we will be
in a position to respond to this criticism.

With reference to the salary of the mem-
bers of the Labour Relations Board, I don't

know at the present time what other prov-
inces are paying. Here the maximum for a

member of the Ontario Labour Relations

Board is $25,400. I will take his advice

under consideration as far as payment to

members of the board. There is no question
that I certainly wish to have the best, most

qualified men that we possibly can. We prob-

ably did lose some of the members of the

board. Vice-chairmen, as you know, are men
of experience. They are in great demand in

the private sector as private arbitrators, and
we have to cope with this problem.

So far as strike-breaking is concerned—
and I am referring to professional strike-

breakers—I think as soon as I was appointed
Minister of Labour I made my views known.
These were personal views and I think

shared by and large by most people in this

province. I didn't like the idea of having
professional strike-breakers. I understand-

well, I know—in the last year we have had
no complaints. The particular firm to which

you referred is out of business, as far as I

understand. We must realize, and here I

want to be very fair, that the strikers have
some rights but as well the employer has

fhe right also to see the movement of goods
from his plant.

Mr. Laughren: The employer has no right
to allow strike-breaking and you know that.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: That's a question
which has been discussed and probably will

he for many years. They both have rights.
But so far as professional strike-breaking is

concerned, I haven't changed my mind. I

'on't think it is conducive to good labour

relations in this province.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Well,
outlaw them.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Pardon?

Mr. Lewis: Outlaw them. Amend the On-
tario Employment Standards Act.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: It seems to be very

easy, according to my hon. friend from Scar-

borough West, but on the other hand, I am
right in the middle and I have to listen to

the other sides. Employers feel that the right
of movement of their goods should also be
considered. There is the question also of

quid pro quo on this matter, which has

come to my attention, where people who are

strikers—employees on strike—are getting
other jobs.

Mr. Lewis: They make a few bucks over

and above their strike pay.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Not only a few bucks.

They, at times, get—I know in the case of

the elevator strike, for instance, many of

these—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): What has

that got to do with strike-breaking?

Mr. Lewis: But you just said you don't

like professional strike-breakers.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: No.

Mr. Renwick: Why not outlaw profes-
sional strike-breakers?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Well, no-

Mr. Lewis: I am not saying the people
shouldn't walk through the line. Manage-
ment wants to run the plant. If some of the

workers don't want to go on strike, a lot of

things happen. But we are talking about

goons, about professional strike-breakers.

Mr. Chairman: Order. Order. The min-
ister has the floor at the present time. If

the member for Scarborough-

Mr. Lewis: We are talking about profes-
sional strike-breakers.

Hon. Mr. Cuind'on: I said that a long time

ago. And you don't have any pofessional

strike-breakers now, that I know of, who has

been active in the last year or so.

Mr. Lewis: Then implement it.

Mr. Bounsall: But it could arise tomor-

row.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Well, it's not as sim-

Tile as some people think, although I took

the brunt, not having too much experience.
I said what I thought, as a personal opinion.
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Mr. Lewis: Your instincts were right.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: So this, in short, Mr.

Chairman, I think will reply or respond to

the hon. member.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Samia.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman, I want to join in the debate
for a moment—I hadn't intended to—to voice

a kind of general concern. I don't think

you'll have to make any notes as you did in

connection with the very positive inquiries
of the hon. member for Windsor West.

The thing I want to mention, and the

impetus put to me, is the strike at Dow
Chemical with the local of OCAW. It

creates a concern for me. I asked about 10

days ago if you would consider mediation.
I really appreciate the fact that you acted
on that. I am not so appreciative of the press

reports saying that it was too proximate for

you to intervene. I don't have that with me.
Don't be unduly concerned because you and
I have a happy liaison. I think you have a

happy liaison, frankly, with everybody in the

House.

The one thing you haven't done, of course

—and your predecessors haven't done—we
come to these estimates every year in a very
practical pragmatic fashion. You bring no
new thoughts; you bring no new philosophy;
you get back to the trite apologia, that

collective bargaining is the be-all and the

end-all of labour relations. We'll get to that

in a moment.

What did concern me in that respect, I

must say, was that I smelled a bad strike

in my home town. I think I voiced to you—
I think my words were, "One that would
have an extremely deleterious effect on the

social and economic aspects of my com-

munity." And it's beginning to have that.

I want to tell you that after I asked that

question the reports in the press from the

president of the union said that if Mr. Bull-

brook knew what he was talking about,
"He would realize that we had been in

mediation and maybe his friends at Dow
Chemical"—I think that was the phrase—
"should have told him that," I was aware of

that. I asked for intervention by your minis-

try after the calling of the strike which is, of

course, your legal entitlement.

I want to voice for my constituents,

through this record, that I was aware of

what had gone on previously and I want to

voice for the purpose of my constituents, as

I said to them afterwards, that I hold no

brief, either for OCAW—for whom I used
to hold many briefs, paid briefs. I respect
them and I respect their rights and I grew
up in a tradition of respecting the rights of

a trade union to bargain collectively on the

part of the people who couldn't bargain in-

dividually. That is the essence of labour

relations.

For those people who head that union
to try to defame me in the eyes of my people
is unwarranted but, more importantly of

course, from my point of view, they will be
unsuccessful because they know I have no
brief for Dow Chemical. All I want is to

have that strike resolved.

I want to say to the minister that what
concerns me—and I think I speak for a great

many people in this assembly and a great

many people in the Province of Ontario—is

what I call his llth-hour attitude. There
seems to be a philosophy in the Ministry of

Labour that we can't intervene too soon.

It seems to me that many times over the

last two years we have found the garbage

piled high before a resolution of the matter

comes about. I begin with the premise that

a resolution of the matter is going to come

about; and may I say most respectfully that

the minister's talking about hockey really

causes me concern—was is hockey?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Sports.

Mr. Bullbrook: Sports. That's all-encom-

passing when one thinks of it. Anyway, it

wasn't la politique he was talking about; that

is a great sport itself.

But what concerns me is the ministry's

intervention so often at the 11th hour, and
this is why in connection with the strike in

my area—you know, we have a problem there

that I want to discuss for a moment. I have

had the opportunity of discussing it privately
with the minister, but there are very legiti-

mate positions being taken by the trade

union in connection with that present strike

at Dow. Concurrently, reciprocally and al-

most platitudinously there are very legitimate

positions being taken by the company.

Mr. Lewis: That's the problem. My friend

sees both sides.

Mr. Bullbrook: All right. But there's some-

thing else—and let's record it: There was a

chlorine leak in that plant several months

ago. As a result of that chlorine leak—a very
hazardous thing in my community; recog-
nized by all as such—an employee was de-
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moted and an arbitration date was set in

January. Now I am told, rightly or wrongly,
that the question of that demotion becomes

part of the collective bargaining process.
That can't be permitted.

We can't permit a company or a union
to subject their shareholders or their mem-
bers to matters that are clearly matters of

arbitration. So I record publicly the request
I made privately, that the minister activate

his ministerial powers to bring forward the

arbitration. The only fair thing to do, it

seems to me, is to have the arbitration and
have that very emotional issue resolved.

Let them get down to their so-called gut
issues of hours of work and of holidays,
which are fairly insignificant, as I understand.

Hours of work are a very significant issue

in that particular dispute, because the union
is beginning to lead the M'orld. The OCAW
is using Sarnia as a guinea pig. It's never
been done before in the United States; it's

the first time in North America they have

gone for a shorter wprk week, and they're

doing it in Sarnia. But that's their right. I

don't care whether they did it in Denver or

Chicago, but they are doing it in Sarnia.

And it's their right to do that. I don't take

issue with that. But let's not befog these

clear-cut, essential issues with the issue of

an arbitration that should be resolved now.

I ask the minister if he will bring forward
the arbitration as quickly as possible and
resolve that matter. I understand it is part
of the old collective bargaining agreement,
and since I believe an arbitration board has

been established—and the minister can help
me there; if it isn't, then let's expedite the

establishment of the board—let's get that

matter resolved. Let's not have that emotional

issue clouding more important—to my way of

thinking—more important issues for the

membership and management to attempt to

resolve.

But I use that only as a slight introduction

—and I won't be long—to the concern that I

express for the whole collective bargaining

process. I can remember very well when
President Kennedy did intervene and said

that he was very concerned about any inter-

vention with the process. Because of my
background, both familial and professional,
I believe in the process. But I am inclined

to think that, perhaps, we have made of it

a shrine at which we've genuflected a little

too long.
1 really think the public is becoming

extremely concerned about our ability to

justify the comment of non-intervention with

the collective bargaining process.

I say this in this respect: that we've seen
it come about, somewhat, in the public
service field in connection with compulsory
arbitration. And this brings me to the point
that, perhaps, I become ofi^ensive; I don't

mean to.

Every year we come forward and we
digest the statutes and we digest conciliation

services. We digest the Labour Relations

Board. Really, when you get down to it—may
I say most respectfully to my colleague from
Windsor West—whether the chairman of the

Labour Relations Board gets $25,400 or $28,-
600 begs the total question of your respon-

sibility as a minister.

You see, you are quite right. You've come
into this portfolio with an extreme degree
of humanity and you are successful to a

great extent because of the extreme degree
of humanity that you bring. I say to you
that you lack a recognition of the fact that

you lead a ministry in which there is a total

public thirst for a new quest for resolution

of problems. I realize that I give you
none, but never once during these estimates

have we ever heard the minister say, "We
will, for example, appoint a select commit-
tee."

I've spoken about it before and your
ministerial officials will recall I've spoken
about this before. But think for a moment,
that instead of wasting our time with snow-
mobiles and land drainage and things of

such moment to the people of Ontario, think

for a moment that if we established a select

committee of 11 members of this Legislature*
and charged them with the responsibility
over a period of a year to come back to us

and talk about—not necessarily alternative ar-

rangements to the collective bargaining proc-

ess—but, at least, new avenues of approach,
the TVA method, as it is sometimes called—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. BuUbrook: No, I knew that was what
TVA meant—Tennessee Valley Authority-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Bullbrook: The final offer—we've never

really attempted any evaluation of that here

in this Legislature in my six years. I really
think a select committee of the Legislature
can do a very efficacious job in the field of

labour relations.

I think you should give it this opportunity.
I ask you to convey to the Premier of Ontario

(Mr. Davis) the request that I've conveyed
to him so many times. Select committees—

now I don t mean to digress unduly—select
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committees shouldn't be just a lark of our

own for the summer at $50 a day. Really,
let's do something about it. We can really

and truly help you in this respect. I think,

frankly, that if you gave 11 of us the respon-

sibility—and, truly, we are nothing more than

a mean, a mean of the average intelligence,
the average public response to labour re-

lations in tile Province of Ontario.

Let us go forward and let us meet with

the trade imion people so we truly under-

stand their problems. Let's meet with the

construction industry so we truly imderstand

its problems. Let's meet with those trades-

men who can't get jobs because some inter-

national representative says, "You are not

going to work there." Notwithstanding that

you are qualified to work, notwithstanding
that the employer wants to give you a job,

that union says, "You are not going to work
there because we have got to protect our

people."

Mr. Laughren: Typical Liberal policies.

Mr. Bullbrook: This is not Liberal policy
for one moment. I won't be diverted by
those types of comments. These are my
comments. They might be subscribed to or

not subscribed to by my colleagues; that is

up to them. I am attempting to convey that

I feel that the people of my riding and that

the people of Ontario thirst for at least some

activity on the part of your ministry. That
is all.

We know these things happen. Goodness

gracious, every member of the new New
Democratic Party knows that these things

happen as far an international unions are

concerned. Any right-thinking member of

that party, notwithstanding his somewhat
unilateral arrangement with trade unions,
does not think for one moment that every
trade union is almost sanctified. They know
that happens. It just isn't logical to take

that position. They know in my city that

people come into the IBEW and can't get
a job because the international representa-
tive says, "We are not going to give you
a ticket."

We should look into this. This is our func-

tion. Let us do this. I implore the Premier
of Ontario to put us to work, not on de-

ciding on whether a drain should be here

or how nice it is to use snowmobiles, but to

put us to work to look into this question

of, one, the efiBcacy of compulsory arbitra-

tion in some fields; and, two, the question
of governmental intervention during the

course of conciliation proceedings and me-

diation proceedings, both before and after

a strike.

There is the question of strike-breaking
to which you blinker your eyes. It is no

response to this member to say nothing has

happened in a year. That begs the question
of a statutory responsibility on the part of

the government of Ontario to say that we

regard with abhorrence this particular atti-

tude. That invites the question of what truly

is a strike. If there is an inability on the

part of the members of a collective bargain-

ing unit to work, then there must be a con-

current inability on the part of that company
to do business, as far as I am concerned.

You can't put people out of work and still

run your plant because reciprocity is the

essential ingredient to bringing about a solu-

tion to a collective bargaining dispute. You
can't have a company operate, in my re-

spectful opinion, while their tried and true

employees are without work. We have got
to consider those things.

Though the essence of what I say has

nothing in particular, it says in effect, I sup-

pose, something that has been pent up be-

cause of the fact that really your ministry
is one that can lead the way to a great ex-

tent. And I say this with no personal com-
ment at all. You haven't been there that long
and your senior ministerial servants haven't

been there that long. I would think over the

next year, having regard to the money we
are voting for you, that you might consider,

concurrent with the Legislature, concurrent

with your own talents and influence with

the Premier of Ontario, putting upon us, or

if necessary if you don't feel we have the

qualifications to do the job, putting upon
someone else the responsibility of looking
at the total process, because I am really very
much concerned that the public of Ontario

is not prepared to continue to accept the

process.

I close in saying this is my deep and abid-

ing concern. I believe in the collective bar-

gaining process. I don't want to see it

atrophy and erode, because of instances that,

as you say, are only seven per cent.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: In the construction

field.

Mr. Bullbrook: But seven per cent you
will agree, Mr. Minister, begs the question,
because we don't have to worry about the

93 per cent. The 93 per cent really convey
to us that the process can work. But the

seven per cent, at least in some instances,

also conveys to us that there is something
in the process that might well be avoided,
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that might well be assisted. I think the word
I am looking for is the great-

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North):

Help him, Stephen.

Mr. Bullbrook; Help me, Stephen.

Mr. Lewis: I have never seen it happen
before. I refuse to intervene.

Mr. Bullbrook: Let me use the word, "the

great challenge." Let me use that word. The

great challenge of your ministry can be that.

If you could leave that portfolio, as you will,

to return in 1975 to private hfe, then you
could leave it and say, "At least I attempted
to lead in the field of labour relations." And
we would always remember Femand Guin-

don, not just as a bon vivant du monde, a

charming man, but also as a great Minister

of Labour.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, while

my hon. friend from Samia was making his

very worthwhile comments, I was thinking
what happened to me on the weekend.

Going into an Indian reserve up my way in

Cornwall Island, I met an Indian chief, who
was presented to me, with kind of a funny
name really. I couldn't repeat it. I don't

really know what he meant in Indian, but

I asked him to please translate it for me
in the English language. The answer was,
"Chief Hot Shot Both Sides." I thought this

was a good title for a Minister of Labour,
no matter which jurisdiction he represents.

I do in fact appreciate the great concern

of the member for Samia for what has taken

place in his own city. I must say, Mr.

Chairman, that he has been in touch with

me on more than one occasion, and I can

assure him that his concern is of course

shared by the Minister of Labour; and I

have many of those, as he knows.

In his comments, I believe he made refer-

ence to the intervention of the minister, in

cases of strikes. In all fairness, I must say
that in all cases our ministry does act quite

quickly and as soon as it is feasible. For

instance, in the cases of Inco and Stelco,

settlements came about because of the early
involvement of our people in these situations.

As a matter of fact, we Sometimes start six

months before the renewal of a contract.

But when the member talks about the

personal involvement of the minister-

Mr. Lewis: We know that must be saved

for the last.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I thought perhaps the

member meant—

Mr. Bullbrook: That is control-

Mr. Lewis: The minister's ultimate inter-

vention is the denouement of the collective

bargaining process.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: For the first time I

attended a federal provincial conference of

all the Ministers of Labour, and I think my
colleagues were perhaps a little bit critical

of me for having intervened on four occasions

in one year. To them it wasn't the proper

thing to do.

Mr. Lewis: Really?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes.

Mr. Lewis: The NDP Ministers of Labour

also?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: All of them.

Mr. Lewis: All of them? Tell them to write

me. I will sing the minister's virtues to them.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, I don't think it is

because of any virtue of mine. Perhaps it is

because of my number of years in the Legis-

lature or the good wishes of my friend from

Samia before I leave this Legislature that

I can do something special in the field of

labour relations.

No, their argument seemed to be that a

minister more or less undermines his con-

ciliators and mediators if he does act and

intervenes too soon. Then what is left?

Mr. Lewis: That's fair. What is left is to

do what has been suggested: to improve the

labour legislation.
That is what is left.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, we are looking
at that too. But in some instances-

Mr. Bullbrook: It is kind of inbred when
the minister looks at it all the time; let us

look at it with him.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, I haven't said no

to my friend's suggestion about appointing a

select committee, which he has properly
stated is certainly not the responsibility of

the Minister of Labour but of the Premier

and the government. I certainly would be

glad to pass on his recommendation along
those lines.

In short, as to what is happening in the

case of the Dow company in Samia, this was
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a very imminent case. I don't want to

comment-

Mr. Bullbrook: That's why I brought it up.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I don't want to dwell
on it.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Right. I appreciate
that, and I can assure the member I will be

keeping in touch with him.

Mr. Bullbrook: I am concerned about it,

and the minister knows it.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

Mr. Lewis: Mr. Chairman, this is far too

amicable. It is ridiculous; it is preposterously
amicable. I know the minister is going to lose

in 1975, and I don't really care by what

margin he goes. I wish him well in private
life; he will probably be a good employer
who pays the minimum wage. By then it may
be $2.0.5 an hour, who knows?

So I am not going to wish him well on
his way, although he knows that privately,
sotto voce, when no one is around to hear it,

I have expressed a certain friendship. But
that is not for this chamber. In this chamber
I view the minister as the corporate adver-

sary he is, and so I want to talk to him about

the state of labour relations in the Province

of Ontario as it relates to two or three

existing situations.

I am not quite as taken as the member
for Samia about another select committee to

look at labour law. There have been so

many task forces, provincial and federal, that

have looked at the state of labour relations

in this country. I am not worried about

your civil service; I suspect they are first

rate and what they would wish to do with

the Labour Relations Act would probably
improve it dramatically. But your ministry,
and those who associate with you on the

Treasury benches, have no great favour for

aiding the collective bargaing process in On-
tario. They see it as a series of useful con-

frontations.

While you pay lip service to the process,
the things that would fundamentally alter

the nature of the collective bargaining proc-
ess in Ontario like putting teeth in the

good faith bargaining clause — that alone

would overnight transform the nature of the

process—none of that ever happens. This is

because in the final analysis bad faith bar-

gaining is largely attributable to employers

rather than to employees. Not always, but

most often it is the employer. Therefore in

order to put teeth into your Act you would
have to descend heavily on a number of

employers in the province, those who con-

stitute the six or seven per cent involved

in strikes in any given year. Your govern-
ment isn't going to do that, and I am not

going to play any fancy games with you
across the Legislature.

1 know and you know that your inter-

ests are corporate interests. When workers

are on strike in this province you will use

the whole panoply of your conciliation and
mediation process in an effort to solve the

strike, but when the chips are down the

labour legislation in this province favours

management. Professional strike-breaking, is

the most dramatic illustration of that fact.

When you think of the incredible damage
that has been done in Ontario to labour

relations by the use of professional strike-

breakers—in the past and perhaps in the

future—it is beyond the pale that you can

suggest that there are other quid pro quo
considerations, when you have shortwave

radios and walkie-talkies and—what were

those dogs called?—Doberman Pinschers sit-

ting around the gates of strikes where work-

ers are involved, and you sit there amicably
and talk generally and irrelevantly about quid

pro quos. Nuts to quid pro quos.

Now let me get down to two or three

situations. There is another situation in-

volving a member of the Liberal Party

caucus, and that is the member for Rainy
River (Mr. Reid). I am going to speak on

his behalf, in a sense, in a moment. I am

going to—

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): He
is there setting it.

Mr. Lewis: As a matter of fact I respect

that he is there and involved and I intend

to acknowledge that. I am raising it with

that in mind. There is a very, very bad

strike in Fort Frances right now. That strike

has lasted for four months. I don't know
what people are telling you about the media-

tion process and about the efforts to inter-

vene, and I don't pretend to understand it

all, and Mr. Dickie is sitting there and think-

ing: "That presumptuous young whelp, if

only he knew how hard we were working
to solve the Fort Frances strike."

I am telling you something, Mr. Minister

of Labour, through the chair, respectfully
as always, you don't let a strike in a one-

industry town last for four months while the

ministry beats time. You just don't do it.
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When you know that the company is making
a demand that is dam well preposterous,
then you move in and you say something
about it publicly. That's a multinational

corporation, an American-owned corpora-

tion, trying to dictate terms to Canadian

workers that are frankly offensive—and you

just don't allow that to happen. You know
and I know that for nearly two months that

company wouldn't even talk to the machin-

ists' union involved, yet you talk about the

bargaining in good faith clause in the On-
tario Labour Relations Act.

I want to say something about that Fort

Frances strike. It involves 700 to 800 work-

ers. One hundred and eighty of them are

machinists. It is the machinists who are out.

They form the picket lines. The other 500
or 600 workers are involved in eight separate

unions, from pulp sulphite to paper makers to

—the whole gamut of the union movement
that is involved in a pulp and paper plant.

The workers for those eight unions have

not received a single penny since the strike

began. They haven't entered the plant. The

plant has been closed down. The machinists

have been getting roughly $40 a week
strike pay. All the other workers haven't

received a penny. Why? Because when they

applied for unemployment insurance, they
took it to the court ultimately. The court

found in favour of the unions, that they
were entitled to receive unemployment in-

surance, and the Unemployment Insurance

Commission, God bless them, have appealed
the court decision. All these workers are

still waiting for their first penny in four

months or better, and the Unemployment
Insurance Commission now amounts to a

simple extension of management in the dis-

pute.

That's a pretty serious proposition when
a one-industry town has 800 people out of

work, 600 or better of whom have not had
a penny in four months. It is possible for

the ministry to shine its rump by doing

nothing for four months—because the tourist

season sustained Fort Frances, because it's

just into September, October, and the full

impact of the strike hasn't yet been felt-

but I think it's profoundly irresponsible that

there's been no dramatic and high-level in-

tervention before now. I really do. I think

it should have happened weeks ago. I know
that the member for Rainy River tried to

have it happen because I saw his letters to

the workers on the wall of the strike head-

quarters when I was there last weekend.

I don't like the fact that the union and
the management run off to Winnipeg, when-

ever they want to talk about the strike, just
as I don't like the fact that CIP in Hawkes-

bury ran off to Montreal every time we
wanted to talk about the strike. There is

something interesting about the extremities

of this province. If you happen to live in

the northwest or the southeast, then your
relationships are closer to Manitoba and

Quebec than they are to the Province of

Ontario—so much so that the labour nego-
tiations to settle a strike are handled in the

one instance in Winnipeg and in the other

in Montreal. That is to me an abdication of

faith on the part of the Ontario collective

bargaining process. It shouldn't put up with

it for a minute. They are our workers, they
are involved in a strike in our province.
Have the conciliation process, if that's what
it is, take place here in the Province of

Ontario in a situation to which everyone is

responsive.

What's the key issue in this strike? I am
not sure members of the Legislature are

fully aware how incredible this is. Your
chief to your left looks at me with some sur-

prise because he probably wonders how I

would know what the key issues were. I will

tell you what I understand the key issue is.

Certainly in the minds of all the workers
with whom I met and with the president of

i-he local to whom I spoke at 6 o'clock, the

key issue—and everybody knows it—is that

Boise Cascade insists that under certain

conditions it be mandatory for the workers

to work on Easter Sunday, July 1 and La-

bour Day. Now they want to do it with the

machinists because they can do maintenance
on those days, you see.

They don't worry about the operating em-

ployees. After all, the operating employees
don't matter very much. They don't have
to have them working on those days. It is

a neat day to get maintenance done.

So the other eight unions have now set-

tled with Boise Cascade in a very neat effort

on the part of the company to divide and

conquer.

All they have left now is the machinists

and the machinists are holding out on the

Msiness of three statutory holidays which
the company wants them, mandatorily, to

work on.

Has the union position been inflexible?

No. The union has said, "We will accept

voluntary work on those holidays and we
will even assume a responsibility for helping
to find the workers to do that voluntary
work. But we refuse to accept the company's
right to dictate to us mandatory work on
Easter Sunday, July 1, and Labour Day."
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That wasn't part of their last collective

bargaining agreement. The company made
no such demand in the last collective bar-

gaining agreement. When the company re-

verses the collective bargaining process in

that fashion I call it bargaining in bad faith.

When a company closes down the mill for

120 days in order to prove its principle

about mandatory work on three days, does

it not strike you as paradoxical? Does it not

strike you as a peculiar piece of behaviour

on the part of the company?
Now you had somebody intervening—his

name begins with an S; is it Speranzini? I

am not sure of the name, I am sorry—but in

Winnipeg, from your ministry. And that

really worries me because your ministry,
with the conciliator present, accepted the

position of the company, apparently, and the

new basis, the basis which would say work

for the three holidays, came back to a mem-
bership vote last Saturday.

I think that your conciliator thought, as

the company thought, that the membership
would accept it.

The membership voted it down after five

long hours of debate by what I understand

was an 89 per cent vote, and the member-

ship—it was either an 89 per cent vote; it

wasn't?—it was 89 to 62, is that the vote?

All right. It is very interesting, because the

recorcung secretary, who does the tallying,
is of the impression that it was an 89 per
cent vote. Whatever it was, it was a decided

vote to stay out.

The next week or 10 days are going to

tell the tale. I know where the member for

Rainy River is. The member for Rainy River

right now is trying to arrange a meeting
between the company and the union for

Saturday morning, and that's fine. The mem-
ber for Rainy River should be doing that.

I suppose the member for Rainy River, being
the MPP for the area, feels fairly frantic

about the strike because, after this long a

time in a community like Fort Frances, you
are just taking the heart out of the com-

munity. You can't do that to a community.
It is more than four months.

But why the member for Rainy River?

Since when is it his responsibility to come
in and rescue a collective bargaining fiasco

because the Ministry of Labour has not done
its job? If he pulls it off, more credit to him,
but since when is that the way to resolve

a dispute? It just makes no sense what-
soever.

That dispute should have been solved two
to three months ago and it should have been

solved by your ministry and it could have

been solved had the Minister of Labour said

publicly, "I am not worried about your tak-

ing a position in disputes; I am not worried

that it will undermine your capacity to be a

mediator."

Do you know that undermines your capac-

ity to be a mediator? It is shilly-shallying

when the issue is fairly clear. If the Minis-

ter of Labour stands up and says, "I have got
an Act which says we have to bargain in

good faith; that clause is being violated by
one of the parties, and I say I won't put

up with it. I tell you go back to the bar-

gaining table and make a legitimate offer,"

that adds respect to the Minister of Labour;
that doesn't debate his person.

What is the situation now? You have got
a town with a relatively small population.
The first industry of the town is fiie mill;

the mill is closed down. You obviously have

acute tensions developing in the town. There

are tensions developing between the machin-

ists and all the other unions. You are going
to have a deteriorated situation for the work-

ers to return to between management and

labour. I'm standing here and I'm appeal-

ling to you: don't let it happen. You wouldn't

let it happen in Kitchener or in London or

in Hamilton. Somehow the northwest of On-

tario is expendable. You can let a strike

take the soul out of a town for four months

up there.

'As a matter of fact, it's pretty impres-

sive. The local newspaper editor has not

commented much on it and sort of keeps
his cool. The town, by and large, keeps its

cool. It's incredible when I think of it. Trade

union solidarity has its limits and its limits

are frequently reached soon. On that I will

agree with the member for Samia. It's not

all love in the trade union movement. But

that's a really fantastic situation when you
think of it. Here you've got 180 men out

who are receiving $40 a week and you've

got over 600 people who haven't received a

peimy, and yet the 600 people haven't cross-

ed the picket line in four months. That's

really a testament to solidarity in that plant,

but that won't last forever. Nor can you
ask it to last forever. I'm saying, Mr. Chair-

man—I'm appealing, I'm beseeching—get in

there and settle that strike.

The company's demand is preposterous. If

the union will say, "We'll voluntarily find

people or help you to find people to work

those three holidays," then you can settle

that strike. It's not so difficult. Wages
haven't been a problem; the package was

set before they went into Boise Cascade.
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Boise set it last year; another pulp and

paper company set it this year. You know
what I talk of. So the wages aren't a

problem. The working conditions aren't a

problem. The problem is three statutory

holidays. How do you keep that strike going
for that long on that issue?

The company, I gather, has within the last

24 hours again thumbed its nose at the

union. But maybe you'll break the union.

Maybe there will be such tension that the

whole thing will fall apart. Maybe not

everybody is angelic, you know. Maybe there

are officers of one side or another who have

human frailties. But my common sense tells

me that a strike that has persisted for four

months on that issue has persisted too long.
I have not seen the kind of intervention

from the ministry which I think is desirable.

At this point Mr. Dickie himself or the minis-

ter has to get involved at root, at source,

right up there, where the workers and the

company are, because you can't let this multi-

national Boise Cascade run roughshod over

what has become basic law in the Province

of Ontario.

Do you remember standing before the

orders of the day today and announcing the

proposed amendments to the Employment
Standards Act? Do you remember pointing
out that in 1974 every employer woiild have

mandatorily to pay for certain statutory holi-

days? And do you recall three of the statu-

tory holidays you mentioned which would
be applicable in 1974 were Easter Sunday,

July 1 and Labour Day? Do you recall that?

Isn't it ironic that—

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: A great step forward.

Mr. Lewis: —on this precise day you your-
self have recognized publicly a certain sanc-

tity about workers' rights on those holidays,
for instance, to be paid.

All that the workers at Boise Cascade are

saying to you, "If we don't want to work
on those holidays under the contract, then
don't force us to. We'll enter into a volun-

tary arrangement." This company is really

acting in the most incredibly abitrary way.
I think the government, in sitting back, is

introducing tensions into that community
which should not be tolerated. At the

moment the member for Rainy River is at-

tempting to pull it together. It would also

be useful if the ministry involved attempted
to pull it together. I, as a New Democrat,
would like to help to pull it together, and
I've decided that I'm not going to play the

fancy games any more.

I talked to the minister quietly in the

halls. He has responded to the appeal. He
always does. I have not talked to him once
that something hasn't flowed from it. I

talked to him personally as a fellow who is

worried about a strike. But drawing it to

the minister's attention is one thing. I'm not

talking to him in philosophical terms, in

ideological terms. In those terms that strike

has been allowed to continue irresponsibly.
It is a blot on the collective bargaining

process. It bespeaks a wilHngness to sacri-

fice a community and its workers to an ille-

gitimate stand on the part of management.
It undermines the Labour Relations Act, and
I beg you to intervene. That's point one.

Point two: I want to talk to you for a

moment about Artistic Woodwork in To-
ronto. I know because the minister has been
kind enough to keep some of us informed

and we have chatted with him. But again
the ministry has intervened both with man-

agement and with labour. And I suspect—
and my suspicions, Mr. Chairman, speak
more than I can say—that the ministry has

found labour relatively flexible and manage-
ment, at least until yesterday, relatively in-

tractable. Maybe the minister wove his spell

over them and maybe they'll move. I don't

know. But that Artistic Woodwork strike-

that bothers me too, because that strike

should not have persisted this long.

I will tell you something. I have certain

concerns about the union involved. All right?
I concede it here, publicly, on this floor.

But no matter what concerns I may have,

the union is legally on strike, the workers

are legally on strike, and the company has

acted in the most high-handed, authoritarian

fashion imaginable. It is a despicable com-

pany in the way it has behaved. There's

been violence on the picket line; there have
been 70 or 80 charges, arrests, incidents; and
the strike is prolonged.

Mr. Bounsall: And beatings behind the

plant.

Mr. Lewis: I wasn't here the other day
when the minister answered questions—I

guess it was from the Leader of the Opposi-
tion (Mr. R. F. Nixon) and my colleague
from Windsor West, or one of my colleagues.
I remember looking at the instant Hansard.

And the minister was feeling very fragile
and very sensitive because although no one
had called him a fathead because of the

Artistic strike, he himself immediately refer-

red to fathead in his reply. I know why he
referred to fathead. It's because he has been

reading Scott Young every morning and it is
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giving him indigestion and he is becoming
a little paranod about it. Well, don't be

paranoid about Scott Young. Others have
suffered his abuse for years and survived, so

don't worry about it. You know, he is prob-

ably the world's most eminent columnist. So
what? There are others. There are lesser mor-
tals who make an impact on the common weal.

The minister doesn't have to turn in and

develop a neurosis because Scott Young
abuses him publicly. But the points that

Scott Young was making go right to the

heart of the issue. Since when does the

Minister of Labour say: "I will not intervene

until everything on the picket line is tran-

quil"? What position is that? He takes a

public position of that kind but he won't
take a public position when his Labour Re-
lations Act is being violated. It's at precisely
the point at which a strike is going out of

control and violence occurs that the Minis-
ter of Labour intervenes. Precisely at that

point. And now I am going to put it to him

again in terms of a New Democrat talking
to a Tory.

I will tell him why that strike has lasted

this long and why those incidents of violence
occurred for so long before his ministry in-

tervened. I believe that it lasted this long
because for the Conservative front benches
it is not at all bad to have a little violence
on a picket line now and again; because in

the Tory members' distorted view of the

world, it reinforces the anti-labour feelings
out there. And if it reinforces the anti-labour

feelings, then they can chuckle around the

cofiFee cups while Dan Heap is arrested or

somebody else gets zonked on the head or a

charge is laid or there's a beating-up behind
the plant. And nobody gives a darn because
it does what Tories would like to have done
in the community.
The reputation of working people who are

organized is under assault. People in the

community react to pictures of police mov-

ing in and tugging strikers away. They react

to violence. They think that that becomes

typical of the trade union movement. And
the government digs its heels in because it

thinks that it's gaining public approval or,

more accurately, that the labour movement
is losing public approval as long as this goes
on. Because they don't like the labour move-
ment very much, they allow it to go on. I

think it's just as cynical as that.

Now, of course there comes a point when
a lot of establishment people think it's go-
ingj too far. There comes a point when
columnists and when reasonable minds in

the community think it's going too far. Then

they beg the minister, and they write edi-

torials about him or columns about him

publicly. And he, being a fragile man,
responds. Most of us would. All of us have

egos to protect and the minister doesn't have
to feel badly about it. All of us do. In fact,

no one in this chamber escapes it, as you
know all right. So we move in to protect it.

But I'll tell you that strike went on far too

long—far too long. I don't know when it will

be settled but there was no right in the

world for Artistic Woodwork to have lasted

this long. No right in the world to have
tolerated the violence; no right in the world
to have seen the police used as they have
been used. It is simply and totally wrong to

have taken advantage of a situation which
the government hoped would bring the trade

union movement into disrepute, and so you
lay back.

Well, that is just too much to cope with.

I really think again that the intervention

should have been a long time ago and that

the Minister of Labour should have said

weeks ago that what is happening at Artistic

Woodwork is absolutely intolerable. You
should move in on that intransigent company
and lay down the law because they made a

mockery of the Ontario Labour Relations Act.

And you know it, privately and I know it

privately, and someday it will emerge
publicly.

Now, the last point I want to talk to you
about is an extraordinary little plant called

Ivaco in Hawkesbury, where I had the

peculiar and ambivalent pleasure of attend-

ing yesterday afternoon. I want to mention

Ivaco to you because, although it is not a

direct matter of labour relations, it relates

closely enough to it that I want to make
another appeal to you.

There was a wildcat at Ivaco some months

ago and there's a first contract at Ivaco. It

seems to me that when you've got a difficult

labour situation which resulted in a wildcat

and in a tough-to-negotiate first contract, the

Ministry of Labour should be keeping in

touch with a plant like that. You should be

keeping your eye on it. I am asking you to

keep your eye on it because there are some

explosive tensions in the plant at Ivaco which

I was able to pick up in discussion with the

union executive yesterday. Let me tell you
what happened.

I came to the gates of Ivaco do\\Ti a mud-

path and we were stopped by the Barnes

Security people while they checked with

management as to whether this political sub-

versive would be allowed through the plant.
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even though the arrangements had been
made in advance. I had a number of press

people with me, plus, God forbid, a tele-

vision camera from CJOH in Ottawa, the

private channel. We negotiated with the

plant manager about freedom of the press
and civil liberties and democratic expression
and he finally said that he would bring hard

hats out to the gate and it was all right,
he'd let us in.

The personnel manager, whoever he was,
came out of the plant gate through the mud-
field and over to the security guard's little

station, and he said everybody could go

through. Then he saw the television camera
and he had apoplexy. At precisely that point,
there emerged a large black Cadillac from

the front of the Ivaco plant, moving down
the mud trail. It stopped at the little knot

of people and there emerged the president of

Ivaco. What a lovely coincidence it was!

I said to him, "Hello, Mr. President." He
also wasn't bilingual. He said—in fact, I

suspect he's bilingual the way I'm bilingual-
he said, "Hello." We acknowledged each

other. I said, "We are going to visit the

plant. I hope you don't mind." He said no,

he had no objection at all. I said, "How's it

going?" He said, "Terrible." I said, "If it's

so terrible, let me take over the plant for

you." He said, "You can have my shares."

I said, "I'll take your shares if I can intro-

duce workers' democracy into the plant." He
then delivered me a little five-minute lecture

on workers' democracy in the Soviet Union.

How these leaps are made, I will never know.

All of these was on film. Then the camera-

man said to him, "I'd like to come into the

plant." Well, you'd think the world had

fallen apart. "Not on your life," he said,

"not on your life. You can come in and look

but you can't take in the camera." "But,"

said the cameraman, "the camera is my eyes;

they are my eyes." "No, I will not allow the

camera in?" "Why won't you allow the

camera in?" "Well, it's a highly competitive

field, steel fabrication, and we don't want the

competition to know." "Well, you have some
secrets?" "Yes," he said, "we have secrets."

And he kept the camera out.

But he didn't keep out the rest of us who
were without access to photographic equip-
ment. We went into that plant and I don't

know much about steel fabrication, and I

don't know how to draw an analogy, but

that must have been like Dante's metal

scrapyard, you know. That's all I can say.
I don't know how else to describe that plant.
I do not know how else to describe the in-

terior to you.

They were only doing a maintenance shift.

They weren't even in production. The work-
ers are terrified of the safety in that plant,

really terrified. They are profoundly con-

cerned. They can get nowhere with manage-
ment, not at all. The safety feature was a

feature of the original wildcat. The original
wildcat was spawned partly by safety mat-
ters and wildcats are not good for industrial

relations in the Province of Ontario.

I don't want to tell you what I saw visually
because I don't know enough about steel

fabricating plants. I was afraid to step on
the floor for fear I would fall through any
one of the gaping holes. There are large
holes in the building through which the

winter breezes blow. They don't close them

up all the time. They provide heaters to

make sure that the machinery doesn't seize

up. They don't provide heaters for people.
God forbid; one has to have priorities in

this life. The steel rods rattle through that

plant at 60 to 80 miles an hour, hot metal.

Well, you could hardly make your way
through the debris from one part of the plant
to the other.

In order to avoid another wildcat, in order

to avoid another pretty seriously deteriorating

situation, I am appealing to you, as Minister

of Labour, to send some industrial safety

inspectors or somebody from the Ontario

Labour Relations part of this ministry into

that plant tomorrow morning if you can

arrange it, because I am really concerned

about that plant.

I am raising it here because it relates to

the wildcat possibilities. The workers talk of

an accident today, many of them having to

go to hospital, no nurse available. A silly

little first-aid kit is the only thing that is

on hand. That shouldn't be the way plants

operate in this province; it just shouldn't be

that way. Workers shouldn't feel so frustrated

and so frightened. I am saying to you again,
let not the extremities of the province be

discriminated against in the application of

your labour laws. I ask you, and I hope
you will afiBrm it, to do something about

Ivaco, and to bring to the workers at least

a sense of some security.

In the last little while I have been through
the Ontario-Minnesota mill at Kenora. I

was through the CIP mill at Hawkesbury. I

have been through the St. Lawrence garment
mill at Hawkesbury. I have been through
I don't know how many auto companies, and

automobile trade plants. And in every single

plant you see on the gate, unerringly you
see on the gate, so many days accident-free.

You know that. It is on the gate of almost
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every plant and the place is plastered with

safety signs.

There is no such sign outside Ivaco, I'll

tell you, because I am not sure there has

ever been a day accident-free. And the lack

of signs about safety is amazing for a major
industrial steel fabricating plant. So in order

to avoid another classic breakdowni in labour

relations—and the CIP strike in Hawkesbury
took enough out of that community, thank

you—I urge you to intervene with your minis-

try either through the normal channels of

the Industrial Safety Act or perhaps more

important channel of the industrial relations

branch itself.

All right, enough said. I've imposed on

your time and the time of the House suf-

ficiently. I just want you to understand, if

I may, and I don't mean to be disrepectful
in putting it, that the New Democratic Party
sees labour relations in this province quite

differently. You know that 93 to 94 per cent

of disputes are settled happily and we ap-

plaud that. We do not understand the neces-

sity for the other six per cent.

We do not understand why strikes have
to be as prolonged or as violent as they are.

We do not understand what the hon. mem-
ber for Samia called the llth-hour inter-

vention of the ministry or the minister. It

has to stop. And above all, you have to

give teeth—tough, uncompromising, unrelent-

ing teeth—by way of fine or worse, to the

good faith bargaining clause of your Ontario.

That clause doesn't mean a tinker's damn.
That's d—a—m. Every time I get a Hansard
with "tinker's dam" they always throw in the

"n." And I'll explain to Hansard some time
the derivation of "tinker's dam."

I am not a man given to epithets and
obscenities in this House. My language is

refined. So I urge you to get the hell out of

your chair and do something about labour
relations.

Hon, Mr. Cuindon: I was interested in the

remarks made by the member for Scar-

borough West. In his comments, he dealt

with three active, explosive cases presently
under very serious consideration by our

ministry and under consideration for quite
some time in spite of what he said. We have
had a mediator in the case of Fort Frances,
one of our top professionals dealing with
this particular situation. As a matter of fact,

he was there on Saturday morning at a meet-

ing with both parties, trying once again to

bring them together.

I listened very carefully to the comments
he made and the details he gave about the

issues concerning these two situations, these

two strikes, these labour disputes. I would
have preferred perhaps for the hon. member
for Scarborough West, as knowledgeable as

he is, and I am not saying this in a deroga-

tory way, to have come and seen me and
some of the senior members of our staff.

Quite frankly, I believe, I do respond. I do

respond to all of the members, and I never

make any differentiation as to which party

they are from. We all have a job to do here.

I do respond.

In the future, when he has some know-

ledge, or he can be helpful, I would invite

him to call me. As a matter of fact—I must
be fair also—he has done that on a couple
of occasions last summer, which I did appre-
ciate. I think that is the kind of assistance

we should give the Minister of Labour. I

can assure you that our responsibilities are

great. If you think at times that we are

delaying, it is because we feel like delaying.
There is no man in this world who wouldn't

like to see a strike settled within 24 hours

after a strike situation has been declared but

it doesn't work that way unfortunately. I

would appreciate the co-operation of all

members of every party to help us when

they think they can be helpful and when

they think they can give us certain infor-

mation perhaps which I don't have myself.

Ivaco in Hawkesbury and Artistic Wood-
work are first agreements. As we can imagine,
it is always a little tougher with unions

coming in for the first time, particularly in

smaller enterprises. That is the experience
I have had. Even there too, I have met the

union people. My senior officials have met
with management and I propose to meet

again with management very shortly. I am
not really shirking my responsibility. I am

doing everything I can to bring about the

settlement in what I would call a nasty
situation.

I appreciate the fact that he did mention
certain conditions that exist in one of our

plants in eastern Ontario, particularly in

Hawkesbury. As soon as we can, we will

certainly look into the safety aspects of this

manufacturer located in the county of Pres-

cott and quite near the city of Hawkesbury.

There is one comment which I cannot

accept and I mean it. I wouldn't even be

sitting here, Mr. Chairman, if this was true,

that my interests are the corporate interests.

I don't think he was referring to me per-

sonally: perhaps he was referring as a party.

Mr. Lewis: No. I am referring to your

party.
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Hon. Mr. Guindon: It's not true. I would
never have sat in this House representing the

party that I have the honour to represent
had I some interest toward corporations be-

cause I, too, have experience in the business

world. I can assure you that I know the short-

comings of some of them and I denounce

some of them. Perhaps some day in the

future I could elaborate on this because I

am competing with them as well as a small

private business operation. I do not accept
the fact that this party is anti-labour, and

that we have anti-labour feelings. I think

it was very obvious today, Mr. Chairman, by
the announcement I had to make.

Mr. Lewis: What was that? An inade-

quate minimum wage? A 44-hour work

week? A few statutory holidays?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: You call it inadequate
because you don't have the interest at heart

of the working people who will be losing

iobs and of the potential jobs that we won't

have. You don't realize it because you only
see one side. When I said earlier that I

wish every member of this House would at

some time have the experience of being
Minister of Labour, I meant it. I meant it

for everyone here. Of course, my hon.

friend could never qualify now, because

what he has said shows he is committed to

one side so much that he doesn't see the

other side.

Mr. Lewis: I admit my affinity. I admit

my relationships. I admit my biases. You
hide your biases, but they are everywhere
evident.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Nonsense.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I don't hide anything,
Mr. Chairman. It is known aU around this

province and not only in the riding that I

have to represent which is—I repeat it for

my good friend from Riverdale—a highly or-

ganized area.

In the city of Cornwall, as you know, we
have unions in every plant; well-organized
and good friends of mine. As a matter of

fact, if it wasn't for their support I wouldn't

be here. I wouldn't have won five elections.

But, fortunately, they do realize—

Mr. Renwick: What percentage of the

vote did you get?

Mr. Lewis: I'll remind you who came sec-

ond in Stormont. In 1971 they were breath-

ing down your neck. It is a particularly
understandable loss. At least you have

something to return to.

Mr. Reilly: We are happy with him.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, I am not wor-
ried at all. But it is a fact, the people in my
own commmiity have known me through the

years, and since I have had the pleasure of

acting as Minister of Labour I have been
across this province on many occasions and
I think I have the credibility that a Minister

of Labour certainly needs if he wants to do
his job.

Mr. Reilly: Well done. Well done.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Mr.

Chairman, I have a few comments which I

would like to make. I have been somewhat
intimidated by the excellence of those who
have gone before me and so I shan't labour

long on this question.

I am rising at this time to support the

proposal my colleague from Sarnia has put
forward. To me, the people of this province
and specifically the people of the city and

my riding-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mrs. Campbell: —have come to the con-

clusion that there must be some other alter-

native.

Undoubtedly, the men in the labour

movement, whom I know so well, would be

willing to sit down to try to find some other

alternative which would protect their rights,

which would not be so disruptive to their

lives and their livelihood. Surely, the best

way to move in this direction is by a com-
mittee of all parties in this House. The need
is urgent.

I have never been the Minister of La-

bour, but I have been a party to labour

negotiations between people—members of

unions who were unable to strike—and I

found that, throughout, they were very will-

ing to seek some kinds of alternatives—even

in their own limited strike capacity—to the

problems that faced them, that faced the

community.
We can no longer have these protracted

strikes and I think it is a very poor com-

mentary that my colleague from Rainy River,

who is the critic in this area, is unable to

be here to carry his share of this debate at

this time because he quite properly believes

that he has a greater obligation in the mat-

ter of the strike in his area.

I would like to discuss for a moment an

area which covers more than one industry
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and the sort of lack of concern which seems

to me to have been demonstrated by this

ministry. I would like to refer to a strike

which had tremendous consequences in

Metropolitan Toronto, and that, I might re-

mind you, was the elevator strike, which was
allowed to continue to the point where we
had construction labourers out of work and

we had housing for people delayed because

it couldn't be completed at a time when it

was very urgently needed.

ilt was a strange thing that spokesmen for

government, during a campaign in which I

participated, came out and told the people
that the responsibility for settling this mat-

ter was with the federal government. It was

interesting that almost the first thing that hap-

pened when I came into this House was
the move by this government, following the

criticism in the campaign, to resolve the

problems in that area. I don't say it lightly,

Mr. Chairman, but it seems to me that there

always has to be some sort of criticism, speci-

fically some sort of duress, some sort of action

on the part of any one of us, certainly some
sort of political move, before this ministry

really moves into it.

I am aware that there had been efi^orts

made in the elevator strike, but it is a

strange thins; that it could have been brought
to a head so quickly after public criticism.

All of us at this point are trving, in the best

way we know how, to help to strengthen this

ministry in the best interests of the workers,
the management and the public of this prov-
ince. I am sure that the people of Corn-
wall are not too different from the people of

Toronto in becoming alarmed at the fre-

quency of the use of the strike method, the

duration of it, and what appears to be a total

absence of any kind of thrust from this

government to resolve the problems. Thank

you, Mr. Chairman.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, I ap-
preciate the comments of my hon. friend

from St. George. I, too, am looking for

alternatives, of course.

Mrs. Campbell: Let us help you.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We welcome these

comments and we will be glad to accept
alternatives. It is only recently, I believe,
that we have read where one or two profes-
sors have been talking about voluntary arbi-

tration by both sides. Even union people
are looking at it at the present time-

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): We moved
an amendment here once for that purpose.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —but they are not all

unanimous by far. Some of them think this

would be the first step toward compulsory
arbitration, and maybe they are right in their

thinking. But there you are, you see, you
have no unanimity, and perhaps this is why
these problems are not resolved as quickly
as you and I would like to see it done.

My hon. friend referred to a very lengthy
strike, the elevator strike. That was a very
unusual one, as you can imagine. It was a

strike where the bargaining was on a national

basis, a Canadian basis, for all provinces,
and I think the fact that other provinces
were expecting our ministry to come up with

a magic wand and find a solution to deal

with this strike was paying quite a tribute to

our ministry, to our expertise and experience.
In any event, we left no stone unturned to

settle it as quickly as we could.

But we had many impediments. We had,

for instance, the question of the decree system
in Quebec, which certainly delayed things
for quite a while. And, as the hon. member
will recall, the same strike took place in the

United States and lasted just as long, per-

haps a little longer. In fact, in New York

it lasted longer than it did here in Ontario.

Mrs. Campbell: Many things happen there

that we are not proud to follow.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Right. And we wouldn't
want to follow them again in the future. But
it goes to show it wasn't an easy one; there

hadn't been a strike for 50 years and all of

a sudden this happened. As my friend will

recall, it wasn't an easy step to take, but

finally we had to bring in compulsory arbi-

tration in the Legislature.

My hon. friend also has mentioned the

fact that there was reference during a certain

campaign to the involvement of the federal

government. Well, as she very well said, the

federal government had no jurisdiction at all

in this strike. We knew this all along, but

at the time we didn't want to say anything
to embarrass anyone.

Mr. R. D, Kennedy (Peel South): Mr.

Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Peel

South.

Mr. Kennedy: I would like to ask the

minister, if I may, a couple of questions re-

garding local strikes.

First, Missisauga Hydro has been on strike

since August, and while I know there have

been some discussions and I believe the min-
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ister's department has been involved, I was

wondering if he could enlighten me as to

the status of that situation.

The second one that has been going on

for some period of time involves Texaco in

Port Credit. I am not sure if it involves only
that one plant, but I believe there are some

complications—and I am sure the depart-

ment has machinery to deal with situations

like this—because communication with man-

agement is in Montreal. I ask the minister,

is this a problem in reaching resolution of

that situation?

Perhaps I could have his comments on
those two situations.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, I will

start with the last one because it is easier

to answer: I am informed by my staflF that

one is setded.

Mr. Kennedy: Texaco?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: The one with Texaco.

With reference to the Mississauga Hydro
people, we have had a memorandum of

agreement within the last 24 hours; it will

be submitted to the membership and hope-

fully will be ratified.

Mr. Lewis: What about Boise Cascade?
What about Artistic?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We are working hard

on them.

Mr. Lewis: Why Mississauga Hydro? Why
Texaco? Why always near Toronto?

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It is not surprising, I suppose, to hear the

minister protest the accusations that he is

pro corporate as opposed to labour. But I

should point out, Mr. Chairman, that when
I rose in this debate the other night and

explained in some detail the working condi-

tions at some of the lumber camps in north-

ern Ontario, the minister's response was,
"When you exaggerate conditions like that

you lose your credibility." Well, Mr. Chair-

man, I invite the minister to go into those

lumber camps and to investigate those con-
ditions. He will find out there was no exag-

geration whatsoever.

And when I hear the minister stand up,
as he did this afternoon, and announce that

the minimum wage is being raised to $2 and
the maximum work week at regular time is

being dropped to 44 hours a week, with

absolutely no guarantee that some workers

will not have a decrease in pay, I need no

further evidence as to which side he is on.

When a worker is earning $2 an hour and

he is working 48 hours a week—and that

is in the lumber camps I was telling him
about—when the worker is earning $2 an

hour and he is on a 48-hour week, that is

'^96 a week. Drop him down to 44 hours at

"^2 an hour and his take-home pay then be-

comes $88 a week. And if the minister

doesn't think that living on $96 a week is

bad enough, try living on $88 a week.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: So the member is

against it. He is against the higher minimum

wage?

Mr. Laughren: Yes, sir, I am against the

amendments the way the minister is intro-

ducing them.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It is nice to have that

on the record.

Mr. Laughren: Well, Mr. Chairman, the

minister need not play that kind of game—

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I am not playing a

game.

Mr. Laughren: He knows very well that

he is merely tinkering with the needs of the

unorganized worker. He may not care a

tinker's damn but he is just a damn tinkerer

when it comes to really changing the condi-

tions of work for the unorganized worker

in northern Ontario.

And I invite the minister to tell me what
conditions I exaggerated in those lumber

camps. There was not a single exaggeration
in my description of those working con-

ditions.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: My remarks had noth-

ing to do with the lumber camps. It was
about the hon. member's whole presentation.

Mr. Laughren: When have the ministry's

people been into those lumber camps to tell

those workers what their rights are? I would
be very surprised, Mr. Chairman, if they
have ever been in there. No, they haven't

been in there.

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): How about the

hon. member himself?

Mr. Laughren: Well, how do you think I

know about the conditions in there? And
now that the hon. member brings up the

subject, when I did go into those lumber

camps and talk to those workers, they were

looking over their shoulders to see if their

boss was watching them.
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Mr. G. Nixon: Is that right?

Mr. Laughren: That's the kind of condi-

tions. That is what I mean by intimidation.

Mr. G. Nixon: I don't believe it. I don't

believe it.

Mr. Laughren: The minister made a state-

ment earlier that the party he represented
was not an anti-labour party. He should
listen to his backbenchers a little more some-
times. He himself may not be anti-labour,

although it would be hard to prove that from
some of his legislation. But he should talk to

his backbenchers sometimes.

Mr. Lewis: His backbenchers-

Mr. G. Nixon: The member for Nickel Belt

never worked a day in his life.

Mr. Lewis: That's the most—in fact, the

member for Dovercourt is probably the most
rabid anti-labour member of the House, next

only to the member for Timiskaming (Mr.

Havrot).

Mr. Laughren: Second to the member for

Timiskaming. Well, Mr. Chairman, I really
do wonder-

Mr. G. Nixon: The member for Scar-

borough West is wet. He has never worked
a day in his life himself.

Mr. Chairman: Back to vote 2003.

Mr. Laughren: —if the minister was given
advice for his statement today by the member
for Timiskaming.

Mr. Lewis: You don't call this work? You
don't call this work? There should be danger
pay for this job.

Mr. G. Nixon: For guys like you, yes.

Mr. Chairman: Order.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): You are

not keeping very good order here, Mr. Chair-

Mr. Laughren: If the minister was sincere

in his remarks, and this is a very strong thing
to say-

Mr. Lewis: Oh, say it.

Mr. Laughren: —but if the minister was
sincere in his remarks, the present conditions

existing in those places outlined by my col-

league from Scarborough West would not be
in existence today.

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Mr. Laughren: The employers would know
that the Minister of Labour would descend

upon them with a heavy hand if they allowed

those kind of conditions to continue. But they
know that that is not going to happen, and

my colleague from Scarborough West hit the

nail on the head when he said that the minis-

ter and his government were exploiting an

anti-labour sentiment.

That is what I was talking about the other

night, Mr. Chairman, when I talked about

exploding some of the anti-labour myths that

are current out there in society at large. This

minister has done absolutely nothing to pre-
vent that. As a matter of fact, allowing vio-

lence to continue in the picket lines is encour-

aging it.

If he was really concerned about labour,

he would have outlawed strike-breaking by
now. He admits that it is detrimental to the

collective bargaining process and yet he sits

there and, by his inaction, condones it.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to be more

specific if I could under this particular vote.

When a group of workers is attempting to

become organized, the present legislation says
that there must be a 65 per cent vote for

automatic certification. That is wrong. It

should be 50 per cent plus one, because,
Mr. Chairman, I am sure the minister realizes

that in order to come up with a 65 per cent

figure, it is necessary to have about 90 per
cent of the employees signed up anyway.

Mr. Lewis: Right.

Mr. Laughren: It is a lot of nonsense that

65 per cent is an easy figure to achieve. With
the stalling that goes on and the persuasion
tactics that are used by some employers, it

becomes almost impossible and it should be

50 per cent. Then, when the delay is occur-

ring, there is an opportunity also for the

employer to add to the list names of men
who are now doing labouring work and who
are not signed up by the union. There is

also the possibility for the employer to state

that on the day those men were signed up,

they were doing non-labouring jobs such as

carpentry or machine work. That is being
done as well.

If this minister was really concerned about

labour and about having more workers organ-
ized in the province, he would provide an

incentive such as exists in Australia, where

organized worker get an extra week's holiday

every year. There is no attempt by this

minister to do that.

Also, if the minister really was interested

in getting the workers organized quickly, he
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would arrange it so that when a union was

certified, that organized group of employees
would assume the contract in a similar part

of that sector. For example, in construction

when the group becomes organized in a cer-

tain company and then they are certified as

a bargaining unit, they should immediately
assume the bargaining contract that is in

existence for another group in the construc-

tion industry. What is happening now is that

the strong anti-labour employers are using all

sorts of intimidation and persuasion to break

that union organization.

I would like, Mr. Chairman, to read the

minister an example of what is done to per-
suade the employees and to persuade the

Ontario Labour Relations Board that it really

is not a legitimate organizing drive. This was
a letter or a statement that was given to the

employees at the C. A. McDowell Co. Ltd. in

South Porcupine when they were being or-

ganized by the Labourers International. Can

you just imagine the workers drawing this

up? You would need some imagination.

Feb. 8, 1973; On this day at a meeting
between the undersigned employees of

C. A. McDowell it was agreed that the

majority of the labour force do not want
Local 493 to represent us, as we are able

to negotiate an hourly rate between us and
the company. A negotiating rate is open
but the duration of this agreement is to be
for four months. The hourly rate for

labourers is to be $4.10 per hour with pay
for overtime after 50 hours.

Now really, Mr. Chairman, can you imagine
a group of workers suggesting that overtime

occur after 50 hours?

It is also understood that no action is

to be taken against the man that started

the union talks. Layofi^s would only be
normal procedure as work force has to be
diminished.

That's the kind of statement that is handed
to the workers and indicated to them that

they should sign, and those are the kind of

tactics that the Minister of Labour is con-

doning.

I would like to talk for a moment about
the kind of delays that make it very diflScuIt

for workers to become organized and indicate

that good faith bargaining does not occur

very often. Just as an example let me give

you a staterhent that was attributed to Mr.

J. R. Meeks, publisher of the Sudbury Star,

which has been on strike now for about a

month.

Mr. Lewis: Good thing too.

Mr. Laughren: By the way, some of the

workers who were fired have now been fired

for a period of about sevai months.

Mr. Lewis: The loss of the Sudbury Star is

no great loss.

Mr. Laughren: That's no loss, but the loss

of employment is.

Mr. Bounsall: The member for Nickel Belt

gets more coverage now than before.

Mr. Lewis: The paper is an abomination.

Mr. Laughren: This is the kind of attitude.

I quote: "Our doors are open for all the

union people to come in and put out a news-

paper. I invite all to return."

That is good faith bargaining. That's at a

meeting between the union and the pub-

lisher, to settle the strike. You call that good
faith bargaining? That is an invitation for

open warfare in Sudbury.

Then there were the problems experienced
last year between the service employees
national union concerning the problems that

they had with the arbitration board. That is

a sad story of incompetence and delay.
There were delays in the arbitration proc-

ess; there were awards that were ridicu-

lously low—I will indicate what they are—

and the appointment of chairmen who had

absolutely no understanding of the hospital

industry.

For example, the Leisure World Nursing
Home in Toronto: The board hearing was

held in November, 1972-this was the hearing

after the certification of March. As of March

7, 1973, no award had been received, and

when it finally was received at the end of

March a legal battle developed to interpret

that award.

Another example is the Trillium Nursing
Home in Orillia. Mr. Hinnegan, a Chatham

lawyer, proved to be totally incompetent. He
recommended to the board two cents an hour

less than the employer had ofiFered at the

arbitration hearing. The award was raised

above this but then the employer said that

they had no money.
No. 3: An arbitration hearing for four

hospitals in Windsor. A brief was presented
to Mr. Hinnegan again, chairman of the

board, and the hospital management agreed
to a common increase with one exception.

When the award was made, it was less than

five per cent a year.

Mr. Lewis: Where do you find these

people?
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Mr. Laughren: Mr. Osie Godin—if you are

from the Sudbury area, you know Osie Godin.

An hon. member: Not really.

Mr. Laughren: No more incompetent man
was ever appointed. Very well known to

Sudbury Liberals, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Bullbrook: Best one of the bunch.

Mr. Lewis: Osie? Yes—on this award—I
can imagine.

Mr. Laughren: He was appointed to hear

a Thunder Bay award and also proved to be

just as incompetent as Mr. Hinnegan. He
didn't even know the proper procedures. He
promised an award in 30 days despite a 250-

page union brief, and ended up bringing
down the award not in 30 days but in four

months.

So, Mr. Chairman, the minister is ap-

pointing chairmen who really have no con-

cept of what labour relations is all about
and in particular, no concept of the hospital

industry and the needs of the hospital
workers.

The union made some recommendations to

the ministry and I would like to list some of

those:

1. That an award be made within 30 days.

2. That the award be enforceable—and, I

might add, without legal battles.

3. That the chairman be of high calibre

and understand the hospital industry.

4. That there should be a penalty on the

employer if he does not carry out the award
and that the union should be paid legal costs

if they have to go to court.

5. That the award must be handed down
within a year of the expiry of the contract

and made retroactive to the expiry of that

contract. At the present time, if the arbitra-

tion board delays the awarding of the con-

tract, a one-year contract can cover as long
as 24 months. This is because a considerable

length of time can expire between the time

the union is certified and the time that that

award is made.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that it is not enough
for the minister to stand up in his charming
Gallic fashion and proclaim to speak for

labour in the cabinet as well as the cor-

porate sector, because it is just not happen-
ing. If it was happening those things would
not occur in this province. The employers
would know they just could not get away
with it.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: They are happening in

BC.

Mr. Laughren: And I might add, Mr.

Chairman, that there is a labour-management
panel in this province, is there not? Is that

the right name for it?

Mr. Lewis: That's right.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Arbitration commission.

Mr. Lewis: Yes, you'll remember that.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, could I ask

the minister how many appointees there are

to that who are availalDle to sit as chairmen?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Forty-five, roughly.

Mr. Laughren: I see, 45. Could I ask the

minister how many of those are women now?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Two.

Mr. Laughren: Two? Two out of 45?

Mr. Lewis: Who are they?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I don't know if I can-

well, perhaps I can get them. I don't know if

the members have already been notified; prob-

ably they have been, right now. They were

appointed last week.

Mr. Lewis: They were appointed last

week. Were they from our chosen list? Who
are they?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: One of them was.

There is Dr. Betcherman, I might as well tell

you, and Prof. Brent from Queen's—two quali-
fied lady arbiters.

Mr. Lewis: So you now have two out of

45? That's certainly no sexist plot in there.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply or—

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Oh, very briefly, Mr.

Chairman. Perhaps there has been confusion

in my remarks the other day. I certainly
wasn't referring to the working conditions in

the lumber camps as stated by the hon. mem-
ber for Nickel Belt. What I said at the time

was that his remarks were so radical and so

much to the left that he had lost credibility
as far as I was concerned and, I am sure,

most of the members here. I wasn't referring
to any working conditions at the lumber

camps up north.

It was stated that one of the members here

in this Legislature is not interested in labour,

in the workers. I want to really give my own
opinion of the member for Dovercourt, for
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his work, unceasing work, toward the workers

of this province. I don't know of any member
who has been after my coat-tail almost every

day, asking for something for his constituents.

As a matter of fact, I have been in his

riding on two or three occasions as his guest
to speak to the workers mostly in the Italian

community, using the little knowledge that I

have of Italian. I would like to say to this

House how I personally appreciate his con-

cern for the working people of his riding.

Mr. B. Newman: That should be good to

send back to the people.

Mr. Lewis: Could you do that for every
one of us? I mean, if I were accused-

Mr. G. Nixon: He is only telling the truth.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, it so happens that

Mr. Nixon, the member for Dovercourt, is—

Mr. Lewis: If I accuse the member for

Humber (Mr. Leluk) of being anti-labour,

would you talk about the little meetings in

his riding that you were asked to?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —a personal friend of

mine and, I know, of every member in the

Legislature. But he is concerned, really. I find

that I get more demands from him than per-

haps the average member in the Legislature.

Mr. Lewis: Well, that says a lot about the

Tory party, doesn't it?

Mr. Laughren: You are straining our

credibility.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: With reference to certi-

fication, it is a fact that it now takes 65 per
cent to be certified. This amendment, I be-

lieve, took place some three or four years

ago, before my time. We are examining this

legislation. We find that so far we have had

just as many certifications as we did before,

perhaps more. But we are always examining
it. It's still new; it's been in operation for only
two years.

With reference to delays in arbitration we
recognized it last year. We have improved on
it a bit. I am not satisfied. No one is but I

think now we have gained maybe a month in

so far as awards are given out. The problem
we find is getting side members. We have no

problem getting chairmen for boards but it's

getting side members representing both par-
ties but there, again, we hope to improve.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-
Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I first wanted to commend the minister on
the approach he used when he visited the

city of Windsor some two weeks ago. Mr.

Minister, you are one of the few ministers on
that side of the House who when he comes
into an individual's riding, at least informs the

individual that he's coming and, likewise, in-

vites him to any meetings or socials that he
is going to have. I think that that was very
nice of you. I think the approach that you
used by meeting with both management and
labour was a good approach. It can only
cement relationships between the two in a

much better fashion.

Now that I have thrown that bouquet, Mr.

Minister, I wanted to—I shouldn't say wanted
to—I know you are aware of the recent nego-
tiations between the Distillery, Rectifying,
Wine and Allied Workers' International Union
of America and the Calvert of Canada plant
in Ahmerstburg. In the casting of the ballots

to settle their problems, the ballots apparently
were mailed to the United States, to New
Jersey to be specific, to be counted. Surely
that isn't the right approach that should be

used.

I think you are also aware of the private

member's bill that has been introduced by my
colleague, the member for Essex South (Mr.

Paterson), An Act to amend the Labour Re-

lations Act, one that would make it mandatory
for ballots in a vote on labour contracts to be

cast, on the scene and counted locally before

being reported to central union headquarters,
whether they be in Canada or in the United

States. Is it your intention, Mr. Minister, to

either introduce legislation on your own, or

accept the amendment to the bill that my hon.

colleague from Essex South has introduced in

this House?

The second top point I would like to raise

with you, Mr. Minister, is the problem of the

distillery workers. Local 61 at Hiram Walker's

—notice that we are dealing with the liquor

industry at the time—and the problems that

they had with the headquarters based in the

United States, the US-based international

union. I am wondering, Mr. Minister, if you
have any thoughts concerning the problems
that originated there, where they attempted
to decertify and have a local in Canada
rather than have themselves controlled by
the US union referred to as the Distillery,

Rectifying, Wine and Allied Workers' Inter-

national Union of America?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, I was
interested in hearing the hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville mention the fact that

some of the ballots were cast in Canada and

counted over in the States. I have inquired
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from my senior staff and this is a fact, al-

though they remind me that according to

the union's constitution—apparently this was
in its constitution—this could be done. I

really haven't addressed myself to that prob-
lem as yet. There are very few cases to my
knowledge. This is the only one that I be-

came aware of, but I will look into this,

whenever we can find a little more time, to

see what can be done in this regard.

Mr. B. Newman: Would the minister ac-

cept the legislation introduced by the hon.

member for Essex South, which overcomes
that problem?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: We would have to look

at the proposed bill of the hon. member. I

suppose it is a private member's bill?

Mr. B. Newman: Yes, it is.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I would be glad to

have a good look at it. But I cannot promise
for sure at this stage.

Mr. B. Newman: Then introduce your own,
based on his thoughts.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2003-

Mr. B. Newman: What about the other

problem, Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Oh, yes. The problem,
if I recall—I was perhaps not paying as much
attention as I would have liked to—was the

problem of the control by American unions

over Canadian unions, I believe. Is that what

you mean?

Mr. B. Newman: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes, that is, of course,
a big question nowadays. People have dif-

ferences of opinion, even in the union move-
ment. As a matter of fact, even in manage-
ment we have the same problem there, where

they are being dictated to from the United

States, where the head offices of large cor-

porations are over in the United States and
the branches are in Canada. So it works on
both sides. I don't have any immediate in-

tention of bringing in legislation in this regard
at the present time.

Mr. B. Newman: Are you aware, Mr. Min-

ister, that the local voted 85 per cent to de-

certify itself and set up its own?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: This particular union.

But you have other unions, of course, who
are very adamant that they want to be aflBli-

ated with American unions.

Mr. B. Newman: Not this union, they voted
to decertify.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Nickel Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, I wonder if

I could extract a couple of things from the

minister before we leave this vote? Why is it

necessary for a man to chair any hospital dis-

pute? Why do you not make it mandatory
that it be a woman who chairs a hospital
dispute?

Also, would the minister consider making
it mandatory that no employees receive less

by working a 44-hour week than a 48-hour
week under his proposed legislation of

Jan. 1?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, we
don't discriminate against men or women.

Mrs. Campbell: Oh?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Not in this ministry.
When it comes to appointing chairmen of

boards of arbitration, of course, they are

chosen by the parties. It is the parties who—

Mr. Laughren: But you have a list—

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes, we have a list.

Mr. Laughren: Well, two people on it are

women.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon : They don't have to con-

fine themselves to the list. Providing the

parties are in agreement, they have our

blessing. So that would answer this question.

Unfortunately, I didn't understand the

second question. It has to do with 44 hours

instead of 48 hours?

Mr. Laughren: What I am referring to is

your announcement today that on Jan. 1 the

maximum work week at regular time will go
from 48 to 44 hours. I'm asking if you will

consider legislating that no employee will

receive less for working his 44-hour week
than he did at 48?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I'm amazed, Mr. Chair-

man, that the hon. member would bring this

up because, really, if I were to listen to

recommendations from his party they would
want a 40-hour week instead of 44.

Mr. Laughren: Right.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Instead of getting $88,
as he figures it out, it would be $80. But, you
see, what is happening here is that they get
time and a half after 44 hours.
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Mr. Laughren: But you know that won't

happen. They will work them 44 hours a

week and hire an extra man.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Well-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I think the general

practice—it could happen. Naturally, it will

happen in some cases.

Mr. Laughren: Oh, you are damned right.
It will happen in the lumber camps.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: But, in general prac-
tice, when you have an employee who is

really trained and has experience in your
business you aren't going to, for the sake of

a few dollars. That's not the kind of em-

ployers we have in this province. They are

certainly not going to get rid of him to save

a few dollars-

Mr. Laughren: Oh, well, just come on up
to the lumber camps.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —and perhaps lose

more on the other hand. But I think—

Mr. Laughren: You won't guarantee it?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: This is in keeping with
what I have said the other day, humanizing
the work place, paying more attention to

human dignity and giving the worker the best

place on his job.

Mr. Chairman: Actually, this is on vote

2004, so let us first dispense with 2003 and
then we'll go—You're right on in the next

vote, so you can dispense with the next vote.

Is vote 2003 carried?

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, I was on my
feet; you just didn't look this way.

Mr. Chairman: Okay.

Mr. Bounsall: On vote 2003. Just two more

points, Mr. Chairman, I'd hke to bring up
with the minister. The bargaining in bad
faith that was evident at Boise Cascade, as

mentioned by the member for Scarborough
West, brings me to mention a situation in my
riding under the general heading of "Why
doesn't the minister, if he is really interested

in collective bargaining, go out himself to

enforce some of these provisions"?

You know, the one I mean? Gray's depart-
ment store. It has a total of 20 workers, and
the management has classified 14 of them as

managers—14 of them. In the lingerie depart-
ment there are three employees—two man-

agers and one clerk. How ridiculous can you
get?

On the surface of it, you just say, okay;
this is something to be laughed at. It's a

small local and, maybe, you suspect some bar-

gaining in bad faith when the management
set up this situation.

Their monetary oflFer is bad enough. They
make one cent more than the minimum wage
and they offered five cents a year for each

year for the next three years in the way of

monetary benefits. But the management of

Gray's department store is playing games.
Once a week—and the strike is now into its

10th week—they seem to contact the Ministry
of Labour and infer, at least to the mediator,
that they are about to move. Once, it was two
or three weeks ago, they implied that they
were willing to come to a deal on the man-

ager situation; that they would be willing to

take, instead of having 14 managers and six

workers in this department store, they would
cut the number of managers in half, to seven.

'The mediator went all the way down from
Toronto to Windsor to see the signature go
on paper to that effect—I believe the name of

the man at Gray's department store is Smith
—in the presence of the local chairman there.

When the mediator got all the way down
there. Smith said "No, I'm not going to

agree to that." He made the whole trip for

nothing and if that isn't bargaining in bad

faith, I don't know what it is.

It's that type of area where the minister

should really be making his presence felt and
his views known if he, in fact, is on the side

of collective bargaining in this province.

The second area I want to touch on again
is if the minister is really as interested in

seeing collective bargaining work in this

province as he has implied all through this

evening, why doesn't he say to his colleagues
in the cabinet or make it a point of policy
to be inserted in legislation that no contract

or subcontract of this government can be per-
formed by a firm which is on strike, that is,

by definition, using strike-breakers.

It is certainly evident in the printing trades

industry, where Brooker Trade Bindery has

been on strike over the months; yet there

have been Province of Ontario publications
bound and folded there. You can't say, "We
put our contract out to a firm which sub-

contracted it to that place" and let it go at

that. Your contract with any firm can specify
in it that you won't deal with them on con-

tract nor can they let a subcontract out to

be fulfilled by any organization or plant
which is on strike at the time.
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Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, in the case of

Gray's department store, as the hon. member
knows, I was in Windsor on a couple of

occasions. The strike did last quite a long
time. I am sure he is just as happy as I am
that it is settled today. As he knows, it has

been settled recently.

If the Minister of Labour is, as he said,

to have his presence felt or to be himself

involved in every strike that we have in this

province, I am telling you I am going to

need some assistants and quite a number of

them—or associates. I would need about eight
or 10 a day. I think I got the gist of his

remarks and, as much as possible, I certainly
would want to have my presence felt through

my officials.

In so far as having a contract or subcon-

tract with a firm on strike is concerned I

think the member knows that I was Minister

of Tourism at the time this happened. It

was much to my surprise because we had, in

fact, given a contract to an outside firm

which chose to give this firm which was on
strike part of their contract. I made sure after

this to tell other colleagues in the different

ministries to see that these contracts would
not be given to a firm on strike. That is what
I have done personally.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, Mr. Chairman, to the

minister through you. You are in the same
situation here as you are on professional
strike-breakers. It is one thing to say there

hasn't been any strike-breaking activity by a

professional strike-breaking company for a

year, therefore we won't do anything about

it; nothing needs to be done about it. It

could turn up tomorrow in the same way
with contracting and subcontracting.

You or any of the cabinet ministers, once

you have let a contract, can't be expected
to know which and how many different firms

are going to have a subcontract let out to

them by your main contractor. We can guard
against this simply by having a clause in all

your contracts—not just in the printing area

but in other areas—saying that you will dis-

allow a subcontract to be let to a firm which
is on strike. That is what needs to be done.

You can't police the subcontracting area on
a personal basis but you can ensure that a

Brooker Trade Bindery situation doesn't arise,

perhaps with some other firm which is on
strike using strike-breakers—perhaps with pro-
fessional strike-breaking help—if you have
some sort of a clause in the letting of the

main contract. It is a very simple clause and
it would prevent your policing of it which, I

suggest, would be impossible to do anyway.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: In this particular case,

Mr. Chairman, there were only two firms that

could do this type of work and Brooker was
one of them. Now, naturally, it is not as

white as my hon. friend would like to see. If

there are only two of them that you can go
to and one is on strike, naturally the other

one will be taking advantage of the situation

and perhaps asking unreasonable prices. I am
not saying this was done in this case, but that

is what we are up against as well.

Mr. Bounsall: That's my whole point, Mr.

Chairman. It would cause firms like Brooker

Trade Bindery to sit down and bargain in

good faith. They would not just be able to

sit back and say, "We are going to get a con-

tract indirectly from the Ontario government

anyway because of the contract which it let.

It can't keep track of the subcontract asso-

ciated with it, so we can sit back and know
we are going to get it anyway."

When they see that they can't, it is going
to make them decide to sit dovm and bargain

collectively in good faith. This way they don't

have to. They really have got not much

pressure on them.

You have said you have spoken to your

cabinet colleagues individually, fine, but what

I am saying is I don't think they can police

that. They just can't look at every contract,

call them in, talk about what proportion of it

is going to be subcontracted and tell them

on an individual basis that they shouldn't let

it out to any firm which is on strike or name

a firm which is on strike. It just can't be done.

A simple clause which you would agree to

have on all contracts—which, of course,

wouldn't be let to a firm which is on strike-

that would say you can't subcontract it would

be very useful here in this province.

Mr. Laughren: It would be a chance for

you to show us that you do have some

concern.

Mr. Chairman: Does vote 2003 carry?

Vote 2003 agreed to.

On vote 2004:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Windsor-Walkerville .

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, this is the

vote that deals with the Human Rights Com-
mission. I understand that the chairman of the

commission either has resigned or will shortly

be leaving your employ. I would like at this
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time then for the minister to consider the

appointment of some lady to be chairman so

that we can show our concern for the other

half of the population. Would the minister

please consider that and possibly reply?

I wanted to bring up another aspect, that is,

concerning the Human Rights Code. Quite
often an individual injured during his employ-
ment suffers from a low back injury. When
he goes to get employment, as soon as he is

in receipt of some type of disability payment
through workmen's compensation, employers
will not touch him. He is being discriminated

against. Is there not some way that we can

overcome this problem?

I have had case after case in my own riding

where they are in receipt of as little as $25
a month for a permanent partial disability. It

is a low back injury. As soon as they file an

application form and specify on there that

they have a claim with workmen's compen-
sation, all discussion as far as the job oppor-

tunity ceases right then and there, or in the

case where an employer is processing a series

of applications that one is discarded and the

individual has no opportunity for employment.

I think there is an area that should be

looked into fairly closely, Mr. Minister. I

know you may say, "Well, he has got a dis-

ability, so we are going to take the more able

ones." Now not on all jobs is it necessary to

have a perfect back to be able to work.

The other matter is the case of the people

who are blind or partially blind. They seem

to have extreme difficulty in getting employ-
ment. Yet there are lots of areas of employ-
ment in which they could make a contribution

but they find themselves at a real disadvan-

tage and are tremendously handicapped when
it comes to becoming gainfully employed. I

would like the minister's replies to those.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, the two
last cases mentioned by my hon. friend—a

back injury, for instance—doesn't come under

the Human Rights Code. The Human Rights

Code deals with discrimination based on race,

creed, colour, origin, sex and marital status

in the field of employment and in the field

of housing. I think this would be better

brought up before the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board.

Mr. B. Newman: But the person is being
discriminated against.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: It is not covered by the

Human Rights Code.

Mr. B. Newman: Should you not introduce

then an amendment to overcome that type of

problem?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I think perhaps it could

be dealt with in another area. Anyway, I'll

see what—

Mr. B. Newman: Pushing it aside, Mr. Min-

ister, doesn't solve the problem. There are

thousands of problems like that in the

province.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: —With reference to his

first question as to Dr. Hill, Dr. Hill has

chosen to undertake a new career as a pro-
fessor at the university. However, I can assure

you that he is not leaving the commission on
iDad terms. He feels that he has made—and he

certainly has—a great contribution to this

province as chairman of this commission for

10 years. He will be available to us from time

to time w^henever he can spare some time on

some of our inquiries and we would be glad

to call upon him.

As a replacement the member suggested

two ladies. We already have two ladies on the

Human Rights Commission, one of whom is

from Windsor as he knows.

Mr. B. Newman: Right, Miss Valerie

Kasurak.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: We are certainly not

closing the door. I hope that the new chair-

man will be highly qualified and perhaps fol-

low the footsteps of the former chairman.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon moves that the com-

mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee

of supply begs to report certain resolutions

and asks permission to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

I move the adjournment of the House I would
like to inform the members that tomorrow
we will proceed with further consideration of

the estimates of the Ministry of Labour-

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): That's a

novel idea.
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'm glad my friend

likes that; if I didn't tell him, he would be

angry.

On Monday, we will proceed, I expect—
I haven't consulted with the minister as

yet—with the legislation of the Minister of

Consumer and Commercial Relations (Mr.

Clement) in committee, to be followed, if

we conclude these estimates tomorrow, by the

estimates of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Food.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 10 o'clock, a.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

AMENDMENTS TO THE INSURANCE
ACT

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker, at

the appropriate time today, I intend to intro-

duce further amendments to the Insurance

Act. Without going into too much detail, I

thought I should bring to the members' atten-

tion some of the more important amendments
which will be proposed in the bill.

The confinement clause respecting disabil-

ity benefits is prohibited in all future con-

tracts of accident and sickness insurance.

Insurers will be required to continue to

make disability payrrients under group con-

tracts, notwithstanding that the contract is

terminated, and absence under disability will

not be acceptable grounds for disqualifying
an employee under a replacement group con-

tract.

Ontario-incorporated life insurers who issue

participating policies will now be required to

distribute a minimum amount of profit earn-

ed on participating policies to such policy-
holders.

Accident benefits will now be mandatory
under contracts of insurance issued outside

Ontario with respect to accidents that occur
in Ontario where the insurer is also licensed

in this province.

Regulation-making power in connection

with the mass advertising of insurance has

been requested.

The cost of examination of insurers for

initial licensing will now be required to be

paid by the insured so applying.

It is proposed that the amount of the

funeral benefit that can be paid by mutual
benefit societies be increased from $300 to

$800.

Provision is proposed for the minister to

refuse to license an insurer where the name
of the insurer is, (a) the same as or similar

to the name of another insurer and the as-

sumption or use of the name in Ontario

Friday, November 2, 1973

would be likely to deceive or mislead the

public; or (b) if the name of the insurer is

objectionable on any public grounds.

Penalty provisions of the Act are updated
in line with other ministerial statutes.

Mr. Speaker, may I perhaps briefly, in clos-

ing, comment on the Insurance Act itself and
the future plans of my ministry. Members
from all parties have in the past commented
on the complexity of the current Act and the

number of amendments which have been
made from time to time in an area of regu-
lation where change is and has been rapid.

The result of my ministry attempting to con-

tinue to provide leadership in this area is

that the legislation is perhaps difficult at

times to understand.

With this in mind, my ministry is under-

taking a complete review of the legislation

and will be introducing over the next couple
of years revisions to both the legislation and
the regulations which, hopefully, will clarify

existing provisions. Those who are familiar

with the Act will understand that it can be

easily divided into the various types of in-

surance, such as life, auto, casualty, and so

on. It is our intention to deal with the Act

one section at a time, starting with the sec-

tion on life insurance and, hopefully, then

dealing with the automobile insurance area.

I know that the members opposite have

many views on the existing provisions of the

Act and I would certainly welcome any writ-

ten comments they might want to give us to

assist in the completion of this substantial

review.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): I hope the

minister does something with those adjusters.

REGIONAL MUNICIPALITIES

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-

nomics and Intergovernmental AfiFairs): Mr.

Speaker, I should like to tell members of the

Legislature that I am meeting later today
with the chairmen of the 11 regional munici-

palities to discuss our plans to transfer re-

sponsibilities for ofiicial plans, subdivision ap-

provals, severances and zoning to their coun-

cils. We will also review the list of other
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approvals we want to decentralize to munici-

palities from Queen's Park. The meeting,
which is open to the press and to which the

hon. members are invited, will be held in the

Ontario Room of the Macdonald Block from

11 o'clock this morning until about 3 o'clock.

Thank you.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, I have

a brief statement in regard to the federal

announcement on energy, in which the Pre-

mier (Mr. Davis) expresses his concern at last

night's policy announcement by the federal

Ministry of Energy, Mines and Resources.

The Minister of Energy (Mr. McKeough)
has already assured the federal minister of

Ontario's full co-operation in the event of any
national rationing plan. We heartily endorse

the federal government's call for restraint in

the use of petroleum products this winter.

We remain concerned about the national sup-

ply situation and the adequacy of supply for

Ontario, in spite of the fact that we have

been assured by Ottawa in the past that On-
tario petroleum needs wiU be met.

All this brings us back to what the Pre-

mier and the Minister of Energy have been

demanding since last winter, a national energy
conference. The urgent need for a national

energy conference is more apparent now than

ever. We Canadians will never solve these

massive energy problems except through the

effective co-operation of 11 governments.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): What a

way to handle a responsel

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions. The hon.

Leader of the Opposition.

Mr. Lewis: He didn't even read it in

advance.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): Could we ask the minister who made
the last statement if, in fact, this is the

culmination of all of the thoughts that have

gone on on the Treasury benches pertaining
to energy policy in this province? Is that all

he can suggest, namely, to throw another

brick at the federal government for not invit-

ing this government to a conference? Is that

the only response the government has to the

energy crisis the nation is facing?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, that is

not the case at aU. In the absence of die

two ministers who might make a more formal

presentation on behalf of the government, it

was necessary that I put those words on the

record this morning.

Mr. P. G. Givens (York-Forest Hill):

Where are they?

Mr. Lewis: What words on what record?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: As a matter of fact,

Mr. Speaker, if we were to—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It sounded pretty

apologetic.

Mr. Lewis: Why does the minister insult

the House with that kind of statement?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I didn't insult the

House. This is a serious proposition and the

member knows it.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Mr. Lewis: If it is a serious proposition,

get the minister in here.

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Hon. Mr. Winkler: If I were to elaborate,

Mr. Speaker, and speak of the tax implica-
tions for the people of Canada, I would make
a much broader statement than that myself,
but I don't have the authority today.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I wonder, Mr. Speaker,
if the hon. minister can tell the House, for

example, how Ontario does intend to co-

operate with the government of Canada to

conserve energy. Are we still living better

electrically?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I don't think that is the

point at all, Mr. Speaker. We have to deal

with the entire question and it would be one
of co-operation between the governments and
not of Ontario acting alone. I think we made
that clear.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister doesn't light
much of a candle.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary question: Is the

minister in any position to respond to the

question of why there is an authorized in-

crease in fuel oil when that increase is not

likely going to alter the supply one iota?
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Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, I cannot answer
that without the presence of the Minister of

Energy.

Mr. Lewis: I am sure the minister can't.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: But I am sure we
would be opposed.

Mr. Lewis: The minister can make state-

ments but he can't answer questions.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): By way of

supplementary, I am wondering since the

House leader agreed, Mr. Speaker, to en-

large upon his government's response to the

increased import duty, would he please en-

large on that for us so that we know what
the position of the government of Ontario is

in that respect?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I would want to discuss

that with my colleagues first, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

LORD'S DAY ACT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Mr. Speaker, I have a

question I would like to put to the Provincial

Secretary for Justice. Can he indicate what
the policy is with regard to the enforcement
of the Lord's Day Act, particularly on the

opening of supermarkets across the province
on Sundays? Can he tell me what would be
the government's position in the circum-

stances that occurred this past Sunday where
a group of United Church ministers picketed
a Dominion Store in Rexdale and they were
threatened with a charge of trespassing?
Which charge would have precedence—the
fact that the store was open illegally or that

the ministers were there carrying signs saying
that the law should be enforced? Is the min-
ister going to make some sort of a policy
statement or bring in amendments to the

statutes that have effect here in Ontario to

bring some order out of what has become

really a farce?

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): Mr. Speaker, as the hon. member
knows, the whole question of the Lord's Day
Act-

Mr. Lewis: Has been under review for

seven years.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —and Sunday observance

is now under review, as the hon. member
savs—

Mr. Lewis: This is when—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Ken*: We hope to—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Pretty soon
we will take to a revised version of the King
James version.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: We will be in a position, as

I indicated earlier this year, to issue a green
paper. I hope that green paper will be issued

by the end of this month, dealing with the

whole question of Sunday observance.

Mr. Lewis: This is why I like this minis-

ter. He is completely ineffectual.

Mr. Renwick: He learned his lesson when
he was Minister of the Environment. He
doesn't want to get bounced again.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Answering the hon. mem-
ber's question directly, the particular Lord's

Day Act does prohibit the opening of super-
markets on Sunday. These charges certainly

can be laid in instances of that kind.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: But they have been open-

ing.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): They
weren't supermarkets in either of these Acts.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I would suggest that the

hon. gentlemen or picketers the member has

been talking about aren't necessarily tres-

passing, in my opinion, if that store is open.
The public can move in and out of that

store; it might be wise if they would buy
one or two items while they are in there.

Mr. Singer: The minister should be care-

ful. He is giving an opinion and that always

gets him into trouble.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: At the same time, in my
opinion, the supermarket is not one of those

stores that would be exempted under the

Act and therefore charges could be laid, I

would think, locally.

Mr. Lewis: Then amend the legislation or

bring in legislation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Doesn't it concern this

minister, Mr. Speaker, more than any other,

that large and important sections of the

statutes of Ontario are being flouted by large
and important sections of the community?
There is the one I have referred to this morn-

ing; the denturist is another—and all the gov-
ernment can say is "We are concerned about

it." I believe that the law should be amended
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so that it can be obeyed or enforced. Would
the minister agree with that position?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, that's why we are

going ahead and bringing in, we hope, some

type of legislation dealing with Sunday to

clarify the confusion that exists at the present

time, particularly where there are two stat-

utes, one federal dealing with Lord's Day
Act, and a provincial one dealing with Lord's

Day (Ontario) Act. There is complete con-

fusion and the Lord's Day Act itself is—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The government should

enforce all the law.

Mr. Lewis: Believe it or not, Sunday is

the same federally as provincially.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —an ancient statute dealing

basically with a religious holiday. That's why
we're going ahead and dealing with some

type of legislation which will be more of a

secular nature, more in tune with our times,

shall we say.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: What does

the minister mean, some type of legislation,

and he hopes? Is he bringing in legislation

before this session adjourns to amend the pre-

posterous anomalies in the Lord's Day Act?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, the hon. mem-
ber knows that when the legislation is intro-

duced it has to go through the House and
there is no assurance that it will become law.

I hope, as I say, to table a green paper be-

fore the end of this month.

Mr. Lewis: A green paper?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes. Dealing with the whole

question of Sunday observance. I would an-

ticipate that with the consent of this House
there will be legislation at the next session.

As far as the Lord's Day Act is concerned,
that is under the—

Mr. Lewis: The minister has the permis-
sion of this House to introduce it tomorrow.

Mr. Speaker: Order. Order.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —that is under the juris-

diction of the Attorney General (Mr. Bales).
He can bring in amendments to that Act

any time.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Could the minister say—and perhaps
a legal opinion is called for—since we are

waiting for the government review to bring
forth a green paper which will then be re-

viewed and the legislation is obviously a

year away—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No, not necessarily.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Many months away—is

it going to be the government policy to allow

the supermarkets in any area, but particularly

Metropolitan Toronto, to open with impu-
nity, in which case I presume most of them
will?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: No, Mr. Speaker, if they
are in breach of existing legislation the local

Crown attorney, for example, can lay a

charge against such a supermarket.

Mr. Renwick: When the minister instructs

him to.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That can be done in any
place in the province.

Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker, by way of sup-

plementary: Could the Provincial Secretary
for Justice advise whether or not the Attorney
General's permission has been asked for such
a charge because as the secretary well knows
the statute provides that there must be per-
mission of the Attorney General of the Prov-

ince of Ontario before a charge can be laid?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I would suggest, Mr.

Speaker, that that is correct and the Attorney
General would consent to prosecution in those

cases. He is doing that as far as breaches

involving trucking are concerned—and I

would assume one would do the same thing
as far as merchandising is concerned.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, by way of a supple-

mentary question: Would the Provincial

Secretary for Justice ask the Attorney General

to instruct the Crown attorneys throughout
the province to lay the charges under the

Lord's Day Act?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It is the policy of this gov-
ernment to uphold that statute, but the At-

torney General can't be expected to know
where there is a breach in every municipal-

ity of the province.

Mr. Renwick: But will the minister instruct

them so that they know?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, it is his policy that

when any type of complaint or a request is

made to him for his consent, that he gives
that consent; and he has been doing that for

at least a year now.

Mr. Singer: The offences are right in his

o^vn backyard.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE INSURANCE
ACT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I would like to ask a

question of the Minister of Consumer and
Commercial Relations pertaining to his state-

ment on possible changes in the Insurance

Act. How do we relate his statement with

the speech made by the Premier yesterday,
which indicated that we were going to move
into the field of no-fault insurance; and can

he provide for the House the report by the

Superintendent of Insurance on this matter,

which evidently has been made available

to the industry, but so far as I know has not

been made available to the members of the

House?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I know
that the hon. Leader of the Opposition be-

lieves in coincidences, and I made this state-

ment this morning-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister's statement

was considerably less interesting than the

Premier's.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I am surprised
that the member would say that. You see I

happen, Mr. Speaker, to be in a somewhat

euphoric state and—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Clements: —I have been for the

last few days, because traditionally I always
watch Tiny Talent Time on channel 11 every

Sunday afternoon from 4:30 to 5 p.m.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister better be

careful.

Hon. Mr. Clement: And last Sunday I was
able to watch it on channel 5 from noon

until 5 p.m.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. MacDonald: That is what I call a

sleeper play.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): He must have
worked on that for half the night.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The Premier spoke last

evening, and it was reported in the press
that some form of no-fault insurance is com-

ing to Ontario-

Mr. Lewis: Finally.

Mr. Stokes: Is the minister glad he was
asked instead of the Premier?

Hon. Mr. Clement: My statement today is

in no way connected with that.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Yes, that was obvious.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That is why I was

speaking of coincidences.

However, the suggestions emanating from
the superintendent's oflBce have been given
to the insurance bureau. I have no hesitation

in making that available if the members
would like to see it. I have read it; it is;

quite interesting. It's the basis of some sug-

gestions, and I am sure there are members
here who would be interested in seeing it.

Mr. Lewis: Supplementary, if I may, Mr.

Speaker: Is it the minister's understanding
that the Premier was indicating a compulsory
no-fault scheme to be handled by the private

sector? Is it to be a compulsory scheme?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I am
unable to answer that. His comments didn't

touch on whether it would be compulsory
or not. I would believe it would lean in that

direction.

Mr. Stokes: Does the minister mean the

Premier didn't consult with him?

Mr. Lewis: Well, by way of supplementary;
the amendments that have been introduced

up until now have introduced an element

of compulsion into the plans. This is a very

major policy departure. Surely it was dis-

cussed. Is the government moving to com-

pulsion for no-fault in the private sector?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would think we
would lean in that direction, Mr. Speaker,

subject to every consideration which must
be weighed. There have been—
Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): He means

the Premier didn't talk to him.

Hon. Mr. Clement: There have been sug-

gestions made over the years that insurance

be compulsory; and I think the hon. leader

of the New Democratic Party is well aware

that in effect this is what we have today in

terms of either having a policy of insurance-

Mr. Lewis: But not the no-fault provision.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —or a certificate under

the Motor Vehicle Accident Claims Fund.

Mr. Singer: No-fault is not compulsory.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Should you have com-

pulsory insurance in this province, it is

very obvious that you would still have to

maintain some sort of fund for those, who
in spite of the legislation, would not comply
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with it, and would not have any coverage

by any insurer; and therefore, if they ran

into you, you should not be prejudiced
because of their oversight or negligence.
So there would have to be some type of fund
maintained to protect the innocent victim

of that type of accident.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary
then; surely if the government is now going
to move to compulsory no-fault insurance

across the board, what you do is to administer

it through a public plan, rather than through
competitive private insurers who will retain

the premiums at the present level rather

than talcing advantage of the reduction of

15 per cent to 20 per cent that could be
instituted. Why is the minister being so

dogmatic about it, if he is moving to accept
that?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, I am not being
dogmatic, but I am not—

Mr. Lewis: Sure he is.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —going to go by the

financial statement on the Manitoba pro-

gramme last year, which isn't even certified

by the accountants.

Mr. Lewis: It made money, which was
redistributed in the province.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, it is fine

to say it made money, but to be realistic

you have to charge off items for civil service

staff, for rental-

Mr. Lewis: And premiums fell.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —and this sort of

thing.

Mr. Renwick: That is not correct and the

minister knows it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: You have to do that.

You certainly do.

Mr. Lewis: That is absolute nonsense
and the minister knows it. He is going to

give the private companies more money.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: How much was it taxed?

Mr. Speaker: Has the hon. Leader of the

Opposition any further questions? The hon.

member for Scarborough West.

NORONTAIR BID FOR ROUTES

Mr. Lewis: I have a question of the

Minister of Transportation and Communica-
tions. What is going to happen to norOntair

now that the government has had two
successive applications, one of them turned

down and one of them, in effect, delayed
and probably turned down by the Canadian

Transport Commission?

Hon. G. R. Carton (Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications): Mr. Speaker,
the hon. leader is quite correct. This is not

really "Love Ontario Week" on some of the

federal commission hearings.

Actually, the norOntair matter is not as

difficult as it may seem. We are upset by the

fact that we are not able to institute that

service from Sudbury to Timmins and ex-

tend it to North Bay. We are concerned
about that. But, as was pointed out in an

interpretation of the decision—and it had
to be interpreted because it didn't appear
on all fours just black or white—what they
have done is really defer that aspect of it

until Dec. 31. In the meantime, we are not

letting things lie. We are making arrange-
ments and, in fact, have consulted with the

private carrier there with a view to having
co-operation with them to make sure that the

service is enforced to the best of our

ability by the end of the year.

Mr. Lewis: A supplementary: How is it

that the government bought the additional

Twin Otter—I don't know its price, but pre-

sumably it was above $1 million—and accrued

all of the staff and all this additional expense
before the government was even able to gain
approval from the federal authority? Then
we find that that approval is being granted
Austin Airways instead of the government.
Isn't it making a sort of successive shambles

of norOntair with this turned down?

Hon. Mr. Carton: On the contrary, Mr.

Speaker, just for the record, norOntair is a

very successful operation, an extremely suc-

cessful operation.

Mr. Lewis: That's why the government
gave it to the Ontario Northland Transporta-
tion Commission.

Hon. Mr. Carton: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Foulds: The government got out as

quickly as it could. That's why it turned to

passengers.

Interjections by hon. members.
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Mr. Renwick: When is the government

going to cut the fares?

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Carton: Let us set the record

straight. The passenger movement in two

years has gone from 500 to 1,500 a month. It

is an extremely successful operation. I sup-

pose, if anything, Mr. Spe^er, and I say
this-

Hon. Mr. Kerr: The members opposite
didn't have their roughage this morning, did

they?

Mr. MacDonald: You're getting yours.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: A little bit of bran flakes

or porridge with brown sugar.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —with all due respect,

perhaps we were a little bit deluded by the

fact that we felt that the Canadian Transport
Commission would approve it. We had Air

Canada in support of our application and
had been consulting with them and made-

Mr. Lewis: They approved it so the gov-
ernment went ahead.

Hon. Mr. Carton: —the joint application
with Air Canada. Everyone is upset about

the decision. But, in the meantime, they did

not give it to Austin Airways. Again, let us

set the record straight. Austin Airways had
that privilege.

Mr. Lewis: And now they're exercising it.

Hon. Mr. Carton: They had that, and they
are only exercising it once or twice a week.

Mr. Lewis: Now they're exercising it con-

stantly.

Hon. Mr. Carton: In any event, we are

meeting with Austin Airways and this does

not shut the door to the extension of

norOntair.

An Hon. member: And is the government
going to buy them out?

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): A sup-

plementary, Mr. Speaker: Was the govern-
ment not aware when it made its application
to the CTC that Austin Ariways did, in fact,

have that licence? And did it consult with
Austin Airways before that application was
made to the CTC?

Hon. Mr. Carton: We have a continual con-

sultation with the private carriers. As the

hon. members know, norOntair is operated by

a private carrier on behalf of the govenment.
We have had consultations with Austin Air-

ways all year to my knowledge.

Mr. Renwick: That's one of the problems.

Mr. Foulds: A supplementary, Mr. Speak-
er: The minister incfecated in a previous an-

swer to a supplementary that he is having
meetings with Austin Airways at the present
time. What is the purpose of those meetings?
Does the government intend to make them
an offer to buy them Out?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, it could

take several forms. That could be one, but
not necessarily that, because what could

happen is we could make an arrangement
with Austin Airways the same-

Mr. Foulds: The ministry could have

bought them off instead of buying them out.

HoM. Mr. Carton: —as we have with White
River.

BRANTFORD EXPRESSWAY

Mr. Lewis: The government is spending a

lot of money.

I have another question of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications: How is

he getting along with Earl Berger these days
and the material on the Brantford Express-

way hearings?

Hon. Mr. Carton: I understand, Mr.

Speaker, that the briefs themselves have been
sent to me. A summary report has been sent

to me. I have seen these and I understand

that the last, which is a delineation of the

issues as he saw them, will be in my oflBce

shortly.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary,
when did the minister first appoint Mr.

Berger to this task?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, there are

several appointments in connection with sev-

eral studies and I do not want to mislead the

House but if I recall correctly the hearings
were in June.

Mr. Lewis: The hearings were in June and
it is now November and the man doesn't

have to make any recommendations and the

minister still doesn't have the final report
in his hand at $50 an hour or better for the

hearings?
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Does the minister not think that that is

either—I don't know how to express it to

him—perhaps he might look at another avenue
for the conveyance of public opinion on

major transportation decisions rather than

giving it to what amounts to a PR outfit that

endlessly delays and procrastinates and is

obviously incompetent to help the ministry?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary!

Mr. Lewis: Five months to prepare a few
comments.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, I must take

exception to the remarks about Dr. Berger's

incompetence-

Mr. Lewis: No, not Berger's incompetence;
the whole plan's incompetence—the way it is

handled.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Lewis: Not Berger's incompetence, the

whole branch's incompetence.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Right. He is extremely
competent, Mr. Speaker, but I would point
out-

Mr. Lewis: He probably reflects the teach-

ing of—

Mr. Speaker: Perhaps the minister might
be granted the privilege of replying.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber for Scarborough West can't be quiet.

Hon. Mr. Carton: I would point out, with
all due respect, let us take another alterna-

tive for example. If officials from my ministry
participated in those public hearings at that

level, I am certain that the members of the

opposition would say that there was a bias

because they were from my ministry. There-

fore, to take away the notion of bias and,
in fact, to take away any bias it is essential

to have an outside person. If the hon. leader
of the New Democratic Party has any sug-

gestions of any names of equally competent
people as Dr. Berger, I am not opposed to

using anyone who is competent and has the

ability to listen and digest and make reports.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Might I ask the minister, isn't it

true that the appointment of the Berger
commission was simply a buying of time on
the part of the ministry? Isn't it also true

that the minister gets his best opinions from
the Brantford area from the elected member
for the Brantford area (Mr. Beckett)? He
was in at the beginning of the whole plan
for the Brantford Expressway.

Can the minister assure the House that,

in fact, the judgement has not already been

made? Can he assure the House that there

is a real chance that the Brantford Express-

way might go forward or must we assume,
which has become government policy, that

the expressway has been hit on the head and

that it goes from nowhere to nowhere and

that, as far as the plans and everything are

concerned, the people in the area might as

well forget it?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, if the minister is going to

stop it, announce it.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, first, let

us set the record straight. If anyone knows
that we are going to stop it or go ahead with

it, I wish I knew that particular person
because I don't know if we are going to

stop it or go ahead with it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: In any event, Mr.

Speaker, yes, I do get excellent advice from

the member for Brantford.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The minister should listen

to it.

Hon. Mr. Carton: The hon. leader of the

New Democratic Party gets advice from the

former member for Brantford.

Mr. Deans: Our advice is only just a little

better.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Maybe they ought to

change around then.

Mr. Deans: I think we should. The min-

ister is listening to the wrong one.

PROVINCIAL ASSISTANCE FOR
INDIAN BANDS

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Treasurer: Why has he drafted the legisla-

tion for the Ontario Development Corp. and

why has its conduct been of a kind which

specifically precludes Indian bands from

across the province seeking provincial assis-

tance for whatever industrial development

they might wish to undertake as a policy
matter?
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Hon. Mr. White: I have no idea, Mr.

Speaker. I think the question should be put
to the Minister of Industry and Tourism

(Mr. Bennett).

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, I

am really putting it to this minister as a

policy matter in terms of economic develop-
ment. Why would the government specifically

place clauses in the Ontario Development
Corp. legislation, as a matter of economic

policy, to exclude Indian bands and Indian

communities from taking advantage of

moneys which it readily makes available to

private entrepreneurs in every other part of

the province?

Hon. Mr. White: I haven't the faintest

idea. I have never been aware of it before

and it is not my responsibility.

Mr. Stokes: It was.

Mr. Lewis: Economic policy is the min-

ister's responsibility.

Hon. Mr. White: Perhaps the hon. mem-
ber would put the question to the responsible

minister.

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): A sup-

plementary, Mr. Speaker: Would it be for

the same leason that the government denies

the Indians of a large community like

Moosonee their own municipal represent-

atives?

Hon. Mr. White: Well, I'm awfully sorry

—I know that there is an appointed council

up there. I know that we are attempting to

get some electoral expression from the citi-

zens.

Mr. Deacon: Just give them the right.

Hon. Mr. White: I will have to find out

just what does stand in the way of having
elections there. I'm sorry I don't know those

details.

COURT BACKLOG

Mr. Lewis: A last question of the Pro-

vincial Secretary for Justice, Mr. Speaker:
What is he going to do about the clear al-

legations from Judge Joseph Addison, Crown
attorney William Rankin and defence lawyer
Clare Lewis, all of whom indicated that the

provincial courts are hopelessly slow and
overcrowded?

And what does he think of Judge Addi-
son's comment in court to the eff^ect, "These
courts are so busy with all the improvements
and major changes we've made in recent

years in the administration of justice, we seem
to be falling further behind"?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, if the hon.

member happened to notice an editorial the

following day in one of our Toronto news-

papers, I think that very adequately answered
the good judge's remarks and also the re-

marks-

Mr. Singer: Oh, it did not. It told the

government to get on with the job.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It did. It answered basi-

cally the judge's remarks-

Mr. Lewis: Well, let the minister answer
them.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —and gave some reasons

why the courts are crowded, why there is a

backlog-

Mr. Bullbrook: Is the minister talking about

the Toronto Star?

Mr. Singer: The Star told the government
to get on with the job.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: That's right.

Mr. Bullbrook: He must have read the

wrong editorial.

Mr. Singer: He reads them upside down.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: But it also did say that the

profession itself, with its numerous requests

for remands and the fact that courts rarely

want to sit past 4 or 5 or 6 o'clock at night-

Mr. Renwick: They rarely want to sit till

1 o'clock.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: How many provincial
courts does my hon. friend walk into in this

province where they are still sitting at 5 or

6 o'clock at night?

Mr. Bullbrook: Does the minister want
them to sit past that time?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: We sit till 6 o'clock at

night.

Mr. Bullbrook: The minister should tell

them. He is the boss.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: All right. There always
seem to be complaints and whining from
members of the profession who themselves

contribute to this backlog and overloading.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Is the min-
ister saying that most remands are not legiti-

mate?
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Hon. Mr. Kerr: I think that by setting

cases down in a httle more realistic manner
there wouldn't be so many lawyers sitting

around all day waiting for their cases to

come up, which usually results in a remand
or a postponement.

I know for a fact that in many of the

courts, particularly in our urban centres,

there could be improvements in the adminis-

tration by the people who are responsible

locally for those courts. I will admit that we
need improvements. We certainly need better

facilities in many parts of this province,
which the Attorney General is attempting to

do within his budget. But I think there is an

explanation, and I must say I was rather sur-

prised that the judge himself would make
those comments when in my opinion he
should know better.

Mr. Lewis: He sits in the court and watches

us when we are going to see the two volumes

of reports from the Law Reform Commission

dealing with our court problems and when
we are going to have some government pol-

icy? He's been sitting on the first report for

five months.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Well, as the Attorney Gen-

eral told the hon. member just in the last 10

days, he intends to table the second report

this month.

Mr. Singer: When are we going to get the

first one?

Mr. Lawlor: Unless we give them a raise

in pay they are not going to do anything.

They're working to rule now, you know.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

The hon. member for York-Forest Hill.

Mr. Renwick: He broke the rules.

Mr. Lewis: He didn't play the game.

Mr. Renwick: He should have done it by
private and confidential letter.

Mr. Singer: By way of a supplementary
question, Mr. Speaker, does the provincial

secretary really believe that the series of cir-

cumstances that brought forth the comments
of the judge, the Crown attorney and the

defence solicitor—involving the keeping in jail

of one man over a period of some five

months, his eight appearances before the

court and three appearances with three dif-

ferent assistant Crowns on a preliminary

hearing that is set over for yet another two
weeks—does he imply that that's the fault of

someone other than the system? Could he

explain why justice is not being done in that

case?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Does the hon. member
imply that it is the fault of the Ministry of

the Attorney General that they can't get
scientific evidence? That was in that article.

"We've been waiting for weeks for scientific

evidence," the article said.

When a person appears in a preliminary

hearing, why isn't it completed? Does the

hon. member blame the Attorney General for

that? Let them sit eight hours a day instead

of four hours a day.

Mr. MacDonald: I am almost on the min-
ister's side this time.

Mr. Singer: By way of further supple-

mentary, could the provincial secretary tell

ACCIDENT ON HIGHWAY 400

Mr. Givens: I want to ask the Minister of

Transportation and Communications what he

is going to do about the median steel rail

on Highway 400 which was constructed after

eliminating the median strip in order to jam
six lanes into a four-lane highway? In the

light of the coroner's jury report which in-

dicated that the carnage last March was

seriously added to by many cars caroming
off the steel rail and smashing into the park-

ed or stalled cars on the highway, what is

the minister going to do about that steel rail?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, as the hon.

member knows, the steel rail may cause and

does cause, in fact, bouncings off and a type

of rear-end collision but I would suggest that

this is better than having head-on collisions

which would occur were that median rail not

there.

Mr. Givens: A supplementary: The recom-

mendation of the coroner's jury was that all

highways should be built with 50-ft. median

strips. The minister has eliminated that by

jamming six lanes into four lanes. What is he

going to do to correct that? Can he assure

this Legislature that a disaster such as oc-

curred last March will not occur this winter?

An hon. member: That's a good question.

Mr. Lewis: Come on now, what's wrong
with the minister?

Mr. G. Nixon (Dovercourt): That's a loaded

one.
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Mr. Lewis: The minister is in power. Exer-

cise it.

Mr. Renwick: It is Friday morning.

Mr. MacDonald: Doesn't he sit on the right

hand of God?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

CHARGES AGAINST ROSS SHOULDICE

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Thank you,
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the Min-

ister of Consumer and Commercial Relations.

Could the minister tell the Legislature why
no charges have been laid against or inquiry
made into the activities of the legendary

Toy fund-raiser, Ross Shouldice, and his ac-

tivities in the Whitsun Gardens subdivision in

Chelmsford, and the activities of the two

companies, Trasco and Silhouette?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Speaker, I don't

know, when the member suggests that he is a

fund raiser, for which party-

Mr. Laughren: Legendary Tory fund-

Hon. Mr. Clement: —the gentleman in ques-
tion is operating.

Mr. Lawlor: Legendary, not mythical.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Charges have been laid

against Mr. Shouldice and those charges are

pending so I will say nothing further about

that. There are certain charges which have

been laid against him under our Act. Medical
evidence has been filed with the registrar in-

dicating why he could not come to appear
before the registrar in October of this year.
I am advised by my officials that the medical
authorities involved have undertaken to keep
the registrar advised as to the man's physical
condition and when he is ready to appear,
he shall appear to meet those charges.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wind-
sor-Walkerville.

AUTOMOBILE ODOMETERS

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville): Mr.

Speaker, I have a question of the Minister of

Transportation and Communications. In light
of the problem with odometers, is the minister

prepared to ask the federal Minister of Con-
sumer and Corporate Affairs that manufac-
turers develop a tamperproof-odometer, one
in which the mileage cannot be turned back?

Also, is the minister prepared to introduce

legislation making it an oflFence to operate a

car with an inoperative odometer?

Hon. Mr. Carton: On the first part of the

question, Mr. Speaker, that seems like a valid

suggestion. We are meeting with him and per-

haps this may be one of the matters in the

ongoing discussion we have with the federal

minister. But on the second part, no, Mr.

Speaker.

Mr. B. Newman: A supplementary, Mr.

Speaker: Will the minister consider having
attached to the ownership card of the vehicle

a list of all prior owners plus the mileage at

which the vehicle changed hands so that the

purchaser of the vehicle would have no

difficulty in tracing the actual mileage by
approaching the individuals who owned the

car prior to his purchase?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, this is an

interesting suggestion by the hon. member
and one, I believe, that has been talked

about from time to time. Perhaps this may be

eventually possible when that part of my
ministry becomes fully computerized; it may
be possible to have what the member is, in

effect, saying would be a logbook or a semi-

logbook relating to each vehicle. I could

not make any commitment at this time, Mr.

Speaker, but perhaps when we get computer-
ized, this is worth looking into.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Peel

South.

BELL TELEPHONE RATES

Mr. R. D. Kennedy (Peel South): Mr.

Speaker, there is a news article that Bell

Telephone is to raise rates 60 cents per
month to bring in a flat rate of $7 a month
in certain parts of Toronto—Toronto exchange
it's described as—East York, North York, Scar-

borough and in addition, Streetsville and
Clarkson.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): That

is getting close to home.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Not Mississauga?

Mr. Kennedy: I'm glad the recycled
Leader of the Opposition is interested in

our problems.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: They are all sitting there with

one-liners freezing on their tongues.
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Mr. Kennedy: Friday morning, too!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Kennedy: I'm glad it brought the NDP
to life a little bit, too, because we're really

resting over here.

Mr. Speaker, it seems to single out Streets-

ville, Clarkson and Mississauga—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: That's closer to home.

Mr. Kennedy: Is the minister aware of

this? And why is only Clarkson selected for

the additional rate?

Mr. Singer: It should never have hap-
pened!

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Kennedy: Does this bring it into line

with other exchanges in Mississauga, or does

this take Clarkson to a higher rate than other

exchanges that are mentioned?

Mr. Deans: Who was he asking?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Well-

Mr. Kennedy: Mr. Speaker, I should re-

phrase the question. When is the present rate

to be increased?

Mr. Deans: Don't make it any worse. He
doesn't understand the first question.

Mr. Lewis: It was a question on recycling.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, as I

understand the question, this is not part of

the A application by Bell that was heard by
the CTC, in which, incidentally, I think we
intervened successfully, because the cabinet

did come down with a decision on that par-
ticular application. Nor is it part of the B

application which is now before the CTC.

If I am correct, Mr. Speaker, this is in fact

a decision that was made some two or three

years ago and relates to all the communities
that now are able to dial into surrounding
communities. As I understand it, this extra

60 cents involved only a formal appearance

by Bell Canada before the CTC. In fact, it

was a cyclical increase they were given
some time ago. It also affects about 39 com-

munities, including Toronto, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Sandwich-Riverside.

DISPOSAL OF ABANDONED
AUTOMOBILES

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Speaker, in the absence of the Minister of

the Environment (Mr. Auld), I have a ques-
tion of the Minister of Transportation and
Communications.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Foulds: He should have stood in bed.

Mr. Burr: My question concerns auto

wreck disposal.

Has the minister, or in consultation with

the Minister of the Environment, considered

introducing legislation similar to that recently
introduced by the Dutch government, where-

by motorists will be required to pay a deposit
of about $75 on a new car which will be

returned to them when the car eventually is

disposed of properly?

Mr. Lewis: That's a Tory government in

Holland. There was just a change in govern-
ment there.

Hon. Mr. Carton: That is a very interest-

ing suggestion, Mr. Speaker. Incidentally, we
do have a programme now—and I will get the

particulars—in connection with wrecked cars

that are—is the hon. member talking about

ones that are left along the highways or

wrecked cars at the residences of the owners?

Mr. Burr: Abandoned hulks.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Yes, we do have a

programme that is either in the works now
or is going to be very shortly relating to

wrecked hulks.

One of the collateral matters the member

might be interested in, Mr. Speaker, is in

connection with certificates of mechanical

fitness. The hon. member for Ottawa East

(Mr. Roy) mentioned that one of the reasons

they were getting certificates of mechanical

fitness was because they were not able to

dispose of wrecked cars. I had an investiga-
tion made into this particular matter and if

anyone is interested, in most of the major
centres one will see advertisements stating

they will pick up a car without any cost to

the owner so they can wreck it for the parts.

In any event, we are looking into it, and

I thank the member for his suggestion.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Wel-

land South.
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CLOSING OF PELHAM SECONDARY
SCHOOL

Mr. Haggerty: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I

would like to direct a question to the Min-
ister of Education.

Is the minister aware of the Supreme
Court hearing on the Pelham Secondary
School closing involving the Concerned Citi-

zens Committee and the Niagara South Board
of Education, and that the court decision

by the chief justices indicated that concerned

citizens have no higher status before the

courts than have the great unconcerned, and
until there is legislation defining and recog-

nizing their legal status, they can bring
matters before the courts only in the form

and ways established by law.

Is he also aware that there will be a

further appeal to the higher courts? Will the

minister, through his legislative powers, now
take some initiative to intervene in this dis-

pute involving concerned citizens of Pelham

and Pelham town council, objecting to the

Niagara South Board of Education's decision

to close the Pelham Secondary School with-

out any justification, and see that there is

a full disclosure and an open discussion of

all facts? And will the minister now concede

to a meeting of all parties concerned to

resolve this issue and so that the citizens

will be allowed their day in court?

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):

Mr. Speaker, I am not a lawyer and I won't

attempt to get into the legal details that may
be involved there. I think in very simple
terms the question is, does the Niagara South

school board, which is elected by the people
of Niagara South, have the authority to do

what they have done? Under our legislation

they do have that authority. They are re-

sponsible, elected members.

The concerned citizens have their right of

appeal to that school board; and that is what

happened in this particular case. There is a

motion by the school board to close the

school. If that is what the elected representa-
tives of that area wish, we have to respect
their judgement.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Wells: As I say, I don't know
the legal procedure of appeal to the courts

in this particular matter, but as far as the

people affected are concerned, I think that

their concerns have to be taken to the school

board. Indeed, meetings have gone on for

well over a year in this particular case.

Mr. Haggerty: By way of supplementary
question, Mr. Speaker, is the minister aware
that concurrent with the proposed closing of

this school and the altering of boundaries
within the school regions in the Lincoln

county area, there is a proposal to spend
about $4 million for a new school about four

or five miles from that particular location?

Interjections by hon. members.

An hon. member: Shame, shame.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I am not aware of all

those details, Mr. Speaker, but does the hon.

member believe that the Niagara South
school board should have jurisdiction in this

area or not? I think that's what it boils down
to.

Mr. R. F. Ruston (Essex-Kent): The govern-
ment doesn't give other boards this juris-

diction.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Wells: I believe I heard all the

hon. member's colleagues saying last week-
end that they wanted to turn these decisions

back to the local people. These are the local

people.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The local people who
want the schools!

Mr. Haggerty: Supplementary question,

Mr. Speaker: This is like talking out of both

sides of one's mouth. One moment the minis-

ter is speaking about local participation, and

then he is denying that right.

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Thun-
der Bay.

TRANSIT ADVERTISING

Mr. Stokes: Thank you, Mr. Speaker, I

have a question of the Minister of Trans-

portation and Communications.

Mr. Lewis: In the absence of the Minister

of Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart).

Mr. Stokes: No.

Does the minister not think it is a waste of

public funds and an aff^ront to the people of

northwestern Ontario to be taking out full-

page ads in northern newspapers saying, "A
Choice for Everyone—Ontario Urban Trans-

portation Programme," and advertising com-

puter-controlled trafiic, GO-Urban, dial-a-bus

and so on? These advertisements are appear-
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ing in papers where they still have 49 miles

of bumps. Doesn't the minister think this

is an afFront to the people in northwestern

Ontario and a waste of taxpayers' money?

Mr. Deans: There's a question. How is

the minister going to answer that?

Hon. Mr. Carton: Mr. Speaker, on Oct. 1,

Oct. 15 and Oct. 22, for the sums of $29,000,

$16,500 and $16,500, we advertised in 45

daily newspapers reaching about two million

people about the six-point programme of ur-

ban transit announced by the minister last

November and in eflFect since then.

An hon. member: Sounds good.

Hon. Mr. Carton: In addition to that, we
advertised once in 280 weeklies and 51 eth-

nic papers for $56,500. In other words, our

total budget has been $119,000 for advertis-

ing.

Mr. Stokes: That would have smoothed out

a lot of bumps in northern Ontario.

Mr. Lewis: That's right, about 48 of the

49 miles.

Hon. Mr. Carton: Now, having said that,

Mr. Speaker, I would point out to the hon.

member that Thunder Bay is absolutely de-

lighted to have the transit subsidies that we
are giving them; and there are many com-
munities in the north that are very delighted
to have the 75 per cent.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired.

Mr. Foulds: What kind of transit subsidy
is the minister providing for Fort Frances?

Mr. Speaker: Order please.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Presenting reports.

Petitions.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

INSURANCE ACT

Hon. Mr. Clement moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Insurance
Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 12th order, House
in committee of supply.

ESTIMATES, MINISTRY OF LABOUR
{concluded )

On vote 2004:

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments on

this vote?

Vote 2004 agreed to:

On vote 2005:

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Mr. Chairman, I was going to ask of the

minister the department's policy concerning
overtime. The minister is fully aware of the

problems it has caused in the auto industry
with the Chrysler employees requesting,

"Don't tell me, but ask me, when it comes
to overtime." It is also an issue with the

Ford Motor Co.

Is the ministry considering having over-

time made on a voluntary basis rather than

the ministry issuing certificates permitting
100 hours of overtime in the course of a

year?

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):

Yes, Mr. Chairman, this matter does not

come up too often, but occasionally—on two
or three occasions that I can recall. We con-

sider this matter of overtime a matter for

collective agreement between the two parties.

Mr. B. Newman: But you still permit in-

dustry, Mr. Minister, to have almost unlimited

hours of overtime. Does not the minister

think that possibly curtailing the number of

hours permitted in the industry could re-

lieve some of the unemployment problems
in the community? It would require the in-

dustry to hire additional help, and as a re-

sult be a real economic asset to communities.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, as my hon. friend

knows, the employers have to obtain a permit
from our ministry to work beyond the 48-

hour period, but in fact I think the average
work week in these plants is 40^ hours.

Mr. B. Newman: Would the minister con-

sider then that when an employer asks of

his department to work X number of horn's

overtime that he inform the union at the

same time, so that they would know of the

requests coming from the industry
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Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Yes, I will take this

into consideration.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to talk to the

very concerned, laboinr-oriented minister this

morning about the level of the minimum
wage and the announcement he made yes-

terday about raising the minimum wage
to the stratospheric level of $2 an hour

as of Jan. 1. But Mr. Chairman, he did

that without making any guarantee what-

soever—and in fact has since then indicated

that he has no intention of making a guaran-
tee—that those employees earning $2 an

hour and now working 48 hours a week will

not have their total pay reduced from $96
to $88 a week.

I wonder, does the minister not understand

that a man raising a family on $96 a week
cannot possibly exist if his income is re-

duced to $88 a week? Surely the $2 an hour
level is disgraceful enough without penal-

izing those people who can least afford to

be penalized by reducing their income from

$96 a week to $88 a week.

Mr. Chairman, if the minister indicates

in his response that the New Democratic

Party has always said that the work week
should be reduced to 40 hours a week, I

would say to him that that is the way it

should be, but not at the expense of those

men and women who are working at the

minimum wage. And does he not see that

at the present time those employees work-

ing a 40-hour week are not affected by his

legislation reducing the maximum hours
from 48 to 44? So they are not penalized,
but those people who are exploited—and I

can think of no other word to describe em-
ployees who are forced to work a 48-hour
week at regular time—are being penalized
by his legislation.

How could the minister possibly justify

reducing an income from $96 a week to

$88 a week for those people who can least

afford to have this done to them?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, well,
I appreciate the good words from my hon.

friend insofar as being a labour-oriented

minister is concerned. I can assure you that

I certainly have my concern for labour—I

always did and always will.

Mr. Laughren: If you will change your
statement then I will believe you.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: It's quite all right
for my hon. friend from Nickel Belt to laugh
at the $2 minimimi wage rate which we
introduced yesterday.

Mr. Laughren: I do laugh at it.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It is all right for him,
but I wish he would go and consult some
of the employers in his area, and in eastern

Ontario as well, for that matter. Ever since

the announcement was made yesterday we
have had a constant number of telephone
calls. People will feel the pinch. I don't know
all of the background of my hon. friend;

I don't know if he has a business or if he
has employed people; but I know for a

fact that we've gone as far as we could

possibly go at this particular time for a

great many of our employers.

I suppose, as I've said on so many occa-

sions, this is a debate which the Minister

of Labour cannot win. You are either giving
too much or not enough. But it is my responsi-

bility to see that at least we are moving
forward while giving this protection to

people at the low end of the scale, people
who need protection against exploitation

by certain employers.

With reference to his comment concerning
the $2 an hour for 44 hours, of course you
can't have your cake and eat it at the same
time. It means $88 a week. Only what he for-

gets to tell us, Mr. Chairman, is that this

comes into being in 1975, the 44-hour week,
so who knows at that time what the minimum
wage is going to be? It is quite academic at

this point in time to pretend that it is only
$88.

Mr. Laughren: We are still on a 48-hour

week; it is not academic.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. On this topic of minimum
wage, I came to the conclusion a long time

ago that the Ministry of Labour does not want
to take the lead, really, in any area of legisla-

tion. As we stand today, Ontario is tied for

sixth place in the provinces of Canada in

terms of its minimum wage.

Mr. Laughren: How can you beat your
chest about that? It is a disgrace.

Mr. Bounsall: We will be tied for seventh

on Dec. 1 when Saskatchewan raises it. In

that case, only Nova Scotia and PEI will be

lower.
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Mr. Laughren: And you say you have con-
cern for labour. You are talking out of both
sides of your mouth.

Mr. Bounsall: The minister says that on

Jan. 1 we will have $2 and that certainly
won't put us in the lead. BC will already have

passed that on Dec. 3 and by June of next

year it will be $2.50 an hour there. Ontario
with its vast industrialization should be in

the lead in this area. There is only one way
to ensure that we even maintain a catch-up
position and that is to do what the Province
of Manitoba has done and use a fixed formula
to calculate what the minimum wage should
be. Their fixed formula, which is adjusted

annually, I believe—and that is something you
certainly could do—is 60 per cent of the in-

dustrial composite weekly wage, divided by
the legal work week, which in Manitoba is a

standard work week rather than a maximum
work week as we have in Ontario.

If you took that formula of Manitoba and

applied it in this month of November in the

Province of Ontario, using as a divider the

maximum, not the standard, which is some-

thing like an average—which in the Prov-
ince of Ontario, as a matter of fact, does work
out to about 40 hours a week—if you use the

maximum contemplated for 1975 of 44 hours,
it would indicate that the minimum wage
right here this month in the Province of

Ontario should be $2.40, not $2, based on the

Manitoba formula.

The last month for which I have figures
for the Ontario composite is the month of

May, and that is $2.47. But the average com-

posite has gone up by about five per cent

in a six-month period, which is what we are

in now. It should mean that the average com-

posite in Ontario now would be $2.60 which,
when you apply the 44 hours to it, would
make for the month of November in the

Province of Ontario a minimum wage of

$2.40 an hour to be comparable to Manitoba's
formula. And we are content to let it rise to

$2 only in the month of January.

The research report on the long-run impact
of the 30-cent revision in Ontario, that 30-

cent rise from $1 to $1.30 in 1969, has some

very interesting comments in its summary,
which are, in eflFect, damning. I quote:

The data suggested in the short run that

the new minimum wage has the effect of

raising hourly wage rates at the bottom of

the scale and thereby compressing the

structure; but after the initial compression
of wage rates, caused by the upward re-

vision of the statutory minimum wage, the

position is eroded [I will skip a few of the

words here] as other industries continue to

increase their wages.

That's a damning indictment. On one hand it

says, "look, it helps initially," but you very
quickly get to the position where it's of no
use because that position has eroded. Of

course, that's what happens if you don't do
it on a regular basis; if you don't do it as

Manitoba has done and let it be a certain per-

centage of the industrial composite which
that province has done.

It just so happens that having increased

it last February, it increased it again this

January and it looks like we are almost on a

yearly adjustment basis but we have no guar-
antee of that. It certainly isn't fixed to what
it should be fixed to—some percentage of the

composite wages that are being paid in tha

industrial sector in the Province of Ontario.

If that is done, it will always be helping to

close and compress the wage structures paid
in the Province of Ontario. The salaries and
the wages will not be eroded immediately
afterward by gains made in other fields.

Actually, I think, it could be fairly easily
done on a half-yearly basis so that people
on the minimum wage should not have to

wait a full year each time to catch up be-

cause no sooner is it adjusted than they are

into another catch-up period again as all

other wages become adjusted.

On the same point the publication, as I

read it, tried very hard to have the point

proved that it caused unemployment in this

province. Very reluctantly, throughout the

whole report, it had to conclude it could

find no evidence of that and if it had looked
at some DBS figures it would have, I think,

proved that it had absolutely no effect.

Mr. Laughren: Yet the minister still claims

it does.

Mr. Bounsall: Look at the unemployment
figures from DBS in the years 1968, 1969
and 1970. Look at the Ontario section of that

and subtract the Ontario figures from the

national figures; you see that the unemploy-
ment which occurred in Ontario over that

period did not vary one iota from the un-

employment on a percentage basis that oc-

curred in the rest of Canada. How it could

possibly be argued that it would have any
effect at all—or even be doubtful—I don't see

how that could be done.

Mr. Laughren: Rationalization.

Mr. Bounsall: You can take those same

figures and work it through for 1971 and
1972 for the last winter and for this one
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that's about to occur. I will be willing to bet

that you cannot prove any case on the basis

of unemployment being increased as the

result of raising the minimum wage. Sure,

every employer of a small group of people,
in what the minister classifies almost as a

non-workable entity, is going to complain to

the minister about this, if he doesn't have

any conscience. But you can't let these in-

efficient employers, in essence, those of them
who won't have consciences, dictate what the

minimum wage in this Province of Ontario

is going to be, which is what the minister

seems to want to argue.

Mr. Laughren: The minister is relying on

his instincts which we do not trust.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We keep in pretty

good touch.

Mr. Laughren: The instincts we don't trust,

Mr. Minister. They never come out in public.

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The member
for Windsor West has the floor.

Mr. Laughren: He is just taking a breather.

Mr. Bounsall: Again, on the maximum
work week, according to the minister's an-

nouncement—I don't know how long we are

going to be content to stay all that far be-

hind. We in Ontario have reconciled our-

selves to the fact that with this ministry

or with this cabinet which the minister can t

influence we are content to be at least no
better than the worst. That seems to be the

situation; a least no better than the worst-

certainly not going to lead. The federal

government's standard work week is 40 hours

and so is Saskatchewan's. In a whole year
from now, we'll catch up to Alberta, British

Columbia and Manitoba with respect to their

work weeks and they may well have passed
us by then.

Mr. Laughren: He is digging you in deeper
and deeper. It is a disgrace in this province.
We need a new Minister of Labour, ob-

viously.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Nonsense.

Mr. Laughren: Are you going back to

private business in 1975?

Mr. Chairman: Order please. The hon.

member has had his opportunity at the floor.

The member for Windsor West has the floor

now.

Mr. Boimsall: Other areas under the Em-
ployment Standards Act concern me, Mr.
Minister. Again, they're virtually all in the

area of legislation and regulations.

As far as the staff involved in operating
this Act goes, Mr. Minister, I must say that

my experience has been that whenever a

case is presented to them under the present
statutes and regulations, they have very

quickly moved to take up that case and do
what is possible for the people who have

been injured, or who have not been paid or

treated properly under the statutes and regu-
lations. But it's the regulations and the sta-

tutes themselves that concern me.

Under terms of employment, there is a

period of eight weeks' notice if employment
of 50 to 200 persons is terminated. I fail to

see why that minimum figure has to be as

high as 50. There's no excuse, as I see it,

for the cutoff being 50. The minimum num-
ber should be reduced to 20.

I see there is some consultation going
on. Are we about to hear another announce-

ment very shortly that the number is going
to be reduced to 20 or 25? If at any given
time 20 employees of a firm are laid off,

the provisions of eight weeks' notice, or

salaries in lieu of notice, should apply to

them.

There are a couple of specific instances

under this termination that bother me. I

had a particular case—and again, it is no

reflection upon the staff of your branch,

but just the procedures that must be gone

through.

It's the case of a Mrs. Mavis Raymond
who worked at Industrial Fine Castings Ltd.

She had her employment terminated on Dec.

20, 1972; and finally on May 18 she had

a hearing under section 10 of the Act. On
June 14 the decision—and it was inevitable

when you look at her situation—was made in

her favour; but almost six months later.

The employer was ordered to pay her

$434.30. However her employer then applied

for a review of the case and she was ad-

vised on Sept. 7 that the hearing was to

take place on Oct. 17. She went to the

hearing and the employer fafled to appear.

They could have said: "Okay, the employer
wanted the hearings. Here's the hearing and

he's failed to appear. Here's your $434.30.

Go." Instead, they said: "It's going to be

set off now to another date at which time

the employer can appear."

It's going to be a year or possibly more

before she gets what's owing to her right-

fully under this Act. I'm saying it shouldn't
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have been this long a delay in the first

place before a hearing. This is no particular
reflection upon your stajff; but it's what's

happened since that concerns me. The em-

ployer can appeal three months after the

decision, and then not turn up at the appeal

hearing and have the case set aside until

some time when he can appear. As far as

I can gather she has not got this money.
In fact, she may at some time be required
to pay it back. But I don't think she has
the money. This has been dragging on now
for almost a full year.

Mr. Minister, I don't know who is advising

you on the Canada Metal situation, in terms
of termination pay, but it seems quite clear

to me that your regulation 8 (3) makes this

very clear. The minister has replied that

there's not much point in talking about this

case right at the moment because they are
all back to work. You know very well that

the situation may arise again in the very
near future if that plant is closed down
through the efforts of the Ministry of the

Environment.

But regulation 8 (3) of the Act says: "That
notice of indefinite layoff and a termination
of employment under a stop-work order"
I'm sure it cannot be termed anything else

but an indefinite layoff. In no way can it

really easily be classified as a temporary
layoff when a date can't be put on it.

Regulation 8(3) says: "Notice of indefinite

layoff shall be deemed to be notice of ter-

mination of employment." There is nothing
in the Act or in the regulations that would
allow the company, when there is notice of
an indefinite layoff defined in regulation
8 (3) as being termination of employment,
to get out of paying notice or termination

pay.

As I say, I don't know who is advising you
that this would not be the case, but I would
be very interested to hear their arguments as

to how they get around regulation 8 (3)

of your Act.

Turning to the termination section of your
Act, Mr. Minister, I think the member for

Riverdale will be speaking later on this

point. And while I am not going to speak
to that part of the case which is before the
courts—that is, the case involving the
Toronto Telegram-I really find it hard to

believe that the ministry did not make repre-
sentation and did not speak last Monday
when leave to appeal that case to the

Supreme Court was being sought.

It's especially hard to believe since Judge
Fraser in the divisional court had some very

damaging things to say about sections of

your Act, particularly section 13, and the

regulations under that Act. I don't want to

get into the details of that Telegram case,

but those judges in the divisional court

ruled that section 13 was ultra vires. In

talking about it, he said in essence that the

Ministry of Labour did not have the power
under the Act to make that regulation—
that regulation being in essence in the

Telegram case, of course, that separation

pay could not be counted as part of the

notice or termination pay under section 11.

That was ruled ultra vires, and yet there

was no response at the hearing by the

Ministry of Labour in defence of section

13 of their Act or whether or not they had
the power to make that regulation.

Although not in so succinct a form, another

part of that judgement said that anyone ap-

pointed by the director of the employment
standards branch to hear a case did not have
the power to interpret and make judge-
ments—under the Act he did not have con-

trolled jurisdiction. If the contract has run

out, there are legalities involved in whether

you can go the arbitration route; but in

essence Fraser said that the director, in

determining benefits owing under the Act,
does not have concurrent jurisdiction with
the arbitration route.

I can't see anything under section 34 of

the Act itself—not the regulations, but section

34—that would indicate in any way that the

director or whomever the director appoints—
in this case Donald Douglas Carter—does not

have concurrent jurisdiction. It seems quite
clear in section 34 that he does have concur-

rent power or jurisdiction as an arbitrator

and can in fact make determinations under
the Act.

Where were your legal staff when that

point came up at the hearing to appeal? If

that appeal hearing was lost, I would have

thought, there goes a lot of the strength of

section 34 of the Act and section 13 of the

regulations. It casts doubt on all of the regu-
lations written under the Employment Stand-
ards Act and on whether or not you have the

power to write any of those regulations.

By and large, most of them are quite good.
The minister has described this Act as an
Act that is supposed to protect the imorgan-
ized person in this province. It might do that,

but it's a funny overview of that Act. That

Act, in my view, takes your common law
situation in Ontario and extends it and it's

applicable to anyone. It wasn't written with

just the organized in mind; it came in really—

particularly termination—with respect to the
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Dunlop case, which was an organized-area
case of termination. It wasn't there simply to

protect the unorganized. It's there to extend

the rights of all in this province that they
had under common law. If you allow that

challenge to go, not necessarily unnoticed but

certainly unchallenged by you, it is an indi-

cation of just how much you are interested in

extending the rights of all workers in this

province.

Having spent almost two years looking at the

various sections of this Employment Stand-

ards Act, Mr. Chairman, you could go on
and on about things which I think could be
in the Employment Standards Act or could

be changed in the regulations. Being on the

regulations committee of this House I did

have a certain sympathy with the ultra vires

ruling in the particular case involving the

Toronto Telegram, simply because we find

ourselves very frustrated in having any power
whatsoever, certainly to change any regula-
tions that come before us, or really to com-
ment on their validity or their intent.

If we had, there is certainly another sec-

tion that I would have spoken on, and that

is the provision of vacation pay, where it

says with respect to the salesmen that all

salesmen except route salesmen are not

eligible for vacation pay. This is a regulation.
Yet most salesmen in this province are not

just on commission, they are on salary plus
commission, and that section, in my view,
should validly read that they would not get
vacation pay on the commission portion of
their earnings but should receive vacation pay
based on the salary portion of their earnings.
It seems unreasonable with salesmen in this

province who make both a salary plus com-
mission that they are under the regulations
of your Act—except if they are route sales-

men, like milkmen—prevented from receiving
vacation pay on the salary portions of their

earnings.

As the debate proceeds, I am sure there

are other speakers who have other pressing
concerns under employment standards in this

Act, Mr. Chairman, which they want to get
in. I will no doubt come in with further

points later on in the debate.

Mr. Chairman: Does the hon. minister

wish to reply at this time?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Just briefly, Mr. Chair-
man. The member for Windsor West referred

first to the minimum wage rate which was
announced yesterday. When one compares
Ontario with other jurisdictions, sometimes
these comparisons are not quite accurate or

quite fair. Here we haven't taken the position
of projecting increases of minimimi wage like

some other jurisdictions, as he has indicated.

The reason why I haven't made that decision

is that I wanted flexibility. We want to be in

a position where, in case we have galloping
inflation inside of two or three mondis, then,
as it is now, we can always increase the

minimum wage, because it's an ongoing study
for us.

I said in my statement yesterday that if it

needs to be reviewed and if the circum-

stances warrant it, I will have no hesitation

in coming back before the House and the

government to recommend a further increase.

At the present time, while members oppo-
site think that we have indeed not gone far

enough, I wish to remind them that the total

package will cost employers of this province,
from 11 per cent to 18 per cent within the

next 26 months and this is not including other

hidden costs such as assessments, for instance,

for the Workmen's Compensation Board
which are based on the payroll. These figures

do not include that.

It is hard to measure the number of jobs

that we are losing every time we increase the

minimum wage. It is almost next to impos-
sible to get statistics in this regard but we
know by th? number of people we contact

and, naturally, by teleph.one calls we receive

and the numbei of letters from employers

telling us, "In order to meet these tenns and
conditions I'll have to let go two or three

employees," depending on the numbers on

staff.

I can speak from experience. In the case

of an employer, again let's say, employing
about 20 or 25 employees, this increase will

cost him in the neighbourhood of $15,000
a year more in cost of operation. This in it-

self warrants us, on our part, to be very
careful and proceed cautiously because we
are hurting in some areas.

With reference to the research report to

which he referred which says, in fact, there

has been very little, if any, impact on unem-

ployment at the time he will no doubt concur

with me that this was on the occasion when
the minimum wage was raised from $1 to

$1.30 some years ago. I must note that an

increase from $1.80 to $2 could be quite
different because the rate is much higher
now.

With reference to the termination provi-

sions of the Employment Standards Act we
are presently looking at and discussing with

all the parties about these provisions. It is

not as simple as one would think but we
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are giving it every consideration now. It is

under review. I can't guarantee a promise
for sure but once these discussions have
taken place with all the parties concerned

we may come up with recommendations or

amendments. I will not give this guarantee

today.

The hon. member mentioned a specific

case. Unfortunately we weren't able to get
the name of the person involved. If he would
be kind enough to give me the name and
address we would like to look into that case

which took so long before the moneys col-

lected were remitted to this particular per-
son.

On section 13 in the regulations which, ac-

cording to my hon. friend, are considered to

be ultra vires, in fact the courts said that we
had no power to make regulations with refer-

ence to separation pay. I understand that this

matter is still under appeal and until we get
a final decision on this it may be premature
to make any final assessment.

Mr. Bounsall: Yes, but my point was that

they didn't seem to be taking that much of

an interest in any sort of appeal.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: It is being appealed by
the union. I don't think we—I mean, how
many times or how many parties should ap-

peal?

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Riv-

erdale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I wanted to say a couple of things. May
I just for a moment raise with the minister

the concern I have about the way in which

you go about determining the minimum wage
and the criteria which you use for that pur-

pose?

I listened with interest to the comments
that the minister made when he was inter-

viewed outside the chamber yesterday. I

watched him on television, last night I think

it was. I listened to the remarks which he
made and the immense emphasis which he

put upon the low-paying service industries

as having an immense effect on the minister

in the way in which he envisages what will

happen if he raises the minimum wage be-

yond a certain point.

I accept the two basic statements of the

minister, l^ut I don't think it translates into

reality. The basic statements that he makes
are that the minimum wage is not something
called an antipoverty law, or it's not an at-

tempt to provide a guaranteed annual in-

come; that conceptually the problem is en-

tirely a different one and that we only con-

fuse the two when we try to relate a living

wage for economic activity to the kind of

payments which a society, in moral duty, is

bound to make to those who cannot partici-

pate in the economic life of the society, or

can only participate to a limited extent.

I want the minister to know conceptually
I accept that distinction. I think it is a dis-

service to clear thinking about the question
of a minimum wage if one focuses upon this

so-called limited number of able-bodied

people who are on welfare and who should

be working. I think that is a reactionary red

herring which only damages the thinking
which has to be done.

I suppose in my riding I have as many
people in receipt of general welfare assistance

and family benefits allowance as any other

riding, and I know very well that if there are

such persons as able-bodied people who are

making a choice to live on general welfare

assistance or on family benefits—assuming

they could qualify under the criteria—rather

than work, all I can say is I haven't met any
of them. And they are a very, very small

number, if they do exist.

It may well be that translated from the

immense social welfare problem that was
extant in New York City, which was an

entirely different and much more complex
society and a social problem which they had
there a few years ago, that we have been
influenced unduly by it. I just think that the

clarity of thought which is required should

keep those two categories separate, and I was

pleased when the minister made that point

yesterday.

The area which I want to bring to the

minister is that undoubtedly you have the

response of the employers in the service in-

dustries which are paying low wages in the

input which comes to you as to the extent

to which you can raise the minimum wage
without forcing them out of business. Un-

doubtedly, you also have the response of

organized labour, and you have discussions

with organized labour with respect to the

level of the minimum wage. Undoubtedly
their input to it is of substantial assistance

to you, but for practical purposes it doesn't

touch the organized working community of

the Province of Ontario because they are in

all categories substantially above that level.

Similarly, so far as the major industries in

the province whose employees are organized
union workers, are concerned, their input on

the question of minimum wage is again in

a sense academic. The one group that I
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suggest that the minister is unable to get
an input from is the very unorganized people
who are working in these low-income service

areas to which the minister referred on tele-

vision, that is, the dry cleaning establish-

ments, the car wash places, and in all of the

kinds of jobs where the persons employed
are unprotected in our society.

So far as I know, the minister has only
surrogates speaking on behalf of those peo-
ple. The flaw in the minister's method of

assessing where the minimum wage in the

Province of Ontario should be is that he

gives an overemphasis to those persons who
are speaking either as surrogates or who are

the employers in those service industries.

They are the ones who raise the question

that, oh, they will have to go out of business

if they have to pay a higher wage. You do
not give adequate emphasis and adequate

weight to the very people who are the ones
who by and large receive the minimum wage.

The second point, and I wanted to say
that I agreed with the minister on it com-

pletely, and I know he believes it, but again
it is not translated into reality, is that the

minimum wage is not for the purpose of

drawing people down to that level but for

providing a floor above which every one is

to move. There should be substantial motiva-

tion to employers to raise that minimum

wage, to pay wages above the minimum

wage. But the depressing effect of the service

industries across the province is reversing
the very concept which the minister agrees
with.

I don't pretend to know a great deal about

the economics of it, and I certainly haven't

had any significant information out of the

minister's department with respect to the eco-

nomics or the sociology of it as to how you
go about it. My instinct tells me that one

way in which you can begin to overcome
this problem, if my assessment is correct,

about the unorganized persons having no
real input except by surrogates into the de-

cisions which the minister is to make, is to

start having some kind of public hearings,
as you begin to develop over the next little

while your next stage in the minimum wage.

I'm not suggesting that public hearings
are to solve all problems, but at least in the

public hearings you have a forum in which
some people will be able to put the case

on behalf of the unorganized workers in the

low-paying service industries which all of us

in our own strange way take advantage of

in this society.

The reason why it would make sense to

do that, like every other argument that we
have made for public hearings, is that if

people understand that they are having the

benefit of services for which people are being
paid rates of pay which are unconscionable,

having regard to the demands which are

made upon them for ordinary living costs

the standard of living and their abflity to

cope in this society, then we would be able

to put across to the people in the Province

of Ontario that, just because the menial tasks

are performed in this society to provide serv-

ices which all of us consider necessary, such

as car wash and clothes cleaning and all the

rest of those services which we take for

granted and which we all make use of, then

the people in the province would be prepared
to recognize that they have got to pay more
for those services.

I just don't happen to think that those in-

visible people who do those jobs in the low-

paying service industries have any adequate
voice. The only way in which you can do that

is to bring home to the public that, yes, you
are going to have to pay more for them if

these service industries are going to continue

to exist and be able to pay the rates of pay
which they should be paying. I happen to

think that the very services that the minister

indicates might have to shut down in the

Province of Ontario wfll not shut down be-

cause the service which they provide is the

service which people want. They wfll be

able to survive because they wfll pay the

kind of wages which this society should de-

mand that they do pay.

I recognize that there is another area and
that is some kind of what is called small,

light industry as well as the so-called low-

paying service industries. The small light in-

dustry poses a special problem and I recog-
nize it. It poses a very special problem for

organized labour in trying to organize those

plants. It poses a very special problem with

respect to whether or not the impact on

those industries of a minimum wage fixed

at a higher level would, in fact, cause them
to shut down.

I'm not prepared to say that the argu-
ments which I've made with respect to the

low-paying service industries would necessari-

ly apply to those other industries. My guess is

that some of those arguments would apply
and that if the minister were prepared in the

Province of Ontario after adequate study, not

just of the economic impact on the industries,

both light manufacturing and service indus-

tries, but the sociological impact—what is hap-

pening to the famflies that have to live on the
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wages which are earned that way; what is

happening to family life where two or three

or four of the people in the family must work;
or where the breadwinner in the family must

moonlight in order to supplement his job—
if those matters were taken into consideration

I would suggest that a wealthy province such

as the Province of Ontario could very well

afford to be the leader in Canada on the

question of where the minimum wage should

be set.

I think it is also open to the minister, rather

than to announce simply a single level from
time to time that must be paid for a mini-

mum wage, for him to set various targets. Not

rigid targets but the kind of targets which
would indicate to those industries and indi-

cate to the public that they can expect an

increased price for the services which are

provided because this government wants those

industries to be paying a minimum wage of

at least such and such a level by such and
such a date; and to set out on a two or three

or four-year basis the graduated scale under
which increases are going to take place.

I think that would be possible. It may turn

out to be not possible but I have the sensa-

tion that the minister has fallen into the trap
of each of his predecessors on the question of

the minimum wage. The minister knows as

well as I do that there are some writers in

this area who think that the minimum wage
is more a depressant than it is a help and that

there shouldn't be a minimum wage. I don't

happen to subscribe to that particular theory.
I think there has to be a minimum wage but

the minimum wage has to be set by the gov-
ernment as a social objective to be attained

over a period of time to meet the needs of

the people who are employed in those indus-

tries.

Somehow or other the economic necessities

of the industry must be made to give way
to the social objectives which are required;

namely, that anybody who is engaged in eco-

nomic activity in our society is entitled to re-

ceive the number of dollars—and progressively
more dollars, not only to keep pace with the

increase in the cost of living but so that his

real wages will, over a period of time, in-

crease so that there will not be this ridicu-

lous question which constantly is raised about

whether it*s better to be on welfare or to

work. The minister knows as well as I know-
as well as everybody else does—that the num-
ber of people who would rather not work
but do nothing on welfare as distinct from
those who want to work, is, as I have said, in

my view negligible. I just don't happen to

have met them.

Be perfectly clear about it, I have met men
who are able-bodied in the sense that they
are physically able-bodied. But I also know
that those men are not able to work without

careful assistance and rehabilitation and re-

introduction into economic life because of

psychic disabilities, because of frustrations

that have occurred in their lives which have

inhibited their ability, but never have I met

the so-called lazy person who prefers to be

on welfare rather than to be working.

I don't know whether in any way the min-

ister can shift his emphasis and establish th-^

kind of minimum wage which we think is

necessary and to set certain targets for the

low-paying industries in the Province of On-

tario which will be a challenge to them and

also a challenge to the community to accept

the responsibility that, if those industries are

going to sell their products or their services,

the people in this society are going to have

to pay the kind of dollars for those products

and for those services that will permit the

minimum wage to be paid at that level.

I look at the publication which comes to

us regularly about the Ontario work force,

which is the only continuing information

really that we get—that is from the federal

Department of Manpower—and the tables

which come with it. When you look through

the breakdowns on the various cities and

towns in Ontario it's very, very easy to spot

those areas where there is organized labour

and where there is not organized labour. It's

extremely simple.

Of course, organized labour is not only a

question of averaging. The fact of the matter

is that the organized labour, at the rates of

pay which are being paid in those communi-

ties, also pulls up the wages which are paid

in unorganized industry and in unorganized

service industries in those precise areas. That's

always been the case, ever since organized

labour in the railways set the standards across

the country, so that areas like Moncton, N.B.,

and other rail centres were pulled up, in the

economic expectations and in the economic

response of the community, to the kind of

levels for which organized labour fought and

which it has achieved, in some areas at least,

some success.

Those are the thoughts I had about the

minimum wage. I don't really expect a great

deal of comment from the minister because

I don't really think we are all that far apart

in our thinking about the topic, but I do

think there's got to be a much better method

by which the minister gets the input which

is required on the basis of which he makes
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these decisions from time to time, and if

these comments are of assistance, fine.

I want to touch upon the Employment
Standards Act and particularly the provisions

related to notice on termination of employ-
ment and plant layoffs and shutdowns. I

do so because I have a very personal in-

terest in these particular sections of the

Employment Standards Act without having

any particular expertise about them, because

they are in the Act as a result of the shut-

down of the Dunlop plant in my riding
a few years ago. There is no question what-

soever that the cause and effect is reflected

in these provisions of the Employment
Standards Act.

It's not just a chronological sequence that

took place. The outcry over the Dunlop shut-

down, at the way in which it was handled,
the deal which the men got on the shut-

down of that plant, the lack of government
participation in the decision, led to this

particular response as a part of a partial

response to a very continuing problem.

There are four or five things—I don't

know quite how many, but I think they
will come out at around four or five—that

bother me in the light of the experience
which we have had with those provisions.

The Act in England from which those

provisions are copied was passed, if my
memory serves me rightly, back in the

fifties—I think it was 1958 or thereabouts—

and, with adaptations, our provision is taken
from the English statute, which was passed
during one of the Labour governments. But
as usual you only took part of it, and the

result has been a good part of the problem
which the working out of this Act has now
disclosed.

In the United Kingdom that Act had two
parts to it. One dealt with the question
of termination and notice and what kind
of termination pay was to be paid in lieu

of notice ff a person's services were to be
terminated. But the other part of that Act

required that when a person entered the

employ of an employer, that that employer
within a specific period of time, was to

give to the employee a written statement
of the terms and provisions of his contract
of employment.

For clarity's sake I want to set aside the

question of a collective bargaining agreement.
I am talking now about an individual en-

tering into a contract of employment with an

employer. Rather than there being an un-
written contract of which neither side is

particularly clear as to the terms-and if

a problem arises under that contract of

employment it cannot be solved in any real

way, because nobody quite knows what the

terms and conditions are—the Act specifically

provided that a written memorandum would
be given by the employer to the employee
setting out what the terms and conditions

of employment were, and that constituted

the memorandum establishing that individual

contract of employment.

I suggest to the minister that he should

give serious consideration to introducing such
a requirement into the Employment Standards

Act. Of necessity, part of that memorandum
would ,be matters which by law are re-

quired to be set out in it—no question about
that—but it would also include other matters

relating to that employment relationship.
One of the great lacks is that individuals do
not know what their situation is, what exactly
the terms of their employment are, and what
their mutual obligations are to each other,

and those cover not only monetary matters

but the question of work performance and

obligation.

I would ask the minister to look at the

English statute and to see whether or not

it is possible to incorporate that kind of

arrangement in our law today. I think it

would be extremely helpful in the areas

where there is unorganized labour in the

Province of Ontario—in the very service in-

dustries and light industries that we have
been talking about—for each employee to

have a memorandum of the terms and con-

ditions of his employment, and it would be

very helpful for the employer to have to

give some thought to what the terms and
conditions of employment are. I am not

talking about some long document; I am
simply talking about a memorandum which
reflects what those terms and conditions

are.

A second matter which I want to mention
is that the minister responded to the leader

of this party, the member for Scarborough
West (Mr. Lewis), when he asked the minis-

ter yesterday a question on the effect of

government stop orders on a plant such as

Canada Metal. The reason why, in this

breathing spell before there is another shut-

down of a plant on a stop order from the

ministry, it is important for you to introduce

that legislation immediately is because, as

usually happens, a guinea pig produces the

legislation which helps people in the future,
but that legislation never helps the person
who is the guinea pig.
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Just as the Dunlop employees were not

assisted in any way by the new provisions of

the Employment Standards Act, they were
the precipitating cause of those provisions

being introduced into the Act. We do not

want to find ourselves in the situation where
a plant like Canada Metal or another similar

plant is shut down. Men lose their jobs be-

cause most of the men employed in those

plants have in-plant skills which are not

transferable and not very portable. Most of

them do and most of them are men, as the

Dunlop men were, who had substantial

periods of employment and would have diflB-

culty, in their 50s, to find employment else-

where that was in any sense adequate.

Let me urge upon the minister to make
certain that he now introduces the amend-
ment to the Employment Standards Act to

make certain, whatever the government policy
is going to be on it, that if there is a stop
order issued by the Ministry of the Environ-

ment against a given plant which requires it

to shut down its operation so the people are

left out of work, that amounts to a termina-

tion of employment.
The minister's response to the leader of

this party led me to believe that perhaps the

problem raised more diflBcult policy ques-
tions for the minister than simply amending
the termination clause and making a stop
order equivalent to a termination to precipi-
tate the operation of the Act. I take it, then,
that the government must be concerned about
the question of imposing upon industry, in a

situation where they have to shut dowm, the

same obligations that are implied in the

Employment Standards Act if they, on their

side, decide to close the plant unilaterally.

I am suggesting that the minister not get

hung up on that problem because the min-
ister knows and I know and everyone else

knows that before a stop order is going to be
issued from the Ministry of the Environ-
ment—and Canada Metal is a good example
of it—there would have been a substantial

period of time during which negotiations
were taking place between the ministry and
the industry for the purpose of clearing up
the problems related to the pollution of the

atmosphere or the health hazard which is

involved in it. If there comes a point in time

when because of technological reasons or be-
cause management doesn't want to comply or

for whatever the reasons may be a stop order
must issue, it must be, in those circumstances,
the responsibihty of the industry to pay the

men who are going to be laid off the wages
which they are entitled to receive under the

provisions of the Employment Standards Act.

I suggest, Mr. Chairman, to the minister

that the suggestion made by the leader of this

party is, in fact, the simple way in which it

should be done. That is, to make a stop
order equivalent to a termination so that it

will immediately bring into play the oper-
ations of the Employment Standards Act as

presently drafted.

The next point I want to make, and with
the usual caveat that I am not at all im-

pinging upon the court proceedings with

respect to what the court of appeal may
decide in the Telegram dispute, there are

obviously two or three matters of general
interest which have already arisen which re-

quire the urgent attention of the ministry
without awaiting the final decision of the

court of appeal in this matter.

One must recognize that it was two years

ago on Oct. 30, that the Telegram shut down
and that in that two-year period the question
of the entitlement to severance pay and/or
notice pay has been tmder consideration. It's

now in the courts and, as I understand it,

leave to appeal was granted last week to the

court of appeal. From the divisional court

judgement it will go to the court of appeal.

iPresumably, it will be next spring when it

goes to the court of appeal. Presumably, by
the time the decision is implemented, it will

be next summer or next fall. It may very well

be three years after the shutdown of the

Telegram before any actual money finds its

way into the hands of the former employees
of the Telegram company on this question.
As I understand it, we are talking, win or

lose, about $1.25 million, which it has not as

yet been determined should or should not be

paid and, if so, what part of it should be

paid.

The problem which has arisen is one which
was on the fringe of the Dunlop matter and
which we are trying to deal with and which
I think conceptually you are going to have
to deal with in some way. When I say con-

ceptually, I think if conceptually we can keep
our ideas clear, then it may be possible to

work out the actual solutions. You always
have the problem of the individual contract

of employment between an individual and
his employer. Then you have the situation of

what is the eff^ect of the collective bargaining

agreement and the terms and conditions of

employment set out in the collective bar-

gaining agreement on the individual contract

of employment.

Does it replace the individual contract of

employment completely? Does it suspend it

during the time that the collective bargaining

agreement is in force? Does it become part
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of the individual contract of employment, so

that there is not only the collective agree-

ment but there is an individual contract of

employment, which could be written out for

each individual person, incorporating labori-

ously in it each of the provisions applicable
to him extracted from the collective agree-
ment?

When the collective agreement comes to

an end and the statutory freeze provision ex-

pires, what are the term and conditions of

the individual contract of employment which

commences that day, the day of the expira-

tion of the freeze period? Is it a revival of

the individual contract of employment which
has been submerged during the period of a

collective agreement? Is it a brand-new in-

dividual contract of employment which comes
into existence at that time? If so, what ex-

actly are its precise terms and what is the

effect on the employer with respect to those

protections which he thought he had under

the collective agreement but which appeared
to disappear at the time when the statutory

freeze period expired? Those are problems
which are absolutely fundamental to the

questions implicit in the Telegram decision.

Don't think for a moment that the court

of appeal is going to answer in an adequate
sense those questions. They will answer the

questions because they will have to answer

them in terms of the existing legislation, but

the problems of the existing legislation are

such that they will ultimately dictate the re-

sult of the court of appeal. Your department
has got to be thinking now about the better

statutory solutions to the problems which
are raised.

For example, it's perfectly clear under the

collective agreement with the Newspaper
Guild and the Toronto Telegram that be-

cause of the failure of the legislation the

Telegram Publishing Co. waited until the day
following the expiration of the statutory

freeze period to give the notice required by
the Employment Standards Act. There is no

question whatsoever. They had already an-

nounced their intention during the period
when the statutory freeze was on, but the

lawyers advising the Telegram Publishing
Co. were very careful to make sure that until

and including Sept. 23, 1971, no notice would
be given, but that on Sept. 24 the notice

would be published on the bulletin board

which would state that, from that date, they
were giving the 16 weeks' notice required

by the Employment Standards Act.

The reason for that was what has led to,

first of all the designation by the minister of

Prof. Carter and now these court proceed-

ings which are in process. They wanted to

make clear, they thought, that the severance

pay provisions of the collective agreement
would have disappeared, and the argument
which is of course being made is that at

midnight on Sept. 23 the collective agree-
ment just disappeared as if it had never ex-

isted, and that the severance pay provisions
ceased to have any effect.

I think Prof. Carter had all the problems,
which are obviously indicated in his very

lengthy decision on this matter, of how you
solve this kind of problem in a situation

where there is no clear way in which you can
solve it because the law is inadequate and
the law has got confused over a long period
of time about it. Basically, he came down on
the side that the severance pay as such was
earned by these employees up to and includ-

ing Sept. 23, 1971, as part of their wages—
in other words, I suppose, to spell it out,

that during the course of the negotiations for

the collective bargaining agreement that they

bargain, not for higher wages to be paid now,
but that some portion of what could have
been higher wages would be accumulated on
a severance pay basis, should their employ-
ment be terminated. In that sense the argu-
ment is made that those deferred wages, are

really choices which are made in lieu of in-

creased wages, but are in substance earned
as each day's work is done under the col-

lective agreement.

I take it that some version of that argu-
ment led Prof. Carter to indicate that the

employees of the Telegram were entitled to

the severance pay and that they were also

entitled, in addition, to the notice pay under
the provisions of the Employment Standards

Act; that one was contractual, the other was

statutory. It was a contractual right and a

statutory right—they weren't mutually exclu-

sive; they weren't alternates—that both of

them were paid.

Of course, the argument is going on now
as to whether both should be paid or only
one should be paid. I think the answer is that

the Telegram Company wants to pay only
one and the union wants to get both of them.
In a nutshell, I think that's it. But the prob-
lem relates to the fact that the day the col-

lective bargaining agreement and the statu-

tory freeze provision come to a conclusion,

there is no answer in our law as to whether
there is any vesting of those earned benefits

in the employees by way of severance pay
at that time.
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That may be one of the ways to solve it,

to require that we recognize clearly that

these fringe benefits, if I can use that term
in its broad sense, are in fact wages. I was

very interested to note that with some diffi-

culty the divisonal court came down on the

side that, yes, severance pay really was in-

cluded in the definition of wages; that is, that

it was earned.

The result isn't exactly the way I wanted
it but, with some doubt in their minds, they
did make the finding that under section 1

of the Employment Standards Act, the defini-

tion of wages was broad enough to include

severance pay. Presumably, it was broad

enough to include other similar fringe bene-

fits.

Therefore, the logic of it would impel one
to believe that in a statutory sense, on the

day a collective agreement terminates, either

by the affluxion of time or at the end of

the statutory freeze period, by law the earned

wages deferred as severance pay or other

fringe benefits should be vested in the em-

ployee so that the employer is bound to pay
them.

Any alleviating statutory provisions which
follow on from this should be in addition

to and part of the statutory decision as to

what should happen in the event of plant
shutdowns and layoffs, as this Legislature

decides, and should not have anything to do
with the contractual problem which is raised

at the time of the expiration of the collec-

tive agreement.

My first comment of course makes some

sense, to me at least, that if there is this

problem as to what the terms and conditions

of employment are at the end of the statutory
freeze period, then what happens to the em-

ployee in respect of his individual contract

of employment when he no longer has the

protection or support of the collective agree-
ment is all the more reason why there should

be an immediate memorandum given to him

setting out what the terms and conditions

are under the new circumstances where he
no longer has the umbrella protection of the

collective agreement.

There is, of course, the obvious problem
that has been raised in here, that one of the

regulations under the Employment Standards

Act has been declared ultra vires as going
beyond a power conferred by the regulation-

granting provision of the Employment Stand-

ards Act to pass a particular regulation. It

may well be that the minister should act

by requesting that the question of that regu-
lation be deferred to the regulations com-

mittee of this assembly, because the minister

probably is aware that we have by statute

a regulations committee of this assembly
whose very job is to determine whether a

particular regulation is or is not within the

scope of the regulatory rule-making power
granted by the assembly and to make recom-
mendations as to what change should be
made in that regulation.

I would suggest that the members of the

regulations committee have an extremely diffi-

cult job to do, but this is the first instance

since it was established that I know of where
a court has specifically said that one regula-
tion was beyond the power of the regulation-

granting authority made in the Employment
Standards Act, and I think it would be wise

to refer that matter to the standing regula-
tions committee.

I know that the concept of this individual

contract of employment and what happens
to it when there is the intervention of the

collective agreement and when the collective

agreement ceases to be in effect and the

problems related to that, are extremely diffi-

cult ones. Strangely enough, when we were

debating the Employment Standards Act

regulations following the shutdown of the

Dunlop plant, when the present Attorney
General (Mr. Bales) was then Minister of

Labour, I dealt at some length in the Legis-
lature with this question of notice at com-

mon law. And your Act, being taken from

the English Act, was simply the English
statute law version of the common-law right
with respect to notice and had nothing to do

with whatever supplementary severance pay
a person might bargain for in lieu of in-

creased wages during the course of his em-

ployment, either under collective agreement
or because he had made that particular ar-

rangement with his employer without a col-

lective agreement.

I am simply saying that the time has now
come when a thorough look must be given

to those provisions of the Employment Stand-

ards Act. I suggest that you not wait until

the court of appeal makes its decision about

the present law, but that you begin now the

study of the Employment Standards Act, and

the deficiencies as disclosed up to date in the

Telegram case in order to make it the kind

of statutory provision that we envisaged that

it should be in the first place.

I am not saying that anybody moving into

a new field can think up all the answers in

advance. All I am saying is that the experi-
ence which we have had indicates very clear-

ly that you have got to appoint some small
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group within your ministry to sit down and

study in detail the problems that are related

to the Employment Standards Act and these

provisions and to bring in draft legislation

to lay before the assembly, to leave it for

consideration, as is done in so many other

cases. And if by that time the court of appeal

decision is out, it may also be of assistance

in pinpointing where the errors and the flaws

in the legislation exist.

I am suggesting that practically all of the

problems already exist in Prof. Carter's work

in the submissions made by counsel for both

sides in the case, and in the very lengthy
decision of the divisional court which was

issued, if I remember correctly, in April of

this year. All that the court of appeal is going
to do is to make choices about the problems
which have already been elucidated at great

length in the decision of the divisional court.

I would appreciate it if, Mr. Minister, you
would comment briefly on those remarks.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, I do ap-

preciate the constructive contribution of the

hon. member on some of these provisions.

Firstly, in connection with the minimum

wage. I am not going to spend too much time

to respond because as he said, we are fairly

well in accord in at least knowing exactly

what the minimum wage means in this prov-
ince. It is not an anti-poverty device or

scheme at all, but strictly to stop the exploita-
tion of employees.

He is quite right when he says that we
have an input from employers, because they
are organized and they have different or-

ganizations to represent them. They do com-
municate with us—and as a matter of fact

we welcome their presentations.

It is the same with organized labour

through many of its unions and union reps.

We have discussions and representations are

made to us in connection with the possible
increases from time to time. But it is almost

impossible, as he said, to get to the unorganiz-
ed labour portion of this province. It is diffi-

cult to get in touch with them. There is no

organization or association representing these

people. The only way we can possibly do it

is by a personal approach.

Of course, a minister cannot be all over

the province. I always make it a point, no
matter where I am, to get in touch with peo-

ple in the unorganized sector, to get their

views and their comments on what they
think it should be. I am not saying yes or no

at the present time. I would like to look at

it.

Public hearings might be helpful in help-

ing both sides to realize how diflBcult it is to

arrive at a minimum wage which would be

acceptable to both parties. Perhaps, on the

one hand, employers will realize more than

ever the needs on behalf of these people

working at the minimum wage and, like-

wise, employees might realize also that, if the

minimum wage is too high, it will cost some

jobs. Some of them will have to be let go
because the employer cannot find the money
to pay them.

I am not discarding the idea of public

hearings. I still have my doubts as to how
very successful they would be, but if they
create a better comprehension between the

employer and the employees right there they
would be helpful, I suppose. I will address

myself to this in the coming year.

We do not set various standards for a

minimum wage because some day it has to

level off some time. You can't always expect
an escalation in the cost of living as we
have witnessed in recent months. This is not

the opinion of an expert; it is my opinion.
At this point in time, you can't always do it.

If we do set targets for years ahead, let's

say for the next 30 years, some day we might
find ourselves in a bind. I am for the prin-

ciple of always trying to help the people who
are at the bottom of the scale. I think in

this regard there is some merit in what you
were suggesting. I always try to make the lot

of these people better.

On the Employment Standards Act, the

hon. member touched, as he can imagine, a

very difficult area in talking about the pro-
visions concerning termination pay and notice

of termination and severance pay. This legis-
lation is fairly new and we're still experi-

menting. Things are happening. We are hav-

ing examples, as in the case this week of the

government stop order. I had never heard

about this before. This has raised questions
in our mind about the provisions of the Act

and how they would apply in a case like

this. My answer, from the opinion that I had

received, was that it would be considered as

temporary only, for a certain number of

weeks. This requires us to look at it very
much more closely now, because these things
could happen again in the future.

We have the case of the Telegram as well,

involving the severance pay provisions and
the notice provisions where the union wants
to get payment under both counts. These are

matters that we are presently looking at very

carefully. I hope that we can come up with
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legislation or amendments that will take care

of these experiences that we've had recently
in the cases of Canada Metal and the Tele-

gram.

As I say, we experiment and we find new
cases from year to year. I think that is why
we have this responsibility trying to cope
with these new things that do come up from
time to time and trying to plug loopholes
when they occur.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, would the

minister please just assure me that he would
look at that English statute on the question
of a specific memorandum of agreement,
which it is made obligatory for an employer
to give an employee, leaving aside the col-

lective bargaining question entirely. It spells

it out in very reasonable detail; it requires
that it be done within a certain period of

time after the person enters upon employ-
ment and, without being unduly formal about

it, nevertheless it does formalize that relation-

ship and it makes each party aware of what
their mutual obligations are.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I am sorry, Mr. Chair-

man, I did notice it but I guess I skipped
it in my remarks. This is a very interesting

suggestion made by the member. I wasn't

aware of this; the question of a contract by
the employer to his employee setting things

straight before they do make an agreement
between themselves knowing exactly where

they are going. I would be glad to ask my
senior stafiF to look into it with me.

Mr. Chairman: Shall vote 2005 carry? The
member for Windsor West.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, I find the

response of the Minister of Labour as the

various members have presented their argu-
ments to him on the minimum wage in-

adequate on a couple of points; inadequate
to say the least. He seemed to be giving the

traditional arguments as to why there should
not be a minimum wage in Ontario. You
have talked in the House and to the press
about the tremendous costs and difficulties

this is going to put on the marginal industries

and the small businessmen and on the fact

that you don't want to set the minimum wage
for years in advance, like two years, because
of the changing economic situations that will

occur and the fact that you anticipate the

cost of living not to increase, or salaries and

wages not to increase at the rate that they
have been in the past.

Both of these arguments are completely
inadequate. I heard the minister on the radio

this morning and he was talking about the

terrible effects of the minimum wage increase

on marginal industries and smaU businesses.

By that you are inviting the response; you
are inviting people to continue to talk along
this line. You claimed, and this is the part
I object to, that the 10 per cent increase in

the minimum wage would raise costs by 10

per cent. If you would read your own
brochure on the long-run impact of the 30

per cent revision, this is not what is found
there. It doesn't make many findings but that

is one of the findings that it does make.

They found that the 30 per cent increase in

these five industries—and the five industries

they took in these studies were chosen be-
cause they would be sensitive to upward
changes in the minimum wage; these were
industries that were deemed to be marginal
or close to it—the shoe factories, the small

leather goods manufacturers, the hosiery
mills, the children's clothing industry and the

foundation garment industry are and were

marginal.

This is where you expected to find an
effect. This is where, if as you claim a 10

per cent increase in the minimum—which is

what occurred back in 1969 and this is what
is occurring now—this is where you would

expect to find that 30 per cent in 1969 show-

ing up as a 30 per cent increase in costs if

what you are saying today is correct. Your
own study shows this is not the case.

The 30 per cent increase in 1969 in these

marginal industries raised the hourly wage
costs by an average of only 1^ per cent. In

no way did the 30 per cent increase raise the

costs by 30 per cent. In no way today would
a 10 per cent increase in the minimum wage
raise costs by 10 per cent. In fact, that 30

per cent increase was minimal in terms of

hourly wage costs in those industries. Shoe
factories had a 1.1 per cent increase in hourly

wage costs; small leather goods, 1.2 per cent;

hosiery mills, 1.8 per cent; children's clothing,
2.8 per cent; and foundation garments, 1.9

per cent.

In no way does the 30 per cent come

anywhere close to increasing hourly costs by
that amount. In fact, it was about one-

fifteenth of that. The costs were minimal. So
a 10 per cent increase in the minimum wage
today will not raise even hourly wage costs

by 10 per cent. The effect would be minimal.

In most industries and in most small busi-

nesses, the wage costs are somewhere be-

tween 25 per cent and 50 per cent of the

costs of that small business or that small

industry. So you have a minimal effect on

the hourly wage costs by an increase in the
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minimum wage, which is only a portion—
20 to 25 per cent—of the cost to that industry
or that business.

I fully agree with the member for River-

dale that having a minimum wage is no

substitute for a real anti-poverty programme
such as a proper guaranteed annual income
scheme. It is no substitute for that. A mini-

mum wage level will never substitute for a

proper anti-poverty scheme in this province.

The minister agrees with that as well. It is

no substitute for that, but it does prevent

exploitation; and for those people who are

paid the minimum wage it does represent
the only time in their employment that they
will get an increase. They are in areas of

work in which increases are not granted

easily, if at all, and the only time they do

get an increase is when the minimum wae^e
is increased. They are still in poverty at the

minimum wage level and it is the only time

they get an increase that helps to ease their

poverty, ever so slightly.

On the other point, the minister says he

doesn't want to predict and set a rate for

two years from now in case the cost of living
or the per cent increase in salaries and wages
does not proceed in the fashion that it has

in the past. .Here again, this is the argu-
ment. The minister is making the argument
for tying the minimum wage to an industrial

composite, as I suggested earlier. There is the

argument; if the industrial composite in On-
tario only goes up 3 per cent it would indi-

cate a lower minimum wage increase. That's

the way around it, as Manitoba has done. If

you tie it to the industrial composite it

removes the whole argument about what is

going to happen to cost of living increases or

increases in salaries and wages.
In this vein, I mentioned in my earlier

remarks what the rate in Ontario would be
if it was based on the Manitoba formula
and based on the 44-hour maximum. That
would indicate that, right in this month of

November in the Province of Ontario, if we
take the Manitoba figure of 60 per cent of

the industrial composite in that province and

apply that 60 per cent here, the minimum

wage would be $2.40.

In point of fact it should be even more
than that, because Manitoba used its stand-

ard wage in that calculation. The standard

working week of 44 hours that Manitoba
uses is very close to an average number of

working hours; which for the Province of

Ontario is not 44 or 48, but my figures and
researchers show it to be 40.1 at the moment.
If you take 60 per cent of the industrial

composite, with an average working week of

40.1 hours, the miiumum wage in this prov-
ince should be $2.58 an hour today. If you
use that Manitoba formula it is $2.58.

We can argue between ourselves about the

base, and whether it should be 60 per cent

and whether you use the average, which in

Ontario would be 40.1 hours, or whether you
use our maximum— which won't even come
until 1975—of 44 hours. But to get around

your argument about why you can't set it

ahead for the future, the answer to that is

use a formula—and Manitoba's formula looks

reasonable.

In fact, are you happy about a $2 mini-

mum in Ontario when that happens to be

only 46.6 per cent of the Ontario composite?
How can you be at all happy about a $2
minimum wage in this province, which
doesn't come into effect until January and
which is only 46.6 per cent of the end of

October figure in the Province of Ontario?

It is reprehensible to have it less than 50

per cent—at 46.6 per cent—of what that aver-

age is now.

And incredibly enough, Mr. Chairman, I

can find no information in this province.
This ministry has made no studies, as far as I

can see, on how many employees in the

Province of Ontario receive the minimum

wage.

Mr. Laughren: It's no coincidence.

Mr. Bounsall: There is no accurate, up-to-
date information whatsoever on how many
employees in Ontario receive the minimum

wage. And then to talk about that 10 per
cent increase going to increase costs by 10

per cent a year is completely irrelevant and

completely wrong.

Mr. Laughren: It almost makes us think

the government is insincere.

Mr. Bounsall: And the only data which

you do have shows that the 30 per cent

increase in 1969 produced only a 1.5 per
cent average increase in hourly wage costs,

let alone the small efi^ect that has overall on

total costs, with wages being only 20 per
cent to 50 per cent—50 per cent at most—
of the total cost of any industry.

Your collection of data has been negligent
in terms of who receives the minimum wage.
A 10 per cent increase does not produce even
a 10 per cent increase in hourly wage costs

in marginal industries. And if you want to

get rid of the problem of predicting too

far in advance what the wage level should

be, do as Manitoba has done and tie it

down as a percentage of the industrial com-
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posite. I suggest that 46.6 per cent of the

industrial composite is not what that base

should be.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Mr. Chairman, much
has been said in the last few days about this

minimum wage rate. IVe listened carefully
to the members opposite, and I think we
were all pretty well in agreement when the

three of us said this morning that the mini-
mum wage is certainly not an anti-poverty
scheme or anything like that; it is simply to

protect people from exploitation.

We are not perhaps on the same wave-

length when we are talking about the effect

of the minimum wage on the economy. I

know the costs of a minimum wage will cer-

tainly raise the cost of operation. I am not

saying the employers will not pass it on
partly. They will be able to pass on the
increase in the cost of their operation, but
not all the time. In the case of manufacturing
industries, for instance, where they have to

compete with imported goods from else-

where, it may be very difficult for them to

pass it on*

In any event, that is always the perennial
question when it comes to setting a minimum
wage: while it reflects the best of our ability
and knowledge at this time, it is not easy
to measure the impact. Nobody can measure
that and give us assurance of exactly what
it will be. For the present time, however,
I think we have set a minimum wage rate
that is acceptable to all parties.

The thing is, as I have said, the door is

not closed. If by any chance circumstances
did warrant it, as I said yesterday, I would
have no hesitation in coming before the
Legislature once more.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for
Nickel Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, I did not
intend to speak again this morning on the
employment standards. But I went for a
short walk and picked up a copy of today's
Toronto Star. Perhaps the minister will un-
derstand why I am so incredulous about the
position he takes that he is the friend of
labour. If labour has friends like that, it

just doesn't need any more enemies, I'll

tell you.

The Toronto Star runs a front page story:
"Cuindon says Hike in Minimum Wage
may mean Lost Jobs." My colleague from
Windsor West comments on the interview
he heard on the radio this morning, and in

both cases that is the kind of myth that is

being perpetuated out there by the minister.

That, surely, is not doing anything for the
cause of labour and for the low-income earner
in this province? That's what gets out there
and that's the message the minister gets out

there.

I don't understand either—and the minister
hasn't responded properly to the member
for Windsor West on this—why, if a province
such as Manitoba, which is not nearly as

industrialized as Ontario, can introduce a
formula into the minimum wage the Province
of Ontario cannot do the same thing?

The last point I would like to make is

on the whole debate on the maximum hours

per week being 44 instead of 48 in a year
and some months from now. It's irrelevant
to the minimum wage and I don't know
why the minister insisted on bringing the
minimum wage into his reply when he
commented on that. It doesn't matter what
the minimum wage is at that time. If you
reduce the hours of the worker from 48 to
44 hours without guaranteeing that his in-

come will be the same, if he is earning a
low wage, he is going to earn less.

The people, by and large, who work 48
hours a week are the unorganized workers
in this province who also earn very low
wages because they are unorganized. You
haven't responded in any fashion at all as
to how you can sit there and anticipate
that those very people who are earning the
lowest incomes in the province will have
their incomes reduced by that legislation—
unless you build a protective clause in it

so that the workers will not earn less after
that legislation comes into effect. There is

nothing complicated about that, nothing at

all, and I would appreciate a comment from
the minister on that.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Briefly, I call the things
the way they are. You say that there would
be no lost jobs; I am not trying to scare any-
one.

Mr. Laughren: You have no proof of that.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: You mentioned about
the Star saying the minister says: "We will

be losing jobs." We do so every time we
raise the minimum wage, but we are prepared
to take that flak. Gradually—

Mr. Laughren: Why take the flak? You
don't know that. That's ridiculous.

Mr. Renwick: How do you know that?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: Pardon?
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Mr. Bounsall: How many?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I can't tell you how
many; nobody can.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Bounsall: Why do you say it? How can

you be sure?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Perhaps because of the

experience I had with business myself. That

helps me a great deal.

Mr. Bounsall: Did you lay any off?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Because we are more
industrialized than Manitoba, for instance, and
we have more of these small businesses across

the province,

Mr. Laughren: There is no employment
problem in Manitoba.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: That's why a compari-
son between Manitoba and Ontario is irre-

levant. We don't have the same kind of

economy; we don't have the same kind of

businesses; we are far more industrialized

here in Ontario and it has an effect.

But we are prepared. We know that some

jobs will be lost and on the other hand,

perhaps some potential jobs that could have
been created will not be there; but we are

prepared at least to be able to set a minimum
wage rate which is acceptable in this day
and age. This is an on-going debate. You
could go on for two months and six months-

Mr. Laughren: Exactly; all the more
reason it just may.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —and you have the

same thing in every other jurisdiction.

Mr. Bounsall: Mr. Chairman, could I get
in here?

This is precisely what my colleague from
Nickel Belt was saying. You go around

making these statements which may be right.
We suspect they may not be right from what

you have said.

You have no figures on how many people
were laid off as a result of previous minimum

wage increases at the other times at which

you've done this. You've no figures as to

what they are; you can't express it as a

percentage of the work force. If it were

something like 0.1 or 0.3 per cent of the

work force which had to be laid off because
of an increase in the minimum wage, every-

body in this province would agree with you

that the minimum wage is worth increasing
then. You don't even have any numbers.
You can't, therefore, express it as a per-

centage.

We don't know what the effect is, and
this is what we are saying. It is reprehen-
sible to go around talking about the number
of employees who are going to be laid off

when you have no idea of that number, no
idea. You have no idea of the number being
paid the minimum wage, either, although a

number are getting it and are going to be
laid off because the firms can't pay a 10

per cent increase. That's the point we are

making.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I have an idea as a

practitioner myself and people in business

have an idea. Nobody can give you those

figures. You know darned well. You have
no figures either.

Mr. Bounsall: Why do you talk about them?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: And you never will.

Mr. Laughren: You are the one who is

'making the statement.

Hon, Mr. Guindon: We know by practice
and by the contacts we have with both em-

ployers and employees in this province. We
know the number is a big question mark,
but the higher the minimum wage the higher
the number of unemployed or people losing
their jobs—it is just as simple as that.

Mr. Bounsall: Can you prove even that,

Mr. Minister?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Pardon?

Mr. Bounsall: Can you prove even that?

The higher the minimum wage the higher
the number of unemployed. Can you prove
even that?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well I will show you
some of the letters I have been getting from

employers. They say: "If you raise the mini-

mum wage, we close the place up"—

Mr. Renwick: Oh, we know you get those

letters; we are not arguing about that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Or: "We will let go
two or three or four or five employees,

depending"—we get those letters regularly.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, I don't know

why the minister seems determined to con-

tinue this debate into next Monday, but why
will the minister not respond to my query
about lowering the hours of work from 48
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to 44 hours a week for low-income people,
who will then have their incomes reduced?
He knows damn well that those are the

people who are unorganized in the province
and whose wages are low now. Has he no
concern at all for the fact that they will

have their income reduced? And it has noth-

ing to do with the minimum wage.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: How many times do
I have to tell the hon. member, you can't

have your cake and eat it at the same time?
I have said it four times.

Mr. Laughren: At $2 an hour, you are

having your cake and eating it at the same
time? Or is reducing income from $98 to

$88 having your cake?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Now, are you talking
about 1975 when you are talking about 44
hours? We are still in 1973.

Mr. Laughren: That doesn't matter. You
still have every intention of reducing their

wages.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2005—carried? •

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, are you in
a hurry?

Mr. Chairman: No-but no one jumped
up.

Mr. Renwick: I would just like to com-
ment on what was said by my colleague,
the member for Nickel Belt. It is a very
few days ago that we got into this problem
of unemployment statistics and what they
mean with the minister's colleague, the
Treasurer of Ontario (Mr. White). The
other day when we were talking about un-

employment figures-the recent ones that
came out—his answer was that they are ter-

ribly unsophisticated and they don't really
reflect what the true situation is in the
Province of Ontario. The minister knows all

of these arguments. They are used by any-
body who wants to use them, because they
are not

sufficiently sensitive.

Now what my colleague the member for

Nickel Belt is simply saying, and what I

would like to try to say to the minister, is

that you don't know. You know one thing—
you know that in the next year there is not

going to be a net loss in jobs in the Prov-
ince of Ontario. You know as well as I do
that if there is a net loss in jobs this coming
year and the following year, there will not
be a Conservative government in the Prov-
ince of Ontario. It is just that simple.

So there is not going to be a net loss of

jobs—because of the increase in the popula-
tion and job formation and the increase in

demand for services, and all the rest of it.

But you are not going to be able to say
what the effect of the minimum wage is on
the employment figures in the province; any
more than you are going to be able to say
what a particular grant of money or a par-
ticular loan made by ODC to a particular

industry is going to do with respect to job
creation.

Now let's not kid ourselves. All the mem-
ber for Nickel Belt was asking you to do is

not, each time the government raises the

minimum wage, simply with great trepida-
tion indicate: "Oh yes, we are going to make
a marginal increase in the minimum wage;
but oh, some people are going to lose their

jobs." Because there is no statistical informa-

tion one way or the other.

I thought that both my colleagues were

extremely restrained about the matter. They
are not prepared to say that there is going
to be no loss in jobs; or that there isn't going
to be. All we are simply saying is that you
and your ministry don't have the statistical

information.

We are all very much aware that before

you raise it you are going to get letters from

employers telling you that if you raise the

minimum wage they are going to go out of

business, they are going to have to shut up
shop, they are going to have to move down
to the Bahamas, and they will go into retire-

ment. You are going to get that kind of in-

formation.

I am quite certain we aU agree that you
are going to get some letters saying that be-

cause of the minimum wage, an employer
has had to lay off a particular person, or

two people in some small operation. But
there is no on-going statistical information

that would support either proposition.

All that we are saying is that every time

the minimum wage is raised in the province,
the media report the concern of the minister

that there is going to be a loss in jobs,

rather than taking the positive view that this

is an essential, necessary step in the on-going
development of an adequate wage policy for

the province.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, wouldn't
the minister commit himself to doing a study
or some research into those industries where
workers are at the minimum wage or close

to it? For example, he could use those indus-
tries that are used in that publication my
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colleague from Windsor West was talking

about, to determine just what will be the

effect of lowering the maximum hours of

work per week from 48 to 44, and to deter-

mine whether or not he will then come to

his senses and ensure that those workers in

1975 will be guaranteed on Jan. 1, at least

as much take-home pay as they were getting
on Dec. 31. I believe the date was Jan. 1,

1975, for that legislation.

He should guarantee that to those em-

ployees, who are at the low level of income,
and he knows it.

The fact that the minister said that he
knew that they can't have their cake and eat

it too was an incredible assumption on his

part that anybody at that kind of income
level even has his cake, let alone being able

to eat it. That is a lot of nonsense.

If you are talking about the minimum

wage bothering the small employer and then

interjecting that you know because you are

an employer yourself, I don't think I would
use as an argument that you are employing
men at the minimum wage. That is not some-

thing you should be proud of.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I was talking about

some experience that you haven't had.

Mr. Laughren: I don't want the experience
of employing men at the minimum wage.
You can have that experience and brag about

it if you like. Then you sit there and tell us

that you are not biased against labour in this

province. That's a lot of nonsense. I think

you should move up beside the Minister of

Industry and Tourism (Mr. Bennett). He's

Ontario's junior achiever.

Mr. A. Camithers (Durham): The member
is biased against business.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, I really
would like the minister to respond to my
plea to conduct some kind of study into those

industries where the men and women are

working 48 hours a week to see just what
the effect will be on them in 1975.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: In our research branch,
Mr. Chairman, we have a general study. I am
not saying we are going to make a specific
commitment. Whatever we can do our re-

search branch will do and probably come up
with better figures. We are not the only one;

every other jurisdiction has this problem too.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, if he won't

promise that, could I extract a commitment
from the minister that he will look into work-

ing conditions in the lumber camps in

northern Ontario, where the workers are un-

organized and are now working a 50-hour

week, despite his legislation, to see what
effect it would have on them when the
maximum hours of work per week are re-

duced from 48 to 44? Make some commit-
ment.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Oh yes, there will be
no problem there.

Mr. Laughren: It will be a first.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2005.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I always get
worried when we get into this statistical

game which is unprovable on any side of the

coin. Let me say that what we are talking
about are people the minister seems to think

may lose their jobs. I suppose one of the

greatest abdications of constitutional re-

sponsibility that has ever taken place in

Canada was by amending the constitution

when the government of Canada took over

the heading unemployment insurance and the

provinces opted out of their obligation to

provide employment and to assist in providing
for and relocating people. I want to make it

clear that my view, for whatever it's worth,

is that there is absolutely no constitutional

basis on which this government can abdicate

to the Department of Manpower and Immi-

gration, and to the Canada Manpower
centres, the obligation to assist persons who
are unemployed with respect to retraining,

upgrading, rehabilitation, re-entry into the

economic life of the Province of Ontario.

There is just no basis for it whatsoever.

I am saying to the minister that if he is

going to take the view, and if he believes,

that raising the minimum wage is going to

cause certain individual human beings in the

Province of Ontario to lose their jobs, then

he has a responsibility to provide the kind

of labour centres in the Province of Ontario,

or to assume his responsibility in conjunction
with Manpower, to make certain that there

is an available direct route for persons who
lose their employment because of the in-

crease in the minimum wage, directly routing];

them to persons who will make the kind of

assessment of them that will enable them to

regain their employment.
You know as well as I do that we can

argue from now until kingdom come on the

question of the statistics which are involved.

I know the minister wants to finish this vote

and so on. I am just of half a mind to be
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extremely difficult and to hold it over until

Monday or Tuesday.

Mr. Laughren: If we got some answers,
it wouldn't be so tempting.

»

Mr. Renwick: I am not going to be that

difficult, assuming that we have a commit-
ment that the next matter to be dealt with is

not going to be put off, and that is the Work-
men s Compensation Board.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): We
have that commitment.

Mr. Renwick: Fine.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: I think we are quite
in agreement here. That's why we have the

employment adjustment service in our min-

istry; it is something that I have introduced

myself to look after those problems.

So as far as the WCB goes, I think we
are also in agreement. You see, we are going
to have amendments later on, but we can
have a debate; whatever suits the House.

Mr. Chairman: Vote 2005 then carries,

does it?

Vote 2005 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: This completes the study
of the estimates of the Ministry of Labour.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-
tee of supply reports it has come to certain

resolutions and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, be-
fore I move the adjournment of the House,
I would like to tell the members that I must

change the order somewhat for Monday, but
we will proceed with the consideration of

the Workmen's Compensation Board as the

first item and then item No. 3 on the order

paper, followed—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): You mean
the budget debate?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: No, no.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): That's what item 3 is.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): You mean
item 4, committee of the whole.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I beg your pardon.
No. 4—1 am using what I used last evening
—No. 4 and we will conclude the considera-

tion of those bills in committee. Then, if

time permits, we will call items 6 and 7,

to be followed by the Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development (Mr. Lawrence)
in estimates. The Minister of Agriculture and

Food (Mr. Stewart), I imderstand, can't be

with us on Monday. Provided that business

is concluded, we will proceed with the Min-

ister of Agriculture and Food on Tuesday.

Mr. Deans: I wonder, Mr. Speaker, if I

could ask a question. I asked about a week

ago whether it might be possible to know
what kind of legislative programme is forth-

coming. We are now into the month of No-

vember, with Christmas maybe not far away.
There is not much on the order paper.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: In December this year.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): About

the 25th.

Mr. Deans: In December this year? Is

that what they taught the member at the

convention? I knew he said he had learned

some lessons. Is that one of them?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The lesson is if you are

going to talk you may as well sit back and
listen.

Mr. Deans: I want to ask when we are

going to see what is going to be on the

order paper so that we know what is going
to be coming during this month.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I suppose the easy
answer to that is when it is on the order

paper you will be able to see it. But I will

meet with my colleagues on Wednesday next

and I will endeavour then to indicate to the

House what will be forthcoming in the bal-

ance of the session.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): He
won't succeed but I know he will try.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I'll do my utmost.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Speaker, just before

the adjournment, and because the chairman

of the select committee on the Hydro build-

ing is not here—and I know he would want

me to ask about it—when does the govern-
ment intend to call the government motion
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standing in your name with respect to the Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment

Hydro report? of the House.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I can't answer that this Motion agreed to.

morning, Mr. Speaker, but I will endeavour

to get that answer as well. The House adjourned at 1 o'clock, p.m.
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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY OF ONTARIO

The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Our visitors today in both gal-
leries are students from Georgetown District

High School of Georgetown.

Statements by the ministry.

HYDRO RATE INCREASES

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of En-

ergy): Mr. Speaker, the following increases

are being announced by Ontario Hydro to-

day:

Rates to municipal utilities who buy in

bulk from Ontario Hydro and, in turn, sup-

ply the majority of Ontario's 2.5 million users,

will be increased by an average of 7.5 per
cent. Rates to retail customers in rural areas

served directly by Ontario Hydro will rise

by an average of approximately 10 per cent.

Rates to industrial plants served directly by
the provincial utilities will be increased by an

average of 10 per cent.

The impact of these average increases on
the various classes of customer is more fully

explained in Hydro's detailed statement, a

copy of which I will table.

As members are aware, these Hydro rate

increases are the last which will not undergo
the public scrutiny of the Ontario Energy
Board.

Legislation enacted at the last session of

the Legislature requires that Hydro proposals
to increase rates or charges to any customer,
effective on or after Jan. 1, 1975, must be
submitted to the Minister of Energy not less

than eight months before the date that that

change is proposed to come into eflFect, and
the minister shall refer the proposal to the

Ontario Energy Board.

Upon receipt of a reference from the min-

ister, the board is required to hold a public

hearing and report its opinion to the minister.

This report will be made public.

The government gave approval in principle
to Ontario Hydro's generation development
programme for the period 1977-1982 in June
of this year. The government was impressed
with the urgency of early decisions being
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taken with respect to this programme. How-
ever, approval carries with it the implication
of upward revisions of rates and there is a

clear need for a careful examination of the

proposal and the financial and rate implica-
tions that is implicit in approval of the pro-

gramme.
As pointed out by Task Force Hydro, there

is an obvious need for a broadly based public
discussion of these and other closely related

matters. The amended Energy Board Act

therefore gives the minister discretion to re-

fer to the board any matter that in any way
affects or relates to Hydro's rates or charges;
this will include the principles and practices
of power costing, rate making, financing, serv-

ice reliability, system expansion and operations
or the principles employed by Hydro in re-

viewing the rates charged by the municipal
electrical commissions to their retail cus-

tomers.

As visualized in the new legislation, I have

required that a reference be made to the

Ontario Energy Board to review all aspects

of the proposed power system expansion pro-

gramme, including the generation develop-
ment programme 1977-1982. The examination

will include but will not be limited to as-

sumptions regarding load growth, system re-

liability, interconnection and power pooling,
economic analysis governing investment de-

cisions, fuel and heavy water supplies and

operation and maintenance considerations.

The review will also cover the financial im-

plications of this programme in terms of Hy-
dro's stated financial objectives and policies,

rate of return and the like.

Environmental matters, including the siting

of power stations and transmission corridors

will not be part of the terms of reference, be-

cause they are subject to review or regula-
tion through other processes. There is no dis-

position to invade the area of responsibility

of the Ministry of the Environment.

The Energy Board, as mentioned, is re-

quired to hold a public hearing on any refer-

ence. I have been advised by the board that

the hearings on the reference with respect to

the power system expansion programme are

scheduled to begin on Jan. 21, 1974, in the

Huron Room, Macdonald Block, Queen's

Park, Toronto. The board intends to give its
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formal notice of the hearing well in advance
because it is intended that individual groups
or citizens that expect to participate in the

proceedings will prepare a summary of their

views and will deposit a copy of this sum-

mary with Hydro and with the board prior

to the start of the hearings.

By Dec. 20, Hydro will have pre-filed a

written submission and copies will be avail-

able at the cost of reproduction from Hydro
or will be available for inspection at any of

its regional offices or at the offices of the

Ontario Energy Board.

If Hydro anticipates that additional in-

creases will be required in its bulk power
rates in 1975 the amended Ontario Energy
Board Act requires, as I have already men-

tioned, that Hydro file its case explaining
the need for such increases. This should be

completed by May 1, 1974. This will per-
mit public hearings on any such adjust-
ments in the bulk power rates to begin in

early June, with the objective of releasing a

report within 90 days.

The board has advised me that it hopes
to complete its review of the power system

expansion programme before beginning its

hearings dealing with Hydro's 1975 rate

changes. .

It is expected that further references on

rate-related matters will be made to the board
after it completes its review of 1975 rate

changes.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

HYDRO RATE INCREASES

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Further to

the statement made by the Minister of En-

ergy, why would he not use his prerogative
to have this particular rate increase referred

to the Energy Board or, if not there, to the

standing committee on natural resources,

since this increase of 10 per cent is the third

one of this size that has gone through with-

out any particular review; and secondly it is

based on a new capital funding policy, which
is in fact a departure in basic policy for On-

tario Hydro, since it will permit them, ap-

parently, to continue their expansion at a

lower level of borrowing, that is supported

by a lower level of borrowing?

In brief, Mr. Speaker, since this is a new
policy departure, surely this is the sort of

increase which should be reviewed by the

Energy Board, or if not by that board by a

committee of this Legislature?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, just

two points, I think: First of all, I don't think

any of us have ever been satisfied, and I've

heard members opposite as well as members
on this side of the House say that the re-

view by the standing committee on govern-
ment commissions, or by any standing com-

mittee, has not been a very satisfactory prac-
tice. I've heard it said that Hydro came in

and showed slides and charts and so on and
the meeting was over. I think if we want to

get at what really makes up Hydro's rates,

and the reasons for rate increases, and the

reasons why rates are set at certain levels,

we have to be prepared for really intensive

hearings which will go on for a great deal of

time, with witnesses, with interveners, with

counsel, and I would hope that members op-

posite would participate in those hearings or

that representatives of the two parties would
as well. But I don't—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: There has never been a

rate review on that basis.

Mr. J. E Stokes (Thunder Bay): But not

now.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: But I don't think

that we can expect to simply toss off in a

morning, or two days, or three days, the

kind of massive study and examination which
has to be made of Hydro's whole programme
to determine the validity or otherwise of rate

changes which they may wish in the future.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Since

the minister has not referred to my second

point—that the rate increase is predicated

upon a new capital funding policy and not

just increased cost of labour and that sort of

thing--and since this surely is an instance for

the kind of careful review the minister him-
self feels cannot be done by a standing com-
mittee of the Legislature, but which obvi-

ously he feels must be done by the Energy
Board, then surely the Energy Board should
have the power to decide whether in fact

this policy change is sjoing to go forward,
rather than wait for the implementation of

the requirements and regulations of the bill

at the first of the year?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The power rates as

announced year by year for the last 50 years,
I suppose, have always included a certain

amount for debt retirement. What has hap-

pened in the last two or three years is that

the relationship of so-called debt to equity
has increased and the equity position of
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Hydro is somewhat serious. I think that

alarm has been sounded by Task Force Hy-
dro, and really before that and since that by
the Ontario Municipal Electrical Association,

which feels very keenly on this.

Dr. Hay among others, including past pres-
idents of the OMEA, has urged that Hydro
should pay for a greater part of their capital

programme, out of current earnings if you
will rather than simply by borrowing. As I

understand it, and this will come out in the

course of the examination of the rates, really

all Hydro is attempting to do now in these

rate increases is maintain the debt equity
ratio and not let it slip any further. There is

no massive change in debt-equity proposed
in these rates, simply maintenance of what
has gone on.

I noticed in the paper that it's hoped these

rate increases, and similar rate increases, will

hold that debt-equity ratio in terms of the

massive borrowing which Ontario Hydro
wants for the next three or four years; and
then perhaps the debt-equity ratio may fall

somewhat.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, and
the last one as far as I'm concerned: When
we're talking about justification, surely the

people who are going to pay the increased

prices have a right to know, and wouldn't it

be true that they would then get this infor-

mation through some sort of a hearing, why
the rural areas are going to pay 10 per cent

more and the urban areas only 7.5 per cent

more on an average, when already the rural

rates are far above what is paid at the urban
level? We're aware of the cost of transmission,
but surely there's got to be some knowledge-
able justification for this, because we've been

paying this additional cost of transmission for

many years.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: That's exactly what
the hearings are all about, and that's exactly
what the hearings will-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They're not having hear-

ings.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —put forward and
will indicate: That in Hydro's view—and they
classify their various accounts into three or

four different sections—that there is a deficit

in the rural rate account. There is not as

much of a deficit, in fact, in the municipal
accounts.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South):

Charge more for exports.

Mr. I. Dearvs (Wentworth): A supplemen-
tary question: Will the minister use his pre-

rogative and require that Hydro not institute

the new rates until the month of April, using
the rate stabilization fund in order to main-
tain its operating capital, and have a hearing
before the Energy Board in order to give the

public an opportunity to take part in the

decision-making?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, Mr. Speaker.
These were decisions which were taken really
last June and debated in this House. If we
are to have a proper examination on an
annual basis a sufficient amount of lead-time

is needed, and I have no authority to refer

this particular rate increase to the Ontario

Energy Board.

Mr. Deans: Let us see them buck the

minister's authority.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Members will recall

that the Energy Board Amendment Act,
which we passed last June, said that rate

increases on or after June 1, 1975, would
have to be referred to the minister and from
the minister to the .board. -

Mr. Deans: We will help the minister

amend the Act.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We made it very
clear at that point that there probably would
be—and there is—a rate increase. As a matter

of fact we talked about something more-

eight per cent, I think, for the municipal-
ities—plus the conversion charge not coming
off. That made it very clear that these rate

increases should go ahead this fall.

Hydro's contracts, for example, with its in-

dustrial customers—which is a large piece of

revenue and the rates are being raised by 10

per cent—those contracts require that any
rate adjustment must be determined and they
must be advised before Oct. 31 in any year,
to come into effect on Jan. 1 next. Those
letters actually went out some time last week,

informing the direct industrial customers that

their rates would go up as of Jan. 1.

Mr. Deans: That doesn't alter my sugges-
tion.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The only way
around that, of course, would be to cancel

those contracts in some way or another or to

attempt to amend those contracts, and that is

not something which I think this Legislature
should seriously consider.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question:
Doesn't the minister recognize that this rate

increase imposed by Hydro is going to result

in a requirement of increases to the General
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Welfare Assistance benefits and to the social

and family service budget? Doesn't the min-
ister recognize in this time of inflation that

we cannot afford a rate increase without

proper public scrutiny? Doesn t the minister

feel Aat what he has just said in regard to

the letters sent out to industrial customers

would not be negated by a delay in the

implementation date? They have been given
the proper notice and it could be delayed
for three months while hearings were con-

ducted.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, I can't

speak for all members but certainly those of

us on this side of the House have recognized
for some time that we are in an inflationary

period; that costs have been spiralling—the

cost of gas; the cost of coal; the cost of oil,

all the things which Hydro needs have been

going up in price. Not the least of which—if

the member says do I recognize—I recognized
last spring, when the arbitration award came
down for Hydro's union, that costs were

going up and going up fast and that some-

thing would have to be done.

Mr. Deans: That was taken care of in last

January's increases.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. Leader of

the Opposition.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Mr.

Speaker, a supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: There have been four sup-

plementaries, really.

Mr. Gaunt: One more?

Mr. Speaker: There have been four sup-
plementaries. I think that is reasonable. The
hon. member—

An hon. member: One more.

Mr. Speaker: There have been two supple-
mentaries for each party, which I think is

reasonable. The hon. Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

LORD'S DAY ACT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: All right, Mr. Speaker,
a question of the Attorney General: Can
he verify the information given to me last

week by the Provincial Secretary for Justice

(Mr. Kerr) that there were no applications
for permission to prosecute under the Sun-

day closing laws and bylaws which have not
been acceded to by the Attorney General
or not been allowed to lapse through the

efilux of time? Second
do about the situation

very large stores in

are openly defiant of

putting the law to the

General as chief law
refuses repeatedly to

laid?

,
what is he going to

whereby some of the

Metropolitan Toronto
the law and actually

test, and the Attorney
ofiicer of the Crown
permit charges to be

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, the statements made by the hon.
Leader of the Opposition are incorrect in

reference to the things he said in—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Bales: The procedure—I am sure

the hon. member knows as do other members
in this House—

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I got the information from
the provincial secretary.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): He doesn't

know.

Mr. Stokes: Keep him in line-

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I guess he's wrong again.

Hon. Mr. Bales: The procedure is that

if a person wishes to lay a complaint he

may do so either through the police or a

justice of the peace. Those are forwarded

through the Crown attorney to my ofiice for

consent and are dealt with accordingly.

I have had a policy since I have been the

Attorney General in dealing with the matter

of Sunday trucking, to consent to those ex-

cept in special circumstances. Last summer,
during the period of the railway strike, there

were some of them that I did not consent
to because of the need of transporting goods.
In the last day, as a matter of fact, I have
checked back to the beginning of this year
to obtain a calculation as to those cases in

which I have received requests for consent

and which I have granted.

In reference to Sunday trucking on a

province-wide basis, applications for consent

to prosecute made to me from Jan. 1 of

this year until Nov. 2 were 252. Of those,
I had consented to 237. In reference to Sun-

day retail operations, applications sent to

me for consent to prosecute were 68, and
I had consented to 62.

Mr. Speaker, if large chains are open, I

do not lay the informations myself, but I

deal with them. In accordance with this

policy, and I think those figures bear it out,
we are consenting to prosecutions. But it is

up to the public in the normal way, or the

police themselves, to lay those kinds of
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charges if need be. They are the ones on

the spot; they are the ones who can see

whether the stores are in operation.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Wouldn't

the Attorney General agree that it is his

responsibility, shared with his colleagues in

the government, particularly the Solicitor

General (Mr. Yaremko), to see that the law

of the province is not defied and flouted

as it has been in major retail chains in this

city in the last number of Sundays, at least

the last six? Is this not in the same category
as the government approach to the control

of denturists, where, when they find that

they have great difficulty in enforcing the

law, all the government and all the chief

law officer of the Crown do is turn their

backs and wait for somebody else to take

the responsibility?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker I do not

turn my back on these matters. The police

throughout this province and individuals are

the ones who are there to see what is going
on and they can lay the complaints. I am
not present throughout this province and
I cannot see the actual situations. I do not

have police forces under me.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: What direct instruction

has the Solicitor General given to the police
forces in Metro Toronto in this regard?

Hon. Mr. Bales: Believe it or not, I can't

answer for that.

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): No, that's

the Justice policy minister who answers for

that.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Just a moment, I can
tell the member though—

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, it's very
clear that I should not be giving directions

to the police forces in Metropolitan Toronto.
I have made inquiries to make sure that there

is proper understanding between the police

forces, particularly in Metro, and my office

That is continuing and I have reaflBrmed

it again today.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. Deans: Mr. Speaker, a supplementary
question: Doesn't the minister recognize that

the problem is a lack of direction from the

government; that there is such ambiguity in

the way in which the law is being enforced
and so many problems arising as a result of

the different statements made by different

ministers about the import and the way the

law is viewed by the government, that people,
in fact, don't know what the law really is;

and that maybe if ministers, like the one
to his left, would stop talking about changes
and do something about them people would
be able to understand the law?

Mr. Speaker: Order, order!

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): That's a good speech. Is that part
of the Throne debate?

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. minister wish
to respond to that supplementary question?

Hon. Mr. Bales: I really felt, Mr. Speaker,
that the hon. member's question was more of

a statement than it was a question.

Mr. Deans: I asked if the minister agreed.

Mr. Speaker: I will permit one more sup-

plementary. The hon. member for Sarnia.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Mr. Speaker,
would the Attorney General agree that the

practical impact of his present modus oper-
andi and policy is that because of the neces-

sity for investigation, the laying of the in-

formation, consultation with the Crown
attorney, transmittal of the request and the

consideration of the Attorney General, and
because these stores operate from six to eight
weeks the fine, therefore, that might subse-

quently be levied is innocuous, they don't

care whether the government prosecutes them
or not since they're making money.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: They are just laughing
at the government.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, there is a

relatively short delay by using the forms

that I have now developed. I have informa-

tion as to when the 60-day period elapses on

each form, so that I know exactly where we
stand in time. As to the fine-

Mr. Bullbrook: It takes six to eight weeks,
does it not?

Hon. Mr. Bales: There is 60 days for con-

sent.

Mr. Bullbrook: The minister knows it takes

six to eight weeks.

Hon. Mr. Bales: No, it does not.

Mr. Bullbrook: From the time of the origi-

nal investigation.

Mr. Speaker: Order.
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Hon. Mr. Bales: That's right; it does not.

But as to the fine I recognize—

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Bales: —the fine is not substan-

tial. There were a number of outlets which
were in operation last winter and which have

now ceased operation entirely. I think we
have to have some patience on this matter.

It is a serious problem which affects people

throughout the province and it is with that

view in mind that the Provincial Secretary for

Justice and ourselves in the government have
endeavoured to explore this matter and, I

think, given very thoughtful and careful con-

sideration to it.

Mr. M. Cassidy (Ottawa Centre): Non-
sense! How much patience? How many more

years?

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions?

ORGANIZED CRIME IN ONTARIO

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question, Mr. Speaker,
of the Provincial Secretary for Justice: Is he
aware that over this weekend Chief Adamson
made a statement on television and there was
a quote attributed to former chief Mackey,
the chairman of the Liquor Licence Board,
that organized crime had infiltrated the li-

censed premises and businesses associated

with licensed premises in Toronto and in

certain areas of the province? Can he indi-

cate to the House what steps can be taken

to correct this matter, or at least keep it un-
der control, and can he report to the House
the status of that special body which was
instituted by one of his predecessors, Mr.
A. F. Lawrence, and which was designed to

keep control over the infiltration of organized
crime in Toronto and the Province of Ontario

during his all too brief tenure in that high
public oflBce which the minister holds?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I did not hear the state-

ment or read any statement regarding—

Mr. Singer: Channel 9 will gladly replay
it for the minister.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —any infiltration in the

Liquor Licence Board of Ontario or the

Liquor Control Board as referred to by the

hon. member. I'm sure if there is any such
infiltration the police and particularly the

OPP are aware of that. As far as the last

part of the hon. member's question is con-

cerned, that body was mainly dealing with

those matters that are now under investiga-

tion by the royal commission in respect to

alleged criminal activities in the construction

industry.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary: Does
the minister mean there is now no special

body under the control of the Justice galaxy
or the Solicitor General particularly which
has special responsibility for the containment

of the threat of organized crime in this prov-
ince? There is none?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I'm not aware of any

special body operating at this time dealing

specifically with any part of organized crime

as referred to by the hon. member.

Mr. Deans: A supplementary-

Mr. Speaker: I thought the hon. member for

High Park was up before the hon. member
for Wentworth.

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): If the minis-

ter did not hear the radio programme, has he

not been made aware of the front page article

in last Thursday's Financial Post which actu-

ally named names, including the Onassis

Coney Island restaurant which has been open-
ed right across from the Ontario Securities

Commission and which is reputed to be con-

trolled by organized crime? How could he be

unaware?

A second supplementary, if I may: Is he not

also aware the Financial Post said, "Although
the Canadian authorities have been alerted

they have so far been unable to summon up
the bureaucratic energy to take action"?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Yes, Mr. Speaker, I did note

that article in the Financial Post and a certain

number of allegations were made that, in my
opinion, were based on hearsay by the writer

of that article.

Mr. Deans: How could the minister come
to have that opinion if he hasn't investigated?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Because he was told this

and that. As far as the main purport of that

article is concerned, I think it was com-

plaining about the lax immigration laws which
allow people who are convicted of crime, for

example, in the United States, to commute
or travel back and forth between Ontario

and the United States. That seemed to be the

main complaint. As far as the comment re-

garding bureaucratic action is concerned I'm

not sure just what he means but certainly I

would venture to say that most of the infor-

mation in that article in respect to names and
records was, in fact, garnered from the police.
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Mr. Singer: Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Downs-
view.

Mr. Singer: Did I understand correctly that

the minister said that the special unit that

was set up was to deal only with the building
trades investigation and really wasn't a re-

placement of the original inteUigence unit

which got into such disrepute after the activi-

ties of Thurston and Ralph? Wasn't that the

purpose of it and wasn't that what the vari-

ous justice ministers were telling us about

last fall?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Mr. Speaker, what I was

saying is that since the commencement of the

royal commission hearings into alleged crim-

inal activity in the construction industry, that

particular committee has not been active. The
chairman of that committee has been occupied
in other duties within the Attorney General's

ministry-

Mr. Singer: Does the minister mean there

is no intelligence system working now?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: —but there certainly is the

intelligence arm of the Ontario Provincial

Police, which is continuing in operation. The

OPP has its own intelligence personnel, as

the hon. member knows. That was a special

committee. It is quite possible that the com-

mittee will be reinstituted to carry out cer-

tain special projects.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth—a new question?

Mr. Deans: No, a supplementary question,

Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: We have had numerous sup-

plementaries, I believe there have been a rea-

sonable number. Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? The hon.

member for Wentworth, on behalf of his

party.

DISPOSAL OF MAFIA MONEY

Mr. Deans: I will ask a new question and

relate it to the same topic. Is the minister

aware that the article refers to a prominent

city lawyer who is laundering money for the

Mafia from Detroit? Has an investigation

been conducted into who this lawyer is, and

is there going to be any action taken to put
a stop to it?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: I would suggest that the

hon. member ask the Solicitor General that

question.

Mr. Cassidy: That's the way he has of

copping out.

Mr. Deans: This minister forms the policy—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: It is not a policy question;
it is an investigation matter.

Mr. Deans: I often wonder why I am
asked to ask the Solicitor General—I thought
the Provincial Secretary for Justice knew
all the answers.

FUEL COSTS

Mr. Deans: I would like to ask a question
of the Premier. Recognizing the large in-

creases in cost that consumers are going to

have to bear, both by way of Hydro in-

creases and by way of fuel cost increases-

fuel costs which have increased 40 per cent

in the last year—what action does the Premier

contemplate directing to be taken to allow

persons in receipt of allowances from the

government to meet these additional costs?

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Mr. Speaker,
the government isn't contemplating any pro-

gramme at this moment other than the pro-

grammes we have presently under way as it

relates to the question of inflation or in-

creased cost to the consumer of a number
of items, whether it is fuel, food, or what
have you.

I have expressed in this House on a

number of occasions, and publicly quite re-

cently, my concern about the inflationary
situation and have urged upon the federal

government the convening of either the first

ministers or the ministers of finance or treas-

urers, and to give this matter very high

priority—because, very frankly Mr. Speaker,
I don't think it is one that is going to go

away.
I don't want to get into a lengthy discus-

sion here today and point out once again
the obvious complexity of the issue or the

diflBculty of any province moving in this

area unilaterally, when in a country such as

Canada any policy with respect to controls

or inflation has to be national in character.

I think this is a fact that is now accepted

by the majority of people.

So to answer the question very briefly,

Mr. Speaker, we are not contemplating any-

thing at this moment, but we have indicated,

and I think very clearly, to the federal
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government that we will be quite prepared to

co-operate in any reasonable action that it

might suggest, or policy that would come
to grips with this issue.

As I said when the member for Brant

asked me a question the other day about

the constitutional conference, I indicated that

in my view the matter of the economy or

inflation directly was perhaps of greater sig-

nificance at this moment than the constitu-

tional matter, although I would be quite

prepared to discuss either.

Mr. Deans: Supplementary question: I

would like to ask whether in view of the

approximately eight per cent increase that the

majority of persons living in the municipal-
ities are going to have to carry as a result

of Hydro's action, will the minister order

that there be an inquiry into the price in-

crease before it goes into effect?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I recognize
the member for Wentworth really is just

asking the same question that was asked of

the Minister of Energy about 12 minutes

ago-

Mr. Deans: The Premier is in charge; he

is the boss.

Hon. Mr. Davis: And the Minister of

Energy gave the members of this House I

think a very logical, intelligent answer which

really doesn't need repetition, but if the hon.

member wishes me to repeat it-

Mr. Deans: And it doesn't satisfy the needs

of the people who can't afford to pay.

Hon. Mr. Davis: —the answer to that par-
ticular question is no.

Mr. Deans: There is no point in giving
reasonable, intelligent answers that won't

satisfy needs.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deans: I would like to ask—

Mr. BuIIbrook: May I have a supple-
mentary on the member for Wentworth's

question?

Mr. Speaker: I will listen to it.

Mr. BuIIbrook: Is the Premier concerned
at all about the question of having an ad-

vocate of the public interest in connection
with the proposed hearing? We have on the

one hand Hydro, which will be well repre-
sented, and the Energy Board which, granted,

judges the public interest. But what pro-

vision will the government make for an ad-

vocate on the part of the public interest at

those hearings?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, I think the

hon. member for Samia would appreciate
that it is the intention of the board to have
counsel who in turn will be, in that descrip-
tive word, I guess, the advocate or the one
who is interested in the public interest. I

think that the question of the protection of

the pubhc interest—not just the protection,
but the explanation for the public—would be
the responsibility of counsel to the Energy
Board. He is not there acting for the Energy
Board. He is there acting for the public.

Mr. BuIIbrook: This is the concern.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I think that the hon.

member for Samia really will be quite
pleased with the way this is structured and
the way it will develop.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): I doubt it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: If he has any constructive

criticisms after some experience, we'd be de-

lighted to listen to them because quite

obviously one of the main purposes in having
the hearings is for public information. There
is no point in the Energy Board having a

hearing so that the members of this House
will have some greater understanding or

awareness; it's important from the govern-
ment's standpoint and with respect, from

Hydro's standpoint, that there be a public

understanding of the way the rates are cal-

culated and the rationale for the increase.

Mr. Lawlor: We need an arm's-length
transaction.

Hon. Mr. Davis: As for the question of an

advocate, I don't know whether that's the

proper term, but certainly there will be

coimsel who will be performing that very
function.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

DISPOSAL OF MAFIA MONEY

Mr. Deans: By the time it happens it will

be too late.

I have a question of the Solicitor General.

Is the Solicitor General aware of the article

in the Nov. 3 Financial Post which indicates

that there is a lawyer in the city of Toronto
who is laundering "hot" money for the Mafia
out of Detroit, and does the Solicitor Gen-
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eral intend to take any action to determine

who the lawyer is and to put a stop to it?

Hon. J. Yaremko (SoHcitor General): Mr.

Speaker, I am aware of the article; and I am
aware of the fact that the Ontario Provincial

Police are very much aware of the matter. In

fact, I assure the people of the Province of

Ontario, they are on top of the matter.

Mr. Deans: Oh yes! Now back to the

comedy hour.

Mr. Shulman: They know about it but

they are doing nothing about it.

Mr. Deans: Well, since the minister indi-

cates that the Provincial Police are aware of

it, can the minister indicate for how long

they have been aware of it and what action

they will be taking today?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: Mr. Speaker, I think

if the hon. member thinks what his question
is, he cannot expect an answer to the first

part. I will not tell him how long that is,

because it's not—

Mr. Deans: He doesn't know how long

they've known and he is not going to take

any action.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I do know how long-

Mr. Deans: Well, why doesn't he tell me?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I do not think it is in

the public interest-

Mr. Deans: Pick a number, any number.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I do not think it is in

the public interest to reveal what is the total

aspect of criminal intelligence.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It would be very inter-

esting to know what that blabbermouth
known as the member for High Park, who
has no responsibility, whose greatest sense is

that of irresponsibility—what he would say.

Mr. Cassidy: That is a gratuitous attack.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: It's not gratuitous.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Cassidy: The Financial Post published
the stufiF.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: I think the hon. mem-
ber will agree; and if he doesn't agree, I

think the member for Riverdale would agree,
and I think the member for Lakeshore would

agree—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: He nodded.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): I don't.

The minister can't divide us.

Mr. Lawlor: I will agree in return for an
iota of intelligence.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —that under our

system of law the only kind of action that

can be taken is when there is sufficient

evidence in the minds of those who are

charged with responsibility to assrnne that a

charge will probably lay in court.

Mr. Shulman: That was one excuse the

minister gave for not having a royal commis-
sion. He had to eat those words.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The question of a

royal commission is a completely different

matter-

Mr. Shulman: The minister uses the same

answer; it is a fairly standard one.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —as again the hon.

member for Riverdale and the hon. member
for Lakeshore would know.

Mr. Lawlor: I don't know that. Don't rope
me in!

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: There may come a

time, Mr. Speaker-

Mr. Shulman: Doesn't the Premier find the

minister embarrassing?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: —when the Solicitor

General perhaps will have to take the position
that rather than to continue to say that

something is not in the public interest to

disclose, he will have to disclose certain

things in order that the public themselves

may be aware of what the Ontario Pro-

vincial Police and the Metropolitan Police

are doing in this field.

Mr. Deans: This is the time.

Mr. Cassidy: This is the time. There is

a credibility problem of enormous propor-
tions.

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The matter of criminal

intelligence, as was very rightly referred to

in this morning's Globe and Mail, is a

very difficult one and one which in the

public interest has been reserved. Now, there

may come a time when certain aspects—
without going into specffics—may have to

be revealed. I do not think that presently
is the time.
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Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

WATER SUPPLY FOR NORVAL AREA

Mr. Deans: I have a question of the
Minister of Health. What action does the

Minister of Health contemplate taking in

the area of Norval to provide the people
of the area—it's in Halton—with adequate
water supplies, recognizing that something
in the order of nearly 70 per cent of the

wells in the area have been declared con-
taminated by the local health oflBcer?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): I

understand the Georgetown water system
is going to be extended to take care of the

water in that area.

Mr. Deans: As the minister understands

that, can he tell us when?

Hon. Mr. Potter: It's impossible to give
the member an exact date. They are working
on it; I would assume that it's coming very

quickly.
•

Mr. Haggerty: In the fullness of time.

Mr. Deans: In the meantime, what action

is going to be taken to ensure safe water
for the people of the area?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Again, I would expect,
Mr. Speaker, that the medical officer of

health would be advising the local in-

habitants, which he has already done, and
would be responsible for seeing that the
water they get is in fact fit for drinking.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Wentworth have further questions? The hon.
member for Wentworth North had a ques-
tion.

ALBERTA ENERGY POLICY

Mr. D. W. Ewen (Wentworth North): Yes,
Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the
Minister of Energy if he would take his seat.

Mr. Shulman: Maiden speech.

Mr. Speaker: All right.

Mr. Ewen: Would the minister comment
on the war which seems to be shaping up
between the federal government and the

government of Alberta?

Mr. Singer: I am glad the member asked
that question.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Well, Mr. Speaker,
the-

Hon. Mr. Davis: What side is the member
for Downsview on?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: —afternoon Star

indicated that—well, there were two stories

which I read very quickly before coming
to the House. The Star indicated that per-

haps the war had moderated somewhat over
the weekend; the second story indicated
that although it may have moderated, it

may be a great issue for Mr. Trudeau to go
to the people on. I would have my doubts
about that.

Mr. Haggerty: What is the government's
position?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: What is our position?
Our position has been made known for the
last six or eight months. The fact is that

eight months ago we suggested that the

government of Canada should sit down and
consult with the provinces.

Mr. Lawlor: The minister has a will of

his own.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Now, I don't know
what a definition of consultation is but it

hasn't been—
Mr. R. F. Nixon: If it is the way this

government consulted on regional govern-
ment, it is not much good.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We went through a

lot more meetings on regional government
than the Leader of the Opposition went
through on his leadership campaign, that's

pretty obvious.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): And with a

greater success.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The government is a

great consulter.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: We ended up with

enough consultation, getting four out of

five seats in Niagara, which is a few more
than the member for Brant got even on the
third ballot. Mr. Speaker—

An hon. member: That's their recycled
leader.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, what is

disturbing in this issue—and I think it is dis-

turbing really from the point of view of one
who might be sympathetic either to the pro-
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vincial point of view or to the federal point

of view—is that we seem to have reached

somewhat of an impasse. We are talking

about something which is not covered as well

as it should have been in our constitution.

We have this unusual situation where the

constitution states that the provinces own the

resources. There are some who would say,

of course, that that is not true, that the re-

sources freehold has probably been given up
by way of lease. On the other hand, aside

from that, it is generally felt that the prov-
inces own the resources.

On the other hand, we have the situation

where the sale of that resource is, by and

large, covered by federal policy or federal

legislation or federal action under the con-

stitution. What we have been trying to point
out for eight or 10 months is that somehow
or other these two points of view for the

good of Canada must be brought together-

hang the constitution, let's sit down and work
out something which is going to avoid the

kind of confrontation which we witnessed

during the last week.

Certainly our efforts in Ontario have been

to that end, to try and get talks under way.
This is the purpose, of course, that the Pre-

mier as long ago as last March called for a

national energy conference, preferably attend-

ed by the first ministers of all provinces and
of Canada. He renewed that call again last

week at Nanticoke and again, as I under-

stand it, Mr. Speaker, to the Prime Minister

on Friday in a letter. What the answer is, I

don't know; but there has to be more toler-

ance, more goodwill and more appreciation of

the simple fact that we do have an unusual

situation and there has to be a coming to-

gether of those points of view.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Minister of Labour
has the answer to a question asked previously.

FLEETWOOD AMBULANCE SERVICE

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour): Mr.

Speaker, last Thursday the member for Went-
worth asked the Premier to look into a mat-
ter involving employees of Fleetwood Am-
bulance Service in the city of Hamilton.

While this falls within the jurisdiction of my
ministry and that of the Ministry of Health,
I should like to answer the question which
the hon. member has raised.

Specifically there were two questions:

(a) Whether or not "it is appropriate that

employees should be fired for refusing to work
overtime for a rate of pay less than the rate

of pay normally paid for the normal hours of

work"; and

(b) To look into the operations of the emer-

gency health services branch to determine

what action, if any, they took which may have

resulted in the dismissal of the two em-

ployees.

Mr. Speaker, I am forced to paraphrase the

member's remarks and to interpret what he

meant as his remarks were far from clear.

I hope I have done so correctly. With regard
to the first question, employees in the ambu-
lance service industry are covered by the

Employment Standards Act for minimum

wages and vacation pay, but are exempt for

overtime pay.

Fleetwood Ambulance Service is a private

company. It sets its own rates of pay in agree-

ment with its employees. The agreement, I

am told, calls for a work week of 48 hours at

a rate of pay of $4.17 per hour. I am inform-

ed that the company and its employees agreed
to a rate of $3 per hour for all work in ex-

cess of 48 hours per week.

Mr. Deans: The minister is not correctly

informed.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: There is no legislation

which precludes such agreements from be-

ing made.

Turning to the second issue, I should like

to advise the member that the circumstances

surrounding the termination of these two em-

ployees are still unclear. I can say, however,
that it would appear that the emergency
health services division did not interfere in

any way with what is essentially a private

matter and referred the employees back to

their employer for the resolution of this mat-

ter.

My ministry will continue its investigation

and will keep the member advised. I should

hope to have additional information by late

tomorrow or Wednesday. As a matter of fact,

Mr. Speaker, we tried to meet with manage-
ment on Saturday, but unsuccessfully. ,

Mr. Deans: A supplementary question. Ex-

actly what jurisdiction does the emergency
health services branch exercise, if it doesn't

protect employees in situations such as this?

Does the minister not realize that if employees
who are required to work overtime obviously

can't come to the Ministry of Health for as-

sistance in determining a fair rate, then they
have no alternative but to accept what the

employer offers under these circumstances?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Speaker, I think I

said quite frankly that this is an agreement
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between both parties on $3 an hour for over-

time.

Mr. Deans: Why were the men fired when
they came back from the department? Why
was it that before they got back to Hamilton
their employer knew about it and had fired

them?

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: As I say, my investiga-
tion is not complete until I meet with man-
agement.

Mr. Speaker: The Minister of Industry and
Tourism also has answers to questions previ-

ously asked.

ODC LOANS TO CAMPGROUNDS

Hon. C. Bennett (Minister of Industry and

Tourism): Mr. Speaker, I have the answer to

the question asked by the leader of the

NDP relating to the-

Mr. Deans: On a point of order.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Deans: On a point of order, if I could,
I would appreciate if the minister would hold

the answer until the leader is present to-

morrow. He has asked specifically that he
could be in the House in order to hear it.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, in the

interest of clarifying the situation, since the

leader of the NDP wished to put some wrong
facts before the House, and as I will be at-

tending this week a tourism conference in

PEI with other ministers from across Canada
and the federal government-

Mr. Deans: Well wait till the minister

comes back.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: —I think it is in the in-

terest of this House and the people of the

province that the facts be cleared up now.

This question, Mr. Speaker, had to do with
the loan programme to the Kampgrounds of

America Canada Ltd. franchise in Sault Ste.

Marie and to the Garden River Indian band.

Mr. Shulman: The Speaker has not ruled
whether the minister can give the answer.

Mr. Speaker: Order please. In all fairness,
the hon. member for Wentworth did rise on
a point of order, and since the hon. member
for Scarborough West asked a direct ques-
tion—I don't recall what the question was
but it apparently was of urgent public im-

portance, and it was directed to the minister
—and the minister now has the answer to it.

I believe the answer should be given. It is in

the interests of the people of the province.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The mem-
ber for High Park doesn't want to hear it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The member for Scar-

borough West would never have asked other-

wise.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I indi-

cated the question related to a loan to the

Kampgrounds of America, a franchise in

Sault Ste. Marie, and also related to the
Garden River Indian band.

In early June of 1973 the terms of refer-

ence of the tourist loan programme, operated
by the corporations which form a part of my
ministry, were expanded to include the pro-
vision of loans to campgrounds and some
other facilities which had previously been
excluded. In accordance with these expanded
terms of reference, a loan was authorized by
the Northern Ontario Development Coip. to

a proposed campground in the near vicinity
of Sault Ste. Marie.

This proposed campground elected to en-

ter into a franchise arrangement with an

organization known as Kampgrounds of

America Canada Ltd. This is simply a fran-

chise agreement under which the franchise

owner provides a standard quality and de-

sign of facilities to be installed by the fran-

chisee for the comfort of tourists travelling

and using trailer camps. The main benefit

for the franchisee is the knowledge the par-
ticular campgrounds will provide a given
standard of service, and also the fact that

there is a degree of referral from one KOA-
franchised trailer park to another.

The loan in question was not made to

Kampgrounds of America, or any subsidiary
of that company. The loan was made to a

newly organized company, of which all share-

holders and directors are Canadian citizens.

The loan is repayable with interest, and was
authorized by the NODC board on a busi-

ness-like basis.

All loans to the tourist industry made by
ODC or NODC are subject to careful initial

screening by members of my ministry who
have special expertise in the tourist field.

These representatives examine the proposal as

to the need in the area for the facility pro-

posed, the competitive situation, the standard

of accommodation to be provided, and similar

matters. Only if their opinion is favourable

will the development corporations consider

the financial aspect and the possibility of

lending funds for the purpose under review.
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It should also be noted that the corpora-
tions act as lenders of last resort; and if

funds are readily available on reasonable

terms and conditions from other sources, the

loan application will be declined.

While my ministry has not provided money
for the Garden River band, I have been ad-

vised that considerable federal and provincial
funds have been granted to this band. In the

past 10 years several federal grants have
been made to the band, mostly by way of

working capital. In addition, I am informed
that specific grants in recent years were made
as follows: In 1969-1970-

Mr. Speaker: Order please. Is the answer

very nearly approaching the end; because it

is approaching a statement.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the ques-
tion was asked in several parts, and I think

that if we are to treat it fairly, sir, we must
answer each one of the parts so there is no

misunderstanding.

Mr. Speaker: Not at the risk of exceeding
a reasonable length of time for an answer.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Sometimes, Mr. Speaker,
the question also exceeds a reasonable length.

Mr. Speaker: If the hon. members wish, I

will bear with the hon. minister to hear the
rest of it.

An hon. member: No.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. W. Hodgson: We will sweat through

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, I was

starting to say that in 1969-1970 there was
a provincial grant of $7,600 for the purpose
of purchasing a truck for general reserve use.

In 1969 and 1970, there was a provincial
grant of $1,000 to assist in setting up poles
to supply hydro to the park. In 1971, an

application to the provincial government for

a $25,000 grant to purchase a backhoe

grader to be used in developing the park
was declined, due to the fact that at that

time the Indian affairs branch of the federal

government had taken over the affairs of the

band as a result of council problems. In 1973
a federal grant of $18,000 was approved and

given. This could be considered also as a

working capital grant to assist primarily in

payroll over the summer months.

Mr. Deans: Does the minister take credit

for that?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: In 1973 the provincial
Indian communities branch is at present con-

sidering recommendation of a grant in the

amount of $17,000 to assist in the purchase
of a backhoe loader. In 1973 the federal

government's Indian affairs branch has ap-

proved and will soon be giving a further

$12,000 to be used mostly for the erection

of a works building in the park.

Several years ago the conservation author-

ities branch of the Ministry of Natural Re-
sources authorized $10,000 toward a $20,000

project to develop campgrounds on the re-

serve. Funds were to be dispersed on the

basis of receipts and records to indicate

appropriate expenditures on the project. To
date this project has not proceeded, and dis-

cussions have been renewed on the matter

between the Minister of Natural Resources

(Mr. Bernier) and the Garden River band.

I understand the Minister of Natural Re-

sources, on request, is providing a park

design, and there has been some indication

from Indian bands that they do not wish that

assistance.

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. It does seem
to me that the comments of the hon. min-
ister could have been more properly given

during the period for statements by the min-

istry. In fact, it has been almost a five-minute

answer which, in my view, is a little exces-

sive so I will extend the question period

by two minutes.

If there is a supplementary I think that

would be in order, although another minister

has the reply to previous questions asked;

however, we will permit the supplementary
at this moment.

There are two minutes.

Mr. Stokes: The minister said that there

was very careful scrutiny given to the ap-

plication by Kampgrounds of America and
he must have satisfied himself that there

was a definite need before he authorized the

loan to them. When he was very carefully

scrutinizing the need for such a facility in

the area why didn't he make himself aware
of the needs of the Garden River reserve

and look after their priorities before looking
after a franchise holder of an American

company?

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Very simply, Mr.

Speaker, to answer the question, first of all,

Ontario Development Corp. responds to ap-

plications for assistance in developing projects
which will help this province. It is not the

responsibility of ODC to go out and try to
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find people in the Indian bands or other

groups to provide campgrounds, or whatever
else it might be. The initiative must come
from the applicant and not from the ODC
or its board members.

Mr. Cassidy: How did the applicant know
about the new programme to get the loan?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, very sim-

ply to answer the question in the interjec-
tion of the member for Ottawa Centre-

Mr. Shulman: The minister is not supposed
to answer interjections.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: The application, sir,

ODC's programmes have been well-

Mr. Speaker: Order, please, order. The
hon. minister may not answer an interjection
of that type.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: It's done every day.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. provincial Treas-
urer did have an answer to a question asked

previously. If it can be given in one minute,
it will be in order.

PROVINCIAL PRE-AUDIT

Hon. J. White (Treasurer, Minister of Eco-
nomics and Intergovernmental Aifairs ) : It will

take about one minute and 30 seconds, sir.

The member for Parkdale (Mr. Dukszta)
asked a three-part question: When will the

provincial pre-audit, which is part of the pro-
vincial audit, be phased out? Will the audit
clerks in the pre-audit be reallocated in the

ministry when the phase-out of this pre-audit
occurs? What eflForts is the management mak-

ing to reallocate the clerks?

The answer is as follows:

The Ministry of the Environment has just
been converted to post-audit as of Oct. 31.

My staflF are now conducting final reviews
of the conversion programmes carried out

by the ministries of Government Services and
Revenue. These ministries expect to have met
the criteria and be converted by Nov. 30. The

Ministry of Health is making significant prog-
ress in its programme and expects to be con-

verted by Feb. 28, 1974, which will complete
the phase-out of the pre-audit.

Since the phase-out of pre-audit began, the

clerical staff has been mostly absorbed by the

ministries through open competitions as posi-
tions became available. I am told by the

Assistant Provincial Auditor that four clerks

have been successful in the past two months
and now only five remain in the pre-audit
area. I am also told that every encouragement
and assistance is being given to them to enter

these open competitions. I should like to

reaflBrm the government's position on the re-

organization following COGP that no em-

ployee would lose employment through the

reorganization.

Mrs. Campbell: They already have.

Mr. Shulman: Not a single backbencher
had a question today.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has now expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Mr. Villeneuve, in the absence of Mr.

Yakabuski, from the standing resources devel-

opment committee, reported die following
resolution:

Resolved: That supply in the following
amounts and to defray the expenses of the

Ministry of Natural Resources be granted
to Her Majesty for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1974:

MINISTRY OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Ministry administration

programme $19,036,000

Land management
programme $60,410,000

Outdoor recreation

programme $37,319,000

Resource products

programme $35,140,000

Mr. Speaker: Motions.

Introduction of bills.

PRIVATE SANITARIA ACT

Hon. Mr. Potter moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to repeal the Private

Sanitaria Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Mr. Speaker, the Act

being repealed provides for the licensing and

supervision of the private sanitaria, and the
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bill intituled, An Act to amend the Private

Hospitals Act provides for the continuation

of the licensing and supervision of the sani-

taria under the private hospitals.

DEVELOPMENT CORP. ACT

Hon. Mr. Bennett moves first reading of

bill intituled, An Act to amend the Develop-
ment Corp. Act, 1973.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. Lawlor: It sure needs an amendment.

Hon. Mr. Bennett: Mr. Speaker, the

amendment is a very simple one to increase

the maximum number of directors of the

Ontario Development Corp. from the present
13 to 15, to give a better cross-section of

representation in the central and south-

western part of Ontario.

Mr. Cassidy: How about women? Are they

going to put women on the board?

Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 13th order. House
in committee of supply.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD

Mr. Chairman: We had finished the Min-

istry of Labour estimates, but I believe there

was a general understanding that the matter

pertaining to the Workmen's Compensation
Board would be discussed at this time. Do
we have a speaker? The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-

tion): I don't know whether the minister

wants to make any statement on workmen's

compensation. We're glad to see the new
chairman taking his place before him and I'm

sure more will be said during this discussion

on his appointment and the circumstances sur-

rounding it. Since this is the first chance the

minister has had to discuss workmen's com-

pensation policy and procedure since that

change, I would certainly be glad if he would
lead ofE and give us his views on this matter.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. minister.

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a few very
brief remarks to make. I have with me today,
Mr. Chairman, the members of the Work-
men's Compensation Board and their senior

staff. However, before the questions begin, I

would like to give the members some idea of

the changes in the board since the release of

the task force report.

As many members will know, the office

hours have been extended at the Harbour St.

headquarters and the building is now open
from 8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday to Friday.

During that time, staff members are avai-

able to provide information on claims matters

to either visitors or telephone callers.

The new hours have been publicized by
paid advertisements in the Toronto dailies

and ethnic newspapers serving the Italian,

Portuguese and Spanish populations. As well,

commercials have been placed with selected

Toronto radio stations announcing the new
hours of service.

The head office lobby and reception area

now provide a more friendly atmosphere
for visitors to the board, with female re-

ceptionists on duty who speak both English
and Italian. There are also staff members
available who speak other languages in case

they might be necessary. Distinctive clothing

bearing the board's identification symbol
has been ordered for reception staff per-
sonnel. Three coffee machines have been
installed in the main waiting rooms used by
workmen visiting Harbour St.

As many of you already know, I made
announcements concerning light work some
time ago and the fact that full compensation
will now be paid up to six weeks following
the discharge of a workman from the hospital,

if the workman has no job to go to. At the

same time that I announced this, I indicated

that serious consideration would be given to

extending this to 12 weeks.

The Workmen's Compensation Board has

also attempted to improve communications

and thus reduce delays in providing claims

information. To this end extra telephone
lines have been installed between the dis-

trict offices and the Harbour St. office. The
Workmen's Compensation Board is now

planning the establishment of information

centres throughout the province. The first

office should be open within a few months.

A greater effort is being made by all staff

members to provide the injured workman
with complete and prompt information about

his claim.

There have also been several new appoint-
ments by the board to senior positions, and
advertisements for several others have been

placed in the daily newspapers. I can assure

the hon. members, Mr. Chairman, that im-

plementation of the task force report is pro-

ceeding very rapidly. I expect to have amend-

ments to the Workmen's Compensation Act
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prepared for consideration by this House

shortly.

Mr. Chairman: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I was very glad to hear the minister's open-

ing statement, although I felt there might
have been even more said about a new
mental attitude the chairman has brought to

the administration and the workings of the

board. I don't want to say anything at this

time which you will be able to frame in

your oflBce and hold up and demonstrate,
if we find in the next two or three years
that somehow or other we are disappointed
in this new attitude.

But so far, believe me, we sense there is

a new attitude. Frankly, I liked seeing the

ad in the paper that said: "Workmen's Com-
pensation Board open evenings." I don't

know what that means really, but it is an
indication they are prepared to go there

officially at times which are not just as con-

venient as they might be, and that the place
is going to be run with the welfare of the

working man in mind.

Now that one announcement is not sufii-

cient, of course; but to me it was a strong
and valid indication there was a new hand
at the wheel. Having been an admirer of

Mr. Starr in his political career, frankly I

was very pleased indeed when the govern-
ment decided to bring him on in this pro tem
position. I want just to refer to that, as I

know much was made more or less to make
the severance of the former chairman a

bit more—well I don't know whether sever-

ances can be palatable or not, but I'll use
the word anyway—by saying that Mr. Starr

was going to be brought in on a pro tem
basis and there was every indication the

government was going to continue its reform
on the personnel level at the top of the
administration. I certainly had the feeling
that the government had scored a coup in

getting Mr. Starr to abandon his former

appointment, but of course from time to

time people in the judiciary at various levels

are persuaded to take on new responsibilities.
I am glad to see this has happened on the
other side as well as here.

I wouldn't for a moment
former political afiBliation

interfere with the work
doing, because even as an
and as a senior minister
of Canada he had the

working man. Certainly
that in many ways had

say that Mr. Starr's

would in any way
he is presently

effective politician
in the government
confidence of the

that is something
been undermined.

diluted, and in fact had been practically

completely lost up until Mr. Starr's appoint-
ment.

We are not here to be critical of the

former chairman; there have been acrimoni-

ous debates in this chamber and elsewhere
about the administrative attitude which pre-
vailed for a number of years up until the

change took place this spring. I don't believe

the former chairman was exclusively respon-
sible for that; as a matter of fact, there are

staff members still working down there who
were the subject of some intensive study,

questioning and investigation here. For ex-

ample, the director of safety, I remember,
was in the headlines for having received a

car from the Ford Motor Co. You may recall

those circumstances, Mr. Chairman.

I think if the minister is going to give a

full report, particularly to wipe clean the

slate of former allegations, uncleared in-

nuendoes and problems of confidence, then

he should deal in some detail with staff

changes and with the costs of certain deci-

sions that had been made associated with

these staff changes.

I can assure the minister that we on this

side have a very positive feeling about what
the government has done, but there is no
doubt the Workmen's Compensation Board
was reduced in its effectiveness over a num-
ber of years because of the loss of confidence

on the part of the working man in the top
levels of administration.

There is no doubt that when the decision

was made, the implementation was carried

out essentially with a rather blunt axe. But
the changes have been made, and we on this

side would like a report on the final financial

disposition regarding the severance of Mr.

Legge. What is our continuing responsibility
to Jack Cauley, who was known so well to

us all and who left under such trying cir-

cumstances that led to the many and lengthy

meetings of the standing committee dealing
with the whole matter pertaining to work-

men's compensation?
We would, of course, like to know the

financial details; and I feel we have a right
to know these matters, since this minister and

his predecessor, the present Attorney General

(Mr. Bales), had many of the onerous tasks

of defending what they finally admitted was
indefensible and got to the core of the prob-
lem with the far-reaching staff and policy

changes which we are going to be discussing
this afternoon.

I don't want to spend a good deal of time

talking about other types of matters asso-
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dated with it, but of course we want to put
forward our strong support for an approach
to be taken by the board on the rehabilita-

tion of the working man. Most of us, in deal-

ing with individuals in our communities,
sense the problems that the board has, but
feel that it is not dealing in a fair and

equitable way with the working man who
finds his payments from the board are re-

duced because he becomes fit for light work-
that famous phrase—and we and they, the

working men, are often dissatisfied with the

attempts at rehabilitation made by the board.

We feel the rehabilitation staff has been

improved considerably, but so often—and the

board is aware of this—there are matters

pertaining to mental attitude that are very
difficult for the working man to cope with,
when he feels his confidence completely
eroded by his inability to provide for his wife

and family in that period when the light
work designation applies to him.

The Act does not allow full benefits while
he is looking for work; and often, once again,
there is this problem where the indication

is that the Workmen's Compensation Board
is doing its best to get these people on cer-

tain other programmes of assistance, but as

far as the working man is concerned he
feels that he is being shoved off on what
he always calls welfare—and I believe that

would be the right name under these cir-

cumstances—and that the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board is not continuing with its

responsibilities to the end that would be

justified in seeing the working man through
with the proper level of income that would
allow him to fulfil his family responsibilities
until he is rehabilitated and properly em-

ployed.

I resent, along with the working man,
what appears to be an attempt to shove this

responsibility off under certain welfare pro-
visions. It seems to me that the board, from
its point of view, would be justified in say-
ing: "Well, we have done what we can for

this particular individual. We have a pro-
gramme to assist him in getting employment.
But until he is employed, he is in the cate-

gory of everyone else—and that is a person
needing special help to provide for his finan-

cial needs until he is employed."
I believe in the maintenance of the pride

of the working man so he feels he is insured
for this eventuality, and the board ought to

have a programme which is more generous,
more humane in this regard.

There is another matter I want to deal
with specifically which is on the order paper

in my name as a series of rather complex
questions. I am not at all sure I would like

to have the job, even if I were working for

the Workmen's Compensation Board, of

answering them, because they are based on
the legal premise that the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board did not have the legal right
to the funds in the five fixed funds—from
which the Workmen's Compensation Board
derives its monetary resources to fulfil its re-

sponsibilities—that the board did not have
access to those funds to make the payments
that were made in the name of the board for

the acquisition of the land and entering into

the contract with Fidinam Ltd, for the build-

ing of the new headquarters.

Those questions have been on the order

paper now for a number of weeks. The
matter was raised in the House previously
and although there was at least a part
answer when the responsible minister simply
said: "We believe we do have the authority";
there was never a reference to the legalities
of the case, which in fact allowed the Work-
men's Compensation Board to enter into a

contract which also has been severely and

deeply criticized on a number of its facets.

It may be that the minister is prepared to

respond at least in part to the contention that

the board was not acting completely within

its legal powers in entering into the Fidinam
contract. I am sure he is aware that at least

one individual in the private sector feels an
intense interest in the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board affairs, simply because he is an

employer and contributes a large regular

cheque to it. There are individual citizens

who are anxiously awaiting further informa-

tion, and actually contemplating legal action.

It is not my desire nor intent to raise the

whole matter of the Fidinam contract again,
other than to say, Mr. Chairman, that there

has really never been a satisfactory explana-
tion of the elaborate procedures whereby the

present building was made available—or at

least was about to be made available—as a

part of the contract which enabled, or will

enable eventually, the board to move to its

new premises in the heart of downtown
Toronto.

There are many people, including myself,
who believe that the location is a serious

error and that we could serve the conveni-
ence of working men, many of whom come
in from outside Toronto, just as conveniently
on other sites or with the expansion of the

present site. The selection of a site at the

comer of Bloor and Yonge Sts. and the

decision to enter into a contract with Fidinam

Ltd., without the tendering procedure as we
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understand it, is completely unacceptable and
smacks in many details of the matter that

was the subject of concern to the select com-
mittee dealing with the Hydro head oflBce

decision.

There are many similarities. You are aware,
Mr. Chairman, that there is evidence that the

Fidinam corporation did give a $50,000
donation to the Conservative Party and this

has certainly raised a lot of suspicions and

political hackles. The statement from the

Premier (Mr. Davis), now many months ago,
that he had examined into it personally
seemed to be satisfactory for the time as far

as the people of the province were concerned,
but still there is the decision itself involving
the old building, involving the purchase of

the lot, involving the contract itself with

Fidinam, which is just covered with un-
answered questions and unsatisfactory re-

sponses on the part of the government.

Mr. Chairman, there are a number of

matters I wanted to raise in this regard, but
I want to close on a positive note, since the

new chairman appears before us now for the
first time by saying that, in my opinion, the

members on all sides are pleased with his

appointment. They are looking forward to a

change in attitude which we already perceive,
and we congratulate the government on hav-

ing his services made available in such a
sensitive and important public position.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor
West.

Mr. E. J. Bounsall (Windsor West): Mr.

Chairman, we see ourselves today, in dis-

cussing the Workmen's Compensation Board,
in one of those situations in which we do
not always find ourselves with this Minister

of Labour but often do with others where

just as a discussion of a particular estimate

is due to come up, we find that we are

sort of partly muzzled by changes which

appear to be taking place and may be about
to take place—we're not too sure yet, only
time will tell. Those changes that I refer

to are the rather well written report of the
task force on the Workmen's Compensation
Board and the appointment of a new chair-

man.

Various other members of the House have
mentioned to me th^ fact that they do feel

a change in atmosphere at the board already.

They do feel there is a change in spirit in

dealing with claimants. One looks forward
to the legislation that will be coming to us

based on the task force report, and I think

by and large we will hold our kudos until

we see the changes that are proposed at

that time.

We're happy to have any change in the

chairman of the board, but the change to Mr.
Starr augurs well for the flavour and attitude

of the board. We welcome him into that

post and hope he will certainly live up to

all of our expectations there.

One thing that stands out, though, is that

the injured workmen in this province will

be hearing a lot about the task force. They
have heard a lot about the new chairman,
and will be hearing a lot about the changes
in the legislation as it affects administration.

The problem though, and the problem
that bothers me, is that they may well get
the feeling that it's going to materially affect

them, but because the task force report and
the overdue, perhaps, consideration of the

administration of the board, deals simply
with that in so many areas, the workmen
already on pension will see no observable

effect. They may see an effect if they have
an appeal still to come, or if at this late

date, they feel that an appeal will now be

successful, rather than in the previous situa-

tion where they heard so many stories about
how they were treated at appeals, not so

much at the top board level but in the re-

view procedure and the tribunal procedure,
that they simply did not have the heart to

continue. They would have that small hope;
but in terms of increased benefits, Mr. Chair-

man, they would have their hopes unduly
raised if they think the present activity

in this area is going to benefit them what-
soever.

Looking at the task force report there are

several places in it that, even so geared
as it was to administrative changes, one

might suspect that in the near future they

might also be looking at the level of benefits

in compensation.

The members of this task force, of which

the new chairman of the board was one,

stated in their introduction that they saw
as its mandate to probe deeply, not just into

the efiiciency and effectiveness of the Work-
men's Compensation Board—which are ob-

vious areas of inquiry when you're dealing
with administration—but also into the board's,

and I quote: "Ability to meet future societal

demands." Mr. Minister, through the chair-

man, one of those continuing demands, which

you certainly couldn't have missed in the

past and which will certainly be there in

the future, is the level of benefits and pay-
ments. Unless something is done in this

area there will still be widespread dissatisfac-
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tion among the injured workmen in this

province with what they see the Workmen's

Compensation Board as doing, that is pro-

viding some substitute for their loss of

labour-performing ability as the result of

injury in the workplace.

This is what the Workmen's Compensation
Board should be concerned about as one

of its top priorities. As well, one of the

three objectives of the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board, as stated in the task force

report, is income maintenance for people

sustaining work-related injuries.

Income maintenance! I don't see how
he can use that term "income maintenance"

unless the level of benefit is such as to

maintain income, which means certainly a

benefit level somewhat associated with, if

not the per cent increases in salaries and

wages that occur in this province then at

least to a level equal to the cost of living

increases that have occurred.

So for the recipients of workmen's com-

pensation we are still, in spite of this report,

in spite of the legislation we'll probably get

—and I would be very happy, Mr. Minister,

if you could correct us on this point about

the legislation—not dealing with benefits.

If the legislation will deal with benefits I

will be very glad to hear of it, but I sus-

pect it won't. It will deal with the adminis-

tration of the board and we are still going
to have vast numbers of recipients who are

in near penury because of their present
level of pensions and—

An hen. member: They're going to tamper
with it again.

Mr. Bounsall: —nothing will change. They
are pensions that have not been adjusted
to counter inflation, only adjusted if they

happen to fall below what are already

pitifully low minimums.

It is a disgrace that pensions have not

been adjusted. Not only, I contend, to meet
the increased cost of living in this province,
but to keep pace with the per cent increases

in salaries and wages which have occurred
in the Province of Ontario. I remind the

minister that over the past 10 years
—

per-

haps not in the last few months but in the

past 10 years—the increase in salaries and

wages in the Province of Ontario has been
about double what the cost of living has

been in Ontario. And if there is one group
of recipients who should receive a pension

geared to the increase in salaries and wages,
not just the cost of living, it is workmen
who have had their work ability diminished

or taken from them as a result of an acci-

dent or injury in their work place.

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Bounsall: And it is that factor that

should be applied, not just a simple cost of

living factor.

We spoke in a bill last June about the mini-

mum levels of the pensions. At that time one

was able to calculate easily that the new
minimums which you proposed, $55 a week,

up from $40, or of $250 a month, was calcu-

lated by taking a 40-hour week multiplied, in

both cases, by the minimum wage of $1.80

at that time, times 75 per cent. That is how
you calculated your minimums. We objected

at that time to paying 75 per cent; we felt

it should be 100 per cent. And we objected to

a payment based on the minimum wage as a

minimum, rather than all pensions being re-

lated to the income which the person had
earned in whatever year he earned it, with

adjustments made through an escalator clause

according to the salary and wage increases

that have occurred in this province.

It was clear that that's how the formula

was arrived at. Now we had words just last

week, and I won't reiterate that whole argu-
ment as to why the minimum wage should

be higher than it is, but you've already rais-

ed the minimum wage to be effective Jan. 1,

by a 10 per cent increase.

By your own calculations, those which pro-
duced that bill last June, you should even

now be saying that the minimums should be

$60 instead of $55, and $275 rather than

$250. So you have fallen behind in the mini-

mums in the workmen's compensation pay-
ments by the other actions which you've tak-

en, and neither of them have been sufficient

to meet the demands and the needs of in-

jured workmen in this province.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Some
friend of the working man. It doesn't hold

water.

Mr. Bounsall: At that time, Mr. Chairman,

we put forth the argument that raising the

maximum on which pensions can be computed
to $10,000 from $9,000 was unacceptably
low. We still are of the opinion that it is

unacceptably low and that it either should be

removed completely or have its lowest maxi-

mum at the present time at $15,000, the

amount by which MPPs might see their sal-

ary raised to shortly. We still feel that. We
feel that no matter how much tinkering, no
matter how great the tinkering, no matter

how great the body and internal changes
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there are going to be, with respect to the

Workmen's Compensation Board in the Acts

that we are about to receive, you are going
to have all of your present recipients dis-

satisfied and their hopes raised in an unjustifi-

ed fashion by the changes which they hear

are coming, if no changes are made in the

amount of benefits to be paid.

Mr. Chairman, there are other aspects of

the Workmen's Compensation Board which
have in fact been touched on in the report,
either directly or by inference when you read

it, and I'll comment on them briefly now:
One is the definition of "light work" which
has bedevilled anyone and everyone repre-

senting injured workmen in this province and
the injiured workmen themselves.

That definition of light work really should
be disbanded. Find some other system; find

some completely different system of calcu-

lating benefits to workers. Or if you are still

going to use the term "light work" and say
that when someone is 50 per cent recovered,
which means he gets one-half of 75 per cent
of his earnings, whatever they were, and is

eligible for light work. I would say that that

definition cannot in any conscience continue

to be restricted or based upon the degree of

disability of the recipient, or the degree of

disability of the injured workman, but rather

on his employability and the availability of

light work for that workman.

It is often the case that there is no light
work in the injured workman's commmunity.
I can think of two general areas in this prov-
ince, one of which is the mining area. A
worker cannot find light work if he is injured
in the mines.

I am sure some of my colleagues in the
House will be speaking on that area par-
ticularly. I remember specifically an admis-
sion by the minister himself that in his

who^e area of Cornwall there is very little

light work available.

If on the basis of disability a workman re-

ceives 37.5 per cent only of his former in-

come because of a work accident and can-
not find light work in his community, I am
saying there should not be a light work
classification for him, and that it should be
tied to the availability of finding that light
work.

If a workman or a work woman is taken
out of their chosen or experienced expertise
line of work because of an accident, they are

psychologically upset about that. They are still

in some degree of pain and they find them-
selves in the classification of being on hght
work and receiving only 37.5 per cent of their

former income. I don't see how much more
discouraging you can be towards injured work-
men in this province when that situation re-

sults. If not in the coming legislation to which
you refer, which I would presume we will see

in debate before the House breaks for the

Christmas break, then in separate legislation,
I would hope we would see the proper Act

coming in dealing with the level of benefits

for injured workmen.

A couple of other things have bothered me
about the Workmen's Compensation Board
and its method of operation, which I will be

glad to be able to propose in the presence of

the new chairman that they take into ac-

count. One is the almost total lack—almost

total, it is not complete—of taking into ac-

count the psychological effect on the work-
man of an injury to that workman.

It's not taken into account. I know it is

hard to measure. I don't think it is ade-

quately taken into account when one has

appeals before the board, and when one is

determining the level of benefits.

As new members of the Legislature, having
come here in 1971, we were gathered to-

gether in the spring of 1972 and taken for

a tour of the rehabilitation facilities out at

Downsview. The attitude we found there was
best reflected by the fact there were, I be-

lieve, only two staff members trained in any
sort of psychological therapy running one

group therapy session. Probably almost all

physically disabled workmen require some

psychological adjustment, but the number

being treated in group therapy sessions to

adjust their attitude to their changed physical
disabilities was indeed rather small.

I asked two or three questions at the time

of that visit about the numbers that partici-

pated in this type of a programme, and if the

answers I got were correct at that time,
there was only a small percentage of the

workmen out there. Only the ones who got
to Downsview got the opportunity to partici-

pate with others in a way that could help
them adjust psychologically to their change
in physical situation.

I think a lot more of that must be done-
and not just in Downsview, but in the various

communities that the injured workmen come
from. And I believe that through some of the

suggestions in your report regarding decen-

tralizing and returning a lot of the medical

assessment and what have you to the com-

munities, that might be taken care of; that

is by the way in which you have laid things
out in the task force report as a future

change.
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One other point, which I mentioned in

the introduction to the estimates of the Min-

istry of Labour just in case the Workmen's

Compensation Board didn't come before us

in this form, was that area of workmen and
their representatives endeavouring to repre-
sent the workmen before the various appeal
situations and not being able to effectively
find out tlie full story and get the full in-

formation on their cases.

This is not true of MPPs. When we write

to the board and ask for a summary of a

case, a summary comes back without any

problem. However, I have been shown letters

to Injured Workmen's Consultants and other

small groups, bud-groups, organized to try
to help injured workmen in the province.
The Student Legal Aid Society at the Uni-

versity of Windsor is another group that has

written to the board on behalf of an injured
workman it is representing.

Perhaps they do need some sort of authoriz-

ing letter before the board would respond
in some meaningful manner, but when they
would write in asking specific information,

they would get back a letter saying: "We
are really not sure what you are asking us;"
rather than a letter saying: "Look, you are

representing those workmen and you require
a complete summary. We'd be glad to send
it to you. Please call us collect; or words to

that effect. Or even an authorization letter

in the form of a form letter could be sent

out, if that is what is required, for the injured
workmen to sign and authorize a particular

group to act on his behalf and to get all

the information.

I don't know whether the chairman of the

board or other members from the board here

are aware of that happening, but if they
look in their files they must see a number of

cases where instead of providing information

they are really introducing further delays by

saying to them: "We really don't understand
what it is you're asking." I've seen some of

these letters that were sent in and they have
been fairly clear.

I was interested therefore to see on page
18, in the initial section of the report, a

summary of your recommendations. One
recommendation under the appeals process
is that all evidence be made available to the

appellant and his representative.

That's one area I think you could act upon
immediately—it's at the top of the page, Mr.
Minister. If it requires an authorization for

the group or the person helping the injured
workman, the board could assist by prepar-
ing a consent form which the workman and

his representative could fill out and send into

the board. This would reduce delays in the

workman or his representative getting the

information which would permit them to see

whether or not it was advisable to proceed
to an appeal; and if it was in which way they
should best frame their appeal.

There is one other area which I would
like to point out to the representatives of

the board while they're here. Being a rela-

tively new MPP, I thought it was perhaps
just a practice common to my area. But as

I talk to MPPs from other areas I find it's

true in their areas. There appear to be in

communities "board" doctors, who are not

officially appointed as far as I know, or who
do not hold any official appointment. These
are well-known doctors in the community
and over the years or over the months the

board has decided to use them to examine

workmen for an estimate of their disability.

That is, you go to that doctor—who is

usually a specialist—and he is going to present
a report that minimizes the injury. There

must be some way, therefore, in the re-

organization in the very near future to elimi-

nate this situation. More important, it should

be shown that it isn't happening.

This would prevent injured workmen hav-

ing the feehng that it doesn't matter what

they do, they are going to someone who is

not reacting favourably to their situation, who
is not reacting favourably to their case and

who is not reasonable or uncritical. It isn't

so much a matter of an "untrue" report to

the board, as much is it is someone who will

give a "true" report to the board, one which

is not slanted to what the workman feels the

Workmen's Compensation Board wants to

hear in terms of minimizing benefits.

I'm not at this time, Mr. Chairman, going
to talk in length on any particular cases that

have come to my attention. They are in the

mill at the moment and have been settled by
and large.

Looking through the recommendations by
the task force, many of them are in areas

which sound very good on paper, but we
wonder how they are going to be achieved.

They can be achieved only if there's a real

will and spirit on the part of WCB employees
to achieve them and they can't really be
written down. These are in the area of open-

ing up clearer communications to potential

appellants, and so on. This whole area of

communications will only work if you have

people at the board really wanting it to

work.
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In this regard, thete's one other thing that

sort of causes me some concern. This is the

human resources side of the report. The re-

port says, and I quote, under human re-

sources:

We are concerned that the lack of op-

portunity for career mobility, the absence
of hiring based on wide advertising, pro-
motion by seniority, and the less than

adequately resourced personnel function,

has caused the development of attributes

which are inimicable to the achievement of

objectives.

That is fair enough; I could agree with that

perhaps. They left out one phrase which

preceded that, and let me put that phrase
back in; it would then read, with that phrase
back in, in part: "We are concerned that

the generous fringe benefit programme has

caused the development of attributes which
are inimicable to the the achievement of

objectives."

I find it passing strange that in this area

one feels that the fringe benefits, presum-
ably, have prevented the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board from providing the proper
kind of service, in the proper spirit, to the

claimants. I find that passing Strange. The
rest makes sense, but you are making out
that the fringe benefits are such that they
are producing an atmosphere which is inim-

icable to the achievement of the objectives
of the board.

I don't think in all honesty—I think we
could agree on this—that it can be the fringe
benefits; that the fringe benefits which the
board pays to its employees, or that the em-

ployees find with the board, are preventing
them from serving the claimants and are not

giving them a sense of urgency in service to

injured workmen.

I have a feeling it could happen the op-
posite way. If the board emplovees there

now, and those who have been there for a

while, see their fringe benefits cut down,
they could, in point of fact—as this would

suggest is going to happen—develop an atti-

tude not conducive to increased service and
increased urgency about their job, about the

servicing of injured workmen; this could
cause them to take the attitude of being a

little bit disenchanted.

I would watch very carefully how that

recommendation is dealt with; that of trans-

ferring the members of the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board, all their employees, to the
civil service. One chapter, a few pages, deals
at some length with the position with respect
to fringe benefits that the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board employees have vis-a-vis

civil servants. If making them civil servants

causes a loss of fringe benefits or a loss of

payments of portions of those fringe benefits,

you are going to have on your hands, Mr.

Minister, dissatisfied employees of the Work-
men's Compensation Board who will feel no
sense of urgency, no increased sense of

service to the people they are there to serve,
the injured workmen of this province. If

making them civil servants would inevitably
cause this, I would recommend that you do
not make them civil servants.

Looking at the list of fringe benefits which

they receive, vis-a-vis civil servants, like two-
thirds of their OHIP paid and so on, that is

not different from what the large majority of

people in the industrial sector in this prov-
ince receive as a fringe benefit. Most of these

benefits are not out of the way.

It is clear who has fallen behind in this

province in receiving fringe benefits. It is the

civil servants, not the employees of the Work-
men's Compensation Board. You should not
let a detrimental change like that occur to

the employees, Mr. Minister.

Finally, at the end of the report, in spite
of it not being one of the task force's three

main areas of investigation, one did have a

small area called related issues in which the

members of this task force, one of them now
being the chairman, did state several things.

They said that workmen's compensation is

not a charity, and too often in the past it has

been viewed by people at the board as such
—and a very ungenerous charity at that, very

stringent, very reluctant, one of doubting the

aches and pains of injured workmen in this

province. They quite clearly imply that it is a

right and not a charity. They also suggest
that serious consideration be given to—this
is their suggestion and I quote: "The elimina-

tion of benefit ceilings; the matching of bene-
fits to earnings; and the taxing of benefits."

This implies what we were saying last

June, Mr. Minister, that the ceiling should

be removed and the benefits be tied to earn-

ings. The arguments for leaving it at 75

per cent of earnings was because there was
no tax paid on it. This task force has sug-

gested that benefits be taxed; and the mat-
ters they suggest be given serious considera-

tion would be in line with what we have

proposed here with respect to benefit pay-
ments.

And a second point involves protecting long-
term recipients against the effects of inflation,

possibly through the medium of provincial
revenues. Mr. Minister, as you know we have
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no hesitation in saying, with respect to paying
benefits that would protect against inflation,

such as an escalator clause based on cost

of living or salary and wage increases, that

these increases should be taken from the

employers of this province. As you know we
have no hesitation in saying that.

The argument that you can't tax present
and future employers for the accidents that

have occurred in the past just does not make
sense to us. We feel if this is what is neces-

sary, it should be done:

1. Because if this means paying injured
workmen at a level at which they should be

paid—which is their right, it is not a charity
—this is the decent and just thing to do.

2. This would be a further inducement for

industry in this province, both present com-

panies and future companies, to ensure the

working conditions in their plants were safe.

This would be an additional incentive, as

presumably their assessment would go up at

a faster rate when accidents occur, because

they are also making support payments for

accidents that occurred in the past. With a

high rate of collection by the Workmen's
Compensation Board there is the spinoff^ that

the companies would be very much more
aware of safety and would cause the work
place to become safer.

Having said that we have no problem with
the point of taxing present and future em-
ployers on the basis of past accidents, should
it be required that a provincial contribution

be added in order for recipients to have their

pension benefits adjusted for inflation or to

keep pace with the per cent increases in sal-

aries and wages, we would be agreeable to

that providing we are certain a proper level

is being paid by the employers of this prov-
ince.

With that, therefore, I would suggest that

from the report on the related issues, particu-

larly in these two areas to which they sug-

gest that serious consideration be given-
protection against inflation and the "elimina-

tion of the benefits of earnings"—this is an
area which we would look forward to seeing
in legislation, and seeing in legislation very

shortly.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for St.

George.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Thank
you, Mr. Chairman. My words will be brief

but I would like to repeat, perhaps, some of

the things which have been said, because in

all of my public experience this particular
function of government has caused me more

concern than any other single issue, save

perhaps housing and welfare.

In my view there is no point in creating
administrative changes which simply are that.

It doesn't matter how much heart you put
into your concerns with decentralized serv-

ices to the working man, if at the same time

you are not able to give him the type of

pension which is a compensation and which
does not, by its very nature, appear to be a

charity which he neither wants nor really

accepts.

When I had the opportunity of speak-

ing with the present pro tem chairman about

the work of the task force, I was very serious-

ly saddened to know, as I hadn't until that

point, that the matter of pension was not

within the ambit of the task force.

There is no question in my mind, and I

think in the minds of most people in this

province, that an injured workman should

not be subsisting on little payments from
workmen's compensation balanced out, if

you like, by welfare payments. He is en-

titled to something better than that and he
is certainly entitled not to feel that he has

been forced on welfare by reason of an

injury in his place of work.

I, too, would like to speak on this matter

of light duty or light work. It is an appalling
kind of thing without any real definition. I

am not going so far as to say to cut it out,

for this reason; that I think if you did have

adequate, and I say adequate because at

this point I haven't found it to be adequate,
rehabilitation services, I might be more

prepared to accept that you could find light

work for some people after a certain amount
of retraining. At the moment my experience
has been there is no alternative to the job

they've lost; there is no proper rehabilitation.

I may say that I have had some ongoing
discussion with members of the board who
have invited me to send in cases in which
I was disputing the fact there was ample
rehabilitation. I did do that for a period
of time and I have to say not one of the

people I sent was acceptable within the

qualifications, whatever they are, for re-

habilitation. I don't think we should be play-

ing games with these people. They are en-

titled to some kind of consideration as

people entitled to compensation and not

as people entitled to charity.

There is another aspect of the matter

which bothers me tremendously. That is

when a workman who is living on a pittance
from workmen's compensation, with a

supplementary welfare benefit, decides that
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maybe he could make it on his own and he
would like to take the money that he has

coming to him from his pension and ac-

cumulate it and use it as capital to invest

in a business. Then you get these god-like

pronouncements: "It is not in his best in-

terest for us to consider his request."

Td like to know whose interest we are

talking about? Perhaps he is better off to

try to get his money and try to establish

himself in a business than he is to go on
forever and a day on the kind of compen-
sation-cum-charity, if you like, cum-welfare

anyway, that he has today. These are some
of the things I'd like to see considered

because, as some of the other speakers have

said, one of the difficulties is that with all

the talk in the press and other places about
what you hope to achieve for these people-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: Perhaps I should wait un-
til I can get some attention; I wouldn't like

to interrupt you. Thank you.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: Perhaps what you've done
to these people is to really raise their ex-

pectations. May I say, Mr. Chairman, there
is nothing more cruel than to give these

people the idea that things are going to

improve, if in fact nothing happens. I would
urge upon you consideration of the matters
which have already been dealt with by other

speakers. I perhaps should not have even
spoken at this time because all I am doing
is repeating; but perhaps by repetition we
can get through to you our very deep and
serious concerns for those of the work force
of this province who have been disabled.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Cochrane South.

Mr. W. Ferrier (Cochrane South): Mr.

Chairman, I don't want to be too repetitious,
because there have been some very good
speeches on the Workmen's Compensation
Board and some of the problems that do
persist, although I will make brief reference
to some of the things that have been brought
up before.

One of the things I think should be given
consideration by the board is the matter of

appeals that are held in Toronto. People
have to come from far away to appeal, such
as from Timmins or wherever else they may
be, and have to pay their fare if they lose.

If the board does accept some aspect of

the appeal, then the fare will be paid. With
a number of people who have been injured
and are out of work and in the serious

problem category, it is just impossible or

extremely difficult for them to get together

enough money to pay for a train fare or a

bus fare to and from Toronto, and the ex-

penses here.

I know that if there is some aspect of the
claim where the board can say: "Well, we
will have a medical examination," or some-

thing like that, they will bend over back-
wards to help. But I think if there is a

valid claim or an appeal that seems to make
some kind of sense, then the fare should
be paid for people who come long distances.

They should be put on an equal footing
with a fellow who can jump on a subway
and go down to a hearing. I would like

to see the board take a look at that problem.
It is very heartening to think that the board

will be establishing information offices in the
various parts of the province and in the city.
It will be interesting to see how these will

work out to facilitate some of the workmen
who are having problems with the board or

over a cheque that is late or some other

aspect. I hope when you are allocating your
offices you will give serious consideration to

providing such an office in the Timmins area,
because there are a lot of problems there.

While I handle some of them and the federal

member and northern affairs officers also do,
I think it would be greatly facilitated if you
did have some kind of a storefront office or

a person there who would be a contact other
than your rehab officer.

I would like to disagree a bit with the re-

port that has been made by this committee

concerning the role of the administrative

assistants, particularly their dealing with

problems raised by the so-called VIPs. A
number of us do get quite a few inquiries
and problems to deal with. It is extremely
helpful to know there is somebody at the

board you can channel these through, and
that you can deal with one person who will

take them to the various departments and see

that they are acted upon. I don't think there

is any person I have ever dealt with in the

civil service or any place else who has been
as great a help to me as Lloyd Brousseau has

been down at the board; and I am sure there

are probably other administrative assistants

who help in the same way.
I think you need to take a look at that. It

is not that we are really asking for specialized
service; we would like to have some person
we could channel our work through and know
that it's being followed through and that

I
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everything is being done that possibly can

be done.

A problem that concerns us, particularly in

the gold mining communities, is the whole

question of lung conditions in miners. As the

Act is now set up, a person must have sili-

cosis and it pretty well must be proved by a

radiological diagnosis. But this doesn't always
show up. And when you get a pathology re-

port on the heart and lungs afterward, show-

ing that there is some degree of silicosis

present and it wasn't admitted^ during the

lifetime of the worker, it has led to the situa-

tion in many of our areas where people feel

that they are being unjustly denied entitle-

ment for silicosis. I feel that perhaps more

leeway should be given in this area, and I

would like to see serious consideration being

given to recognizing a wider degree of lung

impairment that just silicosis in miners.

A senior official at the board mentioned to

me when I was there the other day, that it

was his understanding that an amendment
was put forward in the United States by Sen.

Taft that if a man worked in the mines for

something like 10 years and developed a lung
condition, there was some acceptance that this

was related. I would like to see this followed

through to see if in fact that is what is taking

place, and I would hope the board would
make a recommendation to the minister.

At the same time, the minister could ask

his colleague, the Minister of Natural Re-

sources (Mr. Bemier), for the report by Dr.

Patterson on silicosis to be thoroughly dis-

cussed and examined to see if we can come

up with a wider range of lung conditions in

miners that could be accepted and compen-
sated for.

I know there is a great deal of dissatis-

faction in the mining communities about the

number of men who do have serious lung
conditions, and I think a lot more of them
are attributable to their industrial work than
has been recognized up until this point. I

would also like to see this matter pursued
and something done about it.

There is also the problem of doctors de-

laying in making reports, which holds up the

decision-making of the board. I can mention
the case of a man—I am not going to men-
tion his name—that I have discussed with
various people down there for the last few
months. We did hold a board hearing around

April 16 and he was referred to a urologist
at the Toronto General. The urologist hasn't

submitted his report, although the people at

the board have been after him and I think

the chief medical person there also has phoned
—it's extremely frustrating.

il don't know whether there is any way the

board can force doctors to submit reports of

examinations, but the poor old fellow I am

talking of is a man in his 60s or perhaps his

70s. He had only one letter from the board

in that seven months' time and he figured
that the board had forgotten all about him.

The particular doctor had recommended that

he go back to him for treatments and not to

go to another doctor. He was completely up-
set by the whole thing.

I don't know how many other doctors are

like that urologist, but I think the board has

got to have its hand strengthened to some

degree to have doctors co-operate a little bit

with the board. I think this doctor should be

held before the medical society for seven

moilths delay in submitting a report. That's

unpardonable from my point of view.

This question of the 50 per cent benefits

is one that has caused all kinds of trouble

for the people in my area. As the member for

Windsor West stated, there are so very few

light jobs in the mines and in the forest

products industry. There are just not that

many other opportunities for jobs in an area

like ours. They can draw some unemploy-
ment insurance, I suppose. But it doesn't

seem right that they should have to do that.

Some of them have to go to welfare, if there

is no unemployment insurance. It's certainly
a come-down and I don't think the injured

working people of this province should be

subjected to that. I think the Act must be

amended, or the regulations must be
amended in some way to better deal with

that situation.

Of course, the rehab situation is another

difiicult area. As I said, there are no light

jobs or opportunities in our area into which
disabled people can fit, especially people who
are disabled to the extent that they're not

going to be able to do heavy work again.
This places a pretty serious burden on rehab

oflBcers. In certain cases they get excellent

results. Other times, I think rehab officers

have too large caseloads and they haven't

time to deal with some of the problems fast

enough.

Another problem presents itself when

physical injury leads to the kind of psycho-

logical complications referred to by the

member for Windsor West. In the past there

was a greater tendency to say that if a fellow

had a functional overlay he was written oflF,

more or less. I would say the board is paying

greater attention to this now. It's not as much
as some of us would like to see, but there

seems to be more of an understanding and
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recognition that psychological breakdowoi

which sometimes accompanies physical break-

down is tied-in with the injury. It's accepted
more.

I hope more attention will be given this.

Perhaps a greater effort could be made to

provide more psychological counselling for

some of these people. I didn't realize there

was so much psychological involvement in

physical injury. Perhaps I was naive, I don't

know. But I would like to see more attention

given this, either through medical treatment,

psychological treatment, or rehab or some-

thing. It's a serious problem. More attention

must be given to it than has to date.

A number of speakers have mentioned pen-
sions and the people who have been injured
in years past, and the government not bring-

ing in legislation to tie those pensions to the

cost of living or to some other index to make
the value of the pension commensurate with
the value of the dollar today. A number of

pensions are, in some cases I think grossly,

inadequate to recognize the degree of in-

capacity that has been created by the par-
ticular injury; and I would like to see some
work done in that field. I don't want to speak
too long, because other members have em-
phasized these points and they keep appear-
ing in riding after riding. I think the board
itself is aware of a lot of these problems.
I know I have talked to you, Mr. Minister,

enough times to know that you see an awful
lot of constituents and people with com-

pensation problems, too, and you are not
uninformed about this matter.

So I hope you will try to do something
about these pensions when you bring in your
amendments.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Hamilton Mountain.

Mr. J, R. Smith (Hamilton Mountain): Mr.
Chairman, I would iust like to commend
the hon. minister on the appointment of the
new chairman. I think a great deal of the
fresh approach down there on the lakeshore
lies therein. It is most obvious when you
have any dealings with the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board that there is a new attitude.
I would particularly like to commend him
for the changes in the members of the appeal
tribunal. In the last two tribunals at which I

have represented a workman there has been
a noticeable change. Indeed, it came out in

the hearing that on their first appeal both
the workmen became so frustrated and so

upset and so tense at the attitude of the
members hearing their claim that they were

on the verge of tears or became so mentally
distraught that after the hearing they were

literally shaking. During these last two hear-

ings the approach that Mr. Decker took with
those particular workmen, trying to explain
their particular claim and what protection

they have under the legislation, the benefits

and everything, was excellent. This is the

kind of thing I think the chairman should

look at, so tnat they aren't rushed through
with a sort of dogmatic approach, but rather

with a more humanitarian and informative

attitude to the workmen and to the person

representing them.

Also in this regard, Mr. Minister, perhaps
the Workmen's Compensation Board might
provide one area for advancement of women
interested in either safety or accident pre-
vention, or in the administrative process, and
also promotion and consideration for people
who speak a second language. It seems to

me that so many of the people coming before

the Workmen's Compensation Board for

hearings are very often those to whom Eng-
lish is a second language, and it is often

very difficult to have to work through some-

body who doesn't speak your language or

even through an interpreter. More of the

claims officers should be people who can

speak these languages.

Just recently I referred a claim, a file, to

one of the claims officers and asked if they
would visit this chap at a hospital in Downs-
view. I particularly asked them if somebody
who spoke Italian would visit this irhmigrant
workman and the reverse happened; some-

body went to visit him who could only speak

English. As a result the man came back to

see me the following weekend, wehn he was
out to visit his family in Hamilton, and he
still doesn't understand what his situation is.

It is basically a communications problem.

On the matter of communications, I had

hoped the board would proceed with the

recommendations of the task force in estab-

lishing more regional offices. Particularly, it

seems it is long overdue that the largest in-

dustrial community of this province, the city
of Hamilton, has not yet the benefit of one
of these facilities. Indeed, before any facil-

ities are opened anywhere, Mr. Minister, and
in particular before any more such facilities

are offered to the people of Metropolitan
Toronto, the people of Hamilton have prior
claim. Indeed, the people of Metro are

fortimate in having all these facilities right
at their doorstep and at the fingertips of

their telephone. Whether or not that is a

grouping of rehabilitation officers and infor-

mation ofiBcers it would be a great benefit,
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particularly to the people if these offices are

staffed as well by people who speak more
than the English language.

I understand several hon. members here

this afternoon—in particular the member for

Cochrane South—have discussed the 50 per
cent people. Indeed, I think changes are

needed in the legislation, particularly for

a man who has a 50 per cent back disability
award. He is in absolute pain; he can't sit

for too long a period, he can't walk very
well; and yet his compensation might amount
to $110 or $125 a month. It is just not ade-

quate for him and his spouse and their chil-

dren to survive under these benefits. If the

man is 60 years of age and in that physical

condition, it is impossible, really, for him to

—it is not always impossible but for some of

them it is impossible—to get rehabilitation

and find a new vocation or kind of work.

Mr. Minister, I say the changes that are

taking place are encouraging and I think we
can look forward in 1974 to even better

things and the Ontario Workmen's Compen-
sation Board which has been a foremost

leader in the world in its programmes, in its

legislation—the Ontario legislation is a model
for many other jurisdictions—will have

reached new heights and new directions.

Mr. Chairman: Just a minute, before the

member for Windsor-Walkerville speaks; so

that the minister knows and the speakers
who are lined up know where they come in,

I'd like to read off the list, if you wish that.

It is Windsor-Walkerville; Yorkview (Mr.

Young); Scarborough Centre (Mr. Drea);
Waterloo North (Mr. Good); Parkdale (Mr.

Dukszta) and Welland South (Mr. Haggerty).

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): I don't think

you have me.

Mr. Chairman: Not yet.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Where does

the list come from?

Mr. Chairman: It is just that they have
indicated they wanted to speak.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. At the outset

I would like to congratulate the government
on the appointment of the hon. Mike Starr

as chairman of the Workmen's Compensation
Board. I am probably one of the few mem-
bers in the Legislature who could talk to

him in a language other than English. We
could probably carry on the balance of the

debate in something other than the English

language, Polish or Ukrainian or Serbian or

any one of the Slav languages, Mr. Chairman.
We know he would be fully conversant. Mr.

Starr does bring a welcome experience, in

addition a sense of humanity, and we cer-

tainly look forward to the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board being what we envisaged—
a board with a heart.

Mr. Chairman, one of the things that does

bother me when one processes a workmen's

compensation claim, is that very often the re-

ply is that the individual is fit to return to

work. Medical evidence does indicate that,

yet the individual is not gold-bricking. He
maintains and insists that he cannot work, that

there is a certain amount of pain involved in

work and he can get evidence from a family

doctor very often to substantiate the claim.

Yet too often the medical staff employed by
the Workmen's Compensation Board, who in

turn are generally specialists in the field, in-

sist that the individual can return.

Surely where there is a difference in medi-

cal opinion concerning the abilities of an in-

dividual to work, I think we should even sort

of bend over backwards to take the word of

the injured individual.

For example, Mr. Chairman, I'd only like

to read one paragraph of an article published
in the Windsor Star, the article written by

Spiros De Bono concerning the Workmen's

Compensation Board. In this, Mr. Kerr of the

Windsor office makes the following comment:

"I don't know of a single straight fraud case

on the part of an employee against the

board."

Doesn't that indicate to you, Mr. Chair-

man, that the employees are not out to take

advantage of the board generally? Accord-

ing to your Windsor manager, this is the case.

They are not gold-bricking; they would rather

be gainfully employed than receiving the

sometimes pittance they do receive as the

result of an industrial accident.

I can recall an individual case that is be-

fore the board at the present time; a man in

my riding who is on a permanent partial dis-

ability. He gets $29 a month. He is content

receiving $29 a month if you will rehabilitate

him. But you don't rehabilitate him, and this

is the problem.

Sure you have capable rehabilitation officers

back in the city—Mr. Sanderson is very cap-

able. But you see, when the individual goes

to apply for employment and has to provide
information concerning workmen's compensa-

tion, he is receiving workmen's compensation

benefits, and the employers shy away from

him. They will have nothing to do with the

man.
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The individual I am referring to happened
to be a truck driver. Where does he get

employment then? Surely, if he can't get em-

ployment, then the Workmen's Compensation
Board has a little greater obligation to him
than simply saying he is permanently partially

disabled, giving him $29 and then requiring
him to go to the municipal welfare office or

to the provincial authorities to have that $29

supplemented either by a disability pension
or welfare.

The man was injured on the job; he was
not injured in a welfare office. Surely there

is an obhgation on the part of the Workmen's

Compensation Board to see that that man is

returned to the work force. The man doesn't

say he has got to go back to the same type
of fob with the same type of earnings. He
wants to be gainfully employed. He wants to

be independent. He doesn't want to be ac-

cepting, in my terms, the so-called charity of

$29 a month that h? is getting as a result of

his injury.

You are not being humane, you are not

being fair to the individual.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Right on!

Mr. B. Newman: It's absolutely unbeliev-

able that today, 1973, we would still be

treating our fellow man in a fashion such as

I make mention. It's hard to believe that in

our civilization here in Canada, here in On-

tario, the province which proudly says that

it has the best workmen's compensation pro-

gramme in all of the world-

Mr. Laughren: How many people say that?

Mr. B. Newman: If you think that $29 a

month to a fellow who has to supplement
that $29 by a disability pension or by welfare

is taking care of the problem, and that the

workmen's compensation is the best in the

world as a result of that type of treatment,
Mr. Minister, I will hang my head in shame
for you instead.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: There's no better board,
it has been proven.

Mr. Laughren: You are really proud of

yourself—

Mr. Bullbrook: He is not talking about the

board, he is talking about what the injured
workmen get. That's what he's talking about.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mrs. Campbell: He's doing all right talking
for himself.

Mr. B. Newman: I lay no criticism at the

board, nor any of the individuals on the

board. I lay the criticism at the government
for permitting such a thing to take place.

Surely we shouldn't have to put up with that

in 1973.

I have another problem—a man by the

name of Peter Sparavola. When I was first

elected in 1959 he contacted me twice a

week. I shouldn't say twice a week. It was
three times over this weekend. But he has

been calling me at least once a week since

1959 to discuss his problem. I've discussed

it time and time again with the board. May-
be I haven't been as vigorous as I could have

been in pressing the case, but there has to

be some type of meeting set up between the

individual who has had a long-standing in-

jury like this and the board.

The man cries over the telephone weekly,
he has a low-back pain that is killing him.

He would just love to meet with the board

so that they can see the agony he is suffer-

ing today, but there is no way at all.

Mr. Chairman, through you to the minister

and the board, surely there has to be some
means of communication set up where these

individuals who have been aggrieved for

such a long period of time can at least talk

with someone on the board or talk to the

minister. Just the idea of seeing the minister

and being able to relate his problem is sort of

a therapy in itself. I would strongly suggest
to the minister that the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board look at some of these long-

standing injuries that individuals are suffer-

ing from.

Very often when an individual is injured
on the job and goes through a series of ex-

aminations and tests, they immediately say
the injury he is suffering from today is not

related at all to what the diagnosis shows.

They say arthritis has set in; he is getting
older so arthritis has set in. They never say
the injury may have caused the arthritis.

They simply say that the arthritis has set in

because of age. There could have been some
connection between the arthritic condition

that he is suffering from today and the injury
that he had suffered from or received yester-

day or years ago.

Mr. Chairman, we have to look at that

arthritic problem in a more humane way.

Surely we are not going to continue to punish
those who as a result of an industrial acci-

dent have been left not only to live in some
cases in poverty but in extreme pain. If any-
one has ever gone through a low-back in-

jury—and I have gone through that—there are
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times in your life with a low-back injury that

you would just as soon be dead.

The pain is so intense that you can't sit up,

you can't lie down, you can't stand with your

weight on one leg, you can't stand with your

weight balanced on your two legs and there

are hot, sharp pains that go from the base

of your spine throughout all parts of your
body. It is almost enough to drive an indivi-

dual to committing suicide, Mr. Chairman. I

certainly would like to see a little more con-

sideration given to those who suffer from that

type of injury, the low-back injury. Too often

the board tries to say the injury is not re-

lated to the type of accident the individual

has had.

Practically every member in the House
who has spoken prior to me has mentioned,
and everyone who wiU follow up will make
mention, that it is about time that every type
of benefit, given by any type of government
or type of financial assistance given to an

individual, whether it be workmen's com-

pensation or not, has to be tied to the cost

of living.

Now that the federal authorities have estab-

lished the precedent, I think the same thing
has to be done as far as the Workmen's

Compensation Board is concerned. I think

worlonen's compensation, teachers' super-
annuation, civil service superannuation and

any pension benefits given by any type of

government have to be tied to a cost of

living formula so that the individual who is

receiving the benefit receives constant dollars

rather than depreciated dollars.

The member for Hamilton Mountain, Mr.

Chairman, did make a good point, and I

know the chairman of the board will accept
it; that is the use of individuals who are con-

versant in more than just the English lan-

guage. Approximately one-third of the popu-
lation of the Province of Ontario now has at

least a second language they are familiar with
that is not necessarily English or French. I

think individuals who are of ethnic back-

ground, or who have the ability to speak in

languages other than English or French,
should be employed to a greater degree-
more so in some communities than in others

because of the large ethnic populations in

certain areas.

The individual who has diflBculty in the

English language finds himself at a real dis-

advantage, and quite often finds himself very
t'mid and backward when it comes to con-

versing with a member of the board, simply
because he's afraid that he is going to make
all types of grammatical errors. He can't speak
the language, and as a result he can't convey

to the board the problems he is suffering
from. Rather than use an interpreter to con-

vey his remarks, it would be better to have
an individual on the board who can fully
understand just what the individual is saying
in the tongue in which he is expressing him-
self.

I would like, Mr. Chairman, to make a few
other comments. I think when any individual

files a claim with the board, he should be

sent, in the very first letter he receives, in-

formation about the whole series of pro-
cedures through which he can go to finalize

his claim. He should know that if he fails at

one step he has another step that he can

follow. It shouldn't be a great big sheet of

paper, Mr. Minister. It should be simple,

brief, and as concise as possible; written not

by our friends in the legal profession but by
an ordinary individual so the ordinary person
can read and understand it.

I would like to bring to the attention of

the minister the fact that for an individual in

his later years, Canada Pension benefits are

based on previous earnings. But if an indi-

vidual is injured before retirement, he is no

longer receiving his normal salary. As a result,

the fact that he may be receiving compensa-
tion has decreased the total amount of

Canada Pension benefits that he would be

entitled to.

I think some accommodation has to be
made by your ministry—and some representa-
tion made to the federal authorities so that

the Canada Pension Act can be amended—to
assist such an individual who is injured and

receiving compensation. Perhaps the Work-
men's Compensation Board could pay into the

Canada Pension Fund the amount of $1.20, or

whatever it is a week that the person would
be paying were he normally gainfully em-

ployed. T^en if he does reach his pensionable

age within a short period of time, his Canada
Pension would be at the maximum he is

allowed to receive and not at a reduced

amount simply because he had been injured
in the course of his industrial pursuits.

I would also like to make another sugges-
tion to the minister. It involves unemployment
insurance. An individual, after having been

discharged by Workmen's Compensation
Board, and in some instances not being able

to get back to his employment because there

are no light jobs in the industry, is put out

on the unemployment rolls. He has to search

for a job. Now that individual may have been
on workmen's compensation for a whole year.
And because he has been on there for an

elongated period of time he is not entitled to

any unemployment insurance benefits. The
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government has got to fill in that gap now so

that as soon as he stops receiving workmen's

compensation, he is entitled to receive un-

employment insurance benefits for that given,
stated period of time. I think it's some 50
weeks or so. It may require an amendment to

the Unemployment Insurance Act, which the

minister could suggest to the federal author-

ities; or it may be that we could put the

fellow on the Workmen's Compensation
Board payroll so that he is an employee of

the Workmen's Compensation Board for that

period of time, and his unemployment insur-

ance payments are being made to the Un-

employment Insurance Commission. Then
once you have put him off workmen's com-

pensation and he cannot go back to work, he
would be entitled to at least unemployment
insurance benefits for a given period of time,
rather than have to go on either welfare or

some other social benefits programme.
Mr. Chairman, I make these few recom-

mendations and suggestions to the minister

and to the members of the WCB who are

sitting here in hope they would mull them
over, weigh their merits and implement them,
if in their wisdom, they are worthy of im-

plementation. Thank you:

An hen. member: Very good.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Yorkview.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Mr. Chairman, I

suspect anything that is said from this point
on will be a repetition pretty well of what
already has been said, but some of us are

very interested in this situation. As one who
has a very large ethnic population in his rid-

ing, and in whose riding the WCB hospital
is also situated, I want to say just a few
things here today to back up what perhaps
already has been said.

I suppose this debate held here today is

largely because of our failure to have any kind
of a comprehensive income maintenance plan
in this country; and so we do it piecemeal.
If a man is hurt—he may be eligible for un-

employment insurance if he isn't hurt on the

job; or well maybe he has got to go on wel-
fare or he may have some private insurance.

We have all kinds of ways of paying people
if they are handicapped or if something has

happened to interfere with their income.

So I think first of all we should be think-

ing, in this country, of an overall plan of in-

come maintenance so that all this piecemeal
bit of handing out of this little bit and that

little bit, can be overcome.

I recall a recent patient who was recover-

ing to the point that the doctor said he was

only partially disabled and he should do light

work: But he couldn't find the light work, so

he was advised to go to the Unemployment
Insurance Commission. He went to the Un-

employment Insurance Commission, he got
some unemployment insurance and then, of

course, the WCB took that as an admission

on his part that he was able to go to work.

However, he was just too crippled. No em-

ployer would hire him because of his crip-

pled condition. And yet his very acceptance of

the second phase of social assistance was
taken as his own admission that he was able

to work.

Now this kind of thing is wrong. Then of

course the next stage, as far as he was con-

cerned, was when he could not get any more

compensation, because he would not work his

unemployment insurance was cut ojff; so it

meant welfare for him.

Now Mr. Chairman, there are just too many
people who look upon the compensation au-

thorities with hostility. We have set this thing

up on an adversary system. It seems when a

chap is hurt he looks upon these people
across the table as the ones who are deter-

mined they are not going to pay him a cent

m.ore than they need to pay him.

This may be unjustified, because my ex-

perience is there is a great deal of co-opera-

tion and a great deal of help among the

claims officers and others who are in the

board's employ.

The fact is that too many people look

upon this situation as one of hostility, of an

adversary set up where they have to prove
too much and they feel out of their depth.

And so they come to their MPP or their trade

union official or someone else for help—and

this help should be available without that

kind of pressure.

I am hoping, Mr. Chairman, through you
to the minister^ that with the change now
there will be a more friendly atmosphere, a

sort of a projection to the people who are

hurt: "We are your friends; we are here to

assist you; we are here to help in every way
we can to establish your claim if you are

actually hurt, if you are suffering, if you
need assistance, we are here to assist you."

I think that kind of an attitude is essential,

and I'm hoping the new chairman will project

this attitude into the whole working of the

board, because I think more than anything
else that can assist us in doing away with

some of the hostility and some of the at-

titudes that have been there in the past.

This problem of fractions is one which some

of us have spoken about in this House before.
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and it is a damnable kind of thing. A man is

fractionally able to work.

I think of a man in my riding who has a

grade 3 education; his English is almost non-

existent. He has iDcen working on construc-

tion all the time since he came to Canada.

He had a serious accident; he can't work. He
becomes partially cured and he is told that

he is only 50 per cent disabled and to go
out and find work. Where is a man without

the language, without education, without any
trade going to find work?

As soon as the prospective employer asks

him about his ability and about his past jobs

and finds out that he has been on compen-
sation and is still on half compensation, that

man is not going to hire him.

When it comes to the 75 per cent dis-

ability, and he is just a quarter able and sup-

posed to find light work, that is a sheer im-

possibility. I give credit to the appeal tri-

bunal; on two or three cases I've had re-

cently they have admitted that fact and

have restored it to 100 per cent.

The very fact that a medical man backed

up by an official of the board said to him,
"You are just 75 per cent disabled now. Go
out and find work"; is incredible. It should

not happen. I'm hoping that the new policy
of paying a man over a longer period of

time will bear fruit and that the six weeks

will be extended well beyond that.

Mr. Chairman, so often a man is hurt and

then he is told he has a functional overlay;
at least that seems to be the phrase that is

used. There is something wrong in his head

and I've had person after person come to

my ofiBce and say: "They think I'm crazy."
That is the implication that is conveyed to so

many new Canadians. They think we mean

crazy. They don't understand what a func-

tional overlay is; to them it means insanity

and they resent that.

Like now iri process with the board there

is a case of a woman in my riding who had
a serious back injury. She is wearing a brace;

she can't get along without it. She is now

trying to work and she works part-time and
earns something, but she was gradually

dropped to 50 per cent, 25 per cent and then

cut oflF.

The surgeon who operated, when his

advice was asked about therapy, said: "She's

had therapy." She hasn't, Mr. Chairman, she

has only had pills, and I've conveyed that

to the board on two or three occasions. He
said this: "Even to admit that there is any-

thing physically wrong with her is wrong,
because it will only encourage her in her

delusions." You see, you must not sympathize
with her, because that will only confirm some-

thing that is in her mind.

Now, the lady is wearing a brace; she looks

terrible; she is having a very tough time.

She is trying to work. Give her credit for

that now, and she wants to appeal the 50

per cent and the 25 per cent of the past
months.

In my opinion, that lady never should have

been cut to 50 per cent and 25 per cent. She

got a job as soon as she was able; she tried

to work before that and couldn't. As soon

as she could possibly struggle out, she got
that job; she has to lay off for several days
a week sometimes, but she's working. Per-

haps this is the kind of thing; but the fact

is this, and it is so often the case: These

men and women work steadily without losing

any time at all; suddenly an accident occurs

through either their failure or the failure

of the employer of the failure of some other

workman. There's a long period of con-

valescence and during that period there may
be a functional overlay, and so they are

gradually cut down and then cut off. But

they still can't work. No man will take them

on; and if he does after three or four days
he lays them off.

The fact is, and I want to drive this home,
that that man was working efficiently and

effectively until the accident occurred. And
whether now it's a matter of a mental state or

a functional overlay, or call it what you will,

that started as the aftermath of the accident.

It was not there before. Perhaps psychologi-
cal treatment is needed. But my opinion is

that to date the board, because it just did

not have adequate treatrnent facilities in the

hospitals and other places, just chose to

ignore it.

But again I will say this: In recent days,

cases I mve taken through have been treated

with more sympathy. Functionfil ovei:lays

have been recognized and we have been able

to get some justice. But others are still

struggling with it.

Well, Mr. Chairman, perhaps I have al-

ready talked too long on this. There are a

lot of people waiting to talk. But, I think

of the case of a man now in the compensation

hospital. He broke his leg some months ago,

and he has been struggling to get around in

a cast, on crutches, then with canes. He
is getting $129 a week, which is fairly good

pay on compensation. But a while ago, he

had to go back into the compensation hos-

pital, and his leg had to be broken because

it was not done properly in the first place.
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Now how much longer it will be before he
is back to work nobody knows. But what he

sees now is that steady $129 coming in, with

all the bills he has, and as I say that's higher
than most, but he is seeing the men he

worked with bringing home pay now steadily

higher, year-by-year, month-by-month, until

today the pay that his buddies earn is twice

or more what he is getting. That's the pay
he would be getting if he had not had that

accident. And it was not his fault that he had

the accident.

Well this is* the problem. Justice, I sup-

pose, can never be fully achieved in a case

like this. But surely we can have a nearer

approximation to justice for the many people
who are struggling now on pensions that were

given them years ago and just don't meet

the cost of living today, let alone approximate
the kind of wages they would be earning if

they were still working.

So I leave these thoughts with you, Mr.

Chairman, and with the minister, and the

new chairman; and I am hoping that there

will be a change of attitude. I'm looking for

a more humane attitude, a greater willingness
to look at the problems of these people who
are hurt and to meet those problems in such

a way that they feel that here are friends on

this board and in this ministry. We hone

there will be real co-operation in solving the

very desperate problems these people meet

from day to day.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Scar-

borough Centre.

Mr. F. Drea (Scarborough Centre):

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

The one thing that concerns me a little

bit this afternoon is that with the exception

of my friend from Windsor-Walkerville,

there really hasn't been any radical or new

suggestions as to where we should be going
in the field of workmen's compensation.

Mr. Chairman, first of all I would like to

go on record as giving my complete support
to the new chairman of the board, and also

commending the Minister of Labour for ap-

pointing him. I would further like to make
it perfectly plain that I think we in this

House should express our support for the

employees of that particular board. Because

it is all very nice to get reports, it is all

very nice to change at the top, but there

have been a good number of people over

there—in fact I would say almost all of

them; in fact I will go even farther, I will

say all of them—who have been doing their

best under the system they operate to pro-
vide service to the injured workmen.

Mr. Young: That's right. Under the sys-
tem they are operating; that's the problem.

Mr. Drea: I don't want us to get into

some kind of a witch hunt in this Legisla-
ture in which we are going to pick and
choose and look to see how somebody's atti-

tude is. I think the attitude has always been
there. I think if we want to think in terms

of a witch hunt, we can look at many of

ourselves, because we set the direction for

that board. And there were very few who

complained when that board started off on

an efficiency operation.

Mr. Laughren: Speak for yourself.

Mr. Drea: There were very few who com-

plained. And now, of course, we have

changed it and we want to change it into

a humanitarian operation. I am all for that,

except I think some of us should be pre-

pared to vote the money and pay the costs

of a humanitarian operation. It is perhaps,

going to go over the top in some of the

things that used to be praised so highly in

the name of efficiency. But nonetheless, Mr.
Chairman—and I only have about four min-
utes left—I am going to propose some things
that I hope will be taken in the spirit of

Sir William Meredith, who after all got this

board started at a time when there were
no boards like this, and did shape the des-

tiny of it for a good number of years. Now
that workmen's compensation has become

accepted, I don't think we should fall into

the trap of arguing about the mechanics
rather than some of the principles and some
of the concepts that I would like to see

adopted.

First of all—and I say this very sincerely,

Mr. Chairman—get rid of the VEP treatment

for the MPP. Let the MPPs go right through
the front desk the way some injured person,
male or female, has to do.

Mr. Laughren: Is this the hon. member's

radical approach?

Mr. Drea: That is how we find out what
the treatment is in the overall operation. We
have got a VIP service where they answer

the phone and say: "Yes sir; day or night.

Okay". That isn't good enough.

Mr. Laughren: Is this the hon. member's

radical alternative?

Mr. Drea: What is wrong with the mem-
ber for Nickel Belt? Is there something
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wrong with him? Let us go through the same

procedures as everybody else. I know it has

been put in—

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): It's

not frustration.

Mr. Drea: —not on /the grounds that it

was something special for us, but as a recog-
nition that a member of the provincial Legis-
lature was sometimes busy or out of town,
and ttherefore, this was a necessary service.

At this crucial time in the history of the

board, let's get rid of it. Let us go through
the same way as everybody else.

Secondly, I would like to see a lot fewer

trappings at the hearings, I know we have

gone a long way. I had appeals there before

the present chairman was appointed and I

have had one appeal since. I still think that

it is a bit too much to ask a workman to

swear an oath that he is going to tell the

truth. Now the lawyers may love this, the

judges may love it; I know, okay. A person
is going to tell the truth before a hearing

regardless of whether they are sworn or not.

I suggest that the mere swearing of an oath

puts it into what the ordinary person thinks

of as a court. And the only court he ever

thinks of is a speeding court or a criminal

court. He is not in the courts.

Mr. Haggerty: That's a good point.

Mr. Drea: And when he has to swear the

oath, I think it just puts a little bit too much
formality on it. If we tell him to tell the

truth, we are just as safe as though he
swears.

I would like to suggest something else

most earnestly. Indeed, on an appeal that is

coming up later on I may force it upon the
minister because I am prepared to go—pro-
vided that the appellant is—fairly far into

the courts to establish something. I think the
time has come when we have to have a
woman sitting on the appeal tribunal. At
least one woman, maybe more.

Mr. Laughren: Tokenism again.

Mr. Drea: Will the hon. member sit downl

I suggest to you, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Laughren: Boy, are these ever radical

alternatives.

Mr. Drea: —that I have a case where there

is a woman who is being told she cannot

get compensation because whatever is the
matter is the result of her being a female. I

suggest to you the evidence in this case may

be very interesting, because every time she

goes to a female general practitioner or a

female specialist she is told: "No; whatever
is wrong with you is the result of the acci-

dent you had."

When she goes to a male GP, or a male

specialist, he says otherwise. I suggest that

the time has come to do something about
this situation.

One third of the work force in this prov-
ince are females. I think the time has come
to recognize the fact they're not only in

the factories, and in the mills, but they're
also in the offices and they're having acci-

dents.

It's about time they had someone to

represent them on that board. And that is

not inconsistent with the whole operation
of the Workmen's Compensation Board. We
have traditionally put a friend of the workers,
a labour representative, on the board. Not
because labour representatives were fairer

than anyone else; you wanted someone on

the board who was a friend of the workers.

'Again, a number of people have suggested
that we should take a long look at the rating

system. If Frank Drea loses his left arm,
of course, I have the pain and suflFering;

but if some poor devil out there, male or

female, with grade 7 education loses his

or her left arm, he or she is not going to

work again. In the progress of time I am

coming back to work. I don't think the

33 per cent of disability is fair in both cases.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Chairman: Order please.

Mr. Drea: The final thing that I would—
could I finish?

Mr. Chairman: Just a moment. If it's not

more than about 30 seconds.

Mr. Drea: I thought—sorry.
The final thing I would like to bring to

your attention, Mr. Chairman involves the

people who have been picketing outside your

building and ours. Before the estimates

come around for another year, I think one

of the things we in this Legislature should

try to do is take a look at those cases. Let's

really review them, and if there are any

extenuating doubts, let's grant those cases.

Not on the grounds that they're picketing or

demonstrating, but on the grounds that this

has been going on for a long time.

It leaves a hollow impression upon us when
we see these people time after time demon-

strating. We know they're ill. We know
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something is the matter with them. If we
can't settle it at the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board, then for heaven's sake let's get

together in the Legislature. Let's try and

get it solved before another year goes by,
because the matter really is taking on all

the appearances of people using other people
to traflBc in misery. Thank you very much.

Mr. Haggerty: The minister is not listen-

ing to you.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee
rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report progress and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

PRIVATE MEMBERS' HOUR

CONTROLLING OF HOURS
IN COMMERCIAL

ESTABLISHMENTS ACT

Mr. Mcllveen moves second reading of

Bill 175, An Act to provide for the Con-

trolling of Hours in Commercial Establish-

ments.

CONTROLLING OF HOURS
IN RETAIL

ESTABLISHMENTS ACT

Mr. Paterson moves second readings of

Bill 118, An Act to provide for the Con-

trolling of Hours in Retail Establishments.

Mr. C. E. Mcllveen (Oshawa): I now know
how the Minister of Consumer and Commer-
cial Relations (Mr. Clement) feels when he

gets up here to speak and all the clapping

goes on. I think we must have something
in common, but I don't know what.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Bald heads.

Mr. Mcllveen: Bald heads. Is that it?

Mr. Speaker, I would like to share my
time, too, with the member for Essex South

(Mr. Paterson) if it is all right with you,
because our bills are quite similar. I think

we both got a lot of the details for them
from a bill that is already in operation—and
has been in operation since 1967—in the

Province of Quebec, and it has worked very
well there.

First, I want to tell of my interest in this

bill and how I got interested in uniform

store-closing hours. It dates back to my time

in municipal council in Oshawa. Oshawa has

uniform store-closing hours approximately
the same as are in this bill. We are bordered

on three sides by three different municipali-
ties—the south goes to the lake. But each one
of the municipalities is relatively rural in

nature and because of this they have no

store-closing hours and no bylaws to cover

them.

Oshawa's core has around 400 small busi-

nesses, and the Oshawa Centre is the largest

shopping plaza in our region. Within three-

quarters of a mile of the Oshawa Centre, two

large department stores—one was K Mart and

one was Woolco—decided that they would
build just outside of our borders. They did

so, I'm quite sure, to utilize the power of our

city's shopping dollar, but they wanted the

bylaws covering no store-closing hours in the

other municipalities.

We had manv, many petitions to our

council to try and amend these bylaws while

I was there, but we never did amend any of

them. They all date back, I think, to World
War Two, when help was very difficult

to get. We even controlled the gasoline
retailers in our city in the after hours. The

gasoline retailers themselves dictate who will

be open after 6 o'clock at night, who will

be open on Saturday, and who will be open

Sunday. It's worked very well, except that

it gives a tremendous advantage to the gaso-
line retailers that open a garage just directly

across the border from our municipality, over

the ones that are within our borders, and

we've had a multiplicity of pressures put on

us to change these hours.

Mr. Speaker, I was in the centre of this

hassle for approximately two years and I

didn't like what was happening at all. While

I was in Quebec I studied and had a look

at their store-closing hours in 1969. Tho^^e

store-closing hours in Quebec seem to work

extremely well, and I felt the only way that

we could justifiably be the same to all of our

citizens right across the province was to

have the province control these hours.

I'm pleased to say that the Provincial

Secretary for Justice (Mr. Kerr) is here today
to hear this debate because I know that many
of the speakers will be coming with the

statistics from PUSH and NRI, the two

opposing factions that are lobbying all the

members of the House.
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I'd like to take a few moments to go

through the bill. Section 1 is just a definition

of what is a commercial establishment; sec-

tion 2 is the statement that this bill will re-

port to Consumer and Commercial Relations.

Section 3 states where the bill applies and

where it does not apply.

What I felt when I drew up this bill was
that we shouldn't do a hardship to any of the

small businessmen, and at the same time as to

the small businessmen, we shouldn't cause

any hardship to the consumer. The consumer

should be greatly considered and shouldn't

be put out, but we could do this without the

wide-opening of our stores throughout the

province.

Section (b) of 3—1 have had some extreme

second thoughts about this particular item.

I know from the comments that I have had

from my local people that they felt that that

should be excluded, and most certainly if I

were rewriting this bill I wouldn't put sec-

tion 3b in the bill.

The service industry most certainly

shouldn't be included. I just couldn't see

that you couldn't get your television set fixed

on Sunday, nor your doctor to go out on

Sunday. And this is why that section is in the

bill.

The tourist and resort areas—the reason I

wanted that section in the bill was simply
that there wouldn't be any hardship to our

resort owners throughout the province. These

resort owners have only got about 16 to 20
weeks to make their complete money for the

year—or at least a great percentage of it,

probably 80 per cent—and I wouldn't want to

see them tied down with any less than that.

Section 4 was the holidays that I excluded

from the bill and there are nine of them—
New Year's, Good Friday, Easter Monday,
Victoria Day, Dominion Day, Civic Holiday,
Labour Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, and

Boxing Day before 1 o'clock in the after-

noon.

And the next—part two of section 4—just

makes it so that if any one of those holidays
falls on a Sunday, the next day will be that

holiday.

After I put this bill out I sent it to some

people I knew and one of the constituents

said that I should have added Sundays and
had Sunday store-closing hours. When the

bill was written I felt, because I had men-
tioned later on when a store could be open,
that it would be understood that where this

had not been mentioned meant a store

couldn't be open. And this constituent of

mine had a lawyer phone me the next day

and say that in his opinion this wasn't so.

So I phoned up our legal department that

had helped me draw up the bill and asked

them, and they said yes, that part should
be added, and most certainly if I had a

chance to amend the bill I should add that

no retail hours be allowed on a Sunday, with

the exception of the places that we have

already stated could ^tay open.

Section 5 ( 1 ) —this was another problem
I had. In the bill it is written here that

there shall be no store-closing hours from
Dec. 11 to 23. Among the merchants that

I talked to across my own riding this was
one item that they didn't like at all. They
felt that a major portion of their shopping
dollar was received at Christmas time and
that that was too restrictive and that the

bill of the member for Essex South was cer-

tainly better, because he allowed from
Dec. 1.

I certainly would go along with that. The
hours that I allowed were from 8 o'clock in

the morning until 6 o'clock at night on Mon-

day, Tuesday and Wednesday and from 8

o'clock in the morning until 9 o'clock in the

evening on Thursday and Friday. I put in

the bill from 8 o'clock in the morning until

5 o'clock in the evening on Saturday.

This 5 o'clock closing created a lot of

consternation among the people in my mu-

nicipality because they felt that if we were

going to have store closing hours at 6 o'clock

on five nights throughout the week, we
should be consistent and have store closing
hours at 6 o'clock on Saturday as well, be-

cause we are all creatures of habit. After

I tabled this bill in the Legislature, I v^n-ote

to exactly 400 people. I had 194 replies and
169 of those were for uniform hours and
25 of them were against them. I think that

probably if this were voted across the prov-
ince, that this would be a fair indication of

those who wanfted uniform hours.

I know that future speakers will be talking
about the advantages and disadvantages of

store closing hours, but, Mr. Speaker, I

would like to close by saying that I think

that this bill should be supported by all sides

of the House, because it is the only way that

we can be fair to our small merchant and
our large merchants alike. Thank you.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Mr.

Speaker, in rising to support my own Bill

118 and also Bill 175, introduced by the

member for Oshawa, I recall back a year

ago when I brought in Bill 166 along the

same lines to try to initiate some discussion

in our province in relation to this problem
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that has confronted merchants, certainly

during the last 20 years or thereabouts. I

am certainly pleased also with the speeches
and actions of other members of the Legis-
lature, including the member for Eglinton
(Mr. Reilly), who has taken quite a firm posi-
tion on this and has contributed greatly to

the interest throughout the province through
the press that he received in relation to his

particular major speech.

In discussing the merits of these two bills

with other members of the Legislature, Mr.

Speaker, I feel that a majority of the mem-
bers of this House favour some sort of legis-
lation such as has been put forth in these
two bills. I further feel that we have both
the emotional and the factual support as

well, from the majority of the thousands of
retailers in Ontario and their approximately
200,000 employees, and also support from
the majority of shoppers in Ontario, who
from time to time are confused as to who
is open and who is not. I know in my 25

years of retailing experience in a small com-

munity, this is confusing from area to area
and even within the community itself.

I believe most of us in the House received
a survey from the city of Hamilton that was
sent to us by Mr. Fred Payne, the president
of the PUSH group, which indicated that 82

per cent of the people in the greater Hamil-
ton area favoured the control of retail hours,
and only 15 per cent wanted longer hours.
I think that this particular stand is indica-

tive of the wishes of a major community in

our province that has experience in enforc-

ing this type of bylaw, even with the threat
of communities within easy driving distances
of the shopping areas.

Recently, Mr. Speaker, the Retail Mer-
chants Association of Ontario, of which I

am a vice-president, ran a large advertise-

ment in the daily press here in Toronto. The
results of this questionnaire relating to store

hours show that 3.400 favoured uniform
hours and 140 did not. This was a cross-

section of Metro Toronto. I beheve that we,
as legislators, should accept the premise that

our citizens are concerned with our distinc-

tive Ontario way of life. They are concerned
that the change and what I call the "circus-

like atmosphere" of extended shopping hours,
are eroding our standard of living and caus-

ing the Americanization of our way of life.

This is something the select committee on
economic and cultural affairs might take a
look at this summer.

Mr. E. R. Fisher of the Ottawa Board of

Trade, a proponent of uniform shopping

hours for many years, said in a letter to the

Toronto Star on April 12, 1972:

The systematic destruction of the home-
based retail business involves more than

just another stage of business evolution.

It strikes at the heart of the community
structure. In future the retail business

life of every city and town will be domin-
ated by transient branch managers with no

permanent stake in the community if store

hours are not contained on a province-wide
basis now.

I relate this to my own community because
it is the small independent merchant who is

on the list of every agency in that area for

community drives. Independent merchants
are the basis of the success of these particular
drives and it is unfortunate that the discount

stores, which are leading the fight for ex-

tended store hours, do not play their total

role in these particular communities.

The first point I want to make is that the

economic pressures involved in the creation

of these high-overhead, extended-hours stores

have a very unsettling eff^ect on our com-

munity. The people are exposed to a barrage
of advertising pressures that, to my mind,
has led to a great deal of the discontent and
excessive frustration found in many house-

holds in our province. The constant bombard-
ment of handbills, the pages and pages of

advertising in the newspapers, and the in-

store loudspeakers have created a circus-like

atmosphere that leads to discontent because

many people, in their family shopping habits,

are confronted with the desire to purchase

many of these non-essential luxuries and they

simply can't afford them.

This is what I mean. The extended store

hours are tending to Americanize our way
of life.

The second point that I would like to deal

with is the cost of doing business, and here

I am on more familiar grounds than on the

socio-economic theory. In my 25 years of

retailing experience there are two things I

have learned. One is to try to encourage as

much productivity in as short a space of time

as possible, because this means you can lower

your retail price because you are lowering

your costs of operation. And the second point
concerns the psychology of doing business.

There is a certain psychology in having a

crowded operation in business. People are

more willing to spend and spend faster then,

rather than during long hours with a limited

number of people in that shop. I think these

are two fundamentals in retailing.
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There are no firm rules in the retail busi-

ness. I feel that the government, when it

comes down with its green paper, has to

come up with some documentation on traffic

counts and so forth. I looked at my own
operation and the only period when I have
extended hours for shopping is approximately
two weeks prior to Christmas. I have tried

to evaluate what happens between November
and December—the two prime months in my
particular department store operation.

In 1970, to increase my sales in December
over November by 20 per cent the cost of

doing this—excluding Christmas bonus and so

forth—increased 40 per cent and I actually
made 25 per cent less profit than I did in the
month of November. This was 1970. Simi-

larly, in 1971, to get my sales up over
November by approximately 40 per cent, my
cost rose at least 25 per cent. In 1972, to

increase my December sales over November

by 15 per cent, it cost me 40 per cent more
to produce those added sales, through all the

factors including wages, advertising, special

promotions. This is at the key time of mer-

chandising in our province.

The third point I would like to make,
Mr. Speaker, is in relation to an article I

spotted last week in the paper; Oct. 31,
Toronto Star, "Congress May Legislate
Shorter Office Hours To Conserve Power."
Dateline—Washington:

The White House will ask Congress this

week for emergency powers to curb the

use of heating oil and electricity in the

United States by limiting the use of office

buildings, stores, theatres, restaurants and

shopping centres.

There is another area of concern with this

crisis in energy and the costs of doing busi-

ness in our province.

Mr. Speaker, I realize my time is just
about complete here. I'd just like to relate

to you that since 1950 with the advent of

mass production our stores have moved from
an area of simple retailing into that of mer-

chandising. Social trends have changed and
this past weekend I have been studying a
book written by a Prof. Robinson, "Science
in Retailing." The theory that he has put
forth at the University of Toronto and else-

where is that extended-hours shopping is

answering consumer demand. I could read
one brief paragraph here if I might.

Selling is neither the art of the circus
barker nor the craft of intimidation. It is

the work of understanding the consumer
and thereby arousing and stimulating con-

sumer wants and directing and advising
the consumer in how to satisfy those wants.

I feel that the stores which are proceeding
to open up extended hours through their

heavy advertising campaigns are trying to

force a new way of life, a new way of social

activity on to our province.

This is why I state that I feel we are

becoming Americanized in our Province of

Ontario. These people who are operating
units which have to have extended store

hours because of their financial obligations,
their high overheads and the agreements, in

many cases, foisted upon them by the shop-

ping plaza owners, are in fact getting into

the practice of simply working for the finan-

ciers who cause these developments in the

first place.

These particular bills, Mr. Speaker, I think

have a great deal of emotion and I have
tried to keep away from that because I

realize it doesn't solve our problems. I've

given you one example of economics in my
own case. Certainly anyone in business

knows that there is an economic advantage
if yours is the only store open, and this is

the case with many of these people with

extended hours. There is no advantage if

we all are open.

The third point I made was conserving

energy. It's something that is a factor with

which we are faced. I feel, in support of

my bill and that of the member for Oshawa,
that this province must take action to create

uniform store hours in our province and

maintain our Ontario and Canadian way of

life.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): Mr. Speaker, I

want to say that, in general terms, I agree
with the bills that are before the House. I

often wonder what it takes to motivate the

cabinet to do something worthwhile. Every

Monday evening—not every Monday evening,
but most Monday evenings—at 5 o'clock we
debate matters of interest to private mem-
bers. In a number of cases, those are mat-

ters which really ought not to be at the

level of the private members' discussion but

should have been matters initiated by the

government for action. I was thinking, as I

listened to the two speakers, how reason-

able and sensible their arguments were and

how to the point were the points made by
the member for Essex South in terms of

saving both to the consumer and to the

retail merchant.

I received a letter, as did most members,
on Oct. 16 relating to a meeting the retail
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merchants had with the cabinet on March 8.

I want to read just the opening paragraph.
It says:

Dear Mr. Deans:

We are delighted by the March 8 re-

ception given by the cabinet committee on

justice to this association's brief urging

legislation for uniform store hours across

the Province of Ontario.

I can't help wondering just how long it takes

from the time that action is initiated by
private individuals—in conjunction one with

the other—and the time that the government
comes forward with a legislative proposal
that can be put before the House for today.
This was in March of this year. That's not

the first time that this matter has been
raised with the government. The Provincial

Secretary for Justice has certainly indicated

that he has a leaning toward the suggestions

put forward by the Ontario Provincial Uni-

form Store Hours Association. He perhaps
does not accept all of their suggestions in

total, but he certainly leans in that direc-

tion. It seems to make sense to me that we
could have expected, in this fall session, that

the government would have brought in legis-
lation which would have substantially met
the requests of the organization and would

have, to a great extent, eliminated the need
for this kind of a debate.

The objectives of the organization may
not be entirely accepted. Nevertheless, I

think what they're asking for makes a lot

of sense. The city of Hamilton fought a

municipal election a few years ago on the

very matter of uniform store hours. I can
remember the tremendous campaign that

went on by one group attempting to have
the store hours extended, and the counter-

campaign by those who wanted the store

hours kept at a limited number. The people
who won out were, inevitably and quite

rightly, were the people who felt that there

ought to be a limit on store hours. And it

worked well. It's worked well in the city
of Hamilton.

There are people who, even yet, would
like to see retail merchants open 24 hours a

day so that they can nip down and get
whatever they want when it happens to take

their fancy. But the fact of the matter is

that that is extremely costly and we, the

consumers, have to pay if we're going to

have stores open all the time that they
might like to be open.

In addition to that, you find that one re-

tailer simply cannot be an odd cog in a big
machine. Out of necessity, he has to meet

the competitive hours established by his

competitors. So if we don't have uniform
store hours, then one retailer simply cannot

provide for his employees and the consum-

ing public the benefits that might naturally
flow from earlier closing, because he cannot
aflFord to close for fear of losing the business.

I'm of the strong opinion that the only

people who will lose in the maintaining of

wide-open hours is the consuming public.
The consuming public must pay, as the

member for Essex South said, for the addi-

tional costs for energy and heat. The con-

suming public must pay for the additional

people who work in the store. The consuming
public must pay for the additional operating
costs of maintaining the store during those

hours.

In fact, the consuming public only has a

certain number of dollars to spend. Those
dollars are very constant as a percentage
of the total. It doesn't matter whether the

store is open 12 hours or 20 hours—the con-

suming public still can only spend what is

left over from what they receive by way
of their wages and what they have to put
out by way of necessities. So if the stores

were open 40 hours a week, that consuming
public would spend the same amount of

money in 40 hours that they now spend in

80 hours. They can't manufacture any more.

They would spend the same.

In the city of Hamilton we have had a

situation where gas stations have closed at

7 o'clock in the evening. It has been that

way for a number of years, and one would
think that that would be a tremendous in-

convenience and that the majority of people
would want that changed. The fact of the

matter is that we have become accustomed
to purchasing gasoline during the day and
we don't notice the need, the tremendous

driving need, to establish longer hours in

the gasoline industry.

In fact, this has been very useful because

it should—though it hasn't, because Hamil-

ton can't be treated separately from other

municipalities—result inevitably in a reduced

cost in the operation of those gas stations.

If it were done across the province it would
result in a reduced cost, but the fact that

other municipalities haven't seen fit to follow

the lead of the city has resulted in increased

costs. So at this time of an energy crisis it

may well be that reducing the numbers of

hours service stations can be open would be
beneficial to the savings required in this

energy crisis.
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The survey raised by the member for

Essex South is a very valuable survey. I had
intended to make reference to it and I will.

In that survey the Ontario Provincial Uni-

form Store Hours Association went to people
in Hamilton, Ancaster and Burlington, and
those are the very people who at present

operate under uniform store hours, those

very people who had had a—

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): Particu-

larly Burlington.

Mr. Deans: Pardon?

Mrs. Campbell: Particularly Burlington.

Mr. Deans: Yes. Those are the same

people who had had an opportunity some

years ago to exercise their franchise and say

they opted for longer hours, and had decided
not to at that time. When they were asked
some years later, in the year 1973, what they

thought about the system as it now oper-
ated, they overwhelmingly endorsed the

uniform-store-hours bylaw.
I can understand that the large retailers

want to maintain their operations longer and
I can understand that the owners of the

shopping plazas want to have them open all

day and all night. But the fact is that the

little guy who is working there, who rents

a store there and who is trying to be com-

petitive, doesn't want to have to pay out

more in wages and doesn't want to have to

pay for the overhead costs of maintaining
these stores open every evening of the week.

The fact of the matter really is this—and
I think it is the most important thing of all-

it is obviously more convenient to be able to

wander down to the store at any time of the

day or night and buy whatever it is you
want, but in the interest of employee rela-

tions, in the interest of orderly development
and in the interest of cutting costs it makes
sense that we establish something called

uniform store hours.

It doesn't have to be from 7:30 in the

morning till 6. We can establish in the

province a certain maximum number of

hours, if that is acceptable, and allow the

municipalities themselves to decide which
hours they should be open. It may well be

they will opt for Wednesday afternoon off,

as is done in other areas. It may well be that

they will decide to open three evenings a
week and close Monday afternoon or Monday
morning. I would leave that up to the in-

dividual municipality in consultation with
the retailers in its own area, and I think that

that would work fairly well. But I think in

the overall picture the majority of the inde-

pendent, free-enterprise retailers want legis-
lation in this case.

I have a great deal of respect for the little

guy who goes out with his own pocket money
and opens up a store and operates what I

consider to be one of the few free-enterprise-

type business that there are. I don't consider

the major chain stores to be very much free

enterprisers because they are in fact attempt-

ing to comer the entire market and there is

really little by way of competition and there

is little commitment to the community be-

yond the fact that they want to make money
in that community.

Mr. Speaker: One minute remaining.

Mr. Deans: I will only be a minute. But in

the case of the small merchants, they are the

legitimate ones in the business and if they
want protection then they should have it. I

have received more letters on this than on

any other single thing, with the exception of

the dog and cat bill. I wasn't that happy with

the dog and cat bill, but I am certainly happy
to support this bill. I think the government
could do itself a lot of good—not that I want
it to do itself much good—if it were to

endorse the principle contained in these bills

and come forward immediately with legisla-

tion in order that we can have this in the

Province of Ontario.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Eglinton.

Mr. L. M. Reilly (Eglinton): Mr. Speaker,
this Legislature is already aware of my views

on this question and of my reasons for sup-

porting the enactment of provincial legislation
to standardize retail store hours.

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
There is nothing to hold it up then.

Mr. Reilly: On June 1 of this year, I

recorded my views in some detail-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Reilly: It is not my intention to re-

peat them today, but I would like to com-
ment on some reaction I have received since

making that speech. I have received many
complimentary letters from all over the prov-
ince supporting this stand. In fact, I have

something like about 19 folders, a full

drawer, of letters from about 2,300 people-
not a list of letters, not a coupon, not a

standard form letter but 2,300 people who
took the time to sit down and write letters
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personally to me regarding uniform store

hours.

Mr. J. E. Bullbrook (Sarnia): Is the

Provincial Secretary for Justice listening to

the member? He should be.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): I am. I wish he would deal with

Seventh-Day Adventists.

Mr. Reilly: Now, some of these letters have

come from retailers who wish nothing more
than an opportunity to compete over reason-

able business hours but who fear that the

lengthening hours of retailing will deprive
them of the energy and the financial re-

sources that are required.

Other letters have come from consumers

who are confused and resentful of a system
of store hours that varies from community
to community and from one retail store to

another.

Still others have come from retail store em-

ployees who are concerned that the odd

hours of emerging retailing trends will de-

prive them of their valued leisure time with

their families and with their friends.

I have received only one major criticism

of that speech. It was a cleverly prepared
document of over 25 pages. It was also

intolerant and, in my view, somewhat mis-

leading. It was prepared by the National

Retailers Institute, commonly known by the

initials, NRI.

Perhaps the members of this Legislature
will recognize this organization as the one

that has been running full-page advertise-

ments in many Ontario daily and weekly

newspapers designed to gain public support
for no legislation of store hours whatever.

The advertisements immediately indicated

to me that the NRI is well-financed. The
cost of newspaper space alone would have
run into many thousands of dollars. If my
mail is any indication, its money has been
wasted. In fact, the advertisements may
have added to the proof that there is no

popular support for unregulated hours.

In spite of all the money that was invested

in this publicity, I have received only one
letter supporting the NRI view. I can't

believe that a full-page advertisement in the

Toronto Star and in the Globe and Mail is

not read in Eglinton riding, and yet only
one of my constituents was moved to write

or telephone me regarding their view.

Mr. Deans: It isn't true that that letter

was from the Provincial Secretary for Justice,

is it?

Mr. Reilly: No, it isn't true.

The NRI is supported by five chain re-

tailers—K Mart, Stedmans, Towers, Woolco
and Zeller's—and by some operators of shop-

ping centres, I suppose.

Mr. Young: Very powerful supporters of

the Tory Party, those fellows.

Mr. Reilly: It is necessary to consider its

membership as a perspective on this argu-
ment. Of course, discount stores and shop-

ping-centre operators want extended shopping
hours. They are precisely the people who
extended retail hours in the first place and
made this debate necessary.

In my opinion, the greatest mistake of the

NRI is that they do not admit their vested

interest in any of their argument. I would
understand and applaud their honesty if they
were to state openly that unrestricted hours

give them a competitive advantage that they
want to maintain. Their motive is so obvious

and so transparent, even to a casual ob-

server; yet in their argument and in their

publicity they assume the mantle of the

concerned, corporate citizen protecting others

from the encroachment of the government.

I am really quite flattered that this or-

ganization was impressed enough by my June

speech to reply at such length. Today's time

limit won't permit me to oflFer a counter-

argument to each point they have made, but

there are a few comments that I'd like to

make about the reply.

The NRI, for instance, cites Canadian

bankruptcy statistics in the decade of the

Sixties to prove that competition from longer
hours hasn't hurt retailers generally. If I

were to accept that bankruptcy is the only

symptom of competitive danger and damage
I suppose I would have to accept that death

is the only symptom of illness. They seem

proud of the fact that in 1971, a year of

unprecedented retail activity, there were only
15 per cent more retail bankruptcies than

in 1962 in Canada. I am sure this is little

solace indeed to the victims and to those

who were disadvantaged but maybe managed
to hang on.

The NRI also still states that merchants in

downtown Ottawa who cannot extend hours,

because of a city bylaw, to match those of

suburban stores are really doing pretty well.

Their very argument condones a system
where a competitive disadvantage is legis-

lated. For my part, I could never agree to

the justice of any system that forced one

merchant to close while a competing mer-
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chant a iew blocks away was allowed to

operate freely.

In its critique, the NRI states that, "Vari-

able labour costs are likely to be marginal

compared to the enormous fixed costs." This

may be true for those retailers that com-

prise the NRI, since they operate on a low-

service basis. It is certainly not true for

the member for Essex South or for the mem-
ber for Eglinton, and it's certainly not true

for the small retailer and the service style
or type of retailing. Variable labour costs

are the largest expense by far in operating
the traditional type of retailing.

NRI continues to restate the old argument
that the fact that some people shop at odd
hours means that they want to do so or even
that they need to do so. In reply to my
statement that there isn't any public protest
in Hamilton, they explain that this is be-

cause Hamilton shoppers can drive to St.

Catharines or Toronto or Brampton or

Brantford. What a wild assumption! It's so

wild it's almost ridiculous.

As the member for Essex South said a

few minutes ago, a reputable market re-

search firm asked the people of Hamilton
if they were satisfied with their regulated
store hours. Fully 82 per cent were com-

pletely satisfied and some of the 18 per cent

who wanted changes were actually asking
for shorter hours. Only 13 per cent of those

people drove over three miles to do over

half of their shopping. This doesn't indi-

cate to me that the highways to St. Catha-
rines or Brantford or Toronto are choked
with restless Hamilton shoppers on Monday
and Tuesday and Wednesday evening.

Some members will notice what the NRI
has done in reply to my speech. They have

very cleverly taken statements out of the full

context and tried to destroy the philosophy
by attacking such excerpts with sometimes
irrelevant but impressive-sounding argu-
ments. They are convincing—very convincing.

They have convinced me that they don't

want restricted hours here in Ontario. They
have convinced me that they can muster

powerful financial resources. They have con-
vinced me that they do not want this gov-
ernment to legislate store hours. But surely
the views of thousands of retailers in this

province should hold more weight than the

wishes of the select five.

Contrary to their statement, I am thor-

oughly convinced that unrestricted hours of

retail selling do have a detrimental eflFect on

others; that extended store hours are forcing
small retailers to the wall; that hours which

permit retail shopping every evening and on

Sundays are inflationary; and that unre-

^ricted hours do have ill effects on customer
service and the quality of life for some re-

tailers.

I pointed out earlier today that if one
store is open when another competitor is

closed, there is no doubt that he has a com-

petitive advantage. Mr. Speaker, I submit
that the discount stores and other low-
service outlets have had an advantage for

long enough in the Ontario marketplace. It

is the service retailer and the independent
who needs our help and deserves our con-

cern. It is in our power to provide a rea-

sonable retailing week that offers ample

opportunity for convenient shopping without

turning our commercial shopping areas into

a midway of extended hours and low-service

shops. It is within our power to protect the

quality of life of Ontario residents by pro-

viding them with some leisure—hours that

are free from open commercial activity.

Mr. Speaker: The time has expired.

Mr. Reilly: Mr. Speaker, I will conclude

by saying that this can be accomplished

through the enactment of legislated store

hours on a province-wide basis and we must
not allow the pressure of half a dozen firms

to prevent us from legislating in the best

intere^s of the vast majority of Ontario

citizens.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Perth.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Here's a big merchant.

Mr. H. Edighoffer (Perth): Mr. Speaker,
I'm glad to be able to participate in this

debate. I know it is getting dovioi to the end

and, as I have listened carefully, I have heard
much said in favour of the bill from all sides

of the House. I guess really the only thing
left to be said is: When is the government
going to act?

I was interested in the fact that both
bills 175 and 118 were being discussed;

they are very similar. There are a few differ-

ences and I believe I agree with some of

the parts of Bill 118 ahead of 175, but I

was interested in the remarks of the hon.

member for Oshawa who mentioned this was

copied from the Quebec legislation. I guess
the only thing I can say at this time is that

since the most recent election in Quebec
any government which would follow Que-
bec's legislation would probably do pretty
well.

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Provided it was Liberal.
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Mr. Mcllveen: Seems we are developing
separatists here.

Mr. EdighoflFer: That's right too.

Mrs. Campbell: Developing them all the

time.

Mr. Mcllveen: The only separatists are

right over there.

Mr. EdighoflFer: Mr. Speaker, I could do

things similar to the other members; I could

quote from letters which I have received and
I am sure all members have received much

correspondence on this matter.

Basically, one thing that seem to come

through in the correspondence received was
that the people interested enough in reply-

ing or expressing their views felt that they
didn't want eventually to see businesses have
to open and operate on a 24-hour basis as

they do in the country to the south. The
other thing was that the costs, of course,

are increasing so much and there are really

only so many dollars to be spent by the con-

sumer.

Of course, the other main stream of

thought is the fact that longer store hours

are not really conducive to inviting new en-

trants into the retail industry. It is most
difficult for small and large retailers to ab-

sorb extra wages and endure the extra hours.

I feel, as well, as a small merchant—and

maybe in this regard I have a slight conflict

of interest, but because of the interest of all

my constituents I feel I have to speak on
this matter—I am quite sure that retailing is,

and always I hope will be, one of the main

competitive industries in Ontario. The indus-

try, of course, employs tens of thousands of

citizens and contributes significantly to our

portion of tax revenue. I'm sure that this

industry invites individual initiative, and I

believe that by placing retail outlets on an

equal basis the public will be served better.

Many of the letters, of course, also refer-

red to the annoyance created by incon-

sistency of store hours. And they mention

many times that part-time workers or em-

ployees don't really care as much about

satisfied customers.

One of my constituents was kind enough
to forward to me a copy of the reply which
he received from the Premier (Mr. Davis)
when he wrote and stated he wanted to see

uniform store hours. I thought it would be
wise to add this one paragraph in which the

Premier replied, and I quote:

I am sure you will appreciate that this

is a complex problem which is not easily
resolved. We recognize that there are dif-

ferent groups of people with different in-

terests holding widely divergent views, all

of which must be given due consideration.

Because of the varying viewpoints it is

important that the government examine

carefuUy all the issues involved so that we
endeavour to find a solution which will be

satisfactory to the people of Ontario in

general.

That was the paragraph I found most in-

teresting. I can only say that if the Premier
thinks he's going to satisfy 100 per cent of

the people all of the time, he has got an-

other think coming.

I know that the member for Essex South,
the member for Oshawa and the member
for Eglinton have put forth many excellent

points. But I believe one thing that hasn't

been mentioned today is that during our

deliberations concerning retail sales tax, be-

fore and after the 40 per cent increase, some
discussions took place regarding compensa-
tion through the collecting of sales tax for

the government.

At that time the minister responsible stated

that six or more major retailers collected 80

per cent of the compensation. I suppose this

could mean to some extent retailing is being
restricted to a few large organizations, or

the market is becoming cornered by a few.

I hope this isn't the case. I feel quite certain

that the legislation we're discussing today
would be of benefit.

I see time is running along. One thing I

would like to comment on and I believe the

member who introduced Bill 175 touched

on it, is this. I'm just wondering if Section

3a(2) and Section 3 subsection b should

come out of this particular Act if the govern-
ment decides to enact such legislation, be-

cause of all the advertising and discussions

regarding tobacco and alcohol. I agree with

the member for Oshawa that they should.

Mr. Speaker, I have to say I'm in full

support.

Mr. M. Cassidy: (Ottawa Centre): I have

the floor for the two minutes remaining in

the debate, Mr. Speaker. As the member for

Wentworth has already indicated, we are

in favour of this, and I think if you took

a canvass of members in the House, you
would find that apart from the provincial-

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Let's do
that.
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Mr. Bullbrook: Sit down before 6 o'clock.

Mrs. Campbell: Sit down.

Mr. Bullbrook: We can have a vote on

this. Give it second reading right now.

Mr. Cassidy: We can have a vote?

Mr. Bullbrook: Sure.

Mr. Cassidy: I don't think that's possible.
I'll sit down, Mr. Speaker, but—

Mr. Bullbrook: We'll give it second read-

ing right now.

Mr. Cassidy: The Speaker says no. One
of the absurdities of the Provincial Secretary
for Justice and people in the Conservative

Party who support developers and who are

supporting the National Retailers Institute is

that they have been dragging their feet over

this particular issue for six or seven years
and—

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Give us a constructive

suggestion.

Mr. Cassidy: I will give the minister a

constructive suggestion in the time I have,
and that is this—

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): A con-

structive suggestion is in the legislation.

Mr. Cassidy: —the major objection to the

NRI has been that they don't want to see

evening shopping limited to only two nights
a week. I have been suggesting to the many
people who have written to me that there

is a way by which we can have regulated
store hours and still meet the needs of some
consumers to have evening shopping during
the week in suburban areas. Very specifically,
in the suburbs or in those stores that wish,

they would be allowed to stay open five days
and close on Mondays, and be open Tuesday
to Friday evenings until 9 or 9.30—whereas
other stores would have the pattern of six

days and two evenings.

That would be a very workable pattern
that would equalize the competitive prob-
lems and would help small merchants who
are having this problem right now. A small

merchant is faced with the need to work
60 or 70 or 80 hours a week because of

the unlimited competition which is being
put forward by the government. Not only
does it raise costs, but for 50,000 small

merchants in the province it means that it

wrecks their home life. They cannot leave

the control of their store to some part-time

employee. They do not have the kind of

managerial staff that allows them to have
a day manager and an evening manager;
and they are people who are suffering. The
whole quality of the variety of business

in retailing is being affected because of the

concentration.

Merchants who move into shopping centres

find that the lessors insist that if the shop-

ping-centre manager wants them to be open
on a holiday or to stay open five nights a

week, they have no choice but to go along

according to the terms of their lease—and

they are forced to do that. That is the

kind of situation that is being created in the

province right now.

I think it is really criminal that the gov-
ernment hasn't listened to the backbenchers

in all three parties who favour a bill along
these particular lines and who feel that the

time for action is now. I think it is cra2y
that the government hasn't listened to labour

and to merchants, and listened to the fact

that the overwhelming majority of consumers

are willing to go along with a reasonable

kind of regulation of store hours which they
can see would benefit them and their pocket-
book and would benefit the employees and

the small merchants whom they have learned

to trust.

It really is insane that the government,
which is supported by people like the mem-
ber for Eglinton, is allowing all of these

people in the province to be held up be-

cause of its allegiance to a few large con-

tributors to the Conservative Party.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: I declare—

Mr. Bullbrook: Mr. Speaker, having regard
to the arguments put forward by all mem-

bers, I am wondering if you would consider

putting to the House a request for un-

animous consent to suspend the normal rules

so that we might vote on second reading of

this bill?

Mr. Speaker: No, I must inform the hon.

member that traditionally the private mem-
bers' hour on Mondays from 5 to 6 deals

with private members' business and it has

not been the custom of the House to put

any such matters to a vote of the House. To
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attempt to do so at this particular time would
be out of order.

I declare now that the private members'

hour has been completed.

Clerk of the House: The 13th order, House
in committee of supply.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

No.

110
Page
4792

Col.

1

ERRATUM

Line Should read:

38 not going to let a small group of people
raid the public purse in this province. That's
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD
(continued)

Mr. Chairman: When we were last in

committee we were discussing the Workmen's

Compensation Board. The member for Scar-

borough Centre (Mr. Drea) had just finished,

Who is next?

The member for Waterloo North.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman. There are two matters I'd

like to refer to specifically. The first matter

is dealing with injured workmen who are

not returned to the work force in a reasonable

length of time and enter what has become
known as the workmen's compensation syn-
drome. They just go on and on with no

satisfactory conclusion to the whole matter.

I think we have to recognize, Mr. Chair-

man, that in relation to the total number of

claims there are, perhaps, relatively few who
fall into this category. Believe me, Mr.

Chairman, it's a very trying and traumatic

experience for a person who has had to be on
claim for years and years; who has had
treatment in this hospital and that hospital.
At certain times during the course of that

period of time, their benefits are, maybe,
cut back to 50 per cent; they go back into

hospital and they get them back up to 100

per cent and all the while they are trying to

make ends meet.

We realize that workmen's compensation
benefits are not a relief agency. It is not an
insurance plan but it is to replace his earn-

ings while he is injured.

When the period of recovery is a lengthy
time we usually find that the injured work-
man has gone through the whole cycle—to
the review committee and to the appeal
tribunal and probably, in the final analysis,
he'll end up before the board. I've had a

number in this category. Invariably, when
there is a lengthy period of recovery there

are psychiatric referrals; the patient is inter-

viewed and has a psychiatric referral, in

which case treatment is not usually necessary
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but this does become an overriding consider-

ation when the board deals with that work-
man at the appeal tribunal or at the board
level.

When the board brings out this red herring
of psychogenic overlays—yet in one instance

when they referred to the patient as suffer-

ing from psychogenic magnification of injuries

—my answer has been that if I'd been through
what this person has been through I'd be

completely nuts by now.

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Good: This is exactly the position we
find so many of these people in. They are

frustrated; invariably their mental attitude

is affected by long periods of illness and

injury; dissatisfaction with the treatment

they've had from the board; dissatisfaction

with their visit to the rehabilitation centre.

I've had several tell me that they have felt

worse when they come out of the rehabilita-

tion centre than when they went in.

Invariably I find in recent months and

years that there is becoming quite a differ-

ence of opinion in medical reports from the

patient's own family doctor or specialist in

his home town and the medical reports being

brought out by the doctors of the Workmen's

Compensation Board. This I think is most

regrettable because, in my view, medical

reports should not vary that much from one

doctor to another. In many cases they are of

sufficient difference to make it quite a con-

sideration in the monetary question of

whether that patient is going to get 100 per
cent or 50 per cent during that period.

When we come to those patients who have

been considered by the appeal tribunal and

by the medical staff of the board to have

psychogenic overlays and where there is a

problem with their mental attitude, only on

one occasion have I had any indication from

an appeal tribunal—I'm sorry it was from the

board itself—and it said, "Yes, we will make
a consideration in that particular case." The

pension was raised from 50 to 75 per cent

on the realization that had the patient never

received the injury this problem of mental

attitude toward work and mental attitude
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toward life itself would not have developed.
It is all part and parcel of the injury.

All the person knows is that he says to

himself, "I was a well man before I had this

injury; now I am a broken and beaten person.
I've been kicked around from here to there,

from this hospital to that, and from this

doctor to that. My family is suffering. My
wife has had to go to work part-time. I've

had to start to look after the kids. I'm doing
the housework." That person develops a

syndrome from which it is almost impossible
to recover. We find this time after time.

Compounding the problem which develops
that, is when the person reaches the point
when he gets a letter from the board which

says "Our medical reports now say that you
are fit for light duty and your compensation
is cut from 100 to 50 per cent." This, in my
mind, is one of the first problems that has to

be tackled. I understand that the new chair-

man has indicated that policy will be to

continue payment for a period of six weeks

maximum, I believe, at 100 per cent.

I would ask the minister (Mr. Guindon)

through you, sir, to consider a person who is

a carpenter, we vidll say—this is one instance

I'm thinking of at the moment. He was hit

on the head by a timber and had his hard-

hat smashed until it appeared as a collar

around his neck. He was in the hospital for

a long time subject to some type of brain

problem which gave him dizzy spells. His

employer was waiting to get him back—he
was short of help—but they happened to be

working at the time up on a six- or eight-

storey building and there was no way that

man's doctor would let him go back to work-

ing at those heights when he had periodic
recurrences of his dizzy problems.

This man is fit for light work, but what
can he do? He knows that when he applies
to his employer—and this happens not only
in this instance but in others—and he says
to his employer, "I am fit for light work.

What have you get for me?" the employer
simply says 90 times out of 100, "When
you are ready to go back to your old job,
we will be glad to have you back. In the

meantime, I am sorry, we have nothing for

you." This happens time and time again.

The man is very reluctant to go out and

try to get a job as a security guard or some-

thing which he might be able to handle, for

the simple reason that he knows that maybe
in another two months he will be able to

get back to his own job. In many instances

the employer simply says, "If you cannot

report back to your job, here is notification

of the termination of your employment."
This happens time and time again.

What is a person going to do? I know of

only a few instances where unions, in their

bargaining agreements, have been able to

get a certain number of light-duty jobs in-

corporated right into their agreement, so that

when there are people from compensation
who are fit for light duty the company has

to have certain jobs open. And all credit to

them, I would say the Budd Automotive

plant in my own riding is one of those,

where if a man is not well he can still go
down to work.

I think there has to be good therapy in

the fact that he can just go to work and
talk to his fellow employees. If he has to

push a broom with one hand and miss half

the dirt that is not the important thing.
The fact that he is back on the job and

feeling that he is starting to be rehabilitated

is so much superior to having that man sit

at home trying to adjust his life in such a

manner that he can get along on half his

benefits. It is impossible to do. I have had
numerous occasions like this. I don't think

I get a heavy workload with workmen's

compensation, but the ones I do get seem
to run into this problem time and time again.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): That's

where the lAPA could really be of great

help.

Mr. Good: I want to get to them just a

little later, in the second part of my re-

marks. Still dealing with this point about

the psychiatric effects of injuries, when I

take a person down to appear before the

appeal tribunal, Mr. Chairman, I resent it

when a medical oflBcer of the board comes
out and says, "You know your man has had
a psychiatric report?" In other words, you
are not going to get very far, he seems to

imply, because half of this man's problem
is in his head.

Well, I can read the statement, and when
I read the statement it says he had a psy-
chiatric report and there is nothing there

requiring treatment. But so often it seems

this is being interpreted as, "Well, his prob-
lem is all in his head," and I don't think

this is right, Mr. Chairman. I think that

these are some of the things that we have

got to realize.

Persons get injured and they have to bear

the result of that injury. The employer does

have a problem, we have to grant, if that

man doesn't get back and he has to be re-

placed. Somebody has to do his job. But
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somewhere in the scheme of things there

must be built into the fabric of the treat-

ment of these men that they are dealt with

in such a manner that we can understand

what is the ultimate eflEect of this injury.

Sure, it is physical, but the mental effect of

that injury on that man must be taken into

consideration so that he can be compensated

equally as well for that aspect and that ef-

fect of the injury as he can for a severed

hand or whatever else the injury might have

been.

The second aspect I want to talk about,

Mr. Ch"airman, is that of safety in industry.
It was a very enlightening experience for

me to be on the committee a year ago as

we talked about the matter of assessments

to industries for bad safety records. I think,

if my notes are correct, there are about 27

classes of industries and about 107 different

rates that various industries pay into the

board, depending on the type of work they
are involved in and also the manner in which
the rate affects their industry.

Automatically, as I understand it, an

assessment against a particular industry can

come from the computer records if one of

several things happens relating to its acci-

dent record. My understanding is that the

frequency of accidents must be at least 25

per cent higher than the lifetime average
in two of the last three years for that parti-
cular type of industry.

The deficit cost of that industry—in other

words, if they pay out more than 85 per
cent of the money taken in from that parti-

cular plant, it is considered to be in a

deficit position—the deficit cost in the last

two of the three years must be a fact. They
also take into account the lifetime average
of payments and whether or not there is a

lifetime deficit involved in the amount of

money paid out by that particular industry

on accidents.

To a certain extent, I agree with your

philosophy that you are more interested in

getting good safety practices and good safety

programmes in those plants than in adding
additional assessment. But our study of this

whole section 86 of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Act leads me to believe that the

matter of extra assessments on industries with

bad safety records is a farce. And I'll tell

you why, Mr. Chairman.

Statistics have shown that in the past three

years 4,250 industries had assessments against

them; of those, 1,500 were appealed and

1,175 of the appeals were successful. It

has also been shown and admitted to, if

my memory serves me correctly, that most

of the $11 million collected in extra assess-

ments since 1965 came from small industries.

The reason is that when the small industry

gets an additional assessment it pays it and
that's the end of it. Many of them do not

bother, nor do they know that there is an

appeal procedure, and these industries do
not appeal it.

Our information would seem to indicate

that if a company appeals its assessment,

if it writes a letter and says, "Yes, we know
we've been wrong but we're going to be

good boys from now on. We are going to

institute a safety programme," then the

assessment is cancelled.

Mr. Chairman, I could scarcely believe

it when we were told that the board had

no policy on whether or not an assessment

had to be paid at the time it was rendered

if the assessment was going to be appealed.
If they didn't pay, an appeal was filed later.

There is no policy on whether interest would
be added if the appeal was denied and the

original assessment upheld.

In my view, section 86 of the Act relating

to extra assessments and the appeal of those

assessments is handled very badly. And I'll

tell you why, Mr. Chairman.

The first reason is that the safety director

of the Workmen's Compensation Board, Mr.

Draper, is involved in all levels of appeal;
and they were unable to show us any instance

where his recommendation was not carried

out at any level of appeal, whether it be

the review, the board or the review com-

mittee in between.

The three levels of appeal for assessments

are based on two things, the report from

the lAPA people and the recommendation

from Mr. Draper. You cant appeal an

assessment from one level to the next level

when you know the same two people are

going to be sitting in judgement on your

appeal at the next level. Well, this is exactly

what has happened at the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board.

We were shown one instance—it's no secret,

it's public knowledge—where Ford of Canada

was given a sizable assessment. The Work-

men's Compensation Board waited for four

months to get a report from the lAPA; both

they and Mr. Draper suggested that the

assessment should be upheld, and the appeal

was denied. That's fine.

But in less than one month—and it took

four months to get the first report in-in less

than one month additional reports were

brought to the next level of appeal; the
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appeal was upheld and the assessment was
written off.

In the view of myself and many members
on the committee, the second report was
worse than the first report insofar as the

company's attitude was concerned. I'm not

trying to pin anything on the board in this

particular instance, but the very fact that the

same people look at every level of appeal, to

my mind, makes the whole system unwork-
able and doesn't even appear to be carrying
out the logic behind the section in the first

place. A company takes the time to sit down
and say, "We know we've had a bad record;
we're going to do better," but its appeal is

thrown out. The small companies which pay
their money are the ones which account for

the majority of the $11 million that has been
collected.

I would ask the minister to tell me whether
the system has been reviewed and whether
it's been changed. I hope that the duties of

the director of safety have been put in other

hands. I hope that the whole matter of safety

programmes in industry is being reviewed,
because that's where the whole matter of

injuries to workmen and of correction of the

problem has got to start.

I do not agree with the practice of the

board in which they very rigidly stick to their

opinion that they will not make public the

names of those industries which have had an
assessment against them. I think the light of

public scrutiny should be on some of these

industries that over the years have not been

carrying out proper safety programmes be-

cause they feel they may save themselves
a little money. If they do get a bad accident

record, nine times out of 10 they can have
their assessment revoked if they appeal it

right up to the board. They know this will

happen if they're consistent, because of the

policy of the board which says, "We really
don't want their money. We just want them
to promise that they will do a better job at

safety in the future."

The fact is there's no policy by the board
as to whether or not an assessment has to be

paid when it's levied. The company can with-

hold payment until after the appeal. There's

no policy as to whether interest is going to

be charged to it. It seems that the whole

thing, the lAPA report and the report of the

director of safety, is just a pretty buddy-
buddy arrangement, in my view, between the

board and the big industries.

I hope these things have all been changed.
I hope you've got new policies there since we
looked into this matter a year ago. I'll await

with interest the minister's reply because, by
and large, the whole safety progranmie as

carried out by the board has got to be geared
to one purpose—that is, that industry be
made to make its operations as safe as pos-
sible. In the case of those industries that

don't, if they can't be brought about, promises
will not do.

Maybe the whole system has to be changed
as to when you do assess an industry. There
was talk of this. We recognize there are

three types of accidents in industry. These
are those accidents which are due to a faulty

safety programme by the company, negli-

gence on the part of the company, I guess

you could say. Also, there are men who are

negligent and it's their personal responsibility
that they've had an accident. Then there

are those accidents which no one can fore-

tell. Perhaps a person is in an aeroplane or

a helicopter when it crashes. They were on

company business and they would be
covered. The accident is perhaps no one's

fault. It could be an act of God or some-

thing of that nature.

Maybe the whole business of assessment

against these companies has got to be

changed. I submit, Mr. Chairman, that the

present method of assessing these large sums
of money-$ 100,000, $200,000, $300,000-

against companies, only to see that they're
withdrawn in a few weeks or a few months,
does not seem to indicate to me that you
are. really serious about getting these com-

panies to institute proper safety programmes.
Lest there be any mistake, Mr. Chairman,

I want to close by saying that there are com-

panies which do have good safety pro-

grammes. There are many companies which
are very safety conscious. I know this is

what the minister is going to tell me, but
there is one in particular in my own area

whose safety record and accident record is

very poor. It is that company which sends

a lawyer to represent the company every
time I take a man before the board. This is

the kind of thing that I think the Workmen's

Compensation Board should get busy on and

change some of its present policies.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Thunder Bay.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): Mr.

Chairman, I am going to be very brief. Most
of the things that I might have touched upon
have already been dealt with quite ade-

quately by previous speakers.

There is one thing I would like to discuss

with the minister and it is something that has
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bothered me for a good long while. This is

the actual function and the worth of regional
oflBces.

I don't know what the accident experience
is in northwestern Ontario vis-a-vis the rest

of the province. I know I receive enough
workmen's compensation problems to keep
me busy and I must say that I have had

reasonably good success with them in deal-

ing with the Toronto oflSce. There have been

cases in the past when, for whatever reason

and mainly to do with the rehabilitation

procedures, I have found it necessary to deal

with the regional offices.

This has been a very sad experience for

me. I haven't had any satisfaction with the

regional offices in any case I have ever

brought to their attention and I have ended

up dealing with people at the board here

on Harbour St. It seemed to me that the

minister, or the new chairman of the board,
indicated that the responsibilities of the

people at the local level would be widened

whereby they would have the opportunity,
or be given the responsibility, for making
assessments on the spot when the case was

fairly straightforward, and didn't require
them to come down here for a medical ex-

amination; and in any case which was rea-

sonably straightforward, when the applica-
tion had been made at the proper time with

the necessary information, the claim would
be authorized and payment would be forth-

coming in a relatively short period of time.

It seems to me that if these regional of-

fices are going to be meaningful and if you
are going to get dollar value out of the

money that you are spending on these re-

gional offices, you should stajff them with

people who are competent to interpret the

Act as it was supposed to be interpreted,
and who would be given the opportunity to

make decisions on the spot. I would like to

compare the kind of adjudication that we
get from the unemployment insurance of-

fices at the regional level, which has im-

proved tremendously over the last few
months as a result of reorganization. I have

never, in the last six months to a year, found
it necessary to go to the minister responsible
for the administration of the Unemployment
Insurance Act but almost with exception I

find it necessary to come down to the board
offices here or at least communicate with

people at the Workmen's Compensation
Board in Toronto.

You can appreciate there are a good many
people who, for whatever reason, feel they
have to deal directly with the board and

usually it is at the local level, at least in

the initial stages. I am advised that the

success they have at the regional level is

very low indeed. Unless you can bring it to

the attention of the chairman of the board
or one of the members, or people at the

level of Mr. Azzarello, who is in charge of

adjudication, and unless you really have a

pipeline into the Workmen's Compensation
Board offices in Toronto, you can get caught
up in the bureaucracy and people can wait
several weeks and sometimes months for

their claim to be properly adjudicated.

So I do hope the minister will consider

this, if he hasn't already said so in this de-

bate so far, in this two-ring circus in which

you have to jump from committee room
No. 1 up here to get an opportunity to ex-

press your views; sometimes some of these

points may have been covered without the

knowledge of the member who happens to

be speaking at any given point in time. I

do feel that you should staff the regional
offices with competent people, people who
are qualified to interpret the Act, and, in

cases where they are straightforward, that

they can get on-the-spot adjudication and

get the payments coming in before they
have to appeal to the municipality for wel-

fare pending a settlement of their claim, or

they have to go to some other government
agency to get interim funds to keep body
and soul together while somebody in the

Workmen's Compensation Board reaches a

conclusion as to the validity of any particu-
lar claim.

I think that since you are trying to make

government more accessible to the people,
and since you are primarily a service min-

istry and a service board, it is incumbent

upon you to provide those services as close

to your clients as it is humanly possible to

do so. I don't think it has happened in the

past—at least that hasn't been my experience
—but I do hope you will staff your regional
offices with people who are competent to

give on-the-spot decisions where the claim
is reasonably straightforward. I think you'll
have claimants who are much happier and
I think you will save yourself a lot of

money in administration by making it un-

necessary for people either to come down
here in person or write letters time after

time. Of course, the more letters that your
board and your staflF have to write the more

money it is costing you in administration and
the more frustrated your clients become.

I hope the minister will take that into

consideration. I think it will go a good deal

of the way toward making your own job
easier and having more satisfied claimants.
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Mr. Chairman: The member for Sault

Ste. Marie.

Mr. J. R. Rhodes (Sault Ste. Marie):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My remarks will

be very brief. Like the previous member,

perhaps some of these points have been
touched upon, but I would like to begin

my remarks by saying that I have a great
deal of confidence in the new chairman of

the board, and this confidence has been ex-

pressed to me by others who have made a

point of mentioning to me that they felt the

new chairman was a man who was aware
of the responsibilities he has taken on and
he will do an outstanding job in his position.

At the same time, I would like to join
with other members who have said earlier

in this discussion that they have received

excellent co-operation from the staff. I must

agree that I have found the staff at the

Workmen's Compensation Board most co-

operative and most willing to help. Albeit

at times their workload may be a bit heavy,

they have gone out of their way on many
occasions to be of assistance to me.

Mr. Chairman, one of the points I would
like to touch upon is the concern I have
about the requirement for doctors' reports
as it involves the injured workmen. I can

fully understand the need for doctors' reports
when an individual has received what may
be a relatively minor injury but it is keeping
this individual off work for a period of time.

These reports are perhaps necessary to be
filed with the board under these circum-

stances.

It may well be that when an injured
workman is coming toward the end of his

convalescent period after a more serious

injury these reports may be necessary as

well. But I am concerned with the delay
of payment to workmen who have been quite

seriously injured and it is quite obvious to

everyone that they will not be returning to

their place of work and to their particular

jobs for quite some time. I do think that

payment to those injured workmen should

be on a regular basis without any delay. I

know of cases where the individual work-
man has had to actually borrow money in

order to tide himself through until the pay-
ment was forthcoming. And when I have

inquired of the board I have been advised

that it's because the doctor has not sent in

the necessary forms

These are men who have suffered serious

injury and everyone, including the doctors,
are quite aware that they will not be going
back to their jobs for some time. I'll give

as an example a trainman in the Algoma
Steel Corp. who suffered a very severely
crushed leg and obviously was not going to

be back to work for a long time, and yet
he had to go along and continually approach
me and the board to make sure that his pay-
ment was coming with a degree of regularity.

So I would hope that can be looked into

Perhaps it would be a requirement that could

be eased a bit, especially in the cases where

they have long-term absence from work be-

cause of the injury.

And I would like to touch, too, on the

location of offices that the member for

Thunder Bay touched on. He was saying
about staffing the regional offices with com-

petent staff and giving them the ability to

interpret the Act and make decisions. I

would concur with that, and hope that it

could be done.

As well, I would hope that there perhaps
can be a look at the location of offices in

other parts of the province.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): How about

Natural Resources?

Mr. Rhodes: I may sound a bit parochial
on this but, for example, in the community
that I live in, of 80,000 people, plus the

outlying areas, we must go to the Sudbury

regional office to get information concerning
our injured workmen, I recognize the need

for a large office in the Sudbury area be-

cause of the large work force there. But I

am saying that there should be an oflBce

located in Sault Ste. Marie-

Mr. Laughren: You can swing that, I am
sure.

Mr. Rhodes: —to deal with the people who
are working in the industrial complexes in

that community. They should not be re-

quired to travel 190 miles plus, or to com-
municate with an oflBce that far away.

I have discussed this matter with members
of the local union who are involved with

the compensation cases, and they are in full

accord that it would be much easier for

them to handle these cases and expedite
these matters if they could deal on a person-

to-person basis with people from the Work-
men's Compensation Board.

And in communities where you are deal-

ing with steel workers, paper workers, log-

ging contractors, railway workers, obviously
there is a high degree of compensable acci-

dents in many cases that are not given the

attention they could get if there were a

proper ojBBce establishment with good com-
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plement there to deal with these matters

right in their own communities, and not have

the delays of communicating with cities

greater distances away.

I would like also to touch upon the point
of the injured workmen who cannot be re-

trained. This has given me some concern,

and I am sure has caused some concern

for the minister and for the members of

the board. But we are running into the in-

jured workman who, because of lack of

formal education, because of his age, be-

cause of his family commitments, just can-

not get retrained. I use as an example some-

one who perhaps is working in a mine, who
has been able to make a good living as a

hard-rock miner. But the only thing he can

do capably is to use his arms and his back

for that type of work. He becomes severely

injured and then finds himself on compen-
sation and after a period of time is declared

to be a percentage of disability, be it 25,

35, 40, 50 per cent. His ability to earn an

income has been cut considerably. He has

been taken out of the work field that he is

most competent in, and the next step for

him then is to try to find alternate work.

Because of his lack of ability, his lack of

education, his lack of any other training, he

just can't find that and he is very difiicult

to retrain if he has reached a certain age
where he cannot adapt himself back to the

educational process. I would hope that some-

thing could be done to look at the type of

pension that might be available in these

particular cases.

I think that the rehabihtation service that

is being carried on has been doing a reason-

ably good job with those who can be re-

habilitated, can be retrained and put back

into the work force. These individuals who
have other capabilities or other educational

qualities can adapt and go into other work
and make a reasonably good income out of

that other job. Combined with the pension
thev are receiving they can live reasonably
well on a reasonable income. But for those

who cannot be retrained properly, it is very,

very dijfficult for them, and they are finding
it most difficult to make their living.

So, Mr. Chairman, those are the comments
I'd like to make and I would hope that the

board would give them serious consideration.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Welland
South.

Mr. R. Haggerty (Welland South): Thank

you, Mr. Chairman.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Haggerty: I was interested in some
of the comments of the members debating
this particular section of the Workmen's

Compensation Act and the members of the

board. There was quite a bit of enthusiasm

shown when they thought that perhaps there

is going to be quite a change in the policy
of the Workmen's Compensation Board. I

might say that I've had some dialogue with

the new chairman of the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board and I certainly appreciated
his assistance and help on certain matters.

I'm sure he is a man who is concerned about

the injured workers in the Province of On-
tario.

But then, again, I can be a little bit scep-

tical about some of the policies that perhaps
the minister is thinking about. I think we
can go back to a couple of years ago when
we had a new Minister of Labour. He said

almost the same things
— that great things

were coming and we keep looking for them.

Look at the latest remarks by the Minister

of Labour ( Mr. Guindbn ) to the annual con-

vention of the Provincial Building and Con-
struction Trades Council of Ontario; this

is Saturday, Oct. 20. He said, "We are set-

ting out to restore the workmen's confidence

in the board by putting his needs first."

I'm sure you've heard the dialogue in this

chamber tonight on the needs of that worker.

Perhaps what I might say might be repeti-

tious but I think there are some important
matters that are of concern to me as to the

other members.

For one thing I think we need a new oc-

cupational health bill in the Province of

Ontario. The present rules and regulations
which apply to different types of industry
in the province of Ontario are outdated. The
member for Cochrane South (Mr. Ferrier)

has mentioned that there isn't enough in-

cluded on lung conditions or chest conditions

throughout the industrial complex in Ontario.

I think there are many changes and that

has to be brought up-to-date.

On the matter of survivor's benefits, al-

though last year, I believe it was, it was

increased to $225 a month, for a survivor

this is not sufficient. I think you have to take

into consideration that perhaps when a

bread-winner loses his life, a young widow
has to bear the cost of paying for a new
home and many other things that are nec-

essary in today's living pattern; $225 a

month isn't sufficient to look after her needs.

Again, I think there is a need for an es-

calator clause in benefits for those who were

injured some 10, 12 or 15 years ago.
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This business, the nonsense of the Work-
men's Compensation, I guess it is through

legislation, saying that you can continue

with $78 a month pension for an accident

that happened some 10 years ago, is out-

dated. If that person was allowed to continue

in his type of employment today he would
be earning $12,000 a year. I can cite cases

after cases. I think there must be an adjust-
ment to those persons who were injured some
10 or 15 years ago. You can't go back and

say, "That's what you were earning at that

time, $5,000 or $3,000 a year." You must

upsjrade that.

Look at your statement there; in the last

page you are quoting from Herman Kahn,
the American research psychologist who de-

fines the humanization of work in this way:
"Work should not damage, degrade, humil-
iate or exhaust—and work should be interest-

ing and satisfying." Of course, you can go
back to the arecument that has been put
forth that his life and, you might say, his

family life has been degraded through the

lack of sufficient funds to support him.

On the matter of lisjht duty, that's always
nnestioned, I think, bv all members of the

House. It is too bad there weren't more
Conservative members speaking on this

particular issue tonight.

I was interested and I'm sure the chairman
is interested in the letter that I sent to him.

It was a form letter that was sent out direct-

ins: a person who has been injured to go to

some other welfare agency, to go to un-

employment insurance, to trv to collect some
benefits to offset his loss of income through
an injury. I made inauiries about the form
letter and I find that the letter was sent out.

There isn't such a person down at the board
in this certain department. The letter went
out anyway, and it was more likely to scare

the claimant to say, "You are cut off as of

today.*'

Mr. Rhodes: From the neck up they can't

do much for you.

Mr. Haggerty: I was interested in this

particular speech by the minister, where he
<i^ir\ an additional six weeks of benefit would
be paid to the claimant. I believe this has

been on the record for some two vears, but I

have always had to battle continually when
making representations to the board for assis-

tance in this particular matter; and after

some arguments are put forth the six weeks'

additional benefits come through.

The minister suggested that perhaps it

should go to three months. Well, I suppose

this would give a better adjustment period.
But then what are you going to do with those

persons who are classed for light work? In

this particular instance, this chap lost his

job over it. When it came right down to it,

he was booted in the rear end by the Work-
men's Compensation Board. He lost his job
and then he had to go and seek some other

assistance.

Yes, perhaps changes are needed in this

legislation. This is another point I get feed-

back on regarding workmen's compensation,
even more so than on the appeals system.
The onus is on the person who represents
him. He is told, "Well, you are a member
of the Legislature; it is up to you to bring
in legislation to make these changes." Now
it is all well and good to talk and have

dialogue, to go out and speak across the

Province of Ontario, but where is the legis-
lation that is going to meet these human
needs?

Hon. F. Cuindon (Minister of Labour):

Coming.

Mr. Haggerty: All in the fullness of time,

somebody said. This is quite a phrase from
over there. But when is legislation going to

come in to change these things? We on this

side of the House brought this to the atten-

tion of the previous minister year after year,
but very little has been done. He raised the

survivor's benefit for the widow from $175
to $225, which won't even cover the in-

creased cost of energy, which will be going

up by 10 per cent and 7.5 per cent.

If you are going to do something, then

bring in legislation to make the corrections

that are going to solve some of the problems.
Instead of continually saying you are going
to do this and going to do that, do something.

Here is an instance. An appeal was made
to a review committee, and this is what they
said to the person who was injured. She was
a nurse, injured in a hospital, and she was

operated on three times for spinal injury. I

would just like to read this into the record

—I don't know how they dream up some of

those phrases down there, but here's what

they told her:

It is also noted that you do not feel you
are able to work and that you are not able

or willing to move to a large urban centre

[that's a new one!] where suitable work
can be obtained for you. For this reason a

special supplement cannot be considered.

Well, there is a person who is really down,
flat on her back, and she is told, "If you
move to a larger urban centre we are going
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to give you a job." What employer will hire

her? She can't go back to the hospital with

that injury. Nobody will hire her.

And the minister isn't up to date either.

Today in industry one of the very first things
that happens is you have to have an x-ray,

particularly of your back. They want to see

if you have any pre-existing condition—this is

another great phrase that is coined down
there, a pre-existing condition. This happens
to us all, I guess: We all reach the age of

18 and then we start to go downhill in terms

of our health. You might say that a pre-

existing condition starts at that time. Or you

might call it a degenerative disease. We all

enter into that phase of life. Another phrase
that is coined down there is, pre-existing

degenerative disc problems. A person prob-

ably could go through life without any

problems with his back until he gets some
traumatic blow, some injury to that back and

then he is finished. That's the changes that

are required in bringing in new legislation.

Mr. Laughren: Has the minister ever had
a myleogram?

Mr. Haggerty: The member for Waterloo

North mentioned some other matters here

concerning the changes in the assessment

costs on that. It is just like other matters

concerning labour legislation in Ontario.

Everybody can do something to the labourer,

and to the worker. But those persons are

never fined for the illegal practices that

occur to many of these persons in industry.
And I think this is where changes should be
made. We come to the matter, and I have

stressed it before in this House and I would
like to read this into the records. It con-

cerns safety matters in Ontario industry and
this is from the lAPA—Zero In.

Costs are soaring, profits are dwindling,
and occupational accident rates have im-

proved little in the last decade. Those
three facts lead to a simple, inescapable,
and alarming conclusion. Industry cannot

afford the present rate of work injuries
and property-damage accidents. Between
1959 and 1969, the cost of work injuries
rose by 50 per cent. It stands now as a

burden on industry of $100 per worker

per year.

As I said before, it is time that Ontario got
into an occupational safety programme and
an Occupational Safety and Health Act, like

they have in the US. I have suggested
before in this House, and I say it again
to the minister, until you bring the con-

fidence of the labour force into safety in

industry—and the minister can well say that

"We have the input of unions"; that's the

heads of unions but that's not the input of

those persons working in industry itself—

until they are organized and have some voice

and say in safety matters in a plant or in

any industry, then you are going to have a

continuing increase in accidents in Ontario.

They must be able to provide the input.

Somebody must listen to them. It is all

right to have safety committees appointed
by unions, but who listens to them. Your
men walk into the plant but nobody listens

to them. They are totally ignored. So they

go to management. If you really want to

reduce the number of accidents in Ontario,
then you must include input from those

working in the industry.

'Perhaps I could go on, but there are

others who want to speak tonight on work-

men's compensation. I just wish it was in

the committee as a whole where we could

get into more detail with different claims.

Perhaps there we could get our points across

much more effectively. I know there are

other members who want to speak. I hope
the minister will give some consideration to

the points that I have raised and the points
raised by all members on this side and on

government side.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. Bullbrook: Stand up when you speak.

Mr. Laughren: If the Liberals would stop

trying to zap me where I am most vulner-

able, maybe I would be much more at ease

on my feet.

Mr. Bullbrook: It is only reciprocity. We
wouldn't zap if you didn't zip.

Mr. D. A. Paterson (Essex South): Your

speeches aren't short anyhow.

Mr. Laughren: It is a very rare Simday
afternoon, Mr. Chairman, when I am sitting
at home that the phone doesn't ring and a

voice at the other end of the line says: "Hello,
I am sorry to bother you on a Sunday after-

noon, knowing how busy you are. And I

hate to bother you with a personal problem
but I am having serious trouble, real serious

problems with the goddamn Workmen's

Compensation Board."

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): He
phoned me yesterday and said that.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Chairman, that is the

most common line that I receive over the
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telephone about the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board. I can tell you that I share

those feelings and the depth of those feelings
with the injured workmen in the Sudbury

I don't want to pre-judge what the new
chairman of the Workmen's Compensation
Board is going to do. I assure you I do
wish him well, but I must say that I'm prob-

ably one of the few people in the province
who felt that the previous chairman—not to

take away from the present one, of course,

you understand—had a very real understand-

ing for the injured workman.

When I went before the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board, I was always delighted
when Mr. Legge was chairing the hearing,
because I felt that, despite his administra-

tive abilities, which I think were consider-

ably lacking, he did really have an under-

standing for the injured workman and did

try to help him. I'm not about to jump on
the bandwagon that Mr. Legge was some-

body who had to go because he didn't under-

stand the injured workman. I felt he did,

and I felt he did his best in that respect.

However, I think it is clear from the

speeches you heard this afternoon and this

evening that the Workmen's Compensation
Board itself is not compensating the injured
workmen in the way it should. Despite its

honourable beginnings, it truly has become
a dinosaur in the Province of Ontario. It

really has become almost a sword that hangs
over the head of all working men and women
in the province, because the working men
and women fear that if they become injured
on the job their earnings will be either

drastically curtailed or cut oflF completely,
and we've all seen that happen as well. The

injured workmen who are unable to return

to normal employment really do constitute,
and I don't know the numbers, a reservoir

of misery in this province.

Quite frankly, Mr. Chairman, I don't be-
lieve that the present minister is able to

understand that. I might have believed it a

year ago, but after going through the debate
on the minimum wage in this province I do
not believe that the present minister is ca-

pable of understanding the problems of the

unorganized working men and women in this

province.

That is really strange, too, because tradi-

tionally or historically the Conservative was
someone who recognized individual efforts,

who recognized that someone who went out

and tried to do a job, particularly in a prov-
ince that is so plugged into the work ethic

as Ontario, should be protected. There was
a real admiration for the working man tradi-

tionally in the Conservative Party. I'm afraid

that the present minister really has traded

in that kind of homage to the working man
for the kind of political expediency that

would normally be attributed to the Liberal

Party.

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): We
have always spoken well of you.

Mr. Laughren: As a matter of fact, I

really think the minister is a 19th century
liberal in swift retreat. That's the best way
I could possibly describe the present min-
ister. He is schizophrenic in his stance on
the working man. I believe that the minister

thinks—

Mr. Breithaupt: He loves the working
man.

Mr. Laughren: —he represents the working
man. I think that if you were to give the

minister a lie detector test that it would
show that he's telling the truth. He believes

what he says when he says he speaks for

the working man and he is not biased in

favour of management in labour disputes,
and when he says when it comes to the

minimum wage that he has raised the mini-

mum wage to the highest level possible
without causing unemployment. I think he
believes that. That is really the tragedy of

this minister, because he has no evidence to

back up his assumptions, none whatsoever.

Mr. BuUbrook: This is the same alleged

speech you gave last week.

Mr. Laughren: That is why I call this

minister a schizophrenic. The debate on the

minimum wage is still fresh in my mind.

I'll move away from that because I know
it really doesn't deal with the Workmen's

Compensation Board, Mr. Chairman.

I must say before I leave my general
comments that this is an example of how
in the past 30 years the Province of Ontario

has become a province for the young and
the swift.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): The prov-
ince of opportunity. A place to stand.

Mr. Laughren: And the only exceptions
to the people who can hack it in the Prov-

ince of Ontario, the only exceptions to them

being young and swift, are the Shouldices,

the Moogs and the Cronyns—
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Mr. Carruthers: Everybody wants to come
here.

Mr. Laughren: —the friends of the Con-

servative Party of Ontario.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): And a few

defeated candidates.

Mr. Laughren: There are a few defeated

candidates, that's right, who make it to the

vice-chairmanship of the ONR—

Mr. Rhodes: How about the arrivals from

outside the province?

Mr. Laughren: —and positions like that,

but by and large-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: —it's the young and the

swift who make it in Ontario, and that's all.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): How do

you explain that—

Mr. Breithaupt: That empty backbench.

Mr. Laughren: I really shall attempt to

stick to the topic this evening, Mr. Chairman
—I know you are getting a little edgy-

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: —but I assure you, repre-

senting a riding that is so industrialized as

is Nickel Belt, which consists primarily of

people who work in the mines or the lumber

camps, it is going to be very difficult to re-

frain from using the four-letter words that I

think best describe the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board at the present time and the

legislation that governs the Workmen's

Compensation Board.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

Why don't you give it a try without the

four-letter words?

Mr. Laughren: That's what I said. I am
going to try to discuss it without the four-

letter words.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): You will

have to make up four-letter words over there.

Mr. Laughren: I can tell you, it's going to

take a great deal of discipline on my part to

do that, because if there's one single thing
in the Province of Ontario that I would

change if I had the power—never mind the

catcalls-

Mr. Rhodes: You never will.

Mr. Laughren: —if I had the power, it

would be the Workmen's Compensation
Board. That is the number-one thing in this

province that needs to be changed.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Deans: Don't bet on it.

Mr. Rhodes: Any time you want.

Mr. Laughren: I can assure you, Mr.

Chairman, that the—

Mr. Deans: It is that arrogance that will

defeat you.

Mr. Laughren: —task force on the Work-
men's Compensation Board is a long way
from being the solution.

The Workmen's Compensation Board has

failed to respond to the need across the

province in virtually every aspect of the

problems that an injured workman en-

counters. I would like to go into some detail

on those. For example, rehabilitation of in-

jured workmen is a joke. The benefits that

are paid to injured workmen are totally in-

adequate. The handling of psychiatric prob-
lems related to injuries on the job indicates

an ignorance of the problem that is unbe-

lievable. The accident prevention programme
is superficial. The hearing problems that

workmen encounter on the job, where they

may have their hearing affected for life, are

not being dealt with at all. It is almost in-

describable how people with hearing dis-

abilities are discriminated against in compen-
sation benefits. And, of course, the legislation

covering silicosis among workmen in the

mines at Elliot Lake is totally inadequate,
and I'll go into that a little later.

First of all, the rehabilitation now con-

sists of I am not sure how many overworked

rehabilitation officers in the province, who
themselves are well motivated and are at-

tempting to do a fine job, but just can't

handle the workload. It's hard to explain,
for example, why at this point there isn't a

rehabilitation hospital in Sudbury, or at least

in the Sudbury area, to meet the needs of

those people who need to be rehabilitated in

northern Ontario, because in a highly indus-

trialized part of the province, such as the

north, there is no excuse for those people

having to come down to Toronto to be

rehabilitated in Downsview. There seems to

be, at the present time, neither the resources

nor the commitment on the part of the board

to treat rehabilitation in a serious way.

The benefits that the injured workman

receives, to a maximum of $7,500 a year
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now, are something that I really hope the

minister will attempt to explain. I would

very much like to know how he can justify
maximum benefits of $7,500 when a work-
man is injured on the job through no fault

of his own, or, even if it is a fault of his

own if he's careless, it doesn't matter. The

point is that that man is contributing to

this province, and to have his income re-

duced so dramatically as is often done,

particularly in reasonably well-paid areas,

such as the Sudbury basin, is incomprehens-
ible to me, and I hope the hon. minister can

come up with some kind of rationale.

Above all, what concerns me is the prob-
lem of the injured workman, who is receiving
benefits but who knows that any time in an

arbitrary fashion the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board can reduce his benefits to what-
ever level they deem proper.

He has no say in that; there's no con-

sultation with the workman to tell him that

his benefits are going to be reduced as of

the end of the year, or as of Jan. 31—virtually
never. He gets a letter telling him his bene-
fits have been reduced to such and such a

level. He doesn't know why. That's why he

phones his member; and then his member has

to go through the Workmen's Compensation
Board and find out that the benefits were
reduced because of a letter from the doctor

after his last checkup, indicating that he was
no longer 100 per cent disabled, or 50 per
cent disabled, or whatever. And that is

grossly unfair to the workman.

How he is supposed to budget, for ex-

ample, is beyond me; and it places untold

strains on that marriage. Those workmen
have financial commitments which necessarily
must be broken when you reduce their bene-

fits, and I don't mean it lightly, either, when
I say that the kind of marriage breakups that

occur because of Workmen's Compensation
Board problems is very significant. I think

that the Workmen's Compensation, by and

large, has been unaware of this, because of

the lack of follow-up in fts compensation
cases.

Despite the problems with the Workmen's

Compensation Board, and despite the picket-

ing that has occurred down at Toronto at

Harbour St. against the board, there has

been surprisingly little action taken against
the Workmen's Compensation Board, be-

cause of all those injustices.

But I can tell you, Mr. Chairman, that

if the injured workmen in the Sudbury area

beheved that the Sudbury office of the

Workmen's Compensation Board was respon-

sible for the delay, for the arbitrary cuts in

compensation benefits, and for the incom-

petence of the compensation board, they
would have occupied that office a long time

ago, and I would have been proud to be

helping them occupy that office.

An hon. member: Why not?

Mr. Laughren: But the injured workman
knows that the office in Sudbury really is

nothing other than a telephone service for

the Sudbury area, and that no decisions are

really made in the Sudbury office. My friend

from Thunder Bay pointed that out.

And I would suggest to the member for

Sault Ste. Marie that if he wants a regional
office there he should insist that it have
some kind of independence from the board
here in Toronto; because, at the present
time, it's merely a way of short-circuiting a

long-distance phone call to Toronto. All

you do is short-circuit the phone call, be-

cause the time is increased wherein you
would normally get a reply.

As a matter of fact, when I was elected

in 1971, the manager of the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board in Sudbury indicated to me
that I should try to work through that of-

fice, and I agreed to do that. I made every

attempt to work through the Sudbury of-

fice; but within a month it became clear

that that was just not workable; and that

to work through the compensation board
office in Sudbury just compounded the

nonnal delays of the compensation board in

Toronto. So it just doesn't work.

The other problem that has been men-
tioned by other members, so I won't dwell
on it, is the problem of being classified for

light-duty work, or modified work, as the

report calls it. Time after time after time,

and case after case after case, the injured
workman is told to go and get some light

duty back at International Nickel, and he

goes back to International Nickel with his

light duty slip and they say, "We are sorry.
There is no light duty." He goes back to

his doctor and his doctor says, "There is

nothing I can do" and the Compensation
Board leaves him on 50 per cent benefit and
is driving him into the hands of welfare. It

is truly remarkable how the Ministry of

Labour rewards both unorganized labour

and the injured workmen in this province.
The Ministry of Labour rewards the un-

organized labour force with a wage level

at the poverty level, and the injured work-
men with welfare benefits. That is truly
remarkable. It says something about what
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I said a week ago about perpetuating the

class system in this province.

The problem of adding six weeks to light

duty work or to allow the workman to have

full benefits for six weeks after he has been

classified as available for light duties is that

all it does is extend the period for six

weeks. It does nothing to solve the long-term

problem; that many may have a problem for

years and the six weeks is really nothing
but a crumb.

The true insanity of the legislation the

way it is now, when you tie it in with the

excuse the board uses in its functional over-

lay arguments—in which the workman is told,

"We know you can't work. We know you're

totally disabled but we can only find 50

per cent of it directly attributable to your

injury on the job,"—is that that very argu-
ment compounds the problem of functional

overlay.

There is a letter which the minister prob-

ably has not received yet, which I have

written to him and which gives a classic

example of a man who had a perfect work
record for years, heavy work. He was in-

jured on the job and now is screwed up for

life. There is no way that man will ever

work again and he's on 50 per cent benefits.

The psychiatrist, who has no choice if he's

going to give his honest medical opinion,

says that this man is 50 per cent incapaci-

tated because of his injury on the job,

and the other 50 per cent is some kind of

psychiatric problem or functional overlay.

I think the minister has been told this

often enough today. I hope he'll seriously

think about the whole problem because

surely you need no further evidence than

a spotless work record followed by an injury
and then see the Workmen's Compensation
Board classify him at 50 per cent to realize

that something is wrong with that kind of

thinking? If that man is totally incapacitated
but only has 50 per cent of a physical dis-

ability attributable to his injury on the job,
what is responsible for that other 50 per
cent? Nothing but his injury on the job
whether or not you can measure it physi-

cally.

It is the responsibility of the Workmen's

Compensation Board. It seems to me that

that man should become virtually a ward
of the Workmen's Compensation Board from

the time of his injury and not a ward of

the medical specialist. He is not the respon-

sibility of the specialist and I think we place
incredible burdens on the doctors who deal

with these compensation cases by implying

to them that we've got to find a way to

give this man full benefits.

That's not the responsibility of the doctor.

The doctor has to give his medical opinion
and that's it. I can tell you of doctors who
feel a very strong responsibility to try to

stretch it as much as they can to aid that

injured workman. Now that's not fair; it's

not the responsibility of the doctor. It's the

responsibility of the Compensation Board.

It seems to me that I can't attribute it

to anything other than gross ignorance on

the part of the board as to all that is in-

volved in the problems of an injured work-

man, particularly when I think about the

functional overlay or the psychiatric prob-
lems.

The hearing problems that men suffer on
the job are handled very poorly. At the

present time, if a man has a hearing dis-

ability, the only way he can get benefits

is if he changes jobs or retires or quits. If

he stays on the same job, the Compensation
Board will not pay him any disability
benefit.

I have a friend who has a hearing dis-

ability and wears a hearing aid, but he can't

decide that he will change his job; the com-

pany decides that. He has a very severe

hearing disability and yet he receives no

pension. Surely that's a disability just as

surely as a missing finger or a missing hand
is a disability. I won't go into the details,

but I can tell you this man has had some
rather severe marital problems as a result of

his hearing disability and that is directly
attributable to his work.

The other problem that I wanted to talk

about is the problem of silicosis. It's remark-

able that workmen with silicosis—and I'm

thinking particularly of the miners at Elliot

Lake in the uranium mines—have a problem
remarkably similar to those workmen who
have a hearing disability. Before a man with

silicosis can receive any compensation bene-

fit he must have a 25 per cent disability.

Now, I don't know what kind of thinking

goes into a decision that says that a man
with 24 per cent silicosis rating doesn't re-

ceive a disability pension but the man with

a 25 per cent does. What kind of thinking
is that? And it's compounded by the fact

that he can't receive any benefits if he stays
on the same job. So what you are really

saying to him is, "Even though you've only

got 20 per cent silicosis rating, stay on the

job until you've got 25 per cent and then

quit or ask for a transfer." But the onus is

always on the workman.
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Now, surely, that's unspeakable. How can

you say to that man with silicosis—a very
serious disease—that the onus is on him
either to quit his job or to stay at his present

job until his silicosis rating goes up? How
crass can you be? You are really condemning
that man. It's really remarkable.

And I would ask you, too, what other

company will hire a man with a 20 or a 24,
for example, or 30 or 40 per cent silicosis

rating? No other company will touch him
with a 10-ft pole. So I hope you will think,
Mr. Minister, through the chairman, just
what you are doing to that man with the

present legislation on silicosis. You are con-

demning him in an inhuman fashion.

The problem of accident prevention is one
that is particularly acute in the mining in-

dustry. I was surprised to learn that the

Ministry of Natural Resources—formerly
Mines and Northern Affairs—has stopped

publishing its report on mining accidents, and
I hope the minister will see if that cannot be

regenerated because I think it indicated to

everyone who made themselves aware of the

statistics in there just how serious it is. And
I would hope that the Compensation Board
would take a more active role in accident

prevention in the mining industry. You need

only look for the last 20 years in Ontario

and see that there were over 700 deaths in

mining alone and over 68,000 accidents, to

know that it is time that the compensation
board moved in much more aggressively than

they are at the present time.

iThe Sudbury area in particular is suscep-
tible to a high rate of injuries—naturally, be-

cause of the mining industries there—and the

fifijures you come up with depend on whose

reports you read—whether you read the re-

port of the Department of Mines, or of

Natural Resources now, or whether you read

the report of the Mine Accident Prevention

Association, which is made up of mining
companies in the province. There seems to

be very little correlation between them. It

would appear that in 1971 alone there were
between 1,600 and 1,700 injuries in the

Sudbury basin alone in the mining industry.
But I'm not sure whether that's accurate

because one other figure I saw indicated that

there were that many at International Nickel

alone. So I'm not sure of the figure but it's

very, very high. And I think the Workmen's

Compensation Board needs to get much more

aggressive in its accident-prevention pro-

gramme in the mines.

If you will talk to the people who are

close to the scene and who understand the

mining industry—which I don't pretend to—

they will tell you that, for example, inade-

quate lighting underground plays a very

major role in the number of accidents. Work-
men lose their sense of perspective under-

ground with poor lighting. One example that

was used was that if a man who is afraid to

stand on a stepladder in his house will stand

over the top of a shaft that may be 100 ft

deep and have no fear or no sense of in-

security, that's partly at least because of the

inadequate lighting underground.
The mining companies can no longer be

allowed to cry poor and that it would cost

too much to provide proper lighting. I would

suggest to you, Mr. Minister, that there are

all sorts of projects in Ontario, both in the

private and public sectors, that cost a great
deal of money and have nothing to do with

saving lives. Such a project in the mining
industry, even if it saved a fraction of those

lives lost each year, would be well worth
the expenditure. With the present demand
for resources, there is no reason for you to

allow the mining industry to continue to

have unsafe working conditions. I think that

there is a real need for you—with the kind of

powers that the Compensation Board has in

terms of assessing penalties for unsafe con-

ditions—to move into the mining industry.

I would like to talk for a minute about

the task force report on the Workmen's

Compensation Board. I was struck, the first

time I picked it up and before I ever opened
it, by the title. Since I have a very strong

feeling about what should happen to the

Compensation Board, I was dismayed to note

that the title was: "The Administration of

Workmen's Compensation in Ontario." The

emphasis on administration put me off before

I opened the book.

There are some good recommendations in

there and I hope they will be implemented.
For example, the moving the health problems
from the Ministry of Labour to the Ministry
of Health is, I think, a step in the right

direction. I think the suggestion that perhaps
the ceiling on earnings for payment of bene-

fits should be removed is a good one. The
Institution of Rehabilitation Facilities for

Women, at Downsview, is also a good move.

I would hope that if you provide facilities in

northern Ontario in the form of rehabilitation

that you will take that into consideration as

well.

A couple of things bothered me, particu-

larly the suggestions on rehabilitation—for ex-

ample, a suggestion that the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board's role in rehabilitation should

be consultative rather than active. That, I
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think, is a very serious mistake. If you

implement that, I will be most unhappy. I

am sure that as time goes on that will come
to mean that the injured workman is passed
on to somebody else, again and again and

again. I will use the word "ward" again
because I think the injured workman should

truly be a ward of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board when he becomes injured.
Rehabilitation is just as important a part
of that whole process as is the payment
of benefits. So I would be most unhappy
to see that implemented.
The argument in the task force report

is tnily remarkable. I'll only quote one or

two parts of it, but I really find it diflBcult

to accept. I quote:

It is simply that the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board will never have the re-

sources to do the total job. The cost in-

volved in recruiting and retaining the full

range of specialists in social work, coun-

selling, vocational training, and related

areas is beyond the capability of the Work-
men's Compensation Board.

Well, it seems to me that this is only beyond
the capabilities of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Board, Mr. Chairman, if the Compen-
sation Board decides it's beyond its capabili-
ties. Surely that's within the capabilities of

as sophisticated an organization as the board.

Further: "Our view is that the Workmen's

Compensation Board should not attempt to

expand its vocational rehabilitation service."

I think that would be a very serious mis-

take. I don't think that you can separate
medical and vocational rehabilitation. I don't

know how the task force decided you could

separate vocational from medical rehabilita-

tion. It seems to me the two are inextricably
linked. I wish you would take a very serious

look at that because I just can't imagine
how the task force came up with that

decision. As soon as you have got a func-

tional overlay problem, you are admitting

right away by that term that the problem
is both physical and medical. To suggest
that they should be separated, I think, is a

very serious mistake.

Those are some of the problems and
some of the recommendations I would like

to see implemented. But before I close, I

really must say that I don't think the recom-
mendations I have made in terms of this

report are the answer. I think the only solu-

tion—and I mean this as profoundly as I

know how to say it—the only answer is the

complete abolition of the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board to be replaced by a com-

prehensive social insurance scheme that

would compensate injured people, whether

they were injured on the job, on the road,

or in the home.

Surely it doesn't matter where someone's

injured; it's merely a case of maintaining
the family income that's important. To me,
the task force suffered from the classic case

of tunnel vision when it recommended

changes in the existing board, and it was a

beautiful opportunity to suggest that the

Compensation Board should be abolished.

I'll give them credit, in that right at the

end of the report—you may have read the

section that talks about the future—they talk

about what may be in the future, and they
do mention that there's a possibility the

day will come when there won't be a separate

Compensation Board. I would urge you to

do whatever is within your powers to speed
that day, because in an age of universality
in other programmes, surely the time's come,

with accident insurance, to do the same thing.

At the present time, we have a case where

people who drive cars pay auto insurance;

people have personal accident insurance;

people have the protection of the Workmen's

Compensation Board, and really that is

stupid. And yet when I talk this way—and
I mentioned this during the estimates of the

Provincial Secretary for Social Development
(Mr. Welch) when I was making the case for

a comprehensive social insurance programme—
the Minister of Labour interjected. It was a

remarkable interjection, because I think it

showed something that indicates why I have

such grave suspicions about the Minister of

Labour and where his biases are. This is the

interjection in whole, when I was making
the case for the social insurance programme:
"You wouldn't expect the employers to pay
for it, though?"—the total interjection.

That's your immediate reaction, Mr. Min-

ister, isn't it? How to protect the employers
from this. Why should the employers have

to pay for an insurance programme? You

know, there's no question here about the man
injured on the job, or in a home; it's just

the reaction to what happens to the employer.

Mr. Rhodes: Who will pay for it?

Mr. Laughren: If the hon. member had
been here during those debates he would
know.

Mr. Carruthers: Tell us now.

Mr. Laughren: That's what I'll do; just

get down off your hind legs. At the present

time, people pay for an auto insurance pre-

mium; the employers pay for Workmen's
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Compensation Board benefits; and the people
themselves pay for any private or personal
accident or income maintenance, in case they
are injured in the home.

Surely, under a comprehensive programme,
such as I'm espousing, there vi'ould be an

assessment against the employer because of

the very fact he's responsible for the men on
the job, but that the balance of it could very
well be funded through general tax revenues.

Do you think there are all sorts of devious

sources for money in this province?

Mr. Camithers: That's welfare.

Mr. Laughren: That's welfare, the member

says. The true welfare in this province is

not collected by the people you classify as

being on welfare.

Mr. Lawlor: If that's the case, then you're
on welfare digging into the public treasury

just to sit there and do nothing.

Mr. Chairman: Order, please.

Mr. Laughren: So, there's every reason,
Mr. Chairman, why the Minister of Labour
should be the one who is in the forefront of

abolishing the Workmen's Compensation
Board. I know it's diflScult to ask a man like

the Minister of Labour to eliminate some of

his empire, but think of the problems that

would be done away with. In the early

stages he might want to have a pie arrange-
ment, whereby if someone was injured on
the job it was taken out of a particular

government fund; and if he was injured in

the home it was taken out of another fund.

There could be a bookkeeping entry as to

where that money came from. If the minister

is worried about charging the employer too

much—as I am sure the minister would be-
that could be all rectified in the next year's

accounting. That is not a serious problem.
It would remove the kind of court cases we
have now in the automobile accident field

and in the private insurance field, and the

kind of problems we have with the Work-
men's Compensation Board.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that the minister,
when he responds to all the pleas and de-

mands of the members of this chamber, will

not lay on us any crocodile tears about the

injured workman—that the government knows
the man has serious problems and that it

knows that things need to be done for him
and it appreciates the problems. Because
that is not what the injured workman needs.

The plea by the member for Scarborough
Centre, that all the injured workmen who

picket here or downi at Harbour St. be dealt

with very quickly and have their claims

processed immediately, was the most in-

credible suggestion I have ever heard. Can
you imagine, Mr. Chairman, if I could have

your attention, Mr. Chairman-

Mr. Chairman: I am listening.

Mr. Laughren: —can you imagine all the

injured workmen being dealt with expeditious-

ly, if they picket? What kind of nonsense is

that? It indicates, for one thing, a Toronto-

centred bias that is incomprehensible. The
fellow from Thunder Bay would have to

come down to Queen's Park and picket if he
wants to get his claim processed. I really
do wonder if the member for Scarborough
Centre had thought his suggestion through.
Mind you, he was under a bit of pressure
when he stood up, because he indicated in

his opening remarks that nobody had sug-

gested anything radical. His radical alterna-

tive was to process very quickly the injured
workmen who picket. That gets rid of part of

the problem. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Huron-
Bruce.

Mr. Gaunt: I'm not used to such thunder-

ous applause. Mr. Chairman-

Mr. B. Newman ( Windsor-Walkerville ) :

There's a lot more coming.

Mr. Gaunt: —I won't be long. When one

gets to this stage in the line, why, every-

thing has been said that is to be said. But I

do want to make a few comments about the

Workmen's Compensation Board because I

do have many dealings with that board over

the course of a year, and I do have some

thoughts with respect to its operation. First

of all I want to congratulate the new chair-

man. He is a man who comes to that position

with a great deal of experience behind him.

I know that he will use that training and

experience to good advantage and use it for

the betterment of the injured workmen in

this province. I wish him well.

There have been some comments made
about the rehabilitation—about the psychologi-
cal effects, the functional overlay and so on.

I want first of all to deal with the matter of

the psychological effects of an injury. I have

had one of these cases very recendy and it is

fresh in my mind. I want to convey my
thoughts to the minister and to the board

with regard to this particular problem.

I represented an injured workman a few
weeks ago who was injured many years ago.
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He has been re-injured once. Over the

course of the years he has been examined

periodically by the board. He has also been

involved in an accident in Quebec and he

has been involved v^rith the Quebec Work-

men's Compensation Board. Essentially, this

fellow is at the point now where he cannot

work; physically, he cannot work. That's what

his family doctor tells him. He believes that.

He fully believes that he cannot work, that

he is disabled to the extent that he couldn't

hold a job for one hour.

The Ontario Workmen's Compensation
Board has taken the position that as far as

it is concerned he is not totally disabled. He
is able to do something, light work. But he

can't stand for any period of time; he can't

sit for any period of time; he has great diflB-

culty in walking and basically his usefulness

to the labour market, if I may put it that

way, is indeed very limited.

That is not the right way to put it but

what I'm really saying is that as far as he is

concerned and as far as his family doctor

is concerned, he cannot work. The board

says, "Yes, we think he can" and so he is

getting a 60 per cent pension. Frankly, I

think a part of it, and I think the board

thinks a part of it, is due to functional over-

lay. It is a psychological problem and he has

accepted the fact that he can't do anything.

It was said to him when he made his last

appearance before one appeal stage at the

board that as far as the board was concerned

it had come to praise Caesar not to bury

him, which means that it didn't want to

accept the fact that he was totally disabled.

The members of the board wanted to see that

he was rehabilitated and they wanted to en-

courage him and "psych" him out of this

attitude he has so that he may, at least to a

limited extent, be put back into the work
force again.

Mr. Lawlor: That's not the way to do it.

Mr. Gaunt: Exactly, that's not the way to

do it. I think the board has got to recognize
that the functional overlay problem is a very
serious problem to many of these workmen.
It is a problem which the board is going to

have to recognize and with which it is going
to have to cope. It is going to have to recog-
nize it by increasing the benefits and making
that particular disability an item for com-

pensation.

I think there has been some movement,
some slight movement, in that direction but
I am suggesting that at the moment it is

very slight. I am suggesting that the board
should review its policy in respect to that

matter because I say to the minister that a

person who has a psychological problem, who
has a functional overlay, has just as big a

disability as someone who has his leg off

above the knee or some other type of physi-
cal disability.

It is a disability the board is going to have

to come to grips with and the sooner you

you do it the better because I'm convinced

that there are thousands and thousands of

workmen in this province who suffer from

this very type of thing to a greater or lesser

degree. As far as I'm concerned I think that's

one of the big short-falls of the board at the

moment. It hasn't really come to grips with

this particular aspect of the operation.

Rehabilitation is another of my pet gripes

when it comes to the board's operation. As

far as I'm concerned, and I agree with the

member who preceded me, the rehab depart-

ment at the Workmen's Compensation Board

has to be actively engaged in rehabilitation.

I don't think it is good enough for them to

do it on a consulting basis. I think they have

to be actively involved in it and if there is

one branch of the board which is open to

criticism I think this one is deserving of the

biggest degree of criticism. Granted, there are

are Hmits with respect to rehab oflRcers. You
don't have enough of them to do the job

that I would like to see you do. You really

don't carry out any serious follow-up with

respect to rehab, as far as I can see.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Gaunt: In cases where I have been

involved the rehab oflBcer will maybe call up
on the phone and say, "How are you? Are

you able to go to work? Have you found

anything? What would you like to do?" And
after all of those questions are answered the

injured workmen never hears from the rehab

officer again for another two or three or

perhaps four months, and then he gets

another call along the same vein. Really,

that is no way to cope with this kind of

problem, because the workman gets discour-

aged, he gets frustrated, and that compounds
the whole matter. This increases his func-

tional overlay, it increases his degree of

anxiety, it increases his problems generally,

because he sees that he hasn't got enough

money coming into the home to make ends

meet, he gets behind in his bills, he is not

able to work, he is not able to find a job,

and the whole thing just keeps going round

and round, and the first thing you know a

person who started out being somewhat dis-

abled is really totally disabled because of all

these things piling up on him. He just simply
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gives up and he is so distraught that any
useful advice is beyond him at that point.

I think the rehab branch should be totally

reorganized. It should have a new emphasis.
You should be hiring more people. Indeed,
the standing committee on the Workmen's

Compensation Board heard from a former

employee of the board, who now works for

the postal department, I believe, the federal

government, and he had some very definite

ideas about rehabilitation. We didn't really
have time to pursue them with him, but he

suggested that he would be prepared to act

on a consulting basis to any member at any
time to give that member his views with

respect to rehabilitation.

llie man struck me as a very knowledge-
able and articulate gentleman and I think
that he had some excellent ideas, from what
little I gathered at the hearing, with regard
to rehabilitation. I think it would be a good
idea if the minister or the chairman or the

members of the board followed up some of

those ideas that he had, because he was in-

volved, he worked for the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board, and I suggest that he may
have something useful to contribute to a re-

vitalized rehabilitation department.
The minister has said that as far as he

is concerned the Workmen's Compensation
Board is the best in Canada, indeed, perhaps
the world, and the minister is quite right in

doing that I suppose. He is—

Mr. Lawlor: Oh, come on now, that's

callowness.

Mr. Gaunt: If you were over there you'd
do exactly the same thing. That's all I'm

saying.

Mr. Lawlor: I doubt it. I wouldn't stoop to

trumpet blowing.

Mr. Gaunt: And if the minister takes the

opportunity to strum his guitar in this direc-

tion, okay. Really, he hasn't done it nearly to
the extent that his predecessors have done it.

They used to get carried away with this sort

of thing-

Mr. Lawlor: He is a mild man.

Mr. Gaunt: —and make all sorts of exag-
gerated and outlandish statements. At least

this minister only does it once in a while.

Mr. Lawlor: There is a certain modesty
about the man that is pleasing.

Mr. Gaunt: There is a certain modesty
about him and he does it with that Gaelic

appeal and charm which he possesses—

Mr. BuUbrook: Gallic.

Mr. Gaunt: Gallic, all right, Gallic. He does

it with a certain amount of finesse. How's
that?

Mr. Lawlor: There is only one thing better

than being Gallic, and that is being Gaelic.

Mr. Bullbrook: I didn't want to make an

Irishman out of him, that's all.

Mr. Gaunt: He's not an Irishman, I can

certainly vouch for that. But really, my col-

league from Samia made the point with me
this afternoon that one of the big problems
with the Workmen's Compensation Board is

that the workman is deprived of his common-
law rights under the statute. He is deprived
from suing his employer. The Workmen's

Compensation Act comes between the em-

ployer and the employee.

Granted, the employee would have to prove

negligence on the part of the employer and

so the Workmen's Compensation Board re-

moves that onus and responsibility from the

employee. They assume a certain responsi-

bility for that employee in lieu of him going

through the courts and getting his redress

in that way. And so essentially it is a trade-

off. The Workmen's Compensation Board

assumes responsibility for his injury and saves

him the trouble of going through the courts

and recovering from his employer, if his

employer was, in fact, negligent.

The worst part of that trade-off, as I see

it, is this light-work provision under the

Workmen's Compensation Act. It has been

alluded to by almost all of the speakers all

afternoon and it causes a great deal of diffi-

culty, because no matter what one says, if a

workman is injured and he goes on to 100

per cent disability for a period and the board

gets the report from the doctor saying that

that workman is slightly recovered and is able

to do light work, then he is immediately cut

back to his 50 per cent level. The workman

just simply may not be able to get a job, or

he may not physically and mentally be able

to assume the job. And yet, because of that

doctor's report, he is cut back to 50 per cent

and he has to undergo all of the strains and

stresses that that causes him while he is

unable to assume his normal job.

x\s far as I am concerned, I feel that there

has to be something done with that provision.
I think that section of the Act will have to

be amended and changed. There are many
times, when I represent an injured workman
at the board, where this particular section of

the Act comes into play, and of course the
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chairman, whether it is the appeal tribunal

or whether it is the full board, almost inevi-

tably calls up the Act and points out the

section and says, "Well, you know, we are

really powerless to do anything about it."

And the workman sits there and shakes his

head and says, "Well, what am I going to

do?" The only other alternative is to try and

get some other help and the only other help
is from welfare, which really shouldn't be

the case. Welfare shouldn't be asked to sub-

sidize, in a way, the responsibilities of the

Workmen's Compensation Board. And that is

exactly what is happening in these circum-

stances.

The one other matter that I want to—well

no, there are two other matters that I want

to deal with. Really, they revolve around the

problem of the administration of the board.

I know that the operation of the board has

been computerized; it is an efiBcient opera-

tion. I have seen it. I know what those ma-

chines are supposed to do and how they

facilitate the movement of claims through
the system. But every once in a while there

is a claim that really for some reason or

other is thrown into limbo and it just happens
to be out there in that sleazy, grey world

where nobody ever sees it or ever touches it.

As a result, the injured workman gives me
a call on the phone or gives somebody else

a call on the phone and asks what's going on.

I have a claim right now that was initiated

in May and an initial decision on that claim

has not been reached yet. I called Mr. Brous-

seau who handles all of my work. May I say

at this point I want to give the highest praise

and commendation to Mr. Brousseau. He does

a magnificent job in trying to sort through
these claims and get the answers back to me.

I know that many other members feel the

same way because they deal with him too, he

tells me.

Mr. Deans: It is not only Brousseau.

Mr. Gaunt: The entire administrative

branch. There are quite a number of them
in there, including seven or eight women.

They are good, no question about it.

Mr. Deans: We need more of them.

Mr. Gaunt: This particular case was just
drawn to my attention, I believe about six

weeks ago, and nothing really had happened
on the claim until that time. It seems to be

moving now and we hope to have a decision

on it. Granted there was a problem involved

in it, but really all I am saying is that I can't

understand why that problem couldn't have

been resolved long before now. I think the

problem in the normal course should have

been sorted out as the claim was processed,
but for some reason or other the problem
was there. Whoever dealt with it saw the

problem and obviously the file was set aside

and it never received any more attention until

I called.

I think that there are instances like that

and it seems to have increased in my experi-
ence since this computerization. I know these

computers are real monsters. But I wonder if

the chairman could take a look at that be-

cause there seem to be some of these claims

that fall between two stools for some reason

or other. They are just lost, and until some-

body goes after them, they just are not dealt

with.

Mr. Lawlor: Did you ever get lost in a

computer? It is a fate worse than death.

Mr. Gaunt: I am sure it is.

Mr. Breithaupt: It is faster but it takes

longer.

An hon. member: What happens to those

files that are always out? That's what I would
like to know.

Mr. Gaunt: There are other cases where
there are problems in dealing with these

claims and in processing them. For instance,

I have one here. It's a letter from a medical
doctor and he is complaining basically. It's

a very caustic letter. He's very upset and he
uses very strong language to make his point.
He even goes so far as to call the Workmen's

Compensation Board a ridiculous organization
which persists in its stupid, pointless, bureau-

cratic meanderings. That's pretty strong lan-

guage but obviously he's upset, and I think

he's got a point.

What happened apparently was that a

workman who was injured on the job came
in to see this particular doctor. The injured
workman was not a patient of this doctor.

He had received a gash in his arm or his

hand. It was obvious that he got it at work;
so the doctor filled out the accident report,
sent it into the board and, of course, sub-

mitted his bill. The board refused to pay the

bill and sent back one of these little white

slips saying, "The enclosed document is being
returned as we have no record of the above

accident." Then they have an "x": "The

workman failed to reply to our correspond-
ence concerning his claim number."

As I understand it, what happened was

that the doctor sent in the claim and because
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the workman hadn't replied to the board's

correspondence, they rejected the claim of

the doctor. I don't know what has happened
since then—this was Oct. 24—but I presume
the claim perhaps is still under review as to

whether it is going to be allowed. But frankly
it appeared to be a clear-cut case of an injury
at work. It was treated by a doctor who
wasn't the ordinary family doctor of this

man, and the doctor sent in the claim and
had it rejected because the workman hadn't

responded.

I would have thought that the board
would have held that bill from the doctor

until the claim had been dealt with, then

moved forward and paid it. I don't know
whether the way it has been done here is

normal or not; I hope it isn't because if it is,

I would suggest that it would be a good idea

to certainly change that procedure. It is very

irritating for the doctor as well as very time-

consuming, because he has to go through all

this procedure again in order to get paid.

So I think that kind of procedure just
has to stop if you are going to have an effi-

ciently run organization and if you are going
to engage the co-operation of the medical

doctors who, it goes without saying, are very

busy people and really don't have time to be

running around filling out claims all the time.

There are a number of other points I vi^ant

to refer to in closing by posing a few ques-
tions to the minister, because I'd like to know
what has happened to a few of these recom-
mendations of the standing committee.

Let's start off with the recommendation

having to do with section 86. I recall that

the committee gave that a good deal of con-
sideration. We felt that section 86 in the Act
was a necessary section in order to focus

the attention of employers on the safety

aspects surrounding their operations. The

things that were wrong in the application
of section 86, we found, were in the areas

of the appeal procedures. I think the com-
mittee suggested that there should be a time
limit on each stage of the appeal procedure.
I wonder if any changes have been made in

that regard.

I know there were some suggestions with

respect to removing what may be called non-
accident claims from the computation of

accident rates of these plants and companies.

Again, I wonder, has that been done?

I wonder if anything has been done, for

instance, to change the appeal structure. I

think the committee reconmiended that the

appeal structure with regard to section 86
be reduced to a two-stage appeal system.

Finally, I wonder many things about the

safety associations and their role in regard
to safety in these plants and the safety

inspection of these plants. I think my col-

league from Waterloo North dealt with this,

but there was some question, as I recall,

whether or not the safety associations indeed

had adequate powers of inspection to do the

job that is needed to be done. I wonder if

the minister has any comment with respect to

that matter.

Then there were matters of a general
nature, such as the retirement age of board

members. The standing committee felt that

it should be a mandatory retirement age set

out in the statute for board members, that

age being 65. I believe it's 75 now, or at

least it was then, unless it has been changed.

Then there were a whole lot of matters

dealing with holiday accumulation—the provi-
sion of, I can't think of the term that was

used, oh, yes, accumulating attendance

records or credits—that matter was dealt with

at considerable length. It was, in a sense, a

self-perpetuating thing. I wonder if any con-

sideration has been given to that.

I think there was a recommendation to

establish a maximum accumulation of attend-

ance credits, and I wonder if the board has

moved in that direction. Basically, I think

that these are matters the board has to decide

upon, and I wonder, if, with the new chair-

man assuming his duties, these things have

been dealt with, or are intended to be dealt

with; because the standing committee report
has been down for some time now. I think

these are worthwhile suggestions that could

improve the operation of the board generally.
Those are my comments.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Victoria-

Haliburton.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Mr. Chairman, I only
want to say a few words. I'm very interested

in the talk tonight about light work and the

problems involved. My experience is that

much of this is not really rehabilitation as it

is retraining, or actual sending of the work-

man who's injured back to school, in many
instances, to train him in another vocation. It

seems to me that much of the problem is

just that.

The man knows that he'll never be able to

do 100 per cent again in his former employ-
ment. The employer knows that if he can't

get 100 per cent he really hasn't got a place
for the workman.

It seems to me that there's a place here

for the Workmen's Compensation Board, and
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perhaps the community colleges, to devise a

programme that will work these people into

a useful life and give them something really
worth while to work towards. This, to me,
would be much more advantageous and of

great concern to those who are working to

see if they could be assisted to work proper-

ly. To me, that's the answer in many in-

stances.

The other thing I think should be done is

that the board should be enlarged. There
should be a woman doctor on the board.

And there also should be a businessman with

good administrative experience on the board.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Somebody with a good
business background.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Today, we have two
labour people oii the board about whom I

have no argument, but I think we do need a

good administrator from a business point of

view. First of all, funds being administrated

by the board are basically trustee funds, and
I think it's proper that someone should be
there to see that they're administrated in a

business-like fashion. I also think that when
we come to criticizing Downsview, Downs-
view Rehabilitation Centre is definitely lim-

ited in how far it can go toward a work-
man's rehabilitation.

I also think there is a mistaken notion

with regard to the safety associations. I

think the safety associations' work is basically
in the field of education. When it comes to

inspection of safety hazards, ins'pection of

various things that lead to safe working
conditions, I think they rightly and properly

belong within the Ministry of Labour and
its inspection staff, and I think they should
be there. I never agreed with the safety
associations being inspectors of safety con-

ditions as well as educators in safety work
because I think it's completely wrong.

I think, first of all, the safety inspector
does build up certain resistance between the

employer and the s'afety inspector himself,
and rightly so. I have often thought that the

Ministry of Labour inspector should always
be in attendance with someone from manage-
ment as well as someone from the labour

force, such as a shop steward or someone of

that nature. The inspection should be made
with the three bodies represented and look-

ing at the conditions. I have never agreed
that it should be a two-man inspection team,

going into plants or places like this. I think

there is a great failure here because I have
found out in my trips around the province
that this is just part of the problem.

The unions have never really accepted
their responsibility toward safety but they
are working toward it now. They are offering
their assistance and they are all wanting to

work into it. I think the employers of this

province are missing a great benefit to them-
selves in not getting in and taking that offer.

I think also the Ministry of Labour is miss-

ing a great bet here through not getting into

it and seeing how far they will go and how
co-operative they will be. I think sometimes
that unless you put this challenge to people,

they never accept it; they evade it.

I think that the unions today, in my opin-
ion, are quite responsible in this regard and
want to be part of safety committees and

part of safety work. I think the way to do it

is to put the challenge to them and see how

they react.

I've appeared before the task force. I said

at that time that there wasn't so much wrong
with the administration system itself but the

main problem in my opinion was he people
in it. It takes people to make a good system
work always, in my opinion, and that's the

answer. I want to say that that is in no way
criticism of many people at the board. Many
people at the board are very fine workmen
and there are many things that they need to

do and they have done; there have been great
strides made.

I think under the former chairman the

appeal system took great strides; it came a

long way to meet what the need was. I have
never agreed that we need legal aid for the

workman; I think the member here who is

contacted does a very creditable job. I often

think that the employer should be going with
that employee quite often to the appeal be-

cause I think it's in the interests of mutual
relations between the employee and the em-

ployer to do just that.

I have never felt that the situation of an

employee having to sue the employer in many
instances led to good relationships. I think

that is the basic reason why Workmen's Com-
pensation is present in this province today;
it's to stay away from those court cases. I

don't think that that should ever, in any way,
offset the right of the employee to sue the

employer. I don't think if he wants to elect

to take that system rather than the Workmen's

Compensation system—why not?

Mr. Lawlor: He'd lose every time.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Well, that's all right.

Mr. Lawlor: They'd have to change the

law.
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Mr. R. G. Hodgson: But at least he has the

option.

Mr. Deans: He has the option now.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: Sure, he has the option
now.

Mr. BuIIbrook: No, it's a third-party option.

Mr. R. G. Hodgson: It's a third-party option
now. I think if he wants to take the direct

option, he should be able to do that. He
could take legal advice on his own if he
wishes and see what his chances would be.

I think there are some things about the

Workmen's Compensation Board in this prov-
ince that have been worth while and very
forward. I think when we run down the sys-
stem, we often run down ourselves because
much of the system was designed in this

House by the various members of the various

parties. I think we can do a lot more toward
the system if we conduct ourselves in a

credible fashion such as much of the debate
here tonight.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sandwich-
Riverside.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Chairman, I would like to

wish the new chairman a worthwhile tenure
of oflBce and state that the members of the

department have always given very good co-

operation. However, I think there is a weak-
ness in procedure somewhere because of the

delays that occasionally occur.

I have an example at the moment. Last

June, when once again there was promise for
a silicosis victim to be recognized, even

though he had worked in British Columbia
and Quebec as well as Ontario, I asked the
oflBcials to reactivate a case with which I had
been working for some years. They asked for

information and they got the required infor-

mation back in June. I thought things were

going along fine until, just the other day, I

got a note from Harbour St. saying: "We
seem to have lost this man's address." I

looked in the phone book and, sure enough,
he was no longer there. But I inquired
through the post ofiBce and found the man
still lives there. He has lived there for the
last five or seven years. Yet from June until

November, no action has taken place. So
there is something in the procedures that
should be improved.

Mr. B. Newman: They don't have the
Windsor telephone directory.

Mr. Burr: It wouldn't have helped. The

phone is now unlisted. I had to go to the

post oflBce and—

Mr. B. Newman: They could have looked
in the city directory; there would be no

problem.

Mr. Burr: Well, yes. All right then, their

procedure should include looBng up in the

city directories of foreign cities such as

Windsor.

The matter of a pension is one of the

most distressing aspects of Workmen's Com-
pensation Board experience as far as I am
concerned. I am thinking now of a man who
was a truck driver. He was on 100 per cent

disability, then 50 per cent, then was cut

down to 25 and if there is any lower rate he
was cut to that. Finally he was given a pen-
sion of about—I am not sure now whether it

was $26 or $34, but it amounted to less

than one day's pay per month. This man was
so incapable of even light work that he
couldn't even help his wife dry the dishes

without having to sit down and rest a couple
of times during the process. These pensions
that amount to one day's pay per month are,

in my opinion, really unforgivable. Perhaps
the only way to deal with them is, as my
colleague from Sudbury says, to widen the

whole system and not restrict it to Work-
men's Compensation injuries alone.

I know of two men who are neighbours.

They both get one of these one-day-a-month
pensions. They receive almost the same—
around $25 or $30. But one of them is work-

ing full-time, bringing home a very good
wage every week, plus the pension. The other
man cannot work at all. All he gets is this

miserable pension of about $30 a month.

This matter of pre-existing injury is a

source of annoyance to us from time to time.

I have a constituent who was wearing a hard
hat when a large rubber tire dropped from a

height of 20 to 25 ft above his head and
landed on his neck. It broke his nose— I think

it hit the hard hat, which broke the man's
nose—and landed with great force on his

neck and shoulders. But because he had made
an appointment with a doctor to have some
treatment which included pain in the shoul-

der, he hasn't been able to establish this

injury. It's related to a pre-existing injury. I

think that there is room for improvement in

the definition of a pre-existing injury or the

importance that is given to it on occasion.

One of the other members mentioned the

use of form letters. I had never come across

any difficulties with these until a week or so

ago. I have a constituent—I won't go into his
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case history, but all members know this kind

of a person—who was in perfect health until

about three years ago. He had never missed

a day's work. He had two small children and

he had just started to buy a home of his own.

He was just starting to build his place in the

community when he received a back injury

in an accident at the factory.

He went to a doctor, who said, "Why are

you trying to keep from working? What's the

matter with you? There's nothing the matter

with you. Why don't you want to work? He,

by the way, was a new Canadian. However,
another doctor gave him a laminectomy,
which shows me that he wasn't just faking
an injury as the first doctor claimed.

Later on he went to Downsview where,

during the exercises, he got what I think

must be a pinched nerve in his neck, because
this has caused him pains in his arms, his

legs and his knees, and has aggravated his

injury.

The surgeon who did the laminectomy now
washes his hands of the case. In fact, he
recommended he go to a psychiatrist, which
he did. The psychiatrist found that he was
not a proper patient for him and recommend-
ed that more therapy at Downsview would

probably help. His family physician has come
to the same conclusion, but nothing has been
done to take him back to Downsview.

In fact, the other day he got this form

letter, which I am complaining about now;
it announced that he was being reduced from
100 per cent, and the implication was that

he might get nothing at all. He brought the

letter to me; he was quite upset and quite
disturbed about the meaning of the letter.

I read this form letter. In the first place
his compensation had been reduced to 50 per
cent months ago, therefore this reduction
from 100 per cent was meaningless and con-

fusing. He was advised to register at Man-
power and perhaps go to the Unemployment
Insurance Commission and see if he could

get any help there.

Well, this man is very conscientious; he
tries to do everything he is told. After I had
read the letter, I said, "Well, I think you are

quite right. You should go to Manpower and
take this letter with you." He turned up at

Manpower wearing his cervical collar, and
told the man there about his condition. The
agent at Manpower couldn't recommend him
to any employer, of course, and he couldn't

send him on to the Unemployment Insurance
Commission. It was just an aggravation to

this man to receive a letter of this kind.

What I would like to ask is, would you

review these form letters and see if a more

meaningful form letter can be devised, one
that doesn't confuse the client or send him
on a wild goose chase, one that applies to his

conditions?

There is one final point that I would like

to make, and that is that an injured workman
who has been on workmen's compensation for

some time and for some reason or other can-

not get back with his former employer, has a

very hard row to hoe because very few

employers are wilhng to take on a man who
has a Workmen's Compensation Board record.

It is something like a criminal record in

gaining employment.

An hon. member: Only worse. Only worse.

Mr. Burr: And this is partly the result of

the remnants of the adversary system that

still exists.

An hon. member: Right.

Mr. Burr: Because the employer has to

pay according to his employees' accident

record, he does not want to have anybody
who seems to be injury-prone or accident-

prone.

An hon. member: That is correct.

Mr. Burr: Now, if my colleague's sugges-
tion about making this a more comprehensive
accident insurance plan were followed I can
see that a compassionate employer would be
able to employ a workman who had been

previously injured without feeling that he

was, perhaps, jeopardizing the dividends to

his shareholders.

Perhaps the Workmen's Compensation
Board could recognize, when one of their

wards—as my colleague has described them—
is given a new chance and a new position,
that the new employer should not be charged
for any subsequent injuries that might be
mere aggravations of the original injury under
the first employer.

Those are a few suggestions, Mr. Chairman,
that come to mind, and I hope that in making
new policies or revising old policies these

points shall be taken into consideration.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Sarnia.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. BuUbrook: May I convey a question
to you, Mr. Chairman? We've really oper-
ated as if this were a second reading. Would
the minister prefer to respond to our col-
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leagues in the House who have put forward

questions to him today so that there is some

continuity of thought and we'll come back

again? Or is it your intention to rid ourselves

of the debate this evening?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It is entirely up to you.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, I must say that we
have just got into this method of doing it,

that if you wanted to—do you want to go
past 10:30 tonight?

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): No.

Mr. Chairman: No, I think we will go to

10:30.

Mr. Bullbrook: Would you prefer that I

just take my 10 minutes now, or would you
prefer to respond?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I don't think that I

can respond in 10 minutes.

Mr. Bullbrook: All right. I want to begin

by joining the others in the House who con-

gratulated Mr. Starr on his appointment. I

never have had the opportunity of meeting
the new chairman personally. I availed my-
self, as many others have, of writing him a

letter of congratulations and at that time

conveying to him some of my short thoughts
about the problems.

However, the fact of the matter is, I think

I would perform a service to the House it-

self and to the public, if I might begin by
recording, in Hansard now, some of the

present chairman's thoughts with respect to

the board itself. And I want to, therefore,

begin by reading from the task force report
that issued in August 1973. The present
chairman and his colleagues characterized the

present operation of the board as follows:

Workmen's Compensation in the early
1970s reflected the diminishing force of

early twentieth-century progressive legisla-
tion. Operating as a closed system, it pro-
vided income security, rehabilitation, medi-
cal and vocational and safety education.

In its 1970 form its main characteristics

were:

1. Low-benefit ceilings, often well below
current earnings level, causing consider-

able bureaucratic wrangling over award
level and dissatisfaction of injured persons.

2. A failure to recognize both expanding
health-care needs and delivery programmes.
Only 14 per cent of all accident cases were
covered by the Act and were therefore

admissible to Workmen's Compensation
Board facilities. Also, no recognition was

given to the increase in externd vocational

rehabilitation services.

3. A theory X approach to the system
users. Workmen do not return to work of

their own volition.

No. 4 refers to safety education and I don't

want to touch on it now, if I may—and those

are my remarks.

No. 5 notes an almost total lack of respon-
siveness to emerging policy issues. I suggest,
if I may convey through the chairman to the

minister and peripherally to the chairman
of the board, this is where I hope there will

be a blatant, a direct and a positive change
in the Workmen's Compensation Board; that

it won't just be only an administrative, quasi-

judicial function, but it will accept the fact

that there has been a lack of responsiveness
to emerging policy issues. The report says:

The Workmen's Compensation Board

acted as an unchanging programme deliv-

ery mechanism unaware or indifferent to

environmental change. [Then, finally, it

refers to] a tendency to regard workmen's

compensation as a series of private contri-

butions by employers who should, there-

fore, exert control, rather than as legis-

lation which provided for a specific method
of collecting funds.

I go forward by reading—and this is the

dream of the report and what they visualize:

In later 1974, several changes occurred

—a name change to Ontario Compensation
Commission, a restructuring of all major

programmes and the start of integration
with other income security programmes.
People still had to apply to separate agen-
cies for off-the-job-income, but informa-

tion exchanges were instituted to assist

applicants. In 1975, benefit ceilings were
raised substantially, the effect of inflation

on past awards was recognized, and bene-

fits became taxable.

I have to hurry and jump to the next page
where the report says:

In 1980, the Workmen's Compensation
Board in its original form is no more.

I invite members to read again, if they
would, the final part of that report, as they

probably have, because we stand and we
think and we undertake our responsibility,
Mr. Chairman, in conveying to the minister

and the present chairman our thoughts and

part of the difficulties and some of the difii-
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culties that we have had. The fact of the

matter is that this task force report should

show to all of us that the present chairman
of the board is exceedingly conversant with
the problems faced by us as representatives
of the injured workman and by their other

representatives.

I want to stress, if I may, Mr. Minister,
to you particularly, what this task force report
has said. It looks forward to the board, not

just as a structural mechanism but as a

policy-making vehicles. I think that is what
has to come, because reading the majority of

the report, one finally comes to parts where
I think you deal with what we have dealt

with. Surely there have to be administrative

changes. Under part 4 you do talk about

benefit levels. I think vou recognize this there,

as you have said so. I want to read it again,
if i may, because this is a marvellous report.

When talking about the elevation of bene-

fits levels ultimately to the 75 per cent of

the $10,000 maximum, you say:

We wonder if the concept of an earning
reiling is discriminatory. It cannot be justi-

fied as an incentive for getting employees
back to work since, according to the cri-

teria used to establish this ceilinsj, only
20 per cent of the employees in the prov-
ince covered by the Act earn over $10,000.

The existence of an earnings ceiling seems

only to penalize those who earn more than

$10,000 Der vear. Instead of an earnines

ceiling, should not benefits be at the same
level as earnings and taxable?

That is the great step forward. Basically,
what my colleagues were saying in reiterating
our discussion this afternoon is that the total

concept of workmen's compensation is, on

the one hand, the deprivation of a corpmon
law right to take action for the sake of the

total public good.

That legislation, I think enacted in 1918,

if I am correct, originally was advanced legis-

lation. That is where you can look with pride
and say that we lead the world in this

respect. But, surely to goodness, the concept
of a statutory ceiling itself does not follow

the very philosophy that was the catalyst for

this tvDe of legislation. The task force sees

that. The task force goes on and talks about

the effect of inflation. The task force points
out again, if I may, Mr. Minister, that coming
to us every three or four or five years, the

task force says, and I have read to you, in

1975 there is another elevation of benefits.

I think the last one was in July of 1973.

There has to be a tying in, as the report says,

not a sporadic or a periodic reconstitution of

the benefit level, but a tying in with the

needs of the people.

Mr. Chairman: I must ask the hon. member
for Samia if he could break his remarks
whenever it is convenient.

Mr. Bullbrook: I am just getting started.

Mr. Chairman: Well, is this a convenient

place for you to break your remarks?

Mr. Bullbrook: May I just finish in this

respect—I will move the adjournment—what I

was basically attempting to convey, in read-

ing from this report, were two things: One is

the fact that the chairman himself is almost

utterly knowledgeable with the problems that

we face, and I am sure, aside from his own

humanity, his own common sense is going to

respond to that need. But more important
than that is, superimposed within his knowl-

edge, a recognition that the board itself is no

longer a mechanical organism; the board must
be a living thing to assist the government in

developing policies to bring the response of

this wonderful situation that we began in

1918 into the 20th century.

Mr. Bullbrook moves the adjournment of

the debate.

Motion agreed to.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report progress and asks for leave to

sit again.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of supply begs to report progress and asks

for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before

the adjournment of the House, I would like

to say that the order of business tomorrow
will be carried on exactly as it was called on

Friday. We will continue with the considera-

tion of the Workmen's Compensation Board.

We will then proceed with the consideration,

in the committee of the whole House, of

Bills 200, 201 and 205. I would then hope, if

the minister is available, to call Bill 196 on

second reading, and then we will continue

with the consideration of the estimates of the

Provincial Secretary for Resources Develop-
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ment (Mr. Lawrence) and the Minister of

Agriculture and Food (Mr. Stewart).

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, is it the intention to complete
this debate—the one we have been discussing

today on Workmen's Compensation—tomor-
row? To complete that first?

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:30 o'clock, p.m.
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The House met at 2 o'clock, p.m.

Prayers.

Mr. Speaker: Statements by the ministry.

HYDRO IMPORT OF US COAL

Hon. J. A. C. Auld (Minister of the En-

vironment): Mr. Speaker, I would like to

inform the hon. members of the facts in

connection with a story which appeared in

the Sunday Sun of Toronto, apparently as a

result of an interview with Mr. Kelly of

Pollution Probe. The report in the Sun of

Nov. 4, regarding Ontario Hydro's import of

US coal from the Appalachians, which was
described as US rejects, was almost entirely

in error. Similar coal and that with even

higher sulphur content is being consumed by
many United States power companies, in-

cluding, for instance, Detroit Edison.

The limitation of 1.5 per cent sulphur in

the coal and heavy oil consumed in Metro-

politan Toronto was based on achieving the

goal of 0.02 ppm sulphur dioxide as an

annual average concentration. In 1968, when
the air management branch started, the

annual average concentration in downtown
Toronto was 0.08 ppm. We estimated that

restricting the sulphur content to 1.5 per
cent would be sufficient to reduce ambient

concentrations to meet our objectives. For

power companies in New York and Chicago,
the restriction in sulphur content in fuel is

one per cent. These cities had sulphur-dioxide
concentrations two to three times as high as

that of Toronto, and the more severe re-

strictions had to be imposed to try to obtain

the desired air quality.

By 1972, the air quality levels in all of

Metropolitan Toronto met Ontario's goal,
with the exception of the downtown area,
where levels were down to 0.03 ppm. Meas-
urements in 1973 to date indicate that the

Ontario goal will be met in the downtown
area this year. This has been achieved by
the abatement programme carried out by
industries in Toronto, including the Heam
generating station, which consumes a care-

fully calculated mixture of gas and coal. The
Lakeview generating station, located just out-
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side Metropolitan Toronto, is also on a con-

trol programme which will be completed in

1975.

In the United States, the primary standard,
set for the basis of protection of health, for

sulphur dioxide is 0.03 ppm and the secon-

dary standard, based on well-being, was sim-

ilar to Ontario's, that is, 0.02 ppm as an
annual average. The US Environmental Pro-

tection Agency has recently revoked the

latter standard; so at the present time On-
tario's sulphur dioxide standard is more re-

strictive than that in the United States.

The present air quality in Toronto is general-

ly better than that in the cities of New York

and Chicago, in spite of the difference in

the restrictions of sulphur in fuel consumed.

The report in the Sun suggested that

Ontario Hydro should purchase lower-sulphur
coal from western Canada. On a cost of

Btu (British thermal unit) basis, this Cana-

dian coal would cost Ontario 1^ times as

much as the US coal. Although it has lower

sulphur content, the Canadian coal cannot

be considered "clean" in that it has a higher
ash content, and the consumption of this

coal would result in the emission of a greater
amount of particulate matter, which has now
become a greater problem than sulphur diox-

ide in Toronto.

Furthermore, the western coal cannot be
fired in Ontario Hydro's boilers as they are

presently designed. The hardness of the coal

is greater and cannot be pulverized by the

present equipment. Delivery of the coal by
an oil-included slurry pipeline is fraught with

problems, as this form of delivery must be

continuous and the product cannot be stored

during periods that the receiving plants are

not in operation.

The prediction of the cost of air pollution

damage in 1980 at $207.70 per year by the

former York University economist, Richard O.

Zerbe, was based on an extrapolation of

1965 data from which his study had estimated

the damage at $91 per person. Since 1965,

the population of Metropolitan Toronto has

increased, but the sulphur dioxide level has

decreased. The cost of damage per person,
on the basis which he assumed, should at

present then be much lower than $91, actual-
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ly $18 a person. There is, therefore, no
reason to expect the damage to increase to

$207 in 1980 as indicated in that report.

VISITORS

Mr. M. Shulman (High Park): Mr. Speaker,
under your new regulations, may I draw the

attention of the House to the presence in

the gallery of 31 future Rhodes Scholars from

St. Vincent de Paul School?

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Mr. Shulman: While I am on my feet, sir,

may I make a personal statement? There is

an unfortunate error in one of this morn-

ing's newspapers.

Hon. W. G. Davis (Premier): Which one?

Mr. J. M. Tvimer (Peterborough): Which
one?

Mr. Shulman: —in which I am quoted as

referring to the member for Northimiberland

(Mr. Rowe) as "not important." Actually the

material which I sent in said he was "not

impartial," and the typesetter made a

Freudian error.

VISITORS

Mr. R. K. McNeil (Elgin): Mr. Speaker, I

would like to draw to the attention of the

House that in the west gallery we have a

group of students from the Arthur Voden

Secondary School in St. Thomas, which is

located in that great riding of Elgin.

Mr. Speaker: Oral questions.

The hon. Leader of the Opposition.

ONTARIO ENERGY POLICY

Mr. R. F: Nixon (Leader of the Opposition):
Mr. Speaker, I had really expected the Minis-

ter for Energy to make a statement today, but

for want of a statement from him I would

like to ask him his views as the responsible
minister in this province as to the possibility

of fuel rationing either for gasoline Or for oil

and other heating fuels in the province this

winter. Do we have a contingency plan? Is he

going to participate in the conference called

for Nov. 23, and would he use his good offices

with the government of Alberta to see that

they will participate as well?

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):
Got to bail Ottawa out again.

Hon. W. D. McKeough (Minister of

Energy): Mr. Speaker, I may have missed

some of those points, but I know my hon.

friend will repeat them if necessary.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I will try and help the

minister out,

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Perhaps we might go
in the reverse order.

Yes, we will be participating in what is

really a very preliminary conference on the

23rd. Actually it is a meeting of the mines

ministers on the 22nd, joined by the federal

minister on the 23rd to complete their busi-

ness from their Victoria meetings. Hopefully,
some part of that day will be left to discuss

in a preliminary way a federal-provincial

energy conference to be held—well, the

sooner the better—but I think Mr. Macdonald
has been quoted as saying May. That is

obviously one of the subjects which will be
discussed—the date, the time, the place, who
will be there, etc.

Going on from there: What were some of

the member's other questions? Do we have a

contingency plan?

Mr. R. F. Nixon: The possibility of running
out of fuel here in the province.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I appreciate the hon.

Leader of the Opposition suggesting I might
have made a statement today. The situation

changes, it seems, hourly, or at least daily,

and what might have been said yesterday
wouldn't be entirely appropriate today, or let

alone tomorrow. I think the possibility does

exist, yes. It would appear—and there are

conflicting reports—that the OPEC countries

are not overly—well, there are conflicting re-

ports. I can only go by what Mr. Sharp said

yesterday as to whether the OPEC countries

are in fact—

An hon. member: What is OPEC?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: OPEC? That is the

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Coun-
tries—the Arab states plus Venezuela—whether

they consid;er Canada to be a friendly nation

or not, vis-a-vis their relationship and our

relationship with Israel. If they consider us

not to be a friendly country, then presumably
we will be subject to the same sort of cut-

backs in the same way that they are cutting
back the Americans.

One of the confusing issues is that once the

Seaway closes, then oil east of the Ottawa
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Valley line will enter the country mainly

through Portland, Me. Although it is obvious,

I think, to us that the oil which comes into

Portland, Me.—or some of it—is destined for

Canada, I think there is some fear on the part
of the OPEC countries that it could be

diverted for use in the US, which they are

trying to cut back.

There is also the fact—it's a very obvious

fact—that we are exporting oil from western

Canada to the United States. This is not under

any long-term contracts, but as I said yester-

day, I think under some rather long-term
moral commitments inasmuch as pipeline facil-

ities and refineries have been built, predicated
on western oil going from western Canada to

the midwest, and Chicago in particular.

I think the possibility, in short, does exist.

Mr. Macdonald indicated in the House of

Commons last night that his planning was in

three phases, and we have been familiar with

that. The first phase would be being that if

there is up to a 10 per cent cutback, he will

ask for voluntary conservation, with an ex-

ample being set by governments particularly.
If the cutback is in the neighbourhood of 15

per cent, we would have to go for some sort

of allocation. Thirdly, if it reached 25 per
cent, we would be into rationing with ration-

ing books, and so on.

Now, in terms of our own preparations, we
indicated to the government of Canada several

weeks ago that if the three phases should be-

come necessary, this government would co-

operate to the fullest. There is an industry-

government of Canada technical advisory
committee who, I gather, are meeting almost

daily, assessing what the supplies are coming
into eastern Canada. We are sitting in on
those meetings and keeping in touch with
them.

In terms of conservation, the phase one

effort, I can report—of course, we dealt with
this matter in the June 1 statement. Frankly,
in the June 1 statement we were talking
about longer-term energy conservation rather

than something short-term or emergent, as

we have npw.

However, as recently as noon yesterday,

again this morning and again tonight, a group
of deputy ministers is working on contingency
planning and how we can co-operate in the

phase one istage in particular in terms of what
sort of an effort we can make for short-term

conservation.

I would just say this, that we have to re-

member that we in Ontario have been de-

pendent on and relied on, and indeed have

paid a large premium for our dependence on

western crude over the last 15 years since

the establishment of the Ottawa Valley line.

Nevertheless, as we pointed out in the House
of Commons last night, in a time of emer-

gency we are not hung up with the Ottawa

Valley Hne; and if it's necessary to move
western Canada crude or product into eastern

Canada, then it should be done. And if we
have to bear some of the consequences of

short supply, then certainly, we in Ontario

wiU stand together with all of Canada to

alleviate the situation for all parts of Canada
as much as possible.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A supplementary, having
to do with standing with the rest of Canada,
which of course we support as far as policy
is concerned.

Since the supplies in eastern Canada are

dependent upon off-shore crude, if those

supplies fall below the level which will meet
the needs of the eastern part of the country,
is it possible that the western part can in

fact be marshalled in support of the eastern

part, and with what means? If there is no

pipeline, can tank cars provide the equaliza-
tion that the minister envisages?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes, and some of

that has already started. Northwestern On-
tario which, as I understand it, had been

largely supplied from Samia or Clarkson is

now really being suppHed from western

Canada; and there is a movement of product

gradually eastward. It will be by a variety
of methods—pipeline, tank car, truck trans-

port.

Mr. D. C. MacDonald (York South): A
supplementary question, Mr. Speaker: The
minister has partially answered the first part
of my question, namely, since he has been

quoted today in the Star as indicating that

Canadian gasoline and fuel needs should be
met as much as possible from domestic

sources.

But pending the development of the pipe-

line, does this mean that Ontario is willing
to share what otherwise might be ours be-

cause of contracts from the west to minimize,
if not remove, the plight of rationing?

Secondly, to what extent, in the minister's

view, does this envisage some equalization of

price across the country?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I think the price
issue is perhaps something else again. I think

what the Leader of the Opposition's ques-
tion was—and frankly this has been our con-

cern for the last few days and I think will

continue to be—was supply rather than price.
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I'm not minimizing the problems connected

with price. Perhaps that'^ the subject of

another question. That situation has been

changing rather quickly as well.

Mr. MacDonald: That's why I asked the

minister.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Yes, the answer to

the member's question, though, is that cer-

tainly I think we in Ontario would, for

example, forgo Sunday driving to make sure

that there is heat in the homes in the Prov-

ince of Quebec, if it comes down to thai.

We are not hung up on the fact that we
have taken our oil from western Canada. We
don't feel that we have a first claim on that

oil. We think all Canadians should share in

the problems which we may be entering into,

or may not be entering into. I don't want to

sound overly pessimistic, but certainly from
the point of view of the government of On-
tario, we think it's a Canadian crisis, a Cana-
dian problem and we'll face up to it on that

basis. Perhaps that leads one into a discussion

of price, because if this is true of supply,
then perhaps the price needs looking at

across Canada.

I didn't answer a previous question of the

Leader of the Opposition. I will be meeting
with ministers of the government of Alberta
on Thursday of this week.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): By way
of a supplementary question, may I ask the

Minister of Energy is there now and is there
in the foreseeable future a shortage of fuel

oil and heating oil in the Province of

Ontario? If there is not, do we have the

facilities in the Province of Ontario to facil-

itate the transportation to eastern Canada of

the surplus to which the minister refers?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: No, there is not a

surplus in Ontario. Ontario refines about 80
to 85 per cent of the products, heating oil

and gasoline, which it uses. We have plan-
ned this year—or the industry had planned
this year as it has in other years—to import
some refined product into Ontario from west-
ern Canada but the majority of it from Que-
bec and some from offshore to make up that

difl^erential. Until three weeks ago I think

those plans, although they were tight, were
in place and would have worked and were
being monitored both by the National Energy
Board and by ourselves.

We were assured that despite the price

problems the industry, large and small, was

co-operating to make sure that there was an

adequate supply in Ontario for the coming

winter. If there is a cutback in imported cruc'e

on the east coast then that situation worsens
rather than gets better.

What I'm saying is that although we would
have had a very tight winter and do not have

any kind of surplus to help out our sister

provinces, we may have a tighter winter and

perhaps put up with some discomfort and
some inconvenience. I think that must be
our position to make sure that all Canadians
are looked after as equally as possible in this

situation.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Thank you. Has the minister, in

view of his last statement, any plans there-

fore to divert or to restrain those companies
now exporting oil and gasoline to customers
in the United States from the Province of

Ontario; or has he any plans for requesting
that that flow be cut off and that product be
diverted into the Ontario, Quebec and eastern

markets?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The amounts now
are very small and they are all under permit
from the National Energy Board which is

monitoring that situation. In fact, I don't know
whether there is anything being exported at

the moment. There may be some small

amounts under long-term contracts or there

may be some swaps still going on. It may be
that a boatload arrives here tomorrow but

there isn't the storage facility for it and it's

taken across to Ogdensburg, sold there and

replaced later. I think some of the very small

amount of exporting which is going on falls

into that kind of category and some of it is

under very long-term and firm contracts.

Mr. Shulman: A supplementary.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary, the hon.

member for High Park.

Mr. Shulman: Is there danger of a shortage
in coming months of tires and other rubber

products because of the fact that artificial

rubber is produced as a by-product of oil

refining?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Not to my knowledge,
Mr. Speaker.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): A supple-

mentary, Mr. Speaker: Moving away from

gasoline and fuel oil for a moment, what

plans does the government have to conserve

hydro in view of the crisis and in view of the
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fact that we are now coming into a period
of very heavy hydro consumption?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Mr. Gaunt: Specifically, has the govern-
ment given any consideration to establishing

a policy of turning out the lights in govern-
ment buildings when not in use? Has the

minister considered establishing any guide-
lines for Christmas lighting?

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Putting
on sweaters.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, those

matters are under consideration and as mem-
bers are aware, in response, really, to longer-
term plans, the Minister of Government
Services (Mr. Snow), for example, spoke here

some weeks ago of what his ministry was
do ng. There are plans afoot, working along
in a number of other ministries, in terms of

longer-term energy conservation.

Mr. Renwick: We could have our pro-

ceedings by candlelight.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I can assure the

House and the member, with respect to hy-

dro, that there are meetings going on of the

officials of the most appropriate ministries at

the highest level to ensure that if, as and
when phases 1, 2 or 3 of any kind of an

emergency are proclaimed by the government
of Canada or suggested by the government
of Canada, we will be ready to move and
we'll have our plans in place. Specifically,

I think the answer to the member's question
could be yes, we are giving some thought as

to how we can make the best use of our elec-

trical power in the next few months.

Of course, one thing that we should be

grateful for and proud of is the fact that we
do not have any sort of an electrical energy
supply shortage in this province. We are in

goo 1 shape; none of our plants to date is

dependent on offshore crude—Lennox and

Wesleyville will be—but at this moment we
are not burning any oil. The gas is in place
and there is no reason that we should have

any kind of electrical energy problem this

winter.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the

Opposition.

AIR MANAGEMENT BRANCH

Mr. R. F. Nixon: I'd like to ask the

Premier, Mr. Speaker, if he has been keeping

a running list of the administrative short-

comings in the air management branch of

the Ministry of the Environment. Does he

have on that list the allegations of bribery
that have been reported and have in fact

been investigated by an in-ministry tribunal

which just broke up yesterday or the day
before?

Has the Premier been aware that, for

example, at International Nickel it is neces-

sary to get a pass from the company for

the air management inspectors to even attend

to look at the situation in that plant?

Has he been following what can only be

described as the fiasco associated with the

lead problems in certain industries in the

province?

Does he not feel that it is time that he

undertook some thorough investigation into

the administration of the air management
branch, preferably by a standing committee

but, if he were to prefer, by something per-

haps not so public in the first instance?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, just very

briefly I am aware of the number of issues

that the member for Brant has raised. I am
also aware of the fact that there is a min-

ister in whom I have complete confidence

who has the responsibility for the admin-

istration of this department and if the Leader

of the Opposition has any questions related

to the air management branch, Mr. Speaker,
I would say with respect he should direct

them to that minister,

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: The
Premier is aware that under our system of

responsible government when one minister

shows certain shortcomings, as I suggest to

you, Mr. Speaker, the Minister of the En-

vironment has exhibited, then it is presumably

up to his superior to set it straight. I would

suggest to you, Mr. Speaker, that the Premier

should be considering this more seriously and

undertaking some investigation, either by the

minister who is presently responsible or from

the Premier's office.

Mr. Lewis: By the minister?

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am quite familiar with

the responsibilities of our system of govern-
ment.

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Well, prove
it.

Hon. Mr. Davis: There are some days that

I wish the members opposite were as knowl-

edgeable in that area.
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Mr. R. F. Nixon: The Premier says he is

going to deal with this issue in his own-

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I am, Mr. Speaker, quite

prepared to acknowledge that I take all of

these matters seriously. I take my job seri-

ously, but I must say to the Leader of the

Opposition I hopefully have not run into the

questionable practice of taking myself too

seriously. I would say that I have complete
confidence in the capacity of the present
Minister of the Environment to deal with
the rather difficult issues that are part of his

responsibilities.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Davis: The hon. member for

Brant should be so lucky to have guys with
as much talent.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: Well, he's moved two of them
back.

Hon. Mr. Davis: I know he has moved
them back.

Mr. Lewis: He has moved a couple of

them into the back row.

Mr. Roy: Just—

Hon. Mr. Davis: I understand the member
for Ottawa East has the next convention
lined up.

Mr. Roy: Right.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr, Renwick: By way of a supplementary
question to the Premier: Regardless of the

confidence which the Premier has in the

Minister of the Environment, has he the

same confidence in the inadequate legislation
which that minister has to administer, and is

he giving serious consideration to introduc-

ing amendments to provide the kind of pro-
tection which is required in the air manage-
ment branch for the province?

Hon. Mr. Davis: Mr. Speaker, this govern-
ment has always—and I emphasize always-
been prepared to improve legislation that

it has passed and we will continue to do
this while we have responsibility. I can say
to the member who has I think a very
genuine concern—an understandable concern,
in that one of these plants is in his riding;
I understand that—that if we find there are

improvements that need to be made to the

legislation, I can assure the members of this

House we will be prepared to make them.

Mr. Lewis: The Premier has been rehears-

ing, that's what he has been doing.

Hon. Mr. Davis: Certainly. The hon. mem-
ber asked if I'd been rehearsing. The fact of

the matter is I could not understand for

the life of me why a number of these ques-
tions weren't raised yesterday. I was ready.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. Leader of the Op-
position.

POSSIBLE LEAD CONTAMINATION
AT TORONTO BATTERY PLANT

Mr. R. F. Nixon: A question of the Min-
ister of the Environment: Has the air man-

agement branch released its findings on the

possibility of further lead contamination at

the Prestolite Co. battery division on DufFerin

St. in Toronto?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, in connec-

tion with that, when we did vegetation tests

about two years ago and again this year, we
found that the levels there were very much
less than around, say, Toronto Refiners and
Smelters and Canada Metal. We conveyed
the information to the MOH through the

Ministry of Health. Because of the knowledge
that has been gained with Toronto Refiners

and the Canada Metal, we have subsequently
been in touch. The MOH has been taking
blood samples in the area. We have been re-

quested for some of the information which is

available. All the information as we get it

has been conveyed to the MOH and the

ministry, but as far as the public is con-

cerned we have delayed releasing the latest

test data, which are not yet complete but

will be in about two weeks, until we have
them complete.

I think the Leader of the Opposition would
realize that in this really quite technical

field, partial reports can be misinterpreted,
can be misunderstood; and it is our feeling
that while all information available under
the provisions of the Environmental Protec-

tion Act should be released, in fairness to

those who want it we attempt to make it

complete.

The inquiries that we have had, and I

understand there have been two or three, we
have indicated that the reports would be

given in their complete form; and the last

information I had, a few days ago, was that

it should be complete, with some checking
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of tests and analysis of data, within the

next 10 days or two weeks.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: Have
there been blood tests of people living in the

area around Dufferin St., associated with the

possibility of lead pollution from the Presto-

lite factory?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I understand that the

medical oflBcer of health of Toronto has been

conducting those tests. I don't know at this

point in time how many have been done,
whether he has completed or not; but there

is very close liaison in this matter and I am
sure that he will give us his advice as soon

as he has completed his own testing.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Supplementary: The
minister then is not aware of any test findings
that would indicate more than 40 parts per
million in any of the people in the area of

the Prestolite factory?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of any results from that area at the

moment, although I would assume once they
have been done and redone, that if there

were any high levels^ we would hear about
them pretty rapidly. I should reiterate,

though, Mr. Speaker, that the data that we
have indicate an entirely different situation in

terms of volume, in terms of residual de-

posits, than the other two locations.

Mr. Speaker: I believe the hon. member
for Parkdale had a supplementary.

Mr. J. Dukszta (Parkdale): Is the minister

aware that because of the prevailing winds
from the factory, the area aflFected stretches

all the way to Lansdowne? And is he pre-

pared to do a mass testing of the population

stretching all that way?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I can't give
the hon. member details of where the MOH
is doing his sampling, but he is aware of the

prevailing winds and the data that we have

conveyed to the health authorities. I would
assume from discussions that we have had
that he would be attempting to get a sample,

say, in a circular area with reference to the

area where the prevailing wind blows from
the plant.

Mr. Renwick: By way of a supplementary
question, Mr. Speaker, is the minister intend-

ing to attend the public meeting at St.

Joseph's Hall on Leslie St. on Thursday
evening at 7:30 to discuss with the residents

of the community in my riding the question

of the health test results from the Canada
Metal plant?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, I am not, Mr. Speaker.
I received an invitation yesterday, in which

originally I was told, because I was here
when the letter arrived, that the meeting was

tonight. Subsequently I found, just by
chance, that it was this Thursday night; and
I have a previous rather important commit-
ment. However, Dr. Stopps from the Ministry
of Health and Mr. MacFarlane from my
ministry will be attending the meeting.

Mr. Lewis: One supplementary: Since it

is still possible that stop orders will have to

be issued in one or two of these controversial

cases, and as the minister involved is in the

policy field on which the Minister of Labour

(Mr. Guindon) also sits, can the minister

say if the govenmient is making plans now
to introduce legislation to protect the workers
in the case of a plant shutdown on the basis

of a stop order?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, as I recall,

that question was asked of the Minister of

Labour a few days ago, and I think it should

be directed to him.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. Leader of the

Opposition have further questions? The hon.

member for Scarborough West.

AIR MANAGEMENT BRANCH
INSPECTIONS

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

the Environment, Mr. Speaker: Was the min-
ister aware that inspectors of the air manage-
ment branch, at least in the case of Inco, are

often required to cool their heels or gain

passes before they receive entrance into the

grounds of the company for inspection?

Hon. Mr. Auld: No, Mr. Speaker. I was
aware of one or perhaps two occasions were

inspectors, including Inspector Mackenzie,
arrived without either their safety equipment
or their own identification as inspectors of the

air management branch and were kept wait-

ing until their credentials were confirmed. I

was not aware—and I'm looking into this at

the moment—until reading Monday's paper
that his happened frequently. We will see

that this, if it is prevalent, will cease.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, if

neither the minister or his deputy was aware
of the practice of Inco in excluding inspectors
before the plant had been prepared for the

inspection, tnen (a) how can the minister have
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confidence in the activities of the air manage-
ment branch in all of the contentious areas

that have been imder public scrutiny?

Mr. E. M. Havrot ( Timiskaming ) : Louder.

Mr. Lewis: Louder? Sure, I can make it

louder: (b) Doesn't the minister think it

again makes sense to undertake a major in-

quiry into the air management branch, be-

cause if it is happening in Inco, it can be

happening in all kinds of mining areas across

the province?

An hon. member: And even in every in-

dustry.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, all I can say
is that I'm looking into this and I will find

out, if it is as prevalent as reported. I can
remind the hon. member that, starting last

fall, we have been looking at the organization
of the whole ministry vdth a view to making
it more effective and decentralized, so that

there is not delay in instructions getting back
and forth. Anything that comes out of the in-

quiries that I am making about this particular
issue would certainly have its result in what-
ever reorganization takes place.

Mr. Reid: Supplementary, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. Reid: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Does
the law not provide that a company has to

give entrance to air management branch

people when they have the proper identifica-

tion? And, if so, is the minister or his depart-
ment considering laying any charges against
Inco or anyone else in this regard?

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): You've

got to be kidding.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, the answer to

the first question is yes, provided' that the

person has whatever safety equipment he is

required to have under the labour legislation
to be around in the plant. As far as the

second question is concerned, I think I've

already answered that.

Mr. Roy: The government never prosecutes
its friends.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel

Belt.

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): Does the

minister not agree that—

Hon. Mr. Auld: We have a prosecution at

the moment against Inco—

Mr. Reid: Not for that, though.

Hon. Mr. Auld: —for starting up something
without authority.

Mr. Reid: Is the minister prepared to

prosecute—

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Nickel
Belt.

Mr. Laughren: Does the minister not agree
that it is a shoddy administrative practice to

allow the inspectors for the air management
branch to socialize over drinks with officials

of the very companies they are investigating
for possible violations?

Hon. Mr. Auld: I missed the first part of
that.

Mr. Laughren: Does the minister not agree
that it is a shoddy administrative practice
within the air management branch to allow
the inspectors to socialize over drinks with
officials of the very companies that they are

investigating?

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I am afraid that I don't

believe that it is the prerogative of the Minis-

ter of the Environment—I think the member
for Nickel Belt and I are the only ones who
are interested in the question—or of any gov-
ernment or any minister to direct the social

life of his or her staff. I'm not aware of any
particular incident that the hon. member is

referring to. On the other hand, I can quite
understand where members of our staff would
be meeting with people with whom they deal

and whom they are controlling or requiring
to have things done. I can see nothing wrong
with having a cup of coffee while they are

discussing it.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Laughren: Mr. Speaker, a further

supplementary: Is the minister saying that

he condones the practice of his inspectors

socializing after hours with the officials of

his company?

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order. The hon. member for

Sudbury East.

Mr. Martel: Are the minister's inspectors

given the same instructions as the Minister

of Natural Resources' (Mr. Bernier) inspec-
tors—that they must notify Inco ahead of

time when they are coming, thus giving a

very meaningful investigation?
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Hon. Mr. Auld: Not to my knowledge, Mr.

Speaker. I am not even sure that that is the

case as far as the Natural Resources people
are concerned.

Interjections by hon, members.

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't know

anything about the air management branch.

It is disintegrating.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I would say to the hon.

member for Scarborough West that I quite

enjoy socializing with some of his colleagues.

Mr. Lewis: I am sure; they are amiable

people.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Not that I know that our

purposes are exactly the same.

Mr. J. E. Stokes (Thunder Bay): We are

not really investigating each other, though.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Scar-

borough West.

LOCATION OF NUCLEAR ENERGY
PLANT

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Energy: There is much rumour and gossip
about the location of a nuclear plant along
the north shore somewhere along Highway
17. Can he make some public statement about

that, given the interest of the communities

involved?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Mr. Speaker, Hydro
announced two months ago that it would
need a power facility site in northern On-
tario probably, and I am just guessing, not

for 10 years. It may be either a thermal plant
or a nuclear plant. It suggested that there

were five appropriate locations: Two near

Manitoulin Island; one at Sudbury at Lake

Wanapitei; Onakawana, using the lignite, and
I have forgotten the fifth one.

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Moon-
beam.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: The purpose of the

announcement was simply to lay out what
would be suitable sites and to involve the

public. It is open planning at its best.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Per-

haps to facilitate the open planning, the min-
ister could instruct members of Ontario Hy-
dro and members of his ministry to meet with
a number of obvious communities like Es-

panola. Blind River or Elliot Lake or any of

them along the north shore, and set out what

the intentions of Hydro are so that we don't

have whole communities in a state of sus-

pense and agitation for prolonged periods of

time, gaining all their information purely by
rumour and press reports. That is open plan-

ning.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Hydro is meeting
with a number of the municipalities.

Mr. Lewis: No, it is not, not yet.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I may say that the

member for Algoma and the member for

Manitoulin have been in touch with us and
have been arranging meetings with their

municipalities.

Mr. Lewis: When is the minister meeting
with the municipalities?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I would suggest that

the NDP members do something about it in-

stead of just beefing.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary, is

the minister prepared now to provide me
with the information when, for example, of-

ficials of the ministry are meeting on this

question with the mayor and council of Es-

panola or Blind River? What meetings have
been set up? Because they know nothing.

Mr. W. Hodgson (York North): The member
is spreading rumours.

Hon. Mr. McKeough: I happen to know
that some of those municipalities have been

consulting with their member and they will

be finding out a great deal from him which
is more than the member is able to find out.

Mr. Lewis: Well, nothing as of Sunday.

Interjections by hon. members.

ANALYSIS OF AIR IN ELLIOT LAKE
MINES

Mr. Lewis: A question, Mr. Speaker, of the

Minister of the Environment: Has he agreed
to undertake an analysis of the air, a sam-

pling of air, in the mines in Elliot Lake im-

mediately, given the hazards of silicosis and
radiation?

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, I am not

aware of any request to sample air in the

mines, although I would expect that that

would come under environmental health and
under the labour regulations or the Mining
Act. I am not aware of any request to my
ministry to do this.
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Mr. Lewis: By way of supplementary: Is the

minister not aware that the Minister of Nat-

ural Resources met, I think it was yesterday
afternoon, to discuss environmental condi-

tions in Elliot Lake and said that at some

point this would have to be done? I as-

sumed this ministry would do it.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Mr. Speaker, is the hon.

member speaking of ambient air levels with-

in the mines or outside?

Mr. Lewis: Yes, as well as anything else.

Hon. Mr. Auld: Any time we have the

equipment we are prepared to work with

any other ministry but I have had no re-

quest or no concern expressed from the MOH
or anybody about the air quality in Elliot

Lake itself which would be our direct re-

sponsibility.

Mr. Laughren: I think the Globe was right.

Hon. Mr. Auld: I haven't seen the Minister

of Natural Resources. If he was meeting there

yesterday I assume he must still be in that

part of the world; perhaps he will be in

touch with me when he gets back.

MEDICAL TESTS FOR ELLIOT LAKE
POPULATION

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Health: Is the Minister of Health going to

undertake a sampling of the local population
—blood tests and other samples—in Elliot Lake
to quiet the fears or to provide the medical

documentation on which to estimate public
health and public safety?

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): Yes-

terday, I met with the Minister of the En-
vironment and members of the—

Mr. Lewis: No, the Minister of Natural

Resources.

Hon. Mr. Potter: I am sorry, the Minister

of Natural Resources and members of the

union. I intimated to him—at least, I told

him that. I was just as concerned as they
were—

Mr. Martel: There is not much difference

in either ministry, really.

Hon. Mr. Potter: —and that I was pre-

pared to provide as much assistance as I

could to check—it wasn't the civilian popula-
tion they were particularly concerned about
it was the miners themselves.

Mr. Lewis: The miners themselves—

Mr. Martel: Who constitute a substantial

proportion of the population.

Hon. Mr. Potter: Both my colleague and I

assured them that we would do all we could

to see that this was instituted, yes.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister undertaking
such a health test in the community?

Hon. Mr. Potter: Yes, we are going to.

Mr. Lewis: Okay.

Mr. Speaker: Does the hon. member for

Scarborough West have further questions?

PUBLIC HOUSING RENTS

Mr. Lewis: A question of the Minister of

Revenue: Was the Sudbury Housing Author-

ity correct in its reported understanding that

rents for those who live in Ontario Housing
Corp. accommodation would be increased by
five per cent of the 15 per cent increase

granted to recipients of family benefit allow-

ances and general welfare?

Hon. A. Grossman (Minister of Revenue):
Mr, Speaker, that is not the policy. I think

there is a misunderstanding and it's an on-

going misunderstanding; I've tried to explain
it in this House before. Where there is a

shelter allowance given to a person on wel-

fare, that shelter allowance is used to pay
the rent in public housing. If the shelter

allowance is higher, the public housing au-

thority takes that amount as rent. There has

been no increase put into effect in respect
of shelter allowances. I don't know whether
that's what the hon. member is referring to.

If he's talking about any special increase of

five per cent in Sudbury, I am not aware of

it; I would doubt that very much.

Mr. Lewis: Is the minister saying, then, if

I may understand, that of the increases

granted by his colleague, the Minister of

Community and Social Services (Mr.

Brunelle), to those in receipt of family bene-

fits and general welfare, of roughly 15 per
cent over the last year or so, none of that

money will go in increased rents for those

who live in Ontario Housing projects?

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The only increase we
take from those people in receipt of allow-

ances is that portion which is given to them
for shelter allowance. If somebody's shelter

allowance goes up from $70 to $75, there's

an increase of $5. Obviously, that's what the

money is for and that is our agreement with
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Central Mortgage and Housing Corp. If the

shelter allowance is increased, it's increased

for the purpose of paying-

Mr. Lewis: Of paying the minister as a

landlord. What a ridiculous proposition!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course, that is the

purpose of the shelter allowance. The hon.

member will appreciate—

Mr. Lewis: No, it isn't.

Mr. Speaker: Order!

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Of course it is.

Mr. Stokes: It is to heat the home.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: The shelter allowance

is for the purpose of paying rent. If the

public housing authority did not take the

increase that person would, in fact, be get-

ting a double allowance as against someone
who is not in public housing and who would
ha\'e to pay the increased rental outside in

the private market.

Mr, Lewis: Then deal with it in the

private sector.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: It would be unfair

for those people to be getting an increased

shelter allowance, and the other authority in

the government not accepting that as the

public housing rent. Now that seems emi-

nently fair.

Mr. Lewis: No, no.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: That is the purpose
of the shelter allowance.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: Order.

Hon. Mr. Grossman: Otherwise, Mr.

Speaker, all that would happen is that the

Ministry of Community and Social Services

would not increase the shelter allowance. The
federal government would not permit us to

fail to increase the rental by the amount
that the shelter allowance is increased. That's

the agreement we have with Central Mort-

gage and Housing Corp.

Mr. I. Deans ( Wentworth ) : May I ask a

supplementary?

Mr. Speaker: Order, please. I should point
out to the hon. members of the House that

there are less than five minutes remaining in

the question period. No private member has
had an opportunity to ask a question other

than supplementaries, nor have we had an

opportunity for any of the ministers to pro-
vide answers to questions that have been
asked previously. I simply point this out.

The hon. member for Scarborough West
was asking questions. Has he any further

questions?

The hon. Solicitor General has the answers

to questions asked previously. The hon.

Solicitor General.

Mr. Martel: A supplementary question, Mr.

Speaker.

An hon. member: Sit down.

Mr. Speaker: No further supplementaries.

TOWING AND STORAGE CHARGES
FOR STOLEN VEHICLES

Hon. J. Yaremko (Solicitor General): Mr.

Speaker, the other day, the member for

Downsview (Mr. Singer) asked a question

relating to certain towing charges made by
the OPP in relation to a vehicle which was
taken in respect of an investigation. The
commissioner has reviewed the matter and

although there is no legal liability to do so,

the sum of $23 was returned to Mr. Kay.

Mr. R. F. Nixon: Very sensible.

HIGH-SPEED CHASES INVOLVING
UNMARKED POLICE VEHICLES

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: The hon. member for

Ottawa East also asked a question respecting
the use of unmarked police vehicles in high-

speed chases. Mr. Speaker, the policy of the

OPP is generally not to engage in high-speed
chases in unmarked vehicles. The procedure
is that the vehicles should attempt to get
assistance from somewhere in the vicinity
ahead from a marked vehicle.

Mr. Roy: What about the city police?

Hon. Mr. Yaremko: However, there are

cases where that is not possible and the

officer has to use his own judgement and,
of course, it's always a split-second decision

and he has to weigh the consequences of

not pursuing a criminal as opposed to any of

the risks involved.

I am advised that generally the municipal

police use the same methods and that there

is an effort being made to have the unmarked
vehicle so equipped that it can be readily
converted into a marked vehicle if such a

chase has to be embarked upon.
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I may say, Mr. Speaker, that the coroner's

judgement—and the hon. member castigated
me for not knowing it—did not rap the police
force. It just made a recommendation and,
as a matter of fact, the recommendation was
unrelated to the death of the young man;
he brought it upon himself.

Mr. Roy: Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: A supplementary?

Mr. Roy: No, Mr. Speaker.

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for Water-
loo North is next.

HYDRO LINE RELOCATION AT
LANDFILL SITE

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Thank

you, Mr. Speaker, I have a question of the

Minister of Enersjy. Can the minister inform
the House why Ontario Hydro is not oppos-
ing the application of CPR in its garlbage-
haul proposal to Hope township, when Hydro
has indicated that it will cost more than

$1 million to reroute its high-tension lines

from its new generating station around the

proposed landfill site?

Hon. Mr. McKeough: Perhaps the member
for Simcoe—he's not here. I'm sorry. I don't

know.

Mr. Good: A supplementary question:
Would the minister find out and would he
indicate whether he thinks it's reasonable

that Hydro should pay $1 million more to go
around a landfill site when the landfill site,

in my estimation, shouldn't even be allowed
there in the first place?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for High
Park is next.

OHIP DIAGNOSTIC SERVICES

Mr. Shulman: I have a question of the
Minister of Health, Mr. Speaker. Can the
minister explain the reason for the bulletin

issued on Oct. 25 rescinding a long-standing
policy of OHIP which stated they will reject
claims for diagnostic services performed in

diagnostic facilities where the physician re-

questing the test was a physician identified

as a medical director of the facility? In other

words, up until now he has not paid people
to refer work to themselves. Can he explain
why he has changed that policy?

Mr. Roy: Think about it.

Hon. Mr. Potter: As far as I can recall I

haven't read that particular memo.

Mr. Roy: Give him an answer next year.

Hon. Mr. Potter: We don't intend to allow
a physician to refer to his own facilities. As
a matter of fact, we don't think he should be
in the laboratory business at all—any more
than he should be in the nursing home busi-

ness or anything else.

Mr. Martel: Another green paper?

Mr. V. M. Singer (Downsview): Does the

minister have to take the time of the House
to read it?

Mr. Speaker: The time has now expired.

Mr. L. C. Henderson (Lambton): Put it

in on adjournment.

Interjections by hon. members.

Mr. Speaker: The time for oral questions
has expired.

Petitions.

Presenting reports.

Motions.

Introduction of bills.

SEPARATE SCHOOLS ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Separate
Schools Act,

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. T. L. Wells (Minister of Education):
Mr. Speaker, these amendments are similar

to ones passed before the summer recess to

provide for the transfer of property and
other things connected with the regional

government reorganization and the changes
in certain boundaries in the school boards.

SCHOOLS ADMINISTRATION ACT

Hon. Mr. Wells moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Schools Ad-
ministration Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Wells: Mr. Speaker, one section

of this bill again has to do with cases where

employees are transferred from one board to

another due to the changes in the jurisdiction
of the board or changes in boundaries. This

section provides that the sick leave credits
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and termination benefits can be transferred

and the employee will suffer no injurious
effects because of the transfer.

The second section of this bill provides that

a school board cannot sell, lease or other-

wise dispose of a building or part thereof

without the approval of the minister, except
to another board.

DEPENDANTS' RELIEF ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled, An Act to amend the Dependants'
Relief Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. D. A. Bales (Attorney General): Mr.

Speaker, the effect of this amendment is two-

fold. First, it allows a judge to make an
interim order under the Act and, second, it

allows the judge to vary a final order. The
reason for the change with respect to an
interim order is that a judge now mav make

only one order, and that after a full hearing
of all matters involved in the application even

though it may appear that a dependant is in

immediate need and appears eligible for an
allowance under the Act, adequate provision
not having been made for that person under
the deceased's will, the judge is required to

ascertain a series of facts under the Act be-

fore he can make the order. The provision
allows a judge to make the order to meet
immediate need, which can later be varied if

the facts discovered under section 7 show that

the interim order was not appropriate.

The provision, under another section, will

serve two purposes—first, it will allow adjust-
ments to be made in interim orders and,

second, it will also meet the long-term need
for adjustments that seem to be fair in the

licht of what has happened to the size of an

estate through years of management and what
inflation has done to the amount of an earlier

order.

Section 2 of the Act makes its application
retroactive, so that all orders now in existence

that have been seriously hit by inflation can

be varied, if the facts show that they repre-
sent a change in material circumstances since

the order was made.

CONVEYANCING AND LAW OF
PROPERTY ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Conveyancing
and Law of Property Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, this bill is

intended to bring equality of benefits to all

persons in Ontario who enter into a registered
retirement savings plan under the Income Tax
Act of Canada.

At the present time only plan holders who
have entered into plans with insurance com-

panies can designate a beneficiary to receive

any payment under the plan in the event of

the plan holder's death.

This bill will enable trust companies and
investment corporations to provide plan
holders with the right to designate a bene-

ficiary to whom payment is to be made in

the event of the plan holder's death, the same
as is now permitted for plans with insurance

companies.

DESERTED WIVES' AND CHILDREN'S
MAINTENANCE ACT

Hon. Mr. Bales moves first reading; of bill

intituled. An Act to amend the Deserted

Wives' and Children's Maintenance Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Hon. Mr. Bales: Mr. Speaker, this bill pro-
vides for the repeal of a section which re-

quires a husband or a person other than the

wife or a person having custody of a child to

obtain the consent of a Crown Attorney be-

fore laying an information under this Act.

For example, where a husband is being de-

nied the access to his child accorded him by
an order of the court, he cannot under the

present law, as could his wife in similar cir-

cumstances, lay an information immediately,
but must gain the consent of the Crown

attorney before he is allowed to lay the

information.

Mr. Singer: V^y doesn't the minister

change the title of the Act to the Deserted

Spouses' Act?

Mr. Speaker: The hon. member for

Muskoka.

HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT

Mr. Miller moves first reading of bill in-

tituled. An Act to amend the Highway TraflSc

Act.

Motion agreed to; first reading of the bill.

Mr. F. S. Miller (Muskoka): Mr. Speaker,
the amendments to this Act would provide
for compulsory insurance for all persons own-

ing motor vehicles in the province.
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Mr. Speaker: Orders of the day.

Clerk of the House: The 16th order, House
in committee of supply.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BOARD
( concluded )

Mr. Chairman: When we were last in com-

mittee, we were discussing the matter of the

Workmen's Compensation Board. The mem-
ber for Samia, I believe, had the floor.

Mr. J. E. BuUbrook (Samia): I will only
take a few moments of the time of the House
to finish my remarks. If I might engender in

the minister's mind a recollection, the main

purport or thrust of my remarks last night
was to direct his attention to the report of

the task force, of which the chairman pro
tem of the board was a signator, and the

fact that the final pages of that particular

report themselves visualize—if I may use a

word given to me last night by the chairman

when I introduced myselJF to him personally—
a "scenario" of what they saw the board to

be in the 1970s.

I had particularly mentioned one item that

struck me more than any other, and that was
found toward the end of the scenario, where
the task force had, in analysing the position
of the board in the early 1970s, used these

words :

An almost total lack of responsiveness to

emerging policy issues, the Workmen's

Compensation Board acted as an unchang-
ing programme delivery mechanism, un-

aware or indifferent to environmental

change.

And I suggested to the minister, Mr. Chair-

man, that the chairman pro tem, in signing
this report, recognized an obligation inherent

in the board itself that goes beyond what was
called an unchanging "programme delivery
mechanism." And that is that some of the

concepts, some of the recommendations—the
most important I think being under part 4
of the report—that we would see in the

present chairman an emerging force affecting

government policy, and that that would come
about with some liaison with members of this

House.

I think it is not untoward or presumptuous
to say that the chairman recognizes from the

depth of discussion that has taken place with

respect to these particular expenditures of

funds, that each member feels a responsive-
ness to the need for change with respect to

the methods themselves.

And if you will just permit me a slight

reiteration, I had pointed out, for example,
with respect to "Other Issues," on page 10
of part 4 where they talked about benefit

levels, they pointed out themselves—if I may
just read again, because I think it is very

important:

"We wonder if the concept of an earning

ceiling is discriminatory."

I had voiced myself that really, having
regard to the deprivation by the statute

itself of the common law right to sue, we
wonder how there really can be in fairness

a statutory ceiling, especially in the context

of the remarks of the task force that in

essence the statutory ceiling is discriminatory.

Under the item "Effects of Inflation," the

task force itself had pointed out, Mr. Chair-

man, that every second year coming back to

this assembly and elevating the benefit

schedule doesn't answer the problem of those

people who are faced with this type of fixed

income. The task force recommended that out

of consolidated revenue funds—not necessarily
out of a contribution made by the employers
themselves—but out of consolidated revenue

funds, that it be inherent in the benefit

schedule that they be tied to the cost of

living index.

I am not sure that I personally agree, mav
I say, that consolidated revenue funds should

be used in this respect. I feel a certain re-

pugnance there. I wonder why this type of

scheme should not be paid for by the public

through ilie necessary cost of operation re-

flected in the employer's contribution.

On the other hand, I recognize the inten-

tion of the task force to integrate workmen's

compensation into a total social delivery

package; and I see, therefore, some merit in

the use of consolidated revenue funds there.

Under the item of "Light Work," which so

many members have discussed, and that the

task force itself appreciated very deeply, I

refer personally to the letter I spoke of last

night that I first directed to the chairman

along with my congratulations on his appoint-
ment—and I neglected to say I had in re-

sponse a most attractive and pleasing letter

from him.

But you will recognize, Mr. Minister,

through the chair, that the main burden of

concern that has been expressed by almost

every member with respect to this particular
debate has been that unfortunate circum-

stance that as a man gets well, he is worse

off. There is that terrible anomaly that faces

almost every injured workman in the Prov-

ince of Ontario that: "The better I get, the
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worse oflF I am." The board unfortunately has

to placate its collective conscience by using
that phrase light work which has become so

distasteful that it's almost anathema to us.

The fact of the matter is that we don't salve

our social conscience by saying: "You are

ready for light work;" because two problems
face us. One, we can't get them any light

work; and second and more important, the

fact of the matter is you don't tell a man who
has spent his whole life learning a vocation

such as carpentry that from now on he must
be satisfied to sweep the floor and he also

must be satisfied for the rest of his life with

the compensation that's concurrent with

sweeping the floor.

There is something inherently wrong in the

basic philosophy there. I say to you the task

force has recognized that. I say to you, and
I say this most respectfully, that the elasticiz-

ing of an additional six weeks of benefit begs
the question, as other members have said.

Mr. E. W. Martel (Sudbury East): It's an

insult.

Mr. Bullbrook: Well, I don't regard it as

an insult. I don't want to use that phrase, be-

cause I don't think this particular chairman
in making that pronouncement, with respect
—and may I say it finds its foundation in the

report itself—intends to insult. I think,

frankly, that there he finds himself in a

position of attempting to do something.

But sufiice it to say that we all recognize
it. I don't think much further has to be said

with respect to the question of light work.

In any event, I want to close by saying that

we look forward to implementation of some
of these recommendations. The key ingredient,
of course, is—and for the third time I say it

so that it will sink in, although it doesn't

need to be reiterated for this particular min-
ister I hope—I say that we don't look to the

board in the future as purely a mechanism
that delivers a service. We look at the board
under the new, I hope permanent chairman,
as a body which, in conjunction with us here,

will affect the policy of the Minister of

Labour to implement many of these changes.

Much has been said also about the former
chairman. If I just could be permitted a few
words with respect to him: I must say that I

found him an attractive individual. I found,
in dealing with him, that he was responsive to

my particular requests, but I got the feeling
it was like sending Gen. Patton to take over
for Albert Schweitzer. I just don't think that

he had, because of his particular background,
the necessary—not milk of human kindness,

because frankly if he bathed every day in the

milk of kindness I don't think it wotdd have

changed the man. I think it was his back-

ground that led to so much diflBculty with

injured workmen in the Province of Ontario.

I say that we do have a change for the

better in that respect wdthout in any way
defaming Gen. Legge.

I say, in absolute closing, that I do wish in

response—and it is going to be a diflBcult task

that, at least with respect to me as I do have

to leave for a delegation, although I will be
back as soon as possible—however I know
the minister will be responding to all mem-
bers beginning with the Leader of the Op-
position (Mr. R. F. Nixon), and I would really
like to hear responses as far as new elements

of policy are concerned.

I really don't want to labour you with indi-

vidual cases at this time. I am interested to

know, really, whether you do feel a need for

a vitality, a new change in the policy of the

board itself and in the policy of the govern-
ment with respect to injured workmen.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): Mr. Chair-

man, I want to speak really only about one

aspect of the board's operations in the future.

By choosing one aspect, I don't want anyone
to think there aren't at least a dozen that

could preoccupy one's time in this chamber,
but which I am certain were adequately
covered by other members who spoke last

evening when I couldn't be here.

The aspect which concerns me and which
I don't really consider is dealt with by the

task force report, relates to the unsatisfactory

nature of the process before the appeal levels

of the board. That is not a criticism of any
of the members who sit on any of the panels

listening to appeals, nor is it a criticism of

the members of the board and the way in

which hearings take place. It is a funda-

mental, basic problem which I think the

board under its new chairman should look at

and deal with. I want to try to speak about

that aspect of it very briefly.

First of all, I want to say that we in this

party do not accept any recommendation or

any suggestion that on any ground there

should be an appeal from the decision of

the board to the courts. If at some point in

time there is a motion brought in the court

because of an unfair proceeding, then the

court will in its traditional way assume juris-

diction, but Tm saying there should not be

any attempt to introduce into the Workmen's

Compensation Act an appeal on something
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called a question of law as distinct from a

question of fact, because if there is ever a

murky area of the jurisprudence, it is a ques-
tion of what is a question of law, what is a

question of fact, what is a mixed question
of law and fact, and whether an appeal should

lie. None of the greatest legal scholars in the

Province of Ontario is going to be able to

solve that problem, and you are simply open-

ing a door which should not be opened.

The reason it should not be opened and the

principal point I want to make is that the

board has got to look at the process before

the board to get away from the gradual in-

trusion on that system, of the adversary sys-

tem. I'm not suggesting that I know the

answer to the way in which it should be

done; I can only throw out some thoughts
about it.

First of all, in any kind of administrative or

quasi-judicial system you have people who
have to make decisions. I suppose the great-
est statement of the English law is the state-

ment in the board of education and Rice

where the House of Lords said it was the

duty on anyone who has to decide anything
to act fairly. That's the principle which should

guide the board; but that does not mean that

we should introduce the protagonist as a8;ainst

the antagonist before the board, nor should

the board or those other levels of appeal be
cast into the role of being the antagonist
to the workmen's protagonist.

Somehow or other over a period of time

that adversary system was beginning to creep
into the way in which the board was func-

tioning. I make the same caveat that I made
at the beginning. I am not talking about any
individual member, past or present, in con-

nection with the operation of the board. It is

an unsatisfactory, unresolved problem before

most quasi-judicial tribunals, regardless of the

nature of the decision which has to be made.
The distinctive feature of the Workmen's
Compensation Board is that the person be-
fore the board is not asking for some privi-

lege or licence; he is asking for compensa-
tion for the injury which he suffered as a

result of his participation in the economic
life of the province.

I'm inclined to think that lawyers, by and

large—now there may be some exceptions-
due to their training are not the proper per-
sons to represent claimants before the board.

On the other hand, men who earn their liv-

ing in the construction industry and in the

industrial life of the province are not articu-

late about putting forward their position, and
therefore you need people who somehow or

other have chosen to earn their living by

speaking. But I think it is wrong for the

members of the assembly, and I think it is

wrong for lawyers generally, to be involved

in appeal proceedings before the board.

Now the minister has dealt with certain

other areas of sensitive matters of relation-

ships between employers and employees and
that kind of decision, by establishing panels,
and I am suggesting to the minister that it

would be advisable to establish a panel across

the province from amongst whom any indi-

vidual claimant before the board could select

the person who is to place his case before

the board. Those persons are then faced with

the responsibility of becoming knowledge-
able about how to place the cases before the

board, in a non-adversary sense but in a

conciliatory sense and in a sense that will

provide an opportunity for a full considera-

tion and a free communication during the

course of the hearing by the board members
with the claimant and his representative
selected from that panel.

Again, I don't want to suggest the selection

of a panel is easy or that it can be accom-

plished readily. In order to give some con-

sideration to the kind of person and the kind

of training that should be available to mem-
bers of such a panel, if the idea were to

find favour, I think with very careful selec-

tion you could find persons who have had

experience before other boards who can in

some way correct the balance which has

tended toward the adversary system and

get it back to the fundamental system which
the Workmen's Compensation Board en-

visaged in the first place.

There are—and I make the exception clear-

ly—there are certain lawyers who can add

input to how the proceedings should take

place in a non-adversary sense. They are

men who have had vast experience before

boards as distinct from courts, and who
know that the adversary sysetem is not an

appropriate method to deal with this kind

of a problem. I'm suggesting, for example,
a man like Gordon Henderson of the Cowl-

ing firm in Ottawa, who is a sensitive, knowl-

edgeable person about what goes on before

boards and yet is not hung up on the ques-
tion that every board must be faced with

the adversary system or some version of the

adversary system in determining the result

which is going to take place.

I am certain that there are capable con-

ciliation officers and mediation officers in the

minister's own department—probably some
man from the Workmen's Compensation
Board—who, along with a man like Gordon
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Henderson, could work out what the criteria

are for the selection of persons to compose
such a panel and what the procedure should

be in order that without excluding the claim-

ant's right to select whomever he wishes

to appear before the board as his repre-

sentative, we would at the time develop a

panel of expertise that would lead to the

claimant having a sense of assurance that

when he selected the person, he was select-

ing, (a) an expert; and (b) a person who was
not going to get him involved in an antagon-
istic position with the board or was not

going to draw from the board some kind

of antagonistic response.

But so that he could be certain that what
are in many cases complex questions of

medical evidence, complex questions of legal

points in the sense of whether the accident

arose during the course of the employment or

did not arise, that those kinds of questions
can be put before the board in a way which
will be responsive to the solution of the

individual problem which comes before the

board, and will get away from what I con-

sider to be sort of a subconscious, almost an

unconscious, intrusion of the adversary

system on the board.

The last element I want to make clear is

that I think for this next period of time the

Workmen's Compensation Act should be
amended to reflect the reality of the respon-

sibility for the next few years. I would put
a specific time limit on it of about five years,
and make the Minister of Labour responsible
to this assembly for the board rather than

to have the minister only in the position of

reporting to the assembly with respect to the

operations of the board. The reality is, of

course, that since the standing committee
of the Legislature looked into the question
of the board; and the appointment of the

task force to look into the operations of the

board; and the decisions which were made by
the minister with respect to the change in the

top leadership of the board; those matters

were the reality. The reality was that the

minister was accepting—and the government
was accepting—the responsibility to this as-

sembly for the operations of the board.

I don't think it should be left nebulous.

I think it is very important to make certain

that the beginnings of the reversals and the

updating of the attitudes and procedures of

the board, and the ultimate questions of the

way in which the hearings are conducted
and the decisions made, and the levels which
are established for compensation and the

vexed problems that have arisen because of

these cliche phrases of light work, psychic

overlay, pre-existing degenerative condition of

the spine and set percentile schedules—all of

those problems which have become cliches

for hiding basic problems before the board--

those are matters which, in my view, should

be assumed, the responsibility assumed and
the responsibility established of the minister

to this assembly.

It seems to me that in an ongoing sense

those are fundamental problems which, if

they are dealt with, can do more than any-

thing else to re-establish the Workmen's Com-
pensation Board as a place where the indi-

vidual claimant's claim is individualized to

solve his problem as a result of the disability

which he suffered in the economic life of the

province.

One aspect of that which tends to become

rigid is the whole question of retraining, up-

grading and rehabilitation, which is a whole

topic of its own. The sympathetic ongoing
involvement of the board in its decision-mak-

ing process to follow up on the upgrading,

retraining and rehabilitation procedures is

most important.

Part of the change in the processing of

claims before the board is that the board

would accept the responsibility for bringing
the matter on before the board again—six

months or one year hence—to find out whether
or not what they have said with respect to

upgrading or retraining and rehabilitation has

been, carried out; and, whether or not it has

been successful so that there will be another

reassessment. You cannot leave those ques-
tions simply to the professionals in the board.

You've got to follow up to see whether or

not that kind of result has been achieved

which it is the design of the Workmen's

Compensation Board to achieve; that is, if

possible, the reintegration of the individual

person in a meaningful way into the economic

life of the province.

It seems to me that within the frame-

work, and that's the way it comes across to

me, those are very fundamental questions
which I trust the board would look into and

the minister would look into and assume re-

sponsibility for to this assembly.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Sudbury
East.

Mr. Martel: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

guess there isn't an area in the work that I

do as a member of this Legislature in which

I get more heavily involved than the Work-
men's Compensation Board because of the

type of area I represent, which is predomi-

nantly involved in the extractive industry
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and the resulting number of back problems
in particular which occur.

I'm sure those people who are here from
the board are well aware of the steady flow

of correspondence that I have regarding in-

dividual cases. It's not my intention to talk

about individual problems, because I would
have to stop to have lunch and dinner for the

next three days while I presented the cases

that I have before me at the present time.

The most difiBcult problem, of course, in my
area is the lack of any type of industry
where you can take a man who has had a

back im'ury and place him on light duty. In

fact, light duty is almost non-existent. It has

always disturbed me when I see a medical

report that says: "This man is ready for suit-

able employment." I've never been able to

understand the meaning of "suitable employ-
ment," Mr. Chairman.

What is suitable employment for a worker
who is 52 years of age and has a grade 6
education? What is suitable work for him?
What is suitable work for a man who has

not only a back injury but perhaps a host

of other injuries?

Certainly this happens in the mining in-

dustry.

Recently I was at the 25th anniversary of

the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers union,
and they honoured many of their 25-year men.
It was interesting to note that hardly a man
who received a scroll that evening didn't

limp or wasn't noticeably disabled to some

degree.

I commented on this to the president of the

union that evening. I said I really find this

disturbing, that there are so many men dis-

abled to some degree by some type of acci-

dent in the mines.

As the Minister of Labour knows, for some
six years since I came to Queen's Park, the

whole foolishness which surrounds mining
safetv has been my concern. And even the

Workmen's Compensation Board perpetuates
the foolishness that surrounds safety. For ex-

ample, if one were to ask the Workmen's

Compensation Board for the statistics involv-

ing the number of industrial accidents in a

particular mine last year, he would get back
a letter saying: "That's a classified informa-

tion. You can't have it."

What kind of nonsense is that? One looks

to that type of information so that he can

present a case to the Minister of Natural

Resources (Mr. Bemier) in that case, or the

Minister of Labour (Mr. Guindon), and say:
"Look, the accident rate continues to esca-

late in this particular field and for this par-
ticular company; something should be done."

But when one writes, the board is pre-
cluded from giving the actual information

with respect to the number of accidents. It is

as though the union and the people involved

in that particular company had no right to

know what in fact was going on. I've always
been of the belief that you involve men in

safety programmes. But even in the report
that was presented to the minister, your safety
committees again I understand will ignore the

mass of labour representation, because that's

exclusive to the employers.

Why is it? Does no one have faith in the

workers and their representatives to work

together with industry to formulate safety

policies which will reduce the number of

accidents? I'm not just talking about the

actual input, because if you don't make it

a two-way street, then, in fact it becomes

punitive, in a sense, against the men.

And they look at it that way. Safety to

them is a punitive thing, then. You must in-

volve men. You must involve their representa-
tives in the safety programmes which are de-

veloped across this province.

But there is great reluctance. In fact this

government has not accepted that principle

yet. It excludes the massive representation of

the workers from any input into safety.

Now that's wrong; that is really wrong. I

urge this minister to assure massive repre-
sentation on his safety committee, the major

body recommended by the report.

I don't mean massive in thousands; I mean
that there be representation from the various

trades along with the corporations.

If you don't do that, then you are destroy-

ing the safety programmes.
I think it is time we recognized that group

in contemporary civilization which has made
vast improvements in the quality of life for

the workers of this province in this last cen-

tury.

I also hope the Minister of Natural Re-
sources will be around when we talk about

safety and inspections and so on. I was abso-

lutely delighted to see the committee report
to the minister that his ministry should take

over mining inspection, in fact all inspections.

I would be willing to second' the minister's

bill—if the House would allow me to do that

—on the day he brings in a bill that takes

mine safety away from the Minister of Natural

Resources. The whole miniug inspection group
in my opinion, is one of the most immoral I

know.
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I don't say that lightly, because I don't

criticize civil servants very readily. But in that

particular area, the collusion exists, and it

can be documented time after time with ex-

changes of correspondence which came into

my possession inadvertently. They prove be-

yond a shadow of a doubt that we must

break up that little enclave of former mining

company officials who make up the majority
of the mines inspection group.

That must stop, Mr. Minister, if, in my
area, we are to be at all hopeful of reducing
the number of accidents. I'm absolutely de-

lighted that the recommendation was madte.

I would only hope that it would come about.

I also want to ask the minister, we've ex-

changed considerable amounts of correspond-
ence over the last year-and-a-half, about those

people who can represent corporations at

hearings. As the minister knows, I've talked

to him particularly about the chief of staff

for Inco, who in fact treats the men, I have

no opposition to him being at a hearing ex-

cept when he treats the men, or the Inco

medical staff treat the men. Then, I object to

that.

When he has not been involved in any of

the treatments of the injured worker, then in

fact in the same way that I or a representa-
tive of the employee would bring in a witness

to substantiate his position, I would then not

be opposed to companies being allowed to

bring in their own doctor who might happen
to be working for them. What I object to is

that a doctor for a company will treat a man
for a lengthy period of time and then show

up at the board hearing as a representative of

the company. The doctor simply caimot

divorce Idmself from the company he works

for.

In fact, the most interesting case I have
deals with Dr. Hazelwood, which I sub-

mitted to the minister many months ago. I

am still awaiting a reply, because for a year
and a half I have been trying to get this

stopped.

Some time ago, as a result of a ruling by
the Workmen's Compensation Board, there

was an independent medical referee brought
in. The interesting development out of that

was that the medical referee, along with

another doctor he had chosen, indicated the

man's condition worsened when exposed to

nickel dust, and the only doctor who indi-

cated that his condition improved was the

company doctor.

I wrote the Minister of Labour and sub-

mitted this evidence to show that what I

have been saying for the longest time was
in fact occurring; I am still awaiting a reply.

One has to ask that where the doctor is

actually involved in working for the com-

pany, on any company, and where that

doctor has treated the employee, then the

doctor should not be allowed to come for-

ward to represent the company.
In all my experience I have never seen Dr.

Hazelwood represent an employee, never. He
has never volunteered to, and I have prob-

ably been before the board or before the

appeal tribunal as much as anyone has been
before the Workmen's Compensation Board.

To this date, I am still waiting for Dr. Hazel-

wood to support one worker, just one, and to

come forward and support him in opposition
to the company's staff physician. That
doesn't occur, Mr. Chairman, and I would

urge that that be terminated.

I hope I have made my position clear. I

am not saying he be excluded if he hasn't

seen the man; I am saying that if he has

treated the man, then he doesn't have a

right to appear on behalf of the company.
The minister and I disagree, but I think in

the light of the case I submitted to him, it

is absolutely conclusive that that is what is

going on.

I was also under the impression that a

number of years ago we changed things so

there could be no more 25 per cent tem-

porary partial disability allowances. Maybe I

was wrong, but I thought we were going to

do away with those about two or three years

ago. A couple have come to my attention

lately, and I would hope the minister could

indicate what the position of the board is on
that. I thought that had disappeared. Maybe
we can get an answer.

I am dealing with the smaller issues right

now, Mr. Chairman, one after another, be-

cause I want to come to the main text, the

50 per cent, which I am working my way
to now. I am talking about the escalator

clause once again, as I did when we re-

viewed the bill back in June and made the

amendment.

Mr. Chairman, particularly in view of On-
tario's position before the federal government,
led by the Minister of Community and
Social Services (Mr. Brunelle), that there

should be escalator clauses in the Canada
Pension Plan, which is for disability in some
instances, I really can't see how Ontario can

stay out of introducing an escalator clause in

permanent disability pensions under the

Workmen's Compensation Board. It is exactly
the same situation. For disability, a Canada
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Pension Plan with escalator clauses is what

your government, led by the Minister of

Community and Social Services, recom-

mended.

The Minister of Labour is responsible for

the Workmen's Compensation Board, which
is involved with industrial accidents which
lead to total or permanent disability pensions
of some degree. You can't recommend an

escalator clause to the federal government
and then not do it in Ontario. That is just

not cricket. In fact, all you are doing then

is playing petty politics. I would hope that

isn't what you are doing. Therefore, I would

hope the minister would indicate whether he
intends to adopt the escalator clause which

you people have advocated in the Canada
Pension.

I want to deal for a moment with deafness.

I can't understand the attitude of the Work-
men's Compensation Board on this. If a man
suffers an industrial accident which leaves

him disabled to some degree, whether it be

five, 10 or 15 per cent, when he returns to

work he is able to get—if that is the degree
of disability he has been assessed at—five,
10 or 15 per cent for back injury, broken

leg, or any other type of injury almost—

except deafness! The only way he can obtain

it for deafness is if, in fact, he leaves the

place he is working, which means he has to

quit his job in some instances, or he takes

his pension. He has to remove himself from
that area of work.

What I can't understand is, he is as in-

capacitated, to the degree of disability that

he has, as is the man who might be working
next to him who suffers a 15 per cent dis-

ability from a back injury; yet the man with
the back injury gets the 15 per cent dis-

ability while the man with the 15 per cent

hearing loss, which is really a traumatic

experience, doesn't get any. Even though it

is proven that it is industrial deafness, he
doesn't get any—and I have never been able

to understand that—until he leaves that place
of employment, that particular locale.

It seems logical to me that you would
assess him at the 15 per cent disability, and
if he has to stay in the same area of work
that in fact every year he undergo a test

for his hearing loss, and if it increases you
increase the amount of disabihty. But you
are punishing him. He doesn't get any. The
man next to him, for another type of accident

also rated 15 per cent, gets 15 per cent

disability.

The traumatic experience undergone by
this man, the interference in his social life

as a result of deafness, is every bit as serious

as for the man who has a bad back or broken

leg disability.

Mr. M. Gaunt (Huron-Bruce): Maybe more

Mr. Martel: Maybe more so, yes; because

there is a tendency then to move away from
one's social life because of the impairment
as a result of the hearing loss, which is very
evident.

But you won't help him. I can't understand

it. I just can't. Maybe we will hear from
the minister on that one.

I want to assure the chairman that when
I made the statement about welfare I was
not striking out at the new chairman of the

board in any way, shape or form. What I was

suggesting when I made the comment was
that despite the fact that one gives six addi-

tional weeks to a man—and as late as 12:30

this morning I had a man who has had three

years of compensation phoning me—what
does six weeks mean to a man who is going
to be out of work another year and a half;

or who maybe will never get back? It is a

known fact that the longer the man is out

of work, particularly with a back injury—as

my colleague from Riverdale said, you start

talking about the functional overlay and all

of the other things that come into it—what
does six weeks' additional pay mean to him?
That is why I said it was an insult. It is

tokenism at its worst, to try and give some

meagre financial assistance to the man.

As the minister knows—I spoke rather

lengthily when we reviewed the bill making
the necessary change, last June I guess it

was—I am totally opposed to the idea of any
many or any woman who has an industrial

accident of any sort ever being reduced to

the welfare rolls of this province. Under no
circumstances should a worker in this prov-
ince be reduced to the frustrating indignity
that surrounds going onto the welfare roll in

Ontario. And that is what we are doing.

Now the Ministry of Community and Social

Services' minister agreed, when I raised this

issue during his estimates, to have the welfare

rolls of the province checked to see how

many people are either on general welfare

assistance or disability allowances under
FBA as a result of industrial accidents.

There is no reason why that is the route

they should have to go. And the fact that

we insist on that route, because it is the

only way the injured worker can have enough
money to support his family, seems to me
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to indicate that we have a long way to go in

improving the Workmen's Compensation Act.

Companies, particularly those in my area

at least, now are moving towards laying-
ofF injured workers or not providing light

duty of any description for injured workers.

The result: 50 per cent allowance which the

worker gets from the Workmen's Compensa-
tion Board until such time as the board or

the medical staff decides he has been on

compensation long enough, he's not going
to get suitable work with the company, he
is not going to be able to find suitable work,
so he should be rated for a permanent
pension. Then, instead of getting even 50 per
cent, he is reduced, possibly to 20 per cent

if he is lucky. He ends up with $75 or $80
a month for life. That's his income.

And consequently, because of the whole

system that is before him, he is reduced to

welfare; a man who might have been earn-

ing $10,000, $11,000, $12,000 a year.

It is a pattern: Down to 50 per cent, down
to the total-disability allowance or the partial-

disability allowance and finally welfare. And
that is unjust. That is totally unjust. And that

has got to change. And it has got to change
rather dramatically.

I can recall when the former member for

Timiskaming introduced a bill into this Legis-
lature suggesting that a man should remain
on compensation until such time as he is

ready to return to work. I remember the

furore that came from that side of the House,
that he dared to suggest that. Well what is

the answer? It certainly isn't what we do
now. And it certainly isn't the six weeks
extra that we are going to pay him. That
holds no future for an industrial worker with
a severe injury. It means you either continue

to pay him or you improve your rehabilita-

tion services.

And the recommendation in the report that

was handed to the minister bothered me. If I

understand the recommendation correctly, the

role of the board's rehabilitation department
will be more consultative than anything else.

In other words, you'll be able to pawn them
off onto Canada Manpower if I understand
it correctly, and possibly I don't. But if I

understand it correctly you will work through
agencies such as Canada Manpower and the

like in order to rehabilitate men. That is not

j^oing to work in northern Ontario. It might in

Toronto where there are some light duty
fobs available. But I want to suggest that

completely contrary to what the report sug-
gests, that on the job training is going to re-

solve the problem in many instances for the

workers who are injured in northern Ontario;
one has to look at the educational level of

the people who are involved in mining, and
such things as age factors. One simply can't

say: "Well, we'll get them to upgrade through
Canada Manpower."
Heaven forbid. The only thing Canada

Manpower ever turns out is welders. We
have enough welders to supply every firm

in the United States which wants a welder—
but that doesn't find jobs. In fact, I have
had men come to me who have had three

courses through Canada Manpower.
The rehabilitation officer in the Sudbury

area for the Workmen's Compensation Board,
Mr. Dixon, I think, has 56 men, right today,
who are doing on-the-job retraining. Many of

them are without adequate educational back-

ground in order to go to a community col-

lege or its equivalent to upgrade their edu-
cation.

What I have certainly found successful in

the Sudbury area in working with Mr. Dixon
has been his ability to find on-the-job train-

ing for many, many workers. If I understand
the report correctly, what is being suggested
to the board is that we move to merely a

consultative role in rehabilitation.

If that is the suggestion, I would ask you
to throw it out. It's as simple as that. I would
ask that you throw it out. Or at the very
least that it only be part—and a very small

part—of your rehabilitation programme.

I think that if one works, as most of us

do, in a variety of fields such as community
and social services, and so on—even there, I

think the success in their programme has been
in getting people actually working in on-the-

job training, as opposed to formal academic

upgrading or entry into some long, drawn out

course which many people are not either

skilled to do, or don't have the educational

background, or are too old. I would ask the

minister to be very careful on that recom-

mendation.

Finally, I would tell the minister—I know
he is concerned, he has indicated this in the

press—that six weeks is insufficient.

I don't know what the answer is, Mr. Min-
ister, except that we don't put workers on
welfare—whether the board continues to pay
50 per cent indefinitely, or the board con-

tinues to pay the same amount of welfare

as welfare; which is insufficient anyway.

But I don't think there should be an indus-

trial worker who is injured creating the

wealth that this province enjoys, who should

be reduced to the welfare rolls of this prov-
ince in any way, shape or form. I would ask
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the minister, I don't care how you do it, but
that no one moves in that direction.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Went-
worth.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): I don't intend
to speak very long. I don't have any particular
criticisms to make of the board. I am one of

those people who have had the opportunity
to discuss my own personal concerns with the
new chairman of the board and I have to say
I am particularly pleased with the attitude

that seems to be at the board at this point

relating to matters of concern to me.

I have spoVen to the minister a number
of times about the Workmen's Compensation
Board. I haven't always been pleased at the
result—but given that you can't do every-

thing each time, I suppose we have been

making a little bit of headway. I think the
events of the last year related to the Work-
men's Compensation Board have brought
about a number of changes which are likely
to yield results favourable to the workmen.

I hope that the chairman, together with the
other members of the board and the ad-
ministration at the board, are going to pro-
ceed quickly with the kinds of changes that

have been indicated to me. I know that the

things that have happened in the last month
or six weeks have certainly been encouraging.

One thing I might say on a rather personal
note. I know that there is such a thing as a
direct line from places in the province to the

Workmen's Compensation Board. It might not
be a bad idea if it were made available to

the members so that we could call from
within our own constituencies directly rather
than charge it up against the government in

any other way.

I want to talk about two or three matters
that I think the chairman and the board and
the adininistration of the board could take
into consideration.

First of all, there's been a lot said in the
last day and a half about the term "fit for

light work". I know that it's being reviewed.
I want to suggest that it is time for the board
to communicate with the physicians in the
Province of Ontario and suggest to them that

when they say a patient is fit for light work

they should be required to indicate what it

is that they mean by light work. It's easy to

conjure up in your mind that there is, in fact,

something called light work in industry in

the Province of Ontario. But there is not.

For a lot of people there is no such thing
as light work available. There is no point in
a doctor saying this man is fit to do some-

thing if the doctor doesn't understand the
conditions within the employment that that

man is capable of, and the doctor doesn't
understand that there is no such thing avail-

able. The doctor seems to think, I don't know
why, that if a man is fit for light work—giving
the term light a meaning of what? I don't

know—that that man should be prepared to

give up years of seniority and take a job in

another plant during that interim period when
he's getting better but isn't yet ready to re-

turn to his normal job. That's quite unreason-
able.

Let's look at any major industry. You take

a man working in the Steel Co. of Canada
who has been accustomed to working in the

open hearth, for example, which requires a

fair degree of physical effort. He is declared

now to have progressed to the point where
he's fit for light work. He's been at the Steel

Co. of Canada for 16 years. He has built up
benefits at the Steel Co.—pension benefits,

seniority benefits and seniority itself within

the plant and related to his job.

The doctor says to the board that the man
is now fit for light work and the board says:
"Go and see your employer." He goes and
sees his employer. His employer says: "I'm

sorry. We do have two or three small jobs
around that you might have been able to do,
but we've got other people doing them right
now. We don't have a job for you." He goes
back to the board and he is given—and I give

you credit for this change now—perhaps an

extension on his total benefit for a period of

time, hopefully until a light job appears on
the scene.

The man is going to get better. Given time,
he is going to recover to the point where he
would be able to go back to his normal job,
but he is then expected, completely unreason-

ably, to go down to the Canada Manpower
and register with them. The moment he regis-
ters with Canada Manpower he has severed

his connections with his former employer. He
severs his connections with his former em-

ployer and he is then deprived of all the

benefits that he's worked for. The term light
work has caused a good many problems for

a great many people.

The other problem is that, even though a

man is declared fit for work, unless he can go
back to exactly the job he was doing at the

time he was injured, the employer has no re-

sponsibility to take him back, none whatso-
ever. He can go down and knock on the door
and the doctor may say that he's fit to return

to some kind of modified employment, but
unless he can go back and do the exact job
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that he was able to do on the day he was

injured the employer can, within the law,

terminate his employment.

There has to be a change in that section of

the Act because that is absolutely wrong.
What then occurs—not often, thank God, but

it does occur with suflBcient frequency to be

a problem—is that the man is declared fit for

modified employment, cannot get a job with

his own company—the company doesn't neces-

sarily lay him off-he then has to go seeking
other kind of employment and he loses every-

thing he's worked for for years. I think that

that has to be altered.

The other problem I want to raise with you
is on the matter of the record of an employee.
A man gets hurt in 1968; he goes to the

doctor; he has whatever it is that ails him put
back in shape. He's not absolutely better but

he goes back to work. He's not a bitcher or

complainer so he doesn't say much. He just

goes and he does his job. When he goes home
at night, his wife rubs his shoulder or fixes

his back or whatever and he goes back into

work the next day and he does the same

thing. This goes on day after day.

He doesn't go around complaining to his

foreman. He doesn't go down to the first aid

room and get Aspirins. He doesn't go to his

work-mate and say: "Look, this is still

bothering me." He works on. A year later he

finally can't go on much longer. He hasn't

established a record in the company of hav-

ing a continuous disability. So he goes back

to the board.

He has got to try somehow or other to find

a way to prove that this is related to his

original injury; and he has got to find a way
to prove that this has been bothering him all

of the time. It tends to breed in people a

complaining attitude, and I think it would
serve us well if we were to accept that manv
people do not go around complaining all the

time. It makes it very difficult to fight cases;

it makes it very difficult to have appeals
considered and brought to a conclusion that

I would accept.

Another point I want to make is this whole
matter of maintaining communication be-

tween the board and the workman. The
workman doesn't know if his doctor has sent in

his report or not. He assumes he has; he doesn't

know. The workman sends in his report.
He reports that he's off^. He reports that it's

as a result of a compensable injury. He goes
to his doctor. The doctor, through inadvert-

ence or whatever, doesn't send in his report
and so the workman doesn't get paid. He
doesn't know why he is not getting paid.

He used to—I must say it is better, by the

way—he used to have trouble, even at the

board, finding anybody to talk to. It was like

some faceless mass. He called the board up
and one day he would get one person and
another day he would get somebody else.

And if they could find your file, which in-

evitably was in another department being
reviewed, then they might be able to tell

you something about your claim.

I think once a claim is established and

until such time as the worker goes back to

work, the responsibility for communication

between the doctor and the board is going to

have to rest with the board. The worker can't

constantly be running to his doctor's office

simply because the doctor will become ex-

tremely impatient with him—he won't see

him half of the time anyway—and it creates

a relationship between the doctor and the

patient that's not conducive to a quick re-

covery, nor for that matter to any future

dealings. So the responsibility must rest with

the board to get the proper records.

Over and above that, I think the worker
then should simply have to maintain his com-
munication with the board directly by way
of whatever cards he gets. If the worker gets
a card and sends it to the board and says:
"I have been to see my doctor"; and puts
the date down, then the board shouldn't

simply wait until the doctor sends the report

in, but should then communicate directly
with that doctor and ask that the report be
sent in immediately, because that causes

delays that are quite unnecessary.

The patient has no way of knowing
whether his doctor sends in reports. He

simply assumes this, and quite often he

doesn't assume correctly.

The other matter, too, is one of trying to

get the doctor to put a sufficient amount of

information down so that I, when I am fight-

ing a case, or so that the board when they are

reviewing a case, can simply read the report
of the doctor and understand exactly what
his view is with regard to the condition of

the worker.

I often find in reports that I have been

getting that all one gets is that Dr. So-and-so

says: "To whom it may concern: The follow-

ing worker is under my care and will be oif

for an indefinite period." At some other point

you get another one which says: "Mr. So-

and-so has been under my care and will be

incapacitated for another month." It doesn't

tell you more than that. It is very difficult to

fight a case on those grounds; and of course

the doctor isn't communicating properly. I
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think maybe the board could devote just a

little bit of time, and no doubt it is going
to, to an education process which encourages
doctors to give as much information as they

absolutely can on any case so that we don't

have to have quite as many hearings and
so that we don't have to have as much of the

member of the Legislature-board relationship
as we've had in the past.

To turn to another matter—I am going

through them rather quickly because I just
want to express my views on them—another
matter that has bothered me is this whole
matter of retraining versus rehabilitation.

Rehabilitation is not retraining and I think

we've got to understand that. Rehabilitation,
in my view anyway, is the process of trying
to make the person as well or as fit as you
possibly can, taking into account what his

injury is. Retraining is an entirely different

matter and the board is not equipped, as I

see it, to retrain. It doesn't engage in the

business of retraining. My understanding is

that, in fact, it purchases its retraining from
outside.

I think because it deals with people who
are less than 100 per cent physically, the

board is going to have to develop a method
of evaluating job opportunities in order that

it can better direct the retraining of WCB
recipients. Once a man has been rehabilitated

it doesn't necessarily mean he is ever going to

be able to do anything useful in the work
force unless some considerable time is spent
in retraining him for another line of work. I

want to suggest that in this area of rehabilita-

tion and retraining the board should be much
more involved. In fact, maybe there should
even be a very close relationship to the ex-

tent that people from the board are directly
involved in the administration of things like

Canada Manpower and its retraining pro-

grammes. I think that we should establish a

much closer relationship—I differ perhaps,
from one of my colleagues on this. I can't

help feeling that because the board deals with

unique situations it should have a direct input
into Canada Manpower. Rather than simply

referring someone there and hoping the coun-

sellors will deal with it, there should be a

combination or a combined effort in areas of

retraining of the physically handicapped as

they relate directly to the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board.

I want to say to you that it is time for an-

other evaluation of widow's pensions. In fact,

it is past time for another evaluation of

widow's pensions. For many widows the last

10 or 15 years which have gone by, have

been extremely difficult. The pensions have

been small; the frequency or infrequency of

increases has caused them to get into very
difficult financial positions.

The board is going to have to take a look

again at widow's pensions and regular pen-
sions to people who have been in receipt of

a pension for 15 or 10 years and try to bring
them up to today's standards. A man who was

seriously injured and was given a pension
based on 10 per cent of his then earnings,

obviously is not being properly compensated
today. I think that simply for justice's sake

alone, aside from the need, a person should

be in receipt of a pension that is adequate to

meet today's standards of necessity.

One other point is this whole matter of the

degree of disability versus the income require-
ments. We have on the one hand a system
which determines a person's eligibility based
on degree of disability; we then decide to

pay them based on percentage of income.

When you come before the board to talk

you may say that a man is not, in fact, totally
disabled. When are you totally disabled?

That is always a real problem. When is a

person totally disabled, medically speaking?
It is awfully difficult to dtetermine it.

A man, in my opinion, is totally disabled

when his injury is sufficient to keep him from

working at anything for which he is already
trained or is sufficient to keep him from work-

ing at anything for which he can be trained.

That's the test. If a man has insufficient train-

ing at the moment to fit him into the work

force, considering the degree of disability,
and there is no way that he can be trained to

raise him up to the standard, then he is

totally disabled for the purposes of Work-
men's Compensation. The reason I say it and
the reason I put it that way is this: If a man

goes to his place of work every day, and

given all of his attributes and given all of

his training, skills, education and physical

attributes, he is able to do his job, and as a

result of having been injured in that place of

work he is then unable to do that job, his

own personal makeup doesn't allow him to do

any other job and there is no way to train

him to bring him up to a standard that

would enable him to do any other job, then

he is totally disabled. I want you to consider

total disability in that light.

Then the whole matter of degree of dis-

ability enters into it, and it goes back again
to the first point I raised, that of fit for light

work. I want to see the board give very
serious thought as to how one decides when
a irian is fit for light work and what in
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heaven's name light work is. For a man with

a very bad back, light work is not pushing a

broom. It really isn't. There are so many
people who have odd views.

I was down at the board once, a nmnber
of years ago. I was sitting in an office, one

of those little cubicle offices—with a recipient.

The interviewer said to the man with me:

"Well tell me, what would you like to do?"

The man would like to have gone back to his

job but he couldn't. The interviewer said:

"There must be something you would like to

do." The recipient said: "Well, I'd like to be

a welder." All he could think about were the

jobs that he understood, the jobs he had seen

around him. So he explained three or four

jobs that he had seen around him and said:

"These are the kinds of jobs."

Quite obviously, even from my non-medical

assessment, this man wasn't capable of doing

any of those jobs.

I suggested to the interviewing fellow,

tongue in cheek, though not entirely, that

maybe the recipient could do his job. He
could sit and ask people what they would
like to do. It doesn't take many brains to

do that. I mean, the job really isn't to ask

him what he would like to do so much
as to suggest to him areas of occupations
that he might well fit into, given the degree
of disability that he had. We never seemed
to get to that point. I think that is very

important, and I want to suggest that should

be something that is done.

Finally, on the whole matter of appeals
and hearings, I don't like to appear before

the board, not because I don't like the board,

but because I don't like to take up the time.

Quite often, I believe that I could have sent

a written submission which would have out-

lined my case sufficiently to have been suc-

cessful. I probably could have cut down the

time of the board if I could have done that,

just simply sent in a written submission and
not brought the workman in for the purpose
of the hearing. I am always afraid to do it,

because of course, you want the worker to

have the opportunity to answer any questions
that might be asked of him by you, the

tribunal members or the board members.

I pause for a moment. I want to say that

I have always felt the people who operate
on the tribunal have done an excellent job.
I think they have worked very hard. They
don't always come out with decisions I

would like, but given the job that they are

faced with, I think they work very hard and
I want to commend them for it.

Like other people who have spoken before

me, I have also been more than satisfied with

the response that I have received from people
in the administrative branch. My quarrels
with the board were in another area.

I think that it would be useful, if the

board in responding to me when I ask for

some kind of outline of the case, would con-

sider whether I can simply send back my
comments on the outline. I don't know
whether that would be acceptable. If I could

send back my comments as they relate to

the outline of the case that is sent to me,

tying in whatever new information that I

have, I could really cut down the amount
of time the board has to spend on hearings.
It may well be that that could be done.

Other than those remarks, there is so much
more I can say about the board. There are

so many problems, and I could start raising
individual problems which I don't want to

do, but I do want to say this. I see a distinct

change in direction of the board and I am
pleased with it. I am not about to try to

guess how things will be in the next 12

months. I sincerely hope that in 12 months'

time when we look back we will have seen

the kinds of remarkable changes take place
which will humanize the board, which will

make it a place where a worker, regardless
of his educational qualifications, regardless
of his language difficulties, regardless of how
inferior he may feel or how upset he may
be, will be given absolute top priority con-

sideration when he goes there. Because that's

the key to it; human relations.

You know you can't always satisfy every-
one's wishes. But if you can't satisfy them

you can at least be pleasant and honest and

explain to them fully why it is they can't

be satisfied. And I think that having done

that, you have accomplished all you can.

Perhaps the board will tell the minister

that in order to be able to satisfy these

people legislative changes will be required.
And I hope the minister is going to come
forward with the changes, whatever they

may be. Because there are changes necessary;
we won't talk about them today.

But I do think that in a year's time, when
we look back on the board's operation under
the new chairman, a new direction and a

new input, we'll see the kinds of remarkable

changes that many of us have hoped to see

in the board; that it will become a place
where the worker's considerations are given
first priority; that there will always be the

recognition that when a man is injured it's

not only his injury itself that upsets him. I
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hope the board will recognize that the fact

he is not working, the fact that he has the

injury and the destructive influence that it

has on his family life, the diflSculties that

he has in coping with just being home and

doing nothing, waiting for something to

happen, help bring on the kinds of things
that my colleague talks about under the

broad term of "functional overlay".

I get along just fine at home, but if I had
to sit there all the time I'd have a functional

overlay too. That's the problem. And I think

we are all in that boat. And I think that

we've got to recognize that people will be a

bit hyper during the time they are suff^ering

from some injury at work. Some will be more

hyper than others because of their makeup.

I don't think we know enough about the

people, their backgrounds, and how emotional

they may have bsen all their lives to be able

to say the person's problem is a functional

overlay brought on by the accident. The

person before you may always have been

hyper, intense, extremely active, and moti-

vated in a sensitive way. And I can't help

thinking that often the board makes its de-

cision based on what it sees, not recognizing
that what it sees may well have been a

characteristic of the individual for many
years prior to the accident.

With those remarks, I want to wish the

chairman well and the other members of the

administration well. I hope the next year
bears a lot of fruit. I look forward to hear-

ing all of the great things that have hap-
pened at the board.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Rainy
River.

Mr. T. P. Reid (Rainy River): Mr. Chair-

man, I wasn't able to be present yesterday or

last evening for the opening discussion with

regard to the Workmen's Compensation Board,

although I have listened with great interest

to the debate this afternoon. My colleague
from Sarnia and members of the other party
have covered the groundwork fairly well.

They've discussed the report on administra-

tion of workmen's compensation in Ontario
and other briefs that have been presented and
that we have available to us.

I would just like to underline my concern
with some of the matters in respect to the

Workmen's Compensation Board. Most of

them have been touched on, but again I

would like to underline my concern.

Mr. Chairman, the scenario as it happens
as far as the members are concerned, is that

we get a call from an injured workman or

he comes to our home or oflBce in person and
he says: "I've got a problem with the Work-
men's Compensation Board, and I can't get

any answers out of them." But if we go back
to the original situation, Mr. Chairman, we
have the situation where a workman goes to

work in the morning expecting full well he
will put in his eight-hour shift and return

home after work looking forward to his leis-

ure time. Instead, what happens is that, for

some reason or other, he is injured on the job,

he is required to go to the plant nurse or go
to the hospital for x-rays or to see a doctor.

That really, Mr. Chairman, is not the worst

part of the accident. The worst part is when
he gets caught up in the administrative ma-

chinery of the Workmen's Compensation
Board. For most of us who come from a

heavily industrial area, probably 40 to 50 per
cent of the problems we handle have to do

with the Workmen's Compensation Board. A
lot of them, Mr. Chairman, I might add, arise

because the people involved have written to

or tried to contact the board and have not

even had their letters answered. I suggest
to you that there is no reason for that what-

soever.

However, to continue what happens, the

workman puts in a claim for workmen's com-

pensation; the claim comes down to the head

office here in Toronto; it may be weeks, some-
times months, before he gets an answer of

any kind; the board may then grant him a

small pension or grant him benefits for the

time or period he is out of the job. But if it

is a continuing problem, if he is entitled to

a pension, if he is put on light work, then

this is where the real problems come in.

The workman has no skills in dealing with

government machinery. The workman, unless

he has had a number of accidents, has no ex-

perience in dealing with the administrative

bureaucracy known as the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board. It is here that his morale

is destroyed and his worth in himself is down-

graded, because he just does not know how
to cope with a bureaucracy some 1,200 miles

away.

He may be told, for instance, after an ex-

amination by the doctor—usually the Work-
men's Compensation Board doctor—that he
can go back to work and do light work.

Well, perhaps we beat that particular one
to death. He has been on full benefits, he is

cut to 50 per cent, 30 per cent, whatever;
then he is told he can go back to work. In

my area, Mr. Chairman, there are not that

many kinds of jobs available; they certainly
aren't available in the plants and in the mines
that are in my area.
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The companies sometimes take these

people back and give them a job which they
call "light work", sometimes out of compas-
sion, sometimes out of charity and sometimes

to keep their own assessment toward the

Workmen's Compensation Board down.

Again, I don't want to beat this to death, but

surely the whole system entitled "light work"
should be reviewed and reviewed carefully.

Just recently the minister made some
strides in this regard, but again the process
should not stop there. If an employee is in-

jured to the extent that he is 50 per cent

disabled, then he is going to immediately
have certain psychological and physical de-

ficiencies that must be overcome; and they
are not overcome, I suggest to the minister,

by a letter from the board suggesting that he
is now entitled to 50 per cent of his benefits

because he is available for light work. There
has to be a fuller commitment on behalf of

this department to follow up, for the physical
and the psychological benefits of the em-

ployee.

The rehabilitation services are perhaps
over-extended. If so, that part of the pro-

gramme must be expanded, because we are

losing a great deal of manpower, a great
deal of personal worth, because these matters

have not been attended to in the past.

Those are really my main concerns, Mr.
Chairman. If I may reiterate:

The injured people who write to the board
from my area never receive answers to their

letters. Now that doesn't obtain in all cases,
but it is prevalent enough for me to wonder
if those letters are received at the board;
and if so what happens to them.

It is unconscionable when a man who has
an injury, whose life has been altered dras-

tically, writes to a service that is supposed
to be provided for his benefit and receives

no answer to his inquiries.

The delay is not only not for weeks or

months, but sometimes there is never a re-

sponse, until he has to come to his member
of Parliament and say "I wrote those people
months ago, two or three letters; and I've

never heard from them." That is one concern.

The second concern is the light work and
the way it operates.

The third concern is the rehabilitation

services that are now sadly lacking.

My main point, Mr. Chairman, is that the
board must become more humane. It is the

attitude of the board that really must change.
I really get the feeling when I talk to people
at the Workmen's Compensation Board that

it is the same as talking to a marketing

board, and we are not discussing human
beings but a commodity or something that

really doesn't have any human functions.

I hope that with the advent of the new
chairman his spirit will permeate the board
from the top down and that a more humane
attitude toward the injured workmen of this

province will become a reality. That, to me
sir, is the biggest concern with the Work-
men's Compensation Board; that it remember
that it is in fact dealing with injured people,
and that those injured people should be given
the benefit of the doubt.

Now again I don't want to go into this at

great length. But the Act itself states that in

matters of contention, when it comes to a

final decision of the board the workman is

to be given the benefit of the doubt. The

legislation was obviously written with humane
intent. But I suggest to you that the humane

intent, and certainly the benefit of the doubt,

is not being extended to the workmen in a

majority of these cases.

So I would say to you, sir, that there are

many areas that have to be looked at by
the minister, including the matter of pen-

sions, people on disability pensions.

And if I may again become personal in a

little matter before I take my place, I have

a workman who worked all his life until he

retired at aeje 65. Approximately a year
before he retired he was injured. He now
receives a pension of something like $5.39

per month for an injury that has left him

permanently crippled and in great pain.

Now when I contacted the board not too

loner ago on his behalf, I said: "How could

the board possibly come up with such an

infinitesimal and insulting pension for this

man, when he cannot even walk as a result

of his injuries?" The answer of the gentle-
man at the Workmen's Compensation Board

was: "He is over 65 now and he's not em-

ployable anyway, so what difference does it

make."

I'm sorry, that's the wrong slant on it, I

apologize. Let me rephrase that. He said:

"Well, he is over 65 and he's not employ-
able now and that is probably the reason

why he is only receiving that amount of pen-
sion."

Please, I'd like those other remarks stricken.

Probably that is the reason. But, surely,
Mr. Chairman, you would agree that in this

day and age a man's life does not end at

age 65; and surely the person I am concerned

about in these remarks is entitled to more
than five dollars and some cents a month
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for the pain and siiifering he's gone through
and the lack of opportunities to further work
in the years to come if he so desires.

Surely it is not up to the board to decide

whether he is now employable or that his

working days are over. Surely he is entitled

to something more than that.

I prefer not to bring these matters to the

personal attention of the chairman of the

board. I don't think it is his function to

examine each and every case such as this.

But there has been such an injustice here

that I feel I may have to do so if this matter

isn't carefully reviewed.

So again, Mr. Chairman, most of the

matters have been covered by others with

regard to workmen's compensation. I would

just say that I think if there could be a

changre in the attitude of the board people

dealing with the injured workmen, and that

if the spirit of the Act, as it was originally

passed was promulgated amongst the people
that work at the board, this would go a long

way to improving the psychological outlook

of those people who unfortunately have to

deal with the Workmen's Compensation
Board,

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Beaches-Woodbine.

Mr. T. A. Wardle (Beaches - Woodbine):
Manv things have been said in the debate
last evening and this afternoon that are very
commendable, and I know the new chairman
of the board will give these things his close

attention.

But, Mr, Chairman, I cannot let this oppor-
tunity pass without commending the new
chairman of the Workmen's Compensation
Board on his appointment to this important
office. His past experience in business, as an
elected municipal official, as a federal min-

ister, and his work in the citizenship court,
make his appointment one that commends
itself I know to the members of this House
and to the public generally. He will bring,
as the Minister of Labour brings, a human
approach to his work with the board. This is

so necessary if the injured workmen of this

province are to be treated fairly as they
make their claims.

Mr. Chairman, in this morning's Globe and
Mail I see an advertisement: "Workmen's

Compensation Board Now Open Evenings."
This is a forward step to help many people
make claims at a time convenient to them-
selves. Another step I would like to see,
and I know it will be done under this new
chairman, is courteous treatment of all

claimants which is also very necessary, and
I feel this will be the policy of the Work-
men's Compensation Board of Ontario.

I should like to mention, Mr, Chairman,
the problems facing a workman who is now

working at a good salary but has financial

obligations, with a mortgage and various

other things. Then he is injured and often

is reduced to a condition that is very difficult

indeed. I do hope the board will be very

generous and understanding in cases of this

kind.

Employers now are required to pay a

higher levy in workmen's compensation, I

believe they are quite prepared to pay
higher levies if they know that their injured

employees are going to receive adequate
help financially and in the rehabilitation

necessary if they are going to again take

their place in the work force of this province.

Mr. Chairman, we do have one of the best

boards of workmen's compensation in the

world. It can be improved, and the members
of this House have made several suggestions
as to how it can be improved, so let us

strive, as I know the new chairman of the

board will, to improve the board in any way
we can.

Thank you very much, Mr, Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: The hon, member for Scar-

borough East.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): West,

Mr. Chairman: West? Oh, I'm sorry.

Mr. Lewis: West, You can't malign me so

cavalierly, Scarborough West.

Mr. Chairman, this love-in with the new
chairman of the Workmen's Compensation
Board is becoming almost insufferable. I like

him too, but I am not about to leap across

the floor and embrace him physically. I may
say that he is obviously an excellent chap.

Indeed, even my father tells me he is an
excellent chap and that is the highest praise
of all. Ed Broadbent is a little more ambiv-
alent about his feelings, but I am prepared
to accept the genetic information rather than

the political information.

I must say, Mr. Chairman, that all of us

in the House were obviously pleased at the

change in the board at the top, I didn't much
get along with the previous chairman of the

board, and I don't mind admitting it here or

anywhere else, I thought that he ran an

operation which was antagonistic to the in-

jured workman, as a matter of fact; it was

largely anti-human in its relationship with

the injured claimants.
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There are many, many roles that men and
women can fulfill in this life, and I have no
doubt that the former chairman is now ful-

filling a role of great excellence somewhere.
I don't deny him that right, and I wish him
well in it. But I think the board will experi-

ence a virtual liberation, at least internally,
under the present chairman in all its social

attitudes, and that's extremely important.

I have met with the present chairman, Mr.

Chairman. He was kind enough, a week or

so ago today, to spend a couple of hours

with me in his office one morning. He has

that absolutely charming innocence about

him. a very natural friendliness. He even

noured coffee for those of us who were there.

It sucrgested a sense of the mortal that hasn't

infected the offices of the board for the last

10 years; it was profoundly reassuring.

There are a couple of things I want to say
about the Workmen's Compensation Board
which inevitably repeat what has been said

before; but I would like to draw attention to

them and then make one suggestion publicly
which I made to the chairman in private.

First, Mr. Chairmaji, I am extremely con-

cerned—and I draw it to the Minister of

Labour's attention—about the situation in

Elliot Lake. When I met with the representa-
tives of that community on Sunday last at

lunch—the mayor, the council, the steel-

workers—there was acute and obvious anxiety
about the evidence of increasing silicosis and
the possibility of cancer flowing from the

radiation hazard.

That group had been trying for a consider-

able period of time to effect a meeting with
the Minister of Natural Resources and the

Minister of Health (Mr. Potter) in order to

introduce safeguards within the mine and the

community that would set their anxieties to

rest.

There is absolutely no doubt whatsoever
that a good deal more attention has to be
paid to the health and well-being of the

miners working in the Elliot Lake area. There
is absolutely no doubt whatsoever that we've

gone on far too long without a critical assess-

ment of the air-quality within the mine, and
we're gone too long without a critical asses-

ment of the health standards of those who
work within th-^ mine and in the community
in the surrounding area.

Most important of all, it seems to me that

th'i Workmen's Compensation Board has to

be involved. There are numerous cases flow-

ing from the Elliot Lake mines involving
numerous matters which impinge on the

Workmen's Compensation Board. It may be

that when the Ministry of the Environment
or Natural Resources and the Ministry of

Health have done the assessment—the studies,

the samples which they have undertaken—
that for the first time in the board's history
some form of retroactive compensation escal-

ation will be required for those in whom
silicosis is discovered, and in whom, God
forbid, cancer is discovered.

This community, Mr. Chairman, is really

anxious about the situation in Elliot Lake.

They have their hands on studies and sta-

tistical material which anyone would respond
to sensitively and worriedly. They do not

know, on the basis of the United States or

anywhere else, how many months it is safe

to work in areas of the mine where radiation

levels are high. No one seems to understand

or have knowledge of the safety require-

ments. If the board is to do something earlv,

it seems to me pertinent to establish contact

with the Steelworkers' union at Elliot Lake
and with the responsible ministries, in con-

nection with their assessment of the working
conditions and the worker's health and mine

safety. I hope that the minister and the

chairman of the board might take this

seriously.

I have seldom sat with a group of people
who conveyed so earnestly to me a concern

about their own physical well-being. I there-

fore take this opportunity to urge it upon
you.

I want to add my support to those who
find in this House the endless references to

low-back infury, to light work availability, to

psychological overlay, offensive and irrelevant

and self-serving.

It's worth knowing, Mr. Chairman, that

the members of the Les;islature have an

enormous knowledge of the Workmen's Com-
nensation Board, they really do. There are

few subiects every member of the House can

speak about with such confidence and rela-

tively speaking, such authority.

I think that the chairman of the boarrl

and the Minister of Labour should take verv

seriously the repetitive comments about psv-

chological overlay and low-back iniurv. and

about light work availabilitv—and all of thes*^

things which all of us have found endless

bureaucratic harassments, largely unreal and

largely invalidatory of what the worker realU-

deserves.

I am particularly incensed by the emotional

overlay proposition. The refusal of the board,

lo these many years, to accept the fact that

there are emotional consequences to a phys-
ical injury is something that has always
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mystified me. The refusal to adapt to that

reality is something which has always
offended us in the House.

Some of the emotional consequence of

physical injury as a matter of fact have been

induced by the board itself in the way it

handles the vulnerable, injured workman.

If there is to be one amendment to the

Act, if there is to be one transformation of

the board which more realistically responds to

an area of concern than almost any other,

it would be the recognition that when you
have a physical injury it inevitably triggers
latent emotional anxiety, brings it to the fore.

And you may call it psychological overlay,
but it is as much a part of the original injury
as anything else; as a broken leg or a lost

limb or some other sad occurrence.

The psychological consequences can't be

dismissed and they can't be played down and

they can't be thrown into reports on injured
claimants as though they were a matter of

mystery. They are no longer a matter of

mystery.

Something has to be done to the legisla-
tion. Something has to be done within the

board to make everyone understand that,

particularly for immigrant groups who are

vulnerable, particularly for those who work
in low-paying jobs who are often walking an

emotional tightrope because of the economic
stress of their own lives, that when they
have a serious injury psychological conse-

quences follow as night does day, and that

it is absurd for the board to discard that as a

relevant compensable part of the injury.

The last thing I wanted to say publicly,
Mr. Chairman, and I mentioned it to the

chairman of the board privately, is that when-
ever one travels around this province—and I

think it is probably true of a large number
of members—one is forever faced with a

parade of very sad people representing part
of the human condition which is so depress-

ing that one hardly knows how to cope with
it.

You go to a public meeting in Toronto and

inevitably in the audience there are three,

four, five, six workmen*s compensation
claimants. They come on crutches. They
come wearing full neck halters. They come

wearing back supports. They come in wheel-

chairs. They arrive at the meeting and at

the end of the question period in any meet-

ing they stand up and they reveal a tale of

woe and what they feel to be discrimination

against them by the board that is positively

heartbreaking
— because they are broken

people. It happens whether you are in Inger-

soll, it happens whether you are in Windsor,
and it happens whether you are in Sudbury
or Thunder Bay. It happens everywhere in

the province. I can't go anywhere without it

happening.

I sat in a little church basement in Blind

River last Sunday afternoon talking to a

group of 20 or 25 people about general
matters along the north shore. And as always,

pulling himself up from a chair, pathetically,

poignantly, an injured workman unravelled

his tale of what had happened before the

board.

I was in Echo Bay Sunday night to discuss

a four-lane highway south in the Soo. No
sooner was that subject discussed, when an

elderly fellow got up in the audience and
talked about his son, totally disabled, and the

Workmen's Compensation Board pension
which he was receiving which clearly, the

father felt, the community felt, was inappro-

priate.

And all over the province you have these

individuals, maybe 150, maybe 200, maybe
500, who present themselves to every mem-
ber, who demonstrate at the steps of the

Legislature, who go down to the Workmen's

Compensation Board, who plead with the

minister, and the former chairman—and now
the present chairman. They have an abso-

lutely overpowering sense of personal injus-

tice, alleged or real, I know not, but to them
it is profoundly real. For them it is a sense

of injustice which has driven them to the

extremes of imbalance; of personal emotional

imbalance.

I think something should be done about

that, Mr. Chairman, I really do. I think that

one of the things the board has to do is to

face up to the fact that all over the province
there are these people. Some of them are

manipulated by opportunists and I discussed

this with the chairman of the board. Some
such people who are vulnerable and in pain
and feel a sense of injustice are used for

demonstrations by manipulative anti-social

types who wander around—the Maoists, the

Trots, the anarchists who think it is fashion-

able to manipulate people in this way.

Leaving all of that aside, the overwhelm-

ing number of them have a sense of legiti-

mate grievance. For them there has to be a

special response; for them something dra-

matic has to be done and I'll tell you what
I think it is: I think that the Workmen's

Compensation Board has to establish a spe-

cial committee, a group of three or five

people, drawn exclusively from outside the
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board. This group of three or five will have
directed to its attention over a six-month

period all of these outstanding, irrecon-

cilable, apparently insoluble cases. Finally,
there will be one judgement made. Finally,

every one of these individuals will feel there

is a specially designated group who will sit

down with them; who will hear them out,

with or without interpreter; who will go
through all of the medical evidence again;
who will do it in a sensitive and responsive

environment; and who will come to a con-

clusion about entitlement which will then be

conveyed to the chairman of the board. The
chairman of the board understands the di-

mension of removing himself from some of

the practices of the board. That is why I

understand he is not sitting in on board

decisions; he is wise and that simply re-

flects an extension of the task force report.

Somehow, there has to be a group some-
where which will hear these broken indivi-

duals from around Ontario and with the

most supportive enviroimient possible give
them a final hearing and make them feel

that the doors don't present endless obstacles

and allow them to overcome the sense of

immense personal estrangement and depres-

sion, not to say despair.

I don't know whether that can be done.

I put it to you very strongly. It is one area

where the board will be harassed forever if

there isn't a specific response. The chairman

suggested to me a particular individual in-

volved in formation of board policy to whom
I should speak. I accepted that and I will

do that.

It goes further than that; I think it goes
almost to policy. I think something has to be
done for this group of people some of whom
have been psychologically brutalized over
the last 10 years by the way the board has
treated them. In compensation for that, if

for nothing else, they should have some
sense of one further assessment, and an
assessment by people who approach it sym-
pathetically rather than people who approach
it antagonistically and begrudgingly. I put
that to you as strongly as I can.

Like everybody else, I wish the new chair-

man of the Workmen's Compensation Board
well and let me say to him what he already
knows: That if the board shows one single

gasp of frailty over the next two years we
will descend upon him with all the enthu-

siasm that we are now visiting upon him

by way of affection. And because he has a

certain nostalgia for the Legislature—after

all, the poor fellow sat in the House of

Commons; he knows what it's about—he
knows that what we say to him is true, that

we can lacerate as well as we can praise
but we would prefer to praise.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Lakeshore.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr,
Chairman, I shall be very brief in my re-

marks.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Mr. Lawlor: Well, I'll let them get longer
if I hear that sort of thing. I mean, chal-

lenges are what we respond to.

I, too, would like to say a word. I had
an opportunity to speak the other morning
with the chairman in his office. Curiously
enough, I got a favourable decision almost

immediately thereafter and I thought the

case was a dead issue as I came out of the

hearing room. In any event, I say that

larkily.

An hon. member: I should think so!

Mr. S. B. Handleman (Carleton): Larkily?

Mr. Lawlor: That's not a word that is

used every day of the week but you know
what I mean.

Mr. A. Carruthers (Durham): It certainly
isn't.

Mr. Lawlor: I think of two people who
have been in to see me now almost weekly
at my action centre for a period of about
four or five years. The one case very much
has to do with what my leader has just so

eloquently spoken about—sometimes I wonder
whether I should let him speak first or not—
because it's the very problem at issue. It

has been whipped here quite a bit and I

won't spend a great deal of time on it. But

you know, well over 100 years ago, Freud,

working with Breuher in Vienna, anatomized

the whole business of hysteria and the effect

of psychosomatic illnesses. It has been with

us a long time and the only group, the only
medical group in the community that seems
to resist the impact of all that knowledge
and all this testing is the Workmen's Com-

pensation Board.

Mr. Lewis: Right. You see, Bruce Legge
was too repressed to understand Freud. That
was the essential problem.

Mr. liawlor: I would ask that you face

this issue frontally. Don't seek to circum-

vent it. Physical injuries trigger psycho-
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logical injuries and vice versa, and this is

all part of a total environment in which
workmen live in a contemporary world and

we all know it. And whether it is psychical
or physical, the thing is so intimately tied

together that for you to seek to segregate
one from another—to treat of one and to

ignore the other, or to call the other one

overlay as though it is something extraneous

out there having nothing really to do with

the physical injury—is to ignore everything
we know about psychology and what the

real root cause of the injury is, and you
must zero in on that thing. You must supply

psychiatric and other help in a more muni-

ficent way than you are presently disposed to.

The orientation of the board from its be-

ginnings—the board is maybe only a second

best thing, which is better than a worse,
of course. The worse was the courts and
we learned the lesson throughout the 19th

century that an injured workman didn't have
a chance in ruling after ruling in the courts.

No matter what could be done, they ruled

that if an employee in the plant—directly
or indirectly, in any way—brought about an

injury, or contributed to the injury, that by
that very fact, no matter how minimal it

was, the employer was exculpated from any
responsibility and that remains today. So
bad did the condition get throughout the

latter part of the 19th century that things
called workmen's compensation boards simply
had to come into being.

Similar lands of boards as in British Colum-
bia will have to come into being here with

respect to the whole area of labour prob-
lems, in my opinion, with the courts com-

pletely kept out with respect to injunctions,
with respect to the whole works. Judges are

not raised from such an area in society or

are so oriented in terms of their training or

so disposed because of the remuneration

they got before they became judges, as to

be particularly—many of them are sympathe-
tic — but to be particularly au fond with

respect to the work, with respect to the

type of thing that labouring men have to

undergo.

We are far more disposed in this chamber,
because of the inroads of people upon us

and because of the fact that we have to

deal intimately with the public day in and

day out, to deal with these things. But even
some of us are fairly obtuse about the real

thing that goes on out there.

And so it is in the area of psychological

injury. I think you should recognize it in

its plenitude. Bring yourself up to date by

the bootstraps. We have a new chairman
with wells of good will, and who knows
about these things—and we will bring it up
to date.

I say it was second best because you are

financed, by and large, by the employer
community and there are some restraints

or constraints worked into the system which
are niggling, which are narrow-minded, which
are throw backs, which say: "We would
rather put up with these rather intangible

things than have to pay an extra buck over

here."

And that is one of the dangers of the kind

of structuring or orientation that the board
has. You do have to be cognizant of the

employer's dollar; but do you, in terms of

the very purpose that this board was set

up to bring about, have to be quite that

solicitous? I think not.

We will wait batedly until this thing

shapes and forms, in the sense that it is

so long in arrears we would expect some
immediate signs moving in the direction of

recognizing the force, the traumatic power
of psychological injury arising out of work.

The other case is something else again.
I don't know if the board can really help
me on it. I have had a man coming in to

see me, as I say, week after week. It has

gone on for, well, I would say 2V2 years
now.

I write to the board, and I get evasive

replies, and I write and I become very
abusive—and one can say these things on

occasion, particularly if you are tried suf-

ficiently.

Recently, a member of the board—and the

people working there I, too, praise—phoned
me up and said:

"Now, listen, what is really wrong here

has nothing to do with his injury. The man
has cancer and he is dying."

And I said: "Well, why don't you tell

him?"

And he said: "We don't feel it is quite
our role to tell him."

Well, I said: "Do you think it is my role

as a member of the House to inform him
of this when he comes in to see me on a

Saturday morning. I don't think that is my
function in this life. What about the doctor

on whom he is attending?"

What I have done in the last week is, I

have writen to the doctor, and I said: "Please

doctor, relieve the board and me of the

responsibility to inform this man of what the

true score is, because there is no point
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plaguing the board, and writing them abusive

letters any more having these facts."

And I think there is a fair number of those

cases, where the true or hidden cause, for

some reason or other is suppressed by the

board, and it won't make disclosure of the

facts either to members or to anybody else—

and the situation goes on interminably. I

think it is better for that doctor to simply
inform this man of his condition. There is

nothing further that I obviously can do in

the situation, regrettable as that may be.

Maybe we can work on social welfare, or

something else, but why waste our time

before the board on matters of that kind.

And this has to do too—thank heaven the

board hasn't developed that kind of a juris-

prudence that is concerned with interleaving
causes—cause here, cause there—15 different

causes all working together, or all crossing;

one another. This means that when you get
into the courts you have got a whole host of

doctrines grown up over 10 thousand years.

Some of them are called "proximate cause,"

some of them "ultimate cause," some of

them "last clear chance," things like novus

actus interveniens, which means some new
cause—while the condition existed something
new has come in from outside as a third

thing to break the causal sequence.

Nevertheless, when you are before the

board and writing constantly on these mat-

ters, you run up against these things. One

thing you run up against is the pre-existing

injury condition, of which I don't wish to

speak, since other members have spoken well

on the subject. What I find extremely trying
is the business of the board saying, par-

ticularly in back injury cases: "He's growing
older. Natural accretion is taking place. He's

forming various kinds of deposits along his

ligaments. We have to take this into account."

One of Socrates' chief doctrines was that

from the morning you're bom you are be-

ginning to die. And the whole purpose of

human wisdom—this is what philosophy is

all about, he said—is to learn to die well. But

please, don't start so soon. Most people aren't

Socrates. They don't want to die well. They
don't want to die at all.

That beins; the case, to say that a man
of 34 is beginning to pick up the accretions

of existence and that all his bones are calci-

fying almost visibly under his skin, and
that you're taking that into account and

cutting off certain amounts, is really some-

thing I find very difficult to swallow.

Again, this is part of the niggling mentality
of the board. There's not that much money

involved; and all the playing around and time

taken in paperwork and the whole rigmarole
of the board on this particular kind of

argumentation doesn't do you justice either

in terms of humanity, and that's what all the

members have been talking about. That's

where the humanitarian aspect comes in.

You don't take account of that sort of thing.

He is getting older, but how can you measure

that? Some men at 62, if they drink enough

liquor, are very limber. Other men at 45

are quite calcified. That being the case, I

would have you work out a juster and more
humane doctrine in that particular case than

you presently have. Thank you very much,
Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman { Do any other members
wish to speak? If not, the Minister of Labour.

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): It had

better be good.

Hon. F. Guindon (Minister of Labour):
Mr. Chairman, in winding up this debate,
I should like first of all to congratulate all

the 22 or 24 members who have taken part
in the debate for adding such dimensions to

a very topical and important subject. I think

we had a very good and frank discussion.

I do appreciate the comments that were

made by manv of the members from both

sides about the appointment of the new
chairman. In some cases, it was perhaps felt

that he was pro tem chairman or acting

chairman, but if it hasn't been announced

publicly yet, I think the members of the

House should know that Mr. Starr is the

chairman of the Workmen's Compensation
Board.

Judging by the number of participants in

the debate on both sides of the House, one

must conclude there is a deep concern, about

our injured workmen. If I may, and perhaps

only briefly, I would tell the members of this

House that this concern is also shared fully

by the minister responsible.

When on occasion I speak of quality of

life, of humanization of the work place, I

think first and foremost of the injured work-

man. I've said it many times, and I'll say it

again: I don't want the injured workman in

this province to feel that he's begging for

charity. I said it in Windsor only a couple
of weeks ago.

I want the injured workmen of Ontario to

feel at home, to feel welcome, to come into

a place which is warm and is theirs. For that

purpose we have already made some changes
that have been noted by many of the mem-
bers there.
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I think the Leader of the Opposition (Mr.
R. F. Nixon) mentioned that mental attitudes

and attitudes were changing on the board.

The member for Windsor West (Mr.

Bounsall) wasn't too sure. He said they may
well be. Mr. Chairman, there is no maybe.
There are changes taking place, and they
have been taking place since September.

Perhaps it might be appropriate that I

should mention what has taken place insofar

as the recommendations of the task force are

concerned in considering the administration

of the board. I did mention a few, but I

would like perhaps for the record to state

the head office lobby and the reception area

have been rearranged and a more friendly

atmosphere created for visitors. I don't

know if you have been in there lately, but
I have. I've even had luncheon with the

members of the board and the whole staff

a few weeks ago. Female receptionists are

on duty who speak both English and Italian

and we have other members who speak
other languages and they are also readily
available in case they may be needed.

Mr. Lewis: Have they changed the execu-

tive dining room facilities?

HoHi Mr. Guindon: The executive dining
room facility has been closed.

Mr. Lewis: I mean do they still eat on a

raised dais with a throne, or is it now all

egalitarian?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It is egalitarian. As
a matter of fact, I had luncheon there my-
self several weeks ago, and it was closed

by that time. We managed to have a very
good lujicheon just the same.

Mr. Lewis: I don't begrudge you good
food; it is the surroundings I begrudge you.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Three coffee ma-
chines have been installed in the main wait-

insj room used by workmen visiting head
oflBce. Perhaps this doesn't cost much but it

means a lot. The service, as we have said

before, has been extended from 4:30 in the

afternoon until 9 o'clock, with staff members

answering the calls or meeting visitors.

Workmen who are discharged from the

hospital and the rehabilitation centre, who
have no job to go to, are now paid up to

six weeks full compensation to give them
an opportunity to find suitable emplovment
with the assistance of the board's vocational

rehabilitation department. This six-weeks

period has been mentioned by many of the

members to date and we hope that perhaps

it can be extended, because I always have
to assure the cost factor. That's the differ-

ence between members being in the opposi-
tion and members being responsible,

Mr. Martel: Oh, now that is a lot of gar-

bage.

Mr. F. Young (Yorkview): Will this be
retroactive?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It is not that much
garbage.

Mr. Martel: We pay the price anyway
by paying those on welfare rolls.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I am not saying that

you are not paying the price, but I have
to make sure that the funds are available.

In any event, that is a step forward, one step
I would like the hon. members to appreciate.
As I say, it is six weeks now. We hope, once
we find the cost factor, to extend it to pos-

sibly 12 weeks.

The delays in providing claims informa-

tion are being eliminated and communica-
tions are being improved. Two additional

direct long-distance lines have been instal-

led for the use of the six district offices in

contacting claims department head office.

The board is now planning for the establish-

ment of information centres and the first

offices should be open within a few months.
A greater effort is being made by all staff

members to provide the injured workman
with complete and prompt information about

his claim.

The heads of three of the six defined

functions reporting to the general manager
have been appointed, and an implementation

organization has been established to imple-
ment the recommendations of the task force.

The steering committee consists of course

of the chairman, Mr. Starr, and Mr. Decker,
Mr. Hamilton, Mr. MacDonald, Mr. Aird,
Mr. Johnston and Mr. Alderman. We now
have four implementation teams covering the

organization, adjudication, administration and
facilities.

The workmen who are declared fit for

modified employment will receive, as I said,

up to six weeks compensation. As you will

recall, previously in the past the practice
was used on a very limited and selective

basis. It now applies to all workmen as a

general policy. The task force report became

public early in September and we are in

November, so within five weeks this has

been done. We are trying to implement rec-

ommendations as quickly as we possibly can.
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Mr. BuUbrook: Yes, but the use of the

-words "modified employment for Hght duty"
will not placate most of us.

Hon. Mr. Cuindon: No. I am coming to

that a little later, because this touches the

basic philosophy of the board so far. I would
like to answer one of the specific questions
which was asked of me by the Leader of the

Opposition in connection with the severance

or the final disposition of the former chair-

man of the board.

All I can say at this time is that negotia-
tions are under way and no final settlement

has been made in this regard.

He also mentioned that he had a question
on the order paper concerning the fixed

funds of The Workmen's Compensation
Board. I think I can promise the hon, mem-
ber within two or three days, this question
should be answered.

He, of course, disagreed with the selec-

tion of the site of the new headquarters and
that is his prerogative and his privilege.

Some will say it is, some will say it isn't

the best site. However, I understand this

matter has been covered by the former

Minister of Labour during the hearings of

last year.

Now, coming to the point that was ex-

pressed here by most members, the matter

of light work or modified employment. This

means, in effect, that an injured workman
sees his benefits reduced by up to 50 per
cent and this is where the crunch is, this

is where we hear so many complaints.

But if you will go back to the history of

this Workmen's Compensation Board and it

goes to 1917, I believe every commissioner

endorsed the principle that payments of

benefits should be in accordance with the

degree of disability. And so did all recent

royal commissioners who inquired into and
made recommendations with respect to the

provisions of the Act. This was so with the

McGillivray royal commission. And in his

1950 royal commission report, Mr. Justice
Roach stated, and I quote:

This Act, the Workmen's Compensation
Board Act, should be considered for what
it is and what it was originally intended
to be; namely, a scheme by which com-

pensation is provided in respect of in-

juries to workmen in industry. It is not

a system for dispensing charity; it is not

unemployment insurance; it is not social

legislation for the purpose of elevating
the standard of one group in society at

the expense of another.

Mr. BuUbrook: Please don't do that. That
is an archaic concept. I say it with the

greatest of respect.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I am coming to this.

I am just going back to the basic principle
and the basic principle of all compensation
schemes in Canada—not only in Ontario, all

over Canada.

Mr. BuUbrook: The basic principle should
be to compensate a workman until he is able

to return to normal employment.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I am going back to

the history here of our Compensation Act.

The payment of additional compensation
benefits on the basis of need would cause

the system to become a welfare or unem-

ployment programme which it was never

intended to be.

I admit this doesn't help many of the in-

jured workers who qualify for only 50 per
cent but that is the background of The
Workmen's Compensation Act in Ontario, as

well as in every other province.

I think the hon. member for Sarnia did

make a good point when he suggested that

we should be spending some time studying
here the policy, the emerging policy issues

—if I am correctly using his words—that we
should address ourselves to them.

Of course, that is really getting into a

question of policies and benefits.

There again, we have, as you know, a

federal-provincial income security committee

working on this. And it is not impossible.

I can see, perhaps, that it is quite pos-
sible that by 1980 we may not need a Work-
men's Compensation Act at all or a Work-
men's Compensation Board.

Depending on what is going to develop
or what we are going to hear from this

committee, we could develop some income

security for injured workers, which perhaps
will embrace many other people as well-

people in need.

But for the time being we have to live

with this Act, the Workmen's Compensation
Act that we have before us today. We have
to improve it. We have to find better ways
and not only in administration and manage-
ment.

Many suggestions have been made here.

The leader of the NDP has made a sugges-
tion concerning some of the poor immigrants
who have been calling at our doors time and

again.

I have met with them on two or three

occasions. I know the chairman has. But,
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perhaps, as he suggests, a final committee
to meet with them may be a good thing. We
will look into this. We will try to find out

how we can cope with this.

Insofar as benefits are concerned, naturally
these decisions will have to be made by
government in due course, and I hope that

we can help in this regard.

We have heard a lot of criticism about
the Workmen's Compensation Board. How-
ever, I think, in all fairness, if I have a

criticism or perhaps a regret to express it

is that the task force report failed to recog-
nize the work of a great many employees
and members of the board who have really
been dedicated and who have given a great
deal of their time and eflFort to make it go.

I know that it has some shortcomings. I

guess no law is perfect. However, when we
compare this Workmen's Compensation Act
with other jurisdictions, not only in Canada,
but, I would think, in every state of the

union-

Mr. Renwick: Don't ruin your argument.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: —and if we ask our-

selves, if there are better or more benefits

in their compensation we have to say "no."

We can even go so far as to ask ourselves

if there are any other compensation Act
benefits which are as generous as this one.

Well, I can't sav generous. I won't use that

word "generous.**

Mr. Renwick: There are few wealthier

places in the world than the Province of

Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, that is another

point. But are they giving as many benefits

as this one? I have to say "no." It is not
all that bad, that is the point I want to

make. That doesn't mean that we shouldn't

improve; that we should sit down and say,

"Well, this is good enough. This is better

than BC. This is better than Manitoba or

Quebec. No, I don't—

Mr. F. Laughren (Nickel Belt): A beauti-

ful system if you don't get injured.

Mr. Bullbrook: Our speeches weren't vili-

fying. I think you will agree with that.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: No, no, I agree. That
is right. The only reason I mentioned it—

because some would make it appear that we
hadn't done our job.

It can be improved. It is the wish of the

board, I'm sure—and my wish as well—to

improve on this Workmen's Compensation
Act with the approval of government.

My colleagues and I will be coming for-

ward with a number of amendments fairly

shortly which will give us a chance to dis-

cuss further some of the questions which
have been raised here today.

Mr. Bullbrook: Since we are in a position,
I take it, Mr. Chairman, that we are not

on second reading, I want to put something
to you. But I say to you that I could well

be in error in this respect.

I assume from your last remarks that it

is the intention of the government then to

deal with the task force recommendations
with respect to the maximizing of statutory

benefits, with respect to the question of in-

flationary tendencies and the tying in in that

regard.

But, more importantly,—and I apologize to

this particular minister for interjecting be-

cause he didn't interject during the course of

our remarks—but I think you will agree that

the majority of the speeches sincerely at-

tempted to be constructive in their import.
We really didn't go through, as we normally

do, a litany of individual cases for the minis-

ter.

I would ask you this: Is there something

essentially wrong with the concept that work-

men's compensation has a responsibility to

compensate the injured workman until he

is able to return to his normal employment?
The key words are "normal employment."
You see, if that is the essence, then, with

the greatest respect to Mr. Justice McGil-

livray, his comments were totally negative
and absolutely archaic and have no place in

the context of the task force report which

contemporizes an attitude toward workmen's

compensation. I'm sorry, excuse me a

moment. I thought it was the McGillivray

report.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: It wasn't the task force

report.

Mr. Bullbrook: No? In any event, what-
ever Justice said it, I don't agree with his

concept. It's basically a negative concept as

to what workmen's compensation isn't, and
we recognize it isn't that. It isn't unemploy-
ment insurance because it isn't universal.

It deals only with people who have been

injured during the course of their employ-
ment.

But may I ask you, is there something

essentially abhorrent about the concept that

workmen should be compensated until they
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are able to return to their normal employ-
ment? The word "normal," I say again, is

the essential ingredient there. If that is an

acceptable philosophy
— and I don't know

whether it is or not — you do away with

modified employment. You do away with

light duty, and I think you do away with

the psychological overlay. And you do away,
to a great extent, with much of the trauma

that is involved.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, there

is nothing abhorrent as far as I am con-

cerned. The question is, is it the employer's

responsibility or is it a social responsibility?
This is why I mentioned the question of a

federal-provincial income security committee

working on these matters.

Mr. Bullbrook: May I say, Mr. Minister,

that you have recognized from my former

comments that I was reticent to accept the

task force recommendation in connection with

the use of consolidated revenue funds in

this particular field. But I do see it in the

context of the recognition by the task force

that workmen's compensation just becomes

part of an infrastructure of a response to

social need.

Then of course you can't put all the

burden upon the employer's contributions. I

recognize that, but does that not still beg
the question? Is it too much of a burden to

ask of employers that they be responsible

financially, in the context of the whole plan,
to the employees who were hurt during the

course of their employment with those em-

ployers and until they are able to return to

that normal employment? Is that asking too

much financially do you think?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I think this is a matter

that has to be assessed very closely. There
is no question that the employer has some

responsibility. But as I have seen in every

plant so far, every scheme of compensation
is based on the degree of disability. Perhaps
the time has come where we can expand on
this. But every compensation plan, so far-

Mr. Bullbrook: I am going to say this once
more if I may—I don't intend to dominate
the debate—but I utterly do not accept what

you've just said. I don't think that the scheme
should be dependent upon the degree of

disability. That really begs the question. It's

not the degree of disability. It's the inability
to return to normal employment. That's the

key ingredient there. I think if the fountain-

head of your philosophy with respect to

workmen's compensation is to tie it into a

degree of disability then you just invite the

.problems that you continue to have year
in and year out.

If you are going to ultimately accept the

task force thought that it will be part of an

infrastructure of response to social need then

you've got to begin by recognizing it has

nothing to do with the question of partial

disability. It has to do only with the in-

ability to return to normal employment.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: And the next question
I suppose is, where does the funding come
from? I suppose that's where the social aspect
comes in?

Mr. Bullbrook: Right.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Sud^

bury East was up on his feet.

Mr. Martel: Mr. Minister, you indicated

your reluctance to answer, other than just

in—if we could summarize it thus—a show-up-
in-due-time policy. There are many signifi-

cant questions raised, not only by myself
but other members, with respect to the Act

as it now exists, and you choose to ignore
all of that. We may as well have stayed home
then. I just think you are opting out, Mr.

Minister, and I would ask you, even if it does

take a little longer, to look through the

various specific questions raised and see if

we can get replies—

Either that or have someone over there

write us a reply. I didn't come here and sit

for three hours not to get a reply to the

issues I raised on things I don't know about

the Act, and on which I would like an

explanation.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The hon. member-^

Mr. R. G. Hodgson (Victoria-Haliburton):

You didn't know about it when you were

talking either.

Mr. Martel: I suggest I have forgotten
more than you ever knew about the Act.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes?—I can go from

member to member really I've got 24 of

them here but as you can imagine there are

quite a number of repetitions. The question

of light work has come up in most cases.

Mr. Lawlor: You simply segregate it out

and set it out—

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I would be glad to

send replies, yes. There are a few here—

they all make good points—but I remember
for instance the member for Timmins who
referred to local offices and regional offices.
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I think that is a very important point. But

according to the recommendation of the task

force there will be hearing officers in different

areas of the province. That will save some of

the claimants from having to come to Toronto

where all the decisions used to be made. We
also will have a travelling board and I think

that is something new, something people
would like to hear about.

The member for St. George (Mrs. Camp-
bell) also spoke about commutation of

pensions and I think that up to 10 per cent

there is no problem of getting commutation

of pension. However, when it gets into a

large percentage the unions have been op-

posing this as a rule, because many of the

claimants or injured workmen spend their

money and then they find themselves in real

trouble.

The member for Windsor-Walkerville

(Mr. B. Newman) has raised a couple of good
points: The question of an escalator clause,

which has been mentioned by many other

members, the question of looking into the

Canada Pension Act and the Unemployment
Insurance Act, to see how people on com-

pensation can be affected in later years. I

think those are very valid questions. We
will look into them and probably get in touch

with him. I am not in a position now to tell

him exactly how it does affect these things,
but I will try to find out if there is anything
we can do along those lines.

I think the member for Yorkview put his

point quite well when he said "This is not

an income security programme." He argued
that the committee should be working on an

income security programme. He also asked

that the six weeks be extended if at all

possible. I think this can be done. We are

looking at it.

The member for Waterloo North (Mr.
Good) has touched on section 86 and said

amendments should be submitted which will

reflect a change relative to assessments

against industry. As a matter of fact the

task force even went as far as to say that

industry shouldn't be double assessed. I

think this is being questioned by some of

our accident prevention associations. We
haven't made any decision on this, but the

associations are saying that there shouldn't

be double assessment against industry; that

industry should be penalized instead of

dropping the penalty. So that is a matter

which will be given a great deal of con-

sideration before we make the amendments
or come back with legislation.

Mr. Good: What are you doing about the

safety performance of industry?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, the safety per-
formance—I think the task force suggested
that there should be a co-ordination between
several safety organizations and the Ministry
of Labour, that is, our safety people. Now
I don't know how—I can't go into the de-

tails as yet but that is a suggestion of the

task force.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, I would like

to know if the board has changed the ap-
peal process whereby industries and business

appeal their extra assessment to the same

persons at all levels?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We have changed it,

I am told, and Mr. Draper is no longer in-

volved in this aspect.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Nickel Belt, did you want to speak? The
member for Nickel Belt? You are on your
feet.

Mr. Laughren: I'm just getting a drink

of water.

Mr. Chairman: Oh, I'm sorry.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The member for

Thunder Bay also referred to regional offices

and the same answer applies here. There
will be regional offices in the province a

little later.

In the far-away places like in his riding,
I can understand that there are urgent cases.

In order to help solve these cases, we have

made more money available to regional of-

fices to pay in emergencies.

He also has referred to speeding up adju-
dication so that it could be done on the spot.

But I don't think that this is possible right
now.

Eventually, what I would like to see, if

it is feasible, is a computer system which
could process these claims within, let's say,
five or 10 minutes in the head office. This

would meet his objection.

We also have added more telephone lines

to help expedite this service.

The member for Nickel Belt thought that

the task force had not gone far enough. He
asked me about the reports concerning min-

ing accidents which have been discontinued.

I will try to get the information for him.

I am not aware of it at the moment. He
has also referred again to the minimum

wage which we discussed the other day.
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The member for Huron-Bruce (Mr.

Gaunt) has asked a number of questions.
What's happening with section 86? I've al-

ready dealt with this. The appeal structure;

what is going to be done with it?

As I said earlier, amendments concerning
the implementation of the task force recom-

mendations will be coming forward to deal

with all these matters fairly soon.

The hon. member for Sandwich-Riverside

(Mr. Burr) referred to some form letters

which, according to him, were not very

meaningful. We'll have to look at these let-

ters—I'm not familiar with them yet—to see,

perhaps, if we can improve along those hues.

The idea, as suggested by the member for

Riverdale, to establish a panel of advisers for

claimants has some merit, I think, and there,

again, we'll see what can be done along
those lines.

The member for Sudbury East has men-
tioned a number of points, including mine

safety. As he knows, mine safety regulations
don't come under us. They come under the

Ministry of Natural Resources which is re-

sponsible for mining and northern affairs.

As he said, the COGP recommended that,

perhaps, mine safety should come under the

Ministry of Labour. My understanding is

that for a period of one year it would be
left with the Ministry of Natural Resources

but it is always possible that a government
decision might change that.

An hon. member: Ring the damn bell;

we'll be here all night.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: The hon. member re-

ferred to the collusion between company
officials and inspectors from the division of

mines. Well, I have no knowledge of this.

I have no knowledge of that at all.

The hon. member also referred to the 25

per cent temporary partial disability and
that still exists. I understand he was asking—

An hon. member: If we had the cases.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, perhaps if we had
the cases.

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Well, if you would

give it to me I'll contact you. As he said,

we have had an ongoing correspondence for

more dian a year and a half now. But if

you could give me these cases—one or two
cases—we'll be glad to deal with them. The
escalator clause has been dealt with by other

members as well and this in fact is being

looked into. I think there should be a gov-
ernment decision here as to how we can
tie it to the Workmen's Compensation Board
benefits as in some other areas.

Mr. Martel: What about compensation for

deafness? Why is there no pay for disability
for industrial deafness if one remains in the
area and yet for another disabihty to the

same degree, benefits are paid? They are

both disabled.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I am informed there

has to be a wage loss through industrial

diseases before—

Mr. Martel: For industrial diseases. Okay,
that is the point. Is a man any less disabled

if he has a 15 per cent disability resulting
from hearing loss, in the way it affects his

life, than someone who has a bad back and

is assessed at 15 per cent disability? One

gets 15 per cent disability because of that

impairment; the other guy doesn't. Why is

there a distinction made? They are still both

15 per cent disabled.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, I am informed,
Mr. Chairman, that the amending Act or

the amendments which will be brought for-

ward will be looking after these cases. I

haven't seen the amendments yet; they are

supposed to come on my desk fairly soon.

The member for Rainy River (Mr. Reid)

complained about some of the letters not

being answered by the board. We have

heard that from time to time and we are

trying to correct this. I know in my own
area I have the same complaint on occasion

and we will try to find a way of correcting
this situation as soon as we can. He, too,

referred to light work which I have explained
a little earlier. He spent quite a bit of time

speaking about the attitudes of the board

and I think we are all in agreement. Atti-

tudes have changed and they will continue

to change until we feel that it is doing the

best kind of job that we can expect.

The member for Scarborough West, the

leader of the NDP, has expressed great con-

cern about what is existing in Elliot Lake.

He is not here now but I understand that

an appointment has been made to meet this

group—the people he met on the weekend—
this week. He, too, referred to the people,
the sad people, who are continually meeting
in public places; people suffering from in-

juries and I can assure you I have the same

feehng he has for these people.

He has suggested a special committee to

meet with these people and we will give
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this a great deal of consideration and maybe
there will be something done there, at least.

As he said, nothing can be done financially
to show our concern and perhaps we can

find something to appease their misery and

their suffering. It is not because we are

not aware of it; we will look into his sug-

gestion.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Windsor-

Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor - Walkerville):

Mr. Chairman, may I ask the minister a

question? Is an employee on workmen's com-

pensation considered an employee of the

concern for whom he worked prior to being

injured, in the eyes of Workmen's Compen-
sation and in the eyes of the Ministry of

Labour?

The reason I asked this question is that

now that the unions have won a 30-and-out

in their negotiations and the foundry workers

in the US 25-and-out—and I would assume
that will be copied in Canada at the first

possible opportunity—it is extremely import-

ant to the iniured worker, especially if his

recovery is fairly prolonged; during that

period of time he may have reached the

pensionable age at which he could retire.

This could substantially affect pension bene-

fits for him to which he would really be
entitled.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I was busy there

listening, but the member's question was, is

he considered an employee of his former

employer or the Workmen's Compensation
Board while he is getting benefits?

Mr. B. Newman: Of his former employer.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: His former employer?

Mr. B. Newman: Yes, the employer for

whom he worked when he was injured on the

job.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Yes, I am advised

former employee.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa
East.

Mr. Good: On the same point-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): I'm sorry; on
the same point, sure.

Mr. Good: On the same point, Mr. Chair-

man, what about the legal authority for the

industry to say, "We have to replace you
we're sorry. Here are your papers and your
pension benefits and we now have to lay you

off" while he is still drawing unemployment?
Is this allowed under the Employment Stand-

ards Act? This is being done and creates

hardships in my view.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Mr. Chairman, I'm

informed that the board has nothing to do
with this, no involvement at all.

Mr. Good: Do you think our labour legis-
lation should allow firms to lay off employees
because they're injured and drawing benefits

under workmen's compensation?

Mr. Chairman: I don't think your question
is allowed under this section of the Work-
men's Compensation Board discussion.

Mr. Good: Certainly this is under the

Workmen's Compensation Board discussion.

A man is drawing benefits from the Work-
men's Compensation Board.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Can he be laid off?

Mr. Deans: Can I ask a question? As I

understand it, the question asked was
whether or not a person who is receiving a

total/partial disability can be laid off during
the time that he's in receipt of disability
benefits. My understanding is that he cannot.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Not to my knowledge,
he can't.

Mr. Renwick: If it's partial he can.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: If they have a collec-

tive agreement there's no way-

Mr. Deans: Yes, but if it were to be a

partial /partial disability he could be laid off.

Okay?

Mr. Renwick: This is the problem.

Mr. Deans: That's the difference. There's

a distinction to be made.

Mr. Renwick: The problem is the old

light-work problem.

Mr. Deans: It's the light work. That's what
we're getting at.

Mr. Renwick: If the fellow is not put on

light work then he's terminated from his

employment and he loses the benefit of work
which the member for Windsor-Walkerville

claims.

Mr. Good: This is the point I wanted to

make. I understand that he can be laid off.

Mr. Deans: Under certain circumstances.

That's the point.
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Mr. Good: Yes. And then this is where

the problem comes in.

Mr. Chairman: Does the minister wish to

reply to that?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: We're dealing with

total /partial disability, light work. That's the

question that has come up so often today.

Mr. Deans: That's where the problem is-

the minute he is declared fit for labour.

Mr. Chairman: The member for Ottawa

East.

Mr. Roy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I

wanted to join my colleagues in welcoming
the new chairman of the board and I trust,

without being too critical-

Mr. Renwick: You're starting all over again.

Mr. Roy: Oh yes. This is the estimates. I

can say a few kind words.

Mr. Chairman: Every member had an op-

portunity to speak before the minister replied

to the remarks. We still have to give the

minister a word.

Mr. Roy: Oh, but I don't know of any
rules, Mr. Chairman, which would prohibit
me from congratulating the new chairman.

Surely, that's not out of order.

Mr. Chairman: There is no rule to prohibit

you but there is a certain time you are sup-

posed to do it and you weren't in your seat

when your turn came up. It was your fault.

Mr. Roy: No, no, we're in and out of the

House—just like you're not in your seat all

the time. Anyway, I'll be very brief.

Mr. Deans: Is that your new seat?

Mr. Roy: A new seat right here. Mr. Chair-

man, I just wanted to join my colleagues in

welcoming the new chairman. I wonder if I

could get an answer from the minister. Ob-

viously, some of the details I'll be asking for

you'll probably have to answer me in writing.
But did you have—?

Mr. J. F. Foulds (Port Arthur): Are we

having a late show tonight?

Mr. Roy: No, not tonight. So be kind to

me, Mr. Chairman. In any event, Mr. Min-

ister, the question that I had involved an

employee of the Workmen's Compensation
Board by the name of Harry Worling.

Hon. Mr. Guindon: I don't know him.

Mr. Roy: As I understand it this gentle-
man used to be the co-ordinator of rehabili-

tation. Possibly some of your oflBcials there

might know him. I wanted to know from
the minister when this gentleman took his

retirement, the reason for his retirement,

whether he was paid, or what amount he

was paid during this period of retirement?

That does ring a bell? This man was an em-

ployee of the board, wasn't he?

Hon. Mr. Guindon: Where? In Ottawa or

locally here in Toronto? I think we'll take

the name down and we'll give you the in-

formation in writing if you don't mind.

Mr. Deans: You mean you don't have the

answer bo that simple question?

Mr. Young: You only have a dozen em-

ployees.

Mr. Chairman: Are there any other com-
ments? If not, this concludes the discussion

of the Workmen's Compensation Board.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the committee

rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed, Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the commit-

tee of supply begs to report it has come to

certain resolutions and asks for leave to sit

again.

Report agreed to.

Clerk of the House: The eighth order,

resuming the adjourned debate on the mo-
tion for second reading of Bill 206, An Act

to amend the Racing Commission Act.

RACING COMMISSION ACT

( concluded )

Hon. J. T. Clement ( Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Speaker,
the other day we debated the amendments
to the Racing Commission Act. Several mem-
bers of the House spoke about it but we
reached the hour of 6, before I was able

to reply to the points raised. I would like

to-

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): If the min-

ister doesn't speak quickly he will be the

same again tonight.
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Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): It's just

about that time now.

Hon. Mr. Clement: —comment on those.

The members indicated their concerns deal-

ing with the delegation of powers under the

proposed amendments. It was proposed
under section 1 of the amending sections

that powers be delegated to track ofiBcials,

stewards, judges, veterinarians and so on

by the minister. Those opposite indicated

their concern over this delegation of powers.

I would like to point out that this has

been the practice, I am advised, for the past
20 years.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): That's

what we are afraid of.

Hon. Mr. Clement: My friend opposite

says that that's what he is afraid of. I think

it was the member for Toronto Riverdale

who indicated his concern in this matter.

It is impossible for a quorum of the

racing commission to be in attendance at

all tracks at the same time. There are seven

members of the commission. Last Thursday

night—I don't know about tonight—but I

know that last Thursday night, when we
debated this, there were eight tracks run-

ning in Ontario. The alternate to delegating
the authority, Mr. Speaker, would be to have

a racing commission, I suppose, of 40 or 50

members. That, in terms of practicality and

expense would seem to be unworkable.

Those are reaUy the only comments I

have to make in connection with this bill.

I believe the member for Riverdale directed

his attention to the matters of delegation
as did the member for Lakeshore (Mr.

Lawlor) likewise indicate some concern with

the delegating authority proposed under the

amendments.

This has been the policy in the past. I

am very much in favour of codifying what
is in eflFect policy so that those who are

reading the legislation will have an oppor-

tunity to see what is contained therein. For

this reason I have brought this amendment
before the House.

Motion agreed to; second reading of the

bill.

Mr. Speaker: Shall the bill be ordered for

third reading?

Committee of the whole.

Clerk of the House: The fourth order,

House in committee of the whole.

PENSION BENEFITS ACT

House in committee on Bill 200, An Act

to amend the Pension Benefits Act.

Mr. Chairman: Are there are comments,

questions, or amendments on any section of

this bill? If so, which section?

The member for Riverdale. On which
section?

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): The first

section.

Mr. Chairman: You may proceed.

Mr. Renwick: Is the minister sure that the

revised amendment is in fact all-inclusive.^

The minister will note that the explanatory
note states: "The definition of 'employer' is

shortened with no change in meaning." I

have two concerns about it. One is that

the more elaborate phraseology which ap-

pears in the existing Act includes in the

definition of employer, "partnership, firm,

association, institution or other unincoporated

organization," but those words have been
ehminated from the bill—that is, the term

"partnership," the term "firm," the term

'institution or other unincorporated organiza-
tion"—and the only words that are left in

are the words "person or associates." The

Interpretation Act, of course, defines "per-
son" to include a corporation, and the heirs,

executors, administrators, or other legal

representatives of a person to whom the

context can apply according to law, so that

the definition of "person" in the Interpreta-
tion Act includes a corporation as another

person.

Then it goes on in the present Act, with-

out this amendment, with these words: "and

includes the successors or assigns of the

employer," and those words are also left

out of the Act as a result of the amendment,

although of course there is a reference in

clause 25(a) to a successor employer.

My specific question to the minister is,

should not the definition of "employer" con-

tinue to include the phraseology "the suc-

cessors or assigns of the employer," and

should it not continue to include the words

"institution or other unincorporated organiza-
tion" as part of the definition? Or, briefly

put, is the explanatory note correct? I would
like an explanation of that from the minister.

Hon. J. T. Clement (Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): Mr. Chairman, I

am trying to find my notes here, as to why
that definition differs from the one before.

As I understand the question, you are won-
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dering why the definition should not include

successors and assigns?

Mr. Renwick: Yes. Perhaps I could put it

more directly to the minister. The minister

has come in and he has revised a key defini-

tion in the Pension Benefits Act. What I

am really asking is, why is the definition

being changed? Is it purely a matter of

semantics, or is there some other reason why
such a key definition should be changed? I

can well understand that it was necessary
to include a successor employer provision in

a later provision of the Act, but I don't

know why you had to eliminate those words

from the Act itself. So my question simply

is, what is the reason for the change in the

definition of "employer?"

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I am

grateful to my friend for drawing this to my
attention. Insofar as I am aware, it is a

question of semantics only. There is no

intent in my mind to change or narrow

the scope or the definition of "employer"
for any reason whatsoever. The sections later

on, as you have quite properly pointed out,

give continuity of pension benefits to the

employee should he move, or should company
A sell out to company B.

For that reason, as I understand it, it isn't

necessary, according to our advice, to include

that extension in the definition section. It's

very similar, I am advised, to the definition

in other jurisdictions, and later in the debate
I know we will touch upon the question of

portability between provinces and some of

the problems that exist and which we are

trying to rectify in terms of dealing with

pension authorities in the other provinces of

the Dominion of Canada. There is no inten-

tion to change or narrow it in any way.

Mr. Chairman: Shall this section stand as

part of the bill then?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, subject to

being able to raise it again when we get to

the provision of the bill dealing with suc-

cessor corporations, which is clause 7 of the

bill, I am prepared to accept the minister's

explanation of that section.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments,

questions or amendments on a later section?

Any before section 4?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, I have some questions

on section 2.

It being 6 o'clock, p.m., the House took

recess.
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The House resumed at 8 o'clock, p.m.

PENSION BENEFITS ACT

House in committee on Bill 200, An Act

to amend the Pension Benefits Act.

Mr. Chairman: When we arose at 6

o'clock, we were considering Bill 200, and
I believe the member for Riverdale was on

section 2.

Mr. J. A. Renwick (Riverdale): My ques-
tion to the minister on section 2 is what

happens to a plan if the registration of the

plan is cancelled; and what happens to the

employees' position under the plan? I no-

tice further on in the bill as it appears in

the statutes, that an employer is required
to maintain the qualification for registration.
But the section that we are dealing with

gives the commission the opportunity to

cancel the pension plan's certificate of regis-
tration if it fails to meet tiie test for solvency
and if it otherwise ceases to qualify for

registration under the Act. My question is

simply what effect does that have on the

participants in the plan where the certifi-

cate is cancelled?

Hon. J. T. Clement ( Minister of Consumer
and Commercial Relations): It is my under-

standing that the plan is wound up, the

certificate is cancelled, an accounting is com-

pleted and the employee gets the full ac-

crued entitlement up to the date of winding
up.

The accounting is the crucial thing in the

event that the plan is cancelled. The people
must adhere to the Act; and if they do not

the commission has the right to proceed by
winding them up, completing the accounting
and seeing that each contributor to that plan
has the benefits accounted to him up to that

particular day.

Mr. Renwick: I assume that it must pro-
vide for the protection of the employees.
On the one hand, in section 18 of the biU,

you have the obligation on the employer
to file the plan, to maintain its qualifications,
and here you have the right of the commis-
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sion to cancel the plan. But there doesn't

seem to be anything specifically in the Act,

where if a pension plan in force, for one
reason or another ceases to meet the quali-
fication requirement and is then cancelled,

there is nothing to indicate that the pension
benefit as such is continued for the em-

ployee on an accrual basis. From what the

minister says, apparently it is just wound

up and whatever the employee's entitlement

is at the time of winding up he gets back

and that is the end of it.

I assume that an employer can simply,

unilaterally, do something which disqualifies
the plan, have it canceUed and that*s the

end of it.

I have to go on to another further ques-
tion on—

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well that's not fair,

when I have the answer.

Mr. Renwick: I'm sorry.

Hon. Mr. Ckment: I'll be the first to admit

that I am debating with the member for

Riverdale on a matter on which I have very
little expertise, and I hope you'll bear with

me.

Mr. Renwick: I have.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It has been pointed out

to me that the procedure for the particular
situation which the hon. member has de-

scribed is set out under section 11 of the

regulation. I'm not familiar with it, but that

is the advice I just received.

Mr. Renwick: I assume there are two or

three provisions in the bill which relate to

cancelling the right of the commission to

receive certain fees or fines or penalties or

other amounts and to retain them, and that

the bill provides for the diversion of those

amounts into the consolidated revenue fund.

My question is a very simple one. Are

there any funds now held by the commis-

sion? If so, are they to be paid into the

consolidated revenue fund or are they to be

retained by the commission?

This bill, in the clauses referring to that

aspect of the amendments, deals with the
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future; there is nothing to indicate what is

to happen to the funds presently on hand
with the commission, if there are any funds.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Are you dealing with

funds or with fines?

Mr. Renwick: Well, I am dealing with

the subclause at the end of clause 2 where
it says, "To assess and collect fees for the

registration or annual supervision of pension

plans." The deletions from the section are

the words: "And retained for the purposes
of the commission."

I assume that up to this point the com-
mission has been entitled to retain those fees

for the purposes of the commission; and my
question was simply: Are there any funds

on hand; and if so are they going to be paid
into the consolidated revenue fund; and if

not what is going to happen to them?

Hon. Mr. Clement: There are no funds on
hand. It has always been the practice to

pay them in. This just formalizes the prac-
tice. The commission does not, per se, retain

these for its own purposes or any other pur-

poses. It takes and collects as a conduit, and

passes them through to the consolidated

revenue fimd.

Getting back to the hon. member's pre-
vious question, I won't bore him or the rest

of the members with the very substantial

contents of section 11 of the regulations;
but perhaps if you would like to peruse them
I will send them over to deal with your pre-
vious question.

Mr. Renwick: Thank you. I would like

you to do that.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, perhaps one of

the pages might take this over to the mem-
ber for Riverdale for his perusal.

Mr. Renwick: I take it that your com-
ments with respect to the fees are that for

practical purposes the commission hasn't in

the past been retaining them but has been

paying them into the consolidated revenue

fund, and this is simply to correct the ano-

maly of what the practice has been.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Your understanding is

quite correct.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2 stand as

part of the bill?

An hon. member: No.

3?
Mr. Chairman: Is there anything on section

Mr. J. R. Breithaupt (Kitchener): On sec-

tion 2, Mr. Chairman, with respect to the

functions of the commission being amended
in this manner, I am wondering if the minis-

ter would be good enough to give us some

example of the kind of situation that this

amendment is going to ameliorate.

I am wondering about the numbers of

employees who may have been involved in

plans which were cancelled because of im-

proper administration. What is the reason

for bringing this kind of a change in the

legislation before us now? Have you had
some particular experiences, and not neces-

sarily by the name of the company, could

you indicate the sort of thing that has

gone on?

Hon. Mr. Clement: There are two sources

of revenue coming in, or dollars obtained

under section 10 of the Act, which we now

attempt to repeal—subsection 1—and amend,

by putting in these other sections which are

the subject-matter of this amending Act.

The commission obtains funds by fees and

fines. The sections dealing with these fees

and fines say that the commission may retain

fees for the registration and annual super-
vision of pension plans. Fines collected from

any prosecutions under the Act also are to

be retained by the commission. But the prac-

tice of the commission has always been to

remit these funds to the consolidated revenue

fund. This has been done, as I understand

it, almost since the formation of the com-

mission some years ago.

Now I am not aware of any specific in-

stance. There may be some, but I am not

aware of any specific instance where money
has not in fact been collected in terms of

fines for infractions of the Act. I have just

been advised that there have been very few

problems, almost none. It seems that most of

the problems dealing with this sort of situ-

ation have happened in our sister province of

Quebec. And we pride ourselves that we are

trying to prevent this sort of thing from

happening here.

Perhaps the hon. member will recall—and

the name of the firm escapes me—but there

was a pension fund in the Province of

Quebec which went belly-up within the last

12 months affecting between 200 and 300

employees.

Fortunately there were only, as I recollect,

some eight or ten Ontario residents living in

the Province of Ontario and crossing into the

Province of Quebec each day who were, un-

fortunately, victims of that particular failure.
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Mr. Breithaupt: So what you are really

doing, Mr. Minister, is completing your pro-

cedure, rather than in fact—

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh yes.

Mr. Breithaupt: —worrying about a particu-
lar instance that has happened.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It has been my ob-

servation in certain statutes that certain

practices have grown up, certain policies
have been developed. I've had the oppor-

tunity of having some lengthy discussions

with solicitors who have pointed out to me,
and pointed out very clearly, how difficult

it is for them, for example, to advise a client.

They look at the statute, they look at the

regulations, and it's their opinion that their

client can do something; and then they find

out that it is contrary to policy. This is a

very frustrating thing, as the hon. member
can well appreciate.

It also, by a similarity, has come to our

attention that certain practices have de-

veloped. They are certainly commendable
and there is good reason for them, but un-

less it has been really codified we are, I

suppose, technically in breach of the legis-
lation. I'm sure that if we didn't correct this

the Provincial Auditor would in due course

point out these discrepancies, which happen
from time to time.

So we are moving in this direction to try
to bring these things up to date, to make
them current and in line with the practice
which is certainly, I would think in this

instance, a very commendable practice.

Mr. Chairman: Mrs. Campbell; on section 2.

Mrs. M. Campbell (St. George): I wonder
Mr. Chairman, if I could have a definition

in section 2, clause (c) (i): "That fail to meet
the test for solvency prescribed by the regu-
lations."

I wonder if I could have clarification as

to whether we mean actuarially sound, or

what in effect is solvency within the terms

of this piece of legislation.

The reason I am asking is that often with

municipal pensions there is a wide dis-

crepancy between what are insolvent, and
what sometimes on review may be deemed
not to be actuarially sound. I would like the

definition clarified.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The matter which the

hon. member's question has dealt with is in

section 2 of the regulations. If you will

bear with me for a moment I'll see if I

can put my finger right on the section.

Mrs. Campbell: Always.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Good, I like that. She
is the only friend I have got in the House-
on both sides.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): The fact is

there are so few of us in the House.

Hon. G. A. Kerr (Provincial Secretary for

Justice): You ain't nobody until somebody
loves you.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That's right.

They are rather lengthy, Mr. Chairman,
and I don't propose to read them all in an

attempt to find-

Interjection by an hon. member.

Hon. Mr, Clement: You see, part of the

secret, I must confide in the members of

the House, is to appear not to be reading
it; but that is really where you are getting
the answers.

Mr. Breithaupt: Such candour is refresh-

ing.

Mr. Deans: Why don't we have the deputy

sitting in front of the minister so that he

can deal with the bill himself?

Hon. Mr. Kerr: Because he usually knows
the answer.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well I sure don't on

this.

Section 2 deals with the requirements
when applying for pension—this is in the

regulations. Section 14 deals with investing.
Section 2 deals with the funding. Section

14 deals with the investments that are re-

quired.

I see nothing in here at first glance that

indicates what is actuarially sound, or finan-

cially solvent. It would only be my estimate

of how the funds should be set up and the

moneys invested. I thought I might be able

to put my finger on it where it says it shall

be actuarially sound and in accordance with

established practices. I can find no such

wording in either one of those sections.

'Section 2 sets up the requirements for

the funding of the plan, but I can't see any-
where where it deals with actuarially sound.

I am not suggesting it is not there, I'm just

not able to put my—
Mr. Deans: Another note has been deliv-

ered. What does that say?
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Hon. Mr. Clement: I am advised actuarially
sound is supposed to be under section 4 of

the regulations, but I can't find the exact

wording.

Mrs. Campbell: Mr. Chairman, I wonder
if the minister would agree with me that

the two terms are not synonymous. Solvency
is one thing, and a state of being actuarially
sound is something else. Particularly as it

refers to municipalities, and since those on
a pension plan established before OMERS
are caught in the bind of the type of invest-

ment or plan that is in a diminishing situa-

tion, I would like to have it clarified—that

the membership is diminishing as new people
go into the OMERS plan.

It seems to me that it might be deemed
solvent at any given point in time, but may
not be deemed to be actuarially sound. Am
I getting my point through? It is of concern
to me when this sort of situation could take

place.

Hon. Mr. Clement: As the hon. member
probably knows far better than I, the em-

ployer must have the plan reviewed periodi-

cally, and these reports must be completed
by an actuary. They must certify the cost

of benefits, the surplus or the experienced
deficiency in the plan, special payments that

will liquidate any loss or any deficiency
over a term not exceeding five years; and
this must be filed wiih. the commission. If

the commission is not satisfied, and this is

the wording that I think perhaps I was

looking for, Mr. Chairman, imder subsection
4 of section 4:

Where the commission is not satisfied that

the report has been prepared in conformity
with generally accepted principles of soimd
actuarial practice, the report shall be
amended so as to be acceptable to the

commission.

The next subsection deals with certain other

requirements and says:

An annual information return must be
filed within six months of the end of the
fiscal year of the plan. The employer has
to certify that the moneys that he al-

legedly paid into the plan have in fact

been paid in.

And section 7 of the regulations says:

Every pension plan shall be deemed to

be solvent if it's fully funded or pro-
visionally funded.

That is the information, and I presume that

the test is actuarially sound. I am advised
that it can be actuarially sound but pro-

visionally funded; which means that there

is an unfunded liability unpaid, but there

is a provision for the amortizing of the un-
funded liability over a 15-year period.

Mrs. Campbell: If I could ask one more

question; has the minister had any experience
at all with those plans which predated
OMERS and which are continuing for the

membership which was not at that time

brought into OMERS? Those plans are still

going on. Has there been any Idnd of experi-
ence as to what has happened to those plans
and what could happen under the terms

of this section as proposed? If I may put it

this way, I am thinking specifically of the

fire fighters at the city, with which plan I

was very familiar. We had a great deal

of discussion at the time about the future of

such a plan, having in mind there was a

diminishing number, and I don't understand

where the cutoff would be or what the

determination would be.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I have had no expe-
rience other than general experience. When
this happened down in my area, as I recol-

lect it at that time—I am thinking specifi-

cally of fire fighters and police—it seems to

me, and I am going by memory, that the

municipality went out and bought Dominion
of Canada annuities on behalf of the em-

ployees who were affected. I don't know
whether each municipality reacted differ-

ently to this particular situation, but I re-

member it being the subject of some com-
ment in the press at that time.

I am advised there have been no prob-
lems with these previous plans. They have
been continued. They are treated like any
other plan and if there are members they
still receive benefits, which is the advice that

I have from my director. I believe that in

Niagara Falls they did go out and purchase
annuities for the quasi-municipal employees
who were under previous plans before

OMERS came into effect. I take it that this

did not happen here in Metro?

Mrs. Campbell: I cannot answer for now,
but at the time that I was involved it was
a city matter and there was discussion, as

there has been in this House, about the

yield from investments, which was rather

controlled, and they decided to go into some-

thing which had a greater yield, shall we
say? I was concerned about this kind of

thing, where you have a pension that ob-

viously is a diminishing thing.

Mr. Deans: There is one problem not

raised by the member for—
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Mrs. Campbell: St. Georgel

Mr. Deans: St. George; I'm awfully sorry.

Mrs. Campbell: Yes, it's about time.

Mr. Deans: The member for St. George.

An Hon. member: She'll set the dragon
on you.

Mr. Deans: Yes, right.

In the type of plan that she is talking

about it's extremely difficult for those per-

sons who are enrolled in that plan to obtain

permission to negotiate changes to the plan

simply because the plan affects a diminish-

ing number of employees. I happen to be-

long to such a plan. I may, in fact, even be

in conflict raising it. I doubt it.

I'm kind of curious to know, now that it

has been raised—I hadn't thought about it—

but now that it has been raised just what

protections are afforded to employees with

a pension plan, employees of a municipality
with their pension plan that has no growth
potential and therefore is funded on the

basis of some predetermined benefit to be

paid—determined at the time of OMERS
coming into existence. What opportunities
are there for those employees or what
chances are there for those employees to

negotiate better benefits that would compare
with those that can be negotiated in other

growing types of plans?

Hon. Mr. Clement: My instincts would
tell me that there would be very little op-

portunity to negotiate very much in so far

as those prior plans were concerned. I am
advised this is an arrangement between the

employer and employee, which tells me that

I suppose it might be a matter of future

negotiation; but my instincts, as a former

practising lawyer, tell me that I presume
that would be treated probably as almost a

dead issue. It's "Here you are; here's your

package from 1950 to 1962"—or whenever
it was—"and that's it."

I think you would run into the very prac-
tical solution that as that group is diminish-

ing and the other group is increasing you
would find most interest in trade from that

newer group. The other group, which is

shrinking, would find itself really in the

position to negotiate nothing unless it be-

came a term of a collective agreement and
the same employer was involved.

Mr. Deans: If I may, your information

is obviously correct to a point. It is a sub-

ject for negotiation only if permission is

granted for discussion to take place. Within
the Fire Departments Act you cannot nego-
tiate better benefits on pension matters un-

less you have permission. In other words,

they cannot be a subject for negotiation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Permission from
whom?

Mr. Deans: Permission from the Attorney

General, as I recall—or Solicitor General as

I recall. I have to check it; I'm going from

memory. For example, you can't negotiate
a change in the percentage paid by employee
and employer and you cannot negotiate any
benefit in excess of 75 per cent, as I recall

—again I'm going from memory—of the earn-

ings of the best five years of employment;
okay? So that—I'm directing my questions in

two directions, or my statement in two direc-

tions—in fact they are already restricted; no
free negotiation takes place other than by
permission of, I think, the Solicitor General's

ministry; or it may be the OMERS pension
board for all I know. They may have juris-

diction over all municipal pensions, whether

or not they fall within their terms of refer-

ence, for administration purposes.

I wonder now what then becomes of those

plans? What is there that guarantees those

plans which were in existence at the time

that OMERS was brought about? What is

there that guarantees that the plans will be

able to keep pace with whatever changes are

legislated here that relate directly to OMERS
and to what will inevitably be the majority
of municipal employees?

Does that make sense to you? Do you
know whether there is anything that protects
the future benefits in that way, to guarantee
that they keep pace with the rising costs

and whatnot?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I would think that the

negotiation—the question is twofold and I'll

answer it this way: I would think that the

negotiation would dwell on the OMERS
aspect because the other is a shrinking type
of asset, because the number of people who
are affected is shrinking annually.

I would feel, and I think you're right, it

is Solicitor General. I was not aware of that

particular prohibition that you must have

consent. I think that would be more fire

protection or fire fighting force oriented than

pension oriented. I suppose he wants know-

ledge, he wants to be advised, he wants to

know the overall effect. I wasn't aware of

that particular prohibition, if that's what I

might call it.
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Mr. Deans: But it is also true of OMERS.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It is also true of

OMERS?

Mr. Deans: Yes, OMERS; you can't

negotiate pension benefits if you are with

OMERS. The limits are established by the

OMERS pension fund and the legislation.

Hon. Mr. Clement: If, as you have indi-

cated, you are an employee covered under
the old plan, if you might call it that, and
OMERS came in and you were still there—

or maybe you still participate, I don't know,
it doesn't matter—but the OMERS plan is

now really the effective plan, and so as I

understand it your question is what protec-
tion if any is provided to those of us from
the older group who are covered under the

previous plan. I say that I would presume
that any negotiations that you were doing
when you were trying to arrive at a collec-

tive agreement would deal with the more
current one, because everybody is covered

by that one, whereas only a small portion of

the working force is really affected by the

prior plan that was in effect before OMERS
came into being.

The 70 per cent or 35 year—two per cent

per year, 35 years service—that rule is set by
the federal Department of Revenue. I happen
to have the rule number, 71-13R. Thai
should look really good in Hansard.

Mr. Deans: I wish I had some staff; don't

I wish I had some staff.

Hon. Mr. Clement: May Hansard note that

I just pulled that out of the air. Thank you.

Mr. Deans: Just like a rabbit.

Mr. Breithaupt: Does that mean we have
to check it?

Hon. Mr. Clement: He would be wise if

he did.

Mr. Chairman: The member for St. George.
Is this exactly the same point?

Mrs. Campbell: I am sorry, but has there

been any consultation or discussion with

municipalities about this particular situation.

Because I'm still concerned—I don't share

quite the same problem as my colleague from
Wentworth does—I am concerned about the

point, in a diminishing plan like that could

you suddenly find it was declared insolvent

or not actuarially sound, with a lot of people
relying on that plan before OMERS. This is

my real concern in trying to get to the

bottom of it. I may be utterly wrong about

it, but I feel that there is something here

that should be checked out to see how the

people involved in that kind of a situation

may be caught in this solvency or actuarial

situation. And I'm not clear about it.

I'm sorry; I'm not an actuary, but it con-

cerns me when this government has imposed,
as it were, the OMERS on any new public

employees and they are caught in this kind

of a situation. Obviously they are going to

have diminishing contributions to the old

plan. And I wondered if any advice has

been given to municipalities and/or the fire

fighters or others who may be caught in it

to get some input before this goes through.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I don't

have the figures before me as to the num-
bers of inquiries which are directed by many
municipalities, many individuals and. many
employers to the pension board. I know they
are extremely numerous and I will get those

figures and perhaps the sources of those in-

quiries for the hon. member.

As I understand it the old plan that came
into effect before OMERS is really no differ-

ent in so far as the pension commission is

concerned. It is treated as a current plan.
The financial reports must be completed and
filed annually and this sort of thing. And
if it is found to be insolvent or actuarially

unsound, within the meaning of the regula-

tions, then the commission would initiate

steps to wind it up, I presume, and do the

accounting under section 11 of the regula-

tions, which was the subject-matter of an

earlier discussion.

Mr. Deans: That's exactly the problem.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I'm advised that

the pension board cannot, of course, enter

into any negotiation on behalf of either

party, which I am sure you are well aware
of. But I am further advised that they are

actuarially sound, because if there is any

deficiency the municipality is under an obli-

gation to make up that deficiency within the

five-year period set forth in the regulations.
We can force them to put more money in

to make them actuarially sound.

As an individual, I would not be as con-

cerned by those municipal plans that are

in effect as perhaps some private plans that

were entered into by employers and em-

ployees some years ago, and which have

perhaps been superseded by more modern,
up-to-date pension plans; because you can

grab the municipality by the throat; there

is something there to grab.
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But I would be concerned about private

plans that were administered many years

ago before even the great group plans came

into effect.

Mr. Chairman: Were the member for

Riverdale's comments on the exact point;

because I think the member for Windsor-

Walkerville had something on this?

Mr. Renwick: I don't know what the point
of the member for Windsor-Walkerville is,

but I am quite willing to defer to him.

Mr. Chairman: Were your comments on

this point?

Mr. B. Newman (Windsor-Walkerville):
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to ask

the minister a few questions concerning this

section of the Act; and one specifically re-

fers to the recent negotiations between

Chrysler Canada and the United Auto

Workers.

In their negotiations, the United Auto
Workers won a "30-and-out" pension
scheme. It is my understanding that federal

legislation can be interpreted to permit the

worker to obtain full benefits after 30 years
of service, regardless of age. However, pro-
vincial legislation requires the individual to

be 55 years of age before he can obtain

his full benefits. The individual is permitted
to retire before 55 with 30 years of service,

but there is an eight per cent penalty for

each year that he is under the age of 55.

The minister is aware of this since I have

been in communication with him on this

specific point; and I am wondering, if the

union wins certain benefits as a result of

negotiations, the employee is not going to

be penalized by some legislation either pro-
vincial or federal.

While I am on my feet, I would like to

pose another two questions to the minister.

One is, what effect would this legislation
have on a Canadian citizen working for

Chrysler in the United States? Could he or

she be allowed to retire after 30 years of

service, regardless of age? I assume that US
legislation would not affect a Canadian citi-

zen working in the United States.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, sure it would.

Mr. B. Newman: I am expressing that in

the wrong way. I mean, the Canadian legis-
lation would not affect the Canadian citizen

working in the United States and winning
these benefits from an American corporation.
That is what I wanted to mention.

The other thing I wanted to bring to the

minister's attention involves the Auto

Specialties Manufacturing Co. in the city
of Windsor, a foundry operation that folded

up about three years ago. In the negotiations
between the union and management, certain

pension benefits were agreed upon. How-
ever, as a result of the ceasing of the opera-
tion and the company going bankrupt, in-

dividuals who had been receiving substantial

pensions—or they were substantial to them
at that time. I can cite the case where one

of the elderly gentlemen approached me and

said he had been receiving $162 per month,
but as soon as the operation ceased, the funds

apparently were taken over and his pension

dropped substantially from $162 down to $58.

The individual had no recourse at all. All of

a sudden he drops to $58 and he can only
live on old age security and any other bene-

fits that he may be entitled to through some

type of governmental agency.

Would the minister first care to reply to

the effects of the 30-and-out and the 55 age
limitation that is supposedly preventing many
auto workers in the city of Windsor from

retiring now and obtaining their full benefits,

even though they may have won them

through negotiations with the auto manu-
facturer?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, Mr. Chairman.

The hon. member, if I understand him

correctly, really has the situation reversed.

Under the federal income tax regulations you
cannot take your full pension if you are

under 55 years of age; and you must have

30 years of service. There is no limit in so far

as the provincial legislation is concerned.

Mr. B. Newman: May I interrupt the

minister at this point? Mr. Minister, I origi-

nally checked that with my federal member
and I was informed by him just the reverse

was true—that the federal legislation can be

interpreted to permit retirement at any age.
It was the provincial legislation that held

that back.

In fact, in a press clipping of Sept. 23 in

a column in the Windsor Star headed:

"Labour," by Brian Vallee, the following
sentence is in the article:

Because of federal and provincial law,

anyone retiring with 30 years service, but

under the age of 55, will lose eight per
cent for each year he is under that age.
In other words, if a man retires at 54, eight

per cent of his pension is clipped off, at

53, it jumps to 16 per cent; at 52 to 24

per cent and so forth.
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Hon. Mr. Clement: I'm advised that under

regulation 72-13R of the federal income tax

regulation regarding those of 55 years of

age with 30 years of service, the press release

is incorrect and the Windsor Star has agreed
to change it. The reverse is the actual

situation.

In so far as the eight per cent figure for

every year under age 55 that you quote,
this is pretty common. There is a fairly large
deduction. If you take a look at your Legis-
lative Assembly Pensions Act, or Annuity Act,

you will find the same thing is applicable for

members of this House. If you have your
years of service and take your pension at 55,

then you have a full pension. Then for each

year under 55 the pension is diminished

accordingly, presumably because you are

getting the money earlier and you can in-

vest it and make it by some other method of

return.

With reference to the Canadian resident

working for Chrysler in Detroit, the legis-
lation here would have no efi^ect in so far as

any prohibitions are concerned, because it

would be a US plan participated in by
Canadian. You would have to be a resident

in this country but working across there. He
would be bound by the terms of that plan
and the Canadian legislation dealing with

pension plans would have no effect. We're
not even interested in that plan because we
have no jurisdiction over it. We would be
no more interested in the Detroit Chrysler

plan than we would be in a plan affecting
a Canadian resident working in the United

Kingdom, for example.

With reference to the question of the

gentleman at the automotive company-

Mr. B. Newman: It is an auto specialties

shop.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Auto specialties—I'm

advised that this happened some four to six

years ago and was as a result of a very large
unfunded liability for retroactive post service

benefits.

Mr. B. Newman: Four years ago.

Hon. Mr. Clement: When the plan was
wound up, the balance of the unfunded lia-

bihty just wasn't available. The pension
had to be adjusted accordingly, in the manner
which affected your friend, as you've already
described. It would appear that the em-

ployer, and perhaps the employees, agreed
at the time of entering into the plan to

make substantial contributions to recognize

past years of service for which no contri-

bution was made. Before that liability was

fully funded the company went into bank-

ruptcy and the employees had the diminished

monthly benefit.

Mr. B. Newman: Thank you, Mr. Minis-

ter. You are quoting all of the pertinent

portions of federal legislation that do affect

this 55-year or the 30-and^out scheme of

the Auto Workers, because I want to check

that back with my federal counterparts then.

Thank you.

Mr. F. A. Burr (Sandwich-Riverside): Mr.

Chairman, on the same point, the minister

indicates that the federal government objects

to a man receiving a pension before he is

55, and the member for Windsor-Walkerville

says the federal people blame it on the pro-

vincial people.

Now what puzzles me is why is either

government interested in interfering with an

arrangement between a company and its

employees that after 30 years there shall be

a certain pension? Why is any government
interested in objecting?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I really don't

know except that pension payments, made

by the employee are, of course deductible

within certain financial maximums. There

may be some rationale that they will allow

an employee to pay up to X dollars per

year of his income to cover his contributions.

If the fund was actuarially sound, and a

pension was going to be paid when the

employee was less than 55 years, then, pre-

sumably, correspondingly higher contributions

would have to be made. And if these were

deductible, then the net taxable income of

the employee would be substantially reduced

and the federal income tax derived therefrom

would likewise be reduced.

I don't think that they object, per se, or

say it is an absolute prohibition. But they

say it must be actuarially reduced if he

retires before that age.

If you in your wisdom wish to do so, and

if you have the finances behind you to do

it, there is no reason why you, at age 30 or

40 cannot go out and buy some kind of

pension benefit, perhaps a private one, and

then sit back the next month and start col-

lecting the returns.

In so far as any deductions from your
current year's income are concerned, you
would be within the limits, but anything
above that you would be funding without any
income tax reduction accruing to you.
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We don't take that position here. As I

understand it, our position isn't that we are

against it. Our position is that these things
must be sound; and I presume that the in-

come tax people in Ottawa share that view,

and also are not unmindful of the tax loss

that may well be suffered by them.

Perhaps we in Ontario have the same

thing in the back of our mind. But we
feel that it must be actuarially sound so

that the employee is protected throughout
the years he is making the contribution. And
in future, when he is no longer contributing,
he must be protected by an actuarially

sound, funded programme because those are

the years that he is really going to get back

his contributions, plus accrued interest plus
the employer's contribution.

It is a trust set up, and he must be

assured that he is going to get back his

fair return on what has been put in there,

both by himself and his employer over the

years.

Mr. Burr: Mr. Chairman, I understand most

of what the minister has said, except the

part about the federal government being
concerned about a loss of income. If the

worker—

Hon. Mr. Clement: That is speculation on

my part. I don't know.

Mr. Burr: If the worker took his pension
at 51, after 30 years of service at a reduc-

tion of 32 per cent, the federal government's
income tax department would be suffering
an income tax loss because the pensioner
was getting a pension that was 32 per cent

lower than if they hadn't interfered.

Hon. Mr. Clement: But they will be get-

ting that for four more years than tihey

would have had he taken his full pension
at age 55.

Mr. Burr: Oh you mean on a long-term
basis.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes.

Mr. Burr: Thank you.

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for

Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I have ques-
tions that I asked originally on the section,
I don't want to prolong it, but perhaps the

minister or his advisers would, in due course,
let me have the answer to the original

problem.

My original problem was that I was con-

cerned about a cancellation by the com-
mission of a plan because it ceased to qualify,
and that's what the clause before us provides.
The minister referred me to section 11 of

the regulations, which relates to termination

and winding up. I haven't a minute knowl-

edge, but a general knowledge of the

regulations and of the Act, and there is

nothing in the Act, that I know of, that states

that a cancellation by the commission is

equivalent to a termination or a winding-up,
which would necessarily mean that section 11

would follow.

My only point is to ask that a check be

made on the regulation to determine what

exactly the effect of a cancellation is. You
have an employer obligated to maintain the

qualification of the plan; he fails to maintain

the qualification of the plan, therefore he

must be in breach of the Act and presumably

subject to some penalties. On the other hand
he is notified by the commission of a can-

cellation and notice is given to him under

subsection 4 of section 9 of the regulations.

Yet nothing appears to bring into effect the

termination or winding-up provisions or other

protective provisions for a plan which, at

that point in time, ceases to be registered
because the certificate for registration has

been cancelled.

The second point—again I don't anticipate
an answer at this point in time—is that as I

understand it the Act uses the term, "con-

tractually provide for the solvency of the

plan." As I understand it, that's the equiva-
lent of what is colloquially known as being

actuarially sound.

I simply draw the attention of the minister

to the submissions which have been made
to the Minister of Education (Mr. Wells) and

then, by reference, to the pension commis-

sion, to which the pension commission replied
that it, under the Act, could not deal with

the matter.

The submissions which I am referring to are

the submissions with respect to the supple-

mentary benefits for teachers under the

Teachers' Superannuation Act. The question
which the submissions asked the government
to consider was whether or not it would be

possible for different rules of solvency or

actuarial soundness to be devised to apply
to supplementary benefits, to public sector

pensions such as the teachers* superannuation,
rather than to indicate that, of necessity, the

solvency or actuarial soundness regulation

requirements with respect to private pension

plans need not necessarily be the same for
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plans funded in the public sector because the

public sector may have different considera-

tions applied to them. For example, the large
number of people who are involved in the

teachers' superannuation plan as distinct from
the number of employees who may be in-

volved in a private plan.

I am not suggesting that you abolish the

solvency requirements for public sector plans.
I think the point which the teachers made
was that it may be that supplementary bene-
fits under the teachers* superannuation plan
need not be subject to the same stringent

solvency or actuarial soundness requirements
that the plan itself requires or that the

private sector pension plans might require.

I would simply ask that at some point
the minister look into the question. The
reason I ask that you look into it is that the

teachers were referred by the Minister of

Education to discuss the matter with the

pension commission. They wrote to the pen-
sion commission requesting an opportunity
to meet with the pension commission. The
pension commission replied: "There is really
no point in meeting with us because we are
stuck with the regulations which determine

solvency or actuarial soundness, and there-

fore we cannot relieve against the problem
which you want to face us with." Therefore,
no meeting did take place and the teachers
are still in the position which diey were
when they first went to see the Minister of

Education with respect to working out a

plan for supplementary benefits under the
teachers' superannuation plan.

Perhaps the minister or his advisers would
look into that question and in due course
let me know about it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I cannot speak for the
Minister of Education, but some months ago
I did attend a meeting attended by repre-
sentatives of the teachers of this province,
retired teachers and the Minister of Educa-
tion and some of his oflBcials. I was there

along with some of the representatives of
the pension commission. I have made a note
to take a look at the regulations, particularly
regulation 11. It might be the regulations
have to be amended to cover the situation

beyond a termination or a winding up to

include a cancellation. I'm sure the member
would share with me the thought that that
would be rather minor but perhaps nec-

essary.

Mr. Renwick: It may be necessary.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It may be necessary
and we will certainly take a look at that.

With regard to the comments about the

supplementary requirements in so far as

actuarial soundness is concerned, and the

possibility of that being stringent, I would
have to have it demonstrated that a substan-
tial amount of money invested, even in a

supplementary plan, should not require the

high degree of care in discharge of the

obligations of the trustee. I'd be willing to

discuss that at some length some time with
the hon. member. I presume his feehng is

that provisions of the Trustee Act might be
widened to allow perhaps more venturesome,
and hopefuUy more rewarding, type of in-

come earned upon those types of funds while
still preserving the basic fund with the ac-

tuarial safeguards already built into the Act.

Am I reading you right on that one?

Mr. Renwick: Yes, you are.

Hon. Mr. Clement: All right.

Mr. Renwick: It is really the old question
of protecting the pension against erosion by
inflation and the various methods to cope
with it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sure you are

aware that I can visualize all kinds of prob-
lems, and I'm sure you could. It would not

be without problems, but it is something
that might be a quasi-trust, or a full trust

with enlarged powers of investment more in

the speculative area.

Mr. Renwick: Perhaps, Mr. Chairman,
when the minister or his advisers have an

opportunity to consider the question of the

Teachers' Superannuation Act and the sup-

plementary benefits, they would refer to the

submission which was made by the Ontario
Teachers' Federation in November, 1972 to

the Premier of Ontario (Mr. Davis), setting
out the problem as they see it, and the very
positive willingness of the active teachers
in the Province of Ontario to put in addi-

tional one-half of one per cent by way of

contribution in order to provide supplemen-
tary benefits. That may not be sufficient,

even with a matching contribution by the

province, to make it actuarially sound or

solvent as required by the Pension Benefits

Act. Yet it may very well be that in a public
sector pension plan such as that, a less strin-

gent requirement with respect to solvency
could be devised for supplementary benefits

so that supplementary benefits could be

granted to help individuals who are having
a tough time because their pensions are not
tied to some kind of a relationship with the

erosion of their pension buying power
through inflation.
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Hon. Mr. Clement: I am sure you are

aware it is a very complicated question. It

not only touches the teachers of this prov-
ince but our retired civil servants, Hydro
employees and employees of other agency
commissions, and in fact all people who are

retired.

The part that bothers me is when the

people start talking along these lines they
talk in terms of perhaps a general percent-

age, let's say something equal to the Statis-

tics Canada index on the cost of living. And

yet I find it hard to equate it on that basis

since the person who is on the low end of

the pension scale, the person who may be

receiving a pension of say $3,600 a year, is

going to get that four per cent and some-

one more fortunate but out of the same

group, perhaps a retired director of educa-

tion or principal, might be receiving a pen-
sion of $15,000 or $18,000 a year. In terms

of net dollars, the four per cent on the

higher amount is substantially more. Yet it's

the man or woman at the lower end of the

scale who really needs the money.
I met with representatives of the teachers'

association in my city two or three weeks

ago. At that time we discussed this and they
are getting back to me with certain alterna-

tives. They readily ascertained the problem
when we discussed it. But it really does

bother me, because it seems the old story;
the rich get richer and the poor get babies,
or something, because it just widens the gap.
I hope you didn't mind that little earthy
reference.

Mr. Chaiiman: Shall section 2 then stand

as part of the bill?

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I would just

say that the problem does have wider rami-

fications than simply the teachers' plan, of

course. But I think the problem is very

succinctly set out in the submission to the

Premier. The letter from the Ontario Tea-
chers' Federation to the pension commission,
the pension commission's reply and the

thoughts of the Ontario Teachers' Federation

as a result of that reply, pose the problem
and I think perhaps provide a way in which

supplementary benefits could be provided on
1 reasonable basis and relieve the problem
which is of such concern to the teachers, and
I am sure of concern to all people in the

public sector on pensions.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 2 stand as

part of the bill? Carried. Section 3 then.

Mr. Renwick: I think, Mr. Chairman, that

as far as section 3 goes we have dealt with

that on the whole question of the payments
going into the consolidated revenue fimd and
there is no need to delay with respect to that.

I have no comment on section 4, it appears
clear. I believe the member for York Centre
does.

Mr. Chairman: The member for York

Centre, on section 4?

Mr. D. M. Deacon (York Centre): Yes, Mr.
Chairman. I am concerned about the fact

that people invest in these pension funds.

They put their own savings in and there is

no provision for any sort of return at all on
the investment. I think there should be

added, on the bottom of section 4, additional

words which would indicate they would be
entitled not only to their contribution, but

their contribution plus accrued interest at the

rate of, let's say, five per cent per annum,
which would be the legal rate,

Mr. Deacon moves that section 4 be
amended by the addition of the words: "Plus

accrued interest at the rate of five per cent

per annum," at the end of subsection 11(b);

and also after the word "contribution" at the

end of the last line.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I put in the

rate of five per cent because it is the legal
rate. I think it is diflBcult for us to state a rate

due to the variations in interest rate levels

that occur. Perhaps it should be at a mini-

mum rate of five per cent per annum.

But it seems wrong, when people are in-

vesting their funds in a pension plan that the

fund, for one reason or another, often beyond
their control, is terminated and they get only
the money they put in.

We do know that inflation occurs and the

value of the money they have taken out is

less.

I think they should be entitled to some
return on their investment, of which the

company has had use or which has been
available to those who still continue in the

plan. I think it's important that we do every-

thing possible to make these plans a true

savings plan as well as a pension plan. I

would appreciate the minister's comment on
this.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Two or three questions
come to my mind. The question of the cost

of operation of the fund. I'm not sure from
the amendment whether the cost of operating
a plan is to be borne from the employer's
contributions. I presume that would be the

inference. In the long run, I suppose, it

comes out of the employee's portion.
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For example, if during a lifetime of service

the employee contributed $7,000 and the

employer contributed a like amount, and if

the cost of operating the plan was to be
borne out of the employers' contributions,
then in the long run it would come out of

the employee's pocket. I think that is the way
it works now; if the member follows my
thinking on it, and he indicates he doesn't.

All right. I'm interested in the cost of opera-
tion of the plan.

Mr. Deacon: The cost of operating would
be five per cent.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That's how you resolve

it; you lock it in at five per cent and that's

the law of Ontario if your amendment carries.

What happens if the fund earns eight per
cent or, worse still, what if it only earns
three per cent? Who makes up the deficiency
on the one hand in the three per cent ex-

ample and who keeps the surplus if it's over
the five? These are the questions that come
to my mind.

I think we were assuming that rates are

going to remain constant. We're assuming we
shall continue in inflationary times. I think
these are matters that should be individually

negotiated between the employee groups and
the respective employers and not made man-
datory in the general legislation.

It's not really a savings plan concept in

the same terms as putting money in the bank
or buying a GIG, it's to provide for his future.

He wants to be assured of the best he can

receive, bearing in mind the amount of the
contribution.

If it is locked into five per cent I can
visualize a great many diflBculties occurring.
We would have to monitor the legislation

constantly, and if we saw a dt>wntrend in

terms of return then presumably we would
have to convene and reduce it to maybe four
or to three.

I feel that we would be locking the situa-

tion much too tightly by putting a stated

amount in the section.

I imderstand the theory of your amend-
ment but I'm advised that it may be possible,
under certain conditions, for the employee's
contributions to purchase more than his en-

titlement under the plan. This section we're

proposing will ensure that he receive not less

than the value of his own contribution, and
until I have had an opportunity to genuinely
and seriously consider the implications of the

amendment, I would have to oppose it at this

particular time.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, I would ask

the minister to take a further look at it be-

fore he definitely makes up his mind to

oppose it. First of all, there are very few

plans, if they are at all well administered,
that don't earn far in excess of five per cent.

The cost of operating the plans is certainly
far below five per cent. In fact, I would ven-

ture it would be in the order of 1.5 or maybe
two per cent. Certainly I know of plans that

are operated at one per cent.

I know plans also that for the most part
are set up in such a way that the major con-

tribution to the pension fund, in the early

years particularly, is made by employees, par-

ticularly if they are young employees. Be-

cause of this, employers under such circum-

stances do not employ older workers and also

do not mind if employees leave after a few

years. As the average length of service and

age of employees increases, the company's
contribution has to be increased and the con-

tribution is much more in line with that of

the employee.

I do feel that since so much of the burden
of cost is borne by the employee in the early

years, and since we have not included in this

legislation changes in the matter of vesting

rights—I think vesting rights should be tight-
ened up so the company's contribution is

vested at a much earlier stage than is now

provided for in the legislation—that we should

consider at least ensuring that those who con-

tribute to these plans, the ones who are con-

tributing generally the major portion of the

funds going into the plans, are going to get
some return on it. Five per cent is not up to

what current returns are, but at least it is

something.

I don't think it is too much to ask that that

be fixed in the legislation because of the

problems of having a variable rate depending
on what the plan happens to earn. At least

the employee has assurance that he will get
five per cent, which will ofi^set a major por-
tion of the inflationary factors that have

affected pension plans so drastically in recent

years.

I just can't agree with the argiunents the

minister has put up. I understand his points,
but I can't see that it would be wrong for

us at least to assure that those that contribute

the major portion of the funds, the employees,
have some return on their money; and that

it doesn't go into the plan to profit those who

may be in a position, through seniority or

some other reason, to stay on for a long time

and reap the benefits of this. Actually in

many cases the benefits are never realized by
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the employees due to termination of the fund
and the fact the company never does have to

pay up an amount equivalent to what the

employees are contributing.

I just think it is important that we do pro-
vide for this so that that is a definite claim

an employee has at all times.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, just in

conclusion, I would like to point out that

this is not a savings programme. We identify
a savings programme and have interest on our

deposit. We put it in the bank and we earn

so much interest. This is an actuarially

funded, guaranteed sum per month, depend-
ing on years of service and the amount of the

contributions, for the balance of one's natural

life, and invariably for a guaranteed period
of not less than X number of years. We
should not confuse the two.

To me it is somewhat similar to the situa-

tion of the individual buying a life insurance

policy and buying the participating policy
because it is a good investment. I think we
confuse this. Do we want protection or do
we want an investment; or do we want both?

Perhaps what you are suggesting is both.

I would like to point out that the experi-
ence of the commission is that because of the

conservative investments by most of these

fund trustees, and the fact that they are

operating invariably under the terms of the

Trustee Act, and therefore do not have the

opportunity to get into the wide variety of

investments that you or I as personal in-

vestors might seek out, the return gross be-

fore administrative costs is closer to six or

6.25 per cent. If you get into a two per cent

or 1.5 per cent administration cost to the

fund and waft the fund into making it man-

datory that it pay not less than five, then
how are you going to have the wherewithal
to pay the man the five per cent? Who pavs
it?

If we are going to get into a savings pro-

gramme for the man, in addition to his con-

tributions, then I would concede that it is

realistic. But if it is to safeguard this man
he is buying protection, he is not buying an

investment.

Mr. Deacon: Mr. Chairman, the minister

doesn't seem to realize here that initially the

company does not have to vest its contribu-

tion at all, and I am particularly concerned
about the fact that we don't have very good
vesting provisions.

All the employee gets back is the dollars

he has put in. Those dollars have decreased
in value since he put them in and that money

has been available for use by the company
during that intervening period.

It may be in a fund, but if that fund is

as poorly administered as the ones you have

suggested, then by gosh we shouldn't be

paying them anything like the amount of 1.5

or two per cent to administer a fund that is

only getting 6.25 per cent today. That just
shows dam poor administration and very

unimaginative investment policies. These can

provide a much better return using, and

being restricted to, trustee investments.

I still say that the company in the end is

going to be paying any extra amount required
for individuals, but the company on the

whole profits out of those that drop out of

these plans at an early stage; and I just don't

think it should be possible for them to do it.

That's why I'd like to see the employee at

least get a return on his investment.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't want to delay
this any longer, but I don't see how the com-

pany profits. It is getting back money that

it has paid out to the fund. The employee
quits before his term of service is up. He
gets his contributions back. The company is

not making a profit, per se, it is getting back

its return on an employee who didn't com-

plete his anticipated length of service with

that particular company.

Mr. Deacon: It is not exactly a profit. It

means that a company doesn't have to con-

tribute as much as it otherwise would have

to contribute to make the fund actuarially

sound as the pension plan develops.

After all, the company's contribution has

to be added to the employee's contribution

to make these—I can't remember the exact

description of the funds that I am particu-

larly thinking about, but I do remember that

in the early years most of the contributions

to the pension fund were made by the em-

ployees. The company's contribution was less

in later years if several employees dropped
out and left the company's contribution in,

plus the money earned on the employee's
contributions.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Whose funds?

Mr. Deacon: The employee's investment

income was left in. I say the employee's con-

tribution was withdrawn, but the pension
fund had that money available and interest

could be earned on it and the interest was
left in the fund. The company's required con-

tribution would have to be less in future to

make up the full pension rights of the em-

ployees who subsequently withdrew. The
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employer didn't have to contribute the

amount earned on the employee's contribu-

tion and less funds were then required to

make the pension fund of the remaining em-

ployees actuarially sound.

When you don't have a vesting privilege
and those company contributions aren't being
carried away by the employee who has re-

signed, then those funds that have not been
vested with the employee are available to

defray the company's future pension demands.

Hon. Mr. Clement: They are in the fund.

Mr. Deacon: Right. They are in the fund
still. So in effect the company saves money
when an employee leaves at an early stage.
The funds normally would have been vested

with him if he were there for the required
minimum period of time this Act requires
or he could leave with them. The company
also benefits by the fact that they didn't have
to pay any interest on the funds of which

they had the use over those years, so that

interest is available.

Hon. Mr. Clement: The company didn't

have the use of the funds.

Mr. Deacon: Now look, when an employee
makes a contribution the money is available
for investment. The company's total actuarial

requirement is decreased by the extent to

which the funds are invested and you get a
return on them. Is that not correct?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Not in any ones I've

had dealings with.

Mr. Deacon: You mean to say that when
you have a fund that is earning eight per
cent, or whatever it might be on the invest-

ment, that eight per cent isn't added to the
value of the fund and therefore makes the

requirement of the employer less to make the
fund actuarially sound?

It seems to me that somebody is benefiting
here. I just can't see why it is that the em-
ployee who happens to leave for one reason
or another at a time before he can enjoy any
of the vesting privileges, at a time when the

company is just turning back to him the

money he put in, why that fellow should have
to, in effect, relieve the company of making
the extra contribution it would otherwise have
had to make to keep that pension fund actu-

arially sound. I think that the employee is

subsidizing—

Hon. Mr. Clement: And what happens if

there is a deficiency?

Mr. Deacon: If there is a deficiency? It is

the responsibility, of course, of the employer
to always contribute over the years to keep
it actuarially sound.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That's right.

Mr. Deacon: In fact, in the early years the

demands on the fun J are such that most of

the money going into the fund is just the

employee's funds, not the employer's.

I don't like the idea of the provisions
which now make it almost attractive for the

employer to get rid of an employee before

his pension funds vest with him and are

portable, at a time when they know that

when he leaves all he is going to get back
are the dollars he actually put in, with no
interest on the amount. Therefore, there is a

benefit to the employer in the knowledge that

all those accrued funds will be available to

lessen the actuarial demand to make that fund
sound for all the employees in the company.

Mr. Chairman: I will put the question.

Those in favour of Mr. Deacon's motion
will please say "aye".

Those opposed will please say "nay".

In my opinion the "nays" have it, and I

declare the motion lost.

Any further comments on section 4?

Mr. Renwick: Section 6.

Mr. Chairman: Section 6? Anything be-

fore 6? All right, the member for Riverdale

on section 6.

Mr. Renwick: I assume that at some point
the minister will give us the explanatory note

for section 5, so I'll move on to section 6.

I have one concern, which I think the

minister will recall that we raised in his esti-

mates earlier this spring, on the question of

the absence in the Act of any provision for

an employee or his authorized agent to go to

the commission and inspect the plan in full

and make abstracts from it.

The provisions of section 6, 23(a) deal with
the designation of the funds as trust funds,
with which we agree. Section 23(b) provides
for information to be given to the employee
by the employer at certain specific times

during the lifetime of the plan. The gap that

I want to ask the minister to consider filling

is as follows.

Mr. Renwick moves that section 6 of Bill

200 be amended by adding thereto the fol-

lowing subsection: 23(c). An employee or his

agent authorized in writing may inspect and
make extracts from any plan registered with
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the commission at the offices of the commis-
sion at any time during business hours.

Mr. Rehwick: Mr. Chairman, I don't think

it needs elaboration, but perhaps the minister

will recall that an employee in the Province

of Ontario is not entitled anywhere to see

the full context of the plan. All he is entitled

to get is the written statement, which in its

enlarged form is an improvement to be set

out in what is going to be section 23(b).

I do not think there are many occasions

when an employee would not accept a writ-

ten statement of the employer as setting out

accurately his benefits, or his entitlement;

but it does seem to me that for those situa-

tions where a question may be raised, the

employee should have an opportunity to go
to the offices of the commission and look at

the actual plan and make abstracts from it,

or to send his agent authorized in writing to

do so.

I do not think it would impose an undue
burden on the commission. I think it's an
ommission in the Act and a very necessary

protection to an employee.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, I would
agree with the comments the member for

Riverdale has made. It seems to me that the

possibility of confusion, or lack of informa-
tion which could occur in some occasions,
could well be avoided by this kind of an

approach within the legislation. The ability

of an individual to see this information I

think is good, and we in this party would

certainly go along and agree with this amend-
ment being made.

Mr. Chairman: Any further comments?
Does the hon. minister wish to reply?

Hon. Mr. Clement: At first blush I feel

that the amendment suggested by the mem-
ber for Riverdale would certainly be most

equitable. The only concern I would have is

in terms of cost in so far as the pension
commission is concerned. I would presume
it would be rather negligible, but before

concurring with your suggestion I would like

to get some feeling from my officials as to

whether it would pose any practical prob-
lems in so far as they are concerned.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, could the

minister agree then, if this bill continues,
that possibly this section could stand over?
Then the minister might be able to get that

information for us by Thursday, so that if it

was agreeable it could become part of the

present statute before this bill moves out of

committee.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It's a good suggestion.
I wonder if we might proceed on with—by
the way, I'm assuming that the balance of

section 6 is acceptable in terms of it being
a trust and this sort of thing.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, it certainly is with this

amendment. It is perfectly acceptable.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes. I wonder, Mr.

Chairman, if we might just move on to sec-

tion 7. We'll come back to section 6 in a

few moments and I'll see what my officials

feel on this. I have no strong feelings one

way or the other. I think it would be very

equitable,

Mr. Chairman: The member for Riverdale.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, my question
on section 7 is to clarify with the minister

what this provision is designed to do.

Mr. Chairman, the minister will recall that

on the first clause of the bill I referred to the

alteration in the amendment to the definition

of employer, which will eliminate the terms

"successors or assigns of the employer" from
the definition, I take it the reason that was
eliminated from the definition of employer is

because of the intention to introduce this

section 25(a) dealing with a successor cor-

poration.

Hon. Mr. Clement: And also to standardize

the definition, which appears to be somewhat
standard across the different provinces.

Mr. Renwick: Yes, but the actual part
about the successors was because of the

introduction of this section dealing with the

successor corporation.

Placed in the context of the employee, the

problem very simply is that an employee can

work for 10 years at a given workplace and
he can come back on the first day of the 11th

year and find that he is still working at the

same workplace, doing the same work, but

he is working for a new boss because the

company has been sold. A successor corpor-
ation has taken over the operation.

I think I have three questions. The first

question is: I take it there is no obligation
to be imposed upon the successor corporation

that, as part of its bargain for the purchase
of the business, it must continue the existing

pension plan of the predecessor operation in

so far as the employees who come over to

the successor firm are concerned? In other

words, you face the hard, cold fact that the

employees who have the benefit of a pension

plan, may find the day after tomorrow, on

the sale of the business, that the new em-
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ployer has had no obligation to take on the

pension plan or to provide one of his own,
and that that employee ceases to have pen-
sion plan protection. I take it that is the

meaning of the bill. Perhaps the minister

would answer that question first of all.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, the asker

of this question is most familiar with the

increasing number of take-overs, acquisitions,

mergers, and in fact is a member of the

select committee of this very House looking
into amendments to the Business Corporations
Act deahng with that sort of business practice.

There are two basic areas of concern in

these take-overs and acquisitions. You have
the situation in which one company has a

pension plan and acquires another company-
will their period of service count? Or, if a

company takes over another company and the

target company's plan folds up or is aban-

doned, would the man who is 43 with eight
years of service have to start all over again in

order to acquire the 10 years?

There is a great variety of business ar-

rangements in mergers and take-overs, as is

I'm sure readily appreciated by the member.
All that we can expect from this legislation
is to have the principle of continuity of em-
ployment recognized in law, respecting pen-
sion rights accrued and prospective pension

rights.

There have been two points drawn to my
attention by my staff. No. 1, respecting im-

provements in the vesting provisions and No.
2—pardon me, that doesn't apply here. As
I understand this legislation, it will make con-
tinuation of benefits mandatory in so far
as a successor employer is concerned if the
same plan—this is my understanding of it, Mr.
Chairman—if there is the same plan and the
same employee; if they are the same. If the

employer changes that would really have no
affect on it; the benefits would continue.

If the man from the target company is let

go and there is some slight break in his em-

ployment, and then he is hired by the take-
over company he would be deemed to con-
tinue his employment in so far as the benefits

are concerned; or if the employee of the

target company is able to be taken into the
take-over company's plan.

As I understand it right now, certain hard-

ships can work on the employee who may
find after his eight or nine years of service
that his company has been sold. A new em-
ployer comes in, a new group plan is sub-
stituted and he must start from scratch. His
contributions are not really vested. They are
not taken away from him, but they don't

work the benefit that he has been paying
into for X number of years under 10.

And I further understand from my people
that there has been a substantial number of

inquiries in this direction. There also have
been some instances, quite frankly, of what
would appear to be hardships worked on

people through the take-over of their former

employer by a new company. But I think, I

submit with respect—that it is good legisla-
tion. It is a step in the right direction and it

does create greater protection for employees
of the target company in these mergers and
take-overs.

This is an interesting thing, because we
have talked about mergers and take-overs in

another area in the past and here is a spin-
oflF. Here is a take-over, merger or amalgama-
tion problem now emanating from this rela-

tively new business practice; a practice which
is growing considerably in the United States

at the present time.

Mr. Renwick: Mr. Chairman, I only want
to make one comment. This happened before

my time in the Legislature, but one of the

major fights under the Ontario Labour Rela-

tions Act was to provide for successor rights

with respect to collective bargaining agree-
ments. That fight went on for a substantial

period of time, and finally it was successfully
concluded by having the Labour Relations

Act amended to deal with it.

There is no question whatsoever that when
a bargain is being achieved on the purchase
of the assets of a business on a continuing

basis, and the business is to continue under a

new owner through the purchase of the assets,

one of the last things considered is what is

going to happen to the employees. It is just

assumed they will continue on in their em-

ployment and that they will not be affected

by the change of ownership in the plant.

I simply want to make the point that we

agree with section 25(a), it is an improve-
ment over the existing situation. But I would
also make the further point that the time

must come when, if a successor corporation
is intending to buy the assets of a business

—as distinct from buying the shares of that

business, in which case the pension plan
would continue—and does not choose to pro-
vide an equivalent pension plan or to allow

participation in their existing plan with the

seniority which is provided by the term of

service under the predecessor corporation,
then our view is relatively simple. Our view
is that they should not be buying the assets

of that business unless they are prepared to
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continue or substitute a plan substantially
similar to that which the employees have.

Now I am not going to move an amend-
ment to cover that point, but I think it is

a point which the minister should look into

in the light of any transfer of assets from

one owner to another, where the business is

going to be continued, to see whether or

not it is possible by legislation to require

the successor corporation, as part of the take-

over of those assets, to continue to provide
the same kind or substantially equivalent pen-
sion benefits for those employees who cease

to be the employees of the one company and

continue the next day as the employees of

the successor company.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 7 carry?
Carried.

Do you now want to revert, Mr. Minister,

to section 6?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, thank you, Mr.

Chairman.

As anticipated, my officials tell me they
would have no aversion whatsoever. They
would, however, like to point out that they
would undoubtedly need some additional staff

to deal with explaining matters to people who
come in to make extracts. Many of the plans
are highly technical. They do receive a large
number of inquiries now and deal with most

of them on an informal basis in an attempt
to assist the employee, to react to his inquir-

ies; but if it does in fact become part of this

Act you will undoubtedly hear from me next

spring in my estimates in terms of requiring
some additional staff. I don't anticipate that

we are talking of large numbers, but these

things do take time.

Those of us who work with the public
must recognize that while we may be familiar

with a particular matter it takes some time

to explain it to the individual. If we just

make those records available and say: "I'm

not going to give you any comments. Here
it is; make your extract"; then it may not

really work any benefit to the person seeking
the information.

They undoubtedly are there to obtain some

type of information and it would be only
natural that they would ask the person across

the counter: "Well what does this mean?"
I think we would be remiss if we stipulated
in the legislation that we, as a ministry, did

not respond to that inquiry and say: "Here
is what, generally, it means. Copy this out.

This is standard. This is unusual and you

should then go and see a lawyer or take

advice from your own financial advisor."

I'm saying, in essence, that I have no

aversion to the amendment. I think it might
be a positive step in the right direction. But

like everything else there will be some cost

involved to it.

Mr. Breithaupt: Does the minister mean
that he is prepared to accept this amendment
at this time and see how things go as far as

any additional staff or assistance requirement
is needed by the pension commission?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, the fact of the

matter is that right now we are doing just

as much as possible in terms of explaining

things. If it becomes the law of this land that

people have the right to come there, that's

fine. We'll accept your amendment on that

basis and we will make extracts. But I want
to point out that there undoubtedly will be
some additional cost and that we will need
X number of people, perhaps two or three

extra people, to provide this service to the

people who come in to make abstracts or

take extracts of the particulars of plans.

Mr, Breithaupt: We would certainly agree
on this side of the House, Mr. Minister, that

that kind of an expenditure would be well

worthwhile if it is occasioned, and that the

public relations benefits and the willingness
to assist people who have a legitimate inquiry
are well worth the additional funds that

might be needed.

Mr. Chairman: Section 6 as amended is

agreed to then; and I take it sections 8 to

10 inclusive are also carried.

Mr. Deacon: How do you get those amend-
ments through and we can't?

Bill 200, as amended, reported.

VITAL STATISTICS ACT

House in committee on Bill 201, An Act

to amend the Vital Statistics Act.

Mr. Chairman: Does anyone wish to speak
on any part of Bill 201?

Oh Mr. Good. On what particular section?

Mr. E. R. Good (Waterloo North): Section

1.

Mr. Chairman; Section 1.

Mr. Good: On the definition section, I just

wonder if the minister has any further

answers from our discussion the other day?
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I've since asked him whether he has a list

of international causes of death. He says he
does not, and I'm just wondering if the

broadened definition under still birth will

mean a great many more registrations under
that section.

Some of these, as the minister indicated

the other day, could very well include the

products of abortion. I am wondering if pro-
vision is made in the international causes of

death list to show abortion as a cause of

death and how that is going to be handled.
I think you are letting yourself in for what
could be quite a complicated matter here in

enlarging the definition of still birth to in-

clude the products of abortion. By the defini-

tion here: "If the foetus weighs more than 1

lb 6 oz." Does the minister have a response
to that?

Mr. R. F. Nixon (Leader of the Opposi-
tion): The Minister of Health might like to

give his views on this.

Hon. R. T. Potter (Minister of Health): You
can leave me out of that one.

Mr. Good: Yes, we should hear from the
Minister of Health on this, because I think

those statistics in the Act here are going to

get some of your medical friends into a lot

of problems.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister, do you have
a reply to that?

Hon. Mr. Potter: No.

Hon. Mr. Clement: As I mentioned the
other day when we were discussing this par-
ticular amendment, Mr. Chairman, I believe
the hon. member for Waterloo North sug-
gested that it be on an either-or basis.

Mr. Good: Both requirements.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Pardon?

Mr. Good: Both requirements should take

place.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Both requirements; 20
weeks plus a certain weight.
As I pointed out at that time, I am advised

that in many instances the duration of the

pregnancy is a matter, somewhat, of opinion.
The matter of weight is a matter of straight
fact. The World Health Organization some
years ago, in an attempt to standardize the

gathering of statistics across the world and
to come to some basis of standardization, sug-
gested the 500 gram legislation. It is for this

reason that we are reacting in a positive form,
to give credence to that standardization.

The international causes of death, so I am
advised, are published in three volumes, rather

substantial in size, which has been provided
for a number of years to the medical pro-
fession by, I believe, the federal Ministry of

Health and Welfare. It has discontinued this

practice and under our legislation it has

been necessary for us to forward these along
to the physicians. I have had occasion to talk

to two or three physicians in the proximity of

the House over the last week or two who
advise me that they really have never gone to

any one of these three volumes for purposes
of establishing the causes of death. They make
their assessment in words and phraseology
accepted here, and that is what is shown in

the documentation.

We are not concerned with any overall

increase being the result of the registering of

these still births. I don't profess to know a

great deal about the subject of abortion but
I presume that the foetus, when it is removed
from the womb of the mother, suffers some
form of damage done to it in terms of, per-

haps, trauma, by being taken from the warmth
into the cold air, and it may not even be in

a breathing state. I presume it would not be
at that time. I suppose the cause of death
would be shown as a therapeutic abortion or

something of this nature.

Perhaps the member for Waterloo North
would have some substantially greater knowl-

edge in this particular matter than would I,

but I don't think there is any physical harm
done to the foetus per se in terms of it being
lacerated or anything of this nature.

I have never been in attendance at an

abortion and it is an experience I haven't

missed. Perhaps we should regard this amend-
ment as being one that is in conformity with

world standards and it is an attempt by this

jurisdiction to equate to what, I am advised,
is already the law pertaining to this matter
in other jurisdictions within the Dominion of

Canada.

Can the member for Waterloo North help
me and point out any great problems that he

sees, should this legislation carry? I am not

aware of any.

Mr. Chairman: Shall clause 1 carry?

The member for Lakeshore.

Mr. Lawlor: I want to speak to section 4.

Mr. Chairman: Section 4? Are there any
comments on any part of the bill before sec-

tion 4? On section 4, the hon. member for

Lakeshore.
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Mr. Lawlor: A very minor point, Mr.

Chairman, on section 4. What is the inten-

tion of the department as to advising those

people, ministers and others, the people who
solemnize the marriage, as to this new law

that they will not automatically receive a

certificate but only if they specifically request
it?

I am sure that most people won't know of

the change in this law. Is it the intention of

your department to give some kind of notifi-

cation to people in the business of solemniz-

ing marriages?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I under-

stand that sending these out is now manda-

tory. We send them out and they are not

really required by the person who initially

files them. The administrative burden is now
becoming greater.

There are instances, of course, when people
do want a receipt, and for that reason we
would like to see the administrative load

lighten without diminishing the genuine de-

sires of those who require receipts. In those

cases they will have them provided.

But like so many of these functions, they
are carried out and the recipient just doesn't

do anything but put it in the round file. If it

isn't really requested we deem it unnecessary
to continue the mandatory requirement to

send it out.

Mr. Lawlor: I well appreciate the fact that

you wipe it oflF the mandatory requirement.
It states: "And then shall mail an acknowl-

edgement of this receipt to the person who
solemnized the marriage." No doubt they

simply receive them and file them dutifully in

the waste-paper basket. At the same time, if

you alter the law extensively, I thought may-
be on the inception of the legislation at least

there should be a notification of the altera-

tion in the law; something to the effect that

these will no longer be coming out under
the mandatory requirements of the statute,

but will have to be requested should they be
desired.

I think you may be performing some public
function there. As I say it is a minor point.

Mr. Chairman: Section 4 carried?

Carried.

On section 5:

Mr. Good: To section 5, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. Chairman: On section 5, the hon.

member for Waterloo North.

Mr. Good: There are two things here

which I think the minister should draw to

the attention of the deputy registrar, Mr.

Humphries.

First of all, the definition section in this

bill, where the word "funeral director" does

not coincide with the definition under the

Embalmers and Funeral Directors Act. You
have two different definitions designating two
different classifications of people, and I think

that something should be done to bring the

definition sections under these two Acts to-

gether. I think it would in fact designate
under this Act a person so licensed under the

other Act to act as a funeral director. That is

not the case now.

I'm wondering, also, Mr. Chairman, if the

minister has had a chance to speak to the

deputy registrar and come up with something
more satisfactory for the word "forthwith".

This we have discussed numerous times

with the registrar general. There has been

dissatisfaction, many times, at the length of

time it takes in certain cases to get a death

certificate signed by a doctor. This is not

general, but occasionally it does happen. I'm

told it happens across the province and that

there is about one complaint a day coming
in to the board of examiners under the

Funeral Directors Act.

I don't know how it could be better de-

scribed, but if the "forthwith" concept, which
the minister claims is "within a reasonable

time," must still be retained in the bill, I think

efforts should be made on behalf of the regis-
trar general's department to notify, through
the College of Physicians and Surgeons and
the local councils especially, those concerned
)f the importance of signing a death certifi-

cate within a reasonable time after death

occurs.

I know most doctors do it; we don't have
too many problems in this area. But when we
take the importance of it and the complica-
tions that are involved when a death certifi-

cate isn't signed by a doctor, who forgets
about it or goes away without signing it and
one has to go through a lot of complicated

procedures to call in a coroner to get a certifi-

cate, I think that something should be done
to impress upon the medical profession that

this is a serious business, that it has to be
looked after.

As I said before, the punitive sections of

the bill are not important. Nobody is con-

sidering employing them. But anything would
be better in here than the word "forthwith"

in pinning them down to a reasonable length
of time.
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Hon, Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, the pres-
ent amendment is an attempt to alleviate the

difficulty which has arisen with the use of the

word "forthwith", which has already been
touched upon by the member for Waterloo
North. It does cause problems and the

deputy registrar general and his staff are very
much aware of it. These things are drawn
to their attention very forcefully by those

people who find themselves in difficulty in

obtaining the certificate from the medical

practitioner.

There are two ways of handling it. We can
either specify the period of time as being so

many hours—bang, that's it; if it is beyond
that period, then I suppose we can charge the

physician with a breach of the Act. Or we
can do it the way we have suggested here,

by broadening it to allow a medical practi-
tioner who was in attendance during the

terminal illness, and not necessarily the last

one there, to be able to certify as to the

cause of death.

We do demonstrate through publications
circulated to the medical fraternity the neces-

sity and the urgency of having these things

completed as quickly as possible. A physician
in my own riding mentioned to me over the

weekend that he had overlooked signing one
some days before. He had great pressure ex-

erted upon him and found, very much to his

chagrin, he was the recipient during the last

days of last week of a letter from the college

saying a complaint, had been laid. This man
is a very responsible practitioner, but like so

many he is busy.

So, as I say, we have the two alternatives

available; allow the broadening, as we have

suggested; or specify that it has to be done
in so many hours. I prefer the former. If it

doesn't work to the satisfaction of those af-

flicted, then we will have to consider the

second method of proceeding.

As for the difference in definitions of fu-

neral directors under the Vital Statistics Act,
it does include Indians and Eskimos to allow
them to bury their dead; and that's why it is

different than the Embalmers and Funeral
Directors Act itself. Sometimes these defini-

tions, because of the purpose of the legisla-

tion, have to be different.

Mr. Good: Mr. Chairman, why doesn't the
minister use the term, "the person in charge
of the body," rather than confusing it with
the other definition?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Well, I don't really
know why it would be confused with the
other definition unless, I suppose, the person

in charge of the body was the first person on
the scene if there was a fatal accident. You
wouldn't consider him as a funeral director

under either piece of legislation, either the

Act we are now dealing with or the Em-
balmers and Funeral Directors Act.

I am not aware of any problems that it

has created, other than the fact that the mem-
ber has pointed out that there is a difference

in definition—but, again, this is for the pur-

poses of each Act. And while we may be

men, there is a difference between us, depend-
ing on where we fit in the scheme of things
in life.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 5 carry?

Section 5 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 6 carry? The
hon. member for Windsor-Walkerville.

Mr. B. Newman: Mr. Chairman, I would
like to make a few comments and ask the

minister about the third last line of section

6, which states: ". . . as soon as the cause

of death is known." Suppose the cause of

death is never known. What happens then?

Is a burial permit then not given?

Mr. Renwick: There is a question for you.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Now is

the time to be witty.

Mr. Renwick: You don't just bury the chap.

Mr. B. Newman: I mean, the coroner's

certfficate of death wouldn't be given.

Hon. Mr. Clements: Well, very often the

cause of death is not known. The body is

located, the coroner is called and he orders

the usual post-mortem, which is conducted.
As a result of that, there might well be a

coroner's inquest or there might well be
criminal charges. But in any event, if the

pathologist is unable to ascertain the cause

of death, I think he just would specify that

I can think of one particular instance in my
area some years ago where they just couldn't

find any visible cause of death.

Mr. Renwick: That's what you were saying
about the Liberal Party in Ontario.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That's right and it con-

cerned me. But they still bury the body, of

course, as the person on your right who is a

specialist in that particular activity could well

advise. But they certainly cannot fabricate

any cause of death. If they are unable to

locate any visible means, or any reason why
that person met with his fate they would
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just have to certify "cause of death un-

known.'* Very often in smaller centres, as

the hon. member is probably aware, the vital

organs are sent to a forensic clinic in a

larger centre. Tm not aware whether those

situations have resulted in corroboration of

the initial investigation—that we were not

able to ascertain. But I imagine that sort

of situation does arise.

We're not really concerned with the cause

of death from the registrar general's branch.

We are simply interested in knowing that

the person is dead and we complete the

registration of the death. The clause, of

course, is one that is within the bailiwick of

other areas of responsibility. A death certifi-

cate is still available and I don't think any

hardship is worked on the next-of-kin.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 6 carry? Sec-

tion 7? Section 8?

Sections 6 to 8, inclusive, agreed to.

Bill 201 reported.

GASOLINE HANDLING ACT

House in committee on Bill 205, an Act

to amend the Gasoline Handling Act.

Mr. Chairman: On Bill 205; is there any
member who wishes to comment?

Mr. Breithaupt: On section 6, Mr. Chair

Mr. Lawlor: Do you remember the part
about jumping on Secretariat and riding off

in all directions?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, I remember that.

Mr. Lawlor: I thought that was a perfect

image of Clement.

Hon. Mr. Clement: That was a very inter-

esting comment that you made.

Mr. Renwick: I think he's gone out to stud.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I shall be forever

grateful to you, sir.

Mr. Lawlor: You should have heard what
Renwick said.

Mr. Renwick: It is in Hansard.

Hon. Mr. Clement: There are no changes
in the person who is the director. He is now
referred to in the legislation, as I understand

it, as the chief officer. They will in fact be

one and the same person. There is no addi-

tional staff or difference in an individual

being considered.

Section 1 agreed to.

Mr. Chairman: Has anyone got any com-
ments before section 6? Section 5, the hon.

member for Waterloo North.

On section 5:

Mr. Good: The registration of persons en-

gaged in installation and repairs of under-

ground gasoline storage tanks-

Mr. Chairman: Anyone before section 6? „ x#/-i ixuru-u i.'o^ Hon. Mr. Clement: Which section.'*

Mr. Lawlor: Just a word on section 1, the

appointment of the director. Just to zero right

in on it, could you give the justification for

this appointment to the House?

Hon. Mr. Clement: This, Mr. Chairman, as

I recollect it—I have my hands dripping with

the gasoline now insofar as the—

Mr. Lawlor: You washed away the rem-

nants of the silver.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I meant to mention to

you the other day that you have obviously
never performed an abortion if you have

had gasoline dripping on your hands—unless,
of course, you're a non-smoker. But you made
some remarks along those lines the other

day that my hands were dripping with gaso-
line as I was performing an abortion and

trying to register it, or something.

Mr. Good: Six, I guess it is, I'm sorry, 5;

section 5. The registration of persons engaged
in installation, repairs and removal of equip-
ment. Other than registering, what are you

going to do with them? Are you going to

police or inspect their installations or how

they do it? I understand there are regula-
tions and you are going to lay down guide-
lines but how are you going to police them
to see if these things are being done properly,
or is that not your intention? Do you just

want to know who they are?

Hon. Mr. Clement: We want to know who
they are and we want to know that they are

carrying out their work in a safe fashion. If

they aren't, we would prosecute them under
the sanction provisions contained in the Act.

Mr. Good: How are you finding out? Do
you have a staff to go out and inspect the
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installations? How is this going to be accom-

plished?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes, there is a staff.

There is a staff of inspectors.

Mr. Chairman: Is section 5 carried?

Section 5 agreed to.

On section 6:

Mr. Chairman: The hon. member for Kit-

chener.

Mr. Breithaupt: Mr. Chairman, on section

6, I was most interested in this approach
which is being taken in the bill with respect
to the activities of the director. It would

appear to me that this outline of procedures
set out in section 6(a) is a somewhat unfortu-

nate one in that it almost presumes guilt

until innocence is proved.

In this circumstance the director may re-

fuse to issue any kind of a licence because, as

it says:

If in his opinion the past conduct of the

applicant or where the applicant is a cor-

poration of its officers, directors or ser-

vants, affords reasonable grounds for belief

that the operations to be carried on pursu-
ant to the licence or registration will not

be carried on in accordance with law and
in a safe manner.

This is, in effect, a complete veto power
given at the start of a situation. I do not

think, as I have said, that a handler of gaso-
line or any of the persons set out in the first

part of section 6 of the Act itself should be
considered guilty until proved innocent.

If that is accepted, though, as a matter of

policy, at least I would commend the minis-

ter in providing a fairly clear appeal proce-
dure. Mr. Chairman, you will recall when we
were debating Bill 164, an Act to amend the

Game and Fish Act, that members on this

side of the House made a series of comments
with respect to the development of the game
and fish hearing board. At that time, we
talked about certain problems which we fore-

saw in which the minister not only laid the

charges but, in fact, through his officers had
them heard and as a result had the appeal
back to his own office.

At least in this circumstance the matter is

somewhat improved, as I have said. I would

appreciate hearing the minister's comments
as to why he feels it is necessary for the

original refusal of the director to be based

upon a previous course of conduct. This is

vcertainly not a criminal law situation because
even there, as the minister well knows, an

individual who is found guilty of an offence

does not have his criminal record taken into

consideration until after the guilt of that

particular charge has been proven. Therefore,
bias is removed. That bias surely should be

removed in the same case here and the

decision not based on an opinion concerning

past conduct.

Perhaps the minister could advise us as

well as to the numbers of refusals that have
occurred over the past period of time and
how many of those refusals would relate to

this situation where they would have been
based on past conduct.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, there is

really very little or no discretion afforded to

the director under this section. The test is

that he must be satisfied that the operations
will be carried on in accordance with the law
and in a safe manner. He, therefore, really

has no discretion. If he finds that those situa-

tions exist then he must issue the licence.

The appeals section, as set out, is the

same as was adopted by the Civil Rights
Statute Law Amendment Act, 1971. The only

change is to provide an appeal procedure for

contractors because we are now registering
contractors.

Over the past two years there have been
no refusals for applicants looking for gaso-
line handling licences, that is, people who
run garages or marinas or this sort of thing.
It is a commodity that certainly solicits the

safe supervision of the very person handling
it. And they are aware of it. It is the type
of commodity that is extremely dangerous,

particularly to those in close proximity.

Garage owners and marina owners want to

make sure that they are going to handle it in

a safe fashion because their own personal

safety is involved.

Mr. Breithaupt: If that is the case, Mr.

Minister, why do you frame this kind of

approach in the director in a negative way?
Why do you not say that the applications for

these licences really are available as a matter
of ordinary business procedure, and that a

refusal to grant a licence logically would
have these various appeal procedures? By
framing it in the negative, it seems to me that

you are calling attention to a presumed prob-
lem which you have said just now hasn't

really existed.

Hon. Mr. Clement: I don't have the Act
itself before me, but as I understand it this

wording is almost word for word in accord-

ance with the Judicial Review Procedure Act,

except we have added here, contractors, be-
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cause this deals with registration. I point out

that contractors installing equipment need not

be licensed, only registered.

Mr. P. D. Lawlor (Lakeshore): Mr. Chair-

man, just a question, are the appeal provisions
here to the county court judge terminal? Is

that the intent of the legislation, or do you

envisage possible further appeals?

Hon. Mr. Clement: I think that that

wouldn't necessarily be terminal. Unless other-

wise precluded, I think you can almost as a

right go from the county court judge to a

judge of the court of appeal, can you not?

'My learned friend from Lakeshore would

have greater knowledge of that particular
matter than would I. But I think you can go,

unless specifically or expressly precluded, to

the court of appeal as of right. Perhaps you

might assist me on that.

Mr. Lawlor: Certainly you could; under

the Judicial Review Procedure Act!

Mr. Chairman: Sections 6 to 8 agreed to.

Mr. Lawlor: Section 9.

Mr. Chairman: On section 9, the hon.

member for Lakeshore.

Mr. liawlor: Under what circumstances

does the minister envisage the use of section

9? What use has been made of any similar

provision in the past? This is the arbitrary

power, the one where you don't have hear-

ings. You move in quickly. What do you
envisage as grounds?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Oh, spills, leaks, emer-

gency situations that cannot await the cold

light of dawn that require urgent action in

the interest of public safety, and I include in

that matters of environmental concern.

Mr. Lawlor: What have you got in mind
that you would consider utilizing, say, the

suspension power? You suspend their licence

on the spot because they have permitted what

superficially appears to be a breach of the

regulations regarding due care and whatnot.

Is that what you have in mind?

Hon. Mr. Clement: Yes.

Mr. Lawlor: The suspension of the licence

on the spot?

Hon. Mr. Clement: You may have a situa-

tion where someone is handling gasohne. He
is taking it from a tanker car, he is storing it

in his tanks and then he is distributing it into

tanker trucks for distribution. We find a leak

in the main holding tank, and he says, "I

don't care, I am still going to continue. I am
going to unload this railroad tank car, put it

in the holding tank and my trucks will take

it away in the morning." We say, "You are

not going to do it. We are going to yank
your licence right now and you are not em-

powered to handle the product." That sort of

situation.

Mr. Renwick: Very important.

Mr. Lewis: You know, you are too well

informed.

Mr. Breithaupt: Perhaps the minister could

advise us how quickly he expects this proce-
dure would be followed. Surely if this was

happening on a railway siding as we are

talking here this evening, how would the

director even know until he gets to the oflSce

tomorrow? Surely the matter has been com-

pleted. The director obviously can't be, and

I would hope he would not have sufiicient

minions that he could be entirely across the

province supervising the unloading of every

gasoline truck at a service station or even at

the bulk situation.

How do you think they could respond so

promptly in such a circumstance where an

accident could have occurred, which hardly

requires the suspension of a person's licence?

Hon. Mr. Clement: That's right. I may have

demonstrated—because my directors are ex-

tremely ambitious. We have people in the

field at all times.

Mr. Lewis: Ambitious? They would have

to be fetishists to be at the scene-

Mr. A. J. Roy (Ottawa East): Just repeat it.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Did you not hear that?

We will give you a copy of Hansard tomor-

row. You can read it then, okay?

Mr. Roy: Yes.

Hon. Mr. Clement: It may be the type of

situation that doesn't necessarily engender
action within a matter of minutes or hours.

It may be the type of situation that does

require action over a period of one or two
or three or four days. We are contacted by
various provincial authorities in the event of

a spill. The police notify us. The environ-

mental people notify us. Interested citizens

notify us.

I think what I envisage in this section is

where the person who may be responsible for,

say, a holding tank, absolutely and utterly

refuses to perform the requirements of the
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director. This would be a form of leverage

against that person whereby his licence could

be revoked.

Mr. Lawlor: We let you off too easy, John.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 9 carry?

Section 9 agreed to.

Sections 10 to 13?

Sections 10 to 13, inclusive, agreed to.

Shall the bill be reported?

Bill 205 reported.

RACING COMMISSION ACT

House in committee on Bill 206, an Act
to amend the Racing Commission Act.

Mr. Chairman: Bill 206. Any comments on
Bill 206? What section?

Mr. Renwidk: On section 3.

Mr. Chairman: Section 3. Anything before

section 3?

Mr. Renwick: My comment is simply that

we are going to vote against section 3 of

the bill because we disagree with the propo-
sition that this should be the delegation of

authority to all sorts of subordinate officials

of the racecourse associations. We think that

it is an iniquitous provision. In spite of the

fact that the minister informs me that this is

the way the racing commission has been

operating for 20 years, I would suggest it is

about time the racing commission members

accepted their responsibilities along with
their salary cheques and carried out the func-

tions which they are required to carry out.

The minister has indicated that there are

not sufficient officials of the racing commis-
sion to be in attendance at all the tracks at

once and provide a quorum at each of the

tracks. Nevertheless, it is not necessary to

so structure it that all of their authorities

are delegated to racetrack officials, stewards,

judges, veterinarians, licensing agencies or

officers of the commission.

It would be quite possible to provide for

an intermediate level of official, if that is

what is required in order that there would
be some sense of responsibility, when you
consider that a large number of the powers
granted to these subordinate officials are

powers affecting the employment of persons
at the track. Anyone knows the degree to

which the racing commission operates in

camera on the one hand and exercises and

can exercise, a substantial degree of petty

tyranny among those people who are in part-
time employment at the racetracks during the

seasons when they are open. We will oppose
that section of the bill.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, I suggest, as I

suggested on second reading, that with refer-

ence to this particular matter, the procedures
used in the previous bill have certain validity.
At least it takes it out of the minister and

places it in some kind of judicial survey. But
this is quite the opposite kind of thing. It

runs directly counter to all the nostrums
contained in McRuer, which was \vritten for

your particular benefit, but which you see fit,

in bowing to the racing commission, to

ignore. Surely in (c), the specific licensing

provision, a group of amorphous and quite

undistinguished individuals who, on the face

of this document have no particular qualifi-

cations, ranging from stewards, judges, veteri-

narians, racetrack officials—my lord, who falls

under that designation? Practically anybody
at the track—in those people could be reposed
the power to license owners, trainers, drivers,

jockeys, apprentice jockeys, grooms, exercise

boys and such other persons in and about

racetracks at which horseracing in any form

is carried on. Every conceivable thing.

The power to license is a power to refuse

employment or to grant employment, to make
a living or not to make a living. And look

who you give the commission power to dele-

gate it to. I suggest to you in a matter of

that kind there may be, on the racetrack,

decisions that have to be made with respect
to the racing protocol, to be made on the

spot, as to certain infractions of the rules

with respect to the horses and to racing and
to the weights and to a hundred things that

go into it. The business of the licensing ought
to be retained within the ambit and not dele-

gated to anybody. So McRuer says and so

say we in this particular context.

Why would you throw the gamut so broad-

ly as you have done in this present legisla-
tion? It offends basic civil libertarian con-

cepts. It is completely out of line. In no other

area of the law do you extend to any of

your commissions such wide powers, except
that commission reposes in itself the ultimate

authority in this matter by way of appeal,

by way of coming back to them, by way of

retaining within their own powers, with all

these commissions that you have, the designa-
tion of the licensing provisions.

That is not done on the spur of the mo-
ment. That doesn't require a flip decision as

to which horse's nose got across the line first
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or the conditions under which he managed
to make it.

I would suspect, with respect to the dop-

ing of horses, or any other thing, that certain-

ly would be—because it is a matter of signifi-

cance—a matter that has to be deliberated

upon. That sort of thing would be done by
the commission and would not be delegated
to anybody and so with the licensing, as to

who occupies which position, when and how,
and the terms and conditions, as you say, in

section 2, that will be posed in this regard.
Are you not stretching it a bit too far? Ought
you not to give some reconsideration—even

supposing you left the rest of it alone—to

that very section touching the licensing pro-
visions touching the licensing provision.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Minister.

Hon. Mr. Clement: Mr. Chairman, I don't

think we are stretching it because this is a

somewhat peculiar industry. As I pointed out

earlier, this practice has been carried on for

approximately 20 years.

It deals with an industry that is extremely
mobile. A jockey may be riding at a track

here in Toronto today, and, maybe, riding at

a track several hundred miles away in the

United States tomorrow, or a driver may be

driving at Mohawk tonight, and he may be

driving at Batavia tomorrow night.
The sanctions that the racing commission

places for any infraction is recognized by our

sister states to the south and our provinces
here in Canada. We reciprocate and we will

not allow someone to ride in Ontario, for

example, who has been suspended in another

province or a state of the United States. We
are all aware of the situation that occurred

some days ago with reference to the great
horse. Secretariat.

Here we have a highly mobile type of

industry that wants quick and speedy justice,
with the right always to appeal to the

Ontario Racing Commission in the event that

a dignitary or oflBcial to whom power was

delegated exceeds his authority in meting out

any punishment or a condition that the

recipient was unable to accept.

As I pointed out earlier this evening, we
have seven or eight members of the racing
commission, if we have a quorum of the

racing commission at every track in this

province, we would need a minimum of 32
members on certain nights of the week. We
cannot expand. I think it would not be work-
able. This system, in fact, has been conducted
in this way for the past matter of years and
it has been a very workable and a very prac-
tical type of solution.

I am asking this House tonight to accept
the amendment to the Act so that a practice
which has developed and works very well is

then enshrined in the legislation and becomes
an effective part of the Act.

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, the hon.

minister, unlike himself on this occasion, is

not directing his mind to the issue.

Mr. Renwick: No, he is tired.

Mr. Lawlor: He talks about mobility. We
know horses move; they move at considerable

speed and they move around the province
from place to place, and they move down to

Batavia Downs. Sometimes you nonplus me
with the erudition displayed.

Mr. Renwick: Perhaps you should come to

the track with us one of these days.

Mr. Lawlor: I suggest to you also that a

man who is a groom today might very well

be a groom tomorrow, even if he moves a

little bit.

Mr. Breithaupt: But not a bride!

Mr. Lawlor: No, never a bride. Or some-

body who happens to be an exercise boy last

week might still have a little exercise left in

him two weeks from now. He's recognized as

an exercise boy, and I suppose he must be

licensed as an exercise boy. I suppose, too,

that he may be an exercise boy for a full year
until he grows into manhood. And then, I

suppose, he's an exercise man or some other

such thing, although your legislation is defec-

tive in not covering that possibility.

This is not something mobile; this is some-

thing relatively permanent. It is something
that goes beyond the transient feature. It is

a question of livelihood. You are not answer-

ing the question when you get off on to your
business of moving around.

And I would ask you again to direct your
mind to that specific clause about licensing

and say that you don't really believe you
have given it adequate thought, that's all,

and that the licensing provision ought not to

be delegated out to a vast array of individu-

als. It's fundamentally wrong, according to

our basic notion of delegated legislation and
the powers that should be conferred. I think

it runs directly counter to the inquiry on civil

liberties.

Mr. Chairman: Does section 3 of Bill 206

carry?

Mr. Lawlor: Mr. Chairman, he has grown
flatulent and had too big a dinner tonight to

answer the question. But just because the
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dining room supplies a little gourmet nourish-

ment you don't have to give up the ghost at

10.30. This is such dreadful legislation, I

doubt if it will go through on time if I can

help it.

Let us turn to the section on fines.

Hon. A. E. Winkler (Chairman Manager
ment Board of Cabinet): Where did you have
dinner?

Mr. Lawlor: Gourmandizing only inspirits

me. You heard what I had to say on second

reading. You have ingested it, digested it,

now will you please not reject it. This is

particularly pernicious. You are permitting
the commission to collect fines in order to

award the Treasury, directly in contravention

of what McRuer has to say at 913, 914 and
928 and in all of his recommendations.

If you want me to read the recommenda-
tions again I will do so. He has a carte

blanche, categorical exclusion of fines going
to commissions or to anyone but the consoli-

dated revenue fund. You pay money into this

commission to maintain and keep it. Why
would you wink or more than wink—close
your eyes completely and in utter darkness
launch into a particular clause of that kind?
What is the justification.

Mr. Chairman: Shall section 3 carry? Car-
ried!

Shall section 4 carry? Carried!

Shall section 5 carry? Carried!

Shall the bill be reported?

Mr. Renwick: No.

Mr. Chairman: All those in favour of the

bill being reported please say "aye."

All those opposed please say "nay."

In my opinion the "ayes" have it.

Mr. Lewis: Read Morton Shulman.

Hem. A. B. R. Lawrence (Provincial Secre-

tary of Resources Development): Go ahead,
stand up, all four of you.

Bill 206 reported.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves that the com-
mittee rise and report.

Motion agreed to.

The House resumed; Mr. Speaker in the

chair.

Mr. Chairman: Mr. Speaker, the committee
of the whole House begs to report one bill

with amendment and three bills without
amendment and asks for leave to sit again.

Report agreed to.

Hon. E. A. Winkler (Chairman, Manage-
ment Board of Cabinet): Mr. Speaker, before
I move the adjournment of the House I would
like to tell members that on Thursday we
will proceed with the estimates of the Minis-

try of Agriculture and Food, and we will

continue that on Friday, if that is necessary,
to be followed by the Provincial Secretary
for Resources Development.

Mr. S. Lewis (Scarborough West): Mr.

Speaker, on a point of privilege—it has noth-

ing to do with the House leader, so he can
relax. I want to say two brief things before
the adjournment of the House since I won't
be here on Thursday to say them and there-

fore I must choose the earliest opportunity.

First, we object to the fact that the new
Minister of Housing was announced outside

the House before it was provided as informa-
tion to this House. Second, Mr. Speaker, we
object to the d<)wngrading of the Ministry of

Housing by joining it with an existing port-
folio, however irrelevant that portfolio may
be. We consider that also to be a breach of

faith with the House in the debate which
took place at the time of the Ministry of

Housing Act.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Mr. Speaker, I don't

accept the statement made by the leader of

the NDP.

Mr. Lewis: The minister doesn't have to

accept it.

Mr. I. Deans (Wentworth): He doesn't have
to accept it.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I won't accept because
to my knowledge the announcement hasn't

been made oflBcially.

Mr. Lewis: The announcement has been
made by the Globe and Mail.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: Well, the Globe and
Mail makes many announcements.

Interjections by hon. members.

Hon. Mr. Winkler: I think we shall wait

until tomorrow morning and see.

Mr. Lewis: Wait and see? The government
brings in a Ministry of Housing. It says it

will be a separate ministry and it fobs it off^

on an existing portfolio.

Hon. Mr. Winkler moves the adjournment
of the House.

Motion agreed to.

The House adjourned at 10:35 o'clock, p.m.
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